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ADVERTISEMENT.

The Committee appointed by the Moyal Society to direct the publication of the

Philosophical Transactions, take this opportunity to acquaint the Public, that it fully

appears, as well from the Council-books and Journals of the Society, as from repeated

declarations which have been made in several former Transactions, that the printing of

them was always, from time to time, the single act of the respective Secretaries till the

Forty-seventh Volume; the Society, as a Body, never interestmg themselves any further

in their publication, than by occasionally recommending the revival of them to some of

their Secretaries, when, from the particular circumstances of their affairs, the Transactions

had happened for any length of time to be intermitted. And this seems principally to

have been done Avith a \iew to satisfy the Public, that their usual meetings were then

continued, for the improvement of knowledge, and benefit of mankind, the great ends

of their first institution by the Eoyal Charters, and Avhich they have ever since steadily

pursued.

But the Society being of late years greatly enlarged, and their communications more

numerous, it was thought advisable that a Committee of their members should be

appointed, to reconsider the papers read before them, and select out of them such as

they should judge most proper for publication in the future Transactions-, which was

accordingly done upon the 26th of March 1762. And the grounds of their choice are, and

will continue to be, the importance and singularity of the subjects, or the advantageous

manner of treating them
; without pretending to answer for the certainty of the facts,

or propriety of the reasonings, contained in the several papers so published, which must

still rest on the credit or judgement of their respective authors.

It is likewise necessary on this occasion to remark, that it is an established rule of

the Society, to which they will always adhere, never to give their opinion, as a Body,

upon any subject, either of Nature or Art, that comes before them. And therefore the
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thanks, which are frequently proposed from the Chair, to be given to the authors of

such papers as are read at their accustomed meetings, or to the persons through whose

hands they received them, are to be considered in no other hght than as a matter ot

civility, in return for the respect shown to the Society by those communications. The

like also is to be said with regard to the several projects, inventions, and curiosities of

various kinds, which are often exhibited to the Society ;
the authors whereof, or those

who exhibit them, frequently take the liberty to report and even to certify in the public

newspapers, that they have met with the highest applause and approbation. And

therefore it is hoped that no regard will hereafter be paid to such reports and pubhc

notices ;
which in some instances have been too lightly credited, to the dishonour of the

Society.

The Meteorological Journal hitherto kept by the Assistant Secretary at the Apart-

ments of the Koyal Society, by order of the President and Council, and published in

the Philosophical Transactions, has been discontinued. The Government, on the recom-

mendation of the President and Council, has established at the Koyal Observatory at

Greenwich, under the superintendence of the Astronomer Koyal, a Magnetical and

Meteorological Observatory, where observations are made on an extended scale, which

are regularly published. These, which correspond with the grand scheme of observations

now carrying out in different parts of the globe, supersede the necessity of a contmuance

of the observations made at the Apartments of the Koyal Society, which could not be

rendered so perfect as was desirable, on account of the imperfections of the locality and

the multiplied duties of the observer.
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PHILOSOPHICAL TEANSACTIONS.

I. Besearches on the Foraminifera.

WiLLmi B. Caepentee, M.D., F.B.S., F.G.S., &c.

Eeceived June 17,—Eead June 17, 1858.

PAET III.

ON THE GENEEA PENEEOPLIS, OPEECHLINA, AND AMPHISTEGINA.

1 1 9. liS^ my preceding memoirs, I have shown that two very dissimilar types of structure

present themselves among Foraminifera ;
one characterized by its simplicity, the other

by its complexity. In the former, of which Orbitolites, Orhiculina, and Alveolina are

typical examples, the calcareous skeleton does not present any definite indications of

organization, but seems to have been formed by the simple calcification of a portion of

the homogeneous sarcode-body of the animal ;
that sarcode-body is but very imperfectly

dmded into segments, the communications between the cavities occupied by these

segments being very free and iiTegular ; the form of the segments themselves, and the

mode of their connexion, are alike inconstant ;
and even the plan of growth, on which the

character of the organism as a whole depends, though preserving a general uniformity,

is by no means invariably maintained. In the latter, to which Cycloclypeus and Hete-

rosfegina belong, we find the calcareous skeleton presenting a very definite and elaborate

organization ; the several segments of the body are so completely separated from each

other, that they remain connected only by delicate threads of sarcode ; each segment

thus isolated has its own proper calcareous envelope, which seems to be moulded (as it

were) upon it, and this envelope or shell is perforated with minute parallel tubuli,

closely resembling those of dentine except in the absence of bifurcation or ramifica-

tion; the partition-walls between adjacent segments are consequently double, and are

strengthened by an intermediate calcareous deposit, which is traversed by a system of

inosculating passages that seems properly to belong to it. The form of the segments,

their mode of communication, and consequently the general plan of growth, have a very

considerable degree of constancy ; and altogether the tendency is strongly manifested in

MDCCCLIX. B



2 DE. CAEPENTEE’S EESEAECHES ON THE E0EA3IINIEEEA.

this type, to the greater mdividualization of the parts of the composite body which in

the preceding must be looked upon rather as constituting one aggregate whole.

120. I purpose in the present memoir to carry on this contrast, by presenting

detailed comparison of the stracture of two generic forms, which, whilst they so fa

agree in general plan of growth as not only to have been ranked by M. n Okbioxt side

by side in his order Silicostegues, but to have been placed by other systematists m close

apposition, differ in the most marked manner as to aU the prticulars just enumerated.

Both these types are of pecuUar interest :-the first, Pen^ophs, on accoim of the very

wl range ofaariation it presents, which has led to the establishment of three„
apparently distinguishable by weU-marked differences in conformation, upon what I feel

srtisfled wUl prove to be but individual modifications of one and the same ^eoific type,

—the second, Operculma, as being the nearest existing representative of and

consequently as affording not merely the key to the elucidation of the

also tie basis for the determination of the value of the reputed species, of that genus,

by the study of the range of variation which it presents ; this range being, though inore

ritricted than in the preceding case, still quite sufficient to justify a large multiphca-

tion of species, in the estimation of those who do not practise that extended method ot

compai-ative inquiry, on the importance of which I have dwelt m a

^
74) With the latter of these genera, as also with NummuUtes, I shall p

the genus AmpUstegina is closely allied; although M. d’Oebig^ misled by

want of symmetry and by the alternation in the disposition of the chambers which are

exhibited^ certain forms of that type, has placed it in a different order, Entamaegt^.

For I shall have to show that a gradational variety in this respect, ending m comp e e

symmetry, may coincide with such a uniformity in general stracture, that even a very

decided departure from symmetry must be regarded as a character of little ralue m

classification, compared with agi-eement in the organifaion of the shell and in those

pecuUarities in the conformation of the animal which are indicated by it; and fuithei

that a most marked difference in degree of organization exists between two species of

AmpMdegim, which so closely resemble each other externally that the young of one

may easily be mistaken for the adult of the other.

Genus Peneroplis.

121 Histon/.-The genus PeneropKs was first instituted by Mohtfoet* to distinguish

a peculiar type of minute polythalamous sheUs, which had been previously described and

figured by Fichtel and MoLLf, and had been ranged by them with numeious otheis

Idex the comprehensive designation Nmtilus; and Montfoet correctly mdicates its

distinctive character, as “bouche de toute la longueur de la base, et percee

par une file des pores,” though he seems to have very erroneously interpieted the sig

. Bmrox de SoMlxi, 1802-1806 ;
MoUasqaee, tome iv. p. 1. pl. 43 ;

and Oonchyliologie Systamatique,

1808,p.258.
, .r. r.

t Testacea Microscopica, Vindob. 1798*.1803, p. 91. tab. 16. figs, a,
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fication of those pores. For he goes on to state, “ Cette coquille est encore pellncide, et

permet de lire an travers de son tet la serie et la disposition des nombreuses cellules de

chaque concameration ; ces cellules deviennent plus grandes a mesure que la coquille prend

plus d’accroissement. II est probable que leur nombre repond a celui des animaux qui les

babitent, et qui les constituent simrdtanement pour former un nouveau rang.” This sub-

division of the principal chambers into cells, each occupied by a separate animal, exists

only in the imagination of Moxtfoet, who seems to have been misled by the peculiar

markings of the surface of the shell, which, as will be presently seen, are merely superficial.

La^iaeck, not adopting Montfoet’s genus, referred the Nautilus 'glojuatus of Fichtel and

Moll to the genus (Ji'istellaria, with which it has no relationship whatever ; and having

copied theii’ figiu’esinto the ‘ EncyclopedieMethodique*,’ he designated one set of forms

as C. jplanata, and another as C. dilatata, subsequently reuniting them, however, under

a new specific name, C. squammula^. The genus Peneroplis has been recognized by

BlaixvilleJ and by EheejVBEEG^ ; and D’Oebigot has applied this name, in his various

writings on Foraminifera, to the form described by Fichtel and Moll, whilst he has

created a new generic term, Bendritina, for a series of closely allied forms, in which

there is a single large dendritic aperture instead of a linear series of separate apertures.

The distinctive characters of these two genera, as last given by him||, are as follows:—

-

“ Peneroplis ; coquille nautiloide comprimee, pourvue de nombreuses ouvertures sur

une seule ligne a la demiere loge seulement. Cavite simple :

—

Bendritina ; ce sont des

Peneroplis dont les ouvertures anastomosees ferment une dendrite.” In addition to

these, I shall cite his definition of another genus, established by Lamaeck in 1801,

which, as I shall presently show, consists, like Bendritina, of mere varieties of Pene-

roplis :

—“ Spirolina ; coquille nautiloide dans le jeune age, projetee en crosse dans I’age

adulte.”

122. The genus Pmercplis is very widely difiiised through warmer latitudes ; indeed

few collections of Foraminifera from sands or dredgings taken from the Mediterranean,

the ^gean Ai’chipelago, the Red Sea, the East or West Indies, the Philippine seas, or

the shores of Australia or the Polynesian Islands, will fail to present numerous examples

of it. A few specimens have been found on British coasts ; but it is surmised by Pro-

fessor AYilliaaison that these have been brought by the Gulf-stream from the West

Indian Seas. “ Amongst the multitude of West Indian seeds and other light objects

thus thrown upon our north-western shores, it was to be expected that some of the

tropical Foraminifera would be entangled ; and such may have been the case with the

species under consideration^.” The finest examples I have met with were contained in

* Tab. 467, figs. 1, «, c, 2 ;
a, 5, c. t Animaux sans Vertebres, tom. vii. p. 607.

X Malacologie, p. 372.

§
“ Tabellarische Charakteristik der Bryozoen-Classe imd sammtlicher Eamilien und Gattungen der

Polytbalamien,” in Berlin Transactions, 1838.

II
Cours Elementaire de Paleontologie, 1849, tom. ii. p. 198.

^ On the Eecent Eoraminifera of Great Britain, published by the Eay Society, 1858, p. 46.
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Mr. CUMINS’S Phffippine CoUection ;
whilst the most n^erous were kmdly famished

me by Mr. J. Gwyn Jepferys from his dredgings in the Grdf o eno .

hereafter find that, as in the case of OrUtolUes, particular varieties of conformation

prevail, though by no means exclusively, in particular localities.
^ u- u

123 ExtLal au™otera.-The ordinary form of the shell of (of which an

ideal representation is given in Plate I. fig. 2) is an extremely flat spue of about fao

turns and a half, opening out lapidly in its last half turn (Plate II. ).

young shell, each whorl is merely adherent to the preceding, so that the fust-formed

portion is not concealed by the subsequent growth ;
but it very commonly happens t a

the last whorl spreads itself out to such a degree as partially to mvest the preceding

(Plate 11 figs 1 3), the extension towards the centre, however, seldom reac mg so ar

as to conceal ihe original umbilicus. Although this lateral extension is sometimes con-

fined to the inner margin of the spire, as is seen in fig. 1, yet it often occurs along the

outer margin also, as is seen in fig. 3; being usually Umited, however to the last fom

or five chambers. But sometimes, instead of opening out and partially investing the

previous whorls, the spire is prolonged in a straight line, and several of its successiie

chambers present little or no progressive increase in size (Plate II. g. ), oug even

in this variety the last four or five chambers are often seen to spread themselves out

rather suddenly, so as to extend along the inner margin of the straight portion. Between

these difi-erent extremes of conformation, every intermediate gradation presents itse .

124. The surface of the shell is very strongly marked by depressed bands whic

indicate the place of the septa between the chambers; and between these septal bands

the walls of the chamber's rise in flattened arches. In a direction transverse to t e

septal bands, we almost uniformly obsei-ve a strongly-marked striation ;
the stnee ninnmg

pai-allel at tolerably regular intervals, which average about TAoth of an inch, torn one

septal band to another. This striation, which imparts a very characteristic physiognomy

to these minute sheUs, seems due to a sort of plication or ridge-and-furrow anangement

of the sheUy wall (Plate II. fig. 20), which may not improbably have the effect of

imparting to it increased strength. The plication generaUy disappears at the junction

of the walls of the chambers with the septa; and consequently we do not usually see it

at the mouth when the shell is viewed endways. Sometimes, however, it is oontinued

on to the septum itself ;
and its character is then extremely well displayed, as in Plate 11.

fi.. 16, which, however, represents not the typical form, but one of the varieties to be

hereafter noticed. On the prominences of the plic®, there are frequently to e seen

rows of extremely minute puncta (fig. 20) ;
these, however, are not the apertui'es of pas-

sages through the shell, as might not unnaturally be supposed; but are, hke the punc-

tations of OrUmlinu ("^ 88), mere depressions of its surface,-as I have ascertamed by

the careful examination of very thin sections. It is remarkable that the phcation of

the shell is sometimes wanting, though the punctations may still present themselves m

rows, as shown in fig. 23 ;
whilst in other cases, not only ai'e the plic® deficient but e

punctations are distributed uniformly over the entire surface, as shown m fig. 24. Ihat
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these variations are not indicative of any specific difference, is at once proved by the

fact that the shells which exhibit them in one part, present the ordinary character of

surface in another. In Plate II. fig. 22 is shown a case in which similar punctations

present themselves on the septum closing the mouth of the shell of a Bendritina, which,

as wall presently appear, is only a modified Peneroplis.

125. The septum which closes the mouth of the shell is perforated by numerous

isolated pores, arranged in a single linear series (Plate I. fig. 2, Plate II. fig. 1); the

number of these pores depends upon the length of the septal plane (a very convenient

term which I adopt from Professor Williamson), and thus it usually increases with

the age of the indmdual, each chamber opening externally by a larger number of pores

than did that which preceded it. The typical form of these pores seems to be circular,

though they are apt to present various departures from that shape ; they usually lie in

a sort of furrow, formed by the projection of the lateral borders of the mouth somewhat

beyond the septum
; and, as in Orbitolites and Orbiculina, each one is surrounded by a

prominent annulus of shell.

126. The texture of the shell very closely resembles that of Orbitolites and Orbiculina^

but is somewhat more porcellanous. As in those genera, the shell presents an opaque

white hue, when it is viewed by light reflected from its surface
;
whilst thin sections

examined by transmitted light are of a brownish yellow or dark amber colour. Its sub-

stance is apparently quite homogeneous, no other trace of structure presenting itself

than the plications and punctations already referred to ; and its texture is not nearly so

fii-m as that of those Foraminiferous shells which possess a minutely-tubular organi-

zation.

127. On examining a thin section of a typical Peneroplis, taken through the median

plane between the lateral surfaces (Fig. I.), the central chamber is seen to have the

rig. I.

Section of Peneroplis, parallel to its surface.

globose form which has been shown to characterize the primordial segment of the Fora-

minifera already described ; from this first chamber a single passage leads to the second.
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which communicates in like manner by a single passage with the third, as does ‘'“'i

with the fourth; the fourth chamber, however, commumcates by tooyJKSs®?® with the

fifth, as does the fifth with the sixth, and the sixth with the seventh. In the septum

between the seventh and eighth, with which the second whorl may be considered as

commencing, there are three apertures; and this number continues for the four co^cu-

tive partitions which divide the chambers forming the next half-convolution. 'Diot,

however, commences a very remarkable increase; for whilst m each of the next o

partitions there axe four passages, the numbers m the four succeeding partitions w c

divide the chambers completing the second turn are respectively 6, 9, 11, and 1 ;

whilst in the last eight partitions which divide the chambers of ’

the numbers of the apertures are respectively 14, 20, 26, 28, SO, 35, 44, and 48. The

average distance of the apertures from each other remains nearly the same throughout

,

so that their number pretty closely corresponds with, and may be taken to represent,

the length of the septal plane which they traverse in each case; and it is not a little

remarkable, that whilst this number should only increase from 1 to 4 in the &st con-

volution and a half, it should so rapidly augment fiom 4 to 48 m the last half-con-

128 As I have not been fortunate enough to obtain any other than dned specimens

of this organism, I have not had the opportunity of examining the structure and arrange-

ment of its soft parts. Such an opportunity, however, has presented itself to Professor

Eheenbeeg, who collected living specimens in his expedition to the Bed Sea ;
and by

treating these with dilute acid, he has freed the animal body from its enclosmg sheU,

precisely as I was able to do in the case of OrUtoBes. The figure^ which he has given

of the animal corresponds in every important particular with what an examination o

the shell would lead me to expect; for it represents a series of segments of a generaUy-

homogeneous substance, corresponding in form, dimensions, and connexions with t e

successive chambers of Fig. I. The only departure that I can discover from what I

should myself have anticipated, lies in this-that the successive segments are connected

along the inner margin of the convolutions by a band much broader and thicker than the

threads which pass between other parts of the segments; so that this band would seem

to establish a principal connexion, to which the other threads might be considered as

secondary. Now after a very careful examination both of the septal planes of numerous

specimens, and of sections taken in the direction of Fig. I, I feel myself justified m the

positive assertion that no such principal aperture exists at the inner margm of eac

septum, as would be required to give passage to such a band as is figured by Professor

Fheenbeeg. Consequently I can only account for this feature in his delineaUon of the

animal (the idea of a difference in the conformation of the shell being negatived by the

precise correspondence between his figures of it and my own, as well as by my famiharity

with the Ked Sea type of Peneroplis), by supposing that, like some of his other figures,

it rather represents his idea of the structure of the animal, than what he actually saw in

* Abhandl. der Konigl. Akad. der Wissenseiiaft. zu Berlin, 1838. Physik, taf. 2, fig. 1.
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its body, this principal band being apparently regarded by him as an intestinal canal, by

which he supposed all the segments to be connected together.—Professor Ehrenbekg’s

figure represents a marking-out of spherules in the midst of the otherwise homogeneous

substance of the body, closely corresponding to those which I have described in the

animal of Orbitolites 43); and it also shows the skeletons of various Diatomacese

imbedded in the substance of the four outer segments, as I have myself found them in

Orbitolites 34). Consequently I can have no hesitation in the belief that the general

structure and mode of life of these two forms are analogous ; and that there does not

exist in Penerojplis, any more than in Orbitolites^ that hypothetical organization which

Professor Ehkenbeeg has attributed to both.

129. Monstrosity.—The only example of monstrosity which I have met with in this

type, is obviously analogous to the “ monstrosities by excess ” which I have described as

not unfrequent in Orbitolites’, consisting (at least apparently) in the formation of a

secondary body by outgrowth or gemmation from the first. This secondary body does

not seem, however, to have its origin in the primordial segment, to which similar out-

growths may always be traced in Orbitolites 62).

130. Affinities.—As regards its general organization and plan of growth, it seems

clear that Peneroffiis bears a very near approximation to that form of Orbimlina in

which the later increase takes place like the earlier upon the spiral type 87), and in

which there is but a single plane of chambers with a single row of marginal pores (^90):

the only essential difference, in fact, consisting in this, that each successive increment is

formed in the case of Peneroplis by a continuous segment of sarcode, occupying an undi-

vided chamber of the shell ;
whilst in the case of Orbiculina each segment is subdivided

into sub-segments strung like the beads of a necklace on a continuous stolon of sarcode,

the chamber being correspondingly subdivided by transverse partitions having a con-

tinuous passage through all. The very close alliance of the two forms is shown by the

fact, that specimens are occasionally to be met with in collections of Orbiculince, which,

while presenting the general physiognomy of that genus, exhibit the deficiency of trans-

verse partitions which is the distinguishing character of Peneroplis ; so as to render it

uncertain whether such specimens should be considered as Orbiculince in which (as

certainly happens occasionally in Orbitolites, ^61) the usual partitions are deficient, or

whether they truly belong to Peneroplis, their resemblance to Orbimlina being super-

ficial only, and their presence among specimens of that genus merely accidental. In

either case it is obvious that the affinity between these two types is very close ;
and in

fact young Orbiculince frequently present such a strong external resemblance to Pene-

roplis, that their true nature cannot be determined without such an examination of their

internal structure as will serve to disclose the transverse partitioning of their chambers.

It may be fairly inquired whether the peculiar striation of the surface of Peneroplis,

which so strongly suggests the idea of internal partitioning as to have led Montfoet to

assert its existence, is not really a rudiment of that structure.

131. Varieties.—The relationship just indicated being borne in mind, it will scarcely
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excite surprise to tod that Penero],lh, like OrWmlma, presents very considerable diver-

sities of conformation. The first and simplest departure Irom what has been des^cnbe as

its typical character, consists in a duplication of the series of pores m each sept,m

(Plate 11 fig. 7«), the spire being at the same time less compressed, so that the septal

5^!:!ris wideV inUortion to its length. Now it is not a little remarkable that tto rs

almost uniformly the case with specimens furnished by particular locahties, whdst those

obtained from others not very remote exhibit almost as uniformly the extremest elonga-

tion and nairowing of the septal plane with only a single row of apertm-es, and ence

it might not unreasonably be maintained that this difference should be

specific value. In reply to this, however, there is not only the analogy of OrhUUeB

mid OrUculma, in which an indefinite multiplication in the rows of marginal pores may

take place during the growth of the individual, but also the fact that in ^
two forms cannot be distinguished at an early age, either by the shape of the sheU

by the disposition of the pores, which are often arranged neither in a single nor in a

double row, but on a sort of mixture of both plans, as shown m Plate I .
gs. an ,

whilst among the more advanced examples of each type, it is not at all uncommon o

meet with individuals which present a combination of the characters of both, the septal

plane having a single row of pores in one part of its length with a doub e row in anote

Lmetimes, moreover, in one of the less compressed forms of the shell although there

is but a single row of pores, it is obvious from the elongated shape of these that y

indicate a tendency to dupUcation (fig. 8). Moreover we find in the variety- with a com-

nlete double row the same disposition as in the ordinary Pmeroplis to the substitution

of the rectilineal for the spiral mode of growth, as we see in fig. 7. Hence I “nsi er

that it may be unhesitatingly asserted that the duplication of the row of pores, and the

increased turgidity of the spire which it accompanies, are but featoes of individual

variation, and cannot be admitted to rank as specific differences. And in this v-imv I am

glad to find myself borne out by Professor Williamson, who defines Penerophs ,
not

(like M. d’Oebiony) as having only a single row of apertures, but as kavmg sep a

orifices scattered over the long narrow septal plane;” whilst his figure .iPeneropks

plmatm shows these orifices arranged for the most part m a double row, one portion

liavinff them even more multiplied.
^ ^ r

132 What is the relationship to the typical Pmeroplis however, of that gioup of

foims to which D’Okbignt has given the generic designation Vendnttna, is a question

of more difficulty. These are characterized, as we have seen, by the possession o a

single large aperture sending out dendritic ramifications in each septum (Plate I. fig^ ,

Plate II figs 12 13) ;
but this is by no means the whole of then differentiation. Foi

the spire, instead of being compressed, is very turgid ;
and its successive whorls not

merely surround but also invest those which have preceded them; so that what may be

approUtely termed alar prolongations (al, figs. 12 «, 12 b, Plate II.) of Ae chamber of

even the last whorl often extend nearly to the umbilicus. The geographical distribution

* The Eecent Eoramiaifera of G-reat Britain, p. 44.
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of Dendritina, moreover, is peculiar ; for, so far as I am aware, this type is restricted to

the tropical ocean. I have not met with it in dredgings from any part of the Mediter-

ranean or the Red Sea, where Peneroplis abounds ; while the largest specimens I have

seen are those contained in Mr. Cuming’s Philippine explorations, some of these measuring

•078 inch in diameter, and -030 in thickness or breadth. To such as content themselves

with glancing at strongly-marked examples of this type, the propriety of its generic, or

at any rate of its specific separation from Peneroplis, would seem indubitable. Never-

theless I think that I shall be able to show adequate grounds for the belief, that the two

forms cannot be separated by any definite line of demarcation ; and that they must there-

fore be ranked as belonging not merely to the same genus, but even to the same species.

133. In the first place I would refer to the fact that the peculiar plication and puncta-

tion of the surface of the shell, which are such marked features in the physiognomy

of Peneroplis, are repeated yq. Dendritina (Plate II. figs. 21, 22) in a manner so precisely

similar, as strongly to impress every one who has his attention directed to the aspects of

these two forms respectively, with the idea of their very close relationship.

134. Secondly, the difierences of general configuration between Peneroplis and Den-

dritina are difierences of degree, and present themselves in very variable amount in

different indmduals. For, starting from those forms of Peneroplis in which the spire

is least compressed, the transition is easy to those PendritincB whose spire is least turgid,

and whose septal plane is not broader in proportion to its length than it often is in

Pener(yplis. From the most compressed forms of Pendritina to those which have the

most turgid spires and the widest septal planes, the gradation is insensible, scarcely any

two indi\iduals according in their proportions ; thus we find that whilst the septal plane

is sagittate in some (Fig. II. a, c), it tends to become reniform in others (b, d), the

Fig. II.

A. B c 2J

Front views of four specimens of Dendritina.

margin of the spire, which is almost carinated in the first case, becoming obtuse and

even cresentic in the second. Again, the extent of the investment of the earlier whorls

MDCCCXLIX. c
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by the later, varies as much as the degree of turgidity ;
for whilst in some of the most

compressed forms, as in PeneropUs, each whorl does Uttle more than apply itseK to the

margin of the preceding (Fig. III. A, c), the more turgid the spire becomes, the more

completely (generally speaking) does it embrace the preceding, the alar prolongations

of the chambers thus coming to bear a large proportion to their principal canty

(Fig. III. B, d).
1 X 4-:r 1

135 Thirdly, we observe in Dendritina precisely the same tendency to rectiimeai

extension in the later period of growth, as in PeneropUs ; for although a distinct pneiic

term Smrolina has been given to the form presenting this modification, I think it must

be apparent to every one that the example delineated in Plate II. fig. H, bears just the

same relation to the typical that those shown in figs. 5, 7 bear to tbe tj^iicai

Peneroplis. The transition from Bendritina to Spirolina is weU seen in figs. 1^, 1 ;

in the first of which we see the last whorl apparently about to disengage itself from the

earlier ones, whilst in the second that disengagement has been completed. I cannot

conceive that any one could refuse to regard either of these specimens as a Bendntma ;

and yet it is obvious that their continued increase upon the plan which has already

manifested itself in the formation of the later chambers, would convert them mto Spiro-

lince. Such continued increase has obviously taken place in the specimen represented in

fig. 11, which, up to the time of the substitution of the rectilineal for the spu'al mode

of growth, has all the appearance of an ordinary Bendritina.

136. Still it may be said that, notwithstanding all these points of resemblance, the

difference between Peneroplis and Bendritina is clearly marked out by the difference m

the modes of communication between the chambers of the two types ;
and that such a

difference is sufficiently important to constitute a valid generic character. I ffeely admit

that this would be the case, if the difference were constantly to present ffself between

all the individuals of the same type, as it does between their characteristic examples

(Plate I. figs. 1, 2); but the fact is far otherwise. We have seen that among those

which would be unhesitatingly ranked under the designation Penerophs, there is not

only a tendency to multiplication of the rows of separate pores, but also an occasional

fusion of two or more pores, so as to form a single large pore of u'regular shape. On

the other hand, among the unquestioned Bendritinm, we observe not merely that the

form of the single large dendritic aperture is extremely variable, but that it is frequently

so simple as to suggest the idea of having been formed by the coalescence of a linear

series of pores. The most characteristic forms of the dendritic aperture that I have met

with are shown in Plate II. figs. 12 a, 13 a; two examples of a remarkable departure

from this have just been seen in Fig. IL b, d, where the proportions of the apertime

are altogether reversed, its breadth being much greater than its length, and its centra

part being enlarged at the expense of its ramifications ;
while through such an apertui’e

as that represented in Plate II. fig. 22, we are conducted back to the ordinary type,

though its form is much simplified. On the other hand, in Fig. II. a, c, we have

marked examples of a narrowing and elongation of the aperture, with such a reduction
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of its dendritic ramifications, that it comes to present little more than a linear fissure.

From a comparison of these cases, it will be seen that the form of the aperture bears

a pretty constant relation to that of the septal plane
;
the broadest apertures presenting

themselves in the individuals which have the most turgid spire, and the narrowest in

those whose sphe is most compressed ; whilst the proportionate development of the two

principal alar prolongations seems related to the degree of that alar extension of the

chambers over the whorl they enclose, of which I have already spoken. But the most

satisfactory proof of the wide extent of range of variation in the form of the aperture

in Bendritina, is afforded by a comparative examination of the apertures connecting

different chambers of the same individual. Thus in the interior of the very shell that

presented the peculiarly characteristic example, Plate II. fig. 12 a, we find a form, 5,

closely corresponding to that shown in Fig. II. c ; and in four septa of the inner part of

another shell, we have the simple forms of aperture represented in Fig. III. A, B, c, d.

Eig. III.

Septal planes and apertures from different parts of the same specimen of Dend/ritina.

137. But further, not only do we thus meet with examples of each type which pre-

sent more or less of approximation towards the other, but we also not unfrequently

encounter indhiduals in which the characters of the two types are so blended that it is

difficult, if not impossible, to say to which they should be referred. Thus in Plate II.

fig. 8, we have a young specimen with a linear series of apertures, the marked elongation

of which show's each to be formed by the fusion of two, whilst there is an additional pair

precisely in the situation of the alar prolongations in fig. 12 ^ ; and it is obvious that a

longitudinal coalescence of these pores would produce an aperture exactly resembling

that of fig. 12 h. Again, in another young specimen shown in Plate II. fig. 16, a partial

fusion of the separate pores into a single dendritic aperture has actually taken place

(fig. 16 «), w'hilst another broad aperture is seen just below this. In fig. 10 we see

numerous pores, some small and rounded, others large and irregular, each of the latter

being ob\dously formed by the coalescence of two or three of the separate pores ;
and it

is eAident that a closer approximation of the whole would produce a single large den-

dritic aperture. Other varieties of the same kind are presented in figs. 9 and 14. But

a yet more remarkable example is shown in fig. 15 ; for here the coalescence has pro-

c 2
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ceeded so far as to produce a number of separate branching apertures, and nothing

is wanting but the removal of the line of shell which passes down the middle of the

septum, to unite these into the most characteristic form of the single ramifying orifice.

This individual, like the one represented in fig. 6, was already beginning to assume the

Spirolim foi-m, the rounded shape of the mouth showing that the spire has detached

itself completely from the previously-formed convolutions : in figs. 4 and 11 a are shown

the mouths of more advanced examples of the same type, which present such a com

bination of the large dendritic aperture of Dendritina with the isolated pores oi Pene-

roplu, as to complete (in my opinion) the proof that no valid distinction can be dr-avm

between these two types, either from the number, the isolation, the position, or the

shape of the apertures in the septa. This conclusion will probably become less sur-

prising than it may at first sight appear to such as are accustomed to the study oi toe

more constant characters presented by the shells of Mollusca, when it is borne m mm

that the apertures seem to have no other function than to give passage to threads of

sarcode; and that it is the general character of the Ehizopod type, for such extensions

of the substance of the body to be entirely destitute of constancy either as to position

or number.
4.

138. If the foregoing conclusion be admitted, it follows that not merely mus e

genem Pmdritiim and SpiroUna be relinquished, but that both these forms must be

regarded as mere varieties otPemroplis planatm. From the circumstance that the Pen-

dritim-tyve is found only in tropical seas, and that it attains a far larger size than the

ordinary Pemroplis-type, whilst the latter seems to be almost staiwed out (as it were)

in the Mediterranean,—presenting itself there under its humblest form, and scarcely

extending itself at all into northern seas,—I am disposed to think that temperatm-e has

a considerable influence in producing these varieties. I shouU be far, however, from

attributing the entfre result to this agency alone, since we find Penertplis presentmg

itself abundantly in tropical seas, along with Pendritina. But as it is in the h' e ter-

ranean forms that we meet with the extreme of flattening and with the most u^orm

singleness of the row of pores, whilst it is among the tropical forms that we &rd Paie-

roplis not merely attaining its greatest dimensions, but also presenting the closest

approximation to Pendritina in the turgidity of its spire and in the areangement of its

septal apertures, it seems obvious that the development of this type of structure is

favoured by a constantly high temperature i
and further, that Pe,idritina may be

regarded as the highest form, towards which PemropUs tends nr proportion as it is

subjected to that influence.—As I have not had the opportunity of examiiimg the

fossil forms of this type, I am as yet unable to say how far the foregoing conclusions

will be borne out by the phenomena which they present.

Genus Opeeculina.

139. The collection of Mr. Cuming contains a large number of Nautiloid Forami-

nifera, ditfering considerably from one another not only in size and proportions, but also
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in general aspect and particular features, yet having so many structural characters in

common as to be obviously referrible to the same generic type. This type I shall

designate, provisionally at least, as Operculina ; since, although it does not correspond

with the definition of this genus as given by its founder M. d’Orbigny, it is obviously

related most closely to the fossil forms which have been described under that designa-

tion by M. d’Orbignt himself, as well as by MM. d’Archiac and Haime, and to the

recent type described as OpercuUna by Mr. Carter.

140. Histm'y.
—^The genus OpercuUna was created by M. d’Orbigny in 1825, for the

reception of a group of Foraminifera bearing a strong general resemblance to Nummulites^

but considered by him as difiering from it in the extreme compression of its discoidal

shell, in the smaller number of its whorls, in the non-investment of the earlier whorls

by the later, so that the former remain apparent on both sides through the whole of

life, and also in the form of the aperture, which is a transverse slit in Nummulites, but

triangular in Operculina. The following is the definition of this genus given by him in

his ‘ Foraminiferes Fossiles (Je Vienne ’ (p. 117) :
—“ Coquille libre, equilaterale, ovale ou

discoidale, tres comprimee, formee d’une spire non embrassante, reguliere, egalement

apparent de chaque cote, a tours contigus, et croisant tres rapidement. Loges nombreuses,

etroites, la demiere formant saillie de toute la largeur de la spire, a tons les ages percee

d’une ouverture visible tiiangulaire, centre le retour de la spire.” In his ‘ Cours Fle-

mentaii-e de Paleontologie
’
(tom. ii. p. 197), he defines the genus by the following

characters alone:—“Coquille comprimee a tours apparents, pourvue d’une ouverture

triangulaire centre le retour de la spire.” I think it necessary also to quote from the

same work M. d’Orbigxy’s definitions of three other genera nearly allied to Opercuhna ;

since, as will presently appear, the characters which he assigns to them are based on an

entirely wrong idea of the distinctive features presented by their respective types. -

Nmionina. “ Coquille nautiloide, poui’\-ue d’une seule ouverture en fente transversale,

non masquee, placee contre le retour de la spire. —Nu'i:n'i7iulit€s. “ Coquille lenticulaiie

a tours embrassants, pomwue d’une ouverture en fente transversale, souvent masquee,

contre le retour de la sphe.”

—

Asdlina. “ Ce sont des Nummulites dont les tours de la

spire, ne rejoignant pas le centre, sont tons plus ou moins apparents.” In the admi-

rable Monograph of MM. d’Archiac and Haime the genus Nummulites is defined as

follows:—“Coquille libre, symmetrique, orbiculaire, plane, discoide, lenticulaire ou

subglobuleuse, composee d’une lame calcaire pliee et enroulee suivant un meme plan,

criblee de pores ou canaux de trois grandeurs difierentes, a tours plus ou moins serres,

plus ou moins embrassants, quelquefois simplement juxtaposes. Hans le jeune age, le

dernier est saillant
;
plus tard, les tours se rapprochent de telle sorte qu’a I’etat adulte

le dernier parait se souder tout a fait a I’avant dernier. Canal spiral divise par des

cloisons transverses, plus ou moins nombreuses, percees a leur base, contre le retour de

la spire, d’une ouverture lineaire transverse. Ces derniers caracteres semblent s’etre

attenues vers la fin de la vie de I’animal” (p. 70). The genus Nonionina is said by these

* Description des Animaux Eossiles du Groupe Nummulitique de ITnde. Paris, 1853,
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authors to differ from NummulUes in respect of its flatter form, the comparative short-

ness of its spire, the smaller number of chambers, and the non-embrace of its convota-

tions ; as also in absence of that narrowing of the later convolutions which leads to the

entire closure of the spire in Nummulites. The genus Operouhna is said (loc. eit.) to

be distinguished from Nummulites only by the depression of its form, the smaU number

of its coelutions, and the rapid increase in breadth of the last whorl, which seems

constantly to remain open. The genus Assilina, having no sufficiently distmctive

characters, must (according to these able investigators) be merged

is obvious, from these remarks, that MM. d’Aechiac and Haimb had fully recognmed

the two fundamental errors of M. d’Oebight’s deflnition of Opermlina- vis. his state-

ment that the convolutions are non-embracing, and his description of the foim of the

aperture as triangular. And although Mr. Caetee* does not allude to the disciepancy

between the structure of the recent type described by him and the generic definition o

M d'Oebigst, yet it is evident that in assigning to it the designation Operouhna he was

guided rather by its general resemblance to the fossils on vvhich that genenc name had

Len conferred, than by the conformity of its structure to M. nOEBiGNTS definition.

The errors of that definition are easily accounted for ;
since it is only by such an exaim-

nation of thin transverse sections as M. d’Oebigny (I have reason to beUeve) nevei made,

that the fact of the earlier whorls being really embraced by the later, notwithstandmg

the apparent freedom of the latter, can be substantiated ;
and the determination of the

form of the apertui-e is very likely to be erroneously made, when the exammation is

limited to fossil specimens, in which it is frequently but very indistinctly traceable.

141 The minute structure of this type has been already investigated by two exceUent

observers. Under the designation of “ an undescribed species of Professor

WiLLiAMSOuf has given an account of the structure of a shell abounding m theMa a

sand, which, not merely from his figures and descriptions, but from a companson of the

specimens which he has kindly enabled me to make, I know to be one of the smaUer

forms of the Philippine Operoulim. Mr. H. J. Caetee$ has still more minutely described

the organization of an Operculina which he obtained in great abundance on the south-

east coast of Arabia, the shells coming up attached to the grease of the sounding lead

from sandy bottoms of between ten and twenty fathoms depth; and of the identity o

this with a larger form of Philippine Operculina I am enabled to speak, from companson

of specimens which Mr. Caetee has obligingly transmitted to me. I find the descrip-

tion of each to be in the main correct so far as it goes, but to be defective in some

essential particulars. Thus Professor Wiluamsoh does not notice the canal-system

except in the mai-ginal cord ;
and Mr. Caetee, though he has more fully desciibed the

canal-system, has not only missed one important part of it, but has misapprehended t le

structure of the marginal cord. The investigations of each, moreover, have been limited

* Ari-nals and Magazine of Natural History, Sept. 1852.

t Transactions of Microscopical Society, Eirst Series, vol. iii. p. 112.

+ Annals and Magazine of Natural History, Sept. 1852.
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to one particular form of this protean type ;
and neither seems in the least degree aware

of its extraordinary tendency to variation. The rich store of material placed at my

disposal hy Mr. Cumixg has not only enabled me to prosecute my inquiries into the

minute structure of this organism upon specimens of unparalleled size and degree of deve-

lopment, but has also enabled me to bring together a great body of data for comparison

as to the extent of variation which it may undergo, alike in external conformation and

in internal organization. And as the information hence obtained has a most important

bearing upon the study of the closely-allied genus Nummulites^ I venture to think that,

notwithstanding all which has been done by ProfessorWilliamson and Mr. Caetee, it is

desu'able that I should give a detailed account of my own investigations into the

structure of Operculina, as well as a summary of the results of my comparison of its

multiform varieties. It udll be advantageous in the first place to examine into what

appears to be the characteristic structure of the type, and then to inquire into the

degree of modification to which this may be subject on each point.

142. External characters .—A large proportion of Mr. Cuming’s specimens accord in

their general aspect with the one represented in Plate III. fig. 7, which is closely con-

formable to Mr. C.urtee’s type of Operculina AraUca, except in its somewhat larger

dimensions. It is a compressed spiral of about '25 inch in diameter, and about '015 inch

in thickness, consisting of between three and four convolutions gradually increasing in

breadth ; these are in general nearly fiat, but are sometimes a little arched between their

inner and outer margins, sometimes depressed so as to present a slight concavity, espe-

cially near the outer margin of the last whorl. The chambers are about seventy-five in

number, commencing from a primordial spheroidal cell and progressively increasing in

dimensions with the widening of the sphe ; their septa have for the most part a radial

direction, but they bend backwards near the outer margin of each whorl ; and they are

marked externally by bands wdiich are distinguished by their semitransparent aspect

from the dull brownish hue of the general surface. These septal bands are commonly

on the same plane with the inteiwening portions of the shell
;
but sometimes the walls

of the chambers are a little arched between the septa that bound them, so that the

septal bands are slightly furrowed ; whilst the walls of the chambers are sometimes a

little depressed, so that the septal bands are prominent ; and such varieties may present

themselves in different parts of one and the same shell. Not unfrequently the whole

surface is seen to be marked by very minute punctations ; but more commonly they are

larger and few^er in number, and are often arranged in pretty regular lines parallel

to the septal bands,—one, two, or three rows of such punctations being seen on the wall

of each chamber (Plate V. fig. 7) ;
these punctations, when sufficiently magnified, are

found to be spots of semitransparent shell-substance resembling that of the septal

bands ;
and, as in the case of these, their smfface is sometimes on the same plane with

that of the general surface of the shell, sometimes a little elevated so as to form papillae,

and sometimes a little depressed into minute fossae (fig. 8). These punctations often

present themselves abundantly on some parts of the surface, whilst they are entirely

absent from others. Sometimes, instead of a limited number of comparatively large and
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ie..ularly arranged punctations, we find a vast number of very minute papilte, scattered

withou/order OTer the entire surface of the chambers (fig. 6); these, again, inay be

absent from some parts of a sheU, over other portions of which they are abundantly

distributed. There is commonly a large semitransparent tubercle at the umbilicus, and"
tubercles are often seen along the septal bands, especMly of

;

the umbilical and the septal tubercles are weU seen in Plate IIP fig.

^
teristically) in several other figures of the same Plate ;

and the sep d tubercles

shown on a much larger scale in Plate V. fig. 11. Not unfrequently, howeier the

uinbUicus is depressed, instead of being elevated into a tubercle; and the moniliform

tubercles along the septal bands are wanting.
0+

143 The departures from this typical form, however, are very wide. A glance at

any considerable aggregation of specimens reveals to us an “dma^
and shape; and our attention is speciaUy attracted by a series of which

represeld in Plate III. fig. 9, which are not merely distingurshed by a s e ^eafly

above the average-their long diameter reaching nearly -4

extraordinary flattening of the later convolutions and f
spire opens out. The approximation between the two lateral walls of the «ei is

here s^ close, that not only are the septal bands rendered very *

depression of the outer surface between them, but even the outer

up as a ridge, from which the walls of the chambers slope down. In fact, an exami

nation of this form leaves the observer impressed with sui'pnse that any room can

be left for the animal, the segments of which must be extraordinarily attenuate^ osmg

in thickness what they gain in area. Now a careful compmson of

ordinai-y type, not only makes it obvious that the former differs from the latter m

otLr particular than this attenuation, which (as already pointed out m the cases of

HeteZtegina and Pmeroplis) is a common featureof the later

but also that the attenuation takes place in such different degrees in diffmmrtu^—

,

that anv attempt to use it as a ditferential character is completely baffled by the con

tinuous gradation of forms that is presented, between the one which has been assumed

as the typical, and such as most widely depart from it in this particular.

144 The collection of Mr. CuMisa also includes, however, a consMerable proportion

of comparatively small specimens, ranging from -08 to inch in

sent a Ly different configuration. In the smallest of these, represented m Plate II .

fig 1 the’^ spire, instead of being flat or even somewhat hoUowed, is aic ied from i s

iLr’to its outer margin, so that the breadth of the septal plane is

un
or nearly so ;

and the like is seen in the somewhat larger specimens of which fi„. -

exampJ This variety of conformation, however, being limited to shells whose ear lei

peld of growth is evinced by their smaller number of convolutions and of chambers

md being seen, moreover, in the earlier whorls of those which aftenvards pi^seiti th

m-eatest Lttening, may safely, I think, be regarded as a character of age It u ill be

recollected that the young of the flattened Peneroplis more resembles Dmdntim m le

comparttive turgidi/y of fts spire ;
but I do not find that 0,erouUna ever continues long
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to increase upon such a plan
;
for the compression of the spire always shows itself in the

third whorl, if it has not previously done so, and is accompanied with a corresponding

augmentation of its breadth, so that the septal plane becomes narrowed and elongated,

as is seen in comparing tig. 4 with tig. 3. That no basis for specific distinction is

afforded by the most marked differences in the form of the spire, as shown in the pro-

portions of the septal plane (a, b, c, d), will be made evident by the examination of such

a transverse section as is shown in Fig. V. (p. 21) ;
in which it will be observed that

differences equal to those presented by the most compressed and the most turgid forms

of the spire, are exhibited by the successive convolutions of one and the same individual.

146. Another marked feature of difference among the specimens of this collection, is

the depression or elevation of the central region relatively to the peripheral. In what

I have assumed as the typical form, the central region presents the same general level

with the rest, though the umbilicus itself is often marked by a prominent tubercle. In

such forms as are represented in Plate III. figs. 1 and 2, the umbilical region is rather

depressed than elevated ;
and this depression is often observed in older specimens whose

early growth has taken place on this type. But there is a group of specimens, of which

three successive ages are represented in Plate III. figs. 3, 4, 5, 8, that have the whole

central region so exceedingly prominent as to form a cone, whose apex is marked either

by one large tubercle, or by a cluster of smaller ones ;
and this conformation gives so

peculiar a physiognomy to the shells which present it, that few systematists would hesi-

tate in placing them apart as specifically different from the rest. On a careful compari-

son of a large number of indmduals, however, it becomes apparent that this difference,

like the preceding, is gradational
;
every degree of prominence being traceable from the

individuals which have the umbilicus marked only by a tubercle, as in fig. 7, through

those in which the region generally is slightly elevated, as in fig. 8, to those in which it

presents the most marked projection, as in figs. 3-5. We shall presently find 163)

that this difference depends mainly on the degree in which the investing layer, prolonged

from the later convolutions over the surface of the earlier, is separated from that surface

by the extension of the alar prolongations of the chambers of the investing whorls
; as

to which point there is a most remarkable diversity, not only among different individuals,

but between the several convolutions of the same individual.

146. A fourth very obvious character of differentiation among the individuals of this

collection, consists in the presence or absence of tubercles on the septal bands. In what

I have described as the typical form (Plate III. fig. 7), there are no considerable pro-

minences over the greater part of the surface ; the septal bands are generally smooth

and continuous
;
and it is only in the central region that we observe any departure from

this uniformity, the umbilicus being occupied by a small tubercle, and the smooth septal

bands being replaced in the first whorl by moniliform rows of little tubercles. In other

instances, however, we find not only the central tubercle, but the rows of tubercles

marking the septa, much larger and more prominent ; and this marking-out of the septal

bands by elevated tubercles is not limited to the first whorl, but extends to the second,

and even to the third, as is well shown in fig. 6. The specimens whose central region is

MDCCCLIX. D
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very prominent (Plate III. figs. 3, 4, 5), usually show this feature in the most decided

manner; but it is occasionally presented also in no less a degree by those whose umbi-

licus is flat or even depressed. The most remarkable departure from the ordinary type

is seen in a small group of specimens in which the tubercles are not only extremely

large and prominent (Plate IV. fig. 6), but are distinguished by their opaque whiteness

(Plate V. fig. 12), which contrasts strongly with the semi-transparency ordinaiil) chaiac-

terizing these prominences. But even this character has no diagnostic value ;
for a speci-

men which has the tubercles opaque in one part may have them semi-transparent m

another; and as to the size of the tubercles, their degree of prominence, and the pro-

portion of the entire spire over the septa of which they occur, there is every degree of

variety. In one of my largest and flattest specimens, the central region is strongly

tuberculated, but the tubercles almost suddenly cease when the^ spire begms to open

out, and the septal bands are thenceforth as smooth as in the ordinary type.

147. A less obvious but still very decided feature of individual difference, consists m

the presence or absence of papillary elevations between the septal bands. I have already

spoken (^ 142) of the frequent existence of symmetrically arranged spots, sometimes

slightly depressed, but more commonly elevated, that are distinguished from the rest by

the semitransparency of their shell; these spots are sometimes considerably enlarged,

and their elevation increased, so that they become prominent papilla, closely resembhng

the tubercles upon the septal bands. Their size and disposition vary considerably.

Sometimes they are small, numerous, and scattered without any definite arrangement

over the entire surface of the wall of the chamber, whilst in other cases they are con-

siderably larger, and form single, double, or even triple rows between the septal bands

(Plate V fig. 10). Another remarkable variety of external aspect is produced by the

elevation of the general surface into rounded eminences closely abutting on one another

(like the pustules of the skin in a case of confluent small-pox), and distinguished from

the preceding by the absence of any peculiarity in the texture of the sheU. That these

and other analogous variations o-f surface-marking have no value as differential characters,

is at once demonstrated, not merely by their gradational approximation in different mdi-

viduals, but by the fact that they are presented in very different degrees on different

parts of the surface of the very same shell ;
the chambers of one part of the spire bemg

strongly marked by certain of these peculiarities, whilst those of another may only

present indications of them, and those of a third may be perfectly smooth.

148. The collection of Mr. Cuming, however, contains a group of forms which are at

once distinguished from the rest by their general physiognomy (Plate III. figs. 11, 12),

and which, when their characters are examined in detail, appear to be separated from

them by well-marked differences. Their aspect is much more lustrous, and them hue

much whiter, varied, however, by a tinge of green diffused in irregular patches; the

spire does not in the largest specimens make above three turns, and it begins to open out

sooner than in the type already described; the septa are usually considerably more

convex anteriorly, and are also rather more distant from each other, so that the interval

between them is greater in proportion to the breadth of the spire, the shape of the
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chambers being thus modified, and the number of chambers in each whorl being dimi-

nished ; the septal bands, not merely of the earlier whorls, but even of the last-formed

portion of the shell, are raised into prominent tubercles
; and multiple rows of large

tubercles are seen between the septal bands. It is to this multiplication of smooth

tubercles composed of a variety of shell-substance which reflects light much more

strongly than the rest, that the more glistening aspect of this type is chiefly due ; and I

have not met in it with any instances of that general brownish coloration of the surface

which is the ordinary characteristic of the other. The most constant and remarkable

distinctive feature of this type, however, is the presence of a large hemispherical cluster

of semitransparent tubercles in the centre of the spire (Plate III. fig. 10).

149. Having had no difficulty in setting apart a large number of specimens agreeing

very closely with each other, and differing from the rest, in all the foregoing characters,

I should have arrived at the unhesitating conclusion that this type deserves to take rank

as a species of Operculina distinct from the preceding, were it not for the circumstance

that every here and there I met with an example in which the differential characters

were less strongly marked than usual. Thus in some individuals which preserve the

general proportions of the spire, the green coloration is wanting, the large central

cluster of tubercles is replaced by a single tubercle of extraordinary size, the septal

bands of the neighbourhood are not more tuberculated than in many examples of the

ordinaiy" type, and the rows of tubercles over the chambers are either wanting alto-

gether, or ard not more prominent than in many individuals of the preceding type.

This evidence of the negative value to be attached to the number or prominence of the

tubercles as a specific character, is conffi’med by a curious fact of an opposite nature

;

namely, that in certain individuals we find them developed to an extraordinary and

ob\'iously abnormal degree (Plate V. fig. 9).—From the difficulty of deciding to which

t^-pe particular specimens are to be referred, I had been almost led to adopt the con-

clusion of the specific identity of this with the ordinary form; when Dr. Gould, of

Boston (N. E.), kindly placed in my hands some Operculince, which had been collected

on the coast of Japan by the recent American expedition to that country. These speci-

mens combined in so remarkable a manner the most distinctive features of the two types,

—namely, the general form and proportions of the one, with the umbilical hemispheric

cluster of tubercles and the general abundance of tubercular elevations characteristic of

the other,—as to remove all doubt from my mind with regard to their specific identity.

150. Internal Structure.—The study of the internal organization of Operculina may
be prosecuted in two modes ;—by the examination, under sufficient magnifying powers,

of thin transparent sections taken in difi'erent directions ;—and by viewing under a

low power, as opaque objects, fragments obtained by breaking the shell, especially (as

Mr. Caetek was the first to suggest) after these have been allowed to absorb carmine or

indigo by being placed upon water in which either of these colours has been rubbed

up. By the fonner method alone can certain minutiae of structure be detected ; but the

latter is extremely seniceable (as I found in my study of Nummulites, op. cit. 1 in enabling

the observer to trace out the relations of various parts, which sections exhibit to him

D 2
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disconnected from one another. In Plate I. fig. 3, an attempt is made to bring together

in an ideal representation the most important features of the ^
„lma, as disclosed by these two methods of examination ;

the wanantj for

being supplied by the delineations of the separate parts that are given m othei figures,

which are all taken from preparations in my possession.

151 Owing to the circumstance that large specimens of Overmhna are rardy d eve

quite flat, it is next to impossible to make a section through the median plane that sha

traverse all the whorls to the central cell; a sufficiently near approach to this.^howevei,

has been made in the section represented m Plate VI. fig. 3, and Plate IV. g. ,

Ling into view the general disposition of the chambers. This is much

woufd be supposed from a superficial examination of the exterior,

f
“

certain general average in the proportion which their long diameter (that is, the biea

of the whorl) bears to the short (or distance between the septa), which may be stated

about 4i to 1, this is by no means constantly maintained, the long

times as much as 7 times, and sometimes no more than 2^ times, the s oi .

nary course of the septa, too, is often strangely departed from, as is seen in JT

Ho- 3 There aie few individuals which do not present-besides abnormal sinuosities,

heater or less in degree—very marked in-egularities in the conformation of the cham-

ters, analogous to those which I have described in MmmuMes* Frequently a septum

instead of passing continuously from the inner to the outer margin o e w oi
,
s op

short without reaching the latter, and bends backwards to join the last-formed sep u^

and sometimes a second septum unites itself to the first in the same manner, as shov™

at « Plate VI fig. 3. The abortion is often still more marked ;
thus at b we see thie

interrupted, of which two do not traverse half the distance, and the thud

not a quarter, thus dividing the space between two complete septa

bers along the inner margin, and one large irregular chamber extending to outm.

Another case of the same kind is seen in an earlier part of the same whoil, m

Fig. IV. an additional illustration on a larger scale is given of the like megi an j,

Eig. IV.

Irregular dispositiou of septa iu OpercUnu «, «. normal apertures at inuer margin of spu-e
;

I, V, i", apertures of communication between abnormally divided cbambeis.

the purpose of showing the arrangement of the communicating passages. Generally

speaking, the more nearly we approach the centre of the spire, the more regu ai y o

we find the septa disposed, until we come into close proximity wit i t e cen la ce

* Quarterly Journal of tbe Geological Society, vol. vi. 1850, p. 23.
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In Plate IV, fig. 5 we have an illustration of what may be considered the normal mode

of commencement of the spire ;
from which it will be seen that it originates, as in Fora-

minifera generally, in a spheroidal cell, from which others are successively developed

around it, the earlier chambers having no very definite shape, but those which succeed

them gradually coming to assume the characteristic form and proportions. The like is

shown in vertical section in Fig. VII. B.

152. Each chamber communicates with the neighbouring chamber on either side, by

a long narrow crescentic fissure left by the non-adhesion of the septum to the outer

margin of the preceding whorl (Plate I. fig. 3). This fissure (Figs. IV., VI. <?, a, a) is

frequently not to be seen in such a section as is represented in Plate VI. fig, 3, owing to

the circumstance that this does not happen to pass through the plane in which it lies

;

and it is best brought into riew either by making thin transverse sections (as Fig. V,), or

by breaking a specimen transversely and examining its fractured edges, by which such

\iews 'udll be obtained as are presented in Fig. VIII. (p. 26) a, b, c, d. Besides this prin-

cipal aperture, we observe in the septa, especially of the larger chambers, a variable

number of secondary pores (Plate I. fig. 3 ^), generally circular, and of comparatively

small size; these are dispersed without any regularity, as is shown in Figs. V., VI., VIII.

They may or may not be brought into \iew in a horizontal section, according as its plane

does or does not happen to pass through them ;
but when they are thus traversed (Fig.

VI. J, J), it is seen that these secondary pores, like the principal aperture, establish

a direct communication between adjacent chambers*. In the irregular formation repre-

Eig. VI.

Section of two septa of Operculina through the median plane, showing the secondary pores, i, h, I, in

addition to the principal orifices, a, a, at the inner margin of the spire.

* These secondary pores were first observed hy me in Nummulites lasmgata {op. cit. p. 24) ;
I then

believed, however, that they do not pass through both layers of the septa, but only establish a communica-
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sented in Fig. IV., these secondaiy pores {V, b", b'”) present a disposition which would

seem to indicate that they are scarcely less important for the mamtenance of the com-

munication between the chambers, than is the principal aperture itself; and it is cunous

to observe how exactly they repeat at b' and b” that mode of communication—between

two segments on the inner side and one on the outer—which is so characteristic of

Orbitolites 17) and Orbiculina. Each septum, as in Cycloclypeus and Nmnmulites, is

composed of two layers (Plate I. fig. 3 d, d\ each being the proper waU of one of the

chambers which it separates ;
these layers are commonly in close apposition mth each

other ;
but they separate at certain spots, to give passage to the very curious system of

interseptal canals to be presently described.
^ ^ i ^ ,

153. A comparison of numerous vertical sections brings into view a most remarkable

variety in the form and disposition of the chambers, not merely in different indiiuduals,

but in different parts of the same individual. Commencing with one of the flattest

variety Fig. VII. c, we observe that the breadth of the septal plane is very smah in com-

parison with its length; and that although the spiral lamina of each whorl except the

last obviously extends itself over that of the preceding whorls, the cavity of the cham-

Eig. VII.

Vertical or transverse sections of six specimens of Opermlina, exhibiting marked variations

in the form and proportions of the convolutions.

tion between the chamber and the interseptal passages. In this idea I am now satisded, by the enamma-

tion of Operculim, that I was in error; and I am disposed to regard these seeondmy pores ot Nu,..,uhtes

and OfeLlim as representing the mnltiple eommnnieations between the chambers of Penereplv, (f 12,).
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bers is not so extended, those of each whorl being bounded internally by the external

margin of the preceding. Passing from this, however, to forms which are slightly

elevated in the centre (Fig. VII. e), we find not only that the breadth of the septal plane

is increased, but that the cavity of each chamber is extended into two alm^ which are

more or less prolonged over the enclosed whorls ; so that the spiral lamina of the invest-

ing whorl is kept by their interposition from coalescing with that which it embraces,

except in the central region. The degree of this extension, however, varies in different

convolutions ; the alee being usually smaller in the chambers of each consecutive whorl,

and being absent altogether from those of the last,—a transition well shown in Fig. V.,

which also exhibits the marked variation in the general proportions of the chambers

that may present itself between the inner and the outer whorls. In forms which are

distinguished by a yet more turgid sphe, the proportions of the chambers are very con-

siderably modified ; but among these there is a very considerable difference in the degree

in which the chambers of the later whorls are prolonged over the earlier; thus in

Fig. VII. A, whose centre is on a level with the rest of the spire, we see the alse pro-

longed so as quite to reach that region ;
whilst in d and f, which have the central region

depressed, though the general proportions of the chambers correspond with those of

the preceding, the alae are so little extended that the spiral laminae of the successive

whorls coalesce not only at the centre, but at some distance around it. After an atten-

tive examination and compaiison of a great number of vertical sections, I feel justified

in affirming that no importance can be attached either to the form and proportions of

the chambers, whether shoum in the relative length and breadth of the septal plane, or

in the degree in which then.' alae are prolonged over the enclosed whorls, as furnishing-

characters of specific difference
;
seeing that it is not only found to vary gradationally

when a sufficiently large series of specimens is compared, but that it is often equally

inconstant in different parts of the same individual.

164. The spiral lamina, in typical specimens, is much thicker in the inner than in

the outer convolutions, that of the last whorl being always comparatively thin (Fig. V.);

and a careful examination of transparent vertical sections makes it apparent, that the

greater thickness of the spiral lamina of the earlier whorls is partly due to the prolonga-

tion of that of the later whorls over them, and to its coalescence with them. I have not

been able to satisfy myself that the sphal lamina of the last whorl is thus extended over

the preceding whorls
;
and it has rather appeared to me to be merely applied to the

margin of that which it surrounds. The difficulty of certainly determining this point,

chiefly arises from the circumstance that the sphal lamina of the last whorl is reduced

' in thickness in proportion to its extension, as if in consequence of a limitation of the

amount of calcareous matter employed in its formation. The spiral lamina is made up

of a variable number of lamellae of a minutely tubular substance (Plate IV. fig. 9), so

exactly corresponding with that which I have already described in Nummulites (loc. cit.)

and in Cyclochjpens, that any detailed description of it is unnecessary. I have to add,

however, that in examining extremely thin transverse sections of this tubular shell-sub-

stance with a sufficiently high magnifying power, I have been able to perceive that the
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orifices of the tubuli are separated by a very debcate areolation (fig. 95), as

^
the whole

substance were composed of an aggregation of prisms with a tubulus m the centre o

each And this circumstance appears to me to afford the explanation of an observaUon

which I have elsewhere recorded in regard to certain fossil specmens ot Mmmuhtes

(loc cit

)

—namely, that where the characteristic tubular structme is wantmg, an appe^-

ince of prismatic Structure is occasionally presented.; for it is not by ^y means diffi-

cult to conceive that the same molecular change which obliterates the one feature,

should bring the other into increased distinctness. The size of the tubuh of O^ercu-

Ima is much greater at and near the inner surface of the walls of the cfiambei^ t an it

is at a little distance from them, as will be seen by comparing figs. 1 and 3 ol Tlate .

with figs. 2 and 4 ;
so that when a thin lamina from the innermost part of the wa is

examined under a high magnifying power, the tubes are seen almost to fill the areolee,

as is shown in Plate IV. fig. 9 «, which is drawn on the same scale as h.

156. As is NummulUes and Gyclodypeus, the shell-substance over the septa is not

penetrated by tubuli, and is consequently far more transparent than the rest; and it is

in consequence of this difference in texture, that the septal bands are so strongly marked

on the external surface, as well as in sections parallel to it (Plate I\. figs. 1 , ,

Plate VI. figs. 1, 2). The same is true, also, of the substance of the tubercles, whether

occurring as elevations of the septal bands, or upon intermediate parts of spnal

lamina In the latter case, the tubercles are seated upon inverted cones of the like

substance, which do not usually reach down to the inner lamina, so that the internal

surface presents the orifices of the tubuli regularly disposed overtire interior of the

chambers (as seen in Plate IV. figs. I, 3), even where sections passnig at a httle distance

from these show rounded or elongated spots of transparent substance (figs. 2, 4), around

which the tubuli are crowded together, as if they had been displaced by its inter-

position. Such spots occasionally present themselves in the ordinary type of Operculma

as seen in Plate IV. fig. 10 ;
but it is of course in sections of the strongly-tiiberculated

variety that we find them most marked, and this especially in the investing layers of the

central region, where, from the size and approximation of the tubercles the spaces

between them are rendered almost opaque by the crowding together of the tubuli

(Plate IV. fig. II). The tubuli are generally seen, moreover, to be somewhat more

crowded in the neighbourhood of the septal bands.—The greatest local development

of the non-tubular substance is seen in those varieties which have a large elevated

tubercle in the centre (Plate III. figs. 3-5) ;
a section of such a variety has been shown

in Fig. VII. D, where it is seen that this tubercle springs from the spual lamina of the

* As MM d’Aechiac and Haimb, in referring to my statement as to the appearance of prismatic stiuc

tore in Nummulites, wonld appear to entertain some donbt as to the coinectness of

p 61 of their Monograph), I think it right not merely to say that fig. 12, PL IV. of my Memon- on Num-

LlLs i! a most exact representation of a section stfil in my possession, but also to mention that the ve.

tical fracture of well-preserved specimens of N. Imvigata often presents an edge so strongly resem mg

oftrp^ shelT-substance M when fractured in the same direction (though on a --h smafi^

Lie), L to have led experienced microscopic observers to a belief in them similarity, beiore my discover!

of the minutely tubular structure of Nwrimulites.
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innermost convolution, but that it increases in diameter as it is built upon (so to speak)

by each of the whorls by which this is subsequently invested.

156. The texture of the shell-substance which bounds the chambers at the outer

margin of each whorl, however, presents a marked departure from that of the spiral

lamina ; a difference analogous to that which was first indicated by me in Nummulites

{Joe. cit.), and which has been found by MM. d’Aechiac and Haime to present itself so

constantly in that genus, that they give to this marginal portion the special designation

“bourrelet.” Mr. Caeter has akeady recognized in Ojperculina the speciality in the

structure of this part of the shell ; but he has fallen into what I believe to be an error

in his interpretation of that structure, describing it as made up of an aggregation of

fusiform spicules, and hence designating it as “ the spicular cord.” Now I am very

familiar with the appearance which has led him to take this view of its nature, since

it is one which is commonly presented by thin sections that pass either through the

median plane or parallel to it, as shown in Plate IV. fig. 13 ; but this is only one out of

many aspects which are presented by sections taken in various directions ; and a com-

parison of the whole seems to me to lead to quite a different conclusion,—namely, that

the supposed spicular composition of this “ marginal cord ” (as it may be appropriately

termed) is due to the peculiar manner in which the homogeneous substance of which it

is composed is traversed by the set of canals that are correctly described by Mr. Carter

as forming the “ marginal plexus.” For if the section should happen to traverse a por-

tion of this plexus in which the canals form a tolerably regular network of elongated

meshes in one plane, the appearance delineated in fig. 13 is presented ; but just as often

a less complete layer of the network is traversed by the section, and the form of the

meshes is very inconstant, so that the appearance presented is rather that shown in

fig. 14. Moreover the appearances exhibited by transverse sections of this marginal

cord, highly magnified (figs. 15, 16), do not at all confirm the idea of a spicular arrange-

ment, but are altogether conformable to the \iew I have expressed ; the most complete

confirmation to which is afforded by tangential sections, of which a very successful

example,—giving a beautiful -view, not only of the canal-system of the “marginal cord,”

but also of its communications with that of the septa, and of its relations with the two

principal spiral canals to be presently described,—is represented in Plate IV. fig. 12.

In this it is clearly seen how irregular is the disposition of the inosculating passages,

whilst there is not a trace of the spicular structure, which ought, if it existed, to be as

well brought into \iew in a section taken in this direction, as it is in the one shown in

fig. 13, which is taken in a plane at right angles to it. The “ marginal cord ” is traversed

on its external surface by longitudinal furrows, which are sometimes very shallow (fig. 15),

but sometimes dip down deeply like those between the convolutions of the brain, as

shown in fig. 16. These furrows usually form a kind of network with fusiform interstices

(Plate V. fig. 5), whilst in other cases they run parallel to each other and inosculate

more rarely (fig. 4). From the correspondence between their arrangement and that of

the passages in the interior, I am inclined to think that they belong to the same system

with these, being, in fact, canals not covered in by shell-substance, that communicate

MDCCCLIX. E
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with the plexus within by inosculating branches, whose apertures may sometimes be

detected in the bottom of the furrows. This furrowed surface of the margmal band,

and the existence upon it of apertures communicating with a set of canals m its sub-

stance, were specially pointed out by me in Nummulites {loc. cit.\ although the chanps

produced by fossilization prevent the full extent of the “marginal plexus” from being

traced out in that genus. The general relation of the margmal cord {a a) to the two

spiral laminee (5, h) with which it unites itself to form the boundary of the chambers, as

seen in Plate IV. tigs. 15, 16, is precisely the same in Ojperculina as in Nummulites.

157. The “ marginal plexus” of canals communicates freely with the system of “ inter-

septal canals,” which are disposed between the two layers of the septa, as I have

described in Nummulites and in Gycloclypeus, and the existence of which m Operculina

has been afready indicated by Mr. Caetee. The distribution of these is well

onlyin vertical sections which have happened to traverse the septa, as in Figs. V., Vii.,

and in Plate IV. tig. 8, but also in specimens laid open by fracture in the same direc-

tion, especially after the canals have been more distinctly marked out by the imbibition

of a colouring liquid (Fig. VIIL, and tig. 2, Plate V.). It will be seen from these

delineations, all of which are faithfully copied from specimens in my possession, that

the distribution of the interseptal canals, whilst presenting a certain general unifoiarnty

of plan, is by no means constant in detail. In Figs. VII. a, and VIII.D, we see two

principal trunks passing from the two angles of the fissure at the interior edge of each

septum, towards the marginal band at its exterior (as in fig. 2 d, Plate VI.), and sending

out branches which ramify over the part of the septum that joins the spu-al lamma

(Fig. VIII. d), leaving the intervening portion untraversed ;
and this is the only arrange-

ment which has been described by Mr. Caetee. But on looking at the other figm-es, it

Eig. VIII.

Septal planes of four specimens of Operculim, showing varieties in the

disposition of the interseptal canals.
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will be seen that much variety presents itself; thus in Fig. VIII. a (as in fig. 2, Plate V.)

we obsers^e two or more such trunks proceeding from each angle of the fissure, those

of the same side frequently inosculating with each other ; in Fig. VIII. c (as in fig. 8
,

Plate IV.) the two principal trunks on the opposite sides inosculate as they approach

one another in their course towards the outer margin of the septum ;
and in Fig. V.

(page 21
)
this inosculation is seen to take place much nearer the inner margin of the

septum of the last whorl, so that the greater part of the septal plane is occupied by the

plexus formed by their interlacement. The interseptal canals of one septum are occa-

sionally, if not invariably, connected with those of another by loops formed between

the ramifications of those canals which extend along the alar prolongations of the septa

towards the centre of the shell; such inosculating loops are seen at the centre of fig. 6
,

Plate VI. Moreover, branches of the same system are generally found to penetrate the

non-tubular shell-substance whenever it accumulates in any quantity ; these branches

are at once distinguished from the ordinary tubuli by their much larger size, their dia-

meter being commonly about 5-^g^th of an inch.

158. The branches of the interseptal canals which proceed towards the spiral laminse

are sometimes continued onwards in the non-tubular shell-substance that constitutes the

septal bands
; and they are also frequently seen to diverge from the septa over the walls

of the chambers,—still, however, being usually invested by a layer of transparent shell-

substance, as is well shown at e, fig. 2, Plate VI. This arrangement, again, corresponds

with what I have described and figured in Nummulites

;

but I have not been able to

detect in Operculina the apertures by which in Nummulites these canals communicate

with the ca\ity of the chamber, a circumstance which may perhaps be attributed to the

relatively smaller size of these passages in O^erculina, and the consequent facility with

which their apertures may be confounded with those of the ordinary tubuli. In fig. 2,

Plate VI. is represented an appearance of areolation I have several times met with in

the walls of the chambers,—though usually less conspicuously than in this instance,

—

which has made me suspect that the ramifications of the interseptal canals sometimes (if

not as a regular rule) form a network in the spiral lamina over the entire surface of the

chambers.

169. The interseptal system of each whorl is connected with the marginal plexus of

the preceding by a very remarkable arrangement, which seems to have altogether

escaped Mr. Caetee’s notice. At each junction of the marginal cord with the tubular-

substance of the spiral lamina, the orifice of a large canal (Plate IV. fig. 16 c, c) may be

seen in a vertical section which dirides this canal transversely; and either of these

canals may be clearly traced, in sections parallel to the surface, which have happened

to pass through its plane, as at d, d, fig. 10, Plate IV., b, b, fig. 1, Plate VI., and very

conspicuously in fig. 5, Plate IV., in which, by a fortunate accident, one of the spiral

canals has been laid open in its entire course through the inner whorls, and can be

traced nearly to the central cell. In the tangential section, fig. 7, Plate IV., the two

canals can be seen running on the outside of what may be called the nucleus^ consisting

of the central cell and of the chambers immediately surrounding it. The mode in which

E 2
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the interseptal passages branch off from these two spiral canals, is well seen in fig. 1,

Plate VI., and also in fig. 10, Plate IV.; and this arrangement is shown in fig. 6,

Plate IV. to extend to the septa between the chambers of the innennost convolution.

The relations of the different parts of the system are brought extremely well mto view

in fig. 12, Plate IV., which represents a tangential section of a young shell, the rapid

curve of 4hose spire causes the planes of even the contiguous septa to vary greatly in

their direction. The spiral canals, though only running along the angles of the mar-

ginal cord, pretty obviously communicate with the plexus of passages which it contams;

and thus the interseptal system of one whorl is brought into direct connexion with that

of the preceding. It is to be remembered, however, that independently of such con-

nexion, the spiral mode of growth of itself brings about a continuity of the canal-system

throughout, by means of the marginal plexus; the consecutive whorls not being added

one to another like the successive annuli of Cycloclypeus, each of which is (so^ to

speak) closed or complete in itself; but being formed by the prolongation of the spual

lamina and of the marginal cord, which may be considered as always ojyen to mdefinite

extension.
i • x

160. In regard to the uses of this canal-system, I have not at present anything to add

to what I have already stated when describing its distribution in Cycloclypeus (•![ 107)

;

I shall have the opportunity, however, of discussing them more fully m a subsequent

Memoir upon forms in which this system is still more remarkably developed.

161. I have attempted to determine by a re-examination of my preparations oiNum-

mulites, with the additional light afforded by the structure of Operculma, whether an

arrangement of the canal-system prevails in the former at all comparable to that which

I have shown to exist in the latter. In those which have undergone the ordinary

fossilizing process, it is difficult to discover more than vague indications of its existence.

But the peculiar process of silicification of Foraminifera, to which attention has been

recently drawn by Professor Eheenbeeg*, has afforded an unexpected verification of the

anticipations which the similarity of these two genera in other points of structui’e had

led me to form as to this. For by the infiltration of silex tinged with silicate of uon

into the cavities of Foraminifera, whilst their calcareous shells have undergone decom-

position and removal, a most perfect series of casts are presented, not merely of the

chambers, but of the canal-system where this exists. And in his figme of such a cast

ofNummuUtes striata (taf. 5. fig. 2), Professor Eheenbeeg has given a most beautiful

representation of the canal-system of the marginal cord, and of its communications with

the interseptal canals, so closely corresponding with that which, long before the publica-

tion of his memoir, I had worked out in Operculina, that no doubt can fairly remain

as to the essential similarity between these two types in this important feature of then-

organization f.

* liber den Griinsand und seine Erlauterung des organischen Lebens. Aus den Abbaldlungen der

Konigl. Akademie der Wissenscbaften zn Berlin, 1855.

t I may here remark upon tbe confirmation afforded by other parts of this most valuable memom to the

results of my researches upon Orhitolites and Cycloclypeus ;
the various figures given by Professor Ehbexbekg
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162. Hence it would appear that there is no other essential difference between Oper-

culina and Niimmulites*

,

than that which consists in the closing in of the spire,

affirmed by MM. d’Aechiac and Haime to be a constant character of the latter, whilst

in the former the spire seems ordinarily to open out so long as it continues to increase.

But even this is not an invariable difference ;
for I have met with several specimens of

Operculina, in which the spire closes in by a somewhat abrupt inflexion of the marginal

cord, so as to produce a rapid diminution in the size of the last four or five chambers,

ending (as it would appear) in a complete cessation of growth. Examples of this kind

are represented in fig. 8, Plate III. and fig. 3, Plate V. ; and in Fig. IX. is shown the

closing septum of one of these specimens upon a more enlarged

scale. Looking, however, to the circumstance that these specimens

bear but a very small proportion to those which exhibit no such

tendency, and also to the fact that some of the specimens in

which this closing-in is seen are very far from having attained

their full growth, I am disposed to regard it as an abnormal, or

at least as only an occasional occurrence in Operculina', and I

must confess that, notwithstanding the positive assertion of

MM. d’Aechiac and Haime, I still entertain doubts as to whether

it is to be accounted as a uniform characteristic of Nummulites.

At any rate, the occasional occurrence of this condition in Oper-

culina deprives the character of that constancy which is requisite

to make it good for generic differentiation ; and if Operculina and

Nummulites are to be retained as separate genera, I cannot per-

ceive by what features they are to be distinguished, save by the

marked compression in form, the limited number of convolutions,

and the external display of the whole spLe, which are the obvious

though not very important characteristics of the former.

163. It only now remains to speak of certain appearances indi-

cative of reparation after injuries, which throw some light upon

the physiology of this type of organization. Specimens are not

unfrequently met with, exhibiting such irregularities as are deli- Eyont view of the septal
o o plane closmg in the last

neated in fig. I, Plate V. ; and we can scarcely, I think, be wrong chamber of Operculina.

in concluding that these iiTegularities have commonly been produced by fracture. A
portion of the outer part of the spffie being broken off, the wound heals by the formation

of new shell at the margin ;
but in its further progress the spire often shows the effect

in his Eourth Plate, of the chambers and passages in different species of an organism which he designates

Orhitoides, being in the closest conformity with my representations of the corresponding parts of these two

genera, between which the form described by Professor Eheenbeeg seems to be a connecting link.

* I have already 104, note, Philosophical Transactions, 1856, p. 558) corrected the mistake into which

I fell, w'hen treating of the structure of Nummulites, in regarding the non-tubular columns of the fossil shell

as having been passages subsequently filled up.
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of the injury, in a narrowing of that part of the convolution which succeeds it, the new

chambers being formed as it were on the contracted basis to which their predecessors have

been reduced. A very remarkable feature in all these reparations is the continuation of

the marqinal cord along the fractured edge. It might have been supposed to the wound

would have been healed with some rude exudation, which would have given nse to an

amorphous shell-structure ;
but instead of this, we find the reparation chiefly effected by

a new production (probably by extension from the old) of that portion winch gives the

most evidence in its canalicular structure of being intimately connected with the vital

changes taking place in the organism. This phenomenon is beautifully displayed m the

specimen represented in fig. 4, Plate VI., which exhibits another remarkable feature for

which it is difficult to account,-a reversal in the dhection of growth which has fcien

place after the fracture. Although the specimen is unfortunately not complete, there

can be (I think) no reasonable doubt that its convolutions must have taken the coui'se

indicated by the dotted lines; and it would seem that after the first two convolutions

had been formed, the spire had been broken across, almost through its centre. It wi

be at once seen, by comparing the direction of the septa of the second convolution wit

that of all those which surround it, that the latter have been reversed ;
and although the

part in which the reversal actually took place is unfortunately wanting, yet there can be

little doubt that it was made as indicated in the figure («). But the most curious featm-e

in the specimen is this,~that the extension {ac) of the marginal cord which has closed m

the fractured portion has obviously proceeded not from the later (^), but from the earlier

(c) of the two fractured extremities of the second convolution; and it is in this bac/c-

ward growth that the reversal would appear to have originated. A somewhat similar

retrograde increase has been already noticed among the modes in which OrhitoMes is

occasionally repaired 39) ;
and it obviously shows that every portion of the organism

is equally capable of extending itself when left free to do so. It is worthy of remar
,

that the growth of this specimen subsequently to the injury, has taken place more after

the plan oiNummulites than on the ordinary plan of Operculina-, the convolutions being

more numerous than usual, and their rate of increase slow. There is evidence, however,

in the presence of a small fragment of the final whorl, that it underwent the thuming-

out which is characteristic of its type. Notwithstanding the great number of specimens

which I have examined, I have not met with one that presented any such departime

from the normal type of growth as would deserve to be termed a monstro^ty ;
so that it

would seem as if such aberrations were more frequent in the cyclical than in the helical

type.

Genus Amphistegina.

164. History.—Ttih genus was first constituted by M. d’Okbisny m 1825, for the

reception of a type of Foraminiferous shells which does not seem to have been prevrously

noticed by those who have given their attention to this group, in consequence, it may

be of its limitation to the seas of warm latitudes. Notwithstandmg the very close ito

tio’nship which, as I shall presently show, it bears to Wmnmulites and other Nautiloid
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forms of the order Helicostegues, it was considered by M. d’Oebigny to depart from them

in a character which he regarded of such fundamental importance as to serve as the basis

of a distinct Order, that of Entomostegues ;
of which the following is his most recent

definition*:—“Animal compose de segments alternes, formant une spirale. Coquille

composee de loges empilees ou superposees sur deux axes alternant entre elles, et

s’enroulant en spirale.” The mode of increase of these shells, he elsewhere saysf ,
presents

a singular mixture of that of the Enallostegues with alternating chambers, and of the

spiral involution of the Helicostegues. I have already had occasion 111) to point but,

that in placing Heterostegina in this order, M. d’Oebignt has misconceived the structure

of that genus ; and I shall now have occasion to show that he has fallen into an equally

grave error in regard to Amphistegina. His definitions of that genus in the ‘ Forami-

niferes Fossiles de Vienne ’ and in the ‘ Cours Elementaire de Paleontologie,’ are by

no means accordant with each other : I take the last as the most authoritative.
—“ Co-

quille deprimee a spire embrassante, pourvue de loges alternes d’une cote et non de

I’autre, separees, interieurement, par des cloisons longitudinales J.”

165. The only inquiry yet made, so far as I am aware, into the minute structure of the

shells of this type, is that of Professor W. C. Williamson, in the memoir § to which I have

already had such frequent occasion to refer. His investigations were made on small spe-

cimens of the AmpMstegina gibhosa, a species which seems to be pretty generally difiused

through the tropical ocean, and which has been recently dredged up in great abundance

by Mr. M'Andeew in the neighbourhood of Teneriffe. Professor Williamson showed

by means of horizontal and vertical sections that Amphistegina has the general structure

of Eummidites, but with this marked difierence (as he considered), that the shell is

ineguilateral ; the spire making its convolutions obliquely instead of revolving in the

same plane (in other words, being turhinoid instead of nautiloid), and the alar prolon-

gations of the chambers being much larger, and extending further, on one side than on

the other. He did not detect any indications of a canal-system in this shell ; nor does

he mention that division of the septa into two laminse, one belonging to each of the con-

tiguous chambers, which usually goes along with the other characters of this type.

166. Organization.—My own inquiries have been chiefiy made upon a set of speci-

mens contained in Mr. Cuming’s Philippine Collection, which present this type in a

condition of far higher development than it has been elsewhere seen to attain ;
but I

have also had the advantage of examining large numbers of specimens from New Hol-

land, Tenerifie, and various parts of the Indian Ocean, as well as (through the kindness

of Mr. W. K. Paekee) numerous fossil specimens from tertiary deposits in difierent parts

of the globe. Of these last, nearly all seem to belong to the same species, A. gibbosa, as

that described by Professor Williamson
; and it is remarkable, that whilst the average dia-

* Cours Elementaire de Paleontologie et de G^ologie, tom. ii. p. 201.

t Eoraminiferes Fossiles de Yienne, p. 199. t Op. cit. p. 201.

§
“ On tlie Minute Structure of the Calcareous Shells of some Eecent Species of Foraminifera,” in Trans-

actions of Microscopical Society, First Series, vol. iii. p. 105.
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meter of the recent specimens does not elsewhere exceed -065 inch, it attains m some of

the Philippine examples as much as -115 inch, thus equalling that of the largest fossil

specimens which have come under my notice. The general con'ectness of Professor

Williamson’s description of this species I can fully confirm ;
hut the companson of a

large number of sections leads me to the unhesitating conclusion that the inequilateralit}-

which has been considered the distinctive character of this type is so inconstant, as to

forbid our assigning any value to it as a generic, still less as an ordinal character. It is

often very strongly marked in the fossil AmpUsteginm of the Vienna and St. Domingo

tertiaries ;
but it is as frequently absent altogether, the shell being perfectly equilateral

;

and between these two extremes of form we find every intermediate gradation.
^

So it

frequently presents itself among the small specimens of Anvphistegina giblosa which are

common in tropical seas, and I have met with specimens exhibiting as great a want of

symmetry as the one of which Professor Williamson has delineated a section
;
yet on

the whole, I should say, that in the great bulk of the smaller specimens which ha^e

passed under my notice, the want of symmetry is but slight ;
whilst perfect equilateraHty

both of external form and of internal arrangement not unfrequently occurs ;
and in those

large specimens from the Philippines which present this type in its highest development,

there is little or no departure from exact symmetry.—But further, Mr. Cuming s collection

furnishes numerous examples of a remarkable species whose general conformity of

structure to AmpUstegina gihhosa seems to leave no doubt of its near relationship to it

(the resemblance of its younger specimens to that specific type being so close as to have

led me in the first instance to a belief in the specific identity of the two), and yet the

most exact symmetry here presents itself as the rule, departures from it being excep-

tional, and never proceeding to any considerable extent. It may be considered, there-

fore, Is satisfactorily established, that want of lateral symmetry is not to be held as an

essential character of the shells of this genus, although more frequently occurring in it

than in Nummulites or Operculina, to which, as I shall now show, this type bears an

extremely close relationship.

167. The species to which I have just referred being hitherto undescribed, I shall

designate it A. Cumingii. In its young state it is lenticular in form (Plate V. figs. 13, 14),

and is only distinguishable from the symmetrical variety of A. giUosa by the smaller

number and greater angular distance of the septal bands which radiate from the centie

and suddenly turn backwards as they approach the margin. (The radiating portions of

these septal bands, as will presently appear, mark the direction of the portions of the

septa that intervene between the alar prolongations of the chambers ;
whilst the lecur-

rent portions mark the direction of the portions of septa that separate the principal

cavities of the chambers.) As the A. Cumingii advances in life, however, a marked

change presents itself in its form, corresponding to that which I have shown to occur in

Heterostegina, Peneroplis, and Operculina’, for the spire, after about its fourth turn,

begins to flatten itself out, and separates itself henceforth from the central portion of

the shell, to which it affords a very partial investment (figs. 15-17), the spiral lamina
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being still continued over it, but the cavity of the chambers being limited to the peri-

pheral portion of the whorl. Thus the form of the shell is so completely altered, that

it would not be recognized as the same if the successive stages of this alteration could

not be traced, especially as the characteristic radiating lines are no longer to be seen on

the prominent centre. Its diameter undergoes an extraordinary increase ;
the specimen

from which fig. 17 was taken measuring no less than '30 inch by *25 inch.

168. The organization of the interior of the shell, as displayed by sections passing

either through the median plane or parallel to it (Plate VI. fig. 6), and by sections

taken perpendicularly to the median plane, or vertically (Plate VI. fig. 6), is closely con-

formable to that of O^ercuUna ;
the chief difference arising out of the extension of the

alar prolongations of the chambers of each successive whorl, and of their dividing septa,

over the entire surface of the penultimate whorl, except at the centre of the spire, which

is conunonly occupied by a solid pillar of non-tubular substance, having the general

shape of a double cone, whose apex is in the primordial cell, and whose base is on the

most prominent part of each surface. As it is very seldom that the successive whorls lie

precisely on the same level, a section which traverses the outer convolutions in the

median plane will pass above or below the plane of the inner whorls
;
and it will thus,

in traversing the surfaces of these, bring into view the centripetal prolongations of the

septa intervening between the alar prolongations of the chambers of the whorls which

invest them, as is shown in the central portions of fig. 6. These centripetal pro-

longations are composed of non-tubular shell-substance, and the portion of the spiral

lamina above them is also non-tubular; and thus it is that their position is marked

on the exterior by radiating bands, which never rise in A. Oumingii into tubercles or

ridges, though they sometimes become thus elevated in A. gibbosa. These septal

bands are, generally speaking, those of the last-formed whorl alone, those of all the pre-

ceding whorls being concealed by the investment they have received ; but in unsymme-

trical specimens (as often happens in A. gibbosa, and occasionally in A. Cumingii), the

alar prolongations do not extend to the centre of the flatter side ; so that the septal

bands which radiate from the centre are those of the penultimate whorl, and are inter-

rupted as they approach the margin by a new series belonging to the last-formed con-

volution. The reason of the obliteration of the septal bands on the prominent portion

of the shell in advanced specimens of A. Cumingii is at once explained when we look at

fig. 5 ;
for as the last whorl extends itself peripherally, the alar prolongations ot its

chambers and therefore of its septa are withdrawn from the central region, and thus no

new septal bands will be formed
;
whilst the continuation of the thick spiral lamina over

the whole surface of the penultimate whorl prevents its septal bands from displaying

themselves. In this respect there is a marked contrast between A. Cumingii and A. gib-

bosa ; for on the surface of the oldest specimens of the latter we see not only the nume-

rous septal bands of the outer whorl, but indications of those of the penultimate whorl,

which show themselves as imperfect or broken lines between the complete radiating

bands. This is probably due to that elevation of the septal bands of which mention has

MDCCCLIX. F
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already been made, which causes them to unite at intervals with the spii’al lamina that

is subsequently formed over them ; so that they are marked on its external surface by the

non-tubularity of its substance in those parts which immediately overlie them.
169.

Allowance being made for the differences arising out of this diversity in them

plan of conformation, we find an extraordinary resemblance in the general organization

oi AmpUstegina Cmmngii to that of the Opermlina akeady described, as will be appa-

rent from a comparison of figs. 6, 6, Plate VI. to figs. 8, 10, Plate IV. of OpercuUna.

Hence it will be quite unnecessary to enter into any minute description of its structure.

In regard to the mode of communication between the chambers,—by one pilncipal

orifice in the form of a narrow slit along the inner margin of each septum, with a

variable number of secondary apertures irregularly disposed in difierent parts of the

septal plane,—there is an absolute identity with Opermlina ;
as there is also in the dis-

tribution of the interseptal passages between the two layers which each septum here

unmistakeably exhibits. The marginal cord, likewise, exhibits the same peculiarity

of organization as in Opermlina ;
being channeled out by freely inosculating passages

which communicate with those of the interseptal system (Plate VI. fig. 6). This mar-

ginal system of passages is even more developed than in Opermlina ;
and a study of its

distribution will, I think, remove all doubt as to the correctness of my interpretation of

the appearances often presented by sections of the marginal cord in that genus 156).

There is this difference, however, in the relation of the interseptal to the marginal

system of canals in these two types,—that the interseptal canals of AmpUstegina appear

to take their origin directly from some of the large superficial passages of the marginal

cord on which the septum abuts, instead of branching from a pak of regular spkal canals

as in Operculina, no distinct evidence of such canals having here presented itself to me.

170.

The relationship of AmpUstegina Cwmingii to those forms of Nummulites in

which the alar prolongations of the chambers of each whorl are continued, mth centri-

petal prolongations of the septa, over the whole surface of the penultimate whorl, is

obviously extremely close; in fact, I can discern no distinguishing character between

these two types, except that which is afforded by the tendency of the last turn of the

spire of AmpUstegina to open out, whilst that of Nummulites closes in. The double-

coned axis of non-tubular substance would seem to be a distinctive character of Ampln-

stegina-, but I am not inclined to lay much stress upon it, as it presents itself in veiy

different proportions in different individuals.

171.

Whilst the type which I have now been describing is thus closely related to the

highest because most specialized forms of Foraminiferous organization, it is smgular

that the smaller species to which I have referred under the name of A. gihhosa should

present such a marked inferiority of conformation. Its spkal lamina is as minutely

tubular as that of its congener ;
but I have not been able to detect the least trace of a

system of interseptal canals ;
and it is especially to be noticed, that the marginal cord,

which exhibits such a high development of the canal-system in A. Gumingi% consists in

A. gihhosa of homogeneous non-tubular shell-substance, without any vestige of canals.
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though traversed here and there by a stray tubulus resembling the straight parallel

tubuli of the spiral lamina. I am inclined to attribute this difference in part to the

smaller scale of the last-named species, which prevents any part of its shell from being

far removed from the contact of sarcode ;
the absence of a canal-system being analogous,

under this point of view, to the absence of Haversian canals in laminae of bone which

are thin enough to draw their nourishment directly from the nearest vascular surface.

The smaller species may thus be considered as—so to speak—a degraded form of the

larger; the other differences in its structm’e being of very subordinate value. These

differences, however, serve for its recognition by external characters ;
for whilst the

number of radiating septal bands to be seen in H. CuTYiingii is never much greater than

twenty, and in young specimens does not reach half that amount, that of the radiating

septal bands in A. gibbosa commonly exceeds thirty ;
besides which, the backward turn

which these bands take, when they have passed the margin of the penultimate whorl, is

far more striking in the last-named species than in that which I have been specially

describing. The granular character of the surface in the neighbourhood of the mouth,

which seems due (as Professor WiLLmisoN has pointed out) to a secondary deposit of

minute papillse of non-tubular shell-substance, is another distinguishing feature of

A. gibbosa. To this species I am disposed to refer all the three fossil forms of AmpM-

stegina that are described by M. d’Oebigny* under the names of A. Hauerina, A. mm-

millata, and A. rugosa, since these differ no more from each other than do the recent

examples of the species,—their chief distinctions being based on the degree of their

departure from bilateral symmetry, and on the limitation of the alar prolongations

on the flatter side to the marginal portion of the included whorl ;
characters, which I

have shown to possess no constancy, and to be therefore quite valueless for systematic

purposes. I have examined several large AmphistegincB from the miocene of St. Do-

mingo, which seem to conform to the same type ;
but in consequence of the alterations

brought about by fossilization, I have not been able to determine satisfactorily whether

the apparent absence of a canal-system indicates that it had no existence in the recent

organism; so that the identification of the species must rest on the less satisfactory

characters furnished by the number and direction of the septal bands.

* Eoraminiferes Eossiles de Yienne, pp. 207-209.
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Explanation of the Plates.

PLATE I.

Fig. 1. Ideal figure oi Dendritina, partly laid open, so as to show the arrangement of its

chambers, the nature of their communications by a single fissui-e of irregular

form (simpler in the earlier whorls, but more complex in the later), the

overlapping of the earlier whorls by the alar prolongations of the chambers

of the later, and the manner in which the last turn of the spire tends to

detach itself from the earlier convolutions.

Fig. 2. Ideal figure of Penevoplis, partly laid open, so as to show the arrangement of its

chambers, the nature of their communication by isolated pores, which are

arranged in a single row in the later whorls, but freQ^uently form a double

row in the earlier, the rapid increase in the breadth of the spire coincident

with its very extraordinary flattening in the last convolution, and the very

slight degree in which the earlier whorls are covered in by the later.

Fig. 3. Ideal figure of Op^fculind, laid open to show the details of its structure

:

a a a, marginal band (the “spicular cord” of Mr. Caeter, the “bourrelet” of

MM. d’Aechiac and Haime), divided transversely at a', so as to show the

orifices of its canals, the distribution of which is seen at in a tangential

section of the band, and at a!"
a'" in a section through the median plane;

b, b, b, external surface of the chambers, marked out by the septal bands

;

c, Cy Cy interior of the chambers of the outer whorl, the alar prolongations

of which extend, as shown at g\ d, over the surface of the interior whorl,

reaching nearly to the centre of the spire ; the chambers are separated by

the septa d, d, d, formed by the union of two layers of shell, one belonging

to each chamber, and having spaces between them in which lie the inter-

septal canals, whose smaller branches are seen irregularly divided in the septa

d', d', whilst in the septum d” one of the principal trunks is laid open

through its whole length
;
at the approach of each septum to the marginal

cord of the preceding whorl is seen the fissure which forms the principal

connexion between the chambers ; at e, e are seen the secondary orifices of

communication, and in the same septa is shown the distribution of the inter-

septal system of canals, branching from f, fy the two spiral canals ; and at

gy g are seen the conoidal columns of translucent shell-substance, forming

tubercular projections on the surface, which frequently overlie the septa, and

are penetrated by branches of the interseptal system of vessels.
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PLATE II.

Fig. 1. Side view of a characteristic specimen of Peneroplis :—1 a, front view, or septal

plane, of the same, showing its single row of isolated pores : 40 diam.

Fig. 2. Front view of a yoimg specimen, intermediate in its characters between Pene-

raplis and Dendritina :—40 diam.

Fig. 3. Side view of a specimen of Peneroplis, of which the later chambers are widely

extending themselves laterally :—40 diam.

Fig. 4. Septal plane of cyhndrical prolongation of Spirolina (see fig. 11), showing trans-

ition between the isolated pores of Penevoplis and the coalesced fissures of

Dendritina:—40 diam.

Fig. 5. Side view of a specimen oi Peneroplis, of which the later chambers are extending

themselves longitudinally :—40 diam.

Fig. 6. Front view of a young specimen, intermediate in its characters between Pene-

roplis and Dendritina :—40 diam.

Fig. 7. Side view of a specimen of Peneroplis^ of which the later chambers are extending

themselves longitudinally, and of which the spu'e is more turgid, and the pores

arranged in a double row, as shown at 7 : 40 diam.

Figs. 8, 9, 10. Front views of young specimens of Peneroplis, showing various departures

Lorn the normal type in the form of the septal plane and the disposition of

the apertures :—40 diam.

Fig. 11. Side \iew of Spirolina, which bears the like relation to the Dendritina-i^^e

shown in figs. 12 and 13, that the specimens represented in figs. 6 and 7 bear

to the ordinary Peneroplis-ij^o ;
the septal plane of its cylindrical extension,

with apertures of intermediate form between those of Pmeroplis and of Den-

dritina, is shown at 11 a :—40 diam.

Fig. 12. Side \T.ew of a tj’pical specimen of Dendritina :—at 12 a is shown the septal

plane and single large dendritic orifice of its last chamber, and at 12 5 the

same, from the preceding whorl ;
al, al, alar prolongations of the chambers,

which bear a much larger proportion to the principal cavity in the middle than

in the later part of the growth :—40 diam.

Fio". 13. Side view of a specimen of Dendritina tending towards the Spirolina-ij^o, the

last turn of the spire having already detached itself, and the last chamber

ha\ing completely lost its alar prolongations, as seen at 13 a:—40 diam.

Fig. 14. Front view of a young specimen of Peneroplis, presenting a very marked

departure from the ordinary type in the form of its septal plane and the

disposition of its apertm’es :—40 diam.

Fig. 15. Septal plane of a specimen resembling in general form that represented in

fig. 13, but showing a want of coalescence of the fissures of which the den-

dritic orifice is made up : the ridge-and-furrow arrangement of the walls of
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the chambers is here prolonged in an unusual manner over the borders of

the septal plane:—100 diam.

Figs. 16, 17, 18, 19. Side and front views of young specimens oi Peneroplis, showmg

various departures from the normal type in the form of the septal plane

and in the disposition of the apertures :—40 diam. (See also figs. 2, 6, 8, 9,

10, 14.)
_ . •

Fig. 20. Portion of the ordinary surface of Peneroplis more highly magnified, showmg

its ridge-and-furrow plication, and its rows of minute punctations. 100

diam.
_ , .

Fig. 21. Portion of the ordinary surface of Dendritina, showing precisely similar

characters:—100 diam.

Fig. 22. Septal plane of a specimen of Dendritina, showing the punctations contmued

over its surface :—100 diam.

Fig. 23. Portion of the surface of a specimen of Penerojplis, on which the plications had

become obsolete, but the punctations are still arranged m rows corresponding

to them in distance :—100 diam.

Fig. 24. Portion of the surface of a specimen of Peneroplis, over which the punctations

are scattered without definite arrangement :—100 diam.

PLATE III.

Figs. 1-9. Side and front views of specimens of Oj^erculina at various ages, showing

differences in the form and proportions of the spire, in the surface-markings,

and in the number and arrangement of the tubercles marking the septal

bands :—10 diam.

Fig. 10. Hemispherical cluster of tubercles occupying the umbilicus of the variety of

O^erculina represented in figs. 11, 12 :—25 diam.

Figs. 11, 12. Side and front views of young and mature specimens of peculiar variety

of O^erculina^ characterized by the rapid opening-out of the spire, and by the

extraordinary development of tubercles, not only along, but also between the

septal bands:—10 diam.

PLATE IV.

Fig. 1. Part of the internal surface of one of the chambers of an Operculina ih.'di pre-

sented large tubercles on its exterior, showing the uniform distribution of the

tubuli except along the septal bands, and the comparatively large size of their

orifices:™120 diam.

Fig. 2. Section through the wall of a contiguous chamber of the same, showing the

partial deficiency of tubuli in certain spots, with their crowding together in
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the neighbourhood of these, and the diminution in the size of the tubuli as

they pass towards the outer surface :—120 diam.

Fio-. 3. Part of the internal surface from another Ojperculina, presenting smaller and

more numerous tubercles on its exterior:—120 diam.

Fig. 4. Section through the wall of a contiguous chamber of the same :—120 diam.

Fig. 5. Section through the median plane of the earlier convolutions of an Operculina,

showing the spheroidal form of the primordial chamber, the irregular forms

of the chambers that immediately succeed it, and one of the spiral canals,

which may be traced in the marginal cord almost to the centre of the spire;

—

75 diam.

Fig. 6. Portion of the external surface of an Operculina, of which the tubercles were

particularly prominent:—75 diam.

Fig. 7. Vertical section of the inner convolutions of an Operculina, which has happened

to pass close to the primordial chamber and the one that springs from it,

and which shows at a the two spiral canals running along their exterior :

—

100 diam.

Fig. 8. Vertical section of a typical Operciilma, passing through nearly the centre of the

spire ;
shonung at «, a the spiral lamina of the second whorl, separated from

that of the whorl which it invests by the alar prolongations of the chambers

of the latter, which extend nearly to the centre of the spire
;

b, the spiral

lamina of the last convolution, thinned away in proportion to its extension,

and coalescing ndth that of the preceding convolution near the margin of the

latter, the alai’ prolongations of the outer chambers being comparatively

small ; c, septum between contiguous chambers, traversed by the interseptal

system of canals; fZ, fZ, marginal cord divided transversely (see figs. 15, 16);

e, e, fissure of communication between contiguous chambers
; /,/, spiral canals

dirided transversely :—40 diam.

Fig. 9. Very thin section of a lamina of the tubular shell-substance of Operculina,

magnified 120 diameters, cutting the tubuli transversely, and showing a

delicate areolation between them ; h, prismatic appearance of a portion of the

same, magnified 250 diameters ; a, another portion, magnified 250 diameters,

showing the comparatively large size of its tubuli close to the internal surface.

Fig. 10. Portion of a section of a typical Operculina (see Plate VI. fig. 3), taken through

the median plane :—a, «, marginal cord traversed by canal-system ; 5, b, walls

of the chambers, composed of minutely-tubular substance; c, septal bands

with their lateral branches, composed of transparent non-tubular shell-sub-

stance ; fZ, fZ, one of the spiral canals :—50 diam.

Fig. 11. Portion of a similar section of a tuberculated specimen of Operculina, showing

the clear spaces left by the absence of tubuli in the spots beneath the tuber-

cles, and the semi-opacity produced by the crowding together of the tubuli

elsewhere;—50 diam.

Fig. 12. Portion of a vertical section passing tangentially along the exterior of the inner-
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most convolution of a young Operculina, and affording a most advantageous

display of its canal-system :

—

a marginal cord of the nmer convolution

,

hh, hh, spiral lamina of the outer convolution ; c c, cc, spiral canals , d d, d d,

origins of the interseptal canals from the spiral canals; e, e, e, projection of

the septal bands of non-tubular shell-substance into ridges on the surface :~

120 diam.

Fig. 13. Portion of the marginal cord, a, a, of Operculina, as seen in a section passing

through the median plane, showing the fusiform spaces formed by the inoscu-

lation of the canals:—120 diam.

Fig. 14. Another portion, showing more elongated and less regular spaces: 120 diam.

Fig. 15. Transverse section of the marginal cord, as seen in a vertical section of

Operculina (fig. 8), showing its slightly furrowed external surface, the canal-

system which traverses its interior, its junction with the ordinaiy tubular

substance, bh, of the spiral lamina, and the sphal canals, cc :—120 diam.

Fig. 16. A similar section from another specimen, showing deep furrows upon the

external surface of the marginal cord :—120 diam.

PLATE V.

Fig. 1. Side view of an Operculina^ of which a portion of the last whorl has apparently

been broken off, and the injury repaired by the continuation of the marginal

cord along the line of fracture —10 diam.

Fig. 2. Portion of the outermost and penultimate convolutions of Operculina, laid open

by vertical fracture :

—

a, external surface of marginal cord of the convolution

inclosed by them ; a', transverse sections of the marginal cord in the outer

convolutions ;
h b, the two marginal canals, whose transverse sections, b' b\ are

seen in the penultimate convolution ; c, septum between the contiguous

chambers of the penultimate convolution ; </, the same in the outer convo-

lution ; d d, origins of interseptal system of canals ; e, e, fissures of communi-

cation between contiguous chambers
; f, secondary pores

; g g, thick spiral

lamina of tubular substance, formed by the coalescence of that g' g' of the

last whorl over that of the penultimate whorl :—-75 diam.

Fig. 3. Side view of an Opefculina^ of which the last whorl has closed in by a gradual

diminution in the size of its chambers:—10 diam..

Figs. 4, 5. External surface of marginal cord, aa^ showing two modes of disposition

of its furrows, in which are seen the orifices of some of the canals ; at cdc^ the

cord is seen in transverse section ;
and at 5 5 is shown its junction with the

spiral lamina :—75 diam.

Figs. 6 to 8, 10 to 12, Varieties in the superficial characters of Operculina:—40 diam.

Fig. 9. Young specimen of the tuberculated variety of Operculina, showing an extra-

ordinary development of the central clusters of tubercles :—10 diam.

Figs. 13 to 17. Successive stages of growth of Amphistegina Cumingii'.—10 diam.
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PLATE VI.

Fig. 1. Section of a portion of the outer whorl of Operculina^ parallel to the surface,

showing a marked irregularity in the disposition of the septa :—a a, marginal

cord ; h h one of the spiral canals ; c, c, septal bands of transparent shell-sub-

stance ; d, tubular shell-substance of sphal lamina forming the walls of the

chambers ; e, e, prolongations of interseptal canals in spiral lamina :—lOOdiam.

Fig. 2. Similar section from another specimen, showing an appearance of reticulation in

the spiral lamina :—a a, marginal cord ; r?, septal band ;
one of the inter-

septal canals communicating with canal-system of marginal cord ; e, prolon-

gation of interseptal canals in spiral lamina :—100 diam.

Fig. 3. Section of Ojperculina, traversing its median plane except in its central portion,

and showing, especially at a and 5, great irregularities in the disposition of

its chambers:—12 diam.

Fig. 4. Portion of a specimen of Opey'culina, which seems to have undergone fracture at

an early age, and to have thenceforth grown in a reversed direction, as will

be seen on comparing the direction of the septa in the whorls a and h

;

the

marginal cord appears to have been continued from c to a along the line of

fracture, and thence to have grown onwards to d :—50 diam.

Fig. 5. Vertical section of AmpMstegina Cumingi% showing its conformity in all essen-

tial respects to the type of Operculina, and the differences produced by tha

smaller size of its chambers in proportion to the thickness of its spiral

lamina:—50 diam.

Fig. 6. Portion of section of AmpMstegina Cumingii, traversing its outer whorls in the

median plane, but passing along the surface of its inner convolutions, so as

to bring into view the alar prolongations of the septa in their passage towards

the centre, and the occasional inosculation of their canal-systems by loops in

that region :—50 diam.
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II. Description of some Remains of a Gigantic Land-Lizard (Megalania prisca*, Owen)

from Australia. By Professor Owen, F.R.S. &c.

Eeceived May 13,—Eead June 17, 1858.

In a collection of fossil bones from pleistocene ('?) deposits forming the bed of a tributary

of the Condamine Eiver, west of Moreton Bay, Australia, recently purchased by the

British Museum, were the three vertebrae which form the subject of the following

description.

They formed part of a collection composed chiefly of remains of Diprotodon, Noto-

therium and other large extinct Marsupials, and presented the same colour, speciflc

gravity and partially fossilized state ; but their anatomical characters were very difierent,

and demonstrated these vertebrae to belong to a large reptile of the Lacertian order.

These characters are, the well-turned hemispheric anterior cup (Plates VII. and VIII., c)

and posterior ball (ib. h) for the articulation of the body of the vertebra with those of

contiguous vertebrae, the tubercle (ib. d) at the fore-part of each side of the base of the

neural arch for the articulation of the rib, and the contracted area of the neural canal

(Plate VII., flg. 4, w): the latter character is extreme, and denotes the small proportional

size of the spinal chord in correlation with the habits and powers of a sluggish cold-

blooded quadruped.

The neural arch has coalesced with the centrum ; the cup and ball are both placed

obliquely (Plate VIII. flg. 2), the latter (ib. h) looking upward and backward
;
both these

characters concur with the single costal tubercle on each side, in determining the lacer-

tian character of the vertebrae in question.

The best preserved of the three vertebrae (Plate VII. flgs. 1, 2, 3 & 4) wants the right

posterior zygapophysis ; the articular surface of the costal tubercle (flg. 1, d) is also

abraded. The following are dimensions of this vertebra :

—

Inches. Lines.

Length of centrum 3 3

Length of non-articular lower surface of centrum 2 0

Breadth of centrum, behind the ball 1 11

Vertical diameter of centrum, behind the ball 1 4

Vertical diameter of cup 1 9

Transverse diameter of cup 2 5

Breadth of neural arch above the costal tubercles 4 7

* Meyas, great, and fiXulvu, to roam about; in reference to the terrestrial nature of the great Saurian,

which was noticed under the above name in the author’s ‘ Lectures on Eossil Eeptilia,’ delivered in the

Theatre of the Museum of Practical Gleology, Jermyn Street, ‘Synopsis,’ March 1868.

G 2
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Inches.

. 3

. 0

. 0

. 0

. 0

. 1

. 1

. 0

. 1

Lines.

4

9

4

0

6

0

i

10

Vertical diameter from highest part of nerual arch .

Transverse diameter of anterior outlet of neural canal

Transverse diameter of posterior outlet of neural canal

Vertical diameter of anterior outlet of neural canal

Vertical diameter of posterior outlet of neural canal

Longest diameter of anterior zygapophysis . . •

Vertical diameter of costal tubercle

Transverse diameter of costal tubercle ....
Antero-posterior extent of base of neurapophysis .

The anterior articular concavity of the centrum, aa shown by the above

ments, is a transverse ellipse, very obliquelyf^ed, lookmg—rd and rwari^

this asnect is shown in the section of the smaller vertebra (Plate \ III. )•

ll7ar sX is smooth ;
in the larger vertebra (Plate VII. fig. 4, o) tt presents a

shallow transversely lengthened pit at the centre.
^ ^ j

The under surface of the body(a fig. 3) is flat feom before backwai-d, broad, and v

convex transversely ; it is a Uttle roughened, with two very shallow depressions

as if for aponeurotic attachments, but shows not a trace of hypapophysis. The hm

articular- convexity corresponds in size and shape with the anterior cup has an

opposite aspect ;
the plane of the base of the ball {ii fig. 1, J) foi-ms an angk of 4.5 nrA

that of the lower surface of the centrum ; the lateral mai-gins of the ball pioject

beyond the narrow constriction which there divides it from the rest

In front of this constriction the sides of the body rise, expanding, vnth an onto con

vexity, as they advance to the costal tubercle, which is sUuated upon the

base of the neurapophysis. Some wrinkled and vascuto‘“P”
^

indicate the place of the obliterated suture betvveen the nein-al arch and ce

^

The base of the costal tubercle (ii. fig. 1, <*) a vertical ellipse, of the
,

above -iven On the right side its convexity is shown, the articular surface not bem,

abraded beyond the thin crust of bone which formed it: on the left side the abiasion

fx^osls thrarser cancellous texture of the bone beneath. Abov. the tub-le a ridge

or an<rle formed by the meeting of the anterior and lateral sm-faces of the neurap

physis^extends to the outer end of the anterior zygapophysis^ The ai'ticular surface of^ is

process is flat, and looks upward and inward. The broad upper surface o the neural

arch between the processes is rather concave, traversed by a low median 11 o (

„r On Tach side of this, at the fore-part of the arch, is a small tubercle^.

n .(’this the surface is roughened by smaU shallow pits arranged in progressively

indicative oL place of ligamentous attachment: betvveen

‘Zmlcf and the zygapophysis is a broad and very shallow ^^P”

Sck^t
looks downward and outward.
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The fracture which has broken away the right posterior zygapophysis extends a little

to the left of the median line, and there may, therefore, have been a neural spine from the

posterior third of the arch ;
but it must have been thin, and was probably, if it existed,

low; it is represented along the rest of the arch by the ridge {ns) above mentioned,

which nowhere rises above two lines in height. Thus the breadth of the neural arch

exceeds its length, and much exceeds its height.

The extreme contraction of the neural canal {ih. fig. 4, n) forms a striking feature in

this vertebra, especially in regard to the vertical diameter of the anterior outlet : in the

posterior outlet this diameter is the longest. The anterior outlet is unsymmetrical, the

right nerve or vessel from the chord indenting more deeply the vertebra, as it leaves the

canal. The posterior outlet shows the inward projection of a ridge from the middle of

each side of the canal ;
external to this outlet a low ridge rises vertically from the margin

of the articular hall to the lower end of the surface of the zygapophysis.

The free sm-face of the vertebra is in general smooth, or with shallow linear markings

and impressions, as above described.

This vertebra belongs to the dorsal series.

The second vertebra (Plate VIII. figs. 1 & 2), which is somewhat smaller, appears, by

the greater extent of the costal tubercle (fig. 1, d), and by the longitudinal depression on

each side of the mid-part of the under surface, to have come from the cervical region.

The left side of this vertebra was so much mutilated that I had it ground down to a

flat surface, such as would have been left by a vertical longitudinal section of the bone.

This exposed the shape of the neural canal (fig. 2, w), which, from its shallow anterior

outlet (ib. a), deepens to the middle of the vertebra, by the sinking of the floor of the

canal into the substance of the centrum, whence it contracts a little towards the posterior

outlet. The ridge indicated at the side of the canal in the preceding vertebra is here

seen to commence anteriorly from the upper part of the canal, and describing a curve

similar to, but not quite parallel vrith, that of the floor, to terminate behind near the

middle of the canal. The large vascular canals and coarse cancellous texture of the sub-

stance of both the centrum and the neural arch are also shown by this section. There

was no neural spine on this vertebra, but only the low median ridge corresponding to,

but less developed than, that partially shown in the foregoing vertebra.

The subtriangular surface formed by the small shallow impressions in curvilinear lines

is also present on each side of the fore-part of the median ridge of the neural arch in this

vertebra, anterior to which is a tubercular rudiment of a ‘ zygosphene *.

The costal tubercle {ih, fig. I, d) commences about three lines from the lateral border

of the anterior cup c, and extends to near the anterior zygapophysis, The length ot

the tubercle is 2 inches 3 lines ;
its greatest breadth is 9 lines.

The shape and aspects of the articular surfaces, both on the centrum and neural arch,

are the same as in the former vertebra. The general configuration of the vertebrae is

likewise closely similar.

* This term is defined in the works cited in the note, p. 46.
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The length of the centrum is 3 inches ; the vertical diameter of the vertebra is 2 inches

10 lines. The greatest vertical diameter of the neural canal is 6 lines.

The third vertebra of the present gigantic Lizard consists of a mutilated centrum only

(Plate VIII. figs. 3 & 4) : it sho-ws the median tract defined by the lateral grooves

(fig. 3, v) on the under surface, the grooves being broader and deeper and more decidedly

bent out-ward at their fore-part than in the foregoing and some-what smaller vertebra ; the

median tract is simply convex from side to side, and is straight length-wise ; it does not

project at any part belo-w the level of the under surface
;
on the contrary, the convex

outer sides of the grooves project belo-w its level. The part of the neural canal (fig. 4),

preserved on the upper broken surface, sho-ws the transverse expansion at its fore-part,

and a lo-w median ridge from the floor of that part of the canal.

The mid-tract of the lo-wer surface of the centrum {ib. fig. 3), though, in the cenical

and anterior dorsal vertebree, defined by the lateral grooves, v, is not produced at any

part as a hypapophysis, but resembles, in this respect, the under surface of the hinder

neck-vertebrge in the Monitors
(
Varanus, Hydrosaums, fig. 3 a).

The small vertical diameter of the centrum, in proportion to its breadth, and the

oblique position of the terminal cup and ball, are -well displayed in the present mutilated

specimen, which appears to have been rolled and water-worn.

In comparing the vertebrae of Megalania with those of existing Lizards, the biconcave

vertebrae of the Geckos, and the complex procoehan vertebrae, with zygosphene and

zygantrum, of the Iguanians*, are at once set aside; as are also the compressed and

carinate or subcarinate cer-ncal and dorsal vertebrae of the Mhynchocejyhalus [Hatteria,

Geay) of New Zealand. Among the less modified vertebrae of other Lacertians, those

of the Australian Monitors and Lace-lizards [Hydrosauriis, Waglee) make the nearest

approach to the vertebrae of Megalania.

They present the same oblique position of the cup and ball (Plate VIII. figs. I a, 2 a),

flatness and breadth of the under surface of the centrum [ib. fig. 3 «), constriction at the

base of the ball and lateral expansion thence forwards to the costal tubercle ; the same

relative size and aspect of zygapophyses; the same curVlinear pittings and fine -wrinklings

afiecting the otherwise smooth and compact outer surface of the bone; the same con-

trast between the vertical and transverse diameters of the two outlets of the neuml

canal ;
and the same lateral and infero-median ridges in that canal. The chief distinc-

tions are, the much more contracted area of the neural canal, and the minor develop-

ment of the neural spine, in Megalania (compare fig. 4 -with 4 a)

;

also the shortness of

the vertebrae in proportion to their breadth, in the large fossil Lizard.

In Hydrosaufus varius the ridge representmg the neural spine begins, as in Megalania.,

at the fore-part of the neural arch, but is relatively higher, although low and equal

:

this makes it probable that the homologous ridge in the vertebra (Plate VIII. fig. 4, n s)

* 0-wEX, ‘ Catalogue of the Osteological Series in the Museum of the Eoyal College of Surgeons,’ 4to,

vol. i. 1853, p. 145, no. 668 ;
and ‘ Prineipes d’Osteologie Comparee,’ 8vo, Paris, 1855, pi. 13 a, fig. 11
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of Meqalania is the sole representative of the neural spine : in Hydrosaurus giganteus

the ridge rises to the proportions of a spinous process. But, apart from these generic

or subgeneric differences, the correspondence is complete betv^een the extinct and above-

cited existing Monitor-lizards of Australia.

The three or four vertebrae at the base of the neck, supporting free ribs, in Hydro-

sauTUS, exhibit the same modification of the costal tubercle as in the second vertebra of

Megalania (Plate VIII. fig. 1, d) : those vertebrae, also, show the median tract defined by

the two side-grooves on the under surface. The vertebrae in advance of these, in Hy-

drosaurus, have the median tract produced into a hypapophysis.

Vertebrae of HLegalania will probably be discovered showing this character ;
and,

indeed, from the correspondences already determined, it may be inferred that the same

local modifications of the vertebral column prevailed in the bony structure oi Megalania

as in that of the existing Australian Monitors.

Among these land-lizards, it is interesting to find that one species, which attains the

length of upwards of 6 feet, has been dignified with the specific name of giganteus, on

account of this unusually large size compared with the generality of existing Lacertilia.

Whether among the vast and unexplored wildernesses of the Australian continent any

living representative of the more truly gigantic Megalania still lingers, may be a ques-

tion worth the attention of travellers. But, most probably, like the gigantic Marsupials,

Biprotodon and Nototherium, with whose fossil remains those of Megalania were asso-

ciated in the tertiary deposits now cut through by the Condamine and its tributaries,

the gigantic land-lizard has long been extinct.

The proccelian type of vertebra, or that in which the articular cup is in front and the

ball behind, characteristic of the fossils above described, was first introduced in the

Reptihan class, according to present knowledge, during the liassic period; but, from

that to the upper oolite, it was manifested only by Pterodactyles. The earliest exam-

ples of proccelian vertebrae in Lacertian reptiles date from theWealden period ;
in Croco-

dilian reptiles the proccelian type first appears at the cretaceous period *.

The only known proccelian lizards comparable in size with the large Australian one,

represented by the three above-described vertebrae, are the Mosasaurus and Leiodon of

the Greensand and Chalk strata.

The inferior depth of the cup and production of the ball, the vertical position of both

at right angles with the axis of the centrum, and many minor modifications of the ver-

tebrae of those large Lacertians of the cretaceous period, show great differences between

them and the fossil proccelian vertebrae of the freshwater tertiary deposits of Australia.

The Mosasauroids were, in fact, a family of marine lizards so distinct from existing spe-

cies, as to form the type of a suborder.

The fossil remains ofEuropean proccelian lizards, which, like the large vertebrae under

* In the Greensand of New Jersey, North America (Proceedings of the Geological Society, January 31,

1849) ;
iu the Upper Greensand near Cambridge, England

;
in the ‘ Calcaire pisolithique ’ of Mont Aime,

Departement de la Marne
;
and in the upper cretaceous stone at Maestricht.
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description, belong to the type o£ true land-lizards, all belong to species of the ordinary

average size. The miocene and pliocene formations of the continent, and especially of

France, have furnished several genera and species *.

The chief peculiarity of the Australian fossil lizard is its great size ; the vertebrse

rival in bulk those of the largest living Crocodiles. The ‘ Monitor de la Nouvelle-Hol-

lande’ {Varanus, Meeeem, Hydrosaurus, Waglee) has thirty vertebree between the skull

and sacrum. Taking the average length of the vertebra at 3 inches, this would give

7 feet 6 inches as the length of the trunk of the Megalania ;
and were the propoidions

of the head and tail like those of the great Lace-lizard of Austraha {Eydrosaunis gigan-

tms, Geat), the total length of the Megalania would be about 20 feet.

On the very probable hypothesis that the jaws and teeth of Megalania were of the

same type as those of the Hydrosaums, it must have been carnivorous, and, by its bulk

and strength, very formidable.

Desceiption of the Plates.

PLATE VII.

Fig. 1. Side view of a dorsal vertebra, Megalania jprisca.

Fig. 1 a. Side view of a dorsal vertebra, Hydrosaurus giganteus.

Fig. 2. Upper view of a dorsal vertebra, Megalania jgvisca.

Fig. 2 a. Upper view of a dorsal vertebra, HydTosauvus giganteus.

Fig. 3. Under view of a dorsal vertebra, Megalania lyrisca.

Fig. 3 a. Under view of a dorsal vertebra, Hydrosaurus giganteus.

Fig. 4. Front view of a dorsal vertebra, Megalania frisca.

Fig. 4 a. Front view of a dorsal vertebra, Hydrosaurus giganteus.

PLATE VIII.

Fig. 1. Side view of a cervical vertebra, Megalania ^risca.

Fig. 1 a. Side view of a cervical vertebra, Hydrosaurus giganteus.

Fig. 2. Vertical section of a cervical vertebra, Megalania prisca.

Fig. 2 a. Vertical section of a cervical vertebra, Hydrosaurus giganteus.

Fig. 3. Under view of an anterior dorsal vertebra,

Fig. 3 a. Under view of an anterior dorsal vertebra, Hydrosaurus giganteus.

Fig. 4. Horizontal section of an anterior dorsal vertebra, Megalania ^risca.

Fig. 4 a. Horizontal section of an anterior dorsal vertebra, Hydrosaurus giganteus.

[All the figures are of the natural size, and have been drawn on the stone \vithout

reversing.]

* See Laetet, ‘ Notice sur la Oolline de Sansans,’ 8vo, 1851, p. 39 ;
Gebvais, ‘ Paleontologie Fraii9aise,’

pp. 258, 259.
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III. On some Bemarkccble Belations which obtain among the Boots of the Fowr Squares

into which a Number may be divided, as comjgared with the corres^ponding Boots of

certain other Numbers. By the Bight Hon. Sir Frederick; Pollock, F.B.S., Lord

Chief Baron.

Received AprO. 26,—Read May 20, 1858.

The property of numbers, which is the subject of this paper, first presented itself to my

attention in the case of the odd squares 1, 9, 25, 49, &:c. (2?^+l)^ any two adjoining

odd squares may be divided (each of them) into 4 square numbers, whose roots will

have this remarkable relation to each other : two of them will be identically the same

;

and as to the other two, one of them wiU be 2 less, and the other will be 2 more than

the roots of the preceding or subsequent odd square ;
for example, 25 and 49 may be

dmded into squares, the roots of which being placed below, will appear thus :

—

25 49 so 49 81

-2, 1,4, 2 —4,1, 4,4 0,2, 3, 6 -2,2, 3,8

or thus 0, 0, 3, 4 — 2, 0, 3, 6.

In comparing the roots of the adjoining odd squares, 2 roots (placed in the middle) are

the same ; of the others, one is 2 more, the other 2 less than the corresponding roots of

the other.

The following Table presents the result of a comparison of the roots of all odd squares

up to 27^=729:—

1

0, 0,1,0

9
0

,
1

, 2,

2

25
-2, 1,4,

2

0, 0, 3,

4

49
0, 2, 3,

6

81
0

,
1

,
4

,
8

-2,4, 5,6

-4, 0,7, 4

9
- 2

,
0

, 1,2

25
-2, 1,2, 4

49
-4, 1,4, 4

-2, 0, 3,6

81
-2,2, 3,8

121
-2,1,4,10

-4, 4,5,8

-6,0, 7,6

121
-2, 2, 7, 8

169

0, 3, 4, 12

-2,4, 7,10

-4,5, 8,8

-6,4, 9,6

225
-4, 3,10,10

-6, 5,10,8

289
-2, 5, 8,14

-6, 3, 12,10

169
-4,2, 7,10

225
-2,3, 4,14

-4, 4, 7,12

-6,5, 8,10

-8, 4, 9,8

289
-6, 3,10,12

-8, 5,10,10

361
-4, 5, 8,16

-8, 3, 12, 12

MDCCCLIX. H
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361

0,1, 6,18

-2,1,10,16

-4, 7,10,14

_6, 9,10, 12

441
-8, 8,13, 12

-10, 4,15,10

441
- 2

,
1

,
6,20

-4,1,10,18

-6, 7, 10,16

-8, 9,10,14

529
-10, 8,13,14

-12, 4, 15, 12

529
-8,10,13,14

-2, 5,10,20

625
-2, 4,11,22

&c.

625

10, 10, 13, 16

-4, 5,10,22

729

4, 4,11.24

&c.

is to he remembered, that throughout this pcvper the root of any sguare maybe

This relation among the roots belongs also to the numbers

number: thus.

49-4=45
-2, 3, 4, 4

0, 0, 3, 6

49-2=47
-3,2, 5,3

49

0, 2, 3, 6

49+2=51
—1, 3, 4,5

49+4=53
0, 1, 4, 6

&c.

81-4=77
-4, 3, 4,6

-2, 0, 3, 8

81-2=79
— 5, 2, 5, 5

81

-2, 2, 3,8

81+2=83
-3, 3, 4,7

81+4=85
-2, 1, 4,8

»&c.

The addition may proceed indefinitely, but the subtraction has to ImU

:

<10 from 49 and also from 81, the numbers become 19 and 61, uhich are te

serittto 19, 33, 51, &c. (2»»+l); and any 2 alternate terms ot that senes ufil

become by contmued addition adjoining odd squares.

f,,-ir+l and
Aov 2 alternate terms of the series may be represented by ^.(« i) +t-

2
and 2»»+4»+3; add 2«.- 2 to each, and they become

(
2„-l)’, and (2»+l)^ that is, adjoining odd squares^

If, instead of the odd squares, a series of the eien squares i-

adioinins terms will have similar properties; thus,

4+1=5 16+1=17

0,0, 2,1

+ 1 ,
0 , 0,2

-2, 0, 2, 3

— 1, 0, 0, 4
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16"f*l—17

+ 1, 0, 0, 4

364-1=37
-1, 2, 4,4

&c.

364-1=37
- 1

,
0

, 0,6

64:4-1=65

-3, 2, 4,6

&c.

And each of these may in like manner be increased, or (subject to a similar limit) be

diminished; these, however, are derived from the alternate terms of another series,

1, 5, 13, 25, &c. (271^4-2^4-1), and 7^^4(^^-l-l)^ will represent any

2 alternate terms of the series; and if to 2n^— 6774- 6
,
and also to 2n^-\-2n-{-l there be

added 277^—277, they become 477^— 8774-6, and 477^4"l5 or (277-- 2)^ 4-1? and (277)^4-1?

or, adjoining even squares 4-1-

The various examples of these or similar relations among the roots of the 4 squares

into which numbers may be divided are endless; the increase and decrease of the variable

roots is not always by 2 ; it may be by any other number. But instead of multiplying

examples, it will be better to enter on the proof of what has been aBeady stated, which

will furnish the means of investigating every instance that can be produced. The proof

depends upon,

—

1st, a general property of all odd numbers which (as far as I am aware) has not hitherto

been noticed ; and

2ndly, a general theorem relating to odd numbers in arithmetical progression.

The property of odd numbers is this :—Every odd number may be divided into 4

squares, in such manner that 2 of the roots will be equal, 2 of them will differ by 1,

2 of them will differ by 2, 2 of them by 3, and so on, as far as the number is capable

(from its magnitude) of having roots large enough to form the difference required. The

difference may be algebraical, and result from one of the roots being considered as a

negative quantity. For example, there is only one mode of dividing the number 23

(a number of the form (8774-7)) into 4 squares; these must be 1, 4, 9, 9, and their roots

±1, ±2, ±3, ±3:—

3 and 3 are equal, difference 0, — 3 and 3 differ by 6,

3 and 2 differ by 1, —2 and 3 differ by 6,

3 and 1 differ by 2, —1 and 3 differ by 4,

2 and —1 differ by 3.

The differences of the roots may therefore be 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 or 6 ; a greater difference

than 6 is (in the number 23) impossible; the least numbers that would make a difference

of 7 would be 3 and 4, and the sum of their squares would be 26.

The same form or mode of dividing a number into 4 squares does not always furnish

every possible difference (as in the case of 23); thus 13 in one form has the roots

0, 0, 2, 3 ; these furnish as differences 0, 1, 2, 3, 6. To obtain the difference 4, the other

form of dividing 13 into 4 squares (viz. 1®, 2^, 2®, 2^) must be resorted to, and then —2,
4-2 differ by 4: so 39 has two modes of dividing into 4 squares; in one the roots are

H 2
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1 2 3 5 -here are no equal roots ;
but the other mode has the roots 1 ,

1 , 1 .
6 ,
wMch

1, 2, 3, 6 ,
here are n q ,1,^ fom

furnish two equal roots. In

i r. u i, pasv to nroTe that eveiw odd

n2 4-6^4-2c^ that is, has 2 of its roots equal*; also it is eas^v to p

numhet wiU have 2 of its roots differing hy 1 ,
that is, will he of the form

u f fVip form 4^^+l may be composed of 3 squares (4 are not nece^

"aldToIly one of them can be an odd square (for if there were 3 odd squares r.s

forai must be 4rt+ 3), i
te+l=4a’+45=+4<f+dc+l,

and n (any number) =:a"+5"+c +c,

and 2%+l (any odd number)
^

=2a^+25^+2c^+2c+l= («+^)'+(«“^)'+'^+<^"+^^‘’

if 2 of the roots must he equal, and
^ ^

thus ‘25 denotes 25 with roots 0, 0, 3, 4 or -2, 1, 4, 2 ;
'26 may be -o, 0 ,

0, 4, (.» +1)

“wto’to complete the proof, I must now call attention more particularly to the

nmuerties of the two series already mentioned.
i o c

'
The fimt is 1. 3, 9, 19, &c., general term (2»»+l) ;

it mcreases by the numbers .. 6 .

“xre’strrnri^-, general term (
2.+ 2»+l)r the rrrcrease is by the

-r t \t\trt"of" — whose roots may differ by the crcn

"TteTecond is the series of the least odd numbers whose

numbers. This is quite obvious: the number »(2»^+l)

number with the same difference of roots must be g'-<=ater, 1 ). - - + '

so (
2m'+ 2«+ l), the difference of whose roots may be (

2»+l). . +

least number that can have that difference of roots.

,m, nauer. They

These two series are mentioned as “i/iciwo senes uiing
„ated f' 044

may be formed together by increasing from 1
,
by

6
,
6 ,

&c.) :
thus, 1, 3, 5, 9, 13, 19, &c. Thrs sen^s -f ^ ‘

^ p Pave

but 1 belongs to both—as •! to the one, as 1 to the ot ei. Put
^

^

suggested above and the roots below, the fost senes will appear thus.

01 ^3 ‘9 °19

0
,
0

,
1,0 - 1

,
0

,
1,1 - 2

,
0

,
1,

2

- 0
,
0

,
1,0

* Legesdue, Theorie des Nombres, 1st edit. p. 186 ;
2nd edit. p. 391.
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The middle roots are all the same ;
the exterior roots increase on the right and decrease

on the left, by 1, at each step.

The other series will appear thus

:

11 35 5;|_3 725 ®41 &c. . .

0,0, 0,1 -1,0, 0,2 -2, 0,0, 3 -3, 0,0, 4 -4, 0,0, 5 -w, 0, 0, (?^^-l)

Here also the middle roots are the same, and the exterior roots increase and decrease in

the same manner, by 1, at each step ;
but if any odd number have two of its roots equal,

it may be the first term of a series of the first kind ; or if any odd number have two of

its roots difiering by 1, it may be the first term of a series of the second kind ; any odd

number may therefore be the first term of a series of either kind
;
thus

—

°23

+ 3, 1,2, 3

^23

+1,3, 3, 2

^25

+ 2, 1,2, 4

^27

0, 3, 3, 3

431 641

+ 1
,
1

, 2,

5

0
,
1

,
2

,
6

^35 ^47

-1,3, 3, 4 -2, 3, 3, 5

&c. . . . ^”(2^^^+23)

-(w-3)l,2, (w+3)

&c. . . . ^“+'(2^^"+2?^+23)

[n— 1), 3, 3, (w+2)

The middle roots are the same; the exterior roots increase and decrease in the same way,

and the terms of the two series increase by the same numbers, as if 1 were the first term

of both ;
the difference between any two adjoining terms is the sum of their indices ;

if

not adjoining, the difference between any two terms is the sum of their indices, plus

twice the sum of the intermediate indices ;
the roots which compose any odd number to

a given index may therefore be found thus:—Let 117 be the given number, and 12 the

required index; then "a, V, % % '“/, 'H17 will represent the series whose seventh

term is 'H17 : 0+12+2 x (2+4+6+ 8+ 10)= 72 is the difference between a and 117 ;

a therefore =117— 72= 45 ;
and the series with its roots will be

045 2417 453 603 siytjr 1095

+2, 1,6,2 +1,1,6, 3 0,1, 6, 4 -1,1, 6, 5 -2, 1,6, 6 -3, 1,6, 7 -3, 1,6, 8

In the same manner ’^117 may be discovered by the other series, and the result will be

133 '37 '45 ’57 "73 ^'93 ^'117

+2, 2, 4, 3 +1,2, 4, 4 0, 2, 4, 5 -1,2, 4, 6 -2, 2, 4, 7 -3, 2, 4, 8 -4, 2, 4, 9

What is stated above of 117 and the index 12, is obviously applicable to any other odd

number and any other index ;
and it follows that if every odd number has two of its

roots equal, and also two of its roots differing by 1, it will have other roots differing by

2, 3, 4, &c., as far as its magnitude will enable it.

There are various other modes of proving the same result. If it be required to find

the roots which make ®117, begin with *117, H21, ®129, ^141, ®157
;
157 is 40 more

than 117 ; deduct 40 from every term, and the series becomes

177 '89 ’101 "117

+ 1,6, 6,2 —3, 6, 6, 6
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‘77 is +1 6 6 2, and therefore »117 is - 3, 6, 6, 6. Obnonsly it is easy to thiw the proof

into a general algebraic form; the general property of odd numbers above stated mat

thcroforG b© consid-Grod. 8.s cstfiblishGd. v •
r. Tt-if-Vi

The theorem alluded to is this :-If any odd number of

13 (or any other number), be in arithmetical progiession m a co

4 [or any other number] (for the purpose of this example let the ^
25 29 33, 37, with a common diiference of 4), then if the comm {

:jum:d a; th; index of the difference of roots to the mMe term m
(4+1)

higher tei-ms beyond the middle have as mdices of the chffeiences o
( ^

(4+2), (4+3), &c. in succession, and the lower terms have as indices -

i4_3) &c the series with the indices will be ‘13, ®17, “21, -o, ,
o-

,
o, ,

having the differences indicated by the respective indices [which may be done b.

propGrty of odd numbors just proved], thus,

^13 ^17

1
,
2

,
2,

2

-1,0, 4, 2 -2, 1,4,

2

2,0,0,3 +1,0,2,4 0, 0,3,4

then the terms greater than the middle term will have this

than the middle term, the two terms next to the micldle eim w

roots,-one, less by 1, the other, greater by 1, than those

next but one wiU have thmr"/;2rbt:« &oni tlm centre; and

:u re (enuidJant from the middle term) will respectively have the same

middle roots; thus

-2,1, 4,2 0,0, 2, 5 -2,2,3, 4 -2, 2, 2,

5

- 1
,
0

,
0,6

Comparing them, the result is as stated above; the difference between the exterior roots

o, ,£ ,4— . I.- x»-" —
The algebraic proof of this theorem is

1^10 series with the indices

with « as a middle term and y) as a common difference ,
then

of thG difforoncGS of roots will bo

7.-2(^„2p),
&c. ;

rrr’;r r.
.«J ... x

in ordm’that the difference of the roots may correspond

(®-»i); then the corresponding roots of «+myi wall be, accoi „

(*->»), r, s, a+p. If the first set of roots be squared, the sum is

„‘-+r“+s“+(«+i‘-m)“=«’+»-’+«’+(“+I''’+"'"~'^"“"''^^"'’
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if the second set of roots be squared, the sum is which

is 2pm more than the former
;

if, therefore, the first sum of squares equals n—mp, the

second will equal n-\-mp ; therefore the pair of terms that are at the distance (m) from

the centre will have their middle roots the same, and their exterior roots one less by m,

the other greater by m than those of the other.

In this proof p, the common difierence, may be odd or even, and w, the middle term,

may be odd or even ; thus

22 30 410 ^14 ns
-1,0, 0,1 -1,0, 1,2 -2, 1,1, 2 -2, 0,1, 3 -3, 0,0, 3

is a series composed of even numbers, all of which obey the theorem
;
but frequently

an even number is not so divisible as to form the required difference. To form every

difference is a property which belongs universally to odd numbers only, not to even

numbers; the common difierence may be only 1; the numbers from 25 to 41 are all

(both odd and even) divisible into four squares, whose roots conform to the theorem,

33 being the middle term.

-^25 -626 -^27 -"28 -^29 -^30 -"31 «32
4,0,0-3 5,0,0,-l 5,1,1,0 2,2,4,-2 5,0,0,2 3,2,4,1 3,3,3,2 0,4,4,0

"33

0,4, 4,1
941 0

00

^39 ®38 ®37 "36 ^35 ^34
-4, 0,0, 5 -2, 0,0,

6

-1,1, 1,6 -3,2,4,3 +1,0,0,6 0, 2,4,4 1,3,3,4 -1,4,4,1

To apply this theorem as a proof of the matters stated in the beginning of the paper,

all the examples, whether of the odd squares, or of the even squares +1, or those

numbers increased or decreased, may be made terms in an arithmetic series ; 4w^— 4n+l
and 4w^+4%-|-l (which represent any 2 adjoining odd squares) have a difierence of 8w,

which is divisible by 4, and therefore they may form terms in an arithmetical series ; thus

4w"-4w+l, 4?^^-2?^4-l, 4w^+l, 47^^+2?i+l, 4w^+4^^+l,

the common difierence being 2n, and the odd squares will be two places from the middle
term

; their exterior roots will therefore be greater and less by 2. So any 2 adjoining odd
squares, 4^^^ and 4w*-}-8w4-4, difier by 8w-|-4, which is divisible by 4 ; and the adjoining

even squares, +1, may in like manner be made terms in an arithmetic series.

I propose now to apply the theorem generally to other instances of odd numbers
having 2 roots equal and the other 2 roots differing by any number whatever, the
one root being greater, the other less by that number; for example, the alternate odd
squares may be divided into 4 squares in such manner that 2 roots of the one may
equal 2 roots of the other, and the differences of the remaining roots will be 4

:

19 949

0,2, 2,1 -4, 2, 2, 5

+ 1,0, 2, 2 -3, 0,2, 6
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-4, 0,4, 7

-5, 2, 4, 6

81

-4, 0,1, 8

121
-4,1,2,10

®25

0, 0, 4, 3

-1,2, 4,

2

so the odd squares taken every third term, as

9
•4-2, 0,1,

2

25
4-2, 1,2, 4

present a difference of 6 for the exterior roots.
, Km- in the case

The theorem affords a solution of all these and every other

^
of any arithmetical progression of odd numbers having an odd number

terms Tf wLh have been indexed as directed (by making the common drfference th

index of the middle term, &c.), it will be found that all

from the middle term are derived from 2 terms of one, or other, of the -

^I^i^^d by adding the~^
flprived from terms in the series 1, o, y, iy, <x .

,

deriveu irom te
„ ^ terms in the series may immediateh

derived from the series 1, 5, 13, Zb, ecc., anu i

be found, as they are the terms having the same indices as the pan

arithmetical progression. Let

«5 '9 ns, n7, "21, '25, ®29, ^33, ®3/

be an arithmetic series (with a common difference 4 and 21 the

^

"
according to the theorem; place under each term that term m either of the two sene,

which has the index of the term in the arithmetical senes ;
thus

«5 '9 ns n7 "21 '25 ®29 '33 ®37

o;iL n 23 ®5 "9 ns n9 ^25 ®33

4 8 10 12 12 12 10 8 4

Deducting the one from the other, it is obvious that the terms equidistant 21 “e

derivedfrom terms of the two series, by adding to them the

^
in the 2 series be adjacent, the difference of the extenor rootsW1 be 1

, ^
and so on ;

if the terms in the 2 series be » places distant the -teiioi

roots will be m : this may be shown generally m an algebraic form, .

Let the middle term of an arithmetic series be n and t le common i er

even number 2m, the series with its indices will be

-i(»_ 6m),—(»-4m), -‘(n-2m), »«(«+2m), -“(«+4>»).

'

and the terms of the 2 series to be placed under each term will be

&c. (
2m‘- 4m+ 3), (

2m>- 2m+l), (
2m’+l), (

2m“+2m+l), (-« + ™+^)'

deducting the one from the other, the remainders will be

m-(2m“+5), (m-(2m'‘+3)), (n-(2m’+l)), «-(2ro=+l), »-(2m-+l). +=) '
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where obviously the remainders equidistant from the middle term are equal to one

another.

Now the difference between the adjoining terms of either of the 2 series will always

be divisible by 2, the difference between the alternate terms will be divisible by 4, the

difference between 2 terms that are m apart will be divisible by 2m.

For the wth term of the series 1, 3, 9, 19, &c. is 27v‘-\-\, and the {n-^myih. term is

and their difference, 4wm+2m®, is divisible by 2m. So in the other

series (1, 5, 13, 25, &c.) the wth term is 2w®+2w+l, and the (w+m)th term is

{n-\-my-\-{n-{-m-{-Vf"2n^-\-2n-\-l-^2m?-\-^mn-\-2m-,

and their difference, 2m^-\-^mn-^2m, is also divisible by m. An arithmetical series

may therefore always be formed, which will give the required difference of the roots

according to the distance of the pair of terms from the middle term.

The general result therefore is, that if any 2 odd numbers be assumed, they will

either have this relation to each other of the roots of the 4 square numbers into which

they may be divided, or a third odd number may be found, which will connect them

together by having that relation to each.

If the 2 odd numbers be the result of an addition of the same even number to any

2 terms of either of the two series, they will have this relation of the roots, and the dif-

ference of the exterior roots will depend upon the distance of the 2 terms from each

other ; and conversely, if any 2 odd numbers have this relation of the roots, they are

derived from 2 terms of the same series by the addition of the same even number to

both ; but if the 2 odd numbers have not this relation of their roots to each other, then

a third odd number may be found having that relation to each of them.

Assume any 2 odd numbers as 13 and 105, deduct 12 from each of them so as to

reduce the smaller to 1, and the other to 93, the next term in either series less than 93

is 85, 85+8=93. Select that term in the series to which 85 belongs, which by the

addition of 8 becomes a term in the other series, this is 25, 25+ 8= 33, and 33 is the

number which connects 1 with 93 ; for

and 803

0,0, 1,0 -4, 0,1,

4

have the relation which appears from their roots, and

^33 and 1393

-3, 2, 2, 4 - 6 , 2, 2, 7

-2, 0,2, 5 -5, 0,2, 8

have a similar relation in two ways; then add 12 to 1, to 33, and to OS’; and 13, 45 and

105 will have this relation among their roots;

°13

+ 2
,
1

,
2

,
2

0, 2, 3, 0

«45

-2, 1,2, 6

-4,2, 3,4

’45

-3, 2, 4, 4

-2,0, 4,5

- 1
,
2

, 2,

6

^no5
- 6

, 2, 4,7

-5, 0, 4,8

-4, 2, 2, 9

MDCCCLIX.
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It is obvious, that what is done with these numbers may be done with any other

odd numbers, and it would be supertuous to give an algebraic proof.

This relation of all odd numbers to each other has not (as far as I am awme)

remarked before; but it has occurred to me that

‘‘ mysteries of numbers” alluded to by Feejiat in that “ '

theorem of the polygonal numbers was announced in a note to an edition of Diop .

published aftei his death, p, 180*. The mysterious properties of numbers 'o

by Feemat must (of course) be connected with the theorem he was announcing ,
mde

he expressly refers to them as the source of his demonstration.

PosTSCEiPT.—May 20, 1858.

Since this paper was sent to the Society, some other theorems of a simdar kind have

occurred to me, in which the terms of a series (not arithmetical of

mavTe
a similar relation with regard to the roots of the 4 squaies in o w

divided that is. those which are equidistant from the middle (if the numbel of tei

iTmri or from the middle term (if the number of terms be odd), have themid^
the same and the exterior roots have an arithmetical relation to each othei, la ; o

t': raic“from the centre, rir. the one being less and the other greater by the same

‘’“Thu‘s!'if any number of terms (exceeding 3) of either of the 2 series above-mentio^d

viz 1 3 9, &c. (2»’+l), or 1, 6 , 13, 25, &c. (2rf+2«+l), and, beginning with

the I’st term, the successive differences of the terms be added “ tnverso oi dme, a new

series will be obtained possessing the property in question; thus the ^t

of the 1st series are «!, ’3, -9, ‘W, «33, •51, .=73
;
the differences ^UO 14. IK

02 - if the differences be added “imerso ordim,” beginning with 22 instead of

ie: becomes 1, 23, 41, 56, 65, 71, 73, each term of which may be divided mto 4 squares.

whose roots will be as follows :

—

«55 ^65

-3, 1,6, 3 -2, 3, 4 ,

6

1
,
2

, 5,

5

0
,
0

,
1

,
8

+ 1
,
1

,
2 ,

7

Here obviously the result is as stated above ;
55 is the middle term ,

the terms eqmdivtan

from it have tL same middle roots, and the difference between the other roots rrrcreases

according to the distance from the middle term being 2, 4, 6 .

there is nomiddle term; the result is similar.but the successive dlffeieiices. . ,

The other series, 1, 5, 13, 25, &c., gives a similar result.

The reason of these results is that the equidistant terms are always equal to

ginal corresponding term in the series, increased by the same number; thus,

41 and 66= 9+ 32 and 33+ 32 respectively.

* See Legendee, Theorie des Nombres, 1st edit. p. 187.

01

0, 0,1,0

^23

+1, 2, 3, 3

441

0, 3, 4, 4

+ 2
,
0 ,

1 ,
6

1071

-3, 2, 3,

7

1.273

6
,
0 , 1 . 6
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There are certain numbers, which, added to the terms of the series in its ordinary

state, convert it into a series whose diiferences have been added “ imerso ordineT

If the number of terms be 3, add

If 4, add

If 5, add

If 6, add

If 7, add

If 8, add

0 4 0

0 8 8 0

0 12 16 12 0

0 16 24 24 16 0

0 20 32 36 32 20 0

24 40 48 48 40 24 0

&c. «&c.

The law of the formation of these numbers is obvious.

These numbers apply to both series, and to any consecutive terms in either ; that is,

[e. f] 0, 12, 16, 12, 0, added to any 5 consecutive terms of either series, converts them

into 5 terms whose differences have been added ^'inverso ordine;’' and what is still more

remarkable, the middle roots of the first eight (or indeed n) terms having their differ-

ences added “ inverso ordine" are the middle roots which answer for any eight [or n\

consecutive terms, whose differences have been added “ inverso ordine ” through the

unlimited extent of the whole series. Thus if the first 8 terms be formed with the

differences added “ inverso ordine,'"

1 5 13 25 41 61 85 113
add 0 24 40 48 48 40 24 0

^29 ^53 ’73 ^89 ^^101 ^n09
0,0, 0,1 0,2, 4,

3

-2,2, 6,

3

-1,0, 6,

6

-2, 0,6, 7 --5, 2, 6,

6

—5, 2, 4, 8 — 7,0, 0,8

+2, 0, 0,5 -1, 0,6,4 + 1, 2,2,8 0,2,2,9 --4, 0,6,

7

-3, 0,0,10

+ 1,0, 4,

6

-2, 0,4,

9

+2,0,0,7 -1,0,0,10

the indices and the roots of the squares will be as above.

Now take the 8 consecutive terms, beginning with 181 :

—

181 221 265 313 365 421 481 545
add 0 24 40 48 48 40 24 0

19181 ^^245 ^^305 ^^361 ^’413 ^®461 ^^505 ^«545

-9,0,0,10 -9,2,4,12 -11,2,6,12 -10,0,6,15 -11,0,6,16 -14,2,6,15 -14,2,4,17 -16,0,0,1

-7,0,0,14 -10,0,6,13 - 8,2,2,17 - 9,2,2,18 -13,0,6,16 -12,0,0,19

- 8,0,4,15 -11,0,4,18

- 7,0,0,16 -10,0,0,19

the middle roots are the same for both.

These last matters add weight to the suggestion already made, that the properties of

numbers referred to are connected with the “ mysterious and abstruse ” properties

alluded to by Feemat, as enabling him to prove the theorem he announced of the

polygonal numbers.
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IV. A Sixth Memoir vfon Quantics. By Aethur Cayley, Esq., F.B.S.

r)! r. '

Received November 18, 1858,—Read Januarj 6, 1859.

I PROPOSE in the present memoii- to consider the geometrical theory : I have alluded to

this part of the subject in the articles Nos. 3 and 4 of the Introductory Memoir. The

present memoir relates to the geometry of one dimension and the geometry of two

dimensions, corresponding respectively to the analytical theories of binary and ternary

quantics. But the theory of binary quantics is considered for its own sake
;
the geometry

of one dimension is so immediate an interpretation of the theory of binary quantics, that

for its own sake there is no necessity to consider it at all ; it is considered with a view

to the geometry of two dimensions. A chief object of the present memoir is the esta-

bhshment, upon pui-ely descriptive principles, of the notion of distance. I had intended

in this introductory paragraph to give an outline of the theory, but I find that in order

to be intelligible it would be necessary for me to repeat a great part of the contents of

the memoir in relation to this subject, and I therefore abstain from entering upon it.

The paragraphs of the memoir are numbered consecutively with those of my former

Memoirs on Quantics.

147. It will be seen that in the present memoir, the geometry of one dimension is

treated of as a geometry of points in a line, and the geometry of two dimensions as a

geometry of points and lines in a plane. It is, however, to be throughout borne in

mind, that, in accordance with the remarks No. 4 of the Introductory Memoir, the terms

employed are not (unless this is done expressly or by the context) restricted to their

ordinary significations. In using the geometry of one dimension in reference to geometry

of two dimensions considered as a geometry of points and lines in a plane, it is necessary

to consider,—1°, that the word point may mean point and the word line mean line ;

2°, that the word point may mean line and the word hne mean point. It is, I say,

necessary to do this, for in such geometry of two dimensions we have systems of points

in a line and of lines through a point, and each of these systems is in fact a system

belonging to, and which can by such extended signification of the terms be included in,

the geometry of one dimension. And precisely because we can by such extension com-

prise the correlative theorems under a common enunciation, it is not in the geometry of

one dimension necessary to enunciate them separately ; it may be and very frequently is

necessary and proper in the geometry of two dimensions, where we are concerned with

systems of each kind, to enunciate such correlative theorems separately. It may, by

way of further illustration, be remarked, that in using the geometry of one dimension

in reference to geometry of three dimensions considered as a geometry of points, lines,

MDCCCLIX. K
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and planes in space, it would be necessary to consider,-!", that the words point and

line may mean respectively i,mnt and line-, 2”, that the word Ime may mean y-onif m

a plane*, and the word point mean line, viz. the expression pomts in a hue mean i,m

through a ]>mnt and in a plane; 3rd, that the word hue may mean and the word

point mean plane, viz. the expression points in a line mem planes though a line. -

so in using the geometry of two dimensions in reference to geometry of three dimensions

considered as a geometry of points, lines, and planes in space, it would be neces^ to

consider,—1", that the words point, line, and plane may mean respectively jwmt, line.

and plane; 2”, that the words point, line, and plane may mean respectively line,

and point. But I am not in the present memoir concerned with geometry of three

dimensions. The thing to be attended to is, that in virtue of the extension of the si^-

iication of the terms, in treating the geometry of one dimension as a geometiy of pomts

in a line, and the geometry of two dimensions as a geometiy of points and Imes m a

plane, we do in reality treat these geometries respectively in an absolutely genera

manner. In particular—and I notice the case because I shall have occasion agam to

refer to it—we do in the geometry of two dimensions include sphencal geometry; t e

words plane, point, and line, meaning for this pm'pose, spherical surface, arc (of a gl'eat

circle) and point (that is, pair of opposite points) of the spherical sm-face. And m like

manner the geometry of one dimension includes the cases of pomts on an arc, and o

arcs through, a point. j-

148. I repeat also a remark which is in eifect made in the same No. 4 ;
e cooi ina ^

^ i/ of the geometry of one dimension, and the coordmates a?, z and ^ o t e

geometry of two dimensions are only determinate to a common factor^^?-es (that is, it i^

the ratios only of the coordinates, and not them absolute magnitudes, wiic aie

determinate) ;
hence in saying that the coordinates .r, y are equal to a, h, or in imtmg

b, we mean only that x:y=a: b, and we never as a result obtain

oiily x-y~a-b. And the like with respect to the coordinates y, z and s, n, (Hi

the geometry of two dimensions, (T, y=^a, b, is for this reason considered and spoken ot

as a single equation.) But when this is once understood, there is no objection to tiea

ing the coordinates as if they were completely determinate.

On Geometry of One Dimension, Nos. 149 to 168.

149 In geometry of one dimension we have the line as a space or locus in quo, which

is considered as made up of points. The several points of the line aie determnmd b>

the coordinates (*, y), viz. attributing to these any specific values, or writmg x, y a, ,

we have a particular point of the line. And we may say also that the Ime is the locti

in quo of the coordinates {x, y).

. It would be more accurate to say that the word line may mean toint-inn,nd-witl-u pUne, viz. the tea.-

in quo of lines through the point and in the plane. Added, June 16, 1889. A. 0,
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150.

A linear equation,

is ob^dously equivalent to an equation of the before-mentioned form x, h, and

represents therefore a point. An equation such as

=0

breaks up into m linear equations, and represents therefore a system of m pointe, or

point-system of the order m. The component points of the system, or the linear

factors, or the values thereby given for the coordinates, are termed roots. When

m=l we have of course a single point, when 2 we have a quadric or point-pair,

when m=3 a cubic or point-triplet, and so on. The point-system is the only figure or

locus occurring in the geometry of one dimension. The quantic VY >
when it is

convenient to do so, may be represented by a single letter U, and we then have U= 0

for the equation of the point-system.

151.

The equation

{^Xx, 3/r=o

may have two or more of its roots equal to each other, or generally there may exist any

systems of equalities between the roots of the equation, or what is the same thing, the

system may comprise two or more coincident points, or any systems of coincident points.

In particular, when the discriminant vanishes the equation will have a pair of equal

roots, or the system will comprise a pair of coincident points; in the case of the quadiic

(a, h, c\x^ the condition is 5^=0, or as it may be written, a^h-=-h^c\ in

the case of the cubic

(a, 5, c, djx,

the condition is

a-d^_ Ulcd+ 4ac^+ - 3d^c^= 0.

The preceding is the only special case for a quadric : for a cubic we have besides the

special case where the three roots are equal, or the cubic reduces itself to thiee coin-

cident points ;
the conditions for this are

ac—b^=0, ad—hc—^,

equivalent to the two conditions

a : h=-h : c=-c : d.

For eqiuations of a higher order the analytical question is considered, and as regaids the

quartic and the quintic respectively completely solved, in my “ Memoir on the Conditions

for the Existence of given Systems of Equalities between the Roots of an Equation^.

152.

Any covariant of the equation

equated to zero, gives rise to a point-system connected in a definite manner with the

original point-system. And as regards the invariants, the evanescence of any invaiiant

implies a certain relation between the points of the system ;
the identical evanescence of

any co variant implies relations between the points of the system, such that the deiived

* Philosophical Transactions, vol. cxlvii. (1857), pp. 727- 31.
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point-system obtained by equating the covariant to zero is absolutely mdetenniuate.

The like remarks apply to the covariants or invariants of t^^o or more equations, and the

point-systems represented thereby.
153.

In particular, for the two point-pairs represented by the quadnc equations

{a,h,cJx,yY^^,

(a', b', djx, y)"=0,

if the lineo-linear invariant vanishes, that is, if

we have the harmonic relation,—the two point-pairs are said to be harmonicaUy related

to each other, or the two points of the one pah are said to be harmomcs with respect to

the two points of the other pair. The analytical theoi7 is fully developed m the ' Fi

Memoir upon Qualities*.” The chief results, stated under a geometrical form, are as

follows:— . .

1°. If either of the pairs and one point of the other pair are given, the remaming

point of such other pair can be found.

2°. A point-pair can be found harmonically related to any two given point-pairs.

154.

The last of the two theorems gives rise to the theory of involution.
^

The t^o

o-iven point-pairs, viewed in relation to the harmonic pair, are said to be an involution

of four points ;
and the points of the harmonic pair are said to be the (double or) sibi-

coniugate points of the involution. A system of three or more paus, such that the

third and every subsequent pair are each of them harmonically reiated to the sibi-

conjugate points of the first and second pairs, is said to be a system in mvoliition.
^

In

particular, for three pairs we have what is termed an involuUon of six points ;
and it is

clear that when two pairs and a point of the third pair are given, the remaming point^ ol

the third pair can be determined. And in like manner for a greater number of pairs,

when two pairs and a point of each of the other pairs are given, the remainmg point ot

each of the other pairs can be determined. Two points of the same pan- ai-e said to be

coniugate to each other; or if we consider two pafis as given, then the points of the

third or any subsequent pair are said to be conjugate to each other in respect to the

mven pah's. This explains the expression sibiconjugate points ;
in fact, the two pairs

Ling given, either sibiconjugate point is, as the name imports, conjugate to itself. In

other words, any two pairs and one of the sibiconjugate points considered as a pan- of

coincident points, form a system in involution, or involution of five points.

155.

The three point-pairs, U= 0, U'=0, U"=0, will be in involution '^^en^ke

quadrics U, U', U" are connected by the linear relation or syzygy xU-h>^'U'+V'U' _0.

This property, or the relation

a ,
b,

a', b',

a". b",

* Philosophical Transactions, vol. cxlviii. (1858), pp. 4'29-462.
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to which it gives rise, might have been very properly adopted as the definition of the

relation of involution, but I have on the whole preferred to deduce the theory of involu-

tion from the harmonic relation. The notion, however, of the linear relation or syzygy

of three or more point-systems gives rise to a much more general theory of involution,

but this is a subject that I do not now enter upon; it may, however, be noticed, that if

U=0, U'=0 be any two point-systems of the same order, then we may find a point-

system U"=0 of the same order, in involution with the given point-systems (that is,

satisfying the condition ^-nd such that the point-system XT 0

comprises a pair of coincident points ;
this is obviously an extension of the notion of the

sibiconjugate points of an ordinary involution.

156. It was remarked in the Fifth Memoir, that the theories of the anharmonic ratio

and of homography belong analytically to the subject of bipartite (lineo-linear) binary

quantics ; this may be further illustrated geometrically as follows : we may imagine two

distinct spaces of one dimension or lines, one of them the locus in qiio of the coordinates

(^, y\ and the other the locus in quo of the coordinates (x, y), which are absolutely inde-

pendent of, and are not in anywise related to, the coordinates of the first-mentioned

system. There is no difficulty in the conception of this ;
for we may in a plane or in space of

three dimensions imagine any two lines, and study the relations of analogy between the

points of the one line inter se, and the points of the other line inter se, without in any-

wise adverting to the space of two or three dimensions which happens to be the common

locus in quo of the two lines. It is proper to remark, that in speaking of the spaces of

one dimension, which are the loci in quibus of the coordinates y) and (x, y) respect-

ively, as being each of them a hne, we imply a restriction which is altogether unneces-

sary ; the words line and point may, in regard to the two figures respectively, be used in

different significations ;
for instance, one of the spaces may be a line and the points in

it paints ;
while the other of the spaces may be a point and the points in it lines, or it

may be a line and the points in it planes.

157. A lineo-linear equation,

(^—a^)(x— ay)= 0.

denotes then the two points {x,y—a, I) and (x, y= a, I) existing irrespectively of each

other in distinct spaces, and only by the equation itself brought into an ideal connexion

;

and any invariantive relation between the coefficients of any such bipartite functions

denotes geometrically a relation between a point-system in the space which is the locus

in quo of the coordinates {x, y), and a point-system in the space which is the locus in quo

of the coordinates (x, y) ;
for instance, the equation

I, a,

I, h,

I, c,

1, d,

a, act

i3, b(i

cy

dl
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is the relation of homography between the four- points {a, 1), {h, 1), e, 1), m the

tot line, and the four points (a, 1), (/3, 1), ('/, 1), (S, 1) m the second toe. ^e analy-

tical theory is discussed in the Fifth Memoir ;
and, in particular, it is there shown, that

A=(d-a)(6-c), a =(5-“)0-'A
B={cl~b){c~a), §S= (B--/3Xy"«),

C=\d—c){a~h), C=0-7)(oi-/3),

then the condition may be expressed under any one of the fonns

A : B : C = a : B : C,

equations which denote the equality of the anharmonic ratios of the two point-systems.

158. The number of points in each system may be four-, or any greater number , e

homographic relation is then conveniently expressed under the form

1,1, 1 ,
1 , 1,

« ,
b

,
c ,

d , 6,
1

a
, /3 , y ,

2
,

1

««, 5|3, cy. d\
!

The relation is such that given three points of the one system and the corresponding

three points of the other system, then to any forrrth point whatever of the &st sptem

there can be found a correspondirrg fourth point of the second system. t rs to e

observed, however, that two systems of four poirrts homographically related to each

other, always correspond together in four different ways, Az. the two systems bemg

(a, h, c, d) and (a, y, ;
then if the four points of the fir-st system are {a, b, c d) t m

corresponding four points of the second system may be taken rn the forrr several orders.

{«, /3, y, §), (f3,
a, y), (y. ^3), 0, y,

i

159. What precedes is not to be understood as precluding the existence o a^ie a i >

between the spaces which are the loci in quibiis of the coordmates and (x, y) respect-

ively : not only may these be spaces of the same kind, but they may be one and 1

space or line; and the points of the two systems may then be points of the same kmc ;

and further, the coordinates (x, y) and (x, y) may belong to the same system of coorc i-

nates, that is, the equations (^, y=a. 1) and (x, y=«, 1) may denote one and the same

160 If the two point-systems are systems of the same kind, and are in one and the

same line, then there are in general two points of the first system which coincide each

of them with the corresponding point of the second system; such tuo points inai e

said to be the sibiconjugate points of the homography. In particular, the two sibicon-

iugate points of the homography may coincide togethei.
^ ^

161 A system in involution affords an example of two homographic systems in le

same line; in fact, taldng arbitmrily a point out of each pair, the points so obtamec

form a system which is homographic with the system formed with the ot lei pom s o
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the several pairs ;
and in this case the sibiconjugate points of the involution are also the

sibiconjugate points of the homography. Thus if A and A', B and B', C and C', D and

D' are pairs of the system in involution, then (A, B, C, D) and (A', B', C', D') will be

homographic point-systems ;
and, as a particular case, (A, B, C, C') and (A

,
B

,
C ,

C)

will be homographic point-systems. It is proper to notice that if F is a sibiconjugate

point of the involution, then (A, B, F, F) and (A', B', F, F) are not (what at first sight

they appear to be) homographic point-systems.

162. Imagine an involution of points ;
take on the line which is the locus in guo of

the point-system a point O, and consider the point-system formed by the harmonics of

O in respect to the several pairs of the involution ; and in like manner take on the line

any other point O', and consider the point-system formed by the harmonics of O' in

respect to the several pairs of the involution; these two point-systems are homogra-

phically related to each other.—See Fifth Memoir, No. 111.

163. Two involutions may be homographically related to each other; in fact, take on

the line which is the locus in quo of the first involution a point O, and consider the point-

system formed by the harmonics of O in relation to the several pairs of the involution

;

take in like manner on the line which is the locus in quo of the second involution a point

Q, and consider the point-system formed by the harmonics of Q with respect to the

several pairs of the involution ;
then if the two point-systems are homographically

related, the two involutions are said to be themselves homographically related : the last

preceding article shows that the nature of the relation does not in anywise depend on

the choice of the points O and Q. And it is not necessary that, as regards the two

involutions respectively, the words line and point should have the same significations.

See Fifth Memoir, No. 111.

164. Four or more tetrads of points in a line may be homographically related to the

same number of tetrads in another line. This is the case when the anharmonic ratios

of the tetrads of the first system are homographically related to the anharmonic ratios

of the tetrads of the second system. And it is not material which of the three anhar-

monic ratios of a tetrad of either system is selected, provided that the same selection is

made for each of the other tetrads of the same system. The order of the points of a

tetrad must be attended to, but there are in all four admissible permutations of the

points of a tetrad, viz. if A, B, C, D are the points of a tetrad, then (A, B, C, D),

(B, A, D, C), (C, D, A, B), (D, C, B, A) may be considered as one and the same tetrad.

Any three tetrads whatever in the second system may correspond to any three tetrads

of the first system
;
and then given a fourth tetrad of the first system, and three out of

the four points of the corresponding tetrad of the second system, the remaining point of

the tetrad may be determined. The words line and point need not, as regards the two

systems of tetrads respectively, be understood in the same significations.—See Fifth

Memoir, No. 112.

165. The foregoing theory of the harmonic relation shows that if we have a point-pair

{a, h, cjx, 2
/)"= 0 ,
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the equation of any

ways, in the form

other point-pair whatever can be expressed,

(«, cX^, =0

;

and that in two different

the points (te+my=0) corresponding to the two admissible values of the linear func-

tion being in fact the harmonics of the point-pair in respect to the given point-pan

(a b cTx vY=0, or what is the same thing, the sibiconjugate pomts of the miolunon

formed bi the two point-pairs (see Fifth Memoh, No. 10.5). The point-pair represented

by the equation in question does not in itself stand in any pecuhar relaUon to the given

point pail- (a, b, cjx, y)*=0 ;
but when thus represented it is said to be mscnbed m t e

given point-pair, and the point lx+m^=0 is said to be the axis of inscmption -tod the

harmonic of this point with respect to the given point-pau- (that is, the other sibiconjugate

point of the involution of the two point-pairs) is said to be the centie of mscnption .

166. We may, if we please, and 6 being constants, exhibit the equation of the

inscribed point-pair in the form

(a, b, cite, yf{a, b, ijf sin» «-(<«;- 5»)(.ry-.Vy)*=0,

where we have for the axis of inscription and centre of inscription respectively, the

equations „

xy —xy '
-“'J?

(«, h,cjx, yjx\ y)=0.

Or in the equivalent form,

{a, b, cjx, y)\a, b, ejx!, cos* b, cjx, yli', y)}’=0,

where we have for the axis of inscription and the centre of inscription respectively, the

equations
y)=0,

xy'— x'y =0.

167. The equivalence of the two forms depends on the identical equation

(«, b, cXx, yf{a, i, yf- {(«> A*’ A-f'- f)r=(ac-V-txy‘-Yy)\

which is in fact the equation mentioned. Fifth Memoir, No. 95. If, for shortness, we write

(a,J,cXai,y)*=00,

(a, 5, cX^, yX!i\ y)= 01= 10,

&c..

then the equation may be represented in the form

00, 01 z=[ac—lf) x,y

10, 11 X, y'

168. There is a like equation for the three sets {x,y), (x', y'), {x", y")\ the right- lan

side here vanishes, for there are not columns enough to form therewith a deterniinaut.

* The words inscribed, inscription, are used not in opposition to, but as identical with, the woid. d

cumscribed, circumscription; and in like manner {fost, Nos. 203 et seq.) as regards conics.
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and the equation is

00
,

01
,

02

10
,

11
,

12

20
,

21
,

22

an equation which may also be written in the form

cos'
01

\^00 Vll
cos-

12

\/ll -^22
COS'

02

VOO \/22

as it is easy to verify by reducing this equation to an algebraical form. The various

formulae have been given in relation to the establishment of the notion of distance in

the geometry of one dimension, but it will be convenient to defer the consideration of

this theory so as to discuss it in connexion with geometry of two dimensions,

On Geometry of Two Dimensions, Nos. 169 to 208.

169. In geometry of two dimensions we have the plane as a space or locus in quo,

which is considered under two distinct aspects, viz. as made up of points, and as made up

of lines. The several points of the plane are determined by means of the point-coordinates

{x,y, z), viz. attributing to these any specific values, or writing x, y,z=a, h, c, we have a

particular point of the plane ; and in like manner the several lines of the plane are

determined by the line-coordinates (|, t], t), viz. attributmg to these any specific values,

or writing yi,t=a, (3, y, we have a particular line of the plane. And we may say that

the plane is the locus in quo of the point-coordinates {x, y, z), and of the line-coordinates

(I, ri, 1). It is not necessary to consider separately the analytical theories of point-coor-

dinates and of line-coordinates ;
for the theory of the former in relation to points and

lines respectively is identical with the theory of the latter in relation to lines and points

respectively; but it is necessary to show how either system of coordinates, say the system

of point-coordinates, is applicable to both points and lines, or in fact all loci whatever,

and to explain the mutual relation of the two systems of coordinates,

170. Considering then point-coordinates, the equations

X, y,z^a, h, c,

determine, as already mentioned, a point.

A linear equation,

2)'=o,

determines a line, viz. the line which is the locus of all the points, the coordinates of

which satisfy this equation. And in like manner an equation

{*\x, y, zy=^
determines a curve of the wth order, viz. the curve which is the locus of all the points,

the coordinates of which satisfy this equation. In particular, an equation of the second

degree,

{*Jx,y,zf=i),
determines a conic.

MDCCCLIX. L
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171 If the quantic breaks up into rational factors, then the equation of the cune is

satisfied by equating to zero any one of these factors, or the cui^e breaks up into cun es

of a lower order, and the order of the entire curve is equal to the sum of the orders o

the component curves. In particular, a curve of any order may break up mto a sys ein

of Hnes, the number of lines being of course equal to the order of the cmve, a

^

two or more of these hues may coincide with each other. A curve not thus bieakrn^

UP into curves of a lower order is said to be a proper curve.

172. Eeturning to the linear equation and expressing the coefficients, the equation is

(I, fi,

or, what is the same thing,

and we say as a definition, that the coordinates (line-coordinates) of this line aij (|, 0 -

173. But the same equation, considering (^, y, z) as constant coefficients, and J

as line-coordinates, is the equation of a point, viz. the point which is the locus (em elope)

of all those points the coordinates of which satisfy the equation in ques ion, an

^

point is precisely the point, the coordinates (point-coordinates) of

In fact if (I, n, D are considered as variable parameters connected by e q

+ = then taking (X, Y, Z) as current point -coordinates, the equation

|X+JjY+^Z= 0 is satisfied by writing (x, y, z) for (X, Y, Z); or the sever nes e

coordinates whereof are (|, n, ^), all pass through the point {x, y, z).

174.

Hence recapitulating, the equation

(I,

^x-\~ny-\-^z, = 0
,

considering {*, y, z) as current point-coordinates, and (5, », Q as constant coefficients is

the equation of a line the coordinates (line-coordinates) of which are
( 5 , ,, 0 ;

and the

same equation, considering (S, ,, Q aa current line-coordinates, and (.r, y, z) as constant

coefficients, is the equation of a point the coordinates (pomt-coordmates) ot which are

^'"’m'^The expression, the point {a, h, c), means the point whose point-coordmates are

(u, i, c) ; and in like manner the expression, the line (u, (3, r), means the Une whose

line-coordinates are (a, p, r)-
The last-mentioned expression may, without any impro-

priety or risk of ambiguity, be employed when we are dealing with

but it is of course always allowable, and it is frequently better, to substitu e or

^
^

nition the thing signified, and say the line having for its equation <«-f)3y-(-y^- 0 . or

more briefly, the line c^+l3^+rz= 0. It wUl be proper to do this ni the

^
articles. Nos. 176 to 184, which contain some formulse in pomt-coordmates lelatiiig

the theory of the point and the line.

176. The condition that the point (a, h, c) may lie in the line

ax-{-^y-\-'yz=^,
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is of course
177.

The equation of the line passing through the points (a, b, c), {a', h\ d), is

X

,

a
,

a',

b,

b\

and if in this equation («', b\ d) are considered as indeterminate, we have the equation

of a liae subjected to the single condition of passing through the point («, 5, c). The

equation contains apparently two arbitrary parameters, but these in fact reduce them-

selves to a single one.

178.

The coordinates of the point of intersection of the Lines

oiX +7^ = 0
,

are given by the equations
a'^-f/3'y+7'^=0.

a*, y, 2=187'— (3' 7, yoi'—y'u, a(3'— a'^;

and if in these equations we consider a', f3',
7' as indeterminate, we have the coordinates

of a point subjected to the single condition of lying in the line ocx~i-/3^-^yz=0

;

the

result, as in the last case, contains in appearance two arbitrary parameters, but these

really reduce themselves to a single one.

179.

The condition in order that the points (a, b, c), (a', b\ d), (a", b”, d') may lie in

a line is

a
,

b
,

a', b',

a", b",

which may also be expressed by the equations

d
^
b \ c"

—

yd)

^

\c-\-yijd^

where X, /a are arbitrary multipliers
; these equations give therefore the coordinates of

an indeterminate point in the line joining the points (a, b, c) and («', b\ d).

180.

The condition that the lines

ux +72 =0,

k'x 4-|S'y +7^2:= 0,

oi"x-\-^''y-\-y''z=(i

^ 5 y

/3', 7'

/3", 7"

h 2

may meet in a point is
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a relation which may also be expressed by the equations

a!\ /3", ll3+m(3', ly+my',

where m are arbitrary multipliers; aud substitutiug these values in the eq^tion

„"*+S'V+/2= 0 ,
we have for the equation of a line subjected to the sl^le conition of

passing through the point of intersection of the Imes aa;+(3y+72_ ,
aa+(3y '/.

the equation
l(M;+(3y+y2)+m(o!'*+(3'2/+5''*)=®’

which is, in fact, at once obtained by the consideration that the lyues of (x,
S'’

satisfy simultaneously the equations a*+(3y+r2=0 and cix+(3t/+'/^- ,
sa is

.

ax-^^y+yz=^0 and and also through the pomt («, b, c), is obvionay

ocx-^^y-^y^, =^’

which, or the equivalent form

«a;’+ 6v+Y.g— + +
^

afl + j

36 + yc a!a + /
3'Z> + y'c

is usually the most convenient one ;
but it is to be observed that the equation can also be

written in the forms

X , y •>
^

a ,
b ,

c

(3y'—^'y, yoi'—y'a, oc(3'—oi'(B

and

or in the form

hz—cy^ cx—az, ay—bx j=0,

a , (3 , 7 !

a'

m
(I3y'

- yf3')(bz—cy)-h(yoi'—y'(^)(ca;-az)+(ocf3'- f3cz')(ay-bx)= 0,

= 0 .a, (3 , y X, y, z

(3', y' a, b, c

ioZ. io nna tim cuummabco

(a, b, c), (a', b\ c% with the line ax-\-^y-\-yz=^, we have

X, y., Z'=-’K(i-\-{^(^ >
'Kb-\-yjb\

where X, y. are given by
y , / , , /ozi , j\—c\

’K{aa-\-^b‘\-yc)-\- yj{ot,a -\-^b +7^ )

—

The preceding are elementary formula; of almost constant occurrence ; it may be proper

to add to them the formulae which follow.
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183.

To find the equation of the line passing through the point of intersection of the

lines

and the point of intersection of the lines

Write for shortness Uy—a^x-\-^iy-\-yiZ, &c. ;
then we have identically

= 0
,

and the two equations

Ui ,
U21 M3 ,

M4

Kj

,

•> «4

13. /34

yn 72, 73, 74

M], M2, • ?
• = 0, • ^ • ?

M3, M4

«2, ®^3, “4 Oil , 0^2, ®^3, ^4

^2, 1̂ 3 , /34 ^1, ^2, ^3, /34

7. 72, 73, 74 7i, 72, 73, 74

= 0

are consequently equivalent to each other, and each of them represents the required line.

It is easy to deduce the form

= 0.X «2, • 5
• • D

+2 7i, 72, • 9

• 9 ®^3, “4 ®i. ®^2, ^39 “4 a„ ®2, “a. ^4

^2, ^3, • , • ,
fSz, /34

7i, 72, 73, 74 7i, 72, 73, 74 • 5 • 9 73, 74

184.

The condition in order that the points of intersection of the lines Mj= 0,

of the lines %3
= 0

,
^4
= 0

,
and of the lines ^5

= 0
,
W6=0 (where, as before, denotes

aia;+|3,2/d-7i2, &c.) may lie in the same line, is

= 0
,«!, ®^2, ^3, 054, • 9

•

^2, /34, • 9
•

7i, 72, 73, 74, • 9
•

* 9 • 9 *3, a4. “5, “6

• 9 9 /35, (^6

• 9 • 9 73, 74, 75, 76

which is of course really symmetrical with respect to the six sets. The last formula

was given by me, ‘ Cambridge Mathematical Journal,’ t. iv. p. 18 (1849).

185.

Instead of the term point of a curve, it will be convenient to use the term

‘ ineunt’ of the curve.

The line through two consecutive ineunts of the curve is the tangent at the ineunt.

The point of intersection of two consecutive tangents is the ineunt on the tangent.
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The equation of a curve in point-coordinates, or as it may be tenned the point-equa-

tion of the curve, is the relation which exists between the pomt-coordmates of any

ineunt of the curve. •

The equation of a curve in line-coordinates, or line-equation of the curi e, is

tion which exists between the line-coordinates of any tangent of the cun e.

186. It has been mentioned, that the order of a curve is the degi-ee of its pomt^ua-

tion; in like manner the class of a curve is the degree of its line-equation ;
and in the

same way that a curve, as represented by a point-equation, may break up mto curves

havinff the order of the entire curve for the sum of their orders, so a cuiwe as repre-

sented by a line-equation may break up into curves having the class of the entae curve

for the sum of their classes. And, in particular, a curve may break up into a system of

points, the number of points being equal to the class of the cuiwe, and two or more o

these points may coincide together.
_ ^ ^ ^

187. A line is a curve of the order one and class zero ;
a pomt is a cmwe of the order

zero and class one. A proper conic is a curve of the order two and class two ;
but w en

the conic breaks up into a pair of lines, the class sinks to zero ;
and when tke come

breaks up into a pair of points, the order sinks to zero. It is to be noticed a a

point, or system of points, cannot be represented by an equation in pomt-cooi ina es,

nor a line or system of lines by an equation in line-coordinates. We may say, m gene^ .

that a curve is both a point-curve and a line-curve, but a point or system ot pom s is a

line-curve only, and a line or system of lines is a pomt-emwe only.
• x

188 The points of intersection (common ineunts) of two cuiwes are the points e

coordinates of which satisfy simultaneously the point-equations of the two curias.

Hence the number of common ineunts is equal to the product of the oi eis o ® ®

curves; and, in particular if one of the curves be a Une, the number of pomts of inter-

section (common ineunts) is equal to the order of the curie. In i^e ^

common tangents of the two curves are the lines the coordinates of which satisfy simu

-

taneously the line-equations of the two curves. Hence the number of common tangents

is equal to the product of the classes of the two curves; and, in particular, if one ot me

curves be a point, the number of common tangents (tangents to the curve throug t e

point) is equal to the class of the curve. Since the tangent is the line t u-oug mo

consecutive ineunts, it besides meets the curve, assumed to be of the order m m (m )

points; and in like manner we may from any ineunt of a curve of the class n draw (w )

tangents to the curve.
_ / < i i\ a r -"'i

189. The point-equation of a line passing through the points (a-
, 3/ , 2: )

an [x , if )

Is, as already noticed,

X , y ^ z

x\ y'^ z'

x\ y\ z"

: 0 .

Suppose that {x, y, z) are the coordinates of a point (ineunt) of the curve U 0, the
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coordinates of the consecutive ineunt will be {x-\-dx, y-\-dy, z-\-dz)^ and the line joining

these two points will be the tangent to the curve at the point {x, y, z). Take (X, Y, Z)

as current point-coordinates, the equation of the tangent is

X
,
Y

,
Z

X
, y ,

z

-0,

x-^dx, y-{-dy, z-\-dz

or what is the same thing,

X(ydz— zdy) -{-Y{zdx—xdz)+ "Li^xdy—ydx)~ 0.

But since U is a homogeneous function of {x^ y, z), we have

x'b^V =mU= 0

;

and since {x-\-dx, y-\-dy, z-\-dz) is a point of the curve, we have

dx'b^JJ+ dy'b^'U -f dz'b^= 0 ;

and from these two equations

ydz—zdy : zdx—xdz : xdy—ydx=^JJ : : B^U,

and the equation of the tangent consequently is

XB,U+YB,U+ZB,U=0.

190. Take (|, Q as the line-coordinates of the tangent, then the equation of the

tangent is

|X+;,Y+^Z=0;

and comparing the two forms, we have

and if from these equations and the equation U= 0 (the point-equation of the curve)

we eliminate (^, z), we obtain an equation between (|, pj, t)^ which is the line-equa-

tion of the curve. We may, if we please, present the system under the form

B^U+ ^l= 0,

Bj,U -f = 0,

U= 0,

or what is more simple, under the form

B^U+^l=0,

B3,U+Xp?=0,

B^U -1-A^=0,

lx-\-r,y-\-lzz={i,

and from either system eliminate x, y^ z and
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191. If the point-equation of a conic be

(d, h c,f, g, hXx, y, 2)^= 0 ,

then its line-equation is

or writing

and to complete the system,

I, ^ =0,

I a, h, g

fj h, b, f
I ./*’

(^^ab —b? >

f=gh~af,

(B—hf—bg,

-K=abc-af-bg^-ch^-{-2fgh,

then the line-equation of the conic is

192. The quantities 3, &c. satisfy the relations

K''=9EBC—aiP—38®”— Ci!'‘+2Jf©?S.

a«+®A+®#=K>
gA+®5+®/=0,

ay +l/’+®c=0,

®«+35i<+Jfy=0,

®A+B5+Jf/=K,

®y+S/'+jre= 0,

0h+fb+€f=(»,

and moreover

Ka=35C -4^^ K/=#il-91#

,

Kb =C91 -(§^ K^=1#-33(®,

Kc=m -W, Kh=f0-€^.

193 A system of points in a line is said to be a range, and a system of lines throng i

a point is said to be a pencil. The theories of ranges and pencils, considered irrespect-

ively of each other, are in fact a single theory, constituting the geometry ot one dimen-

sion. It has been seen how in geometry of one dimension a range of points and a penci

of lines, although considered (as they must be considered) as existing in distinct spaces,

may nevertheless stand in certain relations to each other. In geometi) o tvo mien

sions, the range and pencil may of course coexist in one and the same plane as t leii

common locus in quo; and such coexistence occurs in fact very trequenty. tins i ue
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have a line and a point, and if lines are drawn joining the point with the several points

of the line, these lines constitute a pencil, and the points of the line constitute a range,

and such pencil and range are homographically related.

194. The theory of homography in geometry of two dimensions may be made to

depend upon the corresponding theory in geometry of one dimension, or what is the

same thing, upon the homography of ranges or pencils. For consider two figures exist-

ing iti distinct planes or spaces of two dimensions, any four points (not in a line) in the

second figure may correspond to any four points (not in a line) in the first figure
;
and

when this is so, we may, by the process about to be explained, given any other point of

the first figure, construct the corresponding point of the second figure
;
and the two

figures are then, by definition, homographically related. Suppose that the points

A', B', C', D' of the second figure correspond respectively to the points A, B, C, D of

the first figure, and let E be any other point of the first figm’e
; suppose that E' is the

corresponding point of the second figure
; the pencils AB, AC, AD, AE and A'B', A'C',

A'D', A'E' should be homographic to each other, that is, E' must lie on a given line

through A' ; and in like manner the pencils BA, BC, BD, BE and B'A', B'C', B'D', B'E'

should be homographic to each other, that is, E' must lie on a given line through B'.

And then, as a theorem, CA, CB, CD, CE and C'A', C'B', C'D', C'E', or DA, DB, DC, DE
and D'A', D'B', D'C', D'E' will be homographic pencils, that is, the construction will be

a determinate one whichever two of the four points are selected for the points A and B.

The foregoing construction leads to an analytical relation, which I think constitutes a

better foundation of the theory. Consider the first plane as the locus m quo of the

coordinates {cc, y, z), and the second plane as the locus in quo of the coordinates (X, Y, Z),

these two coordinate systems being absolutely independent of each other. Consider any

point of the first plane and a corresponding point of the second plane such that its

coordinates (X, Y, Z) are given linear functions of the coordinates {x, y, z) of the point

in the first plane. Any figure whatever in the first plane gives rise to a corresponding

figm’e in the second plane, and the two figures are said to be homographic to each other.

To a point of the first figure there corresponds in the second figure a point, to a line a

line, to a range of points or pencil of lines, a homographic range of points or pencil of

lines
; the line or point which is the locus in quo of the range or pencil in the one figure

corresponding with the line or point which is the locus in quo of the range or pencil in

the other figure. And generally, to any curve of any order and class in the first figure,

and to its ineunts and tangents, there correspond in the second figure a curve of the same
order and class, and the ineunts and tangents of such curve.

195. It is to be remarked, that it is not by any means necessary that the word or the

words plane, point, and line, or consequently the words order and class, should have the

same significations as regards the two figures respectively. The theory of homography,
as above explained, in fact comprises what is commonly termed the theory of homo-
graphy and also the theory of reciprocity.

196. Let the word plane have the ordinary signification as regards the two figures

MDCCCLIX. M
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Itself, consideied ^ a pom ot
considered as belonging to the

the sibiconjuga e riang
. ^ considered as belonging to

sibiconjngate triangle and such pair of cor-respondmg pom s, I" “
sTthe tno

coincides with itself, considered as belonging to the second figme. But

further discussion of the theory of homography for another

198 Sunnose secondly, that in the foregoing general theory,
198. buppose, seconay,

therefore order and class, signify pomt and ii»c.

srwrrrtt—7. -p-;/, * ;f.
•”7:

rr ."Ai. »

.

order and class, and its ineunts and tangents,

the tangents and ineunts of
developments, we may assume that the

.
.'.17 I. ad. .« a. p">“

"is;. ba..« » a. •« p. ». ««””• - mu
lines in the second or first figure, generate a conic which 'W ^e to

and the lines which, considered indifferently as belonging o
.

envelope a conic

pass through the corresponding points in the second or hrs

which may be termed the ^ another o'ccasion;

nnnHipr The further consideration of this subject is les

but I remark that in the particular case where the two “““

ordinary theory of poles and polars in regard to a conic a^
point of view, may be considered as arising out of tl

“'^l'!“conL”e°Tconic and a point : any line through the point meets the conic in two
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points (ineunts of the conic), and the harmonic in relation to these two points of the

given point has for its locus a line which is the polar of the given point. The polar

passes through the points of contact of the conic with the tangents through the given

point.

In hke manner considering the conic and a line ; from any point of the line we may

draw two tangents to the conic, and the harmonic of the given line with respect to the

two tangents envelopes a point which is the pole of the given line. The pole is the

point of intersection of the tangents of the conic at the points of intersection with the

given line.

The polars of the several points of a line envelope a point which is the pole of the

line ;
and the poles of the several lines through a point generate a line which is the

polar of the point
;
and this proposition shows how the theory of poles and polars gives

rise to a theory of reciprocity.

201. If the point-equation of a conic be

(a, b, c,f,g, hXir,g,zf=0,

the point-equation of the polar with respect to this conic of the point (of, y\ z') is

{a, h, c,f, g, hjx, y, z^cd, y\ z)=0.

But it has been seen that the line-equation of the same conic is

and the line-equation of the pole with respect to this conic of the line (|', Z') (that is,

the line whose point-equation is ^'x-\-yi'y-\-Z!z= 0) is

(91, 3$, c, #, 0, mi ar, r)=o,

in other words, the point-coordinates of the pole are

202. If U=0, V=0 be the point-equations of any two curves of the same order,

then X, gj being arbitrary coefficients,

is the equation of a curve of the same order passing through the points of intersection

(common ineunts) of the two curves ; such curve is said to be in involution with the given

curves. The discussion of the general theory of involution is reserved for another occasion.

203. In particular, if U=0 be the equation of a conic, and P=0, Q=0 the equations

of two lines, then

U+XPQ=0
is the equation of a conic passing through the points of intersection of the conic with

the two lines
; and if the two lines coincide, then

U+?iP^=0

is the equation of a conic having double contact with the conic U=0 at its points of

intersection with the line P=0. Such conic is said to be inscribed in the conic U=0;
M 2
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the line P=0 is the axis of inscription; this line has the same pole with respect to each

of the two conics, and the pole is termed the centre of inscription : the relation of the

two conics is completely expressed by saying that the four common meunts comcide m

pairs upon the axis of inscription, and that the four common tangents comcide m pairs

through the centre of inscription ;
it is consequently a similar relation m regard to

ineunts and tangents respectively ;
and it is to be inferred apnon, that if T=0 be the

line-equation of the conic U= 0
,
and n=0 the line-equatoof the centre of inscrip-

tion, then the line-equation of the inscribed conic is 0 .

204.

To verify this, I remark that if the equation of the axis of inscription be

then {ante. No, 201) we have for the line-equation of the centre of inscription

The line-equation of the inscribed conic is in the first instance obtained in the form

but we have identically,

(91, . -Il, n, l)\% •

Irl -In)-

•

and the equation thus becomes

[K-fx(g, ..I?, t', f)’](a, -IS, 1. ?)'->{ (a. -B'.

which is of the form in question.

205.

Take as the point-coordinates of the centre of inscription, the equation

of the axis of inscription is

{a, b, c,f, g, hXx, y, z^x', «/ ,
2')= 0 -

And we may, if we please, exhibit the equation of, the inscribed conic in the form

(a, . .1^, y. zf{a, . .Jjy, y\ 2')' cos^ . -fc y. zjj^, 3/,
2')}^= 0 ,

where is a constant. This equation may also be written

(«, . .1^, y.
y'^ • -Xy^'-X^’ zcy-z'x, x^-3^yy=^.

the two forms being equivalent in virtue of the identity,

(a, . .\x,y,zr(a,

.

{(«,

206.

The line-coordinates (|', rj, I') of the axis of inscription are

ax’-\-hy'-\-gz', Jixf +by' -\-fz' ,
g^-yfy'-\-cz',

and we thence deduce the relation

In order that the form

(a, . .Jx, y, zf{a, . Ir', y\ z'f cos’ «-{(«,. •lx’, y', z'Jx, y,z)r=0

may agree with the originally assumed form

{a, . y, zf-\-'k{^x+ri'y-\-t!zy.
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or what is the same thing,

(a, y, zy+X{(a, . y, zjx\ y', z')y=0,

we must have
-1

^ {a,, y', z’)^ cos^ S’

which may also be written
-K

costs’

or what is the same thing,

-B', 17 ^=0

;

and we thence, by a preceding formula, obtain the line-equation of the inscribed conic,

viz.

207. The point-equation being

{a, . .X^, y, z)\a, . .X^, y, 2? cos'* 6— {{a, . .X^, y, zjcc\ y\ 3')}"=0,

or

(«, . .X^, y, Zf{a , . .X^, y, zj sin" LJjyz'—y'z, za^—z'x, a^y—a/^)"=0,

equivalent in virtue of

(a, .,X^,y,z)"(«, . .X^,y,2T— {(«, ••3(^^'“y^’ zx'—z'x, xy'—ci^y)\

The corresponding forms of the line-equation are

(a . .'ll, ,, l)\%, . .xr, rl, tlf sin" 6-{{^, . .XI, m, rl, t)Y=^
and

(a, ..XI. ». i)’(a. ..ir. >i, j')’cos*«-k(«, ..x-ii'-o'i, ir-i'i, ix'-i'o)’=-o,

equivalent to each other in virtue of the before mentioned identity,

(a, ..XI, ma,-xi'. V, s’f-{(a, ..II, v, nr, r, r)}*=K(<!, ..i^r-rt, ir-«, ir-

208. Write for shortness

{a, ..lx, y, z)"=00,

{a, ..lx, y, zlx', y ,
2)=01= 10

,

&c..

then we have identically.

00, 01, 02 =K X
, y ,

^

10, 11, 12 x'

,

y,

20, 21, 22 of'. f, z"

and if the determinant on the right hand vanishes, that is if (x, y, z), {x', y', z'), (x", y", z")

are points in a hne, then we have

00
,

01
,

02

10
,

11
,

12

20
,

21
,

22
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an equation, which, as already remarked, is equivalent to

01 .
12 _i 02

The foregoing investigations in relation to the inscribed conic are given for the sake of

the application thereof to the theory of distance, and it has been necessary to make use

of analytical formulee of some complexity which are introduced out of their natural

place.

On the Theory of Distance, Nos. 209 to 229.

209. I return to the geometry of one dimension. Imagine in the hne or locus in quo

of the range of points, a point-pair, which I term the Absolute. Any point-pair whatever

may be considered as inscribed in the Absolute, the centre and axis of inscription being

the sibiconjugate points of the involution formed by the points of the given point-pair

and the points of the Absolute ;
the centre and axis of inscription qua, sibiconjugate

points are harmonics with respect to the Absolute. A point-pair considered as thus

inscribed in the Absolute is said to be dijyoint^air circle, or simply a circle-, the centre

of inscription and the axis of inscription are termed the centre and the axis. Either of

the two sibiconjugate points may be considered as the centre, but the selection when

made must be adhered to. It is proper to notice that, given the centre and one point of

the circle, the other point of the circle is determmed in a unique manner. In fact the

axis is the harmonic of the centre in respect to the Absolute, and then the other point

is the harmonic of the given point in respect to the centre and axis.

210. As a definition, we say that the two points of a circle are equidistant from the

centre. Now imagine two points P, P' ;
and take the point P" such that P, P'^ are a

circle having P^ for its centre ;
take in like manner the point P^ such that P

,
P are a

circle having P^^ for its centre ;
and so on : and again in the opposite dnection, a point

P' such that P', P' are a circle having P for its centre ; a point P" such that P, P" are

a circle having P' for its centre, and so on. We have a series of points ...P", P\ P.

P^, P’*, ... at equal intervals of distance ; and if we take the points P
,
P mdefinitel)

near to each other, then the entire line will be divided into a series of equal hrfini-

tesimal elements; the number of these elements included between any two points

measures the distance of the two points. It is clear that, according to the definition,

if P, P', P" be any three points taken in order, then

Dist. (P, F)+ Dist. (P', P")= Dist. (P, P"),

which agrees with the ordinary notion of distance.

211.

To show how the foregoing definition leads to an analytical expression lor the

distance of two points in terms of their coordinates, take

{a, 1), cXx, yf=0

for the equation of the Absolute. The equation of a circle ha^fing the point (af, j/) for

its centre is

{a, h, c\x, y)\a, h, cjxf, ff cos^ { {a, b, cjx, yjx', y')y=0

;
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and consequently if (^, y), {x", y") are the two points of the circle, then

{a, b, cXx, yX^, y') {a, b, c\x', y")

s/[a, b,cXx, yf\s/{a, b, c\a^, y’f\ s/ («> b, y'f\s/{a, b, cjx", y'^f

an equation which expresses that the points (ir", y”) and {x, y) are equidistant from the

point (a^', y). It is clear that the distance of the points {x, y) and [x\ y') must be a

fimction of

[a, b, cjx, yja^, y')

>/(a, b, cX^, yf\/a, b, cX^', y'f

and the form of the function is determined from the before-mentioned property, viz.

if P, P', P" be any three points taken in order, then

Dist. (P, P')+ Dist. (P', P")= Dist. (P, P").

This leads to the conclusion that the distance of the points {x, y), {od
,
y’) is equal to a

multiple of the arc having for its cosine the last-mentioned expression (see ante, No. 168)

;

and we may in general assume that the distance is equal to the arc in question, viz.

that the distance is

cos-' (g, b, cXx, yX^'> y')

n/ [a, b, cXx, yfs/{a, b, cja/, y'Y

or what is the same thing.

sm'
[ac—b'^) {xy^— x^y)

s/{a, b, cXx, yf\/{a, b, cXoo', y'f

It follows that the two forms

{a, b, cXx, yf{a, b, y'f &— {{a, b, cXx, y)}"=0,

{a, b, cXx, yf{a, b, y'fsm^d—{ac—b^){xy'— x'y) =0,

of the equation of a circle, each of them express that the distances of the two points

from the centre are respectively equal to the arc d

;

or, if we please, that ^ is the radius

of the circle.

212. When ^=0, we have

xy'—x!y=0,

an equation which expresses that [x, y) and [x', X) are one and the same point. When

we have

{a, b, cXx, yX^’^ y)=0,
an equation which expresses that the points [x, y) and (^xf, y') are harmonics with respect

to the Absolute. The distance between any two points harmonics with respect to the

Absolute is consequently a quadrant, and such points may be said to be quadrantal to

.each other. The quadrant is the unit of distance.

213. The foregoing is the general case, but it is necessary to consider the particular

case where the Absolute is a pair of coincident points. The harmonic of any point

whatever in respect to the Absolute is here a point coincident with the Absolute itself:
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the definition of a circle is consequently simplified ;
viz. any pomt-pair whatever may

be considered as a circle having for its centre the harmonic of the Absolute with respect

to the point-pair ;
we may, as before, divide the line into a series of equal infinitesimal

elements, and the number of elements included between any two pomts measures the

distance between the two points. As regards the analytical expression, m the case m

question ac—V vanishes, or the distance is given as the arc to an evanescent sine.

Reducing the arc to its sine and omitting the evanescent factor, we have a finite expres-

sion for the distance. Suppose that the equation of the Absolute is

{qx—py^—^,

or what is the same thing, let the Absolute (treated as a single point) be the point {p., q\

then we find for the distance of the points {x, y) and (.a/, y') the expression

xy^— a/y •

[qx-py] [qx^-py')

or introducing an arbitrary multiplier,

{qct-p^)[xy'-a^y)
^

{qx—py)[qx' -pi/)

which is equal to

fix— ay ^x'— ay'

qx—py qx'—py'

It is hardly necessary to remark, that in the present case the notion of the quadrantal

relation of two points has altogether disappeared, and that the unit of distance is

arbitrary.

214. Passing now to geometry of two dimensions, we have here to consider a certam

conic, which I call the Absolute. Any line whatever determmes with the Absolute (cuts

it in) two points which are the Absolute in regard to such Ime considered as a space of

one dimension, or locus in quo of a range of points, and in like manner any pomt what-

ever determines with the Absolute (has for tangents of the Absolute through the point)

two lines which are the Absolute in regard to such point considered as a space of one

dimension, or locus in quo of a pencil of hues. The foregoing theory for geometri of

one dimension establishes the notion of distance as regards each of these ranges and

pencils considered apart by itself; in order to bring the different ranges and pencils in

relation to each other, it is necessary to assume that the quadi-aiit which is the miit of

distance for these several systems respectively, is one and the same distance lor each

system (of course, when, as in the analytical theory, we actuaUy represent the quadrant by

the ordinary symbol the above assumption is tacitly made ; but substituting the thing

signified for the definition, and looking at the quadiuiit merely as the distance bet«-een

two points, or as the case may be, lines, harmonically related to the point-pau, or as the

case may be, line-pair, constituting the Absolute, the assumption is at once seen to be an

assumption, and it needs to be made explicitly). But the assuniption being made, the fore-

going theory of distance in geometry of one dimension enables the comparison not only
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of the distances of points upon different lines, or of lines through different points, but

of the distances of points on a line and of lines through a point. The pole of any line

in relation to the Absolute may be termed simply the pole, and in like manner the polar

of any line in relation to the Absolute may be termed simply the polar, and we have

the theorem that the distance of two points or lines is equal to the distance of their

polars or poles, or what is the same thing, that the distance of two poles and the distance

of the two corresponding polars are equal. And we may, as a definition, establish the

notion of the distance of a point from a line, viz. it is the complement of the distance

of the polar of the point from the line, or what is the same thing, the complement of

the distance of the point from the pole of the line. The distance of a pole and polar is

therefore the complement of zero, that is, it is the quadrant.

215. It has, by means of the preceding assumption as to the quadrant, been possible

to establish the notion of distance, without the assistance of the circle, but this figure

must now be considered. A conic inscribed in the Absolute is termed a circle ;
the

centre of inscription (or point of intersection of the common tangents) and the axis of

inscription (or line of junction of the common ineunts) are the centre and axis of the

circle. All the points of a circle are equidistant from the centre
;

all the tangents are

equidistant from the axis, and this distance is the complement of the former distance.

216. These properties of the circle lead immediately to the analytical expressions for

the distances of points or lines in terms of the coordinates. In fact, take

{a, b, c,f, g, hjx, y, zf={)

for the point-equation of the Absolute
;

its line-equation will be

(^, 33, C, JT, (§, III,

The point-equation of the circle having the point {cc\ y, z') for its centre, is

(a, ..J^, y, z)\a, ..Jx\ y\ cos" ^— {(«, y, zjx', y\ z’)y=-0,

or

(a, ..Jx, y, zy(a, y', 2')" sin" ^—(91, ..'Jyyz! —y'%, zx'—z'x, xy'~x'yy=0,

from which (by the same reasoning as for the case of geometry of one dimension) it^

follows that the distance of the points {x, y, 2), {cd, y\ z') is

cos"'
{a,

s/ (a, ..Xx, y, zy^y {a, ..Xx', y', 2')"

or what is the same thing,

1 \/ ..Xy^'—]f^, zod—z'x, xy’-^yf .

\/{a, ..Xx, y, zy\/(a, .
.

y', dy

and it appears from the cosine formula (see ante., No. 208), that if P, P', P ' be points

on the same line, then we have, as we ought to have,

Dist. (P, P')+ Dist. (F, P")= Dist. (P, P").

217. In like manner, the line-equation of the same circle, the line-coordinates of the

MDCCCLIX. s
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axis being I'), is

(91, ..II, n, ^)'(91, .-I^'. ^')"sm^^-{(a, ..II, ??,

(91 , ..II, n, --II', I'y cos^ O-Kia, hi-l

from which it follows that the distance of the lines (|, n, 1) and (|', n, ‘C) is

(^, ..B, >1, V, ?')
1 ^ . -—

.

,
— n

s/S. ..I?, ,,W(a. • »'. -i'.

or what is the same thing,

;/(a?.^iir^\/(^, ..ir,"^^

218. And we may from the first formula of either set, deduce for the distance of the

point {x, y, z) and the line (f', n, the expression

. >/K(r^ + Vy + ^'^)

{a, . .B, y, zf\/(^, . .B',

as may be easily seen by writing • • toi’ ^ly > ~'> oi • • toi

I, n, and putting sm“* for cos~b

219. It may be noticed that there are certain lines, Az. the tangents of the Absolute.^

in regard to which, considered as a space of one dimension, the Absolute is a pair of

coincident points ;
and in like manner certain points, idz. the inemits of the Absolute.^

in regard to which, considered as a space of one dimension, the Absolute is a paii of

coincident lines.

220. We may, in particular, suppose that the Absolute, instead of bemg a piopei conic,

is a pair of points. The line through the two points may be called the Absolute Ime

;

such line is to be considered as a pair of coincident lines. Any pomt whatever deter-

mines with the Absolute, two lines, viz. the lines joining the point mth the Wo points

of the Absolute ;
this line-pair is the Absolute for the point considered as a space of one

dimension or locus in quo of a pencil of lines, and the theory of the distances of line;,

through a point is therefore precisely the same as in the general case.^ But any line

whatever determines with the Absolute (meets the Absolute line in) a pair of comadent

points, which pair of coincident points is the Absolute in regard to such Ime considered

as a space of one dimension or locus in quo of a range of points, and the theory of the

distance of points on a line is therefore the theory before explained for this special case.

But we cannot, in the same way as before, compare the distances of pouits upon different

lines, since we have not in the present case the quadrant as a unit of distance. The com-

parison must be made by means of the circle, viz. in the present case an)' conic passing

through the two points of the Absolute is termed a circle, and the point of intersection ol

the tangents to the circle at the two points of the Absolute (or what is the same thing, the

pole of the Absolute line in respect to the circle) is the centre of the circle. The Abso-

lute line itself may, if it is necessary to do so, be considered as the axis of the circle. It
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is assumed that the points of the circle are all of them equidistant from the centre, and

by this assumption we are enabled to compare distances upon different lines. In fact

we may, by a construction precisely similar to that of Euclid, Book I, Prop. II., from a

given point A draw a finite line equal to a given finite line BC, and thence also upon

a given line through A, determine the finite line AD equal to the given finite line BC.

Since the unit of distance for pomts on a line is arbitrary, we cannot of course compare

the distances of points with the distances of lines. The distance of a point from a line

does, however, admit of comparison with the distance of two points
; we have only to

assume as a definition that the distance of a point from a line is the distance of the

point from the point of intersection of the line -with the quadrantal line through the

point.

221. As regards the analytical theory, suppose that the point-coordinates of the two

points of the Absolute are (^, r), ^o): then the line-equation of the Absolute is

so that we have C=2rro, f=qr^-\-rq^^ (S=?Po+F’o,
and thence K=0 ; but

where ob\iously

K(a, h, c,f, q, hjx, y, zf

X
, y->

Jpo, ^0?

X
,

q^i

is the equation of the Absolute line.

222. The expression for the distance of the two points {x, y, z), (P, y\ z') is given as

the arc to an evanescent sine
;
but reducing the arc to its sine, and omitting the

evanescent factor, the resulting expression is

s/2 X, y, z X, y ,
2

x’, y\ z' x', y, z'

p, q, r Poi ^?05

-j- X, y ,
z x', y, z'

P , ,
r p , q, r

Po5 '^0 Po, qo, n
and the expression for the distance of the two lines (i, yj, 1), (|', ??', f) is

COS"
{p^ + qy)+ r^)

(
Ppg' + go*;' + + jp^' + gr)'+ rt;') (Pog + go>; + rpO

^^{p^+ qn + rK) [p^+ S'o’J + ^o?)l C 2 (

+

r?')

+

^o?') 1

’

or what is the same thing.

sin“‘
[qrQ—rq^) (>i^'— + {rp^—pr^ (g>i'- + (

jogp— gPp) g'»i)

\^^{pi-\-qy\ + r^) (po? + qon + ro?)] C2(;?p4-<?>)'+ r?')(;^o?' + 5'oV + ?o?')

’

isr 2
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and finally, the expression

reducing the arc to its sine

for the distance of the point x, y, z from the line t).

and omitting the evanescent factor, is

X ,
z

9.^ r

q^t To

s/2 )
•

223. If in the above formula we put (^, q,

as usual then the line-equation of the Absolute is f+ ??"=0, or what is the

same thing, the Absolute consists of the two points in which the line ^=0 mtersects the

line-pair ;
the last-mentioned line-pair, as passing through the Absolute, is by

definition a circle ;
it is in fact the circle radius zero, or an evanescent cii-cle. If we

put also the coordinate ^ equal to unity, then the preceding assumption as to Hie coor-

dinates of the points of the Absolute must be understood to mean only a- ; I : ? : t •

oj. 1 ; —i ; 0; that is, we must have x and y infinite, and, as before, x —0, oi in

other words, the Absolute will consist of the points of intersection of the line infinityby

the evanescent circle x^H-/=0. With the values in question,

224. The expression for the distance of the points {x, y) and {x\ ij') is

^{x~-xJ-V{y~-y'f;

that for the distance of the lines (|, n, 1) and (|', rj, f) is

0r+w _

_ . iv-ry
“Sin

+

which may also be written

=tan“'^— tan~*^ 5

and the expression for the distance of the point (x, y) from the line (|', >?
, 0

which are obviously the formulae of ordinary plane geometry, {x, y) bemg ordinary

rectangular coordinates,

225.

The general formulae suffer no essential modification, but they are greatly sim-

plified in form by taking for the point-equation of the xkbsolute,

or what is the same, for the line-equation

f4-;,*+zr'=0.

In fact, we then have for the expression of the distance of the points {x, y, z\ {x
,
y,z).

ssx' + Ijy’ +22^
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for that of the lines (|, ri, 1), (!', I'),

_i W+
.

*

and for that of the point (x, y, z) and the line (!', rj, t),

• -1 ^x + ^y + ^z

V + -\- V

226. Suppose {x, y, z) are ordinary rectangular coordinates in space satisfying the

condition

the point having {x, y, z) for its coordinates will be a point on the surface of the sphere,

and (the last-mentioned equation always subsisting) the equation lx-\-ny-\-lz~^ will be

a great circle of the sphere ; and since we are only concerned with the ratios of t-,

we may also assume ^=1. We may of course retain in theformulse the expres-

sions a^^y^-^z^ and without substituting for these the values unity, and it is

in fact convenient thus to preserve all the formulae in their original forms. We have

thus a system of spherical geometry ;
and it appears that the Absolute in such system is

the (spherical) conic, which is the intersection of the sphere with the concentric cone

or evanescent sphere The circumstance that the Absolute is a proper

conic, and not a mere point-pair, is the real ground of the distinction between spherical

geometry and ordinary plane geometry, and the cause of the complete duality of the

theorems of spherical geometry.

227. I have, in all that has preceded, given the analytical theory of distance along

with the geometrical theory, as well for the purpose of illustration, as because it is

important to have the analytical expression of a distance in terms of the coordinates;

but I consider the geometrical theory as perfectly complete in itself: the general result

is as follows, viz. assuming in the plane (or space of geometry of two dimensions) a conic

termed the Absolute, we may by means of this conic, by descriptive constructions, divide

any line or range of points whatever, and any point or pencil of lines whatever, into an

infinite series of infinitesimal elements, which are (as a definition of distance) assumed

to be equal ; the number of elements between two points of the range or two lines of

the pencil, measures the distance between the two points or lines
;
and by means of the

quadrant, as a distance which exists as well with respect to lines as points, we are

enabled to compare the distance of two lines with that of two points ;
and the distance

of a point and a hne may be represented indifferently as the distance of two points, or

as the distance of two lines.

228. In ordinary spherical geometry, the general theory undergoes no modification

whatever ; the Absolute is an actual conic, the intersection of the sphere with the con-

centric evanescent sphere.

229. In ordinary plane geometry, the Absolute degenerates into a pair of points, viz.

the points of intersection of the line infinity with any evanescent circle, or what is the
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same thing, the Absolute is the two circular points at infinity. The general theory is

consequently modified, viz. there is not, as regards points, a distance such as the qua-

drant, and the distance of two lines cannot be in any way compared with the distance of

two points ; the distance of a point from a fine can be only represented as a distance of

two points.

230. I remark in conclusion, that, in my own point of view, the more systematic course

in the present introductory memoir on the geometrical part of the subject of quantics,

would have been to ignore altogether the notions of distance and metncal geometi-y

;

for the theory in effect is, that the metrical properties of a figure are not the properties

of the figure considered se apart from everything else, but its properties when con-

sidered in connexion with another figure, viz. the conic termed the Absolute. The

original figure might comprise a conic ;
for instance, we might consider the properties of

the figure formed by two or more conics, and we are then in the region of pure descrip-

tive geometry : we pass out of it into metrical geometry by fixing upon a conic of the

figure as a standard of reference and calling it the Absolute. Metrical geometrj is thus

a part of descriptive geometry, and descriptive geometry is all geometry and recipro-

cally; and if this be admitted, there is no ground for the consideration, in an introduc-

tory memoir, of the special subject of metrical geometry ;
but as the notions of distance

and of metrical geometry could not, without explanation, be thus ignored, it was neces-

sary to refer to them in order to show that they are thus included in descriptive

geometry.
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V. On some Thermo-dynamic Properties of Solids. By J. P. Joule, LL.J).., F.R.S.,

F.C.S., Hon. Mem. Phil. Soc. Cambridge, Vice-President of the Lit. and Phil. Soc.

Manchester, Corresp. Mem. B.A. Sc. Turin, &c.

Eeceived April 22,—Eead June 10, 1858.

1. Aetee finding the numerical relation between heat and work in 1843, it immediately

occurred to me to investigate various phenomena in which heat is evolved by mechanical

means, and of these one of the most interesting and important appeared to be the evolu-

tion of heat by the compression of elastic fluids. If the heat given out in this case

proved to be the equivalent of the work spent, then the natural inference was that the

elastic force of a gas and its temperature are owing to the motion of its constituent

particles, both being proportional to the square of the velocity of the particles
; and that

the force of a falling body employed in compressing a gas is exhibited anew in the form

of temperature. On the other hand it was possible, secondly, to conceive of an elastic

fluid which would not give out any heat by compression. This would be the case if it

was made up of mutually repelling particles, the temperature of which was that of the

mass. The work required to compress the fluid would be the same on either hypothesis,

but in one supposition the effect would be developed in actual energy, in the other in

the potential form. Thfidly, we may suppose a fluid exhibiting as heat a portion of

the force employed in its compression, and retaining the rest in the potential form. Or
we may have a fluid giving out more heat than the equivalent of the work spent upon
it when it is compressed and maintained at a constant Kg. l.

temperature. Experiment proved that the heat actually

evolved was very approximately that due to the compress-

ing force. Nevertheless, it seemed desirable to demon-

strate the possibility of a gas so constituted that heat shall

not be evolved by its compression. It occurred to me
that a bag full of elastic metallic springs would illustrate

such a gas. If the springs were properly formed, the

elasticity of the bag would follow the laws of gaseous

pressure. To the question. Would such a bag evolve

heat on compression \ I could readily answer, no
;
for

in the bending of a spring one part is extended while the

other is compressed, and thus it might be expected that

the thermal effect on the whole would be neutral. Still it seemed desirable to decide

the point by experiment.

LV
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2.

The apparatus I employed is represented by the adjoining sketch, where a spiral

spring of tempered steel is seen immersed in the can A. By applying weights to a lever

connected with the link B the spring could be compressed, and the heat evolved, if any,

measured by the increase of temperature obsen’ed to take place in the water or mercury

filling the can. The plan I pursued was to note the temperatui-e successively ;
first, two

minutes after the weight had been laid on; second, two minutes after the weight had

been removed ;
and third, after two minutes more had elapsed. The mean of a mimber o

these observations taken in succession, gave me,—first, the thermal effect resultmg from

the laying on of the weight and the atmospheric influence ;
second, that of the removal ol

the weight and the atmospheric influence ;
and third, the atmosphenc mfliience

3.

The pressure applied was 318 lbs., which pushed doum the spiral spring IT 36 inch.

In the following summary of results, each number is the mean of eight or ten obseiwa-

tions, given in terms of the graduation of a thermometer, of which each degi-ee was

equal to -0668 of a degree Centigrade.

First Series. Spring immersed in 8 ozs. of water.

First experiment .

"Weiglit laid on.

. .
^-548

Weight taken off.

-•568

Atmospheric influence.

-•560

-•012
Second experiment . . . .

--009 -•023

Third experiment . . . . .
+-282 + •271 + -2o2

Mean ..... . .
--092 -•107 — 107

Second Series. Spring immersed in 7 lbs. of mercury.

First experiment . . .

Weiglit laid on.

. .
+T80

Weight taken off.

+ •175

Atmospheric influence.

+ •169

Second experiment . . . . -f-066 + •092 + •059

Third experiment . . . . . -f-041 + •039 + •020

-•053
Fourth experiment . . . .

--060 — •059

Mean ..... . .
+-057 + •062 + •049

Mean of both series . .
~-032 ooCOoI — •041

4.

The capacity for heat of half a pound of water being about tuice as great as that

of 7 lbs. of mercury, I have divided the mean result of the second series by two, before

combining it with the first series in a general mean. The mean of both serms therefore

represents the thermal effect in the capacity of half a pound of water. It indicates, on

subtracting the effects of the atmosphere, a heating effect of -009 after lapng on the

weight, and a heating effect of -003 on taking off the weight. The highest of these

numbers represents a temperature less than one thousandth of a dep-ee Fahr.

5.

Now the actual force expended in the compression of the spring was 14-268 foot-

pounds, which is equivalent to 0°-037 Fahr. in half a pound of water, a thermal effect

which would have been made manifest with the greatest facility. Hence it uas
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obvious that a gas might be conceived as so constituted that the heat evolved by its

compression would be in no respect the equivalent of the mechanical force employed,

and that therefore we had no right to assume such equivalency except as a hypothesis

to be tested by experiment. Accordingly after this hypothesis had been proved by me

approximately*, Professor Thomson devised the experiments f by which we have

succeeded in defining the limits of its accuracy. The same philosopher has also applied

his powerful analysis to the investigation of the thermo-elastic properties of matter
If;.

The results of the experiments I have just given an account of can only be considered as

negative, but it has been decided by Professor Thomson that the compression of a spring

gives a certain, though excessively small thermal effect, owing to the almost exact coun-

terpoise of heating and cooling effects on the compressed and extended sides, The

method of obtaining appreciable results was obviously to examine these opposite effects

separately. I have, therefore, on the suggestion of Professor Thomson, undertaken

some experiments with a 'view to ascertain the heat developed by longitudinal compres-

sion, and that absorbed on the application of tensile force.

6. At the outset it was obvious that a very delicate test of temperature would be

required, and no means appeared to offer so many advantages as that of thermo-electri-

city. Professor J. D. Fokbes had constructed a thermo-multiplier capable of detecting

temperatures not exceeding one thousandth of a degree Fahrenheit. Adopting some

of the refinements introduced by Melloni and Forbes, I have simplified the instrument

so as to render its construction and management very easy, and also increased its sensi-

bility by immersing it into the vacuum of an air-pump. My thermo-multiplier is repre-

sented by the adjoining sketch (fig. 2), where a is the air-pump firmly clamped to a

strong stool, the legs of which pass through holes in the

laboratory floor and are driven into the ground beneath;

S is a glass chimney receiver ; c a block of wood supported

on feet which rest on the pump plate ;
d a piece of glass

rod fixed to the block, over which is thrown the filament

which supports the astatic needles. Two thick copper

wires (e) dip into mercury cups formed in the block, and,

being carried out of the receiver through holes drilled in

the ground glass plate f, are bent into two mercury cups

placed on the top of the instrument. Pitch was employed

to close all orifices air-tight.

7. The details of the astatic needles, which are poised

according to the plan first suggested by Professor Thomson,

will be better understood by inspecting fig. 3. The needles

Proceedings of the Eoyal Society, June 20, 1844; and Philosophical Magazine, May 1845.

t Philosophical Magazine, 1852, Supplement; Philosophical Transactions,- 1853, Part III. p. 357, and

1854, Part II. p. 321.

X Quarterly Mathematical Journal, April 1855.

mdccclix.

Pig. 2,
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are parts of one sewing-needle magnetized to satui'ation, one part being a Uttle longer

than the other, so as to exceed it in magnetic moment and gire direction to the sys e^

A piece of glass tube drawn very fine, and bent as represented m the sketch, is attac

at right angles to the upper magnetic needle and serves as

the pointer. The lower needle is hooked to the pointer by

means of the fine glass tube to which it also is attached.

The coil consists of twenty turns of silked copper we,

^o-th of an inch in diameter, the ends of which dip into the

mercury cups gg formed in the block of wood.

8. In order still further to increase the sensibility of the

instrument, a steel magnet one yard long, the permanency

of which had been tested, was placed so as to counteract
^ . ,

, ,. . ,

and almost entirely overcome the action of the earth’s magnetism in the locahty o t e

needle. A small telescope placed at the distance of a few ^ards, and oo ' g o ique y

downwards through the chimney glass at the graduated circle, comp ete t le appa

9. With air in the receiver at the atmospheric pressiu-e, the mere standing at the

distance of two yards on one side of the instrument, would in a short space oi time

cause the needle to travel through 10° in consequence of the cmrents of an produce

by the unequal heating of the waUs of the glass receiver. But when the air was r educe

to a pressure of only half an inch in the mercuiT gauge, this did not take place, tlioi^ i

still, when the hand was put in contact with the receiver, a very considerable deflection

of the needle was speedily produced.
^ i i

10. On working with my instrument, I was agreeably surprised to find that ^A^hen ttie

bar-magnet was placed so as to make the needle take up one minute in bemg deflecte

to a new position, no perceptible return swing of the needle took place, even w len t le

rarefaction of the air was carried to half an inch pressure. If a small magnet was sud-

denly placed where it could deflect the needle 30°, the pointer woiild steadily traie

towards that degree of deflection, and on arrmng there would remain settled nut lou

any previous oscillation that could be discerned, men the time of^ snung nas

reduced to 30", a return swing was observed amounting to yio, and ^ll^^

swing, according as the gauge was reduced to 1, and \ inch respectively.

11. As a test of the delicacy of the instrument arranged so as to give the snung in

45" I may mention that, after increasing the resistance of the coil and its appen ages

a hundredfold by the addition of 100 yards of fine copper wire of -jotk ol an uicii

diameter, a single degree Centigrade communicated to the junction bismuth and anti-

mony produced a deflection of 2° 57'. Therefore, as it was quite possible to eskina e

deflection amounting to 2', it followed that a change of temperature in the jiiiic ion

bismuth and antimony directly connected with the multiplier would be estimable, it it

were only -gwo of a degree Centigrade.
i owoinU-

12. An objection which might be raised on account of an air-pump being pei i )
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occupied, might be got rid of by the following arrangement :—A rim a, fig. 4, contains

pitch or other cement to secure the joint between the

chimney and top plate glass ;
a rim at h contains pitch

to secure the orifices where the wires pass through

the top plate. The bottom of the chimney rests upon

a round metallic plate, into which a metal pipe c is

screwed, which is attached by india-rubber tube to the

glass tube d. This tube is hermetically sealed after the

air of the receiver has been exhausted through it. All

the lower joints are then rendered permanently tight, by

putting the instrument in the shallow dish e filled with L

melted pitch.

Thermo-electricity of Iron in different states.

13. In my earliest experiments on the thermal etfect of stretching a steel bar, I

placed a copper wu'e in contact with the steel, and completed the circuit by an iron whe

in contact with another part of the steel bar not under tension. I found anomalous

results which I was ultimately able to refer to the strong thermo-electric relation

between hard steel and iron. It was at once obvious that the existence of such maiked

differences between ferruginous metals in various states of aggregation or purity might

render the thermo-multiplier a valuable test in the hands of practical men. I theiefoie

allowed myself to be diverted awhile from the main object of inquiry in the endeavour

to throw some light on so interesting a question.

14. Professor Thomson has described^ the changes in thermo-electric position which

are produced by the various conditions under which metals are placed. He has shown

that the process of hardening by plunging into cold water brings copper and most other

metals nearer antimony in the thermo-electric series, but that iron is brought nearer

bismuth : I find that in steel the change is in the same direction as in iron, but of

enormously greater magnitude. In a softened state, the position of steel is about

midway between copper and iron, but after hardening it by plunging it at a brij^ht red

heat into water, I have in some instances found it to be on the bismuth side of coppei,

the alteration of the thermo-electric position of the same specimen amounting to as

much as i^th of the entire range between bismuth and antimony. In all the speci-

mens of wrought and cast iron I have examined, there is a notable effect in the same

direction produced by plunging at bright red heat into water; but although a gieat

change in the molecular state was thus occasioned, evinced by the iron bending with

twice the difficulty it did when annealed, and the cast iron resisting the action of the

file, either metal was only brought nearer bismuth by of the inteival between

bismuth and antimony. A fresh illustration of the extraordinary physical change

produced in iron by its conversion into steel is thus afforded ;
and I believe that the

* Philosophical Transactions, 1856, Part III. p. 722.

0 2
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excellence of the latter metal might be tested by ascertammg the amount of change m

thermo-electric condition which can be produced by the process of hardening.

15, The different varieties of cast iron I have tried present a sui-piusing range ot

thermo-electric intensities, extending almost from that of wrought iron on the one hand,

to that of German silver on the other. By the kindness of Professor F. C. Calvert. I

have been enabled to examine several interesting specimens, of which he has furnished

me with the analysis. The general conclusion arrived at is, that the metal is brought

nearer bismuth as the quantity of carbon in combination is increased, but much more

so than would be the case if cast iron exhibited merely the combmation of thenno-

electric intensities which carbon and iron separately possess, at least if the mtensity

generally assigned to carbon is correct. The intensity of the junction wi’ought iron

and highly carbonized cast iron is as much as one-fifth of the intensity of antimony and

bismuth.

Thermo-electric Intensities of Metals, Alloys, &c.

16. In constructing the following Table, I employed the thermo-multiplier already

described, furnished with a variable extra resistance. I examined fii'st those metals

whose thermo-electric qualities were most widely separated, and then those which lay

intermediate and differed less from each other. Small arcs of deflection were observed,

so that the deviation of the needle was a sufficiently correct measui-e of the mtensity ot

the current, and constantly repeated comparisons were made with a standard
^

thermo-

electric junction of copper and iron included in the same circuit with the junctions

experimented on.

17. Scale of Thermo-Electric Intensities at 12° Centigrade.

Antimony, specimen of commercial

Antimony, pure, prepared by Mr. Calvert

Antimony, pure, prepared by Mr. Calvert, not well annealed

Alloy consisting of 5 equivalents of antimony -+-1 equivalent of bismuth . .

Alloy consisting of 4 equivalents of antimony -f-l equivalent of bismuth . .

Alloy consisting of 3 equivalents of antimony -j-1 equivalent of bismuth

Alloy consisting of 2 equivalents of antimony +1 equivalent of bismuth . .

Alloy consisting of 1 equivalent of antimony -f-l equivalent of bismuth . .

Iron, thick wire. Professor Calvert’s

Iron, thin wire

Iron, thick wire, very well annealed

Iron, thick wire, hardened by plunging at bright red into water

*Iron (Professor Calvert’s No. 1) drami into wffie

firon (Professor Calvert’s No. 1) after puddling, but previous to being drawm

into wire

Jlron (Professor Calvert’s No. 1), cast, previous to puddling

100

98-06

95-95

83-75

80-50

78-

94

68-70

45-51

80-

79-

24

78-24

77-62

76-00

.65-21
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Iron (Professor Calveet’s No. 1), cast, previous to puddling, hardened by

plunging it at bright red into water 63-89

Iron (Professor Calveet’s No. 1), cast, white fracture, very hard ..... 70-92

Iron (Professor Calveet’s No. 1), cast, black fracture 57-77

Steel, small file, annealed 73-15

Steel, small file, hardened by plunging at bright red into water 65-8

Steel, large file, annealed 70-28

Steel, large file, hardened by plunging at bright red into water 64-06

Iron, cast, annealed 63 25

Iron, cast, hardened by plunging at bright red into water 62-7

Iron, cast, hardened by plunging at bright red into water, another specimen . 60-83

Iron and copper vdres, faggot of, in proportion 1 iron to 5 copper . . . . 68-29

Iron and copper wires, faggot of, in proportion 2 iron to 5 copper .... 69-83

Iron and copper wires, faggot of, in proportion 4 iron to 5 copper . . . . 71-17

Iron and copper wires, faggot of, in proportion 8 iron to 5 copper . . . . 72-71

Iron and copper wires, faggot of, in proportion 16 iron to 5 copper . . . . 75-53

Zinc 67-94

Zinc, amalgamated 67-77

Copper deposited by electricity (brittle) 67-9

Copper, thin wire 67-14

Copper, another specimen 66-2

Copper, another specimen 65-92

Gold, pure 67-71

Silver deposited by electricity (brittle) 67-08

Silver, sheet 66-81

Tin, pure 65-46

Lead, commercial 65-29

Lead, pure 64-42

Platina, annealed 65-02

Platina, unannealed 64-87

Platina, fine wire 64-15

Aluminium 64-68

Mercur^r 61-74

German silver 51-88

German silver, hardened by hammering 49-51

Bismuth, pure, prepared by Professor Calveet 4-7

Bismuth, specimen of commercial 0

Professor Calveet’s analysis of the specimens marked in the above Table *, f ,
and J,

gave for the
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Carbon. SiHcium.

Cast iron . . 2-275 2-720

Puddled bar . . 0-296 0-120

Iron wire . . . O-III 0-088

Sulphur. Phosphorus. Iron. Total.

0-301 0-645 94-059 100

0-134 0-139 99-311 100

0-094 0-II7 99-590 100

From the above digression I now return to the main subject of the present paper, b}

describing my

Experiments on the Thermal Effects of Tension on Solids.

18.

All the metals employed, with the exception of lead, were in the form of cylin-

drical bars about a foot long and a quarter of an inch in diameter. The upper end of

the bar was screwed into a piece of metal supported by a wooden framework, the lower

end was attached to a lever, to the extremity of which weights could be hung without

approaching the apparatus. In the first method the thermo-electnc junction was made,

as represented in the adjoining sketch, by binding to opposite sides of the bai- copper

and iron wires 4ioth of an inch in diameter, hammered flat at the ends. In the second

method, the junction of fine wires was inserted in a hole ^ofh of an uich in diameter,

bored through the centre of the bar, a small portion of nme being bound to the bar by

means of cotton thread, but metallic contact prevented by an intervening slip^ of paper.

The terminals of these wires were immersed in deep mercui-y cups formed in a solid

block of wood, whence thick copper wires proceeded to the thermo-multiplier.

19.

Immediately after each experiment on the effect

of tension, the thermometric value of the deflections was

ascertained by immersing the bar, to within one-third of

an inch of the junction, in water of different tempera-

tures. The deflections thus produced were about two-

thirds of those occasioned by the same changes of tem-

perature when the junction was completely immersed.

The diminished effect in the former case is oiving for

the most part to the conduction of heat from the air by

the thermo-electric wires. The experiments on tension

were liable to be affected in the same way, but they were

not subject to the loss arising from the conduction of heat from the surface of the bath

to the junction. The error intervening from this latter circumstance could not be great,

and was moreover in all probability almost exactly neutralized by a small error in the

tension experiments, arising from the escape of f^th. of the thermal effect from the

quarter-inch bars during the 40" occupied by the swing of the needle.

20.

Iron.—The weight of the bar per foot was T568 of a lb. The lever alone gave

it a constant tension of 70 lbs. The additional tensions successively given were 194 lbs.,

388 lbs., 583 lbs., and 1166 lbs., or as I, 2, 3, and 6. The mean of five trials gave 20'-6

as the deflection indicating cold on applying the tension of 194 lbs., and 20'-2 as the
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deflection in the opposite direction, indicating heat, when the weight was removed.

With 388 lbs., I had 35'-8 and 42'-2 : with 583 lbs., 56'-4 and 57'-8: and with 1166 lbs.,

1° 55'-8 and 1° 58'-6. Hence it appeared that the quantity of cold produced by the

application of tension was sensibly equal to the heat evolved by its removal ;
and further,

that the thermal effects were proportional to the weights employed.

21. The above trials having been made without an accurate determination of the

thermometric value of the deflections immediately afterwards (a practice I found it im-

portant to follow in order to obviate the effects of any alteration in the magnetic inten-

sities of the earth, astatic needles, or controlling magnet, which might be taking place),

I repeated the experiment, using the first method above described, and found a mean

deflection of 1° 22'-8 with a tension of 775 lbs. The thermometric value of this deflec-

tion, determined in the manner already explained, was — 0°T15 Centigrade.

22. Professor Thomson, in his researches on the thermo-elastic properties of metals,

has demonstrated the following formula as applicable to the phenomenon in question,

—

t p e \ 1

H=jXfXYX-X-.

where H is the thermal increase in degree Centigrade, t the temperature Centigrade

from absolute zero, J the mechanical equivalent of the thermal unit, p the pressure

applied in pounds, which in the case of tension is of course a negative quantity, e the

longitudinal expansion per degree Centigrade, 5 the specific heat, and w the weight in

pounds of afoot length of the bar*. Applied to the above experiment the formula

gives

276-7 -775
^“1390 ^ 1 ^

It _ It _
81200 ^- 11

^ 1568
= -0°-11017.

23.

In another experiment by the first method, but with another thermo-electric

junction, I obtained a thermal effect of 0°-124
;
in this case the formula gave

276 -775^“
1390 ^ 1 ^ 81200^-11 ^-1568= -0°-1099.

2d . A third experiment, in which the second method was used, and in which I had

the advantage of Professor Thomson’s assistance, gave a thermal effect of — 0°-1007. In

this case the formula gave

287 -725
^”1390^ 1

^ 81200^-11^-1568
0°-1069.

25. Hard Steel .—With stretching weights of 194, 388, and 775 lbs., I observed

deflections of the needle amounting to 27', 48', and 1° 37'. Another experiment by the

* The formula signifies in fact that the heat evolved by compressing a solid is equivalent to the work

required to compress the volume of it due to temperature, just as in the case of a perfect elastic fluid, applied

to which the expression becomes simplified to Mi. CiiAPEVEOX has given a theoretical estimate of the

heat disengaged by the cubical compression of iron (Scientific Memoirs, vol. iii. p. 373).

t Lavoisieu and Laplace. % DtrLOxe and Petit.
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first method to obtain the absolute thermal effect gare 53', which was found to indicate

a temperature of - 0°-162. The theoretical result in this case was

.^5
^"“ 1390^ 1

^
1 *

81633 ^-1024 '^•1499
It

X -=-0°-125.

26. Cast Iron.—T\i& deflections produced by tensile forces of 194, 388, and lbs.

were 1 7', 31', and 59'-9 respectively. The thermal effect indicated by the last was — 0°T605.

The formula gives

277-4. ”775 _ u _ 1§
H=- X

1390 '^ 1 -^90139 ^-1198^ -1281

27. In another experiment I obtained a thermal effect of — T481, theoiu giving

-=-0°T12.

H= 283 1_ 1

^ ’ '^ 90139 -1198 X
-=-0°-115.

'1390'^ 1
'' 90139'' -1198'' -1281

28. With tensile forces of 191-6, 383-3, and 766-6 lbs. I obtained by the

first method deflections of 21', 41', and 1° 12'-6 respectively, the absolute thermal effect

indicated by the last being ~0°-174. The formula gives

111 _ 111 1274-9^^ ”766-6
- "“ 1390 ^ 1

v-r47rr=~0°-154.^ 58200^-095 ^ -1781

29. With copper, and also vsdth iron wires, I have observed the cooling effect of tension

close up to the breaking-point. But whenever the puU occasioned permanent change of

figure, the heat frictionally evolved overpowered the cooling effect.

30. Lead. The bar employed was half an inch in diameter, and weighed 6308 grains

to the foot. The stretching weights were, first, 193 lbs. with 70 lbs., the weight of the

lever, constant ;
and second, 263 lbs., the weight of the lever itself being used along with

the 193 lbs. laid on it. Using the first method, I obtained with the above weights deflec-

tions of 21'-5 and 30'-7, indicating thermal effects of — 0°-0531 and — 0°-0<o8. Tlie

formula gives in the two cases.

TT
278-5 ”193

-‘^“”1390-^
1

1**

35100^-0303^-901
1

X-^=-0°-0403,

and

X-t-xi= -0‘’-0550.
-0303 ^ -9011390-^ 1 35100

31.

Gutta Percha.—The piece used was half an inch in diameter, and weighed 1l46

grains per foot. The thermo-electric junction, formed of very thin copper and iron

wires, was inserted in a slit made two-thirds through the substance of the gmtta perch?.

The weights employed were, first, that of the lever alone amounting to 70 lbs. ; and

second, the lever with the further addition of 80 lbs., making in all 150 lbs. As with

the metals, cold was produced when the gutta percha was stretched, and the heat

restored when the stretching weight was removed. With the first-named tensile ^ojce a

mean deflection of 16'-4 was observed, and with the second a mean deflection of oO -2.

* Smexton. t POTTES. f EoT. § M5 Self.

11
Latoisiee and Laplace, H Duloxg and Petit. Latoisiee and Laplace.
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In order to turn the above into thermal measure, the gutta percha was plunged into

water of different temperatures, deep enough to immerse the part in which the thermo-

electric junction was imbedded
; the former plan of operation being inapplicable in this

instance, on account of the low conducting power of the substance used. It was found

in this way that the quantities of thermal effect due to the above deflections were
— 0°-0284 and — 0°-0624, quantities, however, which are likely to err in defect by a very

small quantity, owing to the nature of the method of finding the value of the deflec-

tions. The theoretical results, assuming as I did for the metals that the expansion of

gutta percha by heat is the same whether suffering tension or not, are

H= 276-4 —70
1390 X 6354 ^-402 ^•178“

and

H= 276-4 -150
1390 6354 ^'402 ^*178

-0°*0306,

:_0°-0656.

32. The values just given for the expansion and specific heat of gutta percha are those

which I arrived at by experiments on a part of the same sheet out of which the cylinder

above used was made. The method pursued in obtaining the expansion was one I have
frequently found very convenient. It consists in weighing the body in water at two
temperatm-es, one as much below as the other is above the point of maximum density.

In this way I found the linear expansion between 2°-4 and 6°-8 to be per 1°, and

the specific gravity to be 1-00462 at 4°. The specific heat at 4‘’-6 was found by the
method of mixtures to be -402.

33. India-rubber.—The extraordinary physical properties of this substance appear to
have been first remarked by Mr. Gough*. By placing a slip of it in slight contact with
the edges of the lips, and then suddenly extending it, he experienced a sensation of
warmth arising from an augmentation of the temperature of the rubber

; and then by
allowing the slip to contract again, he found that this increase of temperature could be
destroyed in an instant. In his next experiment, he found that “ if one end of a slip of
caoutchouc be fastened to a rod of metal or wood, and a weight be fixed to the other
extremity, m order to keep it in a vertical position, the thong will be found to become
shorter with heat and longer with coldf.” The third experiment described by Mr. Gough
has indicated the means of using this substance in the production of textile fabrics

; he
says, “ If a thong of caoutchouc be stretched, in water warmer than itself, it retains its

elasticffy unimpaired; on the contrary, if the experiment be made in water colder than
itself, it loses part of its retractile power, being unable to recover its former figure

; but
let the thong be placed in hot water, while it remains extended for want of spring, and
the heat will immediately make it contract briskly.”

Memoirs of the Literary and Philosophical Society of Manchester, 2nd Series, vol. i. p. 288.
t Ibid. p. 292. From the context it appears that the weight was used to give tension, as well as to keep

the slip vertical.
^

MDCCCLIX. p
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34. In addition to the above, my own experience has led me

nf inrUa rubber softened by warmth, may be exposed to the zero of FAHEE^HE

losJg its phahiUty; but that a few days rest at a tempera-

oVvixr ttnnvp tbp freezins-point will cause it to become rigid.

end. ot d piddd of oloodc iudio.rubtet, about Atba of an iath square, um

“"S “ »*-“« r:».:f£‘:4 o."- »*:
=rEr-;-.ta“-;bt7.cr.i^“=

;EroE.rS“b;~—

Stretching weight

in pounds.

Length of rubber in inches
Deflection of

Thermal eflFect

indicated by
deflection.

When stretched.
After weight

was removed.

thermo-multiplier.

0

2

4

6

8

10

12
14
16

18

0-59

0-67

0-77

0-

94

1-

13
1-45

1-

7S

Not observed.

2*14

2-

36

0-69

Not observed.

Not observed.

Not observed.

Not observed.

0-71

0

-

9
Not observed.

Not observed.

1

-

02

° 6

0

— 1

11

32
1 15

2 47
4 50

5 55

6 45

O

0

0

— 0-002

0-020

0-059

0-139

0-370

0 537
0-657

0-750

• T 1 1 1

36. The low temperature (aDoui o

experiments were tried considerably interfered with the perfection of

the elasticity of the india-rubber, which in consequence became gia-

dually elongated on the removal of successively mcreasing weights.

This circumstance no doubt interferes slightly mth the absolii e

quantity of thermal effect recorded in the last column of the Table.

StiU the essential characteristics of the phenomena are plainly indi-

cated viz. that little heat, or even a reverse effect, is produced by

moderate stretching weights, but that after a certain weig it is

reached, a rapid increase of thermal effect takes place.

37 The same piece of rubber was afterwards immersed in wa er in

the manner represented by the adjoining sketch. A wire attached

to the rubber at the upper extremity was made fast, and anothei

Wii-e affixed to the lower end passed through a cork in the glass tube

and being bent into a hook, supported a scale for weig is. i

temperature of the water in the tube was kept iinitorm by constan
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additions and removals of water, which was kept well mixed by a current of bubbles

of air blown from time to time .through a narrow tube into the lower end. The positions

of the pins, showing the length of the rubber, were ascertained by means of a graduated

scale placed behind the tube, viewed through a telescope which was raised or depressed

according to the level of the pins.

38. In my first experiment the stretching weight, inclusive of the weight of the tube,

was 3 lbs., and the water in the tube being adjusted to 7
°
Cent., the length of the thong

between the pins was 1'026 inch. The temperature of the water was then raised to 17°,

and kept there for ten minutes, when the length was found to be reduced to 0'964 inch.

A third observation at 28° gave the length 0-9. It was evident that this contraction

was partly owing to the recovery by heat of the rubber from the constrained state in

which it was left by the experiments of the preceding Table
;
for the lengths observed

on lowering the temperature successively to 16°‘6 and 7°'4, namely, 0-91 and 0-922,

indicated a lengthening effect from the application of cold, only one quarter of the

amount of the previous shortening by heat. I now used a stretching weight of 6 lbs.,

which immediately increased the length to 1-22, and in the course of thirty-six hours

further increased it to 2-548 inches at the temperature 5°-4. Raising the temperature

successively to 12° and 17°, the length was diminished to 2-627 and 2-459. Then on

depressing it to 9°-6 and 4°-3, I observed 2-476 and 2-490. After leaving the same

weight on for five hours longer, I observed lengths of 2-559, 2-514, and 2-47 with the

temperatures 6°-2, 12°-4, and 20°-2, and 2-483 and 2-498 at temperatures successively

depressed to 12° and 5°. After the lapse of twenty-two hours more, I found the lengths

2-624, 2-568, and 2-51 at the temperatures 6°-2, 13°-6, and 22°; and 2-523 and 2-548 on

depressing the temperature to 13° and 6°-4. All these observations show the gradual

elongation effected by tension, the tendency of heat to restore the original length, and

the increase or decrease of elastic force with the elevation or depression of the tempera-

ture of the rubber,

39. I now reduced the stretching weight to 1 lb,, being that of the tube and the

water contained by it. The observed length was 1-63, and in forty-five minutes further

decreased to 1-621, Afterwards it began to increase gradually; in five hours attaining

to 1-635, in seventeen more to 1-724, and after a further lapse of forty hours to 1-751.

These observations were at 7°-l. Then raising the temperature to 21°-6, the length was
reduced to 1-191; and on depressing it again to 7°-4, the length was further reduced to

1-181. Keeping the rubber at the same temperature it still continued to contract, and
in two hours its length was only 1-17. Then on raising the temperature to 23°, and
afterwards depressing it to 7°-2, the length was successively reduced to 1-161 and 1-141,

These and similar observations were continued for several days with like results, confirm-

ing my previous remarks, and also developing the curious fact, that when a piece of india^

rubber, which has been previously gradually lengthened by stretching, is shortened by
the temporary application of heat, the shortening effect continues to go on for somq time,

even if the rubber has been reduced to its previous temperature.

p 2
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40 Although my experiments, already detaUed, on the thermal effects of sttetching

JtrlLr were not, on account of the imperfect elasticity of that substance at low tern-

peratures, well calculated to give exact numerical results, the

from them is perfectly in accordance with Professor Thomson s formula where, m thi.

Stance a, the expansion, being negative, the result indicated is a rise of temperature on

the application of the tensile force.
. . r cA-mo fimp it has

41 When, by keeping india-rubber at rest at a low temperature or

become rigid, it ceases to be heated when stretched by a weight, and, on the ““““I; a

Lding elct takes place as in the metals and gutta percha. The expenment by w^ch

I ascertained this fact was made with a piece of india-rubber t o ™™
r this

had been exposed for several days to a temperature not ° f a,fl!.rion

state it was found that the application of a tensile force of 1 s pio uce ®

of 20’, indicating cold, and that a contrary deflection, mdicating heat, ™ P™™
.

•

removing the weight. After raising the temperature of the rubber to lb ,
the e as cut

of the rubber was restored, and the reverse phenomenon of heat on stretchmg pioduce ,

indicated by a deflection of 15'.
. i t- o rv-f thh

42. “rmlcmized" Indm-mbier.—l observed the principal physical chaiacteis of

substance before I was acquainted with Mr. Gouoh’s discovery of the properties of simp e

india-rubber, above noticed. The superior permanency of the elasticity of lubber

combination with sulphur, and its unimpaired existence at low temperatuies, len ei«

it better qualified for experiments in which accurate numerical results were esue .

43 I determined the specific heat of vulcanized india-rubber from portions ol tne

specimens used in the experiments about to he detailed. The method of mnxtures was

employed, a quantity in smaU bits being raised to a given temperatiue in a bath ol an,

and then plunged into a thin copper can partly filled with cold water. The result, lelia

to at least one-tenth of its amount, was 0’415.
^ ^ ^ , 90.05

44. The expansion hy heat was found by weighing in "vsater ^
^

^ non “or

below the maximum density. The result showed a cubical dilatation of O'OOOo.fi per

degree Centigrade, an expansion greater than that of any other so i ii ei o examii •

45 Mr. Godsh has stated that the specific gravity of mdia-rubber is increased
.

stretching it ;
and to this he attributes the heat thereby evolved. The expenment, how-

ever is a very delicate one, and it does not appear that this philosopher possessed he

mea’ns of arriving at a reliable result. My experience wnth vulcanized ”

leads me to doubt the accuracy of Mr. Gough’s conclusion. I weighed elastic b. s

alternately stretched and unstretclied in water. The result of the first series oi experi-

ments wal, that the bands unstretched had a specific granty -99600 1 but when puller

twice their natural length, -994641. The second series gave me for the specific giavity

of the unstretched bands -990918, but when pulled to two and a half times the natui.

length -988483. The same vulcanized india-rubber bands were used in both series, ami

the diminution of the specific grarity in the second series is owing to the constant loss

of sulphur taking place. On account, however, of the altemation ot the expeiinien s
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each series, this circumstance does not affect the conclusion that the action of tension on

a band of vulcanized india-rubber sensibly diminishes its specific gravity.

46.

In my experiments on the thermal effects of stretching vulcanized rubber, a piece

about fths of an inch square, and weighing 1452 grs. to the foot, was employed. The

upper end was made fast, and to the lower, weights could be applied and removed at

pleasure. A thermo-electric junction of thin copper and iron wires was inserted in a

slit made in the direction of the length of the thong and near its middle. Also pins

were stuck into the rubber at 4 inches distance from each other, in order to measure its

length under various tensile forces. The following is a Table of results :

—

Stretching

weight in

pounds.

Length of measured
part, under tensile

force, in inches.

Deflection of

thermo-multiplier.

Thermal effect

indicated by
the deflection.

0 4
O /

0
O

0

2 4-06 — 1*4 -0*003
4 4*12 -2 -0*004

7 4-3 — 2*4 -0*004
14 4-8 — 0*5 -0*001

21 5-21 7-9 0*014

28 5-87 29-1 0*053

35 6-6 51-9 0*095

42 7-25 1 15-7 0*137

49 7-75 1 39-3 0*180

47. The data for turning the deflections in the third column into the thermal

in the fourth, were obtained by immersing the rubber, to a point above the place

the thermo-electric junction was inserted, in water of different temperatures.

48. These experiments developed the following facts :—1st. That the effect of

on the weights was not sensibly different in quantity from the reverse effect of removing

them. 2nd. That with light weights and a low temperature there was a slight cooling

effect on the application of tensile force, which, first increasing with the weights laid on,

ultimately changed into a heating effect, increasing much more rapidly than the stretch-

ing weight.

49. The temperature of the thong during the experiments was 7°'8. I found that at

temperatm'es a few degrees higher, the reverse action with weak tensile forces did not

take place, but that there was, on the contrary, a very slight heating effect.

50. Professor Thomson suggesting to me that in those circumstances in which the

rubber was heated by being stretched, it would contract its length under tension when
its temperature was raised, I arranged the same piece with which the foregoing experi-

ments were made in the manner already described in the case of common india-rubber.

The method pursued was to observe the lengths at several temperatures successively

raised, and then at similar temperatures descending. The necessity for this arose from

the circumstance that a gradual elongation took place, particularly at the higher tem-

peratures, and by taking the mean of the ascending and descending Series, I hoped to

eliminate the error thus arising. I give the following experiments in the order in which

they were made :

—

effects

where

laying
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Tensile

force in

pounds.

14

Temperature
successively

raised.

Length
in inches.

Temperature
successively

lowered.

Length.
;

Mean tempe-
I rature of the

I
two series.

13-4 4-899 9-2 i 5-008
O

11-3

22-5 4-894 21-5
1

4-979 22

32 4-888 30-8 4-952 31-4

48-6 4-888 48-6

Mean
length.

4-953

4-936

4-920

4-888

Shortening

per degree

Cent, from 0^

51. The above results completely justify the anticipation of Professor Thomson, and.

as we shall presently see, afford a remarkable confirmation of his theory. Before, how-

ever, instituting a comparison between theory and experiment, it ^viU be pioper to

observe that the length of the rubber at the low temperatm-es beginnmg and endmg eac i

experiment show a gradual elongation. To this circumstance chiefly is it owing that so

considerable a shortening effect took place with 7 lbs. tension ;
for a tensile force o

14 lbs having been just previously tried, a certain amount of mcreased lengt o e

nature of set was produced, which being taken out by heatmg the rubber under less

tension, caused a greater apparent contraction by heat. On lowering the temperature

again, a small contraction took place, which, being corrected for the gradual elongation

of the rubber, gave me Wo 9 a® the expansion by heat under the tension of / bs.

52. The following Table gives the theoretical estimate, compai-ed with the experi-

mental result, for each additional tensile force of 7 lbs.
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Weight laid on
in pounds.

t

j' p-

e, or mean
expansion
by heat be-

tween per-

manent and
temporary
tension.

1

5

1—

)

W
or recipro-

cal of mean
weight per

Theoretical

result, or

product of

the pre-

ceding five

Experi-

mental re-

sult taken

from the

foregoing

Experi-

mental re-

sult cor-

rected for

elongation

of rubber

Permanent. Temporary.
foot. columns. Table.

by use.

0 7
281

1390
-7 + -i-

9009

1

•Us
1

1917
-6"002 -0-004 -6-004

7 14
281

1390
-7 1

5003

1

•415

1

•1759
+ 0-004 + 0-003 + 0-003

14 21
281

1390
-7

2435

I

•415

1

•1576 + 0-009 + 0-015 + 0-016

21 28
281

1390
-7 1

1360 •415

1

•1383 + 0-018 + 0-039 + 0-043

28 35
281

Tw -7 1

814

1

415
1

•1194 + 0-035 + 0-042 + 0-047

35 42
281

1390
-7 1

656

1

•415 ‘1031 + 0-050 + 0-042 + 0-050

0 42 + 0-114 + 0-137 + 0-155

53. In the last two columns of the above Table are recorded the actual quantities of

heat observed in the experiments given in (46), and the same corrected on account of

the thong not having then been so much stretched by use. I am of opinion, however,

that this circumstance would not cause any material difference in the thermal effect of a

given strain, and that therefore the last column but one is the proper one to compare

with theory, which it will be found to do quite as well as could have been expected.

54. After the experiment on the contraction by heat of the thong when it was

stretched by 42 lbs., I removed all the weights except 2 lbs., and then a day or two

afterwards observed as follows :

—

Temperature Temperature Contraction per Contraction per
successively Length. successively Length. degree of tem- degree of tem-

raised. lowered. perature raised. perature lowered.

0
-0-4 4-445 3°-2 4-236

25 4-339 26 4-251 !

12 12 ¥2Vo
50 4-26 50 4-26

55. It will be observed that the effect of a rise of temperature in the above experi-

ment was to take out the set which had been given to the thong by previous experiments

at higher tension. Afterwards, the effect of cooling, as shown in column 4, is a con-

traction so great, as to prove that the set continued to be taken out after the heat whicli

commenced its removal was withdrawn. That this was the case was proved by repeat-

ing the experiment several times, using the same weak tension of 2 lbs.
;
when the

lengths at 8°’ 8 and 52°' 8 were found to be 4'241 and 4’254 respectively, indicating an

expansion of only degree.

56. On removing all tensile force, and applying a moderate warmth, the thong
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returned to the same length it had at the commencement of my expei-iments 'inth it.

™ exactty^d mcheSr^
the thermal effects of stretching rulcanized india-rubber fm a

greater range of tensions. I inserted a reiy fine thermo-electnc junction into the biead

S relastic ring 2 inches in diameter and weighing 30 gi-ains. The ring, when pi^ed

sufficiently to make the two sides paraUel, became a double band 3-3 mches long, whnh

elongated further to 6'8 inches with a tension of 2i lbs. The res ts amre

as follow :—

-

Permanent weight

in pounds.

Length with

permanent weight

in inches.

Weight laid on in

addition to the

permanent weight.

0 3-3 2-5

2-5 6-8 2

4-5 11 2

6-5 14-8 2

8-5 17-8 2

10-5 18-9 2

12-5 19-7 2

14-5 20-5 4

18-5 21-1 2

20-5 21-7 4

24-5 22 4 band broke.

Length with the

additional weight.

Thermal effect

in

degree Centigrade.

6-8

10-9

14‘6

17-

2

18

-

5

19

-

4

20

-

1

20

-

9

21

-

3

22

Sum ,

0-110

0-242

0-330

0-132

0-088

0-068

0-004

0-001

0-009

0-044

1-028

58 The Table shows that the rise of temperature occasioned by stretching i-Jcaimed

indtrubber bands up to their breaking-point is about !» Centiginde, a quantity which

I regard as erring somewhat in deficiency, owing to the attenuation of ‘he band

high tension preventing the full communication of heat to the junction The therm

elct is evidently greatest when the rubber receives the greatest elongation by » addi-

flal werght. men the band was stretched to si. times its original eiigth Uttl

further elongation took place by increasing the tensile force, very httle theimal e e

being at the same time produced. I thought it possible thatm this case a small coo

effec? might emst, but after many trials did not succeed in findmg it, owing probabl)

frictional generation of heat near the hreaking-point.

59 Wood.—Tiie physical properties of this substance hare great m eies -om

valLTpplications toL wants and luxuries of mankhid. On making expei— n

the thermal effects of its extension and compression, I soon found anomalies wine

nducerme to investigate at some length its expansion by heat, its elasticity and

variations of these ai'islng from such modifying influences as teniperatui-e, moistiue.

‘Tq“”Tbe annai-atus I employed will be understood from the foUon-ing sketch, in

whffih fwotden rod is represented as passing through a glass tube, which agani

passes through a wide tube of gutta percha. This latter fits tightly at its lowei e

L the glass tube, which again is made tight to the wood by means of a piece of indi. -
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rubber tube. Mercury or water may be poured into the interstice between the glass

tube and the wooden rod, and so serve as the means of convection of heat from the

water with which the gutta-percha tube is filled. A stopcock

enables one to change this water when desired. The ends of

the rod are held by suitable clamps, which are attached, one to

a fii-m upper support, the other to a lever of which one extremity

has a knife-edge resting on a steel plate, and the other is fur-

nished with a micrometer consisting of a glass plate, divided into

2^ths of an inch, examined by a microscope. The weight of the

lever alone produced a tension of 35 lbs., which could be further

increased by the addition of weights. When a very weak tension

was desired, a lighter lever was employed.

61. Preliminary trials informed me of the time (never exceeding

five minutes) required to bring the rod sensibly to the temperature

of the water in the gutta-percha tube ;
I also found that the most

ready means of obtaining uniform temperature in this water was to

fill the tube twice, allowing a little intervening time. The obser-

vations of the micrometer were generally made at intervals of five

minutes; the first observation being at a low temperature, the

second at a high temperature, and the third at a low temperature again. The mean

of the first and third observations gave me the length at the low temperature, the differ-

ence between which and the length at the high temperature, gave me the expansion of

the rod. When a high tension was employed, gradual elongation frequently took place

for so long a time, that I did not wait till it had entirely ceased. The system of

observation employed was, however, such as prevented error arising from this circum-

stance ; and since the gradual elongation was more rapid as the temperature was raised,

the precaution was taken to expose the rod to the high temperature for the same

space of time immediately before and after each micrometer observation at the high

temperature.

62. Bay Wood.—The piece selected was well seasoned and very straight in the grain.

Its length was 46 ’63 inches; the part passing through the glass tube and exposed to

change of temperature measuring 33 inches. The diameter of the rod was fths of an

inch, and its weight, in the first instance, about 196 grains to the foot. Mercury poured

into the inner glass tube formed the means of conducting heat from the surrounding

water to the rod. The following Table contains the observed expansions after various

intervals of time :

—

Fig. 7.

f
P

MDCCCLIX. Q
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Interval of time between the
successive determinations.

Tension on the rod,

in pounds.

E.xpansion

per degree Centigrade.

A few hours
35 •000004612

Two or three days
435 •000005665

A few liours
35 •000004372

Two or three days
435 •000005685

A few hours
35 •000003952

•000004699Two or tiiree days
435

A few liours
35 •000004003
435 •000004850

Mean for 35 •000004235
Mean for 435 •000005225

63. The above experiments manifest most strikingly the effect of tension in increasing

the expansibility of wood, that with 435 lbs. being nearly one quarter greater than that

with only 36 lbs. The gradual diminution of the coefficient perplexed me a good deal

at first, particularly as the mercury in contact with the wood prevented the access of air

to its sides, but I was ultimately able to refer it to the gradual absorption of moisture

through the pores in the direction of the length of the rod.

64. The rod was now exposed to a tension of 435 lbs. for twenty-two days, at the end

of which time its expansion by heat was found to be ‘000004784. The weights were

then removed so as to reduce the tension to 35 lbs. After remaining two days in this

state, the first effect was found not to be expansion, but, on the contrary, a contraction

amounting to ‘000002408 per degree. Then the subsequent application of cold pro-

duced a contraction of ‘000005705. On raising the temperature again after an interval

of five minutes I found an expansion of ‘000002170, and then on cooling, a contraction

of ‘000005017. After twenty minutes I found that the expansibility by heat, indi-

cated by the mean effect of raising and depressing the temperature alternately, was

•000003*575.

65. From the above it appears that wood has to a certain extent the property pos-

sessed by india-rubber, of returning from a state of strain on the application of heat.

Mr. Hodgkinson has obsei’ved this property in iron ; I have noticed it in whalebone,

hail', leather, and to a slight extent in copper.

66. The increase of expansibility with tension suggested that the force of elasticity of

wood decreases with a rise of temperature. To try this I affixed a graduated glass plate

to the top of the glass tube (see fig. 7), while parallel and close to it another divided

glass plate was affixed to the wooden rod. The extension of the rod under various ten-

sile forces was thus read off by means of a microscope in -^oths of an inch and fractions

of the same appreciable to -^th of the actual divisions. The mean of several series of

trials gave me, at a low and high temperature, the following indications of the micro-

meter, with stretching weights increased by 100 lbs. at a time until 435 lbs., and then

decreased by the successive removal of the weights again.
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XensioD.

Micrometer observations,

the temperature of the
wood being 15'’‘99.

Micrometer observations,

the temperature of the

wood being 4r-7S.

35 0 0

135 4-199 4-381

235 8-539 8-914

335 12-890 13-415

435 17*135 17-743

335 12-830 13-392

235 8-579 8-968

135 4-373 4-602

35 0-231 0-268

67. IT'lSo—-^= 17'02, and 17-743—^= 17-609, which are therefore the elastic

strains in -j^ths of an inch, produced by a tension of 400 lbs. at the respective tem-

peratures 15°-99 and 41°-78, the length of the rod being 33 inches. These results,

reduced to unity of length and temperature, give the difference between -000099953

and -000103410, or -000003459, as the quantity by which the expansion by heat of

the wood ought to be increased by adding a tension of 400 lbs. Eeferring above, it

will be seen that this increment is actually only about -000001. I believe that two

caiLses are concerned in producing this discrepancy. In the first place, I have reason

to think that when tension is applied to wood and various other substances, a strain

takes place of the nature of set besides the true elastic strain, which set is almost in-

stantaneously taken out again on the removal of tlie tension ; also that this temporal-)

s<«t increases with the temperature. Secondly, I think that when the expansion by heat

of a body under tension is observed, the tendency of heat to take out set operating in a

contrar)- direction to the expansive action, causes a slight apparent diminution of the

latter. It will thus happen that the apparent decrease of elasticity by heat is greater

than the real, while the apparent increase of expansion by heat, in consequence of the

application of tension, is less than the real. These observations will be found to receive

further confirmation from the phenomena of the elasticity of moistened wood, and also

in the case of whalebone, a substance in which the characteristics of wood as regards

s*'t are very strongly developed.

68. VoL\vo\s modulus of elasticity, deduced from the above data in terms of the

length of a rod weighing one lb. to the foot, which would be extended by unity by the

tensile force of one lb., is 5539710 and 5354349 for the temperatures 15°-99 and 41°-78

respectively.

69. The same rorl of bay wood was now emjiloycd to determine the effects of hygro-

metric condition f)n its expansion and elasticity. Mercury or water was employed as

the medium for conducting heat between the gla.ss tube and the wood. When mercury

was employed, some inconvenience resulted from its entry into the pores of the wood,

ritimately I found that the heat was conveyed with sufficient rapidity when air only

r>ccupied the narrow space intervening between the glass and the wood.

q2
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Remarks.

Weight of

rod per

foot in

grains.

Medium of

communica-
tion of heat

between the

glass tube and

the rod.

Young’s modulus of

Limits of tempera- Linear expansion

Tension Iture between which or contraction ’

! one ID.

Moistened by immersion in

water a short time. Ex-

periment made half an

hour afterwards

Moistened further by im-'j

mersion under water I

forty hours. Experiment
j

made shortly afterwards J

Dried before a fire for \

twenty hours J

Immersed in alcohol for 1

two days J

After immersion for one

week in water, sp. gr.

being then 0'82

After it was kept warm be-

'

fore a fire for five days

in frosty weather it be-

came electrified on rub-

bing it with the hand,

and retained its charge

a long time

201

227

196

215

291

176

Mercury .

Mercury .

Mercury

Alcohol

Water ...

Mercury

' 42-27 and 15-2

42-3 and 16-01

gl-6 and 10-8

33 and 13-3

49-6 and 11-7

37-33 and 13-4

40-6 and 12-3

40-6 and 13-6

,
31-5 and 12-8

i 37-05 and 14-72

'39-3 and 12-7

1

36-5 and 13-5

•000002255 E.

•000004109 E.

0

•000000176 E.

•000000436 E.

•000001140 E.

•000004555 E.

•000005481 E.

•000002692 E.

000003000 E.

5721154 at 38-2

6O86956 at 12-4

7472530 at 13

•000000388 C. 5948141 at 10-4

•000000327 E. 5242724 at 37

39-3 and 11-7 -000004516 E. 7309582 at 13

70 Beal—My next experiments were on a rod of St. John s Pine, peifectlj free from

knot1 straigL in the^; ^ths of an inch, and the length snh-

jected to thermal influence 33 inches, as before.

Remarks as to the condition

of the wood.

Dried by remaining before a fire a few
|

Moistened by immersion for a few

hours in water

Boiled in water, and then left im-

1

mersed in cold water- some hours . .
. J

Left immersed in water three days \

longer J

Left several days longer immersed in \

water J

until it could be electrified by rub-

bing with the hand

Covered with pitch

Weight of

rod per

foot in

grains,

j

1

Proximate i

specific

gravity.

|

Medium of

communica-
tion of heat

between the

glass tube

and the rod.

Tension

in pounds.

Limits of tempera-

ture between which

the experiments

were made.

Linear coutrac-

ion or expansion

per degree

Centigrade.

1

f 35
O

41-7 and 13-43 •000004277 E.

132-4 1

Mercury ...

{ 235 41-5 and 15-41 •000004379 E.

172 •557 Water 35 48-7 and 15-36 •000000768 E.

J
35 41 and 12-78 •000000377 C.

241-2 •761 Water
j 35 24-5 and 12*98 •000000360 C.

272-4 •854 Water 35 48-7 and 14-62 •000000636 C.

r 12-7 and 2-7 ,-000000235 C.

, J
36-4 and 7’5 •000000260 C.'

303-6 Water ’40-8 and 28-8 1-000000088 E.

1
63-6 and 38-6 ;-000000446 E.

1

i

Air 35 37-16 and 11-57 •00000434.2 E.

141-8
1

I

1

Air 35 j32-2 and lO'Sci-000004030 E.

71. Deal mt across the gram.-Tlre specimens were cut at right angles to the pores

of the wood, but obliquely in respect to the concentric rings which indicate the gioiv i

of the tree. The length subjected to thermal influence was 12 inches.
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Remarks on the

condition of

the wood.

Dried before the fire

for several days un-

til it could be elec-

trified by rubbing

with the hand, and

retain the charge a

long time

Boiled in water a few 1

minutes, then left I

immersed in water
j

for one day j

Weight
of rod
per foot

ingrains.

Proximate
specific

gravity.

Medium of

communica-
tion of heat

between the

glass tube

and the rod.

Tension

in pounds.

Limits of tem-
perature between
which the expe-.

riments were
made.

Linear contrac-

tion or expansion

per degree

Centigrade.

Young’s modulus of

elasticity or length of

rod, 1 lb. per foot,

which would be
extended unity by

1 lb. tension.

lbs. oz. 0 0

204-2 •428 Mercury ...
f 4 5

\ 16 5

36-9 and 7-35

38-5 and 8-9

•000041666 E.

•000045928 E. 203732

593-2 1-122 Water
f 4 5

\ 4 5

33-1 and 4-38

52 and 6-1

•000004497 C.

•000006455 C.

72. The length of the wood saturated with water was 1'062 of its length in the dry

state. In the saturated condition it broke after a tension of 17^ lbs. had been applied

for half a minute. The specific gravity of the wood, considered apart from the air or

water absorbed, was found to be 1'506.

73. The following Table contains the results of experiments with a rod of deal, simi-

lar to the last, also cut across the grain ;

—

Remarks on the condition of

the wood.

Weight
of rod

per foot

in

grains.

Extreme
length

in

inches.

Medium of

communica-
tion of heat

between the

glass tube

and the rod.

Tension

in

pounds.

Limits of tempera-
ture between which
the experiments

were made.

Linear contrac-

tion or expansion

per degree Centi-

grade.

Young’s modulus
of elasticity or

length of rod,

weighing 1 lb. per

foot, which would
be extended unity

by 1 lb. tension.

Dried before a fire until it

could be electrified by fric-

tion

On immersion in water, the

wood absorbed in a few
minutes snfi[icient moisture

to make it weigh 243 grs.

per foot. Its length was
then 15'8

;
but after allow-

ing it to rest two hours its

length became 16-24, with-

out receiving any additional

waterin the interim. Twelve
hours afterwards its length

was 16-3, and its weight
per foot 228-2 grs

^

Further immersion in water .

Immersed several hours in

water; specific gravity then
was found to be -891

Boiled in the exhausted re-'

ceiver of an air-pump, and
afterwards left immersed in

water several hours
; sp. gr.

1-143

Dried a little by placing it a
'

short time before a fire ...

Dried still further -

193-5

228-2

270-5

446

573-4

434-4

444-0

358
370

15-625

16-3

16-594

16-625

16-7

16-63

16-63

16-62

16-62

Mercury

Mercury

Mercury

Mercury

Water ...

Air
Water ...

Air
Water ...

4-3

4-3

4-3

4-3

4-3

7-3

4-3

4-3

4-3

4-3

37-5 and 10-9

35-1 and 10-7

41-3 and 10-91

43-2 and 10-95

34-5 and 13-25

27-2 and 12-12

39-03 and 12-8

34-9 and 12-7

37-38 and 13-3

43-8 and 15

000042470 E,

000065153 E.

000000380 E

000005404 C.

000002201 C
000001105 C

000003159 E,

000001561 C.

000010390 E.

000001356 C.

188120

104600

60033

38257

296 18
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Table (continued).

Remarks on the condition of

the wood.

of rod

per foot

in

grains.

Dried still further 231*5

Water poured between the

glass tube and the rod.

Then after a short time . .

.

After ten mimites more had

elapsed

After another ten minutes . .

.

After another ten minutes ...

After another ten minutes ; I 272-3
sp. gr. ‘5646

Dried some hours in a mode- I

rately heated oven

Immersed in oil under the

exhausted receiver of an
J-

329
air-pump

Extreme
length

in

inches.

Medium of

communica-
tion of heat

between the

glass tube

and the rod.

Tension

in

pounds.

Limits of tempera-
j

ture between which

the experiments
|

were made.
!

r

Linear contrac-
j

tion or expansion

jer degree Centi-

grade.

rdung’s modulus,

of elasticity or

length of rod,

weigMng 1 lb. per

'oot, which would

)e extended unity

by 1 lb. tension.

16*48 Air 4*3 37*7 and 10*24 •000084212 E. 96170

Water ... 4*3 37*2 and 10*3 *000058836 E. 82430

Water ... 4*3 40*9 and 12*15 *000019457 E.

Water ... 4*3 37*6 and 12*3 *000004815 E.

Water ... 4*3 42 and 12*3 •000001017 c.

r Water ... 4*3 39*34 and 12*53 *000002951 C.

1 6*656
"[Air 4*3 37*5 and 9*7 *000000817 C.

15*55 Air ' 4*3 41*5 and 9‘77 •000038620 E

15*54

I

Air
1

4*3 38*8 and 10*6 •000043670 E 1

1

1

74. The specific gravity of the wood, considered apart from the aii or water in its

pores, was in the above specimen found to be 1-595.

75 The following are deductions from the above experiments : 1st. That tension

increases the expansibility of wood by heat. 2nd. The expansibility of dry wood cut

across the grain is about ten times as great as its expansibility when cut m the direction

of the grain. 3rd. The length of wood cut longitudinally is a little mm-eased b> the

absorption of water; but when cut crossways, a very great augmentation, as is well

known, takes place. 4th. When water is absorbed into the pores of wood cut longi-

tudinally its expansibility decreases, until ultimately it passes into contraction by lieat.

5th. When water is absorbed into the pores of wood cut across the gram, its expansibility

appears to increase in the first instance, then decreases until it changes mto contracUon,

which, after increasing with the absorption of water to a certain point, seems to dimmish

as the wood becomes completely saturated. 6 th. Cut lengthways, the elasticity o

appears to be lessened by the presence of water; when, however it is cut across the

grain, the effect of moisture is very greatly to impair the elastic force, -th. A shor

period of immersion enables wood cut crossways to take up sufficient water to make

it contract by heat; but, on the contrary, wet wood partially dried on the surface is

expanded by heat. So that we may have contraction or expansion of wood charge o

the same extent with water, according probably to peculiarities iii the distiibutioii o

the water among the pores. n .
•

76. When wet wood, cut across the grain, is dried, it gets shorter very gradiu y, m

consequence of a tendency to retain its former dimensions. The strain thus arising may

be removed by raising the temperature, which speedily reduces the wood to the leng h

due to its state of dryness. The same kind of effect takes place, but in the reverse
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order, in wood which is taking up water. It does not immediately assume the length

due to the state of hygrometry, but if heated the set is taken out, and the wood expands

to its proper length.

77. Inasmuch as at a certain degree of humidity wood contracts in every direction

with a rise of temperature, it might be inferred that on weighing it in water its specific

gravity would be found to increase on the elevation of temperature. Such, however, is

not the fact. A piece of saturated wood, being part of the specimen employed in the

last series of experiments, was found to weigh 392'6 grs. in air, 42'26 grs. in distilled

water at 0°, and 42 '01 grs. in distilled water at 8°. Hence the cubical expansion was

•0000892 per degree, but calculated on the wood considered apart from the water in its

pores, •000396. Therefore on raising the temperature a decrease of specific gravity

occm's simultaneously with a diminution in the external dimensions of the wood. This

can only take place in consequence of a contraction of the surfaces of the walls of the

cellular structure, while the actual bulk of the material of which they are composed is

increased, a certain minute quantity of water exuding at the same time.

78. The phenomenon in question is therefore, I believe, owing to capillary attrac-

tions, which, diminishing with elevation of temperature, has the effect of removing a

part of the swelled condition due to that action. Dr. Young has given -

5^-5 as the

descent of water in a narrow tube due to a rise of temperature of 1° Cent. The fraction

arrived at by M. C. Wolf is To apply the latter estimate to the foregoing-

results, we find from the last Table that between extreme dryness and perfect humidity

the wood increased in length from unity to 1’068. Hence, on the hypothesis that the

contraction by heat is owing to diminution of capillary attraction, it ought to be equal

to •0001293 minus the expansion in the dry condition. An examination of the fore-

going Tables will be found to afford ample support to this view.

79. Itatan Cane .—My observations of the expansion and elasticity of this substance

are comprised in the following Table. The length exposed to thermal influence was

33 inches.

Medium of Young’s modulus of

1

Remarks on the condition

Weight comraunica- Limits of tempera- Linear contrac- elasticity, or length of
of rod per tion of heat Tension in ture between which tion or expan- rod, weighing 1 lb. per

^

of the wood. foot in between the pounds. the experiments sion per degree foot, which would be
grains. glass tube and were made. Centigrade. extended unity by 1 lb.

i
the rod. tension.

i

r 1094242 at 10-6

Dried by placing it before a 1

fire for a short time ... J
150-2 Mercury ...

f 35

191

25-3 and 11-67

28-05 and 12-09

•000024750 E.

•000027000 E.
918179 at 34
956720 at 29

^ 1048546 at 12
Wettedbyimmersion under 1

water for a few hours... j
208 Water 35 26-6 and 11-04 •000001436 C.

Dried by exposure before a 1

fire for several hours ... J
145 Mercury ... 35 27^8 and 11-1 •000016740 E. 1214179 at 12

80.

The following are the results of my experiments on rose, vine, and poplar. These
Avere sprouts of recent growth, selected for their straightness. They were cut from
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the tree in November, directly before the experiments. I have also inserted m the Table

Kind of wood, &c.

Weight
of rod per

foot in

grains.

Medium of

communica-
tion of heat

between the

;lass tube and

the rod.

Tension in

pounds.

Rose wood in the green 1

171-6 Water
f 35

state, the bark not re-
j-

moved; sp. gr. '638 ... J

191

Vine in the green state, 1

bark not removed J

116 Water ...... 35

Poplar in the green state, \
bark not removed J

158-6 Water
r 35

\
40

Wheat-straw dried before 1

a fire J

14-8 Air 5-2

Wheat-straw moistened by 1

immersion in water ... }

38-1 Air 5-2

Yottn'g’s modulus of

Limits of tempera.
,

Linear expansion

ture between which or contraction rod, weighmg 1 lb.^ture ueivvcc
which would be :

Centigrade.
the experiments

were made. extended unity by 1 lb.!

tension.

46
42

and 14*53

and l6

28*6 and 11*3

23*2 and 10

39 and 9

33*4 and 11

•000000240 E.

•000001101 E.

•000002121 E.,

•000000773 C.

•000000037 E.

•000004865 E.

16-8 and 12-13 -000000329 0.

3520625

982978

81. Cane, like wood cut in tde direction oi gxaixi, o
. ^

consequence of being moistened. The expansion by heat bemg

time, it follows that the increment due to moisture is less when taken at a hi,h than

a low temperature. a r^ioet^ritv of

82. The following Table records my observations on the expansi .

paper, leather, and whalebone. The length exposed to thermal influence was oo

Remarks.

A strip of cardboard one-

third of an inch broad,

dried before a fire

A strip of cardboard one-

'

third of an inch broad,

moistened with water,

which increased its

length :5
:%th

A strip of cardboard one-^

third of an inch broad,

moistened still further,

which increased its

length still further.

wth.

Cowskin leather dried be-

1

fore a fire. A narrow strip J

Cowskin leather moistened \
with water J

Cowskin leather moistened 1

still further J

Whalebone, a strip one-

third of an inch broad.

Dry

Whalebone, a strip one-

third of an inch broad,

moistened with water . .

,

Veight

er foot

grains.

Medium of

communica-
tion of heat

between the

rlass tube and

he substance.

Tension in

pounds.

Limits of tempera-

ture between which

the experiments

were made.

linear expansion
^

per degree

Centigrade.

A'ousg’s modulus of

elasticity, or length,

veighing 1 lb. per foot,

which would be ex-

tended unity by 1 lb.

tension.

35 Air 5-2 39*4 and 9-4 •000015780

39-8 Air 5-2 40-3 and 11*5 •000026520
!

47 Air 5-2 39-45 and 12-2 •000028950

17-55 Air 5-2 27-77 and 11*5 •000038720 227586

19-95 Air 5-2 29 and 10-47 •000047116 167813

25-8 Air 5-2 24*25 and 9-75 •000054401 118642

r 35 24*4 and 9-27 •000052200
1 1176554 at 10°

60 Air {to 24*35 and 9"9 •000055020
J

71-8 Air 5-2 23*7 and 1

1

•000024270
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83. It will be observed that an increase in the expansibility by heat of paper and

leather was produced by moisture. It is probable, however, that had they been more

thoroughly saturated, the expansion would again diminish, as in the case of wood cut

across the grain, in which, although the expansibility in the first instance increased with

the application of moisture, it ultimately changed into contraction when the wood

became more completely saturated. I think that a cause tending to increase the expansi-

bility in consequence of the application of moisture exists in every case ; but that it is

modified, and in wood sometimes completely overcome, by the effect of decreased capil-

lary attraction with rise of temperature, to which I have already adverted,

84. Upon the facility with which hot moistened whalebone can be moulded into

form, and the permanency with which it keeps the shape in which it is cooled, much of

its use in the arts depends. When heat is applied to whalebone, thus cooled in a con-

strained state, it at once returns to its original shape. Even when cold moistened whale-

bone is strained, it returns almost immediately to its original dimensions on the appli-

cation of heat. The slip of moistened whalebone employed in the exj)eriments recorded

in the last Table, 46 inches long and weighing 71 '8 grains to the foot, became rapidly

stretched 7 inches longer by a tension of 64 lbs. Left to itself after the tensile force was

removed, it began to return gradually towards its original length, which however it at

once assumed on immersion in hot water.

86. The apparent elasticity of whalebone is always somewhat less than the real, owing

to the observed elongation, when tension is applied, consisting of a considerable amount
of set as well as of elastic strain. Also when the tensile- force is removed, the contrac-

tion which takes place consists of the return from set as well as of the elastic recoil.

The interesting phenomena connected with imperfect elasticity might, I think, be very

advantageously studied in this substance. The limits I had set myself did not, however,

allow me to do more than obtain the following determinations of its elasticity in the

dry state at two different temperatures, and with various intervals between the applica-

tion or removal of tension and the corresponding observations.

Time allowed to

elapse between laying

on or taking otf a
tensile force of 35 lbs.,

and making the ob-
servation of length.

Young’s modulus of apparent elasticity,

or length of rod, weighing 1 lb. per foot, which
would be extended unity by 1 lb. tension.

At At 30“-l.

15" 1176554 962450 1

30" 1147383 927100
1' 1119624 894545
2' 1080415

!

4' 1043860
15' 1028395
U 922481

86. Thermal effect of tension on Wood .—My first experiment was tried on a square rod
of straight-grained pine, dried, and weighing 132’4 grains to the foot. A thermo-electric

junction of thin copper and iron wires having been inserted into it, its upper extremity

MDCCCLIX. T?
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was clamped to a firm support, aud the
1°J

35 lbs. On applymg an addrtional tension of ^00^ ^
ther_ltiplier indicat^^^^^^^^^^ "^n of seveml trials gave me 9'-87, the

extent indicated the evolntio
• „ i-np iunction in water of various tern-

thermal value of which, determined by immersmg the jun
^.^1 with its

oi QRA Owine- to the large surface of the woon as couipciic

pexatures was -OlSel.
g

^ -e^ture of the surrounding atmosphere

capacity for heat, it was a
^
^ • n otcil T found in fact, that duimg

nearly three times as much as the quarter-inch m
'

thermal effect was

the time occupied by a swing of the nee e wz.
’ thermal effect.

:Sch,T5—erer^t conduction of a small

"tri" to a"i“e Itltlcres
“ L necessary to determine the spe-

•fie hea“ 0 te woTd in the condition it was in when used. This was done by rarsmg

:h"etatme:f a faggot of it in a bath of mercury, and ‘'^cn^^ ^rn

filled with mercury at the atmospheric temperature. The iaU ol tempeiatiue

forryyrl to >10 -3962 aud in that of dried hay wood, -o&b^.
r j

"“s T^ «^hermal effect of tension in the foregoing e.penment, derived

from'the above data and the expansion by heat at the mean tension, rs

1 1 - -

279-4 -200 i__ _J_w_L-^_.o°-02322.
H=y|^X -y- X 231053 -3962 ^ -0189

iOJ7V/

89. Bas lfood.-The rod I was driedjtil H

This, increased one pter, gives -0594 as the

-r
“ .. ..

wood, and its expansion by heat at the mean tension 2o5 lbs., is

> 1 v-^=-0°-06016.
196^ ^ -3582 ^ -01886

278 -400,
^""1390^

91 «. Johns Fine, mt aoross the ym».-This ^Pcc^cn wns dried slowly umiHt

became electrical by rubbing. A tensile force of 14 lbs. P'°^ce =i *

indicating a thermal effect of '00494. This, increased by one quarter, ,ir

cold produced by the tension. The theoretical result is

H= 276 —14
1390X

^ _1_ V y_J—= -0°-0093.
^ 23256 ^ -3962 -03214

92. Bay Wood saHraied with water.-Doe "P“ific ?|wvity onhis^specmen
^

it weighed 333 grains per foot, 167 grams being im i e w .

exper-^ents gave me -0073 of heat on applying a tension of 200 lbs., and
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likewise of heat, on removing the tensile force. There could be no doubt that in

this instance the imperfect elasticity of the moist wood caused a considerable quantity

of heat to be generated frictionally. It may therefore be safely concluded that the

thermal effect, considered apart from the result of friction, was, as in the case of india-

rubber, one of heat on the application of tension^ and cold on its removal. Its actual

value would be over-estimated by — ^^^^= 0°-0Q3, on account of the set communi-

cated by tension being always greater than that taken out when the tension is removed.

The approximate theoretical result is

H= 277

1390

-200X—p—

X

1 _ 1 _ 1

2000000 ^ 768 ^ -0476
“ 0°-0006.

93. For the sake of ready comparison I have collected in the following Table the

results of the foregoing experiments on the thermal effects of tension, placing by their

side the results of Professor Thomsojst’s theory.

Material. Experiment. Theory.

Theoretical thermal effect of
1 lb. tension on a prism

weighing 1 lb. to the foot,

at the temperature 0° Cent.

Iron — •115 —•no 1

Iron — 124 —•no 1 —-0000220
Iron — •101 —•107
Hard steel —•162 — •125 — •0000235

1
--0000168Cast iron —160 — •112

Cast iron — •148 —•115
Copper —174 — •154 — •0000355

1 —-0001847
Lead — •053 —•040
Lead — •076

-•028
—•055

Gutta percha —•031
1 --0000769

Gutta percha —•052 -•066
Vulcanized india-rubber -b-114 + •137

Pine wood —•017 —•023 — •0000021

Bay wood — •059 — •060 — •0000028

Pine, cross-erained -•006 — •009 —•0000213
Wet bay wood -f -003 + •001 + •00000015

On the Thermal Effects of Longitudinal Compression on Solids.

94. Wrought Iron.—A pillar 2 inches long and one-quarter of an inch in diameter

had a fine hole bored through it, in which a thermo-electric junction of fine copper and

iron wires was inserted, as described in § 18. It was placed under the lever which had

served for the tension experiments, the weight of which alone gave a pressure of 50 lbs.

When, in addition to this, a pressure of 1060 pounds was applied, a deflection of 2I'-3,

indicating heat, was produced; and a like deflection in the opposite direction, indicating-

cold, was produced by removing the pressing weight. The value of the deflection,

ascertained by immersing the pillar, in water of various temperatures, to within one-

eighth of an inch from the thermo-electric junction, was 0°T517. The theoretical result is

__ 28^
1390 ^

1060
X

1

81200

1

^• 1491
~ 0°-1645.

R 2

1
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96 My next experiment was n-ith a piUar of the same length, but hatf an inch m
^ ^ finfiOlh'? In nillars of ttiis and greater diameters the

diameter, using a pressure of 1060 lbs. in pmars oi
6

yyill.r in water

experiment to test the value of the deflections was made by plunging the pillar m .

wMohTose a little above the orifice in which the thermo-electric luncuon was msened.

Thus in the present instance I found the deflection of 8'-94 to mdicate a nse o p
-

rature equal to 0°-0S19. The theoretical result is

289 ^^10^ ^ 1

V—^ V— X -TTWi= 0°-039.
^ 81200^ ’ll

^ ‘632

96. Wishing to try higher pressm-es, I employed a very excellent

messure exerted by which I had ascertained by experiment as far as -000 lbs.

friction amounted to only one-seventh of the exerted force. By supply

thus indicated, I had a very convenient and tolerably acemate mode of

by simply placing weights on the handle of the pump. A pressure of 64o8 lbs. apphed

in this way. gave a deflection of 42' at the

40 yards, which deflection was found to mdicate a thermal effect of 0 2o44.

tical result is
i i

285-5 ^ ^0°-235.
^~T39d^ 1 ^ 81200^ -11

^ -632

97 Next I tried a pillar 2 inches long and 1 inch in diameter. hen a pressure of

1780 lbs. was applied to this by the lever, the needle was deflected 10-6, indicatmg

a rise of temperature of 0°-01803. The theoretical result is

1 1 1290-6 17^ ^^”1390 ^ 1 ^ 81200 ^

-

11
'^ 2-533

—= 0°-01642.

98. With the hydraulic press, pressures of 4154, 8762, and 20282 lbs produced

deflections of 9', 2T'6, and 1° 15'-3 respectively, indicating temperatures ot 0 Ooio.,

0’-07678, and 0°-2642. The theoretical results are

—

1390

289-8 _
1390

^

1

8762

81200^-11^2-533
= 0°-03822,

X 81200^ -11 ^ 2-533
= 0°-08063,

and
289-8 20282

h=t39oX-i-x
*

X — X -rv=0°T866.
81200^ -11 ^ 2-533

99 On applying a pressure of 47930 lbs., the pillar was squeezed to the lei^th of

1.88 in°h, g^ng^out'^about or nearly the thermal equivalent the work rims

done Then using the lighter pressure of 37744 pounds I obtained a deflection of - 6

,

indicating a thermal effect of 0°.442. The theoretical result is

290 3^ I_
^=1390^ 1 81200 ^ -11 ^ 2-694

= 0°-3266.

100. Cmt Iron.—^ pillar 2 inches long and one-quarter of an ineli in diameter being
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pressed by the lever to the extent of 730 lbs. produced a deflection of 41', which was

proved to indicate a rise of temperature equal to 0°’1123. The theoretical result is

287-6 730
^“1390^ 1 ^90139

1 _ 1 _ 1

^ 1 QS ^ -T•1198 ''•1281
= 0°'1091.

Another experiment, with 1010 lbs. pressure on another bar, gave a thermal eflect

of 0°*1667, theory giving

288-6 _
^~1390 ^

1010 _ 1 _ 1 _ 1

1 ^90139^ -1198^ -1346“
0°-1443.

101.

Pillar, 2 inches long and half inchin diameter. A pressure of 1060 lbs. applied

by the lever, produced a deflection of 6'-5, indicating a thermal effect of 0°-0454. The

theoretical result is

H= 285-3

1390

1060X—

X

1 1

90139^-1198
0°-0353.

102.

Using the hydraulic press, pressures of 1850, 4154, and 8762 lbs., produced

thermal effects of 0°-0822, 0°-1883, and 0°-3423 respectively. The theoretical results are

and

285-3 A850
1390 ^ 1

285-3 _ 4154

1390 ^ 1

285-3 8762

1390 ^ 1

_ 1 _ 1

^90139^-] 198

_ 1 1

^90139^-1198

1 _ 1

^90139^-1198

X:4y= 0»-0616 ,

x47=0°-1385,

X:^=0'’'292S.

Under a pressure of 20282 lbs. the pillar broke diagonally, the deflection of the needle

indicating an evolution of 4°-16.

103.

Pillar, 2 inches long, 1 inch in diameter. A pressure of 1781 lbs. applied by

the lever, gave a thermal effect of 0°-01365. The theory gives

H= 290-8

1390 X
1781 _ 1 _ 1

1 ^90139^-1198
1 _ 0°-01466.

Using the hydraulic press, pressures of 4154, 8762, and 20282 lbs. gave thermal effects

of 0°-0364, 0°-0511, and 0°-1463 respectively, the theoretical results being

TT—

—

^~1390^

TT_ 290
^~1390^

-.j 290
^“1390^

4154_ 1 _ 1 _ 1

1 ^ 90139 ^ -1198 ^ 2-352“

8762 _ 1 _ 1 1

1 ^20139^-1198^2-352“

20282 _ 1 1 _ 1

r~ ^ 90139 ^ -1198 ^ 2-352

0°-0341,

0°-0719,

= 0°-1666.

Under 47930 lbs. the pillar was squeezed to the length of 1-78 inch. Then with the

same pressure I obtained a thermal effect of 0°‘4708. The theoretical result is

290 47930H=139oX-i-X 90139 ^ -1198 ^ 2-6431
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104. Copper.-A piUar 2 inches long and one-qnarter of an inch in iametei, bemg

pressed by 717 lbs., gave a deflection of lO'-l, indicating a themal effect of 0 loo9.

The theoretical result is

292 m 1_ 1 ^_L-~0°-lo6.
1 ^58200^ -095 ^-1744

106 PUlar, 2 inches long and half an inch in diameter. A pressure of 132o lbs.

applied by the lever, pve a deflection of 30', indicating a nse tn temperatuie o.

0°-08316. The theoretical result is,

XT„W 13^
^"1390 ^ 1 ^58200

x_l-x-=^=0°-06972.^ -095 ^ -7207

Pressures of 1850 and 4164 lbs., communicated by the hydi-aulic press, produced deflec-

tions of 24'-l and 56', indicating temperatures of 0°-1182 and 0'>'2i4, respecme;.

The theoretical results are

292 1850, ,
1 .. 1 w ^ — n°.nQ74

1 ^58200 ^-095 ^-7207

and
292 4154

H=I390X—

X

v-^x—!-^=0°-2188.
58200 ^-095 ^'7207'

106. Pillar, 2 inches long and 1 inch in diameter. A pressure of 1792^1b^ commu-

nicated by the lever, gave a deflection of 9'-7, indicating a rise equal to 0 -0. > 8. Ihe

theoretical result is

= 0°-023.291-2^, 1792 —
^“"13^^ 1 ^58200 '^•095 ^2-953

Pressures of 4154, 8762, and 20282 lbs., communicated by the hydi-auhc press,

produced deflections of 10'-6, 33', and 1° 9', which were found to indicate elevations ot

temperature of 0°-0494, 0“-1538, and 0°-3216 respectively. The theory gives

^“1390^ 1
^

XT—
^“1390^^ 1

58200^ ’095 ^ 2*953
=:0°’05322,

and
291 20282

^”1390^ 1
^

58200

1

X 095 X;iAy=0“-1122,2-953

1

58200
-V— X—^=0°-26.

*095 ^2*953

A pressure of 57146 lbs. squeezed the pillar to the length of 1-32 inch. Then, when

the full amount of set had taken place, the application of the same wnight gave L A

of deflection, indicating a rise of temperature equal to 0°-643. The theoretical result is

57146
-r-r

291H= TT777aX X .X-L-XTT7r7=0°’4832.
VA .nQ(7 4*4'741390'^ 1 ''58200^^*095 ^4*474'

107. Lead.—

A

pillar, 2 inches long and half an inch in diameter, being pressed by the
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lever with a force of 350 pounds, produced a deflection of 12'
-4, indicating a rise of

temperature of 0°*0805. The theory gives

H:
292 350

1390 X-T-X 35100^ *0303 ^-8796X; r=0°-0786.

Pillar, 2 inches long and 1 inch in diameter. A weight of 1500 lbs. applied by the

lever, produced a deflection of 33', indicating a thermometric rise of 0°'0944. Theory

Drives in this case,
® „ 290 1500 1 1 1

^~1390^ 1 ^ 35100 ^-0303^ 3*717"^

4154 lbs. laid on by the hydraulic press, squeezed the pillar to the length of 1'8 inch.

Then, when this set was fully established, the same pressure gave a deflection of 41'-6,

indicating a temperature equal to 0°T835. The theoretical result is

1 1 1288-6 4154
li=T777^X—r-X >X:7TiU5XT-r^=0°-1964.1390 ''

1 ''35100'' -0303 ''4-13

108. Glass .—A cylindrical pillar of flint-glass, 10 inches long and i^ths of an inch in

diameter, had a thermo-electric junction of thin -wires tightly bound to its side by cotton

thread. A pressure of 900 lbs. applied by the lever, gave me a deflection of 10'-6, the

thermometric value of which, estimated by immersing the pillar above the junction in

water of various temperatures, proved to be 0°-01684. The theory gives

1

~^-19-
290-8 900

^“1390 ^ 1 ^ 124800

1 1

XttuX:9576' :0°-0083.

In another experiment I obtained a deflection of ll'-3, indicating a rise of 0°'01774

when a weight of 1622 lbs. was laid on by means of the lever. In this case the

theoretical result is

292 _ 1622

_

^“1390^ 1
^ 124800 X:19^*9576= 0°-015.

109. Wood .—A pillar of seasoned pine, 13 inches long and 1-4 inch in diameter, had

a junction of fine copper and iron -wires inserted into its centre. When 869 lbs. were laid

on this pillar, a deflection of 6'-05 occurred, which was found to indicate a rise of tem-

perature equal to 0°-0068. The theoretical result, taking my ovm results for expansion

and specific heat, is

290-4 869 1 1 1

^~1390 ^ 1 ^ 238000 ^-4 ^-311
“^

110. My next experiments were -with a 3-inch cube of pine, which, being furnished

with a junction of fine wires in its centre, had pressures of 4154 and 8762 lbs. applied

by the hydraulic apparatus. The deflections obtained were 3'- 8 and 5'-
9, indicating ther-

mal effects of 0°-0093 and 0°-0145. Theory gives in these cases.

and

290 4154
^“1390^ 1

^
1 _ 1 ..

238000^-4^

..T 290
^“1390^

8762 _ 1

1 ^ 238000 ^ *4
^

1

1
-766

“

1̂
-766

“

0°-00516,

0°-01088.
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111.

When the same block was pressed, in a direction perpendicular to the grain, with

a weight of 1792 lbs. communicated by the lever, a deflection of 37'-3 was produced;

but when the pressure was removed, the deflection in the reverse direction amounted onl%

to 31'-2. I believe that the excess in the result of pressure is owing to frictional evolution

of heat through the imperfect elasticity of wood cut crossways to the grain. The mean.

34'-25, represents a thermal efi'ect of 0°-0461. Theory gives

H= 288-6

1690
X

1792 1 1 1

1 ^ 20160 ^-4 ^ 1
-766

“" 0°-0261.

112. A second experiment gave a thermal efiect of 0°-016, the theoretical result being

0°-0264. In this latter experiment the position of the block was reversed. I attribute

the discordance between the two results to the difficulty I experienced in obtaining with

my lever apparatus a perfectly even distribution of pressure over so large a surface as 3

inches square.

113. On exposing the block, still crossways to the grain, to a greater pressui-e b)

means of the hydraulic press, I obtained a deflection of 40'-5, indicating a rise of 0 1

whenever a weight of 4154 lbs. was laid on, but observed no perceptible effect what-

ever when the pressure was removed. In this case the bulging of the wood under

pressure extended to about half an inch. It was evident that frictional heat incieased

to a great extent the thermal effect of pressure, and that a similar though smaller fl-ic-

tional effect diminished the cooling effect on removal of pressure. The theoretical

result, if bulging had not taken place, and supposing perfect elasticitj^ is

H= 290 4154
y ^ __L_ X A X -rf—= 0°-0609.
^ 1 ^ 20160^ -4 1*7661390

114.

Vulcanized India-rubher .—A pillar, 1*92 inch long, 1*22 inch in diameter, and

weighing 692 grains, had a thermo-electric junction of thin copper and non wires in-

serted into its centre. On applying pressure, the multiplier showed a rise of temperature,

and when the pressure was removed, a depression took place, sensibly equal to the pre-

vious rise. The following is a Table of the results :

—

Weight laid on the pillar,

in pounds.
Deflection.

Heat by laying on the weight,
^

or cold by removing it.

28
0 /

3 6-0058

33 3-7 0-0072

47 6-7 0-0131

62 16 0-0312

93 32 0-0625
I

124
i

1 4-3 0-1254
i

With the pressure of 124 lbs. the pillar was compressed to the length 1-05 inch, and

returned to 1*78 when the weight was removed.

115.

The expansion of the pillar by heat, in the direction in which the pressure was

applied, was found to be about^ per degree Cent. Hence the theoretical result for

a pressure of 124 lbs. would appear to be
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287 124 1 1 1

1390 1660 ^^ ^ *77
0°-05.

The excess of the actual result may be attributed to the central part, in which the junc-

tion was placed, bearing an undue share of pressure in consequence of the bulging of

the waist of the pillar.

116.

On examining the above Table, it will be remarked that the thermal effect

increases more rapidly than the pressure. This is owing partly to the influence of a rise

of temperature in increasing the elasticity of rubber under strain, to which we have

ah’eady alluded, and partly to the unequal distribution of pressure to which I have just

adverted. The longitudinal expansion of a pillar of vulcanized India rubber, 2-21 inches

long and 1'44 inch in diameter, under various pressures, was found to be

Pressure in pounds.

0

55

135

Expansion per degree Cent,

on the length under pressure.

1
5 7 00

1
3730
L_

2 2 2 8

117.

Being desirous of ascertaining the thermal effects of higher pressures, I made

the experiments tabulated below, on a pillar 1-7 inch long and 2-5 inches in diameter.

Pressure applied or

removed, in pounds.

Heat on applying

pressure, or cold on
removing it, in degrees

Centigrade.

Length of the pillar

when under pressure.

Length of the pillar

after the pressure was
removed.

70 0-011 1-7

113 0-015

134 0-029
162 0-036

242 0-052

275 0-078

386 0-114

547 0-130 1-43

1426 0-384 1-00

2742 0-750 •72

4058 0-885 -64

6692 1-192 -51 1-66

11958 1-463

22400 1-426 -36 1-68

118. After a few experiments with the last pressure the rubber burst, being ruptured

in a singularly symmetrical manner at the four quadrants of its circumference. Placed

in hot water, it almost immediately regained its original shape.

119. I have collected in the following Table the results of the foregoing experiments

on the thermal effects of pressing pillars. In reckoning the mean, the last result in each

of the series for wrought iron, cast iron, copper, and lead is rejected on account of having-

been obtained with a pressure nearly up to the limit of strength, and after the form and
structure of the pillar had been changed by the force to which it had been subjected.

MDCCCLIX. s
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Material.
\

\

Diameter of
|

Experimental Theoretical

pillar.
i

thermal effect. thermal effect.

inch.
j

0 _

f J. ' •152 •l64

1 '

•032 •039

_l
; •234 •235

1 1

•018 •016

Wrought iron
1 •032 •038

1 •076 •081

1 •264 •187

1 •442 •327

L.
Mean •115 •108

X •112 i •109
4
1 •167 •144
4
1 •045 •035
2

•082 •062

X •188 •139

X •342 •292

1

1

•014

•036

•015

•034

1 •051 •072

1
•146 •167

1 •471 •350
.

1

L IVTea.n •118 •107

!

1 X •136 •156
1

X •083 •070
,

X •118 •097

1
a

1

•275 •219

•028 •023

Copper < 1

1

•049

•154

•053

•112

1 •322 !
-260

1 •643
' -483

Mean •146 •124—
rl X •080 ! -079

1 1 ;
-094 •079 t

Lead 1
j

-183 •196
1

Mean 087 •079

i

V . _ - -

j

1

—
r _S_

1

-017 •008
i

1 0
•018 •015

I Mean •017 •on
^

!

fl 1*4 •007 •006

1

i 3 •009 •005

Wood < 3
•014 1 -Oil

1

Mean .! -010
1

j

-007

!-
r 3

1

-046

•016

•026

•026
!

Wood cut across the grain ! = i
-050 i

-061
;

I IVlpnm •037 •038

Vulcanized india-rubber ... ...|
1*22

'

-125 •050
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120. The above results, as in the case of the tension experiments, indicate a slight

excess of experiment over theory. I at first thought that this might be owing to the

diminution of elastic force by heat in metals, of which I had not taken account as in

wood, for in applying or removing tension the thermal efiect would be increased in con-

sequence of the increased expansion by heat in such a case. This cause would, however,

diminish the thermal effect of the application or removal of pressure. The discrepancy

must therefore be referred to experimental error, or to the incorrectness of the various

coefllcients which make up the theoretical results. Having, however, been led to be-

lieve that with a rise of temperature a certain change of elasticity takes place in metals,

although too minute to be appreciated in the foregoing results, I made some experiments

in which spirals weighted at one end were measured when exposed to cold air, and then

again after they had been heated in the atmosphere of an oven. In the latter case there

was considerable elongation, indicating, in the case of steel, a diminution of elasticity

amounting to -00041 per degree Centigrade, and in the case of copper, to -00047. After

I had made these experiments, I became acquainted with M. Kupffee’s valuable re-

searches on this subject, by which, using the method of vibrations, he finds the decre-

ment of elasticity per degree Centigrade in steel and copper to be -00047 and -00048

respectively.

121. Another source of error exists, which, although not of sufficient amount to make

a sensible alteration in the thermal effects of tension and pressure on metals, yet ought

not to be neglected in a complete view of the subject. Mr. Hodgkinson has long ago

shown that any force, however small, is able to produce a certain permanent deflection

in a bar, and that this deflection increases rapidly with the force which has produced it.

Professor Thomson has added the observation, that even after a metal has been exposed

to great tensile force, its elasticity is not thereby rendered perfect for smaller degrees of

stress. Thus he flnds that when weights are successively hung to a wire so as gradually

to increase its tension, and then successively removed, the wire never assumes immediately

its just length, but is always shorter during the putting on of the weights than during

their removal. Hence work is done on the wire which must necessarily evolve a certain

quantity of heat
;
and if, as is probable, a greater quantity of work is thus done whilst

the tensile force is being removed than whilst it is being applied, the result will be

that the cold of tension will not be diminished to the same extent as the heat, in con-

sequence of the removal of tension, will be increased, and so the mean thermal effect

will be increased. On the other hand, it is probable that in the act of compression less

work is done on the wire than during the removal of the compressing force, the result

being that the mean thermal effect of applying and removing the pressure is lessened.

The foregoing experiments do not afford sufficiently delicate tests to detect the excess-

ively minute quantities of heat developed frictionally in the above manner.

122.

Professor Thomson has pointed out that the dynamical theory of heat, with the

modification of Caenot’s principle introduced by himself and Clausius, show that “ if

s 2
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aspring be such that a slight elevation of temperature weakens it, and the foil strength

isr—d again with the primitive temperature, work done agamst that sprang by

beirding or working in whatever way must cause a cooling effect. e quantify o co

e^cted was excessively smaU, yet I hoped to measure it by taking the mean of a large

number of observations with the thermo-multiplier. I took a spual of tempeie s e

wire ith of an inch thick, of which each convolution was 1* mch in diametei and one

quarter of an inch distant from its neighbour. A thermo-electric junction was attached

to one of the convolutions, and means were provided to compress or extend the sp

^

at pleasure without approaching it. In the case of a spual stretched by a weight him,

to ft the application of heat causes, as we have seen, a considerable elongation, in con-

seqtncf of diminution of elasticity ;
but in the case of a sph-al compressed by a we^vh.

laid on the top of it, the effect of the same cause is to dimmish its length. Hence e

the pulling out or the compression of the spiral must cause the absorption of

the letum of the spiral to its normal state must be accompanied by the evolution of h

123 The above thermal effects of bending a spring are evidently proportional the

squfit ofthe pressing or tensile force; for if these be increased, the e astic spimg and

ralteration ff lenj^h by rise of temperature wiU be also ^ pui-

124. Having arranged the thermo-multiplier so as to give one srag m 30 I p

• follows • A weight of 7 lbs. was laid on the top of the ^punl

sued t e

^ ^ elapsed, the change in the position of the needle was

Lndmd such experiments were tried alternately. Afteixvai-ds I made another senes of

“ndred experiments, on the effect of stretching and removing the stretc ling foice

The results are placed in the following Table, in which the signs and - distmguis,

deflections indicating evolution and absorption of heat.
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Deflection in minutes by

compressing with 7 lbs.

Deflection on
removal of com-
pressing force.

Deflection in minutes

by stretching with a

force of 7 lbs.

Deflection on
removing the

tensile force.

-6 — 2 0 -4

+ 1 + 2 -4 — 2

— 1 — 2 — 8 — 1

— 1 0 -2 + 1

0 + 1 — 3 + 1

— 4 + 3 — 3 — 4

-6 -3 — 4 0

+ 6 0 -2 + 2

+ 2 + 1 -6 — 2

— 1 0 + 1 + 2

0 + 2 + 1 — 2

-3 — 1 0 — 3

— 1 0 + 1 — 4

— 4 0 0 -6
0 + 6 — 5 — 1

-3 — 1 — 1 + 4

0 0 — 2 — 1

-6 0 0 + 3

— 1 0 0 + 5

-3 — 1 + 4 + 3

! —3 + 5 -10 — 1

1

-4 -2 -4 + 7

+ 3 + 5 — 5 — 3

!

+3 + 3 - 5 + 4

1 —2 0 + 4 + 1 .

i
—1 + 4 -5 — 1

' 0 + 5 + 1 — 1

0 + 8 -6 + 3

;

+4 0 — 2 + 1

-2 -1 0 + 4

;

+2 + 4 — 3 + 1

;

-1 + 4 -3 + 3

+ 2 + 3 -2 + 1
!

—1 + G + 4 + 4

+ 2 + 6 + 2 + 4

-2 + 1 + 6 + 6

— 5 -2 + 3 + 7

— 2 + 1 -6 -1
i

^1 + 1 + 2 -1
i

— 3 -2 + 2 + 4
1

— 4 -3 0 + ^
i

— 4 + 2 -2 +-1
1

- 4 0 + 2 + 2

+ 1 1 +4 — 1 0

0 + 2 -2 + 2 :

0 + 6 -2
j

— 4 0
1

-1 0

0 + 4 + 1 + 3
i

— 7 — 1 — 1 -h2 :

-6 + 1 — 1 + 2
1

Mean — D4 -1-1-38 — 1-34 -f 0-88

125. The thermal value of 11° 6' deflection being foimd to be 1 '63 Cent., the above

deflections will indicate respectively '00343 cold, '00338 heat, '00328 cold, and '00215

heat, the average showing a quantitative thermal effect of 0°'00306. Using my own
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coefficient for the diminution of the elastic force of steel by rise of temperature. I find

for the theoretical result, in the case of compression,

H= 283 7 -1
1390^ 1 ^ 2379

and in the case of extension,

283 —7 1 1 1

^~l390^ T“ ^ 7500^-11 ^ -428“
0°-00403,

the results being necessarily the same in both cases. The deficiency of the actual result

is not great, and is on the side of the probable error, in consequence of the unaroidable

loss of a portion of the thermal effect by conduction from the junction.

126. Thus even in the above delicate case is the formula of Professor Thomso> com-

pletely verified. The mathematical investigation of the thermo-elastic qualities of

metals has enabled my illustrious friend to predict with certainty a whole class

interesting phenomena. To him especially do we owe the important advance which has

been recently made to a new era in the history of science, when the famous philoso-

phical system of Bacon will be to a great extent superseded, and when, instead ot

arriving at discovery by induction from experiment, we shall obtam our largest acces-

sions of new facts by reasoning deductively from fundamental principles.
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INDEX.

Capillary attraction, decrease of, by beat, causes contraction of tbe linear dimensions of wet wood, 77, 78.

Cast iron and steel, extensive range of thermo-electric intensities in varieties of, 13-15.

Compression, thermal effects of, in iron, 94-99
;
cast iron, 100-103

;
copper, 104-106

;
lead, 107

;
glass, 108 ;

wood, 109-113
;
vulcanized india-rubber, 114-117.

Elasticfluids, four hypothetical views concerning, 1.

Elasticity of india-rubber increased by heat, 33-38
;
of wood and metals decreased by heat, 66, 120

;
per-

fect in no case, 121.

Expcmsion hy heat of gutta percha, 32 ;
of vulcanized india-rubber, 44 ;

of wood, 60-81.

Gutta percha, specific heat of, 32 ;
expansion by heat, 32.

India-ruhler, physical properties of, 33, 34 ;
its elasticity increased by heat, 38, 50, 116 ;

vulcanized ditto,

its expansion by heat, 44
;
its specific heat, 43 ;

its specific gravity diminished by stretching, 45.

Leather, expansion of, by heat, 82 ;
elasticity of, 82.

Paper, expansion by heat of, 82.

Ratan cane, expansion of, by heat, 79 ;
elasticity of, 79.

Set, of materials, taken out by heat, 38, 55, 56, 65, 76, 84, 118
;
peculiar effects of, 67, 85.

Specifle gravity of wood, 72, 74.

Specifle heat of cast iron, 26 ;
gutta percha, 32 ;

vulcanized india-rubber, 48 ;
wood, 87.

Spring, thermal effects of compressing or extending spiral, 1, 2-5, 122-125.

Tension, thermal effects of, in iron, 20-24; steel, 25; cast iron, 26; copper, 28; lead, 30; gutta percha, 31;

india-rubber, 35, 41 ;
vulcanized ditto, 46-52, 57, 58 ;

wood, 86-92.

Thermo-electric intensities, table of, 16.

Thermo-multiplier, vacuum, 6-12,

Time required by all substances to assume a new dimension, 39, 85, 121.

Whalebone, expansion by heat of, 82
;
properties of, 84 ;

elasticity of, at different temperatures, 85.

Wood, its linear expansion or contraction by heat, 60-81
;

its expansion by heat increased by tension, 63,

75 ;
its elasticity decreased by heat, 66, 68 ;

its expansion by heat decreased by moisture, 69-81
;

its

specific gravity, 72, 74 ;
its specific heat, 87 ;

its expansion by heat considered apart from the water in

its pores, 77.
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VI. On the Thermal Effects of Compressing Fluids. By J. P. Joule, LL.B., F.B.S.,

F.C.S., Hon. Mem. Phil. Soc. Cambridge., Vice-President of the Lit. and Phil. Soc.

Manchester, Corresp. Mem. R.A. Sc. Turin, &c.

Eeceived October 9,—-Bead November 25, 1858.

Peofessoe William Thomson has published* a theoretical investigation of the subject

of the present paper, in which he arrives at the formula 6= j£, where 6 is the increase

of temperature, T the temperature from absolute zero, e the expansibility by heat, p the

pressure in pounds on the square foot, J the mechanical equivalent of the thermal unit

in foot-pounds, and K the capacity for heat in pounds of water, of a cubic foot of the

fluid employed. He has also given a Table of theoretical results for the compression of

water and mercury. The investigation being established on the basis of well-ascertained

principles and facts, the correctness of the Table could not be reasonably doubted.

Nevertheless, believing that an experimental inquiry would be interesting if not im-

portant, I have ventured to oflfer the following to the notice of the Royal Society.

The only previous experiments on the subject of which I am aware are those of

M. Regnault. To his memoir on the Compressibihty of Liquids, he appends a notef

on the heat disengaged by the compression of water. The method employed by this

celebrated physicist, though less delicate, is similar to that which I have adopted. One
set of the junctions of a thermo-electric pile was placed in a copper vessel filled with

water, to which a pressure of ten atmospheres could be instantaneously communicated
by means of a reservoir of compressed air. The ^-th of a degree Centigrade could be
detected by his thermo-multipher. Nevertheless the conclusion arrived at was the

negative one, that “ the heat disengaged by a sudden pressure of ten atmospheres on
water is unable to raise its temperature g^th of a degree Centigrade.”

In the absence of any statement to the contrary, we may consider that the tempera-
ture of the water compressed by Regnault was not above an ordinary one of the atmo-
sphere, say 18° Centigrade. Thomson’s formula gives a thermal effect of 0°-013 for a

pressure of ten atmospheres at this temperature; and therefore the conclusion of

Regnault above cited is strictly correct : indeed it is so as regards any temperature
below 30°. It is to be regretted that he did not pursue his experiments a little further,

for had he done so he would without fail have solved this, as he has done so many other
more ditficult problems, by showing the minute but nevertheless appreciable thermal

* Proceedings of the Eoyal Society, June 18, 1857, vol. viii. No. 27, p. 566.

t M^inoires de I’Acaddmie Boyale des Sciences, xxi. p. 462.
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effect which actuaUy takes place at aU temperatures but that of ma^um or minimum

The^ apparatus I employed consisted of a strong vessel

4 inches in diameter. This vessel was connected at the upper

li inch internal diameter, furnished with a piston, by means of which the leq

pCt could be laid on or taken off at pleasure. A

Ld copper wires was placed in the centre of the copper vessel, the onfee through

PP
j . . tifrlit hv means of a plug of gutta percha. The outer jimction

it was passed being made tight by means oi a pi g g i

thprmo-

was imLrsed in a bath of water, and the induced currents were measmed by the thermo

multiplier in vacuo, described in my former paper.

The method employed was alternately to lay on and remove weights from piston

and"o TxamL the consequent deflection of the needle of the midtipher, fr-om which, b

means of data derived from experiments made from time to time to *®“
of deflection arising from a change of temperature of the outer junction,

p'fFppf sQiifflit' could, b© r©^dily d.©d.iic6d.*"
fold that the needle took rather more than half a minute to assume a nev

deflection. I therefore fixed upon 40" as the time allowed to ®1“P-

tion or removal of pressure and the thermo-electnc observation. It was at first sus^

that the small cooling effect in consequence of the dilatation of the copper v

internal pressure might interfere with the effect sought for; but it found on

ttt a sumI application of heat to the outside of the copper vessel did not ^uslbll

afect the temperltare of the central part of the liquid in which the jimction was piling

^

Itil In interval of time had elapsed equal to twice that occupied by a sivmg of the

needle Tills source of error was therefore disregarded.

Itolhe; possible source of error occurred to me. Was the thermo-electnc relation cl

the metals employed to form the junction sensibly altered by the mtiuence o prebsu
^

.

Thomson has lown that such an alteration in the metals copper and iron accompames

the temporary strain produced by longitudinal tension*.
dhe^^ir

is however very minute, and, in the case of pressure uniformly applied m eieij toect

:,!:rv:e are Lw considering, is probably far too smaU to be apprema ed by the m «

delicate tests However, I made an attempt to ascertain whether it existed, by apply! ,,

pressure when the temperatui-e of the outer junction was widely difterent fi-om that o

thnrer the needle of the multiplier being kept in range by means of a contiolln g

magnet
’

It was then found that the effect of pressure remamed the same as be oie. ai

Thmefore the conclusion was necessarily arrived at, that the effect

applied, in altering the thermo-electric relation of the metals, w-as, if it existed at all.

* Pliilosopliical Transactions, 1856, p. ‘ H-
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the needle. To settle this point a long series of experiments was made, in which the

deflections after 40" were alternately observed with deflections after three minutes. It

was found that in the latter case the amount of deflection was one-tenth more than in

the former ;
and therefore, in my experiments with this fluid, the deflections, observed

at intervals of 40", were increased one-tenth, as will be observed in the sequel.

As it was not convenient to apply a manometer to the apparatus during the experi-

ments, I afterwards ascertained the pressure I had employed, by means of the indications

of a carefully graduated air-gauge, when the piston was pressed down with the same

weights I had employed in the experiments. The pressures thus obtained were nearly

the same as those estimated from the weights laid on the piston, a small allowance being-

made for friction. The pressure given in the Table is that of the fluid after the weight

had been laid on half a minute, minus the residuary pressure arising from friction of the

piston after the weight was removed.

Table I.—Experiments on the Heat evolved by the Compression of Water.

Tempera-
ture in

degree

Centigrade.

t.

Expansibility by
heat per degree

Centigrade.

e.

O

1-2 — -000042

5 -000016

11-69 -000112

11-69 -000112

18 -000185

18-76 -000193

30 -000300

31-37 -000303

40-4 -000396

Pressure

in pounds
on the

;square foot.

! P-

Capacity

for heat of

a cubic foot

of liquid.

K.

53634

53634

53634

53634

53634

53634

536.34

33117

33117

62-43
I

62-45

62-45

62

I

-45
I

62-41 I

62-41

62-29

62-29
I

62-14

L

L

Deflections of the needle,

each the mean of ten

observations.

- 5-2

- 4-5

2-6

12

15

f-qj-kan

Mean

5-8/

Mean — 4-85

Mean 14-2

9-8

17-2U
20-9 /

‘

14-3fl

20-6

19-0J
3-6q

5-7 ^Mean

22-oi

22-

9 ^Mean

23-

8J

9-65

19*05

17-75

4-17

17-6

22-90

Value of

deflections.

596=1-03

596= 1-03

596= 1-03

596=1-03

890=1-46

1454= 2-58

204= 2-66

554=1-24

69:4= 1*36

Experimental
thermal effect.

-0-0083

0-0044

0-0244

0-0166

0-0312

0-0315

0-0544

0-0394

0-0450

Theoretical

effect, or

(273+t)ep

JK

-0-0071

0-0027

0-0197

0-0197

0-0333

0-0347

0-0563

0'035.3

0-0476
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Tempera-
ture ill

degree

Centigrade.

t.

Expansibility by

heat per degree

Centigi’ade.

e.

Pressure

in pounds
on the

square foot.

P-

Capacity

for heat of

a cubic foot

of the oil,

in pounds
of water.

K.

Deflections of fhe needle,

each the mean of ten

observations.

Value of the

deflections.

16 •0007582 16777 29-83
1

32-31
32-5

Mean 32*4 95o'= 2-11

17-29 •0007582 33117 29-83
1

64-31
66*0

. Mean 65-15 867= 2-04

16-27 •0007582 53634 29-83
1

108-7'

109*3.
? Mean 109 950= 2-11

Experimental Theoretical

,
thermal effect

increased

bv one-tenth.

effect, or

373- ftp

JK

0-0792 0-0886

0-1686 0-1758

0-2663 0-2837

The specific heat of the oil was found by the method of mixtures to be 0 o o a

16--5, Its expansion, determined by the weight of a volumenometer RUed with it at

various temperatures, proved to be -0007582 at 2r-3. Its specific graw^' at 0

0-915. It was important to ascertain its specific heat and expansion at a tempe

near that which it had in the experiments, because, though quite transparent, it ecame

considerably more fluid when the temperature was much raised Such a ^adnal c ange

of state in any viscous substance is accompanied by the absorption of latent heat and

an increase in the rate of expansion, which are greatest at the temperatiu-e at which the

change of state is most rapid.
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VII. On the Stratifications in Electrical Discharges^ as observed in Torricellian and other

Vacua.—Second Communication. By John P. Gassiot, V.P.R.S.

Eeceived December 9, 1858,—Eead January 13, 1859.

60. In my former communication I stated that I had obtained several vacua tubes from

M. Geisslee of Bonn ; shortly afterwards I had the pleasure of a visit from M. Pluckee,

the distinguished Professor of Physics in that University, when I ascertained that the

experiments to which I referred as having been made in Germany, had been made by

that gentleman in vacua-tubes constructed by M. Geisslee.

During Professor Pluckee’s visit to this country, I witnessed, in the laboratory of the

Koyal Institution, his experiments on the action of a powerful electro-magnet on the

negative luminous discharges from an inductive coil, which discharges in vacuo., under

the influence of the magnet, “coincide in their direction with magnetic curves*;” this

phenomenon is very clearly shown in Geisslee’s tubes, in which the wires are herme-

tically sealed at the extreme ends, projecting in a straight direction along the tube.

Through the kindness of Mr. J. J. Geipfin, I had the opportunity of experimenting with

upwards of sixty of Geisslee’s vacua-tubes, in which many beautiful and novel results

are produced
; in some, for several seconds after the discharges had ceased, the tubes

remained throughout their entire length highly phosphorescent. I have not been able to

ascertain with accuracy what is the gas, which, however attenuated, must remain in each

tube
; but from most of them being constructed of a varied form, the discharge presents

in the several portions of the same tube an entirely difierent appearance, not only in

colour, but also in the form of the stratiflcations.

61. As I was desirous, dmlng the progress of the experimental research I had entered

on, to know the exact conditions under which each vacuum was obtained, and found, by
comparison, that there was some uncertainty in the description of those I had received

from M, Geisslee, I reluctantly laid them aside, and for all the experiments I have to

describe in this communication, each tube was charged and exhausted by myself or in

my presence. The tubes were constructed by M. Casella, and marked with consecutive

numbers, a note being taken of each as it was finally sealed; considerably above 100
were prepared, the major part similar in their form to those described in my former-

paper f; some of these, during experiment, were broken or otherwise destroyed, but

* A translation of Professor PiitioKEE’s paper “ On the Action of the Magnet upon the Electrical Dis-
charge in Earefied Gases,” has since been published in the Philosophical Magazine for August 1858.

t Philosophical Transactions, 1858, PI. I. fig. 3.
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those that remain are as they were originally hermetically sealed. To
^

luld in several instances he nearly a repetition, altho^h I use some of the ongm

“r^ht“H;CX;e:t -ena, denote, n.e.

etherise described, that previous to

‘t;“^ef
either with air, hydrogen, oxygen, or mtrogen. The wete t

good air-pump; another supply of air
e introduction of

exhausted; this was generaUy repeated two or three beioie

the mercury; any residue remaining after the tubes had been &aUy exhanste

Torricellian vacuum would necessarily be mercurial vapour plus the remams of an

the ffas with which the tube had been originally filled.

tL greater intensity of the discharge from the outer teirnmal of an mduction cod.

rentes it advisable if not indispensable in many experiments that this P<>“ ^o

be noted; I had intended to apply the terms inductnc and inducteous (first usrf

bv Fakaday in 1838), the former to the outer and the latter to e inner,

wL this might leO to some misconception, in the present communication I use

the teLs outer or inner fodtive, outer or inner negative, to denote the condition of the

and reciprocating feto^cs.-These terms

of the discharge from an induction coil, when taken in vacua-tubes P“
,

dls^Lge the needle of a galvanometer placed in the cfrcuit will he deflected ;
and th

stratifications in the vacuum-tube wUl be also deflected by, and have a tendency to rota

a whole round, the pole of u magnet.
^ , .

In a reciprocating dischai'ge, the needle of the galvanometer placed m ^c^
not deflected- such discharge in the vacuum-tube, whether stratified or other-wise ^1

bfdivided by’a magnet, similar to the discharge when taken fr-om a single te^Kb*)’

wl"always reciprocating, as is also the discharge under certain conditions to be

described, where both wires of a vacuum-tube are attached to the termmals of the induc-

"T^thr following experiments, unless when other-wise expressed, one ivii-e m the

vac—be was bonneted with the outer and the other with the inner teimmal ot

the coil.

Clmracter of tU Stratified Discharge under different conditions of rarefied Medta,

63 If the tube is filled with dry hydrogen, and the discharge from the induction t

be made in the usual manner, no trace of the discharge (the wui-es being “

the tube beyond the striking distance in air) ivill be observed until the gas is laiefi

1 1—pump. The discharge fii.t appears as a wavy line of bluish-grey colour ;
on

1—gTheUaustion by die air-pump, assisting the raiefaction by gently heating.
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the tube becomes filled with a luminous discharge to within about one inch of the

negative wire ;
the stratifications appear gradually increasing in width, as the vacuum

becomes more perfect ; and if care is taken to continue the pumping, so as to prevent

air being introduced, the tube can be sealed without the stratifications showing the

slightest appearance of any redness. Dr. Feankland subsequently suggested to me a

mode of exhausting these tubes, which efiectually prevents a possibility of the intro-

duction of any air.

64. In a vacuum-tube exhausted by the air-pump alone I have not been able to

observe any approach to the cloud-liko stratifications which are always to be obtained in

good Ton-icellian vacua. That they evidently do not depend either on the mercury or

the tube being free from dirt, but are dependent on the perfection of the vacuum

and the total absence of all trace of moisture, is evident ; as in one instance the cloud-

like stratifications were very distinct at the first discharge, although in the tube the

mercury was very dirty, attaching itself in black patches on the sides ; the dark band

was nearly 10 inches in length while the mercury covered the negative wire. In another

instance, during the process of the withdrawal of the mercury from a long tube, the

discharges from the induction coil were continued, the "wire in the upper portion being

positive and the mercury negative ; as the mercury descended the stratifications assumed

the cloud-like appearance, each nearly one inch in length ;
on examining the tube traces

of moisture were observable adhering to the sides near the negative wire ; as soon as

the mercury descended sufficiently down the tube, so as to expose the moisture to the

vacuum, the cloud-like stratifications instantly changed to narrow bands. This tube was

38 inches in length, and the wires 32 inches apart, the internal diameter being about

one inch; the proportion of moisture to the total capacity of the tube must conse-

quently have been very minute.

65. Whenever a perceptible although minute residue of the gas or air remains in

a Torricellian vacuum-tube, the stratifications are narrow and close ; and if further

portions of air or of gas are subsequently introduced, the stratifications gradually

close until the discharge assumes the usual appearance of the aurora, as when taken

in an air-pump vacuum from the electric machine. In the best Torricellian vacua

which I have been enabled to obtain, the stratifications invariably assume the character

of a distinct and clearly defined cloud-like discharge ; these stratifications are generally

more clearly defined towards the negative terminal, close to the dark band, than nearer

to the positive.

66. If care be taken in the preparation of Torricellian vacuum-tubes by Mr. Welsh’s

process*, it is immaterial whether the original air-pump vacuum be from air or from

either of the gases I have enumerated (62) ;
the last trace of air or gas being by this

process sealed off in the bulb, the discharge in the mercurial vacua will invariably pre-

sent the cloud-like stratifications. If any appreciable trace of air or gas was permitted

to remain, I always found, if air, the stratifications had a red tinge, which by degrees

* Philosophical Transactions, 1856, p. 507.

u2
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gave a bluish grey. In some instances oxygen gave the reddish tinge, in others gi-ey.

similar to hydi'ogen. This apparent anomaly I subsequently ascertained arose from the

impurity of the oxygen.

67. If the extremity of a vacuum-tube is presented to the prime conductor ol an elec-

tric machine, or to one of the terminals of an induction coil, a spark can be taken and

the glass will be perforated. The perforation is extremely minute, but sufficient under

the pressure on the vacuum to admit air or gas ;
but so slowly does the gas or am enter,

that the experimentalist is enabled to note the gradual change which takes place diuing

the progress of the discharges of the induction coil; the change (depending on the size

of the perforation) sometimes occupied two or three hours. The extremity of a vacuum-

tube after perforation was connected by means of tight-fitting gutta percha tubmg to a

glass cylinder containing fused chloride of calcium, through which am, hydi'ogen, oxygen,

or nitrogen was permitted to pass into the vacuum ;
the result of many repeated experi-

ments showed that with hydrogen or oxygen no change in the colour takes place ;
with

air or nitrogen the colour of the stratifications changes from bluish grey to a fawn, and

ultimately to a deep red tinge ;
and during this addition of gas or am, the cloud-like

stratifications gradually close, becoming narrower and naiTower untfr they are entirely

destroyed, passing to a mere luminosity filling the entme tube, and finally mto the

wave discharge.

Condition of Discho/rge ot Negative Terminal.

68. In some instances several seconds elapsed, during which the induction coil was in

action before any luminous effect could be produced in the tube, the ffist lummous

discharge filling the entire tube without any stratifications, the negative wm-e bemg

surrounded with a brilliant Uue phosphorescence ; if the discharges ai-e now contmued

for a few seconds, the cloud-like stratifications appear gradually becommg clear, and

distinctly separated, leaving the dark band near the negative terminal 3 to 6 niches

in length. At this time, and before any black deposit from the negative platmum ume

(which now becomes intensely red) is deposited on the glass, a brilliant white lummous

discharge (which for the sake of reference 1 name the White-tongue Dischai-ge) is lasibie

close to the negative wire; this tongue has a tendency to rotate round the pole ot a

magnet, and consequently assumes the appearance of being repelled or attracted as eao.i

pole is alternately presented ;
while a long brilliant phosphorescent dischai-ge, proceednig

from the upper part of the negative terminal towards the positive, is also similar y

attracted or repelled by the magnet. This phosphorescent discharge can by manipula-

tion be contracted or expanded by a magnet in a remarkable degree (for distinction

name this the Blue-tongue Discharge).

If the north pole of a magnet is placed close to the negative uire, and o\ ei the ue

tongue discharge, the discharge will be elongated and repeUed, the end thereof bein

forced on the opposite side of the tube, illuminating the portion on winch it impingt

with a brilliant phosphorescent blue light.

rjj

CjQ
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If the south pole be presented the discharge will be contracted, impinging on and

brilliantly illuminating the portion of the tube round the negative wire.

69. In the apparatus* (Plate IX. fig. 7 of my last paper), when one wire is positive

and the mercury negative, if the vibrating hammer of the induction coil be pressed by

the finger so as to ensm’e a sudden disruption, the redness on the surface of the mercury

instantly disappears, an intense white glow being substituted, while the dark band is

nearly fiUed with stratifications. On carefully examining the discharge when in this

state, it will be observed that on pressing the contact-breaker so as to ensure a more

sudden disruption, the stratifications which now fill the space previously occupied by

the dark band appear also to emanate from the surface of the mercury. If a portion

of air awgw of the capacity of the tube be introduced, the stratifications assume a reddish

tinge, and this redness increases as air is added, the redness on the surface of the

mercury disappearing; if the discharges are taken from wire to wire on the intro-

duction of a minute quantity of air, the negative wire loses its red glow and becomes

intensely blue.

70. I have alluded to a remarkable phosphorescent blue tongue discharge from the

negative wire (68), and stated that this discharge is strongly affected by the magnet.

While experimenting with many of the vacuum-tubes, I observed that this peculiar

form of the discharge was always more distinct when the stratifications assumed the

cloud-hke appearance already described. When the stratifications are narrow and close

this blue discharge is scarcely visible, although traces of it can sometimes be brought

out by a magnet. In vacua which show narrow stratifications, fluorescence pervades the

tube equally in all parts ; but when the stratifications assume the cloud in a distinct

form, the fluorescence is almost entirely conflned to the portion of the tube near the

negative wire. In my fii’st experiments it appeared doubtful whether this blue tongue
discharge might not be due to the reflexion on the sides of the glass, from the white-

tongue discharge already described
; but the result of many experiments made under a

variety of conditions, lead me to the conclusion that it is a distinct phenomenon, having
the appearance of being due to a force or action emanating from the negative terminal.

71. In one tube (Hyd. Merc. Vacuum, No. 47) the white tongue was peculiarly di-

stinct, and the blue very brilliant and clear : in this tube the stratifications were much
separated, exhibiting the large and long clouds from the positive terminal, to within
four inches of the negative. The phosphorescence in the glass did not appear in any
part except close to the negative wire, where it was very brilliant, illuminating that
end of the tube with a deep blue colour. If during the discharges a horseshoe magnet
is placed under the negative wire, the stratifications are brought down towards the
magnet, and the white tongue is strongly deflected

; on moving the magnet across the
tube, the tongue is attracted or repelled according to the pole which is presented

; while
the blue discharge around the negative, although attracted and repelled, is so, compara-
tively with the white, in a far less degree.

* Philosophical Transactions, 1858, Part I. PL I. fig. 7.
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72 Fig. 1 represents a tube 22 inches long, If inch internal diameter

.

the wires a, 5 are 19 inches apart; sufficient mercury remains in the tube

to corer the lower wire, and in this manner one termmal is a wu-e ot

platinum and the other a surface of mercniT- The tube when used m

suspended by a string. In this apparatus, with a smgle ceU of the mtnc

acid battery, particularly clear and distinct large cloud discha^es are

obtained, leaving a dark band of 14 to 15 inches m length. IVTien a

magnet is presented a little above the surface of the mercury, which m

this apparatus 1 always made the negative terminal, the blue-tongue

discharge is produced in a most brilliant and beautiful manner, while

at the same time the cloud-like stratifications from the positive

brought down the tube. By manipulating with a magnet, the h ue

tongue can be made to extend up the tube, illuminating the side of the

glass wherever it impinges with the phosphorescent blue rays. In tffis

tube the vapour of mercury rises very rapidly; condensing on the sides

of the glass, the condensation can be easily removed by the liqind

mercury. In this tube, moreover, the redness does not appear on t e

surface of the negative mercury, which is covered with a bright lambent

73. Fig. 2 is another form of a vacuum-tube, 10 inches long, 1 inch

internal diameter, in which each of the platinum wil-es a and i can be

covered with mercuiy, so as to permit the surface of the metal to be

used for both terminals at the same time. With

one terminal of mercury and the other of wire,

the white-tongue discharge is very distinct, and

either with this arrangement or with both termi-

nals of mercury, the blue phosphorescent dis-

charge from the negative is shown in a very

marked manner. When a horseshoe magnet is
, ,i + oGnr.' nve

presented towards the cloud-like stratifications in this tube fce

attracted towards the magnet when the latter is approached m one

repelled when presented in another. I shall, in the coui-se of this commimr ation ha«

occasion to refer to the form which this peculiar discharge assumes when the shape

the negative terminal is altered.
j i

74 I have already stated (68) that in some instances several seconds elapsed du ^

which discharges were made without producing any luminous

ultimately appearing when the discharges had been further continued. The fo

experiment shows, that with the wire terminals the stratifications aie much

by the particular state of the negative terminal, while that of the positive oes no

fiuence them. Fig. 3. In this tube four whes, n, o', h i' are hermetically

«' were alternately attached to the positive termmal of the coil, and I, I to

Eig. 2.
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The discharges, whether from a or a! to h or b’, were at first luminous, filling the whole

tube without stratifications. On the discharges being continued from a io b for a few

Eig. 3.

seconds, the stratifications appeared of the cloud-like form, increasing in brilliancy, and

leaving a dark negative band 3^ inches in length. The positive terminal of the coil was

then attached to a', and the discharge taken from a! io b; there was no alteration in the

character of the stratifications; they remained as in the last experiment, clear and

distinct. The negative terminal wire of the coil was then removed from b to b', the dis-

charge (luminosity without stratifications filling the entire tube) returned ; the positive

terminal wire of the coil was then removed from a to a'., with the same result.

The apparatus was allowed to remain in this state for one hour, when the experiment

was repeated with the same result. On continuing the discharge from a! to b', the

stratifications appeared, and the tube now remains in this state. If b and b are con-

nected together by a wire so as to form one negative terminal, the stratifications are

clearer and better defined than when the discharge is made to either separately, but

there is not any increase or alteration if the a a! are connected. From these experi-

ments it would appear that with platinum terminals the character of the stratifications

is much modified by the altered condition of the negative wire, which it undergoes

shortly after the discharges take place.

Stratified Dischargefrom both Terminals.

75. On one occasion I obtained a result, which, although as yet I have not been able

to repeat with other tubes, yet with our present imperfect knowledge of the causes of

the stratifications, may be worth recording. The following is an extract of a note taken

at the time :

—

In a short tube, 10 inches long. No. 13, the discharge presented the cloud-like strati-

fications. From the long time this tube had been used, and the direction of the dis-

charges having been often altered, much metallic deposit had taken place at both termi-

nals. In this state one end of the tube was perforated by an electrical spark while

connected with the coil ; as the discharges were continued, the stratifications gradually

assumed greater distinctness, at first with a light fawn, and then of a slightly red colour,

but they did not alter in their shape : after one hour the discharges were discontinued,

and again renewed in about thirty minutes, when I observed that the red colour had

increased, but the size of the stratifications remained unaltered. The discharges were

further continued for about thirty minutes : during the whole of this experiment only

one cell of the battery had been used. On trying the effect of ten cells, I observed two
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distinct series of stratifications, one from each terminal, separated in the centre of the

tube by a dark band of about inch. In this state the tube rras sealed, and remained

for several days, during which time I repeatedly obtained the same double set of strati-

fications. Unfortunately, on one occasion I continued the discharges too long : one of

the wires became heated and the tube fractured.

Injhence of Temperature.

76. If the heat from the flame of a spirit-lamp is applied along one side of a Torricel-

lian vacuum-tube in which the stratifications are naiTow and close, that side of the tube

aids the transmission of the discharge which now leaves the cooler for the heated side,

the stratifications becoming clearer and wider apart. If a section of the tube is equally

heated, that section will exhibit the stratifications much wider apai't than the portion

which has not been heated, where they appear to collapse ;
as the tube returns to its

normal state of temperature, the stratifications throughout resume their original figure.

If heat is applied to a section of a tube which exhibits the cloud-like stratifications, they

lose their clear distinctness, becoming confused and intermingled ;
in this state the black

from the negative wire appears to be more freely deposited; and when the flame of a

spirit-lamp surrounds the negative wire, distinct discharges can be heard inside the tube

near the negative, but none from the positive.

77. Through the kindness of Dr. Faeaday, to whom I am much indebted for sug-

gestions, advice, and personal assistance in the progress of these researches, I had the

opportunity of making the following experiments in the laboratory of the Koyal Institu-

Eig. I.

tion :

—

Fig. 4 represents an air Torricellian vacuum, the

tube being bent in the form of the figure, 10 inches

in length, and about I inch internal diameter. This

tube was placed in a mixture of ice and salt, without

altering the form of the stratifications, which were

of the cloud-like character. It was then placed in

a bath of ether, which, by solid carbonic acid, was

gradually cooled to about -100»; all trace of the stratifications disappeared, the tube

being filled with a luminous discharge, the negative wire no longer exhibiting the re

<r

f
a-S

c,

glow.

78.

Fig. 5 represents a tube of the same dimen- Eig. 5.

sions, with sufficient mercury to cover both wes.

In this tube the stratifications are narrow, but very

clear and distinct ;
the centre of the tube was placed

in the ether bath, leaving the ends and both wires

exposed, the mercury remaining in the bend of the ^
tube. The mercury soon froze, and the stratifications underwent considerable alterations.

particularly near the positive terminal, where they were much mder apart ;
over the sur ace
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Eig. 6.

of the mercury they appeared very briUiant from reflexion. The mercury was then

allowed slowly to liquefy, and the position of the tube reversed, so as to permit the

mercury to cover both wires, the larger end of the tube was heated by the spirit-lamp

until the mercury boiled, passing over to and condensing at the other end. The strati-

fications entirely disappeared, the discharge passing in a direct line along the tube, and

illuminating in its passage the lower side.

79. In the case of the tube represented in fig. 1, 1 have stated that with one cell of the

nitric acid battery the discharges show two or three broad and distinct

clouds (72); and if a magnet is brought near the negative mercury,

eight or ten additional cloud-like stratifications are brought out equally

clear and defined. In experimenting with this tube, I suspended it, as

before, with a strong loop
;
in this manner it hangs freely in the air,

the platinum wires being connected to the induction coil in the usual

manner by helices of thin copper wire. The lower end of this tube was

inserted in a glass vessel (fig. 6) containing ether to which a quantity

of sohd carbonic acid was from time to time added
;
owing to the large

mass of mercury, some time elapsed before the metal froze
; when the

temperature of the ether was reduced to — 85° Fahe., discharges from

the induction coil being made, the stratifications were no longer visible,

but a small luminous spot remained at the end of the positive terminal.

On presenting the north pole of a magnet on one side of this luminous

spot, or the south pole on the other, another luminous spot was visible,

and on drawing the magnet down the tube the stratifications came out,

but not so clearly separated as before. The blue negative discharge

was perceptible, but not so defined as when the tube is in its normal

state of temperature. The interior of the tube was progressively lumi-

nous from the negative mercurial terminal, the luminosity decreasing

in intensity towards the positive wire. On removing the ether-bath, the

mercury gradually liquefied; the temperature rose, and at -1-20° Fahk.

the stratifications reappeared.

80. Fig. 7 represents a tube similar in form to fig. 4, but having, as in fig. 2, sufficient

mercury to cover both wires. In this tube the cloud-like stratifications are very clearly

defined. The white tongue, when the negative wire

is exposed, is also very distinct, as is also the blue from

the negative wire. Two glass vessels, containing ether,

were placed so as to receive the two ends of the tube,

the wires being covered with the mercury
; solid

carbonic acid was applied as before, the mercury in

both ends quickly froze ; on trying the temperature,

one end indicated — 98° and the other — 102° Fahe.; the surfaces of the mercury, in

the act of cooling, assumed a concave form, that at a being more depressed than that

MDCCCLIX. X

Eig. 7.
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at b ; the negative terminal a, from its form concentrating the blue-tongue dischar,,e on

the upper surface of the tube, where it impinged, foiming an oval-shaped spot remar -

ably rich in the fluorescent blue rays. This iUummated spot could be lepelle oi

attracted, concentrated or difSlsed, according to the direction m which the magnet was

presented. On removing the ether from a, and aUowing the mercuiT to liquefy, a

tremulous motion was purposely imparted to the mercury, while at I it remamed i^d

when kept frozen. By these means a vibrating or oscillating motion was impaite to

the blue-tongue discharge, as it impinged on the glass; this discharge appealing as a

focus of light, its form being regulated by that which the negative termmal—
81. From these experiments in temperatures through a range of upwaids ot i

Fahe., I obtained the following results ;— , i j

In a Torricellian vacuum which gave good clouddike stratifications, no change co^d

be observed when the temperature was lowered to fi-
32°

;
but at a temperatme of

all traces of stratifications were destroyed, and in this state the red or heated appearance

of the negative wire disappeared, the discharge filHng the entne vacuum with a u te

luminous glow ;
on the temperature being raised by the application of heat to the mer-

cury, the stratifications reappeared. When the mercury was boiled, mdicatmg heat ol

upwards +600°, the stratifications were all destroyed, but in this case the dischaige

passed along the mercury as it condensed in the cooler portion of the tube. ^^Tien t le

mercury was frozen the stratifications disappeared, and the discharge did not illumiiiate

the entire length of the tube, but merely the terminals ;
in this state, when a horseshoe

magnet was brought near the tube, the cloud-like stratifications immediately appeared

from the positive wire very distinct and large, but not so clearly separated as when the

tube was at its normal temperature.

On Vacua free from Vapour of Mercury.

82. I was desirous to obtain a vacuum, if possible, more perfect, and particulaih one

free from any trace of mercury. In those with which I had to this time expenmenteL

.

I believe the only medium remaining in the tube was mercurial vapoiu’, oi la abcei

tained that the slightest trace of air altered the colour of the stratifications, and oiim

by using the process suggested by Mr. Welsh, I had obtained precisely the same le&v t

whether the tubes were previously filled with air, hydrogen, or oxygen. In t le expeii

ments hitherto described in this, as well as in my former communication, I had obtained

the best results by filling carefully prepared glass tubes with pure mercury, and t ms

forming good Tonicellian vacua. Such vacua necessarily contain mercury in a state o

vapour, and I assumed that the stratifications observable when electrical discharges are

taken in such vacua, were “ probably due to the pulsations or impulses of a force acting

on this highly attenuated but resisting medium In a perfect vacuum all the e ect ue

to such assumed resistance ought to be removed, and I anticipated that the discharge

would either not pass from wire to wire, or it might pass in some other form t lan t la

* Philosopliical Transactions, Part I. p. Ifi 18o8.
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which has been hitherto observed. To test this opinion, I endeavoured to obtain a

vacuum with fusible metal instead of mercmy, but I could not succeed in getting it free

from the presence of air, which was denoted by the colour of the discharge (66). I also

prepared apparatus for a tin vacuum ;
but as similar difficulty would have occurred in this

as with fusible metal, I laid the apparatus aside, and endeavoured to obtain a vacuum

by insertmg sodium in a closed glass vessel, previously charging it with pure oxygen ;
the

stratified discharge was very clear, but the sodium as it melted adhering to the sides of

the glass in irregular masses, conducted the discharge from the different surfaces, and

the form of the stratifications was rendered so irregular that the results in this respect

were unsatisfactory ;
I however succeeded in obtaining sufficient evidence to convince me

that with better arrangements, sodium, and probably potassium with oxygen, will pro-

duce vacua which cannot fail to exhibit the stratified discharge with great brilliancy, and

possibly by this process even a still more perfect vacuum may be obtained.

Carionic-acid Vacua*.

83. The experiments I now proceed to describe were made in glass tubes, many of

wffiich were of similar form and dimensions to those I had used with mercury, but the

vacua were obtained by an entirely different process. In the preparation of these I am

indebted to Dr. Feaxkland, who not only suggested and explained to me the process to

be adopted, but kindly devoted much of his valuable time to the superintending many

of the experiments, which were made in his laboratory at St. Bartholomew s Hospital.

Fig. 8, Plate IX. represents a tube in which the platinum wires a and h are hermetically

sealed
;
in the narrow’ portion A, one or two sticks of caustic potash are inserted, one

end of the tube being connected by means of gutta-percha tubing to a vessel in wffiich

pure carbonic acid gas is generated ;
the other end passes through a tight-fitting collar

into a vessel containing a little mercury under a receiver attached to the plate of a good

au’-pump. A portion of the air is first expelled by the rush of the carbonic acid
;
after

this the passage of the gas is stopped at B, and the tube is exhausted by means of the

air-pump. The mercury (M) acting as a valve, prevents any risk of air entering into the

tube ; the process is repeated two or three times, when, if the discharge from the induc-

tion apparatus is found to be entirely free from any trace of redness, it may be assumed

that all the air has been expelled, and the tube can be then prepared for sealing.

When it is full of the gas, the glass is sealed at B. The tube is again exhausted to

the utmost limit of the capability of the pump, and finally sealed at C. The apparatus

is now ready for experiment.

84. In carbonic-acid vacua obtained by this process, the discharge from an induction

coil is at first in a wave line, strongly affected by the magnet or by the hand when

placed on the tube
; in this state the discharge does not generally present the stratified

appearance, or if present the stratifications are only near the positive terminal ;
some-

times in the course of a few minutes, but often not until several days have elapsed, the

* Dr. Andbews of Belfast was, I believe, the first to describe a method of obtaining carbonic acid vacua

in the receiver of an air-pump (Philosophical Magazine, Eebruary 1852, p. lOl).

X 2
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stratified discharge becomes visible, and as the cai-bonic acid is absorbed by the potash,

the stratifications gradually appear more clearly defined. I have obtained clearly de-

fined stratifications when a little moisture was perceptible in the tube, this moisture

probably assisting the absorption of the carbonic acid by the caustic potas^a , as the

stratifications gradually become more distinct and diiided, they assume a conical form,

and lastly the cloud-like appearance (64) of the best mercurial vacua ;
after this, under

some conditions, the stratified appearance of the discharge will enthely cease, the

whole length of the tube being filled with faint luminosity; when in this state, if the

outside of the tube is touched by the finger, pungent electrical discharges arise, and

sparks one-eighth of an inch in length can be elicited. On testing this discharge b) a

magnet, it will divide in a similar manner to the discharge when taken from a single

wire ; on continuing the discharges, the peculiar blue phosphorescence previously noticed

at the negative (68) is often perceivable at both terminals (87) ;
and when m this state, if

a galvanometer is introduced in the circuit, the needle is not deflected, proving that the

discharge is not continuous but reciprocating ;
but if during the discharges the potash

in the tube is heated, the stratifications become perceptible, and the needle of the

galvanometer will be deflected, showing that a continuous discharge is now present : this

experiment is fully described in another part of this paper (88).

85. I have often found it difficult, and at times impracticable, to obtain precisely

the same results in carbonic-acid vacua ;
they are probably modified, not only by the

relative purity of the gas and of the potash, but also by the quantity of moisture.

When the gas was passed through chloride of calcium or through strong sulphuric acid,

the stratifications appeared more quickly. When moisture had been puiposel) added,

as by placing a piece of asbestos moistened with boiled distilled water within the tube,

the cloud-like stratifications were not obtained, although the stratifications of the conical

form were remarkably clear : in a vacuum-tube thus prepared. No. 61, the caustic potash

remains in the centre, the asbestos being placed in the narrow end; the potash has

absorbed the moisture, leaving the asbestos to all appearance perfectly dry. The potash

in this tube has been repeatedly heated; when heat is applied the stratifications at first

become clearer; they gradually lose the conical form and become nai-rovv. As the

heat continues, all trace of stratifications or discharges over the potash is destroyed, that

portion nearest the negative is blackened (possibly by carbon being evolved). If the

tube is permitted to cool, the stratifications gradually reappear, until they resume their

normal state ;
on carefully examining the potash, a minute hole is observable in the end

of it nearest the positive wire, apparently showing a dhection of force in the discharge.

On Non-conducting Vacua.

86. I have stated that under certain conditions the stratifications entirely disappeared,

and as this result is, I believe, new, and has been confirmed by three separate experi-

ments, I will briefly describe two as they are entered in my note-book. On the 12th ot

June, two tubes were prepared in the laboratory ot St. Bartholomew s Hospital; in each,

exclusive of the caustic potash, some fused chloride of calcium was introduced ;
m addi-
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tion to these, in one tube, No. 66, small crystals of Sulphite were placed, and in the other.

No. 67, pieces of Selenium. The tubes were then charged with carbonic acid, and

exhausted as before. No. 66, on the 21st of June, showed clear narrow stratifications,

the potash was then heated; on the 26th the stratifications had increased, assuming the

conical form, clear and defined
;
some of the sulphur was melted, condensing at each end

of the tube ;
as it cooled the stratifications which had been destroyed reassumed their

conical form. The stratifications improved very slowly, and on the 14th of July they

assumed the large cloud-like appearance, similar to those of the mercury vacuum (63).

The caustic potash was then again heated, and the stratifications became very narrow

;

from this time they gradually improved, and on the 28th, on trying the discharge, I

found that it no longer passed. The potash was then heated and the discharges con-

tinued, the tube shortly became illuminated ;
this was followed by large cloud-like strati-

fications, then by the conical and narrow; on allowing the potash to cool, the tube

resumed its insulating state.

87. Selenium, No. 67.—From the 12th to the 19th of June the discharge was a wave

line
;
on the 20th the potash was heated; on the 22nd stratifications appeared of a greenish

tinge, inclined to the conical form; from the 23rd to the 28th they assumed the cloud-

like character; on the 28th the selenium was melted
;
the stratifications were then of a

reddish tinge, but they remained nearly of the same form, the vapour of the selenium con-

densing very quickly in the cooler portions of the tube. On the 6th of July the end of

the tube was placed in a freezing mixture, and the tube was heated in order to free the

sides thereof from a quantity of selenium which had deposited and thus obscured the

view of the discharge. On the following day (7th July) the discharge illuminated the

tube without stratification, and on grasping the tube with the hand both wires were

surrounded with the intense blue discharge (84), which, under ordinary conditions, only

appears at the negative. On the 11th of July, on heating the caustic potash, the blue

phosphorescence at the positive wire was destroyed, and the cloud-like stratifications

reappeared. This tube was subsequently placed aside, after having been heated two or

three times, for a month, when, on trying the discharge on the 4th of October, I ascer-

tained that the discharge no longer passed, the vapour which had evolved by heating the

caustic potash having been again absorbed.

88. When a vacuum-tube is in a state to show the stratified discharge, it is so good a

conductor that sparks from the outer terminal of the induction coil will pass to one of

its wires (the other being attached to the inner terminal) one inch in length through air

;

but when no signs of a luminous discharge can be observed through the tube, or merely

faint luminosity without stratifications, the spark is scarcely visible, although it will pass

from the outer terminal of the coil through air to a wire attached to a glass rod, or to

one insulated by shell-lac, showing that a vacuum-tube in this state is a more perfect

insulator of the electrical discharge than air. The following experiment will perhaps be

considered as conclusive as to vacua under this condition insulating the discharge.

Fig. 9 represents two tubes and a galvanometer attached to the induction coil C.
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A, carbonic acid vacuum-tube, similar to the sulphur or selenium one (86, 87) , B, va-

cuum-tube (which shows stratification when discharges are passed); G, a delicate

Fig. 9.

galvanometer placed at a sufficient distance to preclude any action on the needle from

the iron core in the induction coil. If discharges from the induction coil C are now

made, there will not be a trace of any luminous discharge in A; in B, the stratified

discharges are reciprocating, and, when tested by a magnet, will be found to divide;

they are merely discharges from the terminal of the coil to which one of the wires is

attached, the needle of the galvanometer remains stationary.

If in this state heat is applied to (CP) the caustic potash in A, in a few seconds the

stratified discharges will be visible
;
the needle of the galvanometer will be deflected,

and the stratifications in B will at the same time assume the usual appearance of the

conductive discharge,

Vacua4uhes ^^repared with Arsenious Acid, Bromine^ Iodine^ PentacMoride of Ajitirnony.

Bichloride and Bisulphide of Carbon.

89. Aesenious acid, No. 68.—A few crystals being first introduced Avith some caustic

potash and chloride of calcium, the arsenious acid being kept separate, the tube was

charged with carbonic acid gas and exhausted as before (83) ;
the discharge at fii’st

appeared in the form of a wave line of a greenish tinge ;
the potash being heated, in a

ferv days the discharge assumed a tendency to the cloud-like stratifications ; the arse-

nious acid was then heated, the stratifications immediately narrownd, a biiUiant lumi-

nous wave discharge passing through them from wire to Aidre ; for about tlmee months

a gradual change took place, until the discharge again assumed the cloud-like, stratified

appearance ; on heating the potash, the stratifications suddenly became clear and defined

Avith a greenish tinge, showing remarkably brilliant bands.

90. Beomine, No. 69.—The bromine was inserted in a small glass bulb, and placed

within the vacuum-tube previous to its being charged AAfith cai’bonic acid and exhausted.

In about ten days the cloud-like stratifications were Aisible, AAdien the glass bulb Avas

broken ;
the tube instantly filled Avith bromine vapour so dense that the discharge Avouid

not pass. On the following day the potash had absorbed a portion of the vapour, and

the discharge was visible with very narroAV stratifications; these gradually improved,

and in tAventy-seven days assumed the cloud-like appearance. On the tAventy-ninth day.

finding the stratifications becoming indistinct, while the blue tongue at the negath-e

remained peculiarly fine and extremely sensitive to the magnet, I sealed off that portion

of the glass tube in which the caustic potash had been placed ; the discharge up to the
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present time retains the same appearance, showing the blue tongue expanded or con-

tracted by the magnet in a very beautiful and clear manner.

91. Iodine, No. 70.—Crystals of iodine were placed in a sealed glass bulb within the

tube with caustic potassa ; it was then charged with carbonic acid gas and exhausted as

before ;
the cloud-like stratifications appeared in about eleven days ;

the bulb was broken

and the heat applied to a few of the crystals of iodine
;
at first a wave discharge was

visible, passing through the vapour without stratifications ;
in a few days stratifications

were visible, and the tube has remained ever since in the same state. If the contact

breaker is pressed so as to cause a more sudden disruption in the discharge, a wave line

brilliantly illuminated can be obtained, passing conjointly with and through the narrow

stratifications, as in the arsenious-acid tube (89). When the discharge is taken from

one terminal in vapour of iodine, the difference of the action between the outer and

inner terminal is very remarkable ;
when the former is positive, if the tube is grasped by

the hand, the discharge shows stratifications between the hand to the discharging wire

;

from the inner terminal no stratifications can be seen, but only a faint luminosity divisible

by a magnet.

92. Pentachloeide of Antimony, No. 71.—The small glass bulb containing the

pentachloride having been inserted in the tube as in the previous experiment, was broken

after the cloud-like stratifications had appeared, when all trace of stratification ceased,

the discharge passing in the form of an intensely brilliant wave line ;
the gradual pro-

gress first to the narrow and ultimately to the cloud-like stratifications was subsequently

very slow, for it was upwards of two months before the latter appeared.

93. Bichloeide and Bisulphide op Caebon, Nos. 73 & 74.—These were introduced

into the separate tubes in glass bulbs, as in the previous experiments ; the bulbs were

broken as before after the discharges had assumed the cloud-like appearance
;
but

although eveiy means was adopted, first by melting the potash, and then applying

freezing mixtm’es to condense the vapour, it remained under every condition so dense,

that, after the glass bulbs were broken, the discharge could not pass even in the form of

the wave line.

All the experiments hitherto described were made in glass tubes of about I inch

internal diameter, similar to those of my previous experiments with Torricellian vacuums,

in which I had been necessarily limited as to the size of the tubes by the difficulty of

manipulating with large masses of mercury ;
with carbonic-acid vacua this difficulty no

longer arose, and I was induced to try the effect that could be obtained in larger vessels.

94. Fig. 10, Plate IX. represents a large glass vessel, egg-shaped, the globular portion

being 18 inches in length and 7 inches in diameter ;
the wires are 22 inches apart, the

caustic potash being placed in the narrow end ;
total length 25 inches. It was charged

with carbonic acid and exhausted in the usual manner ;
a portion of the potash being

heated by a spirit-lamp, in about two months the discharge assumed in a very marked

manner the character of large and distinct clouds, most clearly and separately defined

;
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th6S6 9.16 strongly atFcctod by induction as th© band approaches tbe glob©, presenting a

very striking appearance ;
there is a shght tinge of red, sho^ving that a veiy minute

(Quantity of air remains the clouddike stratifications €cc1j€'/id/ to tli6 cfitii 6 di(iTH€t6i oj^ tTi€

vessel.

95.

Fig. 11 represents another form of apparatus. This glass tube, Xo. 81, is 12 inches

long, and about 1 inch internal diameter it has a glass division in the centre, perfoiated

with a hole about -^th of an inch in diameter, my object being to ascertain in what manner

the stratified discharge would be affected during its passage through the aperture ; the

wires are 10 inches apart. I had ah’eady ascertained that if an electrical discharge

passes through a vacuum-tube a portion of which is of very smaU dimensions, the glass is

Fig. 11.

very much heated, while that portion of the glass which is udder remains cool. In the

apparatus fig. 11, if a is positive and h negative when the discharge shows narrow striae,

those near the diaphragm in the a positive side are indistinct, while on the h negative

side the striie are very clearly defined, although the luminous portion is much conriacted;

when the discharge has assumed the cloud-like appearance, the apertui-e only affects them

by contracting the cloud, which passes immediately through it. In this tube I had at one

time succeeded in entirely insulating the discharge, the same as in both those in which

sulphur and selenium were placed (86), (87), and I subsequently repeated this experi-

ment with the same tube in the presence of Dr. Frankland and his assistants, in his

laboratory ;
but a few days afterwards, on heating the potash, the discharge returned

to, and has ever since retained the cloud-like appearance,

96. I had always found there was apparently much less deposit on the sides of the

o-lass from brass than from platinum whes
;
this was so decided, as to make me doubttul

whether this deposit was not in all cases due to the platinum to which the brass u-u-e is

attached. In a tube. No. 82, with brass terminal wires, on the interior of which, from long

continuance of the discharge, I observed much deposit had taken place, on examination

Dr. Frankland found this deposit was entirely brass in a minute state of dirision. tiic

metal being deposited precisely the same as the platinum (37), translucent when

examined by direct light, but presenting by reflected light a dark metallic lustre.

Condition of Discharge at Negative Terminal {contimied).

97. That the stratified discharge is considerably influenced and modified by the pai'ti-

cular condition of the negative terminal in a vacuum-tube, is erident by the experiment.

Avhere it did not appear when new platinum vnves AA^ere used, until such AAires were

corroded by continuous discharges (74). I have also invariably found that if brass Avire
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terminals were used, the stratifications were visible at the first discharge
; the only expla-

nation I can ofier is, that the stratifications may be influenced by the presence of the very

minute points in the brass wire used in my tubes, while the new smooth platinum did

not produce them until corroded by the discharges,

98. When the negative terminal is of liquid mercury, whatever be the length to which
the mercmy is elongated, its entire surface is covered with a luminous white glow

;
if it is

made positive, it is only the extreme point from which the illumination proceeds (58).

If a tube with mercury is placed in a perpendicular position, the blue tongue is very

large, and the surface of the mercury (which in this experiment must be made negative)

is covered with a lambent white glow (72). This phenomenon appearing to me to be

intimately connected with the blue-tongue discharge (68), which is always present under

certain conditions of the stratified discharge, I determined on examining a pheno-

menon that presented the appearance of a distinct form of discharge from that at the

positive terminal; for this object I had several vacua-tubes constructed, in which the

platinum, as well as brass wires hermetically sealed, were more or less protected by being

covered with glass tubing.

99. After many trials, I ascertained that if the negative wire is protected by glass

tubing open at the end about one-eighth of an inch beyond the point of the wire in the

tube, no stratifications can be observed in the discharge, which in such cases merely

exhibits a luminous glow ; for this experiment it is necessary that the orifice in the tube

should be contracted in order to prevent the wire being exposed, and the discharge from

the coil should also be of moderate intensity ; as if the intensity is much reduced,

either by the battery or by manipulation vrith the contact breaker, faint stratifications

in the discharges may at times be observed. In a tube thus constructed, No. 90, a dis-

charge appears to emanate from the negative wire, issuing with great intensity through

the orifice; and if the wire and the tubing are a little inclined, the discharge will

impinge against the side of the vacuum-tube (fig. 12), brilliantly illuminating the spot

on which it impinges, in a similar manner to the blue-tongue discharge (68, 70); if

this discharge is continued for a few seconds, that portion of the tube on which the

discharge impinges will be sensibly heated
; and if a magnet is presented, the spot will

be contracted with one pole, and with the other the discharge will be bent in a manner
so that its extreme portion will itself impinge on the other side of the tube, illuminating

and heating it as above. If the experiment is made by reducing the intensity of the

discharge, so that stratifications from the positive terminal are observable, these stratifi-

cations vanish, as the discharge, which apparently proceeds from the negative terminal, is

forced by the magnet along the tube (fig. 13). In this experiment there is the appear-

ance of a direction of a force emanating from the negative terminal as well as one from
the positive, while from the latter we have, under certain conditions, as I have already

described, a direction of force from the positive to the negative, centring to the axis of
stratification* (57).

* In a recent communication from Professor W. Thomson to Mr. Joule, read before the Literarj and
MDCCCLIX. Y
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100.

I have already alluded to the difficulty of obtaining separate carbonic acid vacua

in which the stratified discharge presents in all respects precisely the same appearance

,

and in order that I might examine the discharge with protected as well as non-protected

negative terminals yi vacua made under precisely the same conditions, I had two glass

tubes constructed. No. 101, fig. 14, represents one, a carbonic acid vacuum-tube, with

Eig. M.

caustic potash inserted in the narrow portion CP ;
the wire A can, by mclining the tube,

be dropped into the inner case of brass tubing C, which is itself protected by a glass,

tubing G; the brass tubing is soldered to a platinum wire P, and thus hei-meticaUy

sealed; B, the other wire, which is fixed, is also of brass. When both wii-es ai-e exposed,

the stratified discharges show the clear cloud-like appearance so often described, whether

A is positive or negative; but if A is made negative and the tube is inclined so as to

let the wire drop into the brass tubing, almost all trace of stratifications immediately

disappear, that which remains being evidently due to the portion of wu'e and the brass

tube which is exposed through the orifice ;
in this state each discharge is accompanied

by a ringing noise from within the brass tube : reversing the direction of the dischaige.

A becomes positive and B negative ;
the stratifications are immediately perceivable, and

the ringing noise in the brass tube ceases.

101.

In the other tube. No. 104 (fig. 15), four wires are hermetically sealed ; a, a ai-e

Eig. 15.

exposed ; b, V are protected by being placed in glass tubing, extenduig about one-eighth

of an inch beyond the points of the metal. When discharges oie taken from a to o', or

when b or b' is positive and a or o! negative, the stratifications are clear- and distinct;

and by heating the potassa they can be altered from the cloud to the conical shape ;
but

under whatever condition the tubes may be, the stratifications entii-ely cease if b or U is

made negative; in this condition no trace of stratifications can be observed, the negatm-

discharge issuing through the orifice asfrom a jet.

102.

In vacuum-tubes, particulai-ly in some obtained by the carbonic acid process, I

Philosophical Society of Manchester, the former geutlemau aUuded to the remarkable difference in the

effects of positive and negative electrifications.
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have often observed beyond the clear cloud-like stratifications towards the negative, seve-

ral faint but clearly-defined striae or bands ; when repeating Mr. Grove’s experiment, of

allowing the discharge to be intercepted between two metallic points attached to the

coil*, I observed that however short might be the interval by which the discharge was thus

separated, these faintly illuminated striae or bands always vanished, leaving the clear

clouds without change of form ; for this experiment I use my micrometer-electrometer,

described by me in the Philosophical Transactions, Part I., 1840, and in which, by

means of the micrometer screw, I can obtain a separation of swotk of inch.

103. Most striking and beautiful efiects of the stratified discharge were obtained in

a large glass cylinder, of about 4-|^ inches internal diameter, in which brass wires

were hermetically sealed about 20 inches apart. The caustic potash being inserted in

the narrow portion, the cylinder was charged with carbonic acid gas, and exhausted in

the usual manner. With one wire attached to the outer positive terminal of the coil, the

stratifications (large cloud-like form) are very clearly defined and most remarkably sensi-

tive to inductive action, by the approach of the hand ; on the four fingers being success-

ively placed on the stratifications, the stratifications disappear in succession ; but while in

this state, if a powerful electro-magnet is put in action close to the negative, the stratifi-

cations reappear and pass by the fingers of the hand, which during the experiment rest on

the glass
; the power of the magnet overcoming the inductive resistance. The stratifica-

tions in this apparatus can be separated for a considerable space by placing both hands

on two separate portions of the cylinder
;
and if one hand is placed within about 2 inches

of the positive wire, where two or three clouds are then visible, and the other hand is

placed on the cylinder about 4 to 6 inches nearer the negative, a large single cloud will

be brought out in a very striking manner, showing that even where stratifications are no

longer -visible, they can be elicited by the mere effect of induction. If the wire pre-

\iously attached to the outer is connected -with the inner terminal of the coil, the efiects

of induction, by the approach or even on touching the cylinder, cannot be obtained, but

the pov/er of the magnet to draw out a further number of the stratifications is equally

strong as before.

General Conclusions.

104. From the absorption of carbonic acid by caustic potash, we not only obtain a far

more perfect vacuum than the Torricellian, but the process of absorption is so gradual,

that we are enabled to examine with much accuracy the different phases which the

electrical discharge assumes. With the air-pump vacuum, a discharge that will not

pass one inch in air will, in the form of a wave-discharge, pass from -wire to wire through

30 or 40 inches, or even more ; and as the vacuum improves by the absorption of the

carbonic acid, the discharge gradually fills the tube with a luminous glow, showing

narrow stratifications commencing at the positive -wire, the negative wire being sur-

rounded with a blue glow ; as the vacuum continues to improve, the narrow stratifica-

tions extend throughout the discharge to about one inch of the negative wire, where

* See note at end of this paper.

T 2
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they terminate abruptly in a dark space, the negative wire becoming intensely red , in

this state, if the contact-breaker is pressed so as to make the discharge more sudden,

stratifications extend to the negative wire, which loses its red and assumes a lummous

white appearance. As the absorption of the carbonic acid continues, the stratifications

become more distinct and separated, and the dark space often extends, in a tube of 20

inches in length, to 6 or 8 inches ;
they then assume a conical form, showing, when the

contact-breaker is pressed, an apparent direction of force firom the positive wire, cen-

tring on the axis of the stratified discharge*; the stratifications are then of the cloud-

like appearance, precisely the same form as in the best Torricellian vacua. Under some

conditions the stratifications gradually disappear, the glass tube is fiUed with famt

luminosity, which, when tested by placing a galvanometer in the circuit, is found to be

no longer a conductive but a reciprocating discharge. ^Vhen the process was carried

still further, vacua-tubes were obtained, in which even this luminosity could not be per-

ceived except with a stronger charge, as by attaching the condenser. In addition to a

galvanometer, another vacuum-tube (which under the ordinary action of the coil showed

stratifications) was introduced into the circuit and no light perceived in it ;
thus the non-

transferring condition of a vacuum has been experimentally ascertained f

.

105. Whatever may be the length of the stratified discharge, it ivdl always be found

to be in the same electrical condition
;
from its great length the positive would appeal-

to be the dominant, as it is equally long whether taken from the outer or inner ter-

minal. In my previous paper I stated that I was inclined to the opinion that the

stratifications arose from pulsations or impulses of a force acting on highly attenuated

matter;” and I am the more confirmed in this opinion, as, if the pulsations or vibrations

are greatest in bright bands and least in the obscure, this system of interfei ence oi of

pulsations would also account for the entire absence of stratifications ivhen the air or gas

is not sufficiently rarefied, as well as when the vacuum becomes nearly perfect, while the

graduations of narrow to the broad cloud-like stratifications can be thus satisfactoiii)

explained.

106. The absence of a dark band and of stratifications when the sides of the negative

wire are completely protected by glass tubing, is strong eiddence that both must in some

way be governed by the portion of the negative metallic surface which is exposed ;
by

carefully protecting the negative wire, we not only destroy all trace of stratifications, but

we obtain evidences of apparently a direet force from the negative terminal. If the

negative wire is uncovered and placed in a direct line 111111 the positive, the negatiie

discharge is entirely in a lateral direction, as is denoted by the metallic deposit on the

* This direction of force in the positive discharge is also noted hy the perforation in the stick of

potassa (85)

.

f While preparing this communication for the Eoyal Society, I observed that Professor Plucker states

that, after passing the discharge in a tube containing oxygen for about 1|- hour, “ the dischai’ge tlu'ough

the tube began to be discontinuous, till at last only single separate discharges oecui’red
;
finally, the current

entirely ceased to traverse the tube.” I have since repeated the experiment in tubes carefully prepared bj

Dr. ERAXKLAXn, continuing the discharges for several hours, but without obtaining this result.
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sides of the vacuum-tubes ; and Pluckee has shov^n that it arranges itself between the

poles of a powerful electro-magnet in the line of magnetic force. In this communica-

tion I have shown not only the appearance of the dhection of a force as evinced when

passing through a narrow orifice, but that wherever this discharge impinges heat is

evolved. At present I do not alter the opinion that I ventured to offer, that the dark

band may be due to interference ;
but the new facts which have been elicited in relation

to the negative discharge requffe a further, and probably an extended experimental

investigation, and I am at present engaged in endeavouring to test the accuracy of the

opinion I have offered, by means of apparatus now in the progress of construction.

107. I am aware that in this paper I have entered somewhat more fully into detail,

when describing my experiments, than is usual in communications to the Royal Society,

but I have been induced to be thus minute, as the subject is novel; and by explain-

ing some of my experiments in detail, it may afford to others the means of examining

directly, and possibly more correctly, into the nature of that mysterious force which we

denominate Electricity, and which is in many respects so nearly related to heat, mag-

netism, and other forces, each being, as Mr. Geove has long since shown, convertible

into each other ; while the fact that a vacuum so perfect can be obtained in a closed

vessel containing such a substance as hydrate of potassa, would excite a hope that the

limi t to vaporation, the existence of which Faeadat* and others have, if not proved, at

least rendered so probable, may be determined, and even its consequences exhibited by

dhect experiment.
John P. Gassiot.

Clapham Common,

December 8, 1858.

l^ote.—Received January 11, 1859.

Since I sent my communication to the Royal Society, I have again obtained a non-

conducting vacuum mthout the introduction of sulphur or selenium (95). In the

extremity of a tube. No. 140, 40 inches long, inch internal diameter, four pieces of

caustic potash were inserted ; the tube was then charged with carbonic acid, exhausted

and hermetically sealed, as akeady described ; in this state the potash was carefully

heated by a sphit-lamp until it melted ;
the tube being slowly turned, the potash on

gradually cooling covered the surface of that portion of the tube in which it had been

placed
; in this manner it presented a large surface ; in a short time the remainder of the

carbonic acid was absorbed, and the vacuum thus formed no longer conducted the

discharge.

If two vacuum-tubes which conduct are attached, one to the inner and the other

to the outer terminal of an induction coil, without being otherwise connected with

each other, a reciprocating discharge will take place in each, that from the outer

being far more vivid : if the circuit is now completed, either by a wire or by a tube

* Philosophical Transactions, 1826, Part III. p. 484.
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which conducts, the stratifications in each tube become cleai' and distinct, the dai'k dis-

charges becoming as visible as if the circuit vrith the coil had been completed by a smgle

tube.

If the tube which conducts is replaced by one such as I have described in this Note,

it will be found that the discharges in the two tubes attached to the coil are recipro-

cating, while in that with which they are connected no luminous discharge will be per-

ceptible, until heat is applied to the caustic potassa, when in a short time flashes of light

will be observed, and then the cloud-like stratifications, the discharge in the two tubes

at the same time being no longer reciprocating, but continuous.

If a vacuum-tube is connected by flexible wires to the terminals of an induction coil,

the tube can, when held by the hand, be moved to and fro with a rapid motion , if while

in this state the discharges are made they will appear separated, fonning in darkness a

very brilliant fan-like figure. In my former communication* I have shown that, what-

ever might be the length of a luminous stratified discharge in a vacuum-tube, “the

full intensity of the discharge is visible at a single contact, exhibiting 80 to 100 strati-

fications (36).” When a single disruption of the primary chcuit is made in the manner I

have described (30), while the vacuum tube is moved to and fro with rapidity, or if by

an apparatus which I have had constructed, the tube is rotated in a plane, only a single

discharge showing stratifications will be visible ;
the discharge takes place in that part

of the circle in which the tube happens to be situated, at the instant of the disruption

of the primary circuit ;
but when the vibrating contact breaker of the coil is substituted

for the single disruption (30), the motion of the tube gives it the appearance of illuminated

spokes in a rotating wheel, the discharges being separated according to the velocity of

the rotation.

I venture to offer this experiment as an evidence that the stratified discharge in vacuo

is entirely due to a single disruption of the primary circuit.

Jan. 10, 1859.

Note.—Received February 17, read March 3, 1859.

Since my communication to the Royal Society (read January lo) I hate repeated the

experiment of Mr. Grove, wherein by an interruption of the secondary circuit through

air the stratifications of the electrical discharge in a vacuum-tube are destioted, the

results I have obtained, and which I now proceed to describe, tend to confirm me in the

opinion I originally ventured to offer, that the stratifications arise from the effect due

to pulsation, or impulses of a force acting on highly attenuated matter, and are not

due to a conflict of two currents in the manner explained by Mr. Grove, which his

experiment of simply making an interruption of the secondary circuit
‘f’
has led him to

suggest ;
these results also show that the varied form observable in the stratifications

mainly depend on the greater or less density of the matter remaming in the tube.

* Philosophical Transactions, 1858, Part I. t Philosophical Magazine, 1858, p. IS.
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I have ali-eady stated that the striee can be obtained by the electrical machine* if a

Leyden jar is discharged through a vacuum-tube; they may at times be observed, but

the discharge generally passes in the form of a wave of light of dazzling brightness ; this

has also been observed by Messrs. Quet and SEGumf ; but if the intensity of the dis-

charge is reduced by means of a wet string, the strise can be developed in a vacuum-

tube as clearly and as distinctly as from the induction coil; this led me to suppose

that when the circuit is interrupted, as in the experiment of Mr. Gkove, the absence of

striae is due to the heightened intensity of the discharge.

Having at this time a considerable number of vacuum-tubes at my command, I have

been enabled to repeat Mr. Gkove’s experiment, and to test the above supposition in a

variety of ways, and I invariably found that with the best vacuum-tubes which show

large cloud-like stratifications, I could obtain the result described by Mr. Geove with

greater certainty ; for instance, in my large cylinder (103) which I exhibited at the

meetiug of the Eoyal Society on January 13, and with which Mr. Geove subsequently

repeated his experiment at the Eoyal Institution on January 28, the stratifications are

destroyed by an interruption of about one-eighth of an inch, although with other tubes

the distance must not only be considerably increased, but the stratified and non-stratified

discharges, “notwithstanding all the care used, pass in irregular succession.” Now if

the disappearance of the stratifications be due, as suggested by Mr. Geove, to the

cutting off of the feeble cui’rent by the interruption introduced into the circuit, it

remains to be explained why a space of one-eighth of an inch abolishes the stratifications

in one tube, while three times that space will fail to do so in another.

With a vacuum-tube in which the stratifications were entirely destroyed when the

secondary cu'cuit was interrupted, I found they were always restored when the space

thus inteiTupted was completed by means of a wet string
;
but as this experiment is not

strictly analogous to the reduced discharge of a Leyden jar, it was varied by making a

second interruption in the cffcuit and closing this by a wet string ;
in this manner the

discharge passed through the space in air, but being retarded by the string the stratifi-

cations were again \isible.

This experiment appears to be fatal to the theory of Mr. Geove
;
for the introduction

of a wet string in a distant portion of the circuit cannot possibly help a feebler current

to cross the interval opposed to it ; it is quite evident that in this case, as well as in that

of the Leyden jar, the appearance of the strise depends not upon the conflict of “ secondary

and tertiary” currents, but simply as to the manner in which the discharge passes.

I also ascertained that when, by means of an interrupted discharge, the stratifications

are destroyed, they are reproduced in a carbonic acid vacuum-tube, when heat is applied

to the caustic potash
;
in this experiment the increased resistance arises from the greater

density of the matter formed in the tube ;
if this be correct, the discharge, when passed

simultaneously through two tubes, in each of which the attenuated matter possesses

different densities, would produce different effects; if one tube exhibits with the ordi-

* Philosophical Transactions, 1858, Part I. p. 10. t Comptes Eendns, December 13, 1858.
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nary discharge the clond-like character, and the other narrow striee, in the former the

current, when interrupted through space in air, would pass without stratification, and in

the latter they would be retained.

Two tubes were so arranged, one showing the cloud discharge, in the other (filled with

the vapour of iodine) in which the stratifications are clearly defined but very narrow

;

by means of my micrometer-electrometer the secondary circuit could be interrupted or

completed with great precision. When the secondary cmcuit is inteinipted by separa-

tion with the electrometer to about one-eighth of an inch, the large cloud stratifica-

tions in the tube disappeared, the discharges passing “ with uniform luminous fiow, as

described by Mr. Geove ; but no alteration is perceptible in the iodine tube, in which the

stratifications continue as before, even when the separation extends to half an mch ; it

is manifest that this result is also irreconcileable with the explanation ofiered by

Mr. Grove, as, if the alleged feeble current were cut off in one tube, it would be cut

off in both.

Clapham Common,

Fehruary 14, 1859,

J. P. G.
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VIII. On the Vertebral Characters of the Order Pterosauria, as exemplified in the Genera

Pterodactylus (Cm^ER) and Dimorphodon (Owen). By Professor Owen, F.B.S.,

Superintendent of the Natural History Departments in the British Museum.

Eeceived Eebruary 23,—Bead March 24, 1859.

Although the skeletons of the extinct Flying Sanrians of the mezozoic strata have been

discovered in a more complete condition than those of any other contemporary Eeptiles,

they have not, hitherto, owing to the delicate texture and commonly crushed state of

the bones, afforded satisfactory observations of the structure of the vertebrae. Yet the

vertebral characters of a saurian skeleton are of peculiar interest to the Palaeontologist

and Comparative Anatomist, on account of the many and strongly-marked differences

which they present in the extinct members of the Keptihan class.

In the existing species, the articular terminal surfaces of the centrum, with the excep-

tion of those of the Geckos, Ehynchocephalus

*

,
and of some single vertebrae in the

column of other Reptiles f, are concave in front and convex behind. But in extinct Rep-

tiles some genera {Streptospondylus) show reverse positions of the cup and ball ; others

{Ichthyosaurus) show both surfaces concave ; others show both surfaces slightly concave

{Teleosaurus)
; others show both surfaces flat (some Plesiosauri) ; others are subconcave

behind and flat before {Cetiosaurus)

;

-with many minor modifications. It is only on

arriving at the uppermost of the mezozoic series of rocks in an ascending survey, that

we find Lacertian genera {Mosasaurus and Leiodon% of the Chalk) and crocodilians

{Crocodilus hasifissus, from the Greensand of New Jersey §) presenting the proccelian
||

type of vertebra which prevails in tertiary and modern reptiles.

No fossil vertebra from secondary rocks has come under my observation or know-

ledge with characters of the articular ends of the centrum which distinguish the verte-

brae of bu’ds, viz. a concavity in one direction and a convexity in the other, the directions

being reversed at the two ends of the centrum.

All the foregoing considerations have tended to invest the question of the vertebral

characters of the Pterodactyles with peculiar interest
;
and, especially, seeing the adapta-

* Catalogue of the Osteological Series, Museum of the Eoyal College of Surgeons, 4to. 1853, p. 142.

t Biconcave fifth cervical vertebra in Chelone Mydas
;
biconvex first caudal vertebra. Crocodile.—Cata-

logue of the Physiological Series, Museum of the Eoyal College of Surgeons, 4to. vol. i. 1832, pp. 52, 53.

X History of British Possil Eeptiles, 4to. p. 188.

§
“ Notes on Eemains of Possil Eeptiles discovered in Greensand Pormations of New Jersey,” Quarterly

Journal of the Geological Society, vol. v. 1849, p. 380.

II
Eeport on British Possil Eeptiles, 8vo. 1841, p. 65.
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tion of their reptilian type of structure for flight, in reference to caiTving out the com-

parison of their skeleton with that of birds. I have therefore thought the summaiT of

observations might not be unworthy the attention of the Eoyal Society, which I have

made, as opportunities presented themselves, for some years past, on the vertebral

characters of diflerent species of the order Pterosauria.

Before entering upon such summary, I may briefly allude to the recorded obsenations

on the subject. Baron Cuviee, in his celebrated memou- establishing the reptilian

character of the Ornithocephalus of Soemmeeing, which he, thereupon, proposed to call

‘ Pterodactyle,’ almost restricts himself to a comparison of. the number of the ceiwical

and dorsal vertebrge in the Pterodactyle and Bmd*. Five of the ceiwical vertebrie of

Pterodactylus longirostris are stated to be “large and prismatic like those of long-

necked bh’ds”f. With regard to the dorsal vertebrse, “the spinous processes of the

anterior ones are a little longer, those of the posterior ones are short and cut squaref

The able editors of the posthumous edition of the ‘ Ossemens FossBes found nothmg

to add, in 1836, to the above-cited brief notices by the Baron on the vertebree of the

Pterodactyle, nor has anything material been with certainty determined and stated since

that time. .

The Pterodactylus suevicus described and figured by Professor Queastedt m
^

oo.

was perhaps in the best condition to have thrown some additional light upon the subject;

but the most important remark relates to one of the dorsal vertebree., m ’^hich - the

articular surfaces of the body are convex at the back end, as m the Crocodile, concaAe

at the fore part. At least so it seems; writes the author §.

In regard to the cervical vertebrse, the author says, “ they seem not to have the

trochlear joints as in Birds, yet a small cavity may be observed on the articular

sur'fS'Cos
jj

Accordingly, Professor Pictet, in the able summary of the characters of extinct reptiles

in the last edition of his ‘ Paleontologie ’ (8vo, 1857), limits his notice of the ^eitebial

characters of the Pterodactyles to their number in the diflerent regions of the spine.

From observations made on species of Pterosauria, extending from the period of the

Lias, as exemplified by the Dimorjyhodon macronycc, to the Upper Greensand, as exem-

plified by the Pterodactylus Sedgwickii and Pter. Fittoni, I am now able to state that, both

* Ossemens Eossiles, ed. 8vo. tom. x. (1836), p. 215, 222.

t “ On y Toit cinq vertebres, grandes et prismatiques comme celles des oiseaux ^ long cou,” tom. cit.

P- 232.
, . . ^ ^

+ » Les apophyses epineuses anterieures sout un pen plus longues
;
les posteneui-es sont courtes et cou-

pees carrement,” ih. p. 233. The figures show that the author is not speaking of two kmds of spmous pro-

cesses on the same vertebra.
. ^ , j-, j

§
“ Die Oelenkflache der 'Wirbelkorper war auf der Hinterseite convex, vie beim Crokodi ,

vorn agegen

concav. So scheint es wenigstens.”—

Q

uenstedt, Heber Fterodactylm suevicus im Lithographischeu

Schiefer Wurtembergs, 4to. 1855, p. 45.
i r j

11

“ Sie scheinen nicht das Nussgelenk wie bei Vogeln zu haben, obwohl man erne klenie Grube auf der

Gelenkflache wahrnimmt,” ib. p. 40.
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with respect to the cervical and dorso-lumbar vertebrae, the terminal articular surfaces

of the vertebral bodies are simply concave anteriorly (Plate X. fig. 1), convex posteriorly

{ih. fig. 2)*; and that they consequently manifest the earliest known instance of the

‘procoehan’ type which now prevails in the reptilian class. But in no other reptile are

those articular surfaces so narrow vertically in proportion to their breadth as they are

in the cervical vertebrse of the Pterosauria [ih. figs. 1, 2, 12-14, 5, c) : in the dorsal

series the cup and ball present more ordinary saurian proportions.

This fact, being estabhshed, will give new and increased interest to the working out

and examination of any detached vertebrae from secondary rocks which resemble in

texture and size those of Birds and Pterodactyles. It has been alleged, for example,

on microscopic characters of the osseous tissue, that certain pneumatic wing-bones found

fossil in Stonesfield slate, are those of birds. But every such vertebra from that lower

oolitic bed which I have yet seen, has the simple terminal articular concavity or convexity

characteristic of the Pterodactyle. A single specimen showing the interlocking joint,

i. e. a transverse concavity and vertical convexity, or the reverse, would establish the fact of

the existence of birds during the period of deposition of the stratum containing such

fossil vertebra. There is but one exception, so far as I know, in the whole class of

birds, to the foregoing type of vertebral structure ;
this occurs in a bird {Aptenodytes)

which does not fly, but has the wing-bones dense, solid, and modified in form to serve

the ofiice of a fin, and is exemplified in but a small part of the vertebral column. In

the third to the eighth dorsal vertebrse inclusive, the fore-part of the centrum is simply

convex {ih. fig. 22, c), the hind part concave, and this part is concave in the second

dorsal
;
but the fore-part of this dorsal vertebra is concavo-convex, as in the cervical

vertebrae of the Penguin, and in the* cervico-dorsal vertebrae of all other birds. But,

besides the reverse positions of the cup and ball in the above dorsal vertebrae of the

Penguin, as compared with the dorsal vertebrae of the Pterodactyle, the latter might be

distinguished by the absence of the large bifurcate hypapophysis {ih. fig. 22, hy) which

projects from the dorsal vertebrae of the Penguin; the inferior surface of the dorsal

vertebrae in the Pterodactyle being smooth and simply convex transversely, and slightly

concave longitudinally. The anterior cup becomes more shallow in the last lumbar and

first sacral vertebrae of the Pterodactyle ; the confluent articular surfaces of the sacral

vertebrae are flattened. In the caudal vertebrae of the Pterodactyle the anterior trans-

versely-elliptical cup and posterior ball are resumed at the articular end of the centrum

;

at least in most of the anterior caudal vertebrae of the great Pterodactylus SedgwicJcii

{ih. figs. 36, 37).

* Von Metee was led to believe from tbe crushed specimen of Pterodactylus Gemmingi, described and

figured in his ‘ Palseontographica,’ Erster Bd. dto. 1851, p. 10, that both articular surfaces of the bodies of

the cervical vertebrae were concave
;
and that the hinder surface of a dorsal vertebra was not convex. But

this error was due to the state of the specimen. See also his ‘ Eeptilien aus dem Lithographischen Schiefer,

fol. 1859, p. 68.
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The cervical vertebrae average seven in number, counting the coalesced atlas and axis

as one. They are characterized by their superior size, and especially length, as com-

pared vrith the other vertebrae in the same skeleton ; but diffei’ in different species in this

respect, being longest in those Pterodactyles with long, light and slender jaws, shortest

in those with shorter, stronger and thicker jaws. The. third to the sixth inclusive pre-

serve the same, or nearly the same, length ;
the seventh becomes shorter, and exhibits

other modifications transitional to the dorsal vertebrae.

The ordinary cervical vertebra in Pterodactylus Sedgimclcii (figs. 1—10) has a long

depressed centrum {h-c) coalesced with the neural arch (w), slightly concave lengthwise

at the sides, slightly convex lengthwise below, at least in the fourth or fifth cervical

(fig. 6). It developes a pair of short obtuse processes (y)'}, which form the posterior

inferior angles, and between these the under surface is concave transversely; the airicular

ball {h) seems as if tilted up above the level of these processes. There is a low obtuse

hypapophysis (A) at the fore-part, the base of which is in some cerricals prolonged

backward a short way as a rudimental ridge. A large ‘ foramen pneumaticum’ (figs. 5.

7, 8, o) perforates the middle of the side of the vertebra at the line of junction of the

centrum and neural arch ;
it conducts chiefly to the large cancelli in the centrum.

The neural arch is low ;
broader, but shorter, than the centrum. Viewed from above

(fig. 9), it presents a subquadrate form, deeply emarginate before and behind, less con-

cave at the sides, and with the four angles produced to form the zygapophyses. The

articular surfaces of the anterior pair (z) look upward, inward and forward ; those of

the posterior pair (z') downward, outward and backward : both are flat. The anterior

zygapophyses (fig. 10, z) project on a level with the sides of the anterior articular cup.

some way in advance of it, the base of the process being dirided by an oblique notch

from the cavity. The posterior zygapophyses (fig. 7, z') do not extend quite to the

hinder ball; they project above its level; there is a tuberosity (m) above the articular

smfface in many vertebrse. The neural canal (fig. 6, n) is shghtly expanded at its outlets,

subcylindrical in transverse section, about half the length of the centrum ; consequenth

leaving a large proportion of the spinal cord unprotected by bone at the intervals of the

successive neural arches. The neural spine (fig. 8, ns) is moderately produced, com-

pressed and truncate ;
its base is coextensive with the summit of the ai’ch, and it con-

tracts as it rises, with a sharp anterior border. Not any of the cerrical vertebrae possess

the pleural elements which give the great transverse anterior breadth to the cerricals

in the’ bird, and complete there the large vertebrarterial foramen on each side : nor is

the hypapophysis double, forming a transverse pair, as in most of the neck-vertebins of

birds. The processes answering to p' in the Pterodactyle are rudimental, when present-

in the bird.

The chief differences in seemingly answerable cervical vertebrae, in different indi-

viduals, perhaps species, of large Pterodactyles from the Upper Greensand, ai'e seen in

the degree of depth or depression of the centrum, with corresponding differences in the
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form of the foramen pneumaticum, as shown in figs. 5, 7 and 8 ;
with some slight differ-

ences in the hypapophysis affecting the lower contour of the centrum, and in the propor-

tions of the articular surfaces of the zygapophyses.

In the sixth cervical vertebra the centrum becomes flatter below, and an anterior par-

apophysis (j?) sometimes extends to the under part of the prezygapophysis (z), circum-

scribing a small arterial foramen, as in fig. 11.

In the last cervical (fig. 12) the centrum becomes much shorter : a diapophysis (d) is

more distinctly developed behind the prezygapophysis (z), and these, with the parapo-

physis now completing a larger arterial canal, form a protuberance resembling that in

the bird, on each side the fore-part of the vertebra.

In the dorsal vertebrae (figs. 13-21) the centrums grow deeper as they shorten, with

a proportionate expansion of the articular cup, as in fig. 17, and ball, fig. 20. The

posterior zygapophyses (fig. 14, z') are more approximated, project from a higher level,

are shorter, with the articular surfaces rather convex and looking more outward, and

more distinct from the tubercle above (fig. 15, z', m!). The neural spine {ns) is thicker.

There is a small pneumatic foramen behind the base of each diapophysis. The walls of

the neural arch increase in height, expanding as they rise, to send out the diapophyses {d)

to which the free ribs articulate. These ribs are slender and hollow, as in Serpents

(fig. 23, a).

In what appears to be a lumbar vertebra (fig. 24) the neural arch again sinks, and the

strong diapophysis (fig. 24, d) projects far, without supporting a rib. In the first sacral

vertebra (fig. 25) the fore-part of the neural arch {d) forms a broad transversely extended

vertical wall above the small neural canal {n), and the strong transverse process [d..p)

sinks or extends its base vertically down to the lower border of the inferiorly flattened

centrum (fig. 25, c and fig. 26, c). Fig. 27 shows parts of the bodies of three anchylosed

sacral vertebrae of a neocomian Pterodactyle, the first having an anterior concave articula-

tion {ih. a), as in the larger specimen, fig. 25 ; the groove for the passage of the nerve

notches the back part of the parapophysis close to the line of suture with the second

sacral vertebra. In this vertebra' the corresponding nerve-notch is more advanced,

leaving a short sutural surface behind, indicative of a position of the neural arch crossing

for a short extent the line of junction of the second with the third sacral centrum. The

parapophyses (^) of the second vertebra are sent off almost on a level with the lower

surface of the centrum, which is almost flat.

Atlas and axis vertebrce of the Pterodactyle (figs. 28-34).

These vertebrae early coalesce with each other, but I have been able to separate them

in a young specimen.

The atlas consists of a centrum (figs. 28, 29,30, c) and oftwo styliform neurapophyses

(ib. no)-, in one specimen there seemed also to be a very small flattened neural spine.

The centrum is so short as to be discoid : it is flat where it joins and becomes anchylosed

to the axis, and is concave for the occipital tubercle: this cup is circular (fig. 28, c).
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The neurapophyses, resting on each side of the upper half of the centrum of the atlas,

converge and articulate above with two small tubercles (figs. 31 and 32, z) on the fore-

part of the neural arch of the axis, almost meeting but not uniting above the nem-al

canal (fig. 28, n).

The body of the axis (figs. 29, c^) is eight times larger than that of the atlas: it

expands posteriorly, and terminates by a transversely elliptical ball (d) at the upper part

of that end, and in a pair of thick short obtuse diverging apophyses (j)') at the lower

part. There is a rudimental hypapophysial ridge (fig. 33, /ly) from the middle and

toward the fore-part of the under surface of the centrum. There is no trace of a hyp-

apophysis, free or anchylosed, below the body of the atlas.

The centrum of the axis-vertebra is confiuent with the neural arch : at the middle

of the side, apparently crossing the hne of junction, is a large subcircular aperture

(fig. 29, o), which leads directly into the widely cancellous structure of the bone below

the neural canaL This vacuity, as in the other cervicals, answers to the ‘foramen

pneumaticum ’ in the vertebrae of birds, and doubtless admitted a production from the

air-cells extending along the neck of the Pterodactyle into the cancelli of the osseous

tissue. The neural arch (n;T) rests upon the three anterior fourths of the centrum ; it

expands as it passes backward
;
and there, also, as it rises, until it sends off from each

posterior angle the zygapophysis (z'), which has a tubercle above, and a fiat articular

surface below, looking downward and a little outward and backward. The small

tubercles at the fore-part of the neural arch (fig. 31, z), to which the neurapophyses

of the atlas are ligamentously connected, may be the stunted homologues of anterior

zygapophyses. The neural spine begins by a low ridge between those tubercles, increas-

ing rapidly in thickness behind ; but it has not been preserved in its full height in any

specimen.

In the small atlas and axis (figs. 32—34) the line of sutm’e between the bodies of

these two vertebrae is distinct. In a somewhat larger specimen, the centrum of the

atlas was separable by a smart blow, and showed the true anterior surface of that ot the

axis (fig. 31); it is very slightly concave with a submedian prominence. A vertical sec-

tion of the anchylosed atlas and axis is shown in fig. 30 : the neui’al canal (7i) expands

at its posterior outlet : the large cancelli of the centrum are filled by the matrix.

On comparing the atlas and axis of the Pterodactyle mth that of the Pil'd, the Ostrich

for example, the atlas in the bird is represented by the neurapophyses which have

coalesced below with a hypapophysis, forming an irregular ring of bone. The centrum

has coalesced with that of the axis forming a small prominence convex anteriorly, and

filling up the vacuity at the upper part of the cup excavated in the fore-part of the hyp-

apophysis : the neurapophyses are broad in the bird, and overlap the anterior zygapo-

physes of the axis : they meet above the neural canal, but retain the separating fissure

there in the Ostrich. The centrum of the axis is broader before than behind. A short

process, like a connate pleurapophysis from' the fore-part of the centrum, miites ulth a

diapophysis from the neural arch to form an arterial canal. The pneumatic foramen is
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behind the diapophysis, and conducts to the cancellous tissue of the neural arch. Ihe

centrum is produced into a strong hypapophysis below the posterior articular surface,

but not expanded laterally into transverse processes, answering to those marked jj in

the Pterodactyle. The hinder articular surface of the centrum of the axis of the bird is

convex transversely, but concave vertically, not simply convex, as in the Pterodactyle

;

thus a portion of the vertebra of that reptile, notwithstanding its pneumatic structure,

might be distinguished from the vertebra of a bird.

The caudal region of the spine is that which, in the Pterosauria, as in the Bats and

most other natural groups, is subject to most variety. In Pterodactylus {Phamphorhyn-

cJius) Gemmingi, v. Meter, from Solenhofen slate, the tail is very long, and most of the

long and slender vertebrae, between thirty and forty in number, seem to have coalesced

into a stiff style for supporting an expanded interfemoral membrane. In Pterodactyls

longnostris, Cuv. the tail is short, and the small and short vertebrae are free. In the large

Pterodactyles from the Cambridge Greensand, it would seem that the tail was of mode-

rate length and the vertebrae are free. The collections examined by me included fifteen

caudal vertebrae.

The largest of these (figs. 35-37) measures I-| inch in length; it is slightly contracte

in the middle ;
the fore-part of the under surface is a little produced ;

the back part

almost flat between the rudimental processes (^'): the shallow anterior concavity (fig.

36, c) has resumed its transversely elliptical shape, and the hinder convexity is define

below by a shallow groove connecting the processes {p'). There is no pneumatic foramen,

unless a small hole on each side the hinder outlet of the neural canal have served as such.

The neural arch is long and low, of one piece with the centrum, whmh extends beyond

it posteriorly ;
it sends off short obtuse zygapophyses before and behind : those in front

extend beyond the cup of the centrum ;
the surfaces on those behind look downward

and backward. The base of the spine is coextensive with the summit of the arch, but

is narrow. The neural canal is much contracted. There is no indication of a haemal

arch, either by articular or fractured anchylosed surfaces. The diameter of the middle

of this vertebra is 6 lines.

The next caudal vertebra in size measures I inch 5 lines. The base of the neural

spine begins two lines behind the fore-part of the arch, but terminates nearer the hind

part. The nerve-grooves notch the hinder zygapophyses.

Three more slender caudal vertebrae present each a length of I inch 3 lines : the dia-

meter at the middle is 5 lines in one, 4 in a second, and ^ in the third vertebra, show-

ing that they become more slender without losing length. A caudal vertebra, 3 lines

across the middle, appears to have been nearly an inch in length ,
but both extremities

are injured.

The most perfect vertebrae of other species of Pterodactyles from older formations

which I have as yet had opportunities of examining, are those of a rather large species

from the oolitic slate at Stonesfield. Dr. Buckland kindly transmitted to me, some years

ago, two drawings of one of these vertebrae (figs. 38 and 39). They are more slender in
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proportion to their length than in the larger species from the Greensand. The articular

cup and ball of the centrum have the same relative position and transverse breadth.

The hypapophysis (Jiy, fig. 39) is further from the anterior border. The neural arch has

the same superior breadth, compared with the centrum. There seems to have been

rather more development of the process uniting the base of the anterior zygapophysis to

the centrum.

The cervical vertebrae of the Pterodactylus {Dimorphodon) macronyx, from the lower

lias of Dorsetshire, present the same type of structure.

ExPLAJVATioisr OF Plate.

PLATE X.

All the figures are of the natural size, and with the exception of fig. 22 [Apteno-

dytes patachonica), belong to the Pterodactyle
; and of these, all, save figs. 23, 38,

and 39, are from the Upper Greensand, near Cambridge. The details are explained

in the text.

Fig.

Eig.

Fig.

Eig.

Eig.

Fig.

Fig.

Fig.

Fig.

Fig. 10.

Fig. 11.

Fig. 12.

Fig. 13.

Fig. 14.

Fig. 15.

Fig. 16.

Fig. 17.

Fig. 18.

Fig. 19.

Fig. 20.

Fig. 21.

Fig. 22.

Front view '

Back view

Under view ^ of a middle cervical vertebra, Pterodactylus SedgwicMi.

Upper view

Side view

Vertical longitudinal section of a similar but more mutilated vertebra.

Side view of a middle cervical vertebra, Pterodactylus Fittoni.

Side view of probably fifth cervical vertebra, Pterodactylus Fittoni.

Upper view]

Under view I

^ i^iddle cervical vertebra, Pterodactylus Fittoni.

Front view of sixth cervical vertebra, Pterodactylus Fittoni.

Front view of seventh cervical vertebra, Pterodactylus Fittoni.

Front view] „

Back view U
^ cervical or first dorsal vertebra, Pterodactylus Sedgioicl'ii.

Side view jof a dorsal vertebra of a smaller Pterodactyle, until the transverse

Front view/ processes broken off.

Side view of a more posterior dorsal vertebra.

Under surface
]

Hinder surface
centrum of large posterior dorsal vertebra.

Back view of a middle or posterior dorsal vertebra.

Under surface of the dorsal vertebra, fig. 16.

Front view of fourth dorsal vertebra, Aptenodytes patachonica.
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Fig. 23.

Fig. 24.

Fig. 25.

Fig. 26.

Fig. 27.

Fig. 28.

Fig. 29.

Fig. 30.

Fig. 31.

Fig. 32.

Fig. 33.

Fig. 34.

Fig. 35.

Fig. 36.

Fig. 37.

Fig. 38.

A rib of Pterodactylus BucMandi, from Stonesfield Oolite.

Front view of a lumbar vertebra, Pterodactylus SedgwicJcii.

Front view of first sacral vertebra, Pterodactylus SedgwicJcii.

Under view of first and second sacral vertebra, Pterodactylus SedgwicJcii.

Front and under view of centrums of first three sacral vertebrae of a smaller,

probably younger, Pterodactyle.

Front
atlas and axis vertebrae, Pterodactylus SedgwicJcii.

Vertical longitudinal section of atlas and axis, Pterodactylus SedgwicJcii.

Front view of axis vertebra, Pterodactylus SedgwicJcii.

Side view t

Back view it

Under viewJ

Under view"!^^

of atlas and axis vertebrae, Pterodactylus Fittoni.

Front view /
an anterior caudal vertebra, Pterodactylus SedgwicJcii.

Upper viewl of a ceiwical vertebra, Pterodactylus BucJclandi, from Stonesfield

Under view/ Oolite.
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IX. On the Comparison of Hyperbolic Arcs. By Charles W. Merrifield.

Communicated hy the Rev. Dr. Booth, F.R.S.

Eeceived March 3,—Head March 31, 1859.

Ak application of Jacobi’s second theorem-the imaginary “

to a formula which reduces the comparison of the arcs of hyperbolas to he same

facility as that of elliptic arcs. The transformation is so easy

had s^me hesitation in publishing it ;
but I observe that my result was not noti ed l^y

Legea-dke, or by Professor Moseley, or in any more recent work which I have seen.

Some of its applications, too, are worthy of remark.

I shall use the ordinary notations :

—

A{&, = F(^,

The functional equation
I>i+F?)2-F?)3=0

is satisfied, as is well known, by either of the three trigonometrical equations-

cos(p3
=cos?J.cos(p2— sin(p,sin<p2 C(l— sin"^.sin'*?)3) • • •

cos(p2=cos(p,cos^3+sin<p,sin<p3 •v/(l— sin'^.sin'fpa) . • •

cos<p,= cos?)2Cos^3+sin?)2sin<p3 -/(I— sin^^.sin^(pi). • • •

Dividing each of these by cos 9 .. cos cos

^

3 ,
and transposing, they become

secp)3=sec(p,sec(p2+tan(p,tan<p2 A/(l+ cos^^.tan"<p3) • • •

sec <p2=sec<pisec<p3— tamp, tan (p3
C(l+cos^^.tan"<p2) • •

secipi= sec<p2sec(p3— tan(p2tanp)3\/(l+cos"Ctan''<p,). • •

It will be noticed, that we might pass from one set to the other, directly, by substi-

tuting sec ^ for cos <p,
tan ^ for sin <p, and cos ^ for sin These substitutions con-

stitute Jacobi’s second theorem. They convert

d(^ . ,
V^ .d^

(A.)

(
1 -)

(2.)

(
3 .)

(!•)

(
5 .)

(
6 .)

(1 — sin® 0 . sin^ip)^
'

(1 — sin®0 . sin®<p)^

(l-sirfAsin»?.)*# into Asiu*?)!

and

Now, calling J(l- sin® sin" E(p, we know that

E(p,+ E<p2— E<p3= sin" 6 sin cp, . sin <p2 . sin <p3

2 A 2

(
7 -)
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If, therefore, we make the above substitutions in this equation, and divide by \/— 1 .

we have, making — sin® sin® (p)^,

— cos®^.tan^, .tan<p2 -tan<p3 (8.)

Moreover, since we also have

F<Pi+F^2-F(P3=0,

it is evident that these equations remain true, if we put for

E^, E^+^.Fip,

or for H(p,

k being any constant whatever.

If we make k~ — sin®^, U®=H®-- sin®^.E^ represents the arc of a hyperbola.

In fact, if be the equation to a hyperbola, and we make the ordinate

sin S

;5
/= cos®^.tan we have the abscissa — sin®^ sin®(p). Erom these we may

obtain by differentiation,

{ 4- —
J cos> '/(l-sin^e.sin^^!)

^ 1 — sin^fl sin^(p , T sin^9.<Z<p

~J cos®ip V'(l — sin®fl,sin®ip)
‘

^ j ^/(l — sin^fl.sin^(p)
’

or U(p=H9— sin®^.F^.

If we make sin r=sin ^.sin (p, r is the angle which the normal of the M'perbola makes

with the axis of x. If we change the variable from <p to r, we have

U =sin® ^.cos® S r.
..

^(sin^fl— sin^ t)‘

an equation which bears a remarkable analogy to the arc of the ellipse referred to its

tangent,

E,-E=cos®^. f s-

J (1— sin^ S . sin® r)-

It may be worth while to remark, that the angle of the modulus, represents, in the

ellipse, the eccentricity, while in the hyperbola it represents the angle between the

asymptote and the ordinate.

Eor the comparison of hyperbolic arcs, therefore, we have the equation

Upi-}-U<p2— U(p3= — cos®^.tan(Pi.tanp)2-f3'ii(P3, (9.)

answering to the equation for elliptic arcs,

'E<p^+ E(p2— Ep)3= sin®^ . sin <pi . sin (p2 • sin p>3 { f
-

)

Eormula (8.) may be derived from the equations (4.), (5.), (6.) in exactly the same way

that formula (7.) is derived from the equations (1.), (2.), (3.)*.

* For the details, see Legendbe, ‘Fonctious Elliptiques,’ vol. i. p. 43, or Moseley “ On Definite Inte-

grals,” Encyclopaedia Metropolitana, ‘ Pure Mathematics,’ vol. ii. p. 497.
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In particular, if <p3=i^, we have, for the complementary functions, J](p,+ '[J(p^=oo
,
as

it ought to be, since the whole length of the curve is infinite.

For duplication, making (p^=ip
2 =co, we have

U^3
-- 2Ua;=(cos ^l.tan atf tan (p^.

The same formula serves for bisection, if we obtain from ^3 by the help of the

elhptic equations.

Equation (
8 .) is easily verified at the extremes, making ^=0,

and we have the known theorem

tan a+tan/3— tan (a+/3)=:— tana.tan jS.tan (a+/3).

If we make

A^=cos(p, andH9=j3^,

whence

(10.)

J cos iPi ' J
cos

<P2 J
COS

<P3
’

which is also a particular case of F<Pi+F92—F^3
= 0

,
depending on the particular equa-

tion

sec(p3=secipiSec(p2+tan(pitan(p2, (H-)

which 1 should call the meridioival equation, from its connexion with the common

formula for meridional parts, and with certain curves on Mercator’s Chart, which I have

discussed elsewhere.

I have taken the trouble of deducing
(
8 .) from (4.), (5.), (

6 .) directly, but the process

is so exactly parallel to Mr. Moseley’s work, at vol. ii. p. 497 of the work above cited,

that it would be unnecessary to insert it here.

A simpler verification may be found as follows : difierentiating with regard to p the

expression tan p . Ap, we have

d_

d'p
(tan (p. A^)= A(p

cos^ <p

sin^ fl sin^ p

Af —f—fA?)—cos^(p~ ^ A<p

v/hence, by integration (no constant needed, since each term vanishes with p),

tan p. A^=H<p+Ep—Fp (12.)

If we now add the equations (7.) and (8.) and subtract the equation

Fp,+ Fp2-Fp3=0,

we should have, substituting (12.),

tan Pi . Api -f tan p^ . Ap^— tan p^ . Apa =- sin^ ^ . sin pi . sin p^

.

sin Pa— cos* A tan Pi . tan p^

.

tan Pg.

This equation may be easily verified by using the values of Api, Apa, and Apa obtained

directly from the equations (1.), (2.), (3.), and clearing by means of the quadratic to

which they all lead,

l-f2 cos Pi .cos P2 .COS Pa= cos* Pi+ COS* P2 -f- cos* Pa+ sin* 6 . sin* Pi . sin*p2 . sin* pa . . (1 4-

)

(
13 .)
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Equation (8.) leads to a formula for the direct reduction of the logarithmic integi-al of

the third kind, whose parameter is negative and greater than unity. It is the exact

analogue of Legendee’s formula for the reduction of the same integral where the para-

meter is negative and less than unity, pp. 153, 154 of his third volume on Elliptic-

Functions. The reduction is of some importance, because on it depends the possibihty

of tabulating those functions, which would otherwise require a table of treble entry, too

cumbrous to attempt.

Let CO, and be two amplitudes, such that, for the common modulus 0, we have

Fw,= F?)+ Fc4 . . . .]
(a).

. . . .J

We must have simultaneously

=—cos^^ tan a tamp tansy, .

Hpi -1-Ha—H0J2=—cos^0 tan a tan (p tan

and also, putting for shortness for '/(!+ cos^^tan^pi),

taiKpcosaSa— tan « cos

\ — cos^ tan^ « tan^ 9

_ tan (p cos + tan « cos (p8a
ansyg-—

^ cos^ tan® « tan^

Let us next consider the function
dwaa=V.,-V«,= H.,

If we regard a as constant, we obtain from equations {a.).

dw^ df du),

/\cu^ A<p Aojj’

whence

J
{i'h

(e).

Now formulse (b.) and (c.) give

Hsya— Hsyi=2Ha+ COS® 0 tan a tan <p (tan co2
-\- tan cj,),

and

whence

2 tan <p cos ctAa
tan CO.) -j- tan co, «

’

^ ' * 1 — cos 0 . tan^ « . tan-^ <p

^
Cd<p[^ cos® 0 sin a. tan®

]

*^”^1— cos® 0 tan®«tan®(pj’

an a.^

and, after a few reductions, we find

1 /tt cos® 0 tan aX-o. ,
cos® 0 tanin=^Ha

or, transposing,

r ^

Jl — (1 + cos® 0 tan® «) sin® <p A<p cos® 0 tan a

No constant is needed, since Vip is an even function of (p

dp .

A« (1 + cos® 0 tan® a) sin® p Ap

{ ^(Vco.2— Vicfi)—Ha . Fee }

.
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One lesson we may learn from this process is, that the proper expression for the

negative parameter greater than unity is -(1 + cos’ « tan’ »). In geometrical researches

this remark will probably lead to simplicity. Leoendee has deliberately avoided the

discussion of this form of the parameter*. His reason was, that the complete integral

presents itself in the form of co— co
.

, i o j 1 1 ^

The tabulation of the function Yu would only require a table of double entry .

It may be as well to notice that the equations {a.\ {b.\ (c.) are solved by auxiliary arcs

as follows

:

Assume ^ a
tan >J2~ <pA(3i, tan — tan

then

It is needless to remark that Jacobi’s transformation does not enable us to reduce

the integral of the circular form. The difficulty which we here encounter, is exactly

analogous to that which presents itself in the reduction of the cubic equation of ordinary

algebra. In fact, if we were to apply Jacobi’s transformation to one only or the

auxihary arcs just mentioned would give values of n of the fern ,+nV -H, i^e

difficulty would depend upon the interpretation of F()i+oV^)-

* See T'onctions Elliptiques, vol. i. p. 71. sect. 53.
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X. On the Thermo-dynamic Theory of Steam-engines with dry saturated Steam, and

its application to practice. By William John Macquoen Eankine, C.E., LL.I).,

F.R.SS.L. & E., Pres. Inst. Eng. Scot., Regius Professor of Civil Engineering and

Mechanics in the University and College of Glasgoiv.

Eeceived December 27, 1858,—Bead January 27, 1859.

Introduction.

It was demonstrated independently from the laws of Thermo-dynamics, by Professor

Clausius and the author of this paper, in 1849*, that when steam or other saturated

vapour in expanding performs work by driving a piston, and receives no heat fiom with-

out during that expansion, a portion of it must be liquefied.

That theoretical conclusion has since been amply confirmed by experience in actual

steam-engines ;
for it has been ascertained that the greater part of the liquid water

which collects in unjacketed cylinders, and which was once supposed to be wholly

carried over in the liquid state from the boiler (a phenomenon called “ priming ”), is

produced by liquefaction of part of the steam during its expansion ;
and also that the

principal effect of the ^^jacTcet,'' or annular casing enveloping the cylinder, filled with

hot steam from the boiler, which was one of the inventions of Watt, is to prevent that

liquefaction of the steam in the cylinder.

That liquefaction does not, when it first takes place, directly constitute a waste of

heat or of energy ;
for it is accompanied by a corresponding performance of work. It

does, however, afterwards by an indmect process, diminish the efficiency of the engine

;

for the water which becomes liquid in the cyhnder, probably in the form of mist and

spray, acts as a distributer of heat and equalizer of temperature, abstracting heat from

the hot and dense steam during its admission into the cylinder, communicating that heat

to the cool and rarefied steam which is on the point of being discharged, and thus lower-

ing the initial pressure and increasing the final pressure of the steam ; but loweiing the

initial pressure much more than the final pressure is increased. Accordingly, in all

cases in which steam is expanded from a high down to a low pressure, it has in practice

been found necessary to envelope the cylinder in a steam-jacket 'j'. The liquefaction

which would otherwise have taken place in the cylinder, takes place in the jacket

instead, where the presence of the liquid water produces no bad effects, and that watei

is returned to the boiler.

In double-cylinder engines, where the expansion of the steam begins in a smallei

* Poggendoeit’s ‘ Amialen,’ 1850; Edinburgb Transactions, vol. xx.

t Unless the steam is superheated (Sept. 1859).

2 BMDCCCLIX.
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cylinder and finishes in a larger, the usual practice is to have steam-jackets round both

cylinders ;
but in a few examples in which the smaller cylinder alone is jacketed, the

liquefaction is found to be almost wholly prevented, shoeing that the steam during its

passage from the smaller to the larger cylinder receives sufficient heat, either directly

from the small cylinder or indirectly by conduction from the smaller to the larger

cylinder (which is in close contact with the small cylinder), to prevent any appreciable

portion of it from condensing.

The only exact formulse hitherto published for the work performed by the steam on

the piston, viz. those contained in a paper on thermo-d)mamics by the author of this

paper, which was received by the Royal Society in 1853 and published in the Philoso-

phical Transactions for 1854, and those contained in a paper by Professor CiArsirs.

published in Poggendoeff’s ‘Annalen’ for 1856 (the same results haring been inde-

pendently arrived at in both papers), are adapted to cylinders without steam-jacMs.

It is obviously desirable that exact formulae should be deduced from the principles of

thermo-dynamics, for the action of steam in jacketed cylinders also; and the present

paper is intended to supply that want. In the first place, those fundamental equations

of thermo-dynamics, to which it is afterwards necessary to refer, are biiefiy recapitulated:

then the exact formula for the action of steam, and the corresponding expenditm-e of

heat, in jacketed cylinders are deduced from them, and exemplified b) numeiical

results :—then is explained a convenient approximation to the exact formulae, founded

on the facts, that within the limits usual in practice, the pressme of satmuted steam

varies nearly as the seventeenth power of the sixteenth root of its density ;
and that the

expenditure of heat in a jacketed cylinder is nearly equal to fifteen and a half times the

product of the initial pressure and volume of the steam: -and, lastly, ai-e ghcii

examples of the application of the formulae to the engines of three steam-vessels recently

experimented on by the author, and a comparison of the results of the formulte uith

those of experiment.

Summary of'premously-lcmwn Principles and Formulce.

The following is the Genekal Equation op Theemo-dynamics which has been known

since 1849-60^:

—

(
1 -)

H denotes the quantity of heat which must be communicated to a mass ot matter m

order to make it undergo a given series of changes of volume and elastic pressure,

expressed iv. foot-pounds of energy, of which 772 are equivalent to one degree ot Faurex-

HEiT in one pound of water, as proved by Mr. Joule

t is absolute temperature, reckoned from the absolute zero which corresponds to total

privation of heat. It has from the first been conjectured that the scale of absolute

temperature coincides with that of a perfect-gas thermometer, the absolute zero being

Ediubiirgli Tnuisactions, vol. xx.; aud PoGGE>'DOKFr s ‘Annaleu, 1850.

t Philosophical Transactions, 1850.
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the temperature corresponding to total absence of elastic pressure. On that supposition

the specific heat of air under constant pressure was predicted in 1850 as being probably

0-24 of that of water, or thereabouts*; and M. Kegnault, in 1853, ascertained it by

experiment to be 0-238. The long series of experiments by Messrs. Joule and Thom-

son on the thermic effects of currents of elastic fluids f, have proved still more con-

clusively that if the scale of absolute temperature and that of the perfect-gas thermo-

meter differ, it must be by quantities so small that they have not yet been measured.

The expansion of a perfect gas from 32° Fahe. to 212° Fahr. being in the ratio

1:1-365, the absolute zero is

;^= 493°-2 Fahr.
O*oo5

below the temperature of melting ice ; or

t in degrees of Fahr.= 461°-2-1-T,

T being the temperature on the ordinary Fahrenheit’s scale.

is a function which remains constant when the mass under consideration eithei pei-

forms work by expansion, or undergoes compression, without receiving or emitting heat.

Its value is

A:.hyp. logi^+J^^Zij; (2-)

where k is the real specific heat of the substance, expressed in foot-pounds of energy

per degree of temperature
; p is the elastic pressure of the mass per unit of area when

it occupies the volume v ;
the differentiation ^ is performed on the supposition of v

being constant, and the integration on the supposition of t being constant.

Another form of the function <p, which is convenient in certain calculations, is as

follows :

—

log

where — is the constant value of the ratio ^ for the substance under consideration, in

k ^

the perfectly gaseous state J.

The function <p is sometimes called the Thermo-dynamic function.

One of its properties is as follows :—that when the series of changes of pressure and

volume to which the integration of equation 1 is applied constitute a cycle., so that the

mass returns in the end to its primitive volume and pressure, then for a complete cycle

^f-t;)d(p=^{(p,—<p^)dt=l{p,-p^)dv-l{v,—v^)dp, .... (4.)

* Edinburgli Transactions, vol. xx. f Philosophical Transactions, passim.

+ /c+Wh is the specific heat of the substance under constant pressure, in the perfectly gaseous state,

^0

expressed in units of energy.

2 B 2
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in which t, and are the two values of t corresponding to one given value of (p, and the

other similar symbols have analogous meanings.

Equation 4, expressed in words, means—The heat which disappears dunng a cycle of

operations is egual to the work performed. Another mode of expressmg the pi-inciple of

equation 4 is as follows :— t \ \

dt.d!p=dp.dv

The following is a summary of that graphic representation of the General Equation

of Thermo-dynamics which was first demonstrated in the Philosophical Transactions for

1854.

In fig. 1, let OP, OV be rectangular axes of coordinates; and let ordinates measured

parallel to’ OP and OV respectively represent pressures and volumes, so that areas

represent quantities of energy. Let the coordinates of a line of any figm-e, such as AE.

represent a series of changes of pressure and volume undergone by an elastic body.

Let AM, BN be curves traversing A and B, of the class called adiabatic cunes. oi

curves of no transmission ; that is, curves whose coordinates show the law of vanation

of the pressure and volume of the body when it neither receives nor emits heat. Those

curves are indefinitely extended both ways, and OV is theii’ asymptote.

Then the heat which the body receives during the change from A to B, is represented by

the area contained between the line AB and the curves AM and BN, indefinitely extended

in the direction OV.

To show the connexion between this and the algebraical expression of the same law

in equation 1, let <p be a function which is constant for a given adiabatic curie, and of

such a nature that dt.'d^^dp.dv. Divide the area MABN into an indefinite number

of indefinitely-narrow bands by a series of adiabatic curves. Let mabn be one ot these

bands. Let the difference of the values of the function <p for the curves anu bn, be dl :

let t be the absolute temperature corresponding to the element ab of the line AB ;
then-

area mab7i=td<p ;
area MABN=jf^?f.
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Let TiTi, T2 T2,
and the dotted lines between them, be isothermal lines^ each of which

by its coordinates represents the relation between the pressure and volume of the body

for a particular uniform temperature. Then the scale of Absolute Temperatuies is such,

that a series of isothermal lines, corresponding to a series of equal divisions upon that

scale, divides the band between any pair of adiabatic curves into equal areas.

A cycle of changes is represented by a closed figure, such as C ;
and the area of

that figure represents the heat transformed into mechanical energy, or the mechanical

energy transformed into heat, according as the cycle of changes takes place in the

dhection represented by the arrow, or in the contrary direction. That area is the quan-

tity expressed by equation 4.

The following are the results of applying the general equation of thermo-dynamics to

fluids which are in the act of changing from the liquid to the gaseous state, or nascent

vapours.

In fig. 2, let the fine BC paraUel to OV represent the increase of volume which a

given fluid mass undergoes in changing from the liquid to the gaseous state under a

pressure represented by the ordinate OB=j9. Through B and C diaw a pair of inde-

finitely extended adiabatic curves, BL, CIM ;
then the area LBCM represents the latent

heat of evajgoration of the fluid mass under the pressure^.

To find the algebraical expression for that latent heat, it is to be considered, that in

applying to this case the formula ll—td(p, t is the absolute temperature of the hoiling-

point corresponding to the pressure p, and is constant

;

so that

p, and (pi being the values of the thermo-dynamic functions for the curves CM and BL

respectively. It is next to be considered, that because t is constant, the teim of equa-

tion 2 which depends on t alone, is the same in ^bi so that it disappears fiom
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their difference, which consequently becomes simply

and that because J is constant during the evaporation, the value of the above mtegral

ig where v denotes the excess of the volume of the va'pour above that of the liquid.

dP

or the incTease of volume in the act of evapovation ; so that, finall}
,
the latent heat of

evaporation under the pressure p, in units of mechanical energy, is

(5-)

Now the relation between the pressure p and boiling-point t for water and various

other fluids has been ascertained by the experiments of M. Eegxault, and expressed

in tables and formulse ;
and for water, the relation between the boiling-point t and latent

heat of evaporation H, has also been ascertained by M. Eegxault’s experiments in

ordinary units of heat, which by the aid of “Joule’s equivalent” can be reduced to

units of energy ;
consequently the bstceease of volume of oxe pouxd of watee ix

evapoeatixg is given by the equation

The volume of a given weight of liquid water at all ordinary pressures is so small, as

compared with that of the same weight of steam, that for practical pui-poses r may

without material error be considered as representing the volume of one pound of steam.

The latent heat of evaporation of one pound of water at the boiling-point f m foot-

pounds of energy, is given with sufficient accuracy by the formulae

Il=a-bt, ('•)

where «=1109550 foot-pounds,

and b= 540’4 foot-pounds per degree of Faheexheit.

The pressure of saturated steam is given with great exactness, at all boiling-points at

which it has yet been measured, by the formula

com. logy?=A

—

B C
t P

(S-)

(first published in the Edinburgh Philosophical Journal, 1849). The values of the con-

stants A, B, C, given as revised, in the Philosophical Magazine for December 1854. are

as follows :

—

For pounds on the square foot, A= 8-2591.

For pounds on the square inch, A= 6-1007.

For absolute temperatures in degrees of Faheexheit,

logB=3-43642; log C=5-59873.
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In using equation 6, the unit of volume and the unit of pressure to be employed

depend on each other. The following are examples

Unit of Pressure.

Pound on the square foot.

Pound on the square inch.

Unit of Volume.

Cubic foot.

Prism one foot long by one inch square,

or cubic foot.

In either of the above cases, quantities of energy and of heat are expressed in foot-

pounds.

The latent heat of so much steam as occupies a unit of volume more in the gaseous

state than it did in the liquid state is obviously

(hyp. log 10=2-3026 nearly).

In every case of the working of steam which occurs in practice, the volume of the

liquid water is so small a fraction of the volume of the steam, that it may be neglected

without sensible error. AVhen this is done, the indicator-diagram of a steam-engine

working perfectly, and without transmission of heat to or from the steam in the cylindei,

may be represented in the following manner.

In fig. 2, let OB=j?, represent the “pressure of admission” at which the steam is

admitted into the cylinder; t^ the corresponding boiling-point:

—

BC='yi the volume of one pound of steam when admitted :

—

0A=P2 the final pressure of the steam in the cylinder at the end of the expansion

;

#2 the corresponding boiling-point :

—

0F=_P3 the “ pressure of exhaustion” at which the steam is expelled from the cylin-

der
; C the corresponding boiling-point.

Let AID and FJE be parallel to OV and BC. Draw the adiabatic curves CIM, BL,

PR. Then Cl will be the curve of expansion of the steam, and AI=52 will represent

the volume occupied by one pound at the end of the expansion. The work of one

pound of steam on the piston will be represented by the area FABCIJF, consisting ot

the parts

ABCIA=r sdp-, and AIJF=52(^2—Pa) (10.)

The symbol s is used to denote the volume occupied by one pound of the mixture of

steam and liquid water which the cylinder contains at any given time during the expan-

sion, $2 being the final value of that volume.

Let CDG be a curve whose ordinates parallel to OV represent the volumes of one

pound of dry saturated steam at the pressures represented by its ordinates parallel to

OP. Then AD='?;2 is the volume which one pound of steam would occupy at the end
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of the expansion, but for the partial liquefaction ;
and the proportion of the steam

liquefied is

ID
(11.)

AD ^2

The expenditure of heat per pound of steam (supposing the feed-water to be supplied

to the boiler at the temperature of exhaustion, t^) is represented by the mdefinitely-pro-

longed area EFBCM, and consists of two parts,

—

The sensible heat KFBL= J(^,-4), where J is the specific heat of nquid-water,|
^

772 lb. per degree of Fahrenheit, and the latent heat LBCM=H (see eq. 7.)J

If the feed-water is supplied to the boder, not at the temperature of exhaustion, f,.

but at some lower temperature, the latter temperature must be substituted for the

former in the formul®.

The application of these principles to steam-engines without jackets has been fidl)

explained and exemplified in the paper already referred to in the Philosophical Trans-

actions for 1864.

Calculations respecting such engines in ordinary cases are facilitated by approximate

formulge, founded on the fact that within the usual limits of pressm-e, inz. with

from one to twelve atmospheres, the coordinates of the curve C^I are related by the

equation

p OC s-V nearly * (

The expenditure of heat can be roughly computed to within about of the truth. b>

the formula
i \

^;,(13ii?,-f4000)*, (1^-)

being in cubic feet and in pounds on the square foot *.

Theory of the Work, Heat, and Efficiencij of Dry Saturated Steam.

In the following investigation it is assumed that the steam while expanding receives

just enough of heat to prevent any part of it from condensing, without super-heating it.

This assumption is founded on the fact, that dry steam is a bad conductor of heat as

compared with liquid water, or with cloudy steam, and that after cloudy steam has

received enough of heat to make it dry or nearly dry, it will probably receive little more.

The assumption is justified by the fact, that its results are confirmed by expermient.

The symbol r is used to denote the volume of one pound of steam in cuhc feet, and

the symbol p to denote pressure m pounds on the square foot , so that pressure in pounds

P
on the square inch is denoted by

In fig. 2, as before, let CDG be the curve whose coordinates represent the volumes

and pressures of dry saturated steam.

* Manual of Applied Mechanics, Art. 056.
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Let OB=^„ and BC^'Ui, represent the pressure and volume of admission, and the

corresponding absolute temperature

Let 0A=^2? AD=W2, represent the pressure and volume at the end of the expan-

sion, and #2 the corresponding absolute temperature ; then

is the ratio of expansion^ and

the effective cut-off.

Let AF=j93 be the pressure of exhaustion, and 4 the corresponding absolute tempe-

rature ;

Let ^4 be the absolute temperature of the feed-water ;
and

Let 0Q=P4 be the corresponding pressure.

The work of one pound of steam is represented by the area of the diagram ABCDEFA,

consisting of

the area ABCDA=\ vdp, and
Jp. V (15.)

the area ADEF =vj^p.;,—p^
; J

while the expenditure of heat per pound of steam is represented by the area contained

between the line QFABCD, and the two indefinitely extended adiabatic curves, QS, DN,

and may be distinguished into the following parts :

—

the sensible heat SQBL =^{ti— ^4))

the latent heat of evaporation, LBCM=Hi ;
> (1^-)

the latent heat of expansion =MCDN.j

Thus it appears that the work of one pound of dry saturated steam exceeds that of

one pound of steam which expands from the same initial pressure to the same final

pressure without receiving heat, by an amount represented by the area JICDEJ, while

the expenditure of heat is greater by the quantity represented by the area MCDN.
To find the area ABCDA, which represents part of the work, the value of v corre-

sponding to any value of^ is to be taken from equation 6, and that of H, the correspond-

ing latent heat of evaporation, from equation 7, giving

v=
a— bt

dp ’

dt

WO
which being multiphed by dt, and integrated between and fke initial and final

temperatures of the expanding steam, we obtain for the area ABCDA,

J"
vdp=^^ 0

— ^^(^^=ahyp. logy— J(^i— 4); (17.)

MDCCCLIX. 2 c
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to which adding the rectangle ADEFA, the work of o.ve pound of steam k found

to be
^

i?3)=«hyp.lOg^— + • (18-)

JP2

in which

«=1109550 foot-pounds; 5=540*4 foot-pounds per degree of Fahee>"SEIT.

The Mean Effective Peessure, or work per unit of volume traversed by the piston, is

(
18a.)

The heat expended per pound of steam, by a diiferent mode of division from that

given in the formulae 16, is computed as follows

:

Part of the sensible heat, SQAK=J(4~*^4)

;

Latent heat of evaporation at the temperature KADN=H2=«--5f2

;

Work performed between the temperatures 5, and ABCDA= vdp as in equation 1 1 .

The addition of those quantities gives for the whole expenditure of heat pee poind

OF steam in foot-pounds of energy,

^=:J(4-54)4-«-^^2+£’'^#=J(^2“^4)+a(l+hyp.logy^)-5f, . . . (19.)

(J=772 foot-pounds per degree of Fahrenheit).

The heat expended per unit of space traversed by the piston is equivalent to a pressme

whose intensity is n q . i

(19-'*'

The efficiency of the steam is the ratio

(
20 .)E=W-h?^=l,

of the work performed by the steam on the piston to the heat expended on the steam ;

and that ratio having been determined, the available heat of a pound of fuel may be

computed from the indicated work per pound of fuel, or vice versd, by means of the

equation,
available heat

1 (‘^1 )

indicated work~E‘

In the practical use of equations 18, 18a, 19, 19a, 20, and 21, the usual data are.

the initial pressure jpi, the ratio of expansion r, the pressure of exhaustion and the

temperature of the feed-water t,. From p,, by the aid of equations 6, 7, 8, 9. or ot

tables, are to be found and d,. Then

rvi=v^\

and from by the aid of the same equations, or of tables, are to be found and

and thus are completed the data for the use of equations 18 and 19.

Let OH=po represent the pressure, and HG=^;o the volume, of a pound ot steam at
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some standard temperature, such as that of melting ice (i^9=32°+461°‘2=493®'2 Fahr.);

and let

U=f 'U(?»= ahyp. log”--J(^— ^o) (22.)
jpo ^0

be the area contained between HG and another parallel ordinate of the curve CDG,

corresponding to the absolute temperature t.

Then by the aid of tables of the function U, the equations 18 and 19 can be put into

the following form :

—

W=:U,-U,+i;,(^2-i?3);
] .23)

=U,—

U

2+J (4 — ^4 )-\-a—U^ J

Tables of the values of jp, v, and U, for every ninth degree of Fahrenheit’s scale

from 32° to 428° above the ordinary zero, have been calculated, and are now being

printed*. As an example of the results contained in them, the following extract is given

for every thirty-sixth degree from 104° to 392° Fahrenheit.

Extract from Table.

T. t. P- V. u.

104 565-2 152-6 312-8 112290

140 601-2 414-3 122-0 161340

176 637-2 987-6 53-92 206410

212 673-2 2116-4 26-36 247950

248 709-2 4152 14-00 286290

284 745-2 7563 7-973 321780

320 781-2 12940 4-816 354670

356 817-2 20990 3-057 385200

392 853-2 32520 2-025 413580

For the purpose of interpolating intermediate numbers in such tables, the logarithms

ofp and V are more convenient than those numbers themselves, as their successive diifer-

ences are more nearly uniform.

Approximate Formulce.

As the formulas of the preceding section require in their use a considerable amount

of calculation, and in some cases the solution of transcendental equations by trial and

error (unless special tables are at hand), it is desirable to have, for the purpose of

solving ordinary practical problems, approximate formulae of a more simple kind.

Those which will now be explained were arrived at by a process of trial, based upon

a table of the results of the exact formulae
;
and their agreement with the exact for-

mulae, and with experiment, has been tested for initial pressures ranging from 30 to

120 lbs. on the square inch, and for ratios of expansion ranging from four to sixteen.

* In a work “ On the Steam-Engine and other Prime Movers.”

2 c 2
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They may therefore be applied with confidence to engines working withm those limits,

and probably somewhat above them; but for pressures much exceeding 120 lbs. on the

square inch, and ratios of expansion exceeding 16, it is advisable for the present to use

the exact formula.
.

The foundation of the approximate formulae for work, and for mean efi^ective pressure.

is the fact, that for pressures not exceeding 120 lbs. on the square inch, or 1(280 lbs.

on the square foot, the equation of the curve CDG is very nearly

P OC V~^ '

This equation is very convenient in calculation, because the sixteenth root can be

extracted, with great rapidity, to a degree of accuracy sufficient for practical pui-poses.

by the aid of a table of squares alone; and by a little additional labour, without anv

tables whatsoever.

Let r, as before, be the ratio of expansion ;
then evidently,

1 (^b I

Final pressure I

’

Gross work per lb. steam-= Siren. OBCDTO—W+psV^—^^ 'vdp-^p^Vz,^^.^
_ ^

26 .

- 16r-^)^p^llr'^- 16r-^) J

Effective work per lb. steam— =^^jvdp-\-{p^~P3)v^\.
^ _ ^

27 .)

=i;,{_p,(17r-'-16r-i^)™i?3} J

Mean gross pressure "—-\-pz—Pi{^'^'>f'
’

Mean effective pressure, ox yvoi)s. GxMic iooi, w—— jPi(17/ 16> io) p^- (-0

It is evident, that if the pressure of exhaustion p^ be given, and any two out oi the

following three quantities,—the initial pressure p,, the mean effective pressure ii\ the

ratio of expansion r,—the fourth quantity can be calculated dhectly, if it is one or otaev

of the pressures, p,, w, or by approximation, if it is the ratio ol expansion /’.

The approximate formula for the expenditure of heat, in foot-pounds per pomid ot

steam, which has been found by trial to agree very closely with the exact formula within

the limits already specified, and when the feed-water is supplied at a temperature ot

from 100° to 120° Fahe., is as follows:

so that the heat expended per cubic foot of space traversed hy the piston, or, the pressure

per square foot of piston to which the expenditure of heat is equivalent, is

(81.)

This gives for the efficiency. W IV 17— 16r-TV rp^

151 “l5ljo,’
(S2.)
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by means of which, when the work of one pound of coal is known, its available heat

can be computed, and vice versa, as with the exact formula.

Tables ofthe ratios given by the equations from 25 to 29 for various ratios of expansion

have been computed, and are in course of being printed. The following are examples

of the results contained in them :

—

Expansion r. Effective cut-off 1-4-r. Mean gross pressure -4- initial

pressure, (w+p^-^py

20 0-05 0-186

10 010 0-314

0-15 0-417

5 0-20 0-505

4 0-25 0-582

0-30 0-648

2f 0-35 0-707

2i 0-40 0-756

0-45 0-800

2 0-50 0-840

1

1

0-55 0-874

-* 3
0-60 0-900

1 3
0-65 0-929

7
0-70 0-945

li 0-75 0-960

li 0-80 0-976

Comparison of Theory with Experiment.

In comparing the results of formulae for the expansive working of steam with those

of the indicator-diagrams of engines, it is not to be expected that the indicated pressures

corresponding to particular volumes during, or at the end of, the expansion, will closely

agree with those given by calculation ;
because considerable deviations of the line

marked on the diagram, alternately upwards and downwards, arise from the friction of

the indicator, from elastic vibration of the indicator-spring, and from oscillations of the

steam itself. In the course of a complete stroke, however, those deviations neutralize

each other, so that the indicated mean effective pressure, if the theory is sound, ought

to agree with that given by theory within the limit of errors of observation.

About half a pound on the square inch, or 72 lbs. on the square foot, may be con-

sidered as an ordinary limit of error in indicator-diagrams.

Two examples of the application of the exact formulae, and four of the application of

the approximate formulae, to actual engines, are annexed ;
and the results of the formulae

are compared with those of experiment.
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Example I.—-Paddle-steamer of 820 tons displacement, with a pair of double-cylinder

engines of 744 indicated horse-power.

Bottom of cylinders. Top of cylinders.

Data :— lb. per square inch.

_p,-f-144 33-7 34-3

^3-^144 ^;0 ^
T 4^ 6^

461*2= about 104°Fahe.

KeSULTS by exact formula :— Bottom of cylinders. Top of cylinders.

v^=.rv^ 50’375 74-4

7-367 4-867

W 109552 117338

w~=w~144 15-1 10-95

Mean 13-03

Obsekved mean effective pressure, lb. on the inch . . . 13-10

Difference . . . — 0-07

lb

144v^
144

Mean

906989 92567S

125 86-4

. . . 105-7

0-121 0-127

_ ^ ^ . mean w n o o
Mean efficiency

Example I., calculated by approximate formula.

Data :
— ff •

Mean . .
. j?i-“144 34

Mean . .
.

jp3-~144 4

Mean ... - 0-2
?

KeSULTS : ll*- P«^r inch.

w-j-144. Calculated 13-17

Observed 13-10

Difference .... 0-07

/i^l44 105-4

E 0-125
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Example II.—Screw-steamer of about 700 tons displacement (1), with engine of 226

indicated horse-power.

Bottom of cylinders. Top of cylinders.

Data :

—

lb. on the square inch.

^i-j-144 1081 104

^3-r-144 3-3 4-0

r 16 14

T,=^,-461-2= 122° Fahr. nearly.

Kesults by exact formula :

—

Bottom of cylinders. Top of cylinders.

v^=rv^ 64-27 58-52

i),-144
5-6 6-3

W 191437 182108

W w
20-7 21-6

144^2 144

Mean .... . 21-15

Observed mean effective pressure, lb. on the inch . . 21-0

Difference . . .+ 0-15

975301 966524

:j-^=AA-144 105 115
144^2

Mean .... . 110

E=w-^A 0-196 0-188

mean w
Mean efficiency 0-192

Example II., calculated by approximate formula.

Data ;— lb. per inch.

Mean . . . j9i-f-144 106^

Mean . .
.
j93-^144 3‘65

Mean ... - 0-067
r

KeSULTS .-— lb. per inch.

w-r-144, Calculated 21-05

Observed 21-00

Ditference + 0-05

A-^144 110

E 0^
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Example III.—Paddle-steamer of 1100 tons displacement, with a pah of engines of

1176 indicated horse-power.

In this and the following example, some of the data were not obtained with sufficient

precision to make it worth while to use the exact formulae; and therefore the approxi-

mate formulae alone are employed.

Data ;

—

Results :

—

lb. per inch.

Mean . . . i?,
-1-144 38

Mean . . .
j93-^144

Mean .

1 0-15

r

lb. per inch.

w-t-144. Calculated . . .
12-35

Observed . . .
12-2

Difference . . . .-h 0-15

h~W 88-3

E 0-14

Example IV.—The same steamer as in Example III., with only one of her two boilers

at work ;
indicated horse-power, 568.

Data :

—

Mean . . pi-^144

lb. per inch.

32

Mean . . . ^3 -1-144 3

Mean .

1

*

T

0-1

Results :

—

w-t-144, Calculated .

lb. per inch.

. .
7-05

A-i-144

Observed . . .

Difference

. .
7-0

. .+ 0-05

49-6
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XI. On the Double Tangents of a Plane Curve. By A. Cayley, Esg., F.B.S.

Eeceived March 17,—Bead April 14, 1859.

It was first shown by Pluckee on geometrical principles, that the number of the double

tangents of a plane curve of the order m was : see the note, “ Solution

d’une question fondamentale concemant la theorie generale des Courbes,” Crelle., t. xii.

pp. 105-108 (1834), and the “ Theorie der algebraischen Curven” (1839). The memoir

by Hesse, “Ueber die Wendepuncte der Curven dritter Ordnung,” Crelle^ t. xxviii.

pp. 97-107 (1844), contains the analytical solution of the allied easier problem of the

determination of the points of inflexion of a plane curve. In the memoir, “ Recherches

sur relimination et sur la theorie des Courbes,” Crelle, t. xxxiv. pp. 30-45 (1847), I

showed how the problem of double tangents admitted of an analytical solution, viz. if

U= 0 is the equation of the cuiwe, L, M, N the first derived functions of U, and

D=«(MB,-NB,)+^(NB,-LB,)+y(LB,-MB.)

(where a, j3, y are arbitrary), then the points of contact of the double tangents are

given as the intersections of the curve U= 0, with a curve the equation whereof is in

the first instance obtained under the form [Y]= 0; [Y] being a given function of

D*U, D®U, ..D'"U of the degree —

m

— 6 in respect of («, f3, y), the degree

TO®—2m^—lOm+12

in respect of (^, y, z), and the degree to®+to— 12 in respect of the coefiicients of U. It

was necessary, in order that the points of intersection should be independent of the

arbitrary quantities (a, |3, y) that we should have identically

[Y]=A.U+N.nU,

N being of the degree to®—to— 6 in (a, j3, y), and consequently HU a function of (s, y, z)

without (a, (5, y). Guided by Hesse’s investigation for the points of inflexion, I asserted

that it was probable that N was of the form ;
which being so, HU

would be of the degree (to— 2)(to®

—

9) in respect of (^, y, z), and the degree to®4-to

—

12

in respect of the coefiicients, and I was thus led to the theorem, “ On trouve les points

de contact des tangentes doubles en combinant avec I’equation de la courbe une equation

nU=0, de I’ordre (to— 2)(to®— 9) par rapport aux variables et de I’ordre to®+to

—

12

par rapport aux coefiicients—c’est a dire, puisqu’il corresponde deux points de contact

a une tangente double, le nombre de ces tangentes est egal a -

5to(to— 2)(to®

—

9): theo-

reme demontre indirectement par M. Pluckee.”

Hesse, in the memoir “ Ueber Curven dritter Ordnung, See.” Crelle, t. xxxvi. pp. 143—

176 (1848), showed how the components D®U, D’U, .. O’”!! of [Y] could each of them

MDCCCLIX. 2 D
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be expressed in a simplified form, and he thus effected the actual reduction ofm _to

the form where E stiff contained the arbitrary qnantiues

(a, jS, y) in the degree (m-2)(m-3). In particular for a quaidic curve, the equaUon

E=0 was shown to be
3aQ4”Q3=0,

where the left-hand side is of the degree 2 in (a, (3, y) and the degree 16 m (it, y, z) ;

and which should therefore by means of the equation U=0 be reducible so as to contam

the factor (aa;'+/3?/+y2^)^- ^ ^
Jacobi’s paper, “ Beweiss des Satzes, dass eine Cmwe w-ten Grades im allpmemen

in(n-2)(n^-9) Doppeltangenten hat,” Oelle, t. xl. pp. 237-260 (18o0), did not, I

think, materially advance the solution of the question. In a letter to Jacobi,, dat^ the

30th December, 1849, published at the conclusion of the last-mentioned paper, KessE

gave the equation of the curve of the 14th order for the points of contact of the double

tangents of a quartic, viz. in my notation.

(a, B, c, jr, e, a,H, 3,Hf-H(a, b, c, jf, <b, iib,, a,, 3Jh=o.

and the demonstration is given in Hesse’s paper, “ Ueber die ganzen homogenen

Functionen von der dritten und vierten Ordnung zwischen diei Variabeln,’ Civl/e, t.
-

.

pp. 285-292 (1851), and is reproduced in Mr. Salmon’s Treatise on the Higher Biane

Curves (1852). Two very interesting memoirs by Hesse and Steinee, Crelle,^ t xhx.

(1855), relate to the geometrical theory of the double tangents of a quartic, and it is not

necessary to refer to them more particularly. It is to be observed that the cur^e

which determines the points of contact of the double tangents is not absolutely deter-

minate ;
for we may, it is clear, in the place of nU=0, write HU-fM.U_0, whereM is

an arbitrary function of the proper degree; a very elegant transformation in the case o

the quartic is given in Hesse’s paper, “Transformation der Gleichung der CmTenllteu

Grades, welche eine gegebene Curve 4ten Grades in den Beruhrmigspmicten ihrei

Doppeltangenten schneiden,” Crelle, t. Iff. pp. 97-103 (1856).

Mr. Salmon’s work above referred to, contains the fundamental theorem o t^ e

qential of a cubic, viz. a tangent to a cubic meets the cubic in a third point which les

on the second or line polar of the point of contact with respect to the Hessian. In mi

“ Memoir on Curves of the Third Order I gave an identical equation relatmg to the

tangential of a cubic, but which is not there exhibited in its proper form ;
this

wards effected by Mr. Salmon, in the paper “ On Curves of the Thu-d Order f-

equation, as given by Mr. Salmon, is in the notation of the present memoir,

-?^.U+i».DU-iDH.|3T+H.T=0,

an equation which in fact puts in evidence the last-mentioned theorem for the tangential

of a cubic.

* PliilosopHcal Transactions, vol. cxlvii. (1857), pp. 415-416, art. No. 37.

t Ibid. vol. cslviii. (1858), pp. 535-541.
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The idea occurred to me of considering, in the case of the higher plane curves, the

of a given point of the curve, viz. the points in which the tangent again meets

the curve ;
for by expressing that two of these tangentials were coincident, we should

have the condition that the given point is the point of contact of a double tangent. But

I was not able to complete the solution.

Finally, Mr. Salmon discovered the equation of a curve of the order m— 2, which by

its intersections with the tangent at the given point determines the tangentials, and by

expressing that the curve in question is touched by the tangent, he was led to a com-

plete solution of the Double-tangent problem. Mr. Salmon’s result is given in the

note, “ On the Double Tangents to Plane Curves,” in the Philosophical Magazine for

October 1858. The discovery just referred to led me to the investigations of the present

memoir, in which it will be seen that I obtain, for a curve of any order whatever, the

identical equation corresponding to the before-mentioned equation obtained by Mr.

Salmon in the case of a cubic ;
which identical equation puts in evidence the theorem

as to the tangentials of the cuiwe, and may thus be considered as containing in itself the

solution of the Double-tangent problem : the identical equation is besides interesting for

its own sake, as a part of the theory of ternary quantics.

1. Mr. Salmon’s solution of the problem of double tangents is based upon the follow-

ing analytical determination of the tangentials of any point of the curve.

Let

T=(*XX, Y, Z)”=0

be the equation of the given curve, (X, Y, Z) being current coordinates ;
and let z)

be the coordinates of a point on the curve, so that we have

U=(*X^, y, zf=0,

a condition satisfied by the coordinates of the point in question.

Then the tangent

V=(XB,+Y^,+ ZB,)U=0

at the point (x, y, z), meets the cuiwe besides in (n— 2) points, which are the tangentials

of the given point (x, y, z), and which are determined as the intersections of the tangent

V=0 with a certain curve,

n=(tx^, y, z)”-*=0.

2. To express the equation of this curve, let Ui, Ug, . . be the successive emanants of

U, taken with the facients of emanation y^, zj, viz.

where it should be noticed that the numerical determination is such,

{x, y, z) for [x^, y^, zj, then Uj, Uj, . . become respectively equal to U.

2 D 2

that putting

Suppose also
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that H . . . are the Hessians of U, U„ U„ . . Hz. H is the deteiminant formed

with the second derived functions of U with respect to {x,y, z), H, the like deteimmant

with the second derived functions of U, mth respect to the same quantities (.d y i)

;

and so on. Moreover let D«-H, =(Xd.+Yd,+Z^.r^H, denote the e/z-2)thic

emanant of H with respefct to the current coordinates (X, Y, Z) as facients of emanation

;

and similarly let . . . denote the (7i-2)thic emanants of H^, H, ...

in respect to the same facients of emanation—it being understood that in aU these

functions, {w, y, zj are after the differentiations to be replaced by (x, y, z). It is to

be observed that U, is of the degree {n-r) in {x, y, z), and consequently H of t^ e

degree 3(w~2-r); hence is of the degree 3(w=-2--r)-(w-2), ~-2(?z -) or,

which implies that r>|(?i~2), for otherwise would be identically equal to zero

Upon replacing (zr, by (^, y , .),
(r satisfying the above condition) becomes o

the degree 2{n-2) in {x, y, z), and it is obviously of the degree 3 in the coefficient, o

U, and of the degree (w-2) in the current coordinates (X, Y, Z).

3.

This being premised, we have

n=(tIx,Y,z)-“

=D»-^H + &c.=

0

for the equation of the curve of the order (n-2), which by its intersection with the

taiment gives the tangentials of the given point; the numerical coefficients are the

binomial coefficients of the order (^-1) taken ivith the signs + and - alternately-, and

the series is continued as long as the terms do not vanish, that is, if as before r denote

the suffix of H, for so long as r>|(.z-2) ;
but of course the value mil not be altered

by continuing the series to In particular, for the quartic we have

a=D"H-3D^Hn
for the quintic

n=D*H™4D*H,+6D^H„

and so on. The function fl, like the several component terms, is of coimse of the degiee

3 ill the coefficients of U, and of the degree 2(n~2) in (x, y, z).
^

4.

It is to be remarked that the formula applies to a cubic ; we have here simp >

which agrees with a result already mentioned. It may be noticed also that ui

the general case the formula gives at once the condition for the points ol inffexion; m

fact if the point (^, y. z) be a point of inflexion, then one of the tangentials must coin-

cide with this point, or the equation 0= 0 will be satisfled by writing therein {x, y, *

for (X Y, Z) ;
but when this is done D^^H, &c. reduce themsffives (to numerical

factors j?m) to H, and the equation becomes simply H= 0, which is the well-knomi

condition for the points of inflexion.
_ , Tr_n

5.

If two of the tangentials coincide, or what is the same thing, if the tangent

touches the curve 0=0, then the point {x, y, z) ivill be the point of contact of a doub e

tangent. The equation which expresses the condition in question, treatmg tierein
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y, z) as cm-rent coordinates, is consequently that of a curve, intersecting the given

curve (^now represented by in the points of contact of the double tangents. Ihe

process leads to a determinate form nU= 0, of the curve in question, but of course

any curve whatever, nU+M.U=0, will intersect the curve U=0 in the points of con-

tact of the double tangents.

6. I write for the moment

a=(A,...xx, Y, z)»-^=:0,

V=|X-f-p?Y4-^:Z -0,

for the two equations ;
the coefficients (A, . . .), as already mentioned, are of the degree

2(n—2) in {x, y, z) and of the degree 3 in the coefficients of U ; or as we may express it,

A, y,

In like manner t], I are of the degree 1) in (^, y, z), and the degree 1 in the coeffi-

cients of U, or we may write

I, y!,l^{a,..y{x,y, zf-\

7. The equation which expresses that the luie V=0 touches the curve fl=0, is

FCl= 0, where the facients of the Reciprocant PH are the coefficients (|, pj, 1) of the

linear function. This equation is of the form

or attending to the forms of (A, . ..) and (|, >?, 1), it is of the form

(a .

.)6(n-3)+ («-2Krt-3)^_^^ ^j4{»-2)(«-3) + (n-l)(n-2){«-3}_Q^

or what is the same thing, the form

viz. the curve through the points of contact of the double tangents is a curve of the

order fn—2)(n^—9), and its equation contains the coefficients of the equation U=0 of

the given curve in the degree {n-\-^)(n— 3). And since each double tangent corresponds

to two points of contact, the number of double tangents is ^n{n—2){n‘--9). This agrees

with the before-mentioned results.

8. The whole problem is thus reduced to the demonstration of Mr. Salmon s expres-

sion for the cm-ve 0= 0. To fix the ideas, consider the case of a quartic curve

T=(*XX, Y, Z)^=0, and let the function U=(*X^5 shortness we may

wiite it, y, zj-) and certain of its emanants be represented as follows, viz.—

-

a —{x,y,zy

h =(^,2/,^KX,Y,Z),

c =(a:,y,z/(X, Y,Z)^

d =(x,y,z)(X,Y,Zy,

e = . . (X,Y,Z)fi
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(i={x,y,zf . (X',y', Z'),

5'=(®,y,zf(X.Y,Z)(X',Y',Z'),

c'=(®,y,2)(X,Y,Z«X',Y',Z'),

d’= . . (X,Y,Z)‘(X’,Y',Z'),

a"={x,y,zf . . (X',Y',Z7,

b"=.{x,y,z) (X,Y,Z) (X',Y',Z%

c''= . . (X,Y,Z/(X',Y',Z'f,

where (X', Y', Z') are new arbitrary facients ; but, as before, (X, Y, Z) are taken to be

current coordinates, and {x, y, z) the coordinates of the given point on the cuiTe

:

e = 0 is the equation of the curve ;

(^=0, the equation of the first or cubic polar of the point {x^y, z);

h =0, the equation of the last or line polar of the point {x, y, z), or what is the same

thing (the paint being on the curve), the tangent of the cuiwe at this pomt;

«=0, the condition which expresses that the point is on the curie.

9. Imagine now an identical equation,

Ia+IB+IIM+IVe=0;
then, since «;=0, we have

II5+IIM+IVe=0;

and if in this equation we write 5=0, e=0, it becomes 111(5=0, that is, the pomts ot

intersection of the curve e=0 and the tangent 5=0 lie on one or other of the cuives

d=0, III=0. But the points in question do not lie on the curve (5=0, consequenth

they lie on the curve III=0.

10. To explain the law of formation of the multipliers I, II, HI, H ,
I form t ic

matrix ,

o' ),

d’

and then we have

III=-

( «, 5
,

c 9 (5; a'

,

5',

5
,

c
,

(-5, e ;
5', d

,

a', h
5 0 5

d'-, a". 5",

d, c
,

V + (5, 5, d

e
,

(5, d e
,

c. d'

d 5 ^ 9
V' d\ 5 ', d"

1

(5, c, a! — (5
, 5, y .

,
d. y 6 ,

c, d

\
^5', (5, a!' d', 5', b" \

a, 5
,

d — a, c. y

5
,

c, d' 5 ,
d, d

a', 5 ', d' ,
a', d. 5

"

c"

(5
,

a, d

e , 5 ,
d'

d', a\ c"

—
;

a, (5, ,

5 ,
e ,

5'

a', (5', a!'
i
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a, b, b’ + a, d

b, c. d b. d. b’

d, b’, b” d. d. d’

values which, as I proceed to show, satisfy the identical equation

Ia+m+IIW+IVe=0.
11. We have in fact

1= d{d¥~c'^ j^cd’-b’d’)

{Vd -V’c-^-b'd-bd')

-{•dJ{cd ~db'-\-hd’—cd ),

where the last line is

bc¥-dVd!-,

II= d {b'd— al'd+ h'd— ¥c-\-a!d!— bd')

-\-e [ca!'~a!d \-b¥ —b'^ -\-ad' — a!d)

-\-d'{a!d—b'c \-Vc —bd -\-bd —ad!)^

where the last line is

ddd!—ad!‘^

;

III= a{-b'dl^-cd'-\-d^ —¥'d->rb'd’-ea!')

-\-b {
bd’ —b’d-\-b”c—b’d-\- a!’d— a'd’)

-\-a'{ cd —bd'-\-b’d—cd-\-a'e —b'd),

where the last line is

—bdd-\-eci ‘^

;

and

IV= a{¥c—b'd-\-dd’—b'c')

+5 (§'2 _iy<j^a!d -cdc)

-\-d{bd — b'c -\-cb’ — dd),

where the last line is

bdd-d’\

And these values may be expressed as follows :

—

1= «( 0 )

-f-J( )

+ (Z( ¥d^ d’c-b'd’-dd- d'b'

)

j^e{-b"c-d'b-\-b'd \-db' ),

11= )

+5(0 )

^d{-d'd-b"c-d'b-\-dd!^b'd^db'-\-d!d)

+e{ d’c b”b+ d’a—dd — b'b’—dd )

,

(
12

)

(13)

(14)

(
21 )

(23)

(24)
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111= a{—h''d—d’d-{-Vd’^c'd-\-(l!ll ) (
31 )

+5( a!'d-{-b"c~\-d'b--ad’~b'd—db'— d'a') (32)

+(?( 0 )

-^e{--a!’a-\-o!a! ) > (^“^^

IV= a{ b''c-\-d'b—Vd—dV )
(-^1)

j^l[-.c^<c-b"b-d'a-\-a!d-\-Vb’-^dci ) (
12

)

+(?( d'a—dd )

+4 0 )’

whicli are of the form
. % jn€t\ \ a^\

II=a(21)+J 0 +d(23)+e(24:),

III=«(31)H-J(32)+d! 0 +e(34),

IV=441)+J(42)+(^(43)+e 0 ,

where (12)=— (21) &c., and which therefore satisfy the equation

Ia+IK+IIW+IVe=0.

12. The equation of the curve which by its intersection with the tangent gi^es the

tangentials, is

III=- a, b, d — a, c. b' — a. d, d

b. €, d’ b. d, d b. e, V

d, b', d' d, d. b" d, d', d'

= 0 ,

the degrees of which are ^ r tt q
in the coefficients of U ,

o,

in (^ , ^ ,
z )

• • • 6,

in(X,Y, Z) .
. . 4,

in (X', Y', Z') ... 2;

and it only remains to divest this equation of a factor which it contains,

X
, y ,

z

X, Y, Z

,

X', Y', Z'

which being thrown out, the equation will be independent of (X', Y', Z') and of the

degrees
in the coefficients of U, o,

in (x ,y ,
z) . . . • 4

,

in (X, Y, Z) . . . . 2,

and will in fact be the before-mentioned equation Q=D®H— 3D-H,= 0.
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13.

Write for shortness,

it is to be shown that

X
, y , z

X, Y, Z

X', Y', Z'

W,

III=

14. To effect this I remark that we have identically

a, h, d = A^H

;

5 ,
c ,

V

a', h\ d'

and I proceed to operate upon this equation with D=XB^+YB^+ZB^.

I notice that

a, i, c, d, e; a', h\ d, d'
; d\ h", c"

are in regard to {x, y, z) of the degrees

4, 3, 2, 1,0; 3, 2,1,0; 2, 1,0;

or what is the same thing, since for the case in hand %=4, of the degrees

; w— 1, w— 2, ..; w—2,^—3, .

and we have

J)a=znh, m-{n-l)c, . . T>d={n-l)h’, By={7i-2)c\ . . J}d'={n-2)b\

15. In the determinant

a, h, d

5 ,
c

,
y

y, d'd,

,
=A^H,

the degrees of the terms (other than each top term, the degree of which is higher by

unity) in the several columns are n— 1, n— 2, n— 2; if then we operate on the deter-

minant with D, and as regards the top terms we write

D« =-h -\-{n—l)b
,

jyh =c +(w— 2)(?,

J)d=y+(n-2}y,

we have in the first place a term

which vanishes, and next the terms

(n-l)

b,

b,

d.

c,

c,

b',

y

y

b, b^ d \ -\-(^n—2'j a, c, d + {n~2) a, b. y

c, c, y \ b, d. y b. c, d

y, y, d'\ d, c', d' d, y. ¥
2 EMDCCCLIX.
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the first of which vanishes. On the right-hand side DA=0 identicaUy, and therefore

D . A^H= A^DH, or we have

(m-2) a. c, a' -\-{n—2) a. b. V
i

b, d. V b, c, d

a!. d. d' d. v. b"

:A==DH.

+(%— 2)(w~3)

b. d 1 +(72-2Xw-1) b, b. V

c, d. b’
1

C, c ,
d

b\ d. d' V, v. b"

a. d. a + (72— 2 )(?^
— 2

)
a. c. V

b. c

,

b b. d, d >
1

d. d', d' d. d. b"

a. c. V + (72— 2 )(72
— 3

)
a. b, d

b. d. d b. c, d'

d. d. W d, v. d'

>= A^D^H;

or collecting the different terms,

(72— 2) (72— 3) a,b ,
d + 2(72-2X a, c, b'

1 1 a, d, d

b
,
c ,

d' b
,

d, d b ,
e,b’

d, V, d' d, d, V' d, d', a"

+ (72
— 2 )(??

— 1 );^. c. a

iC. d. h’

\h'. c\ a

17. A little consideration will show that in this equation we may write n-1 for «.

and Hi for H. In fact, putting for a moment we ha^e coiiespoudiim

to the equation

this other equation.

a

,

b. d =
b. G, V

d. b', a"

la

,

lb. Id

lb. Ic lb'

Id, lb', la"

= A^H,

= A^H.,

where ultimately y,, z,) are to be replaced by {x, y, z). We may operate upon tins

equation with D, D^ . . . as before, the only difference being that in the first instance

la, lb. See. are as regards (x, y, z) of degrees lower by unit^^ than a, b. See., that is h- 1

must be substituted throughout in the place of n', and when at the end of the process

(+, y, ^/) are replaced by {x, y, z), then lb. See. become equal to «, b. See., from which

the truth of the asserted proposition is manifest.
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18. Hence writing %=4, we have

2 a
,

c' + 8 a
,

d, a! +2 d, d

b. c. d! e
,

V e. V

a', V. c" a!, d!. d' d. d', d'

2 a, d ,
a!

h, e
,

V

n. d\ d'

and hence

2 ;

a, b, c' + a
,

c

,

V + «, d
,

d
]

b, c, d' d^ d d
J

d. b\ c" n'. c\ W n'. d\ d'

6 5 5
c

5
q!

c, d, V

c\ a!'

—|— 2 J
)

C
f

CL

c, V

h\ c', a"

>=A^(D^H-3D'H,),

which is the required equation,

III=-iA^(D^H-3D^H0.

19. It is to be added, that the equation for A^DH gives IV=^A^DH; the values of

II and I are at once obtained from those of III and IV by interchanging {x, y, z) and

(X, Y, Z). Hence if we represent by |^, 2B, &c. the values which H, D, &c. assume by

this interchange, we may write

II=+iA^(M-3B^li),

III=-iA^(H^H-3D^H,),

IV= +iA^HH;

and the identical equation,

ia+m+iii(^-l-iVe=o,
gives therefore

-iai.U+i(M-3M,)HU-i(D^H-3D^H,)i3T+DH.T=0,

which is of itself sufficient to put in evidence the property that the curve D^H— 3D^H,= 0

gives by its intersections with the tangent DU=0, the tangentials of the point (x, y, z).

The last-mentioned equation is the equation for a quartic corresponding to Mr. Salmon s

equation

-l.U-l-i».HU-iDH.BT+H.T=0
for the cubic U=0.

20. It is worth while to give the investigation of the equation for the cubic; the

matrix is

( a, h. c ; d
,

y )

c. d-, y

.

d

b\ d’,

2 E 2

d\ y
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and the identical equation is

Ia+II54-nic+IV(^=0,

where
1= d, y 9

d. c, d

c\ y. W

II-- c, h. a! — c, a ,
y

d. c, y d, d

c\ y, a!' c', d. y

III=- a. h, y — a. c, d ,

5, c, d d. y

a!. y, W c', d'

IV = a. b, d 5

c, y

a'. y, d'

or, as we may express them,

1= a{ 0

+ b{ d^ )
(12)

-\-c{y'c—yd—dy) (13)

^d{-yh-^yy )
(14)

11= a{ -d^ ) (21)

+ 5( 0 )

+ c (

—

d'c— y'i-^-dd df-yV-^-did) (23)

-\-d{ d’i-\-ya-dy-yd ) (24)

iii= a{—yc-\-yd-\-dy )
(31)

+ h{ d'c-\-yh—dd—yy~ dd) (32)

+ c( 0 )

-\-d{-~ad’ \-d^ ) (34)

IV= a{y''b —yy )
(41)

-f J (

—

d'h— ya-\-dy+yd )
(42)

+c( d’a —dd )
(43)

+ 0 )
•

which verify the identical equation. We have III= — A"DH, IV= A'H,

II=+A"J3i^, I= — A"i|, and thence the equation in question,

-l^.U+il3l.DU-iDH.J3T+H.T=0.
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21. One other example will be sufficient to render manifest the law of the formation

of the multipliers I, II, HI, IV

.

In the case of a sextic curve we have the matrix

( a, b. c, d, e, a'

,

b', c'

,

d',

b ,
c, d. b', c'

,

d', e' ,

a', b\ c', d', e\ a”, b". c'\ d!\

the identical equation is
^ ^Ia+m+III/+IV^=0 ;

and the expressions for the multipliers I, II, HI, IV are-

1= /- e. V + d
,

d + c, d "h /. b
,

d •>

/. d 9^ e ,
d! d, e 9’ c

, f
/. e'. W d'. d' d, d" b\ d’

H=- e, a! — d, V — f’ c. d —
f. b, d! — a, d

/’ b' 9^ e, d S'^
d, d' 9< c, d 9^ b. f

/'. a” d', W /. d, d” /. b\ d" a'. d'

111=

-

a. d — a. c. d' — a ,
d, d a. d

,

b' — a
, /’ a'

b. c. f b. d, d b, e ,
d' i. d b. 9^ V

a\ b\ d' a!, d, d' a'. d', d' a!, d\ V' a'. /. a"

IV=
i

b. d! + a. c, d — a, d
,

b' — a
,

e. a! •

i

c, d b, d, d' b, e
,

d f. b'

i

b\ d" a',. d', d'
1

a', d', b" d, a!'

22. We have in fact

1= « 0

\-b{—gd' -\-ff ) (12)

hJ-[-d'e^d"d-\-d'c _df-dd-d'd’-dd-fb' ) (13)

-\-g{— b"e— d'd— d"c j^de’-\-dd'-^d’d^db' ) (14)

a{ d'g -ff (21)

+5 0 •

+/(_df-We- d'd- d"e- d'b -fi a!f+ b’d -\-dd’-\- d'd -fi db’ -\-f'a') (23)

-\-g{ a"e-\-b"d-\-d'c-}-d"b — a'd— b'd'— dd— d'b'— da! ) (24)

: a{-b"f-d'e-d"d-e"c j^df^de'^-dld'+e'd^-fb' ) (31)

+ b
( a"f+We -h c"d+d"c-\-e"b- a'f- b'd- dd'- d'd- db'-/<:f) (32)

+/ 0 •
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-.Ve'-dd!-d!d-^V

j^cid^Vd!-\-dd^d!V^da!

-a"

IV=«( We^d'd-\-d!'c

^^^cd’e-VUl-d’c-d'b

-f/( a!'a

-^9 ^

which are of the form
I=« 0 +5(12)+/(13)+^(14),

II=:«(21)+J 0 4-/(23)+^(24),

III=«(31)+5(32)+/ 0 +^(34),

IV=«(41)+5(42)+/(43)+5^ 0,

where (12)=— (21) &c., and the equation

I«+IB+III/+IV^=0
is consequently satisfied.

23. The expression

) (^1)

(42)

(43)

leads to

III=- a
,

b, d — a
,

c, d' — a, d
,

d —
f'-

a!

c, f b. d, d b, e ,
d! b, 9 ,

b'

a', b\ d' a!. c', d’^ a!. d’, d' a”

III= - A^(D^H- 5D^Hi+ lOD^H,),

and consequently the equation of the curve which by its intersections with the tangent

determines the tangentials of a point of a sextic, is

D^H- 5D^Hi+10D^H2= 0.

24. In the general case of a curve of the order n the matrix is

(
•• CLn-d •

cIq, di, d,2 . . ; dl, d[ .

where, in analogy with what precedes,

=(X, Y, Z)”

a, =(X, Y, Z)"-'(^, y, z\

<-2 )

«'n-l

^n-2

«„_,= (X,Y, Z) {x,y,zf-\

^

and similarly for the accented letters, so that

= 0 is the equation of the curve

;

=0 is the equation of the fii’st or (^^— l)thic polar

;

— 0 is the equation of the last or line-polar, or what is the same thing, since (a:, y, z)

is a point on the emwe, the tangent at this point

;

a„ = 0, the condition which expresses that (x, y, z) is a point of the curve

;
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and we have to form the identical equation

25. If, for shortness, the columns of the last-mentioned matrix are represented by

1, 2, 3...7^,(l), (2)..(^-l),

and the determinants formed with these columns respectively by a corresponding nota-

tion {1, 2, (1)}, {1, 2, (2)}, &c., then the expressions for the multipliers I, II, HI, IV

are as follows, viz.

1= {n^n— I, (2)} -l-{w, w— 2, (3)} . . . 2, (%“!)} ,

n=— {w, n—\, w— 2, (2)} . . . —{n, 2, {n-2)}~{n, 1,

III=-{1, 2, (w-l)}-{l, 3, (w-2)} ... -{1, ^^-l, (2)}-{l, (1) },

IV= {1, 2, (w-2)} + {l, 3, (w-1)} ... +{1, (1)}

;

the truth of the identical equation being shown, as in the foregoing special cases, by the

transformation of the multipliers into the form

I=«o 0 H"<*i(12)-j-^n-i(13)-l-®n(14),

II=<21)+a, 0 -f«„_,(23)+<24),

IIl= «o(31)+cq(32)+«„_, 0 +<34),

IV=«„(41)-t-«,(42)+«„_i(43)+«„ 0 ,

where (12)=— (21) &c. : the required expressions may be written down without diffi-

culty.

26. Proceeding then to reduce the equation

III=-{l,2,(7i-l)}-{l, 3, (w-2)}...-{l,w-l,(2)}-{l,w,(l)}.

we have the equation

{1,2, (1)}= AHI,

which is to be successively operated on with D. The degrees (less unity) of the

columns

1, 2, ..w— 1, w, (1), (2), ..(w— 1),

are

w— 1, w— 2, ..1, 0, w— 2, w— 3, .. 0;

and the rule is to operate on each column of the determinant, multiplying by the degree

less unity, and increasing the symbolical number by unity. Thus

D{1, 2, = 2, (1)}H-(7z- 2){1, 3, (1)} +(w-2){l, 2, (2)}

= (^-2){1, 3, (1)} +(^^~.2){1, 2, (2)},

since (2, 2, (1)} vanishes identically. The following Table shows the mode of effecting

the operations :

—
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H

DH

D'H

D*H

U^H

D’H

D'H

1

1

1 1

1

1

2 1

1 2
1

1

3 1

3 3

1 3

1

3

3 3

2 1

1

5

10

10 10

10

5

1

10

20
15 20
4 15

4

5

10 10

10

5

1

D'H &c.

= 1

10 20

5 10 16

5 4

: 1

6

10

10
5

1

10

20
15

4

10

5

: 1

6

15

20
15

6

1

15

40
45
24
5

30
30

9

[71-2]''

ln-2y ln-2y
[n-2]' ln~-2y

[n-2]'> Cn-2]^
\_
n- 2y [n-2]‘
[n-2]* [n-2]“

[n-2]i [7*-2]'> In-iy

ln~2y ln~2y
[„_2]i [7«~2]^

[w— 2]“ [n— 2]^

[77-2]^ [71-2]''

[77-2]' r„_ni
[„_2]= [«-2]“i

^ ^

[77-2]“ [_
n- 2y

[„_2]' [77-2]^

[77-2]= [77-2] =

[77-2]“ [n-2]'
[77-2]' [77-2]“

[77-2]' [77-2] =

[77-2]= [77-2]' V [77-1]

[77-2]“ [77-2]“.

[77-2]= [77-2]“ [77-1] =

[77-2]“ [77-2]“

[77-2]' [77-2]'

[77-2]
=

[77-2]“
[77-2]'
[77-2]“

[77-2]“

[77-2]
=

[77-2]'

[77— 2]“

[77-2]' [77-2]'

[77-2]= [77-2]“

[„_2]“ [77-2] =

[77— 2]' [77— 2]'.

.[77-1]'

[7?,-2]= [77— 2]']

[77-2]“ [77-2]“/ L'' J

[77-2]“ [77-2]'

[77-2]' [77-2]“

[77— 2]= [77— 2]'

[•77-2]“

[77— 2 ]'

[77— 2]“

[77-2]“

[77— 2]“

[77-2] =

[77-2]'
[77-2]“

[77-2]= [77-2]'1

[77-2]= [77-2]“

[77-2]“

[77-2] _

[77-2]“ [77-2]“

[77— 2]= ^[77—1]'
[77-2]'

[?7— 2]= [77— 2]
=

'|

[77-2]“ [77-2]' >[77-1] =

[77,-2]' [77-2]“J

[77— 2]“ [77— 2]“ [77—1]“

12 ( 1 )

12(2 )

13(1)

12(3)

13(2)
14(1)

23(1)

12(4)
13(3)

14(2)

15(1)

23(2)
24(1)

12(5)
13(4)

14(3)

15(2)
16 (

1 )

23(3)
24(2)
25(1)

34(1)

12
(
6 )

13(5)
14(4)

15(3)
16 (2 )

17( 1 )

23(4)

24(3)
25(2)
26(1)

34(2)

35(1)

12(7)
13(6)

14(5)
15(4)

16(3)
17 (2 )

18(1)

34(3)
35(2)
36(1)

45(1)
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where the first three columns show the numbers which give, by the addition of the

numbers in the same horizontal line, the numerical coefiicients of the factorials which

multiply the different terms of H, DH, &c., and where in the last column 12(1), &c.

are written for shortness in the place of {1, 2, (1)}, &c.

27.

It is clear that we have in general

A^D’-H= l[?^-2]'>[^^-2]’• {1, 2, (r+1)}

+ I
2]•[7^~2]’-'{l, 3, (r) }

4, (r- 1)}

+ [%—!]

+ 1 [?^-2]t^^-2]“ {l,r+2,(l)}

'+R; \n—2J [w— 2]’-" {2, 3, {r—l)]

+R; [?^-2J [w-2]’-^ {2, 4, (r-2)}

.+K- 2[^^— 2]'-’[w— 2]“ {2, r+1, (1)}

+Ro \n—2J [w— 2]’-'* {3, 4, (r— 3)}

.+R';.,[w-2]’-=“[?^-2]» {3, r, (1) }

+ [%—!]*’

+ [w—

r+Rr [n~ 2J [w_2]«{ir+l
,
ir+2

, (1)}

[ r even ; or r odd

J+Rr-^[n-27^->[7^-2]•{K^+l). K^+3), (2)}

l+Er+''[»»-2]««'>[»-2]"{i(»'+l), i(»'+5), (1)}

;

and the general term is

[n-lj Rf[w-2J+t»*-2]'-^'-HHl, H2+5, (r-2S+l-s)},

where s extends from s=0 to s—r— 2S, and h from ^= 0 to or ^(r— 1), according

as r is even or odd. The expression for the coefficients R“ is

T?o_W!

and that of the other coefficients Rf (S= or<l) is not required for the present purpose.

28. According to a remark already made, the expressions for &c. are at

once obtained from that for D*"!! by merely writing n— 1, n—2, &c. in the place of n:

it is however to be noticed, that the quantity within the [ ]
must not be negative, and

that on its becoming so, the factorial is to be omitted.

29. I write now

MDCCCLIX.

+s=a, r—2'h—s=(5,

2 F
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and I consider the expression

the general term of which is

— 2S4*1— s)}

X r [n-lJ[»z-2]“[^-27
^

L + &c. J

or as this may be written, putting q=n—'6—l^

^"l“2d-5, (f—2^+1— s)}

r [^„2]t^-27

1

I 4- &c. J

30, I assume 2, we have then and therefore a+/3<g.

The general term of the series in { } is

i-f a[^- • 2— — 2

—

where the terms for which w— 2—-S- is negative are to be excluded, or what is the same

thing, the series is not to be continued beyond S'=?z— 2. But obsening that [5
']^

vanishes for S^>§', that is, S'>w—S— 1
,
it is in fact the same thing whether the series is

continued indefinitely or only to the term for which ^=^^

—

1
,
and we may consist-

ently with the condition 2
,
continue the series as far as 1

,
except in

the case ^= 0
,
when by doing so we include the term corresponding to — 1

,
which

in virtue of the condition ought to be excluded. The expression for the term in question

is (—)”'[—

;

hence if the sum of the series continued to the proper point is S,

the sum continued indefinitely (in the particular case S= 0 )
is S+(—

but in every other case the sum continued indefinitely is simply S. And by a well-known

theorem in finite differences, the sum continued indefinitely is in fact zero. That is.

except in the case B= 0
,
we have

S=0,
but in the excepted case

or observing that a+/3(=r— S) is in this case =?% and transforming the factorials, we

have

s=(-r-’W“C57,

or substituting for a and (3 their values,

S= (— )”"’'[5]*[r— S]’""*.
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31.

Hence the general term of

vanishes except for B=0, but when S=0, its value is

2 +s, (r+ 1— 5)} x(—
or obser\ing that R® is equal to [r]’‘H-[s]''[r— s]’’"®, the value is simply

2+5, (r+1— s)},

that is, we have

D'H-^D^H.+&c.

=(—)”"W S*{1, 2+5, (r+1— 5)},

the summation in respect to 5 extending from 5=0 to s=r. In particular, giving to r

the values n—2 and 1, and attending to the expressions for III and IV, we find

A2^D"-^H-^D”-^H.+&c. ..)
= -[?i-2]”-^III,

A2 +&C. •

•)
= -[w- 3]”-® IV.

32. The equation III=0 belongs to the curve which by its intersections with the

tangent, gives the tangentials of a point of the curve U=0. Hence the equation of the

cui^ e in question is

r)n-2H_!i^D«-2H,+&c.= 0,

which is Mr. Salmon’s theorem, leading to the solution of the problem of double

tangents.

33. The expressions for I and II are obtained from those of IV and HI by inter-

changing (X, Y, Z) and (x, y, z), and reversing the sign. Hence if, as before, H, 29, &c.

denote the values which H, D, &c. assume by this interchange, we have

A* + &c. .

. )
= [w- 2]"-^!,

29”-®H, +&C. .

.)
=[w- 3]«-H,

1^0+ Ilf^^i+ III<5!„_
1+IV(l„= 0

;^,(d-H-+D*-H,+&c.)®T

(d”-®h-'^D”-®h,+&c.)t

and the identical equation

becomes therefore

1= 0 ,
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which is the general identical equation referred to in the introduction to the present

memoir.

34 It is to be noticed that for w=3, the equation is

(®- 2»,)U+iB» •DU-iDH. JBT-(H- 2H.)T= 0.

But we have H.=H, and in like manner 1.=®, and the equation thus becomes

-®U+iBl.DT-lDH.BT+HT=0.

And so also for w=4, the equation is

(ia®-3B®,)U+WB16-3B'*.)DU-i(D’H-3D’H,)i3T-(DH-3DH,)T= 0.

But we have in general r)H.=^|DH, and therefore in the present case DH.-iDH

and consequently and the equation thus becomes

-B®.U+i(B'‘®-3BW)DU-i(D*H-3D“H,)BT+DH.T_0,

which agree with the results previously obtained for the two particular cases.
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XII. On the Redstance of Glass Globes and Cylinders to Collapsefrom external pressure

;

and on the Tensile and Compressive Strength of various kinds of Glass.

ByW. Faiebaiest, Esq., C.E., F.R.S., and Thomas Tate, Esq.

Received May 3,—Read May 12, 1859.

The recently published experiments upon the coUapse of tubes of wrought iron *, led to

results so novel and so much at variance with the ordinary rules of practice, as to exem-

plify anew the caution and diligence which are requisite in investigating the physical

laws of nature, in order to arrive at just conclusions in regard to the properties of

materials and their most ejSective distribution for the purposes of construction.

In the experiments alluded to, it was clearly shown that the prevailing ideas of the

strength of vessels subjected to a uniform external force were erroneous and at variance

with the laws of resistance to collapse under such circumstances ; whilst in practice the

prevalence of error in this matter had led to serious and sometimes fatal accidents,

arising out of the construction of vessels of inadequate strength to sustain the pressures

placed upon them. These errors, it is hoped, need no longer be perpetuated : the expe-

riments on wrought iron indicated a means of increasing the strength of boiler flues and

other vessels of that material, subjected to a collapsing force, to any required amount ; and

this was the immediate practical application of the general law then discovered, that the

strength of cylindrical vessels, exposed to a uniform external force, varied inversely as

the length between the rigid ends.

The results deduced from the experiments on tubes composed of riveted plates were

so important as to suggest further inquiry, under the same conditions of rupture, but

with other materials, difiering in their physical properties from wrought iron. The

joints in the tubes employed in those experiments were defects the influence of which

might be determined by experiments upon homogeneous vessels. The ductile yielding

character of wrought iron suggested the extension of the experiments to hard, rigid

materials, more capable of retaining their form under pressure.

To fulfil the conditions thus sought for, glass was selected for experiment, as a mate-

rial difiering totally in character from wrought iron, and on that account well fitted to

supply data for extending our knowledge of the laws of collapse. Of vitreous structure,

rigid, elastic, and brittle, and of low tenacity, it possessed the further advantage of being

easily obtained and blown into homogeneous vessels of the required forms. But there

were other reasons which had weight in making this selection. Our acquaintance with

* Philosopliical Transactions, 1858, pp. 389—113. Erratum in that paper : at page 408, in the place

of “ and by an obvious transformation,” read “ and when A='043, by an obvious transformation”.

MDCCCLIX. 2 G
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scientific research, is very limited ;
and often as P 1 obseivations of its

it is exposed to pressure, few attempts have been made to

^
strength. Some researches on the density o s earn

testing its powers

led to an examination of the subject, and a e
,

nroperties before it could

of resistance, the immediate necessity of knowing more of its piopeiUes

be trusted in those expeiimental inquiries.
rlpfprtiye that to aiiive at

Our knowledge of the cohesive properties of glass is so

^

satisfactoiy and complete results, it

f erushing force, and.

ment its tenacity, or resistance to a tens e s lai
,

•
. jo an intemal bui-stina

“
ThJ glasrexperimented upon was of three kinds, known commercially as

Best Flint-glass,

Common Green Glass, and

Extra White Crown-glass.

The flint-glass obtained from Messrs. Molineaux, Webb, and Co., Manchester, was

ma"d »ide of lead, and carbonate of potash, hi the following proportions.-

Sand . . . •

Bed oxide of lead

Carbonate of potash

54 per cent.

22 per cent.

24 per cent.

This glass is of a fine transpar-ent character, fusible, mid of a high specific gravity, due

to the large per-centage of lead in its composition.
p ™ Brothers of Bhmiug-

hal anTrermade of Ld, soda, and lime in the following proportions:-

Common Green Glass.

Sand

Sulphate of soda

Carbonate of lime

This is a hard infusible glass of a green

the flint-glass.

colour, transparent, but of a less densit) thaa
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White Crown-glass.

Sand 100 parts.

Carbonate of soda .... 38 parts.

Lime 11 parts.

A clear transparent glass, hard under the action of the grindstone, and highly infusible.

The specific gra\ity of these different kinds of glass varies greatly; the following

Table gives the result of several determinations :

—

Specific Gravity of Glass.

Best flint-glass . . . 3-078713

Best flint-glass ..... 3-0777J

Common green glass . . 2-527912

Common green glass 2-5289,1

White crown-glass . . . 2-449812

White crown-glass . 2-4510J

Section I.—TENACITY OF GLASS

^2-5284

A few experiments were made upon the tenacity of glass, by tearing specimens asunder

by a direct tensile strain. These results, however, owing to the following circumstances,

are not so satisfactory as could be wished. In breaking glass by the method adopted for

other materials, namely, by suspending weights to it, there is danger that its great rigidity

and brittleness may occasion its fracture before the entire cohesive force

has been balanced by the strain applied, from the vibration of laying

on the weights. In the experiments upon globes, however, in which a

uniform water pressure was employed, the tenacity of the glass was ascer-

tained with more accuracy, and any failure in the present experiments

is therefore the less to be regretted. The glass to be broken by a ten-

sile strain was obtained of the form shown in fig. 1, drawn smaller at the

middle to secure fracture at that part. These specimens were fixed in a

pair of wrought-u’on shackles, and rested by their shoulders upon a thick

india-rubber washer placed on the turned faces of the shackles. In this

state they were suspended to a firm support, and a scale-pan attached to

the lower shackle. Weights were then added, with the greatest care, till

the specimen fractured. In this manner the following results were ob-

tained ;

—

Experiment 1.

Annealed Flint-glass.

Least diameter .... 0-57 in.

Least area 0’255 sq. in.

Breaking weight, 5831bs.=2286 lbs. per square inch.

2 G 2
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The fractm-e took place at «, fig. 1, and presented a regnlai- smooth conTex surface.

No notch had been cut in this specimen.

Experiment 2.

AmwaXed Flint-glciss.

Least diameter .... 0'50 in.

Least area 0’196 sq. in.

Breaking weight, 499 lbs.=2540 lbs. per square inch.

Broke in the notch at t, fig. 1, which in this case was cut by the giindstone. It is

possible that the exterior coat of glass may be stronger than its core, m which case e

!bove specimen was weakened. In the next experiments the specimens were diawn

thinner by heat.

Experiment 3.

Common Green Glass.

Least diameter . . . •
0-53 in.

Least area . . • • • 0-220 sq. in.

Breaking weight, 639 lbs.=2896 lbs. per square inch.

Experiment 4.

White Crown-glass.

Least diameter . . . •
0-54 in.

Least area 0-229 sq. in.

Breaking weight, 583 lbs. =2546 lbs. per square inch.

Broke at shoulder ffi, fig. 1.

The following Table exhibits at one view the results of these experiments, which,

notwithstanding the objections to the method by which they were obtamed, appeal to

be consistent with each other.

Table I.—Tensile Strength of Glass Bars.

Description of glass.
Area of specimen,

in inches.

Breaking weight,

in lbs.

f 0-255 583
Flint-glass s 0-196 499

Green glass 0-220 639

Crown-glass 0-229 583

Tenacity per square inch,

in lbs.

2286
2540
2896
2546

in tons.

1-02

M3
1-29

M4

It may be observed here, in anticipauon, uidt tnc

the case of glass fractured by a direct strain in the form of bars, than when burst by

intemal preLre in the form of thin globes. This difference is no doubt ““"b

to the fact that thin plates of this material generally possess a higher

stout bars, which, under the most favoui-able circumstances, may be but impeife >
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annealed. There is also a considerable discrepancy between the strength of green and

crown-glass when in the form of bars and when in the form of globes. In the case of

the bars, the results are as I’O to 1T3 in favour of green glass, whilst in the case of the

globes, the results are as 1*0 to 1-2 in favour of the crown-glass. These discrepancies

may, however, be accounted for from the different condition of the material in relation

to annealing in the two cases, or from an imperfect bedding of the specimen, causing

a distortion of the strain out of the direction of the axis of the specimen, or from

accidental vibration in laying on the weights.

Sectiok II.—EESISTANCE OF GLASS TO CEHSHING.

The next series of experiments was instituted with a view of determining the powers

Fig. 2.Fig. 3.

of resistance of glass to a direct crushing

force. The specimens subjected to experi-

ment were small cylinders (fig. 2) varying in

length from 1 to 2 inches, and about three-

quarters of an inch in diameter. They were

placed for the purpose of crushing within

the box a (fig. 3), thin packings of soft lead

being interposed between the glass and the

parallel crushing surfaces of the box and

its solid steel piston h ;
in this way a firm and

uniform bearing surface was secured, and

the crushing force was applied perpendi-

cularly in the direction of the axis of the

specimen. Fig. 3 exhibits the general

arrangement of the crushing apparatus, con-

sisting of a lever A, 8 feet long, supported

on a strong cast-iron base B, B. The crush-

ing force obtained by placing weights in the

scale-pan hung at the extremity of the lever

is transmitted through the piston J, to the

specimen to be crushed, c.

. Q ins 1 •
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Flint-glass Cylinders.

Experiment 1.

Diameter . . . •
O'SSincli.

0-5674 square incli

Height 1-0 inch.
^

Placed between india-rubber packings.

This specimen having been slightly fractured at an early stage in the experiment, it

was taken out and the fractured side ground flat preparatory to another tria .

Weiglits added,

in lbs.

1321

2080

896

896

896

896

896

448

448

448

224

224

224

224

224

Experiment 2.

The same specimen as in Experiment 1.

Diameter
mcb.

Height of segment {ah) 0-73 inch.

Area 0-555 inch.

Height of specimen I'®

"Weigbls added,

in lbs.

224

224

Pig. 4.

Total weigb-c,

in lbs.

1321

3401

4297

5193

6089

6985

7881

8329

8777

9225

9449

9673

9897

10121

10345

Fractured

224

224

224

224

224

224

224

224

112

112

112

112

Total weight,

in lbs.

10569

10793

11017

11241

11465

11689

11913

12137

12361

12585

12697

12809

12921

13033 Crushed

Fractured with 9,225 lbs.= 16,621 lbs. per square mch.

Crushed with 13,033 lbs.=23,483 lbs. per square inch.

It will not be necessary again to repeat in detail the steps by whmh the weights ueit

augmented, as these were similar in every case. In the succeedmg experiments

weights at which the specimens fractured and crushed are alone given.
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Experiment 3.

Diameter . . . . = • 0-69 inch.

Area 0'3739 square inch.

Height I’O inch.

Fractured with 11,465 lbs.= 30,661 lbs. per square inch.

Crushed with 13,033 lbs. =34,854 lbs. per square inch.

Experiment 4*.

Diameter 0‘70 inch.

Area 0-3848 square inch.

Height 1-55 inch.

Crushed suddenly with 5193 lbs.= 13,494 lbs. per square inch.

Experiment 5.

Diameter 0-83 inch.

Area . . . . • • • 0-541 square inch.

Height I'O inch.

Crushed suddenly with 11,241 lbs.= 20,775 lbs. per square inch.

Experiment 6.

Diameter . . . . . . 0-68 inch.

Area 0-3631 square inch.

Height 2-05 inches.

Crushed with 11,913 lbs.= 32,803 lbs. per square inch.

Green Glass Cylinders.

Experiment 7.

Diameter 0-77 inch.

Area 0-466 square inch.

Height I'O inch.

Fractured with 6933 lbs.= 14,888 lbs. per square inch.

Crushed with 10,516 lbs. =22,583 lbs. per square inch.

Experiment 8.

Diameter . . . . . . 0-76 inch.

Area 0-454 square inch.

Height 1-5 inch.

Fractured with 8126 lbs.= 17,883 lbs. per square inch.

Crushed with 15,891 lbs.= 35,029 lbs. per square inch.

219

This experiment is so evidently anomalous, that there can be little doubt that the bedding surface

not parallel
;
hence this result is omitted in the following averages.
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Experiment 9.

Diameter 0’79 inch,.

0-4901 square inch.

Height 2-0 inches.
^

Sustained a weight of 18,634 lbs.= 38,015 lbs. per square mch,
_

without being crushed. At this point the deflection of the lever was so great, that u

was considered dangerous to proceed. On removing the specimen to a heavier m er i

crushed with a force of 12,000 lbs. The larger weight, however, had been tair y p-

Crown-glass Cylinders.

The two cylinders of crown-glass were slightly rounded towards the edge of the bear^

ing surfaces, which reduced the area directly subjected to the crushmg orce. t n

therefore probably most accurate to take the less area in reducmg the results.

Experiment 10.

[0*72 inch at middle.

Diameter
lo-68 inch at ends.

0-363 square inch.

Height inch.
^

Crushed suddenly with 14,100 lbs.=38,825 lbs. per square inch.

Experiment 11.

JO- 80 inch at middle.

Diameter
lo-76 inch at ends.

square inch.

Height inch.
^

Crushed suddenly with 10,516 lbs.=23,181 lbs, per square mch.

Arranging the above results together, we obtain the following general Table of the

results of the experiments :

—

Table Il.-Summary of Results of Experiments on the Resistance of Annealed Glass

Cylinders to Crushing.

Description of glass.

Height of

cylinder,

in inches.

Area of cylinder,

in inches.

Weight Crushing weight,

causing fracture, p,s.

in lbs.

1

Weight per sq. in.

to cause fracture,

lbs.

Weight per sq. in.

to crush,

lbs.

Flint-glass

1

1-00

1-00

1-60

2-05

0-555

0-374

0-541

0-363

9,225
11,465

13,033

13,033

11,241

11,913

16,621

30,661

23,483 !

34,854

20,775
32,803

Green glass

1-00

1-

50

2-

00

0-466

0-454

0-490

6,933

8,126

10,516

15,891

18,634

14,888

17,883

22,583

35,029

38,015

Crown-glass
|

1-0

1*5

0-454

0-363

10,516

14,100

23,181

38,825
—
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Taking the means of the above values, and reducing the weights to tons, we have

—

Table III.—Mean Compressive Resistance of Glass.

Description of glass.

Height
of cylinder,

in inches.

Crushing weight per

square inch,
\

Mean crushing weight
per square inch,

in lbs. in tons. in lbs. in tons.

r 1-0 29,168 13-021

Flint-glass < 1-6 20,775 9-274 ‘ >27,582 12-313

1 2-0 32,803 14-644 ;j

r 1-0 22,583 10-081
1

Green glass < 1-5 35,029 15-628 ^31,876 14-227
1 2-0 38,015 16-971 J

Crown-glass
|

1-0

1-5

23,181

38,825

10-348

17*332 j
31,003 13-840

The mean resistance of glass to a crushing force is therefore, from the above experi-

ments, equivalent to 13-460 tons per square inch. Assuming the above numbers to

represent the comparative values of each kind of glass, and taking flint-glass as the

standard, we have their respective strengths as follow :

—

Green glass . . . 1152

Crown-glass . . . 1124

Flint-glass . . . . 1000

The specimens were crushed almost to powder from the violence of the concussion^

when they gave way; it however appeared that the fractures occurred in vertical

planes, sphtting up the specimen in all directions. This characteristic mode of disin-

tegration has been noticed before, especially with vitrifled brick and indurated lime-

stone. The experiments following on cubes of glass which were exposed to view during

the crushing process, illustrated this subject further: cracks were noticed to form some

time before the specimen finally gave way; then these rapidly increased in number,

splitting the glass into innumerable irregular prisms of the same height as the cube
;

finally these bent or broke, and the pressure, no longer bedded on a firm surface,

destroyed the specimen. The annexed ideal sketch (fig. 5) may give some

notion of the fractures of a cube, supposing all the particles were restored

to their position after crushing.

The specimens employed in the following experiments were cut from the

square heads of the pieces of glass employed in the experiments on tensile

strain (fig. 1). These pieces were approximately cubical; and their size prevented their

insertion in the box a (fig. 3) ; they were therefore crushed between parallel steel discs,

exposed to view. The crushing was more gradual, and was not effected so completely

in these experiments as in those on small cylinders, the fragments being in every case

larger after the conclusion of the experiment : it must further be recollected, in com-

paring these with the preceding experiments, that the cylinders were cut off, of the

required length, from rods of glass drawn out when molten to the diameter desired, so

MDCCCLIX. 2 H
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as to retain the first-cooled exterior skin of glass, which f
than the interior; on the other hand, the cubes were cut from the centre of larger

lumps of glass, and were possibly rn a state of rmperfect annealrng.

Flint-glass Cubes.

Experiment 12.

„0-96 X 0-97 inch =0-9312 square inch.

Heieht =1-15 inch.

Crushed suddenly with 13,257 lbs.=14,235 lbs. per square inch.

Experiment 13.

Area =0-99 X 0-98 inch=0-9702 square inch.

Height =1-16 inch.

Crushed with 12,809 lbs. =13,202 lbs. per square mch.

Experiment 14.

^0-98 X 1-02 inch=0-9996 square inch.

Height =1-10 inch.
_

Crushed with 13,257 lbs.=13,262 lbs. per square rnch.

Experiment 15.

Area =0-98mchx0-98in.=0-9604 square inch.

Height =1-10 inch.

Fractured with 6537 lbs.= 6806 lbs. per square rnch.

Crushed with 11,353 lbs.=ll,820 lbs. per square rnch.

Gveen Glass Cubes.

Experiment 16.

Area =1-0 X 0-98 inch=0-98 square inch.

Height =10 inch.

Crushed with 20,059 lbs.=20,468 lbs. per square inch.

Experiment 17.

Area =0-99 x 1-2 inch=l-188 square inch.

Height =1-0 inch.
.

Crushed with 23,635 lbs. =19,915 lbs. per square rnch.
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Croimi-glass Cube.

Experiment 18.

Area =0-82 x 0-92 incli=0-7534 square inch.

Height =0-9 inch.

Crushed with 16,475 lbs.= 21,867 lbs. per square inch.

This crushed suddenly after bearing the weight some time, and was reduced almost

to powder.

Table IV.—Summary of the Results of Experiments on the Resistance of Cut Glass

Cubes to Compression.

Description of glass.
Area of specimen,

in square inch.

Crushing weight,

in lbs.

Resistance to crushing per

square inch.

in lbs. in tons.

Flint-glass

0-9312

0-9702

0-9996
0-9604

13,257

12,809

13,257
11,353

14,235

13,202

13,262

11,820

6-355

5-894

5*921

5-276

Green glass
0-9800

1-1880
20,059
23,535

20,468

19,945

9*116

8-904

Crown-glass 0-7534 16,475 21,867 9-762

Hence the mean resistance to crushing of cubes of glass is equivalent to a weight of

lbs.

For flint-glass 13,130

For green glass 20,206

For crown-glass 21,867

Mean .... 18,401

Comparing these with the preceding results on glass cylinders, we have the mean resist-

ance of the former experiments to the mean resistance of the above as 30,153: 18,401,

or as 1‘6 : 1.

General Observations relative to the Besults of the Experiments on the Resistance of Glass

Cylinders and Cubes to Crushing.

With iron and some other materials, when a short column undergoes a pressure in

the direction of its length, rupture takes place in a plane having a determinate angle to

the axis of the column, this plane being the section of least resistance. Neglecting the

friction of the surfaces. Coulomb found this angle to be 45°
;
and allowing on an average

10° for the limiting angle of friction, the angle of the plane of rupture may be taken

at 55°. To fulfil this condition, the length of the column to be crushed should be at least

three times its radius : when the length greatly exceeds this limit, the rupture will be

effected by the tendency of the column to bend ; and when the length is within this limit,

2 H 2
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the force requisite to produce rupture will be increased in consequence of the m-egulai

form of th! line of fracture. These theoretical deductions have been coniimed by

tplments made upon columns of iron, wood, bone, stone, and other maten^s. ^e

results of the experiments here recorded, however, show that when the length of

cylinder does not gieatly differ from three times its rachus, the resistance to a crus

^
force is pretty nearly a constant, viz. on an average 12-313 tons per squaie inch

case of tojass, 14 227 tons in the case of green glass, and 13-84 tons - case ol

crown-glass. But, according to Coulomb’s law, the cubes of flint-glass (theu leng hs

being Lsiderably less than thr-ee times their

high! powers of resistance than the cylinders ; this discrepancy is probably owing to the

iniury which the glass had sustained in the process of cutting, an o e impel

annealing of glass when cast in the form of cubes and cylinders.

Section III.—EESISTANCE OE GLASS GLOBES AJsD CTLIXDEEb

TO INTEENAL PEESSGEE.

In the following experiments it has been sought not only to deteimine the 1

resistance to internal pressure, which is already well known ftom

tions but to ascertain the direct tensile strength of the glass (of which -

;Zre is a function) by a method free from many of the objections to "
in Section I. The bursting pressure of cylindrical and spherical i esse

to be in the ratio of the tenacity of the material, other things being the

determination of the tensile strength upon this principle presents “ J ;
peculiar advantages. As glass can be obtained in tolerably perfect sphei s, aM as the

fracture of these may be effected by a uniform water pressure, incieas ^ ^
^

Lmlarly without vibration, there is a better chance of ascertaining the ultmiate resis,-

anh of the material, from the absence of those shoeks

parable from any process depending upon the piling up o u eig ,

“it mtLg these experiments, a number of glass globes wei. promired of vm-yhig size

and thickness. The stems were then flanched out by the blowpipe

(fig. 6), and the diameter having been carefully measured, t my weie

ready for experiment. To effect their rupture, each globe, k (hg. / j,

was attached by means of a stuffing-box {a) to the cover of a stioiio

wrought-iron boiler B, and was enclosed by the iron cylindrical vessel

d to prevent the dispersion of the fragments when riiptiiie too v P

In the stuffing-box the flanch of the stem of the globe was bed ec

upon vulcanized india-rubber, in such a manner as to secure a water-
^

tight attachment without impeding the access of the water to re in elioi

J
tL boiler was connected with a hydraulic pump by means of the pipe i and ac

gauge of the Schaeffer construction was flxed to the boiler to -S- - ‘ ^ P"
With this arrangement it will be seen that as the pumping u as con i
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would rise in the globe, compressing the air in its interior, progressively, up to the

point at which the resistance of the glass was overcome by the expansive force of the

fluid ;
at that point explosion would take place, the pressure in pounds per square inch

being noted both by the eye of the observer and by the maximum Anger of the gauge.

Fig. 7.

In glass globes generally, the upper half of the sphere a, h, c (flg. 6) is the most

spherical, and is approximately uniform in thickness, being however thinnest at b, and

thickening gradually downwards towards the stem, the lower half (a, d, c) being consider-

ably the strongest. Hence it happened, in several cases (in fact in every case in which

the point could be determined with certainty from the condition of the fragments), that

the globes ruptured first at h, the lines of fracture radiating in every direction, passing

round the globe as meridians of longitude, and splitting it up into thin bands, varying from

-^th to -g-th inch in width. In the case of some elongated ellipsoids, it appeared that

the fractures occurred horizontally, or perhaps obliquely, from the condition of the frag-

ments attached to the stem. In most cases, however, it was not clear from the frag-

ments which had been the direction of the fracture, although the mode of rupture was

the same in every case.

To ascertain the thickness, several specimens were selected from the thinnest frag-

ments, and each being measured separately by a micrometer screw of flfty threads to
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> Minimum =0'024 inch.
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the inch and reading on a graduated head to ,^th of an inch, the tninhnnm thickne

was assumed as that of the part which ruptured, and has been emplored ui reducing

'"'Tt must also be ohserred that the globes were usually slightly elliptical, in soiue cases

seriously so; the vertical diameter, id (using the same form of expression as before),

being genemlly less than the horizontal, a o. In the following Tables the two diameters

are given in each case.

Flint-glass.

Experiment 1.

Glohe a. Diameters 4-0 and 3-98 inches.

In parts of an incli.

0-0230

0-0256

0-0284
I

Thicknesses measured •<
0-0244

0-0302

0-0250

. 0-0240

Bursting pressure =84 lbs. per square inch.

Experiment 2.

Globe b. Diameters 4-0 and 3-98 inches.

In parts of an inch.

r 0-034

0-032

0-031

0-0254 Minimum =0-025 inch.

0-0256

0-031

.0-028

Bursting pressure =93 lbs. per square inch.

Experiment 3.

Globe c. Diameter 4-0 inches.

In parts of an inch.

0-040

0-0406

0-039 > Minimum =0-038 inch.

0-039

.0-038

Bursting pressure =150 lbs. per square inch.

Thicknesses measured

Thicknesses measured <
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Thicknesses measured «< Minimum =0-056 inch.

Thicknesses measured*^ ^Minimum =0-058 inch.

Experiment 4.

Globe d. Diameters 4-5 and 4-55 inches.

In parts of an inch.

0-0620

0-0694

0-0584

0-0626

0-0564

0-0614

0-0604

0-0580.

Burst with 280 Ihs. per square inch.

Experiment 5.

Globe e. Diameters 5-1 and 5-12 inches.

In parts of an inch.

0-0580

0-059

0-0586

0-0634

0-0620

^0-059

Burst with 184 lbs. per square inch.

Experiment 6.

Globe f. Diameter 6-0 inches

In parts of an inch.

0-060

0-066

0-060

0-059

0-0592

^0-0592_

Burst with 152 lbs. per square inch.

Experiment 7.

Cylinder g. Diameter 4-05 inches.

In parts of an inch.

0-079

0-081

0-090

0-086

0-086

0-079

0-086

Burst with 282 lbs. per square inch.

Thicknesses measured*^ y Minimum =0-059 inch.

Length 7-0 inches.

Thicknesses measured < > Minimum =0-079 inch.
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Green Glass.

Experiment 8.

Globe k. Diameters 4-95 and 5-0 inches.

In parts of an incli.

0'022 LAXinimnm =0‘022 inch.
Thicknesses measured < . .

r > Mimmui

0-029

0-024

0-026

0-022

0-025

0-023

0-024

L 0-0225

Bursting pressure =90 lbs. per square inch.

Experiment 9.

Globe 1. Diameters 4-95 and 5-0 inches.

In parts of an inch.

' 0-024
"

0-023

0-022

0-0196

0-023

0-022

0-020

L 0-020

Burst with 85 lbs. per stiuare inch.

Experiment 10.

Globe m. Diametei-s 4-0 and 4-05 inches.

In parts of an inch.

r 0-020 1

0-0205
'

0-0202

0-021

0-018

0-020

0-023

Thicknesses measured >.Minimum =0-020 inch.

, 0-018 vx/rinimum =0-018 inch

Thicknesses measured <
_

0-0205

^

0-0215

L 0-020 J

Bursting pressure =84 lbs. per squau inch.
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Globe n.

Thicknesses measured <

Thicknesses measured < Minimum =0'025 inch.

Experiment 11.

Diameters 4-0 and 4-03 inches.

In parts of an inch.

0-016

0-019

0-018

0-017 Minimum =0-016 inch.

0-019

0-016

0-016

Burstmg- pressure = 82 lbs. per square inch.

Crown-glass.

Experiment 12.

Globe p. Diameters 4-2 and 4-35 inches.

In parts of an inch.

0-0262

0-0270

0-0272

0-030

0-0252

0-0256 ,

Burst with 120 lbs. per square inch.

Experiment 13.

Globe g. Diameters 4-05 and 4*20 inches.

In parts of an inch.

0-028

0-0236

0-0256

0-0236

0-0212

0 -0210 ,

Bursting pressure =126 lbs. per square inch.

Experiment 14.

Globe r. Diameters 5-9 and 5-8 inches.

In parts of an inch.

0-0334

0-020

0-0244

0-017

0-0172

^0-016

Burst witli 69 lbs. per square inch.

2 I

Thicknesses measured < > Minimum =0-021 inch.

Thicknesses measured ^ 1> Minimum =0-016 inch.

229
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Experiment 15.

[horizontal =6 '0 inches.

Cjlohe s. =6-3 inches.

In parts of an inch.

0-024

0-020

. I Q/i

^

VlVTinimum ™0-020 inch.
Thicknesses measmedS q.q204

0-0270

^0-0262 J

Bursting pressure =86 lbs. per square inch.

Experiment 16.

EUipsmd t Diameters 4-1 and 7-0 inches.

In parts of an inch.

0-0180'

0-0208

0-0220

Thicknesses measured
<;

0-0160 J-Minimum 0-016 inch.

0-0184

0-0170

. 0-0220

Bursting pressure =80 lbs. per square inch.

Experiment 17.

Ellipsoid V. Diameters 4-0 and 7-0 inches.

In parts of an inch.

0-02061

0-0208

0-0224

Fig. y.

Thicknesses measured <;

0-0190 I ]v[inimum =0-019 inch.

0-0206

0-022

0-021

L 0-0254

Bursting pressure =109 lbs. per square inch.

,™ming up the preceding results, they ar-e arranged in the foUcving Table
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Summary of Results.

Table V.-—Resistance of Glass Globes to internal pressure.

281

Number of

experiment. Description of glass.
Diameter,
ill inches.

Thickness, in

parts of an inch.

Bursting pres-

sure, in pounds
per square inch.

I.

11 .

III.

IV.

V.

VI.

>> Flint-glass ••X

4-0

4-0

4-

5

5-

1

X3-98
X3-98
4

X4-55
X5-12
G

0-024

0-025

0-038

0-056

0-058

0-059

84

93
150

280
184

152

XII.

XIII.

XIV.
XV.

Green glass

L

4-95 X 5-0

4*95 X 5-0

4-0 X4-05
4-0 X4-03

0-022

0-020

0-018

0-016

1 r

Crown-glass...
<|

I

L

4-2 X4-35

4-

05 X 4-2

5-

9 x5-8
6 0 X 6-3

0-025

0-021

0-016

0-020

90
85
84
82

120

126

69
86

Table VI.—Resistance of Glass Cylinders and Ellipsoids to internal pressure.

Number of

experiment. Description of glass. Form of vessel.
Diameter,

in inches.

Thickness, in

parts of an inch.

Bursting pres-

sure, in pounds
per square inch.

VII. Flint-glas.s Cylinder 4-05x7-0 0-079 282
XVI. Crown-glass Ellipsoid 4-1 x7-0 0-016 80
XVII. Crown-glass Ellipsoid 4-1 x7-0 0-019 109

Section IV.—ON THE RESISTANCE OF GLASS GLOBES AND CYLINDERS TO AN
EXTERNAL PRESSURE.

Ihe following experiments are in continuation of, and supplementary to the researches

on the collapse of wrought-iron vessels already alluded to. In this aspect they are the

most important in their bearings and the most novel of any in the present memoir.
T-he method of conducting them did not differ in any essential detail from that

pursued in the researches upon wrought-iron tubes, described in a former paper. A
number of globes of varying dimensions were procured, and hermetically sealed by
means of the blowpipe. In this state they were fixed in the interior of the strong
wrought-iron boiler B (fig. 10) (capable of sustaining a pressure of about 2600 lbs. per
square inch), in the position shown at A. The boiler or vessel B communicated by
means of the pipe a, with a hydraulic force-pump having a plunger of three-quarters of
an inch diameter, so that a uniform pressure of about 1000 lbs. per square inch could
easily be obtained. In order to register the pressure, gauges of the Schaeffer construc-
tion (C) were employed, as before, affording, within small limits of error, certain and
accurate indications of the increase of pressure obtained by the pump. The collapse of

2 I 2
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the glass vessel was atade Enow by a loud vepovt aud by ‘^e—
observer^.

During the collapse the globes wove veduced to the

eases a gteat pari alntost to powde.
.lobes had given

experiments no indication could be louiiu ui

way, nor of the direction of the primary lines of fracture.

collected, and a

After the globe had
as before, by means of

"tzr —^hicwss^^ determined has been assumed for

the thickness of the point of rupture in the calculations.

. la pressure-gauges of the Schae.hr

e,vpanamg under pressure. The mdioations are comm
.

^
materially di.or

gauge which moves over a face plate graduated by tnal. In prmcple t „ .

Irom the aneroid barometer.
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Flint-glass.

Experiment 1.

Globe A. Diameters 5‘05 and 4-76 inches.

In parts of an incla.

'0-0170^

0-0192

0-0190

0-0218

0-0220

0-0146

0-0178

^0-0154

Collapsing pressm-e=292 lbs. per square inch.

Thicknesses measured < Minimum =0-014 inch.

Experiment 2.

Globe B. Diameters 5-08 and 4-7 inches.

In parts of an inch.

'
0 -0210^

0-0200

0-0180

Thicknesses measured < Minimum =0-018 inch.
0-0200

0-0194

0-0188

0-0192

^0-0196,

Collapsing pressure=410 lbs. per square inch

Experiment 3.

Globe C. Diameters 4-95 and 4-72 inches.

In parts of an inch.

0-0214'

0-0246

0-0208
_

0-0220 V Minimum =0-022 inch.Thicknesses measured

0-0266

0-0222

.0-0226.

Collapsing pressure =470 lbs. per square inch.
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Experiment 4.

Globe I). Diameter 5-6 indies.

Minimum thickness =0-020 inch.

Collapsing pressure =475 lbs. per square inch.

Experiment 5.

Globe E. Diameters 8-22 and 7-45 inches.

In parts of an iucb.

fO-0152-

0-0118

0-0122

0-0100

0-0106

0-0128
j

0-0108

0-0108

0-0110

^0-0102

Collapsing pressure =36 lbs. per square inch.

Experiment 6.

Globe F. Diameters 8-2 and 7-2 inches.

In parts of an incti.

'0-0124'

Thicknesses measured >Minimum =0-010 inch.

Thicknesses measured { > Minimum =0-012 inch.

0-0138

0-0126

0-0116

0-0120

^0
-0120.

Collapsing pressure =42 lbs. per squaie inch.

Experiment 7.

Globe G. Diameters 8-2 and 7-4 inches.

In parts of an incli.

'0-0160q

0-0144

0-0166

Thicknesses measured < > Minimum =0-015 inch

' 0-0158
'

0-0164

^0-0150,

Collapsing pressure =60 lbs. per square inch.
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Experiment 8.

Globe H. Diameters 4-0 and 3*98 inches.

Minimum thickness =0’024 inch.

This globe sustained unbroken a pressure of 900 lbs. per square inch.

Experiment 9.

Globe I. Diameter 4‘0 inches.

Minimum thickness =0-025 inch.

This globe sustained unbroken a pressure of 900 lbs. per square inch.

Experiment 10.

Globe K. Diameter 6-0 inches.

Minimum thickness =0-059 inch.

This globe remained unbroken with a pressure of 1000 lbs. per square inch.

Experiment 11.

Cylinder L. Diameter 3-09 inches.

Length 14 inches.

In parts of an inch.

Thicknesses measured <

Fig. 11.

'0-0243'

O'0-0241

0-0235
> Minimum =0-024 inch." 0-0238

0-0241

0-0352^

Collapsing pressure =85 lbs. per square inch.

Experiment 12.

Cylinder M. Diameter 3-08 inches.

Length 14 inches.

In parts of an inch.

'0-0320*

0-0324

0-052

0-0316

0-0326

.0-0322J

Collapsing pressure =103 lbs. per square inch.

Thicknesses measured <

Fig. 12.

> Minimum =0-032 inch.

1
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Experiment 13.

Cylinder N. Diameter 3-25 inches.

Length 14 inches.

In parts of an inch.

pO-0452''

0-0436

0-0472

0-0422 Minimum =^0-042 inch.

0-0426

Eior. 13

Thicknesses measured •<

Thicknesses measured ^ Minimum =0-034 inch.

0-0436

M-0452-

Collapsing pressure —175 lbs. per square inch.

Experiment 14.

Cylinder 0. Diameter 4-06 inches.

Length 7-0 inches.

In parts of an inch.

'
0 -0454 ^

0-0384

0-0368

0-0344

0-0348

0-0392

10-0348.

Collapsing pressure =202 lbs. per square inch.

Experiment 15.

Cylinder P. Diameter 4-05 inches.

Length 7 inches.

In parts of an inch.

-0-0502q

0-0464

0-0460

Thicknesses measured J 0-0464 Minimum

0-0510 I

0-0498
1

M-0558J

Chllapsin^- pressure =380 lbs. per square inch.

Pig. U.

0-046 inch.
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Experiment 16.

Cylinder Q. Diameter 4'06 inches.

Length 13-8 inches.

In parts of an inch.

'0-0448'

0-050

0-0474

Thicknesses measured <
0-0490

. ^

0 0476 I

=0-043 inch.

Thicknesses measured <
>- Minimum =0-064 inch.

0-0470

0-053

.0-0434J

Collapsing pressure =180 lbs. per square inch.

Experiment 17.

Cylinder R. Diameter 4-02 inches.

Length 13-8 inches.

In parts of an inch.

'0-0678''

0-0664

0-0728

0-0718

0-0660

0-0644

0-0706

.0-0682.

Collapsing pressure =297 lbs. per square inch.

Experiment 18.

Cylinder S. Diameter 3-98 inches.

Length 14-0 inches.

In parts of an inch.

-0-0792'

0-0774

0-0762

0-0812

0-0828

0-0848

0-0836

0-0778

^0-0766-

Collapsing pressure =382 lbs. per square inch.

2 K

Thicknesses measured < > Minimum =0-076 inch.

Fig. 16.

Fig. 17.

Fig. 18,

MDCCCLIX.
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Experiment 19.

Cylinder T. Diameter 4-05 inches.

Length 7-0 inches.

In parts of an incli.

'0-079-

0-081

0-090

Thicknesses measured 0-086

0-086

0-079

.0-086

')> Minimum — 0 -07 9 inch.

This cylinder remained unbroken after sustaining a pressure of 500 lbs. per square inch.

Experiment 20*.

Cylinder V. Diameter 4-2 mches.

Length 22 inches.

In parts of an inch..

fO-063-^

Thicknesses measured < > Minimum =0-055 inch.

0-056

0-057

0-055

0-057

0-055

^0-056-

Collapsed with 120 lbs. per square inch.

Experiment 21*.

Cylinder W. Diameter 4-1 inches.

Length 21-5 inches.

In parts of an inch.

'0-0535-

0-051

0-055

Thicknesses measm-ed < > Minimum =0-051 inch

.

0-052

0-053

0-060

0-057

0-0525

LO-055 -

Collapsed with 129 lbs. pressure per squai-e inch.

. 1 a with an asterisk were not originaUy included in the calculations, t

results are strictly in conformity with those previously reduced.

the
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Experiment 22

Cylinder X. Diameter 4*2 and 4-1 inches.

Length 22 inches.

In parts of an inch..

'0-0455'

0-047

0-047

0-049

0-047

0-047

0-052

0-047

0-049

0-047

0-054

-0-046 -

Collapsing pressure =125 lbs. per square inch.

Thicknesses measured !. Minimum =0-0455 inch.

Oreen Glass.

Experiment 23.

Globe Z. Diameters 5-0 and 5-02 inches.

In parts of an inch.

rO-015
-

0-013

0-0125

0-019

0-016 )> Minimum =0-0125 inch.

0-018

Thicknesses measured <

0-021

0-0126

1-0-013 J

Collapsed with 212 lbs. per square inch.

2 K 2
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Table Vl.-Summary of the Results of Experiments upon the Resistance of

Glass Globes to an External Pressure.

Number of

1

experi-

\ ments.

Description of glass.
|

Diameters, in inches.

Minimum
thickness,

in inches.

Collapsing pressure

per square inch,

in lbs.

' I

! li.

! III.

1

IV.

V.

!

VI.

;

VII.
' VIII.

IX.

X.

;> Flint-glass ...<|

5‘05 and 4*76

5’08 and 4*7

4*95 and 4*72

5-

6

8-22 and 7’45

8-2 and 7’2

8*2 and 7’4

4‘0 and 3‘98

4-0

6-

0

0-014

0-018

0-022

0-020

0-010

0-012

0-015

0-024

0-025

0-059

292
410
470
475
35
42
60

(900 )*

(900 )*

(1000)*

i XXIII. Green glass 5*0 and 5*02 0-0125 212

Table VII.—Summary of Eesults of Experiments on the Resistance of Glass C^lindei

to an External Force.

Number of

experiment.
Description of glass.

Diameters,

in inches.
L.ength,in inches.j

Minimum
thickness,

in inches.

Collapsing pres-

sure per square

inch, in lbs.

XI.

XII.

XIII.

XIV.
XV.
XVI.
XVII.
XVIII.
XIX.
XX.
XXI.
XXII.

>.Flint-glass ...-“y

3-09

3-08

3-

25

4-

05
4-05

4-06

4-02

3-

98

4-

05
4-20

4-10

4-15

14-0

14-0

14-0

7-0

7-0

13-

8

i

13-8

14-

0

7-0

22-0

21-

5

22-

0

0-024

0-032

0-042

0-034

0-046

0-043

0-064

0-076

0-079
0-055

0-051

0-046

85
103

175
202
380
180

297
382

(500)f
120

129

1

125

* These globes remained unbroken.
f Eemained unbroken.
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Sectton V.—EEDHCTION OF THE PEECEDING EESULTS.

I. Generalization of the Mesults of Experiments on the Resistance of Glass Globes and

Cylinders to External Pressure.

Let us assume

—

P = the external pressure in pounds per square inch to produce rupture.

D= the diameter of the globe or tube, as the case may be, in inches.

k = the thickness of the glass in inches.

p
— the pressure P reduced to unity of thickness, viz. ^=-01 inch.

C, a, |(3, constants to be determmed from the data supplied by the experiments.

Then for the globes we assume

(
1 -)

and for the cylinders

P
C'A«

(
2 .)

where the exponent of the thickness is the same in both formulse.

Hence we find for globes of the same diameter and also for cylinders of the same

length and diameter,

—

log Pi -log Pg

log A, -log ^2

Taking the results of Experiments I. and II., we find 05=I-35; from V. and VII. we
find a=l-33; from XI. and XII. we find a=l-28; from XVI. and XVII. we find

«=1‘26
;
and from XV. and XIV. we find a= 2. Hence we get for the mean value of a,

a=i{l-35+l-33+I-28+l-26+2}= I*4.

Again, the following formula enables us to reduce the pressure P, of the cylinders as

well as of the globes, to unity of thickness,

logp=logP— alog(IOO^) (4.)

Making these calculations, we obtain the following Tables of results :

—

Table VIII.—Reduction of the Results of Experiments on the Resistance of Glass

Globes to unity of thickness.

Number of

experiment.

D.
Diameter,
in inches.

k.

Thickness,

in inches.

P.

Collapsing pres-

sure, in lbs. per

square inch.

p-
P reduced
to unity of

thickness.

I. 5-05 •014 292 178
11 . 5-08 •018 410 168

III. 4-95 •022 470 156
IV. 5-60 •020 475 180
V. 8-22 •010 35 35

VI. 8-20 •012 42 32-54
VII. 8-20 •015 60 34-01
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Table IX.-Eeduction of the Eesults of Experiments on the Resistance of Glass

Cylinders to unity of thickness.

Number of

experiment.

D.
Diameter,

in inches.

L.

Length,

in inches.

XL 3-09 . 14

XII. 3-08 14

XIIl. 3-25 14

XIV. 4-05 7

XV. 4-05 7

XVI. 4-06 13-8

XVII. 4-02 13-8

XVIIL 3-98 14

k.

Thickness,

in inches.

0-024

0-032

0-042

0-034

0-046

0-043

0-064

0-076

P.

Collapsing pres-

sure, in lbs. per

square inch.

P reduced

to unity of

thickness.

85
103

175
202
380
180

297
382

27-36

20-23

23-47

36-41

44-86

23-36

22-10

22-33

T et D n, he put lor the data aeiivou huixa

from Experiment 2, and so on ;
then we get from equation ( .),

logPT~log7>7

H—logD^— logDi

log + log Ps •

13

=

(O-)

(
6 .)

('•)

* -*^5”^ o o ‘ D / ' ^
r' J -C.

f n ^5 1 we find 8=3-43 ;
from equation (6.) we find (3= o-2o

;

an 'om

From equation (50 we find

equation (7.) we find ^= 3 dO ,
ana me u

j3=i(3-43-f 3-25+ 3-56)=3-4.

For the value of the constant C, we find

logC=l(logi,.+ + logft)+^j(logD. + .-+ logD^)+2“’ . . . C-.

whence we find 0=28
,
300

,
000

.

„;,tained in the general formtUa (1.), we get

Substituting the values of «, (3, C thus obtained mi g
^

P=28,300,000x^4

,*,a .. A. ....'-1-

riz. D= 6 and 1=-0125, we find

logP=4-6518-t-l-41ogl-25-3-41og5_log.o8,

,.t is p=258 Ihs. Now this would he tlm crushing .

be flint-glass ;
but the ciushing piessuie

^ vj^essure difi'ers very little from that

rrijrcr <» >

results of the experiments on glass globes.
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Table X.—Kesults of Experiments on the Eesistance of Glass Globes to External

Pressure.

Number of

experi-

ment.
D. k.

P
by expe-

ment.

P
by formula

(9).

Proportional

error by
formula.

I. 5-03 •014 292 292 0

II. 3-08 •018 410 408 1

TuTJ

III. 4-93 •022 470 580 4-1-r 4

IV. 3-6 •020 475 340 1

4

V. 8-22 •010 35 35 0

VI. 8-2 •012 42 44-8

VII. 8-2 •013 60 61-3

VIIT. 4-0 •024 900* 1370

IX. 4-0 •023 900* 1450

X. 6-0 •039 1000* 1218 . .

»

XXIII. 3-02 •0123 21 2t 238 +i

The lengths of the cyhnclers of Experiments XI., XII., and XIII. are the same, and

their diameters are nearly equal to one another. The same observation applies to the

cylinders of Experiments XIV. and XV., and also to Experiments XVI. and XVII. In

order, therefore, to reduce the pressures p to uniformity of diameter, we may assume,

for such small differences, that D varies as i. These reductions being made, we may

obtain the following Table :

—

Table XI.—Peduction of the Results of Experiments on Glass Cylinders

to uniformity of Diameter, &c.

Number of

experiment.

D.
Diameter,

in inches.

L.

Length,

in inches.

V-
P reduced to unity

of thickness.
p D L.

11, 12, 13. 3 14 24-81 1042
14, 13. 4-05 7 40-63 1151
16, 17. 4-05 13-8 22-67 1260

18. 3-98 14 22-33 1240

Mean value of p L D=^ 1173

Here the contiaued product of the pressure, diameter, and length is shown to be very

nearly a constant quantity, the thickness of the glass being the same, that is for k—'O!.
Hence we have

-01 “ (
11 .)

Now the mean value ofp D L is 1173, as shovra in Table XI., and a=l‘4, as deter-

* Eemained unbroken. t Green glass.
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mined by equation (3.) ; hence we find

0=11^=740,000.
.011-4

Substituting these values of the constants in equation (2.), we get

P=740,000 ^, (12.)

which is the general formula for calculating the strength of glass cylinders subjected to

external pressure, within the limits indicated by the experiments, that is, provided then-

length is not less than twice their diameter, and not greater probably than six times

their diameter. This law of strength is precisely similar to that foimd for sheet-iron

tubes.

For convenience of calculation, this formula may be written

logP=3-06923+l-41og(100^)-log(DL) (13.)

The following Table will show how nearly formula (12.) represents the results of the

experiments on glass cylinders :

—

Table XII.—Eesults of Experiments on the Eesistance of Glass Cylinders

to External Pressure.

Number of

experiment.
D. L. k.

P
by experi-

ment.

P
by formula.

Proportional

error by !

formula.

XI. 3-09 14 •024 85 86

XII. 3-08 14 •032 103 138 +1

XIII. 3*25 14 •042 175 192 +i
XIV. 4-05 7 •034 202 227 +tV
XV. 4*05 7 •046 380 351 1

1 1

XVI. 4-06 13-8 •043 180 161 i.

XVII. 4-02 13-8 •064 297 284 1
2lS

XVIII. 3-98 14 •076 382 361 _ 1

T?

XIX. 4-05 7 •079 500 747 Unbroken.

XX. 4*2 22 •055 120 138 + i

XXI. 4-1 21-5 •051 129 130 + TYV

XXII. 4-2 22 •0455 125 107 — i

Comparative Strength of Glass and Sheet-iron Cylinders subjected to an External

Pressure tending to produce Collapse.

The formula of strength for sheet-iron cylinders, after reducing L to inches, is

F=806,300xl2x|^.
laiJ

Now for cylinders of the same diameter, length, and thickness, we find, by di\iding

equation (12.) by the above,

P _-0764
P'~ /f79

(
14 .)
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^¥11611^= •043, as in most of the experiments on iron, then p= j2 ’ case,

the strengths of the two cylinders will be nearly equal to one another.

II. Generalization of the Results of the Experiments on the Resistance of Glass Globes^

Cylinders, and Ellipsoids to Internal Pressure.

Let D = the diameter of the globe or cylinder, as the case may be.

k = the thickness of the material in inches.

a = the longitudinal sectional area of the material in square inches
;
that is, in

the direction of the line of rupture, or line of minimum strength.

A = the longitudinal section in square inches.

P = the bursting pressure in lbs. per square inch.

T = the tenacity of the material in lbs. per square inch.

Then we iind

(15.)

(16.)

that is, — is a constant for vessels of the same material. This theoretical deduction is

fully confirmed by the results of these experiments, as arranged in the following Table :

—

T.vble XIII.—Kesistance of Glass Globes, Cylinders, and Ellipsoids to an Internal

Pressure.

2 LMDCCCLIX.
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Hence we have the tenacity of glass,

lbs. per sq. in.

T=4200, for flint-glass,

T=4800, for green glass,

T=6000, for crown-glass.

and

The general equation (15.) then becomes-

lbs. per sq. in.

P^ 4200 X ;^5
foi’ flint-glass,

P=4800x|;,

P= 6000 X ;|5
crown-glass.

Tor globes of uniform diameter and thickness these formate becomt

^ IT-- cn in
lbs. per sq. in.

P=16 ,
800 x ^5 foi* flint-glass.

P=19
,
200 X 5 ,

for green glass.

P=24,000Xh crown-glass.

Besistances of (rlass.

Mean
lbs. per square inch

Mean tenacity (T.) of glass in the form of thin plates

=i(4200+4800-t-6000)=5000 lbs. per square uicl ,

.... eooot:_W!»=
2 nearly,

^^—2560 ^

rhat rs, the tenacity of glass in the form of thin plates is about twice that of glass m the

form of bars.

Mean resistance (X,) of glass to compression

= K27582+
31876+3100S)=30,1601bs. per square inch,

To 30150Ai— =11-8 nearly,
Tj"" 2560

that is, the ultimate resistance of glass to a crushing force is about tuel

resistance to extension.
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lY. Resistance of Rectangular Glass Bars to a Transverse Strain.

Let I — the length of the bar supported at the ends and loaded in the middle.

W = breaking weight in lbs.

K = area of the whole transverse section.

D = the whole depth of the section.

= the respective distances of the top and bottom edges from the neutral axis.

Ti = the tensile resistance of the material in lbs. per square inch.

Ta = the compressive resistance of the material in lbs. per square inch.

Then we have “Tate’s strength of material” equations (27.) and (6.)

—

hence we get

where the constant

and.^;==:^;

W-4 T,-T, K.D K.D
I I

T,.T, _ 4 2560x30150
3-Tj + T2~3 X 32710

—3140 nearly.

(
17 .)

Substituting this value of the constant, equation (16.) becomes

W=3140.~, (18.)

which expresses the transvei’se strength of a rectangular bar of glass supported at the

ends and loaded in the middle.

2 L 2
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XIII. On the Atomic Weight of Graphite. By B. C. Brodie, F.B.8., Professor of

Chemistry in the University of Oxford, and President of the Chemical Society.

Eeceived May 12,—Eead May 12, 1859.

The term Graphite has been indiscriminately applied to many varieties of native carbon

of very different properties. The graphite of New Brunswick differs but little in

appearance from anthracite coal. The graphite of Greenland is not very dissimilar, but

possesses rather more metallic lustre. However, among these varieties of carbon, two

may be especially distinguished,—^by a superior degree of metallic lustre, by their struc-

ture, and other well-defined properties. In the following paper, the term Graphite is

limited to these two varieties, which may be further distinguished as “ lamellar” and

“ amorphous.”

The lamellar graphite is found in great abundance in Ceylon, whence large quantities

are annually imported into this country. It appears in commerce in masses, some-

times of the weight of many pounds, of a brilliant metallic lustre, and possessing a

distinct fibrous structure. It is very difficult by mechanical processes to bring this gra-

phite to a fine state of division ;
however, by a prolonged grinding in water, it may be

reduced to minute fiat plates. This graphite is associated with quartz. A deposit of

the same variety of graphite has recently been discovered at Travancore. The graphite

from Travancore has no fibrous structure, but is in the form of slightly coherent, minute

plates. Specimens of a similar graphite have also been given to me, from Moreton Bay

in Australia, in a matrix of quartz, and from Ticonderoga, in the State of New York,

associated with olhine and sphene. When cast iron is dissolved in acid, a residue is

left of about 4 per cent, of carbon in the form of graphite. This graphite also consists

of minute brilliant plates, and is perfectly similar in its appearance and properties to

the lamellar variety of native carbon. Amorphous graphite is found in Borrowdale in

Cumberland, and is also largely imported into this country from Germany, probably

from Griesbach near Passau, but I am unable to speak with certainty as to the locality

whence it comes. It appears as a powder of a silvery grey colour, soft to the touch, and

which rubbed on paper gives a brilhant metallic streak. This graphite is much softer

than the other variety, and therefore better adapted for the manufacture of pencils.

The graphite used in my experiments was in all cases carefully purified by boiling

with acids, and by fusion with hydrate of potash in a silver crucible ;
unless otherwise

mentioned, it is to be understood to be the variety from Ceylon. The graphite thus pre-

pared leaves an almost inappreciable residue, and gave to analysis 99*96 of carbon. Its

specific gravity was ascertained in two determinations as 2*25 and 2*26.

The following investigation was undertaken with the view of ascertaining the weight
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with which carbon in the form of graphite enters into combmation. ^ ith this end I

examined its reactions.
_

. , rViPmiral

The first experiment in which I sncceeded in ehcitmg a difference m the chemical

reac“f the different forms of carbon, was, in the case of the achon npon them of

a mixture of concentrated nitric and sulphuric acids. When finely-dinded ^
form of lampblack, or charcoal from the decomposition of sugj, is h^ted

^
ture of 1 of nitric and 4 of sulphuric acids, the carbon is rapidly o«*zed and a

substance is formed, soluble in the concentrated acid, but precipitated on the addition

I
"

his substance is insoluble in acids and saline solutions, but is soluble m pure

water and in alkalies. It is accompanied with other products ^
cation difficult. When the graphite of Ceylon is treated in a si^ai the

is veiT different : the graphite becomes of a beautiful pui-ple coloiu, and falls to piece

in thJfiuid. The substance, after the acid has been washed from it by watei, has muc

the appearance of the graphite itself, but is darker in coloui'. It was found on analysis

to contain the elements of sulphuric acid combined with oxygen, with hydiogen m

with a large amount of carbon. My efforts to procure this substance of a

position have been unavaiUng; it is insoluble in all reagents ;
it ®

°
J;

Long solution of potash, without separation of sulphuric acid, and with slight, it any,

alteration of weight ;
when heated it undergoes a remarkable change

;
gases me gii en

ta^interior o/the substance, which swells up in a most singular manner and is retoed

to the minutest state of division. The residue consists of caibon, w ic as e app

ance and the structure of the lamellar graphite. A similar oxidation takes place w

the nitric acid in the above experiment is replaced by other oxidizing agents, such a

bichromate of potash and chlorate of potash. These experiments estabhshed one point

of importance, the existence of a peculiar compound of carbon in the form

The dlcovery of this substance led me to tmn my attention to the oxidation of giaph .

I found that graphite, when heated with a mixture of nitric acid and cltiorate of potas n

increased in weight, and that the substance formed was, on the

“^little hi

integrated with evolution of gas. The disintegrated substance differed but 1 ttle u

appearance from the original graphite. The analysis of the body resulting “0 0 h

preparations, and with a difference in the time of oxidation, gave no ^
These difficulties led me to further experiments. I found that nlien the subs ance

by the treatment of the graphite with the oxidizing mixture was washed free from the

salts produced in the reaction, and dried at 100“ and agam oxidized, it gradually lindei-

went a change in appearance, until, after the fourth or fifth repetition of the process,

the whole of the graphite was converted into a substance of a light yellow colour, coi

sisting of minute transparent and brilliant plates. Analysis showed that tins change

was attended with a gradual alteration of the constitution of the substance, u
•

^

a .

tinally, a time arrived when treatments ivith the oxidizing mixture produced no hut

change. It is remarkable that this result cannot be produced by one prolonged tiea -

ment; before the oxidation can proceed, the original conditions must be restored.
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The details of this process are as follows

A

portion of graphite is intimately mixed

with three times its weight of chlorate of potash, and the mixture placed in a retort. A
sufficient quantity of the strongest fuming nitric acid is added, to render the whole fluid.

The retort is placed in a water-bath, and kept for three or four days at a temperature

of 60° C. until yellow vapours cease to be evolved. The substance is then thrown into

a large quantity of water, and washed by decantation nearly free from acid and salts.

It is dried in a water-bath, and the oxidizing operation repeated with the same pro-

portion of nitric acid and of chlorate of potash until no further change is observed

:

this is usually after the fourth time of oxidation. The substance is ultimately dried,

first in vacuo

^

and then at 100° C. A modification of the process which may be advan-

tageously adopted, consists in placing the substance with the oxidizing mixture in flasks

exposed to sunhght. Under these circumstances the change takes place more rapidly,

and without the application of heat.

These crystals, when examined with the microscope, are perfectly transparent, and

exhibit beautiful colours by the agency of polarized light. Professor Miller of Cam-

bridge, who was good enough to examine them, has communicated to me the following

observations :
—“ The crystals, though not absolutely too small to be measured, are too

thin and too imperfect to admit of measurement with the reflective goniometer. I have

examined them under a microscope, for the purpose, if possible, of making out at least

the system of crystallization to which they belong. Their system appears to be either

the prismatic or the oblique,—most likely the former Sometimes the crystals appear

broken, as in the annexed figure. The straight-

ness of the fractured edges (in the direction

EF) evidently indicated the existence of a

cleavage in that direction. The crystals are so

extremely thin in a direction perpendicular to

the paper on which the above figure is traced,

that it is impossible to obtain any reflexion,

except from the faces parallel to the plane of the paper.”

The crystals, on the apphcation of heat, are decomposed with ignition. Gases are

evolved, and a black residue is left of a substance resembling in appearance finely

divided carbon.

I have not discovered any reagent by which these crystals may be dissolved, and they

admit of no process of purification. The explosion which the crystals undergo on the

application of heat render special methods of analysis necessary, and I have taken, with

regard to the analysis, every precaution which suggested itself. Neither chlorine nor

nitrogen could be detected.

The substance was placed in a platinum boat in a porcelain tube and burnt in a

* Measxirements of the crystals, by means of the microscopic goniometer, which have subsequently been

made by Mr. A. H. Chuech, of Lincoln College, have determined with certainty that the crystals belong

to the one or other of these systems.

J3 C
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I- f rfT<Ar, thp p-ases evolved being passed over heated oxide of copper. At the

current of oxyg

^

h
g ^ ,

Tn7ll“ thl substa^e and the oxide of copper. The ordinary potash-

Lbs were replaced by two tubes fiUed with pumice moistened with concentrate so u-

‘“int^e^^ascertain in the most rigorous manner the point

of the compound became fixed, it was analysed after each successire oxidati .

be seen that the analyses became constant upon the ’

most prolonged action of <>« Lpamtion of

mixture :•

—

the first instance once, in the second, tw

I. II.

Carbon . . .
69-67 67-79

Hydrogen . . .
1-48 1-84

Oxygen . . .
28-85 30-37

100-00 100-00

The following are the results of analysis after the constitution of the body may be

rega" fix!d. Analyses 1 and 2 are of a substance prepared by o””‘-
analyses 3 and 4. of a substance prepai-ed by five treatments ;

analysis 5, of subs an

;Sred by six treatments; analyses 6 and 7 .
of a substance prepared -en trean

Lnts ;
analysis 8 is of a substance dried in «o»o the pre™us

^Lrland.
dried at 100” ;

analysis 9 is a preparation from the amorphous graphite of">1 n

the previous preparations having been from the graphite of Ceylon. I hav e also prepai

the same compound from the graphite of cast u’on.

Substance taken.

1. 0-23375

2. 0-233

3. 0-24475

4. 0-27275

5. 0-209

6. 0-25275

7. 0-23825

8. 0-2555

9. 0-216

These analyses correspond

1 .

Carbon 60-70

Hydrogen 1’37

Oxygen 37*93

100-00

Carbonic acid formed. Water formed.

0-52025 0-02925

0-51875 0-03775

0-545 0-04175

0-609 0*0465

0-46 0-036

0-5635 0-042

0-5325 0-04025

0-56875 0-0435

0-48 0*0355

-74

-80

’-46

to the following per-centage composition

3. 4. 5. 6- '•

60-73 60-88 60-47 60-80 60-94

1-89 1-88 1-91 1-80 1-87

37-24 37-62 37-49 37*19

•nn

37-38

inn-no inn-no

8 .

60-71

1-89

37-40

inn-no 100-00 100-00 100-00

9.

60-69

1-75

37-56

100-00
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The mean of these analyses (omitting the hydrogen of the first analysis, which is

evidently faulty) is

—

Carbon . . . 60’74

Hydrogen . . 1*85

Oxygen . . . 37‘41

100-00

A correction has yet to be made in these numbers. The graphite from which the

substance is prepared leaves on combustion a slight ash, and during the prolonged

treatment of the substance a further portion of incombustible matter is introduced, pro-

bably from the glass of the vessels in which the operations were conducted, which, as I

have ascertained, may be estimated at 0-5 per cent. When this correction is made, we
have for the per-centage constitution of the substance

—

Carbon . . . 61-04

Hydrogen . . 1-85

Oxygen • 37-11

100-00

The formula Cn H4 O 5 corresponds to this result. It requires

—

Cu. . . 132 61-11

H 4 . . . 4 1-85

O
3 . . . 80 37-04

216 100-00

This substance has the following properties. It is insoluble in water containing acids

or salts, but is very slightly soluble in pure water. The crystals, placed upon litmus

paper, have a feeble acid reaction. It combines with alkalies. When agitated with

dilute ammonia, it is converted into a transparent jelly, but is not dissolved. On the

addition of acids it is separated unaltered from this combination in the form of a gela-

tinous mass resembling silica, which, dried under the air-pump, appears as a slightly

yellow and spongy body of the same weight as the substance originally treated with

ammonia. The crystals treated with deoxidizing agents are readily decomposed. When
a solution of sulphide of ammonium or of potassium is poured upon the dry substance,

a crackling sound is heard, and a body is ultimately formed possessing the metallic

lustre and general appearance of graphite itself. Changes similar in appearance take

place on boiling the substance with an acid solution of protochloride of copper and of

protochloride of tin. The substances formed in these processes admit of no process of

purification, and I have not been able to procure them in a state of purity.

This body belongs very distinctly to the class of acids, but from the insolubility of its

salts and the facility with which they are decomposed, I have not been able to procure

them pure. The following determinations, however, indicate it to be bibasic. A por-

tion of the moist substance sliaken up with baryta-water, washed out, and dried at

100°, gave a compound containing 21-19 per cent, of barium. The same substance

suspended in water, and decomposed by a current of carbonic acid, gave a substance

MDCGCLIX. 2 M
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U- i. ;i A nt 10(1° contained 13-30 per cent, of barium. Tbe formula C„H,BaOs
which, dried at iUU ,

containea ^ t'

. p tt -d^q veauii-es 13-73 per cent,
o/i 1 Q noni nf harium. The formula L22 -tL? -d^'^io icquutis x j •

:x::m XhT 1"— hygroscopic, and when heated explode

wi “real-iolence than the original body. The compound itself may be termed

"ThfrSL which is left upon the decomposition by heat of graphic acid although

par°e site -both by decompoLg the compound, alone, in an atmosphere of nitrogem

and by de;omposing it mixed with a large quantity of"
nfynoLratine the violence of the decomposition, and causmg it to take place at tne io

foli“ilre. My endeavours were unsuccessful, untU it occur-red to me to effec

in a Jid medium, by which the pm-Ucles o

senarated ftom one another and elevation of temperatee precluded The flmd which

I selected for the experiment was the mixture of hydi-ocarbons of hig o g po s

W tie llngoon naphtha. It was purified by rectification over sotom and boM at

about 270° When graphic acid is heated in this fluid, a consideiable quan )

late IS formed, which distils over between 100° and 200°, and which is accompanied at

tot bla light and ultimately by a brisk evolution of gas. This gas was in one expe^

lent cllecid and examined: it consisted solely of carbonic acid. But water and

carbonic acid are not the exclusive products of this reaction. The hydiocarbon becomes

of a deep red colour, and when filtered and distilled, leaves ablackcaihonaceous «si .

I have found no means of separating the body formed from the naphtha m which s

"''^Itoht following experiments the substance was heated in the naphtha for ^^ee or

fom hlrlat abolt 2^° C., until all perceptible evolution of gas had cease . T

eranhic acid employed was weighed, and also the residue of its decomposition.

collected on a weighed filter, washed out with ether and nrth alcohol, and

dried at 100°.

Expt. I. 1'024 grm. of graphic acid gave 0-684 grm. of residue.

Expt. II. 1-0854 grm. of graphic acid gave 0-7248 grm. of residue.

Expt. III. 2-1805 grms. of graphic acid gave 1-4607 grm. of residue.

This corresponds to a loss on 100 parts of the substance taken-in Experiment I. ot

66-78 in Experiment II. of 66-77, in Experiment III. of 66-98 parts.

These substances, burned in a cui-rent of oxygen, gave the follouung resu s. n

and all following analyses the residual ash was weighed, and its amoun e uc

the substance taken.
Substance taken. Carbonic acid formed.

1. Expt. I. . . .
0-311 0-9147

2. Expt. II. . . . 0-4237 1-2372

3. Expt. III. . . . 0-3573 1-0404

4. The same . • 0-3391 0-9857

Water formed.

0-0148

0-022

0-0178

0-0185
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These results correspond to the following per-centage

1. 2.

composition :

—

3 . 4 .

Carbon . . . 80*19 79*64 79*40 79*27

Hydrogen . . . 0*52 0*57 0*55 0*60

Oxygen . . . . . 19*29

100*00

19*79

100*00

20*05

100*00

20*13

100*00

When this substance was carefully examined under the microscope, traces of trans-

parent crystals could still be perceived, similar in appearance to the original substance.

To preclude the possibihty of an error from the imperfect decomposition of the substance,

the following experiments were made, in which the substance was submitted in the
naphtha to a prolonged action of heat, for fourteen hours.

Expt. IV. 3*9185 grms. of substance gave 2*577 grms. of residue.

Expt. V. 17*175 grms. of substance gave 11*2965 grms. of residue.

In Experiment IV. the temperature was raised to 240° C., in Experiment V. to 220° C.

These results correspond to a loss on 100 parts of the substance~in Experiment IV. of
65*76, in Experiment V. of 65*77 parts.

The analyses of these substances gave the following result :

Substance taken. Carbonic acid formed. Water formed.

1. Expt. IV. . . . 0*377 1*1126 0*0210

2. The same . . . 0*4766 1*4068 0*0255

3. Expt. V. . . . 0*3835 1*1327 0*022

Ihese analyses give the following per-centage composition of the substance:—

1 - 2 . 3 .

Carbon 80*48 80*50 80*56

Hydrogen .... 0*62 0*59 0*63

Oxygen 18*90 18*91 18*81

100*00 100*00 100*00

In this substance, placed under the microscope, no traces of the transparent plates of
the original body could any longer be perceived. The result, therefore, of heating the
substance for the ten additional hours had been to increase the per-centage of carbon in
the residue from about 0*5 to 1 per cent. It is evident that the decomposition is arrested
at about this point

; and if we take the mean, as may reasonably be done, of three
analyses of the first and the three of the second series of experiments, as representing the
constitution of the body, we have the following as its per-centage composition:

—

Carbon 80*13

Hydrogen .... 0*58

Oxygen 19*29

2 M 2

100*00
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This corresponds to the formula C„H,0, which has the following composition:-

C:

H
O

'22
264

2

64

80-00

0-60

19-40

10^
There is every reason to believe that, although the decomposition is Mcult “

Ss sal holy is formed by the simple application of heat to the substance wrthout the

intei-vention o^f the naphtha. The result of one experiment, m which the graphic

haTbeen carefully heald in an air-bath to 280» until it ceased to lose weight, gave to

lalysis-carbon L-36, hydrogen 0-71. In other experiments numbers approximating

Welle notlelata to determine with certainty the precise mode of the formarion

of this body. The simplest hypothesis which coincides

that 7 equivalents of the graphic acid give by then-
65 .,

8

We have 7(0., H, 0.)=1512 and 3(C. H, O,)=990 and lol2 : 990 . . 100 . 60 IS,

to form the new substance by the elimination of

water, carbonic acid, and carbonic oxide from the original body, according to the equa ion

7(C„H4 01= 3(02, H,04)+6H,04-6 CO,

+

0 CO.

The slight excess of carbon in the last senes of analyses indicates the piesence of .urn

compound containing a higher pei-centage of carbon. It will be rendered eirdent. bv

the following experiments, that we have only to heat this substance under slightly

different circumstances to determine a further decomposition. Portions

stances last analysed were placed in a pktinum boat in a
g l^nmlature

was passed a current of nitrogen, and w-hicli was heated in an an- < 1

of 250°. The substance was weighed before and after the experimen
.

.

r

Expt. 1. -9087 grm. of the substance resulting from Kxpt. I\

.

ga^e a lesi ue o

Ex]S. 2. 0-9209 grm. of the substance resulting from Expt. V. gaie a residue

”
Thfs^co'^^-esponds to a residue on 100 parts of the substance taken-in E.xpt. I ot

97'16 in Expt. 2. of 97-38 parts.
_ n

witer is given off from the substance during the process, which was co ec e u
^

sulphuric acid tube and estimated. It corresponded, in the two experiments o - _

and 2-30 per cent. The quantity formed was, however, too small tor correct estmia lon.^

these numbers are undoubtedly too high. Traces of probably airborne oxid uio^.

ing to something under 1 per cent., are also given off. Ihe action is pen c

The experiment was continued until the substance ceased to lose weight ,
in

hours the loss in weight was not above 1 milligramme.
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The following are the results of the analysis of the bodies

:

Substance taken. Carbonic acid formed. Water formed.

1. Expt. I. . . . . 0-367 1-1051 0-0163

2. The same . . . 0-3783 1-1366 0-0139

3. Expt. II. . . . 0-3979 1-1938 0-0158

4. The same . . . 0-3927 1-1724 0-0155

numbers give the following per-centage composition :

—

1 . 2 . 3. 4.

Carbon . 82-12 81-95 81-80 81-41

Hydrogen 0-49 0-41 0-44 0-43

Oxygen . 17-39 17-64 17-76 18-16

100-00 100-00 100-00 100-00

The substance derived from the preceding body, by the elimination of 1 atom of

water from 3 atoms of the substance, would have the formula Ce6 H 4 0i,. 3(C22H2 04 )

= Cgg H4 O4+H2 0.

The calculated composition of this body is as follows :

—

Cee • . 792 81-48

H 4 . 4 0-41

0„ . . 176 18-11

972 100-00

Every 100 parts of the substance taken would leave a residue of 98T8 parts, and the

water formed would amount to 1-80 part. The amount of carbonic oxide formed in

the preceding experiments is so small, that it can hardly be regarded as an integral part

of the decomposition
;
and if this amount be added to the residue, we arrive at precisely

the theoretical numbers.

By a greater elevation of temperature the substance undergoes further change, with

the loss of carbonic acid and carbonic oxide. But it may be exposed to a red heat for

several hours in a current of nitrogen and only undergo a very partial decomposition, the

residual substance containing a considerable portion both of hydrogen and oxygen.

Buff and Wohlee, in their researches “ On the Graphitoidal Form of Silicon*,” dis-

covered a remarkable series of compounds derived from it. When hydrochloric acid gas

is led over this form of silicon at a low red heat, a volatile liquid is formed containing

silicon, chlorine, and hydrogen, to which they assign the formula Si2 H2 CI3. With

hydriodic acid gas a similar reaction takes place, with the formation of the corre-

sponding compound Si2H2 13 . In water, these substances decompose with the produc-

tion of a compound of silicon, hydrogen, and oxygen, of the formula Si4 H4 O5 . The

analyses are unfortunately neither so concordant nor so exact as might be desired ;
but

the formulae are derived from the consideration of a system of decompositions, which

* Liebig’s ‘ Annalen,’ vol. civ. p. 94.
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hardly leaves room for any other hypothesis. The general properties of the subsmce

Si HO correspond very closely with those of the graphite compound as separated from

Us!ombinXs by an Lid. It is described as a white and voluminorrs body wMch

floats upon water, in which it is very sUghtly soluble. Heated to a temperate of above

300“ iUs decomposed with ignition and evolution of hydi'ogen. The ratio of the num er

!f eialents of hydrogen to those of oxygen is as 4 to 5. It is formed exclr^ively from

graphitoidal silicon, as the graphite compound from graphitoidal

conriderations we may infer that the graphite compound is the same teim m the sys

o™ rb n as the silicL compound in the system of sUicon. men we proceed to s ra

^rinalogy in the formula of the substance, we are led to very remai-kable con-

“'tC total weight of graphite, which in this compound ^ ^

ofhydrogenand the 5 of oxygen, is 132. If we assume that this weight is, like the
^

spending weight, 84 of siUcon, to be divided into 4 parts, we arnve at the number oo as

rlL weight of graphite. Kepresenting this weight by the letters Gr. the formula

of the substances C„ H, O, and C... H, O., and C„ H, O,., become

Gr, H.O,

Gi'g H2 O4

Gr24H4 0ii-

We are acquainted with a property of graphite by which tins

According to the law of DnWKG and Petit, which has been confirmed '’I ‘ -

researches of Regnauet, the specific heats of the elemental bodies laiy inieise) w

Te^c weights. With L atomic weights of the

received the elements ai-e divided into two classes, the one in which the pioduct of

speXieat into the atomic weight is approximately S-3. the other in which this pro-

duct is approximately 6 -6 . This law expresses the only common physical

which these weights are characterized. To this law, however, there

exception, namely, the specific heat of carbon in its various forms. The foUowm, are

the specific heats of carbon as determined by Kegnault

Specific heats.

Diamond

Native graphite

Graphite from the blast furnace . •
0-19702

Carbon from gas retorts 0-20o6

Carbon from anthracite . . • •

Wood charcoal

Animal charcoal

In no single case, whether the atomic weight of carbon be assumed as 6 or as 1.^

does carbon confoi-m to the law. The product of the ^P^cific heat of

atomic weight is with the weight 6 ,
1'2, with the Height 1-, - . ,

0-201

0-2415

0-26085
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assume the atomic weight of graphite as 33, we have for the product of the specific

heat into the atomic weight the number 6*6, which is according to the law
; this product

being the same as the product of the specific heats into the atomic weights of the

elements phosphorus, antimony, arsenic, bismuth, and iodine.

This form of carbon should be characterized by a name marking it as a distinct

element. I propose to term it Graphon.

In the formulae assigned by Buff and Wohlee to the compounds of silicon, the

atomic weight has been assumed as 21. If the atomic weight of silicon be assumed as

28, these relations no longer appear; the atomic weight of graphite must be assumed as

44, and the product of the specific heat into the atomic weight would be 8*8. We are

thus enabled to decide upon the atomic weight of the graphitoidal silicon. It is greatly

to be regretted that those chemists who have had a sufficient quantity of this substance

in their possession have omitted to determine its specific heat. There is much reason

to believe that in its other forms silicon, like carbon, has a distinct atomic weight. The
vapour-density of the chloride of silicon leads us to the weight 28 ; and it is worthy of

remark, that the atomic weight 44, which in the system of carbon corresponds to the

weight 28 of silicon, would, assumed as the atomic weight of diamond, render its specific

heat conformable to the law, since 44 x 147=6*46. The relation is also singular which

exists between the atomic weight of graphon and the atomic weights of the elements

boron, silicon, and zircon, it being precisely the kind of numerical relation which exists

between the weights of analogous elements.

Boron 11

Silicon 21

Graphon 33

Zircon 66

The weight 21 of silicon must be considered as still open to correction. The results

arrived at by Deville*, from the oxidation of graphitoidal silicon, indicate a higher

number.

Finally, these considerations lead us to the remarkable inference that carbon in the

form of graphite functions as a distinct element ; that it forms a distinct system of com-
binations, into which it enters with a distinct atomic weight, the weight 33. Analogy
would lead us to a similar conclusion with regard to the elements boron and silicon.

How far this inference is to be extended to the allotropic forms of other elements expe-

riment alone can decide.

* Deville obtained from 100 parts, 205*3 of silica. Calculated from these numbers, the atomic weight of

silicon would be 22*7, approximating to the former atomic weight of Beezelivs, 22*5. The subject requires

further investigation.
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XIV. On the Physical Phenomena of Glaciers.— I. Observations on the Mer de Glace.

By John Tyndall, F.B.S., Membre de la Sodete Hollandaise des Sciences ; la SodHe

de Physique et d'Eistoire Naturelle de Geneve ; la Sodde Philomathique de Paris

;

Mitglied der Eaturfcrrschenden Gesellschaft, Zurich, der Gesellschaft zur Beforderung

der Gesammt-Naturwissenschaften, Marburg, der K. Leap. Akad. der Naturforscher,

Breslau, and Professor of Natural Philosophy at the Boyal Institution.

Eeceived May 20,—Eead May 20, 1858.

§ 1 .

The Philosophical Transactions for 1857 contain a paper by Mr. Huxley and myself

upon the Structure and Motion of Glaciers. The observations on which that paper was
founded extended over a very brief period, and hence arose the desire, on my part, to

make a second expedition to the Alps, in which I regret to say my friend was unable
fully to join. Ihe phenomena of the Mer de Glace being those on which the most
important theoretic views of the constitution and motion of glaciers are based, I wished
especially to make myself acquainted by personal observation with these phenomena.
Six weeks of the summer of 1857 were accordingly devoted to the examination of this

glacier. For the purpose of observing its motion, bearings and inclinations, and also of

determining its width at various points, I took with me an excellent 5-inch theodolite,

and a surveyor’s chain ; for both of which I am indebted to the kindness of the Director-

General of the Geological Survey, and to Professor Pamsay. I propose to divide the

investigation into two parts, the first of which forms the subject of the following paper,

while the second will be the subject of a future communication. It gives me great

pleasure here to record my grateful sense of the able and unremitting assistance rendered
me throughout the entire period of the observations, by my friend Mr. T. A. Hirst,

whose name indeed, had he permitted it, I should gladly have seen associated with my
own at the head of this paper.

§ 2. On the Motion of the Mer de Glace.

Our first observation of the motion of the Mer de Glace was made on the 14th of
July. On the steep terminal incline of the Glacier de Bois we singled out a tall pinnacle
of ice, the front edge of which was perfectly vertical. In coincidence with this edge I

fixed the vertical wire of our theodolite, and after three hours found that the ice cliff

had moved downwards, the cross hairs being now projected against the face of the cliff

several inches above its edge.

Our first line across the glacier was set out upon the 17th of July. The mode of
proceeding in all such cases was this :—the theodolite was placed beside the glacier, quite

mdcccliz. 2 N
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SlifS|,SS.SSB

sketch-map, fig. 1 f.

* We found this station marked by a chisel on a block of granite, and painted red^
^

t The side of the glacier opposite to the Montanvert is much crevassed, and while fixing as p
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On the 18th of July we set out a second line above the Montanvert Hotel, and we

afterwards measured the displacements of the stakes along the line AA'. The result

led to the estabhshment of a hitherto unobserved law of glacier motion, which the discus-

sion of the observations will gradually render manifest. Reduced to twenty-four hours,

the motion of the stakes along our first line was as follows

-

First Line (AA').—Mean Daily Motion.

No. of stake. Motion in inches. No. of stake. Motion in inches.

West 1 . . . . . 121 6 . . . •

2 . . . . . 16f 7 . . . . . 261

3 . . . . . 221 _ 8 . . . .

4 . . . . . 251 9 . . . . . 28f

5 . . . . . 241 East 10 . . . . . 351

Stake No. 7 of this series was about midway between the bounding sides of the

Mer de Glace ; No. 1 was near the lateral moraine at the Montanvert side, and the

retarding influence of this side is very manifest. With slight breaches of regularity,

the rate of motion increases gradually from the first stake towards the centre of the

glacier.

But it will be observed that stake No. 7 by no means moves the fastest. Stake

No. 10 stood far beyond the centre, and upon the portion of the glacier derived from

the Lechaud and Talefre. This portion is distinguishable at a glance by the quantity

of dirt upon its surface, the portion derived from the Glacier du Geant remaining com-

paratively clean throughout the entire length of the Mer de Glace. Professor Forbes

accounts for the excessive crevassing of the eastern side of the glacier by assuming that

the Glacier du Geant, having by far the greater mass, moves most swiftly, drags its

more sluggish companions after it, and thus tears them asunder. The foregoing obser-

vations show that this assumption is untenable. The difference here observed cannot

be referred to the slip to which reference has already been made in the note at the foot

of this page, for the slip did not amount to more than 4 inches at the utmost. Further,

the displacements were measured a second time on the following day, when the maximum

movement of the Glacier du Geant portion was found to be 27^ inches, and that of the

Lechaud and Telefre side 32-|.

Our second line, marked BB' upon the sketch-map, had its terminal station on the

ancient moraine a little higher up the glacier than the Montanvert Hotel. Along this

line thirty-one stakes were driven on the 18th of July, and their displacements

measured the day following. The results reduced to twenty-four hours are as fol-

lows :

—

of the ice ridges here, the whole mass slid suddenly some inches forward. Were special attention directed

to the crevassed portions of a glacier, the same phenomenon might, I doubt not, be frequently observed.

2 N 2
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Second Line (BB').~Mean Dady Motion.

No. of stake. Motion in inckes. No. of stake.

West 1 . . . . • • 2
17 .

2 . . . . . lOf 18 .

3 . . ... 121 19 .

4 . . . . . 14i
20 .

5 . . . . . 14i 21 .

6 . . ... 16 22 .

7 . . . . . 16f
23 .

8 . . ... 171 24 .

0 . . ... 19 25 .

10 . . . . . 19i
26 .

11 . . ... 191 27 .

12 . . ... 21 28 .

13 . . ... 21 29 .

14 . . ... 21 30 .

15 . . ... 221 East 31 .

16 . . ... 221

Motion in inclies.

. . 22i

. . 21

. . 22i

. . 20i

. . X

. . X

. . 2^
. . X

. . 21f

. . X

. . X

. . 22i

. . 22f

. . 25J

. . 25f

The stakes marked thus X were fixed by the eye, their positions being such that they

could not be seen by the theodolite. Some of them were placed in deep glacial hollou s.

where, without an instrument, it was difficult to keep them in the same vertical plane

The slight uncertainty thus arising induced me finally to reject them. le gia m.

augmentation of velocity from the side towards the centre is very manifest; but it ui

be observed that stake 31, which stood upon the Talefre side of the glacier, move

quickest of all. The difference in favour of the latter side is, however, much less than

it was lower down.

The reason why in the two cases just considered the terminal stake towards the eas ein

side of the glacier shows no retardation, is, that the state of the ice, and the position o

the theodolite, were not such as to enable us to continue the line of stakes completely

across the glacier to the eastern side, and hence the observations could not show t it le-

tarding influence of that side. In setting out the third line CC', therefore, Mr. Hikst

took up a position on the Chapeau side of the valley, from which the vision across the

o-lacier was quite uninterrupted by ridges or other obstacles, while the crevasses weie

not impracticable. One of the fixed termini of this line was the corner of a wmidow

of the Montanvert Hotel. There were twelve stakes planted along the line, and tlie

motion of these during twenty-four hours, from the 20th to the 21st of July, was a.

follows :

—
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Third Line (CC').—Mean Daily Motion.

East. West.

No. of stakes. 12 34 56 789 10 11 12

Motion.... 19i 22| 28f 301 33| 28i 24i 25 25 18 x 8^

Stake No. 1 was fixed in the ice, close to the eastern side of the glacier, and the

retarding influence of this side is quite manifest from the measurements. A glance,

however, reveals a fact confirmative of the former measm'ements ; the daily motion of

the extreme eastern stake is 14^ inches behind the maximum, while the motion of the

extreme western stake is 25-| inches behind it. The stake No. 5, which moved at the

maximum rate, was also much nearer to the eastern than to the western side of the ice-

stream ; the observation therefore corroborates those already made as regards the position

of the point of maximum motion.

How then is the fact to be accounted for, that the point of maximum motion of the

Mer de Glace is thus thrown towards its eastern boundary 1 Reflection suggested to me

that the efiect might be due to the curvature of the valley through which the Mer de

Glace moves. At the place where the foregoing observations were made the glacier

bends, turning its concave side to the Montanvert, and its convexity towards the Cha-

peau. M. Rexdu insists on the complete analogy of the phenomena of a river and those

of a glacier
; and the idea has been to a great extent corroborated by the measurements

of Professor Foebes and M. Agassiz
;
but let us make a bolder application of the ana-

logy than any of them contemplated, confining our view to the influence of curvature

merely. The point of maximum motion of a river moving through a channel similar

to that occupied by the Mer de Glace, would lie on that side of the centre of the channel

towards which the river turns its convex curvature. Can this be the case with the ice 1

If so, the place of maximum motion ought to be different where the glacier bends in the

opposite direction. Fortunately the Mer de Glace itself enables us to bring this idea to

a test.

Higher up the valley, and opposite to the passages called “ Les Fonts,” such a band

occurs. Here the convexity is turned towards the Montanvert or western side of the

vaUey. A line was set out across this portion of the glacier on the 25th of July, and
its measurement upon the 26th gave the following results:

—

Fourth Line (DD').—Mean Daily Motion.
East. West.

No. of Stakes. 1 2 3 4 5 6 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17

Motion.. 61 8 121 15i 15i
18f

19i 21 20i 23i 23i 21 22i 17i 15

After the setting out of this line, its length was measured by Mr. Hikst ; and found
to be 39 chains 25 links, which, as each chain is equal to 22 yards, gives 863 yards

as the width of the Mer de Glace opposite the first “Powi^.” A mark on the rock crossed

by this pont constituted indeed one of the fixed termini of the line.

For the sake of stricter discussion, a copy of the notes of this measurement faces the
next page.
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The stakes along the line are marked thus, 0. The firing of them co^enced at

the Echellets or eastern side of the ralley, and they were numbered>m to side ; the

measurement, on the contrary, commenced at the “Pont." Hence ^ 1'*

stake was the first encountered in the measurement. This stake stood at ^

.326 links, or nearly 72 yards from the edge of the glacier. Stake ^o. 1 at the other

end of the line stood close beside the lateral morame at the eastern side of the gla .

Eeferring to the notes, it will he seen that the place of marimum morement occurs

between the stakes 12 and 13, the former at a distance of 1544 links, and the Htter

distance of 1260 links from the western side of the glacier. The mean of these is d i

links; consequently, as the entire width is 3926 links, the point of maximum motion is

here 1131 links nearer to the western than to the eastern side of the ^ er e ace.^

dirt also which marks the junction of the portion of the ice denied from t e o u

Geaiit, with that derived from the other tributaries, is crossed at the distance 2.01 ;
nence

the place of maximum motion occurs at a point 854 links zvest of the dirt, w e on e

lines set out lower down the point of maximum motion was far in upon the chrt, eas -

ward from the junction. The position of the point of maximum motion changes, there-

fore, in exact accordance with the explanation given above.

But the question is capable of still closer examination. The notes enable us to com-

pare a number of points at the eastern side of the glacier with others, situated at t e

same respective distances from the western side. Let us call every pan of points, one o

which is situated as far from the eastern boundary as the other is froni the western.

corresponding points. The corresponding points along our fourth line may t en e lange

as follows ;— „ w- e v
S. V. S. V. S. V. S. ^ .

S. N

.

y^est . . . . 17—15 ;
16—ITT: 15—224; 13—231-

East 3—121

;

-171
;

4—151;

^4 ’

,151; 7-181; 9-191]
12-2311... (A)

The numbers under the letter S ar-e those of the stakes, those under V are the corre-

sponding yelocities. It will be seen that in each case the point on the western poition

of the glacier moves quicker than the corresponding point on the eastern side - s a

whole, therefore, the western side moves more speedily than the eastern, w ic i is u

reverse of what was observed lower down, but quite demonstrative of t le exp ana lo

Avhich refers the effect to the curvature of the valley.

An inspection of the notes also shows, that at the place where the fourth line crosse

the glacier, the crevasses ai-e found chiefly upon the portion derived from

du Geant. The dirt which amiounces the position of the other tributaries o mi

de Glace is crossed at the distance 2251 ; and after this distance we find t le

“crevasse nearly closed,” “closed crevasse;” so that not only is the eastern side of he

glacier here less crevassed than the western, but crevasses previously formed aie pai la ),

or wholly closed up. The shifting of the place of strain consequent on the change o

curvature, carried naturally along with it the shifting of the crevasses. It may be inteiied

from the notes that the measurement of such a line is not without its difficulties.
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Our next line (EE') stretched across the glacier from the promontory of Trelaporte to

the base of the Aiguille du Moine. The instrument being placed upon a grassy slope

above the promontory, the line was set out on the 28th of July. The Trelaporte end of

this line was immediately under the station marked on the Map of Professor Foebes ;

the displacements of the stakes were measured on the 31st of July, and were found to

be as follows :

—

Fifth Line (EE').—Mean Daily Motion.
"West. East.

No. of Stakes. 1 2 .3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

Motion Ill 131 12| 15 15i 16 ITJ 19i
19f 19 19i 171 16 14| 10

The first of these stakes was about 80 feet distant from the face of the rock at Trela-

porte ; the 15th was on the lateral moraine, which moved along with the ice at the

opposite side of the valley. The retarding infiuence of both sides is very clearly shown,

the motion of the central stakes being nearly twice that of the extreme ones. As a

whole, the rate of motion is slower here than at the “ Fonts ” or at the Montanvert.

This line was also chained by Mr. Hiest ; a copy of his notes, showing the distances

along the line at which the stakes were set, faces this page.

The chaining commenced at a point 116 links distant from the face of the rock at

Trelaporte. Adding these 116 to the distance 3941, we have 4057 links, or 893 yards

for the width of this portion of the Mer de Glace. The point of maximum motion

occurs at stake No. 9, which is 2236 links distant from the rock at Trelaporte, or more

than one-half the distance across ; that is to say, the point of maximum motion is here

nearer to the Talefre side than to the Geant side of the glacier. Here, again, we have a

result different from that obtained with our fourth line
;
and if we look to the sketch-map

we shall see the reason. Between the fourth and fifth lines the Mer de Glace has passed

a point of contrary flexure
; and here at Trelaporte the convex side of the glacier is

turned towards the base of the Aiguille du Moine.

Taking the 116 links at the commencement into account, the following pairs of stakes

may be regarded as corresponding points:—3 and 14; 4 and 12; 7 and 10; the small

numbers referring to stakes at the western, and the large numbers to stakes at the

eastern side of the glacier. The relative motions of these points are as follows :

—

West 3—12|; 4—15; 7—171.

East 14—14|; 12—17^; 10—19.

Comparing this Table with Table A, we observe a reverse result
; in the latter case the

western stakes moved most swiftly; here the eastern ones do so; the deportment of the

ice is the same as at the places intersected by our three first lines, and the curvature of

the valley is also similar.

Jrom the foregoing observations the following law of glacier motion is derived:

—

When a glacier moves through a sinuous valley, the locus of the point of maximum motion

does not coincide with a line drawn along the centre of the glacier, hut always lies on the
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convex side of the central line. It is therefore a curve more deeply sinuous than the

<alley itself, and crosses the axis of the glacier at each point of contraryflame .

rig. 2.

The law may be illustrated by the foUowing experiraent :-A, 2 is a box filled

fine mud which by raising a sluice in front flowed into the curred trough A hne

"Lwn upon the mud above the bend, a second line, cd, below the bend and a

third ef at the bend. The distortions of these three lines by the motion o e m

downird wm rLeal the position of the point of maximum motion at the p^
cular places where they are drawn. The line ah was distorted to ah

,

the summit he

curve being exactly in the centre of the trough, thus proving that the centre w^ t

place of mLmum motion. The same was tme of the Ime cd, which was distoite o i.

The line ef was distorted to df, the summit g of the curve being nearer to the side hf

of the trough, this proving the point of maximum motion to he .owaids that .

"ely know a case more calculated to impress the mind both with the yieldmg

power of ice to pressure, and the magnitude of the forces brought “*<> P ^
of glaciers, than the crushing of the three tributaries of the Her

thioat of the valley between Trelaporte and the base of the Aiguille du Home, ho

wishing to trust the eyes in the estimation of cUstances here, each of the tliiee con uem

branches was measured. The width of the Glacier du Geant, a sliort ihstaiice aboi e

Tacul, was found to be 5155 links, or 1134 yards. The width of the Glacier '

iust before its junction with the Talefre, was found to be 3725 hnks, or 820 yaids. 1 at

tf the Talbfre, before it is influenced by the pressure of the Lechaud, that ‘s.

“ce^Lade, was found, approximately, to be 2900 links, or 638 yards Adtog a >

together, we find the snm of the widths of the three branch glaciers to be 59/ .au .

.

At Trelaporte these three branches are forced through a gorge 893 yards m e, an o

measurements show that it passes through with a velocity of nearl) 20 me les a ai .

Limiting our view to one of the glaciers thus compressed, the facts appear still n

astonishing. Previous to its junction with the Talefre, the Glacier de Lechaud has a

width of thirty-seven chains and a half. In passing through the jaws o t le gram c

le at Trelaporte, this hroad ice river is squeezed to a driblet f .

ru,idth\ This fact illustrates the relation of the size and power of a glacier to the qua

. If the defined line between X and Y on tbe sketch map represents a line drawn along the centre of the

glacier, the dotted line will represent the locus of the point of maximum motion.
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tity of snow drainage which supplies it. The Talefre has its basin, and the Geant has

its vast plateau, from which the respective glaciers derive nutrition
; but the Lechaud is

fed by two or three couloirs merely, which descend principally from the Mont Mallet
and Les Jorasses. The Geant, in the struggle for place at Trelaporte, takes up more
than half the valley, and the others come in the order of the drainage which supplies

them.

The velocity of the Mer de Glace at Trelaporte being about 20 inches, it seemed pro-

bable that the velocity of the Glacier du Geant above the Tacul, and also of the Lechaud
above its junction with the Talefre, would be considerably less, in consequence of the

greater width at these places. This proved to be the case. On the 29th of July a line

was set out across the Glacier du Geant, a little above the Tacul. There were ten stakes

in this line, and their motions reduced to twenty-four hours were as follows :

—

Sixth Line (HH'),—-Mean Daily Motion.

No. of Stakes. 12 34 5 6 7 89 10

Motion 11 10 12 13 12 12f IQi 10 9 5

The velocity here is considerably under that of the Mer de Glace at Trelaporte.

On the 1st of August we set out a line across the Glacier de Lechaud immediately
above where it is joined by the Talefre. The line commenced at the side of the glacier

beneath the block of stone called the Pierre de Beranger, and ran perpendicular to the

axis of the glacier to the other side. The displacements were measured on the 3rd of

August : reduced to twenty-four hours, they are as follows :

—

Seventh Line (KK').—Mean Daily Motion.

No. of Stakes. 1 2 345 6 7 89 10

Motion 4i 81 91 9 81 7i 6i 8i 7 5i

The stakes 8 and 9 were at opposite sides of a “ moulin,” which was found to share
the general motion of the glacier. A new crevasse crossed our line above 8 and below
9, and the greater advance of stake No. 8 was probably owing to the yielding which
this crevasse permitted. The rates of motion, it will be observed, are still less than
those upon the Glacier du Geant.

"Were the Glacier de Lechaud subjected to no waste during its descent, and did no
accumulation take place at any point, equal quantities of ice would pass through all

its cross sections in the same time. The compression which takes place at Trelaporte
is not a change of volume but of form. The mass is squeezed laterally, and no doubt
expands vertically. Comparing the velocities and widths at Trelaporte and opposite the
Pierre de Beranger, we should be led to the result that the depth of the Glacier de Le-
chaud at the former place would, if no waste had taken place, be at least four and a half

times its depth at the latter. The loss of ice by superficial and subglacial melting must
materially modify this result

;
but some interesting observations might be made in con-

MDCCCLIX. 2 0
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nexion with the point, and I think one result of such ohservations would be the es.a-

observation of the kmd. me la
,„v+incil T rennested "Mr. Hiest

near the Tacul, was about 140 feet in herght,^^^d neariy
This

to place two stakes one at t e ‘°P
tl^e stake at the top

was done “
that at the bottom showed an advance of 6 inches

had moved through iig
rpsnlt on account of the danger

rrfc
"'

"‘t

u. ..
—

—

could be effected. vind with a shade of uncer-

I

f I fixed myself two stakes, one

::rand t‘hV:ther at the bottom of the precipice, and«
with ^importance of ascertaining the

7*'<>y';X -^rp^xed “
bottom, I cut steps in

^/'’C^^o'it Until Monday the 17th of August I was unable

auger, and drove a stake
dense fog and snow to the

to reach the place again. On y P
n j.-no- hnt the two lower ones were

Tacul, and found the highest of the three ^^akes stm ,,

buried in a heap of snow which ky at t e ase

^ Tuesday the 20tli of

the perilous process above described ha to
®

twenty-four hours, the motion

August the displacements were measured. Eeduce

of the three stakes was found to be as follows ;—
^

Top stake tn .
' b

Middle stake 4*59
^ ^

Bottom stake

The distance from the top of the ice-wall to its base

rope, to be UO-SS feet, but it was not
of one 4 feet,

height of the middle stake from the gioun w
’unttom of the ice-wall at the

It fs therefore proved by these measurements t^ia

^"deportment of

Tacul moves with less than half the veloctiy of the—
’j’" kds.

the intermediate stake shows how the velocity incieases loi
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§ 3. On the Cause of Glacier Motion.

The various theories which have been advanced to account for the progression of

glaciers are too well known to need detailed discussion here. Saussuee, and some

before him, thought that the glacier slid along its bed*. CsAEPEiirTiER thought that

the motion was due to the freezing of water in capillary fissures, and the consequent

swelling of the contents of these fissures. Other hypotheses have been advanced with-

out producing any deep impression. It has been objected to Saussure’s theory, that were

it true, glaciers must slide down with an accelerated motion ; but reflection alone would

deprive this objection of weight, and an experiment of Mr. Hopkins completely refutes

itf. When incessantly checked by the surface over which they slide, even avalanches

may, and do, sometimes descend with a uniform motion. The motion of a man in

walking down stairs is on the whole uniform, but it is actually made up of an aggregate

of small motions, each of which is accelerated. It is easy to conceive that ice moving

over an uneven bed, will, when it is released from one opposing obstacle, be checked by

another, and its motion thus be rendered sensibly uniform. So many obstacles exist

along the bed of a glacier, that sudden slipping forwards of the mass through any con-

siderable distance is not to be expected. But the real weak point of Saussure’s theory,

though partly true, is its inability to account for many facts observed since his time.

The theory of Charpentier, though not always fairly represented, has been shown to be

untenable.

The facts submitted to our consideration are briefly as follows:—We see the glacier

winding through a valley, squeezing itself through a gorge, and widening where it has

room. We see that the centre moves more quickly than the sides, and the top more

quickly than the bottom ; and the next demand of the mind is for a general principle

which shall unite these facts, and from which they shall follow as physical corollaries.

Professor Forbes seeks this principle in the viscosity of the ice. Ice, according to him,

is a substance resembling treacle, honey, or tar, and the observed phenomena are a conse-

quence of this property. In this assumption consists what is called the viscous theory %.

* I hardly think, however, that Sausstjbe would have subscribed to some of the interpretations of his

theory now extant.

t See Hopkixs in Philosophical Magazine, vol. xxvi. p. 4. Were it not that this objection is thought-

lessly repeated in every work upon glaciers, I would not dwell upon it here. The objection drawn from the

deportment of secondary glaciers lying on steep slopes is also very commonly dwelt upon, but it is equally

without weight
;
and applies with at least as much force to the viscous theory as to the theory of Saussuee.

f The name of M. Eexdu will always be honourably associated with the theory of glacier motion. He
first drew attention to the power of the glacier to move through a sinuous valley, to narrow and widen and

behave like lava or like “ a soft paste.” He conjectured also that the centre would move more quickly than

the sides. In fact he appears to have had a correct conception of almost all that the subsequent observa-

tions of Professor Poebes established. I regret bo say that I have not been able to obtain M. Eendu’s
original memoir.

August 1859.—Thanks to my Zurich friends, I have recently had the pleasure of reading M. Eekdu’s paper,

the perusal of which has confirmed my estimate of his sagacity. Had this gentleman been a philosopher

instead of an ecclesiastic, we should doubtless have heard more about his claims than we have hitherto done.

2 0 2
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Before enterinR upon the examination of this theory, I would ask permission to make

the remarks .-I am aware that the paper puhUshed by Mr. Hr™d
self has produced considerable diversity of opinion among scientific men Some

opinions are entitled to every respect, regard the views there advocated, and the expe-

laments there described, as consistent with and explanatory of the viscous theo y

while others, of equal eminence, believe that if the news referred to be sound, the

viscous theory can no longer be maintained. Under these

to state distinctly the point of view from which I intend to examme the theory, submit

ting myself completely to the public sense as to whether this point of new be the conec

one or not. Both the terms and the illustrations made use of by Professm- Fobbes have

difiused ideas regarding the physical quaUties of ice which render a stact

of the subject essential. Let me here briefly state what I understand by nscosity

what I, and other more competent persons, at one time beheve to e a emons ra

B^vTsclity, I understand that property of a semifluid body which permits of its being

drawn out when subjected to a force of tmdmi, the particles of the substance tak

up new positions of equilibrium, so that when relieved from the stram the substance has

no distortion to recover from. A capacity to change the form under crushing

is not, I think, a test of viscosity; for this power is possessed by substances,

we should never think of applying the term VISCOUS.
^

In examining whether glaciers possess the power of yielding to tension like viscous

bodL l woulf refer :_1. To the shifting of the place of strain by the ciuvatin-e of the

valley’ to which I have already referred. Let ABCD, fig. 3, embrace a curved portion

of a glacial valley, and let AB be a linear element of the glacier transverse to its axis.

Fig. 3.

As the ice descends AB becomes curved in consequence of the quicker niovement ot its

centre. Did the valley continue straight in the direction of E and F, the point of mm -

mum velocity would, after a certain time, be found at a, midway betiveeii tie

BF ;
but the curving of the valley throws the point u to a

,
and thus ‘

upon the branch «'A' of the curve, while it diminishes the strain upon a B

.

persons.
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qiience of this difference of action upon the two branches, is that the side of the glacier

which is subjected to the augmented tension does not yield to the strain as a viscous body

would do, but breaks. In the words of Professor Foebes, the glacier at this place

becomes “ excessively crevassed.” This fact, therefore, as far as it goes, is opposed to the

idea of viscosity as above defined.

2. The fact that the centre of a glacier moves more quickly than the sides, is that on

which the viscous theory is chiefly based : let us examine the circumstances connected

with this motion, availing ourselves while doing so both of the figure and the reasoning

of Mr. Hopkins. Let ABCD, fig. 4, be a sloping canal, into which is poured a

Fig. 4.

quantity of treacle, honey, tar, or melted caoutchouc, all of which have been referred

to as illustrative of the character of ice ; and let the mass move down the slope in the

direction of the arrow. Let ST be a narrow segment of the viscous substance; this

segment, as it moves downwards, will take the form S'T'. Supposing Ti to be a square

element of the mass, it will be distorted lower down into the lozenge T'i', and the line

Ti will become T'i'. Now the analogy between such a substance and ice fails in this

respect
; in the viscous mass the short diagonal of the square stretches to the long one

of the lozenge, but, in the glacier, the ice breaks at right angles to the tension, and

marginal crevasses are formed. It was by means of the simple diagram here sketched

that Mr. Hopkins showed why the marginal crevasses of a glacier are inclined towards

its sourcTe*. This fact, therefore, so far as it goes, is also opposed to the idea of

viscosity.

But it is known that in the case of a substance confessedly viscous, a sudden shock or

strain may produce fracture. Professor Foebes justly urges, “ that seahng wax at mode-
rate atmospheric temperatures, wiU mould itself (with time) to the most delicate inequal-

ities of the surface on which it rests but may, at the same time, be shivered to

atoms by a blow with a hammer f.” Hence, in order to estimate the weight of the

objection, that the glacier breaks when subjected to strain, we must know the conditions

under which the force is applied.

The fifteenth station on the line (EE') at Trelaporte stands on the lateral moraine of the

^
glacier; between it and the fourteenth, a distance of 300 links, or 190 feet, intervenes,

and within this distance the glacier suffers its maximum strain. Let AB (fig. 5) be the

* Philosophical Magazine, vol. xxvi. page 160.

t Philosophical Magazine, Fourth Series, toI. x. p. 201. Proceedings of the Eoyal Society, June 14, 1855.
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Let

rig. 5.
1. . ...... .1“

4
“"rii .....

'

whole square moves downwards with * 8 ’

• . 1 4-75 inches in

onickest The point « moves 10 inches, the pomt i. 14 lo mches m

Iventy-four hours, the difterential motion thus amountmg to

^
m* m

five hLrs. Let aVcH be the shape of the figure after five hours mo-

tion the distance being 1 hich ;
then the line would be

pxfended to aV

,

and the line cd to cd'.

But the extension of the.se lines does not mark the ^
to which the ice is subjected. Mr. Hopxms has shown this to

take nlace along the line ad, which encloses an angle of 45 with the

side of the glacier. In five hours, then, this line, if capable of )relding,

would be stretched to
. rmon • n 7i/7' 9981

In the right-angled triangle aid' we have =2280 inches M—-8L ,

are the consequen . S
yielding we do not

proves what ice camsot do .
what can J ,^^11, to show that the

know. There is no experiment on record,
which is

substance possesses, in any measuiable degre , P

X^el^Te—accustomed to glacier life observes, from a safe distance the pto-

fou^fissures by which the ice is intersected,
“^lere

one of these chasms should suddenly open beneaUi toe—^
ever, no fear of this. The crevasses, when &st formed, are exceea ^5

* It may, however, be urged
Extend^II ekstic ^Tto tirpoiiit of breaking and a smaU

had been stretched before it arrived there.

extension would be no measure of the extensibibty

additional force would break it
;
but is a tr s

viscous mass to accommodate itself to the

o, the string. To this I reply, that tt .s the ™ I« shto he iu e shite of

forces which act upon it, so that in each new p
r- to recover from. The idea that a glacier

equilibriun.. If sueh a m.u.s be hrohen .t wjl
by the ablest aavoc-ates of the

« typified by sueh a string ““"J; i,^„ihote of Dr. Wnr«LL, in the 26tb volume of

viscous theory ;
m proof of

where the lateral yielding produced by theprrsswe

the Philosophical Magasme, p^lge 172. Cases y

along he, fig. 5, may satisfy the s(r«» along ad

;

in such a case no .
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open with extreme slowness. While standing one evening, in company with Mr. Hiest,

on the Glacier du Geant, both of us were startled by a sound like a heavy explosion in

the body of the glacier, underneath the place where we stood. This was instantly followed

by a succession of loud cracks, accompanied by a low singing noise. The ice continued

cracking for an hour ; but notwithstanding the manifest breaking of the glacier, which

was to some extent awe-inspiring, we could not, for a long time, detect any trace of

rupture. The escape of air-bubbles from the surface first informed us of the position

and direction of the incipient crevasse, for such it was. It was so narrow that the

thinnest blade of my penknife would not enter it.

On another occasion, our guide, while engaged in setting out one of our lines, observed

the ice to break beneath his feet, and a rent to propagate itself suddenly, with loud

cracking, to a distance of 50 or 60 yards across the glacier. These fissures are produced

by tension, and the velocity with which they widen is a measure of the amount of relief

demanded by the glacier. The crevasse last alluded to required several days to attain

a width of 3 inches, and the opening of the one on the Glacier du Geant was far

slower than this. This is their general character. They form suddenly and open slowly^

and both facts are demonstrative of the non-viscosity of the ice. For were the substance

capable of stretching^ even at the small rate at which they widen, there would be no neces-

sity for their formation*.

There is another point of view from which the question of viscosity may be examined

;

but as the observations which bear upon it possess a general value, I will devote a

special section to them ; choosing afterwards those which more particularly apply to the

case now under consideration.

§ 4. On the Inclinations of the Mer de Glace.

By calculation from heights and distances. Professor Foebes obtained approximately

the inclinations of some portions of the Mer de Glace f, but no direct observations on

the subject have been hitherto made. On the 4th of August we transported our theo-

dolite to the Jardin, for the purpose of ascertaining its inclination, and that of the Gla-

cier du Talefre. From the green space on which visitors to the place usually repose,

the angle of elevation to the top of the Jardin is 24° 7', and from the same place down-

wards to the bottom of the Jardin the inclination is 30°. From the bottom of the Jardin,

for some distance along its medial moraine, the ice is nearly level, its inclination being

only 21'. A succession of slopes then follows, enclosing with the horizon the following

angles of depression :—3° 6'
;

4° 25'
;

6° 50'
;

8° 5' and 9° 40', which last brings us to the

brow of the ice cascade. The inclination of the fall is 25°,—producing a line drawn

along the centre of the cascade until it cuts the moraine between the Talefre and Lechaud :

the inclination along this line, from the base of the cascade downwards, is 7° 30'.

* For an interesting account of the formation of a number of new crevasses, see Agassiz, ‘ Systeme Gla-

ciaire,’ p. 310.

t Travels, p. 117.
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The descent of the ice through this gorge from the basin of the Talefie, ^ adduced

by Professor iWs as an iilustration “wHch wUl appear to the unparhal reader

aL^t a demonstration” of the principle of viscosity. “ The ice rs compact he urges,

c and almost without fissures. .... The open crevasses which commence a httle above

AB are turned towards the basin*.” The line AB here referred to “

the jaws of the gorge, and apparently at a considerable distance ‘

enters it. The description certainly would not apply to the rce of the year 18oo

LonTbefore reaching tL summit of the faU the most skilful iceman wo^d fad hrmself

in difficulties. We proceeded as far as we dared amrd the prts an c asms mto

which the glacier is tom, and which followed each other so speedily, that the ndges

between the fissures were often reduced to mere plates and wedges, whrch were in manv

instances bent and broken by the lateral pressure. At some places vortrcal or s

seemed to have acted upon the mass, and turned huge pyramids so far round as to p

the structural veins at right angles to their normal positron. Looking do™war

towards the summit of the cascade, the ice was frightfully nven. The glacier descends

the cascade itself in wedges, pyramids, and columns, which latter often faU ^

like thunder, and crush to pieces the ice crags below them. After this descnptio

not think that the case is likely to be accepted as a demonstration of the vjcosity of .

I now pass on to the inclinations of the Glacier du Geant. For some distance belo

«

the base of the so-called Smcs the irregularities of the glacier render an es ima^e

of its general inclination somewhat difficult, but I should judge it to be about lo .

From the end of this steeper portion, two slopes, one of 4° 37', and the othei o o ,
ling

u
“

fa Tacul, and from this point to the bottom of the ice valley at Trelaporte we

Tave the followi;g series of inclinations :-2« 15'; 3" 15'; 6» and 9»; thence to the Grand

Moulin the slope is 3» 30', and afterwards, down the glacier

^
3";

to the Grande Cheminde below I’Angle, the inclmations are o 10 ; 5 , fa -0, and .

The glacier then descends a slope of 9°, and afteiwards passes the Montanvert at an

inclination of 4° 45'. Below the Montanvert it falls steeply for some ffistance,^ le

inclination being 16°. Between the base of this slope and the brow which mar -s le

““n of L Mer de Glace and the commencement of the Glacier des Bois. the

slope is 5° 10'. The ice afterwards descends an incline of 22 20 m a state ot grea

location. From the base of this incline the general inclination of the lower portion

“^rLfeTrefereiVto the Glacier de Lechaud will complete this portion of our subject.

The upper portion of the glacier, to the base of the steep snow slopes which mar Bren -

ISainst the Grande Jorasse, has an inclination of 4° 29'. Opposite to the ice fa

of the Talefie, the inclination, for a short distance, is 3°
IJ',

and afterwards down to the

Tacul where the Lechaud and Geant join, the slope is 5 22 .

I vviU now endeavour to show the theoretic significance of the obsenations abo

recorded, referring in the first place to the great terminal slope of the GUciet des Bois,

* “Eeply to Hopkins,” Philosophical Magazine, 1845, vol. xxvi. p. 415.
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down which, the ice is shot in crags, pinnacles, wedges, and castellated masses, all tossed
together in the utmost confusion. Eegarding this portion of the glacier, Professor
Foebes writes as follows :

“ Escaping from the rocky defile between the promontory
of the Montanvert and the base of the Aiguille de Dru, it pours in a cascade of icy

fragments, assuming the most fantastic forms, into the valley beneath.” Above the fall

the ice is compact: Professor Forbes compares it to the dark unruffled swell of swift
water rushing to precipitate itself in a mass of foam over a precipice.

In fig. 6 I have protracted the inclination of the fall and of the glacier above it, one

of them, BC, making an angle of 5° 10', and the other, BA, an angle of 22° 20' with the
horizon. Supposing the ic’e to pursue the direction which it had previous to reaching
the fall, it would, at the end of a certain time, reach the point d*-, but the ice is not
rigid enough to do this, and the mass descends to e. Now if it be the viscosity of the
substance which has carried it in a certain time from B to d, that same property ought,
one would think, to enable it to drop down the vertical de without breaking. But so far

from its being able to do this, the glacier descends the slope BA as “ a cascade of icy

fragments.” The fact, therefore, adds its evidence to that already adduced against the
viscosity of the substance.

But the case will appear much stronger when we revert to other slopes upon the Mer
de Glace. For example; the inclination of the glacier above I’Angle is 4°: it subse-
quently descends a slope of 9° 25', and in doing so is so much fissured as to be abso-
lutely impassable. The chasms cut the glacier from side to side, and present clear
vertical faces of great depth |’. Subtracting the smaller of the above angles from the
larger, the difference, 5° 25', gives the change of slope which produces the chasms. In
fig. 7 the two adjacent slopes are protracted to a proper scale. Now the velocity of the

Eiff. 7. ^

glacier here, in the dfrection of its length, is to the vertical velocity with which it would
have to sink to reach its bed, as B^Z: de, or as the cosine of 5° 25' is to its sine, or as
996 : 94, or, in round numbers, as 10 : 1. Hence if it be viscosity which enables the
mass to move from B to <Z in a certain time, the same property ought, one would think,
to permit it to sink through the space de, which is only one-tenth of B^Z, in the same

I here assume that the general inclination of the surface of the glacier changes in accordance with that
of its hed, which will hardly be questioned.

t I once found myself alone upon this portion of the glacier towards the close of a day’s work, and expe-
rienced great difficulty in escaping from the entanglement of chasms in which I had involved myself.

MDCCCLIX. 9 p
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But this is not the case. In accomnsoda^g UseH to the change of inclinanon.

the glacier breaks and is fissured in the manner e

marking the limit at which

The change of
'Sufficient to produce chasms of great magni-"

a “iSlnient—rs. IBgher up ffie

o.. „ a. ..

Absence of the power of viscousf *XSttmselves to the attention of the

glacier investigator
, and deniers of the viscous theory have perhaps

as entirely opposed to it. phenomena. The

been influenced too exclusive y
y pressure comes into play we have the

analysis of ffie“^^y "
but’ where tenZ is active we have evidences of an

's".’.- .< .. -—>• •-

“ill ... .—1,e— a™
When the mountain snow is fiist m t

interstices. But as

granules abut against eac
^^^^^zed more closely together;

successive layers press up
, / lat^n-n take ulace at the points of abutment

;

“111-"i.— “
water and air are expressed by the process, a

^

solidated. But although powerfully squeezed, each porti

^

rounded on all sides by a resisten
ecoulement As far as

s — almost a perfect siniilaiity between such an

is applied, the^case " ““
mobility which chMactenzes

to advance while another sUdes in

round another while clinging
’

,, j in which such a body can meet

laterally to supply its place, being absen ,
the

°^y
^

3,,,i„ eoii-

the requirements of a strain is by breaking, the fissuies

p n crlrlnppd ill uroof of liscosity, and also

Thus, I think, we take ^ J p „„ Jhich the opponents of the

furnish a satisfactory explanation of the otiiei

viscous theory have hitherto based then arguments.

Boyal Institution, May 1858.

• f of Mr Chkisxie witli a boinb-sliell filled Avith ivater and submitted to a

* The ingenious experiment of Mr. t^HMSTiE n

{reeling temperature, belongs, of course, to this class of e i s.
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XV. On the Veined Structure of Glaciers; with observations wpon White Ice-seams^

Air-bubbles and Dirt-bands^ and remarks upon Glacier Theories. By John Tyndall,

F.B.S., Professor of Natural Philosophy, Boyal Institution.

Eeceived February 24,—Eead February 24, 1859.

§ 1. Introduction.

On the 20th of May, 1858, I communicated a paper to the Royal Society, containing an

account of observations made upon the Mer de Glace of Chamouni. In addition to the

questions there discussed, another of great importance occupied my attention during

my sojourn at the Montanvert, and that was the veined structure of the ice. To
obtain information on this head, I visited almost every portion of the Mer de Glace and
its tributaries

; I examined the Talefre and Lechaud glaciers, and spent several day&
amid the seracs of the Glacier du Geant. To investigate the connexion, if any, between
the structure of the glacier and the stratification of its neve I ascended the Col du
Geant, and aftei-wards inspected the magnificent ice-sections exhibited in the dislocations

of the Grand Plateau and other portions of Mont Blanc.

During this investigation my convictions were by no means fixed; cases strongly

suggestive of the influence of pressure, in producing the structure, came before me, and
again other cases appeared which suggested, with almost equal force, the influence of

stratification. The result, however, of the observations on the Mer de Glace was a

strong opinion Wot pressure was the true cause of the phenomenon.
But I could not help feeling that the facts and arguments which I was in a position

to bring forward would still leave the question an open one. They might influence the
, opinions of others, as they had influenced mine

; but 1 had nothing to advance on which

I

the mind could rest with perfect certainty. In short, neither the Mer de Glace nor its

I

tributaries furnished facts capable of completely deciding the question. The subject

;
being one on which a great deal had been written and retracted, I was unwilling to

swell the bulk of the literature connected with it, while a possibility remained that
what I had to say upon the subject might also require withdrawal, I therefore thought
it better to wait another year

; to extend the range of my observations, to visit glaciers
in which the mechanical conditions of strain and pressure were different from those of
the Mer de Glace. Thus by varying the circumstances, and observing Nature at work
under different conditions, I hoped to confer upon the investigation the character and
precision of an experimental inquiry.

The course of the inquiry in 1858 was as follows:—I first examined the glaciers of
Grindelwald; crossing the Strahleck, I ascended the lower glacier of the Aar to the

2 p 2
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Grimsel thence to the glacier of the Rhone, thence to the great Aletsch glacier, in

::sr
the Lpedition by a visit to the Mer de Glace and its tributaries, and a second ascent to

‘^Trint pi^lrahis the evidence derived from the sources thus opened to me ;

and I shall take these sources in the order in
raid c—ve'

-oted . the select of structme the

paper contains others on the cause of the/n«»»y of the

-''’f
“ f

“

the problem of glacier motion, and on the ongm and cause of the Dut-bands

Mer de Glace.

^
Qeneral A^ect of the Veined Structure.

The general appearance of the veined structure is well known. The ice of glaciers^

especiaUy midway between their mountain sources and their extremities, is of a wlnt sh

hue owing to the number of small air-bubbles enclosed in the mass-the lesi ,

doubtless of that ail- which was originally entangled m the snow of which the

composed Through the general whitish mass, however, at some places, blue i eins ai

drZ, so n„n.erous indeed in some cases, as to cause the blue ice to Pfedominata o e

the white A laminated appearance is thus confen-ed upon ‘It® t<=e, the cause of

Iteness being, that for some reason or other, the bubbles distributed thi-oughoiit the

general mass do not exist in the veins, or exist there in much smaller numbeis.

In different glaciers, and in different portions of the same glacier, these vems exirt . i

different stages of perfection. On the clean walls of some crevasses, and in the Aaim s

worked in the ice by glacial streams, they present a most beautiful appearance. Tliev are

not to be regarded as a partial phenomenon, or as affecting the

J
to a small extent only. Vast masses of some glaciers are

;

greater part of the Mer de Glace, and its tributaries, is composed of this lalinnated ice.

Ihe lower portion of the glacier of the Rhone, from the base of the ice cascade doun-

wards is entii-ely composed of it, and numerous similai- cases might be cited.

' to observe the structure of a glacier it is not even necessary to - the bh™
Those who have ascended Snowdon, or wandered among the hills of Cumbe . .

Tn walked in the environs of Leeds or other towns in Yorkshne and Lancashir^

the stratified sandstone of the district is used for ai'chitectm-al purposes ud
_

observed the exposed edges of the slate rocks, and of the stratified sandstone to

grooved and fuKowed by the action of the weather. In fact some portions of such loAs

withstand the action of the atmosphere better than others, and these more resisting"
stand out in ridges while the softer portions between them

-J-^
An effect exactly similar is observed upon the surface of the glaciei. The Ian .
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ice, exposed to the sun, and to wasting atmospheric influences, melts in a manner similar
to the wasting of the rocks ; little grooves and little ridges are formed upon the surface
of the glacier, the latter being due to the more resisting ice, while the grooves are pro-
duced by the melting of the less resisting mass between them.
The consequence of this is, that the light dirt scattered by winds and avalanches over

the surface of the glacier is gradually washed into the little grooves, thus forming fine
hnes, which to the practised eye are an infallible indication of the structure of the ice
underneath. Visitors to the Jardin have ample occasion to observe these striee, for they
are finely shown upon the surface of the Mer de Glace between the Angle and Trela-
porte. When they are followed until they are intersected by a fissure or a stream, it is

seen that the superficial groovings always mark the dmection of the veined structure
within the glacier.

§ 3. Structure and Stratification '.—Marginal Structure.

Opinions at present are very diverse as to the origin of these veins. Professor Forbes
first regarded them as being caused by the freezing of water which filled fissures in the
ice, but he now discards the notion of freezing, and supposes the “incipient fissures”
to be closed by “ time and cohesion.” M. Agassiz despairs of rendering an account of
them, but calls them “ bands of infiltration.” The Messrs. Schlagintweit have also
treated the question, but with no greater success. In the paper published by Mr.
Huxley and myself, pressure is referred to as the probable cause of the phenomenon,
but we were unable at the time to furnish proofs of this. Apart from those who give
public expression to their Hews upon the subject, I know that there are many who reject
the pressure theory, and adopt instead of it the explanation that the blue veins of the
glacier are merely the continuation of the strata of the neve

; a view which has recently
been upheld by Mr. John Ball in the Philosophical Magazine. The matter indeed so
stands, that in a recent resume of glacier investigations. Professor Mousson of Zurich
omitted the subject of structure altogether, for the express reason that the question is
still in complete obscurity.

I will not take up the time of the Society in discussing the vague, involved, and often
absurd explanations which have been given of the blue veins of glaciers, but state
broadly that the question now rests between the pressure theory, and that of stratifica-
tion. Taking the parallel geological phenomena, the question then is. Does the veined
structure of glaciers correspond to the stratification or the cleavage of rocks 1

In reply to this question, I will remark, in the first place, that the veins are not always,
nor even generally, such as we should expect from stratification. The latter ought to
furnish us with distinct planes extending parallel to each other for great distances
through the glacier; this is by no means the general character of the veins. WV
observe blue streaks, some a few inches, some a foot, and some several feet in length
upon the walls of the same crevasse, and varying from a fraction of an inch to several
inches in thickness. In many cases the blue spaces are definitely bounded, giving rise
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to the lenticular structure described by Mr. Huxley and myseH,
j

lose themselves as pale washy streaks in the general mass o£ the white

^

.

have endeavoured to give an idea o£ a very common

aspect of the veined structure. Such a structure is

not that which we should expect from bedding.

Again, taking the Glacier du Geant as a represent-

ative case, we have first of all the slopes of the Col du

Geant, the collectors of the snow by which the glacier

is formed. The fissures on these slopes exhibit beauti-

fully, to a certain depth, the horizontal stratification.

The lines of bedding may be seen as far down as the

summit of the great ice-fall between the Eognon and

the Aiguille Noire ;
and on the castellated masses at the

summit of this fall, to which the name series has been

applied, the lines of stratification may be distinctly

seen. Escaped from the confusion of the fall, the

glacier flows gently through a long valley towards its

1unction with the Lechaud and Talefre at the Tacul.

I Woughout the entire length of this glacier the planes of the stmetnre are rer >ca^

I
nearly so ;

sometimes they dip a little foiwd, but at other places they p an q

nnantitv backward Now let the mind figure, if it can, an agency which, as the mass

rr/s the fau, shai turn up the '>°ri.ontal strata of the Col du Geant

^

vertical, without a single break, throughout the entire le^U
f

and I imagine the effort to conceive ot such an agency will be followed by the con

Hint tbo chanse indicated is inconceivable.
1

1

Further we often find, in the central portions of a glacier, the structime fee e, o

aca^cC-lopeHt all, while at the sides it is well developed. Tins is often the case

where the glaler moves through a valley of tolerably uniform inclination, and whe

no mell Lraines occui- to complicate the phenomenon. But if the veins nimk the

! bedding, there seems to be no reason why we should not find them as c eai )

I the centre as at the sides ;
the fact, however, certainly is that w-e do not

I Let me here show the true significance of this fact. If a plastic su s an ,

l^ud fl”wLn a sloping canal, the central portions will flow more J
lateral ones which are held back by friction. Now the flow may be so regulated th •

cMe stlped upon the central portion of such a inlid-stream shall move donmward

withemt sensible distortion, thus proving that the central mud is neitiei
.

stretched longitudinally; for if the former the circle would be

with its major axis transverse to the axis of the stieam, an
, „

’

. .iinilar

v7 ntif tn an ellipse with its major axis parallel to the hue of flou.

aWce of longitudinal compression exists in many glaciers, and in such ice-streams t lere

is no transverse central structure developed.
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But let a circle be stamped upon the mud-stream near to its side; owing to the

speedier flow of the centre, this circle must be distorted to an ellipse, because the part

of the circle furthest from the side moves more quickly than the part nearest the side.

Hence we shall have an ellipse formed with its major axis inclined downwards, indicating

that the mud is compressed in one direction and expanded in another. An exactly

similar state of things occurs in many glaciers ; the ice near the sides is subjected to a

pressure and tension like that here indicated, and we have marginal crevasses as the

result of the tension, while the veined structure is, at all events, found associated with

the pressure.

Fig. 2 will perhaps render my meaning

more intelligible, in which cb^ ch represents

the sides of a glacier moving in the direction

of the arrow. Here, while the central circle

retains its shape, the side ones are squeezed

and drawn out to ellipses. Marginal cre-

vasses occur parallel to the lines m w, or per-

pendicular to the tension, while the dotted

lines mark the direction of the blue veins which are at right angles, or nearly so, to the

crevasses. I have dotted the line marking the direction of the structure along the

margins ab, ab. In connexion with this point, I would refer to the instructive papers of

Mr. Hopkijs'S*, who has shown that in glaciers "vyhich move through valleys of uniform

width, the directions of maximum pressure and tension are at right angles to each other,

each of them enclosing an angle of 45 degrees with the side of the glacier.

I have simply said that the structure in the case described is “ associated with the

pressure;” thus confining myself within the strict limits of the facts. But what has

been said shows that the pressure theory afibrds, at all events, a possible solution of a

difliculty, which, without violence to fact, is inexplicable upon the hypothesis of stratifi-

cation
; the difliculty, namely, that a finely developed structure often exists along the

margin of a glacier, while it is excessively feeble, or entirely absent, in the central

portions.

§ 4. Transverse Structure.— Glaciers of Grindelwald, the Bhone, &c.

In many cases, however, the structure is not thus limited to the margins, but sweeps

across the glacier from side to side, without interruption, being as well developed at the

centre as at the margins. The stratification theory is wholly incompetent to account

for this
; the pressure theory requires that to produce this transverse structure the

glacier must, at some portion of its route, have been forcibly compressed longitudinally.

It was not till after my return from the Mer de Glace in 1867, that the full mechanical

significance of a change of inclination in the glacier occurred to me.

Bend a prism of glass, we have compression on one side and extension on the other,

* Philosophical Magazine, 1845, xxvi. p. 148. See also Proceedings of the Eoyal Institution, vol. ii. p. 324.

Fig. 2.
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with a neutral axis between, the mechanical conditions of the mass being shown by its

action on polarized light. The same is true of any other substance,—the concave surface

of the bent prism is compressed. Now at the bases of steep glacier slopes, where the

inclination suddenly changes, we have a case of this bending, and along with it a thrust

of the mass behind. The concave surface is turned towards us, and that surface is

thrown into a state of compression corresponding to the thrust, and to the change of

inclination. Hence it occurred to me, that the bases of the ice-falls, where the requisite

change of inclination occurs, were likely to be the manufactories of the transverse

structure. The experience of 1858 completely verified this idea.

In illustration of my position I will take a representative case ; and to render my

observations capable of being easily checked, I will choose one of the most accessible

glaciers in the Alps,—the lower glacier of Grindelwald. One portion of this glacier

descends from the Viescherhorner ; but there is another branch which descends from the

Schreckhorn, Finsteraarhorn and Strahleck, and it is to this latter branch that I now

wish to direct attention.

Walking up this glacier from its place of junction with the tributary from the

Viescherhorner, we come at length to the base of an ice-fall which forbids further

advance upon the ice. Let the glacier be here forsaken, and let the flanking mountain

side, either right or left, be ascended, until a position is attained which affords a com-

plete view of the fall and of the glacier stretching downwards Horn the base of the fall.

The view from such a position will furnish a key to the development of the transverse

structure.

It is, in point of fact, a grand experiment which Nature here submits to our inspec-

tion. The glacier, descending from its neve, reaches the summit of the fall and is

broken transversely as it crosses the brow. It descends the fall as a succession ot

broken clifiy ridges, with transverse hollows between them. In these latter the ice

debris and the dirt collect, partially choking up the fissures formed in the first instance.

Carrying the eye downwards along the fall, we see, as we approach the base, these sharp

ridges toned down, and a little below the base they dwindle into rounded protuberances

which sweep, in curves, across the glacier. At the centre of the fall there is not a tiace

of the true structure to be observed. At the base of the fall it begins to appear, ^-at

first feebly, but soon becomes more pronounced; until finally, at a short distance below

the fall, the eye can follow the structural groovings right across the smfface of the

glacier, while the mass underneath has become correspondingly lammated in the most

beautiful manner.

It is difficult to convey, by writing, the force of the ewdence which the actual obser-

vation of this great experiment places before the mind. The ice at the base of the fall

has to bear the powerful thrust of the descending mass ;
but more than this, the sudden

change of inclination which it suffers throws its upper portion into a state of Holeiit

longitudinal compression. The protuberances are squeezed more closely together, the
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hollows between them wrinkle up in submission to the pressure
; the whole aspect of

the glacier here gives evidence of the powerful exertion of the latter force
; and exactly

at the place where it is exerted, the structure makes its appearance, and being once
manufactured, is sent onwards, giving a character to other portions of the ice-stream
which have no share in its production.

An illustration, perhaps equally good and equally accessible, is furnished by the
glacier of the Rhone, Above the great icefall which the traveller descending from the
Furca has to his right, the horizontal bedding is exhibited in a more or less perfect
manner, to a certain depth, upon the walls of the huge and numerous crevasses here
existing. I have also examined this fall from both sides, and an ordinary mountaineer
will find no difficulty in reaching a spot nearly opposite the centre of the fall, from
which both the fall itself and the glacier below it are distinctly visible. Here a similar
state of things to that already presented to his view reveals itself. The fall is structure-
less ; the cliffy ridges are separated from each other by transverse hollows, following
each other in succession down the slope

; those ridges are toned down to protuberances
at the base of the fall, becoming more and more subdued, until low down the glacier
the transverse swellings disappear. As in the case of the Grindelwald glacier, the
squeezing of the protuberances and of the spaces be-

tween them is visibly manifested. Where this squeezing

commences the transverse structure also commences, and
in a very short distance reaches perfection. All the ice

that forms the lower portion of the glacier has to pass

through this structure mill at the base of the fall, and the

consequence is that it is all laminated.

The case will be better appreciated by reference to

figs. 3 and 4, the former being a sketch, in plan, and
the latter a sketch in section of a part of the ice-fall and
of the lower portion of the glacier of the Rhone, aehf
is the gorge of the fall, andf b its base. The transverse

ridges are shown crossing the fall, being subdued at the
base to protuberances, which gradually disappear further

down the glacier. The “ structure ” sweeps across the

glacier in the direction of the fine curved lines. On
the plan I have also endeavoured to show the radial

crevasses of the glacier; they are at right angles, or

nearly so, to the structure. As would be inferred by
those acquainted with what I have already written upon
the influence of curvature, the side b c d o{ the glacier is much more violently crevassed
than the sidey^A.

Fig. 4 shows the cliffy ridges of the fall, and of the rounded protuberances below it,
in section. The shading lines below denote the structure. The protuberances are so

MDCCCLIX. 9 r.

Fig. 3.
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.
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§ 5. The Aletsch Glacier.

Ha\ing made the foregoing observations upon the glacier of the Ehone, I proceeded

to the Aletsch glacier, and during a residence of eight days at the hotel upon the slope

of the ^ggischhorn, made frequent excursions upon the ice. I had never previously seen

this grand ice-stream, and my interest in it, at the time of my visit, -was greatly

augmented by the arguments which Mr. John Ball had founded upon its deportment

against the pressure theory of the veined structure. I shall here limit myself to a few

brief remarks upon this subject.

I have already stated, and this must be particularly remembered, that the veined struc-

ture often appears in places which have no share in its production. The longitudinal

structure in the centre of the stream of the Aletsch, for four miles above the base of the

iEggischhorn, is not due to the lateral pressure endured by the glacier during these four

miles. It is due, as Mr. Ball himself suggests, to the mutual thrust of the branch

glaciers, which unite to form the trunk stream; and, once formed by this thrust, it

perpetuates itself throughout a great portion of the trunk stream.

But it is urged against this view, that pressure exerted in new directions—the longi-

tudinal pressure, for example, endured by the stream in its descent, and acting through

long periods, ought,—^if pressure has the power ascribed to it, to obliterate the first struc-

ture. Now here, again, it must be remembered that it is the portions of the ice near

the bed of the glacier that yield, and that the upper portions of the ice, in many cases,

are simplyfloated upon the moving under

portions. Were the uniform “ long reach”

referred to by Mr. Ball strictly examined,

it would, in all probability, be found that

the ice near the surface is no more com-

pressed than a log of timber would be if

placed upon the glacier, and permitted to

share its motion downwards.

I may sum up by saying that a close

examination of the glacier satisfied me,

not only that it presented no phenomena

which were at variance with the pressure

theory, but also exhibited some which, as

far as I could see, w^ere perfectly fatal to

the theory of stratification. The state of

the ice at the base of the A5ggischhorn, as shown in fig. 6, is certainly quite in harmony

with the pressure theory
;
another fact observed upon the glacier shall be referred to

at a future page.

§ 6. Glaciers of Monte Rosa.

I will next endeavour to describe the phenomena of structure exhibited in the system

2 Q 2
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of riaciers in the neighbourhood of Monte Eosa. The general mechanical conditions of

the!e glaciers will be evident to an observer stationed upon the Gomer Grat, a point of

Itw well known to travellers, and famous for the magnificence of the panorama which

TthroLrver stands here, facing Monte Eosa, the great Gomer glacmr, comij

down from the heights of the old Weissthor at his left, flows beneath him. It is jomed.

in lts course, by a series of glaciers from the sides of the opposite range of mountains.

First of all comes the western glacier of Monte Eosa, which really oug it

name to the trunk stream, as it is the most considerable of its tnbutaiies. Into t

glacier of Monte Eosa, and before the latter reaches the trunk vaUey, a glacier from the

tZ Calr and FoUux, pours its contents. Afterwards we have the Schwarze gWr.

which lies between the Twins and the Breithorn ;
then the Tnfti

“J®"
the flank of the Breithorn, and afterwards the glaciers of the little Mont Cer™ an

St. Theodule. The accompanying sketch (fig. 7) will render intelligible what have

say regarding these glaciers.
^

'MonXe Mosa

> >-

Gorner Glac/er

TiiUux

The small Gornerhorn glacier, which comes down the sides of Monte Eosa, is a very

Singular one. In comparison with the western glacier of Monte Eosa its mass is insigni-

ficant, and it is abruptly cut off by the latter along the line u J, a moraine

here which may be regarded as foiming, at once, the termmal moraine o le o

glacier and the lateral moraine of the other. Thus the smaller glacier coming down he

mountain side abuts against its more powerful neighbour, and we should infer from

inspection of the glacier that its termmus is subjected to great pressure.
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Let the observer now suppose himself transported to the Gornerhorn glacier, at some
distance above the terminal moraine a ^ ; he will find there the transverse structure, if at

all developed, excessively feeble and defective
; let him now walk downwards towards the

moraine a h : every step he takes brings him to a place where the ice is subjected to a

greater pressure, and every step also brings him to a better structure : both phenomena
go hand in hand. At the end of the glacier, alongside the terminal moraine and under
it, the structure is finely developed. If the observer now cross the glacier and ascend the

rocks called Auf der Platte, from which he can command a near view of the Gornerhorn
glacier, and embrace a large portion of it, he will be able to observe the gradual perfect-

ing of the structure as the region of pressure is approached. Towards the extremity of

the glacier the surface becomes wrinkled, the groovings denoting the structure become
more and more pronounced, the dirt striae being more closely squeezed together

; and
from these external aspects he may infer, with certainty, the gradual perfecting of

structure within the glacier.

The western glacier of Monte Rosa next commands our attention. Tliis great stream

occupies the valley betAveen Monte Rosa and the Lyskamm, receiving the snows of the

opposite sides of both. The branch of the Gorner glacier coming down from the Weiss-

thor throws itself across the flow of its powerful neighbour, and deflects the latter, both

of them afterwards moAing together doAvn the trunk valley, Avith a moraine, as usual,

between them.

Before quitting the “ Platte,” Ave AviU suppose that the observer has endeavoured to

fonn some idea of the mechanical conditions of the Monte Rosa glacier. He would see

the mass arrested in its descent by the Gorner glacier, and compelled to accompany the

latter. A certain component of the weight of the glacier is borne by the ice Avhere it

comes into contact with the Gorner glacier. The observer would infer, from mere
inspection, that if the structm-e be due to pressm-e, it ought to be most fully developed

near the moraine Avhich separates the Monte Rosa from the Gorner glacier.

If he noAv pass from the “ Platte ” to the ice, and cross to the centre of the Monte
Rosa glacier to A, he will And the structure there excessively feeble, if at all deA^eloped.

Let him now walk straight doAvn the glacier towards B, where the pressure is most
intense. Every step he takes downAvards brings him to more perfectly veined ice ; and I

am not acquainted Avith a more splendid example of laminated structure than that exhi-

bited by this glacier along tlie moraine, and for some distance from it, at its southern

side.

The system of glaciers Avhich next come under review are exceedingly instructive.

In no place in the whole range of the Alps are the effects of pressure and the pheno-
mena of structure more strikingly exhibited. I have endeavoured, in the sketch, to

render the aspect of these glaciers intelligible. The Schwarze glacier moves doAvn a
steep mountain slope, and welds itself to the Monte Rosa glacier at the bottom. But
the great mass of this latter enables it to pursue its way without being compelled to

swerve sensibly by its feebler neighbour. The latter is forced to bend abruptly, and
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f.™ a wide inegulaily-shapea field of nevfi, it is

Monte Rosa glaciers to the nanw band represented m the hgme, an

"xli glacier itself is perhaps a stiU more ^

to yield when subjected to pressure for ^ 1^8 I>“
^ it3 dkec-.

much the same as that shown upon e s

being hemmed in between

tion. and to flow as a narrow stnpe al^ th
eerrin, A

the strip of the Schwarze glacier and that of t g

which the lower portion g ,„g^,ber,

::rr” If parX narrow bandsf separated .om each -fier^— '

'^'fh:::“eLf -r:
SSs wht::“tm“ hm thmst of .he

mass behind it, we have a finely developed stiuctuie.

^ 7. Coexkteme of Structure and Strcdificatim.-The Furgge Glaaer.

The evidence of the association of pressure and glacier
hesitation

laid before the Society, will, I think, be admitted to he ^

“ ompld with it

in saying that the
and well-informed mnid

Z^'lLZ^rcc of what I have adduced. Difficult as concephon t. h nng -

hedged that the structure, so fully developed
:itbei:;™Le.ed into

a turning up of the strata
through a groove less than itself in

a narrow channel,-just as a shee »
PJ> ’ structure developed

width, would turn up at its edges. It might also De „

alongside and under the
to

folded-up strata; the perfect welding
mutual pressure. This indeed is

ture being conceded as possible consequences of the mutual piess

r BaLL® view of the subject; and M. Aoass.. assumes
said

of the Unteraar glacier. With regard to the
be ice-faUs.

that we do not know how the interior of the mass is

,„uld set

The mind, it is tiaie, finds great difficulty in conceiMne - y o
.

^jj^cultv mav

pressure theory, once for all, beyond the power of sucb attacks.
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One conclusive observation is still wanting to establish, the analogy between glacier

lamination and the cleavage of slate rocks. In the latter case the arrangement of the

strata has been traced by their organic remains
; and, indeed, stratification has often

been visibly exhibited coexistent with cleavage, both crossing each other at a high angle.

If a similar state of things could be detected upon a glacier, it would at once lay the

axe to the root of all the scruples above referred to, and place the pressure theory upon

an unassailable basis. The consciousness of this was sufficient to stimulate me in the

search of such evidence.

I had visited all the glaciers hitherto mentioned, and others not mentioned, without

obtaining more than one clear case of the kind : this case I observed upon the Aletsch

glacier on the 6th of August. Not far from the junction of the Middle Aletsch glacier

with the trunk stream, a crevasse exposed a wall of ice 50 or 60 feet in height, upon

which the stratification was exposed, and cutting the stratification at a high angle were

the grooAngs which marked the true veined structure. The association was distinct

;

my friend Professor Rajmsat was with me at the time ;
I drew his attention to the fact,

and to him the case was perfectly conclusive. Thus the Aletsch glacier, which had

been referred to by Mr. Ball as furnishing evidence against the pressure theory, gave

us a fact, which, as far as I could see, was perfectly fatal to the theory of stratifi-

cation.

But the case was solitary, and although inspiriting at the moment, its effect upon the

mind became feeble as time passed, and no repetition of the observation occurred. I

had remained at the Eiffel from the 9th to the 18th of August, exploring all the adja-

cent glaciers, and adding each day to my stock of knowledge ; but I met no case in which

the structure and the bedding were so clearly and independently exhibited, as to leave

an adherent of the stratification theory no room for doubt. Wednesday the 18th of

August was to be my last day at the Eiffel, and it was devoted to the examination of

the Furgge glacier, which occupies the space between the pass of St. Theodule and

the Matterhorn.

Crossing the valley of the Gorner glacier, I climbed the opposite mountain slope, and

passing the Schwarze See, soon came upon the glacier referred to. I walked up it until

I found myself in a kind of cut de sac, flanked by precipitous ice-slopes, and opposed in

front by a cascade composed of four high terraces of ice. The highest terrace was com-

posed principally of broken cliffs and peaks of ice, and it had let some of its frozen

boulders fall upon the platform of the second terrace, where they stood like rocking-

stones on the point of falling. The whole space at the foot of the fall was .covered with

quantities of crushed ice, while some coherent masses, upwards of 200 cubic feet in

volume, were cast to a considerable distance down the glacier.

Upon the face of the terraces the stratification of the neve was beautifully shown.

Above the fall the neve extends as a frozen plain, quite undisturbed, so that the bedding

took place with great regularity
; and being broken through for the first time at the

summit of the fall, the lines of stratification were peculiarly well defined and beautiful.
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Towards the right of the fall, looking upwards, this wa^ particularly the case ; for here

no pressure had been exerted upon the beds sufficient to contort them or to rupture

their continuity.
.

The tisui-e of a vast lake pouring its waters over a rocky barrier, which curves con-

vexly upwards, thus causing the water to rash down it, not only longitudinally over t e

vertex of the curve, but also laterally over its two aims, will convey to the mind a tole-

rably correct conception of the appearance of the fall. Towards the centre the ice was

powerfully squeezed; the beds were bent, and their continuity often ruptmed, so as to

exhibit faults; but they were as plain, and as easily traced, as in any other portion o

the fall. I thought I saw structural groovings running at a high angle to the strath-

cation. Had the question been an undisputed one I should have felt sure of t us, or

the moovings were such as always mark the stnicture. The place bemg dangerous,

fost^observed it from a little distance through my opera-glass; but at leng*, resihnng

the instrument to my guide, and leaving him to watch the tottei-ing blocks overhead,

and to give me warning in case of their giving way, I went fonvard to the b^e of t e

fall, peeled the grooved surface away with my axe, wA found the true veined strudme

midemeath, running, in this case, nearly at right angles to the stratificariom

The superficial groovings were not uniformly distributed over the whole tace oi the

terrace but occurred here and there where the ice had yielded most to the pressure,

examined several of these places, and in each instance found the superficial groovmg to

be the exponent of the trae veined structure underneath, the structure being in genera

nearly urfcal, while the lines of bedding were horizontal. The coarse_ bands which

marked the division of the beds were also seen underneath, when the surface of he ice

was removed. Having perfectly, and with deliberation, satisfied myself of these larts.

made a speedy retreat; for the ice blocks were most threatening, and the time of dav

that at which they fall most frequently.

We now resolved to tiy the ascent of the glacier to the right ; it was much riven, bm

perfectly practicable to a good iceman. To me it was also perfectly dehghtlul , m tact,

as regards the relationship of structure and stratification, this glacier taught me more

than all the othera I had visited taken together. Our way lay through fissures w nc i

exposed magnificent sections, and every step forward added further demonstration to

what I had already observed at the base of the fall. The bedding was perfectly distinct,

and the structure equally so, the one being at a high angle—sometimes at a rig it ang c

—to the other. Among these crevasses the pressure was in some cases greater than on

the fall, and the structure proportionally more pronounced. The crumpling o t le e

demonstrated the exercise of the pressure, and the structure went straight through such

crumplings, thus furnishing me with numerous parallels to the case observed by 1 lo-

fessor Sedgwick, Mr. Sorby, and others, of the passage of slaty clea^age thiougi con

torted beds Indeed I question whether the phenomena of cleavage and bedding, in

the case of slate rocks, were ever exhibited, side by side, with a distinctness equal to

that of the stratification and “ structure” of ice in the present instance.
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Fig. 9 represents a crumpled portion of the ice, with the lines of lamination passing

through those of bedding at a high angle. Fig. 10 represents a case where a fault

Fig. 9.

Eig. 10.

occurred, the veins at both sides of the line of dislocation ah being inclined towards
each other. The lines mw, mn represent of course the lines of bedding, and the lines

crossing them the structure. These observations arfe conclusive as regard the claims of

the rival theories of structure and stratification *.

§ 8. On the White Ice-seams of the Glacier du Geant, and their relation to the Veined

Structure.

From an elevated point at Trelaporte I observed a remarkable system of white bands
sweeping across the Glacier du Geant in the direction of the structure. From one of the
moraines near the junction of the three tributary glaciers, the same system of bands
present a very striking appearance. They consist of a hard white ice, more resistant

than the general mass of the glacier, and in some cases rising to a height of three or

four feet above the surface. On close examination I found that they penetrated the

Eig. 11.

glacier only to a limited depth. In fig. 11 I have given the sections of two of these

* While correcting this proof, I find a case of this kind figured by M. Agassiz in the atlas to his ‘ Sj^steme
G-laciaire,’ pi. 8. fig. 3.

MDCCCLIX. 2 K
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veins, about 16 feet deep, which were exposed on the waUs of a ^
glacier. They constituted a kind of imeHed glacier trap, and I was led to a kno led„

*tne°tfmy“earitertSorbase of the ice-fall of the Talefee, I ohse^ed a^c^ous

disposition of the veined structure on the walls of some of the crer asses, fig. - repre

sents one case of the kind, and fig. 13 another, and numerous srmdar ones find a plac

Fig. 13.

in my note-book. In the former case the veins fell backward as well as forward, beu.„

vertical through the central portion of the curve. In fig. 13 the posrtiorr o e vm s

varies in a very short distance from the vertical to the horizontal.

I found thit the portions of ice which showed the phenomena, formred when seen

from a point of view sufficiently commanding, a part of a system of crumples or pro.u-

beranees which swept round the base of the fall, between the morarrre whrch descends

along it from the Jardin, and its highest lateral morarne. 1 have already referre

^

-

protuberarrces which sweep across the Strahleck branch of the Lower"
cier, and of those of the glacier of the Rhone: those to which I now refer were t,

same cliaracter. i

Right and left from the position where the crumples were mos pronoun
^

gradually became subdued, shading off to a mere undulatmg sur ace ,
le si ‘

crevasse intersecting this surface longitudinally presented the stiuctiiia anaUj,

shown in fig. 14. It will be observed that the directions of the veins change in accoid-

ance with the undulations of the surface.

Supposing the squeezing of the mass to become so violent that le gen e u c ^

shall become steep crumples, the deviation of the structure

would, of course, be augmented. This prepares us to understand the exact jhie <

observed at the base of the Talefre cascade. Fig. 15 represents a series

following each other in succession at the place referred to ;
at t le ase o eac i

a vein oLute ice, «, wedged into the mass. This interrupted the continuity of u

structure ;
the abrupt change in its dhection at opposite sides of the white band b

as shown in the figure, in every case observed.

I found that the width of the seams was exceedingly irregular, laning.
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portions of the same seam, between 6 inches and 3 or 4 feet. I also found that a seam
sometimes became forked so as to form two branches, which thinned gradually off until

Tu!.15.

they finally vanished. Fig- 16 is an ex-

ample of this kind : the seam was divided

at the point a

;

one of its branches ran up
the face of the crumple^ thinned off and dis-

appeared at h ; the other widened con-

siderably, but finally thinned off and also

vanished.

Along the bases of the crumples the fil-

lets of water which poured down their faces

weie collected and flowed. The streams thus formed ran in many cases alongside the

existing veins of white ice, and had worn for themselves deep channels in the glacier.

The thought soon suggested itself, that the seams themselves were formed by the gorging
up of those channels by snow in winter, and the subsequent consolidation of this snow
uming the descent of the glacier. Indeed the channels of the streams seemed the exact

matrices of the seams of white ice*.

The fact of one branch of a vein running up the face of a crumple, seems to prove that the ice, which
at one time constitutes the lase of a crumple, does not always remain so

;
the bases of the crumples are

sometimes lifted up by the squeezing. The horizontal structure at the fronts of many of the crumples
seems due to a local forcing forward of one protuberance over tliat next below it. Were the matter tested
by strict measurement, I think it would be found that different portions of the crumples move downwards
with different velocities. According to this view, upon the general motion of the glacier there are local

motions superposed.

2 E 2
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I afterwards traced the seams of white ice of “ du Ge^^o thei^m^

amid the ridges and hoUows at the base of the great ice-faU of Le Eognon.
^

.

ris ie s"l opened out into two branches, which, after—

^

separate, would unite again so as to enclose a httle glacial rstod

branches were thrown off from the principal seam. P"

f

Stream which had been fed by tributary branches. Fig. 17 the p

Fig. 17.

stream observed at the base of the iee-fall; fig. 18 is the plan of a seam of white ice

Fig. 18.

observed the same day lower down the glacier; their relationship is evident. I may

remark that I have observed other seams produced by the gorging of orevmses with snou

.

and the subsequent closure of the fissures.

clideringbhe place where they are formed, these channels cannot e.ape com

nression • but let me remove all uncertainty on this point, by proving that not only at

Le base of the seracs, but throughout almost its entire length, the Glacier du Gean. is

Tht fct ploTlhlve to offL is that the transverse undulations of the glacmr, to which

re“h! been so often made, become graduaUy sMHer as they escend. A senes

of three of them, measured along the axis of the glacier on the 6th of Align t 185 „

r^he flowing respective lengths-955, 865, and 770 links, the shortest imdulahon

Ling the furthest down the glacier. Now these undulations, as I shall subsequently sho .

arTfue o a regularly recurrent action, and are doubtless originally of the same length

,

that LeToLr onesL shorter than the higher must therefore be due to comp—
4e folllwing observation is, however, more conclusive. About

•1 u fV. Tnpn1 and to the left as we ascend, theie is a gieen patci ij

Taggy Tomtaln side.’ From this spot, as a station, I set out with a theodolite a hue

(No. 1) transverse to the axis of the glacier.
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From a station lower down, chosen in a couloir along which the stones are discharged

from the end of a secondary glacier which hangs upon the slope of Mont Tacul, I set

out a second line (No, 2) transverse to the axis of the glacier.

A thii’d line (No. 3) was set out across the glacier about a quarter of a mile still lower*.

The mean daily motion of the centres of these three lines is given in the annexed

Table, and also their distances apart.

Mean daily motion of three points upon
inches.

No. 1 ... . 20-55

No. 2 ... . 15-43

No. 3 ... . 12-75

the axis of the Glacier du Geant.

Distances apart.

}
. 2477 links.

I . 2215 links.

The advance of the hinder lines upon these in front is most strikingly shown by these

measurements ; and the proof that the Glacier du Geant is in a state of longitudinal

compression is thus complete.

Here then we have a vast ice press, and here we have the pure snow filling the trans-

verse channels of the streams. We are thus furnished with an experimental test on a

grand scale of the pressure theory of the veined structure. In 1857 I examined a great

number of these seams of white ice, and found in many of them a finely developed lenti-

cular structure. In 1858 I also examined the seams, and found some of them “rib-

boned ” in the most exquisite manner by the blue veins
;
indeed I had never seen the

veins more sharply and beautifully developed,

Tim structure was observed in portions of the seams at and near the centre of the gla-

cier., where the differential motion observed at the sides does not exist. This fact, I

think, throws grave difficulties in the way of any theory which makes the veined struc-

ture dependent on differential motion., and more especially a theory which requires “ a
very considerable amount of this differential motion to produce any sensible degree of

stratification in the vesicles.”

^9. On the flattening of Air-bubbles in Glacier Ice., and its relation to the

Veined Structure.

Those who have given their attention to the subject, know that the bubbles contained

in glacier ice are, in general, not spherical, but flattened ;
and that from their shape

conclusions of the greatest import have been drawn regarding the internal pressures of

glaciers.

M. Agassiz draws attention to this subject in the following words ;—“ The air-bubbles

undergo no less curious modifications; in the neighbourhood of the neve, where they

are most numerous, those which one sees on the surface are all spherical or ovoid, but

by degrees they begin to be flattened, and near the end of the glacier there are some
that are so flat that they might be talren for fissures when seen in profile. The drawing,

* These three lines are drawn upon the sketch map at page 268 of Part I. ofthese researches (FF', GG', HH')

.
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%. 10, represents a piece of ice detached from the gaUery of inatration ;
all the bubbles

are gi'eatly flattened. But what is most extraordinary is, that far ftom bemg mirform

ftattming is different in each fragmsnt , so that the bubbles, according to the

they ofter, appeal- either very broad or very thin. I know of no more significant fact t an

this, since it deimstrates that eachfragment ofice is capalie of undergoing in the inte, lo,

of the olaeier a nroper displewement indqiendenthj of the movement of the whole.

“The same flattening of the bubbles,” continues M. Agassiz, “is found at a greatei

depth. While engaged in my boring experiments, I observed attentively the agments

of ice brought up by the borer. I found in them almost flat bubbles, perfectly sim ar

to those of the fragment figured above, at all depths from 10 to 6o^ metres. It follows

hence that a strong pressure is exercised on the interior of the glacier.

The description of the “ flattening” here given is correct : all obseiwers agree m corro-

borating it, and eveiy observer with whom I am acquainted draws substantiaUy the same

conclusion from the phenomenon that M. Agassiz does. Professor Thojisox s specula-

tion upon the subject is pai-ticularly refined and ingenious.

Mr Josh Ball converts the flattening of the bubbles into endence agamst the

pressure theory of the structure in the following way:~“As Agassiz has pomted out

writes Mr. Ball, “and I have frequently verified his observations upon this pom .

though the air-cavities show traces of compression reducing them to the form ot flat-

tened lenses, the directions in which they are flattened are most various, and show no

ccmstant relationship to the planes of the veined structure. Here then we hate diiea

evidence that separate portions of the ice have been acted upon by pressin-e sufficient m

amount to modify their internal arrangement, but that these pressures have not acted in

the same, or nearly the same direction.”
_ _ ^

Granting the inference that the observed flattening “ furnishes direct eindence o

pressure, the foregoing argument would, I confess, be a very formidable one. t t le

bubbles are thus flattened by pressure, and if the veined striictiu-e, as I contend, be t e

result of pressure, and approximately at right angles to the direction of the

ought to have the bubbles squeezed out in planes parallel to the structure.
^

le . ac

that the bubbles are not so squeezed out, would then afford a strong iiresiimption t lat

the structure is not produced by pressure. I expect, however, to be able to prove that

the shape of the bubbles is not a “direct evidence” of pressure, as hitherto assumed

and 1 think, as I do so, it will be seen how necessary it is to associate experiment uit

an inquiry of this kind, if we would read aright our observations.

In a paper in the Philosophical Transactions on the Physical Properties of Ice, I have

shown that when a sunbeam traverses a mass of ice, the latter melts at innumeia i e

points in the track of the beam, and that each portion melted assumes the form, not

of a globule, but of a flower of six petals. The planes in which these flowers are formed

are independent of the shape of the mass and of the direction of the beam through it

;

they are always foimed 'parallel to the surface of freezing.

This is a natural consequence of the inaimer in which the particles of ice aie se
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together by the crystallizing force. By the slow abstraction of heat from water its par-

ticles build themselves into these little stars, and by the introduction of heat into a

mass so built the architecture is taken down in a reverse order. In watching the

formation of artificial ice, by the machine of Mr. Hareison referred to in my paper, I

have seen little solid stars formed, by freezing, which were the exact counterparts of the

little hquid stars formed by melting. So far as I can see, the complementary character

of the phenomena is perfectly natural, and presents no difiiculty to the mind in con-

ceiving of it.

MTien the beam is intense, and its action continued for some time, the flowers expand,

so as to form liquid plates within the mass. Looked at edgeways, these liquid spaces

appear hke fine lines ; which proves that the melting is not symmetrical laterally and
vertically, but that the ice melts in the planes of freezing much more readily than at

right angles to these planes.

If an air-bubble exists within ice, and if the ice melts at the concave surface of this

bubble, as might be expected from the foregoing facts, the ice will so yield that the

composite cell of air and water will not be spherical, even though the bubble of air may
originally have been so. In the planes of freezing the mass yields most readily, and the

cavity containing the air and water will appear as ifflattened hy a force acting perpen-

dicular to these planes. This is not a deduction merely, but an observation which I

have made in a hundred difierent cases.

What I have here said applies to ordinary lake ice ; but glacier ice has no definite

“ planes of freezing.” The substance is first snow, which sometimes, it is true, falls

regularly in six-rayed crystals, as observed by myself on the summit of Monte Eosa
; but

it is usually disturbed by winds, while falling, and whirled and tossed by the same
agency after it has fallen

; the mountain snow is often melted, mixed with water and
refrozen. Even after it has become consolidated it is often shattered in descending pre-

cipitous slopes. In such ice definite planes of crystallization are, of course, not to be
expected.

If tve supjpose a mass of lake ice to he broken up into fragments^ and these fragments
thrown together confusedly and regelated in their new positions to a continuous mass,

we have an exact image of the character of the glacier ice in which this flattening of the

hubbies in different directions has been observed.

In the paper already referred to, I have given a sketch of a piece of ice composed of

such segments, and have described the effects obtained with it. That ice was sold to

me as Norway lake ice. I am not aware whether glacier ice is ever imported into this

country from Norway; but if it be, the piece in question must, I think, have belonged
to it. It is so like all the glacier ice that I have examined since that time, and so

unhke all the lake ice, that I feel little hesitation in saying that it belonged to the
former*. No matter how coherent and optically continuous a mass of ice may be, a con-

densed sunbeam would at once tell us whether it belonged to a lake or to a glacier.

* Perhaps formed from the counecting together of confused fragments.
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Fig. 19.

I have given in fig. 19 a sketch of a piece of ice taken from the end of the great

Allalein glacier, on the Swiss side of the Monte Moro.

On reference to M. Agassiz’s figure, it will be quite mam-

fest that we are both dealing with the same phenomenon

,

we have the division of the ice into “ angular fragments,”

the flattening of the “ bubbles,” and the non-parallelism

of their directions in the different fragmente.

Fig. 20 is a sketch of a piece of ice which showed the

veined structure. The line AB was parallel to the veins,

and it will be seen that the “ bubbles” are inclined to this

line at different angles, and in different azimuths. The

circles indicate, of course, that the “bubbles” were there

parallel to the horizontal face of the slab, while the lines

indicate that they were perpendicular. In one case the

bubbles are seen in plan, in the other case in section. The eUipses show the bubb s

foreshortened where their planes are oblique to the surface of the slab.

^

Associated with the air-bubbles, and usually beyond comparison

more numerous in ice taken from the “ends” of glaciers, were the

round liquid disks which I have described in my paper on the Phy-

sical Properties of Ice. Associated with each liquid disk was a

vacuous spot, which shone with exceeding lustre when the sunbeams

fell upon it. That the spots were vacuous, and not bubbles of air, i

proved by permitting them to collapse under warm water; the col-

lapse was complete, and no trace of air arose from them.

These, I doubt not, are the “bubbles” observed by M. Agassiz

“ near the end of the glacier,” and which were “ so flat that they

might be taken for fissures when seen in profile.”

These “ vacuum disks,” as I have usually called them, were in-

valuable as indicators of the planes of crystallization. When a con-

densed sunbeam was sent through the mass, the six-petalled flowers,

which always indicate the planes referred to, started into existence

parallel to the disks. Consequently, as the beam passed through

different fragments, flowers were formed, in different planes, along

the track of the beam.

True air-bubbles, associated with water, also occurred in these

masses of ice, and such composite cells were always flattened out in the planes of e

'’'TlTfct to is that many of the so-called ah-bubbles are not air-bubbles at all, and

that the so-called flattening" is in reality no flattening at all; and that “

the sense hitherto conceived, has had nothing whatever to do with the shape of the e

bubbles In glacier ice, as in lake ice, their shape is determined by the crystalhue
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architecture. The conclusion that they were squeezed flat seems to have been drawn by
M. Agassiz, and reproduced by subsequent writers, without due regard to the difficulties

associated with it. That the pressures of. a glacier are so parcelled out as to squeeze
contiguousfragments of ice, not exceeding a cubic inch in size, in all possible directions,
is so improbable, that reflection alone must throw great difficulties in the way of its

acceptance.

It is with some diffidence that I here venture to express an opinion upon a question
that I have not specially examined

; but it appears to me probable that the decomposi-
tion of glacier ice into large granules, regarding which so much has been written, may
be connected with the foregoing facts. The ice of glaciers is sometimes disintegrated
to a great depth; causing it to resemble an aggregate of jointed polyhedra more than a
coherent solid. I was very near losing my life in 1857 on the Col du Geant by trusting
to such ice; and last summer I found vast masses of it at the end of the Allalein
glacier. Blocks a cubic yard and upwards in volume, fell to pieces to their very
centres on being overturned

; they were an aggregate of granules, whose average volume
scarcely exceeded a cubic inch. From the constitution which the foregoing observations
assign to glacier ice, this disintegration seems natural. The substance is composed of
fragments which are wrtually crystallized in difierent planes; and it is not to be expected
that the union along the surfaces, though they may be invisible when the ice is sound,
is as intimate as that among the difierent parts of a mass homogeneously crystallized!
Besides, ice no doubt, and all uniaxal crystals, expands by an augmentation of tempera-
ture, differently in different directions, and hence a differential motion of the particles
on both sides of one of the above surfaces when the volume of the substance is changed
by heat or cold is unavoidable. Such surfaces then would become surfaces of discon-
tinuity, and perhaps produce that granular condition which has occupied so much of the
attention of observers.

§ 10. Physical Analysis of the Veined Structure.

The relation of pressure and structure has been shown in the foregoing pages, but
the mode in which the pressure acts remains yet to be considered. As regards their
causes, slaty cleavage and slaty structure have been reduced to one and the same

; but
as regards the operation of that cause, no two things can, I imagine, in some respects at
least, be more different.

In a note at page 336 of the ‘Proceedings of the Boyal Society’ for January 1857, I
refer to an experiment in which a clear mass of ice was caused by pressure to resemble
a piece of fissured gypsum, and I there promised the full details of the experiment in'
due time. In my paper on the Physical Properties of Ice this promise is fulfilled

; I
have shown how a mass of compact ice may be liquefied by pressure, in parallel planes
perpendicular to the direction of the force, and explained the effect by reference to
the ingenious deductions of Mr. James Thomsox from Carxot’s maxim.

Let the attention now be fixed on the state of a glacier at the base of one of the
MDCCCLIX. 9 „
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ice-falls where it is bent so as to throw its surface irrto a state of lougitudinal comm-

on Alordi^ to the above experiments, the glacier whose temperature ts 32

Sion. Accoiuiug
. ^ in axis A liquid connexion is thub

“tl“e!rf which
tL water prorutd

bubble ice and partially refrozen when the pressure is relaxed. It is, 1 think, pertect y

mthfest tU su'h a prless, each step of which may be illustrated by expenment, must

fhetp—riToLe^t™::— P^ier on the Physical Propern«

o/lce we-made with reference to the glaciers,

illustrates the present
of it into

:ht::a“ir^^^ l: ;iX . the base’of an ice-faU. Pig, 21 is precisely the

Pig. 22.
Pig. 21.

r irsfaTt! sht h! fea7ng'’:p";te'^rentTo™
of vertical, so as to snow \ 9^ which bv compression between the

original shape of the piece of ice is given in fig. 2. which by con p

?
P condition of fig. 21. ihe veiaca

pressure comes into play is sufficiently obvio
„f ice between each two

In the experiments with the hydraulic press, the poi ion rf

rr:S:t7C: ; - obsemed «it hubbies had been

s,uee.ed to this shape ;
a notion, which I think will no longer be entertained.

. The mechanical actions which accompany the development of ordinary slaty cleavage, must.

also manifest themselves to some extent m the glacier.
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§ 11. Bemarks on Glacier Motion.

It is only by slow degrees that we master from actual observation, a problem so large
as that presented by the glaciers

; the muscular labour alone being such as to render
the expenditure of a considerable amount of time unavoidable. The examination of the
various questions connected with glaciers, has been therefore, in my case, distributed
over some years, and not until last summer was I able to devote the requisite attention
to the subject of the present section, which, however, is essential to a right compre-
hension of the physics of glacier motion.

It would be a problem eminently worthy of any geologist, to lay down upon a trust-
worthy map of Switzerland the directions of the stri® oh the rocks over which ancient
glacieis have moved; and to one who sees its importance and desires exact information
upon this subject, it must be a matter of surprise that nothing of the kind, in a
systematic way, has yet been attempted. A suitable map furnished with such lines of
direction, carefully and conscientiously drawn, would impart more satisfactory informa-
tion than aU the volumes that ever have been, or ever will be written upon the subject.
Here is a piece of work loudly calling for accomplishment, and one on which any young
geologist may base an honom-able reputation.

Mr. Hopkins, I believe, was the first to urge the existence of roclies polies at the ends
of existing glaciers and along the continuations of existing glacier valleys as an evidence
in support of the sliding theory. That such facts exist is known to every body, and that
the rocks are thus polished and rounded by the glaciers sliding over them is incontro-
vertible. Let a traveller, if he wish to obtain a wealth of information upon this subject,
transport himself to the terminus of the Unteraar glacier, and walk thence down the
valley through which the river Aar now fiows. On all sides he will obtain the most
striking evidence that the base of the valley was once the bed of the glacier. The rocks
are polished and striated, and present at some places the appearance of huge rounded
mounds, which, at first sight, would appear to offer an insuperable barrier to the motion
of the glacier, but which show by their aspect that the ice actually moved over them,
grinding off their angles and furrowing their summits and sides. All along the valley
towards Meyringen, similar evidences exist. In fact, the phenomenon is very common,
and admitted on all hands.

The conclusion which Mr. Hopkins has drawn from these facts is unavoidable
; the

glaciers must have slidden over the rocks on which such traces are left. To an eye a
little practised in those matters, the precise limits reached by the ancient glaciers are
perfectly visible. The junction of the rounded and abraded portions of the mountains,
with those portions which in ancient times rose over the then existing ice, is per-
fectly distinct

; and I should say in the valley of the Aar reaches to a height of more
than a thousand feet above the present bed of the river. The valley of Saas, in the
Canton de Valais, furnishes magnificent examples of the same kind.
At all places, from the base of the ancient glacier to its surface, sliding must have

occurred; the evidence of it is perfectly irresistible. The summit of the Grimsel pass

2s2
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constituted the bed of an ancient neve ;
and the_ groo^gs

“^tdS'gradtl'Sd
summU of P^ss,

^"frienrProfessor Eaaisat. and assisted by his

"Ct f dshlLlites of let ancient ndvds, and found the sante ttue ot

all of them; they all slid more or less over then e s

No investigator of g^aer— ^ caf.. trae; and

them then proper weight The sMm »« y S

many of the objections raised against it, and stiii lepeaiea

tletelwlfind that the extreme facts have been dwelt upon prind-

• A ’;i icip-nt truths have by partial treatment, been rendeied

C^;4t oZ ^*.1, -in “>"
appaien y i, , 4. -f pnnallv true that it slides over its bed.

by pressure like a plastic mass, but 9. y

§ 12 . On the Dirt-hands of the Mer de Glace.

In walking over the Mer de Glace, we soon obseiwe differences in

in wauii
^

^ .taudinsr on the glacier itself, no ordeiU aiiange

the dirt upon its surface ;
but while stand g g however, which com-

ment of the dirty and clean spaces is observed. Fiom a PO-“y -

mands a view of a large portion of
^y^fopow each ither in sue-

:rofdown the glacier. They were first observed f
heights of Charmoz, on the 24th of July,

'"Sion'Ld Stefw^h th"r observed by Professor PoaBns. This .agree-

ment,°Ster an interval of sixteen years, pr^es
“d '

These bands were different from anythmg ° Hcxlet andmvself

felt that the explanation given of the “ dirt-bands by ^

would not completely account for those now before . y P •

from each other, and resembled sharp hyperbolas with then leitices poii ,

most visitors to the Montanve .1
rp-i rhino- bv the fire of stones

page 84 of the iraveis, ana vv n summit

which a secondary glacier sent down upon hi .

1
j Fm. 23

r however, infer tLt he or some of his guides must have reached the pkice. F.„

represents what I observed from this excellent station.

descends which is

From the base of the AiguUle du Geant -d the d-enades, a B“esce^^^^^
^ ^

separated by the Aigmlle and promontory o a

between botlp beside which

descends from the Col du Geant. A small moraine is formed between ,
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the letter a stands in the diagram. The glacier descending from the Col is bounded on

the west by the small moraine and between h and the side of the valley is another

little glacier derived from one of the lateral tributaries.

Fig. 23.

With regard to the “ dirt-bands,” the following significant fact at once revealed itself.

Tlie dirt-hands extended over that portion of the Glacier du Geant only which lay between

the moraines a and or, in other words, were confined to the ice which had descended

the great cascade between Le Rognon and La Noire. It was perfectly evident that the

cascade was in some way the cause of the bands.

The description which I have already given of the ice-fall of the Rhone and of the

Strahleck arm of the Lower Grindelwald glacier, applies generally to the fall of the

Glacier du Geant. The terraces, however, are here larger, and the protuberances at the

base of the fall of grander proportions. These latter are best seen from a point near A
upon the Glacier du Geant; they are steepest on that side, in consequence of the

oblique thrust of the western tributaries of the glacier. All that I have said regarding
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the toning down of the ridges to rounded undulations which sweep in cur^ns across the

slacier applies here also. Referring to the section of the glacier of the Rhone m fig.

ft will be Ln that the word “dirt” is written opposite to each hoRow. In fact t e

depressions between the protuberances are, to some extent, the coU^ectois of th

superficial dirt. This is also the case upon the Glacier du Geant ; but here I nonc«l

that the frmtd slopes of the protuberances were also covered with a fine blown mu .

tw« down the gfacier the swellings disappear, but the diri retains its position upon

the ice, and afterwards constitutes the of the Merde Glace.

A r;markable change in the form of the bands occurs where the g acmr is fo erf

through the neck of the valley at Trelaporte. They sweep across the Glacier du Gean

in gentle curves with their convexity downwards; but in passmg Trekporte

the curves are squeezed more closely together, the vertices are pushed sharply fon ai

so that on the whole the bands resemble a series of hyperbolas which tend to coincide

'"LUMiTo™ the Convercle upon the Glacier du Talhfie, a series of swellings

like those^upon the Glacier du Gdant ai'e observed. Along the mteiienmg ho ow.

streams run, and sand and dirt are collected, forming the rudiments, so to speak, ot

series of dirt-bands ;
but these latter never attain anything like the precision ot os

upon the Mer de Glace. I saw no such bands upon the Lechaud, for here

icifall is absent : if bands at all exist on this glacier, they must, I imagine, be ot a
,

rudimentary and defective character.
_

I will nol occupy the time of the Society in describing my various expeditions i p

Glacier du Geant in connexion with these bands ;
but one cncuinstance, to which

"e printing of the bands is mainly due, must be mentioned. The Glacier du Geant

lies neariy north and south, being only 14 degrees east of the true north, s an

ing with his back to the Col du Geant, an observer looks northwai-d, and conseqiie .

the frontal slopes of the protuberances to which I have referred

‘f;

They therefore retain the snow upon them long after it has been me e lom i ,,

ral surface of the glacier. The summer of 1867 was unusually warm m the Alps, bit

its great heat was not sufficient entirely to remove the snow. No doubt, m cok ei sum

mel, the snow is retained upon the slopes all the year round. Now tins snow become

the collector of a tine brown mud, which is scattered over the siu-tace ot the glacie •

catches the substance transported by the little rills and retinns it. le e ge

snow still remaining, when I was on the glacier, w-ere exceetogly black

;
in many cases the entire surface of the snow appeared as ri fine peat

'“^em
strewn over it. Lower down the glacier this snow melts, but it leaves its s

behind it, and to this sediment the distinctness of the dirt-bands ot the Mer e x ace is

“The regularity of the bands depends on the regularity with which the glacier is broken,

and the ridges o^r terraces formed as it passes over the brow of the tall. It is the touuig

down of these ridges which produces the undulations, which are to some extent mo i-
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fied by the squeezing at the base of the fall ; and it is the undulations which produce

the bands. Thus the latter connect themselves with the transverse fracture of the

glacier as it crosses the brow of the fall.

In the figm’e I have given the general aspect of the bands, but not their number.

Thirteen of them exist on the Glacier du Geant. I may add that the bearing I have

assigned to this glacier differs from that assigned to it on the map which accompanies

Professor Foebes’s ‘ Travels on the Alps,’ and which I had with me at the Montanvert.

The reason is, that on the map the true north is drawn on the wrong side of the mag-

netic north, thus making the “Declination” easterly instead of westerly. I have since

learned that this error is corrected m the smaller work of Professor Foebes.

It has been affirmed that the dirt-bands cross some of the medial moraines of the Mer
de Glace, and they are thus drawn upon the map of Professor Foebes. Were this

correct, my explanation would be untenable ; but the fact is, that the bands are confined

to the Glacier du Geant from beginning to end.

Eoyal Institution, February 1859.
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XYI. On the Fossil Mammals of Australia.—VdiYi I. Description of a mutilated Skull

of a large Marsupial Carnivore (Thylacoleo carnifex, Owen),

/

row a calcareous con-

glomerate stt atwm, eighty miles S.JF. of Melbourne, Victoria. By Professor Owen,
V.P.R.S. &c., Superintendent of the Natural History Departments in the British

Museum., and Fullerian Professor of Physiology in the Royal Institution of Great

Bntain.

Eeceived September 18,—Bead December 16, 1858.

In a Eeport, No. X., on the Geology of the Basin of the Condamine River, by the
Rev. Y . B. Claeze, to the Honoiu-able the Colonial Secretary of Australia, dated 14th
October, 1853, is the following passage:—“It is probable that Mr. Stutchbuey, whose
studies in palaeontology fit him for the search, will be so fortunate as to find the remains
of an animal indicated by Professor Owen*, in the year 1842, of a carnivorous kind,
for, as he says, ‘ some destructive species of this kind must have coexisted, of larger
dimensions than the extinct Dasyurus laniarius, the ancient destroyer of the now equally
extinct Kangaroo, Macropus Titan, &c., whose remains were discovered in the bone-
ca\es of W ellington Valley.’ There were some fragments in the immense heap

. of
osseous matter accumulated by Mr. Tuenee, which appeared likely to belong to such a
camhorous giant, but they were too small and imperfect to deserve conjectural descrip-
tion.^ The discovery of what must have existed cannot be altogether incapable of demon-
stration, and, therefore, such a verification of Professor Owen’s anticipation is to be
hoped for on many grounds.”—p. 6.

Now, although such verification has come to hand, I admit that the absolute terms in
which the anticipation was expressed merit the mild rebuke implied by the italics in
which those terms are emphasized in the quotation from the ‘ Report ’ by the accom-
plished geologist of Australia. Eighteen years of scientific experience have engendered
a more cautious tone in referring to inductive probabilities.

The evidence of a large carnivorous marsupial, from pliocene formations in Australia,
reached me not many years after my determination of the still larger herbivorous mar-
supial, Diprotodon australis^, which first suggested the idea of the coexistence. That
endence was received in the year 1846 with the accompanying letter from my esteemed
friend and correspondent Dr. Hobson, of Melbourne :

—

Letter to Editor of ‘Annals of Natural History,’ November 1st, 1842,
t Zoological Appendix to ‘Mitchell’s Three Expeditions into the Interior of Australia,’ 8to, 1838

vol. ii. p. .362.

2 T
mdccclix.
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“ Bona Yista, New Welboume, 25 January 1S46.

“My dear Sir,—

I

send you, by Captain Burrell of the ‘Achilles,’ a box which

contains some interesting fossil bones, from a lake eighty miles south-west of Melbo^e.

They were discovered and kindly' forwarded to me by Mr. Mh Adexey, who has a sheep-

station on the banks of the lake. I have since visited the lake, which is caUed by t e

aborigines ‘ Colungoolac.’ It is very shallow, indeed almost diw in autumn, its muddy

bottom being covered with a pretty thick deposit of common salt of excellent quah^-.

This is the case in most of those in this part of Australia. The whole of this part ol the

country is volcanic, and probably these salt lakes are the deeper parts of the ancient sea.

There is one, however, called ‘ Parrumbat,’ which appears to be the crater of an extmct

volcano. Its waters are from eighteen to twenty fathoms deep, mth abrupt and almost

perpendicular escarpments, except at two points, which appear to have been the out et.

to streams of lava. The sides are regularly stratified, and consist apparently of con-

densed scorise. The strata are singularly undisturbed and perfectly parallel, except in

those places where large globular pieces of compact lava have fallen, and here t len

direction has been altered, as indicated in this rough diagram.

As these are some of the features of the country in which these
^

bones are found, I think, perhaps, it may not be uninteresting to mention them. . le

fragment of skull and incisor I hope may be new to you.
. , n

“I sent you about a year ago a box of the Mount Macedon fossils, by Captain

Fordyce of the brig ‘Athens.’

(Signed) “ Hexry Hobso .

The ‘ skull’ consisted of the cranial part (Plates XI. XIII. and X^ . fig. I). Minil.u m

size and in the development of the temporal ridges and fossffi to that of a Lion. lo

‘ incisor’ was a large tooth with a trenchant or incisive crown, implanted, with a sma.

tnbercnlar tooth, in a portion of the right superior maxUlary bone, mcliuhiig part ot

the orbit and lacrymal bone (Plate XI. tig. l,p i, and tig. 2).
r o .

The latter specimen gave decisive confirmation ot the caniit oroiis chaiactei o

fossil, the ‘ incisor’ tooth (p .)
answering in shape and function to the great scctoii.i oi

‘carnassial’ (Plate XV. fig. i, p and the tubercular tooth (fig. 1, m 0 to tno sma

tubercular molai- (tig. 4, m ,)
of the Lion*; being situated, as in that animal, on

inner side of the back paid of the sectorial tooth. Fortunately the nasal process ot

maxillary in the detached facial portion of the skull of the 2’/,yWco htted a surface .

the fore-part of the cranium in such a way as to demonstrate that d to'™” 1"'
,

°

same skull, completing the lower half of the orbit (Plate XL fig. ,
o), o uc i

upper half (o) remains in the cranial portion of the skull.

* The real homologies of these teeth can only be determmed by
of

ing the order of development and change ot the dentition : t le b) m ms me on >

general shape and function to y; I and m 1 in Fehs.
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Th.e upper sectorial tooth of the fossil (^Plate XI. figs. 1 and is larger than
that of the largest Lion or Tiger which I have seen, and than that of the great extinct
Lion {Fehs spelcea, Plate XIV. fig. 4, 4). Its antero-posterior extent is 2 inches
o lines, that in Felis s'pelcBa being I inch 7 lines. The greatest diameter of the upper
tubercular tooth (Plate XI. fig. 2, ^), which is at right angles to that of the sectorial

one, is '1\ lines, that of the Lion (Plate XIV. fig. 4, m averaging 6 lines.

The upper sectorial tooth of the Felines is divided into a ‘ blade ’ and ‘ tubercle,’ the
latter being developed from the inner side of the base of the fore-part of the crown, and
being supported by a fang which makes an extension of the socket inwards at right
angles to the lest of the socket. A portion of the fossil tooth has been broken away at

this part (Plate XI. fig. 2, p 4), but apparently little more than the enamel
; and the

socket certainly shows no inward extension indicative of a ‘tubercle’ so large and
distinct as in the Felines (Plate XIV. fig. 4, yi 4): the crown of the sectorial in Thyla-
colco is thicker heie than in the rest of its extent, and has been slightly convex on the
inside as on the outside of this part of the tooth

; but there appears to have been no
distinct lobe or tubercle, and I conclude that the crown of the upper great sectorial in
the Thylacoleo consists exclusively of the ‘blade.’ The trenchant edge of this is not
notched as in the Felines where it is trilobate (Plate XII. fig. I,y) 4^, but is even and
uniform, describing a very feeble concaVty lengthwise (Plate XI. fig. 1, p a). In the
specimen it has been worn to a sharp edge by the play of the blade of a similar sectorial

obliquely upon its inner side. The outer side of the crown is convex vertically, wa'vy
lengthwise, being in this direction gently concave at the mid-part, convex at each end,
with minor undulations of the surface near the base. The inner side of the crown is

gently concave vertically at its mid-part, slightly undulated, but mainly convex length-
wise. The anterior border of the crown is formed by a subdentate ridge, sloping
with a shght convexity downward and backward, in vertical extent I inch : the crown
gradually decreases in this diameter to its back part, which ends in the form of a low
protuberance. The tooth is strongly implanted by, apparently, an undivided base
coextensive with the crown. I have not thought fit to mutilate the unique fossil to
determine the depth and precise character of this implantation. The thickest part of
the tooth is 8 lines.

The tooth which most nearly corresponds with the sectorial of Thylacoleo is the
penultimate upper molar of Sarcophilus {Dasyurus) ursinus (Plate XIV. fig. 2 ). In this
tooth the ‘ blade ’ forms the chief part of the croAvn

; it is concave externally, convex
internally lengthwise

; its edge is entire, slightly concave
; but it is associated with an

anterior lobe and antero-internal tubercle, wanting in the fossil.

The tubercular tooth {ih. fig. I, m, Plate XI. fig. 2, h) in Thylacoleo is on the inner side
of, and at right angles with the sectorial tooth, but is almost half an inch in advance of
the hind end of that tooth : in Felis (Plate XIV. fig. 4, m) it is close to that end. In
Thylacoleo this tooth consists of a principal portion next the sectorial, and a small lobe
(Plate XI. fig. 2, b) forming the inner or ‘ mesial ’ end of the crown : the principal part

2 T 2
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rises to a low obtuse point, with a middle longitudinal depression between two con-

vexities, on the outside: the inside slopes forward gradually to the base so as to repre-

sent, ah act as, a crushing surface. Besides being relatirely larger, this « tuberciUar

tooth is more deeply and firmly implanted than in the Lion, whence is due its preserva-

tion in the present fossil, a circumstance which is 1017 rare in Felts spelm. In no

FeUne does this tooth present the accessory lobe, as in Thylacoleo. In the presence ot

this lobe at the inner end of the crown, the last small molar m SarcopMus presents a

closer resemblance to the same tooth in ThjUcoleo ;
but the principal lobe is more pomted

and trenchant in the small existing marsupial carnivore; and the whole tooth is so

situated that its outer end is visible in a side view. The firm implantation of the last

small molar, and its shape, are significant of the afiinity of Thylacoleo to Sweophhts.

In the Felines the outer wall of the maxillary above the socket of the sectonal toot

is perforated by the large antorbital foramen : it is not so perfomted in Thylacoleo.

canal for the suborbital nerve and vessels is relatively smaller 111 Thylacoleo (Plate . .

fig 2, c), and must open some way in advance of the socket of the penultimate toot ,
as

it does in SarcopMlus. From that socket to the orbit the outer surface of the maxillary

is smooth and even, fii'st gently concave, then as gently convex: it does not show e

zyciomatic protuberance which intervenes in Sarcophilus. The vertical extent of this part

oirfhe maxillary is 2 inches, being nearly the same as in the Lion. The border ot tne

orbit is sharper and more produced, especially at the lower and fore part {tk fig. . 0).

tliciii lu tbc Lion.
^ p . aVvt 1 o

Sufiicient of the palatal part of the maxillary is preserved m this fragment to afloi .

very significant character of the nature and affinities of the Thylacoleo. In most Marsif

malia. and in all the carnivorous species, the bony palate is interrupted by large vacuities

opposite the antepenultimate and penultimate molars. In all placental Cainhoia t n

bony palate is here entire ;
it shows, at least, only a small oblique nervo-vascular toranien

at tL suture between the palatine and maxillary ;
and the roof of the mouth is extenued

by bone some way behind the last molar tooth. In the present specimen ot the Thy.a-

coleo is preserved the smooth rounded outer border (Plate XI. fig. and 1 late X .

fig 1, d) of a large palatal vacuity opposite the hinder halt of the penultimate toot 1, am

at a distance of 14 lines from it tmnsversely. Such a vacuity extends opposite tlie

penultimate and antepenultimate molar in Sarcophthts (Plate Xll . fig.

I now proceed with the description of the larger, cranial, portion ot the present tosal.

before returning to another character in the smaller portion which I reganl as deasiie

of its marsupial affinities. The cranial part of the skull shows a broad and low occipiM

surface (Plate XV. fig. 1 ); the sides (Plate XL fig. 1
)

fossae (27'), with their ridges meetmg at a low and short parietal ciest (I late X .

upper surface expanding, in front of this, to a very broad, almost flat interoibital region.

The post-orbital processes, with the zygomatic arches, and part of the basis cm.m

fie broken away The extreme length of this portion of skull is 8 inches; the least

breadth of the cranium, at the temporal fosstn, is 2 inches lines.
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The upper border of the occipital foramen (Plate XV. fig. 1) is as broad as in the
Fells spelwa, and broader than in most of the existing species of Lion or Tiger

; it does
not present the pair of processes that characterize it in those large placental Carnivora.
As the occiput rises from this border it slopes forward with a slight concave curve to

the ridge, 3, s (Plate XIII. figs. 1, 3, 8), dmding the occipital from the upper plane of the
skull : transversely the occiput is concave in the middle and slightly convex on each
side, with a surface marked by musculo-tendinous insertions

; the median depression is

partly bisected by a vertical ridge (Plate XV. fig. 1,/), on each side of which there is

a venous foramen. The breadth of the occiput on the level of the upper border of the
foramen magnum is 5 inches; its height from the same border 2 inches 2 lines. In
Fells sj^elma the breadth of this part is 3 inches 4 lines; its height being 2 inches 8 lines.

The Sarcophlus (Plate XV. fig. 2) much more nearly resembles the TJiylacoleo in its

low and broad occiput.

The major part of the basioccipital is broken away (Plate XIV. fig. I)
; the anterior

portion, which has coalesced with the basisphenoid {ih. 5), forms with it, not a plat-

form extending horizontally forward, as in placental Carnivora^ but a bent surface form-
ing a curve convex downward as it extends forward; this character is seen in the Basyuriis
macriirus and in many Kangaroos; but the convexity at the junction of the basioccipital

and basisphenoid, 5, appears to have been greater in the Thylacoleo. The base of the
left occipital condyle, 2, remains ; and in the fossa anterior to it, are the orifices of three
precondyloid foramina (y), as in the majority oi Marsupialla, including the Basyuri;
they unite to form a single hole internally in the Thylacoleo. In the placental Carnivora
the precondyloid canal is single at both ends, and commonly opens externally into the
jugular foramen {Viverridce, Hyaena, Fells), or close to it, as in the Dog.

The jugular foramen {i) is bounded behind by a notch in the exoccipital, forming the
margin turned towards the tympanic, 28

,
and which margin is extended further in advance

of the precondyloid foramina than in the Dog or any placental Carnivore in which those
foramina do not communicate with the jugulars; in this respect the Basyuri and many
other marsupials resemble the Thylacoleo.

The bones composing the complex framework of the organ of hearing are strikingly

different in the placental and marsupial Carnivora. In the Cat, Dog, Hyana, Civet,
Otter, Bear, the tympanic bulla is formed by the inflated petrosal with which the true
tympanic bone has coalesced; in the marsupials the petrosal remains comparatively
small, and is confined chiefly, if not wholly, to the function of a capsule of the internal
organ of hearing

; the tympanic bulla is excavated in the inflated base of the alisphenoid ;

and the tympanic bone itself continues a free and distinct ossicle, which, in the Dasyures
and Thylacine, is a small thick semicylindrical canal with smooth obtuse margins, and
its concavity looking backward and upward.
On the riglit side of the fractured base of the fossil skull in question, the small com-

pact petrosal (Plate XIV. fig. I, is) is exposed; it is similar to that in the Basyuriis,
being gioo\ed longitudinally at its inner and under side, the lower border of the groove
forming a sharp edge, above which, on the inner side of the petrosal, the foramina
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auditoria interna pierce the bone. On both sides the t^-mpanic sinuses in the alisphe-

noid 6
,
are exposed; and their concordance with those m the Dasyun is veiT clearly

exemplified on the left side, in which the tympanic bone, 28, is preserved, shou^g its

characteristic shape and relative position behind and external to the alisphenom

^
The canal of the meatus {Ic) external to the tympanic, is excavated in the outwardly

produced base of the zygoma, behind the postglenoid process (Z), for an extent resem-

bling that in the Basyuri, but much greater than in the Dog or other placenta

Another character distinctive of the marsupial order is the position of the entocarotid

canal (m), which perforates the outer and back part of the basisphenoid, 5* ; this o^ce

is lodged in a fossa between the basioccipito-sphenoid and the bulla auditoria m Thy a-

cinm and Basyums {ih. fig. 2, m), and it presents exactly the same position, and per-

forates the same part of the basisphenoid, in Thylacoleo.

Ill the genus Felis the entocarotid enters the base of the skull at the tore-part of the

foramenjugulare, notching the part of the petro-tympanic bulla at the fore-part of that

foramen. In the Hyeena, as in the Viverrines, the entocarotid notches or peifora es

the tympanic bulla in advance of the jugular foramen close to the ^de ol t e asi-

occipital: it perforates the same part of the tympanic bulla in the Otter and ochex

Mustelines. . _ , ^

The foramen ovale pierces the base of the alisphenoid immediately anterior to t..

bulla in the marsupial Camwora, and is divided by a ridge from the caintid canal m

the Kaswri ;
it presents the same relations in r/iyfacofeo (Plate XI . g. .»)•““

base of the ridge (ib. s) also remains to show the existence of that ch^acter.

The interval between the foramen ovale (Plate XI, fig. 1, n) and loramen rotimdum

(ib. p) is relatively much gieater in the marsupial than in the placental Canm-om In

the genus Felis, they are separated from each other only by the base of the in gc or

rising of bone extendmg from the ectopterygoid towards the glenoid cavity, and the

foramen is on the same transverse line with the anterior bomidaiy oi that articulation

,

in the Hy®na, Viverrines, and Dog, it is a little in advance of the same botiiidary ; m the

Otter it opens externally into a fossa common to it with the torainen laceniin ame.un

(or for. ophthalmioum). In the Thylacine and Dasjnres the foramen rotundum is distinct

both within and without the cranial cavity from the foramen lacenmi anteriiis. audits

far in advance of the glenoid cavity. It presents the same relative position in tnc

I7(»(aco(co (Plate XI. fig.

In Felis the foramen rotundum is larger than the foramen opticnin , in ,J < .

it is much smaller; and this is the case also with the Thylacoleo (Plate XI. fig. )•

although the foramen opticum (y) is relatively smaller than in the Vasyucus Ursulas.

. ..The carotid canals pierce the body of the sphenoid, as in BW*;,

together behind the eella t„reico.’'-ZoologlcaJ Transactions, vol. ... (Oetobe.-, 1S3S) p. 390 .ee

ir— s eareW and .ninnte account of the ..Porainina at the Base of the Skull" ,n Zoological Pro-

ceedings, May, 1848, p. 64.
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In the marsupial Carnimra the basisphenoid is relatively longer than in the placental
Carnivora, and, at its posterior part, it sends a ridge downwards from that part of each
lateral margin which is not underlapped or covered by the base of the alisphenoid, the
suture of which long continues distinct. These ridges, with the alisphenoid, render the
whole under surface of the basisphenoid canaliculate, or concave transversely : the basi-
sphenoid is flat beneath in the placental Carnivora, and that part of the base of the skull
is made canaliculate by the development of the ectopterygoid plate from the alisphenoid

:

these plates exist likemse in the marsupials, but, as they extend backwards to join the
alisphenoidal bullee, they diverge from the basisphenoid ridges and are external to them.

Sufiicient of the base of our fossil skull remains to demonstrate this characteristic
marsupial structure : the basisphenoid, though convex lengthwise beneath, is concave
transversely by the production from the lateral margins of its hinder part of the same
ndges (r, r) as those of the Thylacine and Dasyures, and in the degree of concavity more
resembles the latter : the commencement of the outer ectopterygoid ridge (s) of the
ahsphenoid is preserved, diverging as it extends backwards from its anterior junction with
the basisphenoid ridge.

The sutures between the alisphenoids and basisphenoid still remain, indicating the
great antero-postenor extent of the former, and the degree to which they underlap the
basisphenoid, leawng only a strip 2i lines broad exposed at its junction with the presphe-
noid, 9 ; and gradually diverging as they extend backward, the basisphenoid, 5, being-
one inch and a half in breadth at their hinder borders.
The characters of the base of the cranium here displayed by the Thylacoleo, and the

greater retention of the typical elementary construction of the skull, would be sought
tor in vain m any mammalian Carnivora, save those of the marsupial order.

In the placental Carnivora, the superoccipital region, defined below by a boundary
line drawn across the upper ends of tlie condyles, is almost as high as it is broad, andm rising from the foramen magnum it curves slightly backward. In the marsupial
armvora the same region so defined is much broader than it is high, especially in

the Dasyures (Plate XV. fig. 2); in these the occiput is vertical; it inclines a little
forward from the foramen magnum in the Thylacine. All these characters are repeatedm the Thylacoleo-, the occiput being relatively as broad as in SarcopMlus, and the
superoccipital sloping more fomards than in the Thylacine before it rises vertically to
de occipital crest; thus departing in a greater degree from the placental type, and
manifesting, as might be expected from the superior general size of the skull, in a more
marked manner, the inferiority of development of the brain. In every natural group or
amily of the warm-blooded Vertebrata the brain is proportionally less as the animal is
larger, and its osseous case makes a smaller part of the entire skull.

In the marsupial Carnivora the brain is relatively much smaller than in the placental
amaom, and the lateral waUs of the cranial cavity make a smaller protuberance or

convexity at the temporal fosste. In the remarkable skull under comparison, the sides
0 e cranial cavity make no protuberance whatever into the temporal fossa: ; they have
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been moulded solely in obedience to the piessme of the enonnous temporal muscles, and

present a uniform concavity towards the temporal fossae. The cranial waUs here

(Plate XIII fig. 1, sr) show as little indication of the bram within as m a cold-blooded

reptile • amongst the mammaUan Carnivora the nylacoleo is unique in this resect ;
and

in the diminutive relative size of its cerebral organ, it is approached only by the Thylacme

and the largest existing species of Das^aire.

In the Bas. urdnus the apparent breadth of the cranial chamber is here greater than

it actually is, by reason of the swelling out of the squamosal above the root of the

zygoma through the extension therein of tympamc au'-cells; and sii^ai au-cells me

exposed on the right side of the fossil Thjlacoleo (Plate XI. fig. 1, c) ;
but I know o

no species of placental Carnivore in which the squamosal is so modified.

Another equally instructive marsupial character is exhibited by the bony outlet o a

vein (ib. s), which conducts part of the blood from the lateral sinus to the outer and back

part of the cranium : this venous foramen is situated behind the root of the zygoma and

above the meatus auditorius in the Thylacine (Plate XII. fig. 2, s) and Dasyui-es. a

dmdnr diverticular vein is present in certain placental Carnivora, and has its externa

outlet behind the glenoid cavity and in front of the meatus auditorius, as e. g m the Dog

and Otter; there is a small venous outlet on the outside of the tympanic bulla m the

Cat and Hya;na; but in no placental Carnivore is such a venous foramen present behind,

or piercing the ridge continued backward from the root of, the zygoma.

In the Thylaeoleo this venous foramen (s) is present in nearly the same ream

e

position as in the marsupial Carnivora, posterior, viz., to the commencement o t le rmge

or hind root of the zygoma ; in the Dasyure it is below the upper margin of the ridge

.

in the Thylacine it is posterior to the beginning of the ridge; m the Thylacoho it is

posterior and superior to the beginning of the ridge. Thus in the same degree m whiri,

the Thylaeoleo departs in this particular from the largest existing maisiipu aiiinoia.

it differs from the placental Carnivora, in aU of which the foramen, besides its otiier

differences of position, is quite below the zygomatic ridge in question.

The interorbital part of the upper surface of the cranium (Plate XI . g. y

^

remarkable in the marsupial Carnivora for its great breadth, especially as compared mtli

that of the cerebral portion of the cranium ;
the transverse diameter of this part a. t..e

middle and highest part of the upper border of the squamosals is, ui the avyiino

ursinus, less than half the same diameter of the narrowest part of the iiiterorbhal portion

of the cranium. In the Tiger, Lion, and Fells sg,elaa the diameter of the iiiteroibi tal

space is one-seventh less than that of the cranium of the Thylaeoleo, taken acioss it

same part as in the Basperns. In the Thylaeoleo the least diameter of the » j
surface is 2 inches 10 lines; the diameter oniie cranium opposite the middle ot

uuuer border of the squamosals, 27', is 1 inch 3 lines.
„ ,

The broad interorbital platform of the TIvylaeoleo, with a broad and shallow depression

and two slight lateral convexities at its anterior half, passing posteriorly into an almos

flattened surface, decreasing to the point where the temporal ridges [t) meet above
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parietal, forms, in contrast with the contracted cerebral part of the cranium, a conspicuous
marsupial character of the skull.

In the Thylacoleo the squamosal (Plate XI. fig. 1, 27) extends forward in the temporal
fossa nearly half-way between the root of the zygoma and the postorbital process, and
two-thirds of the way upward, 27', between the root of the zygoma and the parietal ridge

;

its contour is almost semichcular. In the Felines the squamosal extends a very little
way, if at aU, in advance of the base of the zygoma, and does not ascend half-way from
that part to the parietal ridge (Plate XII. fig. 1

, 27'). It is only in the marsupial Carni-
vora that we find those proportions of the squamosal which characterize the Thylacoleo.
On the inner waU of the right orbit the fronto-lacrymal suture shows that the lacrymal

bone, 73, was of large size, that it formed the anterior half of that wall, and extended
upon the upper part of the skuU, forming apparently the anterior superorbital pro-
tuberance, besides extending fomard upon the facial part of the skull, as far as that part
anterior to the orbit has been preserved in the fossil. The lacrymal bone presents the
same relative dimensions and extent in the largest existing Basyurus {B. ursinus), in
which the lacrymal duct pierces, not the orbital, but the facial, plate of the lacrymal
bone, and is consequently outside the orbit.

In the Lion, the Felis spelcea (Plate XII. fig. I), and other placental Carnivora in
which the lacrymal bone is best developed, it is almost confined to the orbit, its most
forward portion forming about the middle third of the anterior margin of the orbit,
where it developes a slight protuberance; its orbital plate, moreover, does not attain
that part of the inner wall of the cavity where it is so conspicuous in the Thylacoleo and
Basyurus., but extends backward along the lower part of the inner wall to join the
orbitosphenoid. The lacrymal foramen, 73', is within the orbit.

The Thylacinus (Plate XII. fig. 2 ), which retains the marsupial proportions of the
laciymal bone, has an intraorbital perforation, besides two antorbital ones, 73' : in most
marsupials there are only the two antorbital lacrymal holes, and in the Basyuri there is

only one lacrymal foramen, which is outside and in front of the orbit
; the Thylacoleo

(Plate XI. fig. I, 73') resembles the Basyuri in its single antorbital perforation of the
lacrymal bone, and this is one of the decisive marks of its marsupiality.

The postorbital process has been fractured on both sides
; but on the left sufiicient is

preserved to show that the hind and front sides meet at a right angle, and form a ridge
at its under part.

Sufficient of the articular surface (Plate XIV. fig. I, s) for the lower jaw is preserved
on the left side of the skull of the Thylacoleo, to show that it had a greater antero-
posterior extent than in Felis speloea, and was fiatter at its fore-part, the margin there
not being so produced : the same character is shown in Basyurus ursinus. The post-
glenoid process is fractured.

I am indebted to Mr. Samuel Stutchbuet, F.L.S., for a cast of a portion of a right
ramus of a lower jaw of a large Carnivore, a fossil which he obtained at Hodgson’s Creek,
Darling Downs, during his geological survey of that district of Australia in the year 1853 .

MDCCCLIX. 2 u
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This portion (Plate XI. fig. 3; Plate XIII. figs. 4 and 6) fortunately inclnd^ the

camassial and tubercnlav teeth, and by the
“yfj^J^l^fxra^dXn-

with the answerable teeth (p m .)
m the upper jaw of ThylacoUo (Plates XI. andXlN .

fio- Tl I believe it to belong to the same species.

®The Lwer camassial tooth consists only of the ‘blade,' wMch is t^ckest antenor y

with an even trenchant edge, describing a slight concavity lengthmse,

abraded by the play of the upper tooth upon the outer side of the edge The outside

of the tooth (Plate XI fig. 3, p 4) is convex lengthwise, and also vertica y a e ore-

Sm. Hit44 .1
i.

Ltically it is convex at the base and concave above, the base bem^ s g . =

vertically The anterior margin of the tooth, which is the highest, us bounded by a

Te cT ridge. The length o? the crown is 1 inch 8 lines; the height at its fore-part

Tg hUhe thickness at the same part is 6 lines: the height -1 ‘hickn^s of the

crown dimmish toward the back part. The smaU tubercular tooth

Plate XIII. figs. 4 and 6, m i) is immediately behmd the piecedmg . i co s

^stcfly than® the one above! of an anterior principal lobe and a small post^or one

the anterior lobe is convex on both sides, subconical, with a worn

antero-posterior extent of the crown is 7 lines; the same extent ^ J
equals that of the upper sectorial, and the lower tubercular is so situated as to pla .

3^movementso/thejaw,upontheuppertubercular.
“themWrninpW

there is the socket of a rudimental one, which cannot have exceeded o hue in its lon,c,^

diameter (ib. m ,). From this socket the coronoid process begins to nse

and backward. It is broken off within half an inch of its ongin The '

fossa for the implantation of the tempoial muscle is preseived,

strength of that muscle; the anterior boundaiy of the fossa is lei . ‘

forwLs. The ramus of the jaw preserves the same depth from tlm last s

fore-part of that of the sectorial tooth. The symphysis (Plate XIII. fig 4, .s) be m,

behind, at a vertical line dropped from a little in advance of the inidd e of the secto , .

y , ;
it is of a wide oval form. To judge from the cast, but little oi the J'"'

to have been broken away fr'om the fore-part of the syniphysis. T \e upjm a ri ,

part shows the alveolus and base of a tooth (Plate XI. fig. o, c) whmh 1 as po ec ec

obliquely upward and forward. It is separated by an interspace u o lines tom e

sectorial, and would seem to be the sole tooth in advance of it. It
*

i esen-

nroduced at the upper paid of the symphysis further thau is indicated by the pie, .

cast it may have contained one or more incisors, and the broken tooth in question nia

hole Llr canine. If, however, this be really the foremost tooth ot ‘

appear to be one of a pair of lai'ge incisors, according to the marsupial type i.

by the Uaa-opodiice and PhaUnyistido!. However this may ultimate y P'Y’ "
J,/

molar seriesfn each ramus of the lower jaw is redticed to tlm
"Sliced

the two small tuberculai-s; and it would seem, therefore, in the uppei J. ,

to the single sectorial and single tubercular on each side. It is possible t . .
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may have existed in the upper jaw as much longer and larger than that below, as the

upper canine is in the extinct Machairodus. But sufficient is demonstrated in the above-

described fossils to make known the most anomalous dental system in carnivorous Mam-
maha, whether placental or marsupial.

There is an interesting resemblance between the known dentition of the lower jaw of

Thylacoleo and that of the small extinct mammal firom the Purbeck strata called Pla-

giaulax by Dr. Falconer*'; and the resemblance would be closer should the broken

tooth in the lower jaw of Thylacoleo here described prove to be the foremost one.

Certainly no other knovm mammal shows two posterior tubercular teeth so similar to

those in Plagiaulax minor, in their relative size to each other, to the trenchant tooth in

front and to the ramus of the jaw, as does the Thylacoleo.

The anterior orifice of the dentary canal (Plate XI. fig. 3, o) appears, in the cast, to

have been in the fossa, on the outside of the jaw, between the socket of the sectorial

tooth and the one anterior to it. As much of the lower border of the jaw as is preserved

is straight. Not enough of the back part of the jaw remains to indicate the form or

dh’ection of the angle. But the lower jaw of Thylacoleo must have been singularly short

in proportion to its depth and breadth, and a like extreme shortness of the muzzle or

facial part of the skull may be inferred.

With the above-described portions of the cranium of the Thylacoleo, I received from
my friend Dr. Hobson a portion of a sectorial tooth with one of the fangs. It was so

similar in the character of the crown to the great sectorial in place, that I had no doubt
about the genus to which it belonged, but only as to whether it was a smaller anterior

sectorial of the upper jaw, or the sectorial of the lower jaw. Mr. Stutchbury’s speci-

men has settled that doubt. The tooth (Plate XI. figs. 4, 5 and 6) is the hinder half,

with the hinder fang of the left sectorial of the lower jaw. The characteristic markings
and undulations or gi’ooves of the enamel, and the thickness of this substance where it

is exposed by the abrasion of the trenchant edge, are carefully shown in the figures.

In existing carnivorous mammals the ferocity of the species is in the ratio of the

‘ camassiality’ of the sectorial molar, ^. e. of the predominance of the ‘blade’ over the

‘tubercle;’ and this ratio is shown more particularly in the upper sectorial, in which, as

the tubercular part enlarges, the species becomes more of a mixed feeder, and is less

devoted to the destruction of living prey. From the size and form of the carnassials of

Thylacoleo, especially of the upper one, we may infer that it was one of the fellest and
most destructive of predatory beasts.

The metacarpal bone (Plate XIII. figs. 6, 7 and 8) is here figured, as it resembles in

its shape that of a large carnivorous animal, and may possibly belong to the Thylacoleo,

The figures preclude the necessity of verbal description. It is from a freshwater deposit

in Darling Downs, Australia.

On the occasion of a visit to London, in 1848, by the able comparative anatomist and
palaeontologist M. Paul Gervais, at the period when the supposed marsupial character

* Proceedings of the Gfeological Society, March, 1857.

2 u2
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of the Pteroim or Hyamodm of the Miocene deposits of Auvergne, Gaid, and Vaucl^se

was under discussion, I took the opportunity to point out to M GEEvaiS certam cha-

racters deducible from the ‘foramen caroticum’ and ‘foi-amen lacrymale bearing on

this question, and illustrated my conclusions by reference to the then umque caimiorous

fossil which I had a short time before received from AustraUa^
18,0 v>

The estimable author of the ‘ Zoologie et Paleontologie Fransaises, 4to, 1

enters the genus ThylacoUo in the Table of Fossil MammaUa according to then geogm-

phical arrangement*; and in his remarks on those of Austeaha (Nouvelle-HoUande), he

Lites, “Ses depMs pliocenes on pleistocenes out foumi des Grands Kangaroos,

vrand Wombat f, diverses autres especes congenferes de ceUes d’a present, les genres e

’hmrotodo'n et motUrium qui etaient aussi des Marsupiaux, mais dont ks allures el la

taille approchaient de celles de nos grands pachydermes diluviens, et le Dasyunen, p us

grand que le Lion, que M. Owen nomme Thylacoleo%r
^

1 cite this passage in testimony of the date of my determmation of the mai-supial

nature of the great carnivorous Australian fossil, and of the imposition 0 its genenc

name ;
because the portion of the lower jaw with the carnassial and tubercular teeth m

the same extinct species, which was obtained by my friend hlr- STUTCHBUET duimg

period in which he was fulfilling his valuable duties as “Geological Suineyoi 0 .

colony of Australia, is alluded to under the name Schhodm in a Report to the Colom.l

Secretary, dated “Darling Downs, 1st October, 1853.”

If this generic name had had priority of the one given by me to the same extinc

genus, it must have been suppressed, since Sclmodm had been previously applied in

1829 -to a genus of fishes, which still retains it, by Agassiz § ;
to a genus of mammals

by Mr. Wateehouse, in 1842 ;
and, slightly modified as Schzodus, to ^ °

lusks by Mr. King. Of course the two latter applications, like that by Mr. MiT

BUEY must fall into the subordinate rank of synonyms.
^

The additional fossil of the ThylaeoUo discovered by Mr. Stutchbuet is a very wel-

come one. It was not, indeed, sufficient to guide the Colonial geologist to an idea of

the order oi Mammalia to which it belonged; and Mr. Stutchbuey concludepns bnct

notice of the fossil by the remark, “ Its affinities had better be left for future discussim.

as it is probable that further search may bring to light more remains illustrative of .In.

'"sucrremlirhal,' however, been obtained by Mr. Adeney, and had been transmitted

to me eight years previously ;
and the chief conclusion as to the affinities ot the ainma

to which they belonged, had been indicated by the term Thylacoleo, i. e. Marsupial

^ ?L?tirwtohraUudea to os being “at least four times as large as ehber ot the linoivn ebslmg

species in my Memoir on the existing Species ot P;,Wo»ye, ot July 13«, Trans. Zool. Soc. lol. m.

Top. cif. vol. i. p. 192. § Solecta Genera et Species Piscium Brasiliensium, 4.0, 1829.

J Papers relatiye to Heological and Mineralogical Surveys, 1853, p. 10.
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Pouched Lion which conclusion was based on the characters and comparisons of those
fossil remains detailed in the foregoing pages.

A desire to exhaust every needful and available subject of comparison has occasioned
the long delay in communicating descriptions of the present selection of fossH remains
of Australian Mammals.

The concurrence in them of so many cranial characters found only in the Marsu-
pialia, wiU be deemed, I apprehend, demonstrative of the marsupial nature of the
Thylacoleo

,

and, amongst existing Marswpialia, the Sarco^Mlus or Basyurus ursinus—
at present the largest existing species of its genus—seems to me to have the nearest
affinities to the Thylacoleo^ although the interval be still very great between them.

Desceiption op the Plates.

PLATE XI.

Side view of the cranium and part of the upper jaw of the Thylacoleo carnifex:—nat. size.

Inside view of part of the upper jaw, showing both the sectorial and tubercular
molars of ditto.

Outside view of part of the lower jaw of the Thylacoleo cafnifex.

Inside \iew of part of the left lower carnassial tooth of the Thylacoleo carnifex.
Outside \iew of the same specimen.

Upper view of the same specimen.

PLATE XII.

Fig. 1. Side \iew of the skull of the Felis spelwa (from European Bone-cave);—half
nat. size.

Fig. 1 a. Outline of the sutures between the nasals, .5, and frontal, n, and between the
supeiior maxillary, 22, and the frontal, n, showing the backward extension of
the maxillaries, which distinguishes the Lion from the Tiger nat. size.

Fig. 2. Outline of the skull of the Thylacmus Harrisii :—nat. size.

PLATE XIII.

Fig. 1. Upper view of the cranium of the Thylacoleo carnifex:—two-thirds nat. size.

Fig. 2. Upper view of the cranium of the Basyurus [Sarcophilus) ursinus ;—nat. size.

Fig. 3. Upper view of the cranium of the Thylacmus Harrisii :—nat. size.

Fig. 4. Inside view of part of the lower jaw of the Thylacoleo carnifex :—nat. size.

Fig. 5. Upper view of the same fossil.

Fig. 6. Side view of a metacarpal of a carnivorous quadruped; from Australian pleisto-

cene.

Fig. 7 . Proximal end of the same.

Fig. 8. Distal end of the same.

Fig. 1.

Fig. 2.

Fig. 3.

Fig. 4.

Fig. 5.

Fig. 6.

* From dvXuKos, marsupium
;
Kkm’, leo.
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PLATE XIV.

Fig. 1. Base view of the mutilated fossil cranium of the Thylacoleo camifex size.

Fig. 2. Base view of the cranium of the Dasyurus {SarcopUlm) ursinm nat. size.

Fig. 3. Base view of the cranium of the TJiylacinus Harrmi nat. size.

Fig. 4. Part of the palate, with the sectorial {p 4) and tubercular (m 1) molars of the

Lion {Felis Leo) :—nat. size.

PLATE XV.

Fig. 1. Occiput of the Thylacoleo carnifex'.—nat. size.

Fig. 2. Occiput of Dasyurus (Sarcophilus) ursinus:—nat. size.

Fig. 3. Occiput of Thylacinus Harrisii:—nat. size.

Fig. 4. Occiput of Felis spelwa :—nat. size.

The letters and figures are explained in the text.
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XVII. On Colour-Blindness. By William Pole, F.R.A.S., F.G.S., Mem. Inst. C.F.,

Professor of Civil Engineering, University College, London. Communicated hj
Charles Manby, F.R.S.

Eeceived March 24,—Eead April 7, 1859*.

1. Mt object in this paper is to state my own case of Colour-Blindness, which I believe
O'! aid to show that the general phenomena

attendmg this defect of vision are more simple, uniform, and consistent than is generally
supposed. ® ^

2. Some apology is perhaps necessary for a colour-bUnd person undertaking to treat
even mdu-ectly, of the subject of colours; on which the views formed from his own expe-
nence must necessarily be very Umited. It is not, however, my intention to trespass upon
the provmce of the normal-eyed. All I wish to do is to give a statement, as explicit and
accuiate as I can, of the facts connected with the sensations of myself and others simi-
arly situated, leaving these facts to be discussed by others more competent to deal with
them.

And as far as the con-ect detennination of these facts is concerned, it seems to me
that we, the colour-blind, are really in a better position for investigating their nature
than the normal-eyed.

Such an investigation must be based entirely on a comparison of the impressions
expermnced respectively by two distinct classes of individuals. The normal-eyed person
experiences one set of sensations, the colour-blind person a set entirely different; neithercan see^ what the other sees; and each must therefore draw his ideas of the other’s
impressions solely from the description communicated to him.
Now in such case, supposing it is necessary for one of the parties so far to understand

both sets of phenomena as to describe faithfully the difference between them it is
evident that he will be most favourably situated who can procure the best testimonyrom the other side ; and this is certainly the position of the colour-blind. The greatest
difflcu ty in dealing with the subject has been hitherto, and still is, the limitedtd

perfect nature of the evidence obtainable from those labouring under the defect; and

y mall, only (as far as can at present be computed) about two or three in every

19
™ identical with a former paper by the anther, received June 7 and read June

rtb 1 df P- 1^2), which is here presented in an abridged and modiSed form

anther in the iXL Maxwki's oolonr-top, made by thj
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hundred. Of these again but a small proportion know of their defect
; still fewer have

caied to examine themselves upon it; and there are only a much smaller minority still,

who, being accessible, have qualified themselves to explain their "^iews in such a manner
as to represent them faithfully . For it is important to consider that it is by no means an
easy thing for a colour-blind person to explain his impressions to a normal-eved one in

language free from misapprehension
; and I shall hereafter have occasion to show that for

this reason eironeous inferences may often be drawn from perfectly honest testimony.

But let him be the inquirer instead of the witness, and the case is wholly reversed

;

he may collect evidence about colours in every possible shape, from the scientific investi-

gations of the philosopher to the artless remarks of the child
; he need not go far for an

answer to any question he may choose to put, however abstruse
; and as to common facts,

almost every one he meets is a competent witness from whom he may gather them.

I conceive, therefore, that the careful and patient investigation by any colour-blind

person of his own case, supposing him to embrace the opportunities open to him for

ascertaining clearly and fully the ordinary facts and impressions regarding colour in

general, is likely to lead to a more faithful representation of the phenomena, than when,
as is usually the case, the comparison is undertaken by the normal-eyed.

3. It is not necessary for me to enter into the optical theory of colour’s generally. I

only require the means of illustrating, in the simplest manner possible, the facts I have
to bring forward ; and this, I conceive, may be sufiiciently done by reference to well-

known colours in ordinary use. And as it is convenient to adhere to some definite

system of colour-nomenclature, I propose to adopt, for the pur-poses of the paper, the

popular hypothesis that there are three primary colours, red, blue, and yellow, by
combinations of which all hues in nature may be supposed to be formed.

4. The existence of a defect in the eye, which gives rise to an abnorrrral rision of

colours, is now well established. Its nature has been discirssed, aird descriptions of cases

have been published, within the last few years, by various writers ; birt it will be suffi-

cient here to refer to the latest and most complete work on the subject, rramely, that bv
Professor Wilson of Edinburgh*, who has made this defect his particular study.

5. Dr. Wilson considers colour-blindness, existing in eyes otherufise normal, as of

three kinds :

—

A. Inability to discern any colour, properly so called
;

so that black and white, ?. e.

light and shade, are the only variations of tint perceived. Cases of this total blindness

to colour are very rare.

B. Inability to discriminate the nicer shades (hues) of the more composite colours.

This is so frequent as to be apparently rather the rule than the exception
; and more

than one of our most eminent artists have expressed to me their comiction that there

are very few people who have a perfect appreciation of the nicer distinctions of colour.

It is, however, probable that this often arises rather Aom want of education of the eye,

or want of ability to describe the impressions perceived, or both combined, than from
* Eesearches on Colour-Blindness. By Geoege Wilsox, M,D., E.E.S.E. &c. Edinburgh, 1855.
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any physical defect of the visual organs. My own eyesight is very sensitive to minute

differences of tone or hue in regard to those colours which I can see.

C. The third variety is the only one with which we have now to do. It is a real phy-

sical defect in vision, of a milder character than the first kind, but much more common;
and its outward manifestation is a natural inability to distinguish between many of the

colours most marked and distinct to normal eyes. It is yet an open question what
degrees of severity may exist in this defect; but its most complete form is that called

dichromic vision, of which my own case is a very perfect example.

6. I was bom in 1814. My eyesight, in every other respect but that of colour, is

remarkably good. I am very fond of bright colours, and of scenes and pictures that

contain them.

I believe I was about eight or ten years old when the mistaking of a piece of red cloth

for a green leaf betrayed the existence of some peculiarity in my ideas of colour
;
and as

I grew older, continued errors of a similar nature led my friends to suspect that my eye-

sight was defective ; but I myself could not comprehend this, insisting that I saw colours

clearly enough, and only mistook their names.

I was articled to a cml engineer, and had to go through many years’ practice in

making drawings of the kind connected with this profession. These are frequently

coloured, and I recollect often being obliged to ask, in copying a dravfing, what colour’s

I ought to use ; but these difficulties left no permanent impression, and up to a mature
age I had no suspicion that my vision was different from that of other people. I

frequently made mistakes, and noticed many cu’cumstances in regard to colours which
temporarily perplexed mef; but I still adhered to my first opinion, that I was only at

fault in regard to the names of colours, and not as to the ideas of them ; and this opinion

was strengthened by observing that the persons who were attempting to point out my
mistakes, often disputed among themselves as to what certain hues of colour ought to

be called.

I was nearly thirty years of age, when a glaring blunder, persisted in by me in oppo-
sition to the positive evidence of others, led me seriously to suspect that my vision of

colours must be defective
; and this suspicion once admitted, it was soon confirmed and

strengthened by further observation. I cannot recollect what process of investigation I

followed, but I succeeded in determining, from my own case, the general facts now
known to characterize the defect, and made out its principal feature to be an insensi-

bihty to one of the primary colours. I subsequently became acquainted with the

* I use the word hue always to denote a distinct variety of colour. The variations in illumination or

shade which may be given to any hue by its mixture with white or black, I call tones. The light tones pro-

duced by diluting it with white are technically called “ tints the dark ones formed by darkening it with
black are called “ shades.” Thus the addition, to any pigment, of white or black will only alter its tone

;

the addition of any other colour will alter its hue,

I recollect in particular, having wondered why the beautiful rose light of sunset on the Alps, which
threw my friends into raptures, seemed all a delusion to me.

MDCCCLIX. 2 X
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accounts of similar cases, and have now the advantage of a large fund of information

collected on the subject, which enables me to analyse and express my sensations in a

much more complete way than I could have done a few years ago.

It will be convenient first to describe what I may call the syrnjjtom^s of the malady, or

the effects it produces on my judgment of colours ; and then to endeavour to trace more

accurately how these effects arise.

7. The symptoms of my colour-blindness, as manifested by the en’ors I commit in

judging of colours, are so varied and heterogeneous in character, that it would be an end-

less task to follow the usual practice of particularizing the mistakes to which they have

led me. I therefore prefer stating them in a generalized list, such as it might be sup-

posed a careful normal-eyed person would prepare, who had been examining me fully,

and had reduced the result of his observations into the most condensed form.

Symptoms of Colour-Blindness.

A. Blue and yellow are always perfectly distinguished, even in their hghtest or

darkest tones, and are never confounded with each other.

B. Only these two colours are seen in the spectrum, the blue corresponding to the

more, and the yellow to the less refrangible rays. The red space is seen as yellow.

C. Bed is often confounded with black, or more properly grey.

D. It is also confounded with orange, and (E.) mth yellow.

F. Also with green. This is the most common symptom of all.

G. Also with brown, (H.) vrith blue, and (I.) with violet.

K. Crimson and pink appear to have no relation to the idea of red derived from

vermilion or a soldier’s coat.

L. Bed is frequently identified, when of a full tone, and when the hue is scarlet, or

some other tending towards orange.

M. Green is a colour most perplexing to the patient, who cannot be said generally to

manifest any definife sensation about it at all.

N. It is not only confounded with red, but also with black, white, or grey.

O. Also with orange; (P.) with yellow; (Q.) with blue; (B.) with 'violet; and (S.)

with brown.

T. Orange is confounded with yellow.

V. Violet is confounded with black or grey, and (W.) with blue.

X. Light or dark tones of certain colours are more liable to mistake than full tones.

8. Symptoms such as these, in their apparently hopeless complexity, furnish all the

information usually obtained from a colour-blind witness under his examination by a

normal-eyed investigator. I propose, however, now to go further, and to state, in a more

definite and logical manner, what my sensations of colour really are, and how they may

be made to explain and reconcile the anomalous effects above alluded to.

In doing this it is necessary to have some standard specimens to refer to, and the most
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convenient for the purpose I have yet met with are the ‘‘ Cercles Chromatiques ” and
“ Gammes Chromatiques ” lately brought out by M. Cheveeul*.
The former consist of ten graduated colour-circles, one representing the full colours,

the rest the same colours in different darkened shades. We require only the first circle,

which is divided into seventy-two radial sectors, each coloured with a different graduated
hue. Three of these sectors, at 120° apart, contain the full primary colours, yellow,

blue, and red, and half-way between them are the three secondary compounds, green,

violet, and orange. The intermediate spaces are filled with different gradations, and the

diagram, therefore, presents a complete re-entrant circle of hues, of great variety, and
capable of identification with great exactitude.

For the representation of toned colours, M. Cheyeeul has prepared a series of what
he calls “ Gammes Chromatiques,” each consisting of twenty-two oblong divisions ranged
one over the other. One division, about the middle of the row, contains a certain full

colour, which is toned upwards in various shades to black, and downwards in various

tints to white. The Gamme thus represents twenty different tones of the given colour,

from the lightest tint to the darkest shade.

I shall also have occasion to refer to Mr. Maxwell’s method of representing colour-

sensations in a mathematical form, by the aid of his ingenious “ Colour-Top,” described

in the Transactions of the Foyal Society of Edinburgh, vol. xxi. art. xviii.

9. I have already stated that my vision is perfectly dichromic) i. e. while that of
normal-eyed persons is compounded of three primary colour-sensations, mine is formed
of only two.

This is the usual theoretical manner of defining the defect
; but in a practical point of

view it may be desirable somewhat to modify the definition. The more important
colour-compounds may be practically considered as giving distinct impressions, and on
this principle we may say, that while normal-eyed persons have seven colour-ideas (red,

blue, yellow, green, orange, violet, and white), the dichromically colour-blind have
only three, namely, two primary colours, and the secondary one produced by their

combination.

The first mention of the dichromic explanation of colour-blindness is in a letter from
Sir JoHx Heeschel to Dr. Dalton, which, though dated 2nd of May, 1833, was only
published in Heney’s ‘ Life of Dalton ’ in 1854. I have little more to do than to show
the application, to my own case, of the theory there so simply and admirably laid down,
and which I believe has never yet been followed out so completely as is necessary to

explain the varying phenomena observed.

10. The first and most positive fact I am cognizant of is, that there are two distinct

colours which 1 really do see, and which I can at once identify with those called, by the
normal-eyed, blue and yellow. The pigments ultramarine and chrome-yellow, or the
parts of the solar spectrum near the lines D and F of Feaunhopee, excite the colour-

* Paris, chez Digeon, Eue Galande, No. 65, 1855. M. Cheyeeul guarantees the perfectly similar repro-
duction of the colours in all copies.

2x2
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sensations I am capable of, most fully and completely, and form with each other the

strongest contrast it is possible for me to conceive.

I can, of course, never know whether my abstract sensations of these colours are the

same as those of the normal-eyed; but this is of no moment, for we can only judge of

our ideas by their manifestation ; and if I find that I can understand and agree in all

that is said of blue and yellow by the world in general, and that they can also under-

stand and agree in all that my impressions lead me to say about blue and yellow, I have

a sufficient proof that I see these colours as others do. This experience is general among

the colour-blind, who one and all identify blue and yellow as the colours about which

they are most certain, and which they never run the slightest risk of confounding with

each other.

11. The fact next in importance is, that my ideas of the thhd primary colour', red, do

not agree with those of the normal-eyed.

The term red is so indefinite, in ordinary language, that 1 have had much trouble to

find out by an example, what is usually considered the pure colour, free from yellorv

on the one hand, or blue on the other. Many well-educated persons differ much on

this point, and I have myself often detected considerable variation between examples

of red which normal-eyed people have declared to correspond. I beheve, however, that

the pigment carmine is usually understood to be the best artificial representation that

can be had of the true unmixed colour.

Now this red is by no means invisible to me
;

it conveys a very marked sensation of

colour, by which I am perfectly able to identify, in a great number of instances, bodies

of this hue. If therefore my testimony ended here, there would be no reason for

inferring that I am blind to red, or have much defect in my -sision regai’ding it. But

when I examine more closely what I do really see in the cases referred to, I am obhged

to come to the conclusion that the sensation I perceive is not one that I can identify

separately, but is simply a modification of one of my other sensations, namely yelloiv.

It is in fact yellow shaded with black or grey—a dark yellow.

This I can prove to myself in several ways. First, I find that among the various tones

in the gamme of yellow, there is one, namely that numbered 16, which perfectly matches,

to my eye, the “ rouge” in the circle. Secondly, I can make very nearly this appearance

of red to my eye, by mixing 1 part by measure of lampblack with 5 or 6 ^ of chrome-

yellow powder, so as to darken it to the required tone. And thirdly, I can produce, on

Mr. Maxwell’s colour-top, a tolerable match to the carmine card, by a combination of

about 90 parts black with 10 parts chrome.

12. It may be safely stated, therefore, that what is ordinarily called red, is distinctly

visible to my colour-blind eye, not as an individual colour, but as a shade of yellow.

'* These quantities are only given approximately to illustrate the fact
;
they are very difficult to get accu-

rately. The proportions hy mixing powders are very different to those required by rotation to produce the

same hue
;
and even when this has been tolerably arrived at, the quality of the pigments has much influence

on the appearance of the match.
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Now if I follow the Chevreul circle, starting from red, and going round, in the direction

of a watch-hand, towards blue, in every division which I pass, the sensation of yellow

becomes fainter and fainter, and at the same time the darkening shade becomes more

and more powerful, until very soon the yellow disappears altogether, and nothing but a

dark grey or perfectly colourless hue remains. This point is still within the limit of

what may be called red

;

and thus I arrive at the fact that there is a hue of red which,

to me, is, as a colour, absolutely invisible. It is a well-defined crimson, not much
differing from crimson-lake

; and its place on the circle is very near the division called

“ red-violet,” probably the one marked 5 immediately beyond it ; and it is perfectly

matched to my eye by the division 17 on the gamme of neutral grey. I can also imitate

it by mixing about 3^ or 4 parts of carmine powder with 1 of ultramarine
;
or on the

colom'-top, 86 parts of carmine combined with 14 of ultramarine will about match a

grey compound of 7 white and 93 black.

This, to me, neutral hue of red is not contained in the spectrum, but lies among the

hues which are wanting to connect the red and violet ends together, and make the image

re-entrant. The red end conveys to me a decided sensation of yellow, and the violet end

a decided sensation of blue.

13. I can now easily fill up my description of that portion of the circular diagram

lying between red-violet and yellow. The appearance to my eye of the whole of this,

simply corresponds with that of the upper part of the yellow gamme, i. e. it presents a

series of successive shades of yellow, commencing with the full colour, and gradually

darkening down, by the abstraction of yellow and the addition of black, till it arrives at

the colomdess limit before described. Thus, “ yellow-orange ” appears yellow slightly

darkened; “red-orange” or scarlet, still more; carmine-red, again more; and red-violet

or crimson is all darkness with no yellow at all. The gradations of hue visible to the

normal eye, are to my vision represented by gradations of shade only, the element of red

acting, not as a chromatic agent, but simply as a darkening power*.

14. The appearance to me of the violet division of the diagram, or the part lying

between blue and red-violet, is perfectly analogous to that of the part just described.

The blue I see perfectly, but the various tints of violet are to me only darkened blue

;

for example, the “ violet ” division of the Chevreul circle perfectly corresponds with

No. 18 of the blue gamme, which is simply blue-f-black; and I can make by mixtures

of powders, or by rotation of the coloured disks, combinations of blue and black which
shall exactly match others of blue and red. And this of course may be expected to be

so ;
for since I have described the effect of pigmental red as only that of a darkening

* This expression must of course be only understood as regards the effect obtained in the pigments

;

what the intensity of direct light, of my red neutral hue, would be, I cannot say. It is probable that in

regard to the degree of illumination generally, my sensations are normal. To an ordinary observer a crim-

son pigment conveys much less light than a yellow one
;
I appreciate the loss of light, but fail to see the

accompanying effect of colour
;
hence what may be to him redness and darkness combined, is to me dark-

ness only.
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agent, its action, when added to blue, will not be to alter the hue, but only the shade.

Thus, in the diagram, beginning from the vi\id blue and going towards the red, I see

the blue gradually diminish, and the shade gradually increase, till it meets the red-violet,

as before, at which point all colour is gone.

15. I have now gone over two-thfrds of the colour-circle, namely, from yellow round

through red to blue ; the remaining third comprising the hues which to the normal-

eyed are known as green. The appearances this division presents to the colour-blind

eye are very simple.

Starting from the vivid blue, and passing round in the direction of a watch-hand, I

find the sensation of colour gradually diminish, and an impression of darkness gradually

increase, until, at about the second or third division beyond “ bleu vert,” the blue has

entirely disappeared, and nothing is left but a neutral grey, w'hich matches, to me,

No. 18 on the grey gamme. Beyond this the illumination begins to increase again, and

at the same time a sensation of yellow begins to enter ; the light and the colour both

gradually heightening as I advance, until at the division “ jaune” the darkening influence

has entirely disappeared, and the full normal yellow hue is obtained.

Thus the appearance, to me, of the green division of the diagram coiTesponds exactly

with that of the red or opposite one. First, I find one particular hue (full green to the

normal-eyed), which to me is entirely neutral and colourless, and 'sisible only as a dark

grey ;
secondly, all the greens on the blue side of this neutral are represented to me by

shades of blue, and can be matched to my eye by blue gjlus black ; and thirdly, all the

greens on the yellow side are simply shades of yellow, and can be perfectly imitated by

darkening this colour. I am, in fact, as totally blind to green as to red ; an element of

the malady which, I think, has not hitherto received the attention it deserves.

16. But here a curious question arises, whether these two kinds of blindness have any

connexion with each other 1 We have seen that insensibility to red induces also a want

of perception of its compounds, orange and violet ;
but can this in any way affect the

vision of green, a colour into which red can scarcely be supposed to enter %

It is difficult to answer the question without assuming something in regard to the

nature of the colour green. If, according to the popular theory, it be supposed to be a

combination of blue and yellow, our white, which must, as Sir John Herschel has

observed in his letter to Dalton, be produced by the equilibrium of the two coloui’s we

see, is not in reality white at all, but green\ Now green is only a colour to the normal-

eyed, inasmuch as it is contrasted with their white light
;
but since we know no such

contrast, we have no perception of green as a distinct colour, and our green, white, and

grey become synonymous terms.

It is certainly rather a startling thought that, if this explanation be true, a portion of

mankind exist all their lives in an atmosphere of green without knowing it
; that their

sunlight is green, their snow green, their grey green ;
everything in short about them

green which is not blue or yellow ; and the invisibihty of white is no doubt a harder

lesson to be learned than that of red. But this is no argument against the fact ; we are
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in no more anomalous position than any man would be if shut up from his birth in a

room with green windows ; he could form of himself no idea that the light outside his

prison was of a ditferent hue from that within ; he would call it white if he heard others

do so ; and if it were as practicable to open our eyes as it would be his to the true aspect

of nature, no doubt we should be quite as much astonished as he could be, at what had

remained so long unseen.

17. If, however, we ought to consider, according to a doctrine now strongly supported,

that blue and yellow combined properly make white, and that green is an independent

colour, we can only accept the fact as it stands, that the colour-blind must be insensible

to two primary or independent colour-sensations, red and green, instead of to one only,

as has been generally supposed.

But since it is very difficult for me to conceive that my two colours, blue and yellow,

are not also independent sensations, the idea would seem to suggest itself of a tetra-

chromatism in the formation of the normal colour-scale ; or at least that four standard

colours must be selected in order to enable us to describe all other colours as mixtures

of them. This question, however, it is out of my province to discuss further.

18. To recapitulate, in a brief form, the appearance to my eyes of Cheveeul’s colour-

circle, I may describe it as having one point full yellow, another full blue, two points

colourless grey, and all the rest simply different tones of blue or yellow. The

following diagiums will explain this even to those who have not the colour-circle itself

to refer to. (See next page.)

And thus I come back to the statement, that I have only three sensations of colour,

namely, yellow, blue, and that produced by their combination.

19. It may be serviceable to those who may wish to compare my case with others, to

state still more definitely my perceptions of colour according to the mathematical system

of Mr. Maxwell, before alluded to.

Proceeding on the principle that all my colour-sensations are compounded of two

elements, blue and yellow, I take cards coloured with the most perfect examples of these

I can find, namely, ultramarine and “ pale or lemon chrome*,” and form with them one

of the circles of the colour-top, while in the other cu’cle I place the colour to be

matched. I find in this way I can match every colour on the set of cards, by simply

vaiying the proportions of blue and yellow
; only, since the intensity of the blue and

yellow combination is generally different from that of the matched colour, white or

black must be used in addition, to make the resemblance perfect. The colour-circle I

suppose to be dmded into 100 parts.

The neutral combination of blue and yellow is, to my vision, as follows :

—

(I.) 38i Y. + 61i Ult. = 64 Black + 36 White.

The combinations for other colours are

—

* These experiments were tried in December 1858, with a colour-top and cards prepared by Mr. Betson,

Optician, Edinburgh.
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Yellow side of the Neutral.

(II.) 62 Y.+ 38 Ult. = 78

(III.) 51 Y.+ 49 Ult. = 88

(IV.) 481 Y.+ Ult. = 70

(V.) 421 Y.+ 571 Ult. = 66

(VI.) 421 Y.+ 571 Ult. = 681

Orange chrome + 22 White.

Emerald green +12 Wh.
Vermilion +30 Wh.
Carmine + 34 Wh.
Brunswick gr. + 31^ Wh.
(yellow shade)

333

JBlue side of the Neutral.

(VII.) 20 Y. + 80 TJlt. = 65 Blue verditer + 35 Black.

Now as all colours on the yellow side of the neutral are to me only shades of yellow,

it follows that they may all be matched more directly by yellow only, darkened with

black or grey as the match of intensity may require. The following are the equations

thus produced :

—

(VIII.) 50 Y. + 50 Blk. = 100 Orange chrome.

(IX.) 23 Y. + 58 Blk. + 19 Wh. = 100 Emerald green.

(X.) 231 Y. + 761 Blk. = 100 Vermilion.

(XI.) 10 Y. + 90 Blk. = 99 Carmine + 1 White.

(XII.) 9^ Y. + 87^ Blk. + 3 Wh. = 100 Brunswick green.

And similarly for the blue ;

—

(XIII.) 70 mt. + 30 Wh. = 100 Blue verditer.

All the yellow colours may be neutralized by adding blue, and the blue ones by

adding yellow. The following are the equations :

—

(XIV.) 73 Emerald gr. + 27 Ult. = 701 Black + 291 White.

(XV.) 73 Vermilion + 27 Ult. = 831 Blk. + 161 Wh.
(XVI.) 86 Carmine + 14 Ult. = 93 Blk. + 7 Wh.
(XVII.) 87 Brunswick gr. + 13 Ult. = 90 Blk. + 10 Wh.
(XVIII.) 68 Blue verditer + 32 Yellow = 51 Blk. + 49 Wh.

The following are some equations of red and green matched with each other :

—

(XIX.) 84 Vermilion + 16 White — 85 Emerald gr. + 15 Blk.

(XX.) 75 Carmine + 10 Y. + 15 Wh. = 76 Emerald gr. + 24 Blk.

(XXI.) 96 Carmine + 4 White = 100 Brunsw. gr. (nearly).

The different classes of equations above given may be compared theoretically with eacli

other. An example will best show how this is done.

Take equation (III.) for emerald green, and add to both sides as much yellow as

will neutralize the 49 parts of ultramarine, which, from equation (I.), is found = about

31 parts. Then

51 Y. + 49 Ult. + 31 Y. = 88 Em. gr. + 12 Wh. + 31 Y.

2 YMDCCCLIX.
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But by equation (I.),

49 Ult. + 31 Y. = 51 Blk. + 29 A\Ti.

;

20 Y. + 51 Blk. + 17 Wh. = 88 Em. gr. ;

or, which is the same thing,

23 Y. + 58 Blk. + 19 Wh. = 100 Em. gr.,

which is equation (IX.).

I have in this way tested the whole of the equations both by theory and observation,

and the correspondence of the two is very satisfactory.

20. I may now point out how easily and perfectly the simple fact of dichi-omic

vision may be made to explain all the phenomena, or as I have called them symptoms,

collected in art. 7, and which appear, when considered alone, so anomalous and con-

tradictory.

A. See art. 10.

B. The explanation of the appearance of the spectrum is precisely analogous to that

of the colour-circle. The division between the yellow and blue colours I believe to be

about half-way between the lines b and F of Feaunhofee.

C, N. The neutral hues of red and green appear grey.

D, E, F, G, O, P, S, T. Since certain hues of both red and green, as weU as aU kinds

of orange and brown, appear shades of yellow, these five colours are confounded with

each other. Eed and green are the two most common colour’s in nature, and as the

hues of both most frequently met with, lie on the yellow side of the neutral, the

mistaking of red and green is such a universal symptom of colour-blindness as to consti-

tute the “ shibboleth” of the disorder. Bright grass-green and scarlet may be taken as

perhaps the most common representatives of the two colours, and these, to me at least,

present almost the same identical shade of yellow.

H. The red which is confounded 'with blue is always crimson, or its light tint pink,

never any of the scarlet or orange varieties ; and it is obvious that any of the red hues

on the blue side of the neutral will be seen by the colour-blind only as blue. "W ith

regard to pinks, it would appear that diluted or thinly applied crimson dyes give

generally a bluer impression than the full colours. For example, taking the gamine

of red-violet, and comparing it with that of grey, I find that No. 8 of the former ufiU

perfectly match No. 10 of the latter, i. e. No. 8 of the crimson scale is to me neutral

and colourless. But all above 8, i. e. all the fuller tones, decidedly incline to yellow,

and all below, i. e. all lighter tints, as decidedly to blue ; so that, seemg Nos. 2 or 3 alone,

I should have no hesitation in calling them blue, though of a very dull and imperfect

kind. And it must be observed that the blue for which the colour-blind mistake crimson

and pink, is always described by them as dirty and faded ;
never so decided as to stand

comparison with the pure colour, even diluted. I am told that the circumstance of

certain coloured substances appearing to change in hue when reduced in thickness or

diluted, is one familiar to the normal-eyed.
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J. Violet being to us only dark dull blue, its confusion with crimson, and that of its

tint hlac with pink, come under the explanation above given.

K. The remark, first made by Dalton, that crimson and pink appear to have no

relation to the idea of red derived from vermilion or a soldier’s coat, must now be per-

fectly intelligible. Crimson appears dark grey, pink dirty blue, but scarlet is a very

decided yellow, and these are therefore as unrelated to each other as the yellow to grey

of normal eyes.

L. All scarlet hues of red are very distinctly visible as dark yellow.

M. The hopeless perplexity into which the colour-bhnd are thrown in regard to

green may be easily inferred from art. 15. It is to them what white or grey is to the

normal-eyed, i. e. it represents no colour at all. The only cases therefore where it

becomes visible as a colour, are those where it has a preponderance of yellow or blue in

its composition.

Q, R, W. All violets, and all greens on the blue side of the neutral, appear dark blue.

V. If the red element in violet is much stronger than the blue, the latter may be

overlooked, and the hue will then appear colourless or grey.

X. This only applies to compound hues, in which the blue or yellow element (which

alone gives the appearance of colour to our eyes) is often present in quantities so small

as scarcely to bear toning without becoming imperceptible. With the simple colours

blue and yellow, I believe our vision is quite as acute as that of the normal-eyed, even

for the faintest or the darkest tones.

21. Having now described my own case, the question arises how far this conforms

with other instances of colour-blindness, and to what extent it may be considered as a

type of the defect in general.

It will be impossible for any one to examine the various cases on record without

noticing many points of strong resemblance to the characteristics of my own vision, as

enumerated in art. 7 ; but I am not aware that, till now, the whole of these varied and
apparently incongruous symptoms have ever been represented as combining in one
person. Each individual has contributed his portion to the list, by telling the story of

his own experience
; but I scarcely suppose it has been conceived possible that any case

should exist which would comprehend them all together, or that phenomena so difiierent

could be brought under any simple law. Hence an opinion has prevailed that there are

many varieties of colour-bhndness, differing much in character as well as in severity,

each being denoted by its own peculiar symptoms, and each therefore requiring special

classification.

Professor Elie Waetmann of Lausanne, in a paper on Colour-Blindness, translated in

Tayloe s Scientific Memoirs for 1846, after enumerating several different classifications

of the disease given by different continental authorities, appears himself to be of the

opinion that there are as many varieties of the defect as of individuals who are affected

with it, so that, as he expresses it, no classification is possible.

Dr. Wilson does not go to this length, but he appears to consider his cases as varying

2 Y 2
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much in severity, and inclines strongly to the opinion that the number of instances

where the vision is perfectly dichromic, i. e. where the true sensation of red is altogether

imperceptible, are very few.

It is with diffidence I would dissent from the opinion of such an authority ; but as

this is a point confessedly obscure, I do not hesitate to record my own impression that

the cases of perfect dichromatism are much more common than Dr. "Wilsox supposes,

and that, in fact, the majority of cases where well-defined symptoms occur, may be, and

probably are, purely dichromic.

22. The opinion in favour of the varied character of the disorder is doubtless suggested

by the nature of the testimony ;
for on examining it closely we discover differences in

the descriptions which would seem to indicate considerable variety between the sensa-

tions of different parties. But granting, without hesitation, that each individual may

have faithfully described what he thinks he sees, there are some considerations which

must ever render it necessary to use great caution in interpreting the testimony of the

colour-blind, and which, if not allowed for, may lead to the deduction of very erroneous

inferences from what they say.

23. In the first place they must be very liable to associate, almost indissolubly, the

true normal name of a colour with the sensation it conveys to their minds, whatever that

se)isation may he ; and they may therefore easily be led to speak of that colour' as if they

saw it like other people, although the sensation they refer to may be really of quite a

different nature to that which the name implies. A colour-blind person will be espe-

cially loth to believe that certain colours, which he hears about and talks about every

hour of the day, can be invisible to him. Objects of these hues will probably present

to his mind some ideas of colour (though not the true ones), and he may naturally

imagine therefore that he does see them, and may give his description accordingly.

And this source of error is very much enhanced by the fact that it is not an easy

matter always to refer different tones of any one colour to the same colour-sensation
; so

that a modification of tone, if considerable, may be easily supposed to be a different

colour. The sensations excited by the higher, the middle, and the lower dhisions of

any one of the “ gammes chromatiques” are so different from each other, that it requires

no small degree of reflection and judgment to be able to identify the difference as due

to black or white only, independent of any other colouring agent.

I believe this difficulty is also felt by the normal-eyed, and the popular nomencla-

ture of colours furnishes illustrations of the fact, different tones of the same colour

having often different names, and being treated as separate colours. Pink and crimson,

lilac and violet, are well-acknowledged examples of this ; and a dark shade of orange is

called brown, which generally passes for a separate colour. Persons not well versed in

the principles of colour, are often reluctant to admit that these variations of tone are

really the same hue. Hence we may easily see what a great probability there is that

the colour-blind may acquire the habit of attaching the names of different colours to

what are in reality only varieties of the same sensation ; and as this habit dates from
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their infancy, and is encouraged by their every-day communication v^^ith the world, it is

much more difficult to get rid of than might be supposed. The sufferer may find him-

self continually blundering, but he must go through a very rigid self-examination before

he can trace this to the fact that some of the principal ideas he has all his life held upon

colour are mere delusions.

Taking red as an example ; it is in the highest degree natural that persons who are

continually seeing this colour under the appearance of dark yellow, should imagine that

the latter sensation (which is certainly very distinct from that of full yellow) is what

corresponds to the term red, and the notion that they cannot really see red at all is one

they may have the greatest difficulty in comprehending. Hence the very general asser-

tion by the colour-hlind that they do see red, an assertion which I think has been far

more readily accepted than it ought to be *.

My own experience is very decided on this point. It is only after long and careful

investigation I have come to the conclusion that my sensations of colour are limited to

blue and yellow. But before I found this out, that is, for nearly thirty years of my life,

I firmly believed that what I now know to be only differences in tone of one or other of

these, were different colours, and hence I was in the habit of talking of red, crimson,

scarlet, green, brown, purple, pink, orange, &c., not of course with the confidence

of the normal-eyed, but still with a full belief that I saw them. If therefore at that

time any scientific man had examined me, I should have given him a description of my
case which I now, after more careful study, know would have been entirely wrong. I

should have told him, among other incorrect statements, that I saw red objects of a

full tone, such as vermilion, soldiers’ coats, &c., perfectly well; and I could, if necessary,

have supported my assertion by naming correctly a great variety of bodies having

this colour, which indeed I am in the habit of doing every day. It would have been

inferred, with great appearance of truth, that I was really impressible with the red

sensation
; but I now see what an erroneous inference this would have been.

24. Another source of confusion in interpreting the descriptions of the colour-blind,

is the want of due appreciation of the different sensations that may be produced on

their minds by modified hues of the same general colour. The normal-eyed person con-

siders green, for example, as always green, whether it be yellow-green, neutral green, or

blue-green
; whatever the particular “ shade of green,” as it is called, it still has in his

eye the distinguishing character of greenness, which cannot he hidden or disguised by

any predominance of blue or yellow it may contain. But with the colour-blind this

identifying characteristic of greenness is wanting; and hence several patients, speak-

ing of green, may, hy each having reference in his own mind to some different hue

of the colour, describe it in the most contradictory terms. One may say, with perfect

sincerity, that green appears to him like red, another that it looks yellow, a third blue,

* Red is a more common colour than dark yellow, and hence the preference, by the colour-blind, of the

former name for the common sensation. A great variety of bodies are known to be red by habit and asso-

ciation, and are for this reason often named correctly.
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a fourth black, a fifth orange, a sixth violet ;—fi’om which the normal-eyed examiner,
impressed with the unity of greenness, may naturally infer that each person is suflfeiing

under a ditferent species of the disorder
; while by proper interpretation these anomalous

descriptions would only convey the expression of one consistent truth, and one perfectly
uniform defect of vision.

25. Guided by these considerations, as arising out of my o'v\ti experience, I have care-
fully examined all the published cases accessible to me, and I generally find that I can
understand and enter fully into the feelings of the witnesses

; can put myself in their
places, and see, as it were, with their eyes ; and, recollecting what my ideas of my own
sensations once were, I feel I can adopt by far the greater part of the testimony as
my own. The explanation of my case comprehends and accounts for, with trifling

exceptions, the whole varied range of symptoms described by others ; and I think there
are fair grounds for believing that the few discrepancies that exist are but apparent,
and admit of being satisfactorily explained away, on the grounds above alluded to. It
appears to me, therefore, a reasonable inference, that the great majority of cases of
colour-blindness hitherto described, correspond in general nature with my own.

26. And I think there must be great difficulty in finding any hypothesis, except that
of perfect dichromic vision, which will satisfactorily account for the facts observed.
Take for instance the most common symptom, the confounding of red and green. If it

be assumed that either of the colours presents its proper sensation to the coloirr--bhnd. it

is difficult to avoid the inference that this colour ought always to be recognized
; but

this is not so, red and green being generally both mistaken.

It has been sometimes thought that red may be visible only in a partial degree
; but I

can scarcely conceive what a partial vision of red can mean, or what mistakes of coloru-
it ought to give rise to ; for it would be only a perversion of language to say that red is

partially visible when it appears yellow, green, or grey. Ifred is really the most positive
and individual of all colours, as it is usually described, one would think that any percep-
tion of its true sensation should lead to a much more perfect and consistent identifica-
tion of it than is generally found in the colour-blind. I am not only sui-e of my o\^-n

insensibility to red, but I cannot see, in the testimony of other colour-blind persons, any
satisfactory evidence that the true sensation of the noloui- is really perceptible to them.

It has also been imagined that though full colours may be properly discriminated,
they may lose their individuality in their light or dark tones

; but I cannot see any
proof of this supposition, or that, if admitted, it would aflbrd any sufficient explanation
of the phenomena.

It would be desirable to direct further inquhies to this part of the subject, in order
to discover whether the apparent varieties in the cases are merely due to the nature of
the testimony, or whether they really indicate true variations in the character of the
vision. If the latter, it would surely not be difficult to reduce them to some kind of
consistent classification, and to determine, with more precision than hitherto, what are
the real chromatic perceptions causing the diflerent classes of symptoms observed.
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POSTSCEIPT.

Since the foregoing paper was written, I have had the opportunity of examinmg three

colour-blind persons, and have found that the vision of each is perfectly dichromic,

corresponding precisely in general character with my own. But the remarkable feature

has presented itself, that the coefficients of the colour-top equations vary considerably in

the different cases. Thus, for example, although my equation XV. will always hold in

its general form,

m Vermilion Ult.=j) Black White,

yet the values of m, w,^, and g will vary for different individuals.

I have also found reason to suspect that the values of the coefficients may varv to

some extent, even in the same individual, at different times.

I hope to investigate both these points more fully.

October 1859.
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XVIII. On the Ova and Pseudova of Insects.

By John Lubbock, Esq.^ F.B.S., F.L.S., F.G.8.

Eeceiyed November 10,—Eead December 9, 1858.

If, in his celebrated work on “ Alternations of Generations,” Professor Steenstrup has

not succeeded in explaining the phenomena of asexual reproduction, he has at least the

great merit of having brought together many interesting observations, the relations of

which had remained unrecognized up to his time. The value of his suggestions is well

shown by the number of memoirs which in the last few years have appeared on this

subject, and by their having produced a discussion in which almost every naturalist has

taken some part. It is, however, perhaps not going too far to say that as yet no

satisfactory explanation of the phenomena has been suggested, and that we are now

just as far from knowing as we were twenty years ago, what are the different conditions

under which some eggs remain undeveloped unless they are brought under the influence

of the spermatozoa, while others contain within themselves the power of producing

young without the necessity of any external stimulus. Still, though we have been

unable to obtain any insight into the philosophy of the subject, we have in this period

collected together a great mass of facts which will perhaps ere long lead us to some

satisfactory conclusion.

In a paper “On the Double Method of Eeproduction in I)aq)hnia*” I lately

endeavoured to show that eggs and buds are in fact identical, that they are the two

extremes of a long series, and that therefore every intermediate gradation between them

will probably exist or has existed in nature. I however suggested that it would pro-

bably “ be convenient to apply some distinguishing name to those eggs which do not

require impregnation as a necessary antecedent to development,” and Professor Huxley

has since proposed to call them Pseudovaf.

This name seems to me very appropriate, and I intend therefore to adopt it, merely

repeating that we cannot, in my opinion, draw any definite line between eggs on the

one hand and pseudova on the other, and that in the Bee and many Lepidoptera the

same body is capable of becoming either the one or the other.

In the above-mentioned memoir, I described at length the development of the agamic

eggs, or pseudova, of Baphnia, in order to show that it is essentially the same as that of the

ordinary eggs of a Crustacean. Professor Huxley, however, has since presented to the

Linnean Society an excellent work on the ova and pseudova of Aphis, and shown that in

this genus at least there are important differences between the ovarian development of the

ova, and that of the so-called internal buds or pseudova ; and he suggested to me that it

* Philosophical Transactions, 1857. f Linnean Transactions, vol. xxii. p. HI.
MDCCCLIX. 2 Z
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would be desirable to examine the formation of the ova in Coccus hesperidum^ an insect

which, according to Dr. Letdig*, offers in this respect several veryremarkable peculiarities.

This investigation was completed, the drawings were all made, and the results written

out almost exactly in their present form, by the beginning of June last, but I delayed

the publication of them, in order to present at the same time some observations on the

pseudova of Cynips and on the ovarian ova of the Insecta generally.

In the mean time Professor Leuckaet published a paper on the same subject in

Moleschott’s ‘ Untersuchungen zur Naturlehre des Menschen und der Thiere ’ for

1858f, in which he anticipated the greater part of what I had to say about Coccus. It

was, however, very satisfactory to me to find my observations confii’med by so eminent

a naturalist, and the more so as in a great many points the descriptions and conclusions

of Dr. Leydig seemed to me to be inaccurate. Although, therefore, most of the follow-

ing description of the development of the pseudova of Coccus agrees with what has

been published by Professor Leuckaet, yet when two such eminent anatomists came to

very different conclusions, it seemed to me that the results obtained by a third observer

were worthy of publication.

It is well known that in Aphis the self-fertile individuals are viviparous, and the

differences which have been pointed out by Professor Huxley, and more recently by

Professor Leuckaet {1. c.), between the development of the ovarian product in the

oviparous and viviparous forms, depend perhaps more on the difierent nature of the

body that is to be produced than on the presence or absence of impregnation. According

to Professors Huxley and Leuckaet, the vitelligenous cells are very distinct in the

oviparous Aphis, while they are not developed or are inconspicuous in the viviparous

form. The latter is, 1 believe, the true state of the case ; it is admitted that there are in

the upper chamber of the egg-tube in the viviparous form, certain round cells, originally

identical with the one which has developed itself into the germinal vesicle, and I con-

sider these to represent the vitelligenous cells.

In Coccus also we have one species, C. persicce, Avhich is truly oviparous, and in which

the eggs when laid do not contain an embryo, while in Lecanium hespendum the pseudova

are rapidly developed in the ovary, and when laid contain a fully-formed larva, which

emerges from the egg-shell in a few hours. This latter species is therefore very nearly

viviparous. Now it is remarkable, that whereas in the oviparous C. persicce the vitel-

ligenous cells (Plate XVIII. figs. 11 & 12) are very conspicuous, in C. hespendum they are

often with difficulty perceptible. Acetic acid generally renders their walls visible ; but

if an ovary is examined in syrup, the majority of the egg-tubes show hardly a trace of

the vitelligenous cells. In order, however, to compare the formation of the pseudova in

Coccus and Cynips with that of the ova in insects generally, it is necessary to give an

account of the latter, because up to the present time veiy little has been written on the

subject, and that little is almost unknown in this country. Thanks, indeed, to the

* ArcHv fiir Wissen. Zool. Bd. v. p. 1.

t Zur Kenntnisa des G-enerationswecbsels und der Partbenogenesia bei den Insekten.
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indefatigable labours of M. Leon Dufoue and others, we are tolerably well acquainted

with the external form of insect-ovaries, but very few writers have paid any attention to

the histology and internal structure of these organs. In this country, indeed. Dr. Allen

Thomson* is almost the only one who has written on this matter, and he was so limited

in time and space, that he was unable to enter at length into this portion of his subject.

I propose, therefore, first, to give an account of the process of egg-formation through-

out the Insecta, and then to describe the pseudova of Coccus, Cynips, and Solenohia, in

order to show that, as far as we are yet acquainted with these secrets of nature, the two

processes are perfectly identical.

In all female insects there are two ovaries, each generally consisting of several egg-

tubes opening into a common chamber, called the uterus. At its posterior end the uterus

contracts into the oviduct. The two oviducts converge to the middle line of the body,

where they unite to form the egg-canal, to which various appendages are usually

attached. The upper or anterior end of each of the egg-tubes is kept in its place by a

connecting filament, which is generally attached to the dorsal vessel, either separately

or after having united with the other filaments belonging to the same ovary.

The egg originates and generally attains its full size in the egg-tubes, which differ very

much in different groups of insects. In all the large orders, except perhaps the Lepi-

doptera and Heteroptera, we find some species in which they are very few, and others

in which they are very numerous, as, for instance, among Coleoptera, in Lytta vesicato-

naf; among Orthoptera, in Acheta domestica

;

among Neuroptera, in Libellula; among
Diptera, in the TipulidcB and Culicidce

; among Homoptera, in Coccus ; and among Hyme-
noptera, in Apis mellijica, which has about 170$.

On the other hand there are, among the Coleoptera, in Lixus^ and Anthonomus^, only

two, in Hypophloeus^ and Lathridius porcatus
||
only three

; among Orthoptera, in which,

on the whole, they are most numerous, a small species of Locusta had only six ; among
Neuroptera, Psocus has only five; among Diptera, Melophagus has only two^; among
Homoptera, Schizoneura corni** and ApMspcidi** have respectively only two and three

;

and among Hymenoptera, in Chelonus only two ; and even in Apis mellijica the workers
have only from two to twelve, the general number being five or sixf'f’.

A very remarkable instance of this difference occurs in the Forjiculidm, in which family
F. auricularia possesses a large number of very short egg-tubes, whilst Labidura gigantea
has only five, which however are much longer $$.

According to Buemeistee§§, the ovaries in Fphemera and Stratiomys are simple bags

* Todd’s Encyclopaedia, Article ‘ Ovum.’

•f Lacobdaiee, Introduction to Entomology, vol. ii. p. 333.

X Letjckaet, 1 . c. p. 421. § Eeey and Leucexet, Lehrbucli zur Zootomie.

II
Stein, Der weiblichen Gescblectsorgane der Kafer, p. 27.

^ Leuckabt, Zur Entwickelung der Pupiparen, p. 8.

** Letjckaet, 1. c. p. 336. -|-j- Letjckaet, Zur Kenntniss, p. 421.
See Leon Dtjeoue, Ann. des Sc. Nat. 1828.

§§ Manual of Entomology, translated by Shtjckaed, p. 184

2 z 2
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in which the germs of the eggs are contained. This form of ovary, if it did really exist,

would be a type entirely aberrant from that of the Insecta generally. Buemeistee,

however, adds, that “ egg is linked to egg by an exceedingly fine filament ;

” and Leon
Dufoue* gives a very different description of the ovary in Ephemera. Each ovarv, he

says, consists of a prodigious number of small egg-tubes inserted into the superior wall

of a common calyx or uterus, as is the case in lAhellula. I have little doubt that this

account is correct, and that in Stratiomys also the egg-tubes are in reality present, but

have been overlooked.

The number of egg-tubes is most constant in the Lepidoptera, almost all of which

possess fourf. Pterophorus, however, is said to have only three ijl.

The Heteroptera also vary but little in this respect. Hydrometra'\, Aradus^, and

Gerris have four; Nepa and Manatra^ five; Eotonecta^ six or seven; Coreus^, Penta-

t07na^, Alydus^, Scutellera^, Pyrrhocoris^, Lygceus^, Cimex^, Redumus^, Pelogoniis^,

Corixa^, and Naucoris cimicoides^ seven; while Naucoris aptera has only five§.

In the Homoptera, on the contrary, the number varies greatly. Schizoneura corni has

only two; Aphis padi\\ three or four; Aphrophora spumaria^., eight; A. salicina^, fif-

teen; Ledra^ and Porthesia^, ten to twelve; Psyllaf and Cercopis^, about thirty ; Oicadaf,

from fifty to sixty; and Coccus an unlimited number.

The egg-tubes are numerous in Locusta migmtoria%, Phasma gigas%, Gryllotalpa

vulgaids^, Acheta domestica, the Mantodea%, and in most Orthoptera
; but in a small

species of Locusta I found only six, and iheBlattw have eight**. (Edipoda** iiguttida

has six or seven, and (E. ccerulescens** fourteen; Tetrix** subulata has twenty; (Ecan-

eight to ten; and Ephippigera mspertina** thirty to forty.

Among the Neuroptera the egg-tubes are extremely numerous in EphemeraAf*

Perla'\'\, lAhellida striolata, JEschna cyanea, and the Libellulidce generally. There are

also a good many in Sialis%%^ Limnephilus and Phryga7iea%%; and in one of the Lepto-

ceridm I found over forty. Termes has thirtyf ; in Panorpa comimmis I found ten, which

is the number also in Myrmeleo'\’\‘ and Hemerohius^‘\ ; and the minute genus Psocus has

only five.

We are indebted to Stein
(1. c.) for an excellent work on the female generative organs

of the Coleoptera. He found three egg-tubes only in one species, Lathridius porcatus

;

four is also an uncommon number, but exists in Hister simiafus, Plafysoma frontale,

Bromius truncatellus, Scydmcenus tarsatus, T^dphyllus hifasdatiis. In Engis humeralis

and Trox sabulosus there are five ; six in Clivina arenana., Eotiophilus aquaticiis, Noferus

crassicornis, in many Brachelytra, and in many Lamellicoms. Seven egg-tubes occur in

* Eecherches sur les Orthopteres, Hymenopteres, et Keuropteres. Mem. de I’lnstitut, 1841, p. 582.

•f Eeet and Leitckart, 1. e. J Burmeistek, Z. c. p. 186.

§ Leox Dtjeotje, Sur ies Hemipteres, Mem. d. Sav. Etran. 1833.

11
Leuckaet, Zur Kenntniss, &c. pp. 335, 342. ^ Bvemeisteb, 1. c.

** Leon Dufoub, M4m. d. Sav. Etrangers, 1841.

tf Leon Dufotjb, Mem. de ITnstitut, 1841. ft Buemeistee, 7. c. p. 185.
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Pterostichus vernalis, Apliodius fimetarius, Cassida equestris, and Coccidula pectoralis ,

eight in BemUdium femoratim and Loemophloeus monilis; nine in Nitidula ohsoleta and

Biaperis boleti ;
ten to twelve in Cicindelince^ Carabus granulatus, Jiortensis (and violaceus )

,

twelve in Clerus formicarius ;
fourteen to sixteen in Hyfhydrus ovatus, Hydroporus

palustris, Coccinella globosa and guinquepunctata ;
about twenty in many Chrysomelidm ;

twenty-five to thirty in Elater aterrimus and Cocdnella septempunctata ;
thirty to forty

in Allecula morio, Lagria hirta, Colyinbetes fuscus, Acilius sulcatus, and most of the

large species of JDytiscus. The largest number observed by Stein was fifty-two, in Helops

caraboides.

According to Feet and Leuckaet {1. c), Lixus and Anthonomus have only two egg-tubes,

Hypophloeus only three, most Longicorns eight to ten, and most Buprestidm twenty to

thirty. Buemeistee {1. c.) ascribes seven tubes to Silpha atrata, seven to ten to Tene-

brio, Leptura and Saperda^ from ten to fifteen to Bytiscus, Staphylinus, HydropMlus,

Cerambyx, and Lamia tristis, and thirty to Blaps mortisaga.

According to Buemeistee, Barcophaga carnaria possesses only one egg-tube, and Melo-

phagus ovinus* has only two ;
but in the majority of the Diptera they are short and very

numerous.

In the Hymenoptera Chelonus has only two, and Odynerus only three egg-tubes.

According to Feet and Leuckaet, AntMdium, Crabro, Chrysis, and Xylocopa have also

three ;
but L^on Dufoue attributes four to the two latter genera. Anthophora, Crocisaf,

Melectaf, Vipiof, and Bombusf have four: Feet and Leuckaet indeed attribute eight

to Bombus, and Buemeistee from seven to ten ;
but I only found four in B. terrestris

and B. rduscorum.

Xomada^ and Sapyga’\, and according to Feey and Leuckaet, all the Ichneumo-

nidce, have five, but I find ten in Opliion luteum (Plate XVII. fig. 6). Leucospis’\,

Chalcis^, and Eulophus'\, five or six; Formica rufa\\, 100 to 120; F. nigra, thirty to

forty; Vespa vulgaris, seven; Psithyrus^, eight; Pimplaf, Paniscusf and Biapriaf,

eight to ten; Athalia^ has twelve, but most of the Tenthredinidwf only ten; Myrmica

and Xiphydriaf, twenty; Banchusf, twenty-five; Cynips, a considerable number; and

Apis mellijica\ as many as 170.

The number of egg-germs which are produced in each egg-tube oflers also many varia-

tions, from Coccus on the one hand, in which there is only one, to Pontia on the other,

in which there are, according to Heeold more than a hundred.

The number is not, however, so easy to determine, as it might at first sight appear to

be ;
for as the eggs are produced successively, there must in every case be a time when

only one egg-germ is present, though this stage of development is generally past before

the insect arrives at the perfect state. Moreover, before the last egg begins to grow

the first one has generally already left the ovarian tube. These sources of error have

* Lettckaet, 1 . c.

J Buemeistee, Z. c. p. 187.

II
Leuckaet, 1 . c.

t Leon Dueoue, Sur les Ortliopteres, &c., Mem. de I’lnstitut, 1841.

§ Feet and Leuckaet, 1 . c.

^ See Heeold, Entwickehingsgeschichte Scbmetterlinge, 1815, pi. 31.
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already led to several misstatements in works on insect anatomy. There is, however. I
believe, in every species, except perhaps when the egg-germs are very numerous.’ a
certain normal number which are present in each egg-tube when the oldest, and there-
fore the posterior egg-germ has attained to matuiity, and is ready to descend into the
uterus. Still in most egg-tubes the egg-germs become so “small by degrees and
gradually less, that it is difficult if not impossible to say exactly how many are present.
Where, therefore, the exact number is not mentioned, it must not be 'infen-ed that
the number varies, but only that it was not more accurately determined. Probably,
however, when the number is considerable, it admits of certain variations, even in the
same species.

In the Lepidoptera the egg-germs are very numerous, varying from twelve to more
than a hundred. In the Orthoptera they are rather fewer. Buemeistek*, indeed,
ascribes only three to Gryllus migratorius, and six to BlaUa-, but in B. orientaUs
I found rather more than twenty. Pie does not mention to what species he aUudes.
but there is seldom much variation in this respect in species of the same genus, so that
probably he examined a young specimen in which only a few egg-gei-ms had as vet
been produced.

In the Hymenoptera the eggs are rather less numerous in each egg-tube. Chrysis
and Xylocojya are said to have only three; Bombus terrestris^ only six (but this again
I doubt, as in B. musconmi I have found in July from twelve to fifteen); in Cynips
ligmcola there are thkteen; Agns mellificaX has seventeen, and in some Ichieumonidce
they are still more numerous.

In Pulex irntans I found fourteen egg-germs occupying the whole uidth of the effs-
tube, and a large number which had not yet arrived at that stage.
Among the Neuroptera the number of egg-germs in each egg-tube is nearly the same

as in the Hymenoptera. In ^schna there are about fifteen
; in Ubellida stndata about

the same number
; in Panorpa about twelve ; in Chryscxpa about ten ; in Psocus only five.

The egg-development of the Coleoptera has been carefuUy described by SxEix, ffiom
whose excellent work I have extracted many details concerning this order. He finds
(/. c. p. 32) the greatest number of egg-chambers in the Curculionidce, where frequently
as many as twenty are present. Thus, Brachyderes incanus has twenty-one, Hylobius
dbwtis 8-11(1 Sito7i68 lifisdtus 6iglitG6n.

In the Cyphomdw also the number is considerable; Cyphon ;puhescens has as many as
teem In Teleplioms dispar he found seven or eight; in the Cicinddidw, Carabidcp,

and Hydrocanthandm also, each tube has several egg-germs. In Colymbetes fuscus
ere are twelve; the numhex in NotiopJiilus aquaticus, Carabus graoiulatus, Q.xidi Cidndda

campestris is seven.

The remaining families of this great order have less than five egg-germs in each tube,
e egg-development in the Diptera has been little studied, and from the small size

o the ovaries, and indeed of the generative organs generally, it presents great diffi-
* -toe. cit. p. 187. t Ibid. + .
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culties. Each, egg-tube contains generally very few egg-germs, though in a small species

belonging to the Syf^hidce^ and 1 believe to the genus Cheilosid^ there were as many as

nine. In Melophagus ovinus Leuckaet has figured three, and I have found the same

number in Musca and Eristalis tenax. In Tipula and Culex I found only one egg-germ

besides the terminal chamber, which is present throughout this order as in the Co-

leoptera.

In the Hemiptera the egg-germs are few in number, and each egg-tube has a large

terminal chamber.

In the Homoptera but few species have been examined. They appear, however, to

agree with the Hemiptera in having few egg-germs, and a terminal chamber containing

vitelligenous cells. In Coccus hesperidwn and C. persicce I found only one egg-germ, in

Aphrophora spumaria three ; and Letdig and Huxley * have figured five in an Aphisf .

Histology.

The egg-tubes consist of two membranes. I did not, indeed, succeed in seeing the

outer muscular one clearly in every species I examined, and in some insects all the

egg-tubes are enveloped by one common covering; but in most instances the outer

membrane was distinctly visible between each two egg-chambers, where, unlike the

inner membrane, it is not contracted, but retains nearly the same diameter, only

tapering gradually from the most matm^e egg-germ up to the youngest. It is figured

in Plate XVI. figs. 3 and 9, and Plate XVII. fig. 7.

On the inner side of the internal membrane lie a number of cells. These form in

most parts a continuous layer ; but in those insects which have between each of the egg-

germs a small group of the remarkable vitelligenous cells, presently to be described,

the epithelial cells at these parts of the egg-tube are scattered more sparingly, and are

less distinctly visible. These epithelial cells take probably an active part in the secre-

tion of the yelk, and subsequently in that of the chorion.

Between each of the egg-germs in Lepidoptera, Hymenoptera, Geodephaga, Hydra-

dephaga, and Neuroptera (except the Libellulina), is situated a group of cells, which

increase in size from the anterior to the posterior end of the egg-tube.

These cells, which, adopting the convenient name proposed by Professor Huxley, I

propose to call the vitelligenous cells, were first noticed by HeroldJ, who however

describes them as rings, and offers no opinion on their homologies or function. Steix,

in his excellent work to which I have already had occasion to allude, gives a faithful

description of these cells, and expresses a decided opinion that they secrete yelk-matter.

Hermann Meyer § also has described these bodies in the egg-tube of Saturnia Carpini',

but he considers them abortive ova
;
an opinion, which, although adopted by Dr. Allen

Thomson
II,

appears to me quite untenable.

* Httxlex, 1. c. pi. 40. fig. 1. f Zeitsclirift fur "WissenscliaftlicLe Zoologie, 1849, pi. 5.

J De G'eneratione Insectorum in Ovo. § Zeitsclirift fiir Wissenschaftliclie Zoologie, 1849.

11
Article ‘ Ovum,’ p. 113, Todd’s Cyclopaedia.
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Dr. Leydig'*, in Ms paper on the Agamic Eeprodnction of Aphis, and Professor

Huxley (/. c. pi. 36) have figured in the terminal chamber certain round, nucleated cells,

any one of which may develope itself into a germinal vesicle, and so pass down the tube

and form around itself the future egg. These so-called cells are probably homologous

with the nuclei of the vitelligenous cells.

Dr. Lbydig also, in his paper on Coccus hesperidum, figures certain large nucleated

cells in the upper chamber of the short egg-tubes, but having overlooked the true

germmal vesicle, he seems to have (if I understand him right) considered these bodies

as the equivalents of the germinal vesicle, whereas in fact they are true vitelhgenous

cells, differing neither in position nor appearance from the t}q)e present in the other

Homoptera.

Professor Leuceaet also [1. c.) has described these cells \n Aphis, Coccus, ondi Solenohia

lichenella, and adopts in reference to them the same opimon as Professors Steix and

Huxley.

In adopting the term “ vitelligenous ” as applicable to these bodies, I have expressed

my opinion of their function ; an opinion, I may add, which was adopted independently

by Professor Stein, Professor Huxley, and myself. In proof of this Mew I would refer

to the egg-tubes of any Lepidopterous or Hymenopterous insect, or to Hekold’s figs. 15,

16, 14, 13 and 12 {1. c. pi. 1). It will there be seen that although the MteUigenous cells

increase individually in size, as does the yelk-mass, yet that the latter constantly grows

at the expense of the former, which become fewer in number, and fixially disappear

altogether.

Professor Stein has observed that in Acilius sulcatus, in which the yelk is brightly

coloured, the vitelligenous cells are of the same hue
;
and in all bisects the contents of

these cells closely resemble the mass of yelk substance.

Professor Huxley has observed in Aphis, and I have noticed in certain Hemiptera

(see Plate XVII. figs. 7 and 9), that a tube, or channel, leads dorvn fi-om the terminal

chamber into the second and thbd egg-chambers, which seems eMdently intended to

convey the yelk-matter to the developing eggs.

Finally, if, as Professor Stein also remarks, we press the Mtelligenous cells out of one

of the egg-chambers, we shall generally find some of them in which the cell-wall is

almost entirely absorbed, so that on the application of but slight pressui'e the contents

spread in all directions.

The two theories respecting the nature of these cells are not quite so opposite to one

another as would at first sight appear to be the case. In theb earliest stage the egg-

cell and the vitelligenous cells cannot be distinguished from one another
; and no one, I

think, who has carefully examined the upper part of the egg-tube in any Hemipterous

or Dipterous insect, can fail to be of the same opinion. The egg-tube contains indeed

at this end cells which are neither vitelligenous nor egg-cells, but which are capable of

becoming under certain circumstances either the one or the other.

* Zeitsckrift fur Wissenscliaftliche Zoologie, 1849, pi. 5.
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Professor Stein, indeed, appears to consider that the vitelligenous cell is homologous

with the germinal vesicle, and that the yelk is deposited round it without being enclosed

at first in any distinct membrane.

In the Diptera (Plate XVII. fig. 8, and Plate XVI. fig. 9) and the Hemiptera (Plate

XVII. fig. 7) it is, I think, evident that the germinal vesicle corresponds to the nucleus

of the vitelhgenous cell, and that the yelk-mass is in the early stages of egg-formation

enclosed in a membranous envelope or cell, homologous with the cell-wall of the vitel-

ligenous cell, and like it destined soon to be absorbed, but which in the mean time I pro-

pose to call the egg-cell ; and even in the Lepidoptera, Hymenoptera, Geodephaga, and

Neuroptera, though the matter is not quite so clear, any one who examines carefully

the upper end of the egg-tubes will, I think, come to the same conclusion.

Our knowledge of the modes of egg-formation in the Insecta is perhaps hardly yet

sutficient to enable us to generalize with much confidence
; the following Table exhibits,

however, the present state of our information on the subject ; and though many of the

aberrant forms, as for instance Thrips and the Str^siptera, are not included, and it is

therefore very incomplete, yet it will probably be found correct as far as it goes. The
only two cases in which any families differ greatly, as regards the vitelligenous cells,

from the remainder of the order to which they belong, are the Geodephaga and
Hydradephaga from the remainder of the Coleoptera, and the Libellulina from the

Neuroptera.
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Contained in a terminal chamber

Absent

One to each egg .

Egg-chamber
(

Not constricted

Constricted in the middle 1

Coleoptera (generally).

Homoptera.
Heteroptera.

Orthoptera.

Pulex.

Libellulina.

Porfieula.

Diptera.

Lepidoptera.

Hymenoptera.
Geodephaga and Hydi-adephaga.
Neuroptera (except Libellidina).

In thus dividing the Insecta into two sections, according to whether or no each egg-

germ carries with it a group of vitelligenous cells, we get a classification which is far

from natuial, inasmuch as it separates the Libellulina from the rest of the Neuroptera,
Pulex from the Diptera, and the two first sections of the Coleoptera from the remainder
of that order.

It is rather difficult to decide in which group the genus Porfieula (Earwig) ought to

be placed, since each egg appears to consist of an egg-cell and one vitelligenous cell only.

The second section, containing the insects which possess groups of vitelligenous cells

forming a part of each egg-germ, combines most of the insects in which the power of
flight is largely developed; but the Libellulina, which are pre-eminent in this respect,

belong to the other series.

The development of the prothorax appears to have some curious connexion with the
presence of alternate groups of vitelligenous cells. Lacordaire* says, “ Si le prothorax

* Introduction a Entomologie, p. 326.
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a acquis un developpement extraordinaire, et s est en quelque sorte separe du mesothorax

et du metathorax, on aura le thorax d’un Coleoptere, d’un Dermaptere, d’un Orthoptere

et d’un Hemiptere. Si au contraire le prothorax est reduit a des dimensions tres-exigues,

et que le m^sothorax intimement uni au metathorax ait pris un accroissement enorme,

on aura celui d’un Hymenoptere, d’un Lepidoptere et d’un Diptere.” And again, in

page 332, after having described the prothorax of the Coleoptera, Deimaptera, Orthoptera

and Hemiptera, he says, “ Avant de consid5rer le prothorax des memes ordres sous un

point de vue plus en rapport avec ses usages dans la nomenclature, il est essentiel de

connaitre les modifications qu’il subit chez les Hymenopteres, les Lepidopteres, les

Dipteres et quelques Neuropteres.”

The Diptera, H}mienoptera, and Lepidoptera, thus nearly allied to one another by

the structure of the thorax, also agree very nearly in the type of egg-development.

In the Libellulina also (Dragon-flies), the prothorax is rather large and distinct from

the rest of the thorax.

The Geodephaga and Hydradephaga, however, are subversive of this cuiious coinci-

dence, which would otherwise have been as complete as that of the coexistence of rumi-

nation and cloven feet; or the inward bending of the condyle of the lower jaw, with the

other characters of the Marsupialia.

In the Orthoptera we find, on the whole, perhaps the simplest tjpe of egg-foimation

which occurs in insects, the large vitelligenous cells being entirely absent, and their

functions probably monopolized, instead of being only shared, by the small cells which

line the membrane of the egg-tube.

The number of egg-chambers in each egg-tube is generally numerous; in BJatta

orientalis (Plate XVI. fig. 1) amounting to as many as twenty-three. In each of the egg-

chambers the germinal vesicle is easily visible, lying nearly in the centie, and possessing

a distinct macula. The germinal vesicle in Blatta orientalis (Cocla’oach) is rounded in

the upper chambers, but in the lower ones is somewhat elongated transversely. The

macula germinativa is small, round and simple, as is the case in Acheta. In a species of

Locusta (Grasshopper) I found the germinal vesicle in the lower chambers, hing near

the posterior end of the egg ;
in other words, near the end which is turned towards the

vulva. In Acheta domestica (Cricket), as in Blatta, the macula is a small romid vesicle

in diameter in the lowest egg-chamber in which it is visible, and gradually dimi-

nishing to 6^ 0 - lower chambers a minute nucleolus can be seen in it, which is

about 40̂ in diameter. I never found in Acheta any other vesicular structm-es in the

germinal vesicle, but there is in the anterioi’ or smallest geiminal esicles, a conspicuous,

dark, granular mass, which both Wagnee and Stein* seem to have taken for the true

macula. This dark granular mass is single in about the first four egg-chambers, and

often conceals the true macula ; it then gradually breaks up, and in the three or four

most mature egg-germs is reduced to a cloudy mass of very fine granules.

The type of egg-formation which is represented in Plate XVI. fig. 1, is found in Blatta,

* Loc, cit. p. 49.
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Gryllus, Locusta, and Acheta, and probably prevails also through the Phasmidw* and

Mantidce, which two latter families, however, I have as yet had no opportunity of exa-

mining. It is, however, quite possible, if not probable, that we may find in them some

approach to the peculiar type exhibited by the remarkable genus Forficula (Earwig).

In the Libellulina the egg development is remarkably similar to that of the Ortho-

ptera, with which it agrees in the absence of the large vitelligenous cells, and of any

terminal germ-chamber. The egg-tubes are excessively numerous, and I have generally

found from twelve to twenty eggs in each.

The macula of AEschna (Dragon-fly) consisted apparently of several small vesicles,

which gradually increased in size in unequal ratios, until at length one large one

became pre-eminent. The end of each egg-tube terminates in a chord-like tube.

In Pulex (Flea) also the type appears to be the same. There is here the same absence

of the vitelligenous cells and of the terminal germ-chamber. If, however, a young spe-

cimen be examined, fewer egg-chambers will be found ; and at the end of the egg-tube

there will be a false, or rather perhaps a temporary germ-chamber, destined eventually

to be entirely occupied by egg-germs, and to lose gradually its special character. In the

most advanced tube I found fourteen egg-germs occupying the whole width of the bore,

besides a great many others in less forward stages.

The germinal vesicle is dark, large, circular, and very distinct. I could not see in it

any macula ; but in two or three cases, shortly before its disappearance, it looked as if it

was breaking up into a number of small ovate bodies.

It is very remarkable, that in spite of the numerous affinities existing between Pulex

and the Piptera (Gnats and Flies), the mode of egg-formation in these two groups is

entirely different.

In the Hemiptera (Plate XVII. fig. 7), the egg-tube terminates in a large terminal

chamber full of round cells, each of which can apparently become an egg-cell or a vitel-

ligenous cell. In this type, therefore, the vitelligenous cells, instead of being divided

into small groups, one at the posterior end of each of the egg-cells, are all collected

into a common germ-chamber at the end of the egg-tube.

I was for some time in doubt whether the cells in this common germ-chamber did

really contribute to the formation of the yelk. In Aphis, however, in which the same

type of ovary exists. Professor Huxleyf discovered, as before remarked, a duct or passage

leading from the germ-chamber through the anterior, to the more developed egg-

chambers. A similar structure exists in Nepa (Water Scorpion) (Plate XVII. fig. 7),

and some other Hemiptera
; and as there can, I think, be no doubt that it is really a duct

through which the yelk-substance descends to the growing egg, it follows that some at

least of the cells in the terminal germ-chamber do really fulfil the office of vitelligenous

cells.

In the common Nepa cinerea I once found as many as five of these vitelliferous ducts

(Plate XVI. fig. 10) in an egg-tube containing seven egg-germs, so that it seems probable

* Mullee, Nova Acta Nat. Cur. xii. 2. t Loc. cit.
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that each egg-germ has its own peculiar viteUiferous duct, and that the duct is obliterated

when the egg has received a sufficient amount of yelk.

I could not see in the common germ-chamber more than one sort of cell, except that

near the posterior end some few are evidently changing (Plate XTII. fig. T) into egg-

cells ;
and I conclude, therefore, that each of the cells in the germ-chamber is capable of

becoming either vitelligenous or egg-cells. Those which develope themselves into egg-

cells gradually swell, and their nucleus also increases in size and becomes the germinal

vesicle ;
after awhile a small cell-like macula makes its appearance in this latter.

The common germ-chamber is at its posterior end somewhat contracted, and at this

place one or two narrow egg-germs generally lie transversely across, occup}-ing the whole

width of the tube. The next egg-germ is somewhat square-shaped, as are the three

following ; the seventh is somewhat barrel-shaped ;
and the eighth shows on one side

the projection which is so conspicuous in the mature egg, and on which the micropyle

is situated. I found also at this period (end of September) some few egg-tubes in wliich

the projection was also commencing in the penultimate chamber. In the four anterior

egg.germs the germinal vesicle occupied a central position, but in the more matiue

egg-chambers it laid alternately, first on one side and then on the other, close to the

layer of epithelial cells. It is worthy of remark, that in all my specimens the lateral

projection was situated on the same side as the germinal vesicle.

In the oldest egg-germs the yelk contained numerous granules and small oil-globules.

In each ovary there are five egg-tubes.

In the Coleoptera, excepting the Geodephaga and Hydradephaga, we find the same

type of ovarian tube as in the Hemiptera, but the terminal germ-chamber is generally

smaller in proportion. The cells contained in the germ-chamber are apparently of the

same nature as in the Hemiptera, and probably therefore secrete part of the yelk-sub-

stance. I have not yet, however, met with the yelk-duct. Since, however, I became

familiar with this structure in Nepa, &c., I have been able to examine but le-s^ Coleo-

ptera.

In Telephorus (Plate XVI. fig. 4) the epithelial cells are small and indistinct, but in

a Galeruca I found them very large.

I have examined only lew species of Coleoptera, since Stein has devoted so much

attention to them, that, as far as the female generative organs are concerned, there is no

order with which we are better acquainted.

In the Homoptera I have examined Aphrophora spumaria. Coccus hesperidtou, and

C. persicm-. Professor Huxley {1. c.) has described a species ol ApMs, and Professor

Leuckart three or four allied forms. All these present the same tjpe ol ovaiy as the

Hemiptera; but the terminal germ-chamber is generally smaller, and the cells contained

in it much less numerous, being in fact, in C. Jiesperidmn, only three in number. In-

deed in this genus, as there is only one egg in each tube, there is in fact a group of

vitelligenous cells to each egg-chamber ; and this form of ovary forms an intermediate

link between the types found in the Hemiptera and the Hymenoptera.
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The latter part of this paper will contain a full account of the formation of the egg

in C. hesperidum, to which therefore I need not here allude in greater detail.

In Forficula auricularia the egg-tubes are short and very numerous
;
each contains a

large egg more or less mature, and two or three small rudimentary ones. The large

egg is pear-shaped, and the other two germs, together with the membrane containing

them, may not unfitly be compared to the stalk.

The large egg-germs consist of two parts. The posterior part consists of the yelk,

and encloses the germinal vesicle ;
the yelk-mass contains dark granules and small oil-

globules. The anterior part is lighter, browner, more homogeneous, and appears to con-

sist of a single large vitelligenous cell. In this anterior portion several vermiform

masses may be perceived, but I am unwilling at present to offer any suggestion as to

their origin and functions. At first the anterior portion occupies the larger portion of

the egg-chamber, but the posterior portion grows both absolutely and relatively larger,

until at length it fills almost, or altogether, the whole of the egg-chamber. I believe

that I am correct in considering the anterior portion as a yelk-cell, but I was never

able to see the nucleus.

The terminal, smaller part of the egg-tube is not represented in Wiedemann’s ‘Archiv

fur Zoologie et Zootomie,’ Bd. xi. tab. Ill
; it has, however, been described by Stein*.

It consists of two or three egg-germs, each situated in a chamber which is separated

from the next by a rather slight constriction, and each consisting of two parts, the

posterior or egg-cell, and the anterior or \itelligenous cell. Sometimes, however, there

were two vitelligenous cells to each egg-cell. In some of the more advanced of these

egg-germs an indistinctly bordered granular nucleus was visible. This small terminal

portion of the egg-tube is bent down on to the large egg, so that it might easily be

overlooked. At an earlier period in the summer, as for instance in July, the difference

of size between the last and penultimate egg-germs is not nearly so decided as it

becomes towards the end of August.

M. Leon Dufoue also, in his paper on the Forjiculidce^^ has overlooked the small ter-

minal chambers of the egg-tube, which consequently he considers as consisting of only one

egg-chamber. In the same paper he describes and figures the ovary of Labidura gigantea,

which differs in the most remarkable manner from that of Forficula auricularia^ and con-

sists of five long egg-tubes enclosing twenty, or a lesser number of egg-germs. It is

impossible to determine, either from the description or the figure, upon what type the

egg-germ is formed, but there is no reason to suppose that the process is different from

that which occurs in the small species.

It is very interesting to meet with such an important difference in the ovaries of two

species which are in other respects so nearly allied, and to find thus in Forficula a type

of ovary entirely different either from the Coleoptera on the one hand, or the Orthoptera

on the other. If the terminal chamber is really absent, Labidura gigantea resembles

the latter order rather than the former.

* Loc. cit. p. 39. f Annales des Sciences Naturelles, 1828, p. 358.
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The Neuroptera (with the exception of the Dragon-flies) ofier the next step towards

the type which prevails in the Lepidoptera, &c. Each egg-chamber is generally divided

by a constriction, the posterior portion containing the yelk, germinal vesicle, and germi-

nal spot ; and the anterior part enclosing in Panorpa communis generally two viteUige-

nous cells, in Psocus three, in one of the Le^toceridoe four, and in Chrysopa jyerlo. flve or

six. Besides being few in number, the vitelligenous cells in the Neuroptera are some-

what indistinct, especially in Panorpa, and do not present a well-deflned nucleus.

In Panorpa also, and in one of the Leptoceridce, it seemed to me evident that the whole

egg-cell, and not only the germinal vesicle, was equivalent to the -vitelligenous cell.

In the Diptera* I have only examined CJieilosia, Eristalis^ Musca, and the Tipulidoe

and CulicidoB

;

nor am I aware of any other observations on the ovary of this order

except those of Loew, which I have not been able to obtain, of Leuceaet on JPeio-

phagus, and Swammerdam on Stratiomys, which latter refer rather to the external form

than to the histological structure. Probably, however, we shall And in the remainder

of the order, as in the forms already examined, that the ovarian tubes are very short and

extremely numerous. In a small species of Glieilosia^ indeed (Plate XVI. flg. 9), there

were as many as eight egg-chambers, but in Musca and Eristalis there are only two or

three, and in Culex and Tipula only one or two.

In all cases, besides the egg-chambers, there is a terminal germ-chamber. The layer

of epithelial cells is early and strongly developed, and the constriction between each

two egg-chambers is very deep. In many cases, indeed, there is a considerable interval

between each two egg-chambers, which gives to the egg-tubes a remarkable and pecu-

liar appearance. There is no constriction between the germ- and yelk-portions of the

egg-chamber, but the two together form a round mass, which gradually becomes oval,

and Anally more or less elongated, according to the shape of the mature egg. The

vitelligenous cells are large, polygonal from mutual pressm’e, and in some cases provided

with a distinct nucleus.

It is worthy of observation, that this type of egg-formation is very different from that

of Pulex^ or indeed of any other insects. The external membrane of the egg-tube may

generally be seen forming a series of bridges, projecting from one egg-chamber to

another. The vitelligenous cell which lies at the posterior end of the egg does not at

first differ from the others. Gradually, however, it grows darker, and its nucleus

becomes the germinal vesicle. It is, however, only in the two lowest egg-chambers that

this, which evidently corresponds to what I have called the egg-cell, becomes much

larger than the true vitelligenous cells. At this stage it appears to lose its true cell-

wall and to become a mere yelk-mass, which, as the vitelligenous cells gradually dis-

appear, absorbs the yelk-matter supplied by them, and Anally occupies the whole egg-

chamber.

In the early part of September the ovary of Eristalis tenax is a white body, shaped

* Leuckaet and Willioh have described a partial segmentation as occurring in tbe eggs of Diptera;

but this is probably a mistake, into wbicb they may have been led by the vitelligenous cells.
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like a cucumber. It consists of a large number of egg-tubes, each formed of two

chambers, one more or less spherical, and the other a miniature representation of the

ovary itself, as far as shape is concerned.

The external membrane is in this species very distinct, and the internal structure ot

the egg-tube cannot distinctly be seen until it has been removed. It is, however, easily

torn off, and the egg-tube will then be generally found attached by the upper part, and

with the end next to the spherical chamber floating loose. The part of the egg-tube

also below the spherical chamber is very thin, and tapers rapidly to a very delicate

filament, while the upper part retains to the end a much more considerable diameter.

These facts puzzled me a little at first, and made me doubt for awhile which was the

ovarian end of the egg-duct. I soon found, however, that the germinal vesicle was

always at the side of the egg-germ which was turned away from the cylindrical cham-

ber
;
and a specimen occurred in which the lower part of the cylindrical chamber was

beginning to separate itself from the remainder, and to form a new egg-germ (Plate

XVII. flg. 8). Towards the middle of October, all, or nearly all the egg-tubes were in

this stage. The vitelligenous cells contained no distinct nucleus, and varied much in

size, some being larger, and others smaller than the egg-cell.

In the Geodephaga and Hydradephaga, Stein has already observed that we find a type

of egg-formation differing enthely from that of the other Coleoptera, and closely resem-

bling that of the Hymenoptera, from which indeed it only differs (so far as our know-

ledge at present extends) in possessing a, terminal germ-chamber.

This terminal germ-chamber is, however, less largely developed in the present group

than in most other Coleoptera, and in old specimens, indeed, is very much reduced in

size.

Plate XVII. fig. I represents one of the egg-tubes of Carahus violaceus, magnified

thirty times. At the lower or posterior end was a glandular part containing a yellow

mass, which Stein, apparently with justice, considers as analogous with the “ corpus

luteum.” The lowest egg-chamber was very opake, so that no structure could be per-

ceived in it. In the second or penultimate egg-chamber, and the two following, the con-

striction separating the germ-chamber from the yelk-chamber is well marked ; the three

following have a constriction separating them from one another, but the chambers them-

selves have an entire margin
;
and still nearer to the end are several egg-germs, which

are not sufficiently large to occupy the whole diameter of the egg-tube.

Plate XVIII. fig. 18^ represents a germinal vesicle oiPterostichus melanarius. In this

specimen the macula germinativa contains five large equal-sized vesicles. I have found

other specimens presenting very nearly the game appearance, but it is by no means usual,

and was not present in two other germinal vesicles belonging to the same egg-tube. In

the smallest of these (Plate XVIII. fig. 18^), the germinal vesicle contained two small

equal-sized vesicles. In the second (Plate XVIII. fig. 18^), the germinal vesicle con-

tained three vesicles, one rather large and the other two smaller.

The vitelligenous cells present nearly the same appearance as in the egg-tube of a
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Hymenopterous insect. At first small and round, they become larger in each successive

egg-chamber, and are gradually forced to take a polygonal form, by the pressure -which

they mutually exert upon one another. The nucleus continues round, and is somewhat

darker than the surrounding cell. The -vitelligenous cells in each chamber are not, how-

ever, all of the same size ; on the contrary, they vary a good deal in this respect, and

those which lie nearest to the egg-germ are larger than those at the anterior extremitv'.

The yelk itself is clear, transparent, and contained, in the lower egg-germs of the

specimen figured, a cloud of reddish-brown granules just behind the geiminal vesicle.

Ill most specimens, however, I found these granules collected all round the germinal

vesicle, so as to obscure it very much. The epithelial cells are not much developed in

Carabus, perhaps o-wing to their function being in part fulfilled by the vitelligenous cells.

The macula germinativa, as is I believe the case in all insects, has the form of a round

vesicle. In the second chamber of the figure the germinal vesicle was about -g^ in

diameter, and the macula about -g^. In the other egg-germs they became gradually

smaller. The macula germinativa seemed to be composed of a number of small oval

masses, enclosed apparently by a very delicate membrane. In one case it appeared to

me as if the macula was broken up, and these little bodies were floating about loose in

the germinal vesicle. Besides the true macula, each germinal vesicle contained a num-

ber of smaller vesicles, which seemed to become more numerous in the larger egg-germs.

They were none of them, ho-v^^ever, nearly so large as the true macula.

In 8teropus madidm, also, the germinal vesicle contains some of these small vesicles,

which however are not so numerous as in Carahus violaceus. In young egg-germs of

Steropus^ two or three of the vesicles are at fii'st sometimes of equal, or very nearly equal

size. Gradually, however, one of them surpasses the rest, and becomes the macula germi-

iiativa. Probably, therefore, these small vesicles are of no great functional importance.

The development of the eggs in the Lepidoptera has attracted the attention of natu-

ralists more than has been the case in any other order. Heroldt, klETER, Steix, and

Leuckart have all given more or less accurate figures and descriptions of these organs.

The type is essentially the same as in the Geodephagous beetles, and difiiers merely

ill the smaller number of egg-tubes, with a greater number of egg-chambers in each, and

ill the absence of any terminal chamber.

As in the Geodephaga, the vitelligenous cells are large and polygonal, and each pre-

sents a distinct nucleus. The constrictions are deep, but the egg-chambers follow one

another immediately, without ever presenting any long narrow portion, as in some

Diptera ;
and the yelk-cell grows much more rapidly than in that order.

In the pseudovaria of Solenohia lichenella the egg-tubes are, according to Leuckart,

very short, but otherwise the type of formation is precisely the same as in any of the more

normal orders of the group. The mode of egg-formation exemplified in Plate XVIII.

fig. 17, except as far as regards the shortness of the tube, is precisely the same as that of

any other Lepidopterous insect.

Moreover many instances have been established of unfecundated eggs proving to be
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fertile ; and as no doubt can exist that these eggs also were capable of fertilization, it

seems to follow that they must have been produced in the ordinary manner.

An opinion is prevalent among entomologists in this country, that caterpillars hatched

from such eggs as these are weak, and can seldom be reared,—as if the vital force was

indeed sufficient to carry the egg up to the point of hatching, but was by that exertion

almost exhausted*.

In the Hymenoptera the process of egg-development very much resembles that of the

Lepidoptera, but the ovaries differ generally in possessing more numerous egg-tubes,

each with a fewer number of egg-germs. They differ from the Diptera, and agree with

the Lepidoptera, Geodephaga, Hydradephaga, and most of the Neuroptera, in having

each egg-chamber divided transversely into two parts. The vitelligenous cells are gene-

rally round, as in most of the Neuroptera; but sometimes they are polygonal, as in the

Diptera and other orders possessing alternate groups of these cells. The nucleus of the

vitelligenous cells is very indistinct, and can seldom be perceived plainly. In each

chamber the vitelligenous cells differ considerably in size, being larger and darker towards

the lowest end. The yelk is generally opake, and not nearly so pale and transparent

as in some other groups. These circumstances are not favourable to observations on the

germinal vesicle, which, however, appears to be in most instances (Plate XVII. figs. 2,

4, 5) a round vesicle, of rather small size in proportion to the size of the egg.

Plate XVII. figs. 2 and 3, represents two egg-tubes of Cynips lignicola, which I shall

describe more fully
;
and I therefore content myself with mentioning here, that the pro-

cess in this group offers no essential difference, and that there are no peculiarities in the

formation of these pseudova, except those which arise from their very peculiar form.

It is, however, of course possible, that when we shall have obtained a deeper insight

into the mysterious processes of embryonic development, some differences will be

detected between these pseudova and ordinary eggs.

The egg-formation in Clielonus oculator is remarkable, but its peculiarities have been

much exaggerated by M. Leon Dufoue. According to this eminent anatomist, Chelomis

possesses neither ovary nor eggs, but instead of them, four matrices containing a great

number of Ihing embryos, or perhaps nymphs k I was naturally very anxious to

examine such an extraordinary insect, and by the kindness of Mr. Feedeeick Smith

was enabled to do so.

M. Leon Dufoue has correctly described the external form of the generative organs.

There are four similar matrices, two on each side, and divided by a transverse constric-

tion into two chambers, the lower chamber being the smaller of the two. The lower

ends of the four matrices unite into a very short oviduct. The upper ends are gradually

contracted into a narrow egg-tube. There are therefore four egg-tubes altogether ; they

are of very considerable length, and each pair is closely united together. At the free

end they swell into an oblong terminal chamber. M. Leon Dufoue has given also an

excellent figure of these organs. He denies, however, to these long tubes the name of

* This idea is confirmed by Leuckabt, Zur Kenntniss, &c. p. 376, and Heeold.

MDCCCLIX. 3 B
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egg-tube, because it is not divided into egg-chambers; but in this they only resemble

the egg-tubes of other Hymenoptera, which are quite cylindrical as long as they retam

their outer membrane. It is the inner membrane only which is constricted.

Secondly, M. Leon Dufour found in them no eggs ; but if he had examined fresh

specimens with a powerful glass, he would have found in them a succession of eggs as

usual, but more numerous than in most of the H^mienoptera. Each egg is formed on

the normal type, and consists of a double chamber, the lower half containing the time

yelk, and the upper being full of the vitelligenous cells. It appeared to me that the

vitelline membrane was in these eggs developed earlier than usual ;
for on cutting the

lower part of the egg-tubes the eggs came out, and both the germ-chamber and the

yelk-chamber appeared to be enclosed in a common membrane (Plate III. tigs. 13

to 17). By the time, however, that the eggs had reached the matrix the constriction

had disappeared, and they were now cylindrical bodies, slightly larger at one end than

the other.

If, however, some of the eggs are removed from the matrix and put in water, one end

of the greater number of them will gradually swell until many resemble Plate XYIII.

fig. 17. This alteration in shape, however, appears to be due to endosmosis, and I never

saw the eggs take any other form. I had forgotten, during my examination of them, that

M. Leon Dufoue, attributed to them “ une contractilite spontanee de tissu, and m) atten-

tion was not specially directed to this point, but I did not notice anything of the sort.

The swollen end of the eggs often showed minute circular marks. I never was able

to see the deposition of the eggs, and cannot say therefore that the species is not ovo-

viviparous. The eggs, however, never showed any distinct traces of an embryo ;
and

having explained away the appearances on which that opinion was founded, I think

myself justified in concluding that Chelonus is oviparous like the other Hymenoptera,

although the process of egg-formation certainly does offer various peculiaiities.

DEVELOPMENT OE PSEUDOVA.

Coccus hesperidum.—TYie generative organs of Coccus consist of a short egg-canal, which

has more or less largely developed colleterial glands, and at its upper end separates into

two tubes, each about of an inch in length, and constituting the ovaries. The

whole surface of these two tubes is covered with egg-tubes in all stages of development,

from a mere bud to an almost mature embryo. The ovary passes gradually into the

oviduct, or rather the latter can hardly be said to exist as a distinct part of the system.

The spermatheca is a pyriform gland lying between the two ovaries, and connected

with them by a duct which is attached to the egg-canal between the two ovaries.

It is correctly described and figured by Dr. Leydig, as it appeal’s under the action of

acetic acid, but in water or syrup it is coloured yellow by its contents. These ai'e i ery

minute, strongly refracting, yellow granules or globules, which ofier no resemblance

whatever to spermatozoa.

This organ is certainly homologous with the spermatheca of other allied species.
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No one has yet seen a male of C. ]ies])endum, but this presence of the spermatheca

indicates that this sex does occasionally occur. Whether the spermatheca fulfills any

other function, as for instance that of a secreting gland, I am unable to assert.

The colleterial glands are very small in C. hesperidimi^ but in C. jpersicm they are very

conspicuous. This difierence is probably owing to the fact that the egg-shell is much

more developed in the latter species than in the former.

The two tubes of which the ovary consists, and which in old specimens occasionally

throw off short branches, are by no means homologous with the egg-tubes of other

insects, but rather with the uterus, or ovarian cavity into which they fall, and the short

egg-chamber is the true homologue of the egg-tube.

In its earliest stage the egg-follicle is a simple projection of the ovarian wall, which

becomes gradually pear-shaped, and may then be seen to consist of a structureless outer

membrane, a layer of epithehal cells, and three masses bounded by very delicate walls,

and each containing a large nucleus (Plate XVIII. figs. I, 2). These three masses evi-

dently represent the vitelligenous cells of other insects, as Leuckart* has correctly

suggested ; but they are often very indistinct, and in some cases were altogether undi-

stinguishable, though acetic acid will generally make them visible. They are very seldom

more than three in number ;
indeed I only found four in one or two specimens, and five

once, out of many hundreds which I examined. Sometimes, indeed, only two or even

one could be seen
; but it is probable that in these instances the cells were not really

absent, but were only rendered invisible by their refractive power being nearly the same

as that of the surrounding medium. After the egg-tube has attained to a certain

size the boundaries of these cells disappear, as seems to be sometimes the case in

Hymenoptera and other insects, and the nuclei only remain visible. Each nucleus often

contains a solid-looking, irregular, greenish body or nucleolus.

I am inclined to believe that these cells are originally the same as those constituting

the epithelial layer, but on this point it is difficult to form a decided opinion. Their

nucleolus is certainly very different, and under the action of water they become cloudy,

whilst the epithelial cells remain perfectly clear.

The epithelial cells line the structureless membrane forming the outer covering of the

egg-follicle. As in other insects, they are columnar in the lower egg-chamber, and

very much flattened in the upper. They contain a distinct circular nucleus, whose tissue

differs but little from that of the cell itself, so that they cannot be seen unless they

are exactly in focus. Plate XVIII. fig. I represents the earliest follicle in which I have

seen them ; I did not not notice in this case the nuclei, but have no reason to doubt

their presence. They differ veiy much in size in different specimens, though tolerably

equal in each, except that they are generally larger in the upper chamber than in the

lower. Water causes not only the epithelial cells, but also the whole upper chamber to

swell considerably. They are originally round, or rather somewhat polygonal from

mutual pressure, but as the follicle grows they are laterally distended so as to become

* Loc. cit. p. 366.
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fusiform. At this period also they contain numerous very small greenish granules

(Plate XVIII. fig. 6), vrhich have probably been secreted by the inner surface of their

walls ;
and as these granules cannot be distinguished from the smallest oil-globules, I

presume that these also are secreted by the epithelial cells.

The columnar epithelial cells of the lower chamber are almost always visible, but the

flatter ones lining the upper chamber can seldom be seen unless the specimen is put in

water.

The germinal vesicle very soon makes its appearance, but it is veiy curious that though

it is (when seen at all) very distinct indeed, yet in many instances in which I should

have expected to see it, it could not be discerned. Compare for instance Plate X^ III.

figs. 3 and 4 ;
in the latter the germinal vesicle and its nucleus are quite plain, while m

the former, which was taken from the same animal, was in the field of ^iew at the same

time, and is in other respects rather more developed, not a trace of gernrinal vesicle

could be seen.

We are therefore compelled to believe, either that the germinal vesicle is ur some

instances absent, which is extremely improbable, or that the time of its appearance

varies considerably. Of course I do not rest this conclusion upon the examination of

this one specimen only, but from the comparison of a great marry. In the youngest

specimen in which I ever found the germinal vesicle, the egg-follicle was pyr-iform.

•0032 in its greatest diameter, and about -0058 in length. The ger-mirral vesicle was

•0008 in diameter. It varies very little in dilferent specimens either in appear-ance or

size, the largest being ‘0009 and the smallest •0006
;
neither do these dilfererrces appear

to have any reference to the state of maturity of the egg-follicle.

In the former part of my paper it has been merrtioned that the \itelhgenous cells and

the egg-cell appear in insects generally to be modificatiorrs of the epithelial cells. The

same is probably the case in Coccus ; but in spite of my anxiety to throw light orr this

part of my subject, I was unable to do so. In one specimen, however, a few of the cells

in the lower part of the upper chamber were larger tharr usual, and had a rrrore distirrct

nucleus. The uppermost of these cells had very much the appeararrce of the gerrrriiral

vesicle. If, however, this change takes place rapidly, there are eVdeirtly so marry chances

agaiirst our detecting the transitional forms, that it seenred desirable to record airythirrg

which may possibly be a link in the chain of evidence.

I did not find in Coccus any distinct rnembrairous errvelope sinroirnding the gerrrriiral

vesicle, and it is therefore probably very soon absorbed, as in the Orthoptera and marry

other insects.

The later history of the germinal vesicle is equally obscure, lor it soon disappears

from view. At first I thought it was hidden by the oil-giobules ;
but this can hardly be

the case, because I never once succeeded in making the germinal vesicle visible by

pressure when I could not see it otherwise. The largest specimen of the germinal

vesicle I ever saw was very faint as it was disappearing, and I never saw two cells which

could have resulted fronr the division of the germinal vesicle. Professor Leydig pro-
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bably failed to perceive the germinal vesicle, because he generally examined his speci-

mens in a vreak solution of acetic acid, -which causes it to swell and then disappear in a

few moments.

At about the same time as the germinal vesicle, the oil-globules make their appear-

ance, and soon become the most conspicuous part of the egg. They are at first very

minute, but in a mature egg the larger ones are as much as -0016 in diameter, from

which to a mere granule every intermediate stage may be found. These globules are

of a yellowish colour, and refract light, like the oil-globules in milk. They are also

affected in a similar manner by acetic acid and sulphuric ether, being dissolved and

running into one another if subjected to the latter ;
while in the former they split at

the edges, as in Plate XVI. fig. 7, and finally become marked by irregular fine lines,

some of which also seem to project from the side. Neither oxalic nor tartaric acid have

much effect on the oil-globules.

The epithelial cells contain almost always several yellowish-green minute globules,

which appear to me to agree in every respect, except in size, with the oil-globules ;
and

it seems to me probable therefore that these are partly secreted by that side of the

epithelial cells which is turned towards the inside of the egg-follicle.

It is e-vidently very difficult to obtain any decisive proof upon this point, and it might

rather perhaps be concluded, from the descriptions and figures of M. de Quateepages*,

that the oil-globules are secreted by the germinal vesicle. I have, however, never found that

they are particularly collected round the germinal vesicle, which, moreover, is sometimes

apparently absent after the formation of oil-globules has commenced (Plate XVIII. fig. 3).

The oil-globules may often be seen lying somewhat compressed together (so as to have

one or more straight sides), without running together, which indicates, I think, that the

outer surface is covered by a somewhat harder pellicle or skin, though the effect of

sulphuric ether shows, if any proof was wanting, that they are not covered by any

distinct membrane.

Very soon after the appearance of the first oil-globules, the basal part of the egg-

follicle begins to swell up, and to be separated from the upper part by a gradually

deepening constriction, so that the egg-follicle comes, as described by MM. Leydig and

Leuckaet, to consist of two chambers, the upper one of which is spherical, and the

lower fusiform. The upper chamber, though short, is at first much broader than the

loAver, and contains the three vitelligenous cells (e); the lower chamber contains the

oil-globules, and the germinal vesicle is situated at the apical end of the lower chamber.

Besides the oil-globules, the lower chamber contains also some few small yelk-cells

and immense numbers of very small greenish granules, resembling in many respects very

minute oil-globules
;
and I am not, as already stated, inclined to believe that these latter

are produced by the coalescence of the minute green globules.

The egg-follicle continues to grow, and the germinal vesicle remains visible for some

time, the largest specimen in which I have seen it being Plate XVIII. fig. 5.

* Ann. des Sci. Nat. 1849, p. 202.
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According to Dr. Leydig, the constriction separating the two chambers begins after a

while to become less marked, and finally disappears, the egg itself being fonned in and

filling both chambers, so that the contents of the upper chamber occupy the apical end

of the egg, and form the commencement of the blastoderm. In this I have no doubt he

is mistaken, and that M. Leuckaet’s account is correct, although I too have seen some

instances which might account for his mistake. These, however, are quite exceptional

;

and as a general rule, after the constriction is formed, the upper chamber ceases to gi'ow

larger ;
and as, on the contrary, the lower one continues to expand, it forms gradually a

larger and larger fraction of the whole. After remaining of the same size for some

time, during which the lower part has considerably increased, the upper chamber begins

to diminish, and finally becomes atrophied.

According to Dr. Leydig, if I understand him right, the three litelligenous cells,

which he considers as germinal vesicles, divide and subdivide, carrying with them each

time a portion of periplast, so that when the reunion of the two chambers takes place,

the apical portion contains a number of nucleated cells, which together constitute the

blastoderm.

This description is entirely erroneous, as M. Leuckaet also has mentioned. Plate

XVIII. fig. 7 shows a nearly full-grown egg, in the upper chamber of which the tlmee

vitelligenous cells (e), larger indeed than at first, but otherwise unaltered, are plainly

visible. This is no solitary instance, but is, on the contrary, the usual process. Moreover,

if several large egg-follicles are placed in water, it wdl probably happen that the upper

chamber of one, at least, will burst, and one or more of the vitelligenous cells will be

pressed out. They then present a cloudy appearance, but no orifice could ever be seen

in them.

After having fulfilled their functions, and when the upper chamber is becoming atro-

phied, the vitelligenous cells sometimes break up into small irregular balls, which

become smaller and smaller, and finally disappear.

The general cavity of the body of the female Coccus contains an immense number of oval

green cells, which are apparently of vegetable nature. They are about -gwo in breadth

and -go^o in length. Some specimens, however, are considerably longer, and present a

constriction in the middle ; these are evidently undergoing transverse division. I have

also found similar cells in the larvse at various ages, as at the beginnmg of June and July.

Almost always at the period when the vitelligenous cells have disappeared, and some-

times earlier, a mass of these oval green cells may be found at the lower part of the

upper chamber. As the upper chamber becomes atrophied, they find their way domi

to the front of the egg. Thus we may say, almost without a metaphor, that the germs

of future disease can be detected even in the unlaid egg *. I have scarcely ever found

* Entozoa have been found in foetus, but not, so far as I know, in an egg which would have hatched

properly. See Allen Thomson’s article ‘ Ovum,’ in Todd’s Cyclopsedia, p. 12. It is true that M. Kohd-

MANN has described certain parasites as being produced from the yelk of Tergi^es, without ai’restiug the

development of the embryo. M. Vogt, however, considers, with reason, that the supposed parasites are

only detached cells, and not independent animals.
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these oval green cells in a specimen which still contained the three vitelligenons cells

unaltered, but believe that I have done so in a few instances.

These parasitic cells are present in such great numbers in the full-grown female, that

there is no difficulty in accounting for the entry of some of them into the egg ;
but it is

difficult to understand why they do not appear in other parts of the egg-follicle, and why

they increase so rapidly at a particular period in the development of the egg.

Weak solutions of oxalic acid, of tartaric acid, and of sulphuric ether produced no

effect upon these cells.

The mature egg, besides the oil-globules and the surrounding fluid, contains also

numerous vitelline spherules, which have every appearance of being true cells, but that

they contain no nucleus.

I have sometimes found a few of these spherules (or others very nearly resembling

them) in egg-tubes which had not yet lost their pyriform shape
;
but as a general rule,

even in specimens as far advanced as Plate XVIII. fig. 6, few, if any, could be per-

ceived. Soon, however, after the germinal vesicle ceases to be visible they make their

appearance, and rapidly increase in numbers, apparently at the expense of the oil-

globules and surrounding fluid.

At an early period they are small, not exceeding -gifoo diameter, but in more

mature ova they vary from -^(^o to ‘soVo-

Weak solutions of acetic or tartaric acid dissolved the yelk-cells, or at least rendered

them invisible, and left instead a flocculent mass.

In the greenish eggs of Phryganea, as described by Zaddach, the colour is owing to

the yelk-globules themselves. In Coccus this is not the case. The yelk-globules are

slightly yellow, and the green hue of the eggs is at first owing to the green granules,

which I have aheady mentioned as being perhaps only very minute oil-globules.

When, however, the egg is full-grown, and the upper chamber has been absorbed,

these green granules will be found to be replaced by dark-green globules, regular in size,

and about -gifo o diameter, and which appear, therefore, to be in no way represented

in the yelk of Pliryganea eggs.

The vitelline membrane is formed so gradually that it is difficult to ascertain the exact

time of its formation
;
when,*however, the egg is full-grown, it may clearly be seen to

be enclosed by this membrane, which is firm in texture, quite colourless, and shows no

structure.

I could see no trace of micropyle, which under the circumstances is quite naturaP

The mature egg is a light green, oval mass, -afwo length and o breadth. It

is enclosed in an outer structureless membrane, probably the vitelline membrane, but,

like Steix*, I never could find a trace of a second, though the eggs of most insects are

generally said to have double covering.

Since these eggs are hatched almost immediately after leaving the body of the mother,

it is evident that they do not require so thick a shell as those which are deposited in

* Loc. cit p. 66.
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water or in the open air, and this may perhaps account for the small size of the coUeterial

glands.

At this period the egg-contents consist of yellowish oil-globules, colourless yelk-cells,

a small quantity of fluid, the green globules which give the egg its colour, and the

parasitic, oval green cells, which are congregated near the cephalic end.

Dr. Leydig describes the first trace of the embryo as arising at the free end of the egg,

and then extending with a waved course as a clear streak across the egg. It seems to

me, however, that the first trace of embryo is at the basal end of the egg, and I think

that he has been led into error by supposing that this embryonic structure arises imme-

diately from the division of the vitelligenous cells (e), which we have already seen is not

the case. Professor Leuckaet also asserts that the thickening of the blastoderm com-

mences at the hinder pole*.

The remainder of the egg consists, as before, of oil-globules, yelk-globules, and

green globules, which latter, however, are more numerous round the embryo than

elsewhere.

Gradually, however, the yelk-cells become smaller, tolerably equal in size; and as the

embryo continues to enlarge, they diminish greatly, being no doubt changed in some

manner into the nucleated cellular tissue of which it consists. At the time when the

antennffi make their appearance the yelk-cells have almost enthely disappeared.

At this period the tissue of the embryo consists of minute cells about ^o^oo

meter, and each containing a bright central spot. When pressed out into water the)

often lose their distinctness, and sometimes they seem to change into green bodies,

apparently somewhat cubic in shape, and separated a little from one another b) a

colourless, structureless substance. What conditions are necessary to this change I was

unable to determine.

The small cells constituting the embryo at a very early period, when subjected to a

weak solution of either tartaric or oxalic acid, took a variety of forms, more or less oval,

and pointed at the narrow end. Their contents became granular. Acetic acid made the

cell-wall less distinct and the contents opake, as if coagulated.

Thus we see that the different bodies, which are either contained in the egg, or have

contributed to its formation, are by no means few in number. We have, fu'st, the structure-

less external membrane of the egg-follicle ;
secondly, the cells forming the epithelium

;

thirdly, their nuclei ;
fourthly, the vitelligenous cells ; then the germinal vesicle with its

nucleus, the oil-globules, the periplast, in which the three last substances are contained,

the yelk-cells, the parasitic vegetable cells, the green globules, the blastodermic cells

and their nuclei, and, finally, the vitelline membrane.

Up to this period, and indeed until the different appendages of the embryo have

become quite distinct, the egg has not altered its position, but still remains in the

follicle in which it was formed ;
and its head, as usual in insects, is ahvays fuidhest from

the vulva, or rather is at the free end of the follicle.

* FortpAanzung und Entwickelung der Pupiparen. Halle, 1858, p. 69.
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Coccus Persicce .—On the 22nd of May I found in our garden some specimens of

C. persicce, which I was much surprised to find is oviparous and not nearly ovoviviparous,

like C. hesperidum. The females were, at the period in question, rapidly approaching

the term of their existence, and most of them had already laid many eggs. These

latter are developed almost in a similar manner to those of the preceding species,

with however some interesting differences.

The form of the ovaries and arrangement of the egg-tubes is very nearly the same in

both species. The spermatheca of C. persicce, however, is less firm, and is pale in colour.

The colleterial glands, which, probably in consequence of that species being ovoviviparous,

have become small and inconspicuous, are in the Peach-coccus large and pedunculated.

They are six in number, four large and two small, these latter being apparently

attached by a short stalk to the peduncle of the large one, which is furthest from the

vulva. They lie three on each side, and then’ ducts open into the egg-canal close

together, and about half-way between the vulva, and the division of the egg-canal into

two oviducts.

The internal structure is very distinct and interesting. It consists of many cells

l}fing loose in the internal cavity, and resembling very much in form, size, and appear-

ance the vitelligenous cells of the egg-follicle. Indeed, if one of these bodies was lying

free from its attachments, I believe it would be quite impossible to decide whether it

belonged to these colleterial glands or had come from an egg-follicle. I counted about

six in the smaller glands, and from twenty-five to thirty in each of the large ones
; they

were nearly the same size in all the glands.

As might be expected, several specimens did not show this structure, but in others it

was very distinct. In one specimen the glandular bodies were more numerous and
smaller. In this case, however, they varied considerably in size.

The egg-follicle is tougher, and the epithelian layer is more distinct than in the pre-

ceding species. The number of vitelligenous cells is greater, varying between five and
eight in each chamber, and they are also more distinct and rounder.

As might be expected, their number does not depend upon the age of the follicle. I

have seen a very young one with seven cells, and have often found old ones with only
five. The size sometimes varies considerably in the same follicle, and did not appear to

depend upon the stage of growth.

The nucleus of the cells could almost always be distinguished. It consists of an irre-

gularly-shaped body of a greenish colour, and presents often projections which appear
to be undergoing a process of separation. Sometimes this appears to have taken place,

and we find then two to four smaller and more regular nuclei.

They never contained granulations, like those described by Huxley, in the corre-

sponding cells of Aphis.

They appear finally to break up and to be absorbed, exactly as has been already
described

; but it is difficult to prove this satisfactorily, as in large follicles their cell-wall

becomes very indistinct.

MDCCCLIX. 3 Q
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In the early stages of egg-development there appear to be fewer oil-globiUes than in

C. hesperidum, but more numerous granules. These latter are about le.ooo ^

meter, and are congregated principally round the gentninal vesicle. They disappear

subjected to the action of tartaric acid.

The germinal vesicle is small, but it is so much covered by the granules that I never

could obtain a satisfactory view of it, and still less of the nucleus. It is, however, smaller

than the vitelligenous cells.

The production of the parasitic green cells occurs in the same maimer and position

as in a hesperidum. Instead of being oval, however, they are shaped like a sausage.

They are 3^00 in length by about Wo 0
breadth. They are, however, multiphed by

division, and consequently vary in size as much as the corresponding parasite of C. hespe-

ridum ;
and in one specimen I found them much longer than usual.

In an egg almost full-grown the contents were of two sorts; fii'st, oil-globules from

8T^ to^ in diameter, and of a whitish colour; and, secondly, small globules 3000

to in diameter. These latter are rendered invisible by tartainc acid. The eggs

when laid are of a brdliant white colour, two in length, and ywo m breadth. ey

generally showed the commencement of the blastodermic layer, and in some this had

even extended quite across the egg.

The oil-globules are by far the most conspicuous part of the egg-contents; the

remainder appears to consist of a periplastic substance.

The small granules, which at an earlier period were very numerous, have almost dis-

appeared ;
and the yelk-globules, which are so conspicuous in G. hesperidum, were m the

present species very few and of a small size.

The outer surface of the egg-shell is covered by minute rings, of which the ends some-

what overlap. These rings are from Ww io Ww diameter, and ai’e no doubt iden

tical with the white substance which exudes from pores on the imderside of the body.

Immersion in spirits of wine for thirty-six hours had no apparent effect on them. I also

placed them in dilute sulphuric acid for two hours and a half with the same result.

In June the females covered a number of eggs, besides those which were not yet

deposited. I examined a good many of the former, and found that each contained an

embryo consisting of a waved line of small nucleated cells, extending from one end of

the egg to the other*.

Oyrdps Although the gall insects are so common and so numerous, the

female sex only has yet been found, so that the males are probably only produced

at distant intervals. Except, however, in so far as the peculiar shape of the egg is

concerned, the mode of egg-formation does not differ from that which occurs in ot er

Hymenoptera.
,

The ovary consists of a great number of tubes, which form a verticiUated bunch, an

fall into a common oviduct. Each tube contains about thirteen eggs (figs. 2 and 3);

in the earliest stages there is absolutely nothing to distinguish the egg-formation m this

* Letdig, loc. cit. pi. 1. fig- 4; i.
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species from the type common in insects. A glance at the figures is sufficient to show

this, so that it is unnecessary to enter into any detailed description.

Each of the pseudova, even after it has attained its full length, is surrounded by a

distinct layer of nucleated cells. The walls of the tube appear to be constituted by a

dehcate, structureless membrane, so that I suppose it is the epithelial layer (consisting

of nucleated cells) which has in some places detached itself from the outer membrane in

order to form a close covering for the eggs. After the egg has arrived at maturity, this

cellular layer gradually disappears.

At the lower end, in Plate XVII. fig. 2, one of the eggs is elongating and pushing its

narrow end up the tube. This process appears to be somewhat rapid, at least there is

always at this stage a considerable difference between the form of the lowest egg and

that of the one immediately preceding it.

The egg gi-adually becomes longer and longer, the narrow end at the same time forcing

itself up the tube ;
and the other eggs successively undergo the same changes, until

at length the ovarian tube offers the appearance represented in fig. 3, Plate XVII. The

narrow ends now all lie at the upper end of the tube, and the swollen ends at the lower.

The germinal vesicle is present, as usual in insects, but it remains visible longer than

I have found to be the case in most other species, and indeed may be seen after the

pseudovum has attained its mature form.

The development of the pseudova of Solenobia lichenella appears also to offer no great

peculiarities. Plate XVIII. fig. 17, copied from Leuckaet, represents one of the egg-

tubes taken from a caterpillar of 8. lichenella, and it resembles, in all important parti-

culars, a similar organ of any other Lepidopterous insect. The epithelial cells, the large

vitelligenous cells with their nuclei, and the egg-cell itself, with its germinal vesicle, are

all of the usual structure, and arranged in the ordinary manner.

Many other Lepidoptera have presented us with individual instances of parthenoge-

nesis, in which the eggs, though fertile without impregnation, were no doubt identical

with the true ova, and would have been impregnated under ordinary circumstances *.

In the Hive-bee, also, the ovarian development of the ova and pseudova must appa-

rently be identical, since it would appear that in normal instances, it is not decided until

after the ovarian product has entered the oviduct, whether it is to be an ovum or a

pseudovum, in other words, whether it is to be impregnated or not.

At the same time the sex of the future animal is determined, since, according to

MM. Leuckaet and Siebold, eggs always in this species produce females, and pseudova

give birth to males.

We are then, I think, justified in asserting that in the present state of our knowledge

no difference can be pointed out between the ovarian development of the pseudovum in

insects and that of the true ovum.

* M. Millieee has lately instituted a new genus, Agerona, which belongs to the same group of moths,

and contains two new species, both of which multiply by parthenogenesis. Ann. de la Soc. Limi6enne de

Lyon, 1857, vol. iv. p. 181.
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Desceiption of the Plates.

PLATE XVI.

Egg-tube of Blatta orientalis. X 30.

Egg-tube of Msclma cyanea. X 60.

Egg-tube of Pulex irritans. x 60.

Egg-tube of Telephorus. x 60.

Egg-tube of Forjicula auricularia. X 60.

Terminal portion of Forficula auricularia. X 250.

Egg-tube of Psocus. X 250.

Egg-tube of Panorpa communis. X 60.

Egg-tube of Cheiloscia. X 60.

Part of egg-tube of Nepa, to show the yelk-ducts. X 80.

PLATE XVII.

Fig. 1. Egg-tube of Carabus violaceus. X 30.

Fig. 2. Egg-tube of Cynips lignicola. X 60.

Fig. 3. Egg-tube of Cynips lignicola. X 60, in a more advanced state.

Fig. 4. Egg of Cynips lignicola. X 60.

Fig. 5. Egg-tube of Odynerus. X 60.

Fig. 6. Egg-tubes of Ophion luteum. X 30.

Fig. 7. Fgg-iubes of Nepa cinerea. x60.

Fig. 8. Egg-tubes of Eristalis tenax. X 250.

Fig. 9. End of egg of Cynips lignicola. xl20.

PLATE XVIII.

Fig. 1. Very young egg-tube of Coccus liespmdum, showing epithelial cells, x 2o0.

Fig. 2. Very young egg-tube of Coccus hespendum, showing vitelligenous cells, x 2o0.

Fig. 3. Egg-tube of Coccus hesperidum.

Fig. 4. Egg-tube of Coccus hesperidum.

Fig. 5. Egg-tube of Coccus hesperidum.

Fig. 6. Egg-tube of Coccus hss2)eridum.

Fig. 7. Egg-tube of Coccus hesperidum.

Fig. 8. Egg-tube of Coccus hesperidum.

Fig. 9. Egg-tube of Coccus hesperidum.

Fig. 10. Egg-tube of Coccus hesperidum.

Fig. 11. Egg-tube of C. persicce. x250.

Fig. 12. Very young tube of C. persic(X.

X250.

X250.

X250. More advanced.

X250. More advanced.

X250. More advanced.

X250. More advanced.

X250. More advanced.

X 250. More advanced.
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Fig. 13. Egg of Chelonus oculator, from the lower part of the egg-tube, x 60.

Fig. 14. Egg of Chelonus oculator, from the matrix of the egg-tube, x 60.

Fig. 15. Egg of Chelmius oculator, from the matrix under the action of water, x 60.

Fig. 16. Egg of Chelonus oculator, from the matrix under the action of water. X 60.

Fig. 17. Egg-tube of Solenohia lichenella. After Leuckaet.

Fig. 18. Three germinal vesicles of Pterostichus nielanarius, from three successive egg-

cells. X 250.

The letters refer to the same parts in all the Plates.

m. Muscular or outer membrane. V. Vitelligenous cell.

i. Inner membrane. u. Nucleus of vitelligenous ceil

a. Epithelial cells. s. Egg-cell.

b. Nucleus of epithelial cells. g. Germinal vesicle.

e. Egg-chamber, often divided into h. Macula germinativa.

y- Yelk-chamber. 0 . Oil-globules.

z. Germ-chamber. p. Parasitic cells.

t Terminal chamber of egg-tube. d. Yelk-duct.

/• Terminal filament of egg-tube.
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XIX. On the Conic of Five-pointic Contact at any point of a Plane Curve.

By A. Cayley, Esq., F.B.S.

deceived Marcli 1,—Eead March 24, 1859.

The tangent is a line passing through two consecutive points of a plane curve, and we

may in hke manner consider the conic which passes through five consecutive points of

a plane curve; and as there are certain singular points, viz. the points of inflexion,

where three consecutive points of the curve lie in a line, so there are singular points

where six consecutive points of the curve lie in a conic. In the particular case where the

given curve is a cubic, the last-mentioned species of singular points have been considered

by Pluckee and Steinee, and in the same particular case, the theory of the conic of

five-pointic contact has recently been established by Mr. Salmon. But the general case,

where the curve is of any order whatever, has not, so far as I am aware, been hitherto

considered;—the establishment of this theory is the object of the present memoir.

I. Investigation of the Equation of the Conic of Five-pointic Contact.

1. I take (X, Y, Z) as current coordinates, and I represent the equation of the given

curve by
T=(#XX, Y, Z)“=0.

Let {x, y, z) be the coordinates of a given point on the curve, and let U=(#X'^, y, s)"‘

be what T becomes when [x, y, z) are written in the place of (X, Y, Z)
; we have

therefore U=0 as a condition satisfied by the coordinates of the point in question.

2. Write for shortness

DU =(XB,+YB,-f Zd,)U,

D^U=(Xd.+YB,+ZB,)^U,

and let n=(35X-l-^Y+cZ= 0 be the equation of a line. It is easy to see that

D^U-n.DU=0
will be the equation of a conic having an ordinary (two-pointic) contact with the curve

at the point (x, y, z). In fact the equation DU= 0 is that of the tangent at the point in

question, and the equation D^U=0 is that of the penultimate polar (or polar conic) of the

point, which conic is touched by the tangent ; the assumed equation represents therefore

a conic having an ordinary (two-pointic) contact with the polar conic, and therefore with

the curve. It may be added that the two conics intersect besides in a pair of points, and

that the line joining these, or common chord of the two conics, is the line represented

by the equation 11=0; and this being so, the constants [a, h, c) of the line 11=0 can

be so determined as to give rise to a five-pointic contact.
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3. Consider the coordinates of a point of the cuiTe as functions of a single variable

parameter
; then for the present purpose the coordinates of a point consecutive to [o:. y, z)

may be taken to be

y-\-d.y-\-^d^y-{-^d^y-\--^d^y,

z-\-dz -\-^d^z -\-^d^z -^^d*z,

values which, substituted for X, Y, Z, must satisfy the equations

T=0, D^U-n.DU=0.
4. I write for shortness

'd,=dx'd^-]-dy'd^-\-dz

^2

=

d^xb^+ d^yb,j+ d'^zb

Bg

=

d^xb^+ d^yby+ d^zb^,

B4
= d*xb^+ d*yb^+ d*zb^,

then the consecutive value of T is

exp. (Bi+-|B 2 +:g^B 3+-^B 4)U

(Read exp. z, exponential of z, =e*), which is

x(l + i ^2)

X(l +¥^3 )

x(l +^^ 4 )

1 +^1+i^l+^^l +^^1

+¥^2+-2^1^2+ T^1^2

+ § ^2

+ 6^3 + ¥ ^ 1^3

4" "^^4

>U

>U

u

+ ^.U

+ ¥ (^1+^2)U

+ K^?+3B.B2+S3)U

H" ^4(^1 “f"6B 1B2

+

4B 1B3+ SBaH-B4)U ,

the several terms of which must respectively vanish, and we have therefore

U=0,

B,U=0,

B2U=-B?U,

B3U=:_(B?+3B.B2)U,

B 4U=- (B1

+

6BIB 2+ 4B .Bg+ 3B^)U.
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•5. Next, preparing to substitute in the equation

D^U-n.DU=0,
the consecutive value of DU is

(a “h dx ^d^x -j-^d^x -f- -}- &c.

= (^0+^lH“i^2+6^3+ 2\^4)U,

where
BoU=

(

aB^+3/B2,+2B^)U=mU.

Eeducing by the above results, the consecutive value of DU is

= _iBfU-i(B?+3B.B,)U-^(Bt+6B?B,+4B,B3+3B^)U.

6. Hence also writing

P=«A +<7^,

'dj^=adx \-hdy -\-cdz,

B 2P

=

ad?x -\-hdHj-\- cd^z,

the consecutive value of —HDU is — (P+BiP+-|-B 2P) multiplied into the consecutiv

value of DU, and the product is

=P. iB^U

+P.i(Bf+3BA)U +B,P.iB?U

+P.^(BH-6B^B2+4B.B3+3B^)U+B.P.i(B?+3BA)U+iB2P.iS?U.

T. The consecutive value of D^U is

= {x-\-dx-\-\d^x+

+

-^d^xfbJ^V+ &c.

= a" 1

which is

and obserdng that

+ 2xdx

+ a(Z^a4- {dxf

+ ^ A<Z^A+ dxd^x

B"U+&c.,

+-^xd^x-^^dxd^x+ ^{d'^xf

=

+ 2BoB,

+ B0B2+B?

+ 3^0^3+^1^2

4-lV^0^4+i^l^3+4^2

U;

Bo U=m(w— 1) U,

BoB,U= (m-l)B,U,

BoB2U= (m-l)B2U,

BoB3U= (m— IjBjU,

BoB,U= (m-l)B,U,

3 DMDCCCLIX.
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and reducing as before, the consecutive value of D^U is

(m-2)b!U8.

Substituting in the equation D‘U-n.DU=0, we obtain as the conditions of a

live-pointic contact
_ (^_ 2p5

u+p,i3;u= 0
,

_i[(m-l)3;+ 3(m- 2)3,3JU

+ P.i(3!+33,a,)U+3V--i3!U=0,

_^[(m_l)(3t+63;3,)+(m-2)(43,33+33?)]U

^_p,^p;+63;3,+43,3,+33aU+3,P-i[3'+33|3JU+i3=P-iS;h=0;

or reducing
P=2(m--2),

s P-iO.t^—

3

r3; + 63;3ju 4
3;o [3; + 33,3JU^

3.p=i —5ju 9 3;u 3V

which are the conditions of a five-pointic contact: it is to be remarked that if’ only the

first and second conditions are satisfied, we have a four-pointic contact, and it onh

first condition is satisfied, a three-pointic contact.
n , . n r ,ve the

9. We have to reduce the last-mentioned equations; suppose that A, B, h aie

first derived functions of U, then the equation 3.U=0 may be written

Kdx+

’

and this will be satisfied identically if

— Cf//,

dy=.C^ —Av,

dz =A/u-— B?t,

where X, ^ are arbitrary multipliers, which may be taken to be constants. AN e luuc

therefore bi= D, where

]}= (Bn~ + (CX- An)B^+ (Ap- Bx)b,.

10. The resulting expressions for 3;U. SfU, 3;U may be exhibited in the reduced

forms given by Hesse, viz. if ^^^Kx+y^y+vz, we have

b‘fU=P3U-Q2A\

B?U= P3U-Q3A%

hfU=l^U-Q,A^

where the values of V„ P„ P. ; Q, Qi, Q. aie as follows, viz. if («, 5, c,f, J. *) are the

second derived functions of U, and if
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H= a, h, g

h, b, f

be the Hessian ;
if, moreover,

<I)=— X, |M;, V

K a, h, g

gj h, b, f
.

^ 9^

be the bordered Hessian (we may also write 0=(^, B, C, €>, where

(31, 35, C, JT, are the inverse coefficients of («, b, G,f, g, h), viz. ^=z(bc—f^) See.);

and finally, if for shortness we write

n=b,<i>

=B,H .B^O+B.H .B^0+B,H.B,0,
then we have

p ^
^ m— 1

<!>, 0^=

P3=-^D<i>,
® m— 1

(m— 1)^

1

Q3=

P4=-^D^o-, "^^h, Q,=

In the present case U= 0, and we have

BiU=: — Q3B^

BtU=-Q4B^

11. Hence, substituting for Q2 and their values, the first and second of the equa-

tions for the five-pointic contact give

p=2(m-2).

md

{m— l

1

(to— l)^

H,

^DH,

FH-
(
to— 1

3 (to— 2) TT.T.+ —rv3H€>.
r (to— 1 )'^

B,P=
.Dh
3 H ’

and observing that H is a linear function of (X, Y, Z), and consequently that P, B,P

denote simply the values which H assumes when (w, y, z), (dw, dg, dz) are respectively

substituted for (X, Y, Z), we see at once that these two conditions will be satisfied if we
put

n=f^ HH+A.HU,

where A is an arbitrary constant, or, what is the same thing, an arbitrary function of

(a’, y, z). We have thus the general equation of a conic of four-pointic contact.

12. The above value of H gives

a.P==ts3.H+A3,U,H
3̂ D 2
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and the third equation o£ the system of conditions for a five-pointic contact is therefore

which leads to the value of A.

13. We have in general

3;u =^<i>u

a:u m— 1

{m-iy

1

’ (m— 1)^
DH.^%

(3;+33A)U~ D®.U- DH .y,

(3;+63?aju=^(23,<t+D''®+sli n)u

(^l2a,H+D>H+.-;Ai ° -'Wr

the last two of which have not yet been demonstrated. The value of 'djl (which, how-

ever, is not required for the present purpose) is

-3(m— 2)

m—

1

HO- ID
m—-

1

which also is not yet demonstrated.

14. Putting U=0, we have

bfU

= -7-AT2I)H.&^(m— 1)^

1

(3;+ 33,3,)U= -pfypDH . y,

(3;+63;3JU=-r^423.H+B--H+,-;4v °
S{m-2)

and substituting,

3(»i-2)
23.H+D’H+— H<I> -tS*)'

where the term involving baH disappears ;
the equation may be written

A= 3H(D’H+ -ly ho) - 4(DH)«.

which I will represent by

j^,A=3E,Tl.-4K|,
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the values of Eg, E3 ,
E4 being

i

E,=PI,

K3=dh,

E4=I)^h m~l
3{m— 2)

m— 1

15. We have Ea^H, and it will be shown that

+ 3(m— 2)Hn^
-

where for shortness

and hence Avriting

we have

(m-l)^E4=-12(m-2fHO

+ 4(m— 2)

-

B, C, #, #, B,H/,

a= (^, 13 , c, #, a, II )^H,

A= 3E2(«i-1)%- 4(w- 1 )"EI,

9ffA=-3nH+4-^;

or replacing O, T' by their values,

jr, .3, .3. rn.Hi
-SH»

I ^ 3,H)> 1

’

and A having this value, the equation of the five-pointic conic is

D^U- (fgDH+ADU)DU=0,

where it will be recollected that the current coordinates are (X, Y, Z), and that D
denotes

16. I remark, in passing, that the problem of finding the circle of curvature at a given

point of a plane curve, is in fact that of determining the conic having with the curve

at the given point a three-pointic contact, and besides passing through two given points.

The equation of a conic having an ordinary contact, is

D^U-nDU= 0
,

where

n= (zX -j“ ^Y -f”cZ,

and the condition of a three-pointic contact is

ax-\-by-{-cz-=2(m—2).

Let the coordinates of the two given points be

(•^ 1 ,
(^2 , 3/2 ,

^2),
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and let (D"U), See. be the corresponding values of D^U See., then we have

aX+5Y+cZ=
D^U
DU’

ax,+by,+cz,:= 17

7
/D^UX

+ ( J)U J^
’

and if from the four equations vre eliminate a, h, c, we find

XDU, YDU, ZDU, D^U

^ , y ^
2 ,

2(m-2)

> > ^1 7

/D^UX

VDUj*

X2 , y^ > ^2 ,

/D^UX
1 DU

for the equation of the conic in question; x,y,zhe\n^ the coordinates of the point of

contact, and X, Y, Z current coordinates.

II. Demonstration of Identities assumed in the 'preceding section.

Proof of the expressions for (bf+ 3^1^2)11 and (Bl+bBlBg)!! :

17. It will be remembered that Bj, Ba stand originally for

dx B^+ dy Bj,+ dz B^,

d^xb^-\-d^y'by-^d^z'd^,

and that A, B, C being the first derived functions of U, dx, dy, dz are changed into

Etz-Cf-t-, Cx—Av,

and that the resulting value of Bj, viz.

(Bj'-Cp)B,+(Cx-Aj/)B^4-(A(U— BX)B,,

is also represented by D, so that B,= D- The corresponding values of d'X, dy/, d'z are

d^x~v t^B

—

gjdC,

d^y=XdQ — V dA,

di^z —gjdA~Xd^,
where we have

dA—adx-{-hdy-\-gdz, See.,

in which dx, dy, dz are to be replaced by the values

Bv

—

C/i), Cx

—

Av, Agj— Bx

;

and Ba really denotes what
d^x'b ^.

+

d‘^y'by+ I^z'b,

becomes when the above values are substituted for di^x, d^y, d^z. But in the expressions
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BiU, &c., the symbols B^ contained in Bi and Bg operate only on U, and

not on the variable quantities A, B, C, &c. contained in Bj and Bg.

18. If now we treat Bj as an operand, that is, perform the differentiations on the

variable quantities A, B, C which enter into Bj, we obtain

Bj.Bj^B^,

or, Avhat is the same thing, operating on BjU with Bi, the result is

B,.B,U=B?U+B,U=:(B?4-B,)U,
and in like manner

B,.B*U=:(Bf+2BA)U,

B..B?U=(Bt+3B?B,)U.

It is, in fact, upon these principles that Hesse’s values of BjU, BfU &c. were obtained,

and we may by means of them obtain the other expressions assumed in the preceding

section.

19. In fact, starting from Hesse’s equation,

B^U=-^OU-7-^HB^
' m—l (m— 1)^ ’

we have

(B;+23.3,)U=;^j (UD<I>+<l>DU)-;;;Ap(DH.S-+H.2&Da).

But we have identically DU=0, DB=:0, and this equation becomes therefore

(3t+23.3,)U=^UD<t-5Ai)iDH.a=.

But this is precisely Hesse’s value of B®U, or we have B,B2U=-0, and therefore

(d;+33.3.)U=3;U=^UD'I>-(;AFDH.a“.

20.

In like manner, starting from the expression of BiU, we have

fit 1

(Bt+3B?B,)U=^(DU.D<I>+UD.D<1>)-(;;^.(DH.2^])^+^'^D.DH);

or since DU and D^ vanish identically, and the values of D-D^, D-DH are B^tP-hD'-^'-

b,h+d^h, we have

(3i+ Sdjaju=~ u(S,<i>+d’3«)-(Aip a^ca^H+D’H);

and if from the double of this equation we subtract Hesse’s equation,

a:u=

A

tu(d-o-At n)-,ATpy(D=H-^+M h<i>),

we find the required relation,

0:+63;5.)U=Ai(23,'I>+D’'I>+At''J) U

-(At?(23.h+D’h+Ai-tTf H<p)a-.
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Proof of the expression for :

—

21. We have

where
dK~adx-\-My-\-gclz,

dQ =hdx+ hdy -\-fdz,

dC=gdx -{-fdy+ cdz,

in which dx, dy^ dz are to be replaced by their values ; we have therefore

a,H=3„H{ »[(5C-/B>+(/A-AC)fi+(/iB-5A)»]

-f.[(/C-<;B)X+(«A-jC>+OB-/A>]}

+ &C.,

where the coefficient of is

+ C^C

—

GA)gj^+ (7iB

—

hA-Y

+ (2/A—^B

—

hC)gjv+ (JC—/B)A+ (cB—fC^g^ ;

or, since we have
{m—l)A~ax-\-hy\-gz^

{m— l)B"hx-\-hy -\-fi .

(m— 1)C —gxYfyYcz ,

the coefficient, omitting the factor which will be afterwards restored,

OX^

+ [ 9{90cA-fyYGz)-G{ax^Jiy-\-9z)']Y

+ [ h{lix-^hj-\-fz)-h{ax-\-^-\-9^)y

+ [ %^+/2/+ C2:)-/(/?A’+%+/2)>X

+ [
gQix+fy+ Gz) -figx+fy+ y]kg.

= Ox"

+(-3S^+||^K

-\-(—€x+(B>zY

Y(—2gx+(By+^z)[Mv

+(— (§.r+

+(— ^^+^y Yg',

which is equal to

-(gx"+25|^^"+C^H-24r^/-v+2(gA+2i|X(:.<,>r

+(91^+ -f-
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The coefficients of have a similar form ; and uniting the three terms, ob-

serving that is equal to 3(m— 2)H, and attending to the values of

O,
,

we have, restoring the omitted factor

H«I>+A5_
2 m—l ' m—1

Proof of the expressions for and D^H
22. These are obtained (for the particular case m=4, which makes but little differ-

ence) in Mr. Salmon’s ‘ Higher Plane Curves,’ pp. 88 and 89, and I merely reproduce

his investigation
; we have

or, what is the same thing,

(DH)«={A(Cd,-B3JH+KAB,-C3,)H+<B3,-A3JH}’;

and if we consider first the term which contains the coefficient is

{(CB,-BB.)H}1

Now making use of the equations

{m~l)A=aa;-]-h;^-{-gz,

{'in-l)C=cjx+fy-\-cz,
and

m{m--l)\]=ax^-\-bf-\-cz'^-{- 2fyz -|- 2gzx -f- 2hxy= 0

,

we have

{m— lyC^ = (gx -\-fy -\-czy— c{ax^+

+

^fyz+ 2gzx+ ^hxy)

= — 13^^

+

(m— 1)^BC= {hx-l- iy+/^){gx+fy -f cz) —f{ax^ -}- by^+ cz^+ 2fyz 2gzx+ 21ixy)

= — (Bxy—^xz+ ^yz,

{m-iyB'^ ={/ix+by-l-fzy-b{ax^+by^-i-cz^-i-2fyz-j-2gzx-y2/ixy)

= — -f 20XZ— ^z^

;

and hence

and

(m-l)^((Cd,-BB,)H)'= {-3Sx^+ 2^xy -^y^){d^Hy

+^(—Jx^-i-<3xy-l-^xz—^yz)d^II.d^H

+ {~€x^+ 2(3xz -g[z^){d,uy

= - JT, CIB^H,

+2x(yd^H-l-zd,H){^d,H-yed,H)

yd^R+^B,H= 3(m-2)H- zd,H,

3 EMDCCCLIX.
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so that the term is

- jr, cia,H, 3.H)'

+2®(3(m-2)H-«3,H)(®3,H+®3,H)

- g(3(m-2)H-«3,H)’;

or reducing

= C, #, 0,

+6(m-2)H.<aB,H+lB,H+6B,H)

-9(m-2)mP.

23. The other terms may be obtained in a similar manner; and it is easy to see that,

collecting all the terms, the sum will be

3S, C, S, B,H,

+ 6 —
2)H + /Aj/+ V2:) { (

-j- +((§/-+ +C ,
H

-9(m-2)^hP(a, c, df, #, IB, i^, vf;

or, attending to the signification of the symbols O,
,
T, we have

(m~l)"(DH)"= -9(w-2)^ff(h

+3(m-2)HD^

24. Next,

DTI=((B.-C^)B,+(CX-Av)B,+(Af-(.-Bx)B,)^H,

or, what is the same thing,

]3^H={?.(CB,-BB,)+^(AB,-CB,)+<BB,-AB,)}^TI;

and if we attend first to the term which contains the coefficient is

(CB,-BBJ^H.

Now substituting for C^, CB, B^ as before, we have

(w_l)-^(CB,-BB,)TI= (- ^P+21^'^

+ 2(— dfA"

+

0.Ty+%Tz— %2)B^B^.H

C'P+2#.T2: — 9[P)B;H

= —P(^, df, CJB^, BJ-^H

+ + #B„,)H

-^(yB,+.B,)Ti,

where it is to be observed that the symbols of differentiation affect H only. A^*e have

(//B^+ 2;B^)T-I= (a’B.,+ ?/B^+^BJT4

— 2(^B,,+^By+ 2B,)a'B,,H
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where H is a homogeneous function of the degree 3m— G; since the x is not

affected by the differentiation, must be treated as of the degree 3m— 7, and

for tlie like reason, stands for ; we have

(^b,+2bJH=(3m-6)(3m-7)H

— 2(3m—

7

In like manner,

= (3m-7)(7^b,+(gb,)H-Ab.,(lb,+(ab,)H;
and hence

(m-l)^(Cb,-Bb.)^H

= -^=(35, jr, CI3„ SJ’H

+2.T[(3m-7)(S3,+©3.)H-x3,(®3,+®3,)H]

_3[(3m-6)(3m-7)H-2(3m-7)^3,H+.t”33-I]

= -x%% 2, C, 4f, 0, ®I3„ 3„ 3,rH

+2(3m-7)x(a3,+®3,+@3.)H

_(3m-6X3m-7)gH.

25. The other terms are formed in a similar manner; and collecting all the terms, we

liave

(m-l)^D^H=-(3m-6X3m-7}(a B, C, #, 0, IB,
+ 2(3m— + vz){{^X+ JT+ + ((§A+ +

C

3)
3S, C, f, (3, lib., b„ bJH,

or, attending to the signification of the symbols b-, ff>,
,
O, this is

(m-lXD'H=-(3m-6X3m-7)HO
+(3m— 7)^n

Proof of the expressions for (m— IXR^, (m— 1)^E4:

—

26. 5Ve have

(m-lXRl=(m-l)XDPIX

= -9(m-2yH^0
+3(m-2)Hn^

(m-lXE4=(m-lXD^H+(m-l)an-(3m-6)(m-l)™
= _12(m-2XHa>

+ 4(?/^— 2)Dfy

wdiich are the expressions required.

3 E 2
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Proof of corresponding expressions for (m— 1)®Q|, (m— 1)"Q4:-
27.

We have

= — 9(m— 2)'H^O

4-3(m-2)Hn^

= — 6(w— 2)(??i~ 3)HO

+2(?7i-3)n^

To which I join
(m— 1/Q2=H.

28.

We have consequently

+ 3(TO-4)Hn&

+ (~3aH+T)^h
and

(to— 1)®(3(to— 2 )0^04~2(to— 3)Q1)= (— 3(to—2)nH+2(«i— 3)T)^h

which for to=: 4 become

729(3QA~QI)=(-3nH+'T)^^

29.

In the case to=4, we have Hesse’s theorem, that the equation 3Q.,Q4
—Qs=0

gives a curve of the 14th order, which passes through the points of contact of the double

tangents, viz. substituting for O, T their values, the equation of this cul^e is

-3H(9[3, C,

+ (a, C, Jf, #, b,H)^=0.

I have added these remarks for the sake of pointing out the striking resemblance of the

expressions which occur in the double-tangent problem for ??i=4, and in the piesent

theory of the five-pointic conic for any value whatever of to. It has not hitherto been

shown what the expressions 3
(
to— 2)Q2Q4—2(w— 3)Q,j and — o(to— 2)nH-4-2(TO— o)T

respectively denote, except in the particular case ni 4.

III. Application of the Formula.’ to the Cubic.

30.

I shall apply the formula for the five-pointic conic to a cubic ; to avoid confusion

to a numerical factor, I write XT', H' in the place of U, H, so that we have

1 [-3(913, IP. P. ,djHr.H'|

+ 35, C. Jf, (g, Vn J’
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Hence writing

and then the equation of the five-pointic conic is

D^U'-1 + ADU'^ DU'= 0.

I take as the equation of the cubic,

'{J =:cif -\-y^ -\-z^-^Qlxyz=^ •,

the formulge Table No. 70 of my Third Memoir on Quantics^, putting H for HU, give

H

=

-\-y^-{-z^)—{l-\-2 l^)xyz.

U'

=

^{x^+ 3
/®

+

2:®+ 6 Ixyz)

,

the first derived functions are

l{x^+2lyz), ^{f+2lzx), K^^+2%);
the second derived functions, or (a, b, c,f, g, A), are {x, y, z, lx, ly, Iz), whence H'=: —H ;

the inverse coefficients (91, 23, C, (S, are

{yz—Vx^, zx—l^y‘^, xy—l^z^, Vyz—lx^, Vzx— ly'^, l\vy— lz^)-,

and putting U'=-|-U and H'=— H, we have

9H3

+ 4(a, 23, C, f, (B, IIB.H, B,H,

and the equation of the five-pointic conic is

D^U- (||gDH+iADu)DU=0.
31. We have

^

(3, 23, C, f, 0, B,)^H

= (yz—l^x^).QPx

-f- (zx—l'^y^).QPy

-f (xy—Pz^ ).<dl^z

+ 2{Pyz-lx^).~{lJr2l^)x

\-Wzx-lf).-{\^2l^)y

which IS

= \Wiyz—^ l\x^-\-9/+ 2®)

-QP(l+2l^)xyz+2l(l-^2l^){x^+2/+z^)

= (12l^-12l^)xyz-\-(2l-2l%x^J^ifi-z^)

= ^l-l^X^^+f+z^+ Qlxyz),
or we have

(a B, C, f, 0, b,)®H=-2S.U,
where S is the quartinvariant (see the Table No. 70). For the present purpose U=:0,
and consequently

(a, 23, C, 0, IXb,, B,)®H=0.

* Philosophical Transactions, vol. cxlvi. (1856), pp. 627-647.
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(91, C, f, B.H)

= (3/2-^V) [3^V-(1+2^^M^

+ (2^— Z‘3/^) [3^^2/^—(1+2^2^]^

+ (^3/_^V)[3?V-(1+2/^>3/T

+ 2lhjz{- - (1+ 2^^)f^][3^V- (1 +2/^>j/

j

+2(Z^^^-?/)[3?V-(l+2?>y][3?V-(l+2Z%2]

4- 2(/'/ry- fe")[3?V- (1+ 2/'W[3^y- (1+

2

the first three lines of which are

+(l+2^y(2/V+5V+a’y)

9/6(^6_j_^6_|_^6)+6^X1+

+

3/' +^')~ + 2/')V^-r’

;

or collecting and reducing,

(-9^ ){x^ +/ +2® )

+(1+ 4^® 4- 4^® )(2/V4-2V4-^'«^y)

+ (
15^^4-12^' )Gt® +/ + 2'

4-(— 21^"— 48/®— 12Z®) F^/V;

the second three lines are

-54/®F2/V4-12/®(14-2/®)(/2®4-^'^'+^’y)“2^(l+^^')'^'^’FG'^''+/+~"^

or collecting and reducing,

(12/^4-42/® ){ifz^-\-z^x^Y!xY)

4-(-2/-20/^-32/')(F 4-/

_1_(6/2_30Z®4-24/«) F^/V.

Hence in the first part replacing the top line by

— 9/®(F -\-tf-\-zY 4- +A-y),

and uniting the two parts, we find

(a, 33, C, 4f, #,

4-(-9/« ){x^ +2' )'

+(_2/-5/^-20/' )(F 4-/ +-' Kf
_|_(_15/2_78/®+12/«) F^/V;

and referring to the Table No. 70, and writing 0 for 0U, we have

(a, 33, C, Jf, #, filldji, d,H, BJT)^=0,
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where 0 is the first of the three functions which may be chosen to represent the

octicovariant of the cubic.

33. We have thus . 4 Q
iV 9

and thence

D^U- IgDU^DU^O

as the equation of the five-pointic conic : the investigation has been conducted by means

of the canonical form of the equation of the cubic, but the form of the result shows

that it applies to the equation of the cubic in any form whatever,

34. If, however, we continue to represent the cubic by the canonical equation

the result may be further reduced. We have, putting U= 0,or writing ~ ^Ixy

H= — (1+ '^l^)xyz ;

moreover, putting U= 0, the Table No. 70 gives

or substituting for H the last-mentioned value, and putting for shortness

Q— 3Z^a^^3^V,

we have

0=(1+ 8 ^70 ;

and with these values of H and Q, the equation of the five-pointic conic is

D^U+

where

2
(1 + SP)xyz

DH-
a

' 2 7
( I + 8P)a,^y^z^

DU)DU=0,

DU = 3 { + 2/y2:}X -f (3
/®
-h 2 lzx)Y+

(

2:^ 2lxy)Z }

D^U=6{(X^+2WZ)^+(Y^+2^ZX)^-f(Z^+2ZXY>},

or, as it will be convenient to write it

= 6 (,:r, y, z, lx, ly, feJX, Y, Z)^

DH= (3^V- (1 +2Z%2)X+ (3/y- (1 +2Z^)2^-)Y-f (3^V- (1+ 2Z^)a;y)Z
;

whence, finally, the equation of the five-pointic conic of the cubic

X^-l-Y^+Z^+6/XYZ=0
at the point {x, y, z) is

%l-\-U^)xYz\x, y, z, lx, ly, IzJX, Y, Z)^

-f {{x^-\-^lyz)X.-\-{y'^-\-‘llzx)Y-\-{z‘^-\-2lxy)Z] x

|3a’VV[(3^V-(l-f2^^%2)X+(3/y-(l-f2/^}2a^)Y-h(3^V-(l-f2Z>7/)z]]

1 -Q[ix^-^2lyz )X+ (/+2fe,2^ )Y+(^^+2% )Z](’

a result which I had previously obtained by a special method.

35.

But the expression may be exhibited in a different form by a transformation
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suggested by a geometrical theorem of Mr. Salmon’s. In fact the tangent at the point

[xX, z) meets the cubic in the tangential of this point, and the coordinates of the

tangential are z{x^~ify Calhng these r, the equation of the

tangent to the cubic at the tangential is

(r+2/p3^)X+(>J^+2^ri)Y+(r+2/|?j)Z= 0.

Now we have identically,

3^yz"|(3ZV” (1 +2ry)XH- (3^y

—

(1+2Z%2)Y+ (3ZV— (1+ 2P>t)z}

—Q { + 2/p)X+ (^^+ 2Izxyi -\-2lxyyL]

= {(f+2/;3^)X+(;?'*+2/^|)Y+(r+2/|;?)Z}

j^j]{x\-y^-z^^2lyz)K+y\-z^-x^+2lzx)Y-^z^{-x^-f+^lTy)Zh

In fact this relation will be true if only

^xYz^{^Vx‘^- (I+ 2 P)2/z)
- -4- 2 lyz)

=r.U^4-3/^-z=’+2^j/z).

And substituting for |, ^ and Q their values, the left-hand side is

3^Y2;^(3ZV-(l+2r)^^)

- (^^+ 2hjz)Yz^^z^x^-^aff- 3r^aY^')

—x\y^—zY

--2hjz{z^ —x^){x^—y^)

;

and expanding and reducing, the result is

{if-\-zY - +2^f(- 2^'y

+

A+ + 12 /vry^'-

;

whence, dividing by x‘^, the equation becomes

_(y»+ 2»)(®«+)/»+j»)+ 2 ?a.-j/2(ar‘—2(i/*+s’))+12fV/j’

=(-2/»-z»+2;y3)(a-*+2/’+-’+6/.ryj),

which is identically true.

36. Hence in the identical equation putting U= 0, we see that the equation ot the

five-pointic conic may be written

9{l-\-d>l^)xyz%x, y, z, lx, ly, IzJA. Y, Z)^

q_ {
Y+2/2/5)X+Y+2fea’)Y+Y+2/YZ} x

{(f +2?;70X+Y +2/^1 )Y+(r+2/?^ )Z}

= 0
,

where |, n, I stand for x{f-z% y{z^-xY z{x^-f), the coordinates of the tangential of

the given point, and which puts in evidence the geometrical theorem above referred to.

viz. ... • • i.

Theorem. The common chord of the five-pointic conic and the polar conic is the

tangent to the cubic at the tangential of the given point.
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37. The five-pointic conic meets the cubic in the point of contact, considered as five

coincident points, and in a remaining sixth point or point of simple intersection. The
process by which I originally obtained the equation of the five-pointic conic, led also to

the equation of the line joining the point of contact with the point of simple intersec-

tion ; the equation of this line is

r -f(-2/^-h2Z=)yV)

"

9^3^3^3<j fi-Yj/((l+ 8Z%^+(4^+41Z'‘)y^^.r+ (— 2/^+2/®)«V) >

-6Q^2/V{X(3?V-(l-f2Z%^)+Y(3Zy-(l+2Z^>^)-l-Z(3ZV-(l+ 2^>^)}

+ {X(^+2/y0)+Y(3/^-f2fe^)+Z(s^+2%)}= O.

38. If the conic meet the cubic in six comcident points, that is, if the point of contact

be a singular point of the kind already spoken of, or, as we may term it, a sextactic point,

then the last-mentioned line must coincide with the tangent at the point. Represent
for a moment the equation of the line by

AX-fBY+CZ=0,
then this line is to coincide with the line

{x^+2lyz)lL-\- {f+ 2fe^)Y+

(

2^-f2%)Z= 0,
or we must have

B(2:^-f2%)-C(/-f2Z^^)= 0,

C(^^-f2/;y2)-A(2^-h2%)=0,

A(y' -f 2 —B (.r"+ 2 )= 0,

which must be equivalent to a single condition. The terms of A, B, C, which contain

x^-\-1,lyz^ y^-\-2lzx, z^-\-2lxy

respectively, may, it is clear, be omitted, and omitting also a factor ^xYz\ we may write

A= 3^^2;((1+ 8/®K+(4^+41Z")a;"y2:4- (— 2Z"-f 2/")3/V)—2Q(3/V— (1 -f 2/%^),

B= ‘^>xfz[[\ -f W)if+

(

U-\-m)ifzx-\- (— 2^2+ 2Z®)2V)—2Q(3^y- (1 J^2iyx),
and the like value for C. The last of the three equations is

I— (^^+ 2 Zj/2
) ((

1 -|- + (4/+ All*)y^zx-{- (— 2 Z" 4- 2 Z®)?/2V)
J

-2Q{ (/+2Z2.r)(3ZV-(l+2Z®y)-(^^+2Z^.s)(3Zy-(l+2Z^>^)}
0 ,

where the function on the left hand is

(l+ 8^•)(3:y-^Y+2^(a,•'^-/z))

+(4Z-l-41Z*)2Z(^'‘y;s® — xy'^z^)

+(— 2Z^+2Z'4(4yV — x^yz"^)

-2Q {-{l+2iyfz-cifz) +U%x^z-fz)],
3 FMDGCCLIX.
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or, what is the same thing, throwing out the factor 2, it is

= { 3(1+ 4- 6^(1 4- 30Z=*(1+
-2Q(1+8P)(x’-2/^);

or throwing out the factor (1+ 8 Z^) and substituting for Q its value, it is

= {3^y’+6%2(T’+/)+ 30«V2/V-2(yV+2V+^/-3?^^/2’)}(^-’-/)-

The first factor, reducing by the equation a-'+)/’+t’+6fayz, is

=3*y-(ai-+y’)(**+y+^*)+(**+3'’+*’)’-2(/^+"'^+*'^)

= 3xy+«’(3;’+y’+z*)-2(y2’+2'®'+*y)

= (
2®—

39. Hence putting for the moment

it appears that the last of the three equations is M2=0; the fii-st and second are of

course M^=:0 and M3/=0, and the required condition is YI-O, that is,

{f-.z^){z^~x%x^-f)=^,

the equation which, combined with the equation of the curve

x^'\‘y^~\~^'\~^^xyz'^^'^

.rives the sextactic points. There are consequently twenty-seven such points, and it is

at once seen that these are the points of contact of the tangents to the cubic irom the

points of inflexion, or, what is the same thing, that the twenty-seven sextactic points foim

Le groups of three each, such that the three points of a group have for

tangeLal one of the nine points of inflexion. In fact, let . be a cube root (real or

imaginary) of unity, the three sextactic points of one of the gioups wall e giien
.

j" x-—ooy — 0
,

V' -4 +

2

®+

6

Ixyz= 0 .

Now consider the tangential of any one of these points, its coordinates are

x,—x{y'^~z^\

y^z^y{z^-x%

z,=z{x^—y^)-,

or, reducing by the equation x—uy—^, x,— ccy{x^—z% yi= —y{x -z ), ^1— 0, 01
,
uhat

is the same thing, ir.-f.ay,=0, ^,= 0; that is, the point (*,. y„ s,) is one

^
°

inflexion. This is the construction of the sextactic points obtained by 1 luclek and

40 Reverting to the equation of the luie joining the point of contact ^
pointic conic with the point of simple intersection, this meets the cubic in a P°^'

and Mr. Salmon has shown that this third point is in tact the second tangential (tan-

gential of the tangential) of the point of contact, or, what is the same thing
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Theorem.—The point of simple intersection of the cubic and the five-pointic conic is

the third point of intersection with the cubic, of the line joining the point of contact

with the second tangential of this point.

41, I have not sought to verify this theorem by my formulee. I remark, that com-

bining it with the before-mentioned theorem, the five-pointic conic is completely deter-

mined as follows
;

viz.

—

Theorem.—The five-pointic conic touches the conic at the point of contact (two con-

ditions)
; it passes through the two points in which the polar conic is intersected by the

tangent to the cubic at the tangential of the point of contact (two conditions)
; and it

passes through the point which is the third point of intersection with the cubic of the

line joining the point of contact with its second tangential.

42, The construction for the point of simple intersection leads at once to that for the

sextactic points
; in fact, consider a point having for its tangential a point of infiexion

:

a point of infiexion is its own tangential, and the second tangential of the first-men-

tioned point is therefore the point of inflexion; the line joining the point with the

second tangent is therefore the tangent at the point, and the point of simple intersec-

tion coincides with the point itself, that is, the point in question is a sextactic point.

43, 1 represent the equation of the five-pointic conic by

(«, b, c,f,g,hXX, Y, Z)^=0;
the value of a is

-f
^
3 V’o?— (1+ 2 l^)y^

( -f 2 lyz)

— Qi{x^-\-Tlyzy‘.,

in which equation

Q—y^z^+ 2:V -}-o^y^— 3 fx^y'^z^

;

or reducing by the equation x^-\-y^-\-z^-\-Uxyz=9,

=jV+^®( —x^—&lxyz)—
that is,

—Q= -f 6Ix^yz 3 faf'y’^z
^

—

and we have

a— 9(1+ 8P)x*y'^z^

+ 3^yV(3ZV+ (- 1+ U^)x‘^yz-2l{1^2F)fz^)

-\-{x^-\-Ux^yz-\-?>rxYz^—y^z''){x*-\- Ux^yz-^-^^fy'^z^).

We have in like manner

2/= 1 8(1 -j- 8V)lx*y^z^

+ 3^'>v{(3?y-(l4-2^^)2:;r)(2^+2%)+ (3/V-(l-f2?>3/)(/-f2fe^)}

-2Q(/+2fe^)(2^+2%);

the coefficient of 8x^y^z^ in the second line is

= (_ 1+ -{-z^}- 4:l{l+2l^)x^yz ;

3 F 2
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or reducing by the equation of the curve,

= (1- + (2 Z- 32l^Yyz+ 6

And the coefficient of 2Q is

+2Z%^+z^)+

;

or reducing by the equation of the curve,

And we have

2/=18^(l+ 8r)^yz®

+ 3^y2^((l- 32^^)^’^+ 6^yz^)

+2Y+Q Ixhjz+ Zfoffz^-~y"z% -2Ix^
- 8^Vj/2:+ ?/V) •

Reducing the expressions of « and 2/, we find for the coefficients (a, i, c,f, y, J>).

*..+10ia>+40«VyV+(6+120«=)*yz’-10/aY2‘--lfr-%

2y= — 4Za;‘"— 40iVyz+(5— 120i’V'3/V+ 40Z*‘/z’+8hr-y z — 2i/ . ,

which givL the completely developed form of the equation of the five-pointic come.

44 f ffivestigateL coordinates of the point of simple intersection of the cuhro and

the five-pointic conic as follows : the equations of the two curves aie

X®+Y®+Z'+6ZXYZ =0,

(«,5,o,/,.9VUX,Y,Z)>= 0;

or if we write
a

a= l, A— c,

y=6^XY, B=2(^X+/Y),

^^ + Y®, C= +27iXA +

then the two equations are
+§ =0

az*+bz+c=o,

and the result of the elimination of Z will be

(aZH yZ. +yZ2+ ^)= 0,

where Z,, Z, are the roots of the equation AZ^+BZ-fC=0

;

that is, ue hare

C®

+ ay C(B-^-2AC)

+ aB(-B®+2ABC)

+/ CA^

-y^ BA^

A®
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And substituting for A, B, C their values, but attending only to the terms -which involve

X® and Y®, the result is

— 8^®+6«c^)X®+ • • — 8y^+6^c/’)Y®=0.

45. But the result of the elimination must obviously be

(X^-Y^/(Xy,-Y^J= 0,

if (.Ti, ^ 1 , Zi) are the coordinates of the point of simple intersection. Comparing the

two^results, and forming the analogous third equation, Ave may write

jVi +«®— Qcag,

=a^ -\-¥— Sh^ -^Qabk,

where the value of x^x^ may also be written {b-\-c~2f)[b-\-c&j~2cJ^f){b-{-cc’/— 2ojf),

u being an imaginary cube root of unity, and so for the other two terms. The factors

of x^x^ might be calculated from the identical equation

5Y^+2/YZ+cZ®=9(1+ 8Z^>=’3/V(^Y=^+2Z^+2MZ)

-{-{(?/'+ 2lzx)X+ (;s"+ 2%)Z } X

f‘^xYz^ [(3/y- (1+ 2?^)^.r)Y+ (3^V- (1+ W)xy)Tl\
\

I — Q[(/4-2fe^)Y+(;z^+2/.r3/)Z] j

I remark, that putting = we have

^Y^+2/YZ+cZ^=: -ifz\ifX-^z^7.)\

and hence writing 1 for Y, and —1, —a7 for Z, we have

b-\-c-2f= -tfzYf-zy, b^cai-2coY= -fz\f-u7zY, b-\-ca7-2Y= -fz\if-a?zY

and hence the product of the three factors is —y^z^{y^—zYY—o7zY{y^—oj*zY, which is

equal to —fz\y^—zY{y^^-zY, which vanishes in virtue of the assumed equation ^=0.
This shows that the function 8/^+ 6Jc/ contains the factor x. I have not veri-

fied a posteriori, but I assume it to be true, that it contains in fact the factor .^p®, and con-

sequently that the expressions for x,,y^, z^ are rational and integral functions of {x, ?/, z)

of the degree 25, and containing respectively the factors x, y, z.

46. In the theory of the cubic, a point which depends linearly upon a given point
may be termed a derivative of such point. According to a very beautiful theorem of
Professor Stlvestee’s, the coordinates of a derivative point are necessarily rational and
integral functions of a square degree of the coordinates {x, y, z) of the given point

;
and

moreover, there is but one derivative point having its coordinates of any given square
degree ird, or, as we may express it, only one derivative point of the degree 'tif. The
successive tangentials are derivative points of the degrees 4, 16, 64, &c.; the third point
of intersection with the cubic, of the line joining two derivative points of the degrees
m and n respectively, is a derivative point of the degree Thus the third point
of intersection with the cubic, of the line joining the given point Avith its second tan-
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ential, is a denYative point of the degree (i+lf, and it is easy to see that the degree

IS not 9 ;
it is therefore 25. The point of simple intersection of the five-pomtic come is

a derivatire point of the degree 26 ;
it is therefore, according to Professor Sylthstees

general theory, identical with the point given by the foimer constniction ;
this agrees

with the before-mentioned theorem of Mr. SalmoisL

IV. Independent investigation for the Cubic.

47. The following is, in substance, the method by which I fii’st obtained the equation

of the five-pointic conic, for the cubic

Z®+6^XYZ=0.

Write for shortness

V = + 2 +(/+ 2lzx)Y+

(

2"+ 2 ,

W=(X^+2WZ)^-1-(Y"+2^Z)2/-1-(Z"+2/XY)2,

T =X®+Y*-1-Z"+6ZXYZ,

P -^ax-Yby-^-cz,

n=aX+5Y+cZ.

Then X, Y, Z being current coordinates, and x, y, z the coordinates of a point of the

cubic (so that U= 0), the equation of the cubic will be

T=0,

and the equation of a conic having with it an ordinary (two-pointic) contact at the point

(ayy, z), wdlbe* 2W—nV=0.

48 Now imagine from the point of contact lines drawn to the other four mtersec-

tions of the two curves; in the case of the five-pointic conic, three of these lines wil

coincide with the tangent V=0, and the remaining line wall be the line joining the pom

of contact with the point of simple intersection. The equations of the lines in question

can be found by Joachimsthal’s theorem, viz. if
(
x , J, z) be rtie coordinates of a giien

noint and (X, Y, Z) current coordinates, then if in the equations of any two curies we

substitute for the coordinates, X*-f^X, Xy-(-^Y, Xz-t-fiZ, and between the equations so

obtained eliminate X, fz, the resulting equation will be that of the lines iaini fioni le

point (a-, ?/,
z) to the points of intersection of the two cuives. The point (a, y, z) is an;

point whatever, and it may therefore be a point of intersection, or, as in the piesen

,

instance, a point of contact of the two curves ; the only difference is, that m either case

the degree of each equation as regards (X, ^ is reduced by unity, and the degree of the

resulting equation in X, Y, Z is also reduced by unity : in the case of a point of simple

intersection this is the only reduction; but in the case of a point ot contact, the result-

* I have introduced the factor 2, to make this correspond with the form D'^U-nDU^O, in the case in

Lj[uestiou, m—2>.
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ing equation contains the equation of the tangent as a factor, and rejecting this factor,

the reduction in degree is two units.

49. Applying the method to the two equations, T=0, 2W—nV=0, and substituting

therein for the original current coordinates X, Y, Z the values A.'r+f/.X,

Aj+jO/Z, the equations become

A^U+3a>V H- 3a^^ 0,

2(A^U+2Aja,V+^^W)-(AP+|f^nXAU-f/4V)=0;

or writing U=0, and omitting from each equation the factor |M», the equations become

AW+A/a.3W+^^T =0,

A(4- P)VH-^(2W- rrv)= 0 ;

and putting in the first equation A=2W~nV, ^=_(4~P)V, the result of the elimi-
nation contains the factor V, rejecting which it becomes

3(2W-nVX-3(4-P)(2W-nV)W+(4-PXVT=0,
which is of the fourth degree in (X, Y, Z), as it should be, and represents therefore
the lines drawn from the point of contact to the other four points of intersection of the
conic and cubic.

50. The equation may be written

_ 3(2W- nv)((2-P)w-f 11v) -f (4~PXVT=: 0,

and we obtain at once the condition that this may contain the factor V, viz. this con-
dition is

P=:2;

and if this be satisfied the conic will have a three-pointic conic, and there will be three
other points of intersection. And writing P=2, and throwing out the factor V, we find

3n^V-6nW-|-4T=0
for the equation of the lines from the point of contact to the three points of inter-
section. And we have now to determine II so that the function on the left hand mav
divide by V^.

^

51.

I simplify my original method by the use of a theorem of Mr. Salmon’s, viz.
writing

^=X®+Y"-fZ^-f 6D^YZ, ^ =^XX"-hY"-j-Z')— (l4-2/')XYZ
,

W=(X^-j-2nrZ>-f
, l,= (3^^X^~(l-f2P)YZ

)XH-..
, H,=:(3^V-(l+2/> )X-f..,

^=C(^-]rf+z^-\-Uxyz
,

H -t\x^-^f^z^)-{l-^2l^)xyz
we have identically

TH-U1=WH,-V||,,
and in the present case, since U=0,

TH=WH,-V1,
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Hence, multiplying by H and substituting this value of TH, the equation becomes

SHn^V-6HmV+4WHi- 4Y||i= 0,

ov, as we may write it, = 0 ;

and we can at once make the equation divide by V, viz. by assummg

n__2Mi-LiAV.

where A is arbitrary. We have thus a four-pointic contact. And substituting for H.

and throwing out the factor V, the equation becomes

3H(^|^+iAV) — 4Bi+2W(fHA)= 0;

01 leducing, j_36H*AW+24HH,AV+9H*AA ’=0,

which is the equation'of the lines drawn from the point of contact to the remaining two

points of intersection.

52. I write for greater convenience

„ @ .

0 being as yet indeterminate, the equation is thus reduced to

And we have then to determine 0 so that the left-hand side may divide by V; or, what

is the same thing, we must determine 0 so that

H(H?-3H1.)+ 0AV

may divide by V. This implies the existence of an identical equation,

H(Hf-3Hl,)+0W=MU+NV,

which for U=0 would give the decomposition in question; but I have not investigated

the values of M and N. I assume at the outset U= 0, and putting, as be oie,

and writing also

S= Xa'[( 1+ 8 -f (4Z+ 41 )xhjz+ (— 2 + 2 Vy/z' ]

_l_ Y?/[(l+ U^)if+ (4^+
(

-

2Z^

-\-Zz [(1+ 8Z'K +(4Z+41Z"K^i/+(-2ZH2Z^)Ty],

I remark that for U=0 we have

+VS+ (l-b 8Z^)(QW- = 0,

an equation which, observing that

and assuming also

H=— (l+ SZ'^Y^,

0= (l+ 8ZyQ,
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may be written

H(Hf-3H?4)+ 0W=-(l-l-8/=*)VS,

which gives the requu’ed decomposition, so that © having this value, the conic will have
a five-pointic contact. Eeducing by the last equation, and throwing out the factor V,
we find

- 9tP(l -j- ©H, -f ©^V=

0

for the equation of the line joining the point of contact with the point of simple inter-

section. And if in this equation we write H= — and ©=(l-f 8/")"Q, we
obtain, finally, for the equation of the line in question.

9P/PS-6Ay^^QH,4-Q2V=0,

which is the before-mentioned result.

5o. It only remains to verify the assumed equation

+vs+ (1 -f u^){Qw~ 3syz^^
.
)= o

.

\ve may write

—Q= +

6

+ 3l^xyz^

—

and then observing that

W=: 2lx YZ-f-.
,

= 3PxX.^-\ (1+ 2/=’>YZ- .
•

,we find at once

(1 +8Z^)(QW— 3xyz^'^i)=

{x'+ Ux^yz-^12l^x^yz —xy^z^)X^

-(l + 8iy
H- (2lx^-{- 12^Vy2:—3^yp-2%V)YZ

Next writing

(3/V— (1-f2Z%2)x+

,

V = (x^-{-2lyz)X-\-..,

S = o^{(l-h8l^)x*+ (4:l-\-iiy)x^yz-\-(— 2l^-\-2l^)y^z^}X+

and forming the expression for

the coefficient of X^ is

—xyzW,-\-Y^,

-xyz {3/V-(l+2^®)y^}^

which is
+

= (1+ 8iyx‘’-^Uxhjz -\-12fxyz'—xy\^)

;

the coefficient of YZ is

-2a;y0(3/y-(l+ 2Z^>^)(3/V- (lJ^2P)xy)

+ (y^-{-2lzx)z
{ (1 -f 8/y^+ (4^+ 41/y^^y+ (— 2/"-f 2V’)xy}

-\-{z -\-2lxy)y{{l-\-3Py+(4^-l-41/^y2.r-f-(— 2/®+2/®k’y},
MDCCCLIX. q „
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or substituting for and the values -^-Uxyz and (^+U.yz)- le-

spectively, this is

We have thus

{x’4- 6Myz+ Vll^o^yz—xy^z^W

=(1+ 8P
) +{2M xhjz— —

2

lxfz^)S:Z

and the equation
_^^^H,_j.vS+(l+8?)(QW-3a?/s-®,)=0

is thus verified.

“S““5rr:.rr.^—
ing section.

V Extension of the last preceding method to a curve of any oi do

.

write Xy+^i, +/^
5

tVip term involving X’" vanishes, and

point of the curve, and X, Y, Z current coordinates .
the teim

dividing out the factor g> the equation becomes

X—DU+iX->D>U +4).>-yD»u+A;X“-

+

&c.= 0.

Making the like substitution in D»U-nDU=0, the assumed equation of the tive-

pointic conic, the factor ^ divides out and the equation becomes

2x(m-l)DU+f<.D’U-(kP+/vn)D’U=
0

,

or, what is the same thing,

xDU(2(7?i-1)~P)+M^'U—nDU)=0

;

T • 1-/V Y // tVip TPsnlt throwing out the factor DXj ,
is

and if from the two equations we elimmate X, g^, the lesiu , o

(D»U-n0Ur‘ -i(2(m-l)-P)D=D(D-U-nDtJr-=+&c.=0,

where all the terms after the second contain the factor ^
the equation may divide by DU, is consequently 2(,«-l)-P-^,

Ldhm'bv DU the

condition of a three-pointic contact. Substituting this value, and dividing by DU,

equation becomes

_n(D«U-nDU)->+fD>U(D'U-nDUr--iD-U.DU(D=U-nDU)-<+&c.
= 0.
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which will be divisible by DU if —nD"U+fD®U is divisible by DU, and the condition

for this is found to be, as before,

n=|^DH+ADU,

where A is arbitrary ; we have thus the conditions of a four-pointic contact.

55. Substituting this value of 11, we see that D'U~^ DH.D'*U divides by DU, viz.

there exists an identical equation,

D^U- gDH . D^U=lU+J .DU

;

and hence if U= 0,

du(d’u-hDH-D’u)=j,

where J is a quadric function of (X, Y, Z). I do not know the general form of this

function, but Mr. Salmon has obtained a result which may be generalized as follows,

viz. writing for X, Y, Z the values Ca—Av, A/a— BX (where, as before. A, B, C
are the first derived functions of U and X,

f/j,
v are arbitrary), the expression for J is

J= DU D^U-^DH.D^U 3(m“2)
(P. a ;(m-l) (to-T)H

a formula which will be presently useful.

56. The foregoing equation may be written

(D^u)—
3(
_DD^U+|DTJ)

+ (D^U)-^DU{(m-2)n^D^U-f(m-3)nD=>U-iD^U}+&c.(DU)='

and the term —lID'U+fD^U is equal to

1

..= 0
;

|(D^U- HDH .D^U -ADU . D"“U= fJDU-ADU . D^'U.

Substituting this value the equation divides by DU, and throwing out this factor it

becomes

(D^U)“-\|J-AD^U)

+ (D^U)“-n(m-2)rFD^U-|(w-3)nD=^U-iD^U}+&c.DU=0;
oi obserAong that fnD^U=n^D^U-i- term containing DU, this may be written

(D^u)—3(|j_AD^U)+(D^U)“-Xn^D^U-iD^U)+&c.DU=0.

57. Ii the equation dhides by DU we shall have a five-pointic contact
; the condition

for this is that

- A(D^U)=*+|JD^U+ n^D^U-iD^U

may divide by DU, or more simply that

- A(D^U)^+|JD^U-}-| (^^DHyD^U-iD^U

may divide by DU, or, what is the same thing, the function in question must vanish in
virtue of the substitution of the values Cx~Av, A;u,—BX in the place of X, Y, Z.

3 G 2
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The expression for J has just been given ;
we have besides

(^dh) D‘ti=-Q.a%

where the values of Qj, Q. are given (ante. No. 27) ;
we have thus

58.

iw” j{ (m— 1) H

-iD^U - (m-ir

and

whence

D’U=-^.Ha«,

1

'3 I m— 1 " (m— 1)H

1 TTo-Jrl(firAWi

and consequently

A=^,(4'F-3nH),

which agrees with the result before obtained, and thus tire present method gives the

complete solution of the problem.
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XX. The Bakekian Lecture.—Researches on Organo-metallic Bodies.—FowciYi Memoir.

By E. Franeland, Ph.B. ,
F.R.S. ,

Lecturer on Chemistry at St. Bartholomew s Hospital.

Eeceived February 17,—Bead March 3, 1859.

Ih a former memoir I described the production of a series of organic compounds

containing the metal tin in combination with the radicals methyl, ethyl, and amyl.

These bodies were formed by the action of light or heat upon the iodides of methyl,

etliyl, and amyl, respectively placed in contact with strips of tinfoil. My attention was

at that time especially directed to the compound formed by the union of tin with ethyl,

and to which the name of stanethyl was given. The iodide of stanethyl (Sn C4H5I) was

prepared by exposing iodide of ethyl to light or heat in the presence of tinfoil
; and by

acting with zinc upon an aqueous solution of this iodide of stanethyl or of the chloride

of the same body, stanethyl itself (C4H5Sn) was obtained.

In accordance with a theory of the constitution of all organo-metallic bodies which I

then proposed, the above tin compounds were respectively represented as the analogues

of the protiodide and biniodide of tin ; thus

—

^Snl Sn(C4H,)

Stannous iodide. Stannous ethide.

s„{(aH,)

V. JV
;

Stannic ethiodide.

to the above bodies would receive

additional support if the second equivalent of iodine in the stannic iodide could be
replaced by ethyl, or some other analogous organic group. In the memoir already

alluded to, I mentioned that in studying the behaviour of stanethyl under the influence

of heat, evidence was obtained of the existence of this very compound

—

stannic ethide,

or hinethide of tin, as I then named it. This body obviously bears the same relation to

stannic iodide, as stanethyl bears to stannous iodide.

Sn
I

I

Stannic iodide.

It is evident that the application of this view

Sn
I

I

Stannic iodide.

[C4 H,

1C4H,
Tv 'f

Stannic ethide.

Although there could be little doubt of the formation of stannic ethide by heating
stanethyl to 150 C., yet I could not succeed in obtaining the former body in a state of
puiity from this source. It occurred to me, however, that stannic ethiodide would
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p.oOably be easily converted into stannic ethide by bringing it

Lbvl and a preliminaiT experiment completely realized this expectation. Ihe reail

oftt rlZ: together- Jth its extension to other analogous organo-metalhc bodies.

are described in the following pages.

I. Action of Zincethyl wpon Iodide of Stanethyl.

About two ounces of crystals of iodide of stanethyl were gradually added to a strong

soLn of zincethyl in ether. The crystals rapidly dissoh-ed.

of beat and the liquid finally assumed a syiupy consistence. Caie was taken tyre

ceased to effervesce with water. The syi-upy liquid was now subniitted

Tt benan to boil at 70° C. ;
but the thermometer rapidly lose tol

\ .

tempfrature and 200° C. the greater part of the product passed over, sohd iodide o zmc

coS a little zincethylting left in the retort. The distillate on being rushed

with water effervesced strongly, depositing oxide of zinc, w ici uas sso i

addition of a little acetic acid. The dense ethereal liquid was

supernatant aqueous stratum, and placed over chloride of calcium for

On being distilled, the thermometer soon became stationary at 1

late passing at this temperature was collected apait.

Submitted to analysis it yielded the following results :—

I. -2185 grm., burnt with oxide of copper and free oxygen, yielded d.ho gnn.

carbonic acid and ’1703 grm. water.
-, 04 c fov

II -2338 nrm. gave -3518 grm. carbonic acid and -1845 grm. wate .

m -0992 |™., placed in a" tream of oxygen, and the vapom thus mixed with excess

of oxygen passed through an ignited tube, gave 0618 grm. bmoxide o m.

Thele results correspond closely with the formula oi stannic ethide-

as is seen from the following comparison

Calculated.
Found.

r
I. II. III. Mean.

r: 48 41-09 41-09 40-92 — 41-01
V^g ,

TT 10 8-56 8-64 8-31 8-48

il-io .

Su .
58-82 50-35 — 50-28 50-28

116-82 100-00
99-77

following equation therefore expresses the action of zincethyl upon iodide of

stanethyl
Sn(C.i Hj) 11 _ f Sn(C4 H.,),

Zn(C.H,)J IZnI

Stannic ethide, or binethide of tin, is a limpid colourless liquid even at 13° C.,
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possessing a very faint ethereal odour, resembling that of the oxide of stanethyl, and a

slight metallic, though not unpleasant taste. Its specific gravity is 1187 at 23° C. A
determination of the specific gra\fity of its vapour by Gay-Lu8SAg’s method gave the

following results :

—

Weight of stannic ethide .

Observed volume of vapour .

Temperature of oil-bath .

Height of barometer

•1127 grm.

25 '0 cub. cent.

193°-3 C.

762 '0 mm.
217’2 mm.
275'0 mm,

From these numbers the specific gravity of the vapour was calculated to be 8'021. The
vapour of stannic ethide thus consists of one volume of tin vapour and four volumes of

ethyl, the five volumes being condensed to two.

Height of inner column of mercury

Fleight of column of oil .

1 vol. Tin vapour . . . , 4-05367

4vols. Ethyl 4-00780.

2 vols. Stannic ethide vapour= 8 -06147

Found . . 8-021

Stannic ethide boils at 181° C., and distils unchanged, thus differing from stannous
ethyl, which decomposes at 150° C., chiefly into metallic tin and stannic ethide, a
reaction calling to mind the behaviour of stannous oxide when boiled with a caustic

alkali. Stannic ethide is highly inflammable, burning with a lurid flame fringed with
deep blue, and evolving white fumes of stannic oxide. In oxygen it burns much more
brilliantly, with a red light fringed with blue.

It was important to ascertain the deportment of stannic ethide with negative elements,
since, if it were found to be capable of direct combination, its analogy to inorganic stan-

nic compounds would be to a great extent di.sproved. Like zincethyl, however, stannic
ethide is incapable of combining with any other element without the expulsion of at
least an equivalent amount of the ethyl it contains.

Treated with iodine, the latter dissolves with a deep red colour, which gradually dis-

appears; and if the addition of iodine be continued until decoloration be no longer
effected, the resulting liquid, on being submitted to distillation, is found to consist
of iodide of ethyl, which distils over, and an iodine salt, possessing the insupport-
ably pungent odour of one of the products of the action of tin upon iodide of ethyl
at 160° C., and described by MM. Cahoues and Eiche as iodide of distannous ethyl.

The iodine salt appears, in fact, to be either identical with this body, or

to consist of stannic iodotriethide, (Sn2(C, H5)3
l)*.

* Whilst engaged with these experiments, Mr. Btjckton announced the formation of stannic ethide
(Proceedings of the Eoyal Society, vol. ix. p. 315), and at the same time mentioned his intention to study
the salts formed by the action of iodine, bromine, &c. upon that body

;
I have therefore not prosecuted tlie

inquiry further in this direction.
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Stannic ethide does not decompose waten, and is not acted “P™

Ovdioddoric acid in the cold. When, h-e™ the two

cmv and exposed to a heat of 80» or 90» C., bubbles of gas are

^
requires from twelve to eighteen hours to complete reactmn^

2^9^11 mercurial

2268 grm. stannic ethide yielded 75 cub. cent, of gas a .a

' la-nh frt 90'T 1 nib cent ftt 0° C. and. 760 mm. pr0ssiir6 .

Thti! -—. » wM *. t*.™.

results :

—

Gas used . . • •

After action of SO 3 ,

After action of SO 3

HO

11 .

Oxygen used for combustion . .

After admission of combustible gas

After explosion

After absorption of carbonic acid .

III.

Pressure. Temperature.

249-6 mm. 13°-1C.

249-0 13°-1

248-4 13°-1

432-3 12°-0

366-4 12°-0

375-6 12°-0

302-3 12°-0

322-1 10°-7

357-0 10°-7

270-0 10°-7

197-0 10°-7

Oxygen used for combustion .

After admission of combustible gas

After explosion

After absorption of carbonic acid

No. I. shows the gas to be free from ether vapour, chloride of ethyl,

Nos II and III. prove it to possess the composition and specihc giaiity hyd

ofX onTvolnmJof which rUes for its combustion 3-5 volumes of oxygen, and

volumes of carbonic acid

:

Voi. of combustible gas. Vol. of 0 consumed. Yol. of CO 2
generated

r— 0 0

. r
37-1 :

130-0 ; 1
0-0

I
3-50 :

1-98

r 34-9 :
125-1 ;

73-0

1
3-58 2-09

This result, taken m connexion with the volume of hydride of ethyl disengaged tom

a limwirweight of stannic ethide. indicates the following to be the reaction between that

body and liYdrocbloric acid

:

H Cl J ISin (C, 1
-

15)3 Cl.

1 • rxC 19 ‘^Q iipr cent of ethyl in the form of h)diido

This reaction requires the expulsion ot 1.. oJ p •

of ethyl, whereas in the above experiment -2268 grm. ot stannic ethide gaie 0-
, ,
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hydride of ethyl, equivalent to -0262 grm. of ethyl, or 11*55 per cent. The analysis of
the salt formed is still required to corroborate this result.

II. Action of Zincmetliyl upon Iodide of Stanethyl.

The successful substitution of the second equivalent of iodine in stannic iodide by
ethyl, led me to hope that it might in like manner be replaced by methyl, amyl, or any
other homologous radical, thus forming a stannic compound containing two radicals of

different composition. To establish this point, I submitted iodide of stanethyl to the
action of zincmethyl. About three ounces of the crystallized iodide were gradually
added to a solution of zincmethyl in ether, care being taken to preserve an excess of

zincmethyl; considerable heat was evolved, and the vessel in which the reaction was
performed required to be plunged into cold water. On distilling the product, it began
to boil at 40° C. ; and the whole of the volatile portion passed over below 140°, leaving

iodide of zinc in the retort. The distillate, on being treated with dilute acetic acid,

effervesced strongly, owing to the presence of zincmethyl; at the same time a dense
layer of an ethereal liquid separated. This latter, after being washed with six or eight

times its bulk of water, was dried over chloride of calcium. On rectification some ether

came over at 65 ; but the thermometer soon rose to 143°, between which temperature
and 148° C. a large portion distilled. The last drops came over at 150° C. The section

which distilled between 143° and 148° was taken for the following experiments:
I. 2985 grm., burnt with oxide of copper and free oxygen, gave *3823 grm. carbonic

acid and *2097 grm. water.

II. *2888 grm. gave *3733 grm. carbonic acid and *2120 grm. water.

III. 0678 grm., decomposed in a sealed tube with nitric acid, gave *0495 grm. bin-
oxide of tin.

These results indicate the formula

SJC-H.
IC.H,

I- II. III. Mean.
Q. . . 36 35*01 34*92 35*26 35*09

H 3 . 8 7*78 7*81 8*15 7*98

Sn. . . 58*82 57*21 57*38 57*38

102*82 100*00 100*45

The action of zincmethyl upon iodide of stanethyl may therefore be thus expressed :

—

The new body thus formed, and for which I propose the name stannic ethylomethide,
is a colourless, limpid liquid undistinguishable in appearance from stannic ethide. It

MDCCCLIX. 3 H
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« Htp the latter a very faint ethereal odour and a sightly metallic taste. Its

possesses, lilse tne lai^ei, d vc
t to x i qq p Stannic etliylo-

-n ovntT 1-9^19 at 19° C. It does not solidify at -Id btannic einN

'Sil boils between Ufo C. and 146° C. A determination of its vapour-density gave

the following resuls :

—

Weight of stannic ethylomethide .

Observed volume of vapour .

Temperature of oil-hath . . • •

Height of barometer

Height of inner column of mercury

Height of column of oil . • • •

From these data the specific gravity of the vapour was calculated to ^a™c

ethTo-ethide vapour therefore consists of one volume of

ethyl, and two volumes of methyl, the five volumes condensed two

.

•1967 grm.

44-2 cub. cent.

199°-0 C.

754-4 mm.
113-0 mm.
275-0 mm.

1 vol. Tin vapour

2 vols. Ethyl

2 vols. Methyl

.
2-00390

.
1-03652

2 vols. Stannic ethylomethide vapour . .

Found

.
7-09409

.
6-838

stannic ethylomethide is easily

bustion in air and oxygen as stannic e i
•

rnbination with these elements is

the latter with chlorme, iodine, and bromine.
ethylomethide dissolves iodine,

always attended with the expulsion of methyl Sta y

assuming a magnificent crimson colour, which disappear

heat be applied to the liquid; when, owevei,
jyijout two ounces of stannic

Cr became—

.

The excess of iodine was then removed by agitation with meiciuy, an ‘ “ P

mitted to distillation. It began to boil at alow tempera ure and

odour specific gravity, and all the properties of iodide of methyl. The boiliii, point

leTe’sri liquid nlw rapidly rose to 207° C., whilst very little of it pa.ed oven

^

Tim

distillation was then interrupted, and the straw-coloured liquid reinaini „

was submitted to analysis. It yielded the following results

I -4916 grm., burnt with oxide of copper, 3 inches of metallic “PPy

in front of th! combustion tube, gave -2888 8™. carbonic acid and -1490 grin, water.

II. -5620 8™. gave -3278 grm. carbonic acid and -1161 gim. waten

III -5487 grm. gave -3203 grm. carbonic acid and 1696 gim. uater

IV -^02 grm., decomposed with alcoholic potash, the solution then acid^ed with

nitS'acid, and precipitated with nitrate of silver, gave -6146 grm. iodide of silver.
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V. -5217 grm., heated with strong nitric acid, the solution evaporated to dryness and
ignited, gave ‘2591 grm. binoxide of tin.

These numbers closely correspond with those calculated from the formula of iodide of

distanethyl

—

rQH,

as is obvious from the following comparison

;

—
Calculated.

A
Bound.

Ce. . . 48

1

15-87

r

I.

16-02
II.

15-88
III. IV.

15-92

H,o . . 10 3-31 3-37 3-48 3-43

Sn,

I .

. . 117-64

. . 126-84

302-48

38-89

41-93

100-00

42-63

V. Mean.
15-94

3-42

39-03 39-03— 42-63

101-02

The foregoing numbers, taken in connexion with the production of iodide of methyl,
prove that the action of iodine upon stannic ethylomethide converts two equivalents of
the latter into one equivalent of iodide of distanethyl, with the separation of two
equivalents of iodide of methyl :

—

2Sn
r2C,H3l

rc.H.

1 SnJc.H^

It might have been expected that a stannic compound of the form

Sn^^
C,H3

i C3 H3

I I

would have been produced, differing empirically from iodide of distanethyl only by
containing one additional equivalent of hydrogen

; but the formula of the former body
requires 15-81 per cent, of carbon and 3-62 per cent, of hydrogen; and although these
numbers are not altogether incompatible with the results of the above analyses, yet the
fact of the production of iodide of methyl in the reaction is utterly irreconcileable with
the formation of such a compound. Iodide of distanethyl has already been examined
both by M. Lowio and by MM. Cahoues and Eiche

; but as the descriptions of these
chemists are so little in harmony with each other, it is impossible to make use of them
for the identification of the body obtained in the above reaction. It appears, however,
to agree in properties with the iodide of distanethyl prepared by MM. Cahoues and
Eiche.

Iodide of distanethyl, produced by the action of iodine upon stannic ethylomethide,

3 H 2
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is a light straw-coloured, somewhat oily liquid, which does not solidif)’ on exposure to

a cold of — 13° C., and possesses an extremely pungent and intolerable odour, resembling

oil of mustard ;
the inhalation even of a very minute amount of its vapom bemg h^ y

irritating to the respiratory organs. Its specific gravity at lo C. is 2-0.3.9. At -08 .

it enters into ebullition, but cannot be distilled without decomposition ;
the thermometer

rapidly rises, and at 230° C. a copious deposition of iodide of tin takes place. It would

be interesting to study the action of zincethyl upon this body.

Stannic ethylomethide is more readily acted upon by aqueous hydrochlonc acid than

the corresponding ethyl compound ;
a copious evolution of gas takes place, and a crA'sta -

lizable salt is formed. Submitted to analysis, the gas yielded the foUo^g results

:

I. It did not contain any gases absorbable by anhydrous sulphuric acid.

II. Treated with an equal volume of alcohol it was partially absorbed

Pressure.

.
193'0 mm.

. .
34-0

Temperature.

7°-5 C.
Gas used

After absorption by alcohol . . •

III. The combustion of the gas with oxygen gave the following results

a.

Oxygen used for combustion . . • •

After admission of combustible gas . .

After explosion

After absorption of carbonic acid . .

h.

Oxygen used for combustion ....
After admission of combustible gas .

After explosion

After absorption of carbonic acid . . .

The two combustions, a and h, which were made with portions of gas collected in two

different operations, show the gas to be a mixture of the hydrides of ethyl and methyl;

and this result is confirmed by determination No. II.,—hydride of ethyl being solub e m

alcohol, whilst hydride of methyl is insoluble. The results of analyses Nos. II. and II .

Pressure. Temperature.

391*9 mm. ir*7 c.

422*1 ir*7

349*5 11°*7

295*7 ir*7

Pressure. Temperature

337*1 mm. 7°*7 C.

359*6 70.7

306*5 7°*7

265*3 70.7

may be thus stated :

—

(

a.

Hydride of ethyl . . • 78T4

Hydride of methyl . . .
21*86

100*00

In a separate experiment it was found

yielded with hydrochloric acid, 17*81 cub.

II. III. Mean.

,

h.

83*11 82*38 81*21

16*89 17*62 18*79

100*00 100*00 100*00

that *1641 grm. of stannic ethylomethide

centimetres of the mixed hydrides at 0° C.,
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and 760 mm. pressure,—an amount which indicates the displacement of exactly one-fourth

of the positive groups in the stannic ethylomethide, as was the case in the corresponding

reaction with stannic ethide. But the composition of the mixed gases does not permit

of any safe conclusion being drawn as to the exact nature of the reaction. It is obvious,

however, that it is the ethyl group chiefly which is removed by the hydracid. The
analysis of the salt formed at the same time would no doubt supply the necessary

e\idence.

III. Action of Zincethyl u^pon Iodide of Mercurymethyl.

The formation of stannic ethylomethide, in the manner just described, encouraged

me to attempt a similar reaction in the case of the iodide of mercurymethyl,—-a body

which is formed under precisely the same conditions as iodide of stanethyl, and to

{

C H
^ regarding it as related to biniodide of mercury

in the same manner as iodide of stanethyl is connected with biniodide of tin. Mr. Buck-

ton’s announcement of the formation of mercuric ethide
[
which from my point of view

must be regarded as Hgj ^ j
by an analogous reaction, tended also to strengthen

the hope that a mercuric ethylomethide might be thus obtained.

When iodide of mercurymethyl is added to pure zincethyl, there is scarcely any action

perceptible beyond the solution of the mercury compound
; nevertheless, after the lapse

of a few hours, a copious deposit of iodide of zinc takes place. The product obtained

in this manner from two ounces of the iodide of mercurymethyl was submitted to distil-

lation : it began to boil at 98° C. ; the thermometer remained stationary for some time at

120° C., and then suddenly rose to 158° C., at which temperature nearly the whole of
the remaining product passed over. The distillate possessed in a high degree the
powerful and unmistakeable odour of zincmethyl. It was washed with water and dilute

hydrochloric acid, dried over chloride of calcium, and rectifled in an oil-bath. It began
to boil at 149° C., but the thermometer rose almost immediately to 165°, between which
point and 157° C. nearly the whole of the remaining liquid passed over. The last

drops distilled at 165° C. The portion distilling between 155° and 157° C. was received
apart and used in the following determinations :

—

I. -4590 grm., burnt with oxide of copper and free oxygen, the mercury being collected
in a drawn-out portion of the combustion-tube projecting from the furnace, gave -3044
grm. carbonic acid, T930grm. water, and -3569 grm. mercury.

II. 4979 grm. gave 3337 grm. carbonic acid and '2101 grm. water.
III. '6338 grm. gave '4918 grm. mercury.

These results correspond with the formula of mercuric ethide,—
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Calculated.

r~ ^1. II. in. Mean.

48 18-60 18-59 18-28 18-44

10 3-88 4-20 4-21 4-20

200 77-52 77-75 — 77-59 77-67

100-00 100-54 100-31

The body perfectly agrees in all its properties n-ith the mercnnc ethyl obtained by

Mr.BTOSTOU; and to the remarks of that accurate observer respecting this compound

I have not one word to add.

The entire absence of mercuric methide and the presence of zincmethyl amongst the

products of the action of zincethyl upon iodide of mercurj-methyl, pomt to the foUomng

equation as representing the reaction :

—

Hg(C,H3)I

2Zn(C4 Hs)

This result indicates a mobility in the organic groups contained in these compounds

which could scarcely have been expected.

IV. Action of Zincmethyl u]pon Chloride of Mercuryethyl.

Although the above reaction failed to produce mercuric ethylomethide, it was stiU

possible that this body might be formed by acting upon a mercuryethyl compound mth

zincmethyl. For this purpose the iodide of mercuiyethyl naturaUy suggested itseK ;
bu

as I found this body dilficult to prepare in large quantity by the action of diffused g

upon iodide of ethyl in presence of mercury, I selected the chlonde of mercmye y ,

which was prepared by the following modification of the process suggested by

Mr. Buckton.
^ ^ ^

To an ethereal solution of zincethyl, dried and powdered bichloii e o .

added until the zincethyl was as nearly as possible all decomposed. The hquid had

then separated into two layers,—an upper one nearly solid, consisting of a satiiiate

solution of chloride of zinc in ether, and a lower and more voluminous one, compose

of nearly pure and limpid mercuric ethide. The latter, which can easily be separated

from the tenacious solution of chloride of zinc, was washed uitli dilute^ acetic aci

remove a trace of zincethyl which it contained, and then dissolved m fifteen or tweiit)

times its bulk of alcohol. This alcoholic solution was now poured upon a quantity of

powdered bichloride of mercury, rather less than sufficient to convert the mercuric etliy

into chloride of mercurous ethyl, and, the whole being heated to the boiling-point, t le

liquor was filtered whilst hot; on cooling, it deposited a copious crop of magnificent

satiny crystals of chloride of murcurous ethyl, perfectly free from bichloride of mercury

;

and the mother-liquor being repeatedly returned to the flask containing the imdissolved

chloride of mercurous ethyl, the whole of the latter was finally obtained in a pme and

rHg(C4 Hsja

1= 1

Zn(C2 H3)

^ IZnI.
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crystalline form. In this way the zincethyl from a single digester-charge produced
upwards of eight ounces of the chloride.

About five ounces of chloride of mercurous ethyl, dried in vacuo over sulphuric acid,
were added to four ounces of a strong ethereal solution of zincmethyl. Considerable
heat was evolved

; and after forty-eight hours the product was distilled. It began to
boil at 60° C. The thermometer was stationary for some time at 128°, and finally rose
to 140° a, when a mixture of zincethyl and zincmethyl distilled over, whilst a perma-
nent gas was at the same time evolved. The distillate was washed with weak acetic
acid and dried over chloride of calcium. On rectification, a considerable proportion
distilled between 127° and 137° C., and was collected apart. The last few drops came
over at 156° C. Eepeated rectifications of the product, boiling between 127° and 137° C.,
did not serve to isolate any portion of the distillate having a fixed boiling-point

; on the
contray, it was evident that the range of the temperatui-e of distillation became wider-
each time the operation was repeated. A section boiling between 127° and 133° C.
yielded, on analysis, 13-68 per cent, of carbon, whilst another section, boiling between

141° and 143° C., gave 16-71 per cent, of carbon. The formula Hg|^" requires 14-75

per cent, of carbon. According to Mr. Bucktox, mercuric methide bods at 96° C., and
mercuric ethide at 159° C. ; consequently mercuric ethylomethide might be expected to
boil at about 128° C. It is more than probable that mercuric ethylomethide was formedm the above reaction; but subsequent distillations gradually transformed it, .more or
less perfectly, into a mixture of mercuric ethide and mercuric methide.

2Hg/^" ^"1— ^

tc,h,
Hg

C.Hg

C.Hg.

V. Action of Zinc wpon a Mixture of the Iodides of Ethyl and Methyl
In a former memoir * I pointed out that the vapour-volume of zincethyl allows that

compound to be represented by the formula ^^gjzn. This formula would be more
firmly esteblished if we could succeed in combining zinc with two radicals of different
composition; the iodides of methyl and ethyl, mixed with an equal volume of anhy-drous ether, were therefore submitted to the action of zinc at 100° C. in a copper digested
in the hope of obtaining the body Zn,{g

decomposition of

not exceeding 150 , In order to prevent as far as possible the formation of any zincethyl,which would be more difficult than zincmethyl to separate from the intermeLe body
latter were produced, iodide of methyl in slight excess over the equivalent quan-

* Transactions of the Eoyal Society for 1865, p. 266.
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titf was employed. On rectification the product began to boil at 38
, ^

methyl distilling ovei^; the*e—ter
aid consisted

of an intermediate compound containing both ethyl and methi .

VI. Zincmethyl.

The experiments detaU^d tlT pfeP-tion rf ^boT^

described in my ptevious papers “^3° satisfactorily in the copper

strong ethereal solution of zincmethyl
corresnonding ethyl corn-

digester* used for the production o
‘

; solution of iodide of methyl is

pound; in fact, the decomposition by zinc fan
of

much more quickly and perfectly effected than"
^
™

i^gide of

ethyl. Heated to 100» in the
decomposed in six

methyl mixed ^
^o

quantity only of gas escaped,—the whok
hours. On opening tne diges

,
ti, i On hpatino- the apparatus in

of the iodide having been transformed into 7 thm-mometer

an oil-bath, the distillation began at 90 ,
and was comp

reachedUO^C. Compared with an
Toil at 35”; the

materials, a very large
point and 51» nearly the whole of

thermometer gradually rose t
’

, , • v p-^pr The product obtained

the remaining and larger portion of the J .memethyl, was

between the two latter temperatures possessed th
properties of

spontaneously inflammable to the last egiee, an
, i^ore carbon

zincmethyl; on analysis, however, it was foun
tiro

1 T, j rvw +naTi Tpnuired by the formula Cg JI3
-^n, wniisi uie xa

and hydrogen than IS requi y combustion agreeing closely

distillate, boiling between 51 and 5 / ,
yiemea le

with the formula p ^

Ce

ZUa

o

Calculated.
A

Pound.

48 36-35 36-37

11 8-33 7-99

65-04 49-26

8 6-06

132-04 100-00

* Philosophical Transactions for 1855
, p. 260 .
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A determination of the specific gravity of the vapour of this body gave the following

results :

—

Weight of substance TSOSgrm.

Observed volume of vapour . . , 67’0 cub. cent.

Temperature of oil-bath . . . . 124°-5 C.

Height of barometer 756'0 mm.
Height of inner column of mercury 38'0 mm.
Height of column of oil . 275’0 mm.
Specific gravity of vapour.... = 3-1215

This number does not correspond with that which ought to have been obtained with a
compound of the above formula, unless we adopt the exceedingly improbable assumption
that it contains two volumes of zincmethyl vapour united with one volume of ether
vapour without condensation. On the other hand, it accords closely with the specific

gravity of the vapour of a mixture of zincmethyl and ether in the above proportions, as

seen from the following calculation :

—

Four volumes of zincmethyl vapour . . . . . 6-5672

Two volumes of ether vapour . .... 2-5567

3)9-1239

Two volumes of mixed vapour

.

. .
-

. 3-0413

Found

Without at present offering any decided opinion as to the nature of this body, I may
state that in repeated operations with large quantities of materials, I have entirely failed
in obtaining pure zincmethyl by acting with zinc upon a mixture of ether and iodide of
methyl.

Repeated attempts to produce pure zincmethyl from zinc and iodide of methyl alone
in the copper digester were also unsuccessful, although this method generally succeeds
in small glass tubes. Iodide of methyl is not attacked by zinc at 100° C., even after long
dipstion

; an admixture of 3 or 4 per cent, of ether is, however, quite sufficient to deter-
mine the action at this temperature

; but with so small a proportion of ether the whole
of the iodide is never decomposed, and it is impossible to effectually separate either this
or the effier from the zincmethyl produced. When the digester containing zinc and
pure iodide of methyl is heated to any temperature from 120° to 200° C., the iodide is

decomposed
; but at the lower temperatures the decomposition is never complete, whilst

at the higher ones little or no zincmethyl is produced, the methyl being resolved into
gases. This anomaly m the results obtained from the same materials heated in a copper
digester and in glass tubes, is doubtless due to the difference in the conditions obtainingm the two cases. In a glass tube half-immersed in a heated oil-bath, a distillation of
the internal liquid is constantly going on, the vapour formed in the lower portion of
the tube being condensed in the upper part exposed to the cooling influence of the air

MDCCCLIX. q ,
’
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^ of ethei.

.ncapable of being etbei

::irc^“r bi,

—

wae thought that no such difficulty of separation could

f"
Laration of

then, in fact, be exactly homologous with
,^,1 mixed with oxide

pure zincethyl on the large scale. It was found that iodide of

^

of methyl, was readily attacked by zinc, even at the temperatui-e of the water ,

“?Zro"by of methyl were placed in the copper digester

calcium was forced into the digester by a compression pump until it was thoi^li

?r«:~r.," ;—s? «———
-vr"'

ffidide of methyl 1
but this was easily got rid of by the additmn <rf a

which, forming sodiummethyl, reacted upon the lo i e o y

r.=S,:.*L
small residuum only coming over between 4o andlS. Dotn t p

analysis the same results, viz. 29-69-29-54 per cent, of carbon, and '
11-'

« ^
'

of hydrogen. These numbers do not agree with those required foi zincm } (
•

25-25 caLn and 6-31 hydrogen);

yielded by two equivalents of zincmethyl and one equivalent of oxide of methyl,

an
C2H31 Q-Tn TT '

Oo -tl-3

which require 80-49 per cent, of carbon and 7-62 per cent, of hydrogen. This result is

ffiertfoL exactly hollogons with that obtained by the admixture of i-iiiic etliei with

the iodide of methyl.
mptlivl T have been

In conclusion, after an expenditure of many pounds o loc i

^
,

unable to obtain even the smallest quantity of pure zincmethyl by the use of a copp

diirester. On the other hand, in ethereal solution, a much larger product obt.

than in the corresponding preparation of zincethyl, owing, no doubt, to the ower emp

“at"! crysfaLr compound of zincmethyl and iodide of zinc is broken up.

* Pliilosopiiical Transactions, vol. cxlvii. p. 61.

t Proceedings of the Eoyal Society, yoI. ix. p. 345.
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I have, in fact, ascertained that a considerable amount of the total product of zincethyl,

obtained in an operation in the copper digester, is decomposed during the subsequent

distillation,—one of the products of decomposition being metallic zinc in a finely divided

state, which is always found in large quantity interspersed throughout the iodide of zinc

left in the digester. The temperature required to expel the ethereal solution of zinc-

methyl from the digester is less than 140° C., whilst zincethyl cannot be wholly expelled

below 190°, or even 200° C.
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XXI. On the Isolation of the Organo-Metals, Meremric, Stannic, and Plumbic Ethyls

;

and Observations on some of their Perivatives.—Second Memoir.

By Geoege Bowdlee Buckton, Esg., F.B.S., F.L.8., F.C.S.

Eeceived Marcb 3,—Eead March 10, 1859.

Seveeal years have elapsed since Bunsen brought before the notice of chemists the

interesting substance known as kakodyl. His elaborate memoir indicated, for the first

time, the existence of a class of bodies now recognized as the organo-metals, the members
of which, through the labours of Feankland, L5wig, Wohlee and others, have proved to

be very numerous.

The series indeed ranges over a wide field, and on the one hand comprises organo-

combinations with electro-negative metals, such as arsenic and antimony, and on the

other hand embraces elements nearly allied to the noble metals, such as mercury and
lead.

Mr. Wankltn’s recent discovery of sodiumethyl shows also that the members of this

class extend to the extreme limits of the electro-positive metals.

In a paper which the Koyal Society has honoured me by publishing *, I described some
preliminary experiments, undertaken with reference to testing the analogies of some of
the organo-metals containing mercury, lead, and tin. At the same time more than one
method was shown by which their isolation could be effected. In the present memoir
I have endeavoured to fill up the sketch then offered, and have added some considerations,

supported by experiment, which it is hoped may prove of value in the interpretation of
some of the more complex and less known individuals of the group.

Mercuric Ethyl.

Action ofZincethyl on Iodide ofMercurous Etkyl.—Although diffused daylight causes
the decomposition of iodide of ethyl in presence of mercury, the action is slow, and
requires many days’ exposure before any considerable quantity of iodide of mercurous
ethyl is formed. On this account attempts were made to obtain the salt by employing
strong heat in sealed tubes.

The digestion was first made at a temperature of 130° C., and continued for four
hours; but an examination proved that little or no change had taken place in the
materials. The same tubes were afterwards heated for twelve hours from 160° to 170°,
at the expiration of which time, much iodide of mercury had formed, in fine scarlet

crystals. On cutting the tubes the internal pressure of gas was considerable, but no
notable quantity of the requmed iodide was present.

* Philosophical Transactions for 1858, p. 163.
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From these experiments light would appear to be an almost necessary agent in the

'Tt^has been already shown that the radical mercui-ic methyl may be prepared ttoor^h

the reducing action of cyanide of potassium, the change bemg represented by t e

equatron
Cy=HgC, H,+KI+Hg+Cy.

The cyanogen principally occurs in the form of paracyanogen.

If the same process be adopted towards the corresponding ethyl compormd, the

quantity obtained is very trifling; almost the whole of the ethyl is disinte^-ated by the

high temperature into gaseous products. A far more eflicient and generally apphcable

method presented itself, from a consideration of the powerful and weU-marked reactions

of zincethyl on water, and on hydrochloric acid. There seemed to be weU.grounded

reasons for believing that interesting decompositions would result fi'om the contact o

zincethyl with various iodides and chlorides, of both the organo and true metals.

The radical mercuric ethyl may be very conveniently formed by mtroducmg zmcet y

into a retort, into which a slow stream of coal-gas is driven through the beak. Dry an

powdered iodide of mercurous ethyl is then added, in small quantities at a time, thinu^

the neck, and incorporated by stirring. As soon as the zmcethyl is satinated, which

may be known by the stirring rod moistened with it ceasing to fume on exposine o

the air, distillation may be commenced, and continued until gases alone pass over.

The product consists of a heavy liquid, mixed generally ivith a little ether. It is we

acrain to distil with a slight excess of zincethyl, so as to ensure entne decomposition of

the iodide. If this be neglected, the purification of the radical by rectification will e

almost impossible.
• j r •

The distillate should be washed with dilute hydi-ochloric acid, to remove oxide of zmc,

and afterwards well agitated with water. After the ether has been removed by rectiflca-

tion a liquid remains which possesses a boiling-point between lo8 and I

A portion thus prepared was analysed, and gave the following composition:—

I. 0-6305 gi-m., burnt with oxide of copper, gave 0-3630 gi-m. carbomc acid and

0T780grm. water.

II. 1-0457 grm., burnt with oxide of copper, gave 0-8078 grm. mercury.

These numbers very closely point to the formula

Hg C4 Hj.

I equiv. of Mercury .

4 equivs. of Carbon .

6 equivs. of Hydrogen

Theory.
A

Experiment

100 77-53 77-24

24 18-60 18-66

5 3-87 3-72

129 100-00

Mercuric ethyl is a perfectly colourless liquid, as limpid as water, and possessed of a
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faint ethereal odour. Its specific gravity is 2-46. It burns with a smoky flame, more

lummous than that of mercuric methyl, and disengages at the same time much mercu-

rial vapour. It is very insoluble in water, less so in alcohol, but readily soluble in ether.

Towards concentrated sulphuric and hydrochloric acids, mercuric ethyl follows the

deportment of its homologue, mercuric methyl. When the action is assisted by a gentle

heat, hydride of ethyl is disengaged, and the crystalline sulphate or chloride of mercu-

rous ethyl is produced in colourless plates. The radical bursts into spontaneous ignition

when poured into a jar of chlorine gas, and the mercury is principally converted into

chloride. With bromine and iodine also the action is violent; but if the action be con-

ducted under water, ethyl gas or its products of decomposition are eliminated.

With a freezing mixture to moderate the reaction, the nascent ethyl gas unites with

excess of bromine
;
and by distillation, bromide of ethyl may be obtained,

These changes may be represented by the equations

—

4(Hg C, H,)-fH, S, 03=2(Hg3 C, H,) S 0,-f 2(C, H, H)
V

]

'

V— ^ '•

V
^

Mercuric Sulphate of Hydride of
ethyl. mercurous ethyl. ethyl.

2(Hg C, H,)+2Br=Hg3 C, H, Br+C, H, Br
' y )

Mercuric Bromide of Bromide of
ethyl. mercurous ethyl. ethyl.

If the vapour of mercuric ethyl be heated to about 226°, it is suddenly decomposed
with a slight explosion, into mercury and an inflammable gas. This gas has not been
analysed ; hut from reasons deduced from the behaviour of sodium towards this radical.

there seems to be little doubt of its being a mixture of ethylene and hydride of ethyl,

the results of a splitting up of a double molecule of ethyl.

From this tendency to decomposition at a high temperature, considerable difficulty

was experienced in obtaining accurate numbers for the vapour-density of mercuric ethyl.

In one experiment the apparatus was shattered by employing heat to fill the glass balloon
with liquid, the mixture with air causing a loud detonation. This difficulty was easily

overcome by inverting and dipping the mouth of the balloon in liquid, partially exhaust-
ing the air, and then causing the liquid to rise by atmospheric pressure. It is also
necessary to draw the neck of the balloon very fine

; otherwise the heat during sealing
will infallibly cause a decomposition throughout the whole of the vapour.

Grrammes.
Weight of globe filled with vapour . 16*0895

Weight of globe filled with air . . 15*3530

P= 0*7365

Pressure. Temperature,

767*60 mm. 194° C.

766*48 mm. 14°C.

Capacity of the globe =V=118*75 cubic centimetres.
Volume of mercury entering the globe= 117*25 cubic centimetres.

Difference ='yi=: 1*50

=weight of one cubic centimetre of air at 14° C.= 0*001230,
^/'=weight of one cubic centimetre of air at 194° C. =0*000755,
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By placing these numerical values in Mullee’s fonnula, we have

Specific gravity) P + — Q-QT
ofthevapourj {y—v)n^ 0-08852

On dividing the equivalent weight, represented by the formula Hg Hj, by the expe-

rimental density, we obtain the number^= 12-94, which pomts sufficiently near to a

condensation to two volumes. From the equivalent weight dhided by the more accu-

. 1
129

cj

rate number 14-46, we find the theoretical density of mercuric ethyl to be b-y-.

The vapour-volume, therefore, coincides vrith that of zincethyl ;
and accordingh ,

to

bring it into correspondence with four volumes, the formula should be doubled. If we

consider the great difference in the two boiling-points of mercuric methyl, which equals

96°, and mercuric ethyl, which equals 160°, it appears more probable that the increment

of 64° represents a greater difference in composition than is represented by one term,

C. H
Experiment perhaps has not yet satisfied this interesting question of the doubled foi-

mula. It was anticipated that a proof of its correctness would be shown by the reaction

of zincethyl on iodide of mercurous methyl. The two bodies unite readily, and a rise

ill temperature indicates chemical action ;
but distillation of the product yields a liquid

possessing no fixed boiling-point, the thermometer ranging between 60° and 160° C.

By fractional distillation a partial separation was effected into the two radicals, mer-

curic methyl and mercuric ethyl.

The anticipated and true decompositions were respectively,

—

Notwithstanding the failure of proof in this experiment, the existence of a radical

compounded of two molecules of mercury, one of methyl, and one of ethyl, cannot be

considered as definitively settled in a negative.

Action of Sodium on Mercuric Ethyl.

The electro-negative character of the group C„3 H„2 +i, in the class of org-ano-metals

to which zincethyl belongs, may now perhaps be considered as established
;
yet theie

would appear to be some importance in knowing the deportment of sodium towards ethyl,

when combined with a metal like mercury. Mr. Wanklyn has shown how sodium, being

more electro-positive than zinc, displaces that metal from zincethyl. If mercury should

be positive to ethyl in a similar organo-metal, the sodium in like manner should displace

the mercury and form sodiumethyl.

Sodium well freed from rock oil, was cut with clean surfaces, and introduced togethei
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with mercuric ethyl into a glass tube. As scarcely any action was observed, the tube
was sealed without heating the contents. After the lapse of five or six hours, a volumi-
nous grey and spongy-looking mass was formed, which, from circumstances happening,
was not immediately examined. The tube was left undisturbed in a cupboard for a week,
at the expiration of which time, it suddenly burst and scattered the contents, which
spontaneously ignited, and burnt so strongly, that some neighbouring woodwork was set

on fii-e.

In another experiment one part of sodium was placed in a tube with five parts of
mercuric ethyl. The mouth of the tube was ch-awn at the blowpipe into a capillary tube,
the point of which was placed under a jar over mercury. If the temperature be low,
gas IS given off very slowly, and appears to cease when the grey sponge is formed. If,

howe\ei, a gentle heat be applied, a powerful rush of gas is produced, which again slackens
on cooling the apparatus. The first portion of gas was allowed to escape, as being
mixed with atmospheric air. It did not fume, but gave a white flame when ignited.
Bottles were filled with the gas both at the commencement and towards the close of the
disengagement, when the action became more moderate. On a supposition that the gas
might contain ethylene, portions were subjected, in a graduated tube, to fuming sulphuiic
acid, introduced by means of a coke ball. The acid fumes were afterwards removed by
a ball of fused potash.

First sample. Second sampl

Corrected volume of gas ....
I. II. III

74-14 74-24 73-24
After absorption by H SO4 &c. . . 48-63 48-63 10-56

Volume of ethylene 25-61 25-61 62-68

Gas transferred.

Corrected volume 45-19 42-23

+ Oxygen taken 238-71 260-23
4-Air taken .... 411-10 416-80
After explosion 292-60 308-10
After absorption by KO .... 206-38 225-98

Total of oxygen taken 229-66 250-80
Total of oxygen burnt 159-53 148-59
Carbonic acid formed 86-22 82-12

One volume of gas therefore consumed' 159-53 „
in first experiment

[

45-19
— vols. of oxygen.

and produced 86-22

45-19
— 1‘91 vol. of carbonic acid.

One volume of gas also consumed in'! 148 59 „ J,.,

second experiment ^ 42-23 of oxygen.

and produced
.

^

^ 82-12
42-23“^*^^ vol. of carbonic acid.

3 KMDCCCLIX.
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These eudiometric results indicate that this gas must be either methyl or its isomer,

hydride of ethyl, both of which .satisfy the conditions of the above experiments. I e;

may be distinguished, however, by their different behavioui- towards chlorine gas.
^

le

eas under examination, when exposed to diffused daylight, absorbed a large quantity o

chlorine, and after some hours crystals of sesquichloride of carbon made their appeaiance,

thus affording a clear proof of the gas being hydride of ethyl.
^ ^

A comparison of the first and last samples of gas taken for analysis, snows that

raffo of the gases ethylene and hydride of ethyl is not constant at all phases of the

experiment.
First sample. Second sample.

b-665 0-654 0-856

0-345 0-346 0-144

Fobb 1-000 1-000

Ethylene

Hydride of ethyl . . .

1 volume

No doubt these gases are produced by the decomposition of a double molecule of

ethyl - yet from the circumstance that little or no gas is disengaged at ordinai-y tem-

peratires after the spongy matter has been formed, it is probable that the grey o >

is a double compound with sodiumethyl, or at all erents contains that body Al

attempts to discover the real nature of this grey material have as yet fade . s com-

ponent parts are evidently in a very unstable condition of equilibrium; for the body n

liable to explosion, and often without an assignable cause. In one experiment, a lorn

detonation followed the dropping of a few lumps of the substance into a.coho . n

repeating the experiment, the entire contents of the tube, coiitaniiiig the grey mat ei

exploded violently, and, as it were, sympathetically, leaving behind scarce y
a ves ige o

the glass. This phenomenon was perhaps caused by the detonation of t.iat por ion o

the body which touched the alcohol, transmitting the shock through the air to t le

The grey material loses its explosive properties after it has been cautiously, but ra icr

strongly heated
;
yet even then, after it is cold, it becomes incandescent on treely admit-

tine- air to its surface.
i -

From these experiments it is concluded that ethyl, and doubtless me i}
,
m use

oro-ano-metals is still negative to mercury, and therefore we should not suppose wit i

Mr. Wanklyn, that mercury, copper, and platinum would displace eth) loin so lum

ethyl The foregoing reactions would rather tend to show that sodiumeth> is oimtc

from sodium and mercuric ethyl, and it is only by heat that that body is broken up,

Hg C, H5+Na=Na C, lE+Hg

:

and by heat,
H,+2Hg=2Hg Na+C, H.-f C, H, H.

The mercury is not supposed to be active in the last decomposition, or in any w ay

determine it ;
but being present, it simply forms an amalgam with the liberated sodium.
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Action of Zincethyl on Chloride of Mercury.

Having thus effected the reduction of an organo-metailic salt through zincethyl, it was
important to see how far an ordinary iodide or chloride would follow the same deport-

ment. Corrosive sublimate produces much heat when mixed with zincethyl, so much
so as to render it necessary to cool the retort by water or other means, to prevent waste
of the zincethyl.

After breaking up the cake of chloride of zinc which is formed, the radical may be
obtained in considerable quantity by distillation, and washing the product with dilute

acid, as before described. Excess of mercuric chloride, however, must be carefully

avoided, as chloride of mercurous ethyl would be produced according to the equations,

Zn C, H,+Hg Cl=Hg C, H,-f Zn Cl

;

by addition of mercuric chloride,

Hg a H,+Hg Cl=Hg, C, H, Cl.

Although this process gives certain and good results,, it will not be found so econo-
mical in practice as that previously noticed. Iodide of mercurous ethyl is readily made ;

and by its employment it is very obvious that a less consumption of zincethyl is required.

Action of Zincethyl on Chlorides of Silver, Copper, and Platinum.

Dry powdered chloride of silver strongly reacts on zincethyl, turning quite black and
liberating much gas. The chloride, however, seems to be incapable of decomposing
the whole of the zinc radical, even when in excess and heat is applied. The clear liquid
was removed by a pipette and treated with water, which extracted simply chloride of
zinc, and isolated no silver compound. The black matter in the retort contained a
mixture of chloride and metallic silver.

In another expeiiment anhydrous ether was employed instead of water, under the
supposition that a solid silver compound might be present, which was soluble in ether.
The only reaction, however, seemed to be,

Zn C, H,+Ag C\=Zi\ Cl-fAg+C, H^.

Results have also been negative Avith reference to the formation of radicals containing
copper or platinum.

^

Protochloride of copper immediately loses its green colour on mixing with zincethyl,
a circumstance very probably due to a loss of traces of water. No combination is
effected

; and on exposure to the air, the black powder speedily recovers its green hue.
Well-dried protochloride of platinum decomposes zincethyl into chloride of zinc and

gaseous matter. The metal is reduced in the form of platinum black.

Stannic Piethyl.

Much of the uncertainty which attaches to the compounds styled by Lowio, in his
laborious re.searches, ethyl-stanethyl,” “ aceto-stanethyl,” &c., is doubtless due to the

3 K 2
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method he adopted for forming the iodides of stanethyl and stibethyl, from which salts

all the bodies described by him appear to have been obtained.

The plan adopted in the present memoir has proceeded rather in an opposite direc-

tion —the wish being, first to construct the pure radical, and then to foimi from it

the various salts, according to the mode usually adopted in the case of an ordmaiy

metal.

The iodide of stanethyl employed was prepared by Dr. Feaxklaxd’s process. Sealed

tubes containing iodide of ethyl and excess of tinfon were heated in a strong iron

digester to 150°—160= C. After about ten hours’ action, the contents of the tubes

were transferred to a retort and heated to 120°, to remove aU traces of undecomposed

iodide of ethyl.

Action of Zincetliyl on Iodide of Stanethyl.

If the above-mentioned iodide, in a melted state, be added to a quantity of zmcethyl

in a retort surrounded by cold water, a solid mass is formed, which is again in gieat

part dissolved by agitation and aid of the heat generated. Distillation may be then

commenced, and carried on until gases alone come over. The diy residue consists onh

of chloride of zinc and a little protiodide of tin.

It will not be found economical to saturate the zincetliyl at one operation, on account

of the caking of the materials, which renders the fracture of the retort veiy probable

;

independently of which, the strong heat then necessary partly decomposes the radical

when formed. The distillate last obtained should, however, always contain a slight excess

of zincethyl ;
otherwise there is no certainty of removing traces of an iodide, the naUire

of which will be presently noticed, and which imparts a pungent odour to the radical.

By agitation with dilute acid and water, two strata of liquids are produced, the lower

of which was fractioned with the thermometer.

At first a little ether appeared, after which the boiling-point ran up quicld) to 170 .

between which and 180° by far the larger quantity distilled over. The fraction taken

between 176° and 180° C. was considered pure, and set apart for examination. It was veiy

combustible, and gave, when ignited, a lurid flame with fine blue edges, and disengagetl

at the same time a thick cloud of tin oxide.

I. 0-2886 grm. of substance gave, when buMit, 0-4265 grin, carbonic acid and

0-2213 grm. water.

II. 0-3117 grm. of substance gave 0-4672 grm. carbonic acid and 0 245o grm.

water.

These numbers correspond to the per-centage composition

I. n.

Carbon 40-31 40'81

Hydrogen .... 8-52 8-72

and also to the formula
SnCgllio, or 811

(
04115 )2

-
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The numbers required by theory and obtained by experiment are—

Theory. Mean of experiment.

1 equiv. of Tin 59 50-43

8 equivs. of Carbon . 48 41-02 40-56

10 equivs. of Hydrogen 10 8-55 8-62

117 100-00

This radical differs therefore from stannic ethyl, in that it contains double its quantity

of ethyl. Accordingly I propose to call it stannic diethyl.

It is a perfectly colourless, limpid, and almost inodorous liquid, very stable, and
having a specific gravity of 1T92. It is very insoluble in water, and but slightly so in

alcohol. Ether takes it up freely. Cold concentrated acids do not immediately attack

stannic diethjd
; but when heated, they disengage gases and form salts, which differ in

constitution according to the prolongation of the action. Hydrochloric acid converts

the substance into an uncrystallizable chloride, insoluble in water, and possessed of an
exceedingly pungent and irritating odour. It is only after long digestion that a crystal-

line body is formed.

Vv ith iodine and bromine the action is very violent, and produces hissing as when
one drops hot metal into water. Explosion ensues if the two bodies are mixed in any
quantity.

An experiment was conducted under water, the bromine being added to the stannic
diethyl in such quantity that a sliglit but permanent red tint showed that it was in
excess. An oily liquid was obtained which possessed the characteristic odour, but which,
when exposed to the air, shot into a mass of crystals. These were pressed in paper, and
placed for some hours under the air-pump before they were analysed.

0 340o gim. of substance gave O'37/O grm. bromide of silver, which nearly accords
with the number required for bromide of stanethyl, Sn-C^ Br.

Theory.

47-07

Experiment.

46-51Bromine .

The powerful odour of this substance, however, left some reason for doubt as to its
exact composition. The salts of stanethyl have been, at different times, stated by
Irankland and Lowig as odorous and inodorous. Further experiment, therefore,
appeared desirable before definitively fixing the formula.

I he remaining portion of the bromide was dissolved in weak alcohol, and aqueous
potash added. An abundant white precipitate was formed, which, after being well
washed, was converted by acid into a chloride. By gentle evaporation, fine hard and
almost modorous crystals were obtained, which differed from the bromide in being easily
and entirely soluble in water. The irritating odorous substance was by this treatment
entirely transferred to the alkaline solution. This chloiide was dried over sulphuric
acid and analysed.

0 5070 gim. substance gave 0-3G00 grm. carbonic acid and 0-1977 grm. water. This
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result places beyond a doubt the composition of the salt, and moreover confirms the

last analysis of the bromide.

Chloride of stanethyl, Sn Cl, requires—

Theory.
A

Experiment,

1 eqniv. of Tin 59-0 47-77

19-34
4 equivs. of Carbon . 24-0 19-43

5 equivs. of Hydrogen 5-0 4-05 4-32

1 eqniv. of Chlorine . 35'5 28-75

123-5 100-00

It is immaterial whether the bromine be added to the radical, or the radical to the

bromine. In both cases the salt of the same radical is formed. If, however, bromine

be placed under water, and the vessel be carefully cooled, evolution of gas may be almost

entirely prevented. In this case ethyl in its nascent state is presented to free bromine,

and bromide of ethyl is produced, which may be readily detected by distillation.

The reaction is in strict accordance with that set forth when describing the mercimc

radicals. .

Steeckee has lately shown* with much prohahility, that some of the organcs amue

bodies prepared by Lowio may be referred to double salts of comparatively simple for-

mula, the analogues of which may be found in the inorganic oxyacdides and “1

rides of tin. From the method employed by Lowio in forming the stanethyls, -nz. by distil-

ling iodide of ethyl with an alloy of tin and sodium disseminated through said, it may-

be easily supposed that a partial reduction only of the iodides of stanethyl is eftectei

.

The following experiments prove that various bodies are foimed uhen zincet n am

bichloride of tin react on each other in different proportions, their constitution vary ing

with their more or less complete reduction by the zincethyl. Bichloride of tm produces

oreat heat when dropped into zincethyl. If the thi-salt he in excess, an impure chlo-

ride of stanethyl is formed; if the zincethyl be in excess, the radical stannic dietliy is

formed; ivhilst, lastly, if the zincethyl be present in quantity insufficient for the last

reaction, that is, less than sufficient to remove the whole of the chlorme, the 1’™"

duct is an oily body, which possesses the pungent and irritating odour before alluded to.

This pungency, which produces continued sneezing, entirely disappears on adding zmc-

ethyl to saturation. It is insoluble in water, inflammable, and is clearly a stanethyl

chloride In its chief properties and behaviour it accords with the liquid descri le y

Lowio, and named by him “ chloride of methylo-stanethyl,” the formula of which is

SUo Ci2 Hi 5
Cl.

, 1 1 i.
•

Experiments were then commenced under an impression that the substance in ques-

tion might prove to be a double compound of stannic diethyl and chloride of stannic

ethyl, or, faiUng that, the liquid might result from a union of three molecules of stannic

diethyl with one of bichloride of tin,

* IiTebig’s Anu.ileu, cv. p. 306,
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One of the following expressions, it was thought, might show the synthesis of the

chloride :

—

Sn(C, H,),-fSn C, H, Cl=Sn, (C, H,)3 Cl,

or else

3Sn(C, H,),+Sn Cl,=2[Sn, (C, H,)3 Cl].

To test the first equation, pure inodorous crystals of chloride of stanethyl were added

to an excess of stannic diethyl, and kept a short time at the boiling-point. Cold vvater

was then added, and the whole was again raised to ebullition. The aqueous solution

was then poured off, and solution of potash added, when an abundant precipitate of

oxide of stanethyl showed that no double salt had been effected with the chloride of

stanethyl. The portion insoluble in water proved to be the unchanged radical, and did

not exhibit the characteristic odour of the oily chloride, which thus could have been

readily detected. This negative answer to the first equation showed that the substance

was no simple mixture, but a definite compound.

A more satisfactory result was obtained when bichloride of tin was made to act on
stannic diethyl, in the proportion of three parts of the former to four parts of the latter.

The mixture produced a heat considerably greater than could be borne by the hand,
a.nd the liquid partook of a clear brown shade. IVhen exposed to the air it ga,ve slight

fumes of vapour, causing much lachrymation.

When distilled, ebullition commenced at about 200°; but no fixed boiling-point could
be observed, the thermometer slowly rising up to 220°, at which temperature the whole
had volatilized, leaving a mere trace of solid matter in the retort.

The distillate was divided into two portions. That below 210° C. was of an oily con-
sistence

; but above that point the portion solidified, on cooling, into a mass of ciystals.

These were strongly pressed between bibulous paper, and analysed :

—

I. 0-4170 grm. of substance gave 0-3440 grm. carbonic acid and 0-1825 grm,
water.

II. 0-5138 grm. of substance gave 0-5035 grm. chloride of silver.

Tliese numbers lead most nearly to a formula

Sn^ C32 Clg,

which at first seems rather improbable, but which becomes perhaps more intelligible if
grouped as a double salt.

bSnC.H^Cl, Sn3(C,H3)3Cl

requires the following theoretical values :

—

7 equivs. of Tin . . . 413

Theory.
A

48-15

Experiment.

32 equivs. of Carbon 192 22-37 24-49
40 equivs. of Hydrogen

.

40 4-66 4-84
6 equivs. of Chlorine . 213 24-82

100-00

24-20
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Although expeviment gives too large a proportion of both carbon and hyclrogen for

the ascribed formula:, the salt still less accords with chloride of stanethyl, from w i

also the crystals differ, both in form and a sort of fatty
.

From the circumstance that no steady boiling-pomt could be obtamed fi-om that po

tion of the distillate which came over below 210»C., and which reftised to «7sfr>Uize «

appeared to be no pure chemical compound, but simply a mixture of an oily bodi and

til salt last analysed. This belief was confirmed by noticmg its deportment towai s

aqueous potash, which precipitated a considerable quantity of white oxide of stane y .

Se solnL, on the other hand, with hydrochloric acid liberated the above-mentioned

odorous oil. To isolate this last, the whole was mixed m a mortar with rathei strong

aqueous potash, and the magma washed in a funnel plugged with asbestos. The was -

ing was continued with weak potash until the rinsings were nearly luodoiuus.

The liquid was then distilled, a good condensing apparatus being attached At first

white pungent fumes passed over with the aqueous vapour, and coUected m the recenei

in the form of oily drops, possessed of great causticity and powerful basic propel es.

This product, in fact, is the aqueous solution of the oxide of an ethylated base con ain-

ing tin, from which definite compounds may be obtained with sulphimc, hydiochloiic.

As the sulphate is but little soluble in water, it seemed well adapted for fixing the

constituents of the base. A portion of the aqueous solution of the oxide w as there ore

nearly neutralized with sulphuric acid, and heated to about 80“ C., when an opake

colomless and crystalhne salt appeared, which was di'ied in vactio over sulphiuic acid,

and analysed.
^ r, +

I. 0-4661 gi-m. of substance gave 0-4790 gnn. carbonic acid and 0-24( 0 gim. water.

II. 0-5080 grm. of substance gave 0-5223 grm. carbonic acid and 0-2716 grm. water.

III. 0-5529 grm. of substance gave 0-2593 grm. sulphate of barium.

Corresponding to
^

Carbon 28-01 28-03

Hydrogen .... 5-94

Siilpbur ....
These results point to the formula

III.

6-44

which requires

or Sn^ (C, SO,

2 equivs. of Tin .

12 equivs. of Carbon . .

15 equivs. of Hydrogen .

1 equiv. of Sulphur . .

4 equivs. of Oxygen . .

Theory. Mean of experiment

^

,

118 46-64

72 28-45 28-02

15 5-92 5-91

16 6-34 6-44

32 12-65

2^ 100-00
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This substance is identical with the sulphate of Lowig’s base, methylo-stanethyl. I
would propose a name which has a reference to the true constitution of the salts, and
call it sulphate of distanno-triethyl.

This sulphate differs in many respects from the ordinary sulphate of stanethyl. The
foimer is inflammable, and crystallizes either in fine needles or shining grains, which
under a low magnifying power present the form of well-defined octahedra. Sulphate of
stanethyl, on the other hand, is not combustible, and appears under the microscope in
small, somewhat roundish irregular plates. The sulphate of distanno-triethyl, more-
over, shows, in a remarkable manner, the unusual character of greater insolubility in
hot than in cold water. A clear, cold, saturated solution becomes semisolid when raised
to a temperature somewhat short of boiling. The salt is very volatile, and attacks the
nose vigorously.

I have not succeeded in isolating the corresponding radical, most probably from the
reason that its salts exchange with zincethyl their acid molecule for an additional ethyl
atom, and thus are converted into two equivalents of stannic diethyl. Although the
affinities of these sesquiethylated compounds are remarkably strong, resisting, as we have
seen, the action of potash, there may be some hesitation in assuming with certainty the
existence of the radical itself. All the salts may be viewed simply as double compounds

;

and if future investigation proves them to be such, no exceptional case would arise
against viewing them as formed on the tjqie of the tin oxides.

Sesquioxide of tin does not appear to be known either as an artificial or natural
product. The bromide and iodide of the sesquiethylated tin base is always one of the
products of the action of those elements upon stannic diethyl.

Oxide of distanno-triethyl may be conveniently formed from the sulphate by boiling
the salt in strong aqueous potash. If the latter be not in much excess, the oxide is
liberated as an oily body, heavier than water, and which solidifies when cold. It is
moderately soluble in water, and may be distilled, as has been seen, from aqueous
po as . t as a powerful caustic taste, and when left in contact with the skin, pro-
uces painful blisters. The aqueous solution precipitates the oxide, on addition ofcommon sa t. hese properties confirm Lowig’s experiments, and very generally accord

with the properties of the oxide of methylo-stanethyl.
Occasmnally it happens that, from an irregularity in the temperature employed forausing mdide of ethyl to act upon metallic tin, a yellow oily body is formed, and that
sufficient quantity to prevent the crystallization of the iodide of stanethyl. Thiso y has a penetrabng odour, and appears to be identical with that obtained by Eiche

that
with aqueous potash, it will be remarked

acid .

by distillation yields an alkaline liquid, which furnishes with sulphuric

remains tlmt th^ 1

of sulphate of distanno-triethyl. No doubt therefore

,

^ ^be corresponding iodide of the formula Sii^ (C, )
3l. By

- paration of biniodide of tin, which is to be found as one of the products of the reaction
3 L

MDCCCLIX.
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the occurrence of this iodide may he explained,

3Sn+ 3Ci Hs I= Sn2(Ci I Sn

Action of ZincetJiyl on Profochloride of Tin,

lo *... .1...

-

““
::Lrnr

j

colour. After agitating the co
^ fonpnnslv In this manner a small

was
ryl tnct wrXin!d7but hy far the larger quantity remained

2red"nl7hVU which it

causing a deposit of metallic
be distilled without decom-

Dr.FnAmnANnhasbe oreno medth^ thisrad^^^^

position into tin and a clear hquid. iJrere

being stannic diethyl.
e n w (AZnC4H54-SnCl=SnC4H5+^n'-î

Double compound ?

'’f''®''*’ 2SnC,H,=Sn(C.H,),+Sn.

This method offers no advantage over that hitherto employed for obtaining the organcv

metal, viz. by decomposing the chloride
,bus repr^ented, step

The several reactions of zincethyl on bichloude of tin may ne p

by step. The tin-salt being added to the zincethyl, we have

I. SnCh-f2ZnC.H,=Sn (CHJ. +2Zna.

II. 2Sn Ch-1- SZn C.H,= Sn, (C. H,), Cl-b oZn Cl.

III. SnCh-b ZnC.H,=Sn C,H, Cl-b ZnCl.

„ i. „„i, o,_v 1... :st“

Plumbic PiethyL

A certain relation has been long recognized between^«ie

mercury. This similarity extends to their equi\alent wei^

salts, and various other characters.
towai'ds lead, even at high

Notwithstanding the sluggish action
.„eeess in preparing the ethylated

temperatures, there seemed to be no ^

Lowig has indeed obtained through

radical by one of the processes«"
^ 7L:In:^ogot to a sesqnioxide. in

iodide of ethyl and an a oj o

j
mm

.j,a„etion of this salt appeal's to be

which ethyl plays the pa t of • P

attended with some difficulty, i have tiieu x.ow p
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of tlie alloy very slow, even when brought to the boiling-point of iodide of ethyl.

Neither bromide nor iodide of ethyl showed any tendency to combine with granulated

lead when exposed to a clear April sun for one week, neither did the bodies unite

under pressure and a temperature of 170° C. The bromide in the last case was quite

unchanged ;
but the iodide gave crystalline plates of iodide of lead and gaseous matter.

Action of Zincethyl on Chloride of Lead.

Chloride of lead turns black immediately it comes in contact with zincethyl. It sinks

in the liquid, and forms a crust which is so hard that it will be found more convenient

to operate in a bottle than in a retort. In the former vessel the chloride may be incorpo-

rated with the zincethyl without fear of fracture.

As soon as the chloride of lead ceases to change colour, the vessel is placed in a water-

bath and heated to 100° C., after which the liquid, when cold, may be decanted. This

liquid fumes slightly in the air from the presence of zincethyl, which cannot be wholly

saturated even when much chloride of lead is*in excess, A compound of the lead

radical and zincethyl is thus obtained, which may be treated with very dilute hydro-

chloric acid and then washed with water. The mass of chloride of zinc in the first

bottle may be made to furnish an additional quantity of the radical, by agitation with

anhydrous ether.

Considerable difficulty was experienced in freeing this radical entirely from ether.

When distilled, the thermometer rises rapidly to nearly 204°, at about which point the

vapour suddenly decomposes with a slight explosion and deposit of metallic lead.

This difficulty was overcome by conducting the distillation under reduced atmospheric

pressure, in a simple condenser a sketch of which is annexed. (See p. 433.)

The apparatus was found very conveniently to permit of frequent change of the receiver,

without disturbing the tightness of the various joints.' When the barometer stood at

30 ’S inches, the radical passed over without the least decomposition at a temperature of

162° C., under a pressure of about 7 '5 inches of mercury, thus depressing the boiling-

point in a remarkable degree.

In filling the bulbs for combustion, the precaution was taken of employing the air-

pump
; and before proceeding to burn the substance, it was found necessary again to

empty the bulbs by exhaustion.

I. 0‘3615 grm. of substance gave 0’3928 grm. carbonic acid and 0‘2000 grm. water.

II. 0*3116 grm. of substance gave 0*3400 grm. carbonic acid and 0*1775 grm. water.

The composition in 100 parts accordingly is

—

I. II.

Carbon ..... 29*62 29*74

Hydrogen .... 6*14 6*32
the formula,

PbC^H.o, or Pb(C, Rf

3 L 2
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Theorr. Hean of experiment.

1 equiv. of Lead

8 equivs. of Carbon

10 equivs. of Hydrogen

103-5 64-09

48-0 29-72 29-68

10-0 6-19 6-23

161-5 100-00

Plumbic diethyl is a colourless and Umped fluid uith a famt odour very l^^e that o

the other radicals described. The specific gravity is 1-62. It « soluble m u

insoluble in water. It bums brightly, with abundant fumes of^ of lead

flame is somewhat differently coloured from that of the tin radical. The latter has an

orange flame, with blue edges, whilst the former has a distinct but faint gieen tmge.

with a border less luminous.

It reacts violently on iodine and bromine, so much so as to convert the salts, which

doubtless are first formed, into bromide and iodide of lead, men poiued mto chlorine

it bursts, like the tin radical, into flam6.

Chloride of Liplumlic Triethyl.

With concentrated hydi-ochloric acid the organo-metal yields a crystalline salt wuth

evolution of hydride of ethyl, but by this method it is not easy entirely to conieit t e

The chloride is more conveniently formed by passing excess of hydiocliloric acid ^s

into a tube containing plumbic diethyl moistened with aqueous acid. After a brisk

effeiwescence, a solid mass is formed, which may be freely exposed to the an- until acid

fumes cease to rise. From a solution in ether the crystals may be obtamed puie y

spontaneous evaporation.

L 0-6400 grm. of substance gave 0-5088 grm. carbonic acid and 0-2640 grm. water.

II. 0-7077 grm. of substance gave 0-3240 grm. chloride of silvei.

III. 0-5447 grm. of substance gave 0-4985 grm. sidphate of lead.

The calculations for 100 parts, when contrasted with theory, ai-e

Theory. Experimeut.

2 equivs. of Lead . .

12 equivs. of Carbon .

15 equivs. of Hydrogen

1 eqiiiv. of Chlorine .

207-0 62-85 62-51

72-0 21-85 21-69

15-0 4-55 4-57

35-5 10-75 11-32

329-5 100-00 100-09

This salt accordingly is the chloride of diplumbic triethyl, having the formula

Pb, C., Cl, or Pb, (C, H,), Cl.

It may be obtained in long colourless crystals, which have a strong penetrating odour,

very similar to that of the correspondhig body in the tin series. It fuses between watch-
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Pig. 1 —Apparatus for distilKng Plumbic Dietbyl, &c.

A. A wide-mouthed bottle.

B. A well-ground stopper formed from a piece of stout glass tube, 2 inches in diameter. The stoppei- is

gronnd rather taper to prevent adhesion.

C. A small qnilled condenser.

D. Tube connected by caoutchouc with mercurial gauge.

G. Mercurial gauge.

E. Air-pump.

The tubes C and D are cemented into the stopper B by plaster of Paris and a layer of resinous cement
to close the pores.

E. Small receiver capable of being changed when needful.

Pig. 2.—Modification of Dr. Peaneland’s apparatus for preventing loss by frothing when ma.king zinc-ethyl.

1. Wrought-iron head screwed into upper plate of digester 2 ; 3, 4 screws vrith nuts and leaden washers

for closing apparatus during the formation of zincethyl.

When distillation is to be performed, the screw 4 is removed and the delivery tube 5 attached. 3 is then

partly unscrewed
;
and if frothing takes place, it passes through 5 into the retort without loss.
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glasses, and ignites at a comparatively low temperature, with the characteristic lead

"'Then heated with concentrated sulphuric add. the salt blackens, and is convert^

into sulphate of lead. After addition of a little nitric acid this

removed, and the sulphate may be used for a quanritatave determmarion of the lead.

Sulphate of Bi^UmUc Trietliyl

Mav be formed by adding dilute sulphuric acid to a warm concentrated solution of

the chloride. On account of its greater insolubility, it crystallizes out on coolmg, i

the of fine asbestos-like needles. These may be puiified by solution in alcohol,

in which the sulphate is more soluble than in water. From alcohol the crystals mat

be obtained of considerable size.

0-6055 grm. of substance gave 0-3850 grm. carbonic acid and 0 20oo gi-m. watei, lead

inn to the formula ^ tt T>n fn \ ‘sO^ Pb, SO« or Pba {C,

which requires the following values

2 equivs. of Lead .

12 equivs. of Carbon .

16 equivs. of Hydrogen .

1 equiv. of Sulphur .

4 equivs. of Oxygen .

Theory.
ys

Erperiment.

207

72-

15

16

32

60-52

21-05

4-38

4-64

9-41

100-00

20-77

4-47

It would appear, therefore, that from two molecules of the organo-metal, one equi-

valent of ethyl only is displaced by the negative chlorine, or the compound group SO

H h r my attempts to produce a lead base richer in ethyl have failed. lAperiment

fhows that if chloL be passed over the sesqiiiethylated chlonde, the decomposition

proceeds beyond the removal of the additional equivalent of ethyl; m fact tlm

^
enters into combustion and is entirely destroyed. The aqueous solution of the c loiide

appears also to be unaffected by a stream of chlorine gas. Chloride of lead is not now

down.

Oxide of Bi^lumbic Tnethyl.

The alkalies do not immediately form precipitates in the aqueous solutions of the salts

of this base; but when the solid chloride is gently heated with strong potash,

^
oil;

body sinks without liberation of oxide of lead. The same body may be obtamed moie

conLiently through the agency of oxide of silver. The oil which forms on coolmg a

crystalline mass, is oxide of diplumbic triethyl. It readily volatilizes in white pimgem

fumes, which provoke sneezing. It strongly blues litmus paper, and attracts caibonic
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acid from the air with production of a crystalline salt, which is the carbonate of the

base. The various sesquiethylated plumbic salts may be readily obtained from both the

oxide and carbonate here described.

Doubtless, from the difficulty hitherto experienced in procuring these plumbic salts,

no verification of their properties appears to have been made since the appearance of

Lowig’s researches above alluded to. On this account, perhaps, less apology may be

thought necessary for bringing the foregoing remarks before the attention of the Royal

Society.

As a broad field yet remains open for inquiry, I purpose resuming the subject of the

orffano-metals, but in a somewhat ditferent dii’ection.

February 2Sth, 185 O'.
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XXII. Further Besearches on the Grey Substance of the Synnal Cord.

By J. Lockhaet Clahke, Esq., F.B.8.

Eeceived June 17,—Eead June 17, 1858.

Since the appearance of my second series of investigations on the structure of the
Spinal Cord, certain modifications in the method I employ have enabled me to carry my
inquiries to a still greater extent, and in many respects beyond the limits of what was
actually known on this important subject. By this modified method the elementary
ner\ e-tissues undergo less alteration from their natural state

j
for the most minute nerve-

cells and their processes, as well as the finest fibres, are permanently preserved, and
display a sharpness of outhne unattainable by any other mode of preparation employed
at the present day

; while sections the one-twelfth of an inch in thickness may be
rendered perfectly transparent^.

Many of the older anatomists, from Baetholinus downwards, had observed that the
grey substance of the spinal cord is softer, more delicate and more vascular than the
surrounding white columns

; but Eolando was the first to point out a diversity in its

structure. He observed, chiefly in quadimpeds, that on each side the posterior third of
the grey crescent consists of a peculiar cineritious substance, which presents a different
aspect from that which forms its two anterior thirds : it is different in colour, darker,
and less redf. Eolando, however, assigned too large a space to this “new substance,”
which does not comprise so much as the posterior third of the grey crescent, but forms
only a comparatively naiTow and curved lamina or band around the extremity of each
cornu, and, when viewed in a thin section by transmitted light, is found to be actually
much paler and more transparent than the rest of the grey crescent. That this lamina
is the part indicated by Eolando appears evident on examining his plates J.
Now I propose, also, to make a primary but different division of each posterior cornu
* See Appendix.

t “Non h molto difficile il vedere nelmidoUo spinale di bue, di maiale e di pecora, che le coma posteriori
della sostanza cinericcia, che in questi si mostrano molto pih spesse e piugrosse che neU’ uomo, sono formate
in ^an parte da una sostanza cinericcia particolare, che presenta un aspetto diverso da quello, che si osserva
ne a porzione che forma i due terzi anteriori della mezza luna. Questa nuova sostanza e piu gelatinosa,
CIO c e^fa si che prende eziandio un colore diverse, e che in generale e meno rossigno, e di un colore pin
oscuro. ’ meercle AnatomicTie sulla Struttura del Midollo Spinale (con figure), 1824, Torino, p. 60. He
ates that it was only in quadrupeds that he succeeded in distinctly seeing this new substance, partly
ecause m them the spinal cord may be obtained in that state of freshness which is more favourable for
servation, and partly because this substance is found there in greater abundance

;
but that, nevertheless

in Man, unequivocal traces of it may be seen in the lumbar region.

+ Some authors, however, seem to think that the gelatinous substance comprises a larger poiiion of each
MDCCCLIX. Q
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into two parts, namely, the cornu and the cervix cornu*. The ca^ut consists of

the broad or expanded extremity of the cornu, and is separated from the cervix by an

imaginary line drawn across from the opposite anterior extremities of the arched lamina

of gelatinous substance. In some regions of the cord a line of somewhat paler substance

partially marks the separation. The cervix comprehends the remaining portion of the

cornu as far forwards as the level of the central canal. This distinction is grounded

on the facts,—1, that in ascending the medulla oblongata, the part which I designate the

caput cornu is thrown aside from the rest, as a distinct mass which is traversed in

succession by the vagus and glossopharyngeal nerves, and then becomes the principal

nucleus of the sensory root of the trifacial ; and 2, that, independently of the gelatinous

substance which surrounds it, it differs in structure from the cervix, or remaining part of

the cornu, which, in the medulla oblongata, supplies the grey substance of the posterior

pyramid and restiform body\. This distinction is not only consistent with anatomical

facts, but will be the means, I think, of adding clearness and precision to the description

of these parts.

The caput cornu posterioris varies in form in different regions of the cord. In the

upper part of the cervical region it is long and pointed, or pyramidal ; broader and more

rounded in the lumbar enlargement and in the conus medullaris ; and again pointed,

or somewhat pyramidal, through the whole of the dorsal region in Man (see fig. 12.

Plate XXV.; fig. 15, Plate XXI.; fig. 17, Plate XXIII.
;

figs. 5 & 6, Plate XXI.).

From its border a network of blood-vessels, accompanied by nerve-fibres, extends outwards

through the posterior and lateral columns (see fig. 1, Plate XIX.), and in the lumbar

region especially is very conspicuous around its pointed extremity, at the bottom of the

lateral fissure, where it divides the white columns into a number of separate fasciculi of

different shapes and sizes.

posterior coruu,—an opinion which is perhaps founded on the statement of Eolaiodo, that it forms tlie

posterior third of the grey crescent.

* In my memoir on the Medulla Oblongata I have written “ caput coruws posterioris.” As I have heai’d

that this has been objected to by an “eminent classic,” on the ground that the norm cornu is indeclinable

in the singular number, I may here take the opportunity of informing any one who has made or may make

a similar objection, that the expression is perfectly grammatical and correct
;
for there is another and more

ancient form of the same noun, which makes both the nominative and genitive singular to end in Tliis

ancient form may be found in several of the Latin classics—in Celsus, Cicero, Lucan, and the elder Pliny.

In Pliny it occurs frequently : see Historia Naturalis, lib. viii. 29 ;
lib. x. 90 ;

lib. xiii. 51 and 52 ;
lib. xxviii.

42, 46, and 64. I find that it has also been used by Metzler in his dissertation Z>e medulias spinalis avium

textura. Dorpat, 1855. I employed it on account of the distinctive character of its genitive
;
but as it appears

necessary at times to use the words cornu and cornua, because they are so geuerally luiown, I shall confine

myself to the more modern form of the noun.

t See the author’s “Medulla Oblongata,” Philosophical Transactions, Part I. 1858, figs. 12, 15, 16, 19.

and 23. The grey tubercle of Eolando, which reaches the surface on each side of the medulla ohlonqala, is

generally considered to consist of the gelatinous substance, but in fact it includes the whole dilated extremity

of the posterior comu, or caput cornu.
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Structure of Caput Cornu Posterioris.

The caput cornu may be seen even with the naked eye to consist of two different

portions: 1, an outer and comparatively transparent portion—the gelatinous substance',

2, an inner and more opake portion, or base.

1. The outer portion or gelatinous substance consists of

—

A. Nerve-fibres.

B. Nerve-cells.

C. Blood-vessels.

D. Connective tissue with nuclei.

A. The nerve-fibres are transverse, longitudinal, and oblique.—The transverse fibres,

proceeding from different parts of the grey substance, run backwards across the gela-

tinous substance in a kind of radiating series of bundles, and in planes at right angles

to the axis of the cord (fig. 1, Plate XIX.). The bundles near the middle line (as seen in a

transverse section) are straighter and more parallel than the rest, but partly join or cross

each other near the posterior border of the gelatinous substance, from which they run

out through the posterior columns as radiating fibres and posterior roots of the nerves.

The bundles on each side take a curved direction towards the middle line, but before

they pass out, their fibres describe a series of arcs of different lengths within the margin

of the gelatinous substance : along the inner side of the latter there is always a large

bundle which subdivides and runs out towards the posterior median fissure
;
and from

the outer side of the gelatinous substance a smaller number of fibres proceed through

the posterior part of the lateral column. The primitive fibres composing these bundles,

as I showed on a former occasion, are not grey fibres, but tubules of small average size,

the larger kind possessing double contours. By far the greater number vary from about

the to the rorWofh of an inch in breadth, but are intermixed with others of

about the of inch in diameter. The marginal fibres within the posterior

border of the gelatinous substance are more often of the latter kind.

The longitudinal fibres of the gelatinous substance are very numerous, and resemble

the finer tubules of the transverse bundles*.

The oblique fibres, which are found in different planes, are in various degrees inter-

mediate in direction between the two former sets, and, as I formerly stated, are appa-

rently continuous on the one hand with the longitudinal, and on the other with some

of the fibres of the posterior rootsf.

* These fibres were more fully described in my first communication, Philosophical Transactions, 1851,

Part II. p. 610.

t In his first treatise on the Spinal Cord, Stilling described all the fibres of the grey substance as grey

fibres, but in his recent work they are shown to be tubules. He seems to think that I was not acquainted

with the fibres which take an oblique course through the gelatinous substance. It is true that I gave no

separate description of them, but in the explanation of fig. 2, Plate XX., Philosophical Transactions, 1851,

Part II., when speaking of the bundles which project into the substantia gelatinosa from the grey substance,

I observed that “ this appearance is caused by oblique sections of bundles of nerves and blood-vessels which

3 M 2
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B. Cells of the Gelatinous Substance^.—Tcie cells of tlie gelatinous substance, in

regard to size, may be described as («) large, {h) small, and {c) mtermediate.

(a) The large cells are almost exclusively found amongst the senucncular fibres which

run within the external border of the substantia gelatinosa, and never extend beyond the

middle of its depth (fig. 1, Hate XIX., and fig. 47, Hate XXII.). They ai-e more or less

oval, pyriform, fusiform, crescentic, triangular, or otherwise irregular, and contam distoct

nuclei. They all give off processes from two to five or six in number. The fusijoi m

and oval variety are elongated transversely, longitudinaUy, and m planes mtennediate or

oblique. Sometimes a fusiform ceU tapers at each end^ into a broad process, whic^

attenuates in its course, and either remains single or subdmdes into two or more ;
or it

bifurcates at once into two processes at each extremity or only at one. In a Hansverse

section of the cord, some of these processes appear to terminate in one or more ot the

semicircular or marginal fibres; some run backwards through the postenor columns, or

forwards across the gelatinous substance; others pursue a longitudinal coui’se wuth the

fibres of the gelatinous substance, or along the verge of the posterior columns. From a

cell of another shape three or more processes may be seen to extend in different -ec-

tions--backwards, forwards, laterally, obliquely, or longitudinally. Frequently a in-

angular cell, resting on the verge of the gelatinous substance, sends a process nght aM

left, and a third through the posterior column along the side of a bundle of the pos c-

enter the grey substance in a more or less longitudinal dh-ection, or .ith various degrees of ohliquiU’’

And in second communication, Philosophical Transactions, 1853, p. 353, it is stated, « I beheve that

they (the longitudinal fibres of the gelatinous substance) are aU derived from the fine fibres ot the pos tiioi

roots ” which must therefore cross the gelatinous substance in an oblique dii-ection.

^

* The cells of the gelatinous substance have been described by Koluikee, Scheodee vax dee Kolk,

and by STiEiixe in his late work. In my first communication I only incidentally mentioned them in the

following passage :
“ All (the nerve-cells of the grey substance), except those peculiar to the gelatmous su -

stance, have remarkably delicate processes issuing from their sides.” Upon this passage ta -es

the opportunity of remarking, that by my peculiar method of preparation the sections are rendered too

transparent, so that the finer elementary structures escape observation. Tins objection is Dutboiit su&oient

foundation. In the first place, I described the gelatinous substance, as I then stated, from examination of

i\i& fresh cord, treated with acetic acid, and not by means of my “peculiar method” of preparation, which,

however, shows the cells and processes in the most perfect manner
;
secondly, to see these preparations to

advantage, the illumination must be adapted to their degrees of transparency. But they may be made of all

degrees of transparency and of thickness up to the one-twelfth of an inch. If Sxiedixg has given but a

hasty trial to this method and only messed with a little tui’pentine and Canada balsam, he is not prepared

to offer an opinion worth notice. I may add that the few of my prepai-ations that have found their way to

the Continent are some of the first that I made, and are very inferior to those I have smce made, especially

by my modified method. The great thickness, also, of some of these preparations renders them exceed-

ingly valuable for tracing the course of fibres, which must ofteu be mevitably cut across in the very tbm

sections required by other methods. This is evident m Stilling’s large waU-diagiam, where the grey sub-

stance particularly of the cervix cornu posterioris, appears chopped up like chafl
;
so that it is impossible

to form any idea of the destination of the fibres. It may not be out of place to state that all the observa-

tions described in this communication have been carefuUy repeated on sections of the cord hardened simply

in chromic acid, and without further preparation.
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rior roots, or through a fissure containing a blood-vessel ;
or two contiguous bundles of

the posterior roots, as they pass out from the gelatinous substance, are accompanied by

the processes of a crescentic cell, which occupies the curve between them (see fig. 1,

Plate XIX.). And beyond thej)oint of the cornu, a variable number of others, of different

shapes and sizes, may be seen amongst the networlc of blood-vessels and fibres, which is

formed, as already stated, around separate fasciculi of the posterior and lateral columns.

They occupy the angular interspaces or partially embrace the fasciculi, and send between

them their processes, which contribute to form the network (b, b, fig. 1).

(b) The small cells abound in every part of the gelatinous substance. They are round

or oval, somewhat pyriform, fusiform, or angular, and give off two processes or more.

Fig. 46, Plate XXII. a, J, c, represents them magnified 350 diameters. They vary con-

siderably in size, and many are nearly as minute as blood-disks^. The largest of them

contain distinct nuclei. Near the border of the posterior columns, the oval and fusi-

form variety, like those of the first set, are elongated transversely, longitudinally, and

obliquely ;
but through the rest of the gelatinous substance the longer axes of many,

as well as their processes, are parallel to the antero-posterior fibres that form the posterior

roots of the nerves, with which they are apparently continuous (fig. I, Plate XIX.).

(c) The cells of intermediate size, like the first set, which they closely resemble in

shape, are found chiefly near the verge of the posterior columns. Some are so exceed-

ingly fusiform that they appear like gradual dilatations in the course of the fibres, but

still they are true cells.

There can be no doubt whatever that a great number of the smallest cells of the

gelatinous substance belong to the connective tissue. This tissue extends as a fine

network from the border of the grey substance, through the white columns as far as the

surface of the cord, where it forms a layer of variable thickness, in which its fibres run

circumferentially, and return at intervals to rejoin the network in the white substance.

Now in very delicate preparations which I lately made of the spinal cord of the Calf

between three and four months old, I discovered that in every part of the white columns

the connective tissue between the primitive nerve-fibres abounds with both nuclei and

small nucleated cells, many of which are quite equal in size and similar in character to

numbers of those which are found in the gelatinous substance
; but on account of their

position, some of them are more diversified in shape. They are more or less round or

oval, pyriform or club-shaped, angular, fusiform or crescentic, and lie in the interspaces

between the nerve-fibres, sending out fine processes in difierent directions to join the net-

work of connective tissue. Frequently a crescentic cell half encircles a primitive nerve-

fibre, and forms a swelling or knot around one side of its sheath. Fig. 48, Plate XXII.
represents the appearance of some of these nucleated cells and free nuclei. There is no

difference in structure between them and the smallest of those in the grey substance

;

indeed from this substance an wninterru/pted layer of cells and nuclei, of an apparently

* Care must be taken not to confound these minute cells with the cut ends of small blood-vessels : a
mistake not at all unlikely to occur where they are not very distinct and well-defined.
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identical character, may be traced through the white columm between the fibres, as far

as the surface of the cord. The nuclei are more or less round or oral, and contain a

number of delicate gi-anules. In a free state (see fig. 48 a and fig. 46 c) they aboimd m

every part of both the grey and white substance, but sometimes they are partia y or

wholly surrounded by a kind of shaggy, flocculent, or finely filamentous mass (fig. .

below the letter e), while in other instances they ai-e attached to the suirotmdmg parts

only by a few fine fibres. Now there is reason to beheve that this flocculent or a-

mentous substance is really the remains of the cell in process of development into the

surrounding tissue and sheath of the nerve-fibre ;
for on exammmg the cord of an adiilt

animal, I found that the nucleated cells had disappeared, while in the midst of the fila-

mentous tissue between the nerve-fibres, the same kind oi nuclei were still present*.

These observations, then, render it apparently impossible to pomt out the exact

distinction between the connective and the true neiwe-tissue, and nnght suggest the

question, whether there is any actual and essential difference between them, or whet er

the connective tissue of the cord be intermediate in its nature, passmg on the one hand

into tissue, and on the other into pia matei.

2. The anterior or inner and more ofoke portion of the caput cornu is contmuous

with the grey substance of the cervix, and surrounded behind and on each side by t e

arched lamina of the substantia gelatinosa, with which it varies in shape at diftereiu

regions of the cord (figs. 5 to 17, Plates XXI. XXV. & XXIII.). In some parts of

the cervical and in the dorsal region, as seen in a transverse section, it projects into the

gelatinous substance in the form of a cone, while in other regions its posterior bordei

is more or less angular or rounded. Its elementary structuie, ui addition to blood-

vessels and connective tissue, consists of—

a. Longitudinal fibres.

b. Transverse and oblique fibres.

c. Cells.

a The longitudinal fibres are collected into bmidles, and are the principal cause of

the opacity of this portion of the caput cornu. They are broader and coai'ser than the

fibres of the gelatimm mUtmce, which, however, they immediately adjoin. Sometimes,

as in the neck, they form round the extremity of the cone a kind of arched band or roof,

of the same shape and about the same depth as the snhstantia gelatimsa, which rests

. I find that precisely similar nuclei are abundantly scattered throughout both the white and ^y sub-

stance of the ceLmm and cerebellum. In tbe convolutions of the cerebellum, the nuclei, win h m a

dense layer form the internal portion of the grey substance, and into which the fibres of t e w ii e su s a

L penetrate, are for the most part a little difterent from those in the immediate neighborhood. They

are generM, round or globular, are more uniform in she, and mostly contain a distinct and dear c^ .

or globular nucleolus (as in fig. 46, Plate XXII., below the letter «). surrounded by fine

^nus
like these, but frequently of larger size and sometimes containing tivo globulai nncleo i, ai y

in the ffelatinous substance (see the two above fig. 46), but are not peculiar to this substance,

also found in aU parts of the grey substance of the cerebrum.
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upon it* ; while in the cervical and lumbar enlargements they also extend, but in smaller

numbers, through deeper parts of the cone. The bundles themselves are of different

sizes and not exactly parallel, even in the same plane, but intersect each other at acute

angles, and extend obliquely, at intervals, into the gelatinous substance; so that in a

transverse section some of their divided extremities are more or less oval or elongated,

and give to the posterior border of the cone, or lamina, an irregular or jagged outline,

like the worn extremity of a brush (see fig. 2, Plate XX. D, on left side).

h. The transverse fibres are continuous with the posterior roots of the nerves and

longitudinal columns, and cross each other and the longitudinal fibres in a great variety

of ways. Some of the roots, on reaching the base of the cone or caput cornu, return

through it in loops to the posterior columns (see fig. 2, Plate XX. P, on right side)
;

some become continuous with the longitudinal bundles, particularly on the outer side

;

others cross them obliquely in opposite directions and run out on the one side through

the lateral, and on the other through the posterior, columns ; while the rest proceed

forwards through the cervix cornu, and in part escape through the posterior commissure

to the opposite half of the cord.

The oblique fibres, as may be inferred from the descriptions just given, are only con-

tinuations of the transverse and longitudinal, at different angles and in different planes.

c. Most of the cells are of the smallest and intermediate size. The majority are oval

and fusiform—sometimes to a remarkable degree, and lie with their longer axes and

then.’ processes in the direction chiefly of the oblique and horizontal nerve-roots, but also

in the direction of the longitudinal fibres, with which they appear to be continuous.

Amongst these, a few larger cells, from three to five in a transverse section of

moderate thickness, are scattered at unequal intervals. They are more or less oval or

fnsifonn, or irregular in shape, and give off from three to five processes, or perhaps more.

Frequently one of these cells is found nearly as far back as the verge of the gelatinous

substance
; but they mostly lie deeper. Sometimes they bifurcate around longitudinal

bundles, which are probably accompanied by some of their processes, while the others

may be traced to a surprising distance and in different directions, backwards, forwards,

and laterally to the white columns.

Having given the structure of the caput cornu posterioris, I shall next describe the

cervix, or rest of the posterior grey substance, as it appears in the dorsal region, and

then proceed to trace it both upwards and downwards, through the remaining length of

the cord. In the dorsal region I shall describe it in considerable detail, and illustrate

it by drawings of the greatest possible exactness, not only on account of its great interest

and apparent importance, but in order that we may recognize its parts as the same

during the changes which they undergo in passing through other regions.

About the middle of the dorsal region in the spinal cord of the higher Vertebrata, the

inner sides of the posterior cornua are in close contact along the middle line, or are

* This layer of fibres I pointed out in my first communication on the Spinal Cord, Philosophical Trans-

•ctions, 1851, Part II. p. 611.
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separated only by blood-yessels which descend from the median fissure ;
so that together

they form but a single mass, along the posterior part of which the gelatinous substance

is uninterruptedly continued from side to side*. Fig. 2, Plate XX represents a

transverse section of the grey substance in the dorsal region of the Calf mag^e

60 diameters. The caput cornu posterioris, on each side, wordd be marked off by an

imaginary line extending across from the antero-lateral extremity of the gelatinous sub-

stance to the bottom of the posterior median fissuiu {1) ;
while the cervicc is^ mcluded

between this line and another drawn nearly horizontally across from the anterior border

of the transverse commissure which arches over the pellucid space (H) sun-ounduig the

central canal.

The inner or median half of the cervix is occupied hy a remarkable longitudmai

column, which in this part of the dorsal region is nearly cyhndrical or oval. These

bodies I described in my first communication, and named them the posterior vesicular

columns—cohmm vesiculosm posteriores but thek highly interesting structure and

connexions have induced me to examine them again ivith more attention.

posterior vesicular column (M, M, fig. 2, Plate XX.) consists of a somewhat dark

cylinder of fibres interspersed and surrounded by cells and them processes. The fibres

are in great part derived from the posterior roots of the nerves, and are much finer than

those of the white columns. They are more or less longitudinal, transverse, and oblique,

and interlace each other in bundles in the most intricate manner, as may be seen in a

longitudinal section.

The cells in the cylinder or opake portion of the column are oval, pyriform, or more

or less fusiform, and variously stellate (see also Plate XXII. figs. 49 & oO). They (hfler

considerably in size ;
some are very small, but the largest are quite equal to those o t le

anterior cornu. Their numher, also, varies in different sections of the same thickness,

and even in the opposite columns of the same section. Sometimes only a few small

cells, with perhaps a single large one, appear at irregular intervals; and occasionaUy

they are all absent. Their processes extend transverseli/, oMiquely, and longitudmaUi/

:

transversely they intersect the cylinder in various ways (M, M, Plate XX. fig. 2), in a

kind of network formed by their subdivision, and in irregular cmu es, which sometimes

suddenly change their course to become Imyitiidinal and sometimes escape directly to

surrounding parts, or after running for some distance round the cylinder. In sertions

made longitudinally all the cells are seen to be elongated in that diiection (Plate XXII

fig. 50), and are frequently quite fusiform ;
it would therefore appear that each cell is

prolonged in different planes. They lie imbedded in the plexus of bundles, and bnuich

into many processes, which run transversely backwards and forwards, oMigiiely and

longitudmally. Sometimes longitudinal processes extend to a siuprising distance, and

then become transverse, and often again longitudinal.

* In the Eodentia-at least in the Guinea-piff, Eat, and Eahhit-the posterior cornna, as in Man, remain

separate in all regions of the cord. It is cnrious, also, that in these animals the caput cornn is remai-kahh

large in the dorsal, bnt particularly in the cervical region, and is thronged, as indeed is every otlier part oi

the grey substance, with small cells.
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Around the whole of the cylinder, and partly encroaching on its border, other cells

are disposed, that contribute to form, by their collective processes, an irregular circle of

hbres; but these individually^ after describing parts of the circle, run off tangentially

in different directions (fig. 2, Plate XX.). On the outer side of the cylinder they cross

each other obliquely from before backwards and vice versa, extending in opposite

directions to the anterior and posterior cornua. They also contribute with the posterior

roots to form the transverse commissure behind the central canal. The cells are of all

sizes, and mostly fusiform—often to a remarkable degree
;
but some are triangular and

stellate. Many are curved and elongated circumferentially
; others are inclined at a

tangent, and send off their processes, on the one hand, within or around the circle, and,

on the other, to distant parts. Sometimes an irregular or stellate cell sends two of

its processes round the circle, one longitudinally or obliquely, and the rest in other

directions, but mostly towards the anterior parts, or towards the lateral column.

When the posterior roots of the nerves are traced inwards, they are found to be most

intimately connected with all parts of ih.e ])Osterior vesicular columns. One large bundle

is generally observed proceeding from near the middle of the caput cornu to the outer

side of the cylinder, where its fibres diverge or separate : some of them partly enclose it,

apparently in connexion ^^nth the cell-processes
; Avhile the rest interlace within it, or

form a series of tortuous curves, as may be seen best in a longitudinal section
; or after

running longitudinally backwards and forwards, in a kind of looped or zigzag course,

escape into the lateral white column*. Another large bundle (P) invariably enters

along the inner side of the caput comu near the posterior median fissure ; some of its

fibres return backwards towards the point and outer side of the gelatinous substance,

partly to form loops with other roots, and partly to escape through the lateral white

columns
; some interlace through the cylinder

; some sweep round on its outer side and
join both the posterior and anterior commissure, while others are prolonged forwards
through the lateral portion of the cendx cornu.

A band of fibres from the posterior transverse commissure, after curving round the
front of the vesicular cylinder, runs nearly horizontally outwards (as seen in a transverse

section) to the lateral border of the grey substance and lateral column (see figs. 2,

o & 4). These fibres, which are more conspicuous at the upper and lower parts of the
dorsal region, are joined by others, which proceed from the inner side of the cylinder, and
horn a different 'plane

\
for at this point they are cut across in the section, and terminate

abruptly in divided extremities
f. The lateral portion of the grey substance which is

It is difficult, however, to determine whether these tortuous and zigzag fibres are directly continiious
with the posterior roots, or with the processes of the cells, for their diameters are often considerable.

t This appearance is observable chiefly in the upper and lower parts of the dorsal region, but particularly
the latter

; it is also to be seen in some degree in the cervical and lumbar enlargements
;
in the upper part

of the latter it is very conspicuous. At the point where these fibres are divided in the transverse section,
that is, at the inner side of the posterior vesicular column, and a little behind the spinal canal, they appear
to be continuous vith the tortuous and zigzag fibres seen in a longitudinal section, as above described.

MDCCCLIX. QO X\
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traversed by this band, and near the level of the canal, may be considered as

between the anterior and posterior cornua. At tlw border it orms^a

or less pyramidal projection {F, figs. 2 & 4, Plate . ,
an gs. o. , ,

^

which kvery transparent, and in colour resembles the gelatinous suMance. In smum

parts of the Lrsal region, as we shall presently see, it extends inwards ' ‘

conical layer, and becomes less transparent towards the piomt, whic
’

.

the front of the posterior vesicular column (fig. 3, Plate XXI. , an o- o '

Phis tract which I intend to follow through other regions of the cord, was fii'st pom

t hv mvself in 1851 * I shall call it, on account of its position, the fractus inte,-

for the most part of oval, fusiform, or pyuiform and tnmi

lular cdls which are somewhat smaller and of more uniform ‘t®- ®*

anterior cornu. Figs. 51 and 52, Plate XXII., represent them magnified ..0 diameters.

In the middle of the dorsal region they are less numerous than in some othei pai s

d f rmro ly near the verge of the grey substance. They are elongated as well

Is^^ ely as longitudinally,-f™i™«-^«^^ both in a lateral and antero-posterior diiec-

oT in hid they send thel- processes, on the one hand, to the transverse comni^sure

dl’de lateral column, and on the other, to the anterior and posterior cornua, bon e-

‘times a few lie beyond the border of the grey substance, where their processes acco -

pany nerve-fibres and blood-vessels which radiate through the lateral column (ng. . a.

Plate XXII. ;
and tig. 2, Plate XX. F). _

The outer or lateral portion of the eermx cornu posterioris (Plate Xi .

corresponding part on the opposite side of the tigure), between

iato alisandthecayurfcornu,
is composed of fibres and cells. I he res escen lom

the roots of the nerves, and run partly outwards to the lateral cohiniii,_

forwards to the anterior cornu, passing through the tmetus u.fennedw-latemhs 1).

The cells which are often of considerable size, are mostly fiisitorm m the same direction

t the fibres, and taper into processes of remarkable length, vvliich seem to be con-

‘tinuous with them. But some of the cells are stellate or irregular in shape, and send

out their processes in all directions. These are generally observed near the outer horde i

of the poLrior vesicular column, with which they are partly connected by their pro-

cesses and near the edge of the cervix and the have of the caind cornu, where some

their processes contribute with blood-vessels and fibres to fonn a uetwo* iirou.id seve 1

lontritLinal bundles, with which others are i>robahl,j contiiinous. A N (fig. 2) ai.

three of these lougitudinal bundles, the most anterior of which is partially einbiacec n

1 miillolar cell, and the most posterior by another of a crescentic form 1he on to

cells of the posterior vesicular column are so gradually intermixed with this lato.al

layer that it seems almost impossible to determine their exact limits.

In’ receding from the middle of the dorsal region towards either extremity of the con

the posterior cornua gradually separate from behind forwards, receiving between them

th:le"oacliingLers o^the posterior columns, until in the middle of the cervical

* Philosopliical Ti’auBactious, Piu-t II. p. 613.
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and lumbar enlargements they are joined only by a narrow band of the transverse com-

missure, immediately behind the canal. During these changes, the posterior vesicular

columns undergo certain modifications in form, size, and structure. As they approach

the cenical enlargement, the cylinder or opake portion of each is gradually reduced in

size, but the whole inner half of the ceinix is still occupied by the surrounding layer of

cells. Sometimes the cylinder is intersected, and divided into smaller portions, by fibres

of the transverse commissure, in continuity with the processes of some of its own cells,

which are more or less intermixed with those of the surrounding layer ; other fibres of

the transverse commissure, in their passage outwards, enclose it in front and behind, and

after partly reuniting on its outer side and running backwards through the caput cornu,

where they are also continuous with cells, they diverge and traverse the gelatinous sub-

stance as posterior roots of the nerves. Some of those fibres which enclose it in front,

in company with processes or fibres from the inner side of the vesicular column, proceed,

tis already stated, with a gentle curve, or in a slightly serpentine course, to the lateral

border of the grey substance, where they are partly continuous with the cells of the

fradus intermedio-lateralis (F, figs. 2 & 4, Plate XX.), while the rest escape through

the lateral column. Behind, and at the sides of, the canal, the fibres of the transverse

commissm’e are connected with many small oval and fusiform cells,—sometimes with

others of larger size,—and are separated at intennls by blood-vessels which run longitu-

dinally and obliquely and communicate with one of considerable size, which proceeds

transversely, with the commissure, to the lateral grey substance, where it divides into

numerous branches. In the middle of the cervical enlargement, the circumscribed

cylinder of the posterior vesicular column has entirely disappeared, but the whole inner

half of the cerrix comu is filled with cells, and contains a somewhat dark and imper-

tectly-defined mass, W'hich is traversed by the fibres of the transverse commissure and

interlaced by the posterior roots. In the Ox many of these cells are very much branched,

and send out their processes in all directions : some are fusiform in various degrees

:

others are apparently riband-shaped, and sometimes not much broader than the processes

into which they gradually taper.

In the upper part of the cervical region, near the origin of the third pair of nerves,

a darker and more defined mass (M, fig. 12, Plate XXV.) reappears at the base of the

cerrix cornu. It is composed of cells both large and small, and of bundles of the

posterior roots which interlace amongst them. This mass is not distinctly circum-

scribed like that of the posterior vesicular column in the dorsal region, but is some-

what triangular, with one of its angles directed towards the point of the posterior cornu,

another towards the transverse commissure, and the third obliquely forwards and out-

wards towards the antero-lateral column. It gradually diminishes upwards, and disap-

ixjars near the first pair of neiwes.

I he tradus intermedio-lateralis is larger at the upper part than in the middle of the

dorsal region. On the one hand it projects further into the lateral column, and on the

other tapers inw’ards across the grey substance to near the front of the vesicular cylinder

3 N 2
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(see F, Plate XX. fig. 4; Plate XXL fig. 3). Transversely its outermost or mai-ginal vesicles

lie, for the most part, with their longer axes and processes in an antero-postenor du-ec-

tion, as in fig. 2, Plate XX. ;
while those more internal are elongated in the dmection of

the transverse commissure, with the fibres of which, as akeady stated, them processes

are continuous. As it ascends, however, through the cervical enlargement, it gradua
^

>

disappears ;
but, as in the dorsal region, the lateral portion of the gi’ey substance is still

traversed, from behind forwards, by numerous fibres apparently in connexion with

branched and with very elongated cells of all sizes, amongst which are scattered a few^

that resemble those of the tractus mtermedio-laieralis. Through this lateral portion of

the grey substance the lowest roots of the spinal-accessory nerve forwards to the cell>

of the anterior cornu.

In the region of the upper cervical nerves, there reappears a vesiculai- tract in the same

position as the tractus intermedio-lateralis, and composed of the same kind of cells,

which are elongated in a lateral direction and send their processes, on the one hand,

outwards through the lateral column, and on the other, inwards to join the fibres of the

transverse commissure behind the central canal (see F, fig. 11, Plate XXI. ;
and fig. 12

Plate XXA'.). It is traversed by the roots of the spinal-accessory nerve (r) as the> bem

forwards on their way to the anterior cornu.

In descending the cord from the dorsal to the lumhar region, the posterior grey sii -

stance undergoes a series of changes nearly similar to those which are observed in ascend-

ing to the cervical enlargement. The posterior cornua become gradually more separate,

or thrown aside from each other, in a direction obliquely backwards. At the upper

part of the lumhar enlargement, the posterior vesicular columns are decidedly larger

than in any other region of the cord (M, fig. 13, Plate XXL). In a transverse section

each presents the appearance of a dark oval mass, lying along the whole inner liaH ot

the cervix cornu, the border of which it renders convex against the deep strata of the

posterior column. Its larger cells are more numerous than in the dorsal region.
^

Ihey

do not form in the centre of the column a circumscribed group, but he scattered uTegu-

larly through the whole inner half of the cervix, which their processes traverse in diftor-

ent directions and envelope in different planes. Many of the oval lariety are elongated

in the direction of the cornu, and their processes are continuous, on the one hand, with

the transverse commissure, and on the other, with the posterior roots of the nerves.

Some stretch along the convex border of the cervix; and sometimes a crescentm or trian-

gular ceU, in the same situation, sends one of its processes through the posterior column

with a bundle of radiating fibres. Part of the fibres of the transverse commissure nni

out in front of the mass, as already stated, in company with processes or fibres wliicli

proceed from its inner side ;
of these some are continuous ivith the cells of tlie tractus

intermedio-lateralis, while others escape through the lateral column.

The tractus intermedio-lateralis is prominent at the border of the grey substance,

between the anterior and posterior cornua, but its cells are not so numerous as in the

upper dorsal region. .
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Through the remaining half of the lumbar enlargement, the posterior vesicular colurnm

are gradually less encircled and enveloped by the processes of their cells, which also

diminish in number, but are still traversed by the divergent fibres of the trans\’erse com-

missure and by a plexus of the posterior roots which sweep round on their outer sides.

In the Ox two or more of these cells are often very large and wonderfully branched

into six or seven processes, which radiate in all directions. I think there can be no

reason to doubt that they form a part of the posterior vesicular column which has just

been traced from above.

In descending through the lower portion of the lumbar enlargement, the border of the

grey substance between the posterior cornua is gradually drawn backwards, so that in

the same proportion the space behind the canal, containing the transverse commissure,

becomes deeper (compare fig. 15, Plate XXI., with figs. 16 & 17, Plate XXIII.). Some

of the posterior roots of the nerves cross the cornu from without inwards to the side of

the antei'ior commissure, and a large number converge to form the posterior commissure

behind the canal. From the inner side of the caput cornu several large bundles sweep

round through the cervix, where they interlace with the others and separate in different

directions. Some of them descend to the anterior grey substance
;
others curve inwards

to the side of the canal
; and amongst the plexus which they form with the transverse

commissure are a few scattered cells, which may be regarded, I think, as the remains

of tire posterior vesicular column. These cells are scattered in front as far as the border

of a peculiar group which, near the level of the second pair of sacral nerves, begins to

make its appearance on each side and a little behind the spinal canal. This group was

first pointed out by myself in 1851, and considered as the commencement of the poste-

rior vesicular coluznn. I think, however, that Stilling is right in considering it as

a distinct group, although it is reached by the posterior roots
; but, as I shall pre-

sently show, its connexions with the anterior roots are more direct and intimate than

in the case of posterior vesicular column. It is more or less round or oval, but not

entii’ely isolated from the surrounding cells, nor circumscribed by fibres. It increases

in size through the level of the second pair of sacral nerves, below which it gradually

disappears. The cells are oval, fusifonn, irregular in shape, or stellate, and all of the

larger kind. Some of their processes cross over to the opposite side behind the canal

;

others run out towards the lateral column
; some join the anterior and posterior roots,

and others form a system of longitudinal fibres, the cut extremities of which, in a trans-

verse section, are seen scattered amongst the group. The oval and fusiform cells are in

part elongated transversely towards the anterior roots, but chiefly in a lateral direction,

and a continuous layer or tract of these elongated cells may be frequently seen to extend

from the outer side of the group to near the border of the grey substance, in company
or in connexion with fibres which proceed in the same direction, and escape through the

lateral column. But the principal part of the group is most intimately connected with
the anterior roots of the nerves

; for a large number of these roots, frequently side by
side, run directly backwards to reach it, through the middle and inner part of the
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cornu: some of them are seen to be continuous mth the cells, especially with those

which are elongated towards them ;
others wind about them in a senes of cniwes, w c ,

like the processes themselves, are frequently dhided in a transverse section*.

Ill the spinal cord of Man, the form of the grey substance differs in some respects from

that of Mammalia. Throughout the whole of the dorsal region, the postenor cornua

stand completely apart, and are joined only at their bases by a narrow transverse com-

missure Fig. 5, Plate XXL represents a transverse section of the entire gi'ey substance

about the middle of this region. Each posterior vesicular column (M)_occupies nearly

the whole inner half of the cervix coinu. It is more or less oval, and, in stmcture an(

appearance, closely resembles that of Mammalia in the upper parts of the lumbar en ^ge-

ave HOt accumulated near the centre, but scattered at unequal intervals to the veiy border

of the cervix, from which some of their processes run out with blood-vessels and fibres

to the posterior white column. Most of the oval variety are elongated in the direction

of the cornu, and are continuous by their processes with the transverse commissure, on

the one hand, and on the other, with the posterior roots of the nerves, which also

interlace through the mass and sweep round on its outer side.

Towards the upiier end of the dorsal region the dark oval masses dimmish m size as

may be seen in fig. 6, Plate XXL They are frequently dinded or broken into smaller

portions by bundles of the posterior roots in their course to the transverse commissure.

Lid in connexion with some of their cells. In ascending through the cemcal eiilargc-

ment they continue to decrease, and at length disappear; but the spaces which they

occupied along the inner halves of the cornua are still interspersed with a mMtifude ot

cells and traversed hy the posterior roots, which also sweep ™imd as "suid. <>« t leir

outer sides, in bundles of considerable thickness (see figs. 8 & 9, Plate XXI.). I le

cells however, are very much smaller than in the dorsal region; the inajonp- arc

scarcely larger than those in the middle of the gelatinous substance; but a few ot

superior size are unequally scattered amongst them. Many are oral, round, and lusi-

form, especially in the direction of the fibres; others, particularly the larger kind and

nearer the centre of the cervix, are triangular or irregular m shape, and send out then

processes on all sides.

Above the cervical enlargement, the dark masses present nearly the same appear anc

as m Mammalia ;
but they are rather paler, and the cells they contain are of smaller size.

'I'hc tractus intermedio-Iateram^ also, in Man, closely resenrbles tlmt of Mammaha

and contains cells of the same kind, but rather smaller (figs, ol & 52, Plate XXIL).

Tn the upper part of the cervical region, a similar but somewhat larger tract reappears m

lUe sanL situation, and projects in the same way into the lateral ^
T1 XXL F). It increases in ascending to the third parr of nerves (fig. 1.x, Plate ^A. . ,

where the form of the entire grey srrbstance presents a very strrkrng resem airce

* As tliere are no traces of these groups of cells in the human cord, and I have not found them ui tho

- a,rhiro-pig, it is probable that they supply the nerves of the fa^J.

Its large cells are more rrurnerous than in the dorsal regron of Mammaira.
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that in the upper part of the dorsal region (compare with fig. 6, Plate XXL). This

traet is traversed by several roots of the spinal-accessory nerve, in their course forwards to

the anterior cornu, and contributes, with the edge of the posterior cornu, to form a beautiful

network (N, N, N) in the lateral column, through which the nerve enters. Its cells are

triangular, ot'al, and fusiform in ditferent directions : some of them are elongated in the

direction of the ti-ansverse commissure and towards the front of the posterior vesicular

column; others extend outwards with radiating fibres through fissures of the lateral

column. There is reason, therefore, to believe that this tract forms a part of the tractus

intermedio-lateralis. In the Sheep and Ox, and probably in all Mammalia, a peculiar

group of cells, which is traversed by the roots of the spinal-accessory nerve, is found in

the same situation
;
and this group, in ascending the medulla oblongata, retires inwards

to the space behind the canal, and there contributes to form the nucleus which gives

origin to the highest roots of the ner\ e. It has also been seen that the cells of the tractus

intermedio-lateralis are elongated with their processes in a longitudinal direction, and

reached by both the posterior and anterior roots of the spinal nerves, and perhaps by

the spinal-accessory ; that the latter nerve extends forwards to the cells of the anterioi'

cornu, which also send some of their processes longitudinally, and are reached by the

postenor roots. Moreover, I have in another memoir showoi that, while one portion of the

upper roots of the spinal-accessory nerve and one portion of the vagus roots proceed

inwards to their respective nuclei behind the canal, other portions of both bend forwards
to the vesicular network into which the anterior cornu has become resolved'^. Again, I have

shown, in the same memoir, that some of the roots of the trifacial nerve descend longi-

tudinally through the caput cornu, betwnen the transverse roots of the vagus-, in which
course they are probably brought into connexion with the respiratory centres, and perhaps

also, like the vagus, wuth the anterior grey substance of the medulla. These extensive

and intimate connexions seem to afford an explanation of the mechanism by which
impressions made on the vagus and on the incident fibres of the trifacial and spinal nerves,

may call into action the whole class of respiratory muscles
; and if the tract which I have

just described in the upper part of the ceinical region be continuous, as it probably is,

with the tractus intermedio-lateralis, which is reached by the dorsal nerves supplying the

i)itercostal and other respiratory muscles of the trunk, the explanation in question will

be still more completef

.

I shall now briefly trace the posterior vesicular columns of the human cord from the

dorsal region downwards. At the upper part of the lumbar region, as in Mammalia, they

are larger than in any other portion of the cord (see fig. 1 3, M, Plate XXI. ). They have

the same form and dark appearance as in the dorsal region, but contain more large cells.

As they descend, however, the dark masses diminish, and are frequently broken into

* See the author’s “ Aledulla Oblongata,” Phil. Trans. Part I. 18.38, pp. 252, 253, figs. 19 and 3G.

t Both in this communication and that on tlie Medulla Oblongata, I have abstained from drawing any
physiological conclusions, except on this one occasion, where so many different facts required to be brought
together while fresh in che memory of the reader.
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parts ;
their larger cells, also, are gi’adually reduced in number, but other's of a smaUer kind

are scattered through the spaces which they occupied. In the middle of this region, the

lumbar (fig. 15, Plate XXI. M), there is still, near the centre of the cerrlx coi-nu, a some-

what dark and irregular mass, which in a moderately thin section may be very distincth

seen even with the naked eye. Each of these masses is interlaced and snn-onnded, a.

usual, on its outer side by bundles of the posterior roots, and traversed by the transverse

commissure. They present no traces of the large, strongly-marked cells which are found

higher up, but, when examined under a sufficiently high magnifying power, they are seen

to'be interspersed and surrounded by cells of a smaUer and more delicate kind, like those

contained in the coiTesponding part of the cervical region. In descending through the

conus medullaiis, the posterior cornua, by the retreat of the border between them, be-

come gradually shortened and approach each other towards the middle line, so that the

grey substance on the inner side of each cervix is brought nearer the centiul canal (com-

pare figs. 16 & 17, Plate XXIII. M). This grey substance, which, I think, must be con-

sidered as the remains of the posterior vesicular column, is still mtei-spersed with a

multitude of small and delicate cells, which lie amongst the fibres of the transverse com-

missure and posterior roots of the nerves. But there is scarcely any trace of the iiecuhar

group which is found in Mammalia on each side, and a little behind, the canal. Some-

times, however, two or three cells rather larger than the rest may be seen at this spot

in comexion with a few fibres of the anterior roots, but they are not distinguisliable as

a separate group.
_ • i

In my first description of the posterior vesicular columns, it was stated that in t le

C’alf they commence small at the lower extremity of the cord, increase in size in lumbai

and cenical enlargements, and terminate at the upper part in the medulla oblongata.

This statement, though in many respects true, must be modified by the descriptions

above given. It is true that they are actually largest, and contain the greatest number

of large cells in the lumbar region, but only at its upper part; it is also true that both

in the Calf and Sheep the large cells scattered through the inner halt of the cervix

cornu are at least as numerous in the lower part of the cervical enlargement as in the

dorsal region. Stilling, however, while agreeing in the main with my first description ot

these columns and of their connexion with the posterior roots, denies their existence at

the upper part of the cervical enlargement; for he does not consider the cells scattered

through the inner half of the cervix cornu as part of the vesicular columns ;
and in the

two lower thirds of the lumbar enlargement, he denies the existence ot cells altogethei

.

under low powers of the microscope they are certainly not visible*.

In discussing tlie causes wliicli have led to this difference of opinion between himself and me, he adopts

a very singular kind of argument. 1. He assumes that I made the sections thicker at one part of tlie cord

than at another. 2. He assumes that I sqiieezed cells, lying at different depths, into one layer, in conse

(pience of the necessary pressure resulting from the employment of Canada balsam and thin covering glass.

The Canada balsam which I always use is fluid; everyone covers his preparations with thin glass; and i ,

as he asserts, my preparations are already too transparent, there is no nerd ot pressure.
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I was desirous to know whether the posterior vesicular columns are present in the

spinal cord of the lower Vertebrata. I found that in Birds, as in the larger Mammalia,
the posterior cornua, near the middle of the dorsal region, are united along their inner

borders, and form but a single mass, around which the gelatinous substance extends

without interruption. Each on its outer side, where the caput cornu joins the cervix,

is very much constricted, but again dilates as it extends forwards to be continuous with

the anterior cornu, so that the entire grey substance has nearly the form of an hour-glass

or goblet (see fig. 32, Plate XXIII.). Numerous cells of various shapes and of moderate

size are scattered on each side and behind the canal, and are traversed by the posterior

roots proceeding through the constriction
; but there are no dark masses at all corre-

sponding to those of the posterior vesicular columns. In receding from the dorsal region,

both upwards and downwards, the posterior cornua gradually separate, and the anterior

cornua become enlarged. In Mammalia, and especially in Man, it has been seen that,

through the middle of the cervical and lumbar enlargements, the cells on the inner side

of the cerrix cornu are reduced in size. In Birds, on the contrary, they are much
larger than in any other region. This is particularly the case in the lumbar enlarge-

ment, especially near its middle, where they form a distinct group, which is traversed

and surrounded by the posterior roots of the nerves (see M, figs. 34, 35, and 36,

Plate XXIII.). They are mostly oval and round, with large nuclei, and send out

their processes in difierent directions. In the corresponding part of the cervical region

the larger cells are less numerous, but are mingled with others of a smaller kind.

In Peptiles, it is only in the conus medullaris that the posterior cornua are united into

a single mass. In a transverse section they present no dark masses resembling those of
the posterior vesicular columns, but only a few cells, of various shapes, at their bases.

A distinct stratum, however, of small fusiform cells, in connexion 'with the fibres of
the posterior roots of the nerves, extends diagonally from the point of each cornu to

the posterior commissm-e, which is also interspersed with numerous nuclei, like those
of the epithelium which lines the canal. In the cervical and lumbar enlargement, the
cells, as well as the stratum which they form, are larger than in the dorsal region.

(See figs. 44 & 45, Plate XXV.).

On the Grey Substance of the Filum Terminate.

In the conus medullaris of the human cord, as soon as the posterior cornua have
united at their inner sides in a .single mass (fig. 19, Plate XXIII.), the gelatinous sub-

stance {g') becomes continuous from side to side in a curve with its concavity backwards,
in which the posterior columns (A) are included *; but, as it descends through thefhim

The continuity of the gelatinous substance across tlie middle line was asserted in my first communica-
tion, and has since been found in birds by Metzlee, ‘De Medullae spinalis Avium Textura,’ p. 14 (1855).
Stilling, however, in his late work, denies the fact, and maintains “ that the middle portion is ffrei/, and not
f/elatmous^suhstance (“das Mittelstiick ist graue Substanz, und nicht gelatinose ”)

;
and adds that my

method m preparation rendered these two substances too transparent to perceive any difference between
MDCCCLIX. o „
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terminale, it rises to the surface in the middle line and extends directly across (see fig. 20.

Plate XXIII.); meanwhile the posterior columns [K, A) become gradually shallower and

at length disappear, excejpt at the sides, so that the gelatinous sulstance behind is covered

only by the pia mater (m) of the cord, with which it is immediately connected. The deep

posterior strata of the lateral columns obliterate it at the sides, by encroaching in bundles

on the grey substance which forms a continuous network around them. Still lower down

(see fig. 21, Plate XXIII.) the canal is prolonged backwards as far as the gelatinous sub-

stance, and dilates in a lateral direction behind the dark bundles (D), which in the pre-

ceding sections occupied the interior of each caput cornu, (See explanation of Plates.)

In Mammalia a series of nearly similar changes may be observed, except that the

posterior columns are not interrupted in the middle line.

Fig. 22, Plate XXIV. represents a transverse section of the conus rnedullaris of the

Ox, near the third pair of coccygeal nerves, magnified 60 diameters. Multitudes of fibres

are observed to radiate from the grey substance and form a beautiful network through

the white columns. From the extremities of the anterior cornua considerable offsets of

the grey substance are prolonged through the anterior columns, rejoining each other

around masses of longitudinal fibres, and reaching the surface to be continuous Muth the

layer of connective tissue. Amongst these offsets, and even in the masses of longitudinal

fibres, several large cells are scattered very nearly to the surface of the cord
; some of

their processes appear to reach the connective tissue at the surface.

Through the lower part of the conus rnedullaris the canal continues to enlarge. It

nearly reaches the anterior fissure, and extends backwards to the gelatinous substance, in

front of which it dilates in a lateral direction (see fig. 23, Plate XXIV.). The grey sub-

stance, as it descends through the cemus, gradually decreases in quantity, and is encroached

upon more and more by the antero-lateral columns, around the bundles of which it

radiates outwards as a network. Numerous small oval and fusiform cells, with one or

two others of superior size, are scattered through it. The filum terminate, in its natural

state, appears to be a nearly cylindrical tubule, but, when hardened in spirit or chromic

acid, is more or less flattened at the sides, so that the canal becomes compressed and

sometimes completely collapsed (see figs. 24 & 25, Plate XXIV.). The grey substance is

at length reduced to a mere border or fringe (fig. 25), from the edges of which a series

of tapering processes (a, a) extend through the white substance to the pia mater at tlie

surface. The larger kind of cells have entirely disappeared, but a number of small

fusiform cells, or nuclei, resembling those of the connective tissue, are observed in con-

tinuity with fibres which run along it and form arches from one process of the grey

substance to another, as they pass out to the white columns.

them (“ Clarke’s Preparatious-metliode zeigte ilim aber beide Substauzeu zu bell, als dass er eiueiiHuter-

scbied hiitte huden kouneu”); but, if he liad taken the trovible to read the explanation of tlie figure in

(question, he would liave seen that it was drawn from a section of the conus rnedullaris, treated o«/y hi/

acetic acid. The continuity of the gelatinous substance is so apparent at this part, both in a fresh state

and when hardened with chromic acid, that Stilling’s denial of the fact seems to me unaccountable.
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Of the Epithelium of the Central Canal.

In the Ox, the epithelium which lines the central canal consists not only of colunmar

or cylindrical cells—-as I first described them and as they have since been described

by other observers—but also of cells which are more or fusiform. Fig. 53, Plate

XXII. {a) is an exact representation of some of their forms, magnified 400 diameters.

In the columnar variety (the first three on the left of a) the nucleus is large, sometimes

spheroidal, but generally oval, and contains apparently from two to five large, brilliant,

globular granules or nucleoli, which powerfully refract the light. Between this and the

verge of the canal the free ciliated end of the cell is broad and short like the end of a

cylindrical brush, and appears to be made up of granular fibres ; but in the fusifo7'm

epithelium (the foiu’ on the right of a), the corresponding free portion consists only of

a long and narrow kind of stalk extending from the tapering end of the cell, which

latter in this case is similar to what forms the nucleus of the columnar variety, and

contains several brilliant granules, which are frequently arranged in a row. Between

these two kinds of epithelium there are difierent grades of transition. They are all

beautifully packed in close apposition, so that the convexity of each is applied to the

concavity of those which surround it, and by reason of its peculiar shape, it exactly

occupies the intervening space (see fig. 53 h, Plate XXII.). In the human spinal cord,

the canal is often completely filled up by what would appear to be the debris of the epi-

thelium ; for nothing is to be seen but a confused heap of nuclei, which are here mostly

large and round : but sometimes in the midst of this heap there remains a small open-

ing or canal, which, strange to say, is still lined or surrounded at its margin by the usual

regular layer of columnar cells
; and what is still more curious, I occasionally find, par-

ticularly in the cervical region, two such secondary canals, each lined in the ordinary way

(see fig. 55, Plate XXII.).

The cilia of this epithelium are much coarser and less numerous than those in the

larynx and trachea (fig. 53 b). In the conus medullaiis they may be very well seen

around the entire circumference of the canal, but in other regions of the cord they are

very sparingly found. If this be the result of accident in manipulation, it is difficult to

say why they are always preserved in the one place and not in the others.

The light-coloured space immediately surrounding the canal is interspersed with nuclei

or small cells. Some of these are round or oval, finely granular, and exactly resemble

those in the connective tissue of the white columns (see fig. 46, Plate XXII. c) ;
others

are similar to the nuclei of the epithelium, and have the same kind of large brilliant

granules, or nucleoli, but are themselves rather smaller. These latter nuclei, which are

frequently elongated in different directions, are connected with the processes of the epi-

thelium (see fig. 53, Plate XXII. b), and also with the fine fibres which surround the

canal, and which are precisely similar to the fibres of connective tissue at the circum-

ference of the cordf. They are not, however, confined to the neighbourhood of the

Philosophical Transactions, 1851, p. 614.

t In 1851, I described the light-coloured part immediately surrounding the canal, as composed of fila-

3o2
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canal for they may be found in different parts of the grey substance, and in the postenor

iissure. The only difference between them and the nuclei found in the wMe columns

and pia mater, is, that in the latter cases the granules or nucleoli are smaller^ but in t e

Tortoise I have found that nuclei which, in every minute particular, resemo e

those of the epithelium, may be traced continuously from the edge of the canal thioug i

the whole of the grey substance and the white columns of the cord . n ee ,
e spin

caLl appears only Jbe the part where they are more thickly accumulated inl^and

even there they are not enclosed in cells, but are connected only by a lanable n

of fibres with the verge of the canal (see fig. 54, Plate XXII. G, and -planahon o

Plate) There is good reason, then, for believing that both the epithehum and the small

cells or nuclei by which it is surrounded, are allied to the connective tissue.

The outer ends of the epithelial cells taper into delicate fibres of which those pro-

ceeding from the columnar variety are the thickest (fig. 63, Plate XXII.). ese les

radiate in all directions, and either run side by side, or cross each other in vaiaous ways

and subdivide to join in an intricate network. For a considerable distance around the

canal they may be frequently seen, as already stated, to be continuous with the small

cells or nuclei above described. Some of them run directly backwards across the poste-

rior commissure and along the posterior median fissure; some extend forwards across

• the anterior commissure to the inner edges of the anterior columns, and may be traced

in part to blood-vessels and pia mater contained in the median sulcus; while others run

off in a lateral diiection and ai-e lost in the grey substance. In the filum termmle.

where this substance, as already remarked, is reduced to a narrow fi-inge (
gs. _ c’

Plate XXIV.), their actual destination may often be very satisfactorily trace )
means

of my method of preparation. Here they may be seen, sometimes at right angles, and

sometimes more obliquely to the axis of the cord, to pass through the greg suhdance and

then through the wMte colimins to join the connective tissue, every part ot ^^hlcix is

interspersed with nuclei like those in continuity with the fibres in the central fringe.

which here evidently consists of the same kind of tissue as the light-coloured space

surrounding the canal in other regions of the cord.

Hannovee regards the cells which line the cerebral ventricles as true nerve-celLs-^nd

Biddee takes the same view of those round the spinal canal ;
while Stilling considers

them as epithelium, but, nevertheless, believes that the fibres uhich the) ghe o toim

elementary parts of the primitive ?ierye-fibres and 7ierve-cells, with both of whic ,

according to him, they are directly continuous. He professes to have seen the peri-

pheral ends of two epithelial-cells unite with each other after a shorter or longer course,

and then enter a 7ierve-cell

;

or the process of a nerve-ceW divides into two or three

branches, which end in two or three epithelium-cells f. By the most careful examina-

meiitous OP connectiye tissue, in opposition to Stilling, wlio considered it to

and called it the circular commmure, but now calls it the “ substantia gektinosa centralis (see Philo.o

phical Transactions, Part II. p. 614, 1851).

* I have found the same in the Cat.
. , , • , - iSwfrprev

t “Zuweilen sieht Man die peripherischen Enden zweier Epithelialcylinder in kurzerer oder lancer .
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tion of some hundreds of preparations, I have never been able to perceive that the

epithelial-processes are connected vrith any other than the small cells or nuclei which I

have akeady described. I have sometimes seen the process of a large werw-cell extend

close up to the epithelium, but I have generally succeeded in tracing it round the

canal to the opposite side of the cord*. If the processes of the epithelial-cells were

dkectly continuous with, and formed elementary parts of, nerve-ce]ls, and nerve-fihxes,,

we might reasonably expect to find the number of the former always in proportion to

that of the latter ; but the very reverse is the case
; for, as we have just seen, in the

filuni terminate^ where both nerve-ce\h and nerve-^hxes, have entirely disappeared, the

canal is much larger, and the epithelial-cells are consequently much more numerous than

in any other region; while, as I have akeady shown, their processes may be traced

through the surrounding white substance as far as the surface of the cord.

I have nothing to add to the description which I formerly gave of the anterior joots

of the spinal nerves, except that in the conus medullaris I constantly find that some of

the fibres of these roots terminate in loops round the group of cells in the anterior cornu

;

but whether they be really nerve-Qbre^ I have not quite satisfied myself. Sometimes

they form loops between two difierent bundles of roots, and sometimes a fibre from one

bundle returns in a loop to the inner or outer side of the anterior column. But in the

same region of the cord I have seen the processes of the nerve-cells extend so frequently

into the anterior roots, that there can be no doubt that some of the latter arise from

themf. In the cervical and lumbar regions of the Tortoise, but especially in the lumbar

enlargement, the course and connexions of the processes proceeding from the cells of

the anterior cornua are extremely interesting. Fig. 44, Plate XXV. represents a trans-

verse section of one lateral half of the grey substance, through the middle of the lumbar
enlargement. From the whole of its lateral border numerous large bundles of fibres

proceed outwards and form with each other a beautiful network between fasciculi of

the antero-lateral column. Some of these fibres converge from the central parts of the

grey substance
; the rest proceed from the roots of the nerves, and from the cells of both

the posterior and anterior cornua, but particularly from the latter. The large cells of

each anterior cornu form a considerable group ; they are angular, sigmoid, crescentic

and fusiform, and elongated to an extraordinary degree in a direction obliquely back-

wards. The processes from thek anterior extremities are continuous with the anterior

Entferuung yora Mittelstiick mit einander verschmelzen, mid in eine Nervenzelle iibergelien, reap., den
Fortsatz einer Nei’venzelle sich dichotomisch oft tridiotomisch theilen und in zwei oder drei Epithelial-

cylindern endigen.” “ Es ist mir abev sehr wabrscheinlicb, dass diese Auslaufer oder peripheriscben Enden
der Epitbelialzellen als Elementarrbrchen der betreffenden Primitivnervenfaser oder Nervenzelle, in w6lehe
sie eintreten, bestebeu.”—Neue TJntersuchnngen, Erste Lieferung, p. 11 (1857).

In the coccygeal region of the cord, processes from the nerve-cells in the anterior cornu may be very
distinctly seen to cross both va.front and ieTiind the canal to the opposite side.

t I never, as Schuoder van dee Kolk asserts, denied the connexion of nerve-fibres with processes of
cells, hut simply maintained that the occasional extension of these processes into nerve-roots was not a
sufficient proof of such a connexion, for they might be distributed to blood-vessels.
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roots of the nerves, or escape through the anterior columns; while those from their

posterior ends extend backwards to different distances, and form a contmuous stra m

of fibres along the lateral margin of the grey substance: some of them jom the fibres

which radiate from the centre, and contribute in succession to form the bumfles whic

escape as a network through the antero-lateral column; others extend as & as the

posterior cornu, and seem to be continuous with the posterior roots which escape

through the postero-lateral fissure. The rest of the posterior roots partly descend towards

the centre of the anterior cornu, and partly cross the posterior comu diagonaUy ul

connexion with a chain of cells, to be continuous with the transverse commissui-e. n

the cervical enlargement (fig. 45), the cells of the anterior comu are more numerous

and more diversified in shape; some of them send processes towai'ds the anterior com-

missure, but a great number have no apparent connexion with it.

In my first communication on the spinal cord, I stated that the posterior roots of the

spinal nerves are attached exclusively to the posterior white columns. I have smce

found that the same assertion was made by RoLAiimo : he says, “ tutti i fill nervosi e e

radici posteriori se staccano esclusivamente dai cordon! posteriori del gmn umco o spi

nale- cio che puo essere comprovato in varie e differenti maniere*.” Stillixg demes

the feet, and maintains that in the lumbar region a few fibres traverse the postenor part

of the antero-lateral column. I have again carefully gone over the ground, m the cord

both of Man and different animals, and find that my statement is correct. Stilling has

probably confounded nerve-fibres with the blood-vessels which traverse the posterior part

of the antero-lateral column much in the way that he represents.

APPENDIX.

[Added during the printing of the Paper.]

Convinced of the superiority and value, in many respects, of my method of anatonucal

research, I will here describe it more fully, together with the modifications which I

have lately introduced in some stages of the process, and the precautions necessai-} to

be observed in order to ensure success.

The structure or part intended for examination should be as fresh as possible, and

cut into portions as small as is compatible with the end in liew. These portions I

formerly hardened by means of a mixture of one part of spiiit of ufine and three parts of

water which at the end of twenty-four hoiu's was replaced by a fresh mixture of equa

parts of spirit and water, and this again after the same interval was replaced by pure

spirit, which ought to be renewed every five or six days. At the end of ten to fourteen

days the medulla is sufficiently hard for making sections, which ai'e then subjected to

the following process for the purpose of inducing transparency. The sections are first

placed in a mixture of one part of strong acetic acid, and four, five, or six of spirit, for a

* Oj}. cit. p. 82.
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period varying from two or three to ten minutes, according to their thickness. They are

then washed in pure spirit, after which, if thin, they are floated on the surface of spirit

of turpentine, where they remain until they are quite, or nearly transparent, when they

are removed to glass slides on which a little Canada balsam has been previously dropped.

If now examined under the microscope, they frequently show but little or no traces of

cells or fibres,-~a ch’cumstance which seems to have at first caused Scheodbe van der

Kolk and some others to abandon the method
;
but if the sections be set aside for some

time and treated occasionally with a little turpentine and Canada balsam, the cells and

fibres reappear and present a beautiful appearance. Before they are finally covered with

thin glass, they should be examined at intervals by the microscope. If the sections be

thick, I find it best to place them in a shallow vessel, the bottom of which is kept simply

wet with turpentine, which can therefore ascend from below while the spirit evaporates

from their u'pper surfaces
; for the 'principle of the method is this,—to replace the spirit

by tm’pentine, and this by Canada balsam without drying the sections. The method at

first presents some difficulties, and practice is necessary to ensure complete success.

Experience, also, will suggest, according to cu’cumstances, many little deviations from

the exact rules here given, which to a certain extent must be considered as general.

For the last three years I have used chromic acid instead of spirit in the process of

hardening. This is one of the modifications mentioned in my memoir “ On the Medulla

Oblongata”*. The medulla of Man and the higher Mammalia is steeped in a solution

of one part of crystallized chromic acid in 200 parts of water, for two or three weeks,

and then kept in a solution of about one part of bichromate of potash in 100 or 200

parts of water f. Spuit is used to wet the knife in making the sections, which are first

placed in spirit for a few minutes, and then (with or mthout the previous use of acetic

acid) transferred to the turpentine and Canada balsam, as before.

Lenhossek, Gerlach, and quite recently Schroder van der Kolk, have adopted this

method of rendering sections transparent. Lenhossek uses spirit for hardening the

medulla, with some slight modification in other stages of the process. An entire series

of very beautiful preparations of the cord and medulla oblongata have been purchased
of him by the Eoyal College of Surgeons of London. Gerlach uses bichromate of

potash in the process of hardening; then acetic acid, spirit, and Canada balsam J. He
does not mention turpentine

; but if this be dispensed with, the Canada balsam must be
very thin, and the section must be placed on its surface to allow of the evaporation of

the spirit, which will not mix with the balsam, but in contact with it becomes turbid
and opake.

In his Essay on the Spinal Cord published in 1854, Schroder van der Kolk says that

my (second) method, “ which appears to have been extremely successful,” did not suc-

* 1857. Philosophical Transactions for 1858, Part I.

t For the Eodentia, Birds, Beptiles, and Fishes, it is necessary to use the solution much weaker—about
one part to 600 of water, and gradually increase the strength at the end of a week .

X Mikroskopische Studien, p. 2, 1858. Erlangen.
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ceed with him ;
“ the preparation became only partially clear, and the gangliomc ceU^.

from which the fat seemed to be removed, were rendered indistmct*. It is perfec ;

clear that he had not sufficient practice in the process. He says agam m speakmg o

LehhossSk, “ he follows Claeke’s method with turpentine, which, according to my ejyc-

rience, cannot lead to conect results, as the spinal marrow is too much ahered by t at

aeentt ” After criticising every other method, he describes his own, which consists in

the use of concentrated chloride of calcium, and which, according to his expenence

“ deseiwes to be preferr ed to all the others.” But now we find that he has abandoned

it and adopted my method in conjunction with the colouring process recommended by

Geelach; for in a supplementai-y paragraph to the English translation whic as pis

been issued by the Sydenham Society (1859), he states that after some tnals he finds

this mode of making preparations the most satisfactory, and in many respects stul bettei

than with chlonde of calcium. The section, after having been coloured with solu mn

of carmine and washed in spirit, is laid in a watch-glass and aUowed to diy a

after which, “a couple of drops of spirit of turpentine are added If it is now e

for twenty-four or forty-eight hours without a covering glass, but protected from the

dust, the spirit evaporates, and the object becomes perfectly clear. It is now coveie

with Canada balsam and a glassj.” The colouring with carmine is often very useful,

but I think it rather interferes with the sharpness of the fibres. I ha^i e long used, occa

sionally, a colouring fluid known to painters and wood-stamers by the name of aic ie .

When carmine is used, the solution should be previously Altered, otherwise a deposit or

crust is apt to form on the object; and for the same reason, the section, aftei having

been coloured, should be washed in water before it is placed m the spmt, which leadily

precipitates the carmine.
, . .

Stilling has given a full, but somewhat inconsistent and mcorrect criticism on my

method. He concludes by saying, “While it is allowed that by the employment of

Claeke’s method many truths indeed in reference to the minute structure of the spinal

cord may be brought to light, and that Claeke’s labours must be said to be quite trust-

worthy (recht anerkennenswerthe), it must nevertheless be observed that the condition

of certain textures, such as the elementary structm-e of the primitive nerve-fibres am

the nei-ve-cells, are so altered by it, that this method in many respects must be con-

sidered as an obstacle to the more exact kind of investigation

Now although I am not so blindly prejudiced as to niaintam that preparations nm e

by this method ai'e in eveiy respect perfect, I do maintain that it produces but litt e

alteration from the natural appearance of the nerve-cells, and that almost the on y

structure that appears to suffer more than from chromic acid alone is the white sub-

stance of the neiwe-fibre; and even this may be perfectly preserved if the medulla is

placed first in a weak solution of chromic acid and then in a solution which is niuci

Stronger. Fig. 1, Plate XIX. was drawn from a preparation made in tins way, and ot

* Translation of Sydenham Society, 1859, p. 30.

t Loc. cit. p. 33.

t Ibid. p. 28.

§ Neue TJntersucb., 5 Lief. p. 1071.
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which it is as exact a copy as possible. But even the loss of the white substance would
be of no consequence for tracing the course of the nerve-fibres, the axis-cylinders of
which in these preparations are rendered unusually strong and distinct. And if I wish
to investigate the natural structure of the nerve-fibres and cells, I select a perfectly fresh

and unaltered specimen from an animal just killed (as I stated in my first communica-
tion to the Eoyal Society, 1851) ;

for I never think of trusting to any kind of prepara-
tion, or even to chromic acid, which Stilling uses, and which coagulates the contents of
the nerve-fibres and alters their appearance after a short maceration. Not that I reject

other methods ; for 1 find sections of the medulla, simply hardened in chromic acid, of
great service, and use them largely, particularly for drawing figures under low powers,
and sometimes for examination under higher powers, when I have been in some doubt
as to the natm-e of the tissue. In fact, I employ whatever means appears most suitable

for the occasion and most likely to lead me to the truth. But I still contend, that

for clearness, sharpness of outline and fine definition under the higher powers,—for the
advantage of obtaining thick sections of great transgmrency, and for the durability and
unchangeableness of the preparations when properly made, I know of no method that

will bear any comparison with this. To confirm this opinion in one respect, I may
mention the fact, that although Stilling, in his recent work, has described and repre-

sented the spiral structiu-e of the fibres of the white columns of the Calf under a power
of 1100 diameters, he has failed to detect the nucleated cells and nuclei which are so

beautifully seen by means of my method under a power of 350 diameters.

Explanation of the Plates.

Fig. 1, Plate XIX. rejiresents a transverse section of the caput cornu posterioris part

of the cervix cornu, with a portion of the surrounding posterior and lateral

white columns : from the middle of the cervical enlargement of the Ox ;

di'awn from a preparation magnified 50 diameters :—A, A, A, part of the poste-

rior white column
; B, B, part of the lateral column ; the small circles and

dark spots represent the cut ends of longitudinal and oblique fibres. These
columns are traversed by a beautiful network of blood-vessels and nerve-fibres

radiating from all parts of the grey substance. At h, b (the peak of the

cornu) may be seen extending outwards the processes of nerve-cells situated

in the network between bundles of the white column. The darker portion

of the caput cornu consists principally of numerous longitudinal and oblique

bundles of fibres, with blood-vessels, and of the posterior roots of the nerves,

with cells chiefly of the small and intermediate size ; the lighter space behind
and at the sides is the gelatinous substance^ studded with small cells, and
having a stratum of large cells and marginal nerve-fibres along its posterior

border next the posterior column, into which some of the processes of the
cells may be seen to extend. C, C, part of the cervix cornu, containing some

MDCCCLIX. q t.
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large ceUs, and crossed in different directions by the posters

nerves and by fibres which radiate to the white colum . - 1

of the cervu Ld caput cornu, near the right border of the grey

a e fil large bundTes of longitudinal fibres, interlaced by^—rse fibres^

“d Jore o?iess encircled by large elongated nerve-cells, which send some of

’

of fhe domal region of the Ox. drawn from a p^paration

D, D, posterior cornua, the points of which are cu ,

side the letter D is in the darker portion of the caput cornu. The nei -

!eli: ™ shown chiefly on the right side. ,, the gelatinous subs ance

E,E, anterior cornua; F, tractus

its cells are seen extending into the lateral column towards the letter .

r cenXLl, lined witl epithelium, from which fibres radiate m con-

nexion with small cells and nuclei, through the

space H behind H is the posterior transverse commissure,

Xkh are in connexion with fusiform cells, and partly extend outvvards to

• the tractus intermedio-laterahs, F; I, two bundles of longitudmal fibres,

cut off from the anterior columns by transverse fibres of the anteiior com-

missure K K; L, anterior median fissure; 1,
posterior median fissuie.

r rbundies of poMerior nerve-roots; M, M, cylinders of the irsi-

L; colu,nns ; I three bundles of longitudinal

.“J

the nrey substance, and two of which are seen to be paltiall) embiace J

nervicllls; T, fibres of the posterior coinmissme extending outw ai s, «, o

ddrof cervix cornu posterioris of left side, where there is a decussation

between the fibres of the posterior roots, in connexion wi* the posteiioi

vesicular columns and the posterior commissure; o, anterior roots of

V S Plate' XXI Transverse section of the grey substance of the Ox, at the upper

’

part of the dorsal region, where the posterior cornua are beginning to sepa-

P
• i.1 iriio linp' P* ti’cictus iiit0riiipclio“l9.tpi tills,

rate from each other in the middle line.—
b, thP front

extending inwards towards the posterior transverse commissure, and

of the posterior vesicular column.
i . . owtl nf thp ceiuical

Fig. 4, Plate XX. A similar section, higher up, neai- the ouei

Pigs. .5 to 2ltf—rse sections of the grey substance of the spinal cord, horn a

Fig 5 PlI^XXI. lection’'near the middle of the dorsal region:—F, tractus inter

medio-lateralis; M, posterior vesicular column.

1." e Plate XXI Another, at the upper part of the dorsal region.

bI; t: reSl. A similar section through the lower part of the cervical enlarge-
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ment; the tractus intermedio-lateralis, F, rests on the lateral projection of
the anterior cornu, behind a group of large vesicles, and is connected by a net-

work with the cervix cornu posterioris.

Figs. 8 & 9, Plate XXI. Sections of the lateral half of the grey substance, successively

nearer the middle of the cervical enlargement -N, large bundles of longitu-
dinal fibres near the lateral edge of the grey substance.

Fig. 10, Plate XXI. Lateral half of the grey substance, through the middle of the cer-

vical enlargement : the tractus intermedio-lateralis is no longer visible, but
the lateral projection of the anterior cornu, on which it rested, is still con-
nected by a network with the side of the cervix cornu, which is pierced by
several bundles of longitudinal fibres, N,

Fig. 11, Plate XXI. A similar section of the grey substance at the fourth cervical

nerves:—N, longitudinal bundles of the lateral column, enclosed in the
meshes of a network proceeding from the grey substance, and containing
small cells, thiough this network the roots of the spinal-accessory nerve pro-
ceed from behind forwards to the tractus intermedio-lateralis^ F, and to the
cells of the anterior cornu ; P

,
posterior roots of the spinal nerves

; M, poste-
rior vesicular column traversed by bundles of the posterior roots, and by the
transverse commissure.

lig. 12, Plate XXV. Similar section at the upper part of the third cervical nerves,
magnified 60 diameters: N, N, N, network proceeding from the side of the
posteiior cornu and tractus intermedio-lateralis, containing small cells and
enclosing bundles of fibres of the lateral column, between which the roots of
the spinal-accessory nerve proceed foi-wards to the tractus intermedio-lateralis,

F, and to the anterior cornu ; the extremity, and particularly the outer por-
tion, of the anterior cornu is pierced by numerous longitudinal bundles (repre-
sented by the dark round or oval masses), between which the fibres of the
anterior roots (O') cross each other in an intricate plexus

; amongst this plexus
are several large nerve-cells, which partially embrace the bundles and send
some of their processes longitudinally.

Fig. 13, Plate XXL Transverse section of one lateral half of the grey substance at the
upper part of the lumbar enlargement

; the posterior vesicular column, M, is

larger than in any other region.

lig. 14, Plate XXI. A similar section, nearer the middle of the lumbar enlargement.
lig. 15, Plate XXL Another section, through the middle of the same enlargement:

the posterior vesicular column, M, is composed almost entirely of small cells

;

the lateral part of the cervix cornu is pierced by several bundles of longitu-
dinal fibres.

lig. 16, Plate XXIII. A similar section, through the lower part of the lumbar enlarge-
ment. ®

lig. 17, Plate XXIII. Section through the upper part of the conus medullaris.

3p 2
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Figs. 18, 19, 20 & 21, Plate XXIII. Sections through the remaining portion of the

conus medullaris.
i-.no >.011 path the

Fig. 19 . The gelatmous substance, g, is continuous across the

^ poster-ior columns, A ; D, opake portion of the caput cornu . N, bundles

Fin 20 Xhr^prsterior^whTte columns (A, A) are wanting in the midcUe line, and

rises to the sui-face in a straight transverse layer, covered only hy pia mater, ,

D are the dark bundles which in the precedmg figraes formed t e opa -e poi-

tim of the caput cornu; similar-, but less numerous, bundles are scattered

through the rest of the grey substance anteriorly
.

.p ^ T
V. 91 The slal canal has extended backwar-ds and sideways m the forrn of T.

its lateral extension is through the gelatinous substance, whic t us

continuous with the space previously surroundmg the

nart corresponding to the opake portion of the caput coinu ( )

c.r, .b. i. .< a. w.—
are covered and permeated by a quantity of pia mate , , .

to consist of little or nothing else; this pia mater rs continuous rnth

4-1, a on' Ti' tlip anterior grey substance, forminj^ a

that surrounding the cord, m

.

F, the anteiioi ^ )

network between longitudinal bundles of fibres.

Fio- 22, Plate XXIV. Transverse section of the conus meduUan
's-.^jieters—

nail- of coccygeal nerves ;
drawn from a preparation magnified 60 chameteis

.

pan ot coccygeal
’ ™ „„.„,o.lateral columns. From the grey sub-

A A nosterior columns; ,13, 15 ,
anteio laieicii

,

Lt' a ......b... -b
the white, especially the antero-lateral, columns (B, »

meshes a multitude of longitudinal bundles. Fioni i -

anterior cor-nua, considerable offsets of the grey
Jl,

others proceeding from
ar-e

“iLrbrdW longitudinal fibres ;
one of these is partially cucircW

TyTc^ several other loW— bundles are seen amongst the fibres ot

Fig. 23, Plate ^IV. Transverse section thrmrgh the

Uctrmnp- F anterior o-rey substance : the uhole ot the >

Lr:iCe“fl -:i dkiL . here very large), is pierced

“de of longitudinal bundles of fibres of"^ -
(represented by the dark masses), and is interspersed with
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cells
; a small group of large cells is found at its anterior extremity on each

side.

Fig. 24, Plate XXIV. A similar section, near the end of the conus mechdlaris of the

Ox. It appears to be altered in shape by some accidental cause
; for in its

natural state the canal is nearly of the same form as in fig. 23:—A, A,

posterior white columns ; B, B, antero-lateral columns. The grey substance

around the canal is reduced in quantity, and appears as a kind of network
enclosing a multitude of longitudinal bundles

;
it is also interspersed with

small cells, but contains only a few of a larger kind, near its anterior

extremity.

Fig. 2o, Plate XXIV. Transverse section of the grey substance of t\ie Jilimi terminale,

or filiform extremity of the cord, magnified 60 diameters. The canal is col-

lapsed laterally, but is naturally very large, and the epithelium is consequently

abundant. The grey substance surrounding it is reduced to a mere fringe,

pierced here and there by small longitudinal bundles, and interspersed with

small cells or nuclei :

—

a, a, processes of pia mater, and blood-vessels radiating

from the border of the grey substance through the white columns towards

the surface.

Figs. 26 to 36, Plate XXIII. represent transverse sections of the spinal cord of the

domestic Fowl.

Fig. 26. Section at the first pair of cervical nerves.

Fig. 27. Section in the middle of the neck.

Fig. 28. Section at the upper end of the cervical enlargement.

Fig. 29. Section through the middle of the ceivical enlargement.

Figs. 30 & 31. Sections through the lower half of the cervical enlargement.

Fig. 32. Section through the middle of the dorsal region.

Figs. 33, 34 (& 35. Sections through the upper half of the sacral enlargement.

Fig. 36. Section through the middle of the sacral enlargement.

In fig. 34 the posterior median fissure (/) begins to widen towards the sur-

face, so as to form the commencement of the sacral ventricle
; and through it

the pia mater descends and expands into a mass which surrounds the canal,

and replaces the posterior transverse commissure. In fig. 35 is seen an exten-

sion of the same changes. In fig. 36 the posterior columns, with the grey

substance, are thrown widely apart, so that the posterior median fissure

dilates into the broadest portion of the ventricle, which is filled by a large

mass of the pia mater (w). The lateral halves of the grey substance are con-

sequently united only by the anterior commissure (K), in which there is a

very evident decussation. Some of the decussating fibres may be traced into
the cervix cornu posterioris. Metzlee, whose observations are in general in

accordance with my own, states, however, that a real decussation is found
only in the sacral enlargement, and in the upper part of the cervical region

;
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but I have certainly found a decided but slighter decussation in the cervicd

enlargement.
_ i o xi, -r^

37 to 45 represent transverse sections of the spmal cor o e •

37 Plate XXII. Section at the first pair of cercical ner^'es. A ne oi (. ) p

longed from the sides of the grey substance into the antero-lateral coliunns,

enclosing bundles of their longitudinal fibres.

38. Section through the upper part of the cervical enlargement.

39. Section through the middle of the cervical enlargement.

40. Section through the middle of the dorsal region.

41. Section through the middle of the lumbar enlargement.

42 & 43. Sections through the lower part of the lumbar enlargement.

44 Plate XXV. Transverse section of one lateral half of the gre^ su

through the middle of the lumbar enlargement, of the Tortoise, magnified >

diameters :—D, posterior cornu; E, anterior cornu; O', anterior roots of the

nerves; P, posterior roots; B, B', antero-lateral column, dhided into separate

fasciculi by a beautiful network, formed by nerve-fibres and processes of nerve-

cells from the grey substance.

45 Plate XXV. Similar section through the middle of the cenucal enlargement ot

’

the Tortoise, magnified 80 diameters. The cells of the anterior cornu present

a more varied shape than in the preceding figure; and the network in the

antero-lateral column is neither so considerable nor so uniform as in the ast

46 Plate XXII. Cells from the gelatinous substance of the Ox, magnified 350 dia-

jneters a, h, cells of small and intermediate size ; c, round, oval, and fusi-

form nuclei of connective tissue.

47, Plate XXII. Large cells from near the posterior border of the same, magni e

220 (ii0^111©tjGTS

48 Plate XXII. Nucleated cells and free nuclei from the white columns of the

spinal cord of a Calf, between three and four months old, magnified 420 dia-

meters a, cut end of a nerve-fibre, showing a kind of sphal or concentric

arrangement around the axis-cylinder; 5, 5, nucleated cells partially encircling

the nerve-fibres, and attached to their sheaths ;
c, c, separate nucleated cel s

some with ramifying processes; d, two nucleated cells from a longitudinal

section ; e, free granular nuclei.
. . • i .

49, Plate XXII. Large cells from a transverse section of the posterw) lesicuai

columns of the Ox, magnified 220 diameters one of the processes run-

ning in a nearly longitudinal direction.

50, Plate XXII. Large cell from a lo7igitudinal section of the posterior vesicii ai

columns, magnified 220 diameters a, process extending towards the poste-

rior nerve-roots ;
b, another extending towards the anterior cornu.

Fi" 51 Plate XXII. Transverse section of the human tractus intermedio-latefalis, ‘oai

Fig

Fig

Fig

Fig.

Fis;
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near the middle of the dorsal region, magnified 220 diameters :

—

c, the inner

portion, adjoining the grey substance between the anterior and posterior

cornua (see fig. 6, F, Plate XXI.); b, the free extremity extending trans-

versely across the lateral column
; a, a, a, fasciculi of longitudinal fibres of the

lateral column. The tractus is interspersed with cells, from some of which

the processes escape with nerve-fibres into the lateral column
; while others

are continuous with nerve-fibres proceeding from the transverse commissure

and other deep parts of the grey substance. At its inner end {c), some of the

cells with their processes are elongated towards the anterior and posterior

cornua (compare fig. 6, Plate XXI.).

Fig. 52, Plate XXII. Cells from a transverse section of the tractus intermedio-lateralis of

the Ox, magnified 220 diameters.

Fig. 53, Plate XXII. Epithelial-cells from the spinal canal of the Ox, magnified 400

diameters :

—

a, isolated cells (the letter is placed over their free, ciliated

end); b, same cells packed together in situ, and bearing cilia, which project

into the canal.

Fig. 54, Plate XXII. Epithelium from the spinal canal of the Tortoise :

—

a, b, separate

cells, magnified 400 diameters
; G, part of spinal canal, with the cells dis-

posed around it, and a little less magnified
; c, free nuclei from the white

columns: magnified 400 diameters.

Fig. 55, Plate XXII. Human spinal canal from the cervical region. Its outer parts are

filled up with a heap of epithelial-nuclei, in the midst of which are two
secondary canals, surrounded by the usual regular layer.

Fig. 56, Plate XXII. Longitudinal section of part of the tractus intermedio-lateralis,

magnified about 200 diameters. The cells are elongated longitudinally at the

verge of the lateral column, the fibres of which are accompanied by their

processes.
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XXIII. Mesearches into the Nature of the Involuntary Muscular Tissue of the Urinary

Bladder. By Geoege Vinee Ellis, Professor of Anatomy in University College,

London. Communicated hy Br. Shaepet, Sec. B.8.

Eeceived November 6,—Bead December 9, 1858.

Dueing the last few years anatomists have considered the muscular substance of the
bladder to be composed of elongated contractile fibre-cells, each with a nucleus in it,

which possess free ends, and overlap at their pointed extremities without being united or
joined together. This notion of the cell-structure originated with Professor Kollikee

;

and it has since received very general acceptance *. From the correctness of that
opinion I am led to dissent by my researches

; and I purpose to show in this communi-
cation to the Koyal Society, that both the involuntary muscular tissue of the bladder
and the voluntary muscular substance in other parts of the human body have a like
composition.

In a former paper to the Society (in June 1856) f I made the announcement that the
views now brought forward of the muscular structure of the bladder were applicable to
the involuntary muscular tissue in general; but as my declaration was received with
doubt, I determined to withhold its publication until I had been able to repeat my
microscopical observations. Before this time I hoped to have completed the task
imposed on myself, but occupation has left me leisure enough to examine thoroughly
only the muscular structure of the urinary bladder. As my idea is confirmed by the
result of the second examination of that viscus, I submit this paper with greater con-
fidence to the consideration of the Society; and I hope to furnish at a future time
additional researches into the nature of the involuntary muscular tissue in other parts
of the body.

After a lengthened inquiry, I am emboldened to entertain opinions at variance with
the doctrine received at the present day respecting the cell-nature of the muscular
substance of the urinary bladder, and to conclude that this material is composed of
engthened fibres with fixed and tendinous end-attachments. According to this view, the
muscular wall of the bladder and the voluntary muscles will be formed of similar threads

rofessor Kollikee, in his “ Treatise on the Nature of the Involujitary Muscular Tissue in general
”

says of that in the urinary bladder, “Die Elemente der Muskeln der Blase sind iiherall die bekannten
aserze en. n en gelbrothlichen Biindeln, die den Detrusor und Sphincter vesicae, sowie die schiefen

dieselben ausserst zierlich spindelformig und oft wellenfdrmig auslaufend

1 -ft.

0-004'" breit, mit charakteristischen Kemen von 0-006—0-009'" Lange.”—Zeit-
schrilt fur Wissenschaftliche Zoologie, Erst. Band, S. 64. Leipz. 1848.

t See the Abstract in the ‘ Proceedings ’ of the Eoyal Society, vol. viii. p. 212,
MDCCCLIX. Q ^O Q
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or fibres. This resemblance between the two can be best demonstrated by considering

the arrangement of the fibres when in mass, the characters of the same when separate,

together with the length, end-attachments, and the structure of the component fibres in

each kind of muscular substance.

Arrangement of the Muscular Fibres.

In both kinds of muscular tissue (voluntary and involuntary) the fibres are arranged

after the same plan.

In the voluntary muscles the bundles of fibres communicate freely with each other,

producing a net-like arrangement with meshes, as in Plate XXVI. fig. 2, which represents

this plexiform condition in the sartorius muscle of the thigh. This interweaving of the

fibres of contiguous bundles existed in all the muscles submitted to examination, and

muscles varying in length, breadth, and thickness were designedly selected for com-

parison.

In the involuntary muscular layer of the bladder the fibres form fasciculi with an

angular outline on a cross section, and are surrounded each by a sriong fibrous sheath,

as in the voluntary muscle. All fibres in the same stratum have the same general

direction, either circular or longitudinal, and those of contiguous bundles intercom-

municate often, as in Plate XXVI. fig. I, and give rise to a web with meshes. Not only

are the adjacent fasciculi of the same stratum united in the manner specified, but the

different strata in the wall of the bladder are joined at innumerable points,—the longi-

tudinal fibres of one layer becoming transverse in another*. The interchanging bands

unite in one compact whole the vesical strata ;
and the same must be cut through before

the more superficial can be detached from a deeper muscular layer. The meshes pro-

duced by the interweaving of the fibres are smaller than in the voluntary muscle, and

those in the deeper parts are closer or finer than the corresponding mtervals in the

superficial layer. In consequence of this intimate interchange amongst the bundles, a

fibre cannot be detached so readily or for so great a distance in the involuntary, as in

the voluntary muscular tissue.

Each bundle of fibres of the bladder is marked at short intervals by a tendinous inter-

section more or less complete, as is the rectus abdominis muscle of the human body.

See Plate XXVI. fig. 1, which represents some of the superficial tendinous points dis-

sected out. These small tendons are best recognized in a contracted riscus with rather

red fibres ;
and though they are present throughout the whole muscular substance, they

escape detection by the naked eye in the deeper layers in consequence of the general

paleness of the texture. In some of the muscular fasciculi the tendons exist only on

the surface, involving a few of the fieshy fibres of a fasciculus ;
whilst in other bundles,

and at other spots of the same bundle, they extend through the whole thickness.

Where the larger bundles of fibres communicate, there is usually a tendon to be found.

The tendinous points may be placed at tolerably regular or at different distances from

* Transactions of the Eoyal Medico-Chirurgical Society for 1S5G, vol. xxxix. p. 328.
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each other, the closeness varying from i^th to ^ an inch. When a fasciculus is free

for some distance from the usual communicating bundles, the tendons are about ^^th of

an inch apart. In length they average i^th of an inch (varying from ^th to i^th)

;

and their breadth, which is not quite so great as that of the bundles of fibres bearing

them, ranges, according to the difference in size of the bundles, from lo i^th of

an inch.

On inspection with the naked eye or with a low magnifying power, the tendons may

be seen to be formed of white threads, which project unequal distances amongst the

fleshy flbres, each receiving a certain number of the fibres, and do not therefore give a

defined transverse line across the muscular fasciculus. Under a low power of the

microscope, the fleshy fibres, when traced onwards, may be observed to advance into

the tendinous mass, and, becoming smaller and fewer in number, to leave a spot where

only the common fibrous texture serves as the bond of union between the fleshy bundles

entering the tendon at opposite ends. Commonly, however, some fleshy fibres will be

seen extending all along the object under examination, in consequence of their reaching

different distances in the tendon. How the muscular is connected with the fibrous

tissue will be subsequently described.

The tendons above noticed resemble those in the voluntary rectus abdominis muscle

m then structm'e, though, from being placed at unequal distances on the fasciculi of the

fibres, they do not form a transverse band as in that muscle ; and they are also like them

in then use, ser\ing as fixed points for the contracting fleshy fibres.

Similar tendinous points amongst the fleshy bundles of the oesophagus were described

in my paper of 1856 : these reach entirely or only partly through the bundles of fibres,

as in the bladder ; they measure in length -^th to ^^th of an inch, but in mdth only

about -^th of an inch ;
and they are distant -§• to 1^ inch from each other. In these

both the voluntary and the involuntary fibres of the gullet are collected.

Characters of the Muscular Fibres.

When some fibres of a fasciculus of the bladder have been freed from the surrounding

sheath and separated carefully from the rest, they will present the under-mentioned

characters with an object-glass of |-th of an inch focus.

Fmm .—The fibres are slender rounded strings, like the fibres of the voluntary muscle,

and present at intervals corpuscles or nucleus-like bodies. If the object under examina-

tion is but little disturbed in the attempts to detach it with needles, the pale fibres will

appear generally of uniform width. With transmitted light the surface is distinctly

granulous or longitudinally striated, and without a dark limiting border. On a cross

fracture the end is either solid and dotted, or jagged with separate points, as in a fibre

of the voluntary muscle under similar conditions. Not uncommonly many of the fibres

under inspection are contracted here and there, and wavy at the narrowed part, as in

Plate XXVI. fig. 3 a ; so that, supposing a fibre to be broken into pieces, the fragments

would produce objects with pointed ends and nucleus-like bodies (fig. 3 ^), resembling

3 Q 2
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the muscular fibre-cells of Professor Kollikek. When a fibre is contracted, it is like a

string of beads in its outline.

Variations in the characters above given may be produced by the manipulation

employed in the preparation of the microscopic object: thus if the piece of glass

covering the object is pressed down too much, the fibres will be easily flattened in con-

sequence of their great softness. Should a fibre be broken across, it may be bent or

twisted, or may differ in width at intervals, narrow wa\7 parts alternating with larger;

or it may be shortened with slightly waved edges and transverse darkened lines ,
and it^

free end or ends may be pointed and round, or flattened and irregular like the end of a

broken piece of string.

The fibres vary greatly in diameter in the two kinds of musculai substance.

In the voluntary orbicularis oris muscle of the human body, the smallest fibres measuie

_^_];cl, and the largest y^of^h of an inch across; and three other sizes can be recogmzed

between those extremes.

In the involuntary fibres of the bladder the smallest measui’e yb^oof^’ largest

1 th of an inch in diameter, whilst the average width is y^b^th of an inch. Mo5>t
3 5 U U

preservative fluids diminish the width of the fibres.

6'orpMSC^es.—Elongated granular bodies exist in all muscular tissue ;
and in the invo-

luntary muscle, as in the bladder for instance, they have been described by Professor

Kollikee as the nuclei (Stabchenformige Kerne) of his so-called muscidar fibre-

cells*.

On the addition of acetic acid to voluntary muscle, two kmds of corpuscles, the one

oval, the other fusiform, come into sight f. The oval kind, fewest in number, are ^ei>

pale, with fine granular contents : they are situate within the sarcolemma of the fibres,

and flow therefrom with the disintegrated mass on the action of caustic potass ;
the}

measure about ™ length, and y^eth in breadth. The^ fusitorm

bodies are commonly pointed at each end, and have a yellowish-green colour, Mith coarse

granular contents and a very dark outline, ivhilst from one or both points a Ime ot fine

granules extends for a short distance. In width they vary from ao.ooofli to riToootli of

an inch, and in length from to y^th of an inch. They have a linear aiiange-

ment along the fibres, and are at variable distances fi-oin each other. Oftentimes they

are twisted or subdivided.

Usually only one kind of corpuscle, that corresponding with the fusiform of the volun-

tary muscle, can be recognized in the bladder ;
but occasionally others, ansu ering to the

oval form above described both in their characters and position, ivill be observed.

The fusiform corpuscles of the muscular substance of the bladder (the rod-shaped

* “ Zweitens besizt jede Faserzelle olme irgend eiue Ausuahme eiiieu blasseu, in vielen Fallen erst nacK

Essigsaurezusatz sicbtbaren oder wenigstens dentlicher bervortretenden, 'seltener durcli die Saure erblas-

senden Kern, desaen Grdsse und Gestalt sehr eigenthuinlicb und bezeielinend sind.” Zeitscbritt fiir is-

senschaftliche Zoologie, 1848.

t Keference was made to these in my former paper to the Eoyal Society.
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nuclei of cells of Professor Kollikee) should be examined without acetic acid, or with

only a very weak mixture of it and water, as when the acid is strong it destroys the

characters of the object under the microscope*. These bodies (Plate XXVII. fig. 4) have

the same general form, position on the fibres, and appearance as the corresponding bodies

in voluntary muscle, and from each pointed end a faint line of granules may be often

traced if weak acid has been used
;
but their contents are more coarsely granular, and

they are somewhat larger and better marked, measuring across from xi
-

.o
'

oo^^ 4

of an inch, and along from j^ol^h to 4^ 6^^ inch.

The number of the corpuscles on a single involuntary fibre of the bladder will depend

on the length of the fibre, and their distance apart is greater than in the voluntary

muscle. There is not any bulging of the fibre opposite the seat of the granular bodies

(see Plate XXVII. fig. 4 a). On account of the softness of the muscular fibres and

their frequent interweaving, a single fibre can be separated far enough from its fellows

to show more than one corpuscle on it only rarely, and with considerable difficulty.

With care, however, I have succeeded several times in detaching a piece of a fibre long

enough to have two corpuscles, but only once, as in fig. 4 a, a fragment of a length

sufficient to possess three corpuscles.

The distance of the corpuscles from one another varies in the same fibre, as well as in

different fibres. In the fibre with three large corpuscles (fig. 4 a), the middle one is

-^^rd of an inch from one corpuscle, and 3jo^h of an inch from the other. In five other

fibres, each with two large corpuscles, of which measurements were taken, in no two was

the interval the same, for it varied from to -^rd of an inch, but the average was

y^th of an inch.

Some small and imperfect corpuscles, as in fig. 4 a, are often seen betAveen the larger

and more complete bodies ; and occasionally two larger ones are found near together, as

if one was cleft in two.

The measurements above given of the distance of the corpuscles from each other, were

made on the fibres of a bladder that was very much contracted, of which fig. I, Plate

XXVI. is a representation drawn of the natural size ;
and it is therefore to be inferred

that the distance would be increased in fibres in an uncontracted state, or lengthened in

the distended condition of that viscus. Possibly, too, my seeing two and three corpuscles

on a fibre may be due to the approximation of those bodies by the shortening of the

intercorpuscular spaces in the contracted fibres. In this same small, but very healthy-

looking and muscular bladder, some of the fibres presented a coarse granulous appear-

ance, as in fig. 5, Plate XXVII., either through the whole length of the field of the micro-

scope, or only at intervals : this condition was very like the granulous state often seen

in voluntary muscular fibre.

* Little knowledge of tliese bodies or of the fibres can be obtained by adding acid to a mass of the

muscular substance, for the acid takes away all indication of the separateness of the fibres, and allows

underlying corpuscles to appear through the superficial and transparent tissue.
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Length of the Muscular Fibres.

Actual measurement under the microscope of an entire fibre from the wall of the

bladder has been found to be impossible, in consequence of its fr-equent mterweavmgs

with its fellows rendering it inseparable. The length will coiTespond,^ it is to be sup-

posed, with the distance between two of the tendinous points into which the fibres are

gathered, just as is the case In the voluntary rectus abdominis muscle. Thus the length

would vary from ^0^^ to i an inch, as the intervals between the tendons, in the greater

number of the fibres ;
whilst in others it may extend over one tendon, as do some fibres

before they reach their point of insertion. Considering the length to be deteimined b)

the tendinous intersections, it must be borne in mind that this will be greatly influenced

by the contracted or relaxed state of the bladder.

By parity of reasoning, the length of the fibres of the oesophagus, where like tendi-

nous points exist, may be estimated.

End-attachment of the Fibres.

The fibres of both the voluntary muscular tissue and the involuntary muscular sub-

stance of the bladder have similar end-attachments, by means of fibrous tissue or tendon,

as before said.

A voluntary fibre, when about to end in tendon, is surrounded by fibrous tissue, and

soon afterwards its component threads or fibrils may be seen to be collected into bimdles

of varying length and size, which separate slightly as they are continued onwards, like

the roots of a tree entering the soil. Each bundle of fibrils is invested with a sepaiate

sheath of fibrous tissue, and the aggregate of all the sheaths forms the httle tendi-

nous band which is prolonged from each fibre to make up the common tendon of inser-

tion. It appears as if each fibril or thread in the bundle possessed its proper tendinous

appendage. The muscular bundles gradually cease to be distinguishable amongst the

fibrous tissue ;
but the central reach further than the chcumferential, so that a fibre

may appear to have a pointed ending if the surrounding pieces have been broken off in

the preparation of the microscopic object. In what way the fibrous tissue is united vtith

the muscular fibre I have not been able to ascertain.

The involuntary fibres of the bladder end in tendinous tissue, like the fibres of the

voluntary muscle ;
but, from their minuteness and softness, I have expeiienced great diffi*

culty in isolating one, about to cease, from its fellows. Supposing the end of a fibre to

be separated, it will be found to terminate as in the voluntary muscle : viz. fibrous tissue

is arranged around it, like the long hairs in a horse s tail, whilst tiiither on the fibie

appears to divide into pieces, each having its appertaining sheath of fibrous tissue ;
and

lastly, the muscular tissue ceases to be discernible in the fibrous band connecting it vith

the common tendon (see Plate XXVII. fig. 8). Examination of the fibres entering a

tendinous mass does not afford so satisfactory a view of the disposition of the terminal

parts as in the case of a detached fibre
;
but even then they can be observed to dnide,
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and diminishing in size, with oftentimes wavy ends, gradually to cease amongst the sur-

rounding tihrous tissue, as in fig. 7 of the same Plate.

Structure of the Muscular Fibres.

The characters of the fibres of the bladder above detailed do not lend support to the

doctrine of the cell-structure, as explained by Professor Kollikee, but rather lead to the

supposition that in construction, as in other respects, the two kinds of muscular tissue

have something in common ; and after careful examination I am induced to believe

that the ultimate composition of the two is not dissimilar. To me the fibres seem to be

made up of very minute threads—the ultimate fibrils—as in the voluntary muscle. Indi-

cations of this composition are manifested by longitudinal marking, both with and with-

out the action of dilute nitric acid *, and by the separation of the component parts when

a fibre is about to end in its tendon, as before described. It is not possible to detach at

pleasure one of the ultimate fibrils making up a fibre, as in the voluntary muscular

tissue, and possibly from some difference in their uniting medium ; but partial acci-

dental separation of them in small bundles, about ^ 4Vooo^^ of an inch wide, is not very

unfrequent.

I have not succeeded in distinguishing any sheath or sarcolemma to the fibres of the

bladder
; but by the action of dilute nitric acid the fibres present oftentimes a rough and

uneven appearance, as if some encasing material was partly removed.

There seems to be also a further resemblance in structure between the involuntary

and the voluntary muscle.

In the voluntary muscular fibre the ultimate fibril is composed, as is well known,

of small elongated dark pieces—the sarcous elements, which are united by a transparent

material, and give rise by their arrangement to the transverse markings or strise of the

fibre.

On viewing a clean and separate fibre of the bladder with a magnifying power of 600

diameters, it may sometimes appear fibrillated, as in Plate XXVII. fig. 4 «, but at

other times a fibre will have a granular or dotted surface
;
just as there may be a differ-

ence in the surface-marking of the voluntary fibre, the longitudinal striation being most

conspicuous in one specimen and the transverse marking in another specimen. In the

large and somewhat flattened fibres, the dark spots, though of small size, are lengthened

rather than rounded, and have a linear arrangement in a clear matrix (see fig. 6), though

only a small portion of the line of dots will be in focus at the same time, in con-

sequence of the high magnifying power employed. These dots seem to me to indicate

the existence of small opake masses—sarcous elements of the involuntary muscular

tissue of the bladder, which are the representatives of the sarcous elements of the

* Dilute nitric acid, 20 per cent, strong, has been recommended as suitable for showing the cell-structure

of the involuntary muscular substance
;
but if the microscopist desires to see fibres as they are here described,

he must refrain from using that mixture. By the action of the acid the fibres are softened so that they will

tear readily in any direction, and are deprived of the tendons attaching their ends.
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voluntary fibre. By their arrangement they occasion the granular appearance of the

surface under a low magnifying power*.

In the involuntary muscular tissue now described, as well as in the voluntary fibre,

the ultimate fibrils will be composed, then, of similar minute particles or sarcous

elements;” but these are so arranged as to produce transverse striae in the fibre of

voluntary muscle, and a dotted condition in the fibre of the involuntary^ muscle of the

bladder.

Explanation of the Plates.

PLATE XXVI.

Fig. 1. This drawing shows the back of the human bladder vrith the prostate and

seminal appendages, together with the urinary canals. The bladder was very-

fleshy and much contracted, and is here depicted of the natural size. The

greater part of the drawing is in outline ;
but a portion on one side (about

the middle) is finished to display the intercommunications of the fleshy

bundles, and the tendinous intersections on those bundles for the insertion of

the muscular fibres.

Eig. 2. Pepresents, once enlarged, a fasciculus of fibres from the sartoiius muscle of the

thigh. Two of the secondary bundles have been imi’avelled to show the in-

terweaving between smaller contiguous sets of fibres, as in the involmitary

muscle ;
and with greater care a more minute separation might be made. It

serves to demonstrate that the muscle is a web-like mass, instead of a collec-

tion of long parallel fibres which are fixed only at the extremities of the

muscle.

Fig. 3. The figure marked by a is copied from a bundle of muscular fibres of the

bladder which had been immersed in dilute nitric acid, after the manner

recommended to bring into view the cell-structure of the tissire. Bulgings

alternate with narrowed aird twisted parts orr the fibres, a coirdition hich is

not uncommon. Granular masses, some being eriderrtly the reirrains of

corpuscles, are seen here and there.

The letter I poiirts to the second figure, exemplifying how fragments of

such fibres would resemble the cells of Professor Kollikek, by being wide

at the middle, pointed at the ends, and possessing a corpuscle or rrucleus.

These two fragments, and others like them, were in another paid of the field

of the microscope.

* Mr. Bowmax seems to have thought it probable that similarity of structure might exist iu the

two kinds of muscle. He says, “ Occasionally these granules are arranged in a linear series for some

distance. This condition is probably an approximation towards the structure of the striped fibre, for I have

observed the granules to be about the size of the sarcous elements of the voluntary muscles above described.”

Cyclop, of An at. and Physiol., article “ Muscle and Muscular Action.”
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PLATE XXVII.

Fig’. 4. The chief characters of the involuntary fibres of the bladder have been here

portrayed, Viz. the inextricable interlacement, the striated appearance of the

surface, the corpuscles, and the slender form with nearly uniform width.

The fibre referred to by the letter a is furnished with three large corpuscles,

and with one small, apparently imperfect body.

Fig. 5. A granular state of the involuntary fibres is here indicated, A similar condition

may be seen more frequently in voluntary muscular fibres. It has not the

appearance of fatty degeneration.

Fig. 6. Parts of two muscular fibres of the bladder, viewed through an object-glass of

th of an inch focus, are drawn in this figure. The dotted and striated sur-

face-markings, illustrating the structure, are very ditficult to recognize and to

picture. Oblique is better than direct light for examining the object, as the

latter causes the dots to appear like lines. Shading the mirror of the micro-

scope at a distance is sometimes more serviceable for seeing what is described,

than either of the before-mentioned modes of illumination.

Fig. 7. Is a representation of the ending of a bundle of the muscular fibres of the bladder

in its tendon. Diminishing in size, the fibres penetrate a certain distance

without losing their characters
;
but they then give place to bundles of fibrous

tissue, which become undiscernible as distinct bands amongst the mass of

surrounding fibrous tissue. A like arrangement exists at the opposite side

of the tendon. Corpuscles can be recognized on the fibres near their inser-

tion in the tendon.

Fig. 8. Exhibits the ending of a single fibre of involuntary muscle of the bladder, mag-

nified 600 times. The terminal division of the fibre, and the wavy fibrous

tissue encasing the whole, are delineated in detail. The offset of fibrous tissue

is prolonged finally to the common tendon of insertion. In the preparation

from which the drawing was taken, the solid part of the fibre was not quite

so long as it is here made.

3 Emdccclix
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XXIV. On the Anatomy of Victoria regia.~Part IL

By Akthur Hexfrey, F.R.S., F.L.S., Professor of Botany in Kimjs College, London.

Eeceived May 5,—Bead May 19, 1859.

In a contribution to the Philosophical Transactions of this Society, published in 1852

(Part II. p. 289), I gave an account of the internal anatomy of the stem or rhizome of

Victoria regia. I then stated that I regarded the arrangement of the vascular structures

as essentially agreeing ivith that typical in Monocotyledons, and I dhected attention to

certain points of less importance, some of which appeared to strengthen the general

argument in question, while others were opposed to it. Subsequently I have had an

opportunity of studying the anatomy and development of the leaves, roots, and flowers

of Victoria, and of observing some interesting facts which have not been clearly made
out in any of the various memoirs which have appeared on this subject. I have also

been led to a reconsideration of the subject of the anatomy of the stem by a criticism

which appeared in the ‘Flora Indica’ (p. 236), the distinguished authors of which, in

then- advocacy of the opinion that the Order Nymphaeacese is really Dicotyledonous,

question the agreement which I have declared to exist between the structure of the

stems of Victoria and of Monocotyledons.

In the present paper, which may be regarded as a continuation and completion of the

former, I shall fii’st deal with the debated question of the structure of the rhizome, and

afterwards give an account of the development of the appendicular organs, including the

flower, and of the phenomena presented in the germination of the seed. For the abso-

lute determination of the question whether a stem were organized on the Monocotyle-

donous or the Dicotyledonous type, it would be requisite first of all to define clearly what

conditions we regard as typical in the two classes. This is no easy matter in the present

state of our knowledge. The old terms Endogenous and Exogenous growth are founded

on no corresponding contrast in the organization of the plants to which they refer.

Exogenous growth is a reality, but endogenous growth is a figment of the imagination.

The general distinctions between the stems of the two great classes of Angiospermous
Flowering Plants depend upon a different mode of arrangement of the fibro-vascular

bundles, and, usually, in addition to this, upon a different mode of arrangement of the

elementary organs in the fibro-vascular bundles. These are the only essential differences
;

the formation of annual rings is by no means a constant phenomenon in perennial Dico-

tyledons. It offers, however, a negative character for the Monocotyledons, since, from the

construction and arrangement of their fibro-vascular bundles, they cannot produce annual
(or periodical) rings of the same kind as those of the Dicotyledons. The layers formed
in such exceptional instances as Yucca, Dracaena, and analogous stems are totally diflfer-

3 R 2
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ent from those of the layers of Dicotyledons, being formed of entirely ne"^ fibro-rascular

cords quite independent of those of the inner substance of the stem, while the successive

layers of the stems of Dicotyledons are ordinarily horizontal developments from the

cambium layers of the pre-existing bundles.

Many Dicotyledonous rhizomes, although perennial, form no distinct annual rings, and

it is common to find the older parts of these thinner than the younger
;
the reverse of

what is ordinarily seen in trees of this class. But in those cases even where there are

no annual rings, it is almost always possible to distinguish the t}q)ical aiTangement of

the bundles of the yearling shoot in a single circle surrounding the pith, uith processes

of cellular tissue forming medullary rays, running out between them to the lind or

bark. This circular arrangement is seen most distinctly when the stem has the inter-

nodes developed, but it is evident even when they are little elongated. The arrange-

ment of the fibro-vascular bundles in a single circle depends upon the fact, that the

leaves of Dicotyledons are supplied by a comparatively small number (3—-5—7) of

fibro-vascular bundles which are developed collaterally, and in their course through the

few internodes which they traverse, remain side by side, separated by plates of cellular

tissue (medullary rays) which are mterrupted at more or less distant intervals by colla-

teral anastomoses of the bundles. The bundles supplying the leaves are formed in the

bud, and their earliest vessels constitute the sheath of the central pith ; as the leaf is

carried out from the ^unctmn vegetationis, no new bundles are developed, but the fibro-

A'ascular bundles are increased in diameter by the development of wood-cells and ducts

at their peripheral surface, and in most cases at the sides, thus encroaching on the

medullary rays.

In Monocotyledons it is usual to find the nascent leaf embracing with its base a

much greater segment of the circumference of the growing apex of the stem than in

Dicotyledons
;
often it extends all round, so as to appear like, or actually to form a tube,

as we see even in the full-grown state of the Grasses and Sedges. Into this wide base

run generally a great number of separate, small, fibro-vascular bundles, as is seen very

clearly in broad parallel-veined leaves, such as those of the Flag. And when a petiole

is formed, the bundles do not unite collaterally as in the petioles of Dicotyledons, but

pass out separately, as they run in the stem. Again, as the leaf is pushed ouBvard in

the bud, towards the circumference of the stem, the earlier bundles receive no peri-

pheral additions, but in place of this neAv and distinct bundles are formed on the outer

side of the old ones. Further, the new bundles formed for the succeeding leaves are

not placed between these older ones, but are formed within and cross to the outside of

them, passing down in the peripheral region; those of the next leaf follow in the

same way ;
and when, as is often the case, the bundles traverse a great number of inter-

nodes (20—50), a vast number of them must necessarily appear in a cross section of the

inferior part of the stem. These bundles contain no provision for enlargement in sub-

sequent seasons of growth : the delicate elongated cells called by Vox Mohl vasa propria,

and compared by him with the cambium structure of Dicotyledonous bundles, are
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necessarily incapable of a development similar to that of the cambium region just referred

to, inasmuch as they are closed in all round by the other perfectly-formed elements of

the fibro-rnscular bmidle.

The lower extremities of the bundles of Monocotyledons, moreover, do not anasto-

mose collaterally below in the inner part of the stem, as those of Dicotyledons do

;

they run more or less obliquely outwards until they reach the region where the central

substance of the stem joins the rind, at vrhich point they usually branch and anasto-

mose with their fellows above, below, and around, sometimes forming an intricate fibro-

vascular plexus. The cellular tissue in the -sicinity of this region, forming the dmsion

between the rmd and the medullary substance, partakes in some measure of the charac-

ters of the cambium region formed by the collective bundles of a Dicotyledonous stem,

since it is here that adventitious roots first arise ; and here also are produced those

peculiar fibrous layers of increase which give so anomalous a character to the stems of

Yucca, Dracaena, &c. But it must be observed that there exists this essential difierence,

that the cambium layer is the outer, horizontally developed region (or outer side) of the

Dicotyledonous bundle, Avhile this pseudo-cambium region of Monocotyledons is con-

nected only with the inferior extremities of the closed fibro-vascular bundles.

Applying these considerations to the structure presented by the stem of Victoria, we find

unmistakeable resemblance to the typical structure of Monocotyledons in the arrange-

ment of its bundles, and the entire absence of that kind of regularity which produces an

annular appearance of the fibro-vascular structure in a cross section
; the great number and

the isolation of the bundles, and the absence of a central medullary region are especially

Monocotyledonous ; and the relative position of the bundles in their course is closely

in agreement. The chief difierence consists in the collection of the bundles together

into a kind of cord where they run out from the central region into the petiole—which

arises from the comparatively narrow base of the leaf at its origin in the 'punctum vege-

tationis ,—and in the existence of numerous bundles connected with the roots running

up and down and around the stem in the region immediately within the rind. The

foimer of these points indicates an agreement with the Dicotyledonous type
; the latter

departs less from the Monocotyledonous type than from the Dicotyledonous.

The general agreement of structure with that typical in Monocotyledons may be

admitted A^fithout our assuming that this should largely infiuence us in determining the

systematic position of the plant it occurs in. The general resemblance of the leaves of

Monocotyledons with dictyogenous venation to those of Dicotyledons, is an example of

strongly marked Monocotyledonous plants exhibiting a resemblance in certain charac-

ters to Dicotyledons. The weight attributable to such cases can only be estimated after

a careful examination of the various modifications they present, and of collateral cir-

cumstances.

At first sight the annular arrangement of the fibro-v ascular bundles around a central

pith appears a very important systematic character, since it is extremely rare to miss it,

even in the most irregularly developed rhizomes of Dicotyledons, where little or no pro-
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auction of annual rings takes place. On the other hand, we know of no case of its

occurrence in Monocotyledons. But although the ‘ scattered’ anungement is so rare in

Dicotyledonous steins, instances of it do actually occui- and one case recently made

known by M. Vaupell* is especially interesting, as it radicates that we must be xen

cautious in regarding it as a systematic character. In_ the rhizomes of the genus

Primula the fihro-vascular bundles usually stand in a cu'cle around t e pit
,
as ra

P mlqaris, sinensis, and others; but in P. Auricula the bundles are scattered generaUy

through the parenchymatous structure without any appearance of a distraction between

pith and wood, essentially therefore, although in a more simple form, exhibiting the

same aberration as Victoria. The existence of this character in certain species only of

a clearly-marked genus would be fatal to its use as a systematic character, ^d we not

know that no single character in natural classification can be regarded as absolute , . li,

however, its importance be admitted, it becomes necessaiT to raquii-e how far* it is to be

allowed to prevail, and what attending circumstances must be looked to ra estimatmg it

In the present case, when we pass from the arrangement of the fibrowascidar bundles

to the structure of the bundles themselves, a most important qualiBing cmciimstance

becomes evident. The horizontal and perpendicular sections given with my former

memoir + show that the fibro-vascular bundles consist of a central group of spmal vessels

surrounded by delicate elongated cells, forming a kind of cambium tissue: there is no

wood here, nor anything comparable to the so-called liber-fibres of the bundles of ordi-

nary Monocotyledons. The vascular bundles are reduced to them simplest elements.-

a few vessels enclosed by a cambium region. In this state they agree with the rudi-

mentary condition of the Dicotyledonous vascular bundle, which is especiaUy charactei-

ized by its peripheral region being composed of cambium, givrag it the power of grout i,

while in the bundles of Monocotyledons the cambium tissue is, as a rule, found ra the

middle part, with the older woody structure external to it, forming a fixed boundary, pre-

cluding further growth.
^

Considering the rudimentary condition of the vascular bundles of the stem, we should

perhaps be rash in drawing any positive conclusion from them structure; yet the

evidence, such as it is, derivable from this is in favour of the reference of 1 ictoria to

Dicotyledons.
i i i r

A far more decided indication in the same dmectioii is afforded by the plan ol

arrangement of the vascular structures in the roots. The typical structure of the lOot

of a Monocotyledon is that of a cylinder of parenchymatous tissue contammg a centra^

woody axis, which axis, when cut across, exhibits a centre composed of more oi less

* Untersuch. iiber das periplier. Waclistlium d. Gefassbdl. der Dicotyled. Ebizome ; Leipsic, 1855.
^

t The so-called ‘anomalous’ stems of Nyctaginaceje, Clienopodiacese, Meuispermaceffi, &c., present coii

ditions which greatly increase the difficulty of laying down a typical character for the stems of Dicotjdedons

;

but researches at present in progress on these structm’es do not lead to our regarding them as rea y m ei-

mediate between the Dicotyledonous and Monocotyledonous.

J Philosophical Transactions, 18o2, Plate AX. figs. 10 and 13.
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lignified prosenchymatous cells, surrounded by vessels or ducts, the orifices of which form

a kind of ring at the point where the central axis joins the cellular rind. This struc-

tm’e prevails in all the Monocotyledonous roots I have examined*.

In Dicotyledons, on the contrary, the woody substance of the root, like that of the

stem, always has the vascular elements in the central region and the woody tissue out-

side it ;
in fact the root of a Dicotyledon corresponds essentially with the stem, omitting

the central pith and the liber-structure of the bark. In Victoria the cross section of a

root (Plate XXXI. fig. 63) shows that the centre is occupied by the vascular structure,

the large open ends of the vessels appearing scattered in a central cylindrical region,

which is hounded externally by a ch’cle of compact, small-celled cellular tissue, which

may be compared with the woody portions of the vascular bundles of ordinary Dicoty-

ledons. Perpendicular sections made through the region where the roots pass out from

the stem, show that the bundles of vascular tissue destined for the root become collected

together into a sohd cord before entering it, and they then occupy its axis
; while simi-

lar sections of the origin of Monocotyledonous roots show that a hollow cylinder of

vascular tissue arises from the ‘ fibrous layer ’ of the stem and passes out in this cylin-

dric form, its centre heing occupied hy tissue passing gradually from parenchymatous

into prosenchymatous, but directly continuous with the central region of the stem. The
structure of the root of Victoria is therefore according to the Dicotyledonous type.

The stiTicture and germination of the seeds of Nympheeaceae have long attracted the

notice of systematic botanists, and very different views have been entertained on this

subject. Victoria has been observed in reference to these matters, especially by Teecul,

Planchon, and the authors of the ‘ Flora Indica.’ My own observations are, however,

at variance in several respects with those of all these observers, more particularly in

regard to the phenomena presented in germination.

In the ripe seed we find the emhryo, enclosed in its special sac (amnion), lodged in a

cavity excavated in the perisperm (Plate XXIX. fig. 19). It is of a depressed conical

form, the fiat base exhibiting a small ‘ boss ’ or blunt elevation in the centre, which is

the radicle, and this of course looks towards the surface of the seed. The position of

the radicle is visible through the amniotic coat (fig. 20 a), hut it is not until this is

removed that the Dicotyledonous structure of the embryo is clearly seen. We then
find the conical embryo (fig. 21) presenting a vertical groove running oA^er the summit
and down each side, dividing it into two halves, the two cotyledons

; and the groove ends
in a kind of notch at each side of the base, next the radicle. Separating the cotyledons
in the line of the commissure (fig. 21 d, e\ we perceive that they are excavated inter-

nally, so as to form, Avhen applied together, a somewhat globular or very convex lenti-

cular case, enclosing the plumule. The plumule, placed centrally and directly over the
ladicular papilla, is a fleshy body, somewhat compressed in the direction parallel to the

A more particular account of this character is contained in a former- paper read in 1847 before the
British Association, and published in the ‘Annals of Natural History,’ Series 2, vol. i. p. 180.
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commissure of the cotyledons, and presents in its upper part two iiTegular lobes, stand-

ing opposite to each other and decussating vdth the cotyledons (/). These are descnbed

by Trecul as the primordial leaves.

In germination the hard seed-coat is opened by the separation of a httle hd or cap at the

point opposite the radicle, and from the orifice thus formed emerges the sprouthig stmc

tures of the young plant. In the accounts generally given, it is stated that the cotyledons

remain in the seed, and the radicle and plumule emerge together, the latter elongating

into a kind of stalk between the cotyledons and the first leaf. I cannot reconcile this

account with the facts which I have met with. The cotyledons certainly remam withm

the seed-coats, and, as it appeared to me, soon undergo decomposition; but I beheie

that, in addition to this, the first leaf of the plumule (the larger of the two lobes visible

in the embryo (fig. 21/) previously to germination) also remains nithin the seed-coats.

In the specimen I examined the radicle had elongated but shghtly, pushing^off the hd or

operculum, which remained sticking upon its extremity (figs. 23 r, 24 A, 2or,o); at the

side of the radicle emerged a stalk-like process (fig. 25, n), which at a httle distance

horn the seed exhibited a blunt lateral protuberance (fig. 25 si), and there became bent

at right angles; beyond the bend a long stalk-like portion succeeded (^2), at the endrf

which the regular stem with undeveloped internodes commenced its growth (fig. 22).

On extracting the germinating plant from the seed-coats (fig. 24), the stalk-like pioce^s

noming out at the side of the radicle was found to arise side by side with the radicle

from a fleshy mass (fig. 25 pi), which appears to be the plumule, and not the cotyledons,

as usually described. The radicle is directly continuous with the main body of this fleshy

mass, which seems to correspond with the larger lobe of the plumule of the embryo

(fig. 21 /). The stalk above referred to (fig. 25, 1 1) seems to be an internode developed

immediately above the first, undeveloped, leaf (fig. 2b pi), which remains hi the seed,

merely becoming larger and more solid in texture. The protuberance at the angiilai

bend (fig. 25 si) is probably the rudimentary second leaf (the smaller lobe seen on the

plumule'^ fig. 21 /), indicating the end of the fii-st internode and the commencement of

the second. The first, shorter, internodial portion (fig. 25, 1 1) is not cyliiidi-ical, but flat

on one side, and twisted upon its axis, by which means the second interiiode conies to

have an ascending direction; it was about ^tli of an inch long. The second interiiode

{t 2) was about 1 inch long. It appears from Trecul’s account that an adventitious root

is sometimes developed at the node where the bend takes place, but this was not the case in

my specimen. I had not an opportunity of obseniiig the earliest stages of development

of the true stem, which commences its formation in the summit of the second interuode,

but the specimen which I examined bore all its leaves, and therefore left no uncertainty

as to their conditions. Trecul says the leaves are alternate, but that the first two liaie

no stipules, and the first no adventitious rootlets at its base. According to the account

in the ^ Flora Indica,’ the first two leaves are opposite. In my plant the leaves of the

rudimentary stem had assumed the spiral arrangement characteristic of the full-giomi

rhizome, and even the very first penetrated a stipule, like all the succeeding, but as the

earliest leaf is rudimentary in form, so its stipule is a mere scale. Teecul’s error arose
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from his mistake about the position of the stipule, which does not sheath its own
petiole, but is always axillary to the leaf, and envelopes the next succeeding leaf. The
first leaf is necessarily naked outside.

The petioles of these early leaves akeady exhibit the peculiar thickened base so highly

developed on the full-grown rhizome ; and the earlier adventitious roots break out from
the interior of these thickened petiole-bases, like the bundles of roots on the adult plant

(fig. 22). On the base of the petiole of the first leaf I found two rootlets
; the petiole

of the second leaf emitted three ; those of the third, fourth, and fifth each four rootlets.

The structure and development of the rudimentary stem on which these leaves and
rootlets are borne, agree very closely with that of germinating Monocotyledons,—for

instance, with that of the Grasses
; the vertical section (Plate XXX. fig. 26) shows this,

representing the scattered arrangement and crossings of the vascular bundles, and the

absence of any pith. The vascular bundles of the rootlets {r r) are directly continuous

with those of the stem
; but, as in the full-grown rhizome, the vessels occupy the absolute

centre of the root, according to the Dicotyledonous type, and do not form a ring round
a central cellular axis, as in the roots of Monocotyledons.’

The mode of germination here described appears somewhat anomalous ; but if, as the

facts appear to indicate, the general arrangement of the axial organs approximates to

the Monocotyledonous rather than the Dicotyledonous type, it is permissible to seek

among the germinating seeds of Monocotyledons for parallels, in spite of the presence

of two distinct cotyledons here. The point of view I should feel most inclined to take
is, that while two cotyledons do actually exist, these become dissolved in germination
the primordial leaf of the embryo assumes the usual characters of the single cotyledon
of such Monocotyledonous embryos as those of Palms, its radicle and petiolar portion

{tigelle) emerging from the orifice in the seed-coats, and giving origin, between the
radicle and the base of the first leaf, to an elongated internode upon which the second
leaf is seated*. The chief difference would be that in the Palm embryo the bud is

enclosed in the interior of the ‘ tigelle ’ of the cotyledon, while in the Victoria the bud
is naked on the side of the ‘ tigelle^ opposite the primordial leaf (or third cotyledon), so

that it need not break out from the interior of the elongated ‘ tigelle^ as in the Palm.
The spiral arrangement of the leaves of the rhizome, with their bunches of roots at

the base of the petioles, was described in my former paper, and attention was at the

* Since the above was written, I have endeavoured in vain to obtain more specimens of germinating seeds
of Victwia. I have, however, observed in seedlings of a Nymphcea the conditions described by Trecuu and
the authors of the ‘ Flora Indica,’ namely, the cotyledons, soldered together, remaining in the seed-coats,
while the radicle and tigelle being pushed out as a simple process, soon formed an ‘ elbow,’ at which point
the radicle and adventitious roots came olf and the second internode rose up to form the tuft of leaves.
My Victoria may hence have been abnormally developed. Geisebach some years ago (Annals of Natural
History, i. 6) described the germination oi lAmncmthemum from dried specimens; in that case he sup-
posed one of the cotyledons to remain in the seed and the other to emerge. The appearances presented by
his drawings approach very much those exhibited by germinating Nymphseacese, which is one more argu-
ment for those who incline to believe in a relationship between the latter order and the Menyanthece,

MDCCCLIX. 3 g
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same time directed to the pecuHarity of the position of the flower-stalks fonm^ a sprml

sel midway between the turns of the spirals of the leaves, wr.h each pedunde remov^

to one side o^ the axil of its subtending leaf. An examination of the termmal bud of

the rhizome rendered the relations of these parts clear to me. The leaves are an-ange

according to "the formula i- e. each succeeding leaf stands „ parts of the cnrcum-

Znce of the stem to one side of its predecessor; hence thirteen turns are made round

the stem before a leaf appeai-s immediately over any given one taken as a startmg-pom .

Ind this leaf is the twenty-second in order of development from that taken as ze^

In this arrangement numerous secondaiy spirals are foimed accor^ to the wen-known

laws of phyllotaxy. The mode of succession of the leaves is

representing the upper end of the rhizome viewed from above (Plate XX^dll. fi„. )

In the vegetatimh the origin of the leaves and peduncles was readdy seen with

a moderate magnifying power (Plate XXIX. fig. 5; XXX. fig. 27). ac e anses as a

conical papilla, vei^ soon presenting three lobes, the midiUe one being t e » «
°

^
leaf and the two lateral the two points of the double axiUarj' stipule (fig. 2 1 ? ,

s, b).

Very soon the blade of the leafbecomes distinctly bounded below by a constricted poition,

and a ridge arises running across its inner surface from one stipule to the other; as the

parts increase, this ridge rises up and forms the membranous axillary portion of the doii e

stipule standing inside the petiole. The petiole soon becomes distinguishable and as i

elongates it removes the blade more and more from the axillaiy stipule. The giadua

evolution of the blade of the leaf, with its cmious im-oUed vernation, was traced, but

demands no special attention, except the remark that the general plan of vernation

consists of the rolling in of the edges towards the centre ;
but there is a complication m

the details from a wrinkled or ‘corrugated’ condition of the parenchyma m the aieo .

between the anastomosing ribs. In the specimen I examined, which was "T

covered with flower-buds, these latter were found of every size, chmmishmg to a conical

papilla in the punetmn vegetationia (Plate XXX. fig. 27), but only t e leiy yomi^e-

that could be dTstinguished stood in the axil of its subtending leaf. lA hm-e riiis existed

the nascent organs were in absolute contact. As soon as they become at all sepaiated

by the expansion of the apex of the stem on which they arise, the flower-bud is cailied

away from the axil and takes its position, where it permanently remains, m the

right-hand half of the double stipule (Plate XXIX. fig. 5,/I,/2; '

This is the real explanation of the apparently anomalous position o t le oueis

to in my former paper.
, , . a , fiv^v

The stipules deserve some notice, both from their size and then con i ion. - s
..

enlarge with the development of the growing axis, they do not become de le e on ) a

constricted base, but extend on each side of the petiole and form a sheathing structme

which reaches at first nearly all round the stem (Plate XX’VIII. fig. 4), and ultima t )

about one-half or one-third of its circumference. This broad base is continuous belou

with a rounded projection of the cortical structure of the stmi, and it is

projections that the transverse plates of solid tissue aie tonne la o
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work of the excavated structure of the rind"^. As the stipules enlarge, they overlap

their neighbours to some extent. The left-hand half of each double stipule lies over

the outside of the right-hand half of the one older than itself, and its right-hand half

is in tmn overlapped by the left-hand half of its successor
; as this right-hand half has

the flower-bud in its axil, the latter becomes furnished with a double covering, which,

as the stipules converge inward above, completely encloses and protects the flower-bud

until it is pushed out by the elongation of the peduncle. The general character of the

stipules is shown in the dravmigs. Each apparently axillary stipule is distinctly double,

and the two halves are, when mature, connected by a membranous plate running across

the axil, which base is quite unconnected with the base of the petiole (Plate XXVIII.
fig. 3). Each half of the compound stipule has a very distinct midrib, which forms an
angular projection in the earlier, more folded state of the organ. It was stated in the

former paper that the spiral-fibrous structure soon disappears in the ducts and vessels

of the leaf-stalks. This is not the case in the stipules, which exhibit perfect vessels

when fully developed.

To this paper are appended some illustrations of the elementary structure of the

petioles and of the arrangement of the tissues, which do not require further notice here
(Plate XXXII. figs. 69-61).

The external aspect of the stem is rendered somewhat peculiar by the mode of

arrangement of the roots, which arise in dense tufts or bundles at the bases of the
petioles. The manner in which they emerge from the stem is highly curious, and
unlike any other case with which I am acquainted.

The roots are adventitious, and arise in the peripheral part of the central substance
of the stem, just below where the fibro-vascular bundles run out to the petioles. No
trace of the roots is visible externally until the leaves, especially the petioles, have
acquired considerable dimensions (Plate XXVIII. fig. 4) ; then it is observed that the
cortical substance of the stem is protruded so as to form a kind of knob at the base of
the leaf-stalk

; or perhaps it may be best described by comparing it with a highly-
protruding under the point of origin of the leaf-stalk (Plate XXIX. fig. 8).

Ultimately a vertical fissure is perceived in the protuberance, the sides of which gradu-
ally separate, with rounded edges like lips, leaving an elongated elliptical slit, at the
bottom of which are seen the points of the nascent roots (figs. II, 12). The roots,
densely crowded, make their way out, the oldest at the lowest part, and they are given
out in such rapid succession that they form a close bunch. As they emerge and expand,
they convert the vertical slit into a large rounded bordered orifice (figs. 15, 16). During
the subsequent growth of the roots, the protuberance keeps firm and forms a large pro-
jecting knob

; but their mutual pressure gives the bases of the roots an angular form, so
that when they become detached on the decaying parts of the stem, their ends form the
six-sided areolae shown in the illustration of my former paper.

It has been noticed above that even the earliest roots, the bundles of which consist

* Philosophical Transactions, 1852, Plate XIX.//.

3 s 2
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of only two to four rootlets, break out in the same way from the bases of the petioles

of the germinating plant (Plate XXIX. fig. 22).
„ , . , „ „

Unlike the petioles, the roots retain the proper character of their vascular structures,

and in these, as above noticed, they afford a further evidence of the systematic positron

of the plant. In the fibro-vascular cord limning up the centre of the roots, the spira

vessels are collected in the centre of the bundle, as m Dicotyledons (Plate XX . .

fig. 17 Plate XXXI. fig. 5S), whereas in Monocotyledons they stand at the circum-

ference of the bundles. The arrangement of air-chambers, so remarkable m all paits ot

Yictoria, is especially elegant in the roots (Plates XXXI. & XXXII. figs, ol-o-o).

The development of the flower was traced from the eaiiiest period at which the or ans

could be distinguished. In the youngest bud (Plate XXX. fig. 27), about so* <>f “

inch in diameter, the peduncle was surrounded by a circle of nascent fohai- organs,

which did not then cover-in the growing apex. Seen from above, this cmcle was imnd

to consist of five organs (fig. 28), that is, of the four sepals and the first Th^>

stood distinctly in a spiral order (fig. 29), in the succession as regards age indicated

the figure Within these were a few rounded papillse contmumg the spnal but soon

lost in the rounded pmiatum of the bud. This bud showed clearly that the

primary arrangement of the organs here is a spiral, and that this spu-al is contmued

from the imbricated calyx Into the corolla, where the arrangement is on a complex phyl-

lot<£tctic type*

In the next bud (fig. SO), the four sepals had grown up so as to enclose the yomger

organs, and they now occupied the whole circumference of the receptacle. In the inside

of them appeared nascent petals, and at this time the whole centre was occuP'ed by

minute papilteform rudiments of organs. Fig. 31 shows the succeetog stages and

when we come to fig. 32, the centre of the receptacle appears naked.-the fin,t st^

toward the productiL of the peculiar structure on which the floral envelopes and sta-

mens are ultimately elevated.

When the bud is about *th of an inch in diameter (fig. So), the centre of the lecq -

tacle exhibits a dome-shaped smooth surface bounded by a raised rim, on which are

supported the stamens and petals, bounded externally by the calyx. In the nex to

(fifsi) the centre of the receptacle had risen up in a coiucal form, mid the intein.il

surface of the annulai' ridge was marked by fine grooves, indicating the lormation of the

free edges of the carpels.
,

It is unnecessary to describe at length the details of the successively older buds, as

their important difference is clearly shown in the drawings accompanyrng this papei

(Plates XXX & XXXI. figs. 34-60). It will be sufficient to notice two or three pom s.

The carpels are never completely free from the receptacle, except at the edges which

form the stigmatic lines, which lines are carried up on the internal surface of the im„

surrounding the ovary, to the ‘horns- which stand inside the stamens. hoim

appear to consist of the points of the carpellary leaves. As regards the cav itie of the

ovary, they at first point somewhat obliquely upwards, but gradually, by the deiel (
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ment of the centre of the receptacle into the columella, they become horizontal, and the

horizontal stigmatic lines must be regarded as the ventral sutures of the carpels. The

upper portion of the carpels, adherent to the annularly raised part of the receptacle, is

developed in a remarkable manner. The central columella is originally conical, but it

soon exhibits a constricted base, tapering downward in a reversed conical form. The
inner surface of the ring, as it were, moulds itself in this, and sends in a ridge-like pro-

cess, which fits into the hollow at the constricted base of the columella. Afterwards, as

the receptacle expands, this ridge, pointing downwards, is drawn away from its original

position, but still continues to grow ; the stigmatic lines are seen first running horizon-

tally out over the cells of the ovary, next turning inwards, then curving round the ridge

upwards, until ultimately they are lost at the base of the circle of ‘ horns’ bordering the

annularly raised receptacle.

From the foregoing account it is evident that the inferior position of the ovary of

Victoria is only apparent, and that the structure consists of a circle of numerous distinct

carpels collaterally united and imbedded in an enlarged receptacle which runs up in a

circle around them, carrying up the stamens and fioral envelopes, and likewise rising

into a columella in the centre, where its expansion carries up to some extent the bases

of the carpels and brings them into an oblique and almost horizontal position. This

removes any difficulty which might arise in considering the relation of this genus with

others where the ovary is distinctly superior.

Many other particulars of less consequence were observed, which for the most part

have been con-ectly explained by preceding observers; such are the structure of the

orifices found in the leaves, called by Plaxchon ‘ stomatodes,’ the form of the pollen, &c.

For an account of these we refer to M. Teecul’s memoir*.

In conclusion, I must briefly allude to the bearing of the facts contained in the present

paper upon the systematic position of the Nymphseaceae. Notwithstanding that the

anatomical character of the roots adds one more Dicotyledonous feature to the character

of these plants, I am more inclined than ever to regard the structure of the rhizome as

conforming to the general type of the stem of Monocotyledons rather than to that of

Dicotyledons, among which I have found nothing at all like it. But I do not consider

that this character alone can decide the position of the Order, the majority of whose
characters are, on the contrary, clearly Dicotyledonous; it merely brings it into the

position of a link between the two classes, which are by no means so markedly separated

from each other as is often supposed from the mode of their arrangement in Systematic

works. A further attempt at the settlement of the true alfinities of this Order does not

come within the scope of the present paper.

January 1859.

* Anu. des Sc. Nat. ser. 3. Botanique, vol. i. p. 145.
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Explanation of the Plates.

PLATE XXVIII.

Eie. 1. Side view (reduced) of the rhizome of Yidona regia, with the older leaves and

flowers cut off. This drawing shows the bundles of roots coming out from

the bases of the petioles, and the young leaves emerging from the arge

Fig. 2. Portion from the centre of fig. 1, showing that the growmg pomt is covered up

by the large sheathing stipules : the stipule s is axillaiy, an e ongs o

leaf of which p is the petiole
; / is the base of a flower-stalk axillaiy to e

leaf of which n" is the petiole, and whose stipule is remoied.

Fig. 3. A sketch showing the axillary position of the stipule and its double nature,

having a rib or keel on each side of the petiole.

Fi^ 4 View of the summit of the rhizome, with the leaves, stipules and peduncles cut

off close to their origin; showing the arrangement of the organs, the mode

in which the stipules ensheath the succeeding parts, and the gradual evolu-

tion of the bundles of roots from the bases of the petioles.

PLATE XXIX.

Fig 5 Magnified view of the ^undum vegetationis of the rhizome .—/ ,/ ,
flowei buds,

shifted into the axil of the right-hand half of the stipulee ; s' a‘. the base of

the sheathing stipule of an outer (removed) leaf; ^ s\ the base of anot ei

removed leaf; s*, the stipulary portions, and I, the blade of the next ea ,

within which are several other still more rudimentary leaves,—the central

one still a simple papilla.

Fig. 6. A young leaf, magnified {ns, of the natural size).

Fig 7. Another, more advanced, also magnified.

Fig. 8. A more advanced leaf, with its axillary two-keeled stipule and swollen base.

Fig. 9. Side view of a similar leaf and stipule.
^ o

Fi» 10. Terminal bud enveloped in stipules, with all the leaves older than fig.

" removed ;
showing the relative degree of development of the peduncle a.nd

flower-bud /*.
, ^ f

Fig. 11. Base of a petiole about the same age as in fig. 9, with the early appeamnce of

the fissure whence the roots emerge ;
the petiole at this time gt i o an me

in diameter.
1

1

j oT

Fig. 12. More advanced stage
;
petiole now half an inch in diameter, and the blade

the leaf 2 inches long.

Fig. 13. Side view of a more advanced stage.
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Fig. 14. Side view of the blade of the leaf in fig. 8.

Fig. 15. Base of a petiole and bunch of young roots, natural size, side view.

Fig. 16. The same, seen from above.

Fig. 17. Perpendicular section through the base of a petiole, as in fig. 15 ; showing the

course of the vascular bundles of the leaves {vl) and those of the roots {vr).

Fig. 18. A seed, natural size.

Fig. 19. Vertical section of a seed, showing the embryo [e) lodged in an excavation of

the perisperm.

Fig. 20. Embryo (magnified) removed from the seed, but still enclosed in its amniotic

sac :—«, from below ; J, side view
; c, vertical section, showing the amniotic

coat and the cotyledons, with the plumule in the middle. The figure ns

indicates the natural size of a.

Fig. 21. Embryo (magnified) with the amniotic coat removed, showing the distinctly

Dicotyledonous structure :— side view
; h, from above ; c, from below, with

the central boss-like radicle
; d, cotyledons separated to show the plumule

;

e, one cotyledon only turned down
; /, plumule laid bare in side view.

Fig. 22. Germinating plant, with the petioles, of the leaves 3, 4, 5, 6 : 2 is the scar of

the removed second leaf, with a minute scale-like axillary stipule remaining

;

the remains of the first leaf would appear on the other side of the stem.

Fig. 23. The seed, with the base of the germinating plant emerging from it :

—

r, radicle

;

t, stem {tigelle) ; nat. size.

Fig. 24. Front (A) and back (B) view of the base of the germinating plant, magnified

:

—p?, the portion contained within the coats of the seed in fig. 23, and appa-

rently corresponding to/’in fig. 21.

Fig. 25. Another and more enlarged view of the same structure :—r, radicle ; o, oper-

culum
;
pi, primordial leaf; 1 1, first internode

;
si, second (rudimentary) leaf;

t 2, second internode.

PLATE XXX.

Fig. 26. Perpendicular section of the young stem represented by fig. 22 ; showing the

pseudo-Monocotyledonous arrangement of the vascular bundles, except in the

rootlets r r, where they occupy the absolute axis.

Fig. 27. Punctum vegetationis of the rhizome, highly magnified ;

—

I, a rudimentary leaf

turned back, showing the relative development of the blade h, and the stipu-

lary portions s, s,—the petiole not yet developed
; f, rudimentary flower-bud.

Fig. 28. The flower-bud/ in fig. 27.

Fig. 29. Diagram of the arrangement of the four sepals and first petal, showing it to be
a continuous spiral.

Fig. 30. Magnified perpendicular section of a flower-bud rather older. In this and the

following figure the sketches marked ns indicate the natural size.
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Fiff. 31. A somewhat more advanced flower-bud seen from above, with the sepals

turned back ; 5, perpendicular section ; c, perpendicular section of one rather

older.

Fiffs. 32-35. Successively more advanced stages.

Fig. 36. Perpendicular section, as in fig. 35, with the columeUa cut out to s ow t e

carpels.

Fig. 37. Perpendicular section of the elevated receptacle in fig. 36.

Fig. 38. Horizontal section of fig. 37 at X, showing the carpels open mternaUy.

Fig. 39. An older bud.

Fig. 40. Cross section of its ovarian portion, showing the carpellary cells close .

Figs. 41-43. Successive stages.

PLATE XXXI.

Figs. 44, 45. Successive stages; 45 cross section.

Fig. 46, Magnified fragment of h in fig. 45.

Fig. 47. Perpendicular section of a fully-developed flower-bud, showing only one-halt.

Fig. 48. Magnified horizontal section of fig. 47, at a.

Fig. 49. Section at h.

Fig. 50. Section at c.

Fig. 51. Cross section of a young root.

Fig. 52. Magnified view of a portion of ditto.

Yi^. 53. Centre of ditto, more magnified.

PLATE XXXII.

Fig. 54. Spongy cortical pai-enchyma, as in figs. 52 and 53, magnified 50 diameters.

Fig. 55. Perpendicular view of one of the septa in fig. 54, mi^nified 50 diameters.

Fig. 56. Perpendicular section of the origin of a root -.—vb, central vascular cord ^

I, large lacunse.

Fig. 57. Portion of a vascular bundle, near the origin of a root-bundle: magnified 1

diameters.

Fi-. 58. Perpendicular section of I in fig. 56, showing that the lacunse of the roots do

not communicate with the air-cavities in the stem, and that the walls are

thickened by a sort of cuticle : magnified 100 diameters.

Fig. 59. Cross section of a petiole.

Fig. 60. The same, magnified : the white spaces are air-canals ;
the shaded spaces fibrous

bundles, composed of dense cellular tissue.

Fig. 61. Highly magnified fragment enclosed in the square space a of fig. 60.

Fig. 62. Cross section of a flower-stalk.

Fig. 63. The same, magnified.
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Physiologist, in determining the relations of the system, to the matters ingested as food ;

nor is such knowledge an unimportant element in studying the changes which the
latter undergo, and the offices they subserve, in their passage through the body.

Especially, is a knowledge of the general composition of the animals slaughtered as

human food, of great importance in the application of Chemistry and Physiology to

Dietetics. This, indeed, is a branch of applied physiology, so to speak, which, owing in

great part to the attention drawm to it by the labours of Boussingault, Muldee, and
Liebig, from fifteen to twenty years ago, may be said to have entered upon a new era

about that period. It is, moreover, daily gaining ground, both with the Physician and
the Economist. To the Farmer, too, who is engaged in producing animal food for the

consumption of the community at large, it is very desirable to know something of the
chemical relations of the substance so produced and sold, to the constituents expended
in producing it. In other words, he should possess some data for determining—what is

the probable proportion of the consumed food, or of its several constituents, which he
recovers in the form of meat \—how much he may calculate as manure I—and how much
as expendiUire or loss by the feeding process 1

It is ob\ious, that these comprehensive factors involved in the great question of animal
nutrition, may be sought, individually, or collectively, and in various ways. For valu-
able contributions on special points, we are indebted to Duloxg and Despeetz, to Allex
and Pepys, to Dumas and Milne-Edwaeds, to Axdeal and Gavaeeet, to Begiyault and
KeISET, to COATHUPE, SCHAELIXG, ViEEOEDT, MaECHAND, BeCQUEEEL, LeCANU, ChOSSAT,
Bischofp, Peesoz, and others. For the study of the subject in its more collective form,
we are indebted, more particularly, to Fixing, to Dalton, to Boussingault, to Liebig,
to Platpaie, E. D. Thomson, Payen, Valentin, Simon, Biddee and Schmidt, Bakeal,
and Lehmann. So far as the animals of the farm are concerned, the labours of Bous-
singault, E. Wolff, Eitthausen, and FIennebeeg, stand prominent for persevering
experimental research

; whilst to Liebig we owe much for the stimulus given, and the
discussion incited, by his generalizations on various branches of animal chemistry. To
Lehmann again, independently of his own original researches, we are indebted for a
systematic review of the labours of others

; and we are glad to have the sanction of one
who has ably executed the task herein implied, to the importance, under the existing
conditions of our knowledge, of the statistical method of inquiry. Thus, he says

As long as zoo-chemistry and the theory of the juices continue to occupy their pre-
sent subordinate position, the only method by which the foundation necessary to an
exact investigation can be obtained is that which we may term the statistical. Liebig,
Boussingault, and Valentin have indeed, with a more correct view of what was
required, attempted to compare the .final efiects of the whole with the material sub-
strata supplied to the organism. We cannot, it is true, arrive at any conclusion
regarding the working of the process itself by a mere juxtaposition and quantitative
comparison of the ingesta and excreta of the animal organism, any more than we can
.ffi ge of the causes and course of diseases by the number of fatal cases recorded; but

3 T 2
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such experiments furnish us with certain general results which seiwe as guides to farther

investigations*.”
_ • j ^

The statistical method itself, may, however, be very variously carried on . ma}

souo-ht to determine the several separate factors coincidently upon one and the same

animal, placed under given conditions. Or, they may be investigated, either one by

one, or coincidently, upon a large number of animals, so as to exclude, as far as possi e.

the influence of special circumstances, or of indmdual pecuharities. e ai e oun it

necessary to have recourse to each of these modes of operation.
. j ,

Our more immediate branch of the subject on the present occaaon^that ot

Composition—obviously constitutes but an item in a general uiquiiw into^ tec emica

statistics of animal nutrition. Such an inquiry, looking at it from an agncultm-al point

of view, we have considered as involving the following distinct objects of research

1st. The amount of food, or its several constituents, consumed m relation to a giun

imiqlit of animal imtliin a given time.

2nd. The relation of the gross increase in live-ioeight, to the amount of food, oi i >

constituents, consumed.
x'

•

3rd. The comparative development of the different organs, or ^parts, of fattening

animals their final ultimate and proximate composition the probable compo-

sition of their gross increase of live-weight, during the feeding process.

4th. The composition of the solid and liquid excrements—th^t is, the manure—lu

relation to that of the food consumed.

5th. The loss or exqienditure of constituents, by respiration, and } t le cu aiieom

exhalations—that is, in the mere sustenance of the living meat and manui-e-ma viiig

mstciiino

The general plan of experimenting adopted may be briefly described as follows

.

Some hundreds of animals, Oxen, Sheep, and Pigs, were supplied, for many nee >

consecutively, with given quantities of food of known composition. The "yS'y

the animals themselves were also taken, both at the beginning an at le ™ “

experiments. The data were thus provided for ascertaining the amounts o tood, or o

certain of its constituents, which were consumed in relation to a gimi wetg n V '

withm a gimn time, or which were required to yield a given amount o ’

in lire-weigU. Most of the results relating to these first two branc les o •

inquiry, have been published in detail elsewlieref ;
we shall have to addi ce o

condensed summary of them, when we come to apply the more special results

'’'

Trasfertat the relatione, and the tenimioy of development, of the different parU of

me system, the weights of the organs, and parts-also of several hundred aniina.s

• Csveiidisli Society’s translation of Lhimaks's Physiological Otemistry. vol. i. p. 11.

t .Jonnial of the Boyal Agi-icnltui-al Society of England. ,ol. x. part 1 ;
vol. xii. part 2 ;

vo . xnn pn. ,

vol. xiv. part 2 ;
vol. x,i. part 1. Eeport of the British Association for the Advancement

1852 ;
ibid, for 1854.
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were determined. It is one of the objects of the present Paper to treat of the

summaries of the results so obtained
; and the details will be given for reference in the

Appendix.

To determine the ultimate composition, and in a sense the proximate composition

also, of Oxen, Sheep, and Pigs, and to acquire the data in such manner that they

might serve to estimate the probable composition of their increase whilst fattening, was

a labour obviously too great to be undertaken with a large number of such animals.

A few individuals only, of each of the above descriptions of animal, but in ditferent con-

ditions of maturity, were therefore selected for the purpose. It is to the methods, and
to the results, of the analysis of the animals so selected, and to the application of the data

thus arrived at, that we shall have chiefly to address ourselves on the present occasion.

Ten animals were submitted to analysis. Those taken were—
1. A Fat Calf; of the Durham breed

; 9 or 10 weeks old ; taken from the dam feeding

upon grass; killed September 12, 1849.

2. A Half-fat Ox, Aberdeen breed; about 4 years old; had been fed on fattening

food, but had gro^vn rather than fattened
; killed November 14, 1849.

3. A moderately Fat Ox;—Aberdeen breed; about 4 years old; fed on fattening food;

kiUed October 30, 1849.

4. A Fat Lamb ;—Hampshire Down; about 6 months old ; killed August 17, 1849.
5. A Store* Sheep;—Hampshii’e Down; about a year old; killed February 28, 1850.
6. A Half-fat old Sheep;—Hampshire Down Ewe; 3^ years old; killed May 3, 1849.
7. A Fat Sheep ;—FIampshire Down; IJ year old; killed May 7, 1849.
8. A very Fat Sheep;—Hampshire Down; If year old; killed December 13, 1848.
9. A Store* Pig; killed May 12, 1850.

10.

A Fat Pig; same litter as last; fed on fattening food for 10 weeks; killed Julv 18
1850.

The sDll remaining points of the mam inquby are :—first, as to the composition of the
solid and liquid excreta, in regard to which we have collected much experimental data,
which must form the subject of a separate Report:—and, secondly, as to the proportion
of the food-constituents expended or lost by the respiratory and other processes. The
latter amount is obHously the complementary quantity making up the constituents
consumed, those assimilated being estimated, and those voided in the solid and liquid
form determined experimentally, and the sum deducted from the whole amount of the
solid and liquid ingesta.

After this brief outline of the scope of the main inquiry, of which the subject of the
present Paper constitutes but a branch, it will be sufiiciently understood, that it was
chiefly with a view to the agricultural bearings of the results, and to their connexion
with collateral investigations, that the researches now to be recorded were planned and
executed. So enormous, indeed, has been the labour necessarily expended in so deter-
mining the ultimate composition of several animals as to serve the special purposes pro-

The term ‘ store ’ is applied to animals not yet put upon fattening food.
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minently in view, that it was found quite out of the question to comprehend in the

inquiry much that otherwise would have been desii'able. Attempts were m fact ma e,

to associate with ourselves a Veterinary Physiologist, but the rmdertaldng was found m

be impracticable. Still, it is hoped, that the analytical labom- of several yems devoted

to such a subject, though it may lack the special direction of either the Physicnm oi

the Physiologist, may yet supply important facts to both.^ V e have, then, only fai

fully to record the manner and circumstances of attaining our results, leaving it to

others to detei-mine, to what they are, and to what they are not, applicable, beyond that

to which we ourselves apply them.

Section II.—METHODS OE EXPEEIMEXTIXG, AXALTSIS, ETC.

The following is an outline of the plan adopted, in determining the actual, and

proportional weights, of the organs and parts of the numerous animals operated upon

with that view, and in determining the composition of the ten animals which vveie

further analysed.

1st. Determination of the Original or Fresh-weights of the Entire Bodies, and of the

Internal Organs, and other sejiarated Parts, of Calves, Oxen, Lambs, Sheep, and

Pigs.

After being fasted eighteen to twenty-four hours, the weight of the animal was taken,

immediately before being killed. This weight, is that which is afterwards spoken of as

the '^Fasted^weight,” or the Fasted Lim^weight” It is in relation to this Fasted ue-

weight, that the percentages of the organs, or parts, or of the several constituents of the

animals, are calculated.

The animal being killed, and the blood then flowing carefully collected and weighed,

the different organs and parts were separated by the butcher in his ordinary way ;
but

with more than usual care, and with particular attention to uniformity in the manipii a-

tions The weight of each part was taken as rapidly as possible after separation, in

order that the amount of loss to be attributed to evaporation might be reduced to the

minimum. The weights so taken, constitute the Actual Fresh-weights; and when

these are calculated to the Fasted Live-weight as 100, they are called the Percentage

Fresh-weights. In the Tables, however, for the sake of convenience, the different parts

are classified, in the butcher’s way, into “ Carcass," and “ Offal."

In Calves and Oxen, Lambs and Sheep, the “ Offal ” includes the head, the eet.

and the skin, as well as the whole of the internal organs or parts, excepting the

kidneys, and the fat in which they are embedded. The “ Carcass,” in the case of these

animals’, comprises, therefore, the whole of the skeleton (excluding tiie head and feet),

with the whole of the muscles, membranes, vessels, and fat, attaching to H ;
also the

kidneys, and the fat surrounding them. The so-called “Offal” of the Pig, howeici,
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does not include either the head, the feet, or the skin. In its case these parts are

weighed with the Carcass
; and its Offal consists, therefore, only of the internal organs

and parts, excluding the kidneys and kidney-fat. Such a classification of the parts of

the animals, into Carcass and Offal, is^ of course, to a certain extent, arbitrary. But,

whilst its adoption will not interfere mth the study of the results in their more physio-

logical or scientific bearings, it will much facilitate the perception of their practical and
economic application.

Fi csh-wciffts, as heie described, both actual and percentage, have been determined in

the cases of 18 Calves, Heifers, and Bullocks, 249 Sheep, and 59 Bigs. Attention will

be called to a summary of these results further on in the course of our Paper
; and the

details will be given for reference in the Appendix (Tables XV.—LXIV. pp. 594—677).
So much for the separation, the determination, and the calculation, of the weights of

i\ie fresh matters. We have next to describe the fui-ther treatment of the fresh mattei's

themselves, in the case of the ten animals submitted to further analysis.

2nd. Determination of the Water, and Crude Dry Substance, in the Animals Analysed.

Half of the Carcass, and the whole of every separated organ or part comprised in the

Offal, were in each case operated upon. The half-carcass was separated into

—

{a) Flesh and fat

:

{b) Bones

:

{c) Kidney and kidney-fat.

After being cut up, as required, these Carcass parts separately, and each of the sepa-

rate internal organs or parts constituting the Offal, were put into a large water-bath, and

were arranged in it in such a manner, that the fat which melted from any one, or any

number of the parts, could be collected and weighed separately at pleasure, in vessels

placed under them for that purpose. After being kept in the bath at a temperature of

212 Fahr., for several days, those parts which still retained a large quantity of fat

were tied up in a dried and weighed canvass-cloth, and squeezed in a screw-press. The
further fat so obtained, was added to that obtained from the same parts by melting
only. The whole of the separated fat, after a little further exposure to the heat of
the water-bath, was then weighed

; and this, together with the amount retained by the

press and cloth, which were weighed both before and after the operation, constitutes

the weight of the melted and expressed fat, as given in the Tables. The remaining
crude dry substance, generally, still retained a considerable amount of fat. But,
excluding the bones, which had to be first otherwise broken, all these dried parts were
now in such a state as to allow of being ground through a steel mill, made for the

purpose, into a coarse but manageable powder. This, then, is the crude dry substance,

excluding melted and expressed fat.
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3rd. TTBCLtmeifit of the Crude Dry Substance.

Accui-ately calculated and weighed yiropwtwM? parts of the whole of the respective

crude dry matters were taken as follows

(a) For the determination of the Ash of each separated part.

[h) For a mixed sample of entire Carcass Parts, for anal) sis as snc

fc) For a mixed sample of entire Offal Parts.
, i -

Id) For a mixed sample of the MreAmal ;-that is, including both Carcass

and Offal parts (but of course excluding the melted and expresse at).

The remaining portion of the cnde dry substance of each separated part is presen ed

4th. Determination of the Mineral Matter, oi Ash.

The proportional part of each separate crude dry substance weighed out for ash. uns

burnt in a platinum dish, 10 inches long and 5 inches nude, placed in a cast-uon inuffl

heated by coke. The weight of the ash of each separate part bemg taken,

parts of the respective ashes were weighed out, and mixtures made, as follows .

(a) Of the ashes of all Carcass parts.

(b) Of the ashes of all Offal parts.

(c) Of the ashes of all parts ;
that is, of the Entire Animal.

The remaining ash of each separate part is preserved as such.

5th. Deter,ninutim of the Fat not separated by nieUimg and

renramed therefore in the separate, and proportionally mixed samples, of the cndi

dry substance.

This remaining Fat was deteimined by extraction with ether. A portion amounting

generally to about 4 or 5 grammes, of the m-ude dry substance, was weighed in a mia

porcelain capsule, and the hygroscopic water determined by drying m a

^
212° The re-dried substance was then transferred into a small flask, and the cap.^

rinsed into it with ether. More ether being added, and the A-k lightly closed, he

mixture was digested for some time, and then thrown upon a^weighed hlter.

and its contents were first washed with the ethereal rinsings of the flask, and A wA)
^

pure ether, until the filtrate no longer stained bibulous paper. The etheie. .

containing the dissolved fatty matter, was collected in a small balanced flask, the etl ei

distilled off over a water-bath, and the flask with its fluty contents .after being

dried at 212°, was re-weighed. The filter, containing the matters insoluble in ethei,

• The statement of the method of preparing the ashes of the collectU-e parts given in the

those of all the animals operated upon, excepting the two pigs. Of these, the eonec ive ^
lective offal, and the entire animal ashes, were nmde by burning, at one process, carefully made

the proportional parts of the respective crude dry matters.
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also dried and re-weighed. The hygroscopic water, the fat, and the matters insoluble
in ether, were thus all estimated upon the same weighed quantity of crude dry sub-
stance. A very good control was therefore obtained of the accuracy of the fat determi-
nations. Moreover, two or more analyses were always made of each specimen. The
results of these Fat determinations will be found tabulated in detail in the Appendix
(Table XIII. p. 692).

6th. Determination of the 'Nitrogen.

The nitrogen was determined by burning with soda-lime, and collecting and weighing
as the double chloride of platinum and ammonium, in the usual way. The crude dry
matters in which the nitrogen was determined, were, for the most part, as under*;

(a) Mixed Carcass parts, without bones.

(b) Mixed Carcass Bones.

(c) Mixed Offal parts, including bones, if any.

(cl) Hair or Wool.

(e) Mixed parts of the Entire Animal, excluding hair or wool.

It will be obvious, that, owing to the heterogeneous character of these mixed speci-
mens, very great care was requisite, both in the preparation of the mixtures themselves
and in taking the weighed quantities for analysis. Duplicate nitrogen determinations
were always made, and the individual results are given in the Appendix (Table XIV.

7th. Constituents of the Ash determined.

The substances determined under this head were

{a) Phosphoric acid.

{h) Potash and Soda.

(c) Lime and Magnesia.

(d) Matter insoluble in acid.

As the results of the analyses of the animal-ashes must form the subject of a separate
aper, the description of the methods adopted need not be given here.

The experimental results obtained by the methods above described are given for
re erence, in full detail, in the Appendix. The discussion, seriatim, of the voluminous
data thus provided, would tend rather to embarrass than to facilitate the perception of

whih parts, upon

mixed
^ncluded all the bones, excepting those of the head and feet

;
a separate

brains which iTu
^
^ ^

including both soft and bony parts, excepting the tongue and

The mixed sam 1

samples prepared for nitrogen determinations,

the other animals^^

^ therefore contain bone, as did those in tlie eases of

MDCCCLIX.
3 u
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IS calculated to establisn^
iUusteated, is tlie percentage

to a series of Summary Tailes only. T P
^ ^

composition of the ten ammals ac “
3_of mineral matter, of fat, of

inclusive; in which we have
and of tcater-irr certain

of each of the ten animals.

Sectiok III .the mineeal matteip-in

ENTIEE bodies, OE 10 ANBEILS AJsAETSED.

In Table 1. is given the percentage of nuneral

total otfal parts, and in the fasted live-weig ,
o eac

cevtQ.m classified paits of

the same time shown, the distribution of
^ ^ Pe more

these collective weights. But as
fo™. they are

::t:;rtn\^
“ — --

—

oflal, and the entire animal, respectively, is into

(a) Flesh, membrane, &c., or soft parts:

(b) Bones:

(c) Hair or wool (if any).

It has already been explained, that all the—
““ of .!« iomposi.

:roft; Juh that of othe; animals, the constituents of their head and feet me m ™r

Tables, included with those of the otfal parts; but for reference so fa a the

matter is concerned, the percentages for the prgs are given, at «« foot ot e

Tthe assumption that the head and feet, as in usual practice, are included with

carcass.

• For tie acftml mtmumt of mineral matter, or ash, due to e.ach “S™ ”
^
y’ “^5^, . ,j f„i, the per-

dissection of the animals, see Tables I. to X. incluslre ni the Append (pp. oSO oS9) ,
an

centage amount in the separate parts, see Appendix, Table X . (p. )
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Looking first to the percentage of mineral matter, obtained by incineration, in the

so-called Carcass, it is seen, as was to be expected, that the hones yielded by far the

larger portion of it. The total soft parts, indeed, in most cases, provided only about

one-fifth to one-seventh as much mineral matter as the solid framework of bones. The
proportion of the whole mineral matter which was obtained from the soft parts, was,

as well with bullocks, sheep, and pigs, the less the more matured the animal—that is,

the fatter; and it was much the greater in the lean condition. Thus, in the store

or lean sheep, and also in the store pig, the soft parts of the Carcass yielded some-

what more than a thu’d as much ash as the bones. On the other hand, in the fattest

sheep there was less than one-seventh, and in the fat pig only a fourth as much mineral

matter derivable from the soft parts as from the bones. That is to say, it is with the

nitrogenous matters of the soft parts, that the constituents yielding ash on incineration

are shown to be associated. In what chemical relation the several ash-constituents stand

to these nitrogenous matters, it is not within the scope of the present inquiry to deter-

mine. But, it is probable, that at any rate some of them (for example, the sulphuric,

and perhaps the phosphoric acid also) are, in a greater or less degree, products of the

incineration. This remark may apply to the ashes of other parts also. To what extent

there may be a loss of certain mmeral constituents, when, as is usually the case, it is

sought to collect the whole by the process of incineration, depends in part on the

mineral composition of the substance, but also on the conduct of the incineration itself.

The ashes here in question were, however, prepared “with great care, and at as low a

temperature as possible, so as at least to avoid all unnecessary source of loss. It seemed

deshable to call attention to these points, that in assuming, as is usually done, that the

total mineral matter of animal and vegetable products is represented by the amount of

ash they leave on burning, no more of exactitude should be attributed to the assumption

than is really due.

To proceed : in Table II. the total ash of the Offal parts is divided into—that of the

soft parts exclusive of hair or w’ool, that of the bones, and that of the hair or wool. On
the amount of ash indicated in the hair or wool, no great stress must be laid

;
for, as will

be easily understood, it was almost impossible to free these parts from adventitious dirt,

which would leave a considerable incombustible residue. As in the Carcass, so in the

Offal (which included the head, feet, and tail), by far the larger proportion of the ash
v/as due to the bones. The portion of the total percentage of ash in the Offal due to

the soft parts, is generally as great as m the Carcass. A part is doubtless attributable

to debris of the food not entirely removed by washing from the alimentary cavities and
passages. The blood too yielded a not inconsiderable quantity

;
and this portion may

be looked upon as not belonging to the fixed substance of the body, or to those portions
of the Offal which are, as the rule, appropriated as human food. The blood of the Pig
IS, however, frequently appropriated to this purpose. After making some allowance on
these heads, there is still, at least in the fattened animals, about as high a percentage
of mineral matter in the collective soft parts of the Offal, as in those of the Carcass. It
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will be seen further on, how good an index is the percentage of mineral matter, to the

amount of the fixed nitrogenous compounds of the total body, or its parts.

In the third main Division of Table II., the amounts of ash yielded by the same col-

lective parts of the Carcass and of the Offal, are calculated to 100 of the entire anwial

(fasted Uve-weight), instead of to 100 of the Carcass, or of the Offal

[“ arrangement if the results we leai-n, that, on the average, the ash Pelded

total soft parts of the body, amounted to considerably less than 1 per cent, of its entu

or live-weight. That yielded by the bones, on the other hand, amounted alwys to niore

than 1, generally to more than 2, and in some cases to from 3 to 4 per cent, o t e w o e

body Thus, the bones of the Pigs yielded ash amountmg to 2 per cent, and undei, o

the weight of the animal ;
those of the Sheep to from 2 to 2i per cent. ;

and those ol

the Calf and Bullocks to, from 3 to nearly 4 per cent., of the Uie-weig t.

It is worthy of remark, that in the fat Pig the ash due to the soft or more edible per-

tions of the Carcass, amounted to only 0-211 per cent, of the

f
the ash from the soft Carcass parts, of the three fatter Sheep to tom 0 20o to 0 oo9 of

the live-weight ;
and that from the same parts in the fat Bullock to onlv 0 40 pel .

If its whole^eight. Again, the per cent, in the entire animal o ash ^le to bones, is

3-35 per cent, in the fat Bullock, against 3-94 per cent, in the half-fat .
-

among the Sheep, in like manner (if we exclude the half-fat one), a diminution m the

n alilal in the amount of ash from bones, from 2-10 per cent, hi the store animal

to 1-916 per cent, in the very fat one. In the Pig, the proportion iii the entire anima

of bony structure, as indicated by the amount of ash of ^ p'

„

more mai-kedly as the animal fattens. Thus, the ash of the total bones of the stoic I n

amounted to 2-021 per cent, of the entire amnial, and that from the total bones o le

Piff to only 1‘298 per cent, of its live-weight.

Turing now to the last division, or ‘^Filial Sumniaiy,” of Table II., the decline m

the percentage of minei-al matter in the citire animal, as it fattens,

brought to view. This decline is indicated not only m the amount oi

^
all parts of the body collectively, but in that from both total Carcass, and total Offal i

.

takL separately. The exception is the case of the Offal parts of the fattest Sheep, b

the large amount of ash in this instance was due to the great quantity of

matter not removed by washing from the wool. Calling attention to the ‘«;tual hgui s

“
sTme of the other Lses, it is seen, that, whilst the

all parts 4-664 per cent, of mineral matter or ash, the fattei BuUock ga -

Sr cent Again, the whole body of the store Sheep yielded 3164 per cent ot ash.

Ld that of the fat Sheep only 2-811 per cent. And lastly, whilst the whole of the s^e

Pig gave 2-669 per cent, of mineral matter or ash, that of the fat one gave on )

’"^tS'the results as to mineral matter as a whole, it would appear, that during the

fattening process, neither the accumulation of minerad matter in the

that in the soft parts, takes place commensurately with the inciease ol s
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stituents of the body. It will presently be seen which are the constituents that accu-

mulate most rapidly under that process.

SECTioif IV.—THE FAT—IN CEETAIN SEPAEATED PAETS, AND IN THE ENTIEE
BODIES, OF 10 ANIMALS ANALYSED.

When speaking on the subject of method, it was explained, that a large portion of

the Fat of the animals analysed, was obtained from their different parts by melting and

expression, the remainder being determined by extraction with ether. In the melting

and expression manipulations, the parts were generally classed as under :

—

{a) Kidneys, with the fat surrounding them:

{h) Other carcass parts, including bones

:

(c) Head, and miscellaneous offal parts

:

(d) Heart with its accompanying fat

:

(e) Caul or omentum fat

:

(f) Mesenteric or intestinal fat.

The determinations of Fat by ether were made upon the dry residues after the melt-

ing and expression, which, for the purpose, were mixed or classified to represent

—

{a) Total carcass parts, including bone

:

[h) Head, and other ofial parts, including bone

:

{c) Hair or wool.

Separate Fat determinations, by ether, were also made upon a mixture representing the

whole carcass and offal parts together, excluding only hair or wool, and of course the

previously melted and expressed fat. The actual results of the melting and expression

experiments wiU be found in Tables I. to X. inclusive, in the Appendix. The ether

determinations are given in Table XIH. of the Appendix. From the data thus pro-

vided, have been calculated the percentages of melted and expressed, of ether-extracted,^

or of total Fat (and its distribution), in the Carcass, in the Offal, and in the Entire

Fasted Live-weight, of the several animals. These particulars are given in a some-

what detailed form in Table HI., and in a more summary one in Table IV., which now
follow.
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Table IV.—Summary of Percentages of Total Fat (by Melting, Expression, and Ether)
in Ten Animals.

1st. In Fresb Carcass.~2nd. In Fresh Offal (equal Sum of Parts excluding Contents of Stomachs and
Intestmes).—3rd. In Entire Animal (Fasted Live-weight—including therefore Contents of Stomachs and
Intestines).

[The mean percentage of Fat from Total Parts in the Entire Animal is given—1st, by addition of the
amounts in the separate items

; 2nd, with the ether-determinations made direct on a mixture of Entire
Animal crude-dry-matters (except wool, with the amount in wool added).]

1

Percentages in fasted live-weight of Entire Animal.

From Total Parts.

Description of animal.
Percentages

in fresh

Carcass.

Percentages
in fresh Offal

(excluding

contents of

stomachs and
intestines).

From Carcass

parts.

From Oflfal

parts.

By addition

of items.

By ether de-

terminations

direct on mix-
ture of entire

animal dry
matter (except

wool) and
woolfat added.

Fat calf

Half-fat ox
Fat ox

Fat lamb
Store sheep

Half-fat old sheep
Fat sheep

Extra fat sheep

Store pig

Fat pig

16-6

22-6

34-8

36-9

23-8

31-3

45-4

53-1

28-1

49-6

14-

6

15-

7
26-3

20-1

16-

1

18-5

26-4

34-5

15-0

22-8

10-3

14-6

23-1

22-1

12-7

16-7

26-1

34-7

18*7

37-6

4-34

4-12

6-96

6-28

6-18

6-52

9-43

10-94

4-68

4-50

14-6

18-7

30-0

28-3

18-9

23-2

35-5

45-7

23-3

42-1

14-8

19-1

30-1

28-5

18-7

23-5

35-6

45-8

23-3

42-2

Means of all 34-4 21-0 21*7 6-40 28-0 28-2

Means of the 8, excluding store
sheep and store pig

j

36-5 22*3 23-2 6-64 29-8 29-9

Means of the 6, excluding the
'

store and half-fat animals ...
39-7

1

24-1 25-6 7-08 32-7 32-8

^

Taking fii-st the percentage of Fat in the fresh Carcass yielded by melting and expres-
sion, it IS seen, that the amount around the kidneys increases very considerably as the
animal fattens.

^

In fact, practically, the judgment of the butcher on first disembowel-
ling an animal is perhaps more influenced by the fatness of the kidneys than by any
other single point. The figures show (Table III.), that, whilst the Carcass of the half-
at Ox aflbrded 3-07 per cent, of fat, by melting and expression, from around the kid-
ney s,^ that of the fatter, but only moderately fat Ox, gave 5-44 per cent, of such fat. Of
t e Sheep, the Carcass of the store animal gave only 1-69 per cent, of melted and ex-
pressed kidney fat

; that of the half-fat old one 3-60 per cent.
; and that of the moderately

at one 8-38 per cent. Again, the percentage of melted and expressed kidney fat in the
Carcass of the store Pig was 1-67, against 4-32 per cent, in that of a Pig in every respect
simi ar, excepting that, from the time the former was slaughtered, it was fed on fatten-
ing ood during a period of ten weeks. It must be remembered, that these amounts of
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fat obtained by melting and expression are exclusive of a

wards extracted by ether, from the mixed Carcass parts, in which the kidneys and

in the other Carcass parts, d^ing the period in

which the animal is currently said to he fattening, is, as indicated by *e amount ohtam-

Ible from them by melting and expression, equally striking. But time and space will

be saved if we ilJstrate this accumulation by special reference to only the total amom

of fat from all Carcass parts, whether obtained by melting, expression, or ethel. K

IftheTeader, then, to the first three columns in Table III., to see how the total

amourt of Carcass fat is made up, we will proceed to draw our illustrations as to the

total amount itself, from the fourth column of the same Table—or, as theie
f

without the detail, in column 1 of Table IV. It is seen, that the Carcass of “
Ox contained 22-6 per cent., that of the store Sheep 23-8, and that of the stoi h, - ^
percent of pure fat*. The Carcass of even .fat Calf, on the other hand, gave only

16-6 per cent of total fat; which, however, is quite consistent with the cuiient no on,

that veal is leaner than any other of our ordinaiy meata

senting the average condition of butcher’s meat of good quality, that of the model,

Tox y elded 34 8 per cent of pure fat ;
that of the fat Lamb 36 -9

;
that of a modemtel

fetS 45-4
;
that of a veryL Sheep 55-1 ;

and that of an only moderately fattened

^'itTs thrs"seen!'that the animal food, of reputed liigh quality, as sold by the butcher

and to which such a highly mtrogenom character is generally attributed, wi pio a

consist oi fat to the extent of from one-third. to one-half. or even more, of the to d

fresh-weight of the Carcasses. To this point we shall have to recur, when t^ ,

a review of the collective composition of the animals; and a so w len we come

application of the results, and to a consideration of the general conclusions to be dmwn

film them. But it may be here remarked in passing, in reference to the percentages of

Fat above enumerated, that they would have been even somewhat higher in the cmuh-

tion of the Carcasses as weighed out by the butcher; foi, in t le a es, le pel

^
are calculated in relation to the weight of the fresh carcass taken as soon as "

the animal was kiUed ;
but between this condition aiid that m which the mea i

„
^

rally sold to the consumer, there may be a loss in weight of even severe per ceil . ;

evaporation of water. r Pi

From the want of a strict uniformity in classifying the se^ela par so <

the different animals, for the determination of the Fat they contained a detailed com-

parison of its amount in the corresponding parts in the difterent

the Off

d

ticable as might be wished. But, since only a small proportion of the fat fioii

^
^

parts is consumed as human food, such a comparison is of the less impoitaiice iii c
l-

^ .

* The fat obtained by melting and expression contained but very immaterial

whilst, independently of other considerations, the composition of the final rcsuue a on e

the fact, that the ether determinations very closely indicated the complementary am

existing fat.
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tical point of view. Still, there are here some points worthy of notice, as indicating the

accumulation of Fat internally as the animal matures.

The percentage in the total Offal parts of fat obtained by melting and expression from

the caul or omentum, was, in the half-fat Ox, 4-63, and in the moderately fat Ox, 7-93.

In the Offal of the store Sheep the percentage of melted and expressed fat from the same
source was 5T4, and in that of the very fat Sheep it was 19-5. Another item of fat,

which is a considerable index to the fattening character and maturity of an animal—but
which, with frequently a portion of the omentum fat also, is generally employed for

tallow, and therefore not as food—is the mesenteric or intestinal fat. This also is seen

to increase as the animals fatten ; though those breeds which have the greater tendency

to fatten on the outer frame or Carcass, have the less aptitude to do so around the internal

organs. To go to the figures, it is seen, that the intestinal fat of the half-fat Ox amounted
to 4-66 per cent, of the total Offal parts, and that of the fatter Ox to nearly double, or

8-79 per cent. The intestinal fat of the store Sheep amounted to 3-08, that of the half-

fat Sheep to 5-69, that of the fat Sheep to 6-57, and that of the very fat Sheep to 7-41

per cent, of the collective Offal parts. The Offal of the store Pig again, yielded only 2 T2
per cent, of its weight of melted fat from the intestinal regions (including the so-called

caul-fat), and that of the fat Pig 8 'So per cent. It need hardly be remarked, that it is

only in a practical or economic point of view, that any comparisons can be drawn between
animals differing so essentially in them characters and habits, as the Pig and the Eumi-
nant. But, whilst speaking of the amounts of fat deposited around the internal organs
in the two cases, it may not be out of place to call to mind how much more concentrated,

so far as digestible matter is concerned, is the food of the Pig than that of the bulky-
feeding Euminant, and that, in conformity with this, the ahmentary cavities and pass-

ages constitute, collectively, a much less proportion of the bulk and weight of the animal
in the former, than in the latter.

It is seen that nearly 1 per cent, of the collective Offal parts of the Sheep is fatty

matter contained in the wool.

Of total fat obtainable by melting, expression, and ether, the collective Offal parts

yielded only from one-half to two-thirds as high a percentage as the collective Carcass or

more universally edible parts. Even in the Offal, however, the fat, in the cases of the
fattened animals (excluding the calf and lamb), amounted to about one-fourth of the total

Offal, as, for example, in the fat Bullock, the fat Sheep, and the fat Pig, and to more than
one-third in the case of the very fat Sheep. Of the probable proportions of the fat of
the carcass and of the offal

^

respectively, which are, on the average, consumed as human
food, and of the relation of this consumed fat to the nitrogenous substance taken with
it, we shall have to speak further on.

Let us now turn from the percentages of Fat in the collective Carcass, or collective Offal

parts, respectively, to the amounts derived from the same sources, calculated in relation
to the entire or fasted live-weight of the animals taken as 100. Looking to the per-
centages as so calculated, and which are given in the more detailed form in Table III.,

it is obvious that the relation of the figures, comparing one animal with another, in

3x2
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regard to the fat of any con-eaponding part or parts, wUl be nearly ^
lpa.sons«^

Caress,
the divisor in the calculation; but the

iXtiofomf figures representing any given part or set of parts of one animal
relation ot ng i

calculation abeady considered,

with another, will only differ ” “
;

, .extents of stomachs and

in so far . the ^ eir^ tL different animals. Some space

intestines
reader the study of the further details in

“lie nZ and proceeding to call attention to the

centages of fat in the Entire Animals, as given m columns 3, 4 5, aM 6, iaO

In column 3 of Table IV., the percentages in the Entoe or

J.Z
animals of fat due to total Carcass parts, are given ;

and m column 4 those juel^ bj the

r TZ!l narts. Taking the average of the ten animals, more than thi-ee-fourths ol

theh total fat belonged to their Carcass, or more valuable edible parts

of the whole fat due to the Carcass parts is seen to be geiieially gie P .

mot mtured, the animal. The proportion of the ^ole fat, due to cm.ass an^^

respectively, is about the same in both the half-fat and the moderately fat Ox. I

Shetp, however, the proportion of the whole fat due to carcass is mu^^ g-^'

more mature animals than in the^ ,,,,,,, ,, from the offid;

only about twice as much of the total tat coming no

whereas, taking the average of the four fatter animals-Oie fat Lamb the f ff

the fat Sheep and the very fat Sheep-there was three times as much of the total

Zhe cards’ aTto the offll pai-ts. In even the sfm. Pig there was fom

ofL total fat of the body, in the Carcass, as in^ Offal parts

were from eight to nine times as much fat from the Cai'cass as from theOM pmts. i

JeTei^ conefusion would seem to he then, that, perhaps on

^
more of the total fat of a slaughtered animal, in good condition, e

t ^ to say, to^those parts which may he reckoned as almost entireh.

riovmfArl in ‘?om6 form or other, a,s hummi food.
„ . i. j

It hai bein already seen in Table III., and the column illustrating the tot is repea ed

in Table IV that the percentage of fat in the coUective Carcass paits of the tote.

limZamointed to Jm one-third to one-half, or even more, of the total Jigl.
o >

Carcass. We will now consider what was the proportion of the ti-lole ammal at

of its being slaughtered, which was nearly, if not quite,
Lfre-weight

In the fifth column of Table IV., the percentage of total fat in the F.isted

of the seveml animals has been calculated by the" pen
11” 'T' "kio TXT Tn flip sixth. 5111d. Icist coluniii of Tcihlo IV., c ^
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expressed parts, is now obtained by ether determinations made on proportionally mixed

samples of all the parts of the animal, Carcass and Offal together, the wool only excepted;

the fat in the wool itself being extracted separately, and its amount taken into the cal-

culation. A glance at the two columns (6 and 6) will show that there is never half, and

in only one or two cases, one-fourth of 1 per cent, of variation between the results

obtained by the two different methods.

The striking fact appears, that, of the whole body (fasted live-weight), 45f per cent, of

the veiy fat Sheep, and 42 per cent, of the moderately fat Pig, were dry fatty matter.

Of the moderately fat Sheep 35^ per cent., of the moderately fat Bullock 30 per cent.,

and of the fat Lamb 28^ per cent, were dry fat. The half-fat old Sheep contained 23i

and the half-fat Bullock 18| per cent, of fat. The store Sheep even contained 18f, and
the store Pig 23-^ per cent. Of the Calf, on the other hand, the entire body, though
professedly fat, yielded only 14f per cent, of its weight of dry fatty substance.

It may, perhaps, from these data be concluded, that fattened Oxen of good quality,

wih, on the average, consist of fat, to the amount of nearly one-third of their whole
weight

; moderately fattened Sheep, to rather more
;
and moderately fattened Pigs, to

more still
; whilst, probably, fat Bacon-Pigs will frequently contain fat to the amount

of one-half of their whole live-weight.

Section V.—THE NITEOGEN—IN CEETAIN SEPAEATED PAETS, AND IN THE ENTIEE
BODIES, OF 10 ANIMALS ANALYSED.

It has been shown, how large is the proportion of the whole body, of some of the

animals of most importance as human food, which fatty matter. It has been further

seen, that the proportion of fat in the collective Carcass parts, that is those which are

the more exclusively appropriated to food purposes, is still greater than in the whole
body. The next point of interest is as to the proportion, in the whole body or certain

collective parts, of nitrogen and the thence calculated amount of protein or other

nitrogenous compounds, a class of constituents, the comparative predominance of which
IS generally supposed so prominently to characterize our animal food.
The nitrogen was determined upon mixed samples of the crude dry matters remaining

after the removal of fat by melting and expression, as follow :

—

{a) Of all soft parts of the carcass :

{h) Of carcass bones

:

{c) Of offal, soft parts and bones together (excluding hair or wool)

;

{d) Of all parts, carcass and offal together (excluding hair or wool).

It was also determined upon the hair or wool separately. The exceptions to the
above arrangement were, that, in the cases of the Pigs, the mixed sample of Carcass
included both soft parts and bones, that of the Offal was without bones, and a separate
mixture was made of the head and feet, soft parts and bones together.

The actual experimental determinations of nitrogen, in the expressed nitrogenous
residues, mixed as above described, are given in Table XIV. in the Appendix. The
calculated mean results are given in a detailed form m Table V., and in a summary one
in Table VI., which now follow.
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Table VI.—Summaiy of Mean Percentages of Niteogen in Ten Animals.

1st. In Eresli Carcass.—2nd. In Eresh Offal (equal Sura of Parts excluding Contents of Stomachs and
Intestines).—3rd. In Entire Animal (Fasted Live-weight, including therefore Contents of Stomachs and
Intestines).

[The mean percentage of Nitrogen from Total Parts in the Entire Animal is given— 1st, by addition of the
amounts in the separate items—2nd, by direct determination on the mixture of aU crude dry parts (except wool,
the amount in wool being added by calculation)—3rd, by calculation, deducting fat and mineral matter from
total dry, and dividing by 6‘3— an average per cent, of nitrogen, of 15’873, in the nitrogenous substance.]

Per cent, in Entire Animal (fasted live-weight).

From Total Parts.

1

1

!

i

i

1

Description of animal.

i

Per cent,

in fresh

Carcass.

Per cent,

in fresh

Offal (ex-

cluding

contents of

stomachs
and intes-

tines).

From
carcass

parts.

From offal

parts.

1.

By
addition.

2.

By direct de-

terminations

on hair or

wool sepa-

rately, and on
a mixture of

all other parts

collectively.

3.

By deducting
fat and mineral
matter, from
total dry, and

dividing

by 6-3.

i Fat calf 2-608

2-793
2-351

2-812

3-436

2-872

1-618

1-808

1-557

0-838 2-456 2-471

2-781
2-421

2-635

2-304

Half-fat ox
Fat ox 0-761

4> / Uo
O-Q 1 Q % 666

Fat lamb 1-712

2-350

3-022

2-920

1-024

1-254
1-967
O.Q'TO

1-974 • 1-949

2-353
Store sheen 1 •! 1 Q* /O U

Half-fat old sheep 2-289 2-928 1-226 1-034 2-260 J
2-267

'

1

2-226
1[
2-282*

Jr

1
Fat sheen 1-791 2-609 1-029 1 1-960 1-947^1

[ 1-941I

^
j[2-035 Jf

Extra fat sheep 1-397 2-774 0-880 0-880 1-760 Jr
1-814

1[ 1-736

Store pig
1[1-747 J

Fat pie
2-319 2-172 1-541 0-679 2-220 2-196 2-180
1-712 2-313 1-300 0-457 1-757 1-773 1-725

t Means of all 2-132 2-786 1-324 0-854 2-178 2-194 2-147
1

Means of the 8, excluding store 1

sheep and store pip" j

2-082 2-845 1-305 0-834 2-148 2-170 2-117

Means of the 6, excluding the 1

store and half-fat animals ... j

1-928 2-733 1-235 0-802 2-036 2-052 2-013

These Tables of the percentages of actual nitrogen (V. and VI.), will enable us con-
veniently to compare the relative nitrogenous percentage of one animal, or its several
parts, with that of another, and also, the duplicate results obtained by different methods
of experimentation, or calculation, as the case may be. The amounts of nitrogenous
compounds which the amounts of the nitrogen itself are supposed to represent, will be
better considered further on, when we shall have before us, side by side, and at one view,
the percentages in the ten animals or their collective parts, of the several classes of con-
stituents of which the whole is made up, namely—mineral matter, dry nitrogenous com-
pound, fatty matter, and the total dry substance and the complementary water.

* In these cases, two sets of determinations were made, at different times.
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When speaking of the mineral matter it was ”“to
as much in the total bones, as in the to a P”

times

Table V. shows, that the
1,,,, <„ bony parts. Still it would

ISrthTt wlnelrno nutriment was ^claimed from the bones, one-fifth ot one-sixth

of the’ total’ nifrogenons substance of the Carcasses

Comparing first the percentage of nitrogen m the r
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j e

rtotn in these three concluding columns, it will be interestmg to consider the
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degree of agreement in the percentages obtained by the three different methods
referred to.

In the fii’st of the three concluding columns (Table VL), headed “ By Addition," the
figures there recorded are obtained by the addition of the percentages afforded by the
separate items or parts, the details of which are given in Table V. The percentages so

obtained, are, in fact, the result of duplicate nitrogen determinations made on each offour
separate parts or mixed samples, for each animal. The next column, headed—“ By direct
determinations on hair* or wool separately, and on a mixture of all other parts collect-

Bely is obtained, as the description indicates, by duplicate determinations on two
series of parts only. The last column, on the other hand, is obtained entirely by calcu-
lation, as a check upon the percentages of nitrogen made by direct experimental deter-
mination. The method of calculation is as follows From the percentage of the crude
di-y substance, remaining after the removal of most of the fat by melting and expression,
the fat afterwards extracted by ether is deducted. From the result so obtained, is

next deducted the amount of the mineral matter. The remainder—the water, the fat,

and the mineral matter, being thus all excluded—consists, of course, of nitrogenous
. compounds of some kind or other. With the view of founding an estimate as to
the probable amount of nitrogen contained in the mixed nitrogenous matter of entire
animal bodies, upon a basis of something like specific and detailed facts, we have in
vain endeavoured to find sufficient published data for estimating the probable relative
proportions in the body of albumen, fibrin, {yuasi) gelatin, or chondrin, &c. In the
absence of any appropriate data on this subject, we have assumed, of necessity some-
what arbitrarily, 6-3 as probably the nearest round number applicable as a divisor
of the crude nitrogenous substance of the animal bodies in question, to reduce it to
nitrogen. This number, 6-3, supposes an average percentage of nitrogen in the mixed
nitrogenous compounds, of 15-873. This is slightly higher than in either albumen or
fibrin; considerably higher than in chondrin; but on the other hand, considerably
lower than in gelatin*. It is probably, therefore, as good a figure as could be taken
under the circumstances, as some confirmation of nitrogen determinations made upon
such heterogeneous matters, and of the propriety of their application to the objects we
have in view.

If we are to assume, that the direct nitrogen determinations are nearer the truth than
the calculated estimates, it would appear that the collective nitrogenous compounds of
the whole body, in the cases in question, had a rather higher percentage of nitrogen
than that represented by our number 6-3—namely, 15-873. For, although the discre-
pancy in the percentages of nitrogen obtained by the different methods is invariably
within the range of the second decimal place, the percentage indicated by the method
of calculation merely, is in every instance somewhat lower than that by the direct expe-

* M. Boussingavlt formerly adopted 15-0 per cent, of nitrogen (=6-666), in his calculations of nitro-
genous vegetable compounds from the amounts of nitrogen

;
but he has more recently adopted 16-0 per cent

ot nitrogen (=6-25).
•' x r •

MDCCCLIX. D „
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Tt is remarkable, that, of the beef-yielding animals, the whole bo y

contained scarcely 2| per cent, of nitrogen, and that of

•about 2i per cent. The fat Calf contained a rather larger piopoit.on

the fat Ox ;
namely, nearly 2^ per cent.
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The entire body of the fat Lamb contained less than 2 per cent, of nitrogen. The
store Sheep contained less than 2-4 per cent, of nitrogen; the half-fat old Sheep 2^ per

cent. ; the moderately fat Sheep not quite 2 per cent. ; and the very fat Sheep scarcely

more than If per cent.

The store Pig contained about 2f per cent, of nitrogen ; and the moderately fat one,

only about If per cent.

The striking fact of there being so small a percentage of nitrogen in the bodies of the

animals which we feed to supply our meat-diet, is one of great interest and importance.
On the one hand, as will be fully illustrated further on, the proportion of the nitrogen
consumed in the fattening food, which remains stored up in the animal, and is sent to

market as meat, is extremely small ; and on the other, as already alluded to, a consider-

able proportion of the nitrogen which really is retained by the animals is not appro-
priated as human food

; whilst, of that which is so appropriated, a considerable portion
wiU exist in the form of gelatin and chondiin-yielding matters, the value of which as

food is, to say the least, questioned.

Before lea\ing the Tables showing the percentage of nitrogen in the different animals
and then seveial parts, attention may be recalled to the illustrations of the latter point,

afforded in the Imes of mecin percentages, given at the foot of Table VI. It has already
been noticed, that the collective Offal parts of the animals contained a higher percentage
of nitiogen than the collective Carcass parts. But it is seen, that the actual amount
in the entire hodij, of nitrogen accumulated in the Carcass parts, is still about three-fifths

of the whole. It was shown, that about one-fifth of this is due to the bones. It results,

that there is left, in round numbers, only about half of the entire nitrogen of the body
associated with the soft edible parts of the carcass. As to the proportion of the two-fifths
of the total nitrogen in the body contained in the Offal parts, which will probably, on
the aveiage, be consumed as human food, some observations will be made further on.

Section VI.-SUMMAET OF THE COMPOSITION OF THE TEN ANIMALS ANALYSED
Mineral Matter, Dry Nitroyenous Compounds, Fat, Total Dry Substance, and Water.

^

Ha\ing considered the percentages of mineral matter, of fat, and of nitrogen, indi-
lidually, in the different animals and their respective parts, it will be well now to take
a summary view of theii- collective composition as deducible from the data thus provided.
In Table VII., therefore, which now follows, are given side by side, at one view, the
peicentages in the Carcass, in the Offal, and in the Entire Animal respectively^ of—

1st. Mineral matter (ash)

:

2nd. Total dry nitrogenous compounds (by deduction of other constituents)

;

3rd. Total fat (by melting, expression, and extraction by ether)

:

4th. Total dry substance (sum of the mineral, nitrogenous, and fat)

:

5th. Water (the complementary quantity to the total dry)

;

And, in the Entire Animal, the percentage of the whole due to contents of Stomachs
and Intestines is also given.

3 T 2
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Looking more particularly to the first Division in the Table (VII.), which shows the

collective composition of the carcasses, and comparing one animal with another, there is

seen to be a general disposition to a rise or fall in the percentage of mineral matter,

with the rise or fall in that of the nitrogenous compounds. In fact, all the results tend

to show a prominent connexion between the amount of the mineral matters, and that

of the nitrogenous constituents of the body.

Next comparing the relative proportions of fat, and of nitrogenous compounds, in the

different Carcasses, it is seen, that, in every instance excepting that of the Calf (in which
case the percentages of nitrogenous substance and of fat were equal), there was con-

siderably more of dry fat than of dry nitrogenous compounds. In the Carcass even of

the store or lean Sheep, there was more than one and a half time as much fat as nitro-

genous substance. In that of the stoi'e or lean Pig there was twice as much. In the

Carcass of the half-fat Ox, there was one-fourth more fat than nitrogenous matter ; and
hi that of the half-fat Sheep there was more than twice as much. Of the fatter animals,

the Carcass of the fat Ox contained twice and one-thii’d as much dry fat as nitrogenous

substance
; that of the fat Sheep four times, and that of the very fat Sheep even six times

as much. Lastly, in the Carcass of the moderately fat Pig, there was nearly five times

as much fatty matter as nitrogenous compounds.

From these results, it may perhaps be safely inferred, that in Carcasses of heef of

reputed good condition, there will be seldom less than twice as much, and frequently

nearly three times as much dry fat as dry nitrogenous substance. In the Carcasses of

sheep we should conclude, that the fat would generally amount to more than three, and
frequently to four or even more times as much as the nitrogenous matter. Finally,

it may be estimated that in the Carcasses of pigs killed for fresh 'pork, there will be
seldom as little as four times as much fat as nitrogenous compounds

; whilst, in those

fed for curing, the fat will generally be in a higher proportion still.

The fat of the bones bears but a small proportion to that of the whole Carcass. As
has been seen, however, perhaps one-fifth of the whole nitrogen of the Carcasses will be
contained in the bones, and not included therefore in the more currently edible por-
tions. It results, that, provided the whole of the fat of the soft parts of the Carcass be
consumed as human food, its proportion to the amount of the consumed nitrogenous
substances will, on the average of such consumption, be still greater than the actual
composition of entire Carcasses would indicate.

The question here arises, what proportion of the fat of our slaughtered animals is

probably, on the average, actually consumed as human food in one form or another \

We have instituted numerous inquiries on this point
; and we cannot do better than

quote the opinion given by an experimenter and writer of great observation and expe-
rience in such matters. Mr. John Ewaet, of Newcastle, writes in answer to our inquiry
for his opinion as follows :

—

As to beasts. The opening or the thick vein of fat that is presented and protrudes
fiom the internal cavity on the first opening of the carcass, and also the crook of the
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reed or the fat on the reticulmn or second stomach is resei-ved for suet,

mesentery or web of fat which holds the intestines is sent to the taEow-meltei. e

nroportJn of the internal fat spoken of as reserved for suet may amount to about one-

fourth of the whole of the loose or offal fat yielded by the beast; but demand for

suet not being at aU times equal to the quantity reseiwed for such m addition to

real suet or the fat on the inside of the loins and coveiang the Udneys a portion o e

loose fat reserved for suet is sometimes added to the taUow,

offal fat of beasts used as human food wUl be reduced to one-fifth, ol ^enty per crat

of its entire quantity, and which must be understood as in addition to the

J'
carcass fat Before dismissing this portion of the subject, I may remaik, that the -

fo re rtctualling of shipping'always consists of loose or offal fat, some being taken for

that purpose even when entire carcasses are purchased.

ofn sLep, although a portion of loose fat is generaUy reseived for suet yet th^

being a portL of the cai-cass fat, when redundant-which is veiy freqnently^the cas^

sent to the tallow-melter, the whole of the carcass fat, but without any addition of ofial

fat, will represent, very neaily, the quantity used as human food from this descnption

°^atm fully aware that the disposition of the fat yielded by the kinds of stock

already spoken of is not uniformly alike, and exactly that stated above in all locahties.

but I do not think that the variation is such as to affect the statement as an aieiage or

EngWd. In Ireland and Scotland the consumption of flesh is insignificant, when com-

pared to tliat in England.

“ The whole of the fat of both calves and lambs is eaten, or at least use —some

also with the addition of sheep’s offal fat—in the process of cooking then- flesh.

“The mesentery in swine is very small, and that of small amma s s aug i erei oi

fresh pork is entirely used in the process of cooking their edible offals, such as t le

liver, &c. Hog’s lard is the melted leaf or the layer of fat which accuinu a -es in ,uk

lines the internal cavity in this description of stock, togethei with the me te ineseii y

of large animals slaughtered for being cured. The principal uses of hog s Imd me as

substitute for butter by the pastry-cooks and others, and in adultemtag that ai^le b^

unprincipled dealers. Another use of the fat of swine in the form of laid is i P

paration of ointments by apothecaries, and in that of pomatum particii m y in

sold as bear’s grease—by the perfumers.”
, j

With these statements, our information, derived from other sources, leads us to cone .

It would appeal', then, that as mi average, we may assume :—that the wdiole of le aicass

fat and about one-fifth of the Offal fat, of beasts, will be consumed as human foo ,

of Sheep, an amount equal to the whole of their Carcass fat, but ivithout “5

from their Offal parts, will be so consumed ;—and that, of the Pig, an aiiioun eqm

whole of its Carcass fat, which is in greater proportion than in the other animals, and

probably a part of its Offal fat also, will be consumed as food. So fai then as em ea .

Le concerned, the conclusion would seem to be frilly borne out, that the proportion of
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the consumed fat to the consumed nitrogenous substance, will, on the average, be

greater than that indicated by the relation of the total fat to the total nitrogenous

matter in the Carcasses of fattened animals.

Still confining attention for the present to the composition of the carcasses, the

Table (VII.) shows, that, whilst the percentages of both mineral matter and nitrogenous

substance decrease, as the animals mature, that of the fat, on the other hand, very con-

siderably increases. Indeed, the increase in the percentage of fat is much more than

equivalent to the collective decrease in that of the other solid matters : that is to say,

as the animal matures, the percentage in its Carcass, of total dry substance (and espe-

cially of fat), much increases. There is then, of course, a corresponding diminution in

the proportion of the water. Thus, in the Carcasses of the leaner animals, there were
fi.-om 54 to 62 per cent, of water

; namely, 62^ per cent, in that of the Calf; 57| per cent,

in that of the store Sheep ; 55^ per cent, in that of the store Pig
; and 54 per cent, in that

of the half-fat Ox. The Carcasses of all the other animals contained less than 50 per

cent., and those of the fattest less than 40 per cent, of water. That of the moderately

fattened Ox contained 45i per cent.
; that of the fat Lamb 48f per cent.

; that of the

half-fat Sheep 49|- per cent.
; that of the fat Sheep 39|- ; and that of the very fat Sheep

scarcely one-third of its weight, or 33 per cent, only, of water. Lastly, in the Carcass of

the moderately fattened Pig, there were 38^ per cent, of water. It may be remarked,
that these particular Carcasses, in the condition in which they would have been sold by
the butcher, would perhaps have contained 1 to 2 per cent, less water than is indicated

in the Table. For, between the condition in which these Carcasses were weighed,
namely, as soon as possible after killing, and that in which the meat is usually sold to

the consumer, it would probably have lost 1 or 2 per cent, of water by evaporation. On
the other hand, as the bones contain a higher percentage of dry matter than the col-

lective soft parts, the percentage in these edible soft parts will be somewhat lower than
in the entire Carcass including bones. The actual fresh and dry weights of the bones of
the different animals analysed will be found in Tables I. to X., in the Appendix

; and the
percentages of dry matter in the bones in Table XI., also in the Appendix. It may be
here observed, however, that the proportion of bone was much less in the Sheep than in

the Oxen, and much less in the Pigs than in the Sheep. It was, too, in all cases less,

the fatter the animal. The percentage of dry matter in the bone increased, however, as

the animal matured
; and it was higher in that of the Oxen than in that of the Sheep

;

and higher in that of the Sheep than in that of the Pigs. For example : the percentage
of bone in the Carcass of the fat Ox was 11'8, in that of the fat Sheep 8‘9, and in that of
the fat Pig 4-6. The percentage of dry matter in the Carcass bones of the fat Ox and fat

Sheep was from 73 to 74, and in those of the fat Pig only 61 ‘7. From the large pro-
portion of bone, and the high percentage of dry matter in the bone, of the Carcass of
the fat Ox, the percentage of dry matter in the soft parts would be about 2^ lower than
in the entire Carcass with bones. In the same way, the percentage of dry matter in the
soft Caicass parts of the fat Sheep would be 59'1, instead of 60'35, as in the entire
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Carcass. In the fat Pig. however, omng to the much smaUer proportion

the percentage of dry matter in the bone being so nearly the same ^
that in the total

cIrL, the percentage of dry substance in the soft pmts will not differ matenaffy ffom

*“rw“re"da^^ adduced on the point, it may perhaps be safely concluded,

that the average of Carcass beef, in well-fattened condition, wffl contain oO per cent., or

X m oTdry substance /that the average of properly fattened— will contain

r/ther more di-y matter than beef, say, 56 to 60 per cent. ;
that the Cmcasses of Pigs

killed tov fresh pork will be rather drier than those of mutton; whilst the sides of Pigs

killed lo/curing will, no doubt, be drier still. Lamb carcasses would seem to contmn

a smaller proportion of total diy substance than either moderately fattened beef, mutto ,

or pork. Then- proportion of bone is also comparatively high. Lastly, twl appears

be Le most wateiy of all. The Carcass of the Calf experimented upon

was considered to be well-fattened, contained only 37f per cent, of dry substan ,

proportion of bone was also higher than in any of the other cases.

Turning to the second division of Table VII.. which shows the composition of the

oolleotive offal parts (excluding contents of stomachs and “

show such a uniform tendency to a diminution in the percentage of i^eial matter

coiiicidently with that of the nitrogenous substance, as was observed m the case ot t

Carcasses. But, as ah-eady referred to. the percentage of mineral

Offal parts (and it is this which is here under notice), does not represent only the minei.ll

/Ir projerly associated with the other constituents of the pari, but includes a giian-

tity of adventitious matter adhering to the pelt, hair, or wool, of the animals.

It is seen that the percentage of diy nitrogenous substance is, m eveiy case, ^eatei.

and tha of the fat very muchlss, in the collective Offal, than hi the collective Carcass

parts In Oxen and sLep. the pelt, hair or wool, hoofs, and for the nmst part stomachs

ind intestines, as well as some other nitrogenous parts of the Offal, w ill not be “nsuni

r hLan food. The parts that will as a rule, or at least frequently be so consumed,

are the head flesh with tongue and brains, the heart, Bie liver, the

J'

the diaphragm, and sometimes the lungs. Calculation leads us to estimate

nitrogenous substance of these parts will in these animals (beasts
“'J,

^

about one-sixth of the whole nitrogenous matter of their collectii e OftaW s P

of edible nitrogenous substance from the Offal parts must, therefore, be added to t e

amount estimated as eaten from the Carcass, when considermg the proportion

nitrogen of the slaughtered animals which is appropriated as human food CalculationS shows, howev/r, that in the cases of Oxen and Sheep, the w hole of the .utrogenou

liter reclaimed as food from the Offal pai-ts will fall short of the amount coiitaine in

the bones of the Carcass. So nearly, however, will these quantities balance one anothm

(especially if a portion of the gelatine from the carcass bones be coiiridered as ea .

that the total nitrogen of the Carcass parts, excluding any froni

^ ^
be taken as little exceeding the average proportion of the ivhole nitrogen ot
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of these animals which will be consumed as human food. In the case of Pigs, a larger

proportion of the total nitrogenous parts of the Offal will be consumed; an amount
indeed more than equivalent to that in the bones of the Carcass, supposed to be not con-

sumed. It results in fact upon the whole, that there would appear to be a larger pro-

portion of the total nitrogen of the body of the Pig consumed, than of that of the other
animals. But, as has been seen in the Pig, the percentage in the body of that total

nitrogen is less, and the percentage of the fat greater than in the other cases. The Offal

parts enumerated as eaten, are of themselves associated with very little fat; so that,

such food, which is chiefly used by the poorer classes, would be highly nitrogenous, if

not combined with extraneous fatty matter. In cooking, it is generally so combined.
Moreover, the classes which consume the most of the internal organs of slaughtered
animals, are also those which consume the larger proportion of Pig-meat, in which the
proportion of the fat to nitrogenous substances is higher than in any other description.

It is obseiwable, that with their- larger percentage of nitrogenous substance and less

percentage of fat, the collective Offal parts have invariably a less percentage of total dry
substance, and therefore a larger proportion of water, than the collective Carcass parts.

The next point to consider is the collective composition of the entire animal^ as it stands
at the time of being slaughtered. The information on this head will be found in the
third and last dhision of Table VII.

The marked diminution in the percentage of mineral matter as the animal fattens,

which was observed in reference to the composition of the Carcasses, is clearly illustrated
in that of the Entire Animals, notwithstanding the inclusion here of the Offal ash, in
which was contained the incombustible impm-ity of the hair or wool.

We should judge from the figures, that from ^ to 4 per cent, (according to breed
and condition) of the standing fasted weight of a fattened Ox will be mineral matter.
The proportion in Sheep appears to be less. Excluding the adventitious matter of the
wool, it would probably be often as little as 2^ and seldom more than 3 per cent, of the
fasted weight. In Pigs, the proportion of mineral matter is still less. We should
gather, that in a well-fattened animal of good breed, it would amount to only l^ per
cent., or even less, of its standing fasted live-weight. In a young unfattened Pig, there
were 2-67 per cent, of mineral matter

; but in an animal of a worse breed, or in a leaner
condition still, we should judge that there might be 3 per cent. As an average estimate
of the mmeral matter in store animals, sold off or brought on the farm, we should be
disposed to adopt 4^ to 5 per cent, of their live-weight for Bullocks, 3 to per cent,
for Sheep, and 2^ to 3 per cent, for Pigs. As an average estimate for the mmeral
matter m fattened animals so far as the data at command enable us to form an opinion,
we should take 3i to 4 per cent, of their live-weight for Calves and Bullocks, 2^ to 2|
per cent, for Sheep and Lambs, and 1|^ to If per cent, for Pigs.
Of total nitrogenous compounds, as well as total mineral matter, the beef-yielding

animals contain in parallel conditions, rather more than Sheep, and Sheep rather more
an Pigs. Of the standing fasted live-weight of the moderately fat Ox, there were
MDCCCLIX. q

""
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including bones, pelt, and internal organs, &c., only 14* per eent. of dry nitrogeno-

compounds. The fat Sheep contained only 12* per cent.; the

11 per cent and the moderately fattened Pig about the same, namely, 10 9 per .

The store animals contained from 2 to 3 per cent, more total dry mtrogenous su s ance

“hrstoS of the animals, the fat obviously constitutes the most

promi“m in^he dry or solid matter. In the half-fet O. ^
fet as nitrogenous substance and mineral matter put together; in the stole Sheep

“r!f fat than other solid matter; in the half-fat Sheep “

to other matters was larger still ;
and in the store Pig it was larger than in the half-fat

^"'l^the fat Calf alone was the total fat less than the total nitrogenous substance of the

boly W he1 animals fit for the butcher, the fat Ox and fat Lamb consisted of

fett the amount of about 30 per cent, of their live-weight, which was nearly twice t.

much Is the total amount of the remaining solid matters, and more Aan twice as much

as the total nitrogenous substance only. The fat Sheep

or nearly three times as much as of nitrogenous substance. The veiy tat Sheep y

46a per lent of fat, and less than one-fourth as much of nitrogenous siAstance Lastly

.

the fat Pig, with 42* per cent, of its entire body consisting of “
;

fourth as much, or 10-9 percent., of dry nitrogenous substance. Ta^ the mea

rsition of the six animals assumed to be fit for the butchei-namely, the fat Calf. 1 1,

fat Ox the fat Lamb, the fat Sheep, the very fat Sheep, and the fat Pig we are m lom i

numbers 3 per cent, of mineral matter, 12* per cent, of nitrogenous compounds (diy)

Id 33 per cent, of fat, in their fasted live-weight. The proportion to one another, and

:he plo2n to the whole amount of each contained in the diffei-ent descriptions of

animal hi which the /««. and the nitrogenous Mance, respectively, will pio a

consumed as human food, has aheady been considered in some detail in the pi i

place To these points reference will again be made, when calling atteii ion a t le c

oI;pier to the application of the experimental residts asawhole. and to the geneml

ronclusions to bo drawn from tlicm.
_ . <-i,.-,f

All the experimental evidence which has been adduced conspires ^o "

so-called “ fattening ” of animals for the butcher, is propel y so esigiia .

o-cSed “La” of animals are seen to contain as much, or more, of diy fatty

substance, than of dry nitrogenous compounds. After the feeding or

the percentage of the collective dry substance of the body was consideiably mciea-c .

whibt fatty matter had accumulated in much larger proportion than the iiitiogcnous

Irfpounds It is obvious, therefore, that in the increase itself of the fattening ammtd.

the proportion of fat to the nitrogenous substance of growth, must e giea <'
.

the total or standing live-weight of the animal. In other words, * “

the increase in weight of a fattening animal, must show a less 1'““"
^

the'whole

substance, and a higher one both of fat and total dry substance, than that of the
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body of the slaughtered animal. With the decrease in the proportion of bone, moreover,

as well as the small accumulation of soft nitrogenous parts, we should also expect the

percentage of mineral matter in the increase to be very small.

Section YII.—ESTIMATED COMPOSITION OF THE INCEEASE IN WEIGHT OF
FATTENING ANIMALS.

The first and most obvious application of the data provided in the preceding sections,

is, to employ them as a means of estimating the composition of the increase in weight of

an anunal whilst passing fcom one given point of progress to another—as distinguished

from the actual composition of the entire body, or its several parts, as furnished by
analysis at any one fixed period. So far as the analysed fat Pig is concerned, the result

of such a calculation has been already given elsewhere*. It will be interesting, however,
to extend the application to numbers of such animals, and also to the equally, or even
more important animals of the farm—Oxen and Sheep.

It is obvious, that provided we know the exact composition ot an animal when it

weighs any given weight, say 100 lbs.—and again, when, after fattening, it has reached
another v’eight, say 150 lbs.—nothing would be easier than to calculate the actual and
the percentage composition of the 60 lbs. that has been gained. By deducting the
amount of the respective constituents in the 100 lbs. weight, from the amount of the
same in the 150 lbs., we should at once ascertain the actual amount of each in the 50 lbs.

of increase. The calculation of the jgercentage composition of the increase would then
of course be a very simple matter. The practical difficulty obviously rests on the fact,

that we cannot know the exact composition of a fattened animal at the time it was put
upon fattening food, or when it had reached any given pre\ious weight.

In the case of the store and fat Pigs which were analysed, the two animals selected
for experiment were of the same breed and age—indeed of the same litter

; of very nearly
equal weights

; and, so far as competent judges could decide, as nearly as possible alike
in all other particulars. One of these animals was killed at once in the store condition,
and its composition determined. Of the other, the exact increase in weight from this
store or lean to the fat condition, as well as the amount and the composition of the food
it consumed in gaining it, is known

; as also is its composition in thefattened state. The
application of the data in the manner above supposed, is likely therefore to lead to a
pretty trustworthy estimate of the composition of the increase of this particular fatten-
ing Pig.

Unfortunately, equally parallel data are not available for calculating the composition
of the increase of the other fattened animals analysed. This is the more to be regretted,
since, from the results of the Pigs it would appear, that data of this kind, if obtained
under duly considered circumstances, are much more directly applicable to the determi-
nation of the composition of increase, than we had pre-supposed would be the case. In
1 ustration of the inapplicability of the data provided in regard to the other descriptions

* Eeport of the British Association for the Advancement of Science for 1852.

3 z 2
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of animal, to determine the composition of the increase from one condito to another-

eupposing this to be represented by the difference in weight between the annual whrcn

was^analysed in the lean, and that which was analysed in the fat condition it may be

observed, that owing to the larger frame, and growing rather than fattei^g character,

of the half-fat Ox analysed, compared with the fatter one, it approached so nearly the

actual weight of the latter, as to indicate (if the difference in weight were alone taken

as the measure) a very small amount of actual increase; whilst the difference m the

composition of the two animals was very considerable. In fact, m the case suppose .

the so-calculated total or gross increase would be less than the estimated gam m rg

substan.ce of increase alme: that is to say, it would appear that there had been an

actual displacement of water, and replacement of it by a corresponding amount of d^-

substance. It may be said that the displacement of water, and the leplacement o i y

fat, in the fattening animal, or in other words a greater increase m dry substance t an m

the .ms lire^eigU, is not impossible. The consideration of the results relating to the

Pies' as well as the tendency of observation, comparing ammals of this description with

otters, would, however, militate against such an assumption. For sMar reasons to

those alluded to in regard to the two BuUocks, the difference in weight between the

Sheep analysed in the respective conditions of fatness, caimot be taken as representmg

the amount of gross increase in weight in passing from the one standard condition to

the other. Instead, therefore, of taking the live-weights of the mdividual ammals

actually analysed, as the data upon which to calculate the composition of the mciease

from one condition to another, it will be more appropriate to adopt the kno™ hie-

weights of considerable numbers of animals, taken first in a store or lean, and afteiwai s

in a fatter condition.
, , , • r...

So far as oscen are concerned, we take for our iUustrations the best experiments on

record with which we are acquainted, that show, so far as can be

comparable with that implied in the change from the condition of the ha a

of the “fat Ox” analysed. ... *

In regal'd to sheep, we take the data supplied by published experiments of oui o,™ .

In some of these, considerable numbers of animals of different breeds were
^

“hO"

similar food; whilst in others, animals otheiwise compai-able were fed upon different

f ods
°
Lastly, the compositions of the store and of the fat pig analysed, have, respectively,

been applied to the weights store, and the weights fat, of numbers of pigs fed expeii-

mentally—the amounts of whose gross increase in live-weight, together mth “e paiti-

culai's of the constituents consumed in food to produce it. have already been published

elsewheref. For the sake of comparison, by the side of the estimates of the compo-

• Journal of the Eojal Agricultural Society of England, vol. i. part 1 ;
vol vu. part 2 ;

vol. lui. part 1

,

TL^I of^the Boyal Agricultural Society of England, vol. liv. pai-t 2 ;
Eeporta of the British Asso-

elation for the Advancement of Science, for 1852 and 1854<.
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sition of the increase of fattening Pigs so obtained, is adduced that indicated by the

direct application of the analytical results to determine the composition of the increase

from the store to the fat condition, in the case of the two Pigs actually analysed, which

provide the data for apphcation to the other cases.

Table VIII. shows the estimated percentage composition of the increase of fattening

oxen.

Table IX. shows the estimated percentage composition of the increase of fattening

sheep.

Table X. shows the estimated percentage composition of the increase of fattening pigs.

In each case the original and final weights, and the increase in weight, of the animals

are given. The composition to be apphed to each in the calculation is also stated.

There is always added some description of the food consumed. When at command, as

in the case of most of the Sheep, and all the Pigs, the amount of certain constituents of

the food which were consumed to produce a given amount of increase, are also given, by

the side of the estimated composition of that increase.

Table VIII.—Showing the Estimated Percentage Composition of the Increase in

Weight of fattening Bullocks and Heipees.

Note .—Original "Weiglit, taken at the Composition of the “Half-fat Ox,” analysed.

Final "Weight, taken at the Composition of the “Fat Ox,” analysed.

General particulars of the experiments.
Calculated percentages

in Increase.

Num- Actual weights
In-

crease
Mine-
ral

matter

(ash)

,

Nitro-
Total

Descrip- her Duration
Description of

(fresh) in lbs. upon genous
Authority. tion of of of expe- 100 com- Fat.

dry
sub-

stance.
animal. ani-

raals.

riment. fattening food.
Ori-

ginal.
Final.

In-

crease.

ori-

ginal

weight.

pounds
(dry).

wks. days.

Swedish turnips, \
hay, and oat straw./

Mr. Templeton* . .

.

Heifers. 12 18 6| 12124 15274 3150 26-0 1 05 6-51 72-5 80-0

Hon. Capt. GnEYf. .

.

Bullocks. 50 23f oj Oilcake, bean-meal, 1

and turnips. /
54796 71470 16674 30-4 U47 7-68 66-3 75-4

Hon. Capt. GREYf. .

.

Bullocks. 36 26f oj Oilcake, bean-meal, 1

and turnips. j
41188 54530 13342 32-4 1-62 8-10 64-

1

73-8

Average for the 98 animals 1-47 7-69 66-2 75-4

* Journal of the Eoyal Agricultural Society of England, vol. xvi. pp. 163-9.

t Gardeners’ Chronicle and Agricultural Gazette, pp. 715 and 732 (1852).
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Table IX.—Showing the Calculated Percentage Composition

Number
Description of fattening food.

Breed. of Duration.
animals.

Given in limited quantities. Given ad libitum.
,

General particulars of the experiments.

Actual •weights
.

j

(fresh) in lbs. i

Orig;inal.i FinaL Increase.'!

Class I.'j'

—

Original weight taken at the composition of the “ store sheep ” analysed.

Cotswolds 46
wks. days.

19 3

Leicesters 40 20 0

Cross-bred wethers... 40 20 0

Cross-bred ewes 40 20 0

Hants downs 40 26 0

Sussex downs 40 26 0

I

Oilcake and clover hay ^Swedish turnips.

Oilcake and clover hay
Oilcake and clover hay
Oilcake and clover hay
Oilcake and clover hay
Oilcake and clover hay

Swedish turnips.

Swedish turnips.

Swedish turnips.

Swedish turnips.

Swedish turnips.

5511
4053
3804
3650
4538
3520

84391 2928|
5835|- 1782f
5584 1780
5350 1700

7322| 2784|
,5629 2109

!

Class II.— Original weight taken at the composition of the “fat sheep ” analysed.

Cotswolds

Leicesters

Cross-bred wethers...

Cross-bred ewes
Hants downs
Sussex downs...

6

7

8

8

8

8

34 6

34 4

34 4

34 4

31 5

31 5

Oilcake and clover hay

Oilcake and clover hay
Oilcake and clover hay

Oilcake and clover hay
Oilcake and clover hay

Oilcake and clover hav

Grass,

1 tnrnips,

(
&c. in

1

the field.

J

1037
948
1041

1006
1411

1045

1472
1367
1490
1457
1897
1428

435
419
449
451

486
383

Class HI. (Series IJ).— Original weight taken at the mean composition of the “ store
’’ and the

Hants downs
Hants downs
Hants downs

5

5

5

13 6

13 6

11 6

Oilcake

Oats

Clover chaff.

Swedish turnips.

Swedish turnips.

Swedish turnips.

558
548

558^

688

689j%
714

130
!j

155/,.;

Class IV. (Series 2J).— Original weight taken at the mean composition of the “store ” and the

Hants downs 5 19 1 Oilcake Clover chaff 607
Hants downs 5 19 1 Linseed Clover chaff 607
Hants downs 5 19 1 Barley Clover chaff 602
Hants downs 5 19 1 Malt.". Clover chaff 602

759M 152^-

750
j

143

741
I

139

723 121

Class V. (Series 4;]:).— Original weight taken at the composition of the “store sheep "plus

Final weiglit taken at the coniposi-

Hants downs 4 10 0

Hants downs 5 10 0

Hants downs 4 10 0

Hants downs 4 10 0

Hants downs 5 10 0

Barley (ground)
Malt (ground) and malt dust

Barley (ground) and steeped

Malt (ground and steeped) 1

and malt dust j

Malt (ground) and malt dust

Mangolds 519 600 81

Mangolds 653 758 105

IMangolds 536 637^ lOl/r

Mangolds 560 638 78

Mangolds 666 774 108

* The amounts of mineral matter^' are too high, owing to the adventitions matters retained hy the

t Journal of the Eoval Agricultural Society of England, vol. xii. part 2; vol. xiii. part 1; and vol. xvi.
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of the Increase in Weight of fattening Sheep.

Consumed to produce 1 00 Increase

in live-w'eight.

Calculated Composition of 100 Increase

in live-weight.

Non-
nitrogenous

substance,

to 1

nitrogenous

substance,

in food.

Increase

upon
100

original

weight.

Per cent,

carcass

in fasted

live-weight.

Mineral

matter

(ash).

Nitro-

genous
compounds

(dry).

Non-
nitrogenous

substance.

1

Total

dry
substance.

Mineral
matter
(ash*).

Nitro-

genous
compounds

(dry).

Non-
nitrogenous

substance

(fath

Total

dry

substance.

Final weight taken at the composition of the “ fat sheep ” analysed.

i

3-51
!

53’

1

59-6 53-7 166 582 802 2*14 7-34 67-5 77-0

3-31 ' 44-0 57-2 63-7 187 619 870 2-01 6-34 74*2 82-5

3-31 ! 46*8 58-0 63-6 186 616 866 2-06 6-70 7-1 -8 80-6

3-30 46-6 58-6 63-1 185 610 858 2-05 6-67 72*0 80-7

3-28 ' 61-4 59-5 65*6 187 613 866 2-23 8-01 6.3-2 73-5

3-26
! 59*9 58-9 67-2 190 620 877 2-22 7-90 63-9 74-0

Means 2*12 7-16 68-8 78-0

Final weight taken at the composition of the “ extra fat sliecp ” analysed.

39'3

41-

0

40-2

42-

1

33-

2

34-

0

64-1

64-6

64-8

64-3

63-2

63-2

3-13

3-13

3-09

3-10

3-17

3-13

7*86

8-02

7-

95

8-

07
7*18

7-41

70-0

68-

7

69-

3

68-5

75-3

73-5

81-0

79*9
80-4

79*6

85-6

84-1

Means 3-12 7-75 70-9 81-8

“ fat sheep ” analysed. Final weight taken at the composition of the “ fat sheep ” analysed.

3-89 23-3 56-6 48-1 167 650
!

865 2-00 6-69 72-0 80-7

6-71 25-8 56-5 37-0 102 684 ' 823 2-12 7-21 68-5 77-8

7-21 27-8 53-3 55-0 102 736
1

893 2-19 7*59 66-1 75-7

Means 2-10 7*16 68-8 78-1

“ fat sheep ” analysed. Final weight taken at the composition of the “ fat sheep ” analysed.

3-44 25-1 56-6 124 321 1103 1548 2-10 7-08 69-4 78-5

3-96 23-6 57'5 116 289 1144 1549 2-10 6-71 71-6 80-3

5’40 2.3-1 58-5 115 235 1269 1619 2-01 6-62 72-4 81-0

5-48 20-1 59-2 130 266 1458 1854 1-90 5-78 77-8 85-4

Means 2-03 6-55 72-8 81-3

two-thirds of tlie difference between the “store” and “ fat sheep ” an alysed.

tion of the “ fat sheep ” analysed.

6-20 15-6 58-3 55-3 118 732 905 2-10 6-67 71*8 1
80-6

6-10 16-1 57-9 52-0 111 677 840 2-10 6-86 70*7 79*7

6-03 18-9 57-1 58-3 121 730 909 2-17 7-68 65-4 75-3

6-04 13-9 58-6 65-0 136 822 1023 1-92 5-90 76-1 84-2

6-11 16-2 55-9 58-9 127 776 962 2-04 6-94 70*5 79*4

Means 2-07 6-81 70-9 79*8

General means of all 2-34 7-13 70*4 79*9

wool
;
the numbers for “ Class II.” will be the most excessive from this cause.

part 1. J Journal of the Eoyal Agricultural Society of England, vol. x. part 1.
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Table X.—Showing the Calculated Percentage Com-

j^ote .—In aU cases, Original Weiglit taken at the Composition of tke Store Pig

General particulars of the experiments.

Pens.

No.
of

ani-

mals.

Duration.

Description of fattening food. t

Actual weights (fresh),

in lbs.

Total non-

nitrogenous

substance,

to 1

nitrogenous

substance,

in food.Given in limited quantity.
1! . . 1

Given ad libitum.
j

Original.l
1

Final. Increase.

1

The “ Store
” and “ Fat

1

1

wks. dys.

191 88 3*0 /

10 0 None 1

Bran one part, bean and lentil meal

two parts, and barley meal three 103

Series 1. (For further particulars, see Jourual uF the

1

2

4

5

6

7

8

12

>8 0 *^

24

None
Indian meal

Indian meal and bran...

None
Bean and lentil meal ...

Bran

Bean and lentil meal, and bran

None {

Bean and lentil meal.

Bean and lentil meal.

Bean and lentil meal.

Indian meal

Indian meal

Indian meal

Indian nieal

Bean and lentil meal, Indian meal \
and bran, each ad libitum . . . . /

Means

440
422
427
431

445
415
432

429

743
758

679
652
743
724
779

685

3441 5763

303
336
252
221

298
309
347

256

2325

1-

99

2-

43

2-

91
6-61

4*65

5-69

4-26

3-

2S

3‘48

1 3

2 3

3 3

4 3

5 3

6 3

7 3

8 3

9 and 10 6

11 and 12 6

36

> 8 o<;

None
Barley meal

Bran
Barley meal and bran

.

None
Bean and lentil meal .

Bran
Bean and lentil meal, and bran

Series 2. (For further particulars, see Journal of the

2-17 I

None

.

None

,

Bean and lentil meal—
Bean and lentil meal...,

Bean and lentil meal...,

Bean and lentil meal...

Barley meal

Barley meal

Barley meal

Barley meal

Mixture of one part bran, two 1

parts barley meal, and three ?

parts beau and lentil meal . . .

.

J

Mixture of one part bran, twol

parts bean and lentil meal, and >

three parts barley meal J

Means

433
446
405
431
448
428
426
419

841

827

5104

628
730
647
671

739
679
703
606

1377

1444

8224

195
284
242
240

291
251

277
187

536

617

o.op

3-04

6-02

3'87

5*71

3*71

3*10

3*66

3120 I
3*37

Series 3. (For further particulars, see Journ al of the

1

2

4

4 }
»

Dried cod-fish

Dried cod-fish

Bran and Indian meal (equal parts)

Indian meal

632
647

955
1036

323

389 O

r-H

1
^
W

1

1

® Means 1279 1991 712 3*37

1

2

3

4

3

3

3
1 r
j>io o<j^

Lentil meal and bran ...

Lentil meal and bran ...

Lentil meal and bran ...

None {

Sugar
Starch

Sugar and starch

Lentils, bran, sugar, starch, each "l

ad libitum f

12 Means

General means ...|

Series 4. (For further particulars, see Report of the British

286
285
281

533
533
655

247
248
272

4*06

4*06

4*71

292 604 312 3*90

1144 2223 1079 4*17

* These figures are souiewhat corrected from those given in the Report ol the Riiti& i ssocia loi

as follows :-Mmeral matter 0-4.3, nitrogen 1-33 (equal about b db
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position of the Increase in Weight of Fattening Pigs.

analysed. Final Weight taken at the Composition of the “ Fat Pig ” analysed.

Increase

upon 100
original

weight.

Per cent,

carcass in

fasted

live-weight.

Consumed to produce 100 Increase in live-weight.

Mineral
Nitro-

genous
Total non-
nitrogenous

Fattymatter com- substance
(ash). pounds (including matter.

(dry). fat).

Total

dry

sub-

stance.

Calculated Composition of 100 Increuse in
live-weight.

Mineral

matter
(ash).

Nitro-

genous Non-nitro-
com- genous sub-
pounds stance (fat).

(dry).

Total dry

substance,

Pig ” actually analysed.

75*7
85*4 82-8 19-9 100 358 15-6 478 0-53* 7-76* 63-1* 71-4*

Royal Agricultural Society of England, vol. xiv. part 2.)

Royal Agricultural Society of England, vol. xiv. part 2.)

45-0 20-8 146
63-7 21-3 137
59-7 25’4 152
55-7 22-1 125
64-9 12-2 64
58-6 15-0 91
65-0 14-7 66
44-6 14-8 100

63-7 21-0 113

74-6 17-4 87

6m 18-7 105

86*4

87-0

96-8

106-8

83-1

80-1

81-7

80-8

15-8

15-2

14-5

14-7

81

81

74

82

330
329
351

320

427
425

439

417

0-48

0-48

0-58

0-70

7-53

7*58

7-

98

8-

17

64-1

63-9

62-0

59-9
94-3 81-4 15-0 80 332 427 0-56 7-81 62-5

0-06 6-44 71-5

317 10-5 484 — 0-66 4-56 84-1
374 12-5 533 0-03 6-37 71-9
348 13-5 525 — 0-04 6-07 73-8
378 14-8 525 -0-17 5-71 76-1
385 12-4 461 0-07 6-46 71-2
352 12-0 459 -0-08 5-98 74.4
378 14-1 460 0-07 6-46 71-3
372 14-6 491 -0-64 4.49 84-4

351 14-5 486 0-06 6-38 71-8

320 13-1 425 0-27 7-05 67-4

354 13-3 478 - 0*10 5-95 74-6
ll

68-9

79-

6

59-0

51-3

67-0

74-5

80-

3

59-7

QOOOOOQOCOOOOO

00

24-1

19-2

24-2

17-3

10-2

11-0

13-8

17-7

138
114

120

57
72
58

73

107

275
278
351

378
337
333
309

350

11-2

13-8

20-

5

26-3

21-

7

22-

5

21-4

20-4
1

437
412
496
452
420
401

396

474

0-16

0-36

-0-07
-0-36

0-10

0-26

0-37

-0-04

6-

73

7-

29

6-

03

5-

29
6

-

61

7-

02
7-32

6-05

69-6

65-9

74-2

79-0

70-4

67-5

65-7

73-9

76-

5

73-

6

80-1

84-0

77-

1

74-

9
73*4

79-8

67-5 83-5 17-0 93 323 19-5
1

433 0-09 6-54 70-8 77-4

88-0

78-

3

79-

8

81-7

77-8

80-

3

77-

8

88-2

78-

3

74-8

80*5

51-1

60-1

84-6

87-3
34-9

19-7
104

75

' F

326
287

25-1

20-9
1

464
1 382
1

— 0-37

— 0-05

5-

26
6

-

12

79'1

73-6

84-1

79-7
55-7 86-0 26-6 90 303 22-8 419 - 0-21 5-69 76-3 81-8

72-1

72-0

70-6

68-8

nitro7enorr 1^52, where the composition of the :mtro.enom compos*), 63-4 fat, and 7f8 total dry antataoce
MDCCCLIX.

,

4 A

nalysed “fat pig” is git
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It is obvious that the coi-rectness of the indications of these Tables wiU entirely

ditions), to which the dheot analytical data are tobe apphech

r. :;;s
«

..
j....

pZrL of dry substance than leaner ones, and as their dry

larger proportion of fat, and less of nitrogenous and mineral matters, u is c e ,

increme itself must contain a higher pei-cent^e °y°*’^
fj^^' ^Xof“he fattened

rrvtv well “It we might Lticipate ;
and they are, with some sUght qualifica-

tions, in the main consistent with the dis-ect results arrived at,

the increase of the individual fattened pig. It should be remaiked that p“
tie limals analysed, which form the basis of these estimates of the comp^-

tion of increase are given (see Table VII.) on the fasted hve-weight, so as to eh

nate as far as possible the influence of the variable amount of contents of stoma': is am

intestines The percentages thus calculated to the fasted Ine-vieig it, aie,^
,

the umposes of fhe Tables now under consideration, applied to the original and fin

weights of animals, in the imfasted condition. The tendency of

,

this head, would be slightly to rediwe our estimated percentages oifai and o

matter and slightly to raise those for the nitrogemus and mineral matteis.

1^^7e.JJoren, it was difficult to find the record of experiinents, in which tte

anlllt imd been fed over a period of time sufficiently long to

condition equal to that assumed between the Bullock taken as .

analysed as “ fat.” As is seen, in Table VIII., the calculation has, in all been mad

for ninety-eight an ;m a,1s
;
twelve of which were fed for nearly nineteen weeks , .

“eks Ld thh-ty-six for 26i weeks. It is probable that the estimate is the m^t

nemly correct for the thirty-six animals, whose period under experiment w as the s •

all whose proportion of increase upon 100 of their original wnight was the high^t

The mean of all the ninety-eight animals gives for the composiUon of w mat

per cent, of total di-y substance, of which 66-2 was fat, 7-67 dry “*tog™ous “niiMun^^^

and 1-47 mineral matter. These figures may, perhaps, be taken as pirtty nu 1

sentiim the average composition of the increase over the concluding peiio o > '

.

r mme, of animtls well fed on fattening food, and brought at last to a to- ^
of maturity and fatness. In passing a judgment as to the P-b"ecf n f nun

error, we should say, that the fat and total dry matter are moie likely

somewhat too high, and the nitrogenous matter somewhat 1°° 1°"'^

For sheep, the composition of the increase has been calculated fo
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lots of never less than four, and in some cases forty or more. These animals vrere all

carefully selected for the purposes of experiment ; their weights were accurately taken
at the diffeient periods; and, in most cases, the amount and the composition of the food
they consumed were determined. The compositions applied in the calculations to the
Ofigmal final weights respectively, of the different lots, are adopted, or deduced, from
those of the Sheep actually analysed, according to the reputed condition of the animals
at the commencement and the conclusion of the feeding experiments. In Class I. (see

Table IX. j, laige numbeis of animals were fed for a considerable period of time, from
a fair store to a fair condition. Accordingly, the composition of the “store
Sheep” analysed, is applied to the original weights, and that of the “ fat Sheep” to their
&ial weights. In Class II. the animals were fed from the “/«C’ to a very fat" con-
dition. In these cases, therefore, the original weights are calculated at the composition
of the “fat Sheep,” and the final weights at that of the “ extra-fat Sheep.” In Classes
III. and IV. the animals were taken in a partially fattened condition, and fed to that of
moderate fatness. The per cent, of carcass in fasted live-imight as given in the Table,
shows pretty well the comparative final condition of the different lots ; and this was
obviously not very mdely different, in Classes I., III., IV., and V. In Class III., how-
ever, the period of the feeding experiment was comparatively short

; and in Class IV.,
though the period was longer, the food was not so well adapted

; so that, in both these
cases, the proportion of increase to the original weight is seen to average only about
half as much as in Class I. Owing to the circumstances here enumerated, the compo-
sition of the original weights of the Sheep of Classes III. and IV. is taken at the mean
between that of the “store,” and that of the “fat Sheep,” analysed; and that of their
final weights at the composition of the “fat Sheep” itself. From considerations of a
similar nature, in Class V. the original weights are taken at a composition between that
of the “ store and that of the “ fat Sheep ”—but supposed to be two-thirds, instead of
only one-half, advanced towards the fatter state. The final weights are, as in most of
the cases, taken at the composition of the “ fat Sheep ” analysed.

It will not, of course, for a moment be supposed, that the differences indicated in
Table IX., between the composition of the increase of the animals of different breeds,
or those fed on different foods, are really to be attributed to the variations in those con-
ditions as there described. It is enough to claim, that the results, as a whole, give us
the best indication of the probable composition of the increase of fattening Sheep, at
present at command.

To^ go to the figures (see Table IX.), the increase of fattening Sheep appeared to
contain from 2 to 3 per cent, of mineral matter. Either of these estimates is, however,

^

doubtedly too high. The error is due to the amount of adventitious mineral matter
e ash of the wool, as before referred to, which happened to be the greater in

that of the fatter animals. It was still thought better to record the numbers in the
a e as calculation gave them, as it would thus be seen (with the explanation given)
e ow what amounts the truth must really fall. In fact, excluding altogether from the

4 A 2
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calculations the ash of the wool, the percentage of mineral matter m the mcrease

would appear to be certainly under 2, and sometimes imder per cent., for the cases

of the fattening Sheep given in the Table.
. . . ,

The average estimated percentage of nitrogenous compounds m the mcrease of the

fattening Bullocks, is 7-69
;
that for the fattening Sheep is, as would be expected,

somewhat less, namely, 7T3. The average estimated percentage of/ufm the mcrease

of the Oxen is 66-2
;
whilst that in the Sheep is 70-4. The direction of the difference

is here again, that which would be anticipated. Finally, the estimated percentage o

total dry substance in the mcrease of the Oxen, was 75-4; and that for the Sheep, was

79-9. Granting that the estimates for the composition of the mcrease of the Sheep, hke

those for that of the Oxen, are more probably too high than too low, stiB there cm e

little doubt, that, under at all comparable conditions, the mcrease of the fatten^ S eep

would contain a somewhat less proportion of nitrogenous matter, and a somewhat larger

one of both fat and total dry substance, than that of Oxen. On the other han(k common

observation would lead to the supposition, that the mcrease of the fattening Pig woidd

be less nitrogenous, and contain both more fat and more total diy substance, than that

of the Sheep.
. .

. .
. ^ ^ .

In Table X. are given the calculated estimates of the composition of the increas

about eighty fatteuing Kgs-divided into lots of three, four, or sLx animals each The

composition of the increase of the analysed “ fat Pig” (given at the top of the Table lor

the sake of comparison with the other estimates), shows 0-53 • per cent, of inmera.

matter, 7'76 per cent, of nitrogenous compounds, 63T per cent, of fat, and in a ,
i

per cent, of total dry substance. Against these numbers, which undoubtedly represent

the truth very closely for the particular case in question, the average of all the ot ler

estimates in the Table gives 0-06 per cent, of mineral matter, 644 per cent, of nitro-

genous compounds, 71-5 per cent, of fat, and 78-0 per cent, of total dry substance.

We have then, in the average of the estimated composition of the mcrease of the^e

numerous fattening Pigs, rather less mineral matter and nitrogenous compounds am

several per cent, more fat and total dry substance, than in that of the single analysed

“ fat Pig ” Most of the animals, the composition of whose increase is thus estimated,

were, however, in a somewhat further advanced condition, both at the commencement and
,

the conclusion of the experiment, than the single analysed “ fat Pig.” Some evidence ol

this is to be found in the relation of the “ original” weights, and of the percentages Oj
;

carcass in fasted live-weight, as recorded in the Table. It would theieloie in aU pn

bability be really the case, that in the average of the instances brought under the calcu-
|

lation, the increase would contain a less proportion of both mineral and mtiogenous i

matter, and a larger one of both fat and total dry substance, than that of the sing e
|

* These figures are somewhat corrected from those given in the Report of the British Association foi t

^ j

Advancement of Science for 1852, where the composition of the increase of this analysed “ iat pig is gn eij

as follows -.-mineral matter OAS, nitrogen IBS (equal about S'SS nitrogenous compounds), 63-1 tat,

71-8 total dry substance.
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analysed Pig. With regard to the amount of mineral matter in the increase, attention
should be called to the fact, that, according to the figures in the Table, it was always
very small; whilst, in many cases, there was apparently no increase whatever, but even
a loss of mineral matter during the fattening process. From the general character and
habits of the animal, and its known tendency to fatten rather than to grow, we should
indeed anticipate that the bony frame-work, which is the chief storehouse of mineral
matter, would develop proportionally much less in the fattening Pig, than in either
fattening Sheep or Oxen. Still, it would be hardly safe to assume, upon the evidence of
the analysis of two ammals alone, that there would frequently be an actual reduction of
the total mineral matter of the body, during the fattening period. The alternative is
to suppose, that the analysed fattened Pig was of rather lighter frame, than should
ha\e been, for strict comparison with the analysed leaner one.

The following is a Summary of these numerous estimates of the composition of the
increase offattening oxen, sheep, and pigs ;

—

Table XI. Summary of the Estimated Composition of the Increase of
fattening Oxen, Sheep, and Pigs.

Cases.

Calculated composition of 100 iTiCTQdHB
whilst fattening.

Mineral

matter.

Nitrogenous

compounds
(dry).

Fat.

Total

dry

substance.

Average for 98 Oxen
Average for 348 Sheep
Average for 80 Pigs
The analysed fat Pig

1*47

2-34*

0-06

0*53

7-69

7*13

6-

44

7-

76

66-2

70-

4

71-

5

63-1

75*4

79-9

78-0

71-4

Mean MO 7-26 67-8 76-2

^

It would appear, that we may probably estimate the increase in weight of liherallvpd Oxen, over six months or more of the final fattening period, to contain from 70 to
per cent, of its weight of total dry substance. Of this, by far the larger proportion,

say to 65 parts, will be fat ; 7 to 8 parts will be nitrogenous substance
; and 1 to

part mineral matter.
^

On the same plan of calculation, the final increase oi well-fed Sheep, fattening during
several months, will probably consist of 75 per cent., or more, of total dry substance; ofW 1C to 70 parts will be fat

; 7 to 8 parts nitrogenous compounds
; and (making

a owance for the error in the ash of the wool) perhaps about 1^ part of mineral matter.

_

The increase oi Pigs fedfor fresh pork, during the final two or three months on fatten-

substance, 63 to 68 per
cen . 0 tat, 6 to 8 per cent, nitrogenous substance, and considerably less than 1 per

of fhf

J

^ ^ ^ amount of adventitious matters in the woolot the sheep analysed-particularly the fatter ones.
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cent, of mineral matter. The increase over the last few

M for curino will however contain higher percentages of both fat and total^ su.

•{:fn^ZZZ ones of both nitrogenous compounds and mineral matter, than that

nf thp niorG niocl.Gr8itGly fattGiiGd. aninis-l-
r s-v, -f

From the whole of the evidence the striking fact appears, that about thi-ee-fourths o

the increase in live-weight of animals “feeding” for the

li*ri maftpr of somG kind. About two-tbirds of tbo gross incroasG wiU ^ '

Only about 7 or 8 per cent, of the gross increase, and scarcely more than one-tent o

S tot"substLe, will be nitrogenous compounds. Lastly, such ~e may

frequently contain less than 1, and seldom more than U per cent, of mineral m .

SECTION VIII.-EBLATION OF THE OONSTITTIESTS STOEED HP IS II™ TO

THOSE CONSHMED IN THE FOOD, BY FATTENING

1 Amunts of Mineral Matter, Nitrogmme Compounds, lion-nitrogenous sulstanee and

Zed4 Suistanee, stored up in Increase, for 100 of each, oonsunud rn Food.

Having now arrived at approximate estimates of the composition of the increase

accuLkted by certain animals, during the final fattening penod, it will be inteie hng

to consider the probable relation of the co,Muents so stored up

consumed in tU food which produced it. In the cases of most of the Sheep and ot

rr^igs, to whifh Tables IX, and X respectively refer, the amounts of certam o Im

1st ilortant constituents of the food, which were consumed to produce a gwen weight

of the Irease whose composition is there estimated, had previous^ been determined

aidle, for the sake of reference, recorded in the Tables, by the side of the—
composition of the increase itself which was due to their consumption, that u to .

by tbG sidG of thG GstimatGd amounts of minoral mattor, of mtrogGUOUs

non-nitrogenous organic substance, and of total dry substance,

riooibi of the increase in live-weight, there is recorded in the Tables^^the amou

of each of these consumed in the production of that 100 lbs. of increase, hh e hm e tllu

the easy means of estimating the proportion of each of these dasses '

stored up in the increase, for 100 parts of the same consumed in the
;

ThG results of such a calculation are given in Table XII. for the ditferent ots o eev.

and in Table XIII. for the diiferent lots of Pigs.
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Table X.II. Showing' tho Estimatod Proportion of certain constituents stored up in the
Increase of Weight of Fattening Sheep, for 100 of each, consumed in food.

General particulars of the experiments.
Amount of each class of constituents
stored up in increase for 100 of the

same consumed in food.

Breed.
Number

of

animals.

Dura-
tion.

Description of fattening food.
Mineral

Nitro-

genous
com-
pounds
(dry).

Non-ni-

trogenou.

sub-

stance.

Total

dry sub-

stance.Given in limited quantity.
Given

ad libitum.

matter
(ash)*.

Class I. (For data, see Class I. Table IX.)

Cotswolds

Leicesters

Cross-bred wethers
Cross-bred ewes
Hants downs
Sussex downs

46
40
40
40
40
40

wks. days.

19 5

20 0
20 0
20 0
26 0
26 0

Oilcake and clover hav
Oilcake and clover hay
Oilcake and clover hay
Oilcake and clover hay
Oilcake and clover hay
Oilcake and clover hay

Swedish turnips

Swedish turnips

Swedish turnips

Swedish turnips

Swedish turnips

Swedish turnips

3-98

3-15

3-24

3-25

3-40

3-30

4-43

3-39

3-60

3-

60

4-

28
4-16

11-6

120
11-6

11-8

10-3

10-3

9-60

9-48

9-31

9-40

8-49

8-44

Means 3-39 3-91 11-3 9-12

Class III. (For data, see Class III. Table IX.)

Hants downs
Hants downs
Hants downs

5
5

5

13 6
13 6
13 6

Oilcake

Oats

Clover chaff

Swedish turnips

Swedish turnips

Swedish turnips

416
5-73

3-98

401
7-07

7-44

111
100
90

9-33

9-45

8-49

Means 4-62 617 10-0 9’09

Class IV. (For data, see Class IV. Table IX.)

Hants downs
Hants downs
Hants downs
Hants downs

5

5

5

5

19 1

19 1

19 1

19 1

Oilcake

Linseed

Bariev

Malt

Clover chaff.

Clover chaff

Clover chaff.

Clover chaff.

1-69

1-81

1-75

1-46

2-20

2-32

2-82

217

6-3

6-2

5-7

5-3

5-07

519
5-00

4-61

Means 1-68 2-38 5-9 4-97

Class V. (For data, see Class V. Table IX.)

Hants downs
Hants downs ....

Hants downs

Hants downs .. .

Hants downs ....

4

5

4

4

5

10 0
10 0
10 0

10 0

10 0

Barley (ground)
Vlalt (ground) and malt dust. .

.

Barley (ground and steeped) . .

.

/ Malt (ground and steeped)
\

1 and malt dust
j

Vlalt (ground) and malt dust...

Mangolds
Mangolds
Mangolds

Mangolds

Mangolds

3-80

404
3-72

2-

95

3-

46

5-

65

6-

18
6-35

4-

34

5-

46

9-8

10-4

8-

9

9-

3

91

8-

91

9-

49
8-28

8-23

8-25

Means 3-59 5-60 9-5 8-63

General means... 3-27 4-41 9'4 806

Ihe amounts of “ mineral matter” are too high, owing to the adventitious matters retained by the wool.



Table XIII.—Showing the Estimated Proportion o£ certain constituents stored up m the

Increase of Weight of Fattening Pigs, for 100 of each, consumed m food.

1

2
4

5

6

7

8

12

General particulars of the experiments.
Amount o

increase

[ each, clas

;or 100 of

s of constituents stoi

the same consumed
-ed up in :

in food.
!

Pens.

Number
of

animals.

Dura-
tion.

Description of fattening food. Mineral
matter

(ash).

Nitro-

genous

com-
pounds
(dry).

Non-ni-
]

trogenous

sub-

stance.

Total

dry sub-

stance.

Fat. i

1

i

Given in limited

quantities.
Given ad libitum.

Tbe “Tat Pig” analysed.

l

1

wks.days.

10 0 None
1

Bran one part, bean and lentil meal 1

two parts, and barley meal three
j-

2-66 7-76 17-6

j

14-9 405
1

1

Series 1* (I’or data, see Series 1. Table X.).

8 0

None
Endian meal

Indian meal and bran

None
Bean and lentil meal

Bran
r Bean and lentil 1

\ meal, and bran J

None

Bean and lentil meal

.

Bean and lentil meal

.

Bean and lentil meal

.

Indian meal
Indian meal
Indian meal

Indian meal

Bean and lentil meal, Indian meal \
and bran, each ad libitum J

Means

0-68 4-88 25-3 17-5 621

1-86 6-39 23-7 17-9 477

0-33 5-02 21-1 16-1 362

2-09 9-28 20-9 18-6 300

0-99 9-18 20‘9 18-4 324

2-35 12-10 20-3 18-7 3<X>

2-71 10-03 21-3 18-5 307

-0-22 5-65 21-1 16-8 362

0-74 7-82 21-S 17-8
j

382

Series 2* (Tor data, see Series 2. Table X.).

I
i

3 )

2
i

3

3 3

4 3

5 3

6 3

7 3
V

8

9 and 10 3

1

11 and 12 3
1

8 0 .!

None
Barley meal

Bran
Barley meal and bran

None
Bean and lentil meal

Bran

f Bean and lentil \

\ meal, and bran J

None

None

Bean and lentil meal

Bean and lentil meal

Bean and lentil meal

Bean and lentil meal

Barley meal
Barley meal

[Barley meal

jBarley meal

Mixture of one part bran,two parts 1

barley meal, and tliree parts >

bean and lentil meal J

Mixture of one par-t bran, two parts 1

bean and lentil meal, and three v

parts barley meal

Means

-3-20
0-16

-0-16
—0-75
0-56

— 0'53

0-49

_4'33

0-27

1-58

-0-59

3 12
4-65

3-

99

4-

57
10-09

6-57

9-79

4-49

5-65

810

26-5

19-

2
21-2

20

-

1

18-5

21-1

18-9

22-7

20-4

21-1

6-10 1 210

lS-2

14-

7

15-

2

15-

6

16-

9

17-

5
16-9

ISO

161

17-6

16-7

801

575

547
514

574

620
5')6

578

495

1

^

2

4

4
. 8 0

1

Dried cod-fish

Dried cod-fish

Bran and Indian meal (equal pai-ts) -1-06
-0-26

5-06

8-16

24-

3

25-

6

18-1
i

315

,,„.9

1

Means -0-66 6-61 24-9 Uro

Series df (Tor data, see Series 4. Table X.).

Lentil meal and bran

Lentil meal and bran

Lentil meal and bran

None

Sugar
Starch

Sugar and starch •

Lentils, bran, sugar, starch, each \

ad libitum J

Means

General means

3-

07
3-18

4-

06

4-SO

3-78

0-58

9-30

9-36

10-78

9-96

9-85

7-34

19-4

19-4

17-

7

18-

7

18-8

21-2

=*< Joui-nal of the Royal Agricultural Society of England, vol. xiv.

t Report of the British Association for the Advancement of Science for 1854.

16-9

16-9

16-1

16-5

16-6

17-3 472
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It will be observed, by reference to the columns in Tables IX. and X. respectively, which

show the proportion of the total non-nitrocjenous to the total nitrogenous constituents

of the food, that it was in some cases nearly double as much as in others. It might be

m-ged, therefore, that it was quite irrelevant to apply one and the same composition to

the final weights of animals fattened on foods dififering so widely in this respect. It is

not denied, that, other things being equal, a highly nitrogenous food may give some
tendency to a greater proportion of increase in frame and flesh

; but all observation would
lead to the conclusion, that, at least with animals fattening under ordinary conditions,

this would happen but in a very limited degree ; in fact, by no means in anything like

a numerical proportion to the increased relation of the nitrogenous to the non-nitroge-

nous constituents of the food. It has been found, indeed, that as our current fattening

food-stufifs go, the increase in weight is more in proportion to the amount of digestible

non-nitrocjenous, or total dry organic substance^ than to that of the nitrogenous com-

pounds consumed. And, although with a high proportion of available wow-nitrogenous

matter in the food there is a somewhat less tendency to increase in frame, and a greater

one to fatten, yet animals which have been fed on very highly nitrogenous food, though

as a rule they have appeared to grow somewhat more, have nevertheless frequently been

extremely fat. Upon the whole then it is concluded, that the relation of the nitroge-

nous matter to the fat, in the increase of the fattening animal, is by no means increased

in the degree which might be expected, by a considerable increase in the proportion of

the nitrogenous to the non-nitrogenous compounds in the food. The proportion of the

nitrogenous matters in the increase is, there is little doubt, much more aflected by the

age and habits of the animal than by the proportion (if not below a certain limit) of

the nitrogenous constituents in the food. From these considerations, and owing to the

comparatively small proportion of the several constituents of the food actually stored

up and retained in the increase, any error arising from adopting the same composition
for the final weights of animals fattened on very various foods, u 111 be immaterial in

forming general and average estimates of the proportion of the constituents stored up in

the increase, to those consumed in the food. With these explanations ’ hen, and calling

attention to the reservations which they obviously imply, we adopt as they stand, for the

basis of our calculations, the records of constituents actually consumed, and the estimates
of the composition of the increase produced as given in Tables IX. and X. respectively,

and proceed at once to consider the indications so obtained.

From Table XII. it is seen, that taking the average of the numerous experiments with
Sheep, rather more than 3 per cent, of the total mineral moMer consumed in the fatten-

ing food would appear to be retained in the increase. Assuming the due correction made
foi the extraneous mineral matter in the wool of the fat animals analysed, the average
of the cases in question would show rather less than 3 per cent, of the mineral matter
consumed, to be stored up in the increase. In Class IV. dry food alone was given, and
such as contained a large proportion of mineral matter to digestible organic substance. In
this case, therefore, the 'proportion of the consumed mineral matter which appears to be

MDCCCLIX. 4 3
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stored up in increase, is relatively very small-namely,

Gasses however, in which there was ahmited propoi-tion of dry food, and the lem^a

“;d oT snoenlent roots, much more nearly represent the usual condrtrons of the food

of fattening Sheep. Upon the whole, it maybe concluded, as an average ”

Sheen fattening for the butcher on good mixed diet of dry and succulent food, that they

will certainly not carry off more, and perhaps frequently less, than 3 P®>-
^nt. o

^
sumed mineral matter. Were it not indeed that Sheep are now generally fattene

stiryoung and growing, the proportion of the mineral matter consumed which wodd

be rLinrf duruig the so-called fattening period, would probably be extremely sm. .

In fact it can hardly be greater, on the average, than above supposed, taking e w o e

Srtd of rsteLelf the animal. But it is obvious, that the proportion wdl depend

Lch more on the character of the food, as to the quantitative relation of frs n^en

matter to its available organic substance, than '^P°“ f
rate, the proportion of the mineral matter consumed by either store “

which is sent oft the farm in their bodies, is comparatively smaU; and from the p

centage indicated in the live^dgM of the animals in the different conditions as given m

™?VII., the annual exhaustion of the farm from the sale of known weights of animals

""xillo^'tfe^imated proportion of the total nitrogeno,. co.j,o,^s

retained in the increase of the fattening Sheep, to have been on a^mge, - A»n

5 per cent, of that consumed in the food. Assuming a liberal ninxed diet of succident

roots and dry food, it is probable that when the latter conskts chiefly of

or other highly nitrogenous matter, the proportion of the nitiogen consum

Te cmried offl the increase of animal, will be less than 6. and perhaps -en less thm.

4 per cent On the other hand, when the dry food consists to any great extent of ceical

grain or other food containing a comparatively low percentage of nitrogen, fr is probable

that more than 5 per cent, of the total nitrogen consumed will be earned off iii in

It will be observed, that on either supposition, the proportion ot nitrogen expne .

periled, or voided, will be considerably more than 90 per cent., whilst it may be more

than 95 per cent., of the total nitrogen consumed by the fattening Sheep.
^

It appears that for 100 parts of ?2ow-nitrogenous substance consumed m oo ,

were on the average (excluding Class IV.) about 10 stored up m the fatteiimg sheep, n.

mhstanoe of the food, about 8 or 9 of dry substance woidd appear

to be stored up in the increase of the animal. It will be remembered, that in th d

substance of the food of the Sheep, there is, compared with that of the Pig, a
,

•

Iger amount of indigestible woody fibre. There is, therefore, a larger propo.tioii ot

the consumed food necessarily at once effete.
i 1

1

r.uiTr iwire

Table XIII., which relates to the Pigs, would show that there is pro a y

as much dry substance stored up for 100 consumed, as in the case o{ Sheep. . e

ofM the estimates shows 17-3 per cent, of the consumed dry substance stored up in
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increase, against about 15 per cent, in the case of the Mirndma analysedfat mq. As
just stated, there were, in the case of the Sheep, only about 9 parts of dry substance
stored up in increase, for 100 total dry substance consumed.
For 100 of MOM-nitrogenous constituents of food, the Pigs would seem to have stored

up 20 or more oifat, whilst the Sheep yielded only half that amount.
Oi nitrogenous compounds again, it would appear, according to the estimates, that

there was on the average about one and a half time as much of the whole consumed
stored up in the increase, as in the case of Sheep. The average of the estimates for the
Pigs, shows 7-34 per cent, of the consumed nitrogen stored up, against 7-6 per cent, in
the case of ^e analysedfat pig. The greater the proportion of pulse in the fattening
tood of the Pig, the smaller will be the proportion of the whole nitrogen consumed
which will be stored up in the increase. And on the other hand, the larger the propor-
tion of cereal, with its comparatively small percentage of niti'ogen, the lai-ger will be the
proportion of the whole carried off in the increase in weight of the animals The
evidence at command would lead to the belief, however, that there is almost uniformly
less than 10 per cent., and sometimes perhaps as little as 5 per cent, of the nitrogen of
the food of fattening pig carried off in its increase.

It has already been pointed out, how small, in aU probability, was the percentage of
mineral matter m the increase of the rapidly fattening Pig. Eeasons were given for sup-
^smg, however, that our estimates might show it to be lower than really was the case.

ere IS little use therefore in examining at all closely results which are based upon
those doubtful estimates. Moreover as the mineral matter in the food varies very much
indeed m its proportion to those constituents which prominently rule the amount and
c aracter of the increase, the proportion of the mineral matter consumed by the fatten-
ing ig, as well as the fattening Sheep, which will be stored up in the increase, will bemuch more variable than that of the other constituents. It is sufficient to say, that in
the case of fattenmg Pigs at least, the proportion of the consumed mineral matter whichw no e reclaimed in the manure is almost immaterial.

Finally in regard to the results of Table XIII., it appears that for eveiy 100 parts of

the food), 400 to 600 parts of fat stored up in the increase of the animal. It is0 vious, t erefore, that there was a formation of fat in the animal body, from some other
constituent or constituents of the food. To this point we shall recur presently.

2. Armunts ofMiml Matter. Nitrogenous Compounds, Pat, and Total Dry Snlstance

lir oTi**
ofmatter expired,perspired, or voided,for 100 o/ CollectiveAJry oubstance consumed in Food.

of fert^Zro^

means of Tables XII. and XIII. shown the probable proportion of each

ta th?“ “ tr 1 ““ be stored up

wiU be weTlTVll r"® consumed in the food, it
O o ow up the illustration by showing, on the same basis of calculation,

4 B 2
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how much of the several constituents would be stored up in the increase /or 100 of the

collective dry substance of the foods consumed ;
and lastly, how much of the whole would

be expired, perspired, or voided. These particulars are shown in Table . for the

different sets of Sheep, and in Table XV. for the different sets of Pigs.

Table XIV.—Showing the Final Distribution of the Constituents of the Food

consumed by fattening Sheep.

General particulars of the experiment.

100 dry matter of Food gave

—

Stored up m Increase.

Expired.

aerspired.

or

voided.Breed.

Number
of

animals.

Duration.

Description of fattening food.
Mineral

matter

(ash*).

Nitro-

genous
com-
pounds
(dry).

Non- 1

nitro-
!

genous
'

sub-

stance

(fat).
1

Total

dry

Increase.

Given in limited quantity.
Given

ad libitum.

Class I. (For data, see Class I. Table IN.)

Cotswolds
Leicesters

Cross-bred wethers. .

.

Cross-bred ewes

Hants downs
Sussex downs

46
40
40
40
40
40

wks.days.

19 5

20 0
20 0
20 0
26 0
26 0

Oilcake and clover hay Swedish turnips

Oilcake and clover hay Swedish turnips

Oilcake and clover hay Swedish turnips

Oilcake and clover hay Swedish turnips

Oilcake and clover hay ISwedish turnips

Oilcake and clover hay Swedish turnips

0-26

023
0-24

0'24

0-26

0-25

0-92

073
077
078
0-93

0-90

8-41
!

8-53
1

8-29

8-39

7-30
i

7-29
:

9-60

9-48

9-31

941
8-49

8-44

9040
90-52

90 69

91^59

91 51

91 56

Means 0-25
j

0-84 8 03 9-12 9t>-8S

Class III. (For data, see Class III. Table IN.)

Hants downs
Hants downs
Hants downs

5

5

a

13 6

13 6

13 6

Oilcake

Oats

Clover chaff

Sw-edish turnips

Swedish turnips

Swedish turnips

0-23

0-25

0-24

077
0-88

0-85

8-32

8-32

7-40

9-31

9-45

8-49

90-69

90-

55

91-

51

Means 0-24 0-83 801 908 90 92

Class IV. (For data, see Class lY. Table IN.)

Hants downs
Hants downs
Hants downs
Hants downs

5

5

5

5

19 1

19 1

19 1

19 1

Oilcake

Linseed
Barley

Malt

Clover chaff

Clover chaff

Clover chaff

Clover chaff

0T3
014
012
0-10

0-46

0-43

0-41

0-31

4-48

4-62

4-47

4-20

5-07
' 5-19

5 00
4-61

;

94-93

I
94-81

1 95-00

95-39

Means 012 0-40 4-44 4-97 9.I-0.1

Class V. (For data, see Class Y. Table IN.)

Hants downs
Hants downs
Hants downs

Hants downs

Hants downs

4
5

4

4

5

10 0
10 0
10 0

10 0

10 0

Barley (ground)

Malt (ground) and malt dust..

Barley (ground and steeped) ..

J Malt (ground and steeped) \

1 and malt dust J

Malt (ground) and malt dust..

Mangolds
Mangolds
Mangolds

Mangolds

Mangolds

0-24

0-25

0-24

01

9

0-21

074
0-82

0-84

0-58

072

7-

93

8-

42
7-20

745

7-33

8-

91

9-

49
8-28

8-23

8-25

1
91-09

90-

51

91-

72

91-7/

91-75

91-37
Means 0-23 074 7-66

1

8-63

General means 021 072 713 :
8 06 91 94

1

* The estimated amounts of mineral matter are too high, owin' to the adventitious matter retained by the wool.
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Table XV.—Showing the Final Distribution of the Constituents of the Food

consumed by fattening Pigs.

General particulars of the experiment.

Pens.

Number
of

animals.

Duration.

Description of fattening food.

Given in limited

quantity.
Given ad libitum.

1

2

4

5

6

7

8

12

9 and 10

1 1 and 12

100 dry matter of Food gave

—

stored up in Increase.

Nitro- Non-
Mineral genous nitro-

matter com- genous

(ash). pounds substance

(dry). (fat).

Total

dry

Increase.

Expired,

per-

spired,

or

voided.

The “Eat Pig” analysed.

wks.days.

1 10 0 None
Bran one part, bean and lentil meal I

two parts, and barley meal three >

parts J

0-11 1‘62 13-20 14-94 85-06

Series 1 (Eor data, see Series 1. Table X.).

) 8 0

None Bean and lentil meal

Indian meal I Bean and lentil meal

Indian meal and branjBean and lentil meal

None Indian meal

Bean and lentil meal Indian meal

Bran Indian meal

i I Indian meal
L meal, and bran J

|

,, /
[Bean and lentil meal, Indian meal 1

M and bran, each ad libitum J

Means

0-04

009
- 0-01

-0-08

002
0-07

0 09

- 0-01

0 03

1-54

1-77

1-21

1-17

1-57

1-75

1-85

1 27

15-

93

16-

00

14-

95
17-48

16-76

16-83

16-59

15-

59

1 51 16-27

1751
17-86

16-15

18-58

18-35

18-68

18-53

16-84

17-81

82-49

82-

14

83-

85
81-42

81-65

81-32

81-47

83-16

82-19

Series 2 (Eor data, see Series 2. Table X.).

y 8 0^

None Bean and lentil meal

Barley nieal iBean and lentil meal

Bran Aean and lentil meal

Barley meal and bran

None
Bean and lentil meal
Bran

J Bean and lentil 1

\ meal, and bran J

None

None

Bean and lentil meal

Barley meal

Barley meal
Bat-ley meal

Barley meal

Mixture, one part bran, two parts

barley meal, and three parts

bean and lentil meal

Mixture, one part bran, two parts

bean and lentil meal, and three

parts barley meal

Means

-013
001

- 0-01

-0-03

0-02
- 0-02

0-01

-0-13

001

006

- 0-02

0 94 1737 18-18 81-82

1-19 13-49 14-69 85-31

1 15 14 06 15-20 84-80

1-09 14-50 15-56 84-44

1-40 15-45 16-87 83-13

1-30 16-21 17-49 82-51

1-40 15-50 1691 83-09

0-91 17-18 17-96 82-04

1-31 1477 16-11 83-89

1-66 15-88 17-60 82-40

1-23
1

15-44 16 66 83-34

Series 3 (Eor data, see Series 3. Table X.).

Series 4 (Eor data, see Series 4. Table X.).

1

2
4
4

1 Q r juried cod-fish

J L iDried cod-fish

Bran and Indian meal (equal parts)

Indian meal

-0-08
-0-01

1-13

1-60
1 7-05

19-27

18-12

20-86

81-88

79-14

Means -0-04 1-36 18-16 19-49 8051

1 3 ) ( Lentil meal and bran

Lentil meal and bran
Lentil meal and bran

None

on 1-76 15 01 16-88 83-12

2 3 0-11 1-78 15 04 16-94 83-06

3 3 VIO 04 0-13 1-82 14-13 16-08 83-92

4 3
J 1

Lentils, bran, sugar, starch, eachl

ad libitum J
0-19 1-96 14-36 16-50 83-50

Means 0-13 1-83 14-63 16-60 83-40

General means I
0-02 1-44 15-81 17-27 82-73
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As already explained, in the cases to which these and the preceding Tables relating

to Increase refer, the amounts and composition of the foods consumed to produce a given

amount of increase, were determined by actual experiment ;
and the composition of the

increase so produced, is deduced from that of the animals that were analysed. Thus, in

Table IX. for the Sheep, and in Table X. for the Pigs, are given the experimentalLy deter-

mined amounts of dry substance, «&c., consumed to produce 100 lbs. of increase in hve-

weight, and the estimated amounts of certain constituents in that 100 lbs. of increase.

It is obvious, therefore, that we have an easy means of calculating the amount of the

respective constituents stored up in increase, for 100 of dry matter consumed. The sum

of these makes up the total dry matter in increase for 100 dry matter in food ; and the

difference between this dry matter in increase and that in food represents the amount

expired, perspiredj, or voided. With these observations, the mode of construction of

Tables XIV. and XV. will be sufficiently intelligible.

It was seen (in Table XII.), that in the Sheep there was probably an average of about

9 parts dry substance fixed as increase for 100 consumed in food. Table XW'. shows

(taking the cases in which the food was of the most usual description) that about S

parts out of the 9 of dry increase were non-nitrogenous substance—that is fat. It re-

sults then, that for 100 of dry substance in food, there would be little more than 1 part

fixed in increase in other forms than fat -that is, as nitrogenous and mineral matters put

together. According to the Table there were only, m Class I., 0-84, in Class III. 0-83.

and in Class V. 0-74 part of nitrogenous substance retained in the increase of the animals

for 100 of collective dry substance in their food. The corresponding amoimts of mineral

matter fixed were, on the same basis of calculation, for Class I. 0'25, for Class III. 0’24,

and for Class V. 0-23. But if due allowance were made for the excess in the estimate

of the mineral matters in the increase, as before noticed, the average amount of them

stored up for 100 of dry food consumed, would, in the cases in question, be about 0’2.

Taking the average of the cases in which the Sheep were fed upon food of a nature

fairly representing that of the animals liberally fed for the butcher, it is assumed then,

that for 100 parts of dry matter of such food, only about 9 parts Avere stored up as increase.

There remained, therefore, 91 parts expired, perspired, or voided. In the food of Sheep

(and of oxen also), the proportion of so-called “woody fibre” is very much greater than m
that of Pigs. With the former, therefore, there Avill be a larger proportion of indigestible

matter voided than with the latter
;
and, as Avill presently be seen, with the larger pro-

portion of digestible or assimilable matter in the food of the fattening Pig, there is at

the same time a less proportion of the consumed dry substance exphed, persphed, or

voided.

At the head of the other results in Table XV. are given the amomits of the main

classes of constituents stored up in increase for 100 of collecthe diy matter in food in

the case of the analysed “fat Pig.” From the circumstances under Avhichthe data were

obtained in this particular instance, it may be assumed that the figm’es exceedingly

closely represent the actual facts. The indication is that, for 100 of dry matter of
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food consumed by this single fattening Pig, there were produced 14-94 parts of dry

substance of increase. Of these 14-94 parts of total dry increase, 13-2 were fat, 1-62

nitrogenous compounds, and 0-11 mineral matter. Against these numbers we have,

taking the average of all the other estimates (twenty-four in number, and comprising

80 animals), 17-27 total dry increase for 100 of dry food; of which 16-81 are esti-

mated as fat, 1-44 nitrogenous substance, and an insignificant amount of mineral matter.

It is admitted that the estimates in Table X.IV. relating to the Sheep, show a higher
proportion of mineral to other constituents, stored up, than was probably the fact. On
the other hand, the estimates of assimilated mineral matter in the case of the Pigs are

probably in error in the other direction. It is true, that Pigs, though young, if put upon
highly fattening food will grow comparatively little in frame, whilst Sheep, fed as they

now generally are at a comparatively early age, will develop more of hard bony struc-

ture. It would be expected, therefore, that the proportion of mineral matter in the

increase of fattening Sheep would be greater than that in fattening Pigs. Indeed, Table
VII. shows the percentage of mineral matter, in the total carcasses, to be more than
twice as much in the fattened Sheep analysed, as in the fat Pig. In the case of both
Sheep and Oxen moreover, there seems to be a striking parallelism in the proportion of
the mineral to the nitrogenous matters of growth

; whilst with the Pig, not only is the
actual amount of mineral matter much less, but its proportion to the nitrogenous matters
seems to decrease as the animals fatten. Thus, looking to the composition of the car-

casses alone, in which there would be no error in the mineral matter as when the hair or
wool with its extraneous dirt is brought into the calculation, it is found that the amount of
mineral matter to 1 of nitrogenous substance, was—in the lean Ox 0-31, in the fat Ox 0-30,

in the store Sheep 0-30, in the fat Sheep 0-30, and in the very fat Sheep 0-30. On the
other hand, in the carcass of the store Pig, the proportion of mineral matter to 1 of
nitrogenous substance was 0-183, and in that of the fat Pig it was less still, or 0-133.
From these considerations it is obvious, that the amount of mineral matter in the increase
of the fattening Pig, will be much less both in proportion to the total increase itself, and
to the coincidently accumulated nitrogenous compounds, than in that of the Sheep. The
distinctions which the Tables relating to the composition of increase show, between the
two descriptions of animal in this respect, are then, without doubt, correct in the main ;

—

that is to say, at least in their direction^ though probably not in the degree which the
actual figures indicate. It is pretty certain that the estimates of mineral matter in the
increase of the Sheep are somewhat too high

; and unless it be admitted as probable, that
Pigs rapidly increasing in weight under the fattening process, may sometimes not only
not fix any mineral matter whatever, but even lose some of that ah-eady fixed, it must
be concluded, that the Pig killed and analysed as fat, had too small a proportion of bony
stiucture to be strictly comparable with the one analysed in the leaner state.

It will be obvious, from the very nature of the subject, that these estimates of the
composition of increase^ must only be taken as applicable for any general purposes, after
due regard to the various qualifying circumstances which have been pointed out.
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It will be remembered, that in the average of the cases in which the Sheep had been

fed upon a liberal mixed diet of dry food and succulent roots-atoittedly

conditions for their increase-they gave orrly about 9 per cent of dry mcrease, for 100

dry substance of food. The average of the 24 lots of Pigs (80 animals) shojs on the

other hand, nearly double as much, or IT'27 parts of dry mcrease, or o y oo

consumed. The yield of fat, and of nitrogenous compounds, of which these 1 .
.
pans

are chiefly made up, is of course higher in a con'esponding degree. en it is ome

in mind, however, that the natural fattening food of the Pig consists chiefly of npene

seeds containing little indigestible woody flbre, or immatoed vegetable products and

that that of the Sheep contains a large proportion of woody flbre, and also muc o c

less highly elaborated vegetable compounds, it wiU not appear siu-prising, that 100 paits

of the dry substance of the food of the Pig should yield so much more of diy anima,

increase, than 100 parts of that of the Sheep. It residts, of course that of the fatte^

food of the Pig, a less proportion of the dry substance than of that of Sheep, wi e

eM, persinred, or voided. In the case of the Sheep, it was assumed, as the avemge

of the cases wherein the food was of the most favomable kind, that about 91 pel cent,

of the chy substance consumed were in some form expired, perspued, or voided In the

case of the single analysed Pig, only 85 parts were expired, perspired, or voided, tor 100

of diy matter consumed in food. And, taking the average of the twenty -foui lots com-

prising the eighty animals, calculation shows only 82-7 parts of collectii e diy su stance

expired, perspired, or voided, for 100 consumed in the food.

In speaking of the proportion of dry substance stored up in increase, lor a gixei.

amount consumed in food, it will not for a moment be assumed, that it is herem imphed

that the relation of the ultimate elements is the same in the diy matter assimilated and

fixed, and in that given off in the various forms from the system. The leiy laiioiis

amounts, respectively of mineral matter, of nitrogenous compounds, and

genous substance (fat), stored up for 100 of each consumed (as shonm in Tables Ml.

and XIII.), give some means of judging how different must be the ultimate composinoii

of the gross diy matter fixed in the body, from that of the matters of the food ehiin-

nated from it. It is not within the scope and object of the present Paper, to giie aiiy

further indication of the composition of the matters collectively given off from the body

ill relation to those taken as food, than is implied in the figures in the Ta es jusl

referred to, which show the amounts of certain constituents stored up foi a given amount

consuined-the complementary quantity being of course that which is expired persjivd.

or voided. Still less is it to our present purpose, to show the proportion ot the i eieii

constituents of the matters collectively given out from the body, which wdl be respect-

ively exhaled by the lungs, perspired by the skin, or voided iii the iqui oi le so u

form. There is, however, one point in connection with the difference betiieen le is t

mate composition of the dry substance of increase, and that of the compounds ot tho

food which produced it, which may be here appropriately illustrated ;
t us is, “

‘‘y
‘

tion of thefat in the mcrease, to the /(it and other matters m the food, which y le i e i

.
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3. Relation of the Fat stored up in the Increase, to the ready-formed Fat, and other

Constituents, consumed in the Food ; &c.

The amount oifat in the food of the ditferent lots of Sheep which have served in the

foregoing illustrations, was not determined, so that the relation of that estimated as

stored up in increase, to that ready-formed in the food, cannot be shown in their case.

In the majority of the experiments with the Pigs, the amount of ready-formed fat in

the food was determined. The amount stored up in the increase, has also been legiti-

mately deduced from experimental evidence. The results show, as already noticed, that

there were on the average, between 400 and 600 parts of Fat stored up in the increase,

for 100 of Fatty matter consumed in food. In the case of the analysed fat Pig, there

were 405 parts of Fat stored up for 100 consumed. The result in this instance was

obtained in as direct a manner as the nature of the question will admit of, and it may
be taken as representing the truth very closely. The average of the other experiments

shows 472 parts of Fat in increase, for 100 ready-formed in food. Nor is there much
reason to doubt the general accuracy of this latter indication. Upon the whole, it is

obnous, that a large proportion of the Fat of the fattening animal {^produced from other

constituents than Fat in the food. Attention has elsewhere been called to the evidence

of this, afforded in the instance of the analysed fat Pig *. It was shown that in its case

rather more than three-fourths of the Fat of the increase gained on the fattening food,

must have been formed in the body from other constituents ; and it was pointed out,

that if the produced Fat were due to the Starch of the food, it would require about 2^
parts of that substance, to yield 1 part of Fat. On this supposition, it is obvious, that a

much larger proportion of the non-nitrogenous constituents of the food, will directly

contribute to the non-nitrogenous substance of the increase (fat), than is represented by

the total amount of the Fat itself, stored up. It is equally obvious, that the proportion

of the total dry substance of the food consumed, which has (if we may draw such a

distinction) directly contributed to the dry matter of increase, including the produced

Fat, will be much greater than that indicated by the total amount of the dry substance

of the increase. The proportion which is expired, perspired, or voided, without having,

in the sense implied, directly contributed to increase, will, of course, in a complementary
degree, be less than the total amount represented as expired, perspired, or voided.

To illustrate, numerically, the points above alluded to, there are shown, in Table XVI.,
for the analysed fat Pig, and for most of the sets of Pigs before under consideration

—

the amount of Fat stored up in the increase for 100 of dry matter of food consumed;
the proportion of Fat already formed in the food ; the amount that must have been pro-
duced from other compounds

; the amount of Starch that would be required if the pro-

duced Fat were formed from it; the proportion of the total dry matter consumed, which
would be thus required directly to contribute to the fixed increase ; and lastly, the pro-

portion that would be expired, perspired, or voided, without thus directly contributing

to the fixed increase.

* Keport of the British Association for the Advancement of Science for 1852.
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Both practical and chemical considerations seem to indicate that Fat may be produced
in the animal body, by the transformation within it of nitrogenous compounds. But it

seems probable, that at least the main source of the produced Fat will be the wow-

nitrogenous constituents of the food. Of these, particularly in the fattening food of

Pigs, the most prominent item is starch. It seemed desirable, therefore, to adopt this

substance as the basis of the illustration of the probable amount of the constituents

involved in the formation of the produced Fat, in the experiments in question.

The question arises, how much Starch will be requmed for the production of a given
amount of Fat 1 At present but little is known as to the relative proportions in which
the different Fats exist in different animals. Nor are chemists agreed as to the formulee
to be gi\en to the several natural animal Fats. It would only be a doubtful refinement,

therefore, to adopt for our purpose the exact rational formula given for any one of the
more important fatty bodies, and from it to calculate, in equivalents, the amount of Starch
required to produce an equivalent of the Fat, and also the number of equivalents of the
collateral products. It is better to adopt an average percentage composition merely

;

and for want of more exact data, we take the mean of the three most important animal
fats—namely, tri-stearine, tri-margarine, and tri-oleine. This gives, in round numbers,
/7 per cent, of carbon, 12 per cent, of hydrogen, and 11 per cent, of oxygen for the
crude mixed fats. It may be mentioned, however, that tri-oleine is stated to be in

laiger proportion to the other fats in Pigs, than in either Sheep or Oxen. Assuming
the oxygen which is eliminated in the formation of Fat from Starch, to go off with a
portion of its hydrogen in the form of water, and the remainder with carbon in the form
of carbonic acid, it would require as a minimum, 2-45 parts by weight of Starch to con-
tribute to the formation of one part by weight of the mixed Fats -f- the collaterally

formed water and carbonic acid. If the stearine predominated, this mode of calculation
would show the amount of Starch required to be rather higher, and if the oleine, rather
lower than 2-45 for 1 of the Fat. As the above number is the lowest amount of Starch
which would, in the manner supposed, yield 1 part of the mixed Fats of the percentage
composition above assumed, we may adopt the convenient round number 2-5 as the
amount of Starch probably on the average required for the formation of 1 part of the
mixed Fats of the body, when these have their source in that substance. This number
then (2-5), is that by which we multiply, for the purposes of the Table, the amount of
the estimated Fat m the increase of the Pigs, over and above the readyformed fojt they
consumed in them food, to ascertain the amount of the dry substance in the food (if in
the form of starch), required for the production of that amount of Fat which could not
have been directly derived from the food as such, and must therefore have heen formed
within the body of the animal. Whilst adopting the mode of calculation here described,
as usefully, and sufficiently closely, illustrating the point in question, it may be remarked
m passing, that when Fat is formed from the nitrogenous compounds in the body, a less
amount of dry substance of the food would then be required for the formation of a given
amount of Fat, than when it is produced from Starch. On the other hand, if Sugar were

4 c 2
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the source of the Fat, a rather larger quantity than of Starch would be requn-ed. Ot

the pecUne bodies, again, which enter so largely into the roots which frequently constitute

a large proportion of the fattening food of sheep and oxen, the quantity requu-ed would.

on the same mode of calculation, be still more than of Sugar.

On a former occasion, it was shown, that according to the mode of estimation here

supposed, the 15 parts of dry solid increase yielded during the fattenmg process by the

analysed fat Pig for 100 parts of dry matter of food consumed, would have required

for its formation about 30 parts of the dry substance of the food consumed. The actual

tiffures relating to this single animal are given in Table XVI., at the head of the respective

columns which refer to the numerous lots of Pigs, the Fat in whose food was determmed

by analysis, and that in their increase estimated.
^ . -d-

For 100 dry matter in food, the dry matter in the increase of the analysed fat Pig uas

14-94, and that taking the average of all the other cases in which the Fat m the food

was determined was 17-40. Of these amounts of total dry substance assimilated, I-d--

xn the case of the single fat Pig, and 16-04 in the average of the other lots, are esti-

mated as Fat.
. , o OP ^ {

Of the 13-2 parts of Fat stored up in the increase of the smgle ammal, 3-^6 oiili (pro-

vided the whole supplied had been taken up) could have been derived from the Fat m

the food. At least 9-94 parts must, therefore, have been formed in the body o. tie

animal from some other constituent or constituents. If the constituent in quebtion

were primarily Starch, it would, on our basis of calculation, require 24-8 paris o >

Starch for the formation of the 9-94 parts of^produced Fat. Of ready-formed Fat m t c

food, and Starch, thus contributing to the formation of Fat, taken together, there uom

therefore be 28-11 parts out of 100 of dry matter of food consumed, dn-ectly enpged

in the storing up in the body, of the 13-2 parts of Fat. If we add to this, the T - 3 part

of nitrogenous and mineral matters at the same time fixed in the increase, we hmc

29-84 parts out of the 100 of dry matter of food consumed, directly contributing, m the

sense supposed, to the production of the 14-94 parts only, of dry increase. In t le

particular sense here implied, therefore, there would be only 70-16 parts of t le

^

o

dry matter of the food expired, perspired, or voided, mthout thus directly contn muig

to increase; instead of 85-06 parts, which is the ditference between the 100 ot dri

matter in food, and the 14-94 only, of dry substance actually stored up.

Following the same line of illustration for the average result of all the other experi-

ments cited, it appears that for 16-04 parts of Fat stored up in increase, for 100 ot di>

matter of food consumed, only 3-96 parts could have been derived riom ready-formed

fatty matter supplied in the food. At least 12-08 p-arts must, therefore, Iniie been

formed from other substances. If from Starch, it would require, at the rate ot ^ h pai ^

Starch for 1 of Fat, 30-2 parts of that substance for the formation of the 12 8 parts ot

the produced fat. The ready-formed Fat, and the Starch, together thus contributing to

the 16-04 parts of Fat in the increase, would amount to 34-16 parts of the 1 o

food consumed. There were, further, 1-36 part of nitrogenous and mineral matteis
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assimilated. In all therefore, 36 ’62 parts out of 100 of gross dry matter of food, con-

tributed in this comparatively direct manner, to the formation of the 17-4 parts of gross

dry increase.

In the case of the single animal, therefore, the indication is, that, owing to the large

proportion of the stored-up Fat which must have been actually formed within the body,

it would require, if the source of the produced Fat were Starch, 29-84 parts of dry sub-

stance out of every 100 consumed in food, to minister in this direct manner to the pro-

duction of only 14-94 parts of dry animal increase. Owing to the same circumstance it

is, that, on the average of the other instances, 35-62 parts out of 100 of dry substance

consumed may, in the same manner, be estimated as directly engaged in the storing up

of only 17-4 parts of dry increase. It is worthy of remark, that in thus assuming Starch

to have been the source of the produced Fat, and in adopting its numerical equivalent

for that pm-pose as above described, the resulting figures, in both cases, show almost

exactly twice as much of dry substance of food thus more directly contributing to the

formation of increase, as there was of dry substance in the increase which was produced.

In the case of Pigs fed on good food, it would appear that about one-third of the whole

dry substance consumed may be so devoted. About two-thirds, therefore, will, if at all,

only in a less dfiect manner, contribute to the production of increase. A large pro-

portion will serve, more or less directly, for respiration only, or for the supply of mate-

rial for the transformations constantly going on in the body independently of any

increase in weight. And, besides the matters voided as indigestible, and necessarily

effete, a larger or smaller quantity, according to the excess of the food, will pass off'

unused and comparatively unchanged.

As before stated, as the particular foods upon which the experimental sheep were fed

had not their amounts of Fat determined, similar estimates cannot be made in regard to

them as to the pigs. From a general knowledge, however, of the character of the

fattening food of both Oxen and Sheep, considered in relation to the amount of increase

it yields, and to the probable composition of that increase, there cannot be any doubt that

in their case, as well as that of Pigs, a large amount of Fat will frequently he formed in

the body from other constituents of the food. But the food ofOxen and Sheep, compared
with that of the Pig, contains a large proportion of indigestible woody fibre ; and it has

been seen, that in the case of Sheep, there was only about half as much dry increase

produced for 100 of dry matter of food consumed, as in the case of Pigs. The propor-

tion of Fat in the dry increase of the highly fed Sheep, for 100 of dry matter of food

consumed, is also only half as great as in the case of the Pig. Its food, moreover, is

frequently much more oleaginous. It would appear, then, that on the average, there

will not only be less Fat formed by the Sheep for a given amount of dry matter con-

sumed, but there will be a far less proportion of the consumed dry matter of its food

appropriated in the direct production, so to speak, of the total dry increase. On the

other hand, as before remarked, in the food of Oxen and Sheep, there will be a less

proportion of Starch, and a larger one of Pectine bodies, than in that of Pigs. And
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so far as Pectine, rather than Starch, may sei*ve for the formation of Fat, the amount of

the dry substance of the food required directly to contribute to the increase, Avill be

somewhat the greater.

From the whole of the foregoing considerations bearing upon the relation of the con-

stituents of increase to those of the food consumed to produce it, it appears, that a large

proportion of the Fat, of which the increase of the so-called fattening animals so larply

consists, may be formed in the body from other compounds of the food.
^

Of the nitrcr

genous compounds, on the other hand, it is probable that frequently as little, and even

less than 5 per cent, of the whole consumed, will be found finally stored up m the

increase of the animal. Of the mineral matter of the food, a less proportion stm than

of the nitrogenous compounds, will, especially in the case of Pigs, be thus retained in the

increase.

It is not the province of the present Paper, nor are the facts applicable to such a pur

pose, to consider the chemical and physiological changes undergone, or the offices sub-

served, by the—say 95 per cent, of the consumed nitrogenous compoimds in theri passage

through the system. But, it may be remarked, that from the form m which a lai'gc

proportion of them leaves the body, it is to be concluded that the) must have entered

into its fluids, if not its solid structures, and therein been subjected to oxidation and trans-

formation. That this must serve some essential purpose, even in the processes ol fat-

tening animals subject to little muscular movement, there cannot be a doubt*. It is

indeed certain, that if the animals are to store up as much as they can do of matters

not containing nitrogen, a very large amount of nitrogen must pass thioiigh the bodt.

compared with that which is finally retained in the increase. That this apparently

excessive supply of nitrogenous compounds, independently of any mere influence on the

activity of the functions or processes of the body, may itself yield up the elements tor

the formation of Fat, is highly probable.

Since it is found that by far the larger proportion of the solid increase of so-called

fattening animals is really Fat itself—since it is probable that at least a great part o± the

Fat formed in the body is normally derived from Starch and other ';?o??-nitrogenous con-

stituents of the food,—and since the current fattening foods contain so very much iiioie

of nitrogen than is eventually retained in the increase—it cannot be surprising, that the

tendency of the results of all careful feeding experiments should be to shou ,
that the

limit of applicability of the estimate of the comparative value of foods, according to

tlreir percentage of nitrogenous compounds, is in practice very easily reached. I lac-

tically, indeed, the amount of increase is much more frequently dependent on the pio

portion in the food, of the digestible and assimilable «o«-nitrogenous compounds, than

* We have found in the case of Pigs, that by far the larger portion of the niti'ogen consumed in the

fattening food, passed off in the form of Urea. This was the case nith animals kept almost entirely u ithout

movement
;
and it was equally so, whether the food contained the proportion of nitrogenous to non-nitro-

o-enous constituents, as in the Cereal grains
;
or the much higher amount and proportion of the former, as in

Leguminous seeds.
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on that of the nitrogenous ones. In fact, when we reflect upon what we already know
of the relations of the constituents of the animal body to those taken into it as food-
thanks more particularly to Mulder, to Boussingault, and to Liebig

—

and when we
furthei consider the facts now adduced as to the Composition of Increase^ it would seem
httle else than a truism to say, that as our fattening food-stufis go, their comparative
values, as such*, are not determinable by their percentage of nitrogenous compounds.
In the absence of sufiicient direct evidence, such as we have endeavoured to supply, as
to the probable composition of the increase of animals feeding for the butcher, an oppo-
site opmion has generally been maintained. A. consideration of the essentialness of the
nitrogenous compounds of food, for the formation of the most important animal struc-
tures, has doubtless had much to do with determining the view in question

; and it

would seem, that keeping this point very prominently in view, it has been assumed,
without the requisite experimental data, that these essential nitrogenous compounds
were geneially relatively deflcient in our current foods. It would be more nearly true
to say, that the digestible and assimilable wow-nitrogenous constituents are generally in
defect relatively to the digestible and assimilable nitrogenous compounds in our foods.
The comparative values of food-stufls are, however, not to be unconditionally deter-

mined by their percentage of either of these equally important classes of constituents.
It has, rt rs true, been frequently maintained, that a certain relation of the one class of
constituents to the other, varying according to circumstances, is essential in a truly
rational diet. But the practical bearings of the principle, seem to have been lost sight
of by some of those who have the most prominently insisted upon it in its abstract form,
as soon as they came to estimate, according to analysis, the comparative values of
difierent foods.

The lecords of the numerous ultimate analyses of foods which have been hitherto
made, are nevertheless of high value and interest in a statistical point of view. But
now possessing them, as the basis of certain general estimates, the next desideratum is

to examine more closely into the nature and condition of the proximate compounds
of food-stuffs—to distinguish those which are digestible and assimilable, from those
which are not so—to determine the comparative values of the comparable or mutually
replaceable portions (both intrinsically and according to the varying exigencies of the
system)—and above all, to flx our standards of comparative value with more of reference
to direct experimental evidence on the point, and to existing knowledge of the compo-
sition of animal bodies, than has been hitherto usual or even possible.

* As, however, the manure from highly nitrogenous foods is the most valuable, it frequently becomes, in
this point of view, the interest of the farmer—provided the character be in other respects equal—to purchase
and use those having the higher amounts of nitrogen.
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« TY AVEEAGE ACTUAL WEIGHTS, AXD AYEEAGE PEECEXTAGE PEOPOE-

HONsl™ LtIEE bodies, OE THE IXDITIDUAL OEG O-S OTHH

SEPABATED PAETS, OE ANIMALS OE DIEEEEENT DESCEI ^ ,

DIEEEEENT CONDITIONS OE GEOWTH AND EATNESS.

Hitherto, we have endeavoured to illustrate, by means of a large amount of labo-

riously accumulated experimental data, the actual and comparatiye gross comppsmon oi

certail collective portions, and of the entile bodies, of animals of different descnptions.

aldt different stages of growth and fatness. By the aid of the information so denved.

we have sought to estimate the probable composition of the Increase of the amm^

whUst fattening, and to show the relation of certain important constituents of the

increase to those in the food consumed. The results arrived at, imder these heads,

comprise the most important which the inquiry can furnish, so far as its apphcation to

Agriculture and Dietetics is concerned. It seems desmable, howeier, at east to pron e

soL materials for the study of the question of the feeding of ammals, from a somew a

more Physiological point of view. The data acquired with this ™w, relate to the actual

wmMs and the proportion in the entire body, of the individual organs, and cei am

more arbitrarily separated parts. In the selection of subjects m which to deteimi

these points, J was sought-both to take a sufficient number, to secure pretty tai,

average results for the different descriptions of animal-and, as far as possible, o pr

vide the means of tracing the tendency of the relative development of the different pa s.

as the animals grew and fattened.

to all, betwefn 800 and 400 animals-Bullocks, Sheep, and Pigs-have been opmat d

upon. The plan was, to determine the livelvelghU of the ammals just before bein,

sLghtered; and as soon as possible afterwards (so as to lessen the error ansmg lom

evaporation), the weights of their ~cs, of each of tie

"J'";;”'',”
some other separated parts. The results for each of the indmdual

^ ^
actual weights, and the calculated percentages in the entire body-aie ^
ence in Tables XV. to LXIV. inclusive, in the Appendix. Of these. Tables X

.

^

Will XIX XX., XXI. and XXII., which now follow, are Summaries; and i.

them the results will be found in sufficient detail to bring to view the few mam points,

to which alone, special attention will be directed.
, . „ ,

,

In Table XVII. are given the mean aetnal weiijhts, and m Table Xi . J

centayes in the entire body, of the different organs and parts of ^ Calros, “ --

and 14 Bullocks. Among these, are included the calf and the 2 bulloc ‘s se ec
^

and kiUed for analysis. The remainder were slaughtered for ordinary ' “ “

were taken without any special selection, so as to afford fair average lesu s. -

relating to these animals are not particulai'ly calculated (as those lefeiiing

will be found to be) to illustrate the comparative chai'acters at different stages o gio •

and fatness. By the side of the mean, or average results, however, are pyen

Sth actual anJ percentage), for the individual Calf, the “Half-fat Bullock,’ and the

“ Fat Bullock,” which were selected for analysis.
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In Tables XVIII. and XXI. are arranged, respectively, the mean actual weights, and

the mean 'percentages in the entire animal, of the individual organs, &c., of 249 Sheep,

dhided mto 5 Classes, according to age, condition of maturity and fatness, and mode of

feeding. Thus, there are given, the average results of :

—

5 Sheep, each of a different Breed, which were killed in the store condition, in

order to provide a standard with which to compare the others

;

100 Sheep, comprising a number from six different Breeds, all fed upon good fat-

tening food, and under cover, during a period of five or six months, com-
mencing at the age and stage of progress at which the 5 store or standard

animals above mentioned were taken

;

45 Sheep, from the same six Breeds as the last, but fed from the point at which
they were slaughtered, for about six or seven months longer (though not

under cover), until more than ordinarily fat, or in the condition of so-called

“ Christmas mutton

78 Sheep, all of one Breed, but divided into a number of lots, each with a

diflFerent kind of diet, but fed to a medium degree of fatness

;

21 Sheep, from several different Breeds, all fed and slaughtered as “ Christmas
mutton.”

By the side of the columns showing the mean results for each of these 5 different

Classes of Sheep, and for the whole 249 animals, respectively, are also given

the results for the Fat Lamb, and for each of the 4 individual Sheep which
were selected and killed in different conditions, for the purposes of analysis.

Table XIX. gives the means of the actual weights, and Table XXII. of the percent-

ages, of the organs and parts of 69 Pigs; allotted into 7 Classes, distinguished one from
another chiefly by the different character of the food, and the consequent and observed
varying degree of growth and maturity. The separate results for each of the 2 animals
selected and slaughtered for analysis are also given.

Lastly, in Table XXIII. are brought together, at one view, the general averages (both
actual and percentage), for each of the three descriptions of animal', that is to say,

the means, side by side, respectively of 16 Heifers and Bullocks, 249 Sheep, and
59 Pigs.

4 DMDCCCLIX.
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This

amount

includes

the

Wombs

of

the

Heifers,

one

of

which

was

with

Calf.
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*

For

comparison

with

the

other

results

in

this

Table,

the

head

(with

brains),

feet,

and

tail,

of

the

two

analysed

Pigs,

are

here

excluded
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the

Offal,

and

included

with
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according

to

usual
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of

the

Butcher

with

Pigs.
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On the condensed, though still voluminous record of facts, relating to this branch of

the inquiry, which these Tables (XVIL-—^XXIII. inclusive) provide, our space and more
special objects will allow but a few short comments.

A few words may fii’st be otfered directing attention to the more prominent points of
distinction between the different descriptions of animal—Oxen, Sheep, and Pigs as

regards the amount, and the proportion in the whole body, of their respective organs
and parts.

An examination of Table XXIII. will show, that the stomachs and contents, consti-

tuted in the Oxen about 11-^, in the Sheep about 7^, and in the Pig only about per
cent, of the entire weight of the body. The intestines and their contents, on the other
hand, stand in an opposite relation. Thus, of the entire body of the Pig, these amounted
to about 61 per cent., of that of the Sheep to about 31 per cent., and of that of Oxen to
only about 2^ pei cent. These facts are of considerable interest, when it is borne in
mind, that in the food of the Ruminant there is so large a proportion of indigestible

Woody-fibre, and in that of the well-fed Pig a comparatively large proportion of Starch
the primary transformations of which are supposed to take place chiefly after leaving

the stomach, and more or less throughout the intestinal canal. Again, of the masses of
internal “loose fat,” with its connecting membrane, the Bullocks yielded about 4i per
cent., the Sheep about 7f ,

and the Pig little more than Ii per cent. The Pig, therefore,
with its much less proportion of alimentary organs, has also a much less proportion to the
whole body, of the fat which surrounds them. With regard to the much larger amount
of this sort of fat indicated in the Sheep than in the Oxen, it may be remarked, that a
considerable proportion of the Sheep which contribute to these recorded averages,
were, compared with the Oxen, in more than a corresponding degree of maturity and
fatness.

Takmg together, stomachs, small intestines, large intestines, and their respective
contents, the Oxen yielded rather more than 14 per cent., the Sheep a little less than
11 per cent., and the Pigs about 7\ per cent. With these great variations in the pro-
poition in the diflerent animals, of these receptacles and fu’st laboratories of the food,
with their contents, the further elaborating organs (if we may so say) with their fluids,
appear to be much more equal in their proportion in the three cases. This is approxi-
mately illustrated in the fact, that, taking together the recorded percentages of “ heart
and aorta, “lungs and windpipe,” “liver,” “gall-bladder and contents,” “pancreas,”
“ milt or spleen,” and the “ blood,” the sum indicated is for the Bullocks about 7 per
cent., foi the Sheep about per cent., and for the Pigs about 6-|rds per cent. If from
this list we w^ere to exclude the blood, which was more than one-third of a per cent,
lower in the Pig than in the other animals, the sums of the percentages of the other
items enumeiated would agree even much more closely for the three descriptions of
animal.

A rapid sur\ey may next be taken of the general indications as to the influence of
MDCCCLIX. a „
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r,roQremm in the maturity and fatness of the fattening animal, upon the relative deve-

lopLnt of its several organs or parts. An examination of the Tables shows, that the

inteiml organs, and other offal parts, pretty generaUy increme m actml weight
^

the

animal passes from the store or lean, to the fat, or to the Tei7 fat conation. Exc ud^

the fat however, their percentage proportion to the whole hve-weight, as mvanably

Mmmiihes as the animal matures and fattens. Of the intemal offal pa^, the loose fat

alone increases, not only in actual weight, but m percentage proportion. The carcasses, on

the other hand, invariably increase in both actml and percentage amount as the ai^als

mature. These remarks apply generaUy to Oxen, Sheep, and Pigs ;
but the data relating

to the Sheep comprise the most complete gradationaiy series for their illustration.

To go a little into detail: the average actual weights per head^of the coUective

stomachs, and intestines, and their contents, increased from about ISJlbs m the five

store or lean sheep, to aboutlSflbs. in the 100 /«« Sheep, and to about lOilbs. amo^

the forty-five rery fat ones. The percentage of these parts m the entae weight of the

animal, diminished from 14-35 for the store sheep, to 10-79 for the fat ones, and to b-o4

for the veryfat ones. Again, the “heart and aorta,” the “lungs and windpipe the

“blood,” the “liver,” the “gall-bladder and contents,” the “pancreas, and the mdt

or splein,” taken together, give an average actual weight per head, for the

Sheep of 7|lbs., for thel00/«f ones of llilbs., and for the forty-five Wl-y/at ones of1, lbs.

The proportional increase in actual weight as the animals fatten, is rather greater t ere-

fore for these organs and parts than for the collective stomachs and intestines, and con-

tents. Still they decrease (though not so much as the collective stomachs, &c.) m

percentage to the whole body with the increase in weight and fatness of the animals.

Thus (tie percentage of the heart and other parts here classed with it, is tor the average

of the five store Sheep 8-44, for that of the 100 /«< ones 7-71, and for riiat ot the forty-

five vei-v fat ones 6-55. As already said, of the internal parts the loosefat alone increasos

in both actml weight and percentage relation to the whole body with the progress ot

the ..hnials It averages in actual weight, for the store or lean Sheep about Ij lbs.,

tor the fat ones about 8f lbs., and for the veiy fat ones about 14i lbs.; and m pe>-

eentage proportion to the whole body, 4-52 for the lean Sheep, 6-03 for the fat, and ,-44

for the very fat ones.

Turning from this more detailed wew to notice the actual, and relative development
;

of the collective or total Offal parts, and the total Carcass parts, respectively, the remit ,

is as follows :—The average actual weights per head, of the total Offal parts, inciease

from 42f lbs. in the store or lean condition, to 58f lbs. in the fat, and to 6b^lhs. in tae

very fat condition. The increase in actual weight of the corresponding Carcasses

greater ;
namely, from 49f lbs. in the store, to 85f lbs. in the/a^, and to nearly I ..0 ibs.

in the very fat condition. That is to say, although the collective Offal parts increase

considerably as the animals fatten, the Carcass—or frame, with its muscles, membranes,

vessels and fat—increases proportionally very much more. The result of this muc 1
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peater proportional rate of increase, in the so-called Carcass parts, than in the collective
internal organs and other Offal parts, is, of course, that there is a diminishing percentage
in the entire body of the total Offal parts, and an increasing percentage of the total
Carcass parts as the animals mature and fatten. Thus, the percentage of the collective
Offal parts, is, in round numbers, for the average of the lean sheep 45-6, for that of the
fat ones 40-5, and for that of the very fat ones 35-8. The percentages of Carcass parts
were, on the other hand, 63-4 for the corresponding lean animals, 58-9 for the fatter
ones, and 64*0 for the veryfat ones*.

Without going into more of numerical illustration of the points above alluded to, it

may be mentioned, that the same general indications as to the comparative development
of the different parts during the fattening process, are traceable in the results of the
comparable cases of the individual animals selected for Analysis as the types of the
different conditions, as in those of the Gradationary Series, from which the illustrations
given have been drawn.

Fiom the few summary statements that have been adduced, it is sufficiently obvious
though the details are worthy the closer attention of the Physiologist—that in the feeding
or fattening of animals, the apparatus which subserves for the reception, the elaboration,
and the transmission, of the food, does not increase so rapidly as those parts which it is
the object of the feeder to store up from that food. These parts constitute the saleable
“ Carcass or framework, with its covering of flesh and fat. The Tables of ultimate and
proximate composition have sho^vn, that of the/e^A and/«^ of the Carcass, which thus
constitute^ the greater portion of the increase, the former—the flesh or nitrogenous
portion-increases but little during the fattening process

; whilst the latter—thefat—
increases in a very much greater proportion. Of the internal parts again, it is also the
jat which increases the most rapidly.

The maturing process consists, then, in diminishing the proportional amount in the
whole body, of the collective muscles, membranes, vessels, internal fleshy organs, and
gelatigenous matters—or motive and functional, or, so to speak, working parts of the
ody—the constituents of which may increase the amount, or replace the transformed

portions, of similar matters in the human body. It consists further, in increasing very
considerably the deposition of the most concentrated of the respiratory, and non-
flesh-torming constituents of human food.

IS then, m our meat-diet, of recognized good quality, to which is generally attributed
suci a high relative ^flesh-forming" capacity, that we carefully store up such a large
proportion of 7^o?^-flesh-forming, but concentrated respiratory material.

te noticed, that the sums of the percentages of the corresponding total offal, and total

hveTao +•

0 iiot quite make up the 100. The complementary amounts represent the “Lossby evaporation, error m weighing, Ac.”

4 E 2
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-siTSsrrri-'ss zsiss's’ssi
FOOD, AND IN BEEAD.

It ha* been established by analysis Z‘—n'.

animals fed and
X^ZrogemZZMances. This was the case with a

may contam more dry Fat than (try mrwge

half-fat Bullock, a store or lean young feheep, a“ ^te lean
-Pr-o. Of these the two last, indeed—namely, the haD-lat om isneep, a

C— “l“i ..ita, ..~1J ».- «— •” -

Oi the animals ripe
Qhpp-n nearly three Dmes as

much dry Fat as Mroyeno^ A Lderatelv fat Pig con-

much; and a very fat one more than four Umes m
. SUrogeMm

tained in Us bodj^“toreThan“as mu^^ Fat as Erogenous s*u«cc.

Of the professedly fattmed animals, the fat Calf alone contained rather less Fat than

""ofTe"lo“ls analysed, the store Sheep, and the store

certainly in a much leaner condition than Sheep and
::::t

tered for food in this country^
"Tnd “ haU-fet old Sheep.” The

'•
fa,

Sir ihe'SaTS'-The ‘‘It lamb,” and “fat Sheep,” may perhaps be taken as

SS iesSting the average conditions respectively,

-r^;:Sd:Stt: - :::

average of those fed and slaughtered more

exclusively for curing.

one of the most important applications which can

composition of the animals which constitute tie cue
, ^egcdaUe

deteLine the main points of distinction between sudi
Oi the

substances which it substitutes or supplemmUs, in “
°

^ j

latter, Wheoien Bread is, in this country at least,

J,,,, of

This Substance therefore-^* Bread-., the best

our current vegetable food-stulfs. for the purposes of '
.„„i„

characters of our aU(eia«M vegetaiU aliments. 0’/“^
point is to attempt to gain some insight into the

Lntly contrasted classes of human food-stuffs, m regard to t c ^ p
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they will probably respectively contain, of ?^o?^-^iesh-forming to ^^flesh-forming ” consti-

tuents. And, for the purposes of the merely general view here contemplated, we shall,

in accordance with the usual practice in such discussions of late years, assume the “ non-

flesh-forming ” or more specially respiratory and fat-forming capacity of the foods, to be
represented, approximately, by the collective or total non-nitrogenous constituents, and
the fleshforming ” capacity to be indicated, conditionally, by the collective or total

nitrogenous constituents of the respective foods. Indeed—neither is our existing know-
ledge of the adaptation to the various exigencies of the animal economy of the ditferent

compounds which oui- foods supply, so far advanced—nor are our special facts in regard
to the composition of the animal aliments we .have analysed, of such a character as to

render it desu’able to attempt, at present, any more exact mode of classification. With
regard to the varying capacity for the purposes of the system of the different non-wiiio-

genous constituents, we shall, however, make some numerical estimates further on.

But, so far as the several nitrogenous constituents are concerned, we are not in a posi-

tion to reduce to the form of numerical illustration any distinctions that might be drawn
between them. In fact, as already stated, we are not even prepared to give an estimate
of how much of the nitrogen of the animal substances we have analysed was due to

gelatin and chondrin-yielding matters, and how much to the so-called protein-com-
pounds

;
yet, on the assumption that the former substances are not to be reckoned as

^flesh-forming," our estimates of the amounts of such material in the animal substances
in question, would be in excess by at least the quantity of gelatin and chondrin-yielding
matters which the total or collective nitrogenous substance may contain.

It is proposed, then, on the present occasion, to confine attention to the contrast be-
tween the composition of the estimated consumable portions of the animals analysed, and
that of Bread, in regard alone to the relation in each, of the non-flesh-forming to the
assumed ^flesh-forming" constituents—and in regard to this point, so far only, as this

can be taken to be illustrated by the relation of the non-nitrogenous to the collective

nitrogenous constituents, in the respective foods.

It is sufficiently obvious, that the composition of the entire bodies of our slaughtered
animals cannot be taken as representing that of the consumable portions only. The
composition of the collective Carcass parts, and of the collective Offal parts, respectively,
of the animals analysed, was therefore also determined. As already alluded to, however,
a considerable amount of the nitrogen of the Carcass will be found in its bones, and
probably little of this will be consumed as food. On the other hand, a considerable
proportion of the internal organs rich in nitrogen, will be so consumed. It has been
estimated too, that of the Fat of the slaughtered animals, the amount contained in the
Carcasses cannot always be taken as representing the proportion of the whole Eat of
the body which will be consumed. It will be well, therefore, to state briefly here, the
basis and mode of computation adopted, and the general result arrived at, in forming
an estimate of the probable proportions of the total Nitrogenous compounds, and of the
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total Fat respectively, of the slaughtered animals, which will, on the average, be applied

in some form as human food.

In the Calf and Bullocks analysed, about two-thuds of the entii’e Nitrogenous su -

stances of the body were contained in the so-caUed Carcasses. Of this, say 66|rds per

cent, of the whole nUrogen of the body thus found in the Carcasses, somewhere about

12 parts were contained in the Carcass-5owes. Supposmg none of this were eaten, the^

would remain only about 54frds per cent, of the whole nitrogen of the body, in the soft

edible portions of the Carcass. Of the 33ird per cent, of the nitrogen wHch is accumu-

lated in the Offal parts, in the Calf perhaps 7 to 8 parts, and in the Oxen perhaps from

4 to 5 parts will be consumed as human food*. Adding this to the portion eaten

in the soft parts of the Carcass, it would appear, that m Calves rather more, and m

Oxen rather less, than 60 per cent, of the total nitrogen of the bodies wiU be consumed.

Of the total Fat of the same animals, about 70 per cent, in the case of the Calf,^ and

rather over 75 per cent, in the case of the Oxen, were found in the Carcasses. Of the

30 per cent, of the whole Fat of the Calf, which were fomid in its Offal, aU but about

5 parts may be estimated as eaten-—that is to say, 95 per cent, of the whole Fat of the

animal. Of the 25 per cent, of the Fat in the Offal of the Oxen, about one-fifth is sup-

posed to be consumed. This, with the whole of the Carcass-fat, will show 80 per ceot.

of the total Fat of Oxen to be applied as food. In estimating the proportion of the

consumed Fat, to the consumed Nitrogenous compounds in Calves and Oxen, it is assumed

then, that in the former 95 per cent, of the total Fat, and 60 per cent, of the total

Nitrogenous compounds, will be applied as food ;
and that in the latter (oxen), 80 per

cent, of the total Fat of the body, and 60 per cent, of the Nitrogenous matters will be

so applied.

Of the Lamb and Sheep analysed, owing to the large amount of nitrogen in the ivool.

little more than half—from 52 to 63 per cent.—of the total amount of the nitrogenous

compounds of the body was found in the Carcass. About 10 per cent, were contained

in the bones of the Carcass, of which but little would be consumed as food. To make

up for the nitrogen in the bones of the carcass that will not be consumed, Aoin 6 to 7

parts of the 47 or 48 per cent, of the whole nitrogen included in the Offal may be con-

sidered as eaten. Thus, in round numbers, it may be estimated, that of the whole of

the Nitrogenous compounds of the body of the Lamb and Sheep, oO per cent, are

applied as human food. Of the total Fat of the Lamb and Sheep, about 75 per cent,

will be contained in the Carcass-parts ;
and this is the proportion of the whole, which,

in the case of Sheep, should be taken as eaten. Of the Lamb, however, 95 per cent, of

the whole Fat of the body is supposed to be consumed.

* For the amounts, and distribution, of the Bones in the different animals, see Tables I. to X., inclusive,

in the Appendix, pp. 580—589
;
also the discussion at pp. 523, 524. For the distribution of the JSiiioffei.

in the different parts of the body, see Tables V. and VI., pp. 514 and 515, and the discussion upon them.

And for the estimates as to which portions of the Offal parts wiU usually be consumed as food, see p. 524

and context.
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In the fattened Pig, supposing its parts to be classified in the same manner as those
of the other animals*, about three-fourths of the total were found in the Carcass.
Of these say 74 to <5 parts—-about 4 to 6 parts would be contained in the Carcass-
hcmes. This leaves about 70 parts of the total Nitrogenous compounds of the fat Pig
accumulated in the soft edible parts of the Carcass. But 8 parts at least of the whole
nitrogen of its body will be consumable from the here reckoned Offal of the Pig. It

may be estimated, therefore, that of the whole Nitrogenous compounds of the body of
this animal, about 78 per cent, will be consumed as human food. Of the total Nat of
the body of the Pig, about 90 per cent, were found in the parts classified as Carcass.
Reckoning that a portion of this, from the “ flare,” may go for medicinal and perfumery
pm’poses, but that the amount so lost to food is compensated by an equivalent portion
of the Ofial-fat consumed, it may be estimated that 90 per cent., or somewhere about
the proportion of the whole which is contained in the Carcass, will be consumed
as food.

The results of these estimates of the proportions of the total Nitrogenous Compounds,
and total Fat respectively, of the several descriptions of animals which will be consumed
as human food, may be arranged for convenience, at one view, as follows :

—

Per cent, consumed as human Food.

Of the Total Nitro-

genous Compounds
of the body.

Of the Total Fat
of the body.

Calves 1 60 95
Oxen

! 60 80
Lambs

| 30 93
Sheep

1 50 75
P'gs 78 90 i

Adopting these estimates, it would result, that, in Calves and Lambs particularly,
but also m Oxen and Sheep, the proportion of Fat to nitrogenous compounds in the con-
sumed portions, will be somewhat higher than in the entire Carcasses including bone.
In Pigs, on the other hand, the proportion of fat to nitrogenous matters will be slightly
higher in the entire Carcasses as here classifled (excluding head and feet), than in the
estimated^ total consumed portions. The exact proportion to one another of the con-
stituents m question, in the entire Carcasses, and in the total estimated consumed por-
tions, respectively, of each animal, is shown in the first two columns of Table XXIV
which will shortly follow.

Ja
sufficiently explained, that, in the cases of the Pigs killed for analysis, there was

r
^ ^

°
j

e convenience of comparison, as nearly as possible the same classification of the parts into
areas® an

^

_fal, respectively, as with the other descriptions of animal. The deviation from the usual

Carc^^
^ question, in classing the Head and Feet with the Offal, instead of with the

siflpm!'
•

course, in any way affect the final result arrived at in the estimates under con-
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Before any legitimate comparison can be drawn between the composition of our Animal-

fooTand tJt of Bread, in regard to the proportion in each, of the Aon-mtrogenons or

yo^-flesh-forming, to the Sitrogemue (or so-caUed “ Blesh-fornimg") constituents, it .s, of

course necessary to form an estimate of the probable relative values, for the pm-poses of the

rtem of a given amount of the Fat in the one, and of the Starch which predom^tes

ntr ther. In calculating the amount of Starch which would be required to produce a

It amount of the m»d Fats of the animal body, it was decided on grounds that were

ftated (p. 551), that 2-5 parts o{ Starch might be assumed to.be reqmsite for the formation

of ipt ofL It was stated, that assuming the ^.edfats of the fattening a^a

to coLin, in round numbers, 77 per cent, of caibon, 12 per cent, of hyiogen, a

per cent of oxygen, it would take pretty exactly 2-46 parts of pure Starch to supply he

Tecessly carbo! a^d hydrogen for 1 part of such a raided and to yield, at the

“me time, oxidable malerial (carbon and hydrogen), to carry off the whole of the super-

Zus oxygen of the Starch, as carbonic acid and water. But, this bemg the nun,mum

Lount of Starch required, and owing also to other considerations stated, the—en.

number 2 -5 was taken as the amount of Starch requiied to produce 1 part of the ^
Fats ill the fattening animals. The «n-nitrogenons substance (not fat) luBiead con-

sists chiefly of SWi^part of it in a more or less altered condition. There is also

a small but variable amount of indigestible matter, and of compounds haimg a some-

what lower percentage of carbon than Starch itself. We may safely take, then, for our

isenrpurpose, the number 2-5 as representhig the amount of the ,n^ed Starch and_

the otlJnm-nitrogenms mbstances in Bread (excluding fat), which w^

o 1 plrt of Fat, ior the purposes of storing up Fat in the human body. B would, o

ourse L quito out of place in such a calculation, to take into account any shg

differeiice between the composition of the mixed Fats in the human body, and ot tho.e

nf the slaughtered animals used as its food.
i

,

In the converse estimate to the above, namely, that of how ^
be equivalent to 1 part of the mixed Fats in oxygen-satiuating capacity that i.,

^

-

;:ii7o:es of res,u-Lu-.e get of course the same figure 2-45. Biff for ‘1- equiim™

of the mixed Starch and other non-iiitrogenous constituents exc " “8 “ ’
*

number 2-5. In this purely chemical point of view, therefore, we take 1 pmt ot
>

^

in Animal-food, as equal, in respiratory and fat-forming capacity, to paits

“ato’unt!r5 ill the Carcasses-or in the estimated total consumed portions of

the ttL animah-has then only to be multiplied by 2-5 to bring it to its starAc

equivalent ;
or rather, to its equivalent of the mired sta,rh and rtc ortcr

matters in Bread. This “starch-equivalent” of the Fat diiided 5
.

‘

nitrogenous constituents, gives, of comse, the relation ot the more
*P“'f> >

and Fat-forming constituents to 1 of Nitingeiioiis matters, 111 the ammal substance,.

such a form that these can be compared, in this respect, with rea .

From all the information at command, we take the average composition of good
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flour-bread (whole loaves, crust and crumb together), at 64 per cent, total dry substance 'i'.

Of this, 1-5 is reckoned as mineral matter (mineral constituents of the flour and salt);

8-2 per cent, nitrogenous compounds (=1-3 per cent, nitrogen); 1 per cent, fat; and the
remainder, or 6 3’ 3 starch, and allied non-nitrogenous matters. If the 1 per cent, of fat
bemultiphed by 2-5, and the result added to the 63-3 of starch, &c., we get 66-8 for the
per cent, of starch or “ starch-equivalent^' in Bread. If this be then divided by 8-2—the
amount of the nitrogenous compounds—we get the result O-Sf as the proportion ofnon-
nitrogenous or respiratory and fat-forming matters (reckoned into “starch-equivalent”)
to 1 of nitrogenous or so-called '^flesh-forming ” compounds in Bread. This, then, is the
standard by which is compared the composition of the several Carcasses, and that
of the estimated total consumed portions, of the different slaughtered animals, in order
to arrive at an approximate judgment as to the comparative characters of our staple
Animal and Vegetable food-stufis.

In conformity with the explanations which have been given, the First Division of
Table XXIV., which now follows, shows the proportion of actual dry Fat to I of dry
Nitrogenous compounds, in

—

1st. The Carcasses as analysed (including bone).

2nd. The estimated total consumed portions of the Entire Animals.
The Second Division of the Table shows the proportion of "starch-equivalent" to I of

Nitrogenous substances, in

—

1st. The Carcasses as analysed (including bone).

2nd. The estimated total consumed portions of the Entire Animals.
3rd. Wheat-flour Bread (whole loaves, crust and crumb together).

* See Paper, by the authors, “ On some Points in the Composition of Wheat- Grain, its Products in tlie
Mm, and Bread,” in the Quarterly Journal of the Chemical Society of London, vol. x. part 1.
t Smce the above estimates were made, we have been favoured by Dr. J. Foebes Watson with a view of

some unpublished results obtained in his own Laboratory. These show, taking the average of 43 loaves of
on on bread purchased at nearly as many different shops, 63-63 per cent, of total dry matter

;
1-44 per

cen . 0 mmeral matter
;
and 1-306 per cent. nitrogen=8-23 nitrogenous compounds. Adopting these data,

an a owing 1 per cent, of fat in the bread, we get 6-74 parts of “ starch-equivalent ” to 1 of nitrogenousma ter m bread. Takmg again the mean of analyses of 25 different specimens of bread by Dr. Odlinu
(Journal of the Socmty of Arts, vol. vi. No. 281), we get, on the same plan of calculation, 6-15 parts ofs^c -equivalent ” to 1 of nitrogenous compounds in bread. It may be mentioned, however, that the
probable average amount oi fatty-matter in Wheaten Bread is perhaps nearer 0-5 than 1 per cent.; and
a ng it at 0 5 per cent., the relation of the “ starch-equivalent ” to 1 of nitrogenous compounds in Bread,wo e, according to our own estimate of composition, 6-71

;
according to the results of Dr. J. F. Watson

; and according to those of Dr. Odling-, 6*07.

4 F
MDCCCLIX.
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Table XXIV.-Showing the Relation of the Non-nitrogenous

to the Nitrogenous Constituents, m Animal Food, and m Bread.

Proportio» »t Dry Fat 'o('dA
'

to 1 of Dry Nitrogenous 1

equivalent of fat, to i or nr)

(S-oundf I
Nitrogenous Compound..

;

,„C„c„.ea .aCatcaaaaa

Porticnt f
Oie i"ol«di,8 Ban.-

Animals. li i

Store or Lean, and Half-fat Animals.

Store Sheep

Store Pig ••

Half-fat Ox
Half-fat old Sheep.

1‘64

2-01

1-

27
2

-

11

1-

53

2-

51

4-

09

5

-

02

3-17

5-27

3-83

6-28

Fat and very Fat Animals.

1-00
j

1-

54 ji

2-

76

2-49 1 3-85

6-91
2-31 1

3-39

II

4-40
|!

8-49
i

11-01

10-93

15-69
3-96 4*37 !'

yoy 1

6*07 6-28 1 1) J. iJ

1

4-71 4*48
'

11-77
1

11-20

Means.

Of Store and Half-fat Animals

Of Fat and very Fat Animals

Of the 10 Animals Analysed

1-76

j

3*67

2-85

2-02

3-97

3-48

4-39

1

8-93

7-11
i

5-05

9-93

8-71
!

Wheat-flour Bread.

-=Zj

Whole Loaves, Crust and Crumb together

To the first Division of this Table, which shows only the relation of /«< itself to the

.

^ "
„™,ufls in the staple of our animal food, and without any assmiiptiom

^fto^trpTobable equivalent food-value compared with other snbstmces, little exception

can be taken. The rtriking fact ^ of the

oHhorrf them supposed to be sufficiently fattened, shows from

animals, the av
g nitrogenous substances. Taking the estimates of the

certainly in a leaner condition than as nsnally sold, ^nes pc Y
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dry nitrogenous compounds. And lastly, the average of 8 of the animals—that is,

excluding only the store Sheep and store Pig—shows in the estimated consumed por-
tions about 3|- parts (3-48) of dryfat for 1 of dry nitrogenous compounds.

It would perhaps be hardly anticipated, that in the staple of our meat-diet, to which
such a high relative flesh-forming capacity is generally attributed, there should be found
such a large proportion of fat or woi^-flesh-forming, to nitrogenous or assumed flesh-
forming constituents, as the flgures in the first Division of the Table would show. The
result of such a comparison as present knowledge enables us to institute on the point in
question, between our staple articles of Animal-iood, and Bread, will certainly not be
less surprising.

With regard to the second Division of the Table, in which the Fat of the animal
matters is calculated to its supposed respiratory and fat-forming equivalent of the starch
and o&er non-mtrogenous matters occurring in Bread, it is freely granted to the Phy-
siologist, that It IS only in a certain broad sense, that such an assumption of equivalency
can be admitted. It is nevertheless maintained, that for our present purpose, it is both
useful and legitimate to adopt it. Without it, the important comparison sought to be
instituted cannot be made; and there is evidence enough both of a practical and
scientific kind to show, that, at least to a certain degree. Fat and the starch series of com-
pounds are really thus mutually replaceable in our foods.

The Table shows, then, that in Bread, there are 6-8 parts of Starch, or starch-
eqimalent" to I part of Nitrogenous compounds. Taking the relation of the one class
of constituents to the other in the estimated total consumed portions of those animals
assumed to be in fit condition for the butcher, there is only one case—that of the fat
alf—m which the proportion of the so-measured respiratory or fat-forming constituents,

to the so-measured flesh-forming ones, was, in this our meat-diet, lower than in Bread.
n the estimated total consumed portions of the fat Ox, the proportion of the “ starch-

equivalent’’ of the woTi-flesh-forming material (fat), to I of nitrogenous compounds, is 6-9
;

or rather higher than in Bread. In the estimated consumed portions of the Fat Lamb,
t e Fat Sheep, and the Fat Pig, the proportion of the thus estimated respiratory and
tat-torming material to the nitrogenous matters, was rather more than time as great
as in Bread. In the Extra-fat Sheep, it was more than twice as great.
The average of the six cases in which the animals were supposed to be “ripe” for the

butcher, shows, in the estimated consumable portions, nearly 10 parts of the “ starch-
equivalent” of specially respiratory or fat-forming material, to I of nitrogenous com-
pounds; that is, nearly li time as much as in Bread. In the Half-fat Ox, and the
a - at old Sheep, neither of which, however, were in the condition of fatness of Oxen

an eep as usually killed, the relation of the “starch-equivalent” to the nitrogenous
compounds (in the consumable portions), was lower than in Bread; namely, as 3-83 to
in the Half-fat Ox, and as 6-28 to I in the Half-fat old Sheep.
aHng the carcasses as analysed, including bone, the relation of the no?^-nitrogenous

s arc -equivalent) to the nitrogenous constituents, is, in them also, in most cases hiaher

4 F 2
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than in Bread. In the Fat Calf and Fat Ox, howexer, it is lower, namely, only 2-49 to

1 in the former, and 5-78 to 1 in the latter. On the other hand, m the Caica.s of the

Fat Lamb the proportion of the “ starch-eqnivalent ” is 8-49, m that of the Fat Sheep

9-89, in that of the Fat Pig 11-77, and in that of the ^tra-fat Sheep ^

nitrogenons matters. The arerar of the 6 matured Carcasses grves ^93 aM tW
those of the 10 animals analysed 7-11 of nitrogenous matte i“konedj

eqniralent,” to 1 of nitrogenons snbstance-that is, rather more than m Bread

Tthe fact of the increase in the proportion (so far as its respnatory and fat-for^»

capacity is concerned) of the nitrogenons to the nitrogenous matter of om food, by

the use^of these Amnal aUments, the evidence adduced can hai-dly leave a don .

!ri7perhaps be maintained, that when animals are so far fattened as to attain the resul

here supposed, the feeder is simply inducing disease m the ammals themse

'^
™

frustratSg that which it is considered should be the special advantage oi a mat-did

namely tL increase in the relative supply of the constituents m oiu food.

uTs not denied, that occasionally animals are ovei-fed, and that a condition bmdeimig on

dlease is so induced. But such is certainly not the rule. There can, indeed, be httle

doubt, that in animals that would be admitted, by both producer and consumei, to be m

only a proper condition of fatness, there would be a higher relation oi respuatoiy .

fat-formin| capacity, so to speak, in their total consumed portions, than in

of our stlu Igeiaile foods. It may be true, that with the modem system of brmguig

animals v!ry eady to the knife, by means of abundance of food and the avoidance o

cold and exercise! the development oi Fat will be greater, and that of the mmeles

other nitrogmoue giaHs less, than would otherwise be the case. But it is at the same

HZ ZZi, thaUf meat is to be economically produced, so as to be wuthm the re^i

of the masses of the population, it can only be so on the plan of ea,

V;,,

can it be questioned, that the admixture of the meat so gmoduced u itli then otheni ise

vegetable diet, is, in practice, of great advantage to the health an vigoui o lose

It is not to be assumed, that in every dish of fresh meat, the relation of the Fat to

the Nitrogenous matter will be as high as in the estimated consumed portions of c

animals to which our Table refers. The collective joints, as sold, will tiequent y ha a

less proportion of fat, than the whole carcasses from which they aie ta 'en. . ui

amoLt will be removed in the process of cooking; though this portion willgeneia

rconsumed in some form or other. But the consumers of fresh meat genor 11

consume also suet, lard, and butter; which either add to the fatness of the cooked

meats or are used further to reduce the relation of the nitrogenous constituents ii the

coUaterally consumed vegetable foods. But, even were it granted, that

of Fat to Nitrogenous substance which our Table shows weie too hig i, i s

1: hand bei-Lembered. that a considerable portion of the ^it^K-us mattm of the

animals will be gelatin or chondrm-yielding substance, the applica y

any rate for strictly speaking flesh-forming, is, to say the least, doubted.
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It would appear to be unquestionable, therefore, that the influence of the introduc-
tion of our staple animal foods, to supplement our otherwise mainly farinaceous diet, is,

on the large scale, to reduce, and not to increase, the relation of the assumed flesh-
forming material, to the more peculiarly respiratory and fat-forming capacity, so to
speak, of the food consumed.

That, nevertheless, a dietary containing a due proportion of animal food, is, for some
reason or other, better adapted to meet the collective requirements of the human
orgamsm, at least under many conditions, than an exclusively Bread, or other vegetable
one, the testimony of common experience may be accepted as sufficient evidence. Inde-
pendently of any difierence in the physical, and perhaps even chemical relations of the
supposed flesh-forming nitrogenous compounds in animal food, which may render them,
at least m limited quantity, more easily available to the purposes of the system than the
assumed analogous vegetable ^products, it is at any rate clear, that the main and charac-
teristic distmction between a Bread—and a mixed Bread and Meat diet—consists, not
only in the quantitatively higher relation of the respiratory and fat-forming capacity to
a given amount of assumed flesh-forming material in the latter, but in the fact, that the
%0%-flesh-forming constituents in the animal portions of the food, are in the form of
fat itself and not as in Bread, of mainly starch.

In/a^, we have the most concentrated respiratory—and of course /«?^-storing material
also—which our food-stuffs supply. But independently of the far greater capacity, so
far as the supply of constituents is concerned, of a given weight and bulk of Fat com-
pared with Starch and the other substances of its class—would it not seem probable, that
the tax upon the system would be less, at least for Fat-storing, if not in a degree for
respnation also, in the case of the ready-formed Fat, than in that of the Starch from
which it may beformed \

Again, It has been shown that Fat subserves important purposes in aiding the
cigestion, and preparation for assimilation, of the matters ingested with it. And
certainly the natural distribution and blending of the Fat with the nitrogenous com-
pounds in meat, is such as is not met with in our staple vegetable foods. May it not
0 e supposed, that its hberal distribution with the transforming nitrogenous matters
oug out t e body, will modify the character of the changes constantly going forward,

rom that which would obtain, were the needed oxidable material kept up in larger
proportion through the means, more or less directly, of the cun-ent supplies of Starch,and other matters not Fat, in the food \

But whatever may prove to be the exact explanations of the benefits arising from a

neotP 1

vegetable diet, it is at any rate clear, that they are essentially con-

Dortin
condUion, and the distribution, of the Fat in the animal

,

® tiue, that the very basis of some of our illustrations has
e assumption, that Starch and its analogues on the one hand, and Fat on the

-ami
^ sense, and within certain limits indilferently, mutually replaceable;

ui er, that they are so, in approximately measurable proportions. It is, however.
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certain, that independently of the mere mpply of constituents, the conditions of concen-

tratim, and MgestibiUty, and consequently of msimilahhty of oiu- different food,, mm,,

have their share in determining the relative values for the vai-ymg eagencies ot the

system, of substances which, in a more general, or more purely

justly be looked upon as mutually replaceable. It would, indeed, hardly be supposed

that substances so distinct, both morphologically and chemically, as fuf
^

under all circumstances, be equally adapted to the conditions supplied within the li in^

organism, and be so at an equal cost to its energies even though they may eac even-

tually subsei-ve the Fat-storing and respiratory requirements of the bo y.

It is then, fully granted, that in the study of this branch of Physiological Chemistry,

as in that of others, the facts peculiar to Physiology herself must be allowed an important

place • though, it is at the same time claimed, that those of Clwmstry be not excluo

^

By the aid of ChemiMry it may be established-that, in the admmture of Anmaf food

with Bread, the relation, in estimated respiratory and fat-forming capacity, o t ie /loa-

nitrogenous to the Nitrogenous substance, will be increased ;
and further—that, in sue.,

a mixed diet, the proportion of the non-nitrogenous constituents which wall be m t le

concentrated condition, so to speak, oifat itself, will be considerably greater than in Biead

alone. Common experience testifies, moreover, that certain advantages are so eim(.

It is for Physiology to lend her aid to the full explanation of the facts and cone usion,

which Chemistry and common usage may in them turn determine.
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appeis^dix.

I -Showing the Preoh Weights of the narions Organs and Parts of A EAT
J-

^

Septetnher 12 1849; also the resnlts of the Determinaiions of If-etter and m the ^e.

Designation of Parts.

i

Original fresh

weights.

Dry matter at 212°
||

Mineral matter ^asb;

Exclusiye of

melted fat.
Melted fat.

Total dry
matter.

1
Proportioii of

1

whole, and
calculated

1 wttghts, of dry

,

matters taken

i

for burning.

Actual
ashes

obtained.

Ashes
ealcolaiK

for ibe

martiTS.

lbs. oz.

65 13-46

2 12-94
Half-carcass... ! Kidney fat

11 14-66

rrw: TZTTZ 80 9-06
Totals of half-carcass operaiea on •••”•

other half-carcass (dry, &c., calculated) ...... 79 15-94

160 9-00

CARCASS.

lbs. oz.

13 9-70

0 1-58

6 8-58

lbs. oz.

8 1-50

2 111

lbs. oz.

21 11-20

2 2-69

6 8-58

20 3-86

20 1-57

40 5-43

10 2-61

10 1-46

20 4-07

30 6-47

30 303

60 9-50

21-770
0-792

10-458

OZ. lbs. oz.

0-994 0 9-94

0-024 0 0-05

4-780 2 15-80

9-79 I

9-38 i

7 3-17

OFFAL.”

2 13-10 0 4-66 f
1

1

2-329

2-015
2 7-56 0 5-01*

Caul-fat and membrane
4 8-30

1
0 15-44

1 7-717
Small intestines (washed)

2 050 +
Large intestines ('washed)

4 3-11 0 3-05 +

Intestinal fat and membrane
j

1 7-56 0 6-05
1
2

2-527
+

0 6-80 t
i 1 1 6-777

20-0643 5-70 0 13-56 2 I

1

13 8-79 2 8-13
1 8-172

4 3-57 1 0-34

1

•

1

0 5-31 1. 8 4-04 27 0-64 d
1 1 2652Pancreas sweexoreau

1 1 12-90
Thymus giana accirtineau

Glands about the throat (“ throatbread )
...

0 12-01 0 2-72
i 1
1 "S’

1-362

Milt or spleen

0 7-20 0 1-58
1

1
TT

4-

0-787
5-965

7 13-84
1

1 7-86 1

1

i-J 15 490
3 9-46

1
1 14-98

1 X 13-972
16 13-71

1

4 5-86 i X 5-292
0 14 78 0 10-58

1
1 i Q-09>

4 5-99 2 14-11 ....
! 1 0487

0 3-48 0 0-97
' 1

1

0-471
0 1-86 0 0-94

1 1 i 1-112

Diaphragm (“skirts”) 1 1-60 0 4-45 ...

Total offal 77 1-82 18 12-60 8 4-04 27 0-64

0-111 0 0-221

0 070 0 0-28

0-380 0 0 76'

0-215 0 0-43'

0-

257 0 0 51

1-

192 0 2-39;

0-432 0 0-S6

;

0-112 0 0-221

0-082 0 0-16'

0-034

0 229
8-560

0 419
0-090

3-082

0-016

0-159

0-040

0

0-07
'

0 0 9-.'

1 1-12

0 2-10

0 0-18

0 15-41

0 0-03

0 0-32

0 0-16

2

10-14

—:

Total “ offal” parts

Contents of intestines ....._ ••••;

Loss by evaporation, error in weighing, ac.

160 9-00

77 1-82

5 10-20

2 8-70

12 14-28

40 5-43

18 12-60

20 4-07

8 4-01

60 9-50 1

27 0-64

7 3 -

1 ;

2 10-14

9 13-31

s),

Entire animal (live-weight after fasting) 258 12-00 59 2-03 28 8-11 87 10-14

ones finchiding bool

Amount and
expression (lbs., ozs., and tenths).

In carcass (including kidney fat).

(

From caul

From intestines

From region of heart

From remaining parts

20 4-07

5 7-78
8 4-04

2 12-26

Total 28 8-11

lbs., ozs., and tenths.

f First half (by experiment) 11 23 11-97

In carcass
I

calculation) 11 13 3^
Head

* Including dry matter of heart-fat with membrane. t With caul- fat and membrane. + With caul-fat-inembrane.

I S 1-31

lnoff.l...iSS".ndl,c,oft
J“

toS"::;:: ='
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?' of A HALF-FAT
1’ fr

1849
, also the results of the Determinations of Dr, Matter

and Ask m the same. ^

Designation of Parts. Original fresh

weights.

Dry matter at 212®.

Exclusive of
melted fat.

Melted fat.
Total dry
matter.

Mineral matter (ash).

Proportion of
whole, and
calculated

weights, of dry
matters taken
for burning.

Actual
ashes

obtained.

Ashes
calculated
for the

whole dry
matters.

CAECASS.

Half-carcass. . . <

Mesh and fat

Eidney fat and membrane
Kidney
Mesh juice

Bones

Totals of half-carcass operated on
Other half-carcass (dry, &c., calculated)

.

Whole carcass.

lbs. OZ.

332 0-98

13 9-54 1

1 2-71
,

52 5-77,

399 3-00

398 8-00

797 11-00

lbs. oz.

82 679

0 8-96

0 4-84

2 4-00

37 12-23

123 4-82

123 1-42

lbs. oz.

47 14-65

12 4-00

60 2-65

60 0-99

lbs. oz.

130 5-44

12 12-96

0 4-84

2 4-00

37 12-23

183 7-47

183 2-41

246 6-24 120 3-64 366 9-88

OEGAHS OF PAETS CONSTITUTmO “OFFAL.”
I
Stomachs (washed)

I Caul-fat and membrane
I
Small intestines (washed)

I Large intestines (washed)

j

Intestinal fat and membrane

I
Heart and aorta

Heart-fat with membrane
Lungs and windnine.
Blood
Lirer

Pancreas (
‘
‘ sweatbread ”)....!.

. . . .

”
.

’

.

Thymus gland (“heartbread”) .

Glands about the throat (“ throatbread’”')’
Milt or spleen

'

Bladder

Gall-bladder

Penis

Brains

Tongue
Head flesh . .

.

Head bones

Hide (and horns, &c.)

Hair
Leg bones
Hoofs and heels
Tail flesh

Tail bones
Diaphragm (“skirts’’^.''
Miscellaneous triinmings

Total offal

32 1-00 6 1-17
16 9-50 0 4-99
8 5-00

6 0-00 10-48

19 11-50 1 11-65

5 13-50 1 9-46

1

2 6-75 0 1-61

;

7 12-75 1 13-53
54 5-00 11 11-41
15 11-00 4 7-34
1 0-00 0 3 84
0 10-75 0 0-99
0 6-25 0 1-30
2 2-25 0 8-46

0 5-00
1

0 3 00 0 4-22
0 6-50

I

0 14-25 0 3-17
7 7-50 1 12-75

17 6-50 3 5-12
14 2-00 10 14-00

72 7 98 [12 12-25 1

1
12 12-25/

7 7-38 4 10-16
13 0-00 7 3-23
7 2-00 3 12-34
1 5-24 0 6-71
0 7-15 0 5-80
5 11-50 1 8-82
1 700 0 2-88

322 2-25 91 7-93

^38 13-88 130 5-81

38 13-88 130 5-81

Total carcass

Total offal parts
Contents of stomachs, and vomit
^ontents of intestines, and bile
Loss by evaporation, error in weighing, &c-

SUMMAEY EJSTTIEE AJSIIMAL.

OZ. OZ. lbs. oz.

1

10 131-300 /
4-285-,

10-054/ 2 11-39

1
2 4-480 0-183 0 0-37
1
? 1-210 0-049 0 0-20
1
¥ 9-000 1-846 0 7-38
1

1 0 60-423 30-402 19 0-02

22 3-36

22 2-75

44 6-11

9-717 0-493 0 4-93
1
2 2-496 0-098 0 0-19

To 4-248 0-138 0 1-38

1
¥ 6-912 0-180 0 0-72

1
¥ 6-365 0-220 0 0-88

2 0-804 0 033 0 0'07
1
¥ 7-382 0-398 0 1-59

18-741 0-812 0 8-12
1 7-134 0-380 0 3-80
1

'S’
1-920 0096 0 0-19

1 0-498 0-034 0 0-07
1
2 0-650 0-040 0 0-08
1
S'

4-232 0-263 0 0-52

1 2-109 0071 0 0-14

1 1-583 0-109 0 0-22
1
¥ 7-187 0-349 0 1-40
1 5-312 0-275 0 2-75
1

i 0
17-400 10-141 6 5-41

j 20-425 0-492 0 9-84

i 18-540 0-459 0 1-84
11-523 5-250 3 4-50

1
¥ 15-085 3-327 0 13-31
1
¥ 1-677 0-053 0 021
1
2 2-898 1-110 0 2-22
1
¥ 6-205 0-187 0 0-75
1
2' 1-438 0-046 0 0-09

13 1-22

Entire animal (live-weight after fasting)

797 11-00

322 12-25

88 0-00

12 14-00

10 10-75

246 6-24

91 7-93
120 3-64

38 13-88
366 9-88

130 5-81
44 6-11

13 1-22

1232 0-00 337 14-17 159 1-52 496 15-69 57 7-33

^^ression (lbs., ozs., and tenths).

In carcass (including kidney fat)

.

f From caul
....... id Vi-qf-

In offal... J intestines '

15 q.^q

I

region of heart 2 13-36
L L rom remaining parts .

. 6 1-05
Total ^

.120 3-64

38 13-88

159 1-52

Amount and distribution of bones (including hoofs),
lbs., ozs., and tenths.

In carcass ( ^

52
[ becond half (by calculation) 52

(

Head 14
Eegs 13
Feet, hoofs, and heels 7
Tail 0

Total

104 10-10

34 11-15

.139 5-25
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A™xx.-T.... m. SWng t.e Eresh Weig.tj of

for Analysis, October 30, 1849 ;
also tbe results of tbe Deterinmau y

same.

Designation of Parts.
Original fresh

weights.

Dry matter at 212‘>.

Exclusive of

melted fat.
Melted fat.

Total dry
matter.

CARCASS.

(Flesh and fat

Kidney

Half-carcass. . . -! Kidney fat and membrane

lbs. oz.

386 10-32

1 8-77

26 11-40

55 8-01

lbs. oz.

72 5-70

0 6-07

0 14 56
0 12-59

40 11-20

lbs. oz.

115 5-16

25 9-50

lbs. oz.

187 10-86

27 10-72

40 11-20

Totals of half-carcass operated on

Other half-carcass (dry, &c., calculated)

1

470 6-50

468 15-50

115 2-12

114 12-49

140 14-66

140 7-77

256 0-78

255 4-26

Whole carcass 939 6-00 229 14-61 281 6-43 511 5-04

Mineral matter ash;

.

Proportioii of

whole, and
calculated

weights, of drv

matters taken

for homing.

Ashes
Actual calculated

ashes for the

obtained, whole dir

matters.

1 15’770

3 034
7-280
6-295

40-700

4-275

0-

134

C-245

1

-

110
18-594

lbs. 01 .

2 10-75

0 027
0 0-49

(.1 2 22

IS 9-5«*

21

21

7-2?

6 1?

42 13 41

Stomaolis (waslied)

Caul-fat and membrane

Heart, trimmings, &c

Small and large intestines (washed)

Intestinal fat and membrane

Heart and aorta

Heart-fat (with membrane)

Lungs and -windpipe

Blood

Pancreas (“ sweatbread”). .

Tliymus gland (“heartbread )
..— ’,",7*

Glands about the tliroat (“ tlvroatbread )

Milt or spleen

Gall-bladder

Bladder
Penis
Brains
Tongue
Head flesh

Head bones

Hide (and horns, &c.)

Hair
Leg bones

Hoofs and heels

Tail flesh

Tail bones _.

Diaphragm (“sldrts’’) .....

Miscellaneous trimmings t.

Total offal

rAl>iD WA?

6 9-05
1 28-262

36 6-00
f

?

29 13-00

1
0 14-52*

1

1
•i

3-630

3 15-50 1 7-147
13 14-25 1 12-59

1 10-940
36 14-00 1 5-88

i

1 712
1

]

1 5-78O
7 6-00 1-955

6 3-00

8 14-50

52 11-75

17 10-00

0 15-50

0 3-91

2 0-29

10 12-46

5 0-70

0 2-39

0 1-15

0 1-03

1 8072
17-246

8-070
1

1 0-598
1

1. 0 575

1

0 10-50

0 6-50
29
4 0
1

0-744

2-192
2 4-00 0 8-77 T

1

1

1 1 15-08 0 7-32 (83 13 05 177 4’o4 -
1
T 1-830

. J
0 3-14

0 15-49

5 6-56

10 4-40

25 13-44

4 14-60

8 2-30

4 1-98

0 4-45

0 5-40

1 8-35

1
TT 1-569

1) 1400
1

1
T 3-872

3 7-50
J

8-656 '

25 9-50
1

16-440
14 6-00

1

4 20-672
1

73 15-49 19-650;
6 4’21

1

1 L- 13 030
13 13 00

1

1

0

I

6-598
8 10-80

1 2-227 1

1 0-70 ' 1
1

2-700,
0 680

;
1 6-087

1

] fi-’
1

376 0-58 93 7-29 83 13-05 177 4-34
(I

1

1ATT1\T.VT.

1-130

0-089

0-285

0-480

0-245

0-061

0-404

0-723

0-385

0-040

0-047

0 052
0-116

0 4-52

0 0-28

0 1-14

0 096

0 0-98

0 013
0 1-62

7-23

0 3-85

0 0-16

0 0-09

0 007
0 0-46

0

0-061 0 0-24

0-110

0-148

0-300

9 350

0-

525

0 315

5 711

1-

370
0055
1-054

0-193

0 59

3tXl

13-.50

](l-50

1 26

<)-U

13 70
0-11

2-11

0 77

12 12-60

SUMMARY :—EHTIE.E AlfniAL

Total carcass

Total offal parts

Contents of stomachs, and vomit I

Contents of intestines, and bile J

Loss by evaporation, error in weiglmig, &c.

Entire animal (live-weight after fasting)

939 6-00

376 0-58

84 12-67

18 12-75

1419 0-00

229 14-61

93 7-29

42 13-41
'

)2 12-60;

Amount and distribution of the fat obtained by melting and

expression (lbs., ozs., and tenths).

In carcass (including kidney fat)
on- Vo na'

,
From intestines

In ofial. ..
-j

]rj.Qj.Q^ region of heart 6 0-00

I From remaining parts 14 9-05

Total

.281 6-43

- 83 13-05

.365 3-48

Amount and distribution of bones (including hoofs),

lbs., ozs., and tenths.

f First half (by experiment) 5o 8-10
|
jjq 13.30

In carcass
| ggpomp iialf (by calculation) 55 .1 I

14

13 1

6001
3 00 [ 4-60f

Head

?Si,oof.;.
'I

>“*[

loS
” '*

These parts accidentally mixed. t Accidentally mixed with caul-fat.
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Appen-dix. Table IV. Showing the Fresh Weights of the various Organs and Parts of A FAT LAMB
kiUed for Analysis, August 17, 1849

;
also the results of the Determinations of Dry Matter and Ash in

the same.

Dry matter at 212°. Mineral matter (ash).

Designation of Parts. Original fresh
weights.

Exclusive of

1

melted fat.
Melted fat.

Total dry
matter.

Proportion of
whole, and
calculated

weights, of dry
matters taken
for burning.

Actual
ashes

obtained.

Ashes
calculated
for the

whole dry
matters,

! CAECASS.

i

r Flesh and fat

Half-carcass. ..
-j
Kidnev fat. .

[
Bones

lbs. oz.

21 1-34

1 11-29

2 9-41
1

lbs. oz.

3 3-66

0 0-46

1 11-17

lbs. oz.

6 8-10

1 9-20

lbs. oz.

9 1176
1 9-66

1 11-17

2
X
2
X

oz.

25-830
0-230

13-585

oz.

0-960

0-008

6-405

lbs. oz.

0 1-92

0 0-02

0 12-81

Totals of half-carcass operated on .

Other half-carcass (dry, &c., calculated).

25 6 04
25 1-96

4 15-29

4 14-49
8 1-30

8 0-00
13 0-59

12 14-49
0 14-75

0 14-60

Whole carcass 50 8-00 9 13-78 16 1-30 25 15-08
1 13-35

OEG-AJiS OE PAETS COJiTSTITUTING “ OPEAL.”

Stomachs (washed)
Caul-fat and membrane
Small intestines

Large intestines

Intestinal fat and membrane

I Heart and aorta

I

Heart-fat and membrane
j

Limgs and windpipe
Blood

j

Liver ’

I

Pancreas (“sweetbread”)

I

Thymus gland (“heartbread”)
I
Glands about the throat (“throatbread ”)

i Milt or spleen

I

Head flesh

j

Head bones
Pelt ;;;

I

Wool

;

Feet, hoofs, &c
Diaphragm (“skirts”).

Total offal

8-64

4 02

2 0-35

] 10 83

5-37

4-64

0-80

14-27

2-85

0 2-47i

0 2-58

1 11-60

0 14-49

4 15-19

3 1 71
0 12-70

0 4-78

26 5-29

0 5-01

0 1-18*

0 6-49

t

0 1-17

t
0 5-10

0 10-12

0 5-68

0 0-57§

0 0-66

0 541
0 9-00

1 7-36

1 15-10

0 5-74

0 1-38

6 15-97

SUMMAEY ENTIEE AHIMAL.

j

2-505 0-088 0 0-18
X
2 0-690* 0-038* 0 0-08*

1

X
2 3245 0-157 0 0-31

i

1

J t

1 0-585 0-022 0 0-04

t t t
1 i 2-550 0-083 0 0-17

1 i 5-062 0-245 0 0-49

3 14-80
i

10 14-77 H
2-840 0137 0 0-27

X
2 0-285§ 0-01 7§ 0 0-03§

I

1

X
2 0-330 0-019 0 0-04

i 2-705 0-150 0 0-30

2 4-498 2-534 0 5-07
1

2 11-678 0-580 0 1-16

i 7-775 0-256)1 0 1-02 II

i 1-435 0-278 0 Ml
J \ i 0-692 0-018 0 0-04

3 14-80 10 14-77 0 10 31

[

Total carcass

Total offal parts
Contents of stomachs
Contents of intestines
Loss by evaporation, error in weigliing, &c.

50
26
5

2
0

8-00

5-29

2-06

1-35

5-80

9 13-78

6 15 97
16 1-30

3 14-80

84 6-50 I 16 13-75 20 0-10

25 15-08

10 14-77

36 13-85

Amount and distribution of the fat obtained by melting and
expression (lbs., ozs., and tenths).

1 13-35

0 10-31

2 7-66

In carcass (including kidney fat) K; i.oq

(

From caid i

From intestines
. 3 10-40

|From region of heart ...
) 3 14-80Prom remaining parts 0 4-40) -

Total 20 0-10

Amount and distribution of bones (including hoofs),
lbs., ozs., and tenths.

In carcass (
experiment) . . . 2 9-41

| ^ ^1 Second half (by calculation) . . . 2 8-99 /
'

"14-49 1

12-70/
In offal... 1

----------- 0 14-49 1 , n
1 Feet and hoofs 0 r

1 H 19

Total 6 13-59

5 “taWM Tf “> 'k* t With
§ doubtful whether these amounts refer to the Pancreas, Thymus Gland

the Pancreas alone.

J With caul-fat-membrane,

and Glands about the Throat collectively, or to

The amounts of Mineral Matter in the Wool are stated too high, owing to adherent dirt.

4 G 2
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in tlie same.

Designation of Parts.

!

Original fresh

j

weights.

^ . „,„o 1
Mineral matter ash,.

Dry matter at 212°.
|

Exclusive of

melted fat.
Melted fat.

Total dry
matter.

_

Proportion of

whole, and
calculated

weights, of dry

matters taken
for burning.

Actual
ashes

obtained.

Ashes
calexilated

for the

whole dry
matters.

lbs. oz,

21 9-91

0 2-17

0 8-85

3 8-01
Half-carcass. . . i Sidney fat and membrane

25 12-94

26 4-06Totals OI hail-carcass opcrawu un

Other haif-carcass (dry, &c., calculated)

52 1-00
1

CARCASS.

lbs. oz.

3 10-96

0 0-48

0 0-45

2 4-85

6 0-74

6 2-41

lbs. oz. lbs. oz.

4 8-50
1

8 3-46

0 0-48

0 7-450 700

4 15-50

5 0-87

2 4-85

11 0-24

11 3-28

14-740
0-120

0-114

9-212

oz.

1-286

0 006
0-002

3-207

lbs. oi.

0 5 14

0 04*2

0 »Ktl

0 12 83

1 2-00

1 231

12 3-15 10 0-37 22 3-52 2 4 31

ORGANS OR PARTS CONSTITUTING “ OFFAL.

Stomachs (washed)

Caul-fat and membrane

SmaU intestines (washed)

Large intestines (washed)

Intestinal fat and membrane

Heart and aorta

Heart-fat (with inembrane)

Lungs and windpipe

Blood
Liver

Pancreas (
“ sweetbread ” )

Thymus gland (“ heartbread ”) •

.

Glands about the throat (“ throatbread )

Milt or spleen

Gall-bladder

Bladder
Head flesh

Head bones

Pelt

Wool
Feet, hoofs, &c.

Diaifliragm (“ skirts ”) .

Total offal

3 3-83

3 2-70

1 1-04 \
1 7-09 J

1 9-40

0 8-30

0 3-90

1 6-95

5 1-25

1 10-50

0 M3
0 MO
0 1-00

0 2-50

. 0 0-11

0 1-00

2 6-00

1 3-25

5 8-57

7 3-25

0-68

.. 0 337

.. 37 6-92

0 5-98

0 1-08

0 4-71

0 1-24

0 1-78

0 0-12

0 6-44

0 13-76

0 8-46

0 0-62

0 0-50

0 0-22

0 6-08

0 12-68

1 10-00

3 1-80

0 7-79

0 0-94

4 5-05

9 4-20 4 5-05

.... (\ t 1
2243

1 f
'

0-406

t 1-/67

t 0-465

I 0-667

1
' 0-044

f 2-413

1 i -1 5-158

5 1 3173

13 9-25 - 0-235

§ 0-187

i

t
j

0-083

; I 2-280

‘ 1 1

4-755

1 t 9-750

24-900

1 4
‘ 2-920

U t
j

0-354

13 9-25 1

j

...
1

0-105 0 0-28

0-016 0 0-04

0-078 0 0-2>

0-020 0 Oitj

0-026

0-004

0-091

0-208

0-138

0 0-07

0 0-01

0 024
0 0-56

0 037

0-021 0 0 06

0-011 0 0-03

0-008 0 002

0-131

2-059

0-543

0 0 ;>5

0 5 49

0 1 4.=i

1-202* 0 2 00
0-539 0 1 44

0013 0 O0.3

0 1310

SUMMARY:—ENTIRE ANIMAL.

Total carcass ....

Total offal parts

Contents of

Contents of intestines, and Me ...._.

Loss by evaporation, error in weighing, &c.

Entire animal (live-weight after fasting)

52 1 -00

37 6-92

4 13-80

0 15-90

2 4-38

12

9

3-

15

4-

20

10
4

0-37

5-05

22
13

352
9-25

2 431

0 13-10

97 10-00 21 7-35 14 5-42 35 12-77
3 141

Amount and distribution of the fat obtained by melting and

expression (lbs., ozs., and tenths).

In carcass (including kidney fat)

r From caul 1 14-80
j

jv. , J
From intestines 1 2-43

I

^ 5.Q5
In oflal...

I

j’j.QYjj region of heart 0 2-60
(1 Fr.

[From remaining 1 1-22 J
14 5-42

Amount and distribution of bones (including hoofs),

lbs., ozs., and tentlis.

r Fh-St half (by experiment) •

^
« 01 \ - 0-98

In carcass calculation) • •

f ^ f/.

,
(Head o-fislIn olliil nnfl hoofs Q 4-m

Total

The amounts of Mineral Matter in the Wool are stated too high, owmi to adherent dirt.
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AppejStbix.—Table VI. Showing the Fresh "Weights of the various Organs and Parts of A HALF-FAT
OLD SHEEP, kiUed for Analysis, May 8, 1849

;
also the results of the Determinations of Dry Matter

and Ash in the same.

Dry matter at 212°. Mineral matter (ash).

Designatton of Parts. Original fresh

weights.

Exclusive of
melted fat.

Melted fat.
Total dry
matter.

Proportion of
whole, and
calculated

weights, of dry
matters taken
for burning.

Actual
ashes

obtained.

Ashes
calculated
for the

whole dry
matters.

CAHCASS.

( Flesh and fat
lbs. oz.

25 7-87
lbs. oz.

5 3-01

0-47

2 3-27

lbs. oz.

5 11*59
1

lbs. oz.

10 1460
02.

16-602
0-188

7-054

oz. lbs. oz.

Half-carcass ... -I Kidney fat 5 0-568 0 2-84

[
Bones 2 10-20 1 0-20 3 3-94 1 To 0-004 0 0-01

J 1 i 3*l5l 0 15-75

Totals of half-carcass operated on 28 2-07

28 2-07
7 6-75

7 6-75
6 11-79

6 11-79
14 2-54

14 2-54
1 2-60

1 2-61
Other half-carcass (dryf &c., calculated)

Whole carcass 56 4-14 14 13-50 13 7-58 28 5-08 2 5-21

OEGAHS OE PAETS CONSTITHTIHG “ OFFAL.”

Stomachs fwashed 1 2 13-75

3 1-50

1 0-80

1 3-00

2 5-50

0 7-35

0 8-00

1 1-40

4 1-23

1 11-30

0 7-78

0 0-63
1

/ 3-112 0-129 0 0-32Caul-fat and membrane To

Small intestines To 0-250 0-044t 0 0-1 It

Large intestines 1 0 6-33 4 2-532

0-542

0-092 0 0-23
Intestinal fat and membrane 0 1-36

0 1-51

0 0-93

0 4-43

Heart and aorta

10 § §

Heart-fat and membrane
_fL
10 0-605 0-025 0 0-06

Lungs and windpipe
Blood

10
4
1 O

0-

374

1-

772 0-082
§

0 0-20

Liver 10 3-362 0-184 0 0-61

Pancreas (“ sweetbread ”) 5 8-50 14 6-91 10 2-532 0-124 0 0-31

Thymus gland (“ heartbread ”) 1 0 2-5811

0 2-95

2 10-44

1 8-36

7 0-44*

6 10-56

X

0 8-60

0 0-5111

0 080

0-20411 0-01411 0 0-0311Glands about the throat (“ throatbread ”) ...

Milt or spleen

lO

Head flesh

1 0
0-318 0019 0 0-05

Head bones
1 1-30

10 3-016 0-122 0 0-31

Pelt 10 1-730 0-868 0 8-68

Wool
1/ lU O/

mT 6-148 0-370 0 0-93

Feet, hoofs. &o 0 5-60

0 2-28

TcT
5-250 0-3101[ 0 3-10^

Diaphragm (“skirts”) 20 0-840 0-165 0 1-10
/

1 10 0-911 0-034 0 0-09

Total offal 37 1-76 8 14-41 14 6-910 o’OU
1 013

SUMMAEY EHTIEE ANIMAT,

Total carcass 56 4-14

37 1-76

7 9-35

1 14-90

2 2-85

13 7-58

5 8-50
28 5-08

14 6-91
Total “ ofial ” parts 2 5-21

Contents of stomachs 1 0 13
Contents of intestines ... .

i

Loss by evaporation, error in weighing, &c.

Entire animal (live-weight after fasting) . .

.

105 1-00 23 11-91 19 0-08 42 11*99 i

1

3 5-34

expression (lbs., ozs., and tenths).

In carcass (including kidney-fat) ]3 7-58

{

From card 2 6-66
)From intestines 2 1-80 I ,From region of heart ... 0 6-58
(

» o OU

From remaining parts. . . 0 9 46 J
Total 19 0-08

Amount and distribution of bones
(lbs., ozs., and tenths).

In carcass experiment)... 2 10-20 1 .

( becond half (by calculation) 2 10-20 j
* o 40

r Head
j 8-36

In offal ... 1 Feet and hoofs (with pelt, not weighed 1

[ separately)
j

’

Total 7 0-76

* Including feet and hoofs,

t With pelt.
-f- Including intestinal and heart-fat, and their membranes.

§ With caul-fat-membrane.

«' Tl»o.t collertml,. o, tothe Pancreas alone.

If The amounts of Mineral Matter in the Wool are stated too high, owing to adherent dirt.
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APPEKBIX.-TABLJ) VIL Showing the Fresh Weights of the various Organs and Parts of A TXT

kiUed for Analysis, May 7, 1849 ;
also the results of the Determinations of Dry Matter and Asl^ m tne

same.

Designation of Parts.
Original fresh

weights.

Dry matter at 212°.

Exclusire of

melted fat.
Melted fat.

Total dry
matter.

Mineral matter (ash'

.

Proportion of

whole, and
calculated

weights, of drr
matters taken
for burning.

Actual
ashes

obtained.

Ashes
calculated

for the

whole dry

matten.

CAUCASS.

f Flesh and fat 1

Half-carcass . .

. j
fat J

L Bones

lbs. oz.

33 1-00

3 4-00

lbs. oz.

r 4 1-49

0 051
1 0 1-17
' 2 6-20

lbs. oz.

12 4-60

3 0-66

1

lbs. oz. 1

16 6-09

0 0-51

3 1-83

2 6-20

1

4
TXT
4
lO
1

T

oz.

13-097
0-204

0-469

7-650

oz. 5^'

0-53S M

.0 028
'(

3-456

IS. 01.

) 2-61

) 0-07

1 1-2S !

36 5-00 6 9-37 15 5-26 21 14-63

22 2-85

1 4-04
,

1 4-28

Other half-carcass (dry, &o., calculated) 36 12-00 6 10-64 15 8-21

Whole carcass 73 1-00 13 4-01 30 13-47 44 1-48
1

2 8-32

OEGAJSrS OR PARTS CONSTITUTING “OFFAL.”

3 2-50 0 6 92
1

4
10

2-769 0 204
'

0-058

1

0 0-51

0 0-14+,

6 9-00 0 1-84 To
yj'iXViL-LUib UllCi JXlC'J-Ui-'j. uiULV/ •

1 5-80
1 0 5-90

4 2-360 0120 0 0-30

2 5-50
§ §

3 9-50 0 1-57 To" §

0 8-70 0 1-80
6
1 0

1115
n.i on

0-040 0 0-07

§
0 8-00 0 0-48 To

0-"l07

0-220

0-180

0 0-18

0 0-55

0 0-45

1 0-50 0 4-38 A"

4 8-80 0 13-02 To
Q'7 If?

1 14 80 0 9-36
.10 2-00 20 5-50 }

To

1 0-20511 0*01 1|| 0 0-03
1 0 3-4011 0 0-5111 To

Glands about the throat (“throatbread )
... J

0 3-33 0 0-78 A 0-469 0-034 0 0-06

2 10-20 0 6-12 A 2-446
1*311

0-149

0-709

0-613

0-404<

0-150

0-032

0 037
0 7 W

1 3-80 0 13 42 To
A 0 1-53

7 0-60» 1 11-87
6-HO
0*666

0 4-04''

8 1-90 3 13-10 lO
0 150

t
0 6-66 10

0 0-05

Diaplu-agm (“skirts”) 0 6-20 0 1-71 ' \ lO

Total offal 45 6-53 10 3-50 10 2-00 20 5-50 1 0-87

SUMAIARY ENTIRE ANIMAL.

73 1-00 13 4-01 30 13-47 44 1-48 1 2 8-32

1 0-87

45 6-53 10 3-50 10 2-00 20 5-50

4 15-50

2 11-10
uoncciiLb ui iuL.coDj.jj.c'o

Loss by evaporation, error in weiglung, &c. 1 0-37
i
"“TTr

Entire animal (live-w^eight after fasting) . . 127 2-50 23 7-51 40 15-47 64 6-98 13 9-i9

1

Ainount and distribution of the fat obtained by melting and

expression (lbs., ozs., and tenths).

In carcass (including kidney fat).

I

From caul

From intestines ....

From region of heart ... 0 O'OO

From remaining parts... 1 2 '50

Total

5 15-80 1

2 15-70
[

30 13-47

10 2-00

40 15-47

Amount and distribution of bones

(lbs., ozs., and tenths).

I
Fu-st half (by experiment) ... 3 4-00 \ c-.go

In carcass calculation).. 3 4-62 J

I

Head '.

In offal . . .
-^
Feet and hoofs (with pelt, not weighed (

separately) J

Total 7 12-12

t Including ash of intestinal and heai-t-fat, and their membranes.

§ With caul-fat.

II
It is doubtful whether these

the Pancreas alone.
. t

^ The amounts of Mineral Matter in the M^ool are stated too high, on-ing to adherent du-t.

Including feet and hoofs.

I
With pe

amounts refer to the Pancreas, Thymus Gland, and Glands about the Throat coUectiyely. or to
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Appendix. Table VIII. Showing the Fresh Weights of the various Organs and Parts of AN EXTEA-
FAT SHEEP kiUed for Analysis, December 13, 1848

;
also the results of the Determinations of Dry

Matter and Ash in the same.

Dry matter at 212°. Blineral matter (ash).

Designation of Parts. Original frest

weights.

Exclusive of
melted fat.

Melted fat.
Total dry
matter,

Proportion of
whole, and
calculated

weights, of dry
matters taken
for burning.

Actual
ashes

obtained.

Ashes
calculated
for the

whole dry
matters.

CAECASS.

r Flesh and fat I

Half-carcass . . . Fat-membrane 1

[
Bones

J

lbs. oz.

79 10-00

lbs. oz.

r 7 7-36 I
2 0-94 1

1 4 3-09 J

lbs. oz.

39 9-10

lbs. oz.

53 4-49

1

3
8
3
8
3
8

OZ.

44-760
12-350

25-158

02.

1-220

0-332

11-690

lbs. 02 .

0 3-25

0 0-89

1 15-17

Totals of half-carcass operated on 79 10 00
79 1000

13 11-39

13 11-39
39 9-10

39 9-10
53 4-49

53 4-49
Other half-carcass (dry" &c., calculated) 2 3-31

2 3-31

Whole carcass 159 4-00 27 6-78 79 2-20 106 8-98 4 6-62

OEGAJSrS OE PARTS CONSTITUTING “OFFAL”
Stomachs (washed 1 . 4 2-30 !

24 600t;
1 14-70 !

1 3-90

0 13-00

0 9-50

1 14-00

1
1

Caul-fat and membrane
Small intestines fwashed i..

Large intestines (washed')..
Intestinal fat and membraup

Heart and aorta. . .

.

Heart-fat and membrane ..

Lungs and windnine 1 6 0-64 24 1-00 - 30 1-64 3 18-120 0-698 0 3-72
Blood

(2 4-84)

10

Liver, with milt,
. 3 0-20

I

(A) (6-907) (0-278) (0 1-48)

Pancreas (“ sweetbread ”1

Thymus gland (“heartbread”') 0 5-70§
Glands about the throat (“ throatbread ”) ...

Head flesh 3 1000 JHead bones .

.

1 6-00Pelt
1

1 O'UU 3 4-125 2-310 0 12-32

Wool
1 q.aa !

r 3 13 46 3 13-46 3 11-523 0-560 0 2-99

I'eet and hoofs. &o.
7 15-76

[
0 11-40*

7 15-76

0 11-40

3
16
3
16

23 955
2-138

4'667||

0-515
111 8-89

0 2-75

Total offal .

.

80 1-80
'

19 15-26 24 1-00 44 0-26 2 14-67

SUMMARY ENTIEE ANIMAL.
Total carcass

Total “ oifal ” parts ..

159 4-00

80 1 -80

10 8-00

2 9-40

0 0-80

27 6-78

19 15-26
79 2-20 106 8-98 4 6 62

Contents of stomaohs 24 1 -00 44 0-26 2 14-67
Contents of intestines
Loss by evaporation, error in weighing, &c.

-Entire animal (live-weight after fasting) 252 800 47 6-04 103 3-20 150 9-24 7 5-29

Amount and distribution of the fat obtained by melting and expression (lbs., ozs., and tenths)

In carcass (including tidnev-fa,t1

( From caid
In ofial ... 1 From intestines

1
From remaining narts 9 S-Of

n
)

24 1 00

J
Total

t Including intestinal fat and membrane. + wv!, i r .. j i

8 Tt i« rlniiKtf.,1 caul-tat and membrane.

PancreJouT coUectively, or to the

II
The amounts of Mineral Matter in the Wool are stated too high, owing to adherent dirt.
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Apmsdix -TiPLE IX. Showing the Fresh Weights of the various Organs and Parts of A STORE PIG,

killed for Analysis, May 12, 1850 ;
also the results of the Determinations of Dry d&rter and A.h m

the same.

Dry matter at 212°.
1

Mineral matter (ash

Designation of Parts.

j

Original fresh

'

weights.
1

Exclusive of

melted fat.
Melted fat.

Total dry
matter.

! Proportion of

1 whole, and
' calculated
' weights, of dry
' matters taken

!' for burning.

Actual
ashes

obtained.

Ashes

CAECASS.

Half-carcass

f Flesh and fat

Kidney
Kidney fat and membrane . .

.

Flesh juice

Skin and diaphragm

lbs. oz.

26 0-96

0 2-82

0 12-97

1 9-01

2 7-50

lbs. oz.

4 1-18

0 0-64

0 1-02

0 1-91

0 10-47

1 6-66

lbs. oz.

7 0-00

0 8-30

lbs. oz.
1

11 1-18

0 0-64
1

0 9-32

0 1-91

0 10-47

1 6-66

1
T
1
4
1
T
,1

1
4
1
T

oz.

16-295
0-160

0-255

0-955

2-617

5-665

oz.

0-654

0-009

0-004

0-210

0-031

2394

Totals of half-carcass operated on

Other half-carcass (dry, &c., calculated)

31 126
31 5-18

6 5-88

6 6-68

7 8-30

7 9-25

13 14-18

13 15-93

Whole carcass 62 6-44 12 12-56
1

15 155 27 14-11

261

(Vlf*

fr42

0-12

9-5 S

12 79

12??

1 96?

OSaAJfS OR PARTS CONSTITUTLNG “ OPPAL.”

Stomach (washed.)

Caul-fat and membrane
Small intestines (washed)

Large intestines (washed)

Intestinal fat, “mudgeon,” &c.

Heart and aorta

Lungs and windpipe

Blood
Liver
Pancreas (“sweetbread”)

Milt or spleen

G-all-bladder

Bladder
Brains
Tongue
Head flesh

Head bones

Head-skin and ears

Hair
Scurf

Feet and toes

Tail and bones

CEsophagus and trimmings ,

Total oflal

1

0
2
2
1

0
1

7
2

0

0
0
0
0
4
1

3-

30
5-55

9-00

5-74

5-77

7-

85

0-85

800

4-

05
2-75

0-20

2-

30

3-

56

8-

40
1254
11-25

0 10-62

3-57

175

29 7-87

0 3-80 i

0 0-34
f

1
0 9-47

0 1-62

0 1-88

0 3-82

0 13-21

0 11-47

*0 1-02

0 0-65

1
0 0-53

j

3 7-10
•i

9 6-83

1

1

0 0;68 1

0 1-85
1

0 10-56
1

0 15-55 1

0 3-47

0 1-76

0 1-92

1

1
0 10-88

0 031
0 0-94 V

5 15-73
1

3 7-10
1

9 9-83

1-425 0065 0 017

0-127
,

0-003 0 iK'i

3-551
,

0-152 0 040

0-607 0-024 0 O-i.16

0-706 0-032 0 008
1-432 0-086 0 0-23

4-956 0-270 0 0 72

4-302 0-231 0 0 62

*0-127 *0-009 *0 007

0-246 0-013 0 0-O3

0-198 0-010 0 0-03

0-254 0-01 7 0 0 iU

0-231 0-020 0 0-16

3-958 0-175 0 0-47

5-831 3 112 0 8 30

1-301 0-012 0 003

0-878 0-011 0 0-<.l2

0-240 0-010 0 O-Oh

2-720 0-705 0 282

0-114 0-013 0 Otll

0-354 0-017 0 O-lhi

0 14 U

SUMMARY ENTIRE ANIMAL.

Total carcass

Total offal parts

Contents of stomachs

Contents of intestines and bile

Loss by evaporation, error in weigliing, &c.

62 6-44

29 7-87

0 4-25

4 10 36
_ 2 13-92

12 12-56

5 15-73

15 155
3 7-10

27 14-11

9 6-83

1 9 68

0 14 44

Entii-e animal (live-weight after fasting) . .

.

93 15-00 18 12-29 18 8‘65 37 4-94 I-
2

Amount and distribution of the fat obtained by melting and

expression (lbs., ozs., and tenths).

In carcass (including kidney fat)

(

From caul 0 3-35

Prom intestines, “mudgeon,”&c. 0 6-65

Fromremaining parts (including
head) 2 13-10

Total

Amoiuit

:

lbs., ozs., and tenths.

pirsthalf (by experimeut)... 2 7->50 \ 4 15-31

Second half (by caleiflation) 2 7-81

J

In carcass s half (by ..
, , ^

Head 1 3
In oflal..

0-.57

i Feet and toes ^
i s si< ^

Total '

. I. i. douRM .li.lh.r .modut. refer lo U» P.ner..., Thyme. Glm.d. ...d Glm.d. .bo«. the Thiwt eollectiyelj, or ..

the Pancreas alone.
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Appendix.—Table X. Showing the Fresh Weights of the various Organs and Parts of A FAT PIG,
killed for Analysis, July 18, 1850 ;

also the results of the Determinations of Dry Matter and Ash in

the same.

Original fresh

weights.

Dry matter at 212°. Mineral matter (ash).

Designation of Parts. Exclusive of
melted fat.

Melted fat.
Total dry
matter.

Proportion of
whole, and
calculated

weights, of dry
matters taken
for burning.

Actual
ashes

obtained.

Ashes
calculated

for the
whole dry
matters.

CAECASS.

/ Flesh and fat

Kidney

Half carcass J
and membrane

Skin and diaphragm
Bones

lbs. oz.

60 1-22

0 4-50

3 11-52

3 2-88

3 4-21

lbs. oz.

7 0-46

0 1-02

0 1-70

0 0-54

1 1-99

2 0-20

lbs. oz.

29 15 00

3 0-75

lbs. oz.

36 15-46

0 1-02

3 2 45
0 0-54

1 1-99

2 020

X
4
1
?
1
4
1
¥
1
¥
1
¥

OZ.

28-114
0-254
0-425

0-136
4-498

8-050

oz.

0641
0-013
0-012

0-027

0091
3-160

lbs. oz.

0 2-56

0 0-05

0 0-05

0 0-11

0 0'36

0 12-64

Totals of half-carcass operated on
Other half-carcass (dry, &c., calculated)

70 8-33

70 0-40
10 5-91

10 4-74
32 15-75

32 12 04
43 5-66

43 0-78
0 15-77

0 15-66

Whole carcass 140 873 20 10 65 65 11-79 86 6-44 1 15-43

OEGANS OE PAETS CONSTITUTING “ OFFAL.”

Stomach (washed)

Caul-fat and membrane
Small intestines (washed)
Large intestines (washed)
Intestinal fat, “mudgeon,” &c

Heart and aorta

Lungs and windpipe
Blood
Liver

Pancreas (“sweetbread”!
Mdt or spleen

GaU-bladder
Bladder
Brains

Tongue
Head flesh

Head bones

Head-skin and ears

Hair
Sciu'f

1 3-48

0 8-95

2 8-54

1 10 74
4 1-3]

0 8-80

1 1173
6 13-30

3 077
*0 6-44

0 4-93

0 0-21

0 2-45

0 3-31

0 12-90

7 1-98

1 13-50

1 5 00

i

0 3-90

1 0 0-30

j
0 8-62

!
0 3-05

0 1-87

0 5-64

1 7-26

0 14-34

*0 100
0 0-85

j
0 0-59

0 0-68

0 2-66

0 12-86

1 201
0 5-12

j
0 3-54

1
1 1-96

0 0-41
1

7 0-45

f

14 13-11 ^

3
8
3
8

3
8

3
8

3
3
1

3
3
8
3
8
3
8
3
8

3
8

s’

3
S'
3
S'
3
8
3
8

3
8

3
8

3
8

1-462

0-112

3-

232

1-145

0-

703

1-

880
8-724

5-

377
»0-375

0-318

0-222

0-171

0-

996

4-

822

6-

754

1-

920

1-329

6-733

0-151

0-019

0-005

0-135

0-057

0-033

0-087

0-455

0-350
*0-017
0-018

0-009

0-013

0-040

0-182
3-498

0053

0-

054

1-

463

0-015

0 0-05

0 0-01

0 0-36

0 0-15

0 0 09
0 0-26

0 1-21

0 0-93
*0 0-05

0 0-05

0 0-02

0 005
0 011
0 0 49
0 9-31

0 0-14

0 0-14

0 3-90

0 0 01

Feet and toes

Tail and bones

r 1 14-47

1 0 2-84

0 1-01
; V

Total offal 36 8-66 7 12-66 7 0-45 14 13-11 1 1-36

1 SUMMAEY ENTIEE ANIMAL.

Total carcass

Total offal parts

Contents of stomachs . .

.

Contents of intestines and bile
Loss by evaporation, error in weighing, &c.

140 8 73
36 866
0 11-82

6 9-80

0 8-99

20 10 65

7 12-66
65 11-79

7 0-45

86 6 44
14 13 11

1 15-43

1 1-36

Entire animal (live-weight after fasting) 185 0-00 28 7-31 72 12-24 101 3-55 3 0-79

Amount and distribution of tbe fat obtained by melting and
expression (lbs., ozs., and tenths).

Amount and distribution of bones (including toes),

lbs., ozs., and tenths.

In carcass (including kidnev fat!

f From caul 0 8-05

1

In offal . J
uitestmes, “ mudgeon,” &c. 2 875

|

1 3 15-65
[

Total

65 11-79

7 0-45

72 12-24

In carcass 1 ^ « c.pt;

(
Second half (by calculation) 3 3-84

)

” “05

1 Feet and toes 2 1-31
(

^ 14-81
j

Total 10 6-86

i

doubtful whether these amounts refer to the Pancreas, Thymus Gland, and Glands about the Throat collectively, or to
the Pancreas alone.

MDCCCLIX.
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-^TTT cs-L
• R/^anlfq of tte individual DeterminatioiLS of Fat (by extraction -Rdtb

""'-Etru Crude D^sltance of certain collective portions, and of tie entire bodies, of 10

Animals of different Description, Age, or condition of Fatness.

Percentages of Pat remaining in the “ Crude Dry Substance.”

Mean.
Experiment 1 .Ipsperiment 2.'Experiment 3.|Experiment 4.

|

1. COLLECTIVE CAECASS PAETS (IVCLELIVG BO^'E).

Pat calf

Half-fat ox

Fat ox

Pat lamb
Store sheep

Half-fat old sheep

Pat sheep

Extra-fat sheep

Store pig

Pat pig

Store pig (head and feet without tongue and brains)

Pat pig (head and feet without tongue and brains) ...

15-98

24-

67
19-99

25-

61
19-34

27-43

17-

64
31-34

18-

98
18-70

18-02

21-72

15-84

23-94

19-85

25-93

19-43

27-74

17-

67
31-16

19-19

19-16

18-

17
21-65

2. COLLECTIVE OPFAL PAETS (lECLLDIVa BOEE).

Fat calf

.

Half-fat ox

Half-fat ox (without bone) . . .

.

Half-fat ox (offal bones only) .

Fat ox

Eat lamb
Store sheep

Half-fat old sheep

Pat sheep

Extra-fat sheep

Store pig

Pat pig .

.

1652
13-54

15-78

9-16

17-

24

23-89
22-38

18-

40
20-93

22-90

15-47

13-41

16-31

13-51

15-

31
8-52

16-

19

23-80

22-15

18-27

21-

05

22-

62

15-35

13-49

14-22

17-27

13-33

20-76

3. WOOLt-
1

8-69 9-28
1

11-18 8-98

8-85

12-69
8-95

14-81olu Siibbp
14-40

9*84
11-85 9-70 lU

15-91

24-

30
19-92

25-

77
19-39

27-59

17-66

31-25

19-09

18-93

18-09

21-68

16-42

13-66

15-

55
8-S4

16-

90

23-85

22-27

is-34
20-91

22-76

15-41

13-45

S-99

11-07

8-90

13-97

10-44

17-10 16-52

22-79

i

22-74

19-10 19-10

25-70

25-

83
19-38

26-

48
19-35

26-17
Hali-iat Ola sneep

19-42 iy-35

29-4629-42

18-18 18-08

18-49store pig 19-08

16-81

22-77

19-10

25-

77

19-37

26-

33
19-39

29-44

18-13

18-78

After the removal of as much fat as possible by melting and expression. .

t The agreement of the separate determinations is not so good in the case ot the wool, as m that of the p

the adherent dh-t, which rendered it difficult to secure even samples for analysis.

to



Appendix.—Table XIV. Showing the Eesults of the individual Determinations of Nitrogen in the “ Crude

Dry Substance*” of certain collective portions, and of the entire bodies, of 10 Animals of dilferent

Description, Age, and condition of Datness.

1

Percentages of Nitrogen in the “ Crude Dry Substance.”

Experiment 1 Experiment 2 Experiment 3. Experiment 4. Mean.

1
1. COLLECTIVE CARCASS PAETS (EXCLUDING BONE).

i Fat calf 12-49 12-44 12*47
Half-fat ox 10-90 10-86 I0-88
Fat ox 12-20 12-05 12-13

Fat ox (with bones) 9-62 9-59 9-60

Fat lamb 1063 10-72 10-68

Store sheep 13-04 13-09 13-07
Half-fat old sheep 10-33 10-43 10-38

Fat sheep 12-65 12-73 12-69
Extra-fat sheep 9-55 9-45 9*50

store pig (with bones) 11-38 11-26 11-32

Fat pig (with bones) 11-81 11-55 11-58 11-64

Store pig (head and feet without tongue and brains) 8-70 8-88 8-79

Fat pig (head and feet without tongue and brains) . .

.

8-68 8-66 8-67

2. CAECASS BONES.

Fat calf 5-94 6-06 6*00
Half-fat ox 4-88 4-90 4-89
Fat ox 4-95 5-02 a.-QP

Fat lamb 5-17 5-02 5'10
Store sheep 5-08 5-09 5*09
Half-fat old sheep 4-62 4-65 4-64
Fat sheep 4-92 4-94 4*93
Extra-fat sheep 4-97 4-93 4-95

3. COLLECTIVE OEFilL PAETS (INCLUDIVa BONE).

11-35 11-30 11-43 11-36
11-95 11-71 11-95 11-87
11-25 11-29 11-29 11-28

10-21 9-89 9-97 10-02
10-51 10-60 10-43 10-51

10-52 10-35 10-51 10-46
10-61 10-60 10-28 10-50

1058 10-33 10-29 10-40

12-96 12-82 12 89
13-10 13-23 13-17

Fat calf

Half-fat ox
Fat ox

Fat lamb
Store sheep

Half-fat old sheep .

.

Fat sheep

Extra-fat sheep

Store pig (no bones)
Fat pig (no bones) .

.

4. HAIE OE WOOLt-

Fat calf

Half-fat ox
Fat ox

Fat lamb
Store sheep
Half-fat old sheep
Fat sheep

Extra-fat sheep

.5. ENTIEE ANIMAL (EXCLUDINO HAIE OE WOOL).

16-46 16-60 16-53
16-74 16-90 16-82
16-16 16-82 16-57 16-52

14-80 14-97 14-89
14-30 13-86 15-20 14-03 14-35
16-52 14-38 14-70 15-20
14-49 13-56 12-60 13-08 13-43
12-49 11-83 12-08 12-54 12-24

Pat calf 10-79

10-04

10-15

9-24

10-33

f 9-33

10-70

10-06

10-13

9-22

10-02

9-23

10-75

10-05

10-14

9-23

Half-fat ox , .

Fat ox

Fat lamb . . .

Store sheep

Half-fat old sheep 9-28
8-85 9-26 950 9-20

Fat sheep +
9-92 10-05 9-99

10-69 10-24 10-76 10-56

Extra-fat sheep r 8-71 8-72 8-72
9-10

11-10

11-52

9-13

11-16

11-77

9-21 9-15

11-13

11-62

Store pig
h'at pig

11-57

* After the removal of as much fat as possible by melting and expression.
t The agreement of the separate determinations is not so good in the case of the wool, as in that of the other parts, owing to
e adherent dirt, which rendered it difficult to secrme even samples for analysis.

1 In these cases a second set of determinations was made as a check, some months after the first, and with different reagents.
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Appendix.—Table XV. Showing the Actual AVeights (lbs. and ozs.) of the

Designation of Parts.
Short

homed

;

milk-fed

;

tilled

Aug. 11,

1849.

( Stomachs
Contents of stomachs and vomit

j

Caul-fat

Small intestines and contents

1
Large intestines and contents .

.

' Intestinal fat

Heart and aorta

Heart-fat

Lungs and windpipe

Blood
Liver

Gall-bladder and contents

Pancreas (“sweetbread”)

Thymus gland (“heartbread”)

Glands about the throat (“ throatbread”)

Milt or spleen

Bladder, with penis, or womb
Brains

Head and tongue

Hide and horns

Feet, hoofs, &c

i
Tail

1

Diaphragm (“skirts”)

i
Miscellaneous trimmings

Total “ offal” parts

Carcass

Loss by evaporation, error in weighing, &c.

Live-weight after fasting

Calves.

No. 1. No. 2.

Durham
breed

;

(analysed

as fat)

taken from
dam feed-

ing on
grass

;

killed

Sept. 12,

1849.

lbs. oz.

4 0
3 14

2 11

4 8

3 9-5

1 9

1 8

lbs. oz.

2 13

8 3
2 7-5

6 3

2 14-5

4 3

Heifers.

No. 1.

Welsh;
three to

four years

old; lolled

Aug. 23,

1849.

No. 2.

Welsh;
three years

old ;
lately

oil-cake

fed; killed

Aug. 30,

1849.

3 4
10 0
4 2
0 2
0 45
0 11-5

0 9

0 14

0 4-5

15 12

17 0
6 9

1

0 6

3 5

13 8

4 3

1 13

0 12

0

11

7-2

7-2

81 4
155 14

5 10

242 12

17 12-5

4 6

0 5-2

1 1-5

87 12-7

157 7-5

13 7-8

258 12

lbs. oz.

33 0
51 0
31 11

13 0
9 4

36 0

4 3
2 0

5 7

32 4

13 12
0 10
0 12

0 9

0 5

1 8

9 12t

20 4
I

64 12

13 12

0 8

4 12

7 4

356 5

498 0

37 7

lbs. oz.

31 0
90 8

14 13

17 8

15 0
16 6

3 13

1 12

7 6

29 4
12 2
0 11-5

0 14

0 9-6

0 6-5

1 0

1 6

0 10

22 0

67 0
15 8

1 1-5

4 7
1 8

891 12

356 10

451 4
8 2

816 0

Bullocks.

No. 1.

Mixed
breed

;

killed

Aug. 2,

1849.

No. 2. ' No. 3. i No. 4. i No. 5.

lbs. oz.

40 8

157 14

18 7
24 10

18 0

17 4

6 4

1 14

12 8

48 9

15 3
0 6
1 1

1 0
0 5

2 0

0 9

1 2-5

31 0
91 0
22 8

1 8

5 12

Mixed
breed

;

killed

Aug. 9,

1849.

lbs. oz.

37 2
83 14

15 8

19 0
21 12

15 14

Welsh,
homed;

four

years

old;

killed

Aug. 16,

1849.

Scotch.
I

I

long-
:

j

homed
: |

i four years

.

i i

grass-fed ;

.

I killed (

: Aug. 30. I

i 1849.

Dutch;
lately

grass-fed

in

Norfolk

;

killed

Aug. 23.

1849.

519 4-5

665 8

27 11-5

1212 8

46 8

14 4
0 3
1 2-5

0 8

2 0

0 8

0 8

26 12
68 8

18 7
0 14

2 4-5

1 2

393 13

550 4
20 0

964 1

lbs. oz.

28 8

81 2
11 9

13 2
12 10 I

12 12
i

4 14-5
I

1 14-5

7 2-5
1

25 13-5

10 5

0 15

0 12

0 7
0 4

0 15

0 4-5

0 11-8

24 7'5

73 7

17 10-5

0 13
1 10

2 5-5

I
lbs. oz.

I

36 0
99 0

21 9

20 10

I 16 6

17 6

6 1

1 15
'

11 4

49 0
I

16 14
!

1 4‘5
j

0 12-5
j

0 10-5

0 3-5

;

1 11
I

0 7'5

0 12 :

31 12
1

98 12 I

18 2
;

0 13
,

2 1 !

2 1

lbs. oz.

33 8

79 8

19 0

19 8 .

13 12

24 1

6 8

1 14 :

11 12

44 8

13 10 i

1 14 ;

0 14
'

1 0

0 11 .

2 0

0 8

0 10

35 2

81 0

20 12

1 4

1 14-5

3 12

334 7-8
!

455 7 5 418 14-5

527 4 629 8 713 13

20 0 23 0-5
1

36 4-5

881 11-8 1108 0 1169 0

* With bladder, t Including calf.
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individual Organs, and other separated Parts, of Calves, Heieees, and Bullocks.

No. 6. No. 7. No. 8. No. 9. No. 10. No. 11. No. 12. No. 13. No. 14.

The
two

calves.

The
two

heifers.

The
fourteen

bullocks.

Scotch,

long-

liomed

:

four years

old;

grass-fed ;

killed

Sept. 6,

1849.

Welsh,
five years

old;

IdUed
Sept. 13,

1849.

Mixed
breed

;

killed

Sept. 20,

1849.

Durham,
short-

homed
;

three to

four jears

old;

grass-fed

;

killed

Sept. 27,

1849.

Irish,

lately

grass-fed

in

Leicester-

shire
;

killed

Sept. 27,

1849.

Mixed
breed

;

three years

old;

killed

Oct. 4,

1849.

Scotch

;

(analysed

as fat)

four years

old;

killed

Oct. 30,

1849.

Scotch

;

(analysed

as half-fat)

three to

four years

old;

killed

Nov. 14,

1849.

Devon

:

working
ox; after-

wards fed

on oilcake

&c.
; seven

years old

;

killed

AprU 6,

1853.

The
sixteen

heifers

and
bullocks.

lbs. oz.

34 0

117 12

13 10

19 0

22 4
10 12

5 13

1 9

9 12

44 10

13 12

0 13-5

0 13-5

0 13

0 7-5

1 13

0 7

0 10-5

32 0
105 0
20 14

1 0
4 11

3 11

lbs. oz.

31 11

104 7

22 9-5

20 0
16 2
21 14

4 13

3 5

8 1

49 8

13 2
1 7
0 12-5

0 8
0 2
1 14

0 8

0 12-5

27 0

84 8

17 14

1 1

6 12

1 3

lbs. oz.

36 0
93 0
24 2

17 0
11 7

27 0

5 10

3 14

8 3
56 6
15 0
1 5
0 15

0 9

0 5

2 9

0 9
0 11

26 6
91 8
21 13

1 3

5 3
2 3

lbs. oz.

41 12
92 0
24 8-5

20 4
8 5

27 14

5 14-5

2 14-5

9 6

57 6
17 11

1 1-8

1 3
0 8

0 7-2

1 13-8

0 15-5

0 15-2

30 12
90 8

23 11

1 6-5

7 1

2 5-3

lbs. oz.

30 10
108 6
19 0-5

17 0-5

11 15-5

19 10

5 3
3 14
10 0
42 3-5

13 12

0 15

1 1

0 9-5

0 4-8

2 1'5

0 15

0 12-2

30 11

80 4
20 9

1 0

4 7

3 2

lbs. oz.

33 4
100 9-5

35 0
16 15-5

14 10

39 0

5 1-5

4 7
8 11-5

45 5
14 6-5

0 14-5

1 5

0 5-5

1 6-5

1 2-5

0 11-8

29 10

83 14

21 7
1 0
4 12

11 9-5

lbs. oz.

36 6
84 4

29 13

8 11-7

5 2-5

36 14

7 6
6 3
8 14-5

52 11-8

17 10
0 13

0 15-5

0 10-5

0 6-5

2 4

1 10-7

0 14

43 7
80 3-8

22 7-7

1 7-5

7 9
9 0-5

lbs. oz.

32 1

100 1

16 9-5

8 5
6 0

19 11-5

5 13-5

2 6-8

7 12-8

54 5
15 11

1 0
1 0
0 10-8

0 6-2

2 2-2

0 11-5

0 14-2

39 0
79 15-4

20 2
1 12-4

5 11-5

3 6 2

lbs. oz.

58 8

60 8

53 0
14 15

7 11

79 0

8 2
8 14

12 6
54 7

20 2

1 6
2 10
1 11

0 8
2 12

1 5

0 8
40 8
113 4
25 0

13^ 0
8 11

lbs. oz.

3 6’5

6 0-5

2 9-2

5 5-5

3 4

2 14

1 7-7

0 3-5

3 4-8

11 12-5

4 2-8

0 2

|...
1

0 13

0 6

1 13 9-5
1

17 6-2
^

5 7-5

0 5-2

1 1-5

lbs. oz.

32 0
70 12

23 4
15 4
12 2
26 3

4 0
1 14

6 6-5

30 12

12 15

0 10-8

0 13

0 9-2

0 5-7

1 4

5 9§
0 5

21 2
65 14
14 10
0 12-8

4 9-5

4 6

lbs. oz.

36 6-7

97 4-7

23 2-7

17 1-3

13 4-6

26 5-8

5 14-4

3 6-9

9 101
47 15-2

15 1-6

1 0-5

1 1-6

0 11

0 5-5

1 15-3

0 16-7

0 121
32 0-5

87 4-3

20 13
1 1-3

5 3-2

3 14-3

lbs. oz.

35 13-9

93 15-8

23 2-9

16 13-6

13 23
26 5-4

5 106
3 3-8

9 3-6

45 12-8

14 13 3
0 157
1 1

0 107
0 5-5

1 13-9

0 91
0 120

30 107
84 9-5

20 0-6

1 1-9

5 2
3 15-3

466 0
639 4

6 12

1112 0

439 14-5

630 0
15 1-5

452 13

693 12

15 7

470 11-8

762 12

32 82
1

428 7
666 12

16 13

475 8-8

701 1-2

-2 10

465 14-2

939 6
13 11-8

425 9-5

797 11

8 11-5

588 12
1025 12

37 8

85 4-9

156 10-8

8 12-3

356 7-5

474 10
22 12-5

452 13-3

710 31
19 11

4,39 13-9

680 12
20 7-2

1085 0 1162 0
!
1266 0 1112 0 1174 0 1419 0 1232 0 652 0 250 12 853 14 1182 1-5 1141 M

t With hide.
§ In one case Womb with Calf.
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Appendix.—Table XVII. Showing the Axitual WeighU

Class II.—20 Wether Sheep of CotswoU Breed, about H year old, in moderately Fat condition.

j

Designation of Parts.

The 5 giving the Largest amount of

Increase during Fattening.

The 5 giving the Smallest amount of

Increase during Fattening.

No. 1. No. 2. No. 3. No. 4. No. 5. No. 6. No. 7. No. 8. No. 9. No. 10.

.bs. oz.

112 0

bs. oz.

127 0

bs. oz.

108 0
bs. oz.

146 0
bs. oz.

119 0
bs. oz.

128 0
bs. oz.

109 0
i

bs. oz. j

133 0
re o

bs. oz.

L20 0
cn s

bs. ozs.

129 0
166 8

162 8Final weiglit, unfasted (including shorn wool).

Final weight, fasted (including shorn wool).

201
188

0
0

207 1

196 1

185 0
178 0

222 12

208 12

194
182 2

u/
166

15

2
1

lOD i

148 12 168 9 151 8

5 1 4 12-5 4 9 5 14 4 5

8

4 2
0

5 3

6 9

6 0

4 3 4
5

'

4
8

0
0
14
12
11-5

14

8 11-5 10 15-5 7 15 9 4 9 7 /

7 8 5 6 4 9 8 3 6 6*5

11

8 1

0

D
2

'

9 13 9
3 7 3 7 3 10 3 10-5 3 3 4 4

2
12-5

2
1

9 3
3 5-5 3 7 2 2-5 3 6-5 4 2-5 2 3

1

4 3
1 4-5

0
1 1

1 1 14 2 7 2 13 2 2 2 6 2

o

0 11-3 0 12-3 0 11 0 12 0 11-5 0 9

8
9-5

0 10-8

0 4-6

1 12

8 1-5

0 11 0 8-5 0

0
1

6

9
9

0 6 0 7-3 0 4-5 0 11-5 0 8
12-5

0
1 1 Q 1 7 i

! 1 8-5 2 2-5 2 0 2 3 1
13
9(»

* 7 5-5 7 12-5 6 10-5 8 10 7 45
1

6 9
10'5

7 1 1*0

9
0
9 9 2

3 5-5 3 4 2 13 3 15 3 2
0
0

o
9.3 0 1*2 0

0

0

1-4
\
^

\ OD G-all-bladder and contents 0
0

1-

9

2-

5

0 2-2

0 4-3

0 1-1

0 3
0 2-2

0 3-5

0
0

3

4

1 6
3-5 0 3-5

0 5

0
0

3-5 0 3-5

3-7

3*5

4U 0 4-5 0 5 0 3-8 0 5-8 0 5*5 0 4

n 0 1 0 0-8 0 0-7 0 0-8 0 1

0
0 0-6

13
8

0 M 0 0-6 0
A

0-8

0

i 0
4

08

1 4 9 5 4 4 13 5 5 5 4 4 lo'O
0 12 4 12

8

0
8

1 14 0 15 8 14 0 14 6 13 4 12 14 U
8 12

o

1

8 c
1

Wool previously shorn 10 0 11 1 8 0 8 12 9 9 2 y

72 6-7 77 6-9 65 7 1 77 14-8 72 0
14-5

3-5

65
101

5 6
0-5

69 6-7

78 6

69 7*4 59
(U

6-9

14-8

9-3

65
95

> 1

5*2

5-2

115 1-5 117 14 110 6 131 6-5 109
1 •-i.l 13'6

Loss by evaporation, error in weighing, &o. 0 7-8 0 121 2 2-9 -0 9-3 0 — 0 4*J
j

U lo ti

1

^

Live-weight after fasting 188 0 196 1 178 0 208 12 182 2 166 2 |148 12 168 9 151 8 162 «
1

^ For particulars of the feeding experiment, see article on the “ Comparative Fattening QuaUtics of
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(lbs. and ozs.) of the individual Organs, and other separated Parts, of SHEEP.
Fattening food—Odcake, Clover Chaff, and Swedish Turnips*. KiUed at Rothamsted, April 19, 1852.

The 10 giving the Medium amount of Increase durim? Pattpui'nir
Means of

The The
5 of

Smalles

Increase

The
10 of

Medium
Increase

The
20

Cots-

wolds.

No. 11. No. 12. No. 13. No. 14.
j

No. 15. No. 16. No. 17. No. 18. No. 19. No. 20.

0 Ox

Largest

Increase

lbs. oz.

108 0
176 3
164 3

lbs. oz.

125 0
191 8
!l80 8

lbs. oz.

119 0
185 1

176 1

lbs. oz.

116 0
181 13
173 13

jibs. oz.

|l23 0
188 11

180 11

lbs. oz.

128 0
193 1

180 1

lbs. oz..

121 0
184 8
173 8

lbs. oz.

105 0
168 2
161 2

lbs. oz.

108 0
168 13
162 13

lbs. oz.

112 0
172 5
161 5

lbs. oz.

122 6-4

201 15-8

190 9-4

lbs. oz.

123 12-8

167 4-6

159 7-8

lbs. oz.

116 8
189 0 1

171 6-5

lbs. oz.

119 12-8

182 131
173 3-5

4 5

7 3

7 4
2 14-5

4 0
2 5

0 10
0 4

1 15-5

6 8-5

3 0
0 1-6

0 3-5

0 4 5 1

0 0-6'

4 10 1

12 8 :

7 3
1

1

4 6

8 7
8 11

3 7
3 10-5

2 10-2

0 10
0 5-3

2 1-5

7 9

3 6
0 1

0 3-2

0 4-5
i

0 0-8^

4 8’5

13 8

9 8

4 13
8 13

7 12-5

4 0
3 13

1 8

0 10-5

0 6
2 6
7 0-5

3 25
0 1-3

0 4
0 4-7

0 0-5

5 2
13 0
10 1

4 5

8 14

9 3
3 3
3 1

2 3

0 11

0 9-5

1 13

7 4
3 2
0 1-5

0 3
0 4-5

0 0-7

4 8
11 8

8 13

4 13

7 7
8 8

3 7-5

3 15

1 10

0 10-9

0 4
2 2
7 4-5

3 0
0 2
0 3-5

0 4-3

0 0-5

5 0
13 0 '

8 11

4 14

1

8 11

8 10

3 6
3 2-5

2 9

0 9-5

0 6-5

2 5

7 14
3 6
0 1-7

0 3 3
0 3-8

0 0-7

5 2
13 8
10 1

4 12
8 4
7 5

3 4
3 1

1 7

0 10-5

0 4-5

1 15-5

7 1

3 3
0 1-5

0 3-2

0 4-2

0 0-7

4 14

13 0
9 8

4 4

5 10

7 0
2 9-5

2 10
1 12-5

0 10
0 8
1 15

6 2
2 10
0 1-8

0 3-5

0 4-6

0 0-7

4 12-5

11 8
8 2

4 9-5

8 4-5

5 11-5

3 3
3 12
1 10

0 11

0 4
1 13
8 0-5

3 5

0 0-8

0 3
0 6-5

0 0-8

5 1-5

15 0
8 13

4 6
6 2
5 14

3 5

2 15

1 11

0 10
0 5-7

2 0
7 4
3 3
0 1'5

0 4
0 5

0 0-8

5 0
13 8
9 5

4 14-7

9 4-4

6 65
3 91
3 4-8

2 5-2

0 11-6

0 7-4

1 14-9

7 86
3 4-5

0 2]
0 3'5

0 4-9

0 0-9

4 15-8

14 3-6

9 6-2

4 4-8

7 4-2

6 6-6

3 3-2

3 2-5

1 11-6

0 9-7

0 4-6

1 91
7 0-7

2 12-3

0 1-4

0 3-5

0 4-5

0 0-8

4 11 1

12 13-6

9 4'6

4 8-7

7 12-3

7 9-5

3 4-3

3 6-4

1 15

0 10-3

0 5-8

2 0-7

7 3'2

3 21
0 1-5

0 3-4

0 4-7

0 0-7

4 13-9

13 0
9 0-1

4 9-3

8 0-3

7 0
3 5-2

3 5-2

1 15-7

0 10-5

0 5-9

1 14-3

7 3-9

3 1-3

0 1-6

0 3-4

0 4-7

0 0-7

4 13-6

13 4-3

9 2-7
65 4 6

93 7-5

0 6-9
i

73 5'5

06 9
0 9-5

73 25
04 4
-1 5-5

69 11-2

05 5-5

-1 3-7,

70 7-2

109 0
1 3-8

75 2
104 11-5

0 3-5

69 3-1

102 6-5

1 14-4

60 12-1

98 14-5

1 7 4

70 13-5

91 14-7

0 0-8

66 4
94 6

0 11

73 0-7

16 14-9

0 9-8

65 12-8

92 15-8

0 11-2

69 6-6

101 9-5

0 6-4

69 6-6

03 4-4

0 8-5
64 3 jl 80 8 176 1 1 73 13 h 80 11 4 80 1 ] 73 8 61 2 62 13 61 5 1 90 9-4 59 7-8 71 6-5 ] 73 3-5

different Breeds of Sheep,” Joui-nal of the Eoyal Agricultural Society of England, vol. xiii. part 1

4 I 2
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Appendix.—Table XVIII. SEoiving the Actual Weiglts (lbs. and ozs.)

Class HI. 16 Wether Sheep of LeicesterBreed, about year old, in moderately

Killed at Rothamsted,

Designation of Parts.

The 4 giving the Largest amount of

Increase diuing Fattening.

The 4 giving the Smallest amount of

Increase during Fattening.

No. 1. No. 2. No. 3. No. 4. No. 5. No. 6. 'So. 7.

1

No. 8.

1 bs. oz. ] bs. oz. ] bs. oz. 1 3S. oz. ] bs. oz. ] bs. oz. '1 DS. OZ. 4 3s. oz.

19 0 121 0 17 0 08 0 96 0 92 0
I

93 0 84 0

Final weight, unfasted (including shorn wool) . . . 1 85 4 183 12 L79 0 64 0 [27 0 [23 9 1 18 12 07 11

Final weight, after fasting (including shorn wool). 70 4 168 12 L65 0 L50 0 116 0 [12 9 [09 12 98 11

/
4 12 3 14 3 12 3 15 3 6 3 7 3 1 2 11

Contents of stomachs 7 0-5 5 14 6 8 7 1 4 15 6 0
1

5 1 5 1

6 3 6 13 7 4 5 5 4 8 2 0 2 8-5 1 11

Small intestines and contents 3 10 3 0 3 9 2 13 2 4 4 1 2 11 2 12-5

Large intestines and contents 3 3-5 2 11 3 1 2 9 1 14 2 11 2 2 2 6

2 0 1 15 1 15 1 6 1 6 1 10
i

0 12-5 1 5-5

Heart and aorta 0 10 0 12 0 105 0 10 0 7'5 0 9-5 0 7 0 9

offal. 0 5-7 0 3 0 8*5 0 3 0 2 0 2-5 0 2 0 2-4

Sh Lungs and windpipe 1 6 1 11 1 3 1 5 1 4 2 0 1 1 1 14

° 6 13 6 10 7 2 5 11 4 8 5 7 4 15 4 13

3 0 2 10 3 1 2 14 2 3-5 2 4 1 15 '5 2 -0 4

0 i-3 0 1-5 0 0-5 0 1 0 0-8 0 1-2 0 0-8 0 1

C3

m Pancreas (“sweetbread” )
0 4 0 4-5 0 4 0 3 0 3-2 0 3-3 0 3 0 2-5

Milt or spleen 0 3-5 0 3-5 0 3-3 0 3 0 2-5 0 3-6 0 3 0 3

0 1 0 0*9 0 0-9 0 1 0 0-7 0 0-7
, 0 09 0 1

4 3 4 11 4 1
i

4 ^ 3 9 3 15 3 9*5
1

3 7-5

Skin (with feet, &c.) 12 15 12 1 11 10 10 14 9 1 10 0
!

9 8
)

9 0

Wool previously shorn 10 4 8 12 10 0 10 0 6 0 8 9
i

9 12

!

6 11

Miscellaneous trimmings 1

Total “offal” parts 66 15-5 62 3-4 64 13-7 59 6 45 15-2 53 4-8 48 17 44 15-8

99 9-5 101 13 96 5 88 6 66 13-5 59 2-5 59 14-5 51 15

Loss by evaporation, error in weighing, &c . 3 11 4 lie 3 13-3 2 4 3 3'i 1 7 1 11-8 1 12-2

Live-weight after fasting

—
. 170 4 168 12 165 0 150 0 116 0 112 9 |l09 12 98 11

» For particulars of tlie feeding experiment, see article on the Comparatiye Fattening Qualities of
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of the individual Organs, and other separated Parts, of SHEEP.

Fat condition. Fattening Food—Oilcake, Clover ChalF, and Swedish Turnips*.
April 23, 1853.

The 8 giving the Medium amount of Increase during Fattening.

The
4 of

Largest

Increase

The
4 of

Smalles

Increase

The
8 of

; Mediiun
Increase

The
16

Leices-

ters.

No. 9. No. 10. No. 11. No. 12. No. 1.3. No. 14. No. 16. No. 16.

lbs. oz.

114 0
lbs. oz.

100 0
lbs. oz.

89 0
libs. oz.

105 0
lbs. oz.

105 0
lbs. oz.

95 0
lbs. oz.

105 0
lbs. oz.

91 0
lbs. oz.

116 4
lbs. oz.

91 4
lbs. oz.

100 8

lbs. oz.

102 2

160 3 145 14 134 7 150 3 149 2 138 4 146 10 132 8 178 0 119 4 144 10-4 146 10-2

148 3 132 14 121 7 138 3 139 2 122 4 134 10 123 8 163 8 109 4 132 8-4 134 7-2

3 9 3 8 3 8 3 2-5 3 11 3 5 3 14 3 5
j

4 1-2 3 2-2 3 7-8 3 8-8

5 7-5 4 12 7 1 4 9-5 5 11 4 11 4 6 7 1 6 9-9 5 4-2 5 7-4 5 11-2

5 6-5 4 13 3 4 7 1 5 2 4 4-5 3 11 5 2 6 6-2 2 10-9 4 13-5 4 11

2 15 2 14 3 6 2 9-5 2 13 3 1 2 10-5 3 0 3 4 2 151 2 14-6 3 01
2 4-5 2 5 2 2 2 8-5 3 6-5 2 5-5 2 8 2 4-5 2 141 2 4-3 2 7-6 2 8-4

1 7-5 1 7-5 1 7 2 4 1 9-7 1 14 1 5-5 1 13 1 13 1 4-5 1 10-5 1 9-6

0 9-5 0 9 0 9 0 7-5 0 8 0 8 0 9-5 0 8-5 0 10-6 0 8-3 0 8-6 0 9

0 3-8 0 4 0 2-3 0 4-5 0 4 0 2 0 3-5 0 1-5 0 51 0 2-2 0 3-2 0 3-4

1 5 1 6 2 0 1 4-5 1 5-5 1 1 1 8 1 3 1 6-2 1 8-8 1 6-1 1 6-8

5 8 5 0 5 12 5 2-5 5 15-5 4 11 5 6 5 4 6 9 4 14-8 5 5-4 5 8’6

2 8-5 2 12 2 10 2 5-5 2 10 2 4 2 13 2 10-5 2 14-3 2 1-9 2 9-2 2 8-6

0 13 0 2 0 22 0 1 0 1 0 1*5 0 1 0 0-8 0 M 0 0-9 0 1-4 0 1-2

0 3-5 0 3-7 0 3 0 3-5 0 4 0 4 0 3-5 0 3 0 3-9 0 3 0 3-5 0 3-5

0 3-2 0 3-5 0 3-5 0 3 0 3 0 2-5 0 3 0 3 0 3-3 0 3 0 31 0 31

0 05 0 0-8 0 0-8 0 0-7 0 0-8 0 17 0 07 0 0-5 0 1 0 0-8 0 0-8 0 0-9

4 1-5 4 0-5 4 15 3 12 4 1 3 11 4 3 3 10 4 47 3 10-3 3 151 3 15-3

11 8 10 1 10 7 10 0 11 4 9 14 11 11 9 8 11 14 9 6-2 10 8-6 10 9-4

8 3 6 14 8 7 8 3 9 2 7 4 6 10 6 8 9 12 7 12 7 10-4 8 3-2

0 3 0 2-5 0 1-2 0 2 0 1-8 0 1 0 4 0 3 0 2-3 0 2-3

55 12-8 51 65 55 75 54 4'7 58 1-8 49 10 7 52 3-2 52 9-3 63 5-6 48 1-4 53 11 1 54 12-4

90 7 79 5 ’5 65 1 81 5'5 79 11 -5 72 12 80 14 70 7-5 96 8-4 59 7-4 77 8 77 11-9

1 15-2 2 2 0 14-5 2 8-8 1 4-7 -0 27 1 8-8 0 7-2 3 10 1 11-2 1 5*3 1 14-9

148 3 1 32 4 21 7 138 3 39 2 122 4 134 10 1 23 8 1 63 8 1 09 4 132 8-4 34 7-2

different Breeds of Sheep,” Journal of the Royal Agricultural Society of England, vol. xvi. part 1.
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Appendix.—Table XIX. Shoidng the Actual Weights (lbs. and oz.)

Class IV.

—

16 Wether Sheep of Cross-breeA (Leicester and South Doivn), about year old,

Killed at Eothamsted,

Designation of Parts.

The 4 giving the Largest amount of

Increase during Fattening.

The 4 giving the Smallest amount of

Increase during Fattening.

No. 1. No. 2. No. 3. No. 4. ]S'o

1

1

0.
;

No
1

6. No 7. No. 8.

lbs. OZ, lbs. OZ. lbs. oz. lbs. oz. lbs. oz. lbs. oz. lbs. oz. lbs. oz.

Original weight 88 0 93 0 99 0 102 0 91 0 88 0
1

100 0 98 0

Final weight, unfasted (including shorn wool) . .

.

144 12 149 0 154 10 155 12 127 13 124 6 ; 134 8 131 7

Final weight, after fasting (including shorn wool). 134 12 138 0 142 10 141 12 115 13 111 6 122 8 122 7

Stomachs 3 11 3 12 3 15 3 14 3 1 3 2 i 3 8 3 2

Contents of stomachs 7 6 5 15 9 5 5 12 4 15 5 12 5 12 7 3

Caul -fat 4 12 6 12-5 4 5-5 5 12 4 0 4 5 6 6 1

Small intestines and contents 1 14 2 7-5 2 6 2 7 1 15 2 3 2 9 2 7’5

Large intestines and contents 2 4 2 12 3 4 3 6 2 10-5 2 7 2 15 2 11

Intestinal fat 1 7 2 3 1 9 1 11 1 0 1 0-5 1 9-5 1 7

Heart and aorta 0 9-3 0 8-5 0 10 0 9 0 7 0 9-5 0 8 0 7-5

‘offal

Heart-fat 0 4 0 3-5 0 4-5 0 3-5 0 4 0 3 0 2*2 0 4

Lungs and windpipe 1 8 1 4-5 1 14 1 8 1 9 1 2 1 8

o
Blood 5 5 5 8 5 9 6 9 4 12 4 14 5 12-5 5 5-3

a. Liver 2 7 2 7-5 2 15 2 3 2 1 2 4 2 4 2 2-5

33
Grall-bladder and contents 0 2-5 0 1-5 0 3 0 1-8 0 2 0 1-5 0 M 1-2

1

^
1 Ul Pancreas (

‘
‘ sweetbread ” ) 0 3-3 0 4 0 3-5 0 4 0 3*5 0 3*5 0 3-5 0 3-5

j

Milt or spleen 0 3-5 0 3 0 3 0 4 0 3 0 3-5 0 4-4 0 3-3

Bladder 0 1 0 0-8 0 L3 0 08 0 0-7 0 0-8 0 0-7 0 0-9

Head 4 4 4 1 4 6-5 4 6 3 14-5 3 12-5 4 2-5 4 0

Skin (with feet, &c.) 11 0 8 12 13 2 12 0 10 8 10 0 9 11 10 4

Wool previously shorn 8 12 7 0 7 10 6 12 5 13 5 6 7 8 6 7

(
Miscellaneous trimmings 0 5-5 0 1-8 0 5-5 0 2 0 3-5 0 3-5 0 2-5

56 7T 54 6T 61 14-3 58 0-6 47 9-2 47 12-3 53 15-9 54 1-2

77 13-5 85 5 83 0 83 12 67 15-5 64 6-5 65 12 68 14-5

Loss by evaporation, error in weighing, &c 0 7-4 -1 111 -2 4-3 -0 0-6 0 4-3 -0 12-8 2 121 -0 87

Live-weight after fasting 134 12 138 0 142 10 141 12 115 13 111 6 122 8 122 7

* For particulars of the feeding experiment, see article on the “Comparative Fattening Qualities of
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of the mdividual Organs, and other separated Parts, of SHEEP.

in moderately Eat condition. Eattening food-Oilcake, Clover Chaif, and Swedish Turnips*
April 23

,
1853 .

^ '

The 8 giying the Medium amount of Increase during Fattening.

The
4 of

Largest
Increase

The
4 of

Smalles

Increase

The
8 of

Medium
Increase

The 16
Cross-

bred
Wethers.

Jfo. 9. No. 10. No. 11. No. 12. No. 13. No. 14. No. 15. No. 16.

lbs. oz.

95 0
lbs. oz.

102 0
lbs. oz.

88 0
lbs. oz.

98 0
lbs. oz.

101 0
lbs. oz.

89 0
lbs. oz.

96 0
lbs.

100
OZ.

0
lbs. oz.

95 8

lbs. oz.

94 4
lbs. oz.

96 2
lbs. oz.

95 8

140 12 147 4 132 12 142 9 145 8 133 5 139 13 142 8 151 0-5 129 8-5 140 89 140 67
126 12 139 4 120 12 133 9 131 8 123 5 132 13 126 8 139 4-5 118 0-5 129 4-9 128 157
3 6 3 12 2 14 3 1-5 3 7 3 2 3 14 3 5 3 13 3 3-3 3 57 3 6-9

4 15 6 4 5 9 6 8-5 3 13 5 6 7 10-5 O 9 7 1-5 5 14-5 5 7-4 5 157
5 11 7 5-5 5 1 5 8 4 9-5 3 12£ 4 10 5 9-5 5 6-5 4 147 5 4-4 5 3-5

1 11 3 1 1 13 2 3 5 2 8-5 1 11 2 9 2 3 2 4-6 2 4-6 2 3-5 2 41
2 2 2 9 2 0 2 8 2 9-5 2 13 3 9 2 5*5 2 14-5 2 10-9 2 9 2 10-9

2 3-5 i 2 12 1 12 2 8-5 1 10-8 1 0 1 7-5 2 2 1 11-5 1 4'2 1 15 1 11-5

0 9 0 87 0 77 0 8-5 0 8-5 0 8-2 0 8-8 0 9-5 0 9-2 0 8 0 8'6 0 8-6

0 4-4 0 5-5 0 5 0 3 0 7-5 0 31 0 67 0 4-5 0 3-9 0 3-3 0 5 0 4-3

1 4 1 0-2 1 2-5 1 4’5 1 10 1 5-5 1 8 1 5 1 8-6 1 6'5 1 57 1 6-6

5 9-5 5 11 3 4 7 5 3 4 12 4 15 5 13-5 5 5 5 117 5 2'9 5 3-6 5 5-4

2 5 2 9 2 1 2 6 2 5-5 2 1 2 5 2 7 2 81 2 2-9 2 4-9 2 5-2

0 1-8 0 1-3 0 2-2 0 2 0 0-8 0 07 0 2-2 0 1-2 0 2-2 0 1-5 0 1-5 0 17
0 27: 0 47 0 3-5 0 3-2 0 37 0 3 0 4-2 0 37 0 37 0 3-5 0 3-6 0 3-0

!

0 37 0 3-8 0 3 0 3 0 3-5 0 27 0 3 0 3 0 34 0 3'6 0 3-2 0 3-3

0 0-6 0 0-9 0 07 0 07 0 0-9 0 0-6 0 0-9 0 0'8 0 1 0 0-8 0 0-8 0 0’8

4 0 4 47 3 10 3 14 4 1-8 4 2-5 4 1-5 4 2 4 4-4 3 15'4 4 05 4 1-2

9 6 10 12 9 6 10 14 11 3 11 12 11 11 9 10 11 3 5 10 17 10 9-2 10 9\9

4 12 5 4 6 12 6 9 5 8 8 5 6 13 6 8 7 8-5 6 4-5 6 4-9 6 97
0 25 0 2 0 2-5 0 1 0 3 0 2-8 0 3-5 0 1-8 0 4-3 0 2-9 0 2-4 0 2-9

48 137 57 5-6 48 0 1 53 13-9 49 14-5 51 10 6 57 13 3 49 15 5 57 121 50 137 52 2-9 53 3-8

78 14 80 7-5 72 0 78 12 80 13-2 68 4-5 72 10 76 9-5 82 7-6 66 12-1 76 0-8 75 5-4

-0 157 1 6-9 0 11-9 0 151 0 12-3 3 5-9 2 57 -0 1 --0 15-2 0 67 1 1-2 0 6-5

126 12 1 39 4 1 20 12 1 33 9 1 31 8 1 23 5 23 5 126 8 1 39 4-5 1 18 0-5 1 29 4-9 1^8 157

different Breeds of Sheep," Journal of tlie Eoyal Agricultural Society of England, vol. xvi. part 1.
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Appendix.—Table XX. Sho-wing tlie Actual Weights (lbs. and ozs.)

Class V.—16 Ewe Sheep of Cross-lreed (Leicester and South Down), about year old, m
Killed at Eothamsted,

Designation of Parts.

The 4 ginng the Largest amount

of Increase during Fattening.

The 4 giving the Smallest amount
of Increase during Fattening.

No. 1. No. 2. No. 3. No. 4. No. 5. No. 6.
j

No. 7. No. 8.

hs. oz. hs. oz. hs. oz. hs. oz. bs. oz. bs. oz. bs. oz.

Original weight 84 0 91 0 95 0 91 0 90 0 91 0 92 0 an u

Final weight, unfasted (including shorn wool) 143 14 142 6 [45 14 140 4 124 12 124 8 125 6 118 7

Final weight, after fasting (including shorn wool).

.

129 14 129 6 131 14
i

1

125 4 112 12 112 8 114 6 108 7

(
Stomachs 3 2-5 3 0 3 7 2 15 3 4

i

2 15
i

2 13 2 10-5

Contents of stomachs 5 11-5 3 6 5 6 6 2 4 2 3 0
1

5 4 4 6’5

6 4 5 3-5 6 8 4 7 5 3-5 6 0 3 15‘5
,

4 4*5

Small intestines and contents 2 0 2 4-5 2 4 2 5 1 12 1 11 2 0 2 1-5

Large intestines and contents 1 12 2 7-5 2 4 1 15 2 4 1 5 2 6 2 4*5

Intestinal fat 1 8-3 1 5 2 10-5 1 14-5 1 12 2 1-5 1 1 0

Heart and aorta 0 8-5 0 9 0 9 0 9 0 8 0 8 0 6*5 0 7

Heart-fat 0 4-5 0 2 0 3-7 0 2-5 0 4-5 0 3 0 2*5 0 2

O
Lungs and windpipe 1 6 1 2-5 1 3'7 1 2 1 2-8 1 1 1 6 1 8-5

-it-H Blood 5 12 5 6-5 5 5 4 8 5 7-5 4 12 4 11 4 1

1
^

Liver 2 8-5 2 5-5 2 9 2 2-5 1 12-5 1 14 1 15-5 1 13

Gall-bladder and contents 0 2 0 12 0 0-5 0 2 0 1-4 0 1-8 0 0-7 0 0-9

S
aT*

Pancreas ( “ sweetbread ”
)

0 3-5 0 3-3 0 3-5 0 3 0 2-5 0 3 0 3 0 3

U1

Milt or spleen 0 3-2 0 3 2 0 4-5 0 3 0 3 0 2-5 0 2-5 0 2-5

Bladder 0 05 0 0-8 0 0-7 0 0-5 0 0-6 0 0-9 0 0-8 0 0-9

0 0-7 0 1-2 0 1 0 1 0 1-2 0 0-7 0 0-7 0 0-7

1

1

Head 3 13-5 4 0 4 0 3 115 3 6-5 : 3 7-5 3 7-5 3 3

Skin (with feet, &c.) 11 3 10 7 9 8 10 0 8 12 8 4 9 0 9 8

Wool previously shorn 7 14 7 6 6 14 7 4 6 12 5 8 6 6 6 7

^
Miscellaneous trimmings 0 3 0 2-5 0 4-5 0 2

i

0 4

Total “ offal ” parts 54 9-2 49 10-7 53 8-6 50 0 47 2 I 43 2-9

I

45 12-2 44 9

76 110 77 5-5 77 13 71 12 65 5 67 6-0 68 1 62 11

Loss by evaporation, error in weighing, &c -1 6-2 2 5-8 0 8-4 3 8 0 5 1 15-1 0 8-8 1 3

Live-weight after fasting 129 14 129 6 131 14 125 4 112 12 112 8 114 6 108 7

» For particulars of the feeding experiment, see article on the “Comparative Fattening Qualities of
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of the individual Organs, and other separated Parts, of SHEEP.

CloTer Chaff, and Swedish Tuenips.

The 8 giTing the Medium amount of Increase diu-ing Pattening.
Means of

—

The The
4 of

Smalles
Increase

The
8 of

; Mediun
. Increase

The 16
Cross-

bred
Ewes.

No. 9. No. 10 No. 11 No. 12 No. 13. No. 14 No. 15 No. 16.

4 of
Larges
Increasf

lbs. oz.

86 0

129 10

119 10

lbs. oz.

98 0

141 8

129 8

lbs. oz.

86 0

129 8

118 8

lbs. oz.

98 0

140 10

129 10

lbs. oz.

87 0

129 3

117 3

lbs. oz.

96 0

137 12

125 12

lbs. oz.

91 0

132 6

122 6

lbs. oz.

92 0

133 4

120 4

lbs. oz.

90 4

143 If

129 1'5

lbs. oz.

90 8

123 4-3

112 0-3

lbs. oz.

91 12

134 3-6

122 13-6

lbs. oz.

91 1

133 11-3

121 11-2
3 2 3 6 2 15-5 3 0 2 135 3 31 3 0 3 2-5 3 21 2 14-6 3 1-4 3 0-9
6 9 6 4 5 14-5 4 11-5 3 10-5 4 131 5 2 2 75 5 2-3 4 3-1 4 15 4 12-9
5 12 5 10 5 10-5 5 12 5 9-5 5 10 4 10 5 1 5 9-6 4 139 5 7-4 5 5-6
2 2-5 2 3

1

2 4 2 3 1 8-5 2 ,2-5 2 1 2 2-5 2 3-3 1 141 2 1-4 2 1-1
2 6 2 9 2 4-5 2 5 2 1 2 11 2 2 2 3-5 2 1-6 2 0-9 2 5-3 2 3-2
1 5'3 1 7-5 1 5 2 4 1 2 2 5-5 2 3-5 1 10 1 13-6 1 91 1 11-4 1 11-4

0 8 0 7 0 7 0 8-3 0 8-5 0 7-7 0 8-3 0 8 0 8-8 0 7-4 0 7-8 0 8
0 2 0 3 0 4 0 4-4 0 5-5 0 4-5 0 4-3 0 3 0 3-1 0 3 0 3-8 0 3-5
1 3-5 1 0 1 3 1 2-5 1 5 1 3-8 1 3-3 1 1-7 1 3-5 1 4-6 1 3-5 1 3-8
5 0 4 8 4 14-5 4 6-5 5 3 5 2-5 4 14 4 14-5 5 3-8 4 11'9 4 13-9 4 14-9
1 14-5 2 1-5 2 2-5 2 2 2 3’5 2 1-5 2 3 2 1 2 6-3 1 13-8 2 1-7 2 1-9
0 I’o 0 1-3 0 21 0 1-3 0 2 0 1-2 0 1-2 0 1-6 0 1-4 0 1-2 0 1-5 0 1-4
0 3*5

i

0 3 0 2-7 0 4 0 3 0 3 0 3-2 0 3-3 0 3-3 0 29 0 3-2 0 31
0 4 0 3 0 3 0 3-5 0 3-3 0 2-8 0 3 0 3-5 0 3-4 0 2-6 0 3-3 0 31

0 0-6 0 0-5 0 0-5 0 0-8 0 0-7 0 0-7 0 0-6 0 0-7 0 0-6 0 0-8 0 06 0 07
0 1-5 0 1 0 0-8 0 1 0 1-2

1

0 1-4 0 0-9 0 1 0 0-9 0 0-8 0 M 0 I

4
0

1

4 0 3 8-5 3 10 3 10-5
I

3 11-5 3 14 3 8 3 14-2 3 61 3 11-8 3 11
10 2

j

10 8 9 10 9 10 10 4 11 0 9 7 9 14 10 4-5 8 14 10 0-9 9 13
7 10

;

1

1

6 8 7 8 5 10 7 3
1

1

7 12 6 6 8 4 7 5-5 6 4-2 7 1-6 6 15-2
0 4-4 0 1-7

j

0 3 0 2-4 0 2 ! 0 1-8 0 2-8 0 1-5 0 3-3 0 3
j

0 2-4 0 2-7
52 12-5 51 ]0'5 50 11-6 48 6-2 48 4-2 53 4-4 48 10-1 47 12-8 51 15-1 45 4 50 3 49 6-4
65 10 75 11-5 67 8-5 79 8-2 68 12

'

71 2 73 1 71 9 75 14-4 65 13-8 71 9-8 71 3-9
1 3-5 2 2 0 3-9 1 11-6 0 2-8 !

1 5-6 0 10-9 0 14-2 1 4 0 14-5 1 0-8 1 09
119 10 1 29 8 1 18 8 1 29 10 1 17 3 1 25 12 1 22 6 1 20 4 L29 1-5 1 12 0-3 1 22 13-6 1 21 11-2

difceal B,«d, of Sb«p,” J„™.i of ,ho E„,,i Apfonltur.l Sooiot, of Eogl.od, ,ol iri. port 1

MDCCCLIX. A
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Appendix.—Table XXI. Showing the Aciml WeiglU (Ihs. and ozs.)

Class VI —16 Wether Sheep of ScmpsUre Down Breed, about li year old, in mode-

KiUed at Eothamsted,

Designation of Parts.

The 4 giving the Largest amount of

Increase during Fattening.

Ihe 4 giving tiie Smallest amount of

Increase during Fattening.

No. 1. No. 2. No. 3. No. 4. No. 5. No. 6. No. 7. No. 8.

bs. oz. 1

19 0 1

bs. oz.

24 0 1

bs. oz. 1

12 0 1

bs. oz.

16 0 1

lbs. oz.

05 0

bs. oz.

96 0 1

bs. oz. 1
1

19 0 11

bs. oz.

05 0

Final weight, unfasted (including shorn wool) ... 5

Final weight, after'fasting (including shorn wool).

>18 8 2

m 8 2

20 8 2

05 8 1

07 8 2

92 8 1

04 0

91 0

59 0 1

51 0 1

50 12 1

40 12 1

- ^ 1

74 4 jl

64 4 |1

60 8

51 8

/ 4 15 4 11 4 2 4 6 3 7 3 10 a 10 o o

8 15 10 7 10 0 10 6 8 5 6 6 7 14 6 12

frtf 8 3 8 15-8 7 2-4 7 8 8 11 5 11 8 12-1 6 2-3

4 0 3 15 3 4 3 0 2 12 2 10 2 10 2 4

4 7 3 0 2 13 3 1 2 8 2 9 3 0 2 10

5 0-4 5 2 5 4 4 10 3 14-1 2 4-3 5 6‘5 4 7-2

0 13 0 11-5 0 10-8 0 10-5 0 9-1 0 8-5 0 9-7 0 8-6

50 0 10-6 0 7-4 0 8-6 0 5'9 0 3-5 0 4-5 0 6 0 4-2

o

1 14-3 1 13 1 61 1 9-3 1 9 1 13 1 9-5 1 5-6

o 9 1 9 2-5 7 12-5 7 10-8 6 7 6 10-3 5 8-5 6 4-5

ro

3 7-8 3 96 2 9-9 3 5-8 2 6 2 9 2 5-6 2 0-8

1 0 1-1 0 0*5 0 0-8 0 0-9 0 1-4 0 0-6 0 1-2 0 0-4

&.

s 0 4 0 4 0 3-1 0 4-1 0 4-7 0 4 0 4-3 0 3

0 4'4 0 51 0 4-2 0 4-1 0 3-4 0 4-2
1

0 3-7
j

0 31

1
1

0 3-2 0 2-4 0 0-8 0 0-5 0 0-5 0 1 ! 0 0-6

i

6 4 6 0-5 5 10-5 5 1 4 8 4 14 5 01
j

4 4-8

. 17 11 17 8 15 14 16 2 11 0 11 8 11 5 12 2

. 5 8 5 8 6 8 8 0 6 0 5 12 4 4 7 8

(
Miscellaneous trimmings 0 4-9 0 1-9 0 2T 0 4 0 4-S 0 5 0 4-3 0 3-4

. 81 12-4 81 14 74 6-4 76 lO i 63 2-i 57 15-9 63 3-5 60 10*5

1C

, 120 10-S 123 13 118 13-£ 114 5i 86 14 80 6 99 8-S 89 15

Loss by eyaporation, error in weighing, &c .. 0 11 -0 3 -O ll'£ 0 0-.i 0 15fi 2 6-1 1 8 0 14-5

Live-weight after fasting ..202 8 205 8 192 8 191 0 151 0 140 12 164 4 151 8

* For particulars of the feeding experiment, see Ai-ticle on the “ ComparatiTe Fattening
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Appendix.—Table XXII. Showing the Actual Weights (Ihs. and ozs.)

Class VII.-16 Wether Sheep of fcsrx K<.»» Breed, about li

Designation of Parts.

Original weight

Final weight, unfasted (including shorn wool)

Final weight, after fasting (including shorn wool).

lbs. 02 . lbs. oz. libs. oz. lbs. oz.

97 0
i

84 0 80 0
99 0

167 4

154 4

/Stomachs

Contents of stomachs

Caul-fat

Small intestines and contents .

Large intestines and contents .

Intestinal fat »
Heart and aorta

Heart-fat

Lungs and windpipe

Blood

Liver

Gall-bladder and contents

Pancreas (“ sweetbread ”)

Milt or spleen

Bladder

Head

Skin (with feet, &c.)

Wool previously shorn .

Miscellaneous trimmings.

Total “ offal ” parts

Carcass

Loss by evaporation, error in weighing, &c

The 4 giving the Largest amount

of Increase during Fattening.

No. 1. No. 2. !
No. 3. i

No. 4. No. 0 .

oz.

86 0

163 8 147 8
jl42 12

151 8 ;137 8 132 12

3 13

5 13

7 0-4

3 10

2 5

4 9

0 9'5

0 101

1 5-9

8 13-8

2 3-8

1

0 0-3

0 2-7

0 4-6

0 0-6

4 3-3

12 4

6 4

0 21

3 1

4 12

6 3

2 12

2 7

4 4

0 93

0 101

1 3-5

6 1-6

2 5-8

0 0-5

0 4

0 5-9

0 09

4 8

10 4

6 8

0 3-9

3 2

7 5

6 9

2 14

2 6

3 4-6

0 9-5

0 8-4

1 3-8

5 15-8

2 2

0 0-8

0 4

3 0

7 0

6 5

2 13

2 4

2 14-3

0 8-6

0 4-5

1 5

5 8'

2 2

0 0

0 3

64 3-2

92 12

-2 11-2

0 5-9 0 4

0 0-5 0 0

Live-weight after fasting
154 4

56 8-5

94 6

0 9'4

4 8-5

10 6

6 8

0 0-8

4 2

9 2

4 12

0 3

58 2-6

79 10

-0 4-6

52 14

80 11

-0 13

151 8 137 8 132 12

The 4 giving the Smallest amount

of Increase during Fattening.

I

So.G. ' No. 7.
' No. 8.

lbs. oz. -lbs. oz. lbs. oz.

88 0 I 86 0 ;
78 0

4 123 8 126 4 121 8

17 4 116 8 119 4 116 8

2 10

14

6 2-3

1 12

1 14

3 9-5

0 8

0 5-6

1 2-5

4 8-3

1 14-5

0 1

0 2-4

0 5-5

0 0-6

3 10-3

9 8

5 4

0 4-5

2 14

5 0

4 7'5

2 8

2 7

2 3

0 7-5

0 8

1 4-5

4 11-8

2 1-4

0 07

0 2-5

0 5'5

0 0-5

3 12-8

9 0

4 8

0 5

47 9

68 6

1 4-9

2 13

6 3

6 8-3

3 4

2 6

3 1

0 7‘5

0 4-5

1 5

4 12

2 0

0 0-4

0 31

0 4-9

0 1

3 14-5

8 7

6 4

0 2-3

2 9

6 14

5 2

2 8

2 3

2 9-

0 7

0 3

1 2

4 9'5

2 1-3

0 0'8

0 3-9

0 6

0 0-8

3 11-5

9 5

4 8

0 3-3

117 4

46 117 52 5-5

68 6'5
^

67 0

1 57,-0 1'5

116 8 119 4

48 14-3

67 6

0 37

116 8

F«. of the fieite} eepefime.t, .ee .toticle on the " Compateto Fatteni.,,.



SOIVIE OF THE A^flMALS FED AND SLAUG-HTEEED AS HUMAN FOOD

of the individual Organs, and other separated Parts, of SHEEP.

Fat condition. Fattening food—Oilcake, Clover Chaff, and Swedish Turnips*
May 8, 1851.

The 8 giving the Medium amoimt of Increase during Fattening.

The
4 n-P

The The The

No. 9. No. 10. No. 11. No. 12.
i No. 13.
1

No. 14. No. 15. No. 16.

Largest

Increase.

4 01

Smallest

Increase

8 of

Medium
Increase.

16
Sussex

Downs.
lbs.

89
oz.

0
lbs.

96
OZ.

0
lbs.

86
OZ.

0
lbs.

87
OZ.

0
lbs.

85

j

OZ.

0
lbs.

89
OZ.

0
lbs.

93
OZ.

0
lbs.

93
OZ.

0
lbs.

90
OZ.

0
lbs.

84
OZ.

8
lbs.

89
OZ.

10
lbs.

88
OZ.

8
143 8 149 0 139 12 140 8 138 8 142 4 145 8 145 4 155 4 123 2 143 0-5 141 1-8

139 8 142 0 132 12 134 8 il29 8 136 4 137 8 135 4 144 0 117 6 135 14-5 133 4-7

2 14 3 0 2 12 2 14 3 2 3 0 3 2 3 0 3 4 2 11-5 2 15-5 2 15-6

6 6 4 10 5 8 6 10 5 4 8 0 6 2 5 4 6 3-5 5 7-8 5 15-5 5 14'6

6 13 7 5 7 6 6 15 4 14 5 13‘5 7 6 6 5-5 6 8-3 5 9 6 9-8 6 5-2

3 4 2 8 2 10 3 0 2 12 2 10 2 2 2 4 3 0-3 2 8 2 10-3 2 11-2

2 6 2 2 2 5 2 8 3 0 3 6 2 8 2 4 2 5-5 2 3-5 2 8-9 2 6-7

3 2 5 6*0 4 2-5 2 14-5 2 13 2 13 3 12-8 3 5-2 3 11-9 2 13-8 3 8-7 3 6-8

0 9-3 0 9-5 0 7-2 0 8-1 0 8-5 0 9 0 7-8 0 8 0 9-2 0 7-7 0 8-4 0 8-4

0 3-3 0 1-9 0 4 0 4-5 0 7 0 4 0 5 0 6 0 8-3 0 5-5 0 4-5 0 5 7
1 11-4 1 10 1 3-8 1 2-5 1 6*5 1 6-3 1 3-5 1 7-7 1 4-6 1 3-7 1 8-5 1 6-3

6 0-8 5 6-6 5 2-5 5 9*5 5 8-9 5 15 5 8-5 4 13-8 6 10 4 10-4 5 6-2 5 8-2

2 8-5 2 6-4 2 3-5 2 0 2 6 1 15-5 1 15-3 2 9 2 3-4 2J •3 2 4 2 2-9

0 M 0 0-4 0 1-8 0 1-3 0 1-9 0 2-6 0 2-7 0 31 0 0-6 0 0-7 0 1-9 0 1-3

0 3-5 0 2-8 0 3-5 0 3 0 2-3 0 4-1 0 3 0 33 0 3-6 0 3 0 3-2 0 3-2

0 6 0 4-7 0 6 0 3-7 0 6-2 0 4'5 0 4 0 4-5 0 5-3 0 5-5 0 4-9 0 5-2

0 0-5 0 0-6 0 0-5 0 0-7 0 0-5 0 0-7 0 0-5 0 0 8 0 06 0 0-7 0 0-6 0 0-6

4 0-5 3 12-5 3 14 3 11 3 15-7 4 2-9 4 0-5 4 6-5 4 5-6 3 12-3 3 15-9 4 04
12 4 10 8 10 0 10 2 10 10 9 10 10 0 10 6 10 8 9 1 10 7 10 1-8

0 8 5 0 5 12 6 8
1

6 8 5 4 5 8 5 4 6 0 5 2 5 10-5 5 9-8

0 2 0 3 0 4 0 3-5
1

0 3 0 2-9 0 4*5 0 41 0 2-6 0 3-8 0 3-3 0 3-3

68 7-9 00 1-9 54 10-3 55 7-3 54 1-5 55 12 55 01 53 3-5 57 153 48 14-2 55 3-6 54 5-2

80 2 85 14-5 77 13 78 7-5

1

76 0-5 79 12-5 81 13-5 82 1-5 86 13-7 67 12-6 80 3-9 78 12-6

0 14 0 15-6 0 4-6 0 9-2 -0 10 0 11-5 0 10-4 -0 1 -0 13 0 11-2 0 7 0 2-9

139 8 42 0 132 12 34 8 :] 29 8 136 4 137 8 135 4 144 0 1 17 6 135 14-5 133 4-7

Qualities of Sheep,” Journal of the Royal Agricultm-al Society of England, vol. xii. part 2,
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me. J. B. LAWES AND HE

Appendix.—Table XXIX. SWngthe ActvMl Weights and ozs.)

Class XIV.—19 Sheep of Hampshire Doicn Breed, divided into 4 Lots, each Asith different Pood*.

Xill ed April

Designation of Parts.

Lot 1.—Food:

—

Oilcake—in fixed quantity.

Swedish Turnips—cid lihitu7n.

Lot 2.—^Food:

—

Oats—in fixed quantity.

Swedish Turnips— libitum.

No. 1.
1
No. 2. No. 3.

j

No. 4. No. 5. No. 6. No. 7.
i

!n

No. 8.
j

No. 9. :Co. 10.

1

j

53. OZ. |1

18 8 1

3S. OZ. 1

12 8 1

5S. OZ. 11

11 0 1

DS. OZ. 1

10 0 1

)S. oz. 1

06 0 1

5s. oz.

17 8 1

DS. OZ. Ill

12 8 '1

)S. oz. ,11

12 0 T
)S. OZ. yjo.

10 0
1

96 0

i

55 0 1 47 0 143 0 123 0 1 20 0 153 0 148 8 144 0 ll 21 0 Il23 0

pinn.l weiffht. after fasting 51 0 44 0 139 0 1 21 0 16 8 1 46 0 1 45 0 139 0 1 19 0 ills 0

3 7 3 14 3 10 3 6-5 3 4-5 4 2'5 4 2
1

3 12 5 '

1

6 b
1

1

t> /

8 6 9 12 9 5 11 1 7 14 12 4 13 8 10 8
j

9 12 9 12

13 2 13 11 1 12 14 9 7 7 3 5 12 4 11 11 11 14 8 1-5 7 10

1 14 2 1-4 1 9 2 1 2 12’5 1 10-5 1 8o 2 1-5 1 7-5 2 8

2 14-5 2 13 2 2-5 2 85 2 1 2 7 5 3 2 3 5 5 2 15 2 11

Large intestines ana comeiita

offal

Intestinal fat (included with caul-fat).

O
1 1-4 1 45 1 1 0 13 0 13 1 4'5 1 5 1 1-5 1 1 0 14

S
^

op

"u
53

Heart-fat (included with caul-fat).

1 14 ] 12 1 8-5 1 67 1 11 1 15 2 0 1 11-5 1 9 1 2

93 6 7 5 0 5 15 4 4-5 4 95 5 11 5 6-5 5 11 4 8-5 4 11-5

Om
2 5 2 3-5 2 6 1 3-2 1 12 7 2 0'5 1 15 5 2 n 1 11 1 14

0 IT 0 1-4 0 2 0 2-5 0 0-5 0 1 0 2 0 4 0 2 0 1-5

. 4 15-5 4 11 1 4 7 4 4 4 6-5 4 8-5 4 15'5 4 12 4 10 5 4 8

Skin and wool (with feet, &c.) . 17 7 17 0 14 12-5 12 18 15 10 14 14 17 4
j

15' 4 13 13 17 0

. 63 14-5 G4 4 1 59 12-5 53 6'£ 52 27 63 3 67 0 63 0-5 1 Ob

Tot

. 89 0 81 8 77 0 68 8 64 8 86 4 80 0 78 8 68 8 64 0

Loss by evaporation, error in weighing, &3.-1 14i -1 12 2 3-S _ 14-'1 - 2-' -3 7 -2 0 -2 8-£ -2 9 -2 3

Live-weight after fasting . 151 0 144 0 139 0 121 0 116 8 146 0 145 0

1

139 0 119 0

* For particulars of the feeding experiment, refer, xmder the head of “ Experiments ^rith Sheep Series L
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of the individual Organs, and other separated Parts, of SHEEP.

Moderately Fattened. Bred, Fed, and kiUed at Eothamsted-Period of Feeding Experiment 97 days.
11

,
1848 .

^

Lot. 3.—Food:

—

Clover Chaff—in fixed quantity.
Swedish Turnips—ad libitum."

Lot 4.—Food :

—

Oat-straw Chaff I

Swedish Turnips
j

hbtt'um.

Means of

)t 1. Lot 2. Lot 3. Lot 4.
The
19

Sheep.

No. 11. No. 12. No. 13. No. 14. No. 16. No. 16. No. 17.
1

No. 18. No. 19.

Lc

lbs.

117

142

142

oz.

0

0

0

lbs.

114

144

143

oz.

0

0

0

lbs.

110

138

135

oz.

8

0

8

lbs.

no

141

139

oz.

0

0

0

lbs.

107

149

145

oz.

0

0

0

lbs.

115

136

129

oz.

0

0

0

lbs.

114

138

134

oz.

8

0

0

libs. oz.

112 0

124 0

121 0

lbs.

110

129

127

oz.

4

0

0

lbs.

Ill

137

134

oz.

9-6

9-6

4-8

lbs.

109

137

133

oz.

9-6

14-4

6-4

lbs.

Ill

142

140

oz.

11-2

12-8

14-4

lbs.

112

131

127

oz.

15

12

12

lbs.

Ill

137

134

oz.

61

13

6-7

4 8 4 3 4 2 4 6‘5 4 6 3 12 4 2 3 8 3 10-5 3 8-4 3 12-4 4 5-1 3 121 3 13-6
19 0 13 6 14 2-5 14 11 15 6*5 10 13 11 9-5 8 5-5 12 15-5 9 44 11 2-4 15 5-2 10 14-9 11 11-3
8 11 10 4*5 10 9'5 11 1 10 10 11 9 11 2-5 11 4-5 10 9 11 4*3 10 4-9 10 4 11 2-2 10 11-5
4 1-5 2 2-5

i

^ 14-5 2 2 1 15-5 2 7 2 9-5 1 8-5 2 10-5 2 1-2 1 13-6 2 7-2 2 4-9 2 2-6
4 14-5 3 13-5 3 10-5 3 13 2 10 2 9-5 3 4 2 4 2 12-5 2 7-9 2 14’6 3 12-3 2 11-5 2 15-8

1 2 1 3 1 8 1 2 1 4 1 1*5 1 3 0 14 0 13 1 0-2 1 2 1 3-8 0 15-9 1 1-6

1 12 1 12 1 15 1 15 1 14 1 9 1 14 1 10 1 10 1 10-5 1 10-7 1 13'6 1 10-8 1 11-1
5 11 5 6 4 7 5 5 5 8-5 3 13 5 1-5 4 8-5 4 15-5 5 4 5 3-3 5 43 4 9-6 5 17
2 8 2 2-5 2 7'5 2 8 2 7 1 15 2 5 1 7-5 2 1-5 1 15-6 2 0-8 2 6-6 1 152 2 17
0 0-3 0 2-5 0 0-9 0 0-7 0 1-9 0 1-2 0 2 0 0-5 0 0-6 0 1*5 0 2-1 0 1-2 0 IT 0 1-5

4 3-5 4 8 4 11 4 10-5 5 0 4 6 4 6*5 4 8 4 4 4 8-8 4 10-9 4 9-8 4 61 4 9-1
16 0 15 2 15 0 14 2 16 9 14 0 13 4 15 0 14 10 15 8-5 15 10-2 15 7-8 14 3-5 15 4-3
72 7-8 64 1*5 64 8-4 66 6-7 67 12 4 58 0-2 60 15-5 54 15 61 0-6 58 113 60 7-9 67 0-9 58 11-8 61 6-1

71 0 81 8 72 8 73 12 76 8 72 0 74 8 67 8 66 8 76 1-6 75 7-2 75 0-8 70 2 74 6-3
-1 7-8—-2 9*5 -1 8-4 -1 2'7 0 11-6 -1 0-2 -1 7-5 -1 7 -0 8 6 -0 81 -2 8-7 -1 3-3 -1 1'8 -1 57
142 0 43 0 35 8 39 0 45 0 29 0 134 0 121 0 27 0 34 4-8 33 6-4 40 144 27 2

1

1

34 67

to Sheep Feeding and Manure,” Joxirnal of the Eoyal AgricMtural Society of England, vol. x. part 1
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Appendix.—Tabde X X X . Sliowitig tli6 A-ctinjl TV^eights (lbs. and oz.)

Class XV. 20 Sheep of HampsUre JDoicn Breed, divided into 4 Lots, each ivith different

Experiment 134 days.

Designation of Parts.

Lot 1.—Food:

—

Oilcake—in fixed quantity.

Clover ChsS—ad libitum.

Lot 2.—^Food:

—

Linseed—^in fixed quantity.

Clover Chaff—ad libitum.

No. 1. No. 2. No. 3. m. 4. No. 5. No. 6. i
Xo. 7. No. 8. No. 9.

' No. 10.

hs. oz. 1

20 0 1

bs. oz.

24 0

bs. oz.

25 0 1

bs. oz.

21 0 1

bs. oz.
'

17 0 1

bs. oz.
‘

'

25
0 |1

bs. oz.

23 0 |1

bs. oz.

17 0 1

bs. oz.

23 0 1

lbs. oz.

19 0

Orig

47 0 157 0 57 0 51 0 47 8 1 41 0 146 0 ll

j

61
0 j]

51 0 51 0

42 2-6 148 8-8 149 15'9 141 13-7 143 10-2 32 2-7 136 13-3 !l 51 8-9 42 0-6 38 15

T ^ 3 U-5 4 8 4 5 3 10 3 15 3 6 ! 3 6 1

1

3 15 3 5 3 14

13 2-5 13 3 14 10 12 2 14 3 7 14 1

1

9 0
j

11 13 10 12 10 2

UOHLrOlilS Ui

4^1+ 4 2-5 7 1 6 8 7 11 7 0 9 2 5 6 13 7 14 6 13-5 8 8

2 9-5 2 12 2 11-5 2 5-5 2 3 2 14 i
2 0 2 11 2 1 2 10

4 14 4 1-5 5 0 3 11 4 0 2 13
j

2 2 4 15 3 6
'

3 3

2 7-5 3 10 2 10-5 2 5 2 4 2 15 2 7 3 10 3 2 2 2

‘

offal.”

0 9 0 7-5 0 8 0 9 0 9 0 9 0 7 0 9 0 9-5 0 9

0 6-3 0 8'5 0 6-5 0 10-5 0 7 0 8 0 8-5 0 9 0 8-5 0 10

M 1 4 1 3 1 3-5 1 3-5 2 6 1 3 1 3 1 4 1 2 1 6

6 4-5 5 15 5 10 5 9 5 12 5 4 5 7 6 2 5 6 5 0

u
1 13 2 1 1 15-5 1 14 2 4 1 11 1 8 2 2 1 15 i 1 13

1

om
0 1 0 1-5 0 0-7 0 1 0 11 0 1-7 0 2-3 0 3-3 0 21

1

0 2-1

0 23 0 2-8 0 3-2 0 2-7 0 1-2 0 2-7 0 21 0 3-6 0 2-8 ! 0 3-4

1

0 3-2 0 25 0 3 0 2-9 0 2-8 0 2-9 0 4 0 3-2 0 2-5

. 4 9 4 3 4 12 4 10-5 4 8 4 6 4 6-5 5 0 4 7 4 12

\ Skin and wool (with feet, &c.) . 13 2 15 0 17 5 13 10 12 14 10 10
j

13 0 13 6 13 5 13 2

. 59 26 65 1 67 15-9 60 5-; 62 10'2 53 10-7 52 11-3 64 S-9 57 4'6 58 3

Tc)tal otiai paiis

. 83 0 83 8 82 0 81 8 81 0 78 8 84 2 87 0 84 12 SO 12

Loss by evaporation, error in weighing, &c 0 0 -0 0-5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Live-weight after fasting ..142 2-e 148 8- ^ 149 154) 141 13- 7 143 10-5} 132 2-5 136 13? 151 8£ 142 0( i
15

* For particulars of feeding experiment, refer, under the head of “Experiments ^vith Sheep-Series 2,”
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of the individual Organs, and other separated Parts, of SHEEP.

ms**'”"'
®o‘ha™,ted.-Pe™d of Ceding

I

Barle;

Clove

jot 3.—Food :— I

^—in fixed quantity.
{

p Chaff

—

ad libitum. I

Lot 4.—Food :

—

Malt—in fixed quantity.
Clover Chaff

—

ad libitum.

No. 11. No. 12 No. 13 No. 14 No. 15. I No. 16 No. 17 No. 18 No, 19. No. 20.

Lot 1,

lbs. oz.

122 0

150 0

142 71

lbs. oz.

117 0

134 0

129 7/

lbs. oz

120 0

149 0

140 15-/

lbs. oz

118 0

154 0

140 !•]

lbs. oz. (lbs. oz
125 0 Jll7 0

154 0 jl40 0

142 9-2 133 6

lbs. oz
122 0

144 0

136 10

lbs. oz
120 0

141 0

130 2

lbs. oz.

119 0

143 0

133 77

lbs. oz.

124 0

155 0

144 9-2

lbs. oz.

121 6-4

151 14-4

145 0-6

4 3 3 13 4 5 4 3-5 4 14 I 3 2 3 8 3 3 3 7 4 3 4 0-3

13 5 9 9 15 6 14 0'5 14 14 I 11 14 11 4 7 5 10 3-5 12 14 13 7-3

6 1 4 11 6 15 5 5 6 2 4 7 4 9 5 2-5 5 1 8 1-5 6 77
2 2 1 8 1 13 1 14 1 13 2 2 2 1 1 12 1 15 1 15 2 8-3

3 11 3 8 4 5 2 12 3 14-5 3 2 3 6 2 14 3 5-5 3 14 4 5-3

2 5 2 3 2 5-5 2 6 1 12 I 211 2 11 2 11 2 7 3 0 2 10-6

0 7 0 9 0 8-5 0 8-5 0 9-5 1 0 7-5 0 9 0 8 0 8 0 9 0 8-5

0 4-3 0 9 0 7 0 9-5 0 7 I 0 7-5 0 8-5 0 9-5 0 9 0 9 0 77
1 9-5 0 13 1 4 1 1*5 14 12 1 5 1 1-5 1 4 1 5 1 71
6 0 6 2 5 9 5 4 5 15 I 5 6 5 10 5 8 5 15 6 3 5 13-3

1 13 1 11 1 10 1 12-5 1 14 I 1 10 1 12 1 12 1 10 2 4 1 15-8

0 0-9 0 17 0 1-4 0 2-8 0 17j 0 1-2 0 1 0 1-5 0 1-2 0 2 0 1

0 27 0 2-4 0 2-9 0 2-8 0 2-2 1 0 17 0 2-5 0 27 0 27 0 3-3 0 24
0 37 0 3-1 0 3-4 0 2-5 0 3-3 1 0 3 1 0 3 0 3-3 0 2-8 0 3-4 0 29

4 9 4 1-5 4 10 4 11 5 4 14 3 4 13 4 8 4 7 4 12 4 8-5

13 2 11 15 13 6 14 13 13 7 11 10 15 3 15 4 14 9 11 11 14 61
59 15 1 51 77 62 157 59 131 62 9-2 1 52 10 57 10 52 10 55 117 61 13-2 63 0-8
82 8 78 0 79 0 80 4 80 0 I 80 12 79 0 77 8 77 12 81 12 32 0
0 0 0 0 --1 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 --0 0-2

142 7 1 1 29 7 7 1 40 157 1 40 M 1 42 9-2 133 6 136 10 1 30 2 1 33 77 1 14 9-2 L15 0-6 14

Means of

—

Lot 2. Lot 3. Lot 4.

The
20

Sheep.

lbs OZ. lbs . OZ. lbs . OZ. lbs
121 6-4 120 6-4 120 6-4 120 14-4

150 0 148 3-2 144 96 148 10-8

140 4-9 139 17 135 10-2 140 0-3

3 9-2 4 4-5 3 7-8 3 13-4

9 14-6 13 69 10 1L3 11 14

7 13-4 5 13-2 5 7-4 6 6-4

2 7-2 1 13-2 1 15-4 2 3

3 4-6 3 101 3 51 3 10-3

2 13-6 2 31 2 11-2 2 9-6

0 87 0 8-5 0 8-3 0 8-5

0 8-8 0 7-3 0 87 0 8-1

1 3-6 1 3-2 1 3-5 1 4-4

5 7 5 12-4 5 11-6 5 IM
1 13 1 12-] 1 12-8 1 13-4

0 2-3 0 17 0 1-4 0 1-6

0 2-9 0 2-6 0 2'6 0 2-6

0 31 0 3-2 0 31 0 31

4 9-5 4 10-3 4 8-6 4 9-2

12 11 13 5-4 13 10‘6 13 8-3
j

57 4-5 59 57 56 1-4 58 15

33 0-4 79 15-2 79 5’6 81 1-3

0 0

140 4-9

-0 3-2 3-2

139 17

to -Article “Sheep Feeding and Manure,” Journal of the Royal Agricultural Society of England, vol. x. part I.

135 10-2

0 0

140 0-3
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Appestdix.—Table XXXI. Showing the Actual Weights (lbs. and. ozs.)

Class XVI.—25 Sheep of Sa/mpshire Dov:n Hreed, divided into 6 Lots, each with different Pood*.

EMled

Designation of Parts.

Lot 1.—Food :

—

Barley (ground)—in fixed quantity.

Mangolds

—

ad lihitv.m.

Lot 2.—Food :

—

Vlalt (ground), and Malt-dust-

quantity.

Mangolds

—

ad libitum.

—in fixed !

Lots.—Food:— |

larley (ground and steeped)—inp
quantity. t

Mangolds

—

ad libitum.

No. 1. No. 2. No. 3. No. 4. No. 5. No. 6. No. 7. No. 8.

1

Xo. 9.
i

f

No. 10.
i

No. n.l
1

Njl

bs. oz. bs. oz. bs. oz. bs. oz. bs. oz. bs. oz. bs. oz. i' bs. OZ. bs. oz. ,1^. oz.
1

lbs.

1

OZ. 1 IbJ,

Original weight 136 0 136 0 136 0 Ill 0 121 0 1
133 0

,

130 0 123 0 139 0 ll33 0 127 0 1

1

i3;«

Final weight, unfasted (including shorn I

wool) J

Final weight, after fasting (including \
shorn wool) J

147 12 152 8-5 150 12-5 147 8 150 7-5 : 143 15-5 !l53 8'5 148 85 177 1 !154 85 147 95
j

1535

140 12 143 O'o 142 12-5 139 12 140 7-5 138 15-5 444 8-5 138 125 166 1 |l44 85 139 135 Wi

Stomachs 3 8 4 0 4 2 3 11 3 15-5 3 13-3 3 6 3 10 4 65
j

3 11 3 9 35

Contents of stomachs 4 11-5 4 12 6 4 5 6 5 14-5 7 1-5 6 14-5 4 115 9 65 6 7 6 4 11

Caul-fat 7 6 5 10-5 6 5-2 6 13-5 6 2 7 5-8 7 0 7 9*5 5 3 5 10 7 115 S5

Small intestines and contents 2 7 1 15-5 2 7 2 10 2 0-7 2 10 1 8 1 15 3 0 1 135 1 15 21

Large intestines and contents 2 5 3 7-5 3 10 2 15-5 2 12-7 3 5-5 2 8'8 2 11 3 7 2 35 2 9 21

Intestinal fat 3 3-5 4 12 4 3 3 13 2 11-7 2 13 4 2-8 3 5o 3 12 2 8-3 2 9 35

’

‘offal.'

Heart and aorta 0 9 0 11 0 12 5 0 8-5 0 11-4 0 9-5 0 9-5 0 8*5 0 115 0 10-3 0 9-1

1

-

f

^ Heart-fat 0 7-4 0 8 0 10-4 0 8-7 0 13-7 0 8'1 0 13-8 0 13-4 0 11-3 1 3-2 0 9-7 01

i
^

Lungs and windpipe 1 8-5 1 7 1 15 1 6 1 6 1 8'8 1 7-7 1 10 1 12-7 1 6-7 1 5*6

Blood 5 8 5 7 5 14 6 1 6 14 5 8 5 10 4 15 7 11 6 1 5 3 61

S Liver 2 0-8 2 2d 1 15 2 2-2 2 22 1 14 2 0 1 115 2 11 1 15 1 13 2

P-i
om 0 1-2 0 0'8 0 0-6 0 0-7 0 1-4 0 1-2 0 05 0 1-8 0 1-8 0 1-7 0 08 0

Pancreas (“ sweetbread”) 0 3-7 0 4-5 0 4-3 0 4 0 4 0 44 0 3-2 0 42 0 4-2 0 3-2 0 4-7 C!

Milt or spleen 0 3-6 0 3 0 4-5 0 4 0 4 0 37 0 3-2 0 2-4 0 6-4 0 4-2 0 4-4 C

Head 4 12 4 9 4 11 4 5-5 4 12-5 4 12-3 4 3 4 2 5 35 4 8-6 4 6-7
i 4

Skin (with feet, &c.) 9 14 10 14'5 11 9 10 3 8 15 10 10 10 2 9 8 12 15 10 11 9 .05
;

i(t

1 ,

)
Wool previously shorn 6 12 7 8-5 5 12-5 7 8 5 7-5 6 15-5 10 85 9 85 9 1 6 85 7 95

i

1

'—

1

Total “ offal ” parts 55 9-2 58 5 2 60 12 58 8-6 54 4-8 60 0-8 61 5 5 57 3-8 69 14-9 55 14-7 56 65 61
•

i

Carcass 84 0 85 0 81 0 80 0 85 0 76 0 SO 0 80 0 95 0 86 0 80 0 S3

Loss by evaporation, error in weighing, &c 1 2-8 -0 4-7 1 0-5 1 3-4 1 2-7 2 14-7 3 3 1 8-7 1 21 2 9-8 3 7

Live-weight after fg,sting 140 12 143 0’5 142 12-5 139 12 140 7-5 138 155 144 85 |l38

i

125 166 1 144 85 139 135 iii

, 1—

1

» For particulars of the feeding experiment, refer, under the head of “Experiments with Sheep—Series 4,” to Article—“Sheep

essici feeding experiment concluded on May 29th. Between that date and the date of killing (June 13), the animals either gained

diately after the conclusion of the feeding experiment. The facts here stated, will of course accoimt for the differences that occur

feeding experiment, in the Paper referred to.
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of the iii(ii\ddual Organs, and other separated Parts, of SHEEP.

Moderately Fattened. Bred, fed, and killed at Eothamsted. Period of Feeding Experiment 70 days.
June 13, 1849.

Lot 4.—Food ;
—

[alt (ground and steeped), and Maltf
dust—in fixed quantity,

[angolds—ad libitum.

Lot 5.—Food :

—

Malt (ground), and Malt-dust—in fixed quantity
Mangolds—ad libitum.

Lot 6.—Food :

—

Oilcake—in fixed quantity.
Mangolds—ad libitum.

Lc

Means of-

)t 1. Lot 2. Lot 3. Lot 4. Lot 5. Lot G. j

The

1

Sheep.
:o. Ifl.

I

No. 14.
1

Jfo. 15. Ao. 16. No. 17. No. 18. No. 19. No. 20. No. 21. No. 22. No. 23. No. 24. No. 25.

1. oz.

4 0

4 10

3 10

lbs.

144

153

145

oz.

0

10

10

lbs.

135
1

163
1

149

oz.

0

12

12

lbs.

137

153

143

oz.

0

15

3

lbs.

134

152

148

oz.

0

4

4

lbs.

145

158

152

oz.

0

12

0

lbs.

134

150

143

oz.

0

7

11

lbs.

136

154

149

oz.

0

3-5

11-5

lbs.

117

155

152

oz.

0

10

6

lbs.

150

156

151

oz.

0

8-5

8-5

lbs.

135

155

149

oz.

0

11

11

lbs.

131

148

144

oz.

0

9

1

lbs.

120

144

137

oz.

0

10

10

lbs.

129

149

141

oz.

12

10-2

9-3

lbs.

126

149

140

oz.

12

2

11

lbs.

134

158

149

oz.

0

37

57

lbs.

140

158

148

oz.

0

157

07

lbs.

133

154

149

oz.

3-

2

4-

1

3-3

lbs.

134

151

145

OZ.

0

o'C)

11'6

lbs. oz.

132 15-4
,

153 10

145 14-5

4 6 3 4 4

1

0 3 7 3 13 3 13 4 13 3 12-5 4 7-5 3 10-4 4 6 3 10 3 14 3 13-3 3 11-3 3 13-8 3 12-2 4 2-2 3 14-3 3 13-8

3 13 4 12
i

7
1

3 6 15 7 5 9 15 7 14 12 4 11 4-5 6 8-6 6 10 6 13-5 6 11-5 5 4-4 6 2-5 6 11-3 6 147 9 117 6 11 7 0-2

5 6-5 7 0 9 1 6 5 '5 5 12 5 9-5 6 11-5 7 14 4 13-5 7 10-5 7 8-3 6 2 6 10-2 6 8-8 7 0-3 6 107 7 3-3 6 2-5 7 01 6 11-8

1 6-3 I 6 1 14-9 2 7 1 14-5 2 87 2 6-8 4 3 2 87 1 8 2 1 1 8-5 2 1-5 2 5-9 2 0-4 2 5 ’9 2 0-6 2 11-5 1 10-4 2 37
! 157 2 1-2 2 77 2 15 3 0-5 3 10 2 1 3 4-5 3 4 3 6-6 3 1 2 8 3 2 3 1-5 2 13-5 2 11-5 2 9-9 3 0-8 3 0-5 2 14-3

! 4-8 3 7 4 11-5 2 14 4 8-5 4 7 2 4 2 10-3 3 2 3 5-6 4 8 2 8 2 10-5 3 15-9 3 4-3 3 1-8 3 9-3 3 6-4 3 4-2 3 8-1
'

• 9-4 0 9 0 10 0 10 0 10-6 0 10-3 0 10-3 0 10 0 9-5 0 9-9 0 10-5 0 10-3 0 11 0 10-2 0 97 0 10-3 0 9-6 0 101 0 10-5 0 10 ‘

t 13-5 0 10 0 13-5 0 11 0 11-6 0 11-4 0 10-4 0 10-5 0 11 0 12-5 0 11 -4 0 77 0 7 0 8-6 0 12-3 0 121 0 12 0 11 0 97 0 11
9-9 1 7-5 1 7-3 1 67 1 13 1 6-5 1 7-3 1 4-5 1 10 1 6 1 55 1 8-5 1 6-5 1 9-1 1 8-1 1 9-3 1 7-9 1 8-2 1 67 1 8-2

;

15o 5 6 5 14 5 15-5 5 3-5 5 7 6 3 6 0 6 6 5 12 5 6 5 11 5 15 5 11-5 5 7-8 6 5-4 5 12 7 5 135 5 11-2 5 129 !

0-5 1 10 2 6 1 13 7 2 11-8 1 13 2 0-6 1 13-8 2 37 2 3 2 9 2 2 2 6-3 2 11 1 14-9 2 2-2 1 15-5 2 2-2 2 5-1 2 1-5

1*6,
1

0 1'8 0 2 7 0 0-6 0 17 0 2-3 0 2-2 0 2-4 0 2-2 0 ]-9 0 2-4 0 1-6 0 08 0 1-2 0 1-4 0 17 0 2-2 0 2 0 1-4

4-5 0 34 0 4 0 4 0 3-8 0 4 0 4 0 2-6 0 47 0 27 0 4-4 0 3-5 0 3-3 0 41 0 3-9 0 4-1 0 4 0 3-8 0 3-5 0 3-8

3-6 0 3-4 0 47 0 3 0 3-4 0 3 0 4-5 0 4-4 0 4-3 0 3-8 0 4 0 4 0 3-4 0 3-8 0 3-3 0 4-9 0 37 0 3-9 0 3-9 0 3-8

15 4 9'5 4 8-5 4 7 4 10 4 15 4 9 4 5-5 5 3-5 4 11 4 5-5 4 9 4 11 4 9-4 4 7-5 4 1L5 4 10 4 11-8 4 9-3 4 9-9
'

13.5 9 1 9 11 10 5 10 11 9 10-4 11 14 11 4 12 0 11 4-5 10 8 11 0 11 12'5 10 101 9 127 10 136 10 6 1 11 1*5 11 2-4 10 10-6
10 8 10 5 12 6 15 11 4

i

8 12 8 7 7 3-5 5 10 6 8-5 8 11 6 9 6 10 6 14-3 8 2 7 117 7 77 8 41 7 1-6 7 10
b’3 54 15-8 61 3-8 57 11 64 9-9 63 141 62 10-6 67 13-5 64 91 59 135 63 0 56 4-6 59 77 58 4-8 58 37 60 13-5 59 12-9 64 11-4 59 10-4 60 7
0 90 0 87 0 84 0 81 0 89 0 80 0 82 0 85 0 89 0 85 0 86 0 76 0 82 8 80 4 86 8 86 2 83 6-4 84 0 83 14-1

47 0 102 1 8-2 1 8 2 101 -0 141 1 0-4
j

-0 2 2 12-9 2 11 1 11 1 12-4 2 2-3 0 12-5 2 3-3 2 0-2 1 7-8 1 1-5 2 1-2 1 9-4

10 145
10

j

149 12 143 3 148 4
1

152 0 143 11
1
49 11-5 152 6 51 8-5 149 11 44 1 137 10 141 9-3 140 11

i

149 57 148 07 49 3-3 145 11-6 145 14-5

Feeding and Manure,” Journal of the Eoyal Agricultural Society of England, vol. x. part 1. By reference it will be seen that the
but little, or in some cases even lost. This was owing to the influence of losing their wool, which was shorn on May 29th, imme-
between the final weights (unfasted) here given, in the Table, and those given for the respective animals at the conclusion of the

MDCCCLIX. 4 M
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AppE^fDix.—

T

able XXXII. Stowing tte Actual Weights (Its. and ozs.)

Class XVII 14 Steep of Hampshire Down Breed, diyided into 3 Lots Fed respectivey,
„

and Zgolds and Lot 3 witt Oilcate and Mangolds. Total period of Feeding ExpenPaent 96 dap

;

Designation of Parts.

No. 1. No. 2. ;

No. 3. No. 4. No. 5.

lbs. oz.
1

140 0

lbs. oz.
!

134 0

lbs. oz.
1

135 0

lbs. oz.

129 0

Ihs. oz.

128 0

Origi
1

158 6 153 0 161 13 150 0 i 150 15

Final weignt, uniastea onvi-xi.

Final weight, after fasting (including shorn wool) 146 6 145 0 151 13 142 0 ' 142 15

4 8 3 4-5 3 6 3 12 4 2

9 12 8 5-5 6 13 7 4 9 9

Contents of stomachs

6 14 5 11 7 4 6 7 6 0

3 7 2 2 3 0 2 9 2 10-6

Small intestines and contents

3 12-4 3 1-5 3 3 2 13 4 0

Large intestines and contents

2 13 2 13 3 12 2 13-5 3 2

‘

offal.”

0 11 0 9 0 9 0 8-7 0 91

O
0 9-5 0 10-7 0 12 0 101 0 11

o
JicarL'iiit

1 13 1 4 1 6 1 7-3 1 6-6

1 ^

pH

Lungs and windpipe

3 13-5 5 10-5 6 3-5 5 8 6 1

c3

2 2 1 15 2 7 1 15 2 1-3

pH
O

X/1 0 0-8 0 09 0 0-7

Gall-bladder and contents

0 35 0 3-6 0 3-9 0 4 0 4

Fancreas (“ sweetbiciid )

0 4-5 0 3-8 0 4 0 3-4 0 3-6

4 15 4 14 4 9 4 10-7 4 10-5

10 14-5 10 7 10 13 9 11 10 1

j

Wool previously shorn*
7 6 5 0 7 13 8 0 7 15

63 15-7 56 3 1 62 6-4 58 9-6 63 7-4

To1

. 79 8 86 0 86 0 81 0 76 0

Loss bv evaporation, error in weighing, &c 2 14-3 2 12-9 3 6-6 2 6-4 3 7-6

Live-weight after fasting
. 146 6 145 0 151 13 142 0

1

142 15

1

Loti.—Food:— ^

CloTer Chaff—in fixed (quantity.

Swedish Turnips, highly manured, or

Mangolds—ad libitum.

* Wool shorn May 29.
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of the indiyidual Organs, and other separated Parts, of SHEEP.

with Clover-chaff, and Turnips differently manured
;
then, for 33 days. Lots 1 and 2 with Clover-chaff

namely, from March 7 to June 11. Bred, fed, and kiUed at Eothamsted. KiUed June 12, 184-9.

Lot 2.—Pood :

—

Clover Chaff—in ffsed quantity.
Swedish Turnips, manured with

Superphosphate of Lime alone, or
Mangolds—ad libitum.

Lot 3.—Food :

—

Clover Chaff—in fixed quantity.
Swedish Turnips, unmanured—ad libitum, or
Oilcake—in fixed quantity.
Mangolds—ad libitum.

Means of-

The

No. 6. No. 7. No. 8. No. 9. No. 10. No. 11.
i
No. 12.

1

No. 13. No. 14.

Lot 1. Lot 2. Lot 3.
1 14
Sheep.

lbs.

139
oz.

0
lbs.

130
OZ.

0
lbs.

129
OZ.

0
lbs.

127
OZ.

0
lbs.

140
OZ,

0
lbs.

130
OZ.

0
lbs.

134
OZ.

0
lbs.

124
OZ.

0
lbs.

130
OZ.

0
lbs.

133
OZ.

3-2
lbs.

131
OZ.

4
lbs.

131
OZ.

9-6
lbs.

132
OZ.

M
158 12 154 12 157 2 146 13 167 0-5 152 10-3 157 1 143 9 143 12 154 13-2 154 5-8 152 13 153 15'6

149 4 144 0 145 14 138 5 159 8-5 146 6-5 145 5 135 13 136 0 145 10 144 57 144 9-8 144 144
4 4 3 10 4 11 3 13 3 12 3 5 3 13 3 7 3 11 3 129 4 1-5 3 9-6 3 13

9 7-5 8 2-5 8 1 7 12 8 7 8 3 7 3 5 8 10 3 8 5-5 8 57 7 14-4 8 3
5 3-4 9 9 5 12 4 8-5 8 7-5 6 5 6 13-5 10 5 4 4 6 7-2 6 4-2 7 3-8 6 10-8

2 8-6 2 9 2 13-5 2 14 2 4 3 1-5 2 14 2 4-5 3 3-8 2 121 2 11-3 2 12 2 11-8

4 0 3 3 2 12-3 3 1-5 2 0-4 3 2 3 3 2 7 2 12-5 3 6 3 4-2 2 1L4 3 1-6

2 12 2 10 2 13-3 4 0-8 4 13-5 2 14-2 2 10 5 0-5 3 3-5 3 M 3 1 3 11-5 3 4-8

0 12-2 0 7-9 0 9-2 0 10-4 0 9-4 0 10-5 0 10-2 0 9 0 10 0 9-3 0 9-9 0 9’8 0 9-6

0 8-7 0 8-7 0 6-3 0 8-3 0 12-4 0 10 0 11-5 0 5-5 0 6-5 0 106 0 8 0 9-2 0 9-4

1 13 1 5-7 1 7-8 1 97 1 47 1 12 1 8-3 1 8 1 8-5 1 7-4 1 91 1 8-3 1 8-2

5 8-5 5 11 6 13 5 13 5 8-5 6 8-5 5 10 5 7 5 11-5 5 7-3 5 15-4 5 12-3 5 1L4
2 3 1 14 2 0 1 15-4 2 5-2 2 5 2 4-5 2 2 2 2 2 17 2 01 2 37 2 1-9

0 21 0 1-3 0 2 0 1 0 2-3 0 2 0 1 0 0-8 0 1-8 0 1-6 0 1-4

0 3 0 4-4 0 3-6 0 3-4 0 4-1 0 3-5 0 3-3 0 2-3 0 5 0 3-8 0 36 0 3-6 0 37
0 4-3 0 4-5 0 4-3 0 37 0 4-5 0 3 0 3-4 0 3-8 0 3-8 0 3-9 0 4-2 0 3-7 0 3-9

5 0 4 8 4 5 4 12-5 4 2-5 4 9 4 14-5 4 9-5 5 0 4 11-8 4 10-4 4 10-3 4 10-8

10 13 10 1 10 13 10 7'5 11 14-5 14 2 11 11 8 14 9 9 10 61 10 8-6 11 37 10 117
8 12 6 12 7 2

j

7 13 6 0-5 5 10-5 10 1 6 9 6 12 7 3-6 7 97 7 0’2 7 4-5

64 3-3 61 10 61 1-3; 60 27 62 157 63 11 64 8-2 59 6T 59 11 1 60 151 61 127 62 M 61 9-5

82 0 81 0 85 0 75 0 95 0 84 0 79 0 75 0 74 0 81 11-2 80 12 81 6-4 81 5-2

3 0-7 1 6 -0 33 3 2-3 1 8-8! -1 4-5 1 12-8 1 6-9 2 4-9 2 157*
1 13 1 2-3 1 157

149 4 44 0 45 14 38 5 1 59 8-5
|]
46 6-5 jl 45 5 35 13 36 0 45 10 44 57 44 9-8 144 14-4
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Appendix.—Table XXXIII. Showing the Actual Weights (lbs. and ozs.)

Class XVIII.—21 Sheep of various Breeds and Modes of

* It should be mentioned, that in the case of these animals killed in December, the weight of wool shorn in the previous Spring, is not included

proportions of the difierent parts, which are recorded in Appendix-
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of the individual Organs, and other separated Parts, of SHEEP.

Feeding, about If year old
;
of more than Average Fatness.

Leicesters and Cross-breds. Killed December 21, 1853.

Killed December 18, 1851.
Cross-

bred
Ewe.

Cross-

bred
Wether.

Leicester Wethers. The
4

Hants
Downs.

The
10

Sussex

Downs.

The

_

7
Leicesters

and
Cross-

breds.

The
21

Sheep.

: No. 11. No. 12. No. 13. No. 14. No. 15. No. 16. No. 17. No. 18. No. 19. No. 20. No. 21.

lbs. oz. lbs. OZ. lbs. OZ. lbs. OZ. lbs. OZ. lbs. OZ. lbs. OZ. lbs. OZ. lbs. OZ. lbs. OZ. lbs. OZ. lbs. OZ. lbs. OZ, lbs. OZ. lbs. oz.

89 0 79 0 83 0 81 0 95 0 82 0 84 0 88 0 88 0 77 0 86 0 82 8 85 11-4 96 11'4

189 0 165 0 192 0 182 0 158 0 171 0 195 0 152 0 173 0 140 0 148 0 227 4 173 4-8 162 6-8 179 15-3

182 0 157 0 184 0 173 0 150 0 159 0 184 0 143 0 163 0 132 0 139 0 216 4 165 1-6 152 13-7 170 12-2

:
3 10 3 6 3 12 3 11 3 9 3 14 4 8 3 11 4 4 3 12 4 0 3 13-5 3 7-7 3 15-2 3 11-3

14 7 6 4 10 7 12 7 10 9 1 6 9 6 2 8 12 8 2 7 4 4 10-6 7 11-4 6 2-8

12 9*5 9 10 10 1 10 11 5 8-5 6 3-5 6 11 3 155 5 3 3 10 3 14 13 7-7 10 2-3 5 0-2 9 11

i 1 13-5 1 15 1 15 2 0 2 2 2 6 3 6 2 6 2 10 3 2 2 11 2 4-5 1 15-6 2 10-7 2 4-3

2 3 6 3 3 2 15 2 14 3 14-5 3 8-5 3 2 3 4 3 8 3 8 2 15 2 11-9 3 6-2 2 15-9

I

® 4 3 12 5 3 5 4 3 5*5 1 13 3 0 2 4-2 2 13 1 9-7 2 2 6 1 5 0-3 2 6-8 4 5-7

' 0 10-5 0 10 0 13 0 13 0 8-7 0 10-8 0 10-6 0 11 0 11-5 0 9 0 9 0 12-7 0 11-3 0 101 0 11-2

! 0 12 0 9-5 1 2 0 9 0 12 0 12-7 1 1-9 0 13-5 0 12-5 0 13-5 0 11 0 121 0 9-7 0 13-3 0 11-4

1

1 5-5 1 4 1 7-5 1 6 1 3-7 1 4 2 10 1 8-5 1 11 1 9-5 1 12-5 1 13-9 1 6 1 10'8 1 9-1

6 7*5 6 9 7 0-5 7 2-5 5 3 6 9 6 14 5 12-5 5 15-5 5 8 6 0 7 11-4 6 7-8 5 15-8 6 8-9

2 6 2 3 2 7 2 4*5 2 0 2 0 2 12-5 2 2 2 7-5 2 7 2 3 2 121 2 3-2 2 4-6 2 5-4

0 0-8 0 11 0 2-5 0 1-5 0 0-5 0 0-4 0 0-7 0 1-5 0 1-9 0 1-3 0 1-5 0 21 0 1-3 0 11 0 1-4

0 3-3 0 3-5 0 3-5 0 43 0 2-3 0 2*3 0 2-8 0 2-3 0 2-7 0 2-8 0 2 0 41 0 3-6 0 2-4 0 3-3

0 5 0 5 0 6 0 6-3 0 2-9 0 3-5 0 4 0 3*5 0 3-7 0 3 0 35 0 5-5 0 5-4 0 3-5 0 4-8

i 0 0-5 0 0-8 0 0-7 0 0-6 0 1 0 0-8 0 1-4 0 0-7 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0-9 0 0-7 0 1 0 09

4 9 4 7 4 13 4 14 4 2-5 4 8-5 4 5*5 4 3-5 4 7-5 4 2-5 4 4 5 12-6 4 91 4 4-8 4 10-9

1

4 16 8 17 6 18 4 17 12 19 4 21 5 20 4 20 8 17 4 19 4 20 1 17 4-2 19 5-9 18 8-1

0) (9 0) (6 8) (7 4) (7 0) (6 8) (8 0) (8 0) (8 0) (8 0) (8 0) (5 15) (7 6) (7 10-3) (7 3)

1
0 1 0 3 0 2 0 2

68 51 54 139 67 5-7 65 4-7 57 5-6 61 6 70 6-9 57 14-7 61 6-8 57 6-3 59 8-5 76 6T 61 14-7 60 13-8 64 65

113 8-5 96 7 116 2*5 108 4 93 7 98 14-7 112 12 85 7-5 99 3 74 6 80 9 139 5-4 103 2-2 92 1-6 106 5-7

' 0 2-4 5 111 0 7-8 -0 8-7 -0 12-6 -1 4-7 0 131 -0 6-2 2 6-2 0 3-7 -1 1-5 0 8-5 0 0-7 -0 17

182 0 157 0 184 0 173 0 150 0 159 0 184 0 143 0 163 0 132 0 139 0 216 4 165 1-6 152 13-7 170 12-2

Means of

—

either in the recorded “ Final Weight,” or in the sum of items at the time of slaughtering. !Nor, is it taken into account in calculating the I’ercentage

Table LVIII. It is, however, given above, parenthetically, as Memorandum.

4 NMDCCCLIX,
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Appendix.—Table XXXIV. Showing the Actual Weights tlhs. and oz.)

Class I.—9 Pigs, divided into 3 Lots, each with rather different Eood*.

Designation of Parts.

Loti.—Food;

—

Bean and Lentil meal—in 1

fixed quantity.

Bran—oA lihitum. 1

Lot 2.—^Food:

—

jidian meal— fixed quan-

titr.

Bran—<id lihitum.

^0. 1.
' ^"o. 2. Xo. 3.

1

Ao. 4. 270. 5. 270. 6.

lbs. oz. bs. oz. bs. oz. bs. oz. bs. oz. ; bs. oz.

Original weight 56 0 142 0 130 0 49 0 138 0 :i29 0

Final weight, unfasted HO 0 151 0 1 88 0 L86 0 1 o o 83 0

Final weight, after fasting 200 0 1 44 0 75 0 178 0 78 0 1 75 0

/ Stomach and contents 4 6 2 2 1 2 4-5 2 7 3 6
1

3 4

0 11
,

0 10 0 11 1 5 1 1-5 0 13-5

Small intestines and contents 9 2
;

2 12 5 14 3 12 6 10
;

1

5 4

Large intestines and contents 15 1
1

5 3 8 12 5 6'5 10 0 8 4

Intestinal fat, “ mudgeon,” &c 1 13-5

1

1 1-5 1 2-5 2 7’5 1 11-5
'

1 6‘5

Heart and aorta

1

0 10-5
i 0 8 0 8-5 0 9 0 5 0 9

‘

offal

Lungs and windpipe 1 9 1 8 1 11-5 1 8 1 4-5 1 8

i Blood 8 13 6 11 5 9 7 11 7 2 6 0

o
-2

' Liver 3 8 2 0 3 0 2 5 2 14 2 10

Sh

Gall-bladder and contents 0 4-5 COo 0 1-8 0 22 0 1'5 0 1-8

o
cQ

Pancreas (“sweetbread”) 0 4-5 0 5-5 0 4-5 0 6-5 0 5 0 4-5

oT
TJl Milt or spleen 0 5 0 4-5 0 7 0 4'5

:
0 35

1

0 4

0 1-8 0 1-2 0 1-5 0 2-8'

1

;

0 1-5 0 1-5

Penis (or uterus) 0 8
1

0 6-8 0 5

1

0 6

Tongue 1 2-5
1

^ ® 0 13'5 1 2
i

0 14 0 13-5

Toon . 0 4 0 2-5 0 3 0 3 0 2 0 2-2

^
Miscellaneous trimmings , 0 13 0 5 0 3 0 1-8 0 9 0 3

Total “ offal ” parts . 49 5-3 25 3-8

j

32 0-3 29 13-8 36 11 31 15-5

Carcass (including head and feet) . 147 14 117 14 1139 4-S 148 12-5 138 14'3 142 7-5

Loss by evaporation, error in weighing, & 3. 2 12-7 0 14-2
j

3 11-: -0 103 2 6'S 0 9

Live-weight after fasting ..200 0 144 0 jl75 0 178 0 178 0 175 0

* For particulars of the feeding experiment, refer to Pens 9, 10, and 11, under the head of “ Experiments
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of the individual Organs, and other separated Parts, of PIOS.

Somewhat mider Fattened—the Food containing a considerable portion of Bran.

Lot 3.—Food :

—

Bean and Lentil meal, and Indian meal—in fixed quantity.
Bran—ad libitum.

Means of

—

Lot 1.

3 Pigs.

Lot 2.

3 Pigs.

Lot 3.

3 Pigs.

The
9 Pigs.No. 7. No. 8. No. 9.

lbs oz. lbs. OZ. lbs. OZ. lbs OZ. lbs OZ. lbs OZ.
137 0 150 0 136 0 142 10-7 138 10-7 141 0 140 12-5

201 0 204 0 210 0 183 0 186 5-3 205 0 191 7-1

196 0 198 0 201 0 173 0 177 0 198 5-3 182 12-4

3 12 3 1 2 11 2 14-8 3 0-3 3 27 3 0-6

1 5 1 1 0 15 0 10-7 1 1-3 1 1-7 0 15-2

5 7 6 4 5 12 5 14-7 5 3-3 5 13 5 10-3

9 0 10 1 10 1 9 10-7 7 142 9 11-4 9 1-4

2 0-5 1 15 1 6 1 5-8 1 13-9 1 12-6 1 10-8

0 9 0 8-5 0 9 0 9 0 7-7 0 8-9 0 8-5

1 15 1 10-3 1 13 1 9-5 1 6-8 1 12-8 1 9-7

7 8 7 5 8 7 7 0-4 6 15 7 12 7 3'8

3 0 2 12 3 8 2 13-3 2 9-7 3 1-4 2 13-5

0 2-8 0 1-2 0 2 0 3 0 1-8 0 1-4 0 2-1

0 6-5 0 4*5 0 4-5 0 4'8 0 5-3 0 5-2 0 51

0 5 0 4 0 5 0 5-5 0 4 0 4-7 0 4-7

0 3 0 2 0 2 0 1-5 0 1'9 0 2-4 0 1-9

0 8 0 6-6 0 6 0 8 0 6-8

0 5 1 3 0 14 1 0 0 15-2 1 0 0 15-7

0 2-5 0 3 0 3-5 0 3-2 0 2-4 0 3 0 2-9

0 1-5 0 3-3 0 6 0 7 0 4-6 0 3-6 0 51

36 12-8 36 14-8 37 15 35 8-5 33 1-4 37 8-8 35 6-1

157 5 162 6 163 5-5 135 01 143 62 161 0-2 146 7'5

1 11-2 -1 4-8 -0 4-5 2 7-4 0 8-4 -0 3-7 0 14-8

196 0 198 0 201 0 173 0 177 0 198 5-3 182 12-4

with Pigs Senes 1,” Article—“Pig Feeding,” Journal of the Eoyal Agricultural Society of England, vol xiv. part 2.
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Appendix.—Table XXXV. Stowing tte Actm.l Weights Qhs. and ozs.)

Class 11—12 Pigs, divided into 4 Lots, eact with ratter different Pood*. Moderately

Designation of Parts.

Lot 1.—Food:

—

Bean and Lentil meal—ad libitum.

Lot 2.—Food :

—

[ndian meal—in fixed quantity.

Bean and Lentil meal—ad libitum..

No. 1. No. 2. No. 3. No. 4. : No. 5.
j

No. 6.

lbs. oz.

176 0
lbs. oz.

135 0

lbs. oz.

129 0
lbs. oz.

1

157 0

lbs. oz. 1

142 0 1

lbs. oz.

123 0
Origi

283 0 231 0 239 0 304 0 246 0
i

238 0

Final weight, after fasting 266 2-5 224 0 230 0 292 0
!

237 0
;

224 0

3 15-5 2 4 3 4-5 2 3-2 2 10
i

1 9

f

1 3-5 1 9 0 13-5 1 11-5 0 15-2
j

1 1-5

4 11-5 4 11 5 0 5 1 5 0 4 8

9 10 8 6-5 11 14 10 2 9 8 6 3

4 9-8 3 12-8 3 3-3 6 5 3 0 3 2

0 10-8 0 9 0 11 0 11-3 0 9-8 0 11-5

1 13-2 1 8 1 10-5 1 15-5 1 7 !

1 71

o

o 9 13-8 8 9-5 9 13-2 10 11 9 8-5 10 0

4 15 4 6 3 15 4 11 3 6 4 0

0 3-2 0 2-2 0 2 0 2-5 0 1-7 0 3

El
IS

0 4-2 0 7-5 0 9-2 0 14-2 0 8-2 0 9-2

0 6-5 0 5 0 5-8 0 5-8 0 6-5 0 5

ai

1

0 2-5 0 2-8 0 4 0 4 0 2-8 0 1-8

0 12-8 0 8-2 0 5-8

1 3 1 0-2 1 3-5 1 2-5 1 0-8 0 14-5

0 3-5 0 3-5 0 3 0 3 0 3-5 0 3

Miscellaneous trimmings 0 13-2 0 11-5 0 11-5 0 9 0 11-5 0 6-8

. 45 8 38 12-5 43 12 47 8-7 39 3-5 35 11-2

To

. 223 2 184 12 182 10 240 15 195 8-5 188 4

Vjarcass ^muiuuiug HCO-va

Loss by evaporation, error in weighing, &c .
-2 7-5 0 7'5 3 10 3 8-3 2 4 0 08

. 266 2-5 224 0 230 0 292 0 237 0 224 0
IjlVe-WCigllD

i
^

* For particulars of the feeding experiment, refer to Pens 1, 2, 3, and 4, under the head of Expeiinients
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of the individual Organs, and other separated Parts, of PIGS.

Fattened—the Food containing a considerable proportion of Bean and Lentil Meal.

Lot 3.—Food :

—

Bran—in fixed quantity.

Bean and Lentil meal—ad libitum.

Lot 4.—Food :

—

Indian meal and Bran—^in fixed quantity
Bean and Lentil meal—ad libitum.

Means of-

Lot 1.

3 Pigs.

Lot 2.

3 Pigs.

Lot 3.

3 Pigs.

Lot 4.

3 Pigs.

The
12

Pigs.

No. 7. No. 8. No. 9. No. 10. No. 11. No. 12.

lbs.

163

248

238

oz.

0

0

0

lbs.

131

183

173

oz.

0

0

0

lbs.

128

202

194

oz.

0

0

0

lbs.

173

302

281

oz.

0

0

8

lbs.

131

207

191

oz.

0

0

8

lbs.

123

189

178

oz.

0

0

0

lbs. oz.

146 10-7

251 0

240 0-8

lbs.

140

262

251

oz.

10-7

10-7

0

lbs. oz.

140 107

211 0

201 107

lbs.

142

232

217

oz.

5-3

107

0

lbs.

142

239

227

oz.

9-4

5-4

6 9

2 14 3 0-5 2 13 3 4 2 14 3 0 3 2-7 2 2-1 2 14-5 3 07 2 13
1 7 0 15-3 0 11 1 4-5 1 3 0 9-5 1 3-3 1 41 1 04 1 0-3 1 2
6 12 4 7 4 7-5 6 9 4 0 3 15 4 12-8 4 137 5 3-5 4 13-3 4 14-8

10 4 8 0 8 15-5 12 4 8 10 8 3 9 15-5 8 97 9 1-2 9 11 9 5-4

2 7 1 0 2 7 3 4-5 2 15 1 10 3 14 4 2-3 1 15-3 2 9-8 3 2-4

0 62 0 9 0 7-7 0 14-3 0 8-3 0 9-8 0 10-3 0 10-9 0 7-6 0 10-8 0 9-9

1 11-5 1 8 1 3-5 2 0 1 14-5 1 8 1 10-6 1 9-9 1 77 1 12-8 1 10-2

8 13 7 4 7 13 8 6-5 9 4 9 7 9 6-8 10 1-2 7 15-4 9 0-5 9 2
4 4 2 10 2 15 5 5 2 3 12 2 11-5 4 6-7 4 0-3 3 4-5 3 13-8 3 14-3

0 3 0 1-5 0 1 0 1-8 0 2-5 0 1 0 2-5 0 2-4 0 1'8 0 1-8 0 2 1

0 9 0 6 0 6-8 0 9-2 0 7-3 0 6 0 7 0 10-5 0 7-3 0 7-5 0 8 1

0 5 0 4*5 0 4 0 6*5 0 5-2 0 5-2 0 5-8 0 5-8 0 4-5 0 5-6 0 5 4

0 2-8 0 3-2 0 3 0 3 5 0 3-2 0 3-5 0 31 0 2-9 0 3 0 3-4 0 3 1

0 5-8
0 12-8 0 7 0 5-8 0 8 1

] 4 0 15 0 12-8 1 0 0 14 0 13-5 1 2-2 1 0-6 0 15-9 0 14-5 1 03
0 35 0 3 0 3 0 4 0 3-5 0 3 0 3-3 0 3-2 0 3-2 0 3-5 0 33
1 8 0 13 0 11-5 0 9-2 0 9 0 121 0 91 1 0-2 0 91 0 118

43 2 32 4 34 7-8 46 8-8 37 4-5 34 3 43 3-5 40 157 36 0 39 12-2 40 4-2

192 6-5 141 3 157 6 235 7 158 63 142 12 196 13-3 J08 3-8 163 10-5 178 13-8 186 144
2 7*5 -0 7 2 2-2 -0 7-8 -4 2-8 1 1 1 12-5 1 6-2 -1 10 0 4-3

238 0
1

173 0 194 0 281 8 191 8 178 0 J40 0-8 J51 0 201 107 217 0 227 6-9

with Pigs Series 1,” Article-” Pig Feeding,” Joumal of the Eoyal Agricultural Society of England, vol. xiv. part 2.
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AppEJfDix.—

T

able XXXVI. Showing the Actual Weights (Ihs. and ozs.)

Class III.—15 Pigs, divided into 5 Lots, each with rather different Food*.

Designation of Parts.

Lot 1.

—

Indian meal
-Food;

—

—ad libitum.

Lot 2.—Food :

—

Bean and Lentil meal—^in

fixed quantity.

Indian meal—ad libitum.

Lot 3.—^Food :

—

Bran—in fixed quantity.

Indian meal

—

ad libitum.

No. 1. No. 2. No. 3. No. 4.
-r -
2so. 0 . Nc). 6. No. 7. No. 8. No. 9.

lbs. oz. lbs. OZ. lbs. OZ. lbs. OZ. lbs. oz. lbs. oz. lbs. OZ. lbs. OZ. lbs. OZ.

Original weight 168 0 128 0 135 0 157 0 144 0 144 0 148 0 126 0 141 0

Final weight, unfasted 263 0 187 0 210 0 266 0 235 0 255 0 254 0 196 292 0

Final weight, after fasting 253 8 181 8 208 0 262 0 223 0 248 0 244 0 190 0 279 0

(
Stomach and contents 2 15 3 05 2 2 2 0 2 3 2 2 2 9*5 1 15 2 12-5

Caul-fat 1 10 0 14-3 1 1-2 1 7 0 14-5 1 13 1 4o 1 3-5 1 4

Small intestines and contents 4 10 3 0-5 4 1-5 3 8 3 13 3 14 3 2 3 2 4 14

Large intestines and contents 7 05 5 11-5 5 6 9 1 6 8 7 5 11 0 7 8 7 11

Intestinal fat, “mudgeon,” &c 4 105 2 8-5 1 11-8 4 10-8 2 8-5 5 9 2 10 3 3 4 0

Heart and aorta 0 11 0 9-2 0 10 5 0 11 0 10-5 0 10 0 105 0 9-5 0 13

o Lungs and windpipe 1 13 1 5 1 11 1 10 1 7-3 1 14 1 5 1 5 2 4

Blood 9 1 6 9 7 13 9 10-5 6 8 8 14 7 6-5 6 14 8 3

OQ
Liver 3 6-5 2 10 2 15'2 3 14 3 0-5 3 4 4 5 3 0 3 15

c3

Grall-bladder and contents 0 15 0 0-5 0 2’2 0 2-5 0 1-8 0 2-5 0 1*5 0 0-8 0 2*2

1
Pancreas

(
‘

‘ sweetbread ”
)

0 8-8 0 5-3 0 9 0 7-5 0 4-5 0 10 0 6-2 0 5-2 0 11-5

CQ Milt or spleen 0 4-2 0 4-3 0 4-5 0 4-5 0 5*2 0 5-5 0 4 0 5 0 5-5

Bladder 0 1-8 0 2 0 1-5 0 3-2 0 3-2 0 2*2 0 2-5 0 28 0 4*5

Penis (or uterus) 0 8-5 0 8-5 0 8-3 0 9-5

Tongue 1 1-5 0 13 0 15-5 1 0-5 0 14-5 1 2-5 1 2 1 1-5 1 3

Toes 0 3-2 0 3-2 0 2-8 0 3 0 O 0 3-5 0 2-5 0 25 0 3*5

Miscellaneous trimmings 0 11-5 0 9 0 1 1 3 1 5-3 0 12 1 6 0 4 0 10-5

Total “offal” parts 39 6-5 28 9-8 30 5-2 40 8-8 30 14-8 38 11-2 38 72 31 IS 39 5'2

Carcass (including head and feet) 217 6 156 2-5 175 11-5 219 7-5 190 14-5 208 1-5 204 11 157 8-5 235 1-5

Loss by evaporation, error in weighing, &c. -3 4-5 -3 4-3 1 153 1 15-7 1 27 1 0*3 0 13-8 1 5-7 4 9-3

Live-weight after fasting 253 8 181 8 208 0 262 0 223 0 248 0 244 0 190 0 0

* For particulars of the feeding experiment, refer to Pens 5, 6, 7, 8, and 12, under the head of “ Experiments with
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of tlie individual Organs, and other separated Parts, of Pigs.

Well Fattened—^the Food contaiamg a considerable proportion of Indian-corn Meal.

Lot 4.—Food:

—

Bean and Lentil meal, and
Bran—in fixed quantity.

Indian meal—ad libitum.

Lot 5.—Food :

—

Bean and Lentil meal, In-

dian meal, and Bran

—

each ad libitum.

Lot 1.

3 Pigs.

Lot 2.

3 Pigs.

Mean

Lot 3.

3 Pigs.

8 of

—

Lot 4.

3 Pigs.

Lot 5.

3 Pigs.

The
15

Pigs.
No. 10. No. 11. No. 12. No. 13. No. 14. No. 15.

lbs. oz. lbs. OZ. lbs. OZ. lbs. OZ, lbs. OZ. lbs. OZ. lbs. OZ. lbs. OZ. lbs. OZ, lbs. OZ, lbs. OZ. lbs. OZ.

145 0 144 0 143 0 149 0 130 0 150 0 143 10-7 144 5-3 138 5-3 144 0 143 0 143 7-5

294 0 250 0 255 0 271 0 163 0 244 0 220 0 252 0 247 5-3 266 5-3 226 0 235 107

284 0 242 0 239 0 267 0 165 0 236 0 214 5-3 244 5-3 237 10-7 255 0 222 10-7 234 127

2 11 3 2 2 14 4 8 3 0 2 12 2 111 2 1-6 2 7 2 14-4 3 6-7 2 11-4

1 11-5 1 4-5 1 8-5 1 5 1 9'5 0 14-5 1 3-2 1 6-2 1 4 1 8-2 1 4-3 1 5-2

5 2 4 2 5 5 3 14 3 6 3 2 3 14-7 3 11-7 3 11-3 4 137 3 7-3 3 14-9

9 10 10 8 7 10 8 0 5 10 6 9 6 0-7 7 10 8 11'7 9 4 6 11'7 7 10-8

5 2 2 8-5 1 12 2 9-3 2 14'5 2 1 2 15-5 4 41 3 4-3 3 21 2 8-3 3 3-6

0 13 0 10-5 0 9*5 0 12 0 7-5 0 9 0 10-2 0 10-5 0 11 0 11 0 9-5 0 10-4

1 10 1 12 1 10 1 13 1 4-5 1 3 1 9-7 1 10-4 1 10 1 10-7 1 6-8 1 9'5

8 14 9 4 8 11 8 10 5 14 8 1 7 13 8 5-5 7 7-9 8 15-1 7 8-3 8 04

4 2 3 4 3 5 3 6 2 8 3 4 2 15'9 3 6-2 3 12 3 9 3 07 3 5-6

0 2 0 1-5 0 3-7 0 15 0 05 0 1-5 0 1'4 0 2-3 0 1-5 0 2-2 0 1-2 0 17

0 12-5 0 7-5 0 6-8 0 5 0 5 0 7 0 7-7 0 7-3 0 7-6 0 8-9 0 5 7 0 7-5

0 5 0 5-5 0 5 0 5 0 3 0 4-5 0 4-3 0 51 0 4-8 0 5-2 0 4-2 0 4 7

0 3-5 0 2-5 0 1-8 0 2-8 0 13 0 4 0 1-8 0 2-9 0 3-3 0 20 0 27 0 27

0 85 0 9 0 6 0 5-5 0 8-5 0 8-3 0 9-5 0 8-7 0 57 0 8

1 1-5 1 0 ] 1 1 8 0 12-5 0 15 0 15-3 1 0-5 1 2-2 1 0-9 1 1-2 1 0-8

0 3 0 3 0 2-5 0 3-2 0 3 0 3 0 31 0 3-2 0 2-8 0 2-8 0 3 0 2-9

1 3 0 5-5 0 9-7 0 12 0 9 0 9-5 0 7-2 1 1-4 0 12-2 0 11-4 0 10-2 0 11 7

43 10 39 9-5 36 12-5 38 8-8 29 1-8 31 4 32 15-3 37 1-2 36 11 1 40 2-9 33 1-5 35 15-8

238 3 200 6 200 6 226 12-5 133 4-5 202 11 183 1-3 206 2-5 199 1-7 212 15-7 187 9-3 197 12-5

2 3 2 0-5 1 13-5 1 10-7 2 9-7 2 1 -1 11-3 1 1-6 1 13-9 1 13'4 1 15-9 1 04

284 0 242 0 239 0 267 0 165 0 236 0 214 5-3 244 5-3 237 10-7 255 0 222 107 234 127

Pigs—Series 1,” Article—“ Pig Feeding,” Journal of the Eoyal Agricultural Society of England, vol. xiv. part 2.

4 0 2
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Appendix.—Table XXXVH. Stowing tte Actual Weights Qhs. and ozs.)

Class IV.—12 Pigs, divided into 4 Lots, according to the Eood*. Moderately Fattened.

I

Designation of Parts. ®

Lot 1.—Food :

—

jontils, and Bran—in fixed quantity. I

ugar

—

ad libitum. S

Lot 2.—Food :

—

ventils, andBran—^in fixed quantity,

tarch

—

ad. libitum.

No. 1. No. 2. No. 3. No. 4.
j

w - 1

h<o. 0
.

1

No. 6.

Ihs. 07. lbs. oz. lbs. oz. lbs. oz. lbs. oz.
1

lbs. oz.

109 0 82 0 95 0 89 0 105
0

j

91 0

Pina
181 0 168 0 184 0 167 0 204 0

'

162 0

Final weight, after fasting 173 0 163 0 175 0 160 0 198 0 153 0

(
1 8 1 12 2 3-5 2 5 1 13-5 1 6’5

1 1 1 2-5 0 14-3 1 0-5 1 1-3 0 12

Small intestines and contents 3 2 3 9 3 3 3 10 3 14 3 2

Large intestines and contents 8 2 7 13 7 4 9 6 10 1 10 6

Intestinal fat, “mudgeon,” &c 0 15-7 1 1 1 0 1 0 0.4
,

0 14-5

0 8-8 0 9 0 8-7 0 7-3 0 9‘5 0 9

offal.

Lungs and windpipe 1 32 1 6 1 9-5 1 4 1 11-5 1 10

O
a

5 6-5 5 12 6 5 6 2 7 6 6 14-5

O
/I i

2 8-5 3 4-5 2 13 2 12-5 3 0 2 11-5

Gall-bladder and contents 0 1-8 0 2-3 0 0-7 0 3 0 3'4 0 3

o

Pancreas (
“ sweetbread ”

)
0 4 0 6 0 4 0 4-8 0 5-8

1

0 4-5

Ph
O
W. 0 3-5 0 4 0 4-5 0 3 0 4

j

0 3-8

0 3-3 0 1-5 0 1-5 0 3 0 1-5 0 2

0 4-5 0 4-8 0 5 0 4-5

1 25 1 0-5 1 2-5 1 0 0 14-5 0 13

rrv 0 2-5 0 2 0 2-5 0 2

0 2-5 0 2-5 0 2
1 Miscellaneous trimmings

Total “ offal ” parts . 26 6-8 28 7-8 27 12-7 30 6-4 32 14 30 8-8

Carcass (including head and feet) 144 15 132 5 147 6-7 125 5-7 163 5-5 121 11-5

Loss by evaporation, error in weigliing, &c 1 10-2 2 3-2 -0 3-4 4 3-2 1 12-5 0 11-7

Live-weight after fasting 173 0 163 0 175 0 160 0 198 0 153 0

* For particulars of i\\e feeding experiment, see Article—" On the Equivalency of Starch and
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of the individual Organs, and other separated Parts, of PIOS.

The Food consisted, in considerable proportion, of either Starch or Sugar.

Lot 3.

—

Lentils, and Bran-
Sugar, and Starch

-Food :

—

—in fixed quantity
—ad libitum.

Lot 4.—Food :

—

Lentils, Bran, Sugar, and Starch
—each ad libitinn.

Means of-

Lot 1.

3 Pigs.

Lot 2.

3 Pigs.

Lot 3.

3 Pigs
Lot 4.

3 Pigs.

The
12

Pigs.
No. 7. No. 8. No. 9. No. 10. No. 11. No. 12.

lbs. oz. lbs. 02. lbs. ozs. lbs. OZ. lbs. OZ, lbs. OZ. lbs. OZ. lbs. OZ. lbs. OZ.
86 0 87 0 108 0 98 0 100 0 94 0 95 5-3 95 0 93 10-6 97 5-3 95 ^•3

177 0 172 0 204 0 211 0 208 0 185 0 177 10-6 177 10-6 184 5-3 201 5-3 185 4

168 0 163 0 196 0 205 0 193 0 182 0 170 5-3 170 5-3 175 ]0'6 193 5 3 177 6-6

2 2 1 15 2 4-7 1 11 2 11 2 13-5 1 13-2 1 137 2 1-9 2 6-5 2 0-8

1 0 1 1 1 0-5 ] 5 '5 1 0-5 1 3-5 1 0-6 0 15-3 1 0-5 1 3-2 1 0-9

3 1 3 6 4 13 4 3 5 2 4 13 3 4-7 3 87 3 12 4 11-3 3 13-2

7 9 8 14 8 9 9 8 8 8 10 12 7 11-7 9 15 8 5-3 9 9-3 8 14-3

1 6 0 14 1 7 1 6-5 1 7 0 15 1 0-2 0 14-8 1 37 1 4-2 1 17

0 8-5 0 8-5 0 10 0 9-5 0 9 0 9 0 8-8 0 8-6 0 9 0 9-2 0 8-9

1 4 1 2-7 1 7 1 6-8 1 8 1 4 1 6-2 1 8-5 1 4-6 1 6-3 1 6-4

5 10 6 1 6 0 7 6-5 6 2 6 13 5 131 6 12-8 5 14-3 6 12-5 6 5-2

2 11-5 2 7 2 15-5 3 6 4 0-5 3 7 2 14 2 13-3 2 11-3 3 9-8 3 01

0 1-8 0 2-3 0 2 0 3 0 3-2 0 2 0 1-6 0 31 0 2 0 27 0 2-4

0 5-2 0 4-3 0 4-5 0 5-8 0 5 0 6 0 4-7 0 5 0 47 0 5-6 0 5

0 4 0 3'5 0 3-5 0 4 0 3-5 0 3-5 0 4 0 3-6 0 37 0 37 0 37

0 2 0 2-5 0 23 0 2-5 0 2-5 0 25 0 21 0 2-2 0 2-3 0 2-5 0 2’2

0 6 0 8-5 0 4-5 0 4'8 0 7'2 0 5 6

0 14-5 0 14 0 15 0 15 0 13-5 0 12-8 1 1-8 0 14-5 0 14-5 0 13'8 0 15-2

0 2 0 2 0 3 0 0 0 2-5 0 2-5 0 2-5 0 2-2 0 2-3 0 2-5 0 2-3

0 3-7 0 3-5 0 5 0 5 0 6 0 1-3 0 23 0 41 0 41 0 3-5

27 5-2 28 5-3 31 6 33 8'1 33 12-7 34 8-6 27 13-7 31 4-4 29 0-2 34 2-4 30 11-4

137 6 132 9-7 160 14 168 9-3 155 14-5 144 11-5 141 9 136 12-9 143 9-8 156 6-4 144 9-5

3 4-8 2 i

1

3 12 2 14-6 3 4-8 2 11-9 0 14-6 2 4 3 0-6 2 12-5 2 17

168 0

!

163 0 196 0 205 0 193 0 182 0 170 5-3 170 5-3 175 10-6 193 5*3 177 6'6

feugar in Food ” Report of the British Association for the Advancement of Science for 1854.
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Table

XXXVIII.

Showing

the

Actual

Weights

(lbs.

and

ozs.)

of

the

individual

Organs,

and

other

separated

Parts,

of

PIGS.

Class

V
.—

6

Pigs,

divided

into

2
Lots,

each

with

rather

different

Food*.

Well

Fattened.—

Food

comprised

a

portion

of

di-ied

Cod-fish.
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Separate

parts

of

the

“offal.
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Appenwi:.—Table XL. Shotting the Pmentage Proportion of the individual Organa, and other

Designation of Parts.

Calves.

No. 1. No. 2.

Short-

horned ;

milk-fed

;

killed

Aug. 11,

1849.

( Stomachs

Contents of stomachs, and vomit

Caul-fat

Small intestines and contents

Large intestines and contents

Intestinal fat

Heart and aorta

Heart-fat

Lungs and windpipe

Blood

Liver

Gall-bladder and contents

Pancreas (“sweetbread”)

Thymus gland (“ heartbread ”)

Glands about the throat (“ tlmoatbread ”),

Milt or spleen

Bladder, and penis, or womb .

Brains

Head and tongue

Hide and horns

Feet, hoofs, &o

Tail

Diaphragm (“skirts”)

Miscellaneous trimmings . .

.

Total “offal” parts

Carcass

Loss by evaporation, error in weighing, &c.

Durham
breed

(analysed

as fat)

;

taken

from
dam

feeding

on grass

kdled

Sept. 12,

1849.

1-64

1-60

111

1-85

1-48

0-64

0-62

Welsh

;

3 to 4
years old;

kill ed

Aug. 23,

1849.

1-34

4-12

1-70

005

012

0-30

0-23

0-36

0T2

6-

49

7

-

00

2-70

Live-weight after fasting

.

33-47

64-21

2-32

Heifers. Bullocks.

No. 1. No. 2. No. 1. No. 2. No. 3. No. No. o.

Welsh;
3 Years

old;

lately

oilcake-
j

fed;

killed

Aug. 30.

1

1849.

Mixed
breed;

killed

Aug. 2,

1849.

breed ; 4 years

killed old

;

Aug. 9, killed

1849. Aug. 16,

1849.

Scotch; Dutch;
long- lately

Lomed
1 vean
old;

homed; grass-fed
ilised homed;

grass-

fed;

Norfolk;
kill ed

Aug. 23,

1849.

1-

09

3-17

0-

96

2-

39

1

-

12

1-62

0-

57

0-16

1-

29

5-24

1 63

0-70 •

0-29

0-18

4-43

6-87

1-66

0-13

0-43

3-70

5-72

3-55

1-46

1-04

404

0-

47

0-22

0-61

3-62

1-

54

007

0-08

0-06

0-04

0-

17

1-

09*

2-

27

7-26

1-54

0-06

0-53

0-81

33-93

60-86

5-21

100-00 10000

3-79

11-09

1-82

214

1-84

201

0-50

0-21

0-

90

3-58

1-

49

0-09

on

0-07

0-05

0T2

017

008

2-69

8-21

1-89

0-13

0-54

0-18

39-95

55-85

4-20

10000

3-34

1302

1-82

203

1-48

1-42

0-52

0-

15

103

4-01

1-

25

003

0-09

0-08

0-03

016

005

0-

09

2-56

7-50

1

-

86

0 12

0-18

3-85

8-70

1-61

1-

97

2-

25

1-65

0-53

0-

31

093

4-82

1-

48

0-02

0-13

0-05

0-21

0-05

0-

05

2-78

7-10

1-

91

009

0-24

0 12

43-70

55-30

1-00

42-82

54-89

2-29

Aug. 30,

1849.

3-23

9-20

1-31

1-49

1-43

1-

45

0-56

0-

22
i

0-81

2-

93

1-

17

0-11

0-08

005

003

0-11

003

008

2-

77

8-33

2-00

0-09

0-18

0-27

40-85

57-07

208

3-24

8-93

1-94

1-86

1-47

1-56

0-55

0-

17

101

4-42

1-

52

0-11

0-07

006

0-02

0-15

0-11

0-

07

2-86

8-91

1-

63

007

0-19

0-19

37-93

59-80

2-27

100-00 100 00
i

100-00
i

100-00

2-87

6-80

1-63

1-67

1-18

206

0-

56

0T6

1

-

01

3-81

1-16

0.16

007

0-08

0-06

017

004

005

300

6-93

1-78

I

1

0-11

0-16

0-32

41-11

56-81

2-08

35-84

61-06

3-10

100-00 100-00

* Including calf.



SOME or THE AHIMALS FED AND SLAUGHTERED AS HUMAN FOOD. 637
separated Parts, in the Pasted Live-weight—of CALVES, HEIPEBS, and BULLOCKS.

Bullocks.

No. 6.

Scotch

;

long-

homed
;

4 years

old;

grass-

fed;

killed

Sept. 6,

1849.

No. 7. No. 8.

Welsh
;

5 years
old

;

killed

Sept. 13,

1849.

Mixed
breed

;

killed

Sept. 20,

1849.

No. 9.

Durham,
short-

horned
;

3 to 4

Irish

;

lately

grass-fed

years old
iJjeicester-

No. 10. No. 11

grass-

fed;

killed

Sept. 27,

1849.

shire;

killed

Sept. 27,

1849.

No. 12. No. 13.

Mixed
breed

;

3 years

old;

killed

Oct. 4,

1849.

Scotch
Scotch

(analysed
(analysed^ as
as fat)

;

4 years
old;

killed

Oct. 30,

1849.

half.fat)

;

3 to 4
years

old;

killed

Nov. 14,

1849.

306 2-92 3-10 3-30 2-74 2-83 2-56
j

2-60

10-59 9-63 8-00 7-27 9-75 8-56 5-92
!

8-12

1-23 2-08 2-08 1-94 1-71 2-98 2-10
1 1-35

1-71 1-84 1-46 1-60 1-53 1-45 0-62 0-67

2-00 1-49 0-98 0-66 1-08 1-25 0-36 0-49

0-97 2-02 2-32 2-20 1-76 3-32 2 60
1

1*61

1

0-52 0-44 0-48 0-47 0-47 0-43 0-52 ' 0-47

0-34 0-31 0-33 0-23 0-35 0-38 0-72 '

0-31

0-88 0-74 0-71 0-74 0-90 0-74 0-63 0-63

4 -0 ] 4-56 4-85 4-53 3-80 3-86 3-72 4-41

1-24 1-21 1-29 1-39 1-24 1-23 1-24 1-28

008 0-13 0-11 0-09 0-08 0-08 0-06
i

0-08

0-08 0-07 0-08 0-09 0-10 0-11 0-07
1

0-08

0-07 0-05 0-05 0-04 0-05 0-05 0-05

004 0-01 0-03 0-03 0-03 0-03 0-03 0-03

0-16 0-17 0-22 0-15 0-19 0-12 0-16 0-17

0-04 0-05 0-05 0-07 0-08 0-10 0 - 12t 0 -06t
0-06 0-07 0-06 0-08 0-07 0-06 0-06

: 0-08

2-87 2-49 2-27 2-43 2-76 2-52
1

3-06 3-17

944 7-79 7-88 7-15 7-22 7-15 5-67 6-49

1-87 1-65 1-88 1-87 1-85 1-83 1-57 1-63

0-09 0-09 0-10 0-11 0-09 0-09 0-10 0-14

0-42 0-62 0-45 0-56 0-40 0-40 0-53 0-46

013 0-12 0-19 018 0-28
1

0-99 0-36 0-16

41-90 40-55 38-97 37-18 38-53 40-51 32-83 34-54

57-49 58-06 59-70 60-25 59-96 59-72 66-20 64-75
0-61 1-39

1

1-33 2-57 1-51 - 0-23 0-97 0-71

100-00 00-00

j

00-00 1 00-00
j

0000
j

00-00 100-00 00-00 1

I
together, and in the others bladder only.

I With hide. e T
II Q n ,, § -tn one case womb with calf,
i Sum of the mean of the bladder, and that of the penis, taken separately.
IF Mean of bladders only, the penis or womb included with the “ Loss, &c.”

4 p

10000
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640 ME. J. B. LAWES AKD DE. J. H. GILBEET OX THE C04IP0SITI0X OF

Appekdix.—Table XLII. SFowitig the 'Percentage Propo'rtion of the mdividual

Class II.—20 Wether Sheep of CotswoU Breed, about year old, in moderately

Killed at Eothamsted.

Designation of Parts.

( Stomachs

Contents of stomachs

Caul-fat

Small intestines and contents .

Large intestines and contents .

Intestinal fat

Heart and aorta

Heart-fat

Lungs and windpipe

Blood

Liver

Gall-hladder and contents

Pancreas (“ sweetbread” )

Milt or spleen

Bladder

Head

Skin (with feet, &c.)

(^Wool previously shorn

The 5 giving the Largest amount of

Increase during Fattening.

Total “ offal ” parts

Carcass

Loss by evaporation, error in weighing, &c

The 5 giving the Smallest amount of

Increase during Fattening.

No. 1. No. 2. No. 3. No. 4. No. 5. No. 6. No. 7. ! No. 8. No. 9. No. 10.

2-69 2-44 2-56 2-81 2-37 2-48 3-49 2-48 2-64 2-46

4-64 5-60 4-46 4-42 5-22 4-20 4-41
,

4-41 4-83
j

4-92

3-99 2-74 2-56 3-91 3-52 4-85 4-03
1

3-30 3-01 4-85

1-83 1-75 2-04 1-75 2-02 1-80 2-86 1-90 1-86 1-69

1-78 1-75 1-21 1-63 2-28 1-32 2-82 1-85 1-69 2-29

1-00 1-24 1-58 1-03 1-30 1-24 0-86 1-06 1-07 1-15

0-37 0-39
'

0-39 0-36 0-39 0-34 0-45 0-41 0-35 0-35

0-20 0-23 0-16 0-34 0-27 0-30 0-19 0-15 0-19 0-08

0-81 1-10 1-12 1-04 0-98 0-96 1-18 0-93 0-95 0-92

3-91 3-97 3-74 4-11 4-00 3-94 5-44 4-58 3-98 4-19

1-78 1-66 1-58 1-88 1-68 1-60 1-97 1-85 1-69 1-58

0-06 0-07 0-04 0-07 0-11 0-06 0-01 0-09 0-05 0-06

0-08 0-14 0-10 0-10 014 0-13 0-15 0-13 0-15 0-14

0T5 0-16 0-13 0-17 0-19, 0-15 0-21 0-22 0-15 0-15

003 0-03 0-02 0-02 0-03 0-02 0-05 002 0-03 0-03

2-43 2-68 2-70 2-54 2-75 2-89 3-26 2-96 2-89 2-73

7-45 7-90 7-87 6-87 7-27 7-51 9-41 8-01 8-09 7-38

5-32 5-64 4-49 4-18 5 01 5-49 5-88 6-86 5-61 5-23

38-52 39-49 36 75 37-23 39-53 39-28 46-67 41-21 39-23 40-20

61-22 60-12 62-01 62-77 60-35 60-72 52-69 58-30 60-68 58-66

0-26 0-39 1-24 o-oot 0-12 o-oot 0-64 0-49 0-09 1-14

100-00 100-00 100-00 100-00 100-00 100-00 100-00 100-00 1 100-00 100-00

* For particulars of the feeding experiment, see Article on the “ Comparative Fattening Qualities of

t In these cases the sum of the weights taken for the separated parts exceeded the Fasted Live-



SOJVIE OF THE ANIMALS FED AND SLAHG-HTEEED AS HUMAN FOOD. 641

Organs, and other separated Parts, in the Fasted Live-weight of SHEEP.

Fat condition. Fattening Food—Oilcake, Clover ChalF, and Swedish Turnips*.
April 19, 1852.

The 10 giving the Medium amount of Increase during Fattening.

The
5 of

Largest
Increase.

The
5 of

Smallest

Increase.

The
10 of

Medium
Increase.

The
20

Cots-

wolds.
No. 11. No. 12. No. 13. No. 14. No. 15. No. 16. No. 17. No. 18. No. 19. No. 20.

2-63 2-42 271 2-46 2-66 2-71 2-74 2-64 2-82 2-71 2-57 2-71 2-65 2-65

4-38 4-67 4-97 5-07 4-12 4-83 4-75 3-49 5-09 3-80 4-87 4-55 4-52 4-65

4-42 4-81 4-39 5-25 4-70 4-79 4-21 4-34 3-51 3-64 3-34 4-01 4-41 3-92

177 1-90 2-26 1-82 1-92 1-87 1-87 1-61 1-96 2-05 1-88 2-02 1-90 1-93

2-44 2-03 2-15 1-75 2-18 1-75 1-77 1-63 2-30 1-82 1-73 2-00 1-99 1-91

1-41 1-46 0-84 1-25 0-90 1-42 0-83 1-10 1-00 1 05 1-23 1-08 1-12 1-14

0-38 0-35 0-37 0-39 0-38 0-33 0-38 0-39 0-42 0-39 0-38 0-38 0-38 0-38

0T5 0-18 0-21 0-34 0-14 0-23 0-16 0-31 0-15 0-22 0-24 0-18 0-21 0-21

1-20 1-16 1-34 1-04 1-18 1-28 1-13 1-20 1-11 1-24 1-01 0-99 1-19 1-06

3-97 4-19 3-96 4-15 4-02 4-37 4-07 3-80 4-94 4-50 3-95 4-42 4-20 4-19

1-83 1-87 1-78 1-78 1-66 1-87 1-84 1-63 2-03 1-98 1-72 1-74 1-83 1-77

006 0-04 0-05 0-06 0-07 0-06 0-06 0-07 0-03 0-05 0-07 0-05 0-05 0-06

013 0-11 0-14 0-10 0-12 0-12 0-12 0-14 0-12 0-16 0-11 0-14 0-13 0-13

017 0-16 0-16 0-16 0-15 0-13 0-15 0-18 0-25 0-19 0-16 0-18 0-17 0-14

002 0-03 0-01 0-02 0-02 0-02 0-02 0-02 0-03 0-03 0-03 0-03 0-02 0-03

2-82 2-51 2-89 2-58 2-77 2-85 2-81 2-97 3-13 3-10 2 62 2-95 2-84 2-80

7-61 7-48 7-33 6-57 7-19 7-50 7-49 7-14 9-21 8-37 7-47 8-08 7-59 7-72

4-38 5-26 5-67 5-03 4-81 5-59 5-48 5-04 5-41 5-77 4-93 5-81 5-23 5-33

3977 40-63 41-23 39-82 38-99 41-72 39-88 37-70 43-51 41-07 38-31 41-32 40-43 40-02

59-97 59-04 58-77 60-18 60-33 58-16 59-02 61-39 56-46 58-50 61-29 58-21 59-18 59-56
0-26 0-33 o-oot o-oot 0-68 0-12 1-10 0-91 0-03 0-43 0-40 0-47 0-39 0-42

100-00 100-00 100-00 100-00 100-00 100-00 100-00 100-00 100-00 100-00 100-00 100-00 100-00 100-00

different Breeds of Sheep,” Journal of the Eoyal Agricultural Society of England, vol. xiii. part 1.
weight, and this sum has therefore been taken as the standard, in calculating the Percentages.
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Appekdix.—Table XLIII. Showing the Fereenta^e Fr<ygoHion of the indiTidnal

Class III. 16 Wether Sheep of Leicester Breed, about year old, in moderately

Killed at Eothamsted,

Designation of Parts.

( Stomachs

Contents of stomachs

Caul-fat

Small intestines and contents .

Large intestines and contents .

Intestinal fat

Heart and aorta

Heart-fat

Lungs and windpipe

Blood

Liver

GaU-bladder and contents

Pancreas (“ sweetbread ”)

Milt or spleen

Bladder

Head

Shin (with feet, &c.)

Wool previously shorn .

Miscellaneous trimmings.

Total “ offal ” parts

Carcass

Loss by evaporation, error in weighing, &c.

The 4 giving the Largest amount

of Increase during Battening.

The 4 giving the Smallest amount

of Increase during Battening.

No. 1. No. 2. No. 3. No. 4. No. 5.
1

No. 6. No. 7.
1

No. 8.

279 2-30 2-27 2-63

i

2-91 3-05

i

2-79 2-72

4-13 3-48 3-94 4-71 4-26 5-33 4-61 5-13

3-63 4-04 4-39 3-54 3-88 1-77 2-31
i

1

1-71

213 1-78 2-16 1-88 1-94 3-61 2*45
I

j

2-82

1-89 1-59 1-86 1-71 1-62 2-39 1-94 2-41

1-17 115 1-17 0-92 1-19 1-44 0-72 1-36

0-37 0-44 0-40 0-41 0-40 0-53 0-40 0-57

0-21 0-11 0-32 0-12 0-11 0-14 0-11 0-15

0'81 1-00 0-72 0-87 1-08 1-78 0-97 1-90

4-00 393 4-32 3-79 3-88 4-83 4-50 4-88

1 76 1-55 1-86 1-92 1-91 2-00 1-79 2-05

0-05 0-06 0-02 0-04 0-04 0-07 0-04 0-06

0-14 0-17 0-15 0-12 0-17 0-18 0-17 0-16

013 0-13 013 0-12 0-13 0-20 0-17 0-19

0-04 0-03 003 0-05 0-04 0-04 0-05 0-06

2-46 2-78 2-46 2-83 3-07 3-50 3-27 3-51

7-60 7-15 7-05 7-25 7-81 8 88 8-66 9-12

6-02 5-18 6-06 6-67 5-17 7-61 8-88 6-78

39-33 36-87 39-31 39-58 39-61 47-35 43 83 45-58

58-50 60*33 58-37 58-92 57-62 52-56 54-59 52-63

2-17 2-80 2-32 1-50 2-77 0-09 1-58 1*79

100-00 100 00 100-00 100-00

j

100-00

1

100-00 100-00 100 00

» Bor particulars of the/r.di^^ experiment, see Article on the “Comparative Battening Qualities of

+ This sheep was an Ewe, and this amount includes the womb.

t I. tlis cl a.,™ «t the weights tske» foe the .ep.-atcd p.rt. exc^Kied the Fseted lore-woghh



SOME OE THE AHIMAES FED AND SLAUGHTERED AS HUMAN FOOD. 643

Organs, and other separated Parts, in the Fasted Live-weight of SHEEP.

Fat condition. Fattening food—Oilcake, Clover Chaff, and Swedish Turnips*.

April 23, 1853.

The 8 giving the Medium amoimt of Increase during Fattening.
Means of

—

The
4 of

Largest

Increase.

The
4 of

Smallest

Increase.

The
8 of

Medium
Increase.

The
16

Leices-

ters.No. 9. No. 10. No. 11. No. 12. No. 13. No. 14. No. 15. No. 16.

2-40 2-63 2-88 2-28 2-65 2-71 2-88 2-68 2-50 2-87 2-64 2-67

3-69 3-58 5-82 3-32 4-09 3-83 3-25 5-72 4-07 4-83 4-16 4-35

3-65 3-62 2-68 5-11 3-68 3-50 2-74 4-15 3-90 2-42 3-64 3-32

1-98 2-16 2-78 1-88 2-02 2-50 1-97 2-43 1-99 2-70 2-22 2-30

1-54 1-74 1-75 1-83 2-45 1-91 1-86 1-85 1-76 2-09 1-87 1-91

0-99 1-11 1-18 1-63 1-15 1-53 1-00 1-47 1-10 1-18 1-26 1-18

0-40 0-42 0-46 0-34 0-36 0-41 0-44 0-43 0-41 0-47 0-41 0-43

016 0-19 0-12 0-20 0-18 0-10 0-16 0-08 0-19 0-13 0-15 0-16

0-89 1-04 1-65 0-93 0-97 0-87 Ml 0-96 0-85 1-43 1-05 1-11

3-71 3-77 4-74 3-73 4-29 3-83 3-99 4-26 4-01 4-52 4-03 4-19

1-71 2-07 2-16 1-70 1-89 1-84 2-09 2-15 1-77 1-94 1-95 1-89

0-06 0-09 012 0-05 0-04 0-08 0-05 0-04 0-04 0-05 0-06 0-05

015 0-17 0-15 0-16 0-18 0-20 0-17 0-15 0-14 0-17 0-17 0-16

013 0-17 0-18 0-14 0-13 0-13 0-14 0-15 0-13 0-17 0-15 0-15

002 0-04 0-04 0-03 0-04 0-08t 003 0-02 0-04 0-05 0-04 0-04

2-76 3-03 3-37 2-71 2-92 3-01 3-11 2-94 2-63 3-34 2-98 2-98

7-76 7-57 8-59 7-24 8-09 8-07 8-68 7-69 7-26 8-62 7-96 7-95

5-52 5-17 6-95 5-92 6-56 5-92 4-92 5-26 5-98 7-11 5-78 6-29

013 0-12 0-06 0-09 0-08 0-05 0 19 0-15 0-11 0-11

37-65 38-69 45-68 39-29 41-77 40-57 38-78 42-58 38-77 44-09 40-63 41-24

61-03 59-71 53-58 58-86 57-30 59-43 60-07 57-06 59-03 54-35 58-38 57-25

1-32 1-60 0-74 1-85 0-93 0-00+ 1-15 0-36 2-20 1-56 0-99 1-51

100-00 100 00 100-00 100-00 10000 100 00 100-00

i

100-00 100-00 100-00 100-00 10000

1

different Breeds of Sleep,” Journal of the Eoyal Agricultural Society of England, vol. xvi. part 1.

and this sam has therefore been taken as the standard, in calculating the Percentages,
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Appendix.—Table XLIV. Showing the 'Percentage Propo'dion of the indiTidual

Class IV.—16 Wether Sheep of Oross-ireed (Leicester and South Down), about 1-y year old,

Killed at Rothamsted,

Designation of Parts.

The 4 giving the Largest amount of

Increase during Fattening.

The 4 giving the Smallest amount of

Increase during Fattening.

Ho. 1. No. 2. No. 3. No. 4. No. 5. No. 6.

1

No. 7.
j

No. 8.

Separate

parts

of

the

“offal.”

Stomachs

Contents of stomachs

Caul-fat

Small intestines and contents

Large intestines and contents

Intestinal fat

Heart and aorta

Heart-fat

Lungs and windpipe

Blood

Liver

Gall-bladder and contents

Pancreas (“sweetbread”)

Milt or spleen

Bladder

Head

Skin (with feet, &c.)

1

j

Wool previously shorn

(
Miscellaneous trimmings

274

5-

47

3-53

1-39

L67

1-07

0-

43

0T9

111

3-94

1-

81

Oil

0-15

016

005

316

8-16

6-

49

0-26

2-68

4-25

4-

85

1-77

1-97

1-

57

0-38

016

0-92

3-94

177

007

0-18

013

003

2-

91

6-26

5-

01

0-08

2-72

6-43

1

3-00

1-

64

2-

24

1 08

0-43

0-

19

1-

29

3-

84

2-

03

0-13

0-15

0-13

0-06

3-

04

9-06

5-26

0-00

2-73

4-06

4-06

1-72

2-

38

M9

0-40

0-

15

1-

06

4-62

1-54

0-08

0-18

0-18

0-03

3-

09

8-46

4-

76

0-24

2-

65

4-26

3-

45

1-

67 -

2-

29
:

0-86

0-

38

0-22

1-

35

4-

10

178

0-11

0-19

0-16

0-04

3-

37

9-07

5-

02

0-11

2-

79

5-13

3-

79

1-

95

2-

17

0-92

0-53

0-

17

1-

00

4-

34

201

0-09

0-19

0-19

0-04

3-

37

8-92

1

4-79

1

0-19

2-86
i

4-69

4-39

2-09

2-

40

1-30

0-

41

0-11

1-

17

4-72

1-84

0-05

0-18

0-23

0-04

3-

39

7-91

6-12

0-18

2-54

5-84

4-93

2-01

2-

19

1-17

0-

38

020

1-

22

4-

34

1-75

0-06

0-18

0-17

0-05

3-

25

I

8-33

5-

23

0 13

41-89 38-93 42-72 40-93 41-08 ‘ 42-58 44-08 1 43-97

5777 61-07 57-28 59-07 58-69

i

57*42 53-67
j

56-03

Loss by evaporation, error in weighing, &c 034 o-oot o-oot o-oot 0-23
i

o-oot 2-25 0-00+

10000 100-00 100-00 100-00 100 00
1

100-00 100-00 ' 100-00

1

* For particulars of the feeding experiment, see Article on the “ Comparative Fattening Qualities of

t In these cases the sum of the weights taken for the separated parts exceeded the Fasted Live-



SOME OE THE ANIMALS FED AND SLAUGHTEEED AS HUMAN FOOD. 645

Organs, and other separated Parts, in the Fasted Live-weight, of SHEEP,

Fat condition. Fattening food-Oilcake, Clover Chaff, and Swedish Turnips*.

The 8 giving the Medium amount of Increase during Fattening.
Means of

—

The The
4 of

Smalles
. Increase

The
8 of

t Mediun:
). Increase

The 16
Cross-

bred
. Wethers.

No. 9. No. 10. No. 11. No. 12. No. 13. No. 14 No. 15. No. 16.

Largesi

Increase

2-64 2-70 2-38 2-32 2-61 2-53 2-92 2-62 2-72 2-71 2-5.9 2-67
387 4-49 4-61 4-89 2-90 4-36 5-77 2-81 5-05 4-98 4-21 4-75
4-45 5-28 4-19 4-12 3-49 3-07 3-48 4-42 3-86 4-14 4-06 4-02
1-32 2-20 1-50 1-66 1-93 1-37 1 93 1-73 1-63 1-93 1-71 1-76
1-66 1-84 1-66 1-87 1-97 2-28 2-68 1-85 2-06 2-26 1-98 2-10
1-74 1-98 1-45 1-89 1-27 0-81 1-10 1-68 1-23 1-06 1-49 1-26

0-44 0-39 0-40 0-40 0-40 0-42 0-41 0-47 0-41 0-43 0-42 0-42
022 0-25 0-26 0-14 0-36 0-16 0-32 0-22 0-17 0-17 0-24 0-19
0-98 1-00 0-96 0-96 1-24 1-09 1-13 1-04 1-09 1-19 1-05 1-11
4-38 4T0 3-67 3-89 3-61 4-00 4-41 4-20 4-08 4-38 4-03 4-16
1-81 1-84 1-71 1-78 1-78 1-67 1-74 1-93 1-79 1-85 1-78 1-81

009 006 0-11 0-09 0-04 0-04 0-10 0-06 0-10 0-07 0-07 008
013 0-21 0-18 0-15 0-18 0-15 0-20 0-18 0-16 0-18 0-17 0-17
018

1

on 0-16 0 14 0-17 0-14 0-14 0-15 0-15 0-19 0-15 0-16

003 0-04 004 0-03 0-04 0-03 0-04 004 0-04 0-04 0-04 0-04
3-13 3-09 300 2-90 3-13 3-37 3-08 3-26 3-05 3-35 3-12 3-17
7-34

,
7-72

: 7-76 8-14 8-51 9-53 8-80 7-60 7-99 8-56 8-18 8-25

372
1

3-77 5-59 4-91 4-18 6-74 5-13 5-13 5-39 5-29 4-90 5-19
0 12 !

[

009 0-13 0-05 0-14 0-14 0-16 0-09 0-19 0-15 0-11 0-14
38*25 '

41-18 39-76 40-33 37-95 41-90 43-54 39-48 41-16 42-93 40-30 41-45
61 -75 57-79 59-63 58-96 61-46 55-37 54-68 60-52 58-80 56-45 58-77 58-01
OOOf 1-03 0-61 0-71 0-59 2-73 1-78 o-oot 0-04 0-62 0-93 054

100-00 lOO OO
!

]

1

00-00 00-00 00-00 1 00-00 00 00 00-00 100-00 100 00 100-00 100-00

wetrrl'T.'v
°'

»' Enghud, ,„i. „i. P„i I,weight, and this sum has been taken as the standard, in calculating the Percentages.

4 Q
mdccclix.
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Class Y.

Appendix.—Table XLY. Shoivdngtlie Percentage Prer^ortion of tEe mdindual

16 Ewe Sheep of Cross-breed, (Leicester and South Down), about year old, m
Killed at Eothamsted,



SOME OE THE AHIMALS FED AHD SLAHOHTEEED AS HITMAN FOOD. 647

Organs, and other separated Parts, in the Fasted Live-weight, of SHEEP.

Jat condition. Fattening food-Oflcake, OWer Chaff, and Swedieh Turnips.
April 23, 1853. ^

The 8 giving the Medium amount of Increase during Fattening.

Means of

—

The
4 of

Largest

Increase

The
4 of

Smalles

Increase

The
8 of

Medium
Increase

The
16

Cross-

bred
Ewes.

No. 9. No. 10. No. 11. No. 12. No. 13. No. 14. No. 15. No. 16.

2-61 2-61 251 2-31 2-43 2-56 2-45 2-62 2 42 2-60 2-51 2-51
5-49 4-83 4-98 3-64 3-12 3-85 4-19 2-05 3-99 3-75 4-02 3-92
4-81 4-35 4-77 4-44 4-77 4-47 3-78 4-21 4-32 4-34 4-45 4-37
1-80 1-69 1-90 1-69 1-31 1-72 1-69 1-79 1-71 1-68 1-70 1-70
1-99 1-98 1 93 1-78 1-76 2-14 1 74 1-85 1-63 1-84 1-90 1-79

M2 1-13 Ml 1-74 0-96 1-87 1-81 1-35 1-42 1-40 1-39 1-40

0-42 0-34 0-37 0-40 0-45 0-38 0-42 0-42 0-43 0-41 0-40 0-41

0 11 0-14 0-21 0-21 0-29 0-22 0-22 0-16 0-16 0-17 0-19 0-17
1-02 1 01 1-00 0-89 1-12 0-99 0-99 0-92 0 94 1-15 0-99 1-03
4-18 3-48 4-14 3-40 4-43 4-10 3-98 4-08 4-05 4-23 3-97 4-09
1-59 1-62 1-82 1-64 1-89 167 1-79 1-72 1-85 1 66 1-72 1-75

008 0-06 0-11 0-06 0-10 0-05 0-06 0-08 0-07 0-07 0-07 007
0-18 0 14 0-14 0-19 016 0-15 0-16 0-17 0-16 0-16 0-16 0-16

021 0-14 0-16 0-17 0-18 0-14 0-15 0-18 0-16 0-15 0-17 0-16

003 0-02 0-03 0-04 004 0-03 0-03 0-04 003 0-04 003 0-03

008 0-05 0-04 0-05 006 0-07 0-05 0-05 0-05 0-05 0-06 0-05
3-34 3-09 2-98 2-80 3-12 2-96 3-17 2-91 300 3-01 3-05 3-02
8-46 8-11 8-12 7-43 8-75 8-75 7-71 8-21 7-94 7-93 8-19 8-02
6-37 5 02 6-33 4-34 6 13 6-16 5-21 6-86 5-67 5-60 5-80 5-69
0-23 0-08 0-16 0-11 Oil 009 0-14 0-08 0-16 0-17 0-13 0-14

44-12 39-89 42-81 37-33 41-18 4237 39-74 39-75 40-16 40-41 40 90 40-48
54-86 58-47

i

56-99 61-34 58-67 56-56 59-70 59-51 58-62 58-79 58-26 58-56
1-02 164

j

0-20 1-33 0-15 1-07 0-56 0-74 1-22 080 0-84 0-96
;

100-00

j

100-00 '

i

100-00 100-00 100-00 100 00 10000 100-00 100 00 100-00 100-00 100-00

t

different Breeds of Sheep,” Journal of the Eoyal Agricultural Society of England,
and this ^um has been taken as the standard, in calculating the Percentages.

vol. xvi, part 1.
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Appendix.—Table XLVI. Showing the Percentage PropoHion of the mdividual

Class VI.—16 Wether Sheep of SamgsUre Down Breed, about year old, in

Killed at Eothamsted,

Designation of Parts.

/Stomachs

Contents of stomachs

Caul-fat

Small intestines and contents .

Large intestines and contents

.

Intestinal fat

Heart and aorta

Heart-fat

Lungs and windpipe

Blood

Liver

Gall-bladder and contents

Pancreas (“ sweetbread”)

Milt or spleen

Bladder

Head

Skin (with feet, &c.)

Wool previously shorn

Miscellaneous trimmings

Total ‘‘ offal ” parts

Carcass

The 4 giving the Largest amount

of Increase during Fattening.

The 4 giving the Smallest amount

of Increase during Fattening.

No. 1. No. 2. No. 3. No. 4. 161
1^1 No. 6. No. 7. No. 8.

2-44 2-28

I

2-13 2-29 2-28 2-58 2-21 2-23

4-41 5-07 5-18 5-43 5-50 4-53 4-79 4-46

4-04 4-37 3-70 3-93 5-75 4-04 5-33 406

1-97 1-92 1-68 1-57 1-82 1-86 1-60 1-49

219 1-46 1-46 1-60 1-66 1-82 1-83 1-73

2-48 2-49 2-72 2 42 2-57 1-61 3-29 2-94

0-40 0-35 0-35 0-34 0-38 i
0-38 0-37 0-35

0-33 0-23 0-28 0-19 0-15 0-20 0-23 0-17

0-93 0-88 0-71 0-83 1-04 1-29 0-97 0-89

.. 4-47 4-45 4-02 4-01 4-26 4-72 3-37 4-14

1-72 1-75 1-35 1-76 1-57 1-82 1-43 1-35

004 0-02 003 003 006 0-03 0-04 001

012 0-12 0-10 0-14 0-19 0-18 0-16 0-12

014 0-16 0-14 014 0 14 0-19 0-14 0-13

0-09t 0-08t 0-03 002 0-02 0-04 0-03

3-09 2-93 2-93 2-65 2-98 3-46 3-05 2-84

8-74 8-51 8-21 8-44 7-29 8-17 6-89 8-00

, , .
2-72 2-67 3-36 4-19 3-97 4-09 2-59 4-95

015 0-06 007 0-13 0-18 0-22 0-16 0-14

.... 40-38 39-81 38-50 40-12 41-81 41-21 38-49 40-03

... 59-59 60-19 61-50 59-87 57-53 57-10 60-60 59-37

cc. 0'03 0-00:1 O-OOt 0-01 0 66 1-69 0-91 0-60

100-00 100-00 100-00 100-00 10000 100-00 100-00 100-00

* For particulars of the feeding experiment, see .Article on the “ Comparative Fattening

i In eacli of these cases the weight of one Testicle is included with that of the Bladder.

+ In these cases the sum of the weights taken for the separated parts exceeded the Fasted



SOME OF THE ANIMALS FED AND SLAUGHTEEED AS HUMA^I FOOD. 649

Organs, and other separated Parts, in the Fasted Live-weight, of SHEEP.

moderately Fat condition. Fattening food—Oilcake, Clover Chaff, and Swedish Turnips*.

Maj 8, 1851.

The 8 giving the Medium amoimt of Increase during Fattening.

Means of

—

The
4 of

Largest

Increase

The
4 of

'Smallest

Increase

The
8 of

Medium
Increase.

The 16

j

Hamp-
sliire

1 Do-wns.
IMo. 9. No. 10. No. 11. No. 12. No. 13. No. 14. No. 15.

j

No. 16.

2-30 1-97 2-17 2-02 2-19 2-24 2-12 2-21 2-28 2-33 2-15 2-23

5-12 5 77 4-69 4-90 3-65 4-49 4-87 4-50 5-02 4-82 4-75 4 83

4-88 3-79 4-31 5-55 4-96 3-98 3-67 4-59 4-01 4-80 4-47
j

4-43

1-71 1-73 2-74 1-73 1-72 2-00 1-55 1-90 1-78 1-69 1-89 1-81

171 2-24 1-83 1-87 2-39 1-60 2-12 1-90 1-68 1-76 1-96 1-84

2'99 2-51 3-13 2-97 2-58 2-24 2-38 3-39 2-53 2-60 2-77
1

2-67

0-47 0-42 0-36 0-35 0-46 0-36 0-43 0-39 0-36 0-37 0-41 0-38

012 0-26 021
1

0-17 0-35 0-24 0-20 0-16 026 0-19 0-21 0-22

1-06 0-80 1-01 0-82 0-91 1-02 0-89 0-96 0-84 1-05 0-93 0-94

4-08 4-05 4-33 3-66 4-59 3-79 4-11 4-23 4-23 4-12 4-10 4-08

P65 1-07 1-52 1-49 1-45 1-58 1-71 1-68 1-64 1-54 1-52 1-62

002 009 0-06 0-11 0-05 0-05 0-05 0-03 0-03 0-04 0-06 0-05

0-16 0-12 0-13 0-12 0-12 0-18 0-14 0-12 0-12 0-17 0-14 0-14

0-18 0-14 0-19 0-16 0-17 0 15 0-17 0-13 0-14 0-15 0-16
!

0-15

004 0-03 0-04 0-02
i

0-03 0-02 003 0-04 0-07 0-03 0-03
i

0-04

305 2-78 2-93 3-03 3 05 3-19 3-23 3-20 2-90 3-08 3-06 3-02

7-23 8-55 7-77 6-77 7-56 8-25 9-03 7-32 8-47 7-59 7-81
i 7-92

3-26 3-39 4-27 3-17 3-45 3-85 3-10 2-74 3-23 3-90 3-40 3-49

007 013 0-11 0 10 0-15 0-16 0-11 0-27 0-10 0-15 0-14 0-14
j

4010 39-84 41-80 3901 39-83 39-39 39-91 39-76 39-69 40-38 39-96 40-00

59-35 59-04 57-78 60-65 59-22 60-38 60-09 60-24 60-29 58-65 59-59 59-53

0-55 1 12 042 0-34 095 0-23 0-00+ o-ooj 0-02 0-97 0-45 0-47

100 00 100-00 10000 100-00

1

100-00 100-00 100-00 100-00 100-00 100-00 100-00 100-00

Qualities of Sheep,” Journal of the Eoyal Agricultural Society of England, vol. xii. part 2.

Live-weight, and this mm has been taken as the standard, in calculating the Percentages.
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Appendix.—Table XLTTI. Showing the Fercentage Frogortion of the

Class YII.—16 Wether Sheep of Sussex Fou-n Breed, about year old, in

Ehlled at Eothamsted,

Designation of Parts.

I Stomachs

Contents of stomachs

Caul-fat

Small intestines and contents .

Large intestines and contents .

Intestinal fat

Heart and aorta

Heart-fat

Lungs and windpipe

Blood

Liver

Gall-bladder and contents

Pancreas (“sweetbread”)

Milt or spleen

Bladder

Head

Skin (with feet, &c.)

Wool previously shorn .

Miscellaneous trimmings.

The 4 giving the Largest amount of

Increase during Fattening.

The 4 giving the Smallest amount of

Increase during Fattening.

Total “ offal” parts

Carcass

Loss by evaporation, error in weighing, &c.

fo. I. No.-2. No. 3. No. 4.

I

Iso. 5.
j

No. 6. !No. 7. No. 8.

2-43 2-02 2-27 2-25 2*24 2-47 2-36 1
2-20

370 3-14 5-31 5-24 3-30 4-29 5-18
j

5-90

4-48 4-08 4-76 4-72 5-24 3-84 5-46
;

4-40

2-31 1-82 2-09 2-11 1-49 2-15 2-72 2-15

1-47 1-61 1-72 1-68 1-60 2-09 1-99 1-88

2-91 2-80 2-39 2-17 3-06 1-88 2-57 224

0-38 0-38 0-43 0-40 0-43 0-40 0-39 0-42

0-40 0-42 0-38 0-21 0-30 0-43 0-24 0-20

0-87 0-80 0-90 0-98 0-99 1-10 1-10 1-01

5-64 4-02 4-34 4-15 3-85 4-06 3-98 3-95

1-43 1-56 1-54 1-59 1-63 1-79 1-68 1-79

002 003 003 0-04 0-05 0-04 0-02 0-04

Oil 0-17 0-18 0-17 0-13 0-13 0-16 0-21

018 0-24 0-27 0-22 0-29 0-29 0-26 0-32

0-03 0-04 002 0-02 0-03 0-03 0-05 0-04

2-68 2-97 3-29 3-11 3-11 3-26 3-27 3-19

7-80 677 7-53 6-83 8-10 7-73 7-07 7-99

3-98 4-29 4-72 3-56 4-48 3-86 5-24 3-86

0-09 0-16 0 04 0-16 0-24 0-27 0-12 0-18

4091 37-32 42-21 39-61 40-56 40-11 43-86 41-97

5909 62-29 57-79 60-39 58-32 58-72 56-14 57-83

O-OOf 0-39 0-001 0-00-
I-

1-12 1-17 0001 0-20

100-00 100-00 100-00 100 00 100-00 100-00 100-00 100-00

» For particulars of the feeding experiment, see Article on the “ Comparative Fattening

t In these cases the sum of the weights taken for the separated parts exceeded the Fasted

I
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individual Organs, and other separated Parts, in the Fasted Live-weight, of SHEEP.

moderately Fat condition. Fattening Food-Oilcake, Clover ChalF, and Swedish Turnips*.

May 8
,
1851 .

The 8 giving the Medium amount of Increase during Fattening.

The
4 nf

The The The

No. 9. No. 10. No. 11. No. 12. No. 13. No. 14. No. 15. No. 16.

Largest

Increase

4 01

Smalles
. Increase

o ot

Medium
. Increase

16
Sussex

Do-wns

206 2-11 2-07 2-14 2-40 2-20 2-27 2-22 2-24 2-32 2-18 2-23

4-57 3-26 4-14 4-93 4-03 5-87 4-46 3-88 4-35 4-67 4-39 4-45

4-88 5-15 5-56 5-16 3-75 4-29 5-36 469 4-51 4-74 4-85 4-74
2-33 1-76 1-98 2-23 2-11 1-93 1-55 1-66 2-08 2-13 1-94 2-02
1-70 1-50 1-74 1-86 2-31 2-48 1-82 1-66 1-62 1-89 1-88 1-82

2-24 3-81 3-13 2-16 2-16 2-06 2-77 246 2-57 244 2-60 2-55

0-42 0-42 0-34 0-38 0-41 0-41 0-35 0-37 0-40 0-41 0‘39 0-38

015 0-08 0-19 0-21 0-34 018 0-23 0-28 0-35 0 29 0-21 0-27
1-23 1-14 0-93 0-86 1-08 1-02 0-89 1-09 0-89 1-05 1-03 1-00
4-34 3-81 3-89 4-15 4-27 4-36 4-02 3-59 4-53 3-96 4-05 4-15
]-81 1-69 1-67 1-49 1-83 1-45 1-42 1-89 1-53 1-72 1-66 1-64

005 0-02 0-08 0-06 0-09 0-12 0-12 0-14 0-03 003 0-09 0-06

0 16 012 0-16 0-14 0 11 0-19 0 14 0-15 0-16 0-16 0-15 0-15
0-27 0-21 0-28 0-17 0-30 0-21 0-18 0-21 0-23 0-29 0-24 0-24

002 0-03 0-03 0-03 002 0-03 0-02 0-04 0-03 0-04 0-03 0-03
2-89 2-66 2-92 2-74 3-06 3-07 2-93 3-26 3-01 3-21 2-94 3 03
8-78 7-39 7-53 7-53 8-17 706 7-27

1

7-67 7-23 7-72 7-67 7-58
3-94 352 4-33 4-83 4-99 3-85 4-00 3-88 4-14 4-36 4-17 4-21

0 09 0-13 0-19 0-16 0-14 0-13 0-21 0-19 0-11 0-20 0 15 0-16
41-93 38-81 41-16 41-23 41-57 40-91 40-01 39 33 40-01 41-63 40-62 40-71
57-44 60-50 58-62 58-34 58-43 58-56 59-52 6067 59-89 57-75 59-01 58-92
0-63 0-69 0-22 0-43 o-oot 0-53 0-47 o-oot 0-10 0-62 0-37 0-37

100 00 10000 100-00 100-00 100-00 100-00 100-00 100-00 100-00 100-00 100-00 100-00

Qualities of Sheep ” Jo^irnal of the Eoyal Agricultural Society of England, vol. xii. part 2
Live-weight, and this has been taken as the standard, in calculating the Percentages,
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*
In

the

case

of

these

animals

killed

in

December,

the

wool

shorn

in

the

iirevious

Spring

is

not

included

in

the

calculations.

For

the

actual

weiglts

of

the

shorn

wool,

see

Appendix-Table

XXVIII.

t
In

these

cases

the

sum

of

the

weiglits

taken

for

the

separated

parts

exceeded

the

Fasted

Live-weight,

and

this

sum

has

been

taken

as

the

standard,

in

calculating

the

Percentages.
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Appendix.—Table LIV. Slioiving the Fereentage Froporiion of the indiyidual

Class XIV.—19 Sheep of Hampshire Foicn Breed, divided into 4 Lots, each with different

Experiment 97 days.

Designation of Parts.

( Stomachs

Contents of stomachs

Caul, intestinal, and heart-fat

Small intestines and contents .

Large intestines and contents .

Heart and aorta

Lungs and ndndpipe

Blood

Liver

Gall-bladder and contents

Head

Skin and wool (with feet, &c.)

Total “offal” parts

t

Carcass

Lot 1.—Food;

—

Oilcake—in fixed quantity.

Swedish Turnips—ad libitum.

Lot 2.—^Food:

—

Oats—^in fixed quantity.

Swedish Turnips—ad libitum.

Ho. 1. No. 2. No. 3. No. 4. No. 5. No. 6. No. 7.
j

No. 8. No. 9. No. 10.

2-28 2-69 2-61 2-82 2-82 2-85
j

2-84
'

2-72 2-84 2-91

5-55 6-77 6-70 914 6-76 8-39
1

9-31 7*55 8-19
:

8-26

8-69 9-51 9-26 7-80 6-20 8-39 8-06 8-54 6-80 ^ 6-46

1-24 1-45 1-13 1-71 2-39 1-13 1-06 1-51 1-23
;

2-12

.
1-93 1-95 1-55 209 1-77 1-69 215 2-41 2-47 2-28

.
0-72 0-89 0-76 0-67 0-70 0-88 0-90 0-79 0-89 0-74

.
1-24 1-22 1-10 1-17 1-45 1-33 1-38 1-24 1-31 0-95

.
4-26 3-47 4-27 3-54 3-93 3-89 3-73 4-09 3-81 4-00

. 1-53 1-54 1-71 0-99 1-54 1-39 1-36 1-93 1-42 1-59

. 0-04 0-06 0-09 013 0-03 004 009 018 0-11 0-08

.
3-29 3-26 3-19 3-51 3-78 3-10 3-43 3-42 3-91

i

3-Sl

.. 1L55 11-81 10-63 10-59 13-41 10-19 11-90 10-97 11-61
1

14-41

.. 42-32 44-62 43-00 44-16 44-78 43-27 46-21 45-35 44-59 47'61

.. 58-94 56-60 55-40 56-61 55-36 59-08 55-17 56-47 57*56 54-24

3 .
-1-26 -1-22 1-60 -0-77 -0-14 -2-35 -1-38 -1-82 -2-15 -1-85

100-00 100-00 10000
1

100-00 100-00 100-00 10000 100-00 10000 100-00

* For particulars of the feeding experiment, refer, under the head of “ Experiments with Sheep Senes I,”

t In the case of these animals the Pancreas, Spleen, and Bladder were not weighed.
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Organs, and other separated Parts, in the Fasted Live-weight, of SHEEP.

Food * Moderately Fattened. Bred, fed, and killed at Eothamsted.—Period of Feeding
Killed April 11, 1848.

Lot 3.—Food;

—

Clover Chaff—^in fixed quantity.

Swedish Turnips

—

oA, libitum.

Lot 4.—Food
Oat-straw Chaff, and Swedish Turnips—each ad, libitum.

Means of-

Lot 1. Lot 2. Lot 3. Lot 4.

The
19

Sheep.
No. 11. No. 12. No. 13.

1

1

No. 14. No. 15. No. 16. No. 17. No. 18. No. 19.

317 2-93 3-04 3-17 3-02 2-91 3-07 2-89 2-88 2-64 2-83 3-06 2-94 2-87

13-38 9-35 10-45 10-57 10-63 8-38 8-65 690 10-21 6-98 8-34 10-88 8-54 8-69

6-12 7-19 7-82 7-96 7-33 8-96 8-33 9-32 8-32 8-29 7-65 7-28 8-73 7-95

2-88 151 1-41 1-53 1-36 1-89 1-94 1-27 2-09 1-58 1-41 1-74 1-79 1-62

3-46 2-69 2-70 2-74 1-81 2-01 2-42 1-86 2-19 1-86 2-20 2-68 2-12 2-22
j

0-79 0-83 1-11 0-81 0-86 0-85 0-89 0-72 0-64 0-75 0-84 0-88 0-78

i

0-81
1

1-23 1 22 1-43 1-39 1-29 1-21 1-40 134 1-28 1-24 1-24 1 31 1-31 1-27
i

4-00 3-76 3-27 3-82 381 2-96 3-80 3-75 3-91 3 90 3-91 3-73 3-60 3-79

1-76 1-51 1 82 1-80 1-68 1-50 1-72 1-21 1-65 1-46 1-54 1-71 1-52 1-56

0-02 0-11 0-04 003 008 0-06 0-09 0 02 003 0-07 0-10 0 06 0-05 0-07

2-97 3-15 3-46 3-35 3-45 3-39 3-29 3-72 3-35 3-41 3-53 3-28 3-44 3-41

11-27 10-57 11 07 10-61 11-42 10-85 989 12-40 11-51 11-60 11-82 1099 11-16 11-41

51-05 !

1

44-82 47-62 47-78 46-74 44-97 45-49 45-40 48-06 43-78 45-41 47-60 45-98 45-67

50-00
1
56-99 53-50 53-06 52-76 55-81 55 60 55-78 52-36 56-58 56-50 53-26 54-89 55-33

— 1-05 -1-81 -1-12 -084 0-50 -0-78 -1-09 -1-18 -0-42 -0-36 -1-91 -0-86 -0-87 -1-00
100-00 100-00 100 00 100-00 100-00 100-00 100 00 100 00 100 00 100-00 100-00 100-00 100-00 100-00

to Article “ Sheep Feeding and llanure,” Journal of the Eoyal Agricultural Society of England, vol, x. part 1.
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Appendix.—Table LV. Showing the Percentage Proportion of the indiTidnal

Class XV.—20 Sheep of Hampshire Down Breed, dixided into 4 Lots, each with different

Experiment 134 days.

Designation of Parts.

Stomachs

Contents of stomachs

Caul -fat

Small intestines and contents .

Large intestines and contents .

Intestinal fat

Heart and aorta

Heart-fat

Lungs and windpipe

Blood

Liver

Gall-bladder and contents

Pancreas (“sweetbread”)

Milt or spleen

Head

( Skin and wool (with feet, &c.)

Total “offal” parts t

Carcass

Loss by evaporation, error in weigliing, &c.

Lot 1.—Food:

—

Oilcake— in fixed quantity.

Clover Chaff—ad libitv/m.

Lot 2.—Pood :

—

Innseed— fixed quantitr.

Clover Chaff—cud lihituTn.

No. 1. No. 2. No. 3. No. 4 No. 5. No. 6. No. 7. No. 8. No. 9. No. 10.

2 63 3 03 2-88 2-56 2-74 2-55
I

1

2-47 2-60 2-33 2-79

9-32 8-88 9-75 8-55 9-88 5-96
'

j

6-58
'

7-79 7-57 729

2-94 4-75 4-34 5-42 4-88 6-93
!

1

4-98 5-20 4-S2 6-12

,
1-84 1-85 1-81 1-65 1-52 2-17 1-46 1-77 1-45 1-89

.
3-45 2-75 3-34 2-60 2-78 213 1-55 3 26 2-38 2-30

1-75 2-44 1-77 1-63 1-57 2-22 1-78 2-39 2-20 1-53

.
0-40 0-32 0-33 0-40 0-39 0-43 0-32

j

0-37 0-41 0-40

.
0-28 0-36 0-27 0-46 0-30 0-38 0-39 0-37 0 37 0-45

.
0-89 0-80 081 0 86 1-65 090 0-87 0-82 0-79 0-99

.. 4-45 4-00 3-75 3-92 4-00 3-97 3-97 4-04 3-79 360

.
1-28 1-39 1-31 1-32 1-57 1-28 1-10 1-40 1-37 1-30

.. 0-05 0-06 0-03 0-05 0 05 0-08 0 10 0-14 0-09 0t>9

.. O-IO 0-12 013 0-12 0-05 0-13 0-10 0-15 i 012 0 15

013 0-10 013 0-13 013 0-13 0-16
j

0-14 Oil

.. 3-23 2-82 3-17 3-28 3-13 3-31 3-22 3-30

1

313 342

.. 9-30 10-10 11-54 9-60 8-97 804 9-50 8-83
i

9-37 1 945

.. 41-91 43-80 45-33 42-55 43-61 40-61 38-52 42-59 4033 i
41-88

... 58-09 56-21 54-67 57-45 56-39 59-39 61-48 57-41 59 67
{

58-12

... 0-00 -0-01 0-00 0-00 0-00 0-00 000 0-00 0-00
i

0-00

10000 100-00 100-00 100-00 100-00 100-00 100-00 100 00 100-00 :
i(K>*(>o

1

» For particulars of the feeding experiment, refer, under the head of “ Experiments with Sheep Senes 2,

t In the case of these animals the Bladder was not weighed.
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Organs, and other separated Parts, in the Pasted Live-weight, of SHEEP.

Pood *. Moderately Pattened. Bred, fed, and killed at Eothamsted. Period of Peeding
Killed October 17, 1848.

Lot 3.—Food
Barley—in fixed quantity.

Glover Chaff—ad libitum.

Lot 4.—Food :

—

' Malt—^in. fixed quantity.

Clover Chaff—ad libitum.

Means of-

Lot 1. Lot 2. Lot 3. Lot 4.

The
20

Sheep,
j

1

No. 11. No. 12. No. 13. No. 14. No. 15. No. 16. No. 17. No. 18. No. 19. No. 20.

2-91 2-94 3-06 3-01 3-42 2-34 2-56 2-45 2-57 2-90 2-77 2-55 - 3-07 2-56 2-74

9-35 7-39 10-91 10-02 10-43 8-90 8-23 5-62 7-65 8-90 9-28 7-04 9 62 7-86 8-45

4-26 3-62 4-92 3-79 4 -.30 3-33 3-34 3-96 3-79 5-60 4-47 5-61 4-18 4-01

1

4-56
i

1-49 1-16 1-28 1-34 1-27 1-59 1-51 1-34 1-45 1-34 1-73 1-75 1-31 1-45 1-56

2-39 2-71 3-06 1-96 2-74 2-34 2-47 2-21 2-51 2-68 2-98 2-33 2-61 2-44 2-59
1

1-62 1-69 1-66 1-70 1-23 2-02 1-97 2-07 1-83 207 1-83 2-02 1-58 1-99 1-86

0-31 0-43 0-38 0-38 0-42 0-35 0-41 0-38 0-37 0-39 0-37 0-39 0-38 0-38 0-38

0-19 0-43 0-31 0-42 0-31 0-35 0-39 0-46 0-42 0-39 0-33 0-39 0-33 0-40 0-36

M2 063 0-89 0-78 0-88 0-84 0-96 0 84 0-94 0-91 1-00 0-87 0-86 0-90 0-91

4'2I 4-73 3-94 3-75 4-16 4-03 4-12 4-23 4-45 4-28 4-02 3-87 4-16 4-22 4-07

1-27 1 30 1-15 1-27 1-32 1-22 1-28 1-34 1-22 1-56 1-37 1-29 1-26 1-33 1-31

0-04 0-08 0-06 0-13 0-07 0-06 0-05 0-07 0-06 0-08 0-05 0-10 0-08 0-06 0-07

012 0-12 0-13 0-12 0-10 0-08 0-12 0-13 0-13 0-15 0-10 0-13 0-12 0-12 0 12

016 0-15 0-15 0-11 0-14 0-15 0-13 0-16 0-13 0-14 0-12 0-13 0-14 0-14 0-13

j

320 3-16 3-28 3-35 3-68 3-14 3-52 3-46 3-32 3-29 3-12 3-28 3-33 335
1

3-27
!

9-21 9-22 9-49 10-58 9-42 872 11-12 11-72 10-91 8-08 9-90 904 9-59 10-11 9-66
1

4208 39-76 44-67 42-71 43-89 39-46 42-18 40-44 41-75 42-76 43-44 40-79 42-62 41-32 42 04
57-92 60-24 56-03 57-29 56-11 60-54 57-82 59-56 58-25 56-54 56-56 59-21 57-52 58-54 57-96

000 0-00 -0-70 0-00 0-00 0-00 0-00 0-00 000 0-70 0-00 0-00 -0 14 0-14 000
100-00 100-00 100-00 100-00 100-00 100-00

j

100-00 10000 100-00 100-00 100-00 100 00 10000 10000 100-00

Article—“ Sheep Feeding and Manure,” Journal of the Eoyal Agricultural Society of England, vol. x. part 1,
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Appe>-dix.—Table LVI. Showing the Percentage Proportion of the mdividnal

Class XVI.—25 Sheep of HampsUre Down Breed, divided into 6 Lots, each with different Food*.

Killed

Lot 2.—Food Bot 3.—Food

Malt (OTOujid), and Malt-dust—in fixedMarlev (ground and ^eep(d)-ia fii(

quantity.

Mangolds

—

ad libitum.

* For particulars of ihs feeding experiment, refer, under the head

t In the case of these animals the Bladder was not weighed.

of “ Experiments with Sheep-Series 4,” to Article—” Sheep Feeding and Mamu-e.” Joumaj



SOME OF THE AHIMALS FED AND SLAUGHTEEED AS HUMAN FOOD. 663

Organs, and other separated Parts, in the Fasted Live-weight, of SHEEP.

ATodey ately Fattened. Bred, fed, and killed at Eothamsted. Period of Feeding Experiment 70 days.

June 13, 1849.

Lot 4.—Eood :

—

lalt (ground and steeped), and Malt-
dust—^in fixed quantity,

langolds—ad libitum.

Lot 5.—Eood
Malt (ground), and Malt-dust—in fixed quantity
Mangolds—ad libitum.

Lot 6.—Eood :—

•

Oilcake—in fixed quantity.
Mangolds—ad libitum.

Means of-

Lot 1. Lot 2. Lot 3. Lot 4. Lot 5. Lot 6.
1 The

1

. Sheep.

^0. 13. No. 14. No. 15. No. 16. No. 17. No. 18. No. 19. No. 20. No. 21. No. 22. No. 23. No. 24. No. 25.

2-85 2-23 2-67 2-40 2-57 2-51 3-35 2-53 2-93 2-41 2-92 2-52 2-82 2-70 2-64 2-57 2-54 2-78 2-67 2-66
5-74 3-26 4-80 4-85 4-93 6-54 5-48 8-18 7-40 4-31 4-43 4-75 4-88 3-71 4-37 4-45 4-66 6-51 4-59 4-79
417 4-81 6-05 4-43 3-88 3-68 4-68 5-26 3-18 5-05 5 02 4-25 4-82 4-63 4-99 4-51 4-87 4-14 4-79 4-63
1-56 0-94 1-29 1 70 1-29 1-67 1-69 2-80 1-67 0-99 1-38 1-06 1-52 1-68 1-45 1-57 1-37 1-82 1-24

;

1 53
1-94 1-42 1-66 2-05 2-04 2-39 1-44 2-19 2-13 2-25 2-05 1-74 2-27 2-18 2-03 1-81 1-77 2-04 2-08 1-98

215 2-36 3-15 2-01 3-06 2-92 1-56 1-76 2-05 2-22 3-01 1-74 1-93 2-82 2-32 2-07 2-42 2-27 2-22
,

2-35

0-38 0-39 0-42 0-44 0-45 0-42 0-45 0-42 0-39 0-41 0-44 0-45 0-50 0-45 0-43 0-43 0-41 043 0-45 0-43
0'55 043 0-56 0-48 0-49 0-47 0-45 0-44 0-45 0-52 0-47 0-33 0-32 0-38 0-54 0-58 0-50 0-46 0-41 ! 0 48
1-05 1-01 0-97 0-99 122 0-93 1-01 0-86 1-07 0-91 0-90 1-06 1-02 1-11 4 07 1-05 1-00 1-02 0-97

i

1-04
3-89 3-69 3-92 4-17 3-52 3-58 4-31 4-01 4-18 3-79 3-59 3-95 4-31 4-04 3-90 4*22 3-92 3-92 3-91 3-98
1-32 1 12 1-59 1-30 1-85 1-19 1-42 1 24 1-47 1-44 1-71 1-48 1-74 1-46 1-37 1-42 1-33 1-43 1-59 1-44
007 0-08 0-11 003 0-07 0-09 0-10 0-10 0-09 0-08 0-10 0-07 0-04 0-05 0-06 0-07 0-09 0-08 0 06

,

0-18 015 0-17 0-17 0-16 0-16 0-17 0-11 0-19 0-11 0-18 0-15 0-15 0-19 0-18 0 16 0-17 0-16 0-15 0-17
015 0-15 0-20 0-13 0-14 0-12 0-20 0-18 0-18 0-16 0-17 0-17 0-16 0-17 0-15 0 20 0 16 0-16 0-17 0-17

,

3-21 3-15 3-02 3-10 3-12 3-25 3-17 2-90 3-43 3-09 2-90 3-17 3-41 3-24 3-18 3-15 3-12 3-17 3-14 3-17
7-71 6-65 6-47 7 20 7-21 6-35 8-26 7-51 7-88 7-44 7-02 7-63 8-56 7-51 6-96 7-26

'

7-01 7-44 7-66 7-31
j5-61 5-92 3-84 4-84 7-59 5-76 5-87 4-82 3-69 431 5-80 4-55 4-81 4-87 5-76 5-17 5-05 5-55 4-87 5-22
'

t2-33 37-76 40-89 40-29 43-59 42-03 4361 45-31 42-38 39-49 42-09 39-07 43-22 1 41-18 41-39 40-68 40-37 43-39 40-99 41-41
i

55-98 61-80 58-10 58-66 54-64 58-55 55-68 54-77 55-78 58-73 56-78 59-70 55-22 58-27 57-05 57-94 58-63 55-88 57-61
!

57-50 i

1-49 0-44 1-01 1 05 1-77 -0-58 0-71 -0-08 1-84 1-78 1-13 1-23 1-56 055 1-56 1-38 1-00 0-73 1-40

i

1*09
1

lO-OO 100-00 100-00 100-00 100 00 100-00 100-00 100-00 100-00 100-00 100-00 100-00 100-00 100-00 100-00 100-00 100-00 100-00 lOC-00

——

1

IfiC-OO

•al Agricultural Society of England, vol. x. part 1. See also, the fuller note at the foot of the Table of the “ Actual Weights ” to which the Percentages in this Table refer (Appendix-Table XXXIl.
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Appendix.—Table LVII. Stowing tlie Percentage Proportion of tte indiTidual

Class XVII.—14 Steep of Hampshire Down Breed, divided into 3 Lots—Red respectively, for 63 day^,

and Mangolds, and Lot 3 witt Oilcake and Mangolds. Total period of Reeding Experiment 96 days
;

Designation of Parts.

( Stomachs

1
Contents of stomachs

Caul-fat

Small intestines and contents .

Large intestines and contents .

Intestinal fat

Heart and aorta

Heart-fat

Lungs and windpipe

Blood

Liver

Gall-bladder and contents

Pancreas (“sweetbread”)

Milt or spleen

Head

Skin (with feet, c&c.)

Wool previously shorn ^

Total “ offal ” parts t

Carcass

Loss by evaporation, error in weighing, &c.

Lot 1.—Food:

—

Clover Chaff—in fixed quantity.

Swedish Turnips, highly manured, or

Mangolds—oA libituni.

?io. 1. No. 2. No. 3. 1
No. 4.

j

ISo. 0.

307 2-26 2-22 2-64
I

1

2-88

6-66 5-75 4-49 5-11 6-69

4-70 3-92 4-78 4-53
j

4-20

2'33 1-47 1-98 1-81
j

1-86

2-58 2-13 2-10 1-98
!

2-80

1-92 1-94 2-47 2-00 2-19

0-47 0-39 0-37 00COo 0-40

0-41 0-46 0-49 0-45 0-48

1-24 0-86 0-90 1-03 0-99

2’63 3 90 4-10 3-87 4-24

L45 1-34 1-60 1-36 1-46

003 0-04 0-03

015 0-16 0 16 018 017

019 0-16 0-16 0-15 0-16

3-37 3-36 3-01 3-29 3-26

7-45 7-20 7-12 6-82 7-04

5-04 3-45 5-15 5-63 5-55

43-71 38-75 41-10 41-27 44-40

54-31 59-31 56-65 57-04 5317

1-98 1-94 2-25 1-69 2-13

100-00 100-00
^

100-00 100-00 100-00

* Wool shorn May 29. t In the case of these animals the bladder was not weighed.



SOME OE THE AHIMALS FED AND SLAUGHTEEED AS HUMAN FOOD. 665

Organs, and other separated Parts, in the Fasted Live-weight, of SHEEP.

with Clover Chaff, and Turnips, differently manured; then, for 33 days. Lots 1 and 2 with Clover Chaff
namely, from March 7 to June 11. Bred, fed, and killed at Eothamsted. Killed June 12, 1819.

Clover

Sweclis

Siipe

Man

Xo. 6.

Lot 2.—Food:—
Chaff—in fixed quantity,
h Turnips, manm-ed' with
rphosphate of Lime alone, or
golds—ctd libitum.

Lot 3.—Food :—

•

Clover Chaff—in fixed quantitj,
Swedish Turnips, i-mmanm-ed—ad libitum, or
Odcate—in fixed quantity.
Mangolds—ad libitum.

Means of—

Lot 1. Lot 2. Lot 3.

Tlie

14
Sheep.

j

Ao. 7. ! ]N''o.8.
i

Ao. 9. Ao. 10. Xo. 11. Xo. 12. No. 13. Xo. 14.

2-85
1

j

2-52

1

!

3-21

1

2-76 2-35 2-26 2-62 2-53 2-71 2-61 2-83 2-49

1

2-63

6-34 5-66
!

5-53
1

5-60 5-29 5-59 4-95 4-05 7-49 5-74
i

5-78 5-47 5 66
3-49 6-64

! 3-94 3-27 5-31 4-31 4-71 7-59 3-12 4-43
1

I

4-33 5 01 4-61

1-70
j

1-78
' 1-95 2-08 1-41 2 11 1-98 1-68 2 38 1-89

1

1

]‘88 1-91 1-89

2-68
j

2-21 1-90 2 24 1-27
I 2-13 2-19 1 79 205 2-32

j

2-26 1-88 2-14

1-84 1-82 i 1 94 293 3-04
! 1-97 1-81 3-70 237 2-10 2-13 258 2-28

O.il 0 34 0-39 0 47 0 37 0-45 0 44 0-42 0-46 0-40 0-43 0-43 0-42

033 038 0-27 0 37 0-48 043 049 0-25 0-30 0-46 0-34 0-39 0-40

I 21 0 94 1-02 'm6 0-81 1-20 1-04 1 11 1-13 1-00 108 106 1-04

3-71 3-95 4-67 4-20 3-47 4-46 3-87 4 00 4-21 3-75 4-13 4-00 3 95
1-47 1-30 .137 1 42 1 46 1-58 1-57 1-57 1-56 1-44 1 39 1-55 1-46

009 0 06 0u9 004 0-10 0-09 0-04 0 03 0-08 0-07 006
0 13 019 0-15 0-15 0 17 0-15 0-14 0-11 0-23 016 0-16 0-16 0-16

018 019 0-18 0-17 0-17 0 13 0-15 018 0 17 0-16 0-18 0-16 0-17

3-35 3-13
1

1

2 96 3-46 2-60
j

3-12 3-38 3-38 3-68 3-26 3-22 3-23 3-24

7 25 6-99 '

i

7-41 7-57 7-46
1

965 8-04 6-53 7-03 7-13 7-31 7-74 7-40

5-86
;

4 69 1 4-89 5-65 3-78
i

I

3-86 6-92 4-83 4-96 4-96 5-27 4 87 5-02

4302 42-79 41-87 43-50 39-48 43-50 44-39 43-72 43-89 41-84 42-80 43-00 42-53

54-94 56-25 58 27 54-23 59 55 0/ ‘37 54-37 55-22 54-41 56-10 55-92 56-18 56-08

204 : 0.96

1'

-0-14 227 0 97 -0-87 1-24 1-06 1-70 2-06 1-28 0-82 1-39

100-00

j

100-00
1

1

100 00 100-00 100-00
1

1

100-00 100-00 ! 100-00 100-00 100-00 100-00 100-00 100 00

4 T
MDCCCLIX.
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Appexdix.—Table LVIII. Sbo’dug the Percentage Proportion of the individual

Class XYIII.—21 Sheep of various Breeds and Modes of



SOME OF THE ANIMALS FED AND SLADGHTEEED AS HUMAN FOOD. 607

Organs, and other separated Parts, in the Fasted Live-weight, of SHEEP.

Feeding, about 1|- year old
;
of more than Average Fatness.

Killed December 18, 1851.

Leicesters and Cross-breds. Killed December 21, 1853. Means of

—

Cross-

bred
Ewe.

Cross-

bred
Wether.

Leicester Wethers. The
4

Hants
Downs.

The
10

Sussex

Dovms.

The

_

7
Leicester

and
Cro.ss-

breds.

Tlie

21

Sheep.
Xo. 11. Xo. 12. Xo. 13. X'o. 14. Xo. 15. Xo. 16. Xo. 17. Xo. 18. Xo. 19. Xo. 20. Xo. 21.

1 99 2-15 2-04 2 12 2-38 2-44 2-45 2-58 2-61 2-84 2-88 1-79 2-09 260 2-19

3-23 4-01 2-67 5-17 4-79 4-93 4-59 3-76 6-63 5-85 3-32 310 5-10 3-85

6-92. 6-13 5-48 616 3-69 3-91 3 63 2-78 3-18 2-74 2-79 6-24 6-10 3-25 5 18

,
101 1-23 1-05 1-15 1-42 1-49 1-83 1-66 1-61 2-37 1-93 1 05 1 20 1-76 1-36

172 2-15 1 73 1-69 1-92 2-46 1-92 2-19 1-99 2-65 2-52 1-35 I 66 2-24 1-80
[

^ 3T3 2-39 2-82 3-03 2-23 i 1-14 1-63 1-58 1-73 1-22 1-53 2-80 3 02 1-58 2-50

! 0-36 0-40
j

0-44

j

0-47 0-36

1

I 0 42 0-36 0-48 0-44 042 0-40 0-37 0 43 041
i

0-41

' 0-41

i

0-38
1

0-61 0-32 050 0-50 0 61 0-59 0-48 0-64 0-49 0 35 0-36 0-51

!

0 42

j

074 0-80 0 80 0-79 0-82 0-79 1-43 1-07 1-04 1-21 1-28 0-86 0-84 1 09 0-93

!
3-55 4-18 3-82 4-12 3-45 4-12 3-74 4-04 3-66 4-17 4 -32 3-56 3-92 3 93 3-86

1-30 1-39 1-32 1-31 1-33 1-26 1-51 1-49 1-51 1-85 1-57 1-27 1-32 1-50 137
003 0-04 0 08 006 002 002 002 0-06 0-07 0-06 006 0-06 0 05 0-04 0-05

0-12 0-14 0-12 015 0-10 0-09 0 09 0 10 0-10 0-13 0-09 0-12 0-14 0-10 012
0-17 0-20 0-20 0-23 0-12 0-14 0-14 0-15 0-14 0-14 0-16 0 15 020 0-14 0-17

002 0-03 0-02 002 0-04 0-03 0-05 0-03 0-04 0-05 005 0-03 0-02 0 04 0-03

2ol
'

2-83 2-62 2-81 2-77 2-85 2-36 2-95 2-74 3-15 306 2-68 2-78 2-84 2-78

10*03 10-51 9-45 10-52 11-83 12-11 11-58 14-16 12-58 13-07 13-85 9-27 10-49 12-74 11 01

004 0-14 009 0-09

37-54 34-95
j

36-61 37 62 38-15 38-60 38-28 40-50 37-68 43-48 42-83 35-27 37 72 3999 38-12

62-38 61'42
j

63- 13 62-38 62-29 62-21 61-28 59-77 60-85 56-34 57-96 64-40 62-19 60-10 61-91

0-08 3-63
1

1

0-26 o-oot -044
1

-0-81 0-44 -0-27 1-47 0-18 -0-79 0-33 0 09 -0-09 -0-03
100-00 100-00 10000 100-00 100*00 100-00 100-00 100-00 100-00 100*00 100-00 100-00 100-00 100-00 100-00

m the calculations. For the actual weights of the shorn wool, see Appendix-Table XXXIII.
and this sum has been taken as the standard, in calcidating the Percentages.

4 T 2
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Appeitdix.—Table LIX. Showing the Percentage Proportion of the individual

Class I.-9 Pigs, divided into 3 Lots, each with rather different Food*.

Designation of Parts.

Loti.—^Food:—
Bean and Lentil meal—in fixed quantitv.

3ran—ad libitum.

Sio. 1.'
;

Xo. 2.
^

Xo. 3.

2-19 ^ 1-48 1-30

Otoiiiaoil au-iu.

0-34
i

0 43 0-39

4-56
j

1-91
,

336
bmali intBstnics anci

7-53 3-60
i

5-00

Ijarg6 int6stiii6s and. contents

0-92

1

0-76
1

0-66

Intestinal iat, muageon,

0-33 0-35 0-30

0-78 104 0-98

o

©

Lungs and vv indjjlpe • *

4-41

1-75

4-64

1-39

3-18

1-72

O'Oo 012 0 06

1 014 024 0-16

U
CC

&

Pancreas (“sweetbread )

016 0-20 0-25

0-14 005
1

j

0-05

0-25 0 29 018

0-58 0 69 0-48

012 0-11 0-11

,

Miscellaneous trimmings
0-41

1

0-22 i

oil

24-66
j

17-52
1

18-29

Tc

73-94 81-86 !

79-59

(Jarcass f^mciumng ucetu.

Loss by evaporation, error in weighing, &c 1-40 0-62
j

2-12
—

100-00 100-00

j

100-00

, 10, and 11, under the head of '• Experiments with

For particulars of the feeding experiment, refer to Pens 9,
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Organs, and other separated Parts, in the Fasted Live-weight, of PIGS.

Somewhat vender Fattened—the Food containing a considerable portion of Bran.

Lot 2.—Pood :

—

Indian meal—in fixed quan-
tity.

Bran—ad libitum.

Lot 3.—Food ;

—

Bean and Lentil meal, and
Indian meal—in fixed

quantity.

Bran—ad libitum.

Means of

—

Lot 1.

3 Pigs.

Lot 2.

3 Pigs.

1

Lot 3.

3 Pigs.

The
9 Pigs.No. 4.

1

No. 5.

[

No. 6. No. 7. I No. 8. No. 9.

1-37 i 1-90
i

1-86 1-91

1

1-55 134 1-66 1-71

1

j

1-60 1-66

0-74 0-62
1

0-48 0-67 0-54 0-45 0-39 0-61 0-55
1

0-52

2-11 3-72 3-00 •2-n
1

3-16 2-86 3-27 2-95 2-93
j

3-05

304 5-62 4-72 459 5-08 5-01 5-38 4-46 4-90 4-91

1-39 096 0-80 1-03 098 069 0-78 1-05 0 90
j

0-91

032 0 18 0 32 0-29 0-27 0-28 033 027 0-28
i

0-29

0-84 0-72 086 0-99 0-83 0-90 0-93 0-81 091
!

0-88

4-32 4-00 3-43 3-83 3-69 4-20 4-08 3-92 3-91 3-97

1-30 1-61 1-50 1-53 1-39 1-74 1-62 1-47 1-55 1-55

007 0-05 0-06 009 004 0-06 0-08 0 06 0-06 0-07

0-23 0-18 0-16 0 21 0 14 0-14 0-18 0-19 0-16 0-18

0 16 012 0-14 0-16 0 13 0-16 020 0-14 0 15 0-16

0-10 007 0 05 010 006 0-06 0-08 0 07 007 0-07

0-22 0-25 0-24 0-22 025 0-24

0 63 0-49 0-48 0-48 0-60 043 0 58 0-53 0-51 0-54

0 lU 005 0-08 0-08 0 09 0-11 0 11 0-08 0-09 0-09

006 0 32 0-11 005 0-10 0-19 0 25 0-16 0-12 0-13

16-78 20-61 18-27 18-78
1

1865 18-87 20-16 18-70 18-94 19-27

83 58 7804 81-41 80-26 8201 81-27 78-46 81-01 81-18 80-22

-0-36 I 35 0-32 0-96 -0-66 -0-14 1-38 0-29 -0-12 0-51

100 00 100 00 100 00 100 00 i 10000 100-00
j

100-00 100-00 100-00 100-00

Pigs—Series 1,” Article—“ Pig Feeding,” Journnl of the Eoval Agricultural Society of England, vol. xiv. jsart 2.
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Appestdix.—Table LX. ShoTving the Percentage Proportion of the indiHdual

Class II.—12 Pigs, divided into 4 Lots, each Tvith rather different Eood*. Moderately

Designation of Parts,

Lot 1.—^Food;

—

Bean and Lentil meal

—

ad lihiturn.

Lot 2.—Food :

—

Indian meal—^in fixed

quantity.

Bean and Lentil meal
—ad libitum.

No. 1. No. 2. No. 3.

1

No. 4. !

1

No. 5. No. 6.

/ Stomach and contents L49 1-01 1-43 075 Ill 0-70

Oaul-fat 0-46 070 0-37 059
1

I

0-40
i

0-49

Small intestines and contents 1-77 2-09 2-17 1'73
1

2 11 2-01

Large intestines and contents 3-61 3-75 5-16 3-47 - 401
'

2-76

Intestinal fat, “ mudgeon,” &c 1-74 1-69
j

1-40 2-16
,

i

1 27 1-39

J Heart and aorta 0-25 0-25 030 0-24 i 0-26 0-32

Lungs and windpipe 0-69 0-67 0 72 0 67 0-61 0 65

Blood 3-71 3-84 4-27 3-66 ! 4-02 1 46

o
Liver 1-85 1-95 1-71 1-61 1-42 1 79

't Gall-bladder and contents 0-08 0-06 005 0-05 0 05 o-os

1
CsS

Pancreas (
‘ ‘ sweetbread ”

)
OTO 0-21 0-25 0-31 0 22 026

P-t

Milt or spleen 015 014 0-16 012 0-17 0 14

Bladder 0-06 0-08 0-11 0-09 0-07 0 05

Penis (or uterus) 0-30 0-18 0-16

Tongue 0-45 0-45 0-53 0-40 0-44 0-41

0 08 010 0-08 0 06 0-09 0-08

^
Miscellaneous trimmings 0-31 0-32 0-31 0-19 0-30 0-19

1710 1731 19-02 16-28 16-55 15-94

Carcass (including head and feet) 83-83 82-48 79-40 82-52 82-50 84-04

Loss by evaporation, erroi’ in weigliing, &c .
-0-93 0-21 1-58 1-20 0 95 002

100 00 100-00 100-00 10000 100-00 100 00

* For particulars of ihe feeding experiment, I'efer to Pens 1, 2, 3, and 4, imder the he.ad of '• r!.xperiments 'vvita



SOIVIE OF THE AHIMALS FED AND SLAUGHTEEED AS HUMAN FOOD. 671

Organs, and other separated Parts, in the Fasted Live-weight, of PIGrS.

Fattened—the Food containing a considerable proportion of Bean and Lentil meal.

Lot 3.—Food:

—

Bran—in fixed quantity.

Bean and Lentil meal

—

ad libitum.

Lot 4.—Food :

—

Indian meal and Bran

—

in fixed quantity.

Bean and Lentil meal

—

ad libitum.

Means of

—

Lot 1.

3 Pigs.

Lot 2.

3 Pigs.

Lot 3.

3 Pigs.

Lot 4.

3 Pigs.

The
12

Pigs.
IVo. 7. Xo. 8. No. 9. No. 10. No. 11. No. 12.

1-21 175 1-45 1-16 1-50 1-69 1-31 0-86 1-47 1-45 1-27

0-60 055 035 0-46 0-62 0-33 0-51 0-49 0-50 0-47 0-49

2-84 2-57 2-30 2-33 2-09 2-21 201 1-95 257 2-21 2-19

431 4-62 4-62 4-35 4-50 4-60 4-17 3-41 455 4-49 4-16

103 0-58 1-26 1-16 1-54 0-91 1-61 1-61 0-95 120 1-35

0-16 0-33 0 25 032 0-27 034 027 0-27 024 0 31 0 27

0-72 0-87 063 0-71 1 00 0-84 0-69 0-64 0-74 0-85 0 73

370 4-19 4-03 2-99 4-83 5-30 3-94 4-05 3-97 4-38 4-08

1-79 1-52 1-53 1-82 1-96 1 53 1-84 1-61 1-61 177 1-71

0-08 0 05 003 0 04 0-08 0-04 0-06 0-06 0-05 0-05 0-05

0-24 0-22 0-22 0-20 0-24 0-21 0-19 0-26 0-23 0-22 0-22

013 016 0-13 0-14 0-17 0-18 0-15 0 14 0-14 0-16 0-15

007 Oil 0-10
1

0-08 0-10 0-12 0-08 0-07 0-09 0-10 0-09

0-13 0-30 0-17 0-13 0-19

052 0-51 0 41 0 36 0-16 0-47 0-48 0-42 0-49 0-43 0-46

009 0-11 0 10 0-09
;

0-11 0-11 0-09 0 08 0-10 0-10 009

0-63 0-47 0 37 0-20 0-32 0-31 0-23 0-49 0-26 0-33

1812 18-64 17-78 16 54 19-47 1920 18-01 16-32 18-19 18-58 17-83

SO 84 81-61 81-12 83-64 82-71 80-20 81-90 83-02 81-19 82-18 82-07

104 -0-25 1-10 -0-18 -2-18 0-60 0-09 066 0-62 -0-76 0-10

100-00 100-00 100-00 100 00
1

100-00 100-00 100-00 100 00 100-00 100-00 10000

Pigs Scries I,” Article—‘’Pig Feeding,” Joiu-nal of the Eoyal Agricultural Society of England, vol. xiv. part 2.
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Appekdix.—Table LXI. Showing the Percentage Proportion of the individual

Class III.—15 Pigs^ divided iuto 5 Lots, each with rather different Eood*.



SOME OF THE ANIMALS FED AND SLADGHTEBED AS HUMAN FOOD. 673

Organs, and other separated Parts, in the Fasted Live-weight, of PIGS.

ell Fattened the Food containing a considerable proportion of Indian-corn Meal.

Lot 4.—Food:

—

Bean and Lentil meal, and
Bran—in fixed quantity.

Indian meal—ad libitum.

Lot 5.—Food :

—

Bean and Lentil meal, In-
dian meal, and Bran

—

each ad libitum.

Means of

—

Lot 2.

3 Pigs.

Lot 3.

3 Pigs.

Lot 4.

3 Pigs.

Lot 5.

3 Pigs.

The
15

Pigs.
No. 10. Ho. 11. Ho. 12. Ho. 1.3. Ho. 14. Ho. 15.

3 Pigs.

0-95
1 29 1-20 1-68 1 82 M6 1-29 0-87 1-02 1-15 1-55 1-18

0-60 0-53 0-64 0-49 0 97 038 0-55 0-56 0-54 0-59 0-61 0-57
1-80 1-71 2-22 1-45 204 1-32 1-82 1-54 1-56 1-91 1-60 1-69

3-39 4-34 3-19 3-00 341 2-78 2-84 3-11 3-73 3-64 3-06

1

1-80
1 05 0-74 0-98 1-76 0-87 1-36 1-72 1-40 1-20 1-20

I

3-28

1-37

0-29 0 27 025 0-28 0-28 0-24 0-30 0-26 0-29 0-27 0-27 0-27

0-o7 0 72 068 0-68 0-78 050 0-75 0-67 0-68 0-66 0-65 0-68

3 12 3-82 3*63 3-23 3-56 3-42 3-65 3-39 3-20 3-52 3-40 3-43

1 45 1-34 1-39 1-26 1-52 1-38 1-40 1-38 1-59 1-39 1-39 1-43

004 004 0-10 0-04 0 02 0-04 0-04 0-06 0-04 0 06 0 03 0-05
0-28 0-19 0-18 0-12 0 19 0 19 022 0-19 020 0 22 0-17 0-20
Oil 014 0-13 0 12 O-II 0-12 0-13 0-13 0-13 0-13 0-12 0-13

008 0-07 005 006 0-05 0-11 0-05 0-08 0-08 0 07 0-07 0-07

0-22 0-23 0-14 0-21 0-23 0-45 0-24 022 0-17 0-24
0-39 0 41 0-44 0-56 047 0-40 0-45 0-42 0-49 0-41 0-48 0-45

007 0-08 007 0-08 0-11 0-08 009 0 08 0-07 0 07 0 09 0-08
042 0-14 025 0-28 0-34 0-25 0-21 0-37 0-31 027 0-29 0-29

15-36 16-36 15-39 14-43 17-64 13-24 15-38 15-28 15-57 15-78 15-15 15-41

83 87 82 80 83-84 84-94 80-78 85-89 85-42 84-43 83-69 83-50 83-87 84-18
0-77 0-84 0-77 0-63 1-58 0-87 -0-80 0-29 0-74 0-72 0-98 0-4!

100 00 10000 100-00 100-00 100-00 100-00 100-00 100-00 100-00 100-00 100-00 100 00

Pig3 Senes 1,” Article-- Pig Feeding,” Journal of the Royal Agricultural Society of England, toI. xiv. part 2.
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Appekdix.—Table LXII. Showing the Percentage Proportion of the indiyidual

Class IV.--12 Pigs, divided into 4 Lots, according to the Food*. Moderately Fattened.

Designation of Parts.

( Stomach and contents

Caul-fat

Small intestines and contents . .

.

Large intestines and contents . .

.

Intestinal fat, “mudgeon,” &c.

Heart and aorta

Lungs and -windpipe

Blood

^
Liver

Gall-bladder and contents

Pancreas (“sweetbread”)

Milt or spleen

Bladder

Penis (or uterus)

Tongue

Toes

(
Miscellaneous trimmings

I

Total “ offal ” parts

j

Carcass (including head and feet)

Loss by evaporation, error in weighing, &c..

Loti.—Food;

—

Lentils, and Bran—^in fixed quantity. I

Sugar

—

ad lihitv/m. *-

Lot 2.—Food
/entils, and Bran—in fixe<

torch

—

ad libitum.

i quantity.

No. 1.
;

No. 2. No. 3. No. 4. i
No. 5. No. 6.

0-87

t

.

00o 1-27 1-44 0-93
i

0-92

0-61 5 0-71 0-51 0-64 0-54 ;
0-49

1

1*81 i

2-19 1-82 2-27 1-96 2-04

;

4-70 i
4-79 4-14 5-86 5 08 6-78

1

0-57 0-65 0-57 062 0-44 0-59

i

0-32
i

0-35 i
0-31 0-28 0-30 0-37

0 69
i

1

0-84
j

0-91 0-78 0-87 1-06

i

S-12 1

1

3-53
1

3-61 3-83 372 4-52

1

1-46 2-01 1-61 1-74 1-51 1-78

006 0-09 0-03 0-12 0-11 0-12

0-14 0-23 0-14 0-19 0-18 019

<)-13 0-15 0-16 0-12 0 13 016

0-12 0-06 005 013
j

0 05 008

0-17 0-19 !
0-16 018

0-67
j

0-63 0 66 062 0-46 0-53

1

i

0 09 0 08
i

o-os 0-08

1

0-10 008 008

15-27 17-48 15-88 1900
j

16-60 19-97

83-78 81-17 84-24 78-35 82-50 79-.'i5

0-95 1-35 -0-12 2-65
;

0-90 0-48

100-00 100-00 100-00 lOO-OQ 100 00 100-00

* For particulars of the feeding experiment, : Article “ On the Equi\ alency of St-arch and
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Organs, and other separated Parts, in the Fasted Live-weight, of PIG-S.

The Food consisted, in considerable proportion, of either Starch or Sugar,

Lot 3.—Food :

—

Lentils, and Bran—in fixed quantity
Sugar, and Starch—ad lihitxim.

Lot 4.—Food :

—

Lentils, Bran, Sugar, and Starch
—each ad libitum.

Means of

—

Lot 2.

3 Pigs.

Lot 3.

3 Pigs.

Lot 4.

3 Pigs.

The
12

Pigs.
jNTo. 7. No. 8. No. 9. No. 10.

1

No. 11. No. 12.

Lot 1.

3 Pigs.

1-27 1-19 1-17 0-82 1-39 1-56 1-07 MO 1-21 1-26 1-16

0-60 065 0-53 0-66 0-54 0-67 0 61 0-56 0-59 0-62 0-59

1 82 2-07 2-46 2-04 2-66 2-64 1-94 2-09 2-12 2-45 2-15

4-50 5-44 4-37 4-63 4-40 5-91 4-54 5 91 4-77 4-98 5-05

0-82 0-54 0-73 0-69 075
1

051 0-60 0-55 0-70 0-65 0-63

032 0-33 0-32 0-29 0-29 0-31 0 33 0-31 0-32 0-29 0-31

0-74 072 0 73 0-69 0-78 0-69 0-81 0-90 0-73 0-72 0-79

3-35 3-72 3-06 3-61 3-17 3-74 3-42 4-02 3-38 3-51 3-59

1-62 1-49 1-52 1 -65 2 09 1-89 1-69 1-68 1-55 1-88 1-70

007 0-09 0-06 0-09 0 10 0-07 0-06 0 12 0-07 0-09 008

0-19 0-16 0-14 0-18 0-16 021 0-17 0-19 0-16 0-19 0-18

015 0 13 0-11 0-12 0-11 012 0-15 0-14 013 0-12 0 14

0-07 0-10 007 0-08 0-08 0-09 0-08 0-08 0-08 0-08 0-08

0-18 0-28 0-17 0-18 0-23 0-19

0-54
1

0-54 0-48 0-46 0-44 0-44 0-65 053 0-52 0-44 0-53

0-07
1

0-08 0-10 0-08 0-09 0-09 0-08 0-08 0-08 008

0-14 0-13 0-16 0-15 0-19 0-04 0-09 0-14 0-12 0-12

10-27 17-38 16-01 16-34
j

17-51 18-98 16-38 18-53 16-55 17-71 17-37

81-77 81-35 82-08 82-24 80-78 79-51 83-06 80-13 81-74 80-84 81-44

1-96 1-27 1-91 1-42 1-71 1-51 0-56 1-34 1-71 1-45 1-19

100 00
1

100 00 100-00 100-00 100-00 100-00 100-00 100-00 100-00 100-00
1

lOOOO
!

Sugar in Food Report of the British Association for the Advancement of Science for 1854.
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678 ME. j. B. LAWES AND de. j. h. gilbeet on the composition or

MEMOEANDA, EEEATA, ETC.

TNots -The numerical errors in the Tables, which are noticed in the foUowing Hst, are the most import-

airharheen detected, hut,

none
7̂11̂ 04^1 errors in the statement of actual quantities ;

the results of u-hich

rowe'errsmifyinto the lines otTofaU, into the columns of into the
'"'“'XlMch

generally also into more thmr one Table. A few others, of still less importance, hate

ft s St unnecessary to call special attention. They occur chicly m one or two of the

otoU or Parts, arrd in amount are within the range of the second decmal place.]

Page 538, line 4
,
for-“ than that ot the more moderately fattened animal.” rced-than that ot the

more moderately fattened animal, or than that of either Oxen or Sheep.

Page 556, last sentence of ^I^d
XXI., and XXII.,” &c., -Of these, Tables XVII., XYIII., XIX.,

^7oli^7l ' 7or—“6 0-5” in Hne of Contents of stomachs,W-4 12-1; and accor^gly,>’—‘ 8o 4 9

tn.meofTotalOl.lpar..r^-S4 0.5

ing lines of corn-se), in the last Column but three, ot APP“*a-Table XV_p_ 595,]
__

Column 3 L’or-“ 97 4-7 ” in line of Contents of stomachs, reacl^^o 2 ,>- 17 1 3

, , , 18 1
-7 - and for “13 4-6” in line of Large Intestines and contents,

Small Intestines and contents, reatf-lS 1 7 ,
ana/o? ro

^ ,
, , , t • .t „ i„„4

. Column

r»i-13 10-0. [Note-Tbe same ameuded numbers as here given, should be carried m. m the

but one, of Appendix-Table XV. p. 595.]
lo-s- for “16 13-6” inline

rt 1 UOQ 15.8” inline of Contents of stomachs,W—92 12 8
,
/O? ro xo o m

Column 4. For- 93 15 8 in line o

^

Intestines and con-

of Table XXIII.^ 564 , -f”f trimmings only, see also Ap
Column 6 . Lor— 1 7 U m line oi

m v m XV n 595 Column of BiiUock No. 13. n4nd

pendix-Table II. p. 581), read-^ 6-2, as in Appento-Tahle XV. P* f
Lcordingly, /or-“ 423 10-3 ” in line of Total Offal parts, rmi-42o 9 5 ;

and/or 10 10 .

Loss by evaporation, error in weighing,
790 iq-n The difference 3 15'5 (Heart trim-

n 1 V n 83 12-5 ” in line of Caul Fat, read—2Q 13 0 . ilie amereute, o v

^

Column 7. For 33
(trimmings from the neck)= 9 0-5

;
which amount,

niiiigs, see Appendix-Table III. p. 582) + f S
BxAlock No. 12. And

in line of Miscellaneous trimmings, as in Appendix-Table X - I’ / » is 12-7 ” in line

accordingly. /or-“ 460 13-3” in Hue of Total Offal parts, r»d-40o 14-3; and, /or- 18

of Iioss by evaporation, error in weighing, &c., read—IS 11 / •

Table XVIII. p. 559;
, j x n.o xu,. “o '^•

1 ” in line

Column 2. For—- 152 5-8 ” in line of Final weight unfasted
^ ^

of Miscellaneous trimmings, read—0 S'l
;
and in accordance with this, for oS IS .

Om,l, read-5S iJ; and /or-“ 0 13-0 ” in line of Loss by evaporation, error in weighing, a^c..

read—

a

12 -0
.

_ ,7 qq i -8

Column 3. For-- 124 11-4 ” in line of Original weight, read 99
^ ^

Column 4. Por—'* 115 1 ” in line of Original weight, rear? 1-4/ .

Final weight unfasted, reaA-148 9-1.
, ^ i -if m,,. 0-7 ” in line of Con-
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alterations, for—“ 64 6-4 ” in line of Total Offal parts, readr—64 10-6
;
and/or—“ 0 OT ” in line of Loss

by evaporation, error in weighing, &c., read, -0 4-1. [Note—The same corrections as here given, should
be carried in, in the last column, of Appendix-Table XXXIII. p. 625.]

Column 6. Fhr—“109 13-5” in line of Original weight, read~Wl 7-2, F’or—“ 160 4-9” in line
of Final weight unfasted, read—162 15-4.

Column 9. For—‘^0 8-5 ” in line of Gall-bladder and contents, read^O O’S
;
and in accordance with

this,/or—“ 47 3-6 ” in line of Total Offal parts, readr-4,Q 11-9
;
and/or—“ 1 9'3 ” in line of Loss by evapo-

ration, error in weighing, &c., read—2 10.

Table XIX. p. 560 :

—

Column 3. For—“ 245 10-7 ” in Line of Final weight unfasted, read—235 10-7.

Column 8. For—“ 222 9'8 ” in line of Final weight unfasted, read—220 I'l.

Table XX. p. 561 :

—

Column 1, For 2'39 in line of Contents of stomachs, reaJ—1’89; and accordingly, /jr “34-04”
in line of Total Offal parts, read—33-54. Far—“62-53” in line of Carcass, read—63-13.” And in
accordance with these alterations, /?r—“3-43 ” in line of Loss by evaporation, error in weighing, &c., read
—3-33. [Note—The same amended numbers as here given, should be carried in, in the last cinmn but
three, of Appendix-Table XL. p. 637.]

Column 3. For~“ 8-44 ” in line of Contents of stomachs, read—S'^^
;
/or—“ 1-49 ” in line of Small

Intestines and contents, read—1-51
;
and, /or—“ 1-18 ” in line of Large Intestines and contents, read—1-21.

[Note—The same amended numbers as here given, should be carried in, in tlie last Column but one of
Appendix-Table XL. p. 637.]

’

Column 4. For—“ 8-44 ” in line of Contents of stomachs, read—8-34
; for
—“ 1-52 ” in line of Small

Intestines and contents, read^l-QO and/or-“ 1-22 ” in line of Large Intestines and contents, read—V2^.
[Note The same amended numbers as here given, should be carried in, in Column 4, of Table XXIII.
p. 564

;
and also in the last Column of Appendix-Table XL. p. 637.]

Last Column. F’or—“ 2-38 ” in line of Caul Fat, read^2-10
;
and in line of Miscellaneous trimmings,

msert—O Q4<. And in accordance with these alterations, /or—“32-48 ” iu line of Total Offal parts, read—
32-84

;
and/br—“ 1-32 ” in line of Loss by evaporation, error in weighing, &c., read—0-96.

Table XXI. p. 562 :—
Column 5. For—“ 3-62 ” in line of Contents of stomachs, read—3-85

; for
—“ 5-31 ” in line of Caul

Fat, rea<7—5-18; /or—“ 10-84 ” in line of Skiu and Wool, roar?—11-01
;
aud iu accordance with these

alterations, /or—“37-71” in line of Total Offal parts, reai?—37-98. A’or—“62-28” in line of Carcass,
read 61-91

;
and for—“ 0-01 ” in line of Loss by evaporation, Ac., read—0-11.

Column 9 (Half-fat Sheep). For—“0-506” in line of Gall-bladder and contents, read—0-051; and
in accordance with this, for—“ 44-948 ” iu line of Total Offal parts, read—44 493

;
aud for—“ 1-506 ” in

line of Loss by evaporation, error in weighing, Ac., read—l QQl.

Page o7l, last line of first paragraph : before the word—“ Carcass ” insert the words—here reckoned.

Appendix-Table XV. pp. 594—595 :—
Mem. : in line of “ Bladder, with penis, or womb,” the amounts set down to Bullocks Nos. 9, 12, 13 and

14, include both Bladder and Penis
;
those set down to the other Bullocks refer to Bladder only. Iu the

same line, in the last column but one,/er—“0 16-7,” read 1 0-7; which amount is the sum of the mean of
the Bladder, and of that of the Penis, each taken separately. In the same line, in the last column, the
amount represents Bladder only

; the Penis, or Womb, being included with the “ Loss by evaporation, error
in weighing, Ac.”

Column 2. Ahr—“8 3-0” in line of Contents of stomachs, refli—5 10-2; and in accordance with
this, /or—“ 87 12-7 ” in line of Total Offal parts, read—S6 3-9. Fbr—“ 157 7-5 ” in line of Carcass, read
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—100 9-0. And in accordance with these alterations, /or—“ 13 7-8 ” in line of Loss hy evaporation, error

in weighing, &c., read—12 15T.
j o g -f

Column of Bullock No. 12. For~“ 84 4'0 " iu Hue of Contouts of stomaelu,, read-H 3 8 i for-

“8 11-7” in line of Small Intestines and contents, read—li lO'o ;
and/or—“6 2'0 ” m line of arge

Intestines and contents, read—Q 4-0.
7 oo a n e

Column of Bullock No. 13. For--‘^ 100 I'O” in line of Contents of stomachs, W—88 O’O
;
for-

“8 5-0” in line of Small Intestines and contents, W—16 IS'O
;
and /or—“ 6 0 0” in Ime of Large

Intestines and contents, read—9 9'0.

Appendix-Table XVIII. pp. 600 601

:

Column 6. For “ 1 7 ” in line of Loss by evaporation, Ac., read 0 17.

Column 10. For—“ 132 4 ” in line of Live-weigbt after fasting, read—1^2 14.

Column 14 ; in line of Bladder, the amount represents both Bladder and IVomb, that one Sheep being

an Ewe.

Appendix-Table XXL p. 606. Mem.: in Columns 2 and 3, respectively, the amount set down for

Bladder includes one Testicle.

Appendix-Table XXVI. p. 613. Column 8. For^^‘ 0 1-2 ” in line if Heart-fat, read-1 2-0.

Appendix-Table XXX. p. 618. Column 1. For “ 142 2-6 ” in lines of Einal weight, after fasting, and

of Live-weight after fasting, read-141 2-6. Jhr—“ 83 0 ” in line of Carcass, read-^2 0.

Appendix-Table XXXIII. pp. 624—625 :
^ -u i-

Column 15. For “57 5-6 ” in line of Total Offal parts, read—51 3-6
;
and m accordance with this,

« _0 12'6 ” in line of Loss by evaporation, error in weighing, &c., read, —0 lOB.

Last column but two. E’er—“ 4 10-6 ” in line of Contents of stomachs, read—

5

2-9
;
and in accord-

ance with this, /or-“ 61 14-7” in line of Total Offal parts, rcai-62 7-0; and/m—“0 07” mime of

liOSS by evaporation, error in weighing, &c., read, —0 7-6.

Appendix-Table XXXVI. pp. 630—631. Column 17. 144 5-3 ” in line of Original weight, read

—148 5-3.

Appendix-Table XL. pp. 636—637 :

—

Column of Designation of Parts. Omit the words—“ Live-weight after fasting” in the bottom hue.

Column 2. For “ 3-17 ” in line of Contents of stomachs, read—2T8 ;
and in accordance with this,

for—“SS-9S’’ in line of Total Offal parts, read—32-97. E’er-“60-86” in line of Carcass, read—62-05.

And in accordance with these alterations, for-“ 5-21 ” in line of Loss by evaporation, en-or m weighing,

&c., read—4 98. .

Column of Bullock No. 4. For—“O-IV in line of Bladder, &c., read—0-04; and m accordance wit

this,/or—“41-11” inlineof Total Offal parts, road—41-04; and/or—“ 2-08” inline of Loss by evaporation,

error in weighing, &c., read—2-15.
. , , i. -01 jj

Column of Bullock No. 9. Mem. : the amount “ 0-07” in line of Bladder, Ac., mcludes both Bladder

Column of Bullock No. 12. Nor—“ 5-92 ” in line of Contents of stomachs, road—5-44
;
/or—“ 0-62

”

in line of Small Intestines and contents, road-UOS ;
/or-“ 0-36 ” in line of Large Intestines and contents,

read-0-44-, /or-“ 0-72” in line of Heart-fat, read-O-44; and /or—“ 0-36 ” in line of Miscellaneous

trimmings, road—0 64. ^ unr-"
Column of Bullock No. 13. Nor—“ 8-12 ” in line of Contents of stomachs, road—/ -14

;
/or— U'b/

in line of Small Intestines and contents, rood-1-36
;
and/or-“ 0-49 ” in line of Lai-ge Intestines and con-

tents rood—0-78 Nor—“0-31” in line of Heart-fat, road—0-20; and in accordance wuth this, >r—

“ 34-54 ” in line of Total Offal parts, road-34-43 ;
and/or-“ 0-71 ” in line of Loss by evaporation, error m

weighing, Ac., read—0 82.
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XXVI. Expenmental Inquiries into the Chemical and other Phenomena of Mespiration,

and their Modifications by various Physical agencies. By Edwaed Smith,

LL.B. {Bond.), M.B.C.P., Corresponding Member of the Academie des Sciences et

Lettres de Montpellier, and of the Natural History Society of Montreal, Assistant-

Physician to the Hospital for Consumption, Brompton, &c. Communicated by Sir
B. C. Brodie, Bart., Pres. B.S.

Eeceived December 16, 1858,—Eead January 20, 1859.

XOTWITHSTAHDIHG the number of valuable observations upon this subject which have
been made since the publication of the fii'st memoir of Lavoisier, there is but little
which has been conclusively established. Of the causes inducing this, two have para-
mount importance, VIZ. the practice of deducing large from small quantities, in reference
to a subject which the quantities are ever varying, and the absence of any method
whereby experiments could be repeated so frequently as to trace the changes actually
procee^g during the inquhy. I have named these two because it is to correct them
that I have directed my own observations.

Dunng the past year I had the honour- to transmit to the Eoyal Society the results of
an extended inquiry into the influence of various agents over the quantity of air inspired
a short abstract of which was published in the ‘ Proceedings ’ of the Society. Since that
period 1 have carried the inquiry further, and have determined the influence of those
agents over the carbonic acid exhaled, as well as over other phenomena of respiration.

The apparatus employed by previous observers for the determination of the quantity of
carbonic acid contained in the expired ah, has been one of the following description •—

1st. That adopted by Prout*, CoATHUPEf, VierordtJ, and Boeker§, consisting of a
ag or other vessel of known capacity, into which the ah was exphed during a certain

tune, and with a noted number of exphations; and a graduated tube, into which a por-
tion of this expired air was passed, and the carbonic acid abstracted by potass, soda, or
ime. This was adapted to experiments lasting a few seconds only at a time.
2nd. A box of sufficient capacity to permit a man to be seated in it, and rendered air-

tight, except at points which permitted the entrance and exit of air in given directions,
ihe analysis of the exphed air was made by the aid of potass. This was ScHARLmG’sll
meffiod, and by it he collected the products of the lungs and skin together, during a
period not exceeding li hour. It was not practicable to determine the quantity of air

Thomson s Annals of Philosophy, vols. ii. and iv.

t Physiologic des Athmens, &c.

II
Annales de Chimie, vol. viii. p. 478.

t Philosophical Magazine, 1839.

§ Beitriige zur Heilkunde, &c., 1849.

MDCCCLIX.
4 X
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inspired, or to what extent the ah was resphed more than once; and it was not easy to

nrove how much carbonic acid remained in the box.
.^47

3rd The method of Andeal and Gavaeeet^, by which a mask of the capacity of am

ordinary expiration was placed over the whole face, and a continnons current of an

made to pass through it into an analytical apparatus without respnatoiy e oi

^
^

As the motor power was a vacuum produced in the receiver of the expned air the

duration of each inquii-y was limited to about half an hour ;
and as all the an admitted

to the mask and the receiver did not enter the lungs, it was not possible to deteimme

the volume of air insphed.
n- j

Hence it was necessary, in order to pursue any serial and long-continued inquiry,

devise a method which had not been adopted by previous observers.
. ^ ,

The apparatus which I prepared for the purpose, after a long senes of expenments, to

already been presented to the Koyal Society, and it differs from any heretofore employed,

inasmuch as during the act of expiration, and for any length of time it abstracts the

whole carbonic acid exhaled by the lungs. With it was conjomed a smaU diy gas-meter,

to measure the volume of the inspired air, as described in my former paper. The appara-

tus and method may be thus briefly described.

* Aimales de CHmie, voL viii. p. 129.
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A mask (A) is worn of a capacity only just large enough to receive the nose, lips, and
chm, and the apertures of the entrance and exit tubes. The part which sustains the
tubes (A 2) and the valves is made of brass, to the free edges of which is soldered sheet-
lead of sufficient thickness to remain fixed upon the features when it has been well
moulded to them (A 1), and to prevent the entrance of air except through the entrance-
tube. Elastic bands are suitably attached to it so as to bind it upon the head, when the
hands must be left ffiee for other purposes. The entrance-tube is connected with the
spmometer by vulcanized caoutchouc tubing, and during the insphation of the air the
mdex of the spu’ometer (B 1} registers the quantity from 1 to 1 million cubic inches,
ihe exit-tube leads to the analytical apparatus, and is connected with it by vulcanized
tubmg. There are valves suitably arranged to prevent a retrograde current, and so light
that they do not ofi'er any important amount of resistance to the current of the expired air.
The analytical apparatus consists of

—

1st. A Woulfe’s bottle (C), of the capacity of 70 cubic inches, which is filled with
pieces of pumice-stone moistened with sulphuric acid. To the bottom of this the
cuiTent is directed, and in it the vapour is abstracted from the expired air.

2nd. A gutta-percha box (D), consisting of a series of chambers, each fths of an inchm depth, and offering a total superficies of 700 inches. The chambers are imperfectly
su divided by partitions (E) into compartments of 2 inches wide, and so arranged that
the column of am must traverse the several compartments in each chamber, and each
chamber m succession from the bottom to the top of the box. Hence a column of air,
2 Indies wide X fths of an inch deep, is dhected over an area of 700 inches. This area
IS occupied by a solution of caustic potash of sp. gr. 1-27, which is introduced into each
chamber separately, and which, through fissures in the partitions of the compartments,
passes freely over the whole surface of each chamber. By this arrangement all the car-
bonic acid IS abstracted Tilth the rapidity of ordinary expiration; and 30 fiuid ounces of
the solution was found by experiment to abstract the whole carbonic acid up to 600 grains.
(It 11111 be obseried that the air is not passed into, but only over caustic potash.)

3rd. A second drying apparatus (C), similar to the ffi-st one, to abstract the vapour
which had been carried off from the solution of potash.

4th. A test of baryta water, over which the current was made finally to pass.
At the conclusion of each inquiry, the increase in weight of the potash-box (H), and

the second drying apparatus (C), gave the amount of carbonic acid abstracted
; and this

was determined by the aid of one of Oertlixg’s balances (F), constructed to weigh, with
great caie, to the xoolh of a grain, ivith 7 lbs. in each pan

; but it was not employed to
infficate less than the ^J^th of a grain in the large quantity of carbonic acid collected.

he apertures of the tubes throughout the apparatus had an area equal to that of the
rac ea, so as to offer the least possible resistance to the current of air; a pressure of -j^ths
o an inch of a column of water sufficed to move the spirometer, and an adverse pressure

a out half that amount was offered to expiration. By a series of experiments, I deter-
mined the extent to which the drying and carbonic-acid-abstracting apparatus were per-
ect y efficient

; and care was always taken to keep much within those limits. Several

4x2
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Bowing of a .odel in the pc— of the Eoyal Society, showing the “^"“Irge^sl
potash-hoi. There is a series of

luXItSes, through which the air is passed

into the bottom chamber, and through the P ^
Jr. o' fhp exneriment by turning the iimer

and out of each chamber separately. The opennrgs are closed dnrmg the expenment by

tube half round its axis.

of exertion), a double set was used at the same time. By some of

enabled to make experiments in sleep, as well as m wokefotoess and

othermodesofexertion, aswellasatrest; alsoforoneorany imi e num
n.,,fintev-

as well as for hours, and ewen for the whole day, continuously, except dunng
^

S
the fallacy attaching to the different composition

rdk-ent volumes or cui-reuts of the expired ah' by abstracting the

L whole; and the duration of each inquiry permitted me

rt,n influenre of the mind when directed to the respu-atiou, and of inteiimg ,

“u quantities. In addition to this, I have endeavoured to give a more senal and

extended character to the investigations than any recorded

n..— r— ,

““ X:.“i
rrZo”X-

air inspired, and the amount of
found that the

of vapour exhaled was also in a few instances determined, but it was to

addiln of this subject would render the inquiry too burdensome, and incapable

repetition with sufficient frequency.

Tn the following communication I propose to show

ae qLtity of carbonic acid evolved, and the changes lu f
wiLut exertion, and with and without food, in the twenty-four hours of the day.

II. The variations from day to day, and from season to season.

III. The influence of walking and the treadwheel.
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I. QUANTITY OE CAEBONIC ACID EVOLVED, AND CHANGES IN EESPIEATION, WITH
AND WITHOUT EXEETION, AND WITH AND WITHOUT EOOD, IN THE TWENTY-
EOUE HOURS OE THE DAY.

1. With ordinary food.

No inquirer has hitherto collected the whole carbonic acid evolved by the lungs in

any considerable part of the day, neither has any one made serial experiments at each
of the hours of the day. Numerous observers have made isolated experiments at

various periods of the day (some have even experimented during the night)
; and a few

have, on certain days, made inquiries at intervals of about an hour for a large part of
the day ; and from these experiments, varying in number, duration, and interval, the
quantity of carbonic acid exhaled by the lungs in the twenty-four hours has been deduced.

KiVOisiEE and Seguix*, in their memoir of 1789, state that the medium quantity

exhaled by the latter per day was 2 lbs. 5 oz. and 4 gros, but in the memoir of 1790 they
reduced it to 1 lb. 1 oz. 7 gros and 4 grs. These quantities represent 10 oz. 4 gros and
5 oz. 7 gros of carbon. They do not give the particulars of their computation.

CoATHUPEf computes that he expired 5-45 oz. avoirdupois of carbon daily.

Valextin and BeuxxeeJ, from inquiries prosecuted on several persons, give 173 grs.

of carbon as the quantity excreted per hour.

Axdeal and Gavaeeet^, and Schaeling||, from similar inquiries made on a number
of persons respectively, state that the quantity of carbon burnt per hour varies from
77-2 grs. to 217-7 grs., and from 80-2 grs. to 154-3 grs.,—quantities equal to 283 grs. and
798 grs., and again to 294 grs. and 666 grs. of carbonic acid per hour.

ViEEOEDT has made a larger number of experiments, and of a more uniform and serial

kind than any hitherto published. He found that the medium of five of the highest
and five of the lowest experiments gave 7-5 grs. of carbonic acid per minute. The minima
were to the maxima as 1 to 2-25.

Baeeal^ infen-ed the quantity of carbon burnt by determining the difierence between
the quantity contained in the aliment and that found in the excretions. It varied in

himself from 8^ oz. to 12 oz. daily at difierent seasons of the year.

Baron Liebig**, by a similar mode of inquiry upon a large number of Hessian soldiers,

found the medium quantity to be 13-9 oz. daily.

I do not think that we are justified in deducing the total quantity of carbon expired

in the twenty-four hours from the small quantities determined per minute or per hour
as above mentioned, when the authors have declined to do so; for most of the experi-

ments were not intended to embrace all the variations of that period. Andeal and
Gavaeeet expressly state that they do not feel warranted in doing so from their expe-

riments. Moreover, no just comparison of the results can be made, since they were
obtained under dissimilar and also under unrecorded circumstances; and some of them
include the carbon exhaled by the skin also. The following comparison is therefore only

to a certain extent true :

—

* Memoires de I’Academie des Sciences. f Loc. cit. J Lehrbucli der Physiologie.

§ Loc. cit.
II

Loc. cit. Annales de Chimie, 3 ser. vol. xxv. ** Letters on Chemistry.
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Observers.

Lavoisier and Seguiiv-

COATHUPE ....
Valentin and Brunner

Andral and Gavarret

Subjects of experiment. Carbon expired ia 21 hours.

SCHARLING'

Barral > Skin also

oz. gro3

One person.
JlO

L 5

4
]

7i
French.

One person. 5-45 Avoirdupois.

Several. 9-202 Avoirdupois.

Several.
r 4-0068

112
^Avoirdupois.

r 4-4
" Several.

1 8-464

One person.
r 8-5 -Avoirdupois.

112

Many persons. 13-9

Avoirdupois.One person. 6-78
Liebig

ViERORDT

This Table shows that the estimated quantities hitherto recorded are very diverse, and

I now proceed to state the result of my own inquiries.

Four series of inquiries have been instituted to determine these facts. In two (see

Tables I. and II.) the experiments were continued during ten minutes, at the commence-

ment of each hour, and also of each half-hour immediately following the meals, whilst m

the others (see Tables III. and IV.) the inquiry was continuous, that is, the whole

carbonic acid was collected during the whole hours of the working day, with very short

intervals for meals. Of the two first, one took place on March 12, 1858, m the Huntenan

Museum of the Eoyal College of Surgeons, by the great courtesy of fine President and

Council of that learned body, beginning at 7 a.m. and ending at midnight; the other in

the house of Mr. Moul, who, with great devotion to science, gave very efficient aid m this

inquiry, continuing from 6-| a.m. until 10 p.m. on May 15.

In the first inquiry the subjects were :

—

Myself, get. 38 years, 6 feet high, 196 lbs. in weight, and a vital capacity of 280 cubic

inches.

Mr. Moul, eet. 48 years, 5 feet 9-^ inches high, 175 lbs. weight.

Dr. Murie, ffit. 26 years, 5 feet 7^ inches high, 133 lbs. weight, lutal capacity 250

cubic inches.
^

In the second, myself, Mr. Moul, and Professor Frankland, F.R.S., set. o3 years,

5 feet 10-1 inches high, and 136 lbs. weight.

The two latter inquiries (or those in which the whole carbonic acid was collected)

were prosecuted upon myself alone
;
one on March 22, in the Hunterian Museum, from

6|- A.M. until 9i P.M., and the other in my own house on August 10, from 7^ a.m. until

11^ P.M., with the exception of hour in the first, and one hour in the second inquii)' for

meals at three or four periods of the day. All these inquiries were made in the sitting

posture, except during 2^ hours at various times in each of the two last inqiiiiies, when

relief was sought in the standing posture, at accurately noted periods. A state of

mental and bodily rest was aimed at; but I undertook the weighing, and being alone in

the inquiry on August 10, I had also the duty to fill and empty the apparatus; and
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hence, without removing from my place, there was a small degree of exertion made In
the two former inquiries exertion was taken in the intervals of the examinations but
we sat down some minutes before each experiment was renewed. It is probable that in
Dr. Moeie’s case there was on a few occasions a little excess in the results, owing to the
want of close attention to the latter circumstance. On a review of these experiments,
I believe that the two former, viz. those in which the experiment was not continuous’
may be taken to represent the state of the system at rest, and the two latter in ordinary
but not absolute quietude, that is, in the state in which men remain when slightlv
engaged but not moving the whole body.

'

The periods above mentioned include nearly 18 hours, viz. from 6 a.m. to 11 p.m., or
fiom 7 A.M. to 12 P.M. all inclusive,- and in order to compare them, I have made shh
addition by computation to each as will include that period; and I regard the results as
indicating the true state of the system during the working day. The particulars of the
computation are as follows :

—

Computation of the Carbonic Acid expired in eighteen hoursfrom the returns
obtained in the four inquiries.

March 12, The inquiry embraced the whole period.
May 15. The inquiry was continued through 16^ hours.

Self. Mr. Moul.

lAi n gr®-
ID

2 Hours at 10 per minute (collected) = 9900 at 8-01= 7950
( 6 to 6-2 A.M.) -i hour at 8-85 per minute (computed)= 265-5 at 7-1 = 210-3
(11 to 12) 1 hour at 8-5 per minute (computed)= 510 at 7 = 420

10675-5 8580-3
In Professor Feankl,od the average of 15 hours, at 6-66 grs. per minute, was used for

the 18 hours=7192-8 grs.

March 22, 4,5

(6 to 6f A.M.) I
(9f to 12

) 2i

hours’ experiment (collected)

hour’s experiment (computed)

houi-s’ experiment (computed)

grs.

9166

353

1125

10644

August 10 .

( 6 to

(
11 ^ to 12

)

16 hours’ experiment (collected)

A.M.) 1 -i hour experiment (computed)

^ hour experiment (computed)

10786

627

300

11713
Food was taken at 83 a.m., 1|, 5 ^ and 8|^ p.m., in all the experiments. The break-

as consisted of good tea with sugar and milk, bread, butter, bacon or eggs. The
dmner, of beefsteak or mutton chop, with bread, potatoes and water. The tea meal, of
tea with sugar and milk, and bread and butter. The supper of boiled eggs, and bread
and butter, with water.

details of the results of these inquiries are given in the
II., III., and IV.

following Tables, Nos. I.,
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Table III.

Experiments made in the Hunterian Museum on myself alone.

Marcli 22,

1858.

m
45 A.M.

0 A.M.

15 A.M.

30 A.M.

45 A.M.

0 A.M.

15 A.M.

8 30 A.M.

8 45 A.M.

0 A.M.

15 A.M.

30 A.M.

45 A.M.

0 A.M.

15 A.M.

30 A.M.

45 A.M.

0 A.M.

15 A.M.

30 A.M.

45 A.M.

3 A.M.

15 A.M.

33 A.M.

45 A.M.

0 P.M.

15 P.M.

Breakfast Tea, cold ham, and bread.

54*5 58-8

30 P.M

47 P.M

0 P.M.

15 P.M.

30 P.M.

46 P.M.

0 P.M.

16 P.M.

30 P.M.

45 P.M.

0 P.M.

15 P.M.

30 P.M.

46 P.M.

0 P.M.

15 P.M.

54-2 68'6

56-8 60-9

Temperature.
Baro-

meter.

Carbonic

acid,

per min.

Air.

per min.

Pulse.

Wet. Dry.

inch. grs. cub. in. per min.

7*93 474 77

30-14 7-53 487 75

7-66 449 75

7-6 429 Little escape.

7-63 446 73

7-6 445 76

7-7 481 80
1

10-0 579 Walking from

11-0 612 breakfast. 89

10-2
j

575
582

88

92

9-9 588 90

9-2 573
10-2 566 78

10-4 609 76

10-3 597
10-5 696 82

10-7 642
7610-3 687 .......

10-8 533
11-4 859 Excited.

10-7 605
7610-9 611 Little excited.

10-5 589
10-3 604 77

10-9 556 72

Dinner t—Mutton, bread, potatoes, and water (enjoyed it).

58-0 6

30 P.M.

46 P.M.

0 P.M.

15 P.M.

30 P.M.

45 P.M.

0 P.M.

15 P.M.

45 P.M.

15 P.M.

45 P.M.

15 P.M.

30-3

Tea:—Tea, bread.

9-2

90

8-

9
8-8

9-

0

9‘8

9-6

9-0

8-

3

9-

2

8-

7

9-

9
9-5

9

-

5

8-

5

and butter.

10-

3

9-

7

11

-

2
10-1

j.
Lost time waiting for lamps

58-3 63-0

8-58

8-9

8-5

8-76

7-98

582
531
604
568
588
605
6l6
574
564
580
568
633
625
576
574

720
575
675
665

571

579
578
590
535

Walking from
dinner.

Walking from

tea.

Rate of

respira-

tion.

Little sinking.

78
80

78

78

90

73

74
80

80

Little sinking.

Little oppressed,

72

70
71

per min.

1

5

*15 +
15+
15+

15

15'5

16

16-
17

16 +
17+
17 +
19-5

19

18

17-5

17

17

17

16-5

16-

5+
17

17

17 +

17-

5

17

17

16*5

16-5

16'5

18

19

18-

5

Postnre.

Sitting.

Standing.

Sittiiif

Standing.

Sitting.

15
14-5

15

Sitting.

* I talked occasionally during the whole inquiry. The signs + and - indicate that the rate of

was a little more or a little less than the figures indicate.

respiration
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A. Carbonic Acid evolved.

The carbonic acid during eighteen hours, or the period constituting the working day,

was as follows in oz. avoirdupois (28-332 grms.), in the order of the inquiries as above

mentioned. Continuous inquiries.
A

.

March. ^lay. March.

oz. grms. oz. grms. oz. grms.

21-6 (611-97 )
24-4 (691-3 )

24-328 (689-28)

21-205 (600-78 )
19-33 (547-65)

19-582 (564-797)

16-43 (465-49)

August,

oz. grms.

Myself .

Mr. Moul .

Dr. Murie . .

Prof. Franklaiid

The average results were,-myself, 24-27i oz. (687-7 grms.) (9-77 grs. per minute),

a quantity identical with the results of two out of the four inquiries, and Ur. UoVL.

20-

267 oz. (574-11 grms.); whilst the total average of the eight sets of inquines was

21-

693 oz. (614-6 grms.), or 8-78 grs. per minute. This contains a total quantity ot

5-917 oz. (167-64 g-rms.) of carbon.

The quantity evolved during the remaining- six hours of the day was determuiec )

two inquiries upon myself alone.

On July 15, whilst scarcely awake, at 1|, 2^, and 6^ a.m., I exhaled o-i, o-94, ant

6-1 o-rs. per minute, on the average of one-quarter of an hour at each of those hour’s. On

July 16 during light sleep, at 1 and 3 A.M., the quantities were 4-88 grs. and 4-99 grs. per

minute on the same average (Table VIII. July 16). As the latter quantities are notably

less than the former, and yet the difference in the state of the system was not great, I thmk

it probable that in profound sleep the quantity would be still less, and probably so low

as 41- grs. per minute. The duration of profound sleep is, however, short ; tor in a series

of hourly inquiries into the rate of pulsation and respiration, both in health and disease

published in the Transactions of the Eoyal Medical and Chii-ui-gical Socmty for ISob 1

showed that the lowest rate of the respiration was from 1 to o a.m. ;
and in apphuiig t le

above calculation of the influence of profound sleep I limit its occurrence to those two

hours. In estimating the state of the respiration in the hour preceding, and also in

the hours succeeding, until the hour when my inquiries in the working day commenced

1 take the average between the state in profound sleep and at those preceding and

succeeding hours. From these data the result is obtained of 1950 grs. of carbonic acid

evolved during those six hours ;
and this, added to the total average of the working day.

oives a total for the twenty-four hours in a state of rest of 26-193 oz. ot carbonic acid.

or 7-144 oz. of carbon.

The same addition being made to the results obtained troiii each peisoii, tie qiian

tities of carbon exhaled in twenty-four hours, in a state of rest, are as tollows in ounces

avoirdupois
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Mr. Moul.

iEt. 48.

5 feet 9|- inclies high.

173 lbs. weight.

6-735 oz.

Myself. Professor Frankland.

m. 39.

6 feet high.
.Et. 33.

196 lbs. weight.
5 feet lOJ inches high.

Vital capacity 270 cub. in.
136 lbs. weight.

7-85 oz. 5-6 OZ.
1

Dr. Murie.

Mt. 26.

5 feet 7|- inches higli.

133 lbs. weight.

Vital capacity 250 cub. in.

6-54 oz.

In myself the proportion of carbonic acid evolved per hour during the night of six

hours, is to the day as 1 to 1-8,—a proportion which differs somewhat from that which
ScHAELiXG found with nine hours’ rest.

There yet remains for determination the influence of exertion. There are not on
record any experiments in reference to the influence of exactly defined degrees of

exertion, except that of raising certain weights through a given space in a given time

;

but Regxault, Yierordt, and others have ascertained in a general way that exertion

increases the respiratory changes. I shall again refer to this subject at a future page.

Whilst walking at two miles per hour during three-quarters of an hour, and carrying

the spirometer, weighing 7 lbs., I expired 18-1 grs. of carbonic acid per minute, and
25-83 grs. when walking at three miles per hour. These quantities represent 1-85 and
2-64 times that of quietude in the sitting posture. Hence if three hours were spent in

walking at two miles per hour, and one hour at three miles per hour, as is probably the

case with the non-laborious class
(
2^ hours in the standing posture having been introduced

into each of the two continuous inquiries above recorded when at rest), the addition to

the daily quantity of carbonic acid evolved will be 2463 grs.; and it is probable that

thrice that quantity would be applicable to the really laborious class. It is true that

these are probabilities and not demonstrations
; but if it be desirable to determine the

daily amount of carbonic acid evolved by the community, it can only be effected by
dividing them into classes, and determining the precise influence of certain agents during
their period of action.

These quantities give the following- total average results in the twenty-four hours :

—

In quietude .... 26-193 oz. of carbonic acid = 7-144 oz. of carbon

Non-laborious class . . 31-824 oz. of carbonic acid = 8-68 oz. of carbon

Laborious class ... 43 oz. of carbonic acid =11-7 oz. of carbon,

or a general average of 33-67 oz. of carbonic acid and 9-18 oz. of carbon.

As some of the elements in this calculation apply to myself alone, viz. those in

reference to sleep and exertion, it may be of interest to determine my average apart

from that of those who were conjoined with me in some parts of tlie inquiry. Thus,

In quietude 28-8 oz. of carbonic acid = 7-85 oz. of carbon

As a member of the non-laborious class 33-43 oz. of carbonic acid = 9-11 oz. of carbon

As a member of the laborious class . 45-7 oz. of carbonic acid = 12-19 oz. of carbon,

or a total average of 35-97 oz. of carbonic acid, and 9-72 oz. of carbon in the twenty-four

hours.

I do not know how to compare these results with those given by previous observers,
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since the degree of exertion and other circumstances are not recorded by the latter,

and hence it is impossible to appreciate the state of the system to which they refer.

It is noticeable how great is the difference amongst men in the amount of carbon

which they expire—a fact which has been obseiwed by all inquii'ers. Thus Professor

Feankland and myself differed as 2 to 3, and yet we were nearly of the same age and

height, but differed greatly in weight and robustness of constitution. Each person also

differs much at various periods—a circumstance noticed by Baeeal. ]SL-. Moul varied

as 10 to 11, and I at least as 11 to 12. Hence it is safer to adopt comparative rather than

absolute quantities in determining the quantity of carbonic acid exhaled per day by any

individual. Thus if the amount of carbonic acid exhaled in a state of quietude in the

day-time be determined by observations made at various periods of the day in relation

to the meal hours, the amount exhaled during six hours of the night may be determined

by allowing the amount of 3^ hours of the day ;
and in reference to exercise, by allow-

ing If hour rest for one hour of walking at two miles per houi-, and 2f hours of rest

for one hour of walking at three miles per hour.

B. Quantity of Air ins;pired.

In the four series of inquiries now recorded, the quantity of air insphed in cubic inches

during the working day was per minute as follows

Continuotis inquiries.

March. May.
r

March.
N

August.

cub. in. cub. in. cub. in. cub. in.

Myself 675 531-5 582-1 583

Mr. Moul . . . 483T 431-7

Dr. Murie

Professor Fraiikland

464-5

364-4

The average quantity inspired by myself was 567 ’7 cubic niches, and by ISIi'. Motl

457’4 cubic inches, whilst the average of all the observations was 502 cubic inches per

minute.

Ill order to determine the proportion which the quantity of air inspired bears to the

carbonic acid collected (for as I have not measured the expired air I cannot take that

as a point of comparison), I insert the following statement of the amount of carbonic acid

per minute which was actually collected, with the quantities of air which have just

been given. It is as follows :

—

Continuous inquiries.

March. May. March. August. Average.

Carb. acid. Air. Carb. acid. Air. Carb. acid. Air. Carb. acid. Air. Carb. acid

grs. cub. in. grs. cub. in. grs. cub. m. grs. cub. in. grs.

Myself. . 8-75 576 10 531-5 9-5 582-1 10-9 583 9-79

Mr. Moul 8-6 483-1 8-06 431-7

Dr. Murie 7-93 464-5

Professor Frankland 6-66 364-4
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Hence the average of the whole was 8-8 grs. per minute, and the proportion was,
in myself, Mr. Moul, Dr. Mueie and Professor Feankland in order, 1 gr. of carbonic
acid to 58 cubic inches, 54-8 cubic inches, 58-5 cubic inches, and 54-7 cubic inches of
mspired air, whilst on the whole it was 1 gr. to 56-3 cubic inches. This is a loiver pro-
portion than occurs in fasting (the normal state of the system), and much lower than
with exertion, in which it increases as the exertion increases. Thus in walking at two
miles per houi- it was 1 to 44T cubic inches, and at three miles per hour 1 to 39*7 cubic
inches.

In the above experiments the average temperature with the dry-bulb thermometer was
o8°-18, 63°-4, 60°-6, and 72°-2, yielding a total average of 63°-6. The barometric pressure
was on the average 29-72, 29-04, 30-13, and 29-63, or a total average of 29-63 inches.

C. Rate of Respiration.

This was as foUows on the average per minute in each of the three first series of experi-
ments. It was not recorded in the last one.

May.

11-

63

12

-

6

11-8

Continuous inquiry.

March.

16-7

March.

Myself 15-2

Mr. Moul 14-45

Dr. Murie .
•

. . . 15*4

Professor Frankland

The total average in myself was 14-54, and in Mr, Moni, 13-5
; whilst that of the whole

series was 13-87 per minute.

D. Depth of Inspiration.

The average depth of inspiration was in myself, 39-5 cubic inches; Mr. Moul, 33-8
cubic inches

; Dr. Mueie, 30 cubic inches
; and Professor Feawkland, 30-9 cubic inches ;

giiing a total average of 33-6 cubic inches.

E. Rate of Pulsation.

In the four series of inquiries the rate of pulsation was per minute

—

March.

Myself . . . . 83-7

Mr. Moul . . . 85-7

Dr. Murie . . . 71-3

Professor Frankland

minute.

May. March.

69-6 78-5

74

59-1

79-8, 71-3, and 59-1, and on t

August.

78-4

The factor of the respirations required to render the numbers of respirations and
pulsations equal, was in Mr. Moul, 5-72; myself, 5-25; Professor Feanklaxd, 5 ; and

r. Mueie, 4-63; variations which are very noticeable and follow the order of age.
Ihe total average was 5-15.
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I have sought to discover a proportion between the pulsations and respirations

together and separately on the one hand, and the quantity of ah' inspu'ed, or the

carbonic acid exhaled, on the other; but by no combinations have I been able to dis-

cover it. Lavoisiee affirmed that the volume of oxygen consumed was en raison

directe du produit des inspirations par les pulsations.” I find that half of the product

of the respirations and pulsations will very nearly represent the number of cubic mches

of air inspired by myself and Professor Feanklaxd, and in the whole results combmed.

but it is excessive when applied to Dr. Mueie and Mr. Moll.
^

_

The ditference amongst men which has been already noticed in respect to the carbomc

acid, is equally observable in all other subjects of inquhy. Thus Professor Fe.4XELaxd

and myself differed in the quantity of air inspired as 3 to 5, and in pulsation as 6 to <.

Dr. Mueie exhibited the highest proportion of respirations to pulsations, and Mr. Moul

the least ; the former being the youngest, and the latter the oldest subject of the mqiim

.

' 2. Without food.

There have been numerous experiments of long duration made on amnials whilst fast-

ing, all of which have proved that in the absence of food the quantity of carbonic acid is

reduced. No similar experiments are upon record in reference to Man
j

but Lavoisiee,

SCIIAELING, ViEEOEDT, Valextia and others, have shown that when the internal between

meals is prolonged the same result is obtained.

On July 6 I fasted from 9-|a.m., after a rather small breakfast (12i hours haimg

elapsed since the previous meal), until midday of July 7, and made an inqiiiiy into the

state of the respiration during five minutes at the commencement of each hour, Horn

1 to 11 P.M. on the 6th, and from 7 to 12 a.m. on the 7th. After having fasted twenty-

five hours, I wished to ascertain if starch would produce more respiratory changes when

the system was empty of food than under ordinary circumstances, and I took oOOgrs.

of arrowroot boiled with 10 oz. of water ;
and having found that the secretions were very

alkaline, I took 6 drachms of table vinegar in water in an hour after hawng taken t le

starch. The details of this experiment are recorded in Table Y. [See opposite page.]

The total quantity of carbonic acid evolved gave an average of exactly -
grs. per

minute. If to this quantity, computed for the eighteen hours of the working day, be

added that previously assigned to the six hours of the night, the total quantity

carbonic acid evolved in the twenty-four hours will be 21'73702, containing o-9_o oz.

of carbon. The total average of the twenty-four hours was thus 6-61 grs. per minute,

and the deficiency from the quantity evolved with food, from the data already gn en.

was 25 per cent., or one-fourth of the larger quantity. The quantity of carbon thus

evolved daily in the absence of food is very nearly equal to that contained in 20 oz. ot

bread, or 7^ oz. of fat.

The quantity of air inspired during the working day, was on the aieiage o
/

^

inches per minute. The rate of respiration 10-86, and of pulsation 6b-6 per niinule.

The diminution, when compared with the experiment with food in May, uas in
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quantity of air 30 per cent., in the rate of respiration about *7 per cent., and of pulsa-

tion about 6 per cent. Hence the rate of the functions was far less raiiable than the

amount of vital action.

At 11 P.M., or 13-|- hours after the last meal, I had felt nothing unpleasant. There was

a feeling of great tameness, and the pulse was wav}’ or jerking and very soft. The

respiration was feeble. On going to bed I was very cold, and notwithstanding the addi-

tion of blankets, it was some hours before my feet became warm. I slept very fairly,

and in the morning, at 7 o’clock, the chief feature was still tameness or inaction. There

was, however, headache, accompanied by pulsation, and it was increased on lying down.

There was also a disagreeable taste in the mouth and sinking at the stomach and bowels.

At 9 A.M., the usual hour for breakfast, there was stiU greatly lessened nervous, mental,

and muscular power, a sickly and fainting feeling at intervals, and throbbing in the

head constantly
;
causing with the nausea a most unpleasant but not constant headache.

The pulse was still remarkably soft, feeble, a,nd wa-vy. There was no marked thirst or

craving for food. At 10 A.M. the urine was high coloured, alkaline, with a specific gravity

of 1'018. The saliva was very alkaline.

The starch and water filled the pulse temporarily, but rather increased than reheved

the depressed state of the system. The acid gave almost instantaneous relief to the head-

ache, but the benefit was only temporary, and it did not diminish materially the alkalinity

of the saliva. At a little before the experiment ended I was very low and ill. A cup

of tea gave no relief, but bread and butter was of some serwce. At 12^ 10“ I began to

eat a good dinner, and took a glass of wine ; and so soon as I had fairly began to eat the

symptoms abated, and at the end of the meal I was quite well and went about my duties.

It is important to remark that nothing but nutriment was of any avail. I had no

longing for acids, or for anything in particular, except perhaps potatoes.

Valour exhaled .—In this inquiry I also determined the quantity of vapour* exhaled by

the lungs; and although the subject has rrot been referred to in this paper, the uniform

state of the system during fasting afibrded so good air opportrmity to determine it, that

I thirrk it right to insert it.

On the average of the whole inquiry, I exhaled 2*02 grs. of watery vapour* per* minute

during the working day, making a total of 6 oz. avoirdupois in that period. On various

other occasions with food I found that the quantity exhaled was from 3 grs. to 3*4 grs.

per minute, and hence the diminution during the fast was 37 per* cent. The quantity of

vapour* to each 100 cubic inches of expired air was *548 gr., arrd hence assuming that

the expired air had a temperature of about 98°, it was but little more tlrarr half satur*ated.

II. VAEIATIOXS EEOM DAT TO DAY, AND EEOM SEASOX TO SEASOX.

a. During tlie "Working day.

1. With ordinary food.

Variations in the quantity of carbonic acid exhaled at difiererrt parts of the day have

been atfirmed to occur* by Seguik, Pkout, Allei^ aird Pepys*, Vieeoedt and other

* Pliilosopkieal Magazine, 1808, p. 212 ;
Pliilosopliical Transactions, 1809, p. 405.
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observers, and they have been ascribed to food, exertion, and sleep. Some of these
obsei^'ers, as Peout and Coathupe, determined only the per-centage in the expired
ail , an inquiiy of no value in determining the total amount of carbonic acid exhaled.
Lavoisiee states that the quantity differs every moment, and with every person, but each
person has a law for himself. Schaeluxg states that the proportion of the night to the
day varied from as 1 to 1-225 to as 1 to 1*42, whilst Maechaxd regarded the difference
as inconsiderable and due simply to quietude. In my experiments the variations during
the day were extremely great, so much so that the maximum and minimum quantities
of carbonic acid usually differed to the extent of more than half the latter. They were
as follows in grains per mmute in the four- sets of inquiries :

Min. Mas.

Myself 6-25 and 9-69

8-68 and 11-53

continuous
[7 -81 aud 11

utqumes.

Min. Max.

Mr. Moul 6-76 and 11-56

6-76 and 9-35

Min. Max.
Dr. Murie . . . . 6-14 and 9-25

Professor Frankland 4-58 and 8-32

the total being 6-/4 and 10-43 grs. per minute.

^

These variations were due to food, and were of such a nature that an increase began
directly after a meal and progressed to a maximum, after which they declined gradually
to a minimum until the following meal.

Generally the maximum quantity was observed in from one to two hours after a meal,
and after each meal, but after the breakfast and tea meals it was the greatest, and both
were nearly the same. The minima were observed before a meal, and hence there were
five in each day, viz. before breakfast, dinner, tea, and supper, and some time after
supper

; and it is very noticeable that they were nearly the same at each of those periods.
Hence there is in a state of quietude in each day a minimum line below which the
system does not pass, and also a maximum which it does not exceed, the difference
between the two bemg due to the temporary influence of food. In several of the
inquiries, however, as for example in that of Professor Feankland, in my first and
in IVIi-. Moul’s second experiment, there was not in the afternoon the ordinary amount
of diminution in the quantity of carbonic acid exhaled

; and as this was exceptional, and
v\e dined before our usual dinner hour, it was probably oiving to food having been
supplied before the action upon the respiration of the previous quantity had ceased
(Plate XXXIII. fig. 1, March 12). There can be no doubt that, with a suitable interval
between meals, there are striking alternate elevations and depressions in the line repre-
senting the quantity of carbonic acid excreted.

A reference to the above maximum and minimum quantities, and to the variations
hour by hour as shown in the Tables I. II. III. and IV., with the want of uniformity

any of these quantities, proves that any attempt to determine the whole carbonic
acid evolved in a day from isolated or irregular observations must be futile. They,

4 z 2
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however, show that observations taken at the period of the day when the quantity of

carbonic acid evolved is at the lowest point, viz. four to five hours after a meal, will be

nearly uniform, and that the excess due to food may be approximately arrived at by

taking observations at to 2^ hours after the meal, and deducing the average Horn

those quantities.
, n i

2. Without food.

The variations in the respiratory phenomena in the working day were so small, that at

2, 4, 6, 6, 7, 9 and 10 o’clock p.m., on July 6, all the quantities were almost identical

with those at 7 on the following morning. The maximum and minunum quantities oi

carbonic acid were 6-52 gi-s. and 7-44 grs. ; of aii- inspii-ed, 399 cubic inches and 341

cubic inches ; rate of respiration 12 and 10-2, and rate of pulsation 71 and o8 per mmute

—quantities which contrast in a remarkable manner with those preiiously shown to

occur with food. In Plate XXXIII. fig. I, the variations with and without food are con-

Hence there is great uniformity in the respiratory phenomena during a long fast ;
but

it was noticeable that on the occasions when the carbonic acid would have increased uith

food, there was a slight decrease without food-=-a fact corresponding with that which I

recorded in the Transactions of the Royal Medical and Chhmgical Society for 1856, in

the rate of the functions on five persons of different sexes and ages. A low and uniform

state of system is therefore the characteristic condition in a prolonged fast; and it is

very like that which occurs with food at the end of the interval between the meals. It

has also been shown that in a fast of this duration the quantity of carbonic acid does

not progressively diminish, but is the same at the end of twenty-seven horn's as it was

at the end of 4| hours.

There is therefore a state of the system which is nearly uniform under all the cii'ciim-

stances of the day, when the body is uninfluenced by exertion or the primary processes

of digestion, and which may be called the basal or normal state. From this but little

can be taken away ;
and the additions must be due to exertion or the temporary influ-

ence of compound aliments. This I shall subsequently show to be a fact of much

interest and importance, since it will be proved that certain substances which, as food,

must contain nutriment, do not increase the products of respiration over this basal line

,

whilst others, including all compound aliments, do produce an inciease.

The great uniformity in the state of the system during fasting renders that period

particularly fitted for the determination of the numerical relations between the carbonic

acid, air inspired, and rate of pulsation and respiration, and also as a basis with uliicli

to compare the influence of food and other agents. The law before mentioned in rMer-

ence to myself was well exemplified in this experiment; for the cubic inches ot air

inspired are very nearly represented by the half of the product of the pulsations and the

respirations. There was 1 gr. of carbonic acid to 52-5 cubic niches of air; which it

we consider it as a normal, the proportion with food is less and uuth exertion is greatei.
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This experiment also confirms Regnault’s observation, that the composition of the
expired air is uniform during fasting.

In reference to the variations of the day in the quantity of vapour exhaled, the high-
est amount (2 '2 6 grs. per minute) was obtained in the two first hours of the inquiry, or
those nearest to the last meal, and the lowest amount (1-74 gr.) was obtained after 8 p.m.

On the following morning the quantity was increased to 2-2 grs. per minute, and it did
not exceed that after I had taken the arrowroot and water.

I do not find any observations on record with which I can compare these results.

There yet remain for examination two other sources of variation in the respiratory

phenomena, viz. those occurring at short intervals from day to day, and those extending
over a lengthened period of months and associated with season. I shall now describe
them.

The experiments connected wfith both heads of the inquiry were made in the investi-

gation of the influence of food, and under precisely the same external circumstances as
to period of the day, food, exertion and excitement

; for they were all made between
/ and 8 a.m., before breakfast, in the sitting posture, and in the absence of all exertion
and mental excitement. They were commenced on March 30, and were continued with
legulaiity bj/ Mi. Moul and myself until the middle of June, and then by myself alone
until the present time.

/3. Variations from day to day.

Nearly all observers have found that the absolute quantities recorded on any day
did not correspond with those of other days

; but as the inquiries were not made
under precisely the same external circumstances, it was not possible, with certainty,

to assign any cause to which the variation could be attributed. It would not
pel naps be unieasonable to presume that, with identity of external circumstances
on successive days, the system would not vary in any appreciable degree

; but a
reference to Plate XXXIV. will show that whilst in not a few instances the quan-
tities obtained were constant, in many others the luriation from day to day in the
amount of carbonic acid amounted to half a grain, and in a few to even one grain
per minute

; and that this was not due to any error in the inquiry, may be inferred
from the fact that, when a food was under examination which did not vary the
respiratory changes, the same numbers were obtained in several successive experi-
ments within from one to two hours. Hence we must search within the system for
the explanation, and we shall find reason to believe that the nature of the night’s
rest, and the amount of nutriment remaining in the system, cause variations in the '

amount of carbonic acid expired in the early morning, before food has been taken.
On manj occasions I noted these conditions at the time that I made the experiment.
Thus I passed a restless night on April 7, June 1, 16, 18, 23 and 24; had short night’s
sleep on April 24 and 28 ; was not well on April 15, 16, May 8, 18, June 14, and
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September 14; and in almost every instance there was a fall in the

quantity of carbonic acid on the follo™g morning (see Table). I

passed a good night and was very well on April 20, 26, 30, iSIay 19,

20, 24, June 4, 21, July 1, September 19, and November 4, and

with equal uniformity the carbonic acid was increased (see Table).

These may be appreciated by referring to Plate XXXIV . ;
and it wiU

also be observed that the changes were extremely well marked on

May 18, 19, 20, 31, and June 1. With a large supper of meat there

was an increase, but with a late supper with tea or cotfee there was a

decrease. With much food taken during the preceding day, there

was on May 31 an increase so large as to look like an error, whilst on

the succeeding day, on which there was an unusual amount of exer-

tion and deficiency of food, the decrease was equally great.

The uniformity in these results is too striking to admit of theh being merely coinci-

dences ;
and whilst the general feeling of the system may not admit of very accuinte and

minute definition, I believe that the following statement may be relied upon, tIz. that with

much food on the preceding day, with good and long night s rest, and with a feeling of

health and good spirits, the quantity of carbonic acid evolved before breakfast is greater,

whilst it is lessened by the contrary conditions. The hour of supper and the natui-e of

the food then taken will also vary the quantity. The mode by which tea and coffee act

will be explained in a subsequent paper. I have not recorded many observations in refer-

ence to the effects of spirituous liquors ; but whenever I had taken them at a late hour,

it is recorded that the carbonic acid was lessened, but it is also stated that I had passed

a restless night. The conditions favourable to the production of a large amount of car-

bonic acid in the morning are such as have tended to induce profoimd and continued

sleep, whilst in the adverse conditions there has been an miusual nocturnal acthit) of

the respiration. This is agreeable to a priori reasonmg ; but I do not know that it has

been hitherto demonstrated, and by it we may explain much of the remarkable differ-

ences in the returns from day to day, and many diversities in the relathe quantities

evolved by myself and Mr. Moul.

y. Variations connected witli Season.

Barkal* states that he excreted considerably more carbon in ufinter than in summer;

and a similar observation was made by Vieeoedt; but their observations wei^ not made

with such regularity and with such identity of external conditions as to elimmate the

true effect of season.

Mr. MiLNEEf, Surgeon to the Wakefield Prison, in a paper recently read before t le

British Association, found, in an experience of ten years, and ffom 40,000 u eighings,

that the prisoners, on the average, gained in weight from March or April to September,

and lost weight during the other months of the year.

* Annates de Chimie, 3 ser. vol. xxv. p. 165. t Sanitary Beyiew, 1858.
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The geneial expiession of the results obtained, by me is, that the advancing hot
season lessened all the vital and mechanical changes of respiration, viz. the quantity of
carbonic acid expired and of air inspired, the rate and depth of respiration, the quantity
of \apom exhaled, and the cooling of the body. These include lessened muscular and
vesicular actions and chemical changes. With the return of the cold season the quan-
tities incieased. All the results are delineated in Plate XXXIV,, which shows the
quantity of aii inspired and of carbonic acid expired, with the rate of respiration and
pulsation contrasted with the temperature dui'uig each month of the year.

The results obtained from myself correspond in all essential particulars with those
obtained fi-om Mr. Moul, except that the changes were induced in him more quickly
and powerfully. Hence I infer that he was more susceptible to seasonal influences;
and this was in conformity with a law which I evolved in former researches at the
Hospital for Consumption, and published in the British and Foreign Medical and
Chirurgical Eeview, April 1856, viz. that all who bear heat badly have an excess of all

the seasonal effects, for he suifers much from heat, whilst I bear it well. I was thus
fortunate in hawng an example of the two classes of persons. I will first describe my
returns, and then those of Mr. Moul.

On the average of the second week in April I inspired 550 cubic inches of air per
minute in sixteen inspirations, and expired 8'65 grs. of carbonic acid per minute

; but
on the average of a whole month, Eom the middle of July to the middle of August,
the quantity of ah’ was reduced to 386'4 cubic inches, of carbonic acid to 7‘27 grs., and
late of respiration to 11 per minute. Hence there was a diminution of 30 per cent,

in the quantity of ah’, 32 per cent, in the rate of respiration, and 17 per cent, in the
quantity of carbonic acid

; so that the proportion of the carbonic acid to the inspired air

n^as greater, although the total amount was lessened. Up to the end of May the quan-
till of carbonic acid did not fall below 8 grs. per minute, and on many occasions it

exceeded 9 grs. ; but as June advanced the quantity progressively fell, so that it was
often under 8 grs., but never above 8 gi’s. per mmute

; and after the 22nd of June, until
the middle of A.ugust, the quantity was between 7 and 8 grs. Hence the beginning
of June was the true period of commencement of seasonal decline in the respiratory
changes. The period of the commencement of increase was October, and the increase
continued in the succeeding months.

The relation of the carbonic acid expired to the air inspired varied each month as
follows, fi’om April to October inclusive :

—

^^7- Jiuie. July. August. Sept. Oct.
Igr. to 58 cub. in. 507 cub. iu. 52 cub. in. 51-5 cub. in. 54-8 cub. in. 56-3 cub. in. 51-4 cub. in.

In the first week of April Mr. Moul inspired 477 cubic inches of air per minute, at a
rate of respiration of 16-4 per minute, and with an evolution of 8-28 grs. of carbonic
acid per minute

; but by the fourth week of that month he had lost more than 20 per
cent, of air, 18 per cent, of carbonic acid, and 13 per cent, in the rate of respiration.
Thus the proportion of carbonic acid to the air inspired was scarcely changed. After
that period the quantities increased from the 8th to the 18th of May; but on the averag
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there was a further decline in all the respiratory phenomena, until the tenmnation of

his experiments at the middle of June. The extreme loss from season on the weekly

averages, up to the middle of June, was 27 per cent, of carbonic acid, 2i per cent, of

air, and 28 per cent, in the rate,—a degree of uniformity in the phenomena exceedingly

striking.

In Mr. Moul the greatest and most sudden changes occurred in the early spring. I

had but little change in the spring, but there was a great dechne in summer, which

continued until the autumn; and although Mr. Moul’s experiments ended before

midsummer, the progression of his returns give us the right to infer that at the end of

summer his quantities would also have been much reduced. Hence there is a close and

significant relation between the actmty of the vital changes in Man and plants at those

two periods, to which common experience has ever attached great importance, Hz.

the spring and fall with their variations proceeding in yearly cycles.

Having thus briefly stated the changes which occurred, it is now needful to determine

to what elements in “ season” they are to be attributed. Of these, Temperature and

Atmospheric Pressure are two of the most important, and have been im estigated by other

observers. I have complete records of the former, and incomplete records of the latter.

A. Temperature.—The returns prove that the relation between the quantity of carbonic

acid evolved and the temperature of the air is an inverse one, as Viekoedt and others

had established; but they also show that there is no absolute relation between a ghen

temperature and the carbonic acid—a circumstance which has not been hitherto demon-

strated.

The effect of the first sudden elevation of temperature in April is strikingly coriobo-

rative of the former assertion. Thus from March 31 to April 14, the tempemtuie

gently and progressively fell from 66°*6 to 47°’6, and then it suddenly' rose 6 5 in one

day, and became so high as 63°-6 in ten days, after which it rapidly feU. Until April

14, with declining temperature, my returns show an increasing quantity of carbonic

acid of more than 1 gr. per minute, ending in the large quantity of 9-| grs. per minute.

On the contrary, Mr. Moul’s returns show a progressive decrease of more than 1 gr. per

minute. The Table and Plate XXXIII. figs. 2 & 3, show the coordinated movement of

the lines of temperature and carbonic acid during the period of the sudden increase of

the former.

Thus in my returns the carbonic acid suddenly decreased 1*3 gr. per minute, and

almost as suddenly increased nearly 1 gr. per minute, the former correspondmg with

the accession and the latter with the decline of temperature. :Mi-. Moul’s decrease was

greater, and had its maximum on the day of the maximum temperature, whilst the

increase was extremely great and rapid immediately after the temperature began to faU.

After this period, to the beginning of June, the curves of temperature and carbonic acid^

in Mr. Moul’s returns are opposed with tolerable uniformity ;
and on the occuiience ot

the second elevation of temperature at that period, there was again a sudden and tem-

porary diminution of carbonic acid.

The contrast of the monthly averages is of great interest. Thus

—
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Table VI,

Comparison of Monthly Averages of Eespiratory and Meteorological Phenomena.

1858 and
1859.

April

May
June
July

Aug.
Sept.

Oct.

Nov.

Dec.
Jan.

Feb.

Mar.
,

Myself.

Temp.
Dry.

54-5

58-1

71*7

65-

1

66

-

6
61-2

52-8

43-8

45-2

43-1

46*3

48*9

Barom.
Carbonic

acid,

per min.

Air,

per min.
Pulse,

per min.

Respira

tions,

per min

inch. grs. cub. inch.
28-84 8-58 498 72*8 14-3
29-51 8-89 451 68-3 12-4
29-61 8-19 426 71-1 11-64
29-48 7-62 393 69-8 11-
29-49 7-15 392 73-3 10-9
29-51 7-13 402 66-6 10-94
29-38 7-67 395 69-8 10-93
29-28 7-86 414 69-1 10-87
29-43 8-27 429 67 11-15
29-64 8-35 447 68-8 11-73
29-58 8-2 69-2 11-35
29-47 8-25 70-9 11-38

Mr. Moul.

Carbonic
acid,

per min.

Air,

per min.
Pulse,

per min.

Respira-

tions,

per min

grs. cub. inch.

7-18 429 80-3 15-6
6-63 384 82-1 12-75
6-34 367 79-9 12-6

)>See Note, page 708.

Moreover, the quantity of carbonic acid evolved in different decades of degrees of

Thus in the four decades from

7.0 9 -
’ evolved by Mr. Moul were in the ascending order—7*58 grs.

1 gis., 6-4o grs., and 6-37 grs.,—a series continually decreasing; but the rule is not
so we exemplified m myself (for a reason to be presently explained), since the quan-
tities were 8-44 grs., 8-527 grs., 7-841 grs., and 8-29 grs. in their order.
The loeeJcly averages show that in myself the rule was maintained in fourteen of

twenty-four weeks, and in Mr. Moul in eight of eleven weeks.
Hence it must be admitted that there is an inverse relation between seasonal tem-

perature and the respiratory changes.

But It IS erident—and it is a fact of great interest—that there is no uniform relation
betueen the degi-ees of temperature and the car bonic acid, such as would be necessary
o determine the degi-ee of dependence of the one upon the other. This will be provedm two ways: first, by showing the changes which occurred during the long period of

Tpril

^ season; and secondly, the sudden increase of temperature in

Mr. Moul’s returns are more uniform than mine, and yet in those the progressive
ecrease of carbonic acd with increasing decades of temperature is so irregular, as

gi., gr., and -08 gr. In mine there was an increase in the second and fourth
decades It is also shown in the foregoing Table, that the lowest state of the respira-
lon not occur with the highest temperature of the season, but after the lapse oftwo or three months, and the loss of 5° or even 10°, yet with the temperature always
cee mg Further, the following Table shows that the same temperature is

r ,

y ^ 6 most diveise quantities of carbonic acid; as for example 59°, in which

^
a-ve returns in five months, the monthly averages are 8-11 grs., 9-13 grs., 7-64 grs.,
gi's., and 6-76 grs. in their order; and to take an illustration from Mr. Moul’s

the temperature of 52°, the returns of two months are 9-36 grs. and 6-3 grs.;

mg fable, which I think is worthy of close attention.
mdccclix. r

O A
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Thus it is proved indisputably that through long periods there is not a close corre-
spondence, but, on the contrary, a wide difference in the relation between the degrees
of temperature and the carbonic acid evolved

; and that as the season advances towards
autumn, with the same temperature or even with a certain decline of it, the carbonic acid
progi’essively falls to a minimum. It is also evident that both before and after the period
of change, viz. June, the respiration retains a certain amount of uniformity

; and this at
two different seasons will differ greatly, whilst it may be that the same temperature is

found m both seasons. Thus my average quantities before July and after June respect-
ively, in the four decades of temperature, differed as follows : 8-88 grs. and 8*21 grs., 8*69
grs. and 7-43 grs.,^ 8-45 grs. and 7*44 grs., 8-35 grs. and 7T2 grs.-—differences of upwards
of 1 of carbonic acid per minute in the three higher decades. Hence there is a want
of uniformity in the progression of the decades, as before mentioned, due to the admix-
ture of the results obtained in two seasons ; whilst Mr. Moul’s returns are more uniform,
since they comprehend scarcely more than the early season. Further, it is interesting to
know that at each of the seasons the movements of temperature keep in advance of the
movements in the carbonic acid quantities.

It now only remains to show that, even with sudden changes of temperature, there is
not an exact relation between the temperature and the carbonic acid. The Table and
Plate XXXIIL fig. 3, show this, fii-st, in the proportion of carbonic acid to each degree
of temperature

; and secondly, the amount of diminution of carbonic acid with each
increasmg degree of temperature.

From the above we learn that as the temperatui'e increased the carbonic acid decreasedm an increasing ratio, and consequently that the two did not move in parallel lines.
This IS particularly well marked in my own case, in reference to both modes of inquiry,
and in a yevj striking manner when the temperature exceeded 60°. Mr. Moul’s returns
in the fii-st series correspond with mine, but in the second they manifest the influence of
some other distui'bing cause.

Hence it appears that any attempts to find one uniform relation between the carbonic
acid and temperature, such as that published by Vierordt and Letellier, are exposed
to serious error, and particularly if the inquiries, made upon different persons and in
different seasons, are mixed together; and in reference to the influence of sudden
c anges of temperature, the variations in the carbonic acid in my experiments are
greater than -094 gr. per minute for each degree, as ascertained by Vierordt. It is
also quite evident that the changes are due to vital conditions, and not simply to the
physical action of heat upon the body and the inspired air.

B. Barometric pressure. The relations between barometric pressure and the car-
bonic acid expired are much less obvious than those of temperature

; and although my
returns have a general correspondence with those of Vierordt, in showing that the
relation is an inverse one, the rule is liable to many exceptions. Mr. Moul’s returns
aie more amenable to the law than mine, for they continuously declined from month to
month, whilst the barometer rose; but in my case the month of May was exceptional.
Ihe lowest pressure was, however, in April, when the respiratory phenomena were very
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active ;
and both were nearly uniform in July, August, and September, when the respira-

toiy changes were low. To show, however, that there is no invariable relation, it may

suffice to mention that with a pressure of 29-51 inches the carbonic acid was 8-19 grs.

and 7-13 grs. in May and September respectively.

Thus, after a minute inquiry into the influence of these two agencies, there can be no

doubt that the influence of season is far more than can be explamed by these meteoro-

logical conditions, and that it is one which demands further accurate observation, and

particularly in reference to the influence of light as it increases in intensity m the

spring. It is, moreover, of the utmost importance to bear in mmd that thty influence

is felt in every action of the system ;
for as the quantity of carbonic acid vanes with the

season, so do the quantities evolved under the influence of exertion and food. Hence,

in stating the influence of any agent, it would be erroneous to give absolute numbers,

under the idea that they would be true at all periods of the year. This is particularly

applicable to the next subject of inquiry; for my experiments have shown that the

same exertion, as for example walking at a given rate, produces effects upon the respira-

tion considerably greater in winter than in summer.

rjVofo, April 1859.—Since the foregoing remarks were written, I have completed t e

observations during the cycle of the year ending March 31, 1859 ;
and the quantity o

carbonic acid evolved, with that of the air inspired and the rate of respu-ation, have been

added to Plate XXXIV
. , • n • ii

.

At the end of October the quantity of carbonic acid evolved had materiaUy mcrease ,

and throughout November and December and the beginning of January the mcrease

was progressive, so that the quantity had attained to upwards of 8* gi-s per mmute.

Throughout the remaining portion of January, as well as in Februai) an arci, ne

quantity evolved was nearly stationary, and even more uniform than at any other perioc

of the year; but at the end of March it again increased, and on March nl, 18o., was

very nearly the same as was recorded on March 31, 1858, viz. 8-25 grs. and 8-51 grs.

^'^The quantity of air inspired per minute increased from an average of 395 cubic niches

in October, to 114, 429, and 447 cubic inches in November, December, and January, m

their order. lo.Qt^w^ov

The rate of respiration in like manner increased on the average fi-om
^

P

minute in October, to 10-87, 11-16, 11-73, 11-36, and 11-38 in the months of Novem-

ber, December, January, February, and March, and did not reach to the elevation

recorded in 1858.
. j „ .-inv.vfT.no

The temperature after October remained, during the wmter months, at a^^

varying from 43°T to 48°-9, and exhibited marked perturbations at the en o i o^em

her and the beginning of January and March.

The monthly averages are appended to Table VI.

The variations observed from day to day were frequently attributable to the causes

described in page 702, and tended further to corroborate the deductions then ma e ;
an
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in further confirmation, it is remarkable to notice how frequently the evolution of carbonic-

acid increased on the Monday, after the rest and retirement of the preceding day.]

III. INPLHENCE OP WALKINO AND THE TEEADWHEEL.

The only experiments which I have been able to make in reference to exertion are

limited to the infiuence of walking and the treadwheel,

1. Walking.

I employed two sets of the apparatus, and attached them to the mouthpiece by a long
tube, partly of glass and partly of vulcanized india-rubber, so long as to enable me to

walk about 11 yards in each dnection. The distance was accurately measured, and the
speed regulated with the watch in hand in the most exact manner. I also walked at

the same speed for some time before the experiment began, so as to bring the body to

the full infiuence of the increased action. The results are given in detail in Table VIII.

Table VIII.

Showing the influence of Sleep and Exertion.

Date. Hour.
Carbonic

acid,

per min.

Air,

per min

Pulse,

per
min.

Eate 0
respi-

ration

per
min.

f|

Temperature.

Wet. Dry.

July 15 A.M.

July 16 A.M.

A..M.

h m
1 30
2 35
6 45

1 0
3 0

grs.

6-7

5-

94

6-

1

4-88

4-99

cub. in.

66
70

67

71

69

71

1
Whilst awake, but after lying down for some hours,

1

and -with every approach to sleep.

In slee'p, but probably not profound.
In sleep.

July 15 p.M.

p.M.

3 30
4 30

181
25-83

799
1028

90 14-5

16

72-5 75-5 Walking at 2 miles per hour.
Walking at 3 miles per hour.

Oct. 8 p.M.

Oct. 9

Oct. 22

p.M.

4 0

3 30

3 4,54

3 464
3 4?!
3 49
3 50
3 51

3 52
3 53
3 54
3 55
3 66
3 57
3 58
3 59

4 0

43-36

42-9

j
9-14

48-66

1120
930
720

r 680
590

[
600
540
590
530

r 560

1 540
500

r 560

1 620

150

150

102

150

22

21

21

18

17
17
16

15
15
16

15
15
15

15
15

15

20

r Treadwheel
; 43 steps, ascending 28-65 feet per minute.

I
I was on the wheel 4 of an hour, and determined

1 the carbonic acid for 3 minutes after 5 minutes, and
i the last 2 minutes of 15 minutes.

f Treadwheel. Determined the carbonic acid during 3 mi-
1 nutes after 5 minutes, and 2 minutes after 10 minutes.
\

Tiest after treadwheel.

I sat down directly, and after ^ a minute used the
spirometer. Another 4 minute was lost after 34
minutes.

. The carbonic acid was collected—
During 3 minutes after 4 minutes.
During 2 minutes after 10 minutes.
During 2 minutes after 13 minutes.

7 minutes.

r Dined on prison fare at 24 p.m. ; soup and bread.
Treadwheel, 40 to 44 steps per minute. Carbonic acid

[
taken three times in the last two of each 5 minutes.
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On July 15, with a temperature of 75^°, whilst walking at two miles per hour, I

expired 18'1 grs. of carbonic acid per minute, with a rate of respiration of llg^

pulsation 90 per minute, and with 799 cubic inches of inspired air per minute.

At three miles per hour the carbonic acid was increased to 25-83 grs., the air to

1027-5 cubic inches, and the rate of respiration to 16 per mmute. I did not attempt

a greater speed ; for it required closer attention than I could give to the speed and the

apparatus at the same time to maintain a uniform rate of more than three miles per

hour.
. j? j •

Thus, taking as a basis of comparison the system at rest and without food, m the

sitting posture, at the same hour, viz. 7-44 grs. of carbonic acid per minute, the effect of

walking at two miles per hour was 2-5 times as great, and at thi-ee miles per hour 3 5

times. There is a curious progression in the relation of carbonic acid to the inspii-ed air

under these different conditions, as follows, taking 1 gr. of carbonic acid as the unit of

comparison : viz. in rest, sitting, and fasting, 1:49-6 cubic inches ;
walking at two miles

per hour, 1:44-1 cubic inches; at three miles per hour-, 1:39-7 cubic inches—a pro-

gressive increase in the ratios of nearly one-ninth of the basis quantity.

2. The Treadwheel.

The treadwheel is a kind of exertion which consists in lifting the body a gh en height

in a given time, from the steps of a wheel turning downwards, and holding it m a

position in which its centre of gravity is anterior to its perpendicular central hne.
^

My

experiments have been made in many county gaols, but in only that at Coldbath Fields

have I determined the quantity of carbonic acid evolved during this kind of exertion.

I am under obligation to the Governor and Visiting Justices for much coui-tesy and

assistance.

There are not any similar inquiries on record ;
but in reference to raising the bod)

through a given space at given times, Lavoisiee has stated the quantity of oxygen which

is consumed, and also that the increased rate of pulsation is dhectly as the weight mul-

tiplied by the height, if the effort is an easy one.

The influence of the treadwheel has been determined by thi’ee experiments, as

recorded in Table VIII. On October 8, with a low normal state of the respu-atiou.

I expired 43-36 grs. of carbonic acid per minute whilst upon the wheel; and on

October 9 the quantity was 42-9 grs. per minute. On each occasion the pulse was

150 per minute, and the rate of respiration 22 and 21 per minute respectively. On

October 22, in the afternoon, after having eaten the prisoners’ dinner of brown bread

and soup, the quantity was 48-66 grs. per minute, with a pulsation of 150, and respi-

ration 20 per minute. In all the inquiries I worked the wheel fifteen minutes at a

time. In the two former I collected the carbonic acid during three nimutes, aftei

having been upon the wheel five minutes, and again durmg the last two of the fifteen

minutes ;
but in the last inquiry I collected it in the last two of each five of the fifteen

minutes. Thus the average in the first two is derived from five minutes, and in the last
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from six minutes. I was unable to use the spirometer as well as the analytical appa-
ratus whilst working the wheel, for I found the breathing too much oppressed by it

;

and more particularly, since I was compelled to use a double set of the analytical appa^
ratus, on account of the rapidity of the current of the expired air which was forced

through it.

After the second inquiiy, I determined the state of the respiration m the fifteen

minutes constituting the interval of rest. After leaving the wheel I sat down (after

the manner of the prisoners), and with a loss of half a minute used the spirometer, and
noted the quantity of air inspired per minute. The carbonic acid was also collected

during seven minutes
; viz. during three minutes after four minutes’ rest, two minutes

after ten minutes
,
and two minutes after thirteen minutes’ rest. The average quan-

tity of carbonic acid thus obtained was 9T4 grs. per minute
; but that does not include

the first four minutes of the period of rest, and the following statement shows that

then the respu’ation was fast subsiding to the minimum quantity. From a considera-

tion of the quantity of air inspired, I compute that the quantity of carbonic acid
evolved during the first minute of rest was 25 grs., in the second 20 grs., and in the
third 15 grs., and hence that the average of the whole fifteen minutes’ rest was 11-3 grs.

per minute.

The quantity of air inspii’ed in cubic inches per minute, commencing half a minute
after the labour had terminated, was as follows, in each minute, in its order 1120,
930, 720, 680, 590, 600, 540, 590, 530, 560, 540, 500, 560, and 520, yielding an average
of 641 cubic inches per minute. It is e\ident that whilst there is, during the whole
interval of rest, an increase in the respiratory changes over that of rest apart from this

exertion, the great excess due to the exertion disappears after five minutes’ rest.

The remark made already as to the influence of season over the eifect of exertion must
not be forgotten.

Resume.

In the foregoing paper it has been shown

—

1. That it is possible to collect the whole of the carbonic acid exhaled by the lungs
in the twenty-four hours, or for any period, however long or short.

2. The quantity of carbonic acid expired in the twenty-four hours was, on the average
of eight sets of inquiries in four adult males when in a state of rest, 26T93 oz. (7T44
oz. carbon), of which 1950 gi's. were expired in the six hours of the night. The pro-
portion per minute in the night and the day is 1 to 1-84. In light sleep 4-88 grs. per
minute were exhaled, and 4-5 grs. is the estimated amount in profound sleep in July.
The quantity of carbon exhaled in the twenty-four hours, by each of the subjects at rest,

was 5'6 oz., 6'54 oz., 6'735 oz., and 7*85 oz.

3. The quantity of air inspired during the working day of eighteen hours, was, to the
carbonic acid expired, an average of 56*3 cubic inches to each grain.

4. The rate of respiration was on the average 13'87, and of pulsation 71'7. The
average depth of inspiration was 33-6 cubic inches.
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5. The factor of the respirations to equal the number of the pulsations varied in the

different persons, increasing with their age, from 4-63 to 5-72, and on the average was

5-15.

6. Half of the product of the respirations and pulsations very nearly equalled the

number of cubic inches of air breathed in several of the cases. No such numerical rela-

tion could be found in reference to the carbonic acid.

7. The variations of the carbonic acid in the same day, with food, were so great as

an average of 10-43 grs. and 6-74 grs., and extremes of 6-96 grs. and 13-3 grs. ; but m a

prolonged fast the extreme difference was less than 1 grain.

8. In a prolonged fast of twenty-seven hours, the diminution per cent, from the quan-

tities on a day with food, was 26 of carbonic acid, 30 of air, 37 of vapour, -7 of rate of

respiration, and 6 of rate of pulsation. The loss of carbon in the twenty-four hours is

equal to that contained in 20 oz. of bread. The returns were so uniform, that the

quantity of carbonic acid expired at the end of twenty-seven hours was the same as at

4^ hours after food.

9. There is a normal or basal line below which the system does not pass in health

and wakefulness, and which is tolerably uniform. It is the same in the complete absti-

nence from food, as at the end of the interval between meals. There is also, when at

rest, a higher point, which the system does not exceed, due to food, and it is the highest

after breakfast and tea.

10. There is an increase of carbonic acid in the absence of food, at or near to the

period when it usually increased with food.

11. There are variations from day to day, in the absence of food and exertion, which

are dependent upon the amount of waste and supply of the preceding day and night.

Cceteris paribus, the more food, rest, and sleep, the greater will be the quantity of car-

bonic acid evolved on the following morning.

12. There are great variations from season to season, so that, as the hot season

advances, all the respiratory phenomena are lessened. The diminution in myself at the

middle of August was 30 per cent, of air, 32 per cent, in rate of respiration, and 17 per

cent, of carbonic acid. In Mr. Moul, to the middle of June the diminution was 27 per

cent, of air and also of carbonic acid, and 28 per cent, in the rate of resphation.

Spring is the season of the greatest, and the fall, of the least acthity of the resphatory

and other functions.

13. Temperature and atmospheric pressure only partially explain the effect of season ;

for with the same temperature, at different seasons, there is great diversity in the car-

bonic acid expired, and particularly with a medium temperature ;
as, for example, 59 .

with which the quantity of carbonic acid was 9-13 grs. in the spring, and 6-/

6

gis. in

the summer and autumn. The relation of temperature and pressure to the carbonic

acid is an inverse one, the former acting in an increasing ratio in cases of sudden

increase, and with so much power that 2-3 grs. of carbonic acid per minute were lost m

seven days.
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The penod of permanent decline in the carbonic acid is May and June, in different
persons, and at the period of minimum quantity there is the greatest uniformity
Temperature moves in advance of the caibonic acid, and particularly as it declines.

. All respiratory- phenomena vary with the season, and hence it is better to adoptcomparative rather than absolute quantities-the comparison being with the state M
rest, \vitli 01 without food

; but the latter is the most reliable.

^th^thr\°t^^f^^f
compared, 1st, ivith the average state of rest with food, and

is^as foUows :-a two miles per hour, one hour is equal to If hour with food, and to
, ours withou food. At three miles per hour, one hour to 2f hours and to 3^ hoursne horn- of the laboui- of the treadwheel, whilst actually working the wheel, is equal to

acid to the mspu-ed air is much greater with exertion than at rest; and it increases ase speed, m a progi-ession of one-ninth of the quantity at rest for two and three miles
per hour without food.

16. The proportion of the carbonic acid to the inspired air is greater without than™th food, and m summer than in winter. It is not absolutely uniform at any time,and it diners in different persons.
^

Men differ in every subject which has been investigated.
In conclusion, I beg to offer my warmest thanks to Mr. Moul, to Professors Feahk-

LA.ND, Platfaie, Shaepev, and WILLLAMSOII, and other gentlemen who have aided inthese and other inquiries.

Explanation of the Plates.

PLATE XXXIII.

Fig. I. Shows the quantity of carbonic acid evolved per minute, with and without food,
in contrast, and also the effect of the supper on March 12, as contrasted with
the absence of that meal on May 15. The observations delineated in the
morning of the day of fasting in July followed, and did not precede those
represented in the afternoon.

Fig. 2. Eepresents the daily diminution in the quantity of carbonic acid per minute,
with sudden increase in temperature in April 1858. The diminution in the’
quantity of am inspu’ed by Mr. Moul is also stated on each day.

Fig. 3. Exhibits the same fact in two other aspects, viz. the quantity of carbonic acidm decimals of grains per minute to each degree of temperature, and also the
dimmution in the expiration of carbonic acid in decimals of grains per minute
for each degree of temperature above that which occurred immediately before
the increase of temperature took place.

MDCCCUX. c
y,
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PLATE XXXIV.

Shows the quantity of carbonic acid expired, and of air inspired, pel minute, with the

Shows the
q ^ y

^

and respn-ahon at the

saL horn-, and under the same circumstances, on about 200 ^

year in relation to the temperature, with the wet and 7

season of the yeai'. There were two subjects for experiment untd the mid

of June The opposition of sudden changes of temperatui-e, and the expira-

L of carbonic add, is best seen from April 14 to 28. The pro^essire seasonal

diminution in the expiration of carbonic acid commences at the beginnmg

June and ends hi September, fi-om which period the progres.ve increas

occurs until January, and thenceforward the quantity is shown to be neaih

nnifnrm

.
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XXVII. Experiments on Bespimtion.-—-%QQ,oYA Communication. On the Action of Foods

upon the Bespiration during the primary processes of digestion. By Edwaed Smith,

M.B., LL.B. {Bond.), M.B.C.P., Corresponding Member of the Academie des Sciences

et Lettres de Montpellier, and of the Natural History Society of Montreal, Assistant-

Physician to the Hospitalfor Consumption, Brompton, &c. Communicated by Sir B.

C. Beodie, Bart, P.B.S.

Eeceived January 6,—Bead February 10, 1859.

ty a paper which I have recently had the honour to forward to the Royal Society, I
showed that there are alternate elevations and depressions of all the respiratory pheno-
mena durmg the day, due to the temporary influence of food, and that the maximum
influence of food always occurs in from li to 2| hours after the meal. I also proved,
from the state of the system in a prolonged fast, as well as from the tolerably uniform
state at the end of the interval between the meals, that there is on each day a basal or
normal line below which the amount of respiratory action does not ordinarily fall

; and
I also showed that there is a maximum elevation from food which is tolerably uniform,
and which is the most pronounced after the breakfast and tea meals. Hence it appeared
that the influence of food is in two degrees:—1st, that which lies between those two lines
and exceeds the normal or basal line; and 2nd, that which sustains the system up to
the mmimum or basal line. The former action is temporary and of short duration,
whilst the latter is permanent.

Proceeding from these facts, I have prosecuted a lengthened inquiry into the influence
of numerous articles of food over the respiration, when taken separately and not in the
combined form in which we take them at meals, and have endeavoured to ascertain
what is their maximum effect. As nearly all food tends to sustain and increase the
vital actions, and as in the total absence of food for a lengthened period the respiratory
changes are sustained to the extent of 75 per cent, of that with food, my inquiries
have been almost entirely directed to determine that influence, which acts so as to
appear between the maximum and minimum lines just mentioned. Except within very
narrow limits, I have not found any substance taken as food or with food which mate-
nally lowers that minimum line; and, moreover, I do not know any method whereby
It would be possible, in a state of health, to show the action of any substance which
acts much below it. Hence my aim has been to show to what extent various substances
raise the respiratory changes above or depress them below a basal line, and not merely
to state what absolute amount of carbonic acid, for example, was evolved during their
action. The former could be referred to no other cause than the food under experiment

;

5 B 2
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but since, as has been just mentioned, so great a part of the latter would have occuiTed

if the food had been withheld, it is impossible to afiirm that it was due to its influence.

This has afforded me an inquiry of a well-defined nature, and one which my apparatus

permitted me to make with ease ;
and it is one, moreover, so far as I know, not hereto-

fore pursued.

Nearly all previous inquiries have been made upon the lower animals, and have had

for their- object to determine the effect upon nutrition of the exclusive use or the entme

absence of certain substances, and only a few experiments have been made upon Man.

Prout* ascertained that the per-centage of carbonic acid in the expired air was some^

what lessened under the influence of both tea and alcoholic liquors ; and A lERORUTf

found the same result from the latter without any apjpredahle difference^ in the other

phenomena of respiration. BoekerJ has made the most remarkable inqumes mto this

subject ;
and the method adopted by him was to take a considerable quantity of the sub-

stance, as sugar, for example, at several periods of the day, m addition to his ordinarv'

food, and afterwards ascertain the state of the excretions and the respiration at several

irregular periods. When we recollect how great is the variation in the quantity of

carbonic acid evolved at different periods of the same day, and how m-egulai- is the

quantity on different days,—how powerful is the effect of exertion, an mfluence which

cannot under ordinary circumstances be the same on any two days,—the disturbmg

influence of unusually large or often repeated quantities of a substance, and lastly, the

unknown influence of other articles of food, varying in quantity and quality,—it is easy

to see how difficult it would be for M. Boeker to eliminate the noi-mal and true effect

of the article under inquiry. He found that sugar, coffee, and alcohol lessened the

respiratory changes, and that in their principles of action they are identical ;
but he

then inquires how it is, if this be so, that they act as antidotes to each other 1 It will

be shown that my results do not accord with his. Mr. Milxer§, Simgeon to the

Government Prison at Wakefield, in a paper which he recently read before the British

Association, states that he had proved by experiment that tea given to the prisoners,

whether in lieu of, or in addition to their ordinary food, caused them to lose weight at

an increasing rate,—a fact which supports my results on the action of that substance.

My experiments have been made chiefly upon myself, set. 39, and upon Mr. Moul, aet. 48

(a gentleman whose devotion to the inquiry in the interests of science is beyond all

praise), but in a few instances upon others also. The plan pursued was as follows.—

A quantity of the substance under inquiry, not greatly different from that ordinai-il)

taken by mankind, was administered apart from any other food. The experiments weie

nearly all made from 7 to 9 a.m., before breakfast ;
but some were made at 2 p.m., after

the influence of the breakfast had passed over. All were made in the sitting postui-e,

and in the absence of all exertion and mental and bodily excitement. Hence we isolated

the influence of the substance, and made one long series of experiments under precisely

* Thomson’s ‘ Annals of PMiosopliy.’ t Physiologie des Athmens.

+ Beitrage zur Heilknnde, &c., 1849. § Sanitary Eeview, 1S5S.
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similar and normal conditions. We sat down at least a quarter of an hour before taking
the fii’st observation, or that which showed the state of the system before the substance
under inquhy was taken, and which was the basal state with which the subsequent effects
of the substance were compared, and upon the accuracy of which the truthfulness of the
results mainly depended. We then ate the substance in question, and in from 3 to
10 minutes afterwards made our first inquiry into its effects

; and repeated the inquiry
every 12 or 15 minutes (as frequently as we could complete each experiment), until the
maximum effect had passed

; the same conditions as to posture and quietude being main-
tamed unbroken throughout the whole inquiry. We did not continue the experiment
beyond our usual breakfast hour

;
for, in accordance with a statement made in my former

paper, we found that an increase in the respiratory phenomena occurred at the meal
hour before any food had been taken. Hence it was neither necessary nor desirable to
continue the inquiry much beyond two hours. Each of these experiments lasted five
minutes, but in several of them the inquhy was continuous, and the whole of the
carbonic acid evolved during the action of the substance was collected.

In recording the results, we made use of the total quantities
; but in abstracting them

for the purposes of this communication, I have compared them with the basis quantity,
and have given the amount of increase or decrease only. This was necessary, both on
account of the observation made above, and because the total quantities varied with the
season.

The apparatus employed was that described in my previous paper *, consisting of an
instiument to measure the quantity of inspired air, and an analytical apparatus to abstract
the vapour and carbonic acid from the whole of the expired air. The force of inspiration
and expiration was in a few instances determined by a bent tube with a column of water
attached to the mask

; and the temperature of the expired air was determined by the aid
of a smaU thermometer inserted at right angles into a box-wood tube, inch in length,
and protected by valves, as described in my paper published in the ‘ Proceedings ’ of
the Society for 1857. The temperature with the wet and dry bulb, and the barometric-
pi essuie, were recorded, as was also the state of the weather.

The foods which have been the subjects of inquiry are very numerous, and of the
finest quality

; and some of them, as tea, sugar, milk, and alcohols, were subjected to
very numerous and varied experiments. As the results have shown that it would be
inconvenient to arrange them solely according to their chemical constitution, I purpose
to describe them under the following heads :

1. The Starch Series, viz. arrowroot, arrowroot and butter, arrowroot and sugar, com-
meicial starch, wheat starch, gluten, bread, oatmeal, rice, rice and butter,
potato, gum.

-j. The Fat Series, viz. butter, olive oil, cod-liver oil.

3. Sugars, wz. cane-sugar, cane-sugar and butter, cane-sugar with acids and alkalies,
grape-sugar, milk-sugar.

* Page 682 of this volume.
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4. The Milk Series, viz. new (cows’) milk, skimmed milk, casein, casein and lactic acid,

lactic acid, sugar of milk and lactic acid, cream.

5. Alcohols, viz. spirits of wine, brandy, wbisky, gin, rum, skerry and port wine, stout, ale.

6. The Tea Series, viz. tea, green and black, hot and cold, in different quantities, and

with acids and alkalies; coffee, coffee leaves, chicory, cocoa.

7. Certain other nitrogenous substances, liz. gelatin, albumen, fibiine, almond-

emulsion

The immediate object of inquiry was the effect of these various substances over the

carbonic acid and vapour exhaled, the quantity of air inhaled, and the rate of pulsation

and respiration. The inquiry as to the amount of vapour exhaled was chiefly pui'sued

in the experiments on alcohols.

I shall describe the effect of these various substances in the order now given, and in

order to avoid repetition shall reserve some general observations until the end of the

paper. The whole of the detailed results, forming many sheets of tables accompanying

this paper, are delineated on Plates XXXV. and XXXVI.

1. The Starch Series.

The general expression of the results obtained, is that starch does not excite the evolu-

tion of carbonic acid, whilst the ordinary foods, containing starch uffth other suostances.

as sugar and gluten, are powerful and enduring resphatory excitants.

Arrowroot.—JmiQ 19 (7 experiments f). The purest starch which I could obtain was

arrowroot. The effect of 600 grs., well cooked with water, was an average increase of

only T54 gr. of carbonic acid per minute in myself, and '208 gr. in Mr. Moul (Plate

XXXV. fig. 3). On another occasion, September 6 (6 exps.), 750 grs. gave me an average

decrease of '08 gr. per minute. In the first inquiry there was an average decrease in the

air inspired of 8 cubic inches per minute in myself, and an increase of 10 cubic inches

in Mr. Moul, whilst in the last I had an increase of 5 cubic inches per minute. The rate

of respiration was reduced in all the inquiries, whilst that of pulsation u as decreased in

Mr. Moul 3 per minute in the first, and increased in myself 3 per minute in the last.

When taken after a long fast, as described in my former paper, page 696, 500 gis.

gave a maximum increase of '45 gr. of carbonic acid per minute.

Starch, cfic.—June 14 (10 exps.). Starch, imperfectly washed from 4 oz. of wheat flour,

and therefore associated with other substances, gave a maximum increase of 2 1 grs. of

carbonic acid per minute in myself, and 44 cubic inches of air insphed. There u as a

decrease in the rate of respiration, and a very slight increase in the rate of pulsation.

When the starch had been much better washed, June 24 (/ exps.), Plate XXX^ .

fig. 6, the increase in the carbonic acid was '52 gr., and 14 cubic inches of air mspiied.

* It wiU be borne in mind tliat in this series of inquiries the amount of hydrogen consumed was not

determined.

•)? This expression means that 7 observations were made upon each of us (or l-t on both of us) at regular

intervals during the continuance of this experiment.
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Bread. April 13 (6 exps.}, Plate XXXV. fig. 7. 4 oz. of white home-made bread gave
maxima of increase in the carbonic acid of 1-48 gr. and 2-4 grs. per minute to myself
and Mr. Moul respectively, and on another occasion, April 23 (7 exps.), of 1 gr. and
2-2 grs. respectively. The quantity of air was increased on the two occasions 60 cubic
inches and 20 cubic inches per minute in myself, and 96 cubic inches and 118 cubic
inches per minute in Mr. Moul. The rate of respiration was not increased in myself
or in Mr. Moul, and in the latter the pulsation fell somewhat. The effect was very
enduring.

Oatmeal.~A-^Ti\ 26 (7 exps.), Plate XXXV. fig. 10, July 9 (8 exps.), fig. 11. 4 oz.
of good Scotch oatmeal, made into pudding with water, gave me a maximum increase
of caibonic acid, on two occasions, of 1-63 gr. and *93 gr. per minute, and to Mr. Moul of
1 32 gr. per minute. The volume of air inspired by myself was increased 55 cubic inches
and 19 cubic inches, but Mr. Moul had a less increase. The respirations were lessened,
and the pulsations were not increased. The effect was very enduring.

^

Bice.—A^xil 28 (8 exps.). May 13 (8 exps.), Plate XXXV. fig. 9. 4 oz. of the best
rice, well cooked, gave me maxima of increase in the carbonic acid of 1-9 gr. and
1 44 gr. per minute, and Mr. Moul of 1T5 gr. and 1-94 gr. per minute. I had a maxi-
mum increase in the volume of air of 54 cubic inches and 40 cubic inches per minute,
and Mr. Moul of 44 cubic inches and 96 cubic inches per minute. There was generally
a diminution m the rate of respnation, and an increase in that of pulsation. The effect
was very enduring.

Potato.— 17 (8 exps.), Plate XXXV. fig. 12, July 21 (6 exps.), fig. 13. 8 oz.
of very good cooked potato, with 3 oz. of cold water, gave a maximum increase of car-
bonic acid in myself of 1-27 gr., on two occasions, and 52 cubic inches and 20 cubic
inches in the air inspired. The rate of respiration was in both instances reduced, as
was also that of pulsation, but in a less degree. The potatoes were old in the first and
new in the second inquiry.

Commercial June 18 (6 exps.). 500 grs. of commercial starch gave me a
maximum increase in carbonic acid of -8 gr. per minute, and of air 22 cubic inches per
minute, whilst the rate of both respiration and pulsation was slightly increased.

Gluten.— 11 (8 exps.), Jime 16 (8 exps.), Plate XXXV. fig. 8. The gluten washed
out of 4 oz. of fine wheat flour gave me a maximum increase in carbonic acid of *84 and
74 gr. per minute, and in ah: of 8 cubic inches and 11 cubic inches per minute. The
rate of respiration was decreased very slightly, whilst that of pulsation was increased on
one occasion and decreased on another.

Arrowroot and Butter.— 21 (6 exps.), Plate XXXV. fig. 4. 1 oz. of fresh
butter, added to 500 grs. of arrowroot, gave me an average increase in carbonic acid of
17 gr. per minute, and a maximum increase of '4 gr. per minute. The quantity of air
mspired was somewhat lessened, as was also the rate of respiration. The pulsation was
increased 4 per minute.

Bice and Butt&r.—May 14 (8 exps.). 1 oz. of butter, with 4 oz. of rice, gave to myself
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and Mr. MouL an average increase of '84 gr. and 1'25 gr. of carbonic acid, and a

maximum increase of -94 gr. and 1-9 gr. per minute respectively. The quantity of air

was increased 14 cubic inches and 22 cubic inches. The rate of respiiution was reduced,

and to the extent of 2-6 per minute, whilst that of pulsation was increased 9 and 6 per

minute.

AfTOWTOot and Sugaf.—-September 13 (7 exps.), Plate XXXV. fig. 5. 250 grs. of

sugar, added to 500 grs. of arrowroot, gave a maximum increase of 1 gr. of carbonic acid,

and 20 cubic inches of air per minute in forty minutes. The rate of respiration was

progressively reduced, whilst that of pulsation was temporaiily increased.

Hence it appears

—

1. That pure starch exerts but an insignificant influence over the increase of carbonic

acid and over pulsation, and that after a fast of twenty-four hours the influence is but

very slightly increased.

2. That wheat flour, oatmeal, and rice have a great and very similar influence over

respiration, both in degree and duration; but the latter differs from the others in

increasing the rate of pulsation. In each of them there remained an increase of 1 gr.

of carbonic acid per minute after the lapse of two hours.

3. That potato differs from the foregoing less in the amount of its maximum influence

than in the shorter duration of its influence, the subsidence fr’om the maximum being

very rapid. New and old potatoes had the same influence.

4. The foregoing invariably reduced the rate, and thereby increased the depth of

respiration.

5. The proportion of carbonic acid to the inspired air was increased by these sub-

stances to the greatest extent in rice, and the least in potato. The maximum increase of

air and carbonic acid almost invariably occurred together.

6. The maximum influence was obtained in from 1-|^ to 2 hours, and it was the same in

wheat, oatmeal, and rice, and nearly the same in potato.

7. The addition of fat to starchy foods did not increase, but rather lessened the

influence of the latter. It however increased the influence over pulsation.

8. Gluten exerts a considerable influence, but much less than that of bread, oatmeal,

and rice. Its effects were very uniform on two occasions. Its maximum influence "v^as

produced in forty minutes, and the whole effect ended m about two hours.

9. Arrowroot, alone, gave no sense of satisfaction (all our experiments uere made

whilst fasting), but, on the contrary, there was in about one hour an unnatmnl sensation

of sinking in the stomach and small intestines.

With bread there was a sweet taste in 14 to 20 minutes ;
and with bread, rice, and

potato sour eructations in 35 minutes. The inspirations were forcible.

2. Fats,

Fat, like starch, does not excite the respiration.

Butter.—lmie 25 (7 exps.), Plate XXXV. flg. 2. 500 grs. of butter gave me an
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average increase of carbonic acid of only -05 gr., and a maximum of -34 gr. per minute.
There was a maximum decrease of 33 cubic inches in the air inspired, and a progressive
decrease in the rate of both respiration and pulsation. On another occasion, June 28
(7 exps.}, there was an average decrease of T1 gr. of carbonic acid per minute, with
decrease in the rate of respiration and the quantity of air inspired.

Olim (?«7.-~February 22 (8 exps.). 1 oz. of olive oil gave me an average increase of
T1 gr. of carbonic acid, and a maximum of -55 gr. per minute. The quantity of air
was not materially varied, but there was a diminution in the rate of respiration.

Cod-Umr March 8 (6 exps.), Plate XXXV. fig. 1. 1 oz. of coddiver oil gave
me an average decrease of carbonic acid of -27 gr., and a maximum decrease of 18 cubic
inches of air per minute. The rate of respiration was decreased 1 per minute. On
another occasion, June 24 (8 exps.), the average increase of carbonic acid was -03 gr. per
minute, with a maximum decrease of 19 cubic inches in the inspired air. There was also
a diminution in the rate of respiration, and an increase in that of pulsation.

Hence

—

1. The general tendency of these fats was to lessen the above-mentioned respiratory
changes, but the variation, whether above or below the basis, was not great.

2. The rate of respiration was always lessened, whilst that of pulsation was usually
increased. The quantity of aii- was lessened disproportionately to the carbonic acid,
and thereby the proportion of the latter was increased.

3. Both cod-liver oil and butter produced a soothing effect, whilst with all the fats the
respiratory efforts were feeble, and in about 20 to 30 minutes there was a slight sense
of oppression at the heart.

I am of the class of persons who are fond of fat, whilst Mr. Moul dislikes it,

3. Sugars.

Sugar, unlike starch and fat, powerfully excites the respiratory changes. I have made
a very extensiv e series of inquiries into its influence.

Cane-sugar.~A^Yi\ 14 (6 exps.), Plate XXXV. fig. 23 ; May 1 (7 exps.), fig. 22. The
maximum increase in the carbonic acid, due to oz. of white sugar dissolved in water,
was 2-18 grs. per minute in myself on two occasions, and 1-5 gr. and 2-71 grs. per minutem Mr. Moul. There was an increase of about 1 gr. per minute within 10 minutes, and
the maximum increase was attained in about 26 minutes, after which there was a rapid
subsMence. The whole effect did not usually pass away in less than two hours. The
maximum increase in the air inspired was per minute 74 cubic inches and 111 cubic
inches in myself, and 30 cubic inches and 100 cubic inches in Mr. Moul. The rate of
respiration was lessened, and the depth was increased 8 cubic inches and 6-6 cubic
inches in myself, 8 cubic inches and 12-2 cubic inches in Mr. Moul. The rate of pulsa-
tion was lessened.

August 25 (6 exps.).—The effect upon Mr. Reid, Surgeon to the Canterbury Hospital,w o made an experiment for the first time, was a maximum increase of 1-9 gr. of car-
MDCCCLIX. r. „
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bonic acid in 25 minutes, and after the expiration of 70 mmutes the increase was still

1-42 gr. per minute. The pulse was fuller and more frequent.

May 10 (13 exps.), Plate XXXV. fig. 26.—| an oz. of sugar, taken at inteiwals of

one hour, gave me a maximum increase of carbonic acid, on each occasion, of 1-3 gr.,

and of air of 26 cubic inches, 26 cubic inches, and 11 cubic mches per mmute over the

first basis quantity. The depth of inspiration was increased on each occasion, and the

pulsation was somewhat decreased. On the second occasion the sugar was eaten dry

;

and as an uneasy sensation followed, water was drunk in one hour aftei-wards, and was

followed by a renewed increase in the carbonic acid evolved.

On another occasion. May 18(9 exps.), fig. 24, | an oz. of sugar, with 3 oz. of water,

taken twice, with an interval of 1 hour, gave me a maximum increase in carbonic acid

of 2T8 grs. per minute in 23 mmutes in the first, and -52 gr. per minute in 23^ mmutes

in the second experiment, whilst in Mr. Moul the increase was -86 gr. and 2T4 grs. per

minute in the same period. The maximum increase in the quantity of aix mspmed at

the same period was 51 cubic inches and 29 cubic inches per minute in myseK, and

58 cubic inches and 52 cubic inches per minute in Mr. Moul. The depth of insphation

was considerably increased in both persons.

May 21 (19 exps.).“500 grs. of white sugar, dissolved in 6 oz. of cold water, were

taken, and the whole of the carbonic acid evolved afterwards was collected and weighed

every half hour. In the first half hour the increase was 1-57 gr. per minute, and m the

second, half hour -68 gr. per minute; whilst the quantity evolved at 95 minutes, when

the inquiry ended, was T2 gr. per minute above the basis quantity. The mcrease in

the carbonic acid, in the first hour, was thus 67-6 grs. The quantity of ah insphed was

registered every 6 minutes. The maximum increase was 64 cubic inches m 3o mmutes.

and the quantity was reduced to the basis in 86 minutes. The average increase was

19-3 cubic inches per minute in the first half horn', 30-6 cubic mches per minute in the

second half hour, and 8-3 cubic inches per minute in the third half hour. The rate ot

respiration was scarcely changed, and hence the depth of inspiration varied as the

quantity of air inspired.

Cane-sugar and Fm^yar.—June 29 (7 exps.), Plate XXXV. fig. 26. 750 grs. of

white sugar, with 6 drachms of good vinegar and 7 oz. of water, gave a maximum increase

per minute of carbonic acid of 3-3 grs. in 20 minutes. The average increase in 1| hour

was 1-24 gr. per minute; the maximum increase in the air inspired was 79 cubic inches

in 20 minutes, and in the depth of inspiration 4T cubic inches. The rate of resphation

was increased slightly, and that of pulsation 5 per minute.

October 4 (6 exps.).—The repetition of this experiment in October (but with rai^

sugar) gave a less increase, and at a later peiiod.

June 24 (7 exps.).—With 30 grs. of citric acid instead of the vinegar, the maximum

increase in carbonic acid in myself was 1-74 gr., and in Mr. Moul 2-26 grs. per minute.

The increase of air inspired was 47 cubic inches and 20 cubic inches pei mmute.

July 5 (8 exps.), Plate XXXV. fig. 27.—750 grs. of white sugar, with 40 n of
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Liquor PotassaB in 12 oz. of water, gave me a maximum increase in carbonic acid of
2-13 grs. per minute, and after 100 minutes the increase was more than 1 gr permmute The maximum increase in the air inspired was 165 cubic inches per minute,m a little less than one hour. The rate of respiration was scarcely altered, but that of
pulsation was lessened 7 per minute in hour.

Cane-sugar and BuUer.—^vd^ 1 (8 exps.), Plate XXXV. %. 28. 750 ots. of white
sugai, with 500 grs. of butter, and without water, gave a maximum increase of only
P3gr. of carbomc acid per minute, of air 48 cubic inches per minute, and in depth of
inspiration o-8 cubic inches. The pulsation was slightly increased

2 (7 exps.), Plate XXXV. fig. 29. 500 grs.' of grape-sugar, dis-
soHed in of hot water, gave a maximum increase in carbonic acid of 1-04 nr. permmute in 55 mmutes; whilst on another occasion, July 8 (7 exps.), 750 grs. nave an
mcrease of M gr. per minute in 50 minutes. The maximum increase in the quantity
o air mspu-ed per minute was 8 cubic inches and 23 cubic inches. The rate of respira-
tion was lessened, as was also that of pulsation, in the first experiment

^iffi-aas-ar.-Juue 12 (7 exps.), Plate XXXV. fig. 20. 250 gi-s. of sugar of milk,
in h 6 oz. of hot water, produced a maximum increase in carbonic acid per minute ofL62 gr. m myself, and -66 gr in Mr. MouL. The volume of air inspired was increased
24 cubic inches and 29 cubic inches per minute. The rate of pulsation fell, in Mr.
- OUL 5 per minute, and that of respiration 1-6 per minute, whilst in myself the
subsidence was to a less extent.

Hence it is proved

—

1. That sugar m every form is a powerful respiratory excitant.
2 The action is almost immediate, and it rapidly rushes up to a maximum, but theWhole effect does not disappear in less than from 1^ to 2 hours.
3. WTien taken dry the effect is lessened, and the subsequent addition of water

increases its action.

i. In some conditions the addition of an acid increased the degree, but lessened the
duration, of its influence, whilst that of an alkali had the contrary effect. The variation
in these results is m accordance with the variation which I have found in the action of
aci s am a a les alone. The contrast in the experiments on June 29 and July 5 is
very striking. ^

5. The addition of fat lessened its action.

than

influence than cane-sugar, and grape-sugar has less influence

7. The rate of respiration was always lessened, except when acid was added to the
sugar whilst that of pulsation was sometimes increased, and particularly with acid and
tat, but when an alkali was added, it was decreased considerably.
The depth of inspiration was always largely increased.
8. There was a sense of great ease and depth in both inspiration and expiration. In

6 mmutes there was sometimes a sour taste; and although there was commonly at first

5 c 2
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a comfortable feeling, in li hour there was usuaUy crartng for food,-a circumstance very

different from that which occurs with ordinary foods.

The urine in one instance (May 10) had a celery odour,

9. With both sugar and starch, but especially with the former, there was a .ery

unusual condensation of vapour in the mask.
_ >>111 it

10 The proportion of carbonic acid to the air insphed was always mcrease ,

was the most !o with the sugar and

acid to 52 cubic inches of air was increased to as 1 : 44 cubic mches p

maximum increase of the air and the carbonic acid.

I like sugar moderately, but Mr. Moul dislikes it.

4. The Milk Series.

Milk, a highly complex body, both as a whole, and in nearly aU its elements, excites

*''yOT^Mr-AprilT(5 exps,), Plate XXXV, fig. 14, April 8 (5 exps.). One piut of

cold good new coL’ milk gave me a maximum increase of 2-26 grs of caibomc acid per

lute on one occasion, and 1-9 gr. per minute on another. Wite the latter, the nucrt-

mum increase in Mr. Moul was -94 gr. per minute. The maximum increase m th

lired air was 96 cubic inches per minute in myself, and 22 cubic inches per imnute

in Mr. Moul. The rate of both respiiation and pulsation was increased in myseli, but

not in Ml. Moul.
t>i . yityv fi<. 15 One pint of good skimmed

summed June 9 (5 exps.), Plate XXXV. fig. 15. P“ »

milk gave me a maximum increase of carbonic acid per minute of -84 gr., and Mi. Mot L

Tf -54 gi-. per minute. The volume of air was increased 21 cubic inches per mmute in

Lyself bu^ there was a decrease in Mr. Moul. The rate of respiration was decreased

1 per minute in both, and that of pulsation 8 per mmute m Mr. Moul

1«.-June 10 (7 exps.), Plate XXXV, fig. 17, June 11 (7 -psO- The e-m o

1 pint of good skimmed milk, well washed with water, gave me, on

maximum increase in carbonic acid of 1-34 gr, and '92 gi. pel minu e, . -

had a decrease, and the maxima of decrease were -38 gr. and -6

^

maximum increase in the volume of air inspired was 28 cubic inches m the fiist,

"there was no increase in the second experiment, whilst in Mr. Moul the maximum

decrease was 26 cubic inches and 28 cubic inches per minute. My rate of respiiation

and pulsation was nearly unchanged" ^

“I'a'tltdd in 8 or. of

ioctm Add.—June 7 (7 exps.), Plate XXXV. fig. U- w -4

water gave me a maximum increase in carbonic acid of -42 gr., and Mr. Moul a ma.xi

mum decrease of -8 gr. per minute. There was a slight decrease in ‘hejaidiQ a-

inspired, and a decrease in the rates of both respiration and pulsation, *e
^

tion in that of respiration was gr eatest in myself, and H-t^
Caeein and Lactic Add.-June 14 (8 exps.), Plate XXXV. fig. 18. T^e

^
d

1 pint of skimmed milk and 40 at of lactic acid with water, gave me a maximum
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increase of -91 gr. of carbonic acid and 19 cubic inches of air per minute. The rate of
respiration slightly increased at first and decreased afterwards, and that of pulsation
slightly increased.

Milk-sugar.-~:imie 12 (7 exps.), Plate XXXV. fig. 20. I have already stated the
efiect of sugar of milk.

Milk-sugar and Lactic Acid.—kmie 15 (8 exps.}, Plate XXXV. fig. 21. 250 grs. of
sugar of milk and 40 tt of lactic acid, with 8 oz. of hot water, gave me a maximum in-
crease in carbonic acid of 1T8 gr., and in air of 22 cubic inches per minute. The rate
of respiration fell slightly, whilst that of pulsation was scarcely changed.

Cream. June 22 (6 exps.}, Plate XXXV. fig. 16. 2 oz. of good fresh cream produced
in myself an average increase of -24 gr., and a maximum increase of *48 gr. of carbonic
acid per minute; whilst in Mr. Moul there was a maximum decrease of -68 gr. per minute.
June 23 (8 exps.}.-—2^ oz. gave me an average increase of -29 gr., and a maximum of

•64 gr. of carbonic acid per minute. The volume of air was increased in myself 33
cubic inches and 19 cubic inches per minute, but in Mr. Moul it was lessened 42 cubic
inches per minute. My rate of respiration was slightly increased in the first experiment,
and Mr. Moul’s fell 1 per minute. My rate of pulsation was somewhat increased.

The efiect of rum and milk will be described in the alcohol series.

These experiments show

—

1.

How different the effects of milk are upon different persons, and that there is a
1 elation between this variation and the enjoyment of the food. I am fond of milk, but
Mr. Moul states that neither he nor any of his family can take cheese or milk. As the
difference in reference to the influence of milk and its components is very striking, I
have tabulated the results for their more ready appreciation.

Thus the increase or decrease of carbonic acid in grains per minute was

—

New milk. Skimmed milk. Casein. Sugar of milk. Cream. Lactic acid.

Myself

grs.

f 2-261

11-98 /

gr.

+ 0-84

gr-

r 1-341

^ 10-72/

gr-

+ 1-62

gr-

f 0-481

+ 10-64/

—
gr-

+ 0-42
i

1
Mr. Moul f 0-281

^10-94/ + 0-54 f 0-381 + 0-66 -0-58 -0-8
l0-6 1

2. That there is no element in the milk (except the acid in some conditions} which
is not excito-respiratory.

3. That no artificial combination of the component parts of milk produces the efiect

upon the respiration which follows the use of the natural combination.

4. That new milk has greater influence over the respiration than skimmed milk, and
that the cream has greater influence than was found to exist in butter.

5. The rate of respiration and pulsation was increased by new milk and by cream in
myself, whilst it was lessened by skimmed milk and lactic acid, and was unchanged by
casein.

6. The proportion of carbonic acid to the inspired air was slightly increased.
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5. Alcohols.

Alcohol, and substances containing much alcohol, disturb the respiration rather than

influence it uniformly in any direction. Certain members of the class increase, whilst

others decrease the activity of that function, probably according to the elements other

than alcohol of vfoich they are composed.

Alcohol—W^rc\-i 9 (8 exps.). 11 drachms of Spt. Vini (76 per cent, of pure alcohol)

in 6 oz. of cold \vater, caused in myself an average increase of -18 gi’. of carbonic acid,

and a maximum of AQ gr. per minute ;
and on another occasion. May 6 (7 exps., Plate

XXXVI. fig. 44), an average increase of *8 gr. and a maximum of 1-64 gr. per minute.

Mr. Moul on the latter occasion had no average change, but a maximum decrease of

•72 gr., and an increase of -4 gr. per minute. The quantity of air was increased 4 < cubic

inches and 53 cubic inches per minute in myself, and 26 cubic inches per minute in

Mr. Moul. The rate of respiration declined throughout in the first, but in the

second experiment there was an increase in both of us, and a subsequent decrease in

myself.

Dec. 21 (5 exps.), fig. 45.—I took ^ an oz. of alcohol, spec. grav. *858 (76 per cent.),

with 2 oz. of cold water, every quarter of an hour for three times, after which (as also in

the experiment on March 9) I was nearly unconscious. The carbonic acid was increased

•74 gr. per minute, and the air 37 cubic inches per minute. The rate of respkation

was scarcely changed, but that of pulsation rose. In 70 minutes from the fii-st dose^the

quantities fell to the basis. The vapour exhaled from the lungs increased foom 3-12

grs. to 3-76 grs. per minute.

JVhishj .—April 6 (6 exps.), Plate XXXVI. fig. 46. 1^ oz. of whisky, spec. grav. -936

(42 per cent.), in 6 oz, of cold water, caused an average decrease of carbonic acid m

myself of -33 gr., and a maximum of -7 gr. per minute. The rate of respiration was

unchanged, but that of pulsation fell 7 per minute.

April 29 (6 exps.).—2 oz. of the finest whisky, spec. grav. -875 (69 per cent.), bottled

more than twenty years, with water, taken after an experiment on the influence of the

vapour of ivine, gave an average increase of ‘29 gr. of carbonic acid hi myself, and 22

gr. in Mr. Moul; with maxima of decrease of ‘73 gr., and of increase of 1 oo gi. in

myself, and a maximum increase of ‘78 gr. in Mr. Moul. My quantity of air was at

first increased and then lessened, whilst it varied in Mr. Moul. The rate of respiration

fell, and that of pulsation rose in both. Since the basis quantity in this experiment was

due to the inhalation of wine, it is possible that the comparative results thus given niay

not be quite normal.

May 4 (6 exps.), fig. 47.-2 oz. of the whisky which was used in the fii’st experiment,

spec. grav. ’'928 (45 '5 per cent.), caused an average decrease in carbonic acid of '57 gi.,

and a maximum of 1 gr. per minute, whilst in Mr. Moul the average increase was -29

gr., and the maximum ’66 gr. per minute. The rate of resphatioii declined considerabh

in myself, and, with one exception, in Mr. Moul also. The rate of pulsation fell in
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Mr. Moul 8 per minute. The quantity of air was reduced in myself 52 cubic inches per
minute.

Brandy . 20 (6 exps.). fi oz. of excellent brandy, with water, caused in me
an average decrease of '2 gr. of carbonic acid, and a maximum of '38 gr. per minute.

April 24 (6 exps., Plate XXXVI. fig. 62).—2 oz. gave me an average decrease of -38 gr.,
and a maximum of -71 gr. per minute, and to Mr. Moul '02 gr. and -62 gr. respectively,-
but in him there was, on two occasions, an increase of -4 gr. per minute. The quan-
tity of air fell 42 cubic inches and 37 cubic inches per minute in myself, and 34 cubic
mches per minute in IVIr. Moul. My rate of respiration and pulsation fell on both
occasions, whilst in Mr. Moul the former varied and the latter fell a little.

t7m.—April 27 (6 exps.), Plate XXXVI. fig. 48. 2 oz. of fine old British gin, with
6 oz. of cold water, gave me a maximum decrease of I '52 gr. of carbonic acid in half an
hour, and an average decrease of -65 gr. per minute in 86 minutes. In Mr. Moul the
average decrease was -2 gr., and the maximum -4 gr. per minute. The volume of air
was reduced 56 cubic inches in myself, but it was unchanged in Mr. Moul. The rate
of respu-ation fell m myself, but it varied much in Mr. Moul ; whilst that of pulsation
fell 6 per minute in myself, and was unchanged in Mr. Moul.

Dec. 21 (4 exps.).—The same quantity of newer and probably inferior gin, taken in
die afternoon, gave me a maximum decrease of -46 gr. of carbonic acid and 43 cubic
mches of air per minute, the diminution ending in three-quarters of an hour. The rate
of respu-ation slightly fell, whilst that of pulsation rose 5 per minute. There was a
decrease in the amount of vapour exhaled from the lungs, from 3-12 grs. to 2

'7 grs. per
minute (-699 gr. and -667 gr. to 100 cubic inches).

April 8 (6 exps.). fi oz. of Navy rum, spec. grav. -900 (58 per cent.), with
water, taken in the afternoon, gave me a maximum increase in carbonic acid of '78 gr.,

andean average increase of -26 gr. per minute, whilst Mr. Moul had a maximum increase
of -7 gr. per minute. The volume of air was increased 13 cubic inches and decreased
49 cubic inches in myself, and in Mr. Moul it was decreased 80 cubic inches per minute.
The rate of respiration fell, and chiefiy in Mr. Moul

; whilst that of pulsation rose in
myself and fell in IVIr. Moul. On another occasion, April 10 (7 exps., Plate XXXVI.
fig. 49), in the morning, the increase of carbonic acid was much greater, viz. a maxi-
mum of 1-24 gr. in myself, and 2-14 grs. per minute in Mr. Moul. The quantity of air
inspired varied in myself, but in Mr. Moul it was increased 82 cubic inches per minute.
My rate of respiration fell, and that of Mr. Moul fell greatly, and his rate of pulsation
fell also. The depth of inspiration was increased in both of us.

April 30 (7 exps.).—2 oz. of very fine old rum, spec. grav. -875 (69 per cent.), taken
in the morning, gave to me a maximum increase in carbonic acid of only -1 gr., but to
Mr. Moul of 1-5 gr. per minute. There was a maximum increase in the quantity of air
of 11 cubic inches m myself, and 40 cubic inches in Mr. Moul per minute. The rate
of resphation fell towards the end of the inquiry in myself, and at an earlier period in
Mr. Moul. His pulsation also fell a little, whilst mine rose.
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December 27 (5 exps.), Plate XXXVI. fig. 50.—i an oz. of only moderately good mm,

which had been used in the experiments on inhalation, and so weak as -944 spec. grav.

(
37-5 per cent.), with 2 oz. of cold water, taken eveiy'- quarter of an hour, gave the fohow-

ing increase in the quantity of carbonic acid evolyed after each dose -14 gr., -43 gr.,

*2 gr., and -66 gr., showing a continuous increase. The maximum increase in the quan-

tity of air inspired was 49 cubic inches after the last dose, and the propoidion of the

carbonic acid to the inspired air was somewhat reduced in consequence of the dispro-

portionate increase of the latter. The rate of respiration was slightly increased with Ae

first dose, and as slightly decreased with the subsequent ones, whilst the rate of pulsation

was also slightly increased. The amount of vapour exhaled per minute in the exphed

air varied from a decrease of -3 gr. and -2 gr. after the second and third doses, when the

respiration felt feeble and there was sighmg, to an increase of -04 gr. and -06 gr. after

the first and fourth doses. There was, however, a progressive decrease to each 100 cubic

inches of inspired air, as follows;—'742 gr. (basis), '7 gr., ‘67 gr., 65 gi., and 67 gr.,

after succeeding doses.

Bum and Milk.— 12 (8 exps.), Plate XXXVI. fig. 51. 1^- oz. of Xay rum,

with 1 pint of good new milk, produced in myself and Mr. Moul an average mcrease

in the carbonic acid of -73 gr. and -66 gr. per minute, whilst the maxima^ of increase

were -9 gr. and 1-38 gr. per minute respectively. The quantity of air was increased 25

cubic inches and 18 cubic inches per minute, with a diminution also of 42 cubic inches in

the latter (Mr. Moul). The rate of respiration declined, and very much so in Mr. Moi l,

whilst that of pulsation wns increased. The depth of respiration was increased in both.

Sherry IFme.—April 2 (5 exps.). May 5 (5 exps.). May 6 (7 exps.), Plate XXX^ I.

fig. 53 . 3 oz. of tolerably good sherry wine, alone, produced in myself, on two occa-

sions, an average increase of -19 gr. and *3 gr., and on another occasion an average

decrease of -32 gr. of carbonic acid per minute. The maxima of mcrease were -06 gr.

and -44 gr., and of decrease -52 gr. per minute on the several occasions. In iSD. Moul

the average decrease was *32 gr., and increase -926 gr. and -21 gr. per minute; with

maxima of decrease -9 gr., and of increase 1-44 gr. and -82 gr. per minute. The quantity

of air was lessened in myself in all the inquiries, but chiefly in the fii'st one, and least m

the last ;
whilst in Mr. Moul it varied in the two former and was reduced in the last.

The rate of respiration in both fell, and chiefly so in the fii’st experiment, uhilst thut

of pulsation rose in myself, and was unchanged in Mr. Moul.

Inhalation of Alcohols.

I have made several experiments with a view to determine the influence ot the lola-

tile matters of wines and spirits when inhaled, but the uneasy feeling in the lungs u hich

followed each experiment made me fear the effect of a too prolonged series. I placed

3 or 4 oz. of the fluid for examination in a Woulfe’s bottle, and inspired ah at the ordi-

nary temperature which had passed dhectly over it, taking care to shake the fluid fre-

quently.
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Port fFm^.-April 29 (4 exps.), Plate XXXVI. fig. 54. The wine was exceedingly
fine and old, and the vapour was inspired during 10 minutes, on four occasions, within
70 minutes. The carbonic acid was reduced on the average -53 gr. in myself, and
•42 gr. m Mr. Moul per minute, with maxima of decrease of -87 gr. and *68 gr. per
minute respectively. The maximum decrease in the inspired air was 66 cubic inchesm myself, and 36 cubic inches in Mr. Moul per minute. The rate of respiration was
increased in Mr. Moul, but it was ultimately decreased in myself. A moderately pun-
gent sensation was perceived in the pharynx, and particularly when the wine was shaken.
4he loss in weight was 40 grs., and the spec. grav. increased from 1-004 to 1-006.

Sherry IFm^.—December 16. The bouquet was good but not persistent, and it pro-
duced but little effect upon the throat. The effect of my inhaling it during 10 minutes
was to reduce the carbonic acid -12 gr., and the air 8 cubic inches per minute. The
vapour exhaled was increased from 3 grs. to 3-66 grs. per minute (-707 gr. to -88 to
100 cubic inches).

AAo/io/.—March 30. Spt. Vini, inhaled 15 minutes, caused during the last 5 minutes
a decrease in the carbonic acid of -34 gr., and in the air of 11 cubic inches per minute.
The quantity of vapour exhaled was increased from 3-22 grs. to 4-04 grs. per minute
(•755 gr. to -973 gr. to 100 cubic inches). On another occasion (December 6), the alcohol
being inhaled during 10 minutes, there was no variation either in the carbonic acid or
air, and the vapour exhaled was increased from 3*3 grs. to 3-9 grs. per minute (-78 gr.
to -91 gr. to 100 cubic inches). The alcohol lost 21 grs. in weight. In both experi-
ments the pulse became fuller.

Sm (^nzf?6-A).—December 13. Inhalation of gin during 10 minutes caused a decrease
in the carbonic acid of -5 gr. per minute, whilst there was an increase in the volume of
air inspired of 18 cubic inches per minute. The vapour exhaled was increased from
b grs. per minute to 3-51 grs. per minute (-746 gr. to -835 gr. to 100 cubic inches).

December 4, December 13. Rum, inhaled during 10 minutes on one occasion,
and 15 minutes on another, gave a decrease in carbonic acid of -56 gr. and -12 gr., andm air an increase of 12 cubic inches per minute. The pulse became much fuller. The
vapour exhaled increased from 3-24 grs. to 3-89 grs. per minute (-799 gr. and -962 gr. to
100 cubic inches), and from 3-12 grs. to 4-4 grs. per minute (-699 gr. to -943 gr. to 100
cubic inches). In the first experiment the rum lost 17 grs. in weight in ten minutes.

I now proceed to describe the effect of ale and porter.

Stout.—

7

(-7 exps.), Plate XXXVI. fig. 55. 10 oz. of good stout gave to myself
and Mr. Moul an average increase in the carbonic acid of -83 gr. and -81 gr., and maxima
of 1-56 gr. and 1-02 gr. respectively per minute. The air was increased 41 cubic inches
and 46 cubic inches per minute. The rate of respiration was a little increased, and varied
somewhat in myself, whilst it fell in Mr. Moul. The rate of pulsation was increased
and 7 per minute. Ihe depth of inspiration was increased 1'6 cubic inch. On another

occasion. May 11 (6 exps.), the maximum increase in carbonic acid was 1-16 gr. and *98 si
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ON THE ACTION OE POODS UPON THE EESPIRATION.

per minute. There was no increase in the quantity of air in myself, but there was a
maximum increase of 18 cubic inches in Mr. Moul. The rate of respiration fell a little,

and that of pulsation rose. The depth of inspiration was much increased.

10 (6 exps.), Plate XXXVI. fig. 56. 11 oz. of good old home-brewed
Heitfordshire ale, a little acid, gave an average increase in carbonic acid of -6 gr. and
•27 gr., and maxima of 1-4 gr. and -36 gr. to myself and Mr. Moul respectively. The
volume of air inspired was increased 60 cubic inches in myself, but there was a diminu-
tion in Mr. Moul. The rate of respiration and pulsation scarcely varied in myself, and
that of respiration was at first increased in Mr. Moul.
As there was much variation in the action of the substances classed under this head,

1 have thrown the results now given into the Table on the opposite page, with a view
to the more ready comprehension of the numerous details.

Abstract of the Effects of Alcohols.

From the foregoing we may learn

—

1.

^

That the presence of alcohol, being one amongst many elements, and that one
laijing gieatl) in quantity, is an insufficient ground for classification, and does not give
a common action to the members of this class.

2. Ihe direct action of pure alcohol was much more to increase than to lessen the
respiratory changes, and sometimes the former effect was well pronounced. Small doses
repeated had a more uniform and persistent effect than would have followed the admi-
nistration of the whole at once. The indirect action, as, for example, in lessening the
appetite for food, and the mode of its action, I have not investigated.

3. Brandy, whisky, and gin, and particularly the latter, almost always lessened the
respiratory changes recorded, whilst rum as commonly increased them. Eum and milk
had a very pronounced and persistent action, and there was no effect upon the senso-
rium. Ale and porter always increased them, whilst sherry wine lessened the quantity
of air inspiied, but slightly increased the carbonic acid evolved.

4. The volatile elements of alcohol, gin, rum, and sherry and port wine, when inhaled,
lessened the quantity of carbonic acid exhaled, and usually lessened the quantity of air
inhaled. Ihe effect of fine old port wine was very decided and uniform; and it is known
that wines and spirits improve in aroma and become weaker in alcohol by age. The
cxcito-respiratory action of rum is probably not due to its volatile elements.

5. The quantity of vapour exhaled from the lungs was increased during the inhala-
tion of the volatile elements of wines and spirits, without the quantity of air having
increased. When gin was drank, the quantity of vapour in the expired air was lessened,
whilst it was increased under the influence of alcohol, in about the same degree as
during the inhalation of that substance. Hence the exhalation of vapour and carbonic
acid are not parallel acts.

6. Ihe rate of respiration was in almost all instances lessened in both of us, whilst
that of pulsation was as constantly increased in myself, but not in Mr. Moul.

5 D 2
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7. The relation between the quantity of carbonic acid expired and the volume of air

inspired, was usually increased at the period of maximum influence,

8. The variation in the results was greater than the statement of the average and

maximum effects indicates, as may be seen in the Tables and Plates.

The general effects ujpon the system of these substances may be thus epitomized

.

1. There is not an exact correspondence in time and intensity of the effects upon

consciousness, sensibility, and respiration, and their principal influence is not upon the

respiratory function. They disturh the vital actions.

2. There were two sets of effects in each of the inquiries on spirits.

A. The early effects, consisting of

—

Lessened consciousness, with cloudiness, swimming or giddiness, beginning m less

than 10 minutes, and increasing during about 30 minutes.

Lessened sensibility to light, sound, and touch.

Wavy or buzzing sensation passing through the whole body ; and a semi-cata-

leptic state, in which there was indisposition to move any part of the body horn

the then existing position.

These occurred at the same period as

:

Lessened voluntary muscular power and control, with sensation of stiffness and

hanging of the upper lip, and stiffness of the face and forehead, beginning in

8 minutes, and continuing about 45 minutes. The dartos was relaxed, and the

erector penis and the sphincter of the bladder were rendered less effective. The

action of the heart and arteries was increased, as was that of the muscles of mspiia-

tion, with a sensation of sudden and forcible action, to a greater degiee than the

quantity of air inspired accounted for. There was certainly a difference in the effect

upon the muscles subject to, and not subject to volition.

Lessened transpiration of vapour from the lungs during to 1 hour, uith dri-

ness of the skin (as if it had been induced by an east wind), and particularly

with rum. Increased arterial action near to the surface in 8 minutes, with heat,

tingling and swelling of the skin, and a dry state of the whole mouth, u ith u hiskj ,

and dryness, redness, and soreness of the tip of the tongue with rum.

Pleasant dreaminess and talkativeness, particularly with rum, in 13 to 15 minutes.

B. The later effects.

Taciturnity in from 18 to 80 minutes, followed by depression and a miserable

feeling in from 60 to 90 minutes.

Sensation of cold often occurred suddenly and apart from the temperature of the

air in about 50 minutes.

The principal influence over consciousness and sensibility was often lessened sud-

denly, and the effects of the alcohol nearly disappeared at the following periods

:

71 to 73 minutes with alcohol; 43 to 120 minutes with rum; 66 to 84 minutes

with whisky; 46 to 80 minutes with brandy, and 68 minutes witli gin.
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6. The Tea Series.

'I he members of this class are nearly all powerful respiratory excitants. The inquiries

have been very varied and extensive. The tea was exceedingly good and pure.

Tm.—April 2 (6 exps.), Plate XXXVI. fig. 32. 100 grs. of black tea gave to myself
and Mr. Moul a maximum increase of carbonic acid of -87 gr. and 1-72 gr. per minute
in 50 and 71 minutes. The average increase was -73 gr. and 1 gr. per minute. The
quantity of air was increased 71 cubic inches and 68 cubic inches per minute, and the

depth of inspiration 4 cubic inches in each of us. The rate of respiration was in-

creased and that of pulsation decreased, except at the first observation, after the tea had
been taken.

April 7 (5 exps.), April 17 (5 exps.), Plate XXXVI. fig. 31, April 19 (6 exps.).—50 grs.

of black tea gave the following results to myself, Mr. Moul, Mr. Moul’s son (set. 16), and
Professor Fkaxkland on different occasions:—a maximum increase of carbonic acid of

1-08 gr. in myself; 1-38 gr., 2-58 grs. and 1-6 gr. in Mr. Moul
; 2 grs. in Mr. Moul’s son, and

•69 gr. per minute in Professor Frankland. The maximum increase in the quantity of air

inspired was in the same order,—34 cubic inches, 39 cubic inches, 50 cubic inches, 72 cubic

inches, 95 cubic inches, 26 cubic inches per minute. My rate of pulsation was lessened,

and that of respiration was scarcely changed. The rate of both was lessened in Mr. Moul,
whilst in his son that of respiration was increased and of pulsation decreased.

May 26 (7 exps.).—100 grs. of green tea, drunk when cold, gave to myself and
Mr. Moul maxima of increase of carbonic acid of 'Ogr. and 2-58 grs. per minute, with

average increase of -44 gr. and 1-57 gr. per minute. The quantity of air was not

increased in myself, but it was increased 120 cubic inches per minute in Mr. Moul.
The rate of respiration declined so much as 1’2 and 2 per minute, and in Mr. Moul that

of pulsation also slightly declined. The depth of inspiration was increased 3 cubic

inches and 10 cubic inches.

August 26 (4 exps.).—The same quantity given to Mr. Hoffman, Surgeon to the

Margate Infirmary, caused a maximum increase of ‘64 gr. of carbonic acid per minute
and 50 cubic inches of air per minute in one hour. The pulsation declined after the

first observation.

May 24 (10 exps.), Plate XXXVI. fig. 35.—25 grs. of green tea, drunk when cold

several hours after it had been infused, and repeated every quarter of an hour for five

times, gave Mr. Moul an average increase in carbonic acid of 1-2 gr., and a maximum of

1‘8 gr. per minute. The maximum increase in the quantity of air inspired was 66 cubic

inches per minute after the fifth dose. The total increase of carbonic acid, as deduced
from the ten observations, was 193 grs.

;
but at the end of the inquiry, in two hours and

thirty-four minutes, there was still an increase of "9 gr. of carbonic acid and 36 cubic

inches of air per minute. The rate of respiration declined 1'6 per minute, whilst that

of pulsation was scarcely changed. The depth of inspiration was increased 10-6 cubic

inches, and was much the greatest after the fourth dose.

June 8 (13 exps.), fig. 34.—Mr. Moul took 150 grs. of black tea infused in one pint of
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water, and the whole carbonic acid exhaled by him during the inquiry was collected

and weighed every five minutes. The basis quantity was again reached aiter sixty-fi've

minutes. On the whole average the increase in the carbonic acid was ‘79 gr., with a

maximum of 1-24 gr. per minute. Thus the excess of the carbonic acid exhaled over

the basis quantity was 61 '35 grs., or only one-fourth of that resulting from a smaller

quantity when divided and taken at intervals. The maximum increase in the quantity

of air inspired was 92 cubic inches per minute, and the greatest increase in both the

carbonic acid and the air occurred in the first half of the period of inqrrhy. The rate

of respiration was increased in the first three examinations.

May 22 (7 exps.), Plate XXXVI. fig. 33.—I took 100 grs. of black tea and collected

all the carbonic acid exhaled under its influence, and weighed all that collected in the

first hour, and then each quarter of an hour for three times, and finally in five minutes,

when the basis was reached and the inquiry ended. The average increase in the carbonic

acid was '64 gr. and the maximum l'23gr. per nrinute, and thus the total increase in

110 minutes was 70 '40 grs. The quantity of air was increased on the average 4( 5 cubic

iirches, and the maximum increase was 77 cubic inches per minute at the end of the fii’st

hour. The pulse fell and the rate of respiration slightly increased, whilst the depth of

insphation increased nearly 5 cubic inches.

Tea.Milk^ and 6 (6 exps.), Plate XXXVI. fig. 30. 50 grs. of black tea.

taken with milk and sugar, gave us maxima of increase in the carbonic acid of 2 '96 grs.

and 2 '56 grs. per minute. The maximum increase in the quantity of air was 78 cubic

inches per minute. There was also increased rate both of respiration and pulsation.

Tea and Citric Acid.—July 9 (7 exps.), fig. 36, July 13 (5 exps.), July 15 (5 exps.),

July 13 p.M. (3 exps.), July 12 (5 exps.). 100 grs. of black tea, taken with 30 grs. of

citric acid, gave me maxima of increase of carbonic acid in three experiments of 1'86 gr..

I'll gr., and 1'14 gr. per minute; on another occasion it was only '88 gr. per minute

in Mr. Moul. The increase in the quantity of air inspired -was 72 cubic inches, 60 '5

cubic inches, and 72 cubic inches per minute in myself, and 6 cubic inches per minute

in Mr. Moul ;
but in him there was also a maximum decrease of 18 cubic inches per

minute. The rate of respiration and pulsation was always considerably increased in

myself, but not in Mr. Moul.

When taken in the afternoon I had no increase of the carbonic acid, and the effects

much more resembled those observed in Mr. Moul in his experiment before breakfast.

Tea, with Soda and Potash.—Jvlj 10 (6 exps.), fig. 37. 100 grs. of black tea, with

50 grs. each of carbonate of soda and potash, with 8 oz. of water, gave me a maximum

increase in carbonic acid of 1'08 gr. per minute, and in air 39 cubic inches per minute.

The rate of respiration scarcely varied, but that of pulsation was a little increased.

Tea, with Caustic Alkali .—July 22 (5 exps.), fig. 38. 100 grs. of black tea, with 40 it

of Liq. Potassse and 7 oz. of wnter, gave no increase in the carbonic acid. There was an

increase of 27 cubic inches of air. The rate of respiration was unchanged, but that ot

pulsation fell.
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On many occasions we took a cup of tea with a view to relieve the system after expe-

nments with other substances
; and the results have much interest, as showing their

uniform direction and the rapidity of the action of tea. We both took milk with it,

but I alone took sugar.

April 24.—After having taken brandy, tea gave to myself and Mr. Moul in fifteen

minutes an increase of carbonic acid of -62 gr. and 2-68 grs., and of air 25 cubic inches

and 108 cubic inches per minute.

May 16.—After cocoa had increased the resphation in myself, but scarcely in

Mr. Moul, tea gave us an increase in carbonic acid of -2 gr. and 2-2 grs., and in air of

9 cubic inches and 78 cubic inches per minute.

May 28.—Wter an experiment on rice, 50 grs. of tea infused one minute, gave
Mr. Moul an mcrease in carbonic acid of 1 gr., and in air of 17 cubic inches per minute.

May 29.—After having taken whisky, the same quantity of tea infused two minutes,

gave us in ten minutes an increase in carbonic acid of ’96 gr. and l'32gr. of carbonic

acid, and 50 cubic inches and 56 cubic inches of air per minute.

May 30.—After an experiment on rum, tea caused a small decrease in my carbonic

acid with a slight increase of air
; but Mr. Moul had in twenty-five minutes an increase

of '92 gr. of carbonic acid and 48 cubic inches of air per minute.

June 21.—After an experiment on arrowroot and butter, 1 had again a small decrease

in the carbonic acid, whilst Mr. Moul had an increase of 2-12 grs. and 98 cubic inches

of air per minute. Neither substance agreed with us.

Coffee.—April 6 (4 exps.), April 9 (6 exps.), April 15 (6 exps.), Plate XXXVI. fig. 39,

May 3 (7 exps.), fig. 40. 4 an oz. of good coffee gave to myself and Mr. Moul, on three

occasions, the following increase per minute:—Carbonic acid, -98 gr. and 1-02 gr., 9 gr.

and -4 gr., 1-16 gr. and 2-54 grs.; air, 36 cubic inches and 14 cubic inches, 40 cubic

inches and 34 cubic inches, 35 cubic inches and 84 cubic, inches, f of an oz. gave us an

increase per minute of carbonic acid, 1-08 gr. and -82 gr.
; and of air, 28 cubic inches and

54 cubic inches per minute. The rate of respiration, but not of pulsation, was increased

in myself, whilst in Mr. Moul the increased rate of both functions was much less than

in myself in the first experiment
;
and in the others there was no increase. The increase

in the depth of inspiration was not great.

April 27.—A cup of coffee with milk, after an experiment on gin, gave neither of us

any increase of carbonic acid or air within a short period.

May 6.—f of an oz. of coffee with milk gave us, after an experiment on wine,

an increase in carbonic acid of •68gr. and l'68gr., and of air 64 cubic inches and 86

cubic inches per minute in thirty minutes.

Cfnconj .—May 17 (7 exps.), Plate XXXVI. fig. 42. 4 of chicory with 8 oz.

of boiling water, gave to myself and Mr. Moul a maximum increase in carbonic acid of

1T7 gr. and ‘66 gr. per minute, whilst the quantity of air inspired was increased 27 cubic

inches and 42 cubic inches per minute. The rate of respiration and pulsation fell con-

siderably in Mr. Moul, whilst in myself the latter was lessened 1 per minute and tlie
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former slightly increased. The depth of inspiration was increased 4 cubic inches and

6-2 cubic inches.

Cocoa.~~K^iA\ 16 (6 exps.), Plate XXXVI. fig. 43, April 20 (6 exps.). 1 oz. of good

cocoa, well boiled in 11 oz. of water, gave me on two occasions a maximum increase in

carbonic acid of 1-92 gr. and IT gr. per minute, whilst Mr. Moul had on one occasion

a maximum increase of -64 gr. There was a maximum increase of air of 27 cubic inches

and 61 cubic inches per minute in myself, with an increase of 94 cubic inches in ISIr.

Moul. The rate of respiration and pulsation was nearly unaffected in myself, but it

fell in Mr. Moul. The depth of inspiration was increased 3-6 cubic inches and 5 -

1

cubic inches in myself.

Cqfee ieaves.—April 16 (6 exps.), Plate XXXVI. fig. 41, April 30 (5 exps.). Mr. Hax-

BUKY of Plough Court kindly furnished me with a specimen of coffee leaves, from which

a beverage is made in Sumatra. ^ an oz. infused in 10 oz. of boiling water gave me on

two occasions a maximum decrease in carbonic acid of -84 gr. and -89 gr. per minute, and

Mr. Moul had a decrease of 1T2 gr. per minute. There was a maximum decrease in

the quantity of air inspired of 26 cubic inches and 51 cubic inches per minute in myself,

and 160 cubic inches in Mr. Moul. The rate of pulsation and respiration, and the depth

of inspiration, all fell in both of the inquiries.

The foregoing experiments prove—

1. That tea, coffee, chicory and cocoa are respiratory excitants, whilst coffee leaves

depress the respiratory function.

2. The uniformity in the direction of the results is exceedingly striking, whilst the

degree of influence is to a certain extent variable.

3. Tea is the most powerful, then coffee and cocoa, and lastly, chicory.

4. The rate of respiration was sometimes a little increased and at others a little

decreased, but the depth of inspiration was always largely increased. The rate of

pulsation was usually slightly increased.

5. With the addition of an acid the effect was somewhat lessened, and the rate of

both functions was increased to a greater degree than with tea alone,

6. The addition of an alkali also lessened the effect of tea, and a fixed alkali totally

destroyed its influence.

7. The action of acids and alkalies varies with the state of the system and in different

persons.

8. The addition of sugar and milk in the ordinary way increased the effect.

9. Small doses of tea, frequently repeated, have much greater effect than the total

quantity taken at once.

10. Cold tea, and tea infused and kept twenty-four hours, has as much effect as when

hot and recently made.

11. Green tea has somewhat more influence than black tea, and particularly in

lessening the rate and increasing the depth of respiration.
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12. The proportion of the carbonic acid to the quantity of air inspired was always
increased at the period of maximum influence.

13. Mr. Motjl experienced much greater efiect from tea than myself. He is exceed-
ingly fond of tea, is not fond of coflee, and dislikes acids, and in the above experiments
the results corresponded.

14. The influence of both tea and coflee is exerted almost immediately, viz. in five

minutes, and the maximum is attained in from twenty-five to sixty minutes. The
duration varies from one to two hours. In all these particulars there is a variation in

diflerent persons.

16. With tea we frequently found nausea in ten minutes, and sometimes to a very

unpleasant degree, but it left in ten or fifteen minutes. There was also a soothing or

narcotic eflect at fii’st on several occasions, and when it had been taken with an alkali

this eflect was continued to the end ; whilst on the other hand the influence was more
stimulating with the acid. There was great freedom of inspiration, and sometimes of
expiration also, in about forty to seventy minutes, and with this there was a feeling of
lightness and clearness. The pulse was always soft, and the skin moist or soft.

16. With coflee there was no nausea or soothing; the pulse was sometimes feeble, and
the pulsation in the head and hands more perceptible. There was often an uncomfort-
able sensation in the small intestines and forcing at the rectum, and not unfrequently a
sense of constriction about the diaphragm in from sixteen to forty minutes. There was
more action upon the Iddneys than with tea. The skin was often hot and dry.

17. Coflee leaves caused the hands to be hot in seven minutes when 1 oz. had been
taken, and in thirty-five minutes a purring sensation occurred similar to that with
alcohol, and a not unpleasant feeling of listlessness. The eflect was narcotic in thirty-

seven minutes.

7. Some other Nitrogenous Substances.

Albumen. ^April 9 (8 exps.). Two good-sized boiled eggs gave Mr. Moul’s son an
average increase in carbonic acid of '27 gr., and a maximum of '88 gr. per minute. The
maximum increase in the quantity of afr inspired was 17 cubic inches per minute.
On another occasion, April 21 (6 exps.), Plate XXXVI. fig. 57, my increase in carbonic
acid ^vas an average of ‘45 gr. and a maximum of 1‘12 gr. per minute, whilst in Mr. Moul
they were 13 gr. and 38 gr. per minute, respectively. I had a decrease in the quantity of
air, whilst Mr. Moul had an increase of 38 cubic inches per minute. My rate of respi-

ration scarcely varied, but Mr. Moul’s fell, as did also his pulsation in a slight degree.

Gelatin. May 8 (6 exps.). The eflect of 120 grs. of pure dry isinglass prepared with
12 oz. of water, gave to myself and Mr. Moul an average increase in carbonic acid of
43 and ‘14 gr., and maxima of ‘84 gr. and 66 gr. per minute respectively. On another
occasion. May 21 (7 exps.), 100 grs. of dry commercial isinglass gave to myself and
Mr. Moul an average increase in carbonic acid of *14 gr. and *26 gr., and maxima of
76 gr. and -92 gr. per minute respectively. I had no increase of air in the first expe-
MDCCCLIX. 5
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riment, but there was a maximum increase of 14 cubic inches per minute in the second,

whilst the increase in Mr. Mora was 70 cubic inches and 28 cubic mches per ^ute.

The rate of respiration was reduced in both, and the resphations were free and deep.

Mr. Moul is fond of jelly.
i

September 16 (8 exps.). 1000 p. of almonds madepto “ ^
'

Sion with 8 oz. of water, gave me an average decreasem caibomc acid of 1
1
gr., an

ofl8 cubicinches perminute. The rate of both pulsation and respu-ation fell, and there

was a semi-narcotic effect in thirty-five minutes. The hands were hot and congeste .

Leanflesh.—A^ril 23 (7 exps.). 6 oz. of raw (41 oz. cooked) excellent lean beefs e^

gave to myself and Mr. Mora a maximum increase of -7 gr. and -2 gi-. per mmute, but

Ld no average increase. The maximum increase in the an- mspu-ed was 19 cubic inches

in myself, whilst there was a decrease in Mr. Moul. The rate of respnationwas reduced.

Fish —July 5 (8 exps.). 8 oz. of vei? fine, well cooked salmon, gave me a maximum

mcrease of -84 gr. of carbonic acid per minute in sixty-five minutes, but there was no

average increase. There was a maximum increase of air of lo cubic inches, wit a

slight fall in the rate of both respiration and pulsation.

Hence albumen, fibrine, and gelatin exert an influence in exciting t e lespua ory

function—fibrine in the least, and gelatin in the greatest degree. Almond-emulsion,

although so powerful a ferment, is not a respiratory excitant.

Conclusion.

Having now described the action of each of the substances mentioned in the list, I

proceed to offer a few general remarks upon the results obtained.

^
1. It is evident that foods may be fitly divided into two classes, viz. those which exci

certain respiratory changes (excito-respiratory), and those which do not.

The excito-respiratory are nitrogenous foods, milk and its components, sugais, lum,

beer stout, the cereals, and potato.
, t

The non-exciters are starch, fat, certain alcohoUc compounds, the volatile elemen s

of wines and spirits, and coffee leaves.
j ^

2 Of the hydrocarbons, sugar must be regarded apart from stai’ch and fat; th

former being destructive and the latter conservative of material in the system. Alcohols

are allied to both, but chiefly to the latter.

The very similar and powerful action of the cereals, and the unifom and powe ful

action of milk-substances upon which the life of man chiefly depends-ai-e remaikable

whilst the very feeble excito-respiratory action of pure starch is in accordance uith i

^^Nrsuffidlntiy distinctive action between fat and starch has been demonstrated, but

certain differences have been shown, such as that fat, as compared with starch, less exci es

the respiration, does not increase the action ofstarch, increases pulsation somewhat, has

a soothing influence, and gives a sensation of satisfaction.
_

3. Nearly all nitrogenous foods are “excito-respiratory” in various degrees, and t
,
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comprehend nearly all the members of the class. This power is not in a definite pro-
portion to the quantity of nitrogen contained by them, and sugar, which is powerfully
“ excito-respii-atory,” is destitute of nitrogen. Probably all compound foods containing
sugar or gluten, or both, are “ excito-respiratory.” The principal ferments are “ excito-
respiratory.”

4. Eespiratoiy excitants haTe a temporary action
; but the action of most of them

commences rery quickly, and attains its maximum within one hour.
5. The most powerfiT respiratory excitants are tea and sugar

; then coffee, rum, milk,
cocoa, ales, and chicory ; then casein and gluten, and lastly, gelatin and albumen. The
amount of action was not in uniform proportion to their quantity. Compound aliments,
as the cereals containing several of these substances, have an action greater than that of
any of their elements.

6. Most respiratory excitants, as tea, coffee, gluten and casein, cause an increase in
the evolution of carbon greater than the quantity which they supply, whilst others, as
sugar, supply more than they evolve in this excess, that is, above the basis. No sub-
stance containing a large amount of carbon evolves more than a small portion of that
carbon in the temporary action occurring above the basis line, and hence a large portion
remains unaccounted for by these experiments.

7. The som-ce of the carbon evolved, whether directly from the food recently taken,
or indirectly from increased action induced in the tissues, or from the more rapid dis-
engagement of that contained in the blood, has not been determined; but it has been
shown in reference to the rapidity and amount of action of foods,

a. That the increase in the evolution of carbonic acid with some of the respiratory
excitants is considerable in Eom three to eight minutes after the introduction of the
substance into the stomach, and increases regularly and quickly to a maximum, and
then often declines rapicUy, as is well shown by tea and sugar. In others, as casein, the
action is more tardy.

/3. That the effect of alcohols upon the sensorium was often perceived in four minutes
after they had been swaUowed; and the effect of the inhalation of alcohols over the
chemical and physical changes was immediate.

y. That alkalies usually lessen and prolong their action. That fat and the absence of
fluid lessened the action of sugar, whilst acids often increased its action.

That small quantities, often repeated, were more efficacious than one large dose.
e. Also that the whole of the carbonic acid evolved under the influence of tea, coffee,

and gluten, could not have been derived from those substances.
It is lemarkable that starch and fat, which constitute the chief supply of carbon to

the s>-stem, scarcely increase the respiratory changes beyond the amount in which they
are found in the absence of food. This may help in the elucidation of their interme-
diate transformations. Fat never, and lactic acid seldom, increases the respiration above
the minimum line. Grape-sugar is a less powerful respiratory excitant than any other
kind of sugar; but I have not determined its influence when given in the doses in which

5 E 2
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it may be presumed to be given to the resphation as the result of chemical transforma-

tions within the body.
j •

Starch and fat maintain the respiration to the minimum line, and only under the m-

fluence of exertion or of some other respiratory excitant is that amount much exceeded.

8 Pulsation and respiration, carbonic acid and vapour in the exphed ah, do not

respectively move in parallel lines. There is a close but not absolutely uniform relation

between the quantity of air inspired and the carbonic acid exphed. There was almost

always a parallel movement between them.

9. Very generally there was an increase in the quantity of carbonic acid in relation

to the air inspired.
_

•
-u ^ i

10. The depth of inspiration was almost always increased; and never with food was

increased quantity of air inspired, or of carbonic acid expired, due to mcreased rate of

respiration. The rate usually declined and the depth increased.

11. In reference to alcohols, it must be remarked—

a. That alcohol alone was not used in the whole of Peout’s and Viekoedt’s expen-

ments, but various substances containing alcohol were taken by the former, and white

wine by the latter.
. p . ^ (

(3. There is the utmost variation in the composition and quality ot the members ot

this class, so that in reference to wines and spirits, and perhaps alcohol, it would be

impossible to obtain two precisely similar specimens from different supphes.^

y. There is great variation in the habits of men, and therefore of inquiiers in

reference to their use. Coathupb states that he took one pint of wine at dinner, and

•occasionally a glass of weak brandy and water at night. Peout states “ that the qum-

tity I am in the habit of taking is very small.” Mr. Moul and myself scarcely ever ta m

spirits; and I rarely take wine or ale, but Mr. Moul takes thi-ee glasses of good wine

daily.

Our experiments were made when fasting.

Hence there are many causes for discrepancy in the results of different observers. t

is in accord with common observation that different members of this class have different

effects ;
and it is not the practice in medicine to substitute alcohol for wine, brandy, or

ale in the proportion in which it is found in those substances.^ The preference of rum

to gin, or other spirits, for the use of the navies of all countries is probably, at the present

day, based more upon their different action than upon their relative cost.

12.

Tea also varies much in quality, and the effect of different weights ot it \aiie3

much also. These circumst^ces have not been recorded in connexion with preirous

ItsTowerful, uniform, and rapid excito-respiratory action without increasing pulsation

and without supplying much carbon, renders it worthy of being more highly regmded

as a medicinal agent. Its efficient action when cold, and after haimg been iiffiused

for many hours, and even days, and its accumulative influence with repeated doses,

increase its value.
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It is probable that coffee leaves have valuable medicinal properties. The contrast in

the effect of tea, and such alcohols as brandy, gin, and whisky, upon the respiration,

consciousness, sensibility, muscles, skin, and mucous membranes and pulsation, and the
power of regulating the heat of the body, is very striking, and shows that the two
classes of substances are applicable to very different conditions.

13. The different action of milk and its components upon Mr. MouL and myself is

instructive
; and in general these experiments have shown that there is a direct relation

between the idiosyncrasies of individuals in the enjoyment of certain articles of food and
their effect upon the system, or in other words, that they are not merely prejudices, but
have a relation to the state of the body. I enjoy every kind of food, whilst Mr. MouL
dislikes many, but in such a manner that, with the avoidance of certain members of a
class, as respiratory excitants, he had an unusual relish for others of the same class.

As some of the results at which I have arrived are not in accordance with those
obtained by some other observers, I have felt it to be a duty to carefully reconsider my
own labours, and to make myself familiar with the methods adopted by those with
whom I differ ; and after doing so, I find no reason to distrust the truthfulness of my
own observations.

As Dr. Peout, forty-five years ago, simply sought to determine the per-centage of
carbonic acid in the expired air, without being apparently aware that that would not
give the total quantity of carbonic acid evolved in any given period, whilst I have
determined the latter only, our results cannot be compared

; but as I think that he is

not always correct, even in reference to the per-centage amount of carbonic acid, I
venture to ask attention to the following circumstances:

—

He compares the results obtained with standard quantities for each hour, most of
which are “ only the result of estimation f

’ and when they were observed quantities, they
were derived from a limited number of inquiries upon himself, and evidently without a
due appreciation of the varying effects due to the meals and the duration of the intervals

between the meals. He states that the results were not in accordance with those of
Mr. Braxde, and were quite unexpected by him. There were also remarkable oscilla-

tions
; and when the alcohols had induced yawning, the quantity of carbonic acid was

found to be much above the standard.

In one experiment only was alcohol taken, whilst wine in different quantities, and
porter, with and without food, were taken in other experiments.

He also states that the inspirations and expirations were somewhat deeper than
natural, and that “ the results obtained are evidently to be understood as measures of
the capahility of the organs of respiration to form carbonic acid at any given time, and
not as measures of the quantity of it formed in a given time.”

In reference to M. Boeker’s experiments, I cannot but attach weight to some of the
objections made by me at the commencement of this paper; and although I cannot fully

explain the cause of the discrepancy in our results, I think that the decided and uniform
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action of sugar, tea, and coffee, in my experiments, affords indisputable e^den^ of then

truthfulness. He classes sugar, coffee, and alcohol together ;
and although the class o

alcohols is a difficult one for investigation, and consists of substances which are known

to vary in their action, the truthfulness of my results in reference to two of the thi-ee, m

opposition to those obtained by M. Boexee, is presumptive of the truthfulness of the

third.

Explanation of the Plates.

PLATE XXXV.

Kepresents the effect of numerous articles of food when taken m moderate doses alone,

fasting, and under precisely the same circumstances, upon the carbonic acid

expired, the air inspired, the depth of insphation, and the rate of pulsation

and respiration. They are arranged in four series; viz. Eats, figs. 1 and 2

;

the Starch Series, figs. 3 to 13 ; the Milk Series, figs. 14 to 21 ;
and the Siigai-

Series, figs. 22 to 29.

PLATE XXXVI.

Kepresents similar inquiries in reference to articles arranged in the Tea Senes, figs. oO

to 43, and in the Alcohol Series, figs. 44 to 56 ; and also the effect of Albumen.

In the construction of these two Plates the absolute qiiantities have not been delineated,

but only the increase or decrease from the quantities ascertained immediately before the

food was taken. These latter quantities are regarded as basal quantities,^ and they are

stated in figures near the basal line of each object of inquiry m each experiment. Thus

in fig. 47, “ S. 8-33” and “ M. 7-98” placed under the basal line of the carbonic^acid, show

that before the tea was taken Dr. Smith expired 8-33 grains, and ISH.Moul 7-98 grams

of carbonic acid per minute ;
and the direction of the curves shows how fai- the quantity

at each inquiry exceeded the basal quantity. The period at which each inquhy was

commenced after the food had been taken is stated in hours and minutes at the head

of each column. Each inquiry was continued during five minutes after the period

just mentioned ;
but in some experiments it was continuous for one hom, and followed

by others at intervals, as in fig. 33, or was continued without intermission until the end,

but the quantities recorded every five minutes, as in fig. 34. In figs. 24, 25, 35, 45,

and 50, the dose of the food was repeated more or less frequently during the experiment,

and then the figures at the head of each column show the period when the inquuy was

made after the repetition of each dose.

The temperature and the height of the barometer are recorded at the head of each

figure.
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XXVIII. SiLj^j^lement to Mr. Macquoen Eai^-kine’s Pajyer “ On the Thermodynamic Theory

of Steamrengines with dry saturated Steam, and its agjplication to 'practice*

Eeceived September 3,—Bead December 8, 1859.

The foUowing additional information respecting the steam-ships referred to in the
examples may be interesting, although it does not strictly belong to the special subiect
of the paper.

*'

Exa^iple I.—Paddle-steamer ‘Admiral,’ built by Mr. James E. Napiee; engines
made by Messrs. Eaxdolph, Eldee and Co.; draught 7 feet 6 inches; length 210 feet;
breadth 32 feet; displacement 820 tons; speed with 774 indicated horse-power 11-9
nautical miles an bom’. Effective work in driving the ship, about 604 horse-power.

Available heat expended per hour in foot-pounds per indicated horse-power,

1,980,000 1,980,000
efficiency of steam 0’123

— 16,100,000.

Coal burned per indicated horse-power per hoiu’, 2-97 lbs.

Available heat of combustion of one pound of coal,

16,100,000

- ^

2^9^
=5,420,000 foot-lbs.

The total heat of combustion of one pound of the coal employed being roughly esti-
mated at 10,000,000 foot-pounds, it appears that the efficiency of the furnace and boiler
was about 0-542.

The boilers were improved marine boilers of ordinary proportions.
^IPLE II.—Screw-steamer ‘Thetis,’ built by Messrs. C. Scott and Co. ; the engine

made by Messrs. Eowah and Co.

AvaUable heat expended per horn- in foot-lbs. per indicated horse-power,

1,980,000 _ 1,980,000
efficiency of steam 0-192

— 10,312,500.

Coal burned per indicated horse-power per hour, during an experiment of one hour’s
duration, 1-02 lb.

Available heat of combustion of one pound of the coal employed,

10,312,500

p:Q2 =10,110,000 foot-pounds.

The coal used was of very good quality; and its total heat of combustion per pound is

* Philosopliical Transactions, Part 1 . 1859, p. 177 ; Proceedings of the Eoyal Society, January 1859.
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estimated at 11,560,000 foot-pounds. Hence the efficiency of the furnace and holier was

10,110,000 n.CQ
11

,
560,000

"”^

In this case the short duration of the experiment on the consumption of coal, which

was interrupted by a fog, makes the result less satisfactory than it would haye been if

the experiment had been continued, as intended, for several hours. The engine and

boiler were of a kind invented some years ago by Mr. Ceaddock ;
the boiler consisting

chiefly of a sort of cage of vertical water-tubes enclosing each fire-grate. The heating

surface was about nine times as great, relatively to the fuel burned, as it is in ordinary

marine boilers.

Example III.—Paddle-steamer ‘ Callao,’ built by Messrs. JoHX Eeid and Co. ;
the

engines by Messrs. Kandolph, Eldee and Co. ;
displacement 1100 tons ;

speed vath

1176 indicated horse-power 12-05 nautical miles per hour.

Available heat expended per hour in foot-pounds per indicated horse-power,

1 ,
980,000

efficiency of steam
1^5^^=14,143,000 foot-lbs.

n* I
^ '

Coal burned per indicated horse-power per hour, 2-67 lbs.

Available heat of combustion of 1 lb. of coal,

5,300,000

;

being nearly the same as in Example I.

The boilers in this case were, like those in Case I., improved marine boilers of ordi-

nary proportions. In such boilers, 5,400,000 foot-lbs. may be considered a fair estimate

of the available heat of combustion of good ordinary steam-coal.
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XXIX. On the Deflection of the Phmi-lim in India, caused hj the Attraction of the

Himmalatja Mountains and of the elemted regions iegond ; and its modification hj
the compensating effect of a Deficieney of Matter helow the Mountain Mass. By the
Venerable JoH», He.w PK.m, M.A., Archdeacon of Calcutta. Communicated by
Professor Stokes, Sec. B.S.

Eeceived October 25,—Bead November 25, 1858.
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1 Eeference to a former Paiier on this subject.

1. Two notices* which appeared last year in the Journal of the Astronomical Society
on my Paper on Himmalayan Attraction, written at the Cape of Good Hope in 1854,
and published by the Royal Society the year following, have called my attention again
to this subject. Those who read that paper will remember, that it consisted of two
parts

; the first a calculation of the amount of deflection of the plumb-line, caused by
the Mountain Mass in India, at the principal stations of the northern part of the Great
Indian Arc; and the second, the effect which the application of these deflections, as
corrections to the astronomical amplitudes, would have upon the calculated ellipticity of
the Indian Arc. I he results I arrived at are much greater than were anticipated. The
author of the communications to the Astronomical Society proposes to test the truth of

India^'

Jexnaxt, Bengal Engineers, and First Assistant in the Great Trigonometrical Survey of

I am indebted to Mr. Texxaxt for having detected a numerical error in page 98 of my paper. By ^oing
through the calcidations, in page 98, it wiU be seen that

for a=-0-0039737-0-0051426w+0-001688H,
we must read «= -0 0019203 + 0 0059576M-0-0014564ti.

This Will change the value of «(1 + a) in the next line but one. These corrections have no effect, however
upon the results of my paper. When the paper was written, I was far away from all means of employing
a computer, as is usual in such cases, to verify the long numerical calculations, not one-tenth of which
appears 111 what is printed. In the last section of the present communication I have given a revise of such
parts of the former one as need correction.

MDCCCLIX. 5 F
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mv results, by comparing the curvature thus deduced ’uith the cun-ature of other arcs

on the continent of India. But this proceeds upon the gratuitous hypothesis, and one

^yhich for geological reasons is most lilcely not true, that the earth is at present an

exact spheroid of revolution ;
i. e. that all meridians are ellipses, and indeed the same

ellipses, and that every arc of longitude is circular. There are only two ways of avoidmg

the conclusion regarding the curvature of the Indian Ai-c to which I came in my paper

of 1855 ;
either by showing that my data and reasoning are wrong, or by pointing out

that some other cause is in operation, which either m whole or in part counteracts ihe

effect of the Himmalayan Mass. My calculation has been before the pubhc three years

;

and, though some small numerical errors have been detected, they are not of sufficient

importance to affect the result ;
and the data I have every reason for behering to be

correctly takeir, as the Surveyor-General—who first called my attention to the subject

in 1852, as an unsolved difficulty in the operations of the Great Trigonometrical Sun'ey

of Iirdia—has been requested to forward to me airy corrections 'u hich may appear to him

to be advisable, and none have been seirt*. There remains, then, only the resource of

looking for some counteracting cause to compensate for the large disturbance produced

by the Hiinmalayas and the regions beyond.

2. The Astronomer Boyal, in a paper published in the Trairsactions for 1855,

suggested that immediately beneath the mountain-mass tirere vas most probabB a

deficiency of matter, which would produce, as it were, a negative attraction, and so

counteract the effect on the plumb-line. This hypothesis appears, however, to be

* The whole Mountain Region (which I call the Enclosed Space, see par. 8) I clb ide into two portions

by a cii-cular arc of about 350 mdes radius described about Kaliana, the northern station of the Great Arc,

as centre. The portion of the mountain country within that arc I have called, in ui} former Paper, the

Known Kegion, because the heights are all readily obtained from the Survey Maps. The remaining portion

I designate the Doubtful Megion, because the heights cannot possibly he so weU determined. My chief

source of information for the Doubtful Region is IlxiMBOLni’s ‘ Aspects of Nature. The Doubtful Region

is, in superficial extent, about sixteen times as large as the Known Region
;
hut, as I show in my former

Paper, being more distant, produces nothing like a corresponding effect on the stations of the Arc.

By the use of the Tables in paragraphs 8 and 11 it may be shown without much difficulty, that the three

Deflections 27"'973, 12"-017, 6"-790 at the three principal stations would be reduced only to 21''-633,

9"'937, 5"'010, if the whole of the Doubtful Region beyond a radius of about 700 miles from the northern

station were left out of the reckoning. If the lohole Doubtful Region were considered to be a dead flat and

to have no effect at all—an hypothesis clearly impossible—the Deflections would still be reduced only to

12"-972, 3"‘219, l"-336. In these three cases the corrections to the amplitudes would be

15"-926 and 5"-267 if the Doubtful Region be as I have taken it

;

14!"-696 and 4"-927 if all beyond 700 miles from Kaliana be left out or annihilated

;

9"-753 and l"-883 if the whole Doubtful Region be supposed non-existent.

The errors to be accounted for (if the ellipticity of the Indian Arc he what Colonel Eweeesx assimies it to

be, viz. the mean) are 5"-236 and -3"-789. This extravagant, and indeed impossible hypothesis, then, of

the non-existence of the vast Mountain Region beyond the Himmalaya crest, will not account for these

errors. Much less, then, Avill any mere correction of the heights of this Doubtful Region. A solution, if

there be one, must be sought for in another direction.
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untenable ioi- three reasons :—(l) It supposes the thickness of the earth’s solid crust
to be considerably smaller than that assigned by the only satisfactory physical calcula-
tions made on the subject—those by Mr. Hopmxs of Cambridge. He considers th<.
thickness to be about 800 or 1000 miles at least. (2) It assumes that this thin crust
IS lighter than the fluid on which it is supposed to rest. But we should expect that in
becoming solid from the fluid state, it ivould contract by loss of beat and become
leaner, (o) The same reasoning by which Mi-. Airy makes it appear that every pro-
tu erance oihside this thin crust must be accompanied by a protuberance inside, down
into the fluid mass, ivould equally prove that wherever there was a hollow-, as in deep
seas, in the outward surface, there must be one also in the inner surface of the crust
corresponding to it,- thus leading to a law of varying thickness which no process of
cooling could have produced.

§ 2. HjjiMtliesis of Deficieney of Matter adopted in this Paper.
.3 It is nevei-theless to this source—I mean a Deficiency of Matter below—that we

ook, I feel fully assured, for a compensating cause, if any is to be found. My
piesent object is to propose another hypothesis regarding deficiency of matter belowtue mountaiii-niass, as first sus’s'estcd hv AIt 4ipv* onri i/-. -i.rvi i -> •

test of calculation.
liypothes.s to the

I wdl here observe, that all the more laborious numerical calculations in this Papei-
lave been perfonned for me-as I could not possibly find leisure for the work—by a pmctised Computer of the Great Trigonometrical Survey Office in Calcuttaobligingly recommended to me by the Deputy Surveyor-General. In the course of the
pre.,ent paper the attraction of the Mountain Mass, in the direction of the meridian atthe three pi-inc.pal stations of the Great Arc-Kaliana, Kalianpur, and Damargidi-™ again calculated, and a test so far afforded of the general accuracy of my Lmer

the'til '"V'T, l^ceeds. At

perfect 1 r been ape.fect splieioid, with no mountains and valleys nor ocean-hollow-s. As the crust formed

oritfrt“"‘”’“f
expansions may have taken place in an;of Its paits, so as to depress and elevate the corresponding portions of the surface If

he.se changes took place chiefly in a vertical direction, then at any epoch a verM liidrawn dowm to a sufficient depth from any place in the surface will pL thi-ough 1mZof matter which has remained the same in amount all through the changes. By the

die lel h?“T" ‘f'
"P’ «‘us raised above

is most likdv^'
cori-esponding attenuatim, of matter below. This attenuation

cause wfill

P^bably e.xists through a great depth. Whether this

rmitlin iT !
“f compensation can be determined only bysubmitting it to calculation, which I proceed to do.

^ ^

5 F 2
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^ 3. Summary of data and of some of the results of the forme) Pajjer,

necessary for the jyresent calculation.

5. Before proceeding it is necessary here to gather into one riew such of the results

of my former Paper * as will be required for the present calculation.

The Great Arc under consideration is in longitude 77° 42'. The three principal

stations of this arc, the latitudes of which hare been obserwed astronomrcally, are A, or

Kaliana, in latitude 29° 30' 48"; B, or Kalianpur, 24° 7' 11"; and C, or Damargrda.

18° 3' 15". The lerrgths of the two arcs, Kaliana—Kalianpur, and Kahanpur—Damar-

gida, as determirred by the Survey, are 326859-52 and 367154-37 fathoms.

6. In order to effect the calculation of the attraction on the three stations, the mass

is conceived to be divided into smaller masses in the foBonung manner, talang the

station A for example. From the point A (fig. 1) great circles are drawn meeting in

Tig- 1.

* Philosophical Transactions, 1855, pp. 53-100.
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the antipodes of A, dividing the superficial mass into so many lunes of attracting matter.

Circles are then draum with their centres in the vertical line through A, at distances

increasing according to a peculiar law, which, for a name, I call the Law of Dissection,

dividing the whole surface into a number of four-sided “compartments*,” which have
this property, that the attractions of the masses standing on the several compartments
of a lime thus formed are exactly the same when the heights of the masses are the

same ; or, which amounts to the same thing, since the heights are all small compared
ufith the distances from the station, the attractions of the masses standing upon the

several compartments are in proportion to their average heights.

7. It is then proved (p. 65) that if (3 be the angular width of the compartment, and
h the average height above the level of A, the deflection of the plumb-line at A, in the

direction of the meridian, caused by the mass standing on this compartment,

= 1"'1392 h sin ^j3 cos Az.

Hence the deflection caused by the whole mass

= 1"-1392 2. A sin-|/3 cos Az, Cl.)

Az being the azimuth, reckoned from the north, of the middle line of the lime.

8. By an examination of the physical geography of the earth’s surface, I next show
that the only mass which can affect the plumb-line lies within a space DEFGHIJKLD,
which I call the Enclosed Space, and then describe : the extreme • diagonal lengths arc

each about 2000 miles.

Tables are next formed—of which a summary is given in the following page—con-

taining all the data regarding the average heights of the masses on the several com-

partments; and the formula (1.) brings out the following results:

—

At A. At B. At C.

Deflection of the plumb-line in the ilieridian . . 27"-853 ll"-968 6''-909

Hence the differences of deflections, or the errors in the astronomical amplitudes, are

15"-885 and 5"-059.

After applying these corrections, I proceed to calculate the ellipticity of the Indian

Arc. With a view to make the results available for any other calculated attractions—

a

* The horizontal attraction of the mass standing on any one of these compartments is shown to equal

(see p. 62 of former Paper)

where a and a+ ^ are the angular distances of the nearer and further sides of the compartment from A.

The Law of Dissection, connecting (p wdth a, is this,

p cos* (2^ +4^^ 21

sin
1

1

<p being assumed equal to i a when these angles are very small.
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Table of the average Heights (in feet) of the masses in the several compartments above

the level of Kaliana.

No. of

compart-

ment.

Distance

of middle

of com-
partment

from
station.

For Station A (Kaliana). For Station B (Kalianpur). For Station C (Camargida .

Lune I. Lune 11. Lune lil. Lune IV- Lune V. Lune 1. Lune 11. Lune III. Lune IV. Lune V. Lune I. Lune II. Lune 11!.

1 6-787 600
Q
/V 0-866 500 600

3 0-949 600 1,200 300
4 1-048 500 1,500 800 300
5 1-153 300 800 1,500 1,500 300
6 1-268 500 1,000 1,200 1,600 300

7 1-395 800 2,000 600 1,600 800
8 1-534 1,300 3,000 2,000 1,800 1,000

9 1-687 2,300 3,000 2,500 2,500 1,500
10 1-856 1,800 5,000 3,000 6,000 2,000
11 2-042 300 2,500 5,500 7,000 2,500
12 2-247 800 4,000 7,000 7,000 3,000
13 2-472 800 4,000 8,500 9,000 2,500
14 2-719 800 5,000 9,500 9,000 2,500 i

15 2-990 800 5,500

6,000

9,000 9,000 2,500
16 3-289 800 9,500 9,000 2,500

17 3-61

6

1,300 7,000 9,500 9,500 2,500
18 3-980 1,800 7,500 9,500 9,500 3,000

•

19 4-378 2,800 8,300 9,500 9,500 3,000
20 4-813 4,800 9,500 9,500 9,500 3,000
21 5-298 7,000 8,700 8,500 7,000 3,000
oo 5-828 8,000 8,200 8,000 9,000 3,750 500

23 6-408 9,000 7,700 7,500 8,600 4,500 500 2,500

24 7-054 9,000 7,200 7,000 8,100 5,250 2,500 7,000

25 7-707 8,700 6,800 6,500 7,600 6,000 4,500 9,000

26 8-533 8,400 6,300 6,000 7,100 6,750 6,500 9,500

27 9-386 8,100 5,800 5,500 6,700 7,500 1,200 8,200 9,000 4,000

28 10-324 7,900 5,400 5,000 6,200 8,250 6,000 9,500 8,250 5,700

29 11-360 7,600 4,900 4,500 5,700 9,000 9,000 9,000 7,500 7,300
30 12-506 7,300 4,400 4,000 5,200 9,000 9,000 8,200 6,750 9,000 1 600
31 13-770 7,000 3,900 3,500 4,800 8,250 8,450 7,400 6,000 9,000 : 4,000 6,000

32 15-211 3,450 3,000 4,300 7,500 7,850 6,600 5,250 8,150 5,000 7,300 9.000
33 16-80 3,000 2,500 3,850 6,750 7,250 5,750 4,500 7,300 7,000 9-500 7,950 7,000

34 18-51 2,500 2,000 3,400 6,000 6,700 4,900 3,750 6,450 9,000 9,000 6,850 9,000

35 20-40 2,000 1,500 2,900 4,100 3,000 5,550 8,250
j

7,900 5,800 8,100

36 22-50 1,500 2,400 3,300 2,250 4,700 7,500 6,850 4j/ 00 7.2.50

37 24-83
. 3,500 1,900 2,500 1,500 3,850

i

5,750 3,6.50 6,400

38 27-43 1,500 2,000 3,000 ' 4,650 2,550 5,500

39 30-31 1,500 3,000 : 3,600 1,500

40 33-55 4,000 i
2,500 2,000

Totals in feet 110,000 154,850 180,400 207,950 125,000 55,450 83,450 91,250 i 74,000 36,750 i 6 1 ,650 50,000 43,250

Totals in miles 20-833 29-328 34-167 39-385 23-673 10-502 15-805 17-282 14-015 6-960
j

11-676 9-470 b-191

precaution I now feel the value of—I multiply them by arbitrary coetScients 1— C' ami

1—?;, making them
15"-885 (1-m) and 5''-059 (1-c).

The ellipticity and the semi-axis major then are

2=0-002346 +0-003693«i -0-001046

u=2088274-3+0-0059576«-0-0014564yi

These are the only results which it is necessary here to recapitulate.
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Fig. 2.

§ 4. Calculation of the Effect of Defciency of Matter, according to the

assumed hypothesis.

9. I now proceed to calculate the effect of the attenua-
tion caused below by the upheaval of the mountains. I
shall suppose that the masses standing upon the sefveral

compartments are concentrated into the middle points of
the meridian-diameters of the compartments. This may
be done without sensible error, as shown in the note*.
And next that these masses are distributed into vertical

bars or prisms, aU to the same depth d, each bar or prism
being of uniform density in itself, but containing the
whole amount of matter belonging to the compartment
from the centre of which it is drawm down. The differ-

ence betw'een the attractions of the mass thus distributed
downwards, and of the mass as it lies in the Himmalayas,
will gi'se the horizontal attraction on the plumb-line at
the three stations A, B, C, on the hypothesis of the attenuation I have described.

/.
^^^^^^centrated in the middle of its compart-

meu IN the bar or prism into which it is distributed. Join AM, AN, AO NO.
et . . —c, AN—^, A0_7, MN=f7, ZAOM=J It is a property easily proved,

that the attraction of the prism MN on A in the direction AM=—
c.k'

But the attrac-

tion of M on A in the same direction =^. The ratio of these is |.
* In this ratio,

therefore, musd the attractions of the masses on the compartments, as deduced in my
ormer I aper (and re-calculated in this), be reduced, to obtain from them the attractions
of the same masses when distributed into vertical prisms.

Deflection along the middle line of any lime, caused by the mass on the compart-
ment when distributed down to a depth d, becomes

= r'-1392A|sin^/3;

deflection in the meridian =1''-1892 sin ^ (3 cos Az.

* Area of compartment =r/3 (cos a-cos
t^^+ 4-)), r=rad. of earth.

Afass on the compartment ^rd^cos a-cos (a + <{,))7A=L’AM sin|sin(^|+ |j
cos +

. 1
. attraction of the mass, concentrated in the centre 2'^

ditto (from last note) ~ i
— 1+ ^

+ ...

The largest value of this is when and ^ is evanescent, when it is about j-i^th part greater
than iinitv.
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If 2 be a symbol representing tlie sum of the quantities /i sin ^ /3 cos Az for the five

lunes for any given value of p and 2./isin-/3cosAz=S,

Deflection in the meridian, for these five compartments, =1"-1392
^

S. . .
(o.)

11. We must first obtain the values of S. The width f3 of the several lunes into

which the Enclosed Space is divided, and the azimuth of the middle lines, are as follows

(see par. 39 of my former Paper):—for A, widths, 24°, 30 ,
30 ,

30 ,
20 ,

azunuths, 2i .

0°, 30°, 60°, 85°; for B, widths, 8°, 30°, 30°, 30°, 10°, azimuths, 19°, 0°, 30°, 60°, 80^

for C, widths, 30°, 30°, 20°, azimuths, 0°, 30°, 55°. Hence the values of sin
^ (3 cos Az

for the several lunes are

—

for A, 0-1852, 0-2588, 0-2241, 0-1294, 0-0151;

for B, 0-0660, 0-2588, 0-2241, 0-1294, 0-0151

;

for C, 0-2588, 0-2241, 0-0996.

By these numbers must the heights in the Table of Heights (page / 50) be multiplied ;
the>

must then be added together from left to right, and the totals, given in the Table in

page 763, will be the aggregates for the several distances from the station, that is, the

\'alues of S. The grand totals at the foot of the Table, reduced to miles and multiphed

by 1"-1392, give the total meridian deflections at the three stations caused by the

mountain-mass as it now lies at the surface. These differ but slightly from the results

of my last Paper, as recapitulated in par. 22 of the present communication*.

12. The values of t have now to be determined, in order to carry out the calculation
K

of formula (3.). By fig. 2 we have

= 2« sin

^

= 4ft® sin® ]^6-\-d‘'— A.ad sin® ^ ^= fZ®+ 4ft® sin® ^

1

—

Put ^'\Xl“^sin^^= tan-^/, /i;®=d®sec®'4',

c 2a
,

. 1

These formulse give

2a
log^\/1 -p log sin ^ ^= log tan \}y (

3 -)

log^+ log cos pp log sin
^

20= log
j

(5.)

* To test the accuracy of these results, the totals of the thirteen coluinus oi the Table in page 7o0 ha\e

been multiplied by the thirteen constants above given, and then the three grand totals taken lor the tliree

stations. They are found to accord exactly with the three totals of the Table in page /53.
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Table of Deflections in Meridian {mass all at the surface) (from formula 3).

No. of compartment.

Values of S = S.A sin Is cos Az.
2 1

1

Station A.
Kaliana.

Station B.

Kalianpur.
Station C.

Damargida.

1
1 ^ 77-64
1

2 189-69

1

^ 294-27
1 4 573-60

5 797-38
6 831-89

1
7 1019-34

;
8 1713-38

j

! 9 2108-76
i

1
10

1

3106-26
.........

1

1

1 11 2878-66
j

! 12 3703-16
j

!
4290-56

j

14 4773-46
15 4790-81
l6 5032-26
17 5448-36

i
18 5677-91

j

19 6070-15
1

20 6751-11

i

21 6403-91
22 6617-79 112-05
23 6521-10 689-65
24 6225-27 2215-70
25 5901-77 3181-50
26 5551-39 3811-15

1 27 5213-94 4735-86
1 28 4907-95 5441-00

29 4557-57 5548-57
30 4195-86 5393-44 155-28
31 3835-76 4982-02 2379-80
o2 2234-83 4532-81 3906-14
33 1936-77 4025-37 4937-39
34 1625-76 3521-23 4760-69
35 1229-01 2576-13 4151-06
3o 646-71 2079-69 3547-65

1030-21 1481-34 2943-01
05 194-10 836-40 2322-17
39 194-10 672-30 1267-83
40 517-60 1095-20

In feet 129670-05 55836-21 31466-22

In miles 24-559 10-575 5-960

Multiplying by 1"']392, Deflections= 27"*978 12"-047 6''-790

Ihe Tables in the following pages (which I call the Four Tables of Keduction),

give the values of
|
for four values of the depth, viz. d=im, 300, 600, and 1000 miles.

For these values of d, the two constants log^y^l-^ and log^ are respectively

6 GMDCCCLIX.
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Four Tables of Reduction, calculated by formulae (4.) and (5.).

Table I.—Depth =100 miles.

No. of

the

compart-

ment.

1

2®-
log sin i 0.

log sin
2 0

+1-8975923
=logtani|/.

i

1

log cos 4'-

1

j

1
log sin

2 0

+ logcos\J/

1-1-9030900-20

1 c
=loe-.

“ A

1 6-393 or 6 23 35 7-8363279 9-7339202 9-9440904 ,
1-6835083

2 0-433 Qr 0 25 59 7-8784168 9-7760091 9-9337984 1-7152952

3 0-474 or 0 28 26 7-9175489 9-8151412 9-9228096 i
1-7434485

4 0-524 or 0 31 26 7-9611105 9-8587028 9-9088382
;

1-7730387

6 0-576 or 0 34 34 8-0023763 9-8999686 9-8937914
i

1-7992677

6 0-634 or 0 38 2 8-0438816 9-9414739 9-8767823 i 1-8237539

7 0-697 or 0 41 49 8-0850648 9-9826571 9-8579831 1-8461379

8 0-767 or 0 46 1 8-1266283 10-0242206 9-8370370 1-8667553

9 0-843 or 0 50 35 8-1677179 10-0653102 9-8143838 1-8851917

10 0-928 or 0 55 41 8-2094324 10-1070247 9-7894454 1-9024678

11 1-021 or 1 1 16 8-2509274 10-1485197 9-7627636 1-9167810

12 1-123 or 1 7 23 8-2922508 10-1898431 9-7344460 1-9297868

13 1-236 or 1 14 10 8-3339012 10-2314935 9-7042486 1-9412398

14 1-359 or 1 21 26 8-3744877 10-2720800 9-6733584 1-9509361

15 1-495 or 1 29 42 8-4164693 10-3140616 9-6400279 1-9595872

16 1-644 or 1 38 38 8-4576902 10-3552825 9-6060825 1-9668627

17 1-808 or 1 48 29 8-4990171 10-3966094 9-5709770 1-9730841

18 1-990 or 1 59 24 8-5406431 10-4382354 9-5346689 1-9784020

19 2-189 or 2 11 20 8-5819954 10-4795877 9-4977795 1-9828649

20 2-406 or 2 24 22 8-6230654 10-5206577 9-4604449 1-9869003

21 2-649 or 2 38 56 8-6647864 10-5623787 9-4219106 1-9897870

22 2-914 or 2 54 50 8-7061631 10-6037554 9-3831792 1-9924323

23 3-204 or 3 12 14 8-7473285 10-6449208 9-3442061 1-9946246

24 3-527 or 3 31 37 8-7890017 10-6865940 9-3044808 1-9965725

25 3-853 or 3 51 11 8-8273552 10-7249475 9-2674791 1-9979243

26 4-266 or 4 15 58 8-8715081 10-7691004 9-2246997 1-9992978

27 4-693 or 4 41 35 8-9128474 10-8104397 9-1844141 0-0003515

28 5-162 or 5 9 43 8-9541030 10-8516953 9-1440456 0-0012386

29 5-680 or 5 40 48 8-9955141 10-8931064 9-1033699 0-0019740

30 6-253 or 6 15 11 9-0371072 10-9346995 9-0623859 0-0025831

31 6-885 or 6 53 6 9-0787356 10-9763279 9-0212643 0-0030899

32 7-605 or 7 36 18 9-1217006 11-0192929 8-9787284 0-0035190

33 8-40 or 8 24 0 9-1645998 11-0621921 8-9361833 0-0038731

34 9-25 or 9 15 0 9-2061309 11-1037232 8-8949442 0-0041651

35 10-20 or 10 12 0 9-2481811 11-1457734 8-8531198 0-0043909

36 11-25 or 11 15 0 9-2902357 11-1878280 8-8112590 0-0045847

37 12-41 or 12 24 36 9-3322481 11-2298404 8-7694070 0-0047451

38 13-71 or 13 42 36 9-3747625 11-2723548 8-7270362 0-0048887

39 15-15 or 15 9 0 9-4172174 11-3148097 8-6846817 0-0049891

40 16-77 or 16 46 12 9-4601918 11-3577841 8-6417987 0-0050805
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Four Tables of Eeduction, calculated by formute (4.) and (5.).

Table II. -Deptli __300 miles. Table III.——Depth ==500 miles.

755

log sin
2 0

+ 1-4090396

= log tan Ip.

9-2453674

9-2874563

9-3265884

9-3701500

9-4114158

9-4529211

9-4941043

9-5356678

9-5767574

9-6184719

9-6599669

9-7012903

9-7429407

9-7835272

9-8255088

9-8667297

9-9080566

9-9476826

9-

9910349

10-

0321049

10-0738259

10-1152026

10-1563680

10-1980412

10-2363947

10-2805476

10-3218869

10-3631425

1 0-4045536

10-4461467

10-4877751

10-5307401

10-5736393

10-6151704

10-6572206

10-6992752

10-7412876

10-7838020

10-8262569

10-8692313

log cos if/.

, . 1
log sin

2
e

+ log cos p
+ 1-4259687-20

= log|.
k

1
log sin

2 9

+ 1-1751240
= log tan p .

log cos p.

, .
1

log sin
^
9

+ log cos p
+ 1-2041200-20

= log".
k

9-9933804 1-2556770 9-0114519 9-9977228 1-0381707

9-9919899 1-2963754 9*0535408 9-9972390 1-0797758

9-9904426 1-3339604 9-0926729 9-9966980 1-1183669

9-9883756 1-3754548 9-1362345 9-9959712 1-1612017

9-9860193 1-4143643 9-1775003 9-9951373 1-1016336

9-9831858 r-4530361 9-2190056 9-9941268 1-2421284

9-9798329 1-4908664 9-2601888 9-9929198 1-2821046

9-9758083 r-5284053 9-3017523 9-9914554 1-3222037

9-9710902 1-5647768 9-3428419 9-9897169 1-3615548

9-9654319 1-6008330 9-3845564 9-9893680 1-4029204

9-9588048 1-6357009 9-4260514 99850772 1-4401246

9-9510786 1-6692981 9-4673748 9-9820752 1-4784460

9-9420082 1-7018781 9*5090252 9-9784675 1-5164887

9-9317948 1-7322512 9-5496117 9-9742951 1-5529028

9-9196563 1-7620943 9-5915933 9-9691849 1-5897742

9-9060534 1-7897123 9-6328142 9-9632611 1-6250713

9-8906270 1-8156128 9-6741411 9-9562887 1-6594258

9-8731890 1-8398008 9*7157671 9-9480801 1-6928432

9-8539217 1-8618858 9-7571194 9-9386035 1-7247189

9-8328399 1-8818740 9-7981894 9-9277437 T-7549291

9-8094513 1-9002064 9-8399104 9-9150995 1-7840059

9-7843319 1-9164637 9-8812871 9-9008277 T-8111108

9-7575188 T-9308160 9-9224525 9-8848149 1-8362634

9-7286294 T-9435998 9-9641257 9-8666831 1-8598048

9-7005925 1-9539164 10-0024792 9*8482392 T-8797144

9-6667435 1-9642203 10-0466321 9-8249209 I-9OO549 O

9-6336708 1-9724869 10-0879714 9-8010778 1-9180452

9-5994871 r-9795588 10-1292270 9-7753959 1-9336189

9-5641182 r-9856010 10-1706381 9-7478206 1-9474547

9-5276703 1-9907462 10-2122312 9-7184113 T-9596385

9-4903904 T9950947 10-2538596 9-6873971 T-9702527

9-4511894 1-9988587 10-2968246 9-6538752 T-9796958

9-4174137 0-0019822 10-3397238 9-6190275 r-9877473

9-3724169 0-0045165 10 3812549 9-5841387 1-9943896

9-3315394 0-0056892 10-4233051 9-5477953 0-0000964

9-2922210 0-0084254 10-4653597 9-5105573 0-0049130

9-2516772 0-0098940 10-5073721 9-4725938 0-0089619

9-2104015 0-0111327 10-5498865 9-4335103 0-0123928

9-1689547 0-0121408 10-5923414 9-3939077 0-0152461

9-1268419 0-01.30024 10-6,3.531.^)8 q-3.533447 O-Ol 76.565
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Four Tables op Eeductioa, calculated by formulae (4) and (5).

Table IV.~Depth =1000 miles.

No.
of the

com-
part-

ment.

b-
1 ^

log sin^0.
log sin 1 e

4.0-8406207
= logtan'4/.

log cos

log sin 1

0

4-log cos -J/

-0-9030900-20

=log|.

1
I

0*393 or 6 23 35 7*8363279 8-6769486 9*9995100 2*7389279

2 0*433 r 0 25 59 7*8784168 8*7190375 9*9994054 2-7809122

3 0*474 or 0 28 26 7*9175489 8*7581696 9*9992882 2-8209271

4 0-524 or 0 31 26 7*9611105 8*8017312 9-9991303 2*8633308

5 0*576 or 0 34 34 8*0023763 8*8429970 9*9989487 2*9044150

6 0*634 or 0 .38 2 8*0438816 8*8845023 9-9987280 2*9456996

7 0*697 oa 0 41 49 8*0850648 8-9256855 9*9984634 2*9866182

8 0-767 or 0 46 1 8*1266283 8*9672490 9*9981406 1*0278589

9 0*843 or 0 50 35 8*1677179 9*0083386 9-9977552 1*0685631

10 0*928 or 0 65 41 8*2094324 9-0500531 9 9972826 1*1098050

11 1*021 or 1 1 16 8*2509274 9-0915481 9*9967147 1*1507321

12 1*123 or 1 7 23 8*2922508 9*1328715 9-9960323 1*1913731

13 1*236 or 1 14 10 8*3339012 9-1745219 9-9952026 1*2321938

14 1*359 or 1 21 26 8*3744877 9-2151084 9*9942299 1*2718076

15 1*495 or 1 29 42 8*4164693 9-2570900 9*9930188 1*3125781

16 1-644 or 1 38 38 8*4576902 9*2983109 9-9915873 1*3523675

17 1*808 or 1 48 29 8*4990171 9-3396378 9*9898643 1*3919714

18 1*990 or 1 59 24 8*5406431 9*3812638 9-9877819 1*4315150

19 2*189 or 2 11 20 8*6819954 9*4226161 9-9853037 1*4703891

j

20 2*406 or 2 24 22 8*6230654 9*4636861 9-9823649 1*5085203 1

21 2*649 or 2 38 56 8*6647864 9*5054071 9-9788067 1*5466831

22 2*914 or 2 54 50 8*7061631 9*5467838 9-9746090 1*5838621 .

23 3*204 or 3 12 14 8*7473285 9*5879492 9-9696639 1*6200824
;

24 3*527 or 3 31 37 8*7890017 9*6296224 9-9637547 1*6558464
;

25 3*853 or 3 51 11 8*8273552 9*6679759 9-9574003 1*6878455
j

26 4*266 or 4 16 58 8*8715081 9*7121288 9-9488494 1*7234475

27 4*693 or 4 41 35 8*9128474 9*7534681 9-9394965 1*7554339

28 5*162 or 5 9 43 8*9541030 9*7947237 9-9287188 1*7859118 '

29 5*680 or 5 40 48 8-9955141 9*8361348 9-9163146 1*8149187
i

1

30 6*253 or 6 15 11 9*0371072 9-8777279 9*9021263 1-8423235
j

31 6*885 or 6 53 6 9-0787356 9-9193563 9-8860837 1*8679093

32 7*605 or 7 36 18 9*1217006 9-9623213 9-8674166 1*8922072
j

33 8*40 or 8 24 0 9*1645998 10-0052205 9*8468584 1-9145482
1

34
1

9*25 or 9 15 0 9*2061309 10-0467516 9*8248529 1*9340738

35 10*20 or 10 12 0 9*2481811 10 0888018 9*8005771 1*9518482
'

36 11*25 or 11 15 0 9*2902.357 10*1308564 9-7743449 1*9676706 '

37 12*41 or 12 24 36 9*3322481 10*1728688 9*7462853 1*9816234

38 13*71 or 13 42 36 9*3747625 10*2153852 9*7161171 1*9939696

39 15*15 or 15 9 0 9*4172174 10*2578381 9*6843535 0-0046609

40 16*77 or 16 46 12 9*4601918 10*3008125 9*6506910 0*0139728
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Table of Deflections, for Station A (iTaimM,), when the mountain-mass
is distributed to the several depths specified.

N"o. of the
i compart-

j

meut.

I)epth =100 miles. Depth == 300 miles. Depth =500 miles. Depth = 1000 miles.

log S. I«s|s. £s.
k

logfs.
j

k
f S.
k

log|S.
1

^
f s.
k

los|S. -S.
h

1
3

4

5

6

7

8

9
10

11

12

13

14

1.5

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25
’

26

27
28

29
.30

31 i,

32

33 ;

34

35

36

37 c

38

39
40 is

1-

8900855

2-

2780444
2-4687460

2-7586091

2-9016653

2-

9200659

3-

0083191
3-2338537
3-3240271

3-4922377
3-4591903
3-5685724
3-6325039

3-6788333
.3-6804089

3-7017631
3-7362658

3-7541885

3-7831994
3-8293752
3-8064452
3-8207130
3-8143209
3-7941586

3-7709822
,

3-7444017 ‘

3-71 7 1 660
3-6909007 .

3-6587334 i.

3-6228210

3-5838514

3-3492445

5-2870781 ::

3-2110564 c

'-O895554 J

!-8107096 S

i-0129257 3

’-2880255 2

-2880255 12

•7139943 2

1-5735938

1-

9933396

2-

2121945
2-5316478
2-7009330
2-7438198

2-

8544570

3-

1006090
3-2091188
3-3947055

3-3759713
3-4983592
3-5737437
3-6297694
3-6399961
3-6686258

3-7093499
3-7325905
3-7660643
3-8I62755

3-7962322
3-8131453
3-8089455

3-79073] 1

3-7689065

3-7436995
3-71 75175
3-6921393

3-6607076
3-6254041

3-5869413

5-3527635

5-2909512

5-2152215

5-0939463
!-8 152943
•0176708
•2929142
•2930146

•7190748

37-462

98-478
163-002

340 132
502-265

554-396

715-248
1260-692
1618-522
2481-450

2376-683
3150-360

3747-518
4263-530
4365-120

4661-519

5120-942
,

5424-447
;

5835-315
6550-515

6255-070
6503-470

i

6440-884
j

6176-339
;

5873-630
5542-420

5218-151
:

4921-973
’

4578-335
4220-890

1

3863-145
i

2253-012

1936-725 '

1641-427

1241-500

653-573
1041-525

196-297
196-343 3

523-691 ^

J

1-1457625
i 1-5744198

1-

8027064

2-

1340639
2-3160296
2-3731020
2-4991855
2-7622590

2-

8888039

3-

0930707
3-0948912
3-2378705
3-3343820
3-4110845
3-4425032
3-4914754
3-5518786

•3-5939893

3-6450852
3-7112492
3-7066516

3-7371767
3-7451369
3-7377584
3-7248986
3-7086220
3-6896529
3-6704595
3-6443344
3-6135672
3-5789461
3-34810,32

3-2890603

3-2155729
3-0952446

2-8191350

5-0228197

2-2991582
2-3001663

2-7269967

13-988

37-533

6.3-490

136-164

207-028
236-103
315-635
578-441

774-112
1238-998
1244-203

1729-300
2159-643

2576-822
2770-150
3100-811

3563-515

3926-353
4416-571

5143-387
5089-225

5459-800

5560-795 ‘

5467-118
i

5307-605
51 12-366

4893-876
4682-303

4408-942
4107-402'

3792-680 !

2228-965

1945-630
'

1642-755
1

1245-216 'j

659-379 iii

1053-925 >

199-140

199-603

533-331 J

0-

9282562
:
1-3578202

;

1-5871129

1-

9198108

2-

0032989
2-1621943

2-2904237
2-5560574
2-6855819
2-8951581

2-

8993149

3-

0470184
3-1489926
3-2317361

3-2701831
3-3268344

3-3956916
3-4470317
3-5079183
.3-5843043

3-5904511

3-6318238
3-6505843
3-6539634
3-,6506966

3-6449507
3-6352112
3-6245196
3-6061881

3-5824595
3-5541041

3-3289403
3-2748254

3-2054460

3-0896518

2-8156226

5-0218876
2-3004183

2-3032706

2-7316508

8-477

22-794

38-647
83-140

100-762

145-276

195-175

359-797
484-822

785-521

793-076
1114-346

1409-265

1705-046
1862-873
2122-435

2487-090

2799-186
3220-463

3839-761

3894-494
4283-747
4472-850

4507-787
4474-006

4415-203

4317-290
4212 303
4038-203
3823-486
3581-825

2132-751

1882-984

1604-893
'

1229-283
I

654-068 I

1051-690

199-718
201-034

539-077

10-

6290134
4-0589566

11-

2896731
1-6219399
1-8060803

1-96.57655

1-

9949373

2-

2617126
2-3925902
2-6020427
2-6099224

2-7599455
2-8646977
2-9506409

2-

9929870
.3-0541306

3-

1282372
3-18570.35

3-2535885
3-3378955
3-3531283
|3-4045751

3-4344033
3-4500050
3-4588277
3-4678492

3-4725999
3-4768125
3-4736521
3-4651445
.3-4517607

3-2414517
3-2016263
3-1451302
3-0414036

2-7783802

2-9945491
2-2819951

2-2926864

2-7279671

4-256

11-454

19-484

41-874

63-984

92-420

98-841

182-689

246-940

399-984
407-308

575-368

732-314

892-567

983-982
1132-741

1343-498

1533-570

1793-034

2177-186
2254-905
2538-488

271 8-96.3

2818-416

2876-257
2936-630

2968-930

2997-868
2976-131

2918-400

2829-833
1743-620

1590-840

1.396-787

1100-028

600-317

987-527
191-423

196-194
534-524

In feet 1 22545-996
£17822-301

I

t9994-644 5 1909-575

In miles 23-209 18-527
: 14-980 9-831

lultiply by r'-1392, Deflections= 26"-440 = 21"-106
I

= 17"-066

1

= 11 '-199 '



Table

op

Deflections

for

Station

B

{Kcdianfur)

under

the

same

circumstances.
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l-897o923 and 1-9030900, 1-4090396 and 1-4259687, 1-1761240 and 1-2041200
0-8406207 and 0-9030900. The values of d are obtained from the first column in the
Table of Heights (page 750), or from page 67 of my former Paper.

The values of
^ S for the three stations, for the various examples of depth, are now

easily obtained by adding the logarithms of the last columns of the Four Tables of
Eeduction to the logarithms of S in the Table in page 763, and finding the natural num-
bers. The results are given for each of the three stations A, B, C, for all four cases of
depth, m the four next Tables, which 1 call the Four Tables of Deflections in the
meridian; the totals at the foot of these Four Tables give the final results, viz the
Deflections under the various suppositions of depth. These I now proceed to discuss.

§ 0 . Dtscussion of the Deflections under the various cases of depth, and of the effect upon
the Ellipticity of the Indian Arc.

13. The Tables thus calculated furnish the following results;

Deflection in meridian, caused by the mass of
the Himmalayas and the mountain region
beyond

Ditto, by same mass distributed through a depth

100 miles

300 miles

500 miles

1000 miles

By subtracting each of the last four lines froi

results :

—

Deflection in meridian, caused by the mass of
the Himmalayas and of the mountain region
beyond

Ditto, modified by the supposed attenuation of
matter extending down to a depth of 100 miles

300 miles

500 miles

1000 miles

At Kaliana. At Kalianpur. At Damargida.

27-978 12-047 6-790

26-440 12-111 6-856

21-106 11-678 6-866

17-066 9-622 6-670

11-199 7-386 5-220

m the flrst hne, we have the following

At Kaliana. At Kalianpur. At Damargida.

//

27-978 12-047 6-790

1-538 -0-064 -0-065
6-872 0-369 -0-076

10-912 2-425 0-120

16-779 4-661 1-570

It will be seen how much the Deflections are reduced by this hypothesis, especiallym the case where the attenuation extends through only 100 miles. In fact, in this case
the upheaval of the mountains and the consequent attenuation below produce a slight
deviation the other way at the two further stations. The success of the hypothesis may
therefore, thus far, be considered to be established, although it remains an hypothesis
still

; and we must always be in uncertainty, not as to its answering this end, but as to
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its being true in nature. The existence of the mountain-mass is a fact indisputable

Not so the compensating cause, which is simply conjectural as to its ex^tence, an

altogether uncertain as to its extent, if it exist. We have no certam and mdepen ent

method of determining this ;
nor of ascertaining, even if the hypothesis be vahd, how

far down the attenuation extends, or what law it foUows.
_ ^

14. I will now determine the effect of these several results upon the Ellipticity of the

Indian Arc.

The corrections to be applied to the astronomical amplitudes of the two arcs Kaliana

—Kalianpur and Kalianpur=~~Damargida, are determined by taking the differences o

the numbers in each line of the Deflections above given. Hence we get—

. - T . Kalianato Kalianpur to

Corrections to be added to the astronomical amplitudes, m Kalianpur. Damargida.

consequence of the attraction of the mass of the Himma-

layas and of the region beyond

Ditto, from the same cause, modified by the supposed atte-

nuation below, extending down to a depth of 100 miles 1-602
^ _

, . . 300 miles 6-503 0-44a

500 miles 8-487 2-305

Ditto! !.’!!!!!!!---• lOOO miles 12-118 3-091

Putting the arbitrary expressions 15"-885 (i—u) and 5"-059 (1— -y), taken from par. 8,

for these pairs of corrections in succession, we find the foUonnng corresponding la ues

of u and v
— 0-0028 and -0-0391

+ 0-8992 +0-9998

0-6906 0-9120

0-4657 0-5444

0-2371 0-3890

By substituting these, in succession, in the formula (2) of par. 8 for e, the ellipticit),

we have the following values

g=:0-002377 or — ,
when no Deficiency of Matter exists.

421

0-004621 or — ,
when Deficiency of Matter extends do-^m 100 miles.

216

0-003573 or when Deficiency of Matter extends do-«m 300 miles.

280

0-003497 or —
,
when Deficiency of Matter extends dovm 500 miles.

286

0-002815 or —
,
when Deficiency of Matter extends do^vn 1000 miles.

355

The value of the semi-axis major may similarly be found. These values of the eUip-

ticity differ in every instance from the mean value, They seem, however, to point
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out that if the attenuation extend down to between 600 and 1000 mile.s the ellintidtvwould come out equal to the mean value. In this case the residual mountain attractionK cousi era e. us, then, it appears, that although the hypothesis of Deficiency of
Matter, d ,t extend to no greater depth than 100 miles or so, will very much multiply
the effect of the Himmalayas and the mountain-region beyond on the plumb-line, the
lesult shows that in computmg the Indian Arc there is little ground for working with
the mean ellipticity, as is done in the Great Trigonometrical Survey.

1-5 Nor are the peculiarities of the Great Trigonometrical Survey explained by the
hypothesis of Deficiency of Matter below. None of the pairs of errors in the astrono-mical amplitudes given in par. 14, nor any which can be interpolated, coincide with therrors in the amplitudes detected by Colonel Eveekst in the Great ArC. According
to him, ^tronomical observations make the amplitude of the arc Kaliana-Kalianpu?
too sma lby5''-236, and that of the arc Kalianpur-Damargida too large by 3''-789
This latter eiror indicates the existence of some local cause of disturbance in th’^ neigh-bourhood of Damargida. That such local causes may exist without the presence of soenormous a mass as that of the Himmalayas, I have shown in a Paper on rEngHsh

Dfions of thit Pa
! For example, in the course of the cflcii-

onlv abl 600 ^t'
(P- “ ^he Table). A tabular mass

delction ofT-m tT
by forty-six, will cause adeflection of 3 172 a a station three miles from its longer side, and about one-thirdone end of it and two-thn-ds from the other end. Colonel Eveeest himself entersm o an e a orate calculation in his earlier quarto volume (of 1830) to find the localattraction at the Station Takal K'hera, which had been previously fiLl upon afonH

n^hlTrandtr V bTlI:"^
was afterwards abandoned, notwithstanding

h t , r, K T ^ “P°“ calculations in connexion with

extenstftabk lan^co
““

an

I'^OO r 1

commencmg as far as twenty miles off, and rising to only about1600 feet above the level of the station. Colonel Lambton had considered the table-d to be too distent to have any effect; but calculation proved the reverse.
. n fact, as it appears to me, while the absolute necessity of attending, to local

i1rr " investigations I have given in this and my
"

cle 1

hopelessness of attaining to any certain results seems to be as

lands Ld'deT bh
“ mountain-masses and table-ands and deep neighbouring oceans which affect the vertical, and which can be calcu

others oftwh
have no oower r c’^cept that they may exist and that we

inv causes The
‘heir existence. Were it not for these disturb-

Mtv T the
P^rts even of the same arc ought to bring out its ellip-frcity (If the meridian ie elliptical) with considerable precision. The approximation can

* See p. clxxyii of his 4to volume published in 1847
MDCCCLIX.

g jj.
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be carried to any degree of exactness by the formnlffi. The measni-es of the SuTA cy

give almost exact results. The lengths of the arcs measured are known to a wonderful

degree of exactness. But the smallest disturbing causes affecting the plumb-lme mtro-

duce an element of doubt and uncertainty, through the astronomical amphtudes, which

vitiates the whole. This is unhappily the case with the Great Indian Arc. The eiTors

brought to light in Colonel Everest’s volume (of 1847), ^iz. 5"-236 m one portion and

-3"-789 in another, are too important not to be strictly and numerically accounted for.

The cause must lie in the determination of the vertical. The deflection of the plumb-

line caused by the attraction of the vast Mountain Eegion on the north wiU not account

for these errors: it would make them very much larger (and would not explam the

negative sign), as I showed in my Paper in 1855. No hypothesis of deficiency of matter

below, which we can conceive, will remove the anomaly. The distuihmg cause must he

elsewhere
;
perhaps in the immediate neighbourhood of Kalianpui’ and Damaigi a,

which should be most carefully surveyed for the pui-pose of detecting it; or it may be

hidden beneath the surface, and arise from sources which we cannot possi% examne

and calculate, because of our ignorance of their position and magnitude. [This will be

illustrated in the following paragraph.] Some would recommend that we ignore the

above errors altogether, and put them to the account of these uncalculated causes.

They would reverse the problem, and make the errors the measui-e of the distohmg

cause. But unfortunately this will not do; for it proceeds upon the assumption that

the meridian is elliptical, and moreover that its ellipticity is known and is equal to the

mean ellipticity of the whole earth; which is, in short, begging the question at issue*.

* The degree of influence which errors in the amplitude and ellipticity may have in the mapping of the

country may be learnt from the following approximate calculation.
. ,

Let A be the length of the arc, A the amplitude, a the senihaxis major, fi, the latitude of the middle point,

a the ellipticity of the arc, m the mean radius yector, then m=a (^1-- sj : also

_a|l„|=(l + 3cos2ju,)|= OT|l-|£Cos2^j • • • )

Suppose that the quantities used in this formula are incorrect, and that they ought to be A+ rfA, X+</X,

B+ dB', the corrections are connected by the following equation :

^=^ +^'-^COS 2a.dB.
A X in 2

How iu the arc between Kaliana and Kalianpur, A it 371 miles 0alci.lated on the supposition that the

ellipticity = X is 19117. cos 2p=0-69293. I shall suppose that the radius m is correct, and

^ 300/

therefore (hn—0 ;

• -0-889J£

;

A X

JA=-GX-17270*)=^Ga- 17270*) miles. (/3.)

X o2o

In this formula d\ must be put = to the deflection in seconds, with the neffafive sign, for the following
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I proceed now to make use of the calculations of this Paper to show how some idea
may be formed of the effect, which the possible and not improbable existence of exten-
sive tracts ivithin the mass of the earth where the density is, though perhaps very
shghtly, either greater or less than the density of those parts as required by the fluid
theory of equilibrium.

5 6. General cmoltmom regarding the effect of a defeat or excess of dmaity in anyfart
of the mass of the earth.

17. It is quite possible that extensive tracts may exist in the interior of the earth's
mass throughout which the density is somewhat less or somewhat greater than the
ensity which the fluid theory would requiie for those parts, and upon which the theo-

retical du-ection of gravity is determined. I can conceive of a vast tract beneath in
which the development of local heat had by long action expanded the material of the
mass, and compressed it in a region beyond where no sufficient heat was developed to
counteract this effect. Suppose this took place chiefly in a direction parallel to the

the sLe ” TT Keliaapur, is known aocnrately by

thLr I ;
^ by ‘be fe™nla. Bnt X comes out iLer

O’ 1 t tT w '““'erence ansing from mountain attraction. Now X+ dx is used in formula
(d.) to and how much A is affected by taking the ohm-ved, and not the calculated, value of X. Hence dxmust be negative. Let I be the number of seconds in the deflection

; then d\=-l, and

52-3 V 3030o)’ (y-)

TUs formula agrees with the statement of Colonel EvnarST in clarvii of the Preface of his volume ofS47. for by putting d,_0 (as he calcidates with the mean ellipticity), and l=5»-28 the error he gives,

“id fathoms, the error in the arc which he deduces. If then a place between Kaliana
and KaUimpim be laid do™ on the map. tost by reckoning from Kaliana and then from Kalianpur, the two

’’ by .Jiith of a mile. Colonel Evmnsp avoided this by dis-n uting the error among all the stations of the arc, and shghtly altering all the latitudes accordlnglv.ut the natural way of correctmg it, as it appears to me, would have been to find an ellipticity which wouldhave reduced the error to aero, and to have worked with tta, and not with the mean. In doing this itwould also be necessary, as shown in the calculations of these Papers, to correct for mountain attraction.

oart of re s'''’

of formula (y.), and to show the influence of errors on the mappingpart of the Survey, suppose that the dedections, after all. owing to the compensating cause, make 1 Ly
0«-523. and that the curvature of the arc is measured by the ellipticity jL (which is not impossible), then

Kio~lob’
'fA= l'l-0-01-0'825=0'26, and the error in the places would bo more than a quarter

of a mile, and in the opposite direction.

he r
0“"00t. as is evident from

akel 7f
of diatorbance near Kalianpur or Damargida, or both, are not

5 H 2
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surface, so as to raise no considerable mountain mass. The effect on the plumb-line at

a station over the place where the expanded and compressed portions meet would never-

theless be considerable.

I will proceed to calculate the effect on the plumb-line of a large given space (the

space I use is 4 millions of cubic miles, L e. half a cube of 200 miles each way, the

thickness being 100 miles and always vertical), situated at different depths and distances

from the station where the plumb-line is, and of a density equal to x^th part of the

density of the part of the earth where its middle point lies.

Let A/ (fig. 3) be the meridian through A. Draw upon it five four-sided figures

bounded by parts of great circles diverging from A, and also by circles of which A is

the centre : and let their dimensions be so chosen, that the meridian length of each is

200 miles
(
= 2° 52' 40") and the area of each equals a square of 200 miles each way. It

will result from this, that the angular distances of the sides of the spaces from A will be

4°, 6° 53', 9° 46', 12° 38', 15° 31', 18° 23'. By pig. 3,

comparing these with the angular distances of

the “compartments” by which I have before

divided the meridian, it will be seen that the

five “ spaces ” comprise the following whole

and fractional parts of the “ compartments

Space ah includes i of 18th, whole of 19th to 23rd, J of 24th compartment.

Space he includes f of 24th, whole of 26th and 26th, ^ of 27th compartment.

Space cd includes ^ of 27th, whole of 28th and 29th, ^ of 30th compai-tment.

Space de includes 1% of 30th, whole of 31st , f of 32nd compartment.

Space e/ includes f of 32nd f of 33rd compartment.

The angular distances of the middle points of the five spaces from A are 5 26 ,

8

19 .

11° 12', 14° 4', 16° 57'; and therefore the chords of these angles (rad.= 4000 miles), or

the values of c for the middles of the five spaces, are

379, 681, 781, 980, 1173 miles.

The angles of the lunes of which the five spaces are portions are found fr'om the

expression
^

area of space x 180

sin 1° 26' 20" sin (angular distance of middle point from A)

The results are |3=30° 7', 19° 42', 14° 41', 11° 46', 9 47'.

18. Suppose now that each of the five spaces is covered by a mass one mile in imifoi in

height ;
and that in each case this mass is then distributed uniformly to the three depths

in succession, 100, 300, and 500 miles, as represented in fig. 4, which is a vertical sec-

tion. I propose to find the deflection caused at A by the mass under these several

circumstances. For this purpose we must use formula (3.) of paragraph 10. The calcula-

tion is much simplified, as h is always the same, and =1, and Az=0. The values of
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Pig. 4.

log ^1 1392 sin
(3^ for the five spaces are as in the margin. The values

of
^
belonging to each space must next be gathered out from the first,

second, and third of the Tables of Reduction (see pages 754, 755), which

give the values of log The natural numbers are formed into the fol-

lowing Table, which gives the values of ^for such of the compartments (from the 18th

1*4712930

1*2897722

1*1625924

j

1*0661096

I

2-9866678

i

No. of

i
compartment.

1

!

j

Values of £. gathered from the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd of

Tables of Reduction (in par. 12) for following depths:

—

100 miles. 300 miles. 500 miles.

18 0*95149
!

0-69152 0-49300
19 0-96131

: 0-72759 0-53054
! 20 0-97029 0-76186 0-56876
: 21 0-97676 0-79471 0*60814 !

I

22 0-98273 0-82502 0-64731 '

23 0-98770 0-85274 0-68590
i

1

24 0-992J4 0-87821 0-72411
j

25 0-99523 0-89932 0-75808
1

i 26 0-99838 0-92092 0-79533
27 1-00081 0-93861 0*82803
28 1-00286 0*95402 0-85826
29 ! 1-00456 0-96739 0-88604
30 1*00597 0-97892 0-91125

o'
1-00714

! 0-98877 0-93380
32 1*00814

:
0-99738 0-95432

33 1-00896
j

1*00457 0-97218

to the 33rd) as are comprised in the five spaces. We must now apportion these values
C

ofj to the several spaces to which they appertain, take their sum, and multiply by

1 *1392 sin
^ /3, and we shall have the Deflections produced by the mass of one mile high

and on a base equal to a square of 200 miles each way, when diffused downwards to the
se\eral depths of 100, 300, and 500 miles. The following Table will explain itself:

—
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Table, giving the Deflections caused by a Mass, which at the surface is 1 mile high and

40,000 square miles in base, diffused downwards to the following depths ;
viz.

—

No. of

compart- \

ment.

Compartments, in

vhole or in part, com-
prised in the spaces.

100 miles.

200 miles

(by inter-

polation).

300 miles.

400 miles

(by inter-

polation).

18 I

19 V

20 V

21 V

22 '

23 ^

24 i

lalf
"

i'hole

vhole

vhole

vhole

vhole

^th

> space ah ...

0-47574

4-87879

0-24803

0-34576

3-96192

0-21955
j

1

5-60256

og— 0-7483865

T-4712930

0-2196795

3eflect.= l"-658 l"-499

4-52723

log— 0*6558326

r-4712930

0-1271258
l"-340

Ic

l ''-183

1

24
25
26

27

iths
-

vvhole

whole

Lfths^

^spaceAc ...

0-

74411

1-

99361

0-92383

0*65866

1-82024

0-86641

3-66155

og= 0*5636649

1-2897722

3-34531

tog= 0*3244364

1-2897722

1

1-8534371
0"-714 0''-689

1-8142086
0"-652 0''-6l4

27
28

29
30

Ath
whole
whole

Toths

^ space cd ...

0-07698

2-00742

0-60358

0-

07220

1-

92141

0-58735

2-68798

!og= 0-4294260

1-1625924

2-58096

log=0-4117812
1-1625924

1

1

1

T-5920184
0''-391 0"-384

T-5743736
0''-375

1

0"-363

30

31

32

T^ths
whole

filths

^ space de ...

0-

40239

1-

00714
0-40326

0-39157

0-98877
0-39895

1

1-81279

log= 0-2583474

r-0661096

1*77929

log=0-2502467
1-0661096

1-3244570
0''-212 0"-210

1-3163563
0''-207 0"-203

32
33 fths

\ f

1
space ef ..

0-60488
0-43241

0-59843
0-43053

1-

03729

log= 0-0159000

2-

9866678

1-02896

log=0-012398f

2*986667^ 1

j

1-0025678
O'-lOl 0"-100

2-9990661

1

0"-099

5

0"-098

600 miles.

0'24650

3-04065

0-18103

3-46818
=0-5401015

1-4712930

0-0113945

l''-027

0-54308

1*55341

0-76434

2-86083

log— 0*4564920

1-2897722

1-7462642
0’'"558

0-

06369

1-

74430

0-54675

2-35474
= 0-3719430

,

1-1625924 ;

1-5345354
0"-342

0-36450

0-93380
0-38173

1-68003 !

log= 0-22531 70

1-^6^1096

1*2914266
0"-196

0-57259
0*41665

0-98924

log=L9953017
2-9866678

2*9819695
0''*096
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19. This Table furnishes the following results:

—

Deflections, caused by the mass distributed
downwards through a depth of ... 100 miles

_ 200 miles

300 miles

400 miles
I^'tto 500 miles

Distance of middle point from A, along the chord.

379 miles. 581 miles. 781 miles. 980 miles. 1173 miles.

1-658

1-499

1-340

1-183

1-027

0-714

0-680

0-652

0-614

0-558

0 391
0-384

0-375

0-363

0 342

0-212

0-210

0-207

0-203

0-196

0-101

0-100

0-099

0-098

0-096

Multiply these successive lines of numbers by 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and we shall have the
Deflections caused by masses having the same volumes as above, but all having the same
density, \uz. that of the fli’st, e. y^th part of the density of the materials of the sur-
face. The numbers then become

—

1-658 0-714
. 0-391 0-212 0-101

2-998 1-378 0-768 0-420 0-200
4-020 1-956 1-125 0-621 0-297
4-732 2-456 1-452 0-812 0-392
5-135 2-790 1-710 0-980 0-480

Now subtract each line fi-om the line below it, and substitute the four lines thus formed
for the last four above, and we have

—

Deflections, caused by a semi-cubic
miles in each horizontal side, and

mass, 200
100 miles

Distance of the middle from A, measured along the chord.

379 miles. 581 miles. 781 miles. 980 miles. 1173 miles.

«— — 1 ueii.siiy of ine sur-
face, and the depth of its centre = 50 miles 1-658

1-340
1 .noo

0-714

0-664
0-391

0-377

0-357

0-327

0-212

0-208

0-201

0-191

0-168

0-101

0-099

Ditto 350 miles

450 miles

A«7 l Q
V / 0 0-097

Ditto (\»A AQ
0-095

u 00^ 0-258 0-088

The several volumes, the lower down they are, will, owing to the converging of the
vertical lines, be somewhat contracted, and the densities slightly increased in a corre-
sponding degree. If we suppose, therefore, the spaces to be correspondingly enlarged
in the horizontal direction the volumes will be all the same, and the densities all the
same; riz. xioth part of the density of the surface, or of granite. But in order to
compare them \rith the densities of those parts of the earth’s interior where they are
situated, we should increase their densities in proportion

; and this will increase the
deflection in a corresponding degree. The following is the usual law of density assumed
from the fluid theory, D being the density of the surface, r = radius of the earth :

from which I

Density at depth d miles=-^D sinr—a
gather the following results :

—
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Katio of density at depth 50 miles to D = 1-170

Eatio of density at depth 150 miles to D = 1-210

Eatio of density at depth 250 miles to D = 1-353

Eatio of density at depth 350 miles to D = 1-498

Eatio of density at depth 450 miles to D = 1-646

20. Multiply the lines in the last series of Deflections by these numbers, and we have

our final results, as follows :

—

Table op Deflections, caused by an excess or defect of matter throughout a semi-cubic

space of 4 millions of cubic miles, the mean density of the excess or defect being

part of the density of the earth at the depth of the centre of the cubic space.

Depth of the centre

of the

semi-cuhic space.

Distance of the middle point of the space from A, measured along the chord to

the surface.

379 miles. 581 miles. 781 miles. 980 miles. 1173 miles.

50 miles 1-940 0*835 0-457 0-248 0-118

160 miles 1-621 0-803 0-456 0-252 0-120

250 miles 1-383 0-782 0-483 0-272 0*131

350 miles 1-067 0-749 0-490 0-286 0-142

450 miles 0-663 0-713 0-425 0-277 0-145

The effect of this calculation is to show how much uncertainty must always attend

the exact determination of the true vertical, a thing which is absolutely essential in the

calculation of the curvature of the several portions of the earth’s surface. It will be

observed that the supposed defect or excess of density has been assumed to be only

_i_th part of the density of the earth where the hidden cause may lie. But a much

larger fraction might have been chosen. Eocks at the surface of the earth, even of the

same kind, differ considerably in their density according to the specimens examined.

The following are examples

Basalt

Chalk

Coal

Dolomite

Felspar

Granite

Gypsum
Hornblende

Hornstone

Limestone

varies through

varies through

varies through

varies through

varies through

varies through

varies through

varies through

varies through

varies through

fths of its mean density,

^th of its mean density.

Jth of its mean density,

^th of its mean density,

^g-ths of its mean density.

|th of its mean density.

•|-th of its mean density,

^th of its mean density.

3^th of its mean density,

fths of its mean density.

These show how probable it is that the several portions of the earth’s interior, although

preserving roughly the general average of density, according to their position, as required
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by the fluid theory, may nevertheless vary sufliciently to disturb the position of theplumb-lme most materiaUy. The space I have selected as the basis of my calculation
IS no doubt extensive

; but I hardiy think too extensive. I have seen the same kind ofrock (gneiss) prevail for hundreds of miles in the Himmalaya Mountains
; and can see noreason why a space as iarge as I have chosen, 200 miies square parallel to the surfaceand 100 miles deep, may not exist beneath the surface, having a density, too, differingmuch more than T^jth part from the proper density of its locality.

§ 7. Appekbix, containing a reoiae of some farts ofmyformer Paper.
21. The results of this Paper may appear in some respects to render the calculations

of my former communication now unnecessary, as it is here shown that it is not
improbable that a compensating cause exists sufBcient to counteract the effect of theMountain Mass, at any rate to a considerable degree. But it must be observed that
the demonstration of the suiflciency of this cause, should it exist in nature, rests
a togethei upon the process of dissection of the mass and the calculations consequent
thereon, given at large in that Paper. The conclusions also in the present communi-
cation regarding the effect of wide-spread, though minute, defect or excess of density
e ow, rest upon those former calculations. I have thought it well, therefore, to take
is opportumty of reiising some parts into which errors have crept, as intimated in the

-^ote to par. 1.

22. The corrections of the Deflections in meridian, produced by the Mountain Mass
as 1 exists on the surface, at the three principal stations, have already been given.

ey are but trifling. I have, since completing this new calculation, gone over theormer one and detected the several minute errors, so as to account for every figure of
isciepanc} *. This is highly satisfactory, especially when the troublesomeness of the

calculation is considered.

The errors have crept m among the calculations at the foot of the Six Tables of my former Paper— .x-ivc/xwc KJi. iiij lurmer raper
(pp. 78-88) . The detafla are as foUowa. The values of H sin ^ /3 cos As, as there given, and the neces-
sary corrections, are as below

For Station A. (miles)

Errors
.

Lune I.

0772
Lune II.

3-656

+ 0-001

Lune III.

4-262

-0-001

Lune IV.

2-602

Lune V.

0-095
Totals.

Errors .

.

3009

+ 0078

3-933

+0-001

3-395 2-493

+0-001

0-235

+ 0-027

For Station B. 0015 1-600

-0-046

1-211

-0-001

24-559 miles.

Errors .

.

Errors
.

.

0-677

+ 0001

2-536 2-643

+ 0-020

1-813

+ 0-001

0011

+ 0-094

For Station C. 1-173

-0-124

10-575 miles.

Errors
.

.

1-973 2-103 0-816
Errors.. + 0019

These three final quantities are precisely the same as at the foot of the Table in page 753
AIDCCCLIX. c

•5'960 miles.
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In my former Paper I brought out the Deflections 27"-853, ll''-968, 6"-909

The correct values are now shown to be . . . . 27"-9785 12"-047, 6 •790

Determination of the Mass of the whole Mountain-t'egion of the Enclosed Space.

23. The calculation on this subject needs also revision. The direct wa} of detei-

mining the volume of this mass is to And its average height and multiply it by the area

of the Enclosed Space. First, then, I will And this area. By examining the diagi'am

in par. 6 (fig. 1), it will be seen that by re-arranging some of the portions fuithest from

A the area of the Enclosed Space is equivalent to the part of a lune about 132° wide and

stretching from A to the end of the 35th compartment, the angular distance of which

is 21° 24'. Hence, by a known trigonometrical formula,—

Area of Enclosed Space = area of this portion of the lune

cos 21° 24')f"=2,559,162 square miles.

24. We must now find the average height of the mass standing on this space. This is

not at first sight an easy matter. We cannot obtain it by taking the average of the heights

given in the Table of Heights in page 750, because the bases on which these heights

stand are of such unequal extents, that an undue advantage would be given to those

which stand upon the smaller bases. In my former Paper I overcame the difficulty by

finding how much I must cut down the mass in order to reduce the attraction to zero

,

this quantity I considered to be the average height. It is obwous, that, as a general

rule this would not be true. It so happens, however, that for a mass shaped as the

mass under consideration is, it is true. This I did not show in my former Paper,

although I made use of the property. I propose now to supply the deficiency. The

method I shall pursue is this. I take a geometrical figui’e which sufficiently well

represents the actual mass in general form, but one of which the attraction upon A can

be accurately calculated. I then show, in the case of this figm-e, that the average

height obtained in the direct way by geometry, and also by the method of attractions,

is the same. I infer, therefore, that it is so in the case of the actual mountain mass.

The reason of this coincidence it is not difficult to see. The highest part of the mass

is much nearer to A than the middle of the mass is. Suppose the highest pm-ts had

been about the centre; then in levelling these down so as to form the table-land which

would have the average height, equal portions would have to be brought

distances from the middle towards A and opposite to A. The latter transfer u on c ac e

more to the attraction than the other would detract from it; and therefore the aieia^e

volume would not be the average mass measured by the attraction. But as the hig lei

parts of our mass are much nearer A than the centre, it is obvious that an exact com-

pensation is possible. The calculation shows that it is real.

25.

The accompanying diagram (fig. 5) represents the geometrical figure I have alluued

to. It is drawn upon a scale, except that the vertical heights are exaggerated sixty times.

A is the station Kaliana, D the point north-north-east where the mass begins, and thence
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shelves up in a pyramidal form to the ridge IJ, 2000 miles long and 210 miles from A
and nsmg to an elevation above A of 1-6 mile; whence it shelves down again to Gh’

riff. 5.

1200 miles further off, where it abruptly terminates at a height of half a mile above the
le\el of A. That this is a fair representative of the mass with reference to its effect on
A, will be^ seen in the course of the investigation in this,—that its area, its volume, and
its attraction on A, as well as its principal heights, are all the same as in the case in
nature. The following are the measures : AF or «=210 miles

; FE or c=1000 miles

;

FK or e=1200 miles; DF or ^=160 miles; El or A=l-5 mile; GL or A'=0-5 mile.
The area of the base of this figure =2000(1200+75)=2,550,000 square miles. The

volume =i(A+/02000x 1200+1^x2000x150=2,650,000 cubic miles. The average

height of the whole figure
lgoo + |/,x 2000x 75

® 2000 X 1200 + 2000 x 75
~ ^ mile.

It is not difficult to prove by the Integral Calculus, that the Attraction of this mass
on A in the direction AD, its density being half the mean density of the earth.

16/60
+ (a + e)^-fc®— c

+ — c a -\-e
--(A-/01og,

V {a-\- eY + + a + e~}

-f -f «

+A a-h
c W

-h-eA=|^,B-l+^.

'A+ a/'i+A^'

b
+7/+^ log.

- + B
c

J A

^1+A2 +—

R

a— b

B
a— b

Also the attraction of a tabular mass on the same base and of height ]c

0 I a/«2 4.^2_“ a-i-P “*“R3

^

16760
-H-B
c

-loge
a— b

B
a— b

5 I 2
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Putting the numerical values in these formulae, we obtain

A=17-175, yi+^=17-204, B=l-011;

and the final results are as follows

Attraction on A=0’000155/ g~ tan (32 )g.

Hence the Deflection of the plumb-line=32", or, in the direction of the meiicUan,

= 32" COS 30°=27"-7 30° being about the azimuth of the Ime along which the whole

attraction on A acts (see my former Paper). This deflection very nearly coincides rrith

the deflection calculated in this Paper, which gives a further testimony tha^t the actua

mass, in reference to its eifect on A, is fairly represented by our- geometacal figure.

The last formula gives, Attraction of tabular mass on the same base og..

That this may be the same as the attraction of the geometrical figme, we must have

0-0001663 ^=0-0001557, or ^=0-996 mile.

But I have already shown that the average height of the geometrical figme is one mile,

and is therefore almost exactly the same as this deduced from attraction. Hence t e

principle of determining the average height in this manner, in the case of a mass formed

like the Himmalayas and the Mountain region beyond, is correct; and I sha piocee

to use it to determine the average height more precisely.
^ rn r -i

26. If all the numbers in the five columns which appertain to Station A in the iabie

of Heights (page 750) were replaced by 1000, and the process were gone through by which

the first column (that for A) in the Table of page 753 is formed, we should have the

meridian deflection caused by a tabular mass standing on the enclosed space and lOOU

feet in height above the level of A. This process leads to the following result. As the

five numbers in each line of the Table from left to right are to be multiphed by the

same five numbers, viz. by 0-1852, 0-2688, 0-2241, 0-1294, 0-0161, we may add up the

columns first and then afterwards multiply the aggregates by these constants.

The aggregates are .

Multiply these by . . •

The products are . . •

The same reduced to miles

The grand total =5-104 m

This is the meridian deflection at A caused by a mass 1000 feet high.

Hence the average height of the whole mass

_27"-978x
feet =0-911 mile.

5''-814

And the volume of the whole mass =area of Enclosed Space X average height

=2,650,000 X 0-911 =2,323,050 cubic miles.

Also the mass, taking the density §
equal to half the mean density of the earth,

3 2,323,050 - - ^

27,000 32,000 36,000 40,000 32,000 feet.

0-1852 0-2588 0-2241 0-1294 0-0151

5000-4 8281-6 8067-6 5176-0 483-2 feet.

0-947 1-568 1-617 0-980 0-092 mile.

,

and multiplied by 1"•1392= 5"-814.

gn 64,000,000,000
X Mass of the Earth = 230,8

95^^^
'£‘-<xvth.
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27. As I havG not again calculated in this Paper the total deflections of the plumb-line
at the three stations A, B, C, but only the meridian deflections, I cannot revise the posi-
tions of the three points where the whole mass must be collected that it may produce
the same effects as in nature. This is of no importance. The principle devised for
mterpolating the deflection at any intermediate station between A and C, by means of
the piopeity of a cui\e, still holds good: and the amount of meridian deflection may

be represented nearly by tie expression I and L being the latitudes of Kaliana

and of the intermediate station on the arc between its extremities where the deflection
IS sought. It makes the deflection at the southern extremity about one-fifteenth too
laige; but at the northern and middle principal stations it gives it correctly*.

28. In the last page of my former Paper I compare the curvature of the Indian Arc
under several hypotheses by means of the formula,

Height of the middle point of an arc of which the amplitude is X, above the chord of
the arc.

being the latitude of the middle point, a the radius of the earth, and sufficiently

small to allow to be neglected. This formula is correct. But I should not have left
it in terms of X, the amplitude, but of s, the length of the arc ; since X is not the same,
whereas 5 is, in the three cases to which the formula is applied. This change will make
the height above the chord

which is the same as before, except in the sign of g. The consequence of this is, that the
arc flatter when attraction is taken account of, and is more curved when it is neglected,
than the mean curvature.

* The law of the inverse chord will naturally deviate from the truth, and give too large a value, as we
recede from the Himmalayas, for the loUowing reason. The Himmalayan Mass has been shown to produce
the same effect as a comparatively slender uniform prism of great length running nearly east and west.
Now the attraction of such a prism on a point opposite to its middle, equals its mass divided by the product
ol the point’s distances from the middle and from either extremity of the prism. Hence when the distance
irom the middle, compared with the prism’s length, is smaU, the attraction will vary most nearly as the
inverse distance

;
but as the distance increases, the law evidently tends towards that of the inverse sg^mre,

which it ultimately attains when the distance is very great compared with the length of the prism. This
sufficiently accounts for the actual deflection at Damargida being somewhat smaller than that given by the
formula, and tends therefore to confirm the general calculation.

Calcutta^ September I, 1858.
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Eeceived Eebruary 21, 1859.

Postscript on Him/malayan Attraction.

1. Since transmitting in September last my Paper “ On the Deflection of the Plumb-

line in India caused by the Attraction of the Himmalaya Mountains, &c.
,
I have bad the

advantage of seeing the pages of a very interesting and valuable work by Major

E. Strachey, now passing through the press, upon the Physical Geography of the

Himmalayas ;
and being allowed to make use of them, I gladly avail mv self of the im-

portant information they contain to add a Postscript to my former commumcations.

2. The new information now obtained gives a view of the regions which lie bevond
^

the Himmalayan crest, differing in some respects from that which I gathered from the
j

sources of scanty data which I have hitherto been able to consult. The results of Major

Strachet’s investigations, combined with those of his brother Captain H. Strachey, are

represented in the following diagram. A, B, and C (as in my former Papers) are the

Eig. 6.

three principal stations of the northern portion of the Indian Arc of Meridian. Kaliana

-y
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(29° 30' 48" lat ), Kalianpur (24° 7’ 11"), and Damargida (18° 3' 16"). The parts of thedia^am left white m the neighbourhood* of the range are the plains; the lightly
shaded parts are the mountain slopes, with very varied surface, by degrees attaining the
height of the celebrated plateau from which the Indus and the Brahmaputra take their
rise and flow towards the Ocean on different sides of India; the darkly shaded parts are
this plateau or table-land.

“The loftiest points known on the surface of the earth are to be found along the
southern border of the Table-land among the mountains of the Himmalayan Slope

; one

on nnT/?^'? '’T 28,000 feet, while peaks of
20,000 feet _abound along the entire chain. The plains of India which skirt the foot of
Its southei-n face for an extent of 1600 miles, nowhere have an elevation exceeding
1200 feet above the sea, the average being much less; and we have every reason to
suppose that the northern plateau of Yarkend and Khotan, like the country around
ukhara, lies at a very small elevation, probably not more than 1000 or 2000 feet above

the sea while the surface, as we know, descends on the borders of the Caspian to 80 feeteow that level (pp. 4, 5). Major Steachet thinks that “none of the numerous
ranges commonly marked on our maps of Tibet have any special definite existence as
mountain chams, apart from the general mass of the Table-land, and that this country

if- “ the intei-val between the two so-called chains
of the Himmalaya and Kouenlun, but that it is in reality the summit of a great protu-
berance above the general level of the earth’s surface, of which the supposed Kouenlun
and Himmalaya are nothing more than the north and south faces, while the other ranges
aie ut coiiugations of the table-land more or less strongly marked” (pp. 5, 6). The

Brahmaputra, “maintain a course along the length of the summit
o e a e and, and receive, as they proceed, the drainage of its entire breadth; with

e exception, fiist, of an occasional strip along its southern edge, from which the water
passes off more or less directly to the north through the Himmalaya; and, secondly, of
some parts chiefly found in the northern half of the Table-land, from which the water has
no escape, but is collected in lakes in depressions on its very summit. The waters thus
^cumulated m these two streams are at length discharged by two openings in the
Himmalaya Slope through the plains of Hindostan into the Indian Ocean. None of the
ramage of the table-land, so far as we know, passes in the opposite direction through
he northein slope; and the area that discharges itself southward at points intermediate
between the debouche of the Indus and Brahmaputra is, with one exception, that of the
Sutlej compai-atively insignificant. The waters of the northern slope itself exclusively
flow dorni to the plains of Yarkend; while in like manner those of the southern slope,
with the drainage of the exceptional area along the southern border of the table-land
ninnmg off to the south, traverse the Himmalaya more or less directly, and constitute
such nvers as the Jumna, Ganges Proper, &c., and other main tributaries of the Indus
Granges, and Brahmaputra” (pp. 32, 33).

* Down towards B and C the country becomes hilly; but not sufficiently so to affect my results.
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Major Steachey, after his brother, calls the northern boundary’ of the table-land the

Turkish Watershed, and the southern the Himmalayan Watershed (p. 33).

“ The average elevation of the crest of the Indian watershed most probably exceeds

18,000 feet. In a comparatively few points only its continuity is broken, and it allows

the passage of rivers that rise on its northern flank ;
but at aU other pomts its summit

must be crossed in entering Tibet from the south. The passes over it are frequently

more than 18,000 feet above the sea ;
and, except where it is broken through, I know

of no point to the east of Kashmir where it can be suiunounted under 16,400 feet
”

(p. 51).

“ The summit of the table-land, though deeply corrugated with vaUeys and moun-

tains in detail, is in its general relief laid out horizontally, at a height little inferior to

that of its southern scarp ” (p. 52).

The plain along the upper course of the Sutlej “ lies immediately to the north of the

British provinces of Kumaon and Gurhwal, and is about 120 miles in length, its breadth

varying from 16 to 60 miles. Its surface, to the eye a perfect flat, varies in elevation

from 16,000 feet along its outer edges on the south-west and north-east, to about 15,000

feet in its more central parts, where it is cut through by the river Sutlej which flows at

the bottom of a stupendous ravine, furrowed out of the alluvial matter of which the

plain is composed to a depth of 2000 or 3000 feet, and at its west end even more” (p. 53).

This will account for the statement on the Survey Map (as noticed at p. 75 of my Paper

of 1855), at the point where the Sutlej leaves the table-land, that the height of hs bed

is only 10,792 feet. This I have taken in my former calculation as the greatest height of

any of the compartments into which I divide the surface ;
this, therefore, the researches

of Major Steachey show to be much under the mark.

On a careful consideration of all the data, Captain H. Steachey estimates the mean

elevation of the table-land between the Himmalayan and Turkish watersheds, and to the

west of the ridge between the sources of the Indus and Brahmaputra, to be 15,000 feet

(P- 5®)-

3. A comparison of Major Steachey’s map, copied in part in the diagram above, with

the diagram I have given in former Papers of the “Enclosed Space*,” will show that

much attracting matter which, from Humboldt’s account, I supposed to exist, in Major

Steachey’s description does not appear, at any rate not in so important a degree. Lest,

therefore, it should be thought that, my data being in some respects wrong, my results

are altogether vitiated, I have examined the effect of these new measm-es, and I find

that the increased height given to the plateau compensates for the removal ot imy

attracting mass higher north which I had supposed to exist.

4. I do not intend to enter anew into a lengthened calculation of the deflection of

the plumb-line, with a view, as before, to obtain an exact result, because my object will

be equally answered by taking a simpler course. My object in these various communi-

cations has been, first, to give an easy method of determining the amount of attraction

* Pliilosopliical Transactions, 1855, p. 76.
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and deflection, when the heights are known—this has been done in the Paper of 1855

;

secondly, to point out, from such trustworthy data as I could procure, that the amount
of deflection is so great as to render it absolutely necessary to allow for it in finding the
astronomical amplitude for geodetic operations; and, lastly, to suggest that such surveys
and calculations should be made as to make it possible to determine the amount with a
sufficient degree of precision.

The only calculation I propose now to make, is to show that the deflection caused by
this Table-land alow, as laid doum by Major Steachey, produces an error double the
error brought to light by the Siuwey, in which mountain attraction is neglected and the
eUipticity of the Indian arc is assumed to be the mean ellipticity of the whole earth.
Much greater, then, will be the discrepancy, as I might easily show were it worth while,
when the attraction of all the slopes—especially the parts nearest to A—is added.

5. Through A I have drawn a straight line AD, and have marked otf certain divisions
which indicate the Law of Dissection according to which the attracting mass is to be
dn-ided.

^

From A several fainter lines are drawn dividing the attracting mass into lunes
of

30^ width: the dark lines bisect these lunes, one of them being in the meridian of A.
Now if through the points of dmsion of AD circles be drawn about A, they and the
lunes will dnide the smLace into a number of four-sided compartments, like EF and c/:
and the law of this dissection is so chosen, that if the height of the attracting matter on
EF and <9/were the same, the attraction of these two partial masses on A along the dark
mid-line of the lime would be the same : this may also be expressed by saying, that the
attraction of the mass on any compartment thus formed is proportional to the height of
that mass. In a former Paper the following formula has been proved:

—

Meridian deflection of plumb-line at A, caused by the attraction of a mass of height h
miles standing on any compartment,

Ji sin 15 X 1 139 cos azimuth of mid-line of the lune.

6. I propose now to apply this formula to find the deflections caused at the three
stations by the attraction of the Table-land alone. The height of the Table-land above
Kahana I will take to be 2| miles; that is, about 14,000 feet, or 15,000 feet above the
sea. Then the above coefficient becomes 2|x ’2588 x l"T39= 0"-786

; and

Merid. Deflection=0"'786 cos azimuth.

The calculation is rendered easy by the heights of all the compartments being the
same

, and the only difficulty is in finding how many compartments in each lune lie on
the Table-land. This is done in the following manner :—A strip of paper is laid on the
diagram along AD, and the divisions of AD marked upon it. This scale is then laid
along the mid-line of each lune, and the number of divisions (and therefore the number
of the compartments) which fall on the Table-land in that lune easily read off. In some
instances the Table-land only partially fills a compartment

; in that case compensation is

made by diminishing the number of the compartments, in the ratio of the deficiency to
the whole space of the compartment. This is indicated in the following Table by an

MDCCCLIX. 5
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astmsk. Lune V. is omitted in station A because it can have but very little effect in

the meridian at A.

Station A.

Lunes I. II. HI- IV.

Station B.

Lunes II. HI. 1^

Station C.

Lunes II. 111.

No. of compartments on Table-land... 8* or 4 8 9
•866 1 -866

12
•5

5 5 10* or 7‘5

1 -866 -5

2 5* or 4

1 -866

No. of equivalent compartments if 1

placed in the meridian J

3-464 8 7*794 6 5 4-33 3-75 2 3-464

25-258 OO

,

o 5-464

Multiply by 0"-786 and the DeOec-1

tioDS are — J

do CDO 4"-29

Hence the eiTors produced in the astronomical amphtudes will be 9"-57 and 5"-99

;

which much exceed the errors 5"-236 and -3"-791 brought to light by the Sur%-ey, and

will far more so when the attraction of the nearer parts is also taken into account.

7. The new information regarding the nature of the country immediately north of the

Himmalayas, does not, it thus appears, relieve this subject of its difficulties : and no geo-

detic calculations can be of service in the problem of the Figure of the Earth, nor

indeed in mapping the country with extreme precision, till these perplexities are

removed, by the deflection being found and allowed for.

Calcutta^ January 14, 1859.
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XXX Onm Influence of the Ocean m the Plu,ni.lim in India. By the Venerable J. H.
eatt, M.A., Archdeacon of Calcutta. Communicated by Professor Stokes, Sec. B.S.

Eeceived December 7, 1858,—Bead January 6, 1859.

^ 1. Preliminary remarks.

— in 1855) the ae.ection of the ^
Hmdostan is calculated

; and in the second (forwai'ded during the present year) the

j-M.. .... «... r.;r.: ;r“rrri:"=,“;'=ncial mass lyinsr above the <;pn-lM7oi a „ /* n ^ supei-

plumb-line cannot be complete ivithout taking into coliderata^^htlnflu™™ of thiocean^ To approximate to this is the object of the present Paper.
2. The geographical position of Hindustan is somewhat remarkable The hi<ihest

pp:ira::—
he second causes a deflection of the plumb-line also towards the north, but decieasino-m amount as we travel northwards. The consequence is, that whUe tLse twTcause!

=:i:=:“ =

Z rf meridian.’'"' ‘hofett

thl wouwtel^dtt!!:;::^: ‘ Th”: °f-k.
density of the ocean nroducfs tb

’

f
of “Oltei- a™mg from the smaller

attractL of a m“; of the ^ f
’ " ‘o the

density equal to the e f
superficial extent and depth, but having aIty equal to the excess of the density of rock over that of sea-water.

^

5 K 2
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6
, 2 Hmothesis regarding the form of the lottorn of the sea.

4. To calcoLte this force, it is necessary, hr our ignorance of the to of ttootto.

of the sea, to resort to hypothesis. In doing so rt

^ being

want to find the aggr-egate effect at certam places—atoe
y ^

HI in India and not to find the law in passing from one pomt to anothe

toc“the ocean, an average representation of its to uiU he gnrte as good for our

purpose as an accurate knowledge of all its vai-iations of depth.
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stations of the two higher portions of the Great Arc : P is Punnoe, the station close to
Cape Comorin. Draw EPF east and west, meeting Africa in E and the Malay Peninsula
in F. I call the depths at the middle points, viz. at a and h, of these lines at the open-
ing of the Arabian Sea and Bay of Bengal into the Indian Ocean, a and h : and I

assume that the bottom slopes up gradually from these points in lines due north to
m and n, near Karachi and the Sandheads of Calcutta

; and that the bottom shelves
doy.m to these lines from every part of the shore. Thus to find the depth at any point
H, we must draw KKJc at right angles to am

;

first find the depth at h in terms of «,
from the measured ratio of mh to ma

;

then find the depth at H in terms of that at h,
and so in terms of «, from the measured ratio of 'Rk to Jik. In this way the depth at
aU points in the Ai-abian Sea and the Bay of Bengal may be found in terms of a and h.

I next assume that at a point D, 36° south of Cape Comorin and nearly midway between
Madagascar and Australia, the depth is D

; and that the bottom slopes down gradually
to D from all sides—from the bottom at FP and PE, from the shores on the east and
west, and from the neighbourhood of the south pole. It will soon be seen that any
imcertainty regarding the depth down towards the south pole is comparatively unim-
portant. From this description it will be seen that the depth along any line PI may
be found as follows :—The bottom slopes down to L from both shores : the depth at L
IS known in terms of « and D from the ratio of «L to LD. Again, the depths along a
line CMKQ are found thus. The depth atM is found in terms of a from the slope of P«.
From M to N the bottom slopes to a depth which is found in terms of D by the relative
distance of N from Madagascar, the nearest shore, and D. By this contrivance the
depths of aU parts of the ocean under examination can be found in terms of one or more
of the arbitrary depths a, h, D : and by rightly choosing these quantities I think we shall
have a very good average representation of the volume and general form of the ocean,
as far as its effect on the stations in India require a knowledge of it. The effect of the
ocean to the right of the eastern peninsula and archipelago I have omitted, as it would
be about the same for all the stations.

§ 3. Calculation of the attractions and defiections.

5. The method^ of calculating the attraction is precisely the same as that adopted in
my Paper of 1855 for the Mountains. Thus for the station P. Through P imagine
great circles drawn (not given in the diagram to prevent confusion) at 30° apart. These
^vi]l diAde the surface into lunes reaching to the antipodes. The lines drawn in the
diagram are the middle or dividing lines of these lunes, along which the attraction acts.
Around P describe a ch’cle with radius =5°; and beyond this other circles with the radii
noted m the Table in page 782. The property of this law of dissection is, that the
attractions of the masses of the several compartments into which this process divides the
surface, are proportional to their average depths; or if d,d^d^...he the depths, the
attractions of the masses on P are as d,d^d^... The attraction of each mass^'

X depth. Now the density of sea water =1‘028 x dens, of distilled water.

* See p. 64 of Paper of 1855.
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1

Radis of circles. Radii of circles.

1 5-0 16 21-4
1

2 5-5 17 23-6

3 6-1 18 26-1
;

4 6-7 19 28-8

5 7.4 20 31-8
i

6 8-1 21 35-3
1

7 8-9 22 38-9

8 9-8 23 43-1
,

9 10-8 24 48-1

10 11-9 25 53*9

n 13*1 26 60-7

12 14*4 27 68-9

13 16-0 28 79-3

14 17-6 29 93-3

15 19-4 30

The next is

116-7

beyond the antipodes.

;

Also mean density of the earth=6-66 times that of distilled water. Also mean density

of the earth =
4^f’

^—gravity, r=4000 miles. The density of Schehallien, which is a

fair representative of the density of rock at the surface, =2-75 X dens, distilled water ;

g'ss excess of density of rock above that of sea-water

1-722 , /. .1
3 1722^.=

5^ =4^^ r
’

also sin 15°=0-2588,

attraction of mass in any compartment=0-000009079x depth xy
—tan(0"-185) depth x^^,

deflection caused by this = O''-185 depth,

as is easily seen by the resolution of forces.

Hence the deflection caused by the whole of any one lune is found by adding together

all the depths of the compartments, and multiplying the sum by the cosine and sine of

the azimuth, reckoned from the south to the left, to find the North and East force pro-

duced by the deficiency of matter in the ocean. These added together for all the lunes

will give the total effect of the portions of the surface beyond the first circle.

6. In parts where the compartments are broken into by the shores, or the lunes must

be narrowed in consequence of the land, I introduce the correction by reducing the

depths in proportion, and leaving the constant multiplier 0"-185 unchanged. Thus too

in the third lune to the west, the middle line lies along the shore, and therefore half

the lune is on land, and the depth along the middle line, being zero aU along, does not

represent the average depth of the compartments. I therefore take the depths along the

middle line of the half lune, that is, along a line making an angle 7° 30' with the shore

;

and besides this I take half only of the result, as the width of the lune is diminished in

that ratio. Again, the most important lune, that which has its middle line due south,

needs consideration. The middle line lies at the greatest depth in all the compartments.

The depths of the middle of the compartments will therefore be all larger than the

average depth of the compartments. The average depth of the compartment in the
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latitude of D, it is easily seen, is about
|
D. This, therefore, I shall adopt as the depth

at D for all lunes which have their middle line in APD.

;irn,

quent deflection caused by this portion of the ocean =f sin 15°.d= 0''-]86x-dHence the deflection caused by the whole lune
^2 •

=0''-185(fd+d.+4+d.+
).

lunl''ThTprrcrssTfoUot?s^SpMc'^ f

""""

be used as a scale. After the zero noint the fi n « ° to

tadius of the flrst circle about P—n/t^ll

they ^rwarf ra 1

“ ^

11 P y increase, and the 29th compartment terminatpu af iiao r -o

those regions with any degree of accuiacy, as I have already noticed.
"

aevJres,te“
t

rt:d"^t’h“t f
other:xt

Of the six Stations T h= i. /c
’ deflections are resolved north and east,me SIX stations I have chosen (for reasons which will appear), one has no name asthere is no known place there. I therefore call it “Near Goa ” Tt • h if u

’

Punn® and Karachi.
re cau it Near-Goa. It is half-way between
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d,
d2
d,
d 4

d,
de
dr
d 8

d 9

dll

d\2

d\&

d\i

d\r,

d\Q

dn
d\s

^19

^20

d'i\

d’li

^23

^23

^28

^29

*30

Totals .

Deflect"
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Table I.—Deflections at Kaliana.

First Lune. Second Lune. .

Depths. Central Lune.
East. West. East. West.

d 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

I

Nine depths

from 0 to fD
(=3*7 D)

Five from

0 to

(=1-6'7D

Nine depths

from 1-6 to -|-D

(=3 6+ -9b)

Six depths

from -|0 to 0

(=2-5 D)

Seven depths

from ED to 0

(=-7D)

Nine depths

from 0 to a

(
= 4-6 a)

3 from 0 to AS
(=:'05 h)

3 from 0 to i a

(
= •3 a)

Six depths

to

(=•116)

from 6 to 0

Seven depths

from a to ^ D
(=•35 D)

Three from

D to 4D
=•45 0)7^

Four from

4D to 0

(=-4D)

Sums
Cos azim.

6-2 D
1"-15D

1"-15D

1"-15D

1-6D+ 4-67 6

0 "^30D + 0^86 5

l-2D + 4-5a

0"-22D + 0-83a

Six

from Ea to 0

(
= -6a)

•166
0''-03 6

•9 a
0"-17a

©''•52 D + 0''^86 h+ 0"^83 a
•866

0 "-45 D+ 0"-74 6 + 0 "-72 a

0''-036+ 0 "-
l 7 a

•500

0''-02 6+ 0
''-08 a

Diff. 0 -- 0"-08 D -- 0"*86 6 + 0"-83 a

Sin azim.

Def.j&. ...

0

0

•500

„ 0 "-04 D -- 0''-436+ 0''-41 a

- 0''-036 + 0
''- 17 a

•866

— 0''^036+ 0 "* 15 a

Total Deflection at Kaliana, North, l"-60 D + 0"-76 6+ 0"-80 a.

Total Deflection at Kaliana, East, -0"-04 D-0"-46 6 + 0 '-oGa.
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Depths

d o

dl
d,
d,
d,
dy
d 8

d 9

d\<i

dn
d\-i

dn
du
dn
dn
du

d.n

d>3

d,,

d.27

d.„

d«
30

Totals

Deflections

Sums
Cos azim.

Def. N. ..

Diff. ...

Sin azim.

Dei:
.

I j

First Lime.
1

Central Lime. '

^
Second Lune. Third Lune.

1

j

East.
j

West. East. West. East. West.

1

0
1

0 0 0 0 0

j

0

0

J
^ 0 0

1

®
; 0

1

«

i

'
i

1

j
i

1

i

1

Eight
Ten

i

j

from
0 to ^ Z

(=M93

depths

1

from
Eight depths
fi'oni 0 to E 5

(= 3-43 b)

Eight depths
from 0 ^ a

(= 2-52 fl)

(
0 to n

(
= 2-94«

r

)

4 from
0 to -,-2^ u

(
= ‘23a)

Six

depths

from
4 from

YY a to 0

(
= •23 a)

Twelve
depths from
OtoAD
(= 5 D)

6 to 0

(
= •89 5)

Nine
depths

from

XY a fo 0

(= 2-65a)

Nine depths
from 1 6 to i D

(=3-85 6+ 1*29 D)‘

1

Nine depths
from ^ a to D
(= 2-83 a +0-81 D)

i

1

Seven
depths from

1 D (0 0

(= 2-92 D)

j

Eight depths
|

from I- D to 0
|

(=P14D)
1

1

Eight depths
from D to 0

(
= •75 D)

7-92 D

:

i"-47 D

j

2-43 D
+ 7-28 b
0"-45 D

1

+ P"35i5.
1

P56 D
j

5^35 a
0"-29 D
+ 0''-99a

j

2-08 5

0''-38 5

5-59 a

P'-03f/ 0

•46 a

0"-09 a

' P'-47 D
i

1 1 !

1

p'-47 D ;

;
1

0"-74 D + l''-35i+0"-99« f

*866
1

0"-64 D + 0''-90
7> + 0"-87« '

0''-38 5+P'-03a
•500

0"-19 5+0"-81 a

0"-09

0

0

a

:
i

lJUa
-0"-l6 D-]"-35i + o"-99«

•500
-0''-08 D- 0 '-67^.+ 0''-50«

-0"-38 5+P'-03«
•866

-0"-33 5+ 0''89«

o'-og

1

0"09

a

a

at xvaiianpur, i\ort/i, 2"-] 7 D+P'-Og /.+ P'-GS 6
Ota Deflection at Kalianpur, East, -0"-08 D-P'-o b + l"-4Sa.

5 L
mdccclix.
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Table III. Deflections at Damargida.

Depths, <

First Lune.
|

Second Lune. Third Lune. Fourth Lune.

iJentral Lune.

East. West. East. West. East. West. East. ' West.

d 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

d,
d 2

d 3

d 4

d 5

d,
d j

d g

Nine
depths

from

0 to^ 5

= M7&)

Eleven

depths

from
0 to a

(=4’85a)

i

Eight
depths

from
0 to -:Pjb

= 1-Ub)—
Ten

depths

from

0 to 4 a

(;=2-i4ff)

Eleven
depths

from

0 to

(
= •33 a )

Seven depths

from 0 to ^ a

(—1-62 a)

Fifteen

depths

from

0 to A D
(=2*6D)

4 from
1

6 to 0

(
= 0-59ij

Fifteen

depths from

0 to D
(:=;6‘25 D)

1

a 9

diQ

dll

d\2

d\%

d\\

d\h

dim

d\7

di8

d\9

^20

d,2\

d'2'i

d-iz

d2A

d2,

^26
C?27

^28

^29

d-m

Thirteen deptlis

from ^3 a to^ D
(=3tt+l-83 D)

1

Seven
depths

from

-jV 6 to 0

(=0-9U)

4 from
4- a to 0

(=0*85a)

3 from
-jD a to 0

(=•09 a)

Ten
depths

from

^ « to 0

(4*41 a)
1

1

Nine
depths

from
L D to 0

(=1-5D)

Nine depths

from -^2 D to 0

(==i-27 D)

Eight

depths from
A D to 0

(
= 3-33 D)

1

Totals 9-58 D 4 D 3T D 2-08 h 9-26 a V7h 2-99 « 0 . 0*42 fl
[

4- 4*62 a

Deflect^ i"-77 D 0"-74 D 0"'57 D 0''-38 b 1 '-71 a 0"-31 h 0"'56 a 0 0 '•OS a

+ 0‘85 a i
i

Sums .. .
1"*77 D 1"-31 D + 0'''85a 0"*38 6+l"-71 a 0''-31 i+0"-56 a 0

'

•08 a

Cos azim 1 •866 •500 0 — •500

Def.iV... .
]"-77D 1"T3 D + 0''-74a 0 ”•19 6+ 0 '‘85 a 0 — 0 •04 a

DiflF. .... 0 — 0''T7 D + 0''-85a -(;"-38Z>+l''-71 6 — 0"'31 i + 0"-56f 0”•OS a

Sin azim 0 •500 •866 1 •866

Def.il.. 0
1

— 0"'08 D + 0'’-42a -0"-33Z»+l''-48ri — 0"-31 i+ 0 -56 f 0 •Ob a

Total Deflection at Damargida, North, 2"‘9Q D + 0 'T9 5 + l"’55 a.

Total Deflection at Damargida, East, — 0''08 D — 0'''64 •52r/.
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Table IV.—Deflections at Punnoe.

First Lune. Second Lune. Third Lune. Fourth Lune. Fifth Lune.

Depths. Central Lnne.
East. West. East. West. East. West. East. West, East. West.

d *D -3-D
3 2-^

^D+LS. 7;44 " 4 D +^a5 0 ’00 2 7^
—^ (1

1-25 D 0-87 D 0-98 D 0-72 D
+ 4-536

0-76 D
+ 3-62 a

5-25 6 3-89 a 2 a ^•2,1 b 0-26 a

j

d
2

d
3

d,
d:,

d

.

Seven from

44 44 "

to

(
= -72D
+ 4-53 6)

Ten depths

from

to

^D + ^rO
(
= 1-27D
+ 5-73 a)

Eight

depths

from
46 to 6

(=.66)

Ten
depths

from
to (7,

Nine
depths

from

f\ 6 to 1

6

Twelve
depths

from

to^a

(
= 4-57a)

Six from
_i^7,to^6

(
= -27 6)

Ten
depths

from a
to -X- n

d-i

d .

(=6-85a) (=3-546) 4 from (= -48«)

Nineteen

depths from

tV D to L D
(
= 5-54 D)

Nineteen

depths from

ADto^D
(
= 5-05 D)

—L- h tn 0
8

d ^ Twenty
depths from

D to f D
(=9-52 D)

(=0-116)
dzn Six from 4 from

-|6 to 0

(=1-116)
^11
A

Fifteen

depths from

to 0

(=1-02D
+ 6-48 6)

6 to 0

(=.36)
Eight

depths

from

a to 0

(
= 4«)

4 from

lip 0! to 0

(=0*14a)
"12

3 from
13

^14

rf,.

Twelve
depths from

11-^^ 11 "
to 0

(=2D+9a)

\a to 0

(
= 0-86a)

lo

"^6

C?,-

"^18

^19

^'20

dn

fj
Eleven Eleven“23

fj Ten depths

from
to 0

(
= 4-17D)

®24 depths from depths from
“25
fj

4 D to 0 T^D to 0

“26
fj

(=2-73 D) (
= 2-41 D)

“27
fj
"28

^29
A
“30

/

9tals ... ] 5‘54 D 9-16 D 8-44 D 2-46 D
+ 15-54 6

4-03 D
+ 14-73 a

14-25 6 14-74 a 7-08 6 7-43 a 0-75 6 0*88 a

eflect”’ 2"-81 D 1"-69D 1"-56D 0’'-46D

+ 2-87 6

0"-75 D
2-73 a

2''-64 6 2''-73a 1"-31 6 l"-37« 0"-14 6 0"-l6a

ims ... 2''*81 D 3"-25 D l"-2lD+2"-876+2"-73a 2''-64 6+ 2"-73« 1"-31 6 + l"-37a 0"-146+ 0"-l6a

)s azim. 1 0-866 0-500 0 — 0-500 -0*866

A-N.... 2''-81 D 2"-81 D 0''-60D+1"-436+l"-36a 0 — 0"-65 6 - 0"-68a -0"-126 -0"-13a

ff. 0 -0"-13D 0"-29D-2''-876+2"-73a -2''-64 6+ 2''-73a — 1"-31 6+ l"-37o — 0"*146 + 0"-l6a

1 azira. 0 0-500 0-866 1 0*866 0-500

0 -0"-06D 0"-25D-2"-496+2"-36a -2"-646+ 2"-73a -1"-136+ 1"-19« -0"-076+ 0"-08a

Total Deflection at Punnce, North, =6''‘22 D+ 0""66 6+ 0"’55 a.

Total Deflection at Punnce, East, =0'''19 D— 6"*33 i+ 6"*36 a.

5 L 2
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Table V.^—Deflections at Near-Goa.

First Lune. Second Lune. Third Lune. Fourth Lune. Fifth Lune.
j

Depths. Central Lune.
East. West. East. West. East. West.

'

East. West. East.
1

West,
j

1

d IT® tV « 0 0 0 0

3-09 a 0*25 a 3-06 a 0
1

4-38 c! 0 3-28 a 0 M7a '

i

0 0-26 a

1

1 d,

k
d 4

d „

Six

lepths from

rr " *^0 -rf ®

(=:2-45a)

Seven
from

A®
to -gV

"

Seven
depths

from

tV
fn ^ /7

Six

depths

rom A a

to f a
(=3-5 a)

Five

from

to ^ a
'= 3-59«)

:

i

Seven I

depths
;

from
j

L a to Pa

1

i

Five
i

from
\

to^ a

^=•19 a)

(=•26 a)
d

g ^
— 4*Uoaj “

4 from
j

^atoOj
d -

Eight Seven
d o

'

i

8

d Q
depths Five

depths
1

Five (
= -la)!

(1, ^
from from 0

to .
1^ 6

(=•94 6)

from from i

1

*^10

Sixteen

Fifteen

depths

from

to 1 D

Thirteen

depths

from

0 to S

(=46)
Fourteen
depths

g a to 0

(
= l*75a)

P a to 0

(
= •5 a)

1

^Vd depths from Six
from

1\a
to|D

(
= 5*06 a

-P-93D)

A a to 0

(=5'25a)

•••*•
^14

^\b
ft

a to f D
(=6'67D

depths

from

3 Irom

6 to 0
“l6

^17
-P 4-74 a) (=•36 a

+ 3-75D)
6 to 0

(=3 6)

(=•44 6)

^19
1

^29

^•21

^22

1

1

1

1

!

dc. Ten t

24

/i
Eight Eight

depths

from 1

1 .

"26

^27

^28

from
A D to 0

(:=3-33 D)

from

g D to 0

(
=2D)

i D to 0

(=•71 D)
;

29

^30 -7

Totals .. 10 D 5-75 D 1-64 D 7 6 13-13 a 1-38 6 8-62 a 0 2’76 u
1

®
,

*55 a

Deflect"®

4- 10*28 a

1"-85D
+ 0*86 a

l"-06 D
+ 12-19ffl

0"-30 D l"-30 6 2"-43 a 0''*26 6 I l"-59a 0 0"’57 a
i

0

1

0"-10a

+ 1-90 a + 0-16 a + 2*69 a
1

1—
ISums .. . 1"*85D 1"-36 D + 2"-85a 1"‘30 6+ 2"-43 a

1

0"-26 6+l"-59a 0'•57 a 0"-10 a
1

Cos azim
+ 1-90 a

1 866 •500 0 •500 •866

Def.iV.. .
1"*85 D
+ 1*90 a l"*18D+ 2’'*47a 0''-65 6+ l''-22a

j

0 — 0''-28 a _0"-09a

Diff..... 0 -0"-76 D + 2"*53 a -l"-30 6+ 2"*43c _0"-26 6+ l"-59 2 0"-57 a
•866

a 0"-49 a

O '-IO o

j

*500

1

0"-05 aSin azim

Def.£'..

I. 0 •500

~0"*38 D + 0"*75

•866.

a -l"-13 6-j-2"*10f

'

1

1
1

_0"-26 6+ l"-59

Total Deflection at Near-Goa, North, = 3"*03 D+ 0"-65 S+ a.

Total Deflection at Near-Goa, East, =-0"-38 D-l"-39 J+ 4"-98 a.
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Table VI.—Deflections at Karachi.

Depths.

2 “

d,
d ,

d
3

d ^

d,
d,
d

y

d g

d Q

d\ti

d^i

di2

di3

d\i

di6

d,.

d,f

d...

Totals ..

Deflect”’

Sums ..

Cos azim.

Def.iV...

Central Lune.

3 a

Thirteen

depths from

y a to a
(:i:8-36a)

First Lune.

East.

0-12a

Fifteen

depths from
-Jg- « to yL- a
(=•77 a)

Second Lune.

West.

Eleven

depths from
a to yU D

(
= 5*5 a+B‘42 D)

Nine
depths from
yL- a to I D

(= •41 « + 2'25 D)

Diff.

Sin azim.

Def.£'...

Six from

yh- D to 0

(
= 1-75 D)

8-17D + l6-86«
1"-51 D + 3''-12a

1"-51 D + 3"-12a
1

1"-51 D+ 3"-12a

Six

from i D to 0

(
= 1-5 D)

3-75 D+l-SOa
0"-69D + 0"-24a

I'Oo a

Seven
depths from

ny « to 0

(
= •35 a)

East. West.

Five

from 0 to I 5

(=1-25 h)

2 from 5 6 to 0

(
= •5 b)

1-40 a
0"*26 a

0"-69 D+ 0''-50a
•866

0"-60 D + 0"*43 a

-0"-69 D + 0"-02a
•500

-0"-35 D— 0"‘01 a

1-75 6

0"*32 b

0"*32 b

•500

0-16 b

— 0"-32 b

•866

— 0"-28 h

Total Deflection at Karachi, North, 2"- 11 D + 0"*l6 6+3"-55 a.

Total Deflection at Karachi, East, — 0"'35 D— 0"'28 6— 0"-01 a.
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9. The results gathered from these Tables arc

’North.

Deflection at Kaliana .

Deflection at Kalianpur

Deflection at Damargida

Deflection at Punnoc .

Deflection at Near-Goa

Deflection at Karachi .

1-

60 D+ O'76 5-f 0-80 c?,

2T7D+1-09 5+1-68 cz,

2-

90 D+ 0-19 5+l-o5 «,

6-22 D+ 0-66 5+0-55 «,

3-

03 D+ 0-65 5+5-22 cz,

2-11 D+ 0-16 5+3-55 zz,

East.

_0-04D-0-46 5+0-56 cz.

-0-08 D-1-00 5+1-48 cz.

-0-08 D— 0-64 5+2-52 zz.

0-19 D-6-33 5+6-36 zz.

-0-38D-1-395+4-98ZZ.

-0-35 D-0-28 5-0-01 zz.

When the values of D, fz, and 5 are known, these formulce uill give the deflections.

There have been no deep-sea soundings in the Indian or Southei-n Oceans. Ihe

results, therefore, at which I arrive in what follows must be looked upon as demon-

strating that the effect of the ocean on the plumb-line is of hnportance, rather than as

determining its amount.

10. The widths of the openings of the Arabian Sea and Bay of Bengal are as 4 to 3.

In this ratio I shall take zz to 5. Also D I shall suppose 3 times zz, and therefore 4

times 5. The formulce then become

—

At Kaliana.

At Kalianpur .

At Damargida

.

At Punnoe . .

At Near-Goa .

At Karachi

deflection North 2-06 D, deflection East O'Ob D.

deflection North 3-00 D, deflection East 0-16 D.

deflection North 3-47 D, deflection East 0-60 D.

deflection North 6-57 D, deflection East 0-73 D.

deflection North 4-93 D, deflection E-ast 0-93 D.

deflection North 3-33 D, deflection East — 0-42D.

11. It appears from the chart of the North Atlantic in Lieut. jMaueys inteiesting

work on the ‘ Physical Geography of the Sea,’ that between North Africa and the est

India Islands—a width about three-fourths of that of the Indian Ocean, uheie I ha^e

placed the depth D—many depths have been measured between 3 and 4 miles. It.

then, we make D— 3, which will hardly be too much, the formuhie become—

At Kaliana .

At Kalianpur

At Damargida

At Punnoe .

At Near-Goa

At Karachi

.

H >1

deflection North 6-18, deflection East 0-09.

deflection North 9-00, deflection East 0-48.

deflection North 10-44, deflection East 1-80.

deflection North 19-71, deflection East 2-19.

deflection North 13-83, deflection East 2-79.

deflection North 9-99, deflection West 1-26.

Tliese at any rate serve to shoAV that no calculations of the Figure of the Eai'th derived

from the measurement of arcs in India can safely be depended upon, for great exactness,

if the effect of the ocean is neglected.
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^ 4. The effect of the Ocean on the Elli^ticity of the Great Arc ofMeridian in India. \

12. The results in the last paragraph increase the amplitudes of the two arcs Kaliana
Kalianpur and Kalianpur—-Damargida by the quantities 2"-82 and l"-44. In former

communications I have shown that the etfect of mountain attraction is to decrease these
amplitudes by 14"’896 and 5"'257. The etfect, then, of the ocean is to reduce these to
12"-88 and 4"-12.

In my Paper of 1865 I obtain the following formula for calculating the effect of errors

in amplitude on the ellipticity. If 15"-885(l-w) and 5"-059(l-^) be corrections to be
added to the astronomical amplitudes of these two northern portions of the arc, then
the ellipticity of the arc

= 0-002346+ 0-003693zi--0-00104Gy.

Put, therefore, 15-885(1— w)= 12-88 and 5-059(1—
'y)= 4-12

;

^=0-18918 and ij=0-18561,

enipticity= 0-003614=

This is nearer to the mean value of the ellipticity than the hypothesis of deficiency of
matter below will make it, if the deficiency extend no deeper than 300 miles below the
surface (see my last Paper). The allowance, therefore, for the effect of the ocean brings
back the curvature of the Indian Ai’c, as deduced by the comparison of the computed
and observed amplitudes (the latter being corrected for the effect of mountain and ocean
attraction), more nearly to the mean curvature, and thus far acts in the right direction.

I may also observe, that the increase of amplitude between Damargida and Punnoe
deduced from the last paragraph, taken in combination with the decrease which the
mountains produce (as far as we can infer this latter amount by supposing the law of
attraction between A and C to extend to P), is not very different from the error which
Colonel Eveeest deduced (p. clxxvii of his volume of 1847) for that portion of the arc.

lo. The effect of the mountain and ocean attractions is shown in the accompanying
diagram (fig. 2). SDPrnN is the meridian line in the longitude of Cape Comorin or
Punnoe (P), on the supposition that the ocean is of the same density as superficial rock,
and that the mountain mass is all removed. D is 36° from P, and T)d— the depth which
measures the deficiency of matter arising from the inferior density of sea-water = about
1-878 miles. From d the curves dT and slope up to Punnoe and the neighbourhood
of the south pole, so as to make the change of depth vary in arithmetical progression.
The cm-ve dP produced through P reaches a height at M (25° from P, and where the
axis of the Ilimmalayas crosses the meridian)=Mm= l-878 x 25 -4- 36 ==1-3 mile. The
a\eiage height of the wliole mountain mass (in the Enclosed Space) is only about one
mile; also the greatest height between Punnoe and the beginning of the Himmalayas,
which is about half-way, does not exceed half a mile

;
and about Kahana it is only one-

fifth of a mile. Hence the curve PM decidedly lies above the general curve of Asia
fiom Punnce towards the north pole; and the curvature of the actual meridian line is

greater than the average curvature. Tliis is the result to which the ellipticity deduced
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in the last paragraph has also brought us. Thus while the effect of mountain attrac-

tion alone (as the diagram shows, and my former calculations have shown) would bring

Fig. 2.

^ 6. Change of the Sea-level produced hy the Mountains and the Ocean.

14. Both the positive attraction of the mountains and the deficiency of attraction of

the ocean have the effect of raising the sea-level at Karachi, near the mouths of the

Indus in latitude 25°, above that at Cape Comorin. If the difference of level is at all

sensible, it is important to calculate it, as the Great Survey has brought down two of its

chains of triangles to these two places on the coast.

In order to estimate the effect of these disturbing forces upon the sea-level, it is neces-

sary to find their value along some line joining the two places, and to substffute them

in the equation of fluid equilibrium. The line I choose is the straight line joining Cape

Comorin and Karachi, which runs about 30° west of north. I have calculated the effect
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of the ocean on the point half-way, which I have called “ Near-Goa,” as well as upon
Punnce and Karachi, the two extremities, with a view to obtain the approximate law of
the force along this line. The formulae of par. 9 show that the chief part of the effect
arises from the portions of the sea which depend on D, down in the south at a consider-
able distance from Hindostan. The law, therefore, along the above line may be obtained
approximately by assuming a formula irr powers of X, or the difference of latitude of any
point on the line and Pmrnce. The value of this difference is 8°-5 at “Near-Goa,” and
1/ at Karachi. The east and west parts of the force I ireglect, as not modifying the
force- northwards at all materially. In this way I obtain—

Deflection= 1 9"- 71~ 0"-585^+ 0"-00084xh

This, as may be seen by sirbstitution, gives the deflections of par. 11 at the three sta-
tions, Punnce, Near-Goa, and Karachi. It is easily seen, by the resolution of forces, that
the ratio of the force prodircing this deflection to gravity equals the tangent of this
deflection. Hence, calling the force W,

W
y=0-000095556839— 0-000002836162x-f0-000000004072?i^

X being expressed in degrees and parts of a degree.

15. We shaU soon require the integral of this force multiplied by the element of its
direction, taken between x=0 and ?.=17. I will therefore calculate it at once.

J^(ft=0-000095556839x-0-00000141808U’+0'000000001867x=

= 0 •0012215 in parts of a degree

= 448-25 feet.

This, it will be soon seen, is the rise of the sea-lerel at Karachi abore that at Cape
Comorin in consequence of the deficiency of attraction of the ocean, on the hypothesis
as to depths which I have assumed.

16. I will now consider the force arising from mountain attraction. It has been
proved (m my Paper of 1855) that the Himmalayan Mass attracts points between A and
C (in the diagram, fig. 1) as if it were a dense prism of great length and small transverse
dimensions running about W.N.W and E.S.E., and cutting the meridian of the Great
Ar-c at about 3° 30' north of Kaliana. The law of attraction for places between Kaliana
and Damargida varies as the distance from this line inversely. For distances from
this line greater than Damargida this law needs modification, for the following reason.
A prism attracts a point opposite its middle with a force varying inversely as the
product of the distances of the point from the middle and from either of the extremities.
Hence when the point is not far from the prism in comparison with the prism’s length,
the force will vary nearly as the inverse distance

; but when at a considerable distance,
it will vary more nearly as the inverse square.

The point where the line joining Punnce and Karachi cuts the 20° parallel of longi-
tude is about equally distant with Damargida from the above fixed line (or axis) of the
Himmalayas. I shall therefore take the deflection there to be the same as at Damargida,

MDCCCLIX. 5
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viz. 6"-8 sec 22° 30' or 7"-36, 6"-8 being the meridian deflection at that station. Above

this point up to Karachi I shall suppose the deflection to vary as the inverse distance,

and below it down to Punnoe as the inverse square. This will give results rather under,

than over the mark; for it makes the deflections at Punnoe and Karachi only 2'-65

and 9"T5, as will be seen below.

Let h and u be the distances from the fixed line of Damargida and of any point on

the line between Punnoe and Karachi, of which X is the number of degrees of latitude

above Punnoe

;

h— arc 15° cos 22° 30', u~ arc 25° cos 22° 30'-X sec 30° sin 37° 30'.

Hence from Punnoe to the 20° latitude, the deflection

X5 cos 22° 30' ^ ^

/ ^5 cos 22° 30
—

' y25 cos 22° 30'— X sec 30° sin 37° 30'

2 8 60"-

6

(32-86 -X)'-'’
At Punnoe this =2" -6 5.

Calling Ml the force producing this deflection,

M, tan2860"-6 0-0138666

‘7'“(32-86-xp~(32-86-X)2'

17. Also since du=:—dx.&ec 30° sin 37° 31'=--0-702937dX

*,=0-0097473{^-3^}= 0-0001706

the limits of X being 0 and 12. This is in parts of a degree : in feet it =15-88. This,

it will be seen, is the rise of the point between Punnoe and Karachi abo-se Punnoe in

consequence of mountain attraction.

18. From the point in latitude 20° up to Karachi, the deflection

cn 15 COS 22° 30' _ 145"-1

= ^ ’36 25T3^22®“3d'^^^X^^^3d^dh37^~32-86-x'

At Karachi this =9"-16. The force producing the deflection being called

Mi tan 145"- 1 0-00070298

“y 32-86— X 32-86—X

19. Also J-^dw=^^^^^||^log^= 0-0001355inpartsof adegree =50-44feet.

This is the rise of the sea-level at Karachi above the point in latitude 20°, in conse-

quence of mountain attraction. This, as well as the similar statements in pars. 15 and

17, I now proceed to prove.

20. The equation to the surface of a fluid mass acted on by forces XYZ at the point

xyz is,

constant —^(^dx-\-Ydy-\-7jdz).

In the case of the ocean the forces are the centrifugal force, the attraction of the general
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mass of the earth, and these three disturbing forces W, M, and M, which I have been
calculating Let be the angular velocity of the earth round its axis, « the latitude ofany point of the surface r its distance from the earth’s centre, « the semi-axis major ofthe mean mendran. Then a,h.r and is the centrifugal force parallel to ai and «, zemg the eaiths axis, and ^»,Vcos'‘f is the corresponding part of the above equation,
e V be the potential for the earth’s mass, supposed a perfect spheroid of equilibrium

diffenng httle from a sphere; E the earth’s mass. Then V differs fi-om ® only by a

small variable quantity depending upon the ellipticity : let it equal 7(1+ U). Substi-

tutmg these and the three distuibing forces, the equation of the surface now becomes

const =-(1+U)+ cos’

between the several limits, as already explained, or

const =®(l+U)+ia;Vcos^^+L.^;

const =-“(l+U+^*^)+L.
E‘

But 1=
7 (
1—

2

sin" ^)=^(l— s+s cos"

K the equation to the sui-face, s being the ellipticity, when there is no disturbing force.Hence the equation in the present case is

1=;(1— 2sin"^)+L.|^;

f=«(l— £sin"^)+L, as

Let ^ be the angle through which the normal to the surface is thrown backwards.
JNow the tangent of the angle between r and the normal

— 1
• on .

1

, 1 dL

and ds=rdi=ad6 being an element of the arc of the surface, the Elevation of the
^rface of the sea in passing northwards =^<ls=L, between the limits X=0 and x=n.
ence by addmg together the values deduced in pars. 15, 17, 19 to obtain L, we have

Llevation of sea-level at Karachi above that of Cape Comorin

=:448-25-f 15-88+ 50-44=514-57 feet.

This will alter all heights which depend upon Karachi, but is not of sufEcient import-
ance to anect the horizontal measures of the Survey.

21. This calculation shows, perhaps, the greatest extent to which the sea-level along
5m2
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our shores can be affected, as there is no part of the world where the distebing causes

c» t “nflnential. Had these lateral forces been capable of towmg up the sea

more and changing the level from the mean more entirely, we should have no means ot

TteJling large protuberances or extensive hoUows. that is large departures from the

^elidal fonn either in excess or defect. The sea is our only standard of meastne-

ment to which the form can be refeired; and were these local depaifmes fi-om the

mean’ figure capable of drawing the sea-level to a greater conformity wrth themselves,

than the above calculation shows they are able to do, we might despan- of ever

oMaining an accui-ate knowledge of the form of the several parts of the sinface however

much they differed from the spheroid. This problem, as it is, is sufficiently beset with

difficulties. It is therefore satisfactoiy that this is not added to then numbei.

Calcutta, Octoler 25, 1858.



XXXI. On the Properties ofElectro-deposited Antimony (continued). By G. Goee, Esp

Communicated by Professor Tyndall, F.B.S.

Eeceived June 1,—Eead June 17, 1858*.

a. Heat of discharge not due to cohesive action.

59.

I HAVE ah-eady shown to some extent that the change observed in electro-deposited

antimony is not an instance of cohesive force exercised between the particles of the

metal, because extensive fractures may occur in the mass (16, 17.) without producing

or materially influencing the change ; and the cohesion of the particles may be inde-

finitely reduced by triturating the metal to a very fine powder (30. 31. 32.) without a

corresponding reduction taking place in the amount of heat evolved. Heat also, which

decreases the cohesive force, increases the molecular energy (28.).

60. To test the question further, I took a quantity of small pieces of unchanged
antimony, averaging about ^th of an inch square and i^th of an inch thick, divided

it into two portions, reduced one portion to a very fine powder in water at IS^Fahe.,

dried it in the open air, and finally with a gentle heat. I then placed 300 grains of the

powder in a short test-tube closed by a cork, and surrounded by 400 grains of distilled

water contained in a small glass beaker covered with cotton-wool ; and when the whole
had acquired a temperature of 53°‘2 Fahe., I induced the change by means of a heated

wire, and agitated the water until a thermometer in it indicated a maximum temperature

of 72°’5 Fahe. = a rise of 19‘3 degrees. The powder was then removed, and a perfectly

similar experiment made with 300 grains of the unpulverized fragments, in which case

the temperature of 400 grains of water rose from 52°-8Fahe. to 72°-2Fahe. ~ a rise

of 19 '4 degrees.

61. I also took a freshly formed barf of the unchanged substance, perfectly free from
grey antimony, fth of an inch thick and If inch long, weighing 278‘92 grains; and the

same weight of a mixture of small fragments and particles of similar metal, and made
two similar experiments to those described

; the weight of water in each experiment being

403-78 grains, and the specific heat-value of the immersed portions of the thermometer
and test-tube being =14-60 grains of water. With the bar the temperature of the

water, &c. rose 20-05 Fahe. degrees; and with the fragments dioA particles it rose 20-00

degrees. The bar lost 9-80 grains, or 3-51 per cent, of expelled vapour, 9*72 grains of

which was found condensed in the tube in the form of a thick buttery substance,

e-vldently terchloride of antimony.

* Subsequently revised and condensed by the author.

t Bars are formed by depositing the substance upon narrow strips of sheet silver, the edges of which are

enclosed by vertical borders of white wax (see 90.)

.
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62. And as a final settlement of this question, I took a bar weighing 277-16 grains,

and the same weight of very finely powdered active antimony formed at the same period,

and made two more experiments, the weight of water in each instance being 401-11

grains, and the specific heat-value of the thermometer and tube being =14-6 grains of

water. With the har, the water rose in temperatm-e from 59°- 3 to 78°-4Fahe., and

with the jpotvder it rose from 58°-9 to 78°-0Fahe., equal in each case to a rise of 19-1

Fahr. degrees. The loss of weight in the bar was 9-42 grains, or 3-39 per cent., and the

amount of condensed vapour found in the tube was 9 26 grains.

63. After making a small deduction for loss of heat by particles which may have

undergone the change during the process of grinding, it is evident that the amount of

heat set free by the powdered substance is not sensibly difierent from that evolved by

the substance in the coherent massive state, and therefore the force exercised in the

peculiar change of antimony is not that of cohesion.

64. The only method by which I have yet been able approximately to determine the

amount of changed antimony contained in the powder, or the extent to which the

powder has lost its peculiar thermic power, has been to measure the amount of heat

evolved by the discharge of a given weight of it in a calorimeter.

b. Heat of discharge not due to alteration of specific heat.

65. It may readily be supposed that a portion of the evolved heat may be due to

diminution of specific heat attendant upon the increase of specific gravity which occui-s

during the sudden change (46.) ;
I therefore made several determinations of the specific

heat of unchanged and changed specimens in an apparatus similar to that used by

Fegnault for specific heats. The specimen to be examined was placed in a small

copper wire basket, suspended by a horsehair, and raised by means of small pulleys

into a vertical cylindrical air-chamber, surrounded by a vessel of hot water, and retained

there in contact with the bulb of a thermometer mitil it had acquired a perfectly unifoi-m

and stationary temperature (generally about 160° or 180°Fahe.) by careful regulation

of the heat. Meanwhile a known quantity of distilled water (usually an equal weight

to the antimony) in a thin glass vessel covered externally with cotton-wool, and con-

taining a thermometer, was brought to a uniform and stationary’- temper atuie (generally

about 60°Fahe.) by surrounding it by non-conducting screens. At that moment the

vessel of wnter was placed close beneath the air-chamber, and the basket lowered in an

instant into the water by means of the horsehair arrd pulley’s. The vessel of water was

immediately removed and closed, and the basket agitated continually by means of a

hooked glass rod passing through a hole in the cover until the ther-morneter indicated a

maximum temperature, which occurred in about two minutes. Corrections in the

calculation were made in each instance for the amouirt of heat evolved by the basket,

and for that absorbed by the immersed portion of the thermometer.

66.

Seven determinations were made of the specific heat of twm imchanged bars,

each weighing upwards of 250 grains, and the following numbers were obtained, in the
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order given,^0-06405, 0-06261, 0-06204, 0-06372, 0-06329, 0-06240, and 0-06377;
mean 0-06312. The discharging point of perfectly similar bars was 205°-6 Fahr., and
the highest temperature to which these were raised was 185°- 3 Fahr.

; nevertheleL on
several occasions during their presence in the air-bath at the higher temperatures I
observed that they evolved heat; and after the experiments, I found that they had
entmely lost their heating property: their weights and specific gravities were, however,
but veiy shghtly different from those found before the specific heat determinations, but
their fi-actured surfaces were much less bright and of a lighter colour than those of
unchanged antimony. From these experiments it appears that the discharge of heat by
electro-deposited antimony is not necessarily attended by alteration of the specific heat
of the substance

; because whilst the substance was gradually discharging the whole of
Its peculiar heat, its specific heat did not sensibly diminish, as may be observed by
examining the numbers obtained.

67. An extra determination was made with two similar bars, weighing together upwards
of 480 grains; raising their temperature onlyto 118°-0Fahr., the number obtained was
0-0637; they still possessed the heating property, evidently because they had not been
subjected to a sufiiciently high temperature to produce even a gradual discharge. The
specific heat of the solution in ivhich the bars were formed was found by the method
of cooling to be =0-6550,

^

68. Some determinations of the specific heat of antimony which had been suddenly
discharged were also made. With two bars which had been changed in air at 60° Fahr.,
and weighing together about 730 grains, the following successive numbers were obtained—0-0O33, 0-0545, 0-0549, 0-0547

; mean =0-0543. And with thin pieces discharged in
the hot-au- bath, and weighing nearly 740 grains, the numbers 0-0522 and 0-0533 were
obtained. The results were checked by separate determinations of the specific heat
of pui-ified antimony m the ordinary state of aggregation. The manifest reason why
the specific heat of the suddenly changed bars was less than that of the gradually
changed ones, was because they had by the sudden discharge been subjected to a very
much higher temperature, and had therefore lost a larger proportion of their enclosed
hquid, which is a substance of greater specific heat than metallic antimony. A similar
reason explains why the thin pieces suddenly discharged in a heated atmosphere had
less specific heat than the bars suddenly discharged in cool air. In all cases, the higher
the temperature the substance had been subjected to in the process of discharge,
—either by being suddenly instead of gradually discharged, or by being suddenly
discharged in a non-conducting heated medium instead of in cool air (or in cold water
or mercui-y, for example), or by discharging a large bulk instead of a small quantity,
the greater was the loss of enclosed liquid, increase of specific gravity, and decrease of
specific heat.

e. Tem'perature at which the sudden discharge occurs.

69. A number of experiments were made to ascertain the temperature at which the
substance discharges its heat, in the following manner two perfectly similar specimens
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were taken; one was suspended in the air-bath of the calorimeter and heated with

moderate speed until the discharge occurred, to determine ajpproximately its dischargmg

point; the second was then tried, raising the temperature of the bath with increasing

slowness until within ten to four degrees of the discharging point; the bath bemg then

kept stationary at that temperature, the metal began to evolve its heat, raismg its o^

temperature above that of the bath, slowly at first, and then more quickly, until the

sudden discharge took place. In some cases, where the quantity of metal operated

upon was small, and especially if the temperature of the suinounding bath was a tew

degrees too low, the heat was evolved gradually without any sudden discharge.

1. Coarse granules (fresHy formed) IsoSo’ in a fine brass gauze basket. Discharged suddenly at

'

Io 1 ^ vapour.

2. Bars and tliin pieces (stale) 600'00 in a thin copper bucket

3. Thin pieces (stale) 572-27 in a thin copper bucket

4. Thin pieces (freshly formed)...... 96-16 in a thin copper bucket

5. Bars (formed one day) 249-78 in a fine brass gauze basket

6. Bars (recently deposited) 605-09 in a thin copper bucket

7. Lumps (recently deposited) ...... 445-24 in a thin copper bucket

8. Powder (stale) 307-77 in a closed brass vessel

9. Powder, but had been kept in a

|
^ dosed brass vessel

10. Powder, but had been kept in a

|
^ dosed brass vessel ....

warm place J

11. Fine powder 300-00 in a thin copper bucket ...

.

Discharged suddenly at 205-5

Discharged suddenly at 198-0

Discharged suddenly at 196-5

Discharged suddenly at 196-0
|

Discharged suddenly at 184-0

Discharged suddenly at 183-1

Discharged suddenly at 178-0

I"

Discharged gradually 't

L during two minutes at J

r Discharged suddenly t

1 hut feebly at J

Discharged suddenly at 166-0

and lost 4-70 per

cent, in vapour.

In a former experiment (35.), with less perfectly amorphous metal, a much higher

temperature of discharge was observed, partly because a bath of mercury was employed

which conveyed the evolved heat more rapidly away.
^

70.

It is probable that the real temperature of sudden discharge is above 2I2°-0 Fahk.,

because the temperature observed in each of the above experiments was only that of the

external surface of the basket ; the centre of the mass or heap of antimony was probably

at a much higher temperature. It also %)pears that the discharge is not limited to a

particular temperature, but commences between 170° and I90°Fahk.., and graduaUy

increases in rapidity to some point above 2I2°Fahe., when it attains its maximum, and

becomes sudden.

71.

Small thin pieces of the substance formed at the same period, and in the same

liquid as those of Nos. 4 and 6, were heated a few minutes in water at 209° Fade., and

in air at 203° Fare, without losing their heating power ;
but by immersing them in boihiig

water during twenty minutes, nearly the whole of the heating pouer was lemoie

without loss of weight in the pieces. Two portions of 20 grains each were also place ,

one in a fine brass wire-gauze vessel, and the other in a water-tight copper bucket, an

both immersed in boiling water during thhty minutes : at the end of that time the heating

power of each had disappeared ;
the former had gained OTl grain in weight (probably

by absorption of water), and the weight of the latter had remained unaltered.

72.

The thermic power may be exhausted either gradually or suddenly, and the cmi-

ditions of gradual or sudden discharge appear to be these -if the amount of coo iiig
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influences is great in relation to the amount of heat to be discharged the action is
giaaual, but if it is small the action is sudden.

d. Total amount of heat evolved hy the change.

73. The follomng determinations were made of the total amount of heat evolved
uring the change. In each instance the metal was contained in a fine brass gauze

basket with a lid, placed in a glass tube immersed in the water of a small calorimeter,
and Its heat was discharged by contact of a small heated wire momentarily introduced
thi ough a hole in the cork of the tube and in the lid. The water was constantly stirred,
an It occupied about nine minutes in attaining its maximum temperature. The calcu-
lations include the heat absorbed by the basket, the immersed portions of the tube and
tiermometer, the water, and the metallic mass; reckoning the terchloride of antimony
an actual metal together, i. e. as one mass, possessing a mean specific heat of 0-06312

grams.

1. 300 0

2. 350 0

3. 3500

4. 350 0

5. 350-0

6. 300-0

7. 300-0

8. 300-0

9. 272-42

10. 400-0

11. 251-92

Evolved sufficient heat to raise its own weicrht
of antimony, of specific heat 00508.

of coarse granules, deposited 1 day 666-27 Faiir. degrees
; and lost

of coarse granules, deposited 2 days 662-38 Fahe. degrees
;
and lost

of coarse granules, deposited 2 days 664-64 Fahr. degrees
; and lost

of coarse granules, deposited 2 days 657-95 Fahe. degrees
; and lost

of coarse granules, deposited 3 days 620-29 Faiir. degrees
; and lost

of thin pieces, deposited 1 day 705-89 Faiir. degrees; and lost
of fine powder, deposited 6 weeks ... 602-84 Fahr. degi-ees; and lost
of thin pieces, deposited 6 houi-s 651-78 Faiir. degrees

; and lost
a bar, deposited 1 day 628-70 Faiir. degrees; and lost
of thin pieces, deposited 3 hom-s 655-35 Faiir. degrees; and lost

^ 633-06 Faiir. degrees
;
and lost

grains.

10-

81 of expelled vapour

12-74 of expelled -vapour

12-52 of expelled vapour

12-00 of expelled vapour

12-49 of expelled vapour

11-

13 of expelled vapour

2-33 of expelled vapour

11-26 of exjielled vapour

7-55 of expelled vapour

15-49 of expelled vapour

10-8 of expelled vapour

= 3-6 per cent.

=3-64 per cent.

= 3-57 per cent.

= 3-42 per cent.

= 3-56 per cent.

= 3-71 per cent.

= 0-776 per cent.

= 3-75 per cent.

= 2-43 per cent.

Ihe coarse granules used in experiments 1 to 5 were formed by depositing the substance
upon coarse copper wire-gauze, and bending the coated gauze backwards and forwardsm CO d water, then sifting and drying the product. The metal of No. 7 had been pre-
uously exposed for two hours in the air-bath to a uniform temperature of 152° Fahe
and durmg that time had lost 0-05 grain in weight.

1

of acti\e antimony rapidly deposited in a nearly pure solution of acid
1
} roc oiate o terchloride of antimony, taken from the liquid, and discharged the

same day m the calorimeter at 65°-5 Fahe., evolved sufficient heat to raise the tempe-
latuie of Its own weight of ordinary antimony (specific heat =:0-0508) 624-65 Fahe.
egi-ees. The following are the specific heat-values in water of the materials and

apparatus :

—

Raised from 65°-5 Fahe. to

79°-0 Fahe. =13-5 degrees.

Antimony 356-27 grs. (sp. heat =0-06312)= 22-4877 grs. of water
)Brass basket (sp. heat =0-0939 )= 5-0696 grs. of water

Immersed part of glass tube (sp. heat =0-1770 )= 28-718 grs. of water
Mercury of thermometer ...(sp. heat =0 0330 ) = 6-832 grs. of water

774-320 grs.

837-4273 grs. of water

The discharge in this instance was quite instantaneous, and shattered the bar into
MDCCCLIX.

5 ^
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minute fragments. The loss of weight hy evolved vapour- was 5-99 ^ains =1-68 per

It lu several cases, when the substance has been rapidly deposrted and drscharged

vrithin a short period, the action has been instantaneous, and the metal has been

shattered into minute particles (see 25.).

e. The evolution of vapour not a cause hut an effect of the heat

75 The evolution of vapour and consequent loss of weight by the dischai^e appears

to be entirely dependent upon the temperature which the substance acqun-es durmg he

discharge Lt. If the substairce acquires a very high temperatui-e, such as when it is

dll^hm-ged in a hot-air bath, its loss of weight is considerable ;
but if it does not acqrrr^

a very high temperature, as when it is gradually discharged by suspentog '‘>”^01-

air bith at about 150° or 170° Fahe„ or in a hot-water bath at 212 F-vhe., its loss

weight is very small. The following experiments will illustrate this statement

.

Three perfectly similar bars, taken the precious day from the depositing hqmd. were

separately discharged in the hot-air bath : the first w-as gradually raised in tempeiatiue

during one hour and forty minutes from 60° to 196°Fahe., it then suddenly discharged

with considerable force; the second was maintained at a temperature i aiding rom

170° to 178°Fahe. during two hours and eleven mhiutes, it then suddenly disch

its heat with less force; and the third was kept at a temperature varjmg fi-om 1.0 to

177°Fahe. during nine hours and twelve minutes, and (after the eat appearec o .

discharged) during the last two hours at 180° Fahe., and finally at 186° Fahe ; it ecu vec

its heat gradually without any sudden discharge, and was found to have entire jlo s

thermic power. The following are the weights of the bars, their specific giavn i s.

losses of vapour, &c.

-

No. 1.

No. 2.

No. 3.

grams.

249-78.

254-65.

299-65.

Before the experiment.

Specific gravity 5-811 at 66° Fahr.

Specific gravity 5-825 at 63 -3 Fahr.

After the experiment.

graius. grains.

No. 1. 238-02 lost ll-76=:4-7 per cent.

No. 2. 248-68 lost 6-95=:2-34 percent.

No. 3. 297-41 lost 2-24=0-747 per cent. Specific gravity 5-8o3 at 62 -6 Iahr.

Also two perfectly similar bars, the first weighing 251-92 grains, and the second

weighing 256-18 grains, were deprived of their energy ; the first suddenly in the au-bath

of the calorimeter at 60° Fahe., and the second gradually by suspending it in boding

water during six hours. The first one lost 10-8 grains =4-28 per cent., and the secoiu

lost 0-73 grain =0-28 per cent. ;
and another bar, weighing 256-18 grams, was immersei

in cold water, the water heated to boiling m thirty minutes, and kept boiling during six
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houi-s : the bar was then taken out
; it had lost the whole of its heating power, and

weighed 275-6 grains = a loss of 0-26 per cent, in weight.

And 2nd. If two pieces of active antimony are suddenly discharged, and from any cause
the temperatures they acquire are different, the amounts of vapour they evolve are also
different; thus a quantity of thin fragments was divided into equal parts of 180 grains
each ; the fii-st was placed in a fine brass wire-gauze basket with a wire-gauze lid, and
raised quickly to a temperature of 163°-0 Fahii. in the air-bath, and then at once discharged
in the open air at 60°Fahe., by momentary contact of a heated wire; and the second
portion, placed in the same basket, was surrounded by ice and cooled to 34°Fahe., and
-similarly discharged in the air at 60° Fahr. ; the former evolved its heat instantaneously,

and lost 8-85 grains, or 4*916 per cent, in weight; and the latter discharged feebly and
much less rapidly, and lost 5-40 grains, or 3-00 per cent. It appears from these various
expeiiments that the evolution of vapour is not a cause nor even a necessary consequence
of the change, but only occurs when the temperature of the substance during the dis-

charge is consideiably raised; and it makes no difference whether the requisite tempe-
rature is acquired by means of internal heat or by heat from external sources.

76. In all instances, and these were very numerous, the heat from the discharge alone
was insufficient to expel more than three-fourths of the contained liquid, and in those
instances, whether of sudden or gradual discharge, the remainder, making a total in

each case of upwards of sia: percent., was always readily expelled by fusing the metal in

a test-tube.

f. Influence of temperature upon the amount of heat evolved.

77. Two similar bars were taken, No. 1 weighing 257-21 grains, and No. 2 weighing
24o-90 grains: the first was placed in the wire-gauze basket and cooled to 34°-0 Fahr.,
then at once transferred to the calorimeter (which was at 57°-6 Fahr.), and instantly

discharged; the second was also placed in a similar basket and heated to 157°-15 Fahr.
in the air-bath; the basket and bar were then instantly lowered into the calorimeter
(which was at 57°* 75 Fahr.), and at once discharged; the calorimeter of the former
attained a maximum temperature of 6 7°- 35 Fahr. in nine minutes, and of the latter a
maximum of 69 4 Fahr. in the same period. The following are the various specific heat-

^alues in water of the substances, &c. ;

—

No. 1.

Antimony 257 21 grains (sp. heat =0'06312) = 16-235 grains of water 1 Raised from 34°-0 to 67°-35
Brass basket (sp. heat =0-0939

)
= 6-242 grains of water

J Eahe.

=

33-35 degrees.

22-477 grains of water

Immersed part of glass tube of calorimeter (sp. heat=0-1770)= 28*718 grs

Mercury of thermometer (sp. heat=0-033 )= 2*070 grs

Portion of stem of thermometer (sp. heat=0-1770)= 3-600 grs

Water of calorimeter 743-764 grs

778-152 grs

. 01 Wtibor

. of water

. of water

. of water

Eaised from 57°-6

to 67°-35 Eahb.

= 9*75 degrees.

5 A 2
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The thermic discharge iii this case was rather feeble and slow, and the loss of tnponr

was 7-79 grains = 3-02 per cent. The amount of heat evolved by the bar was sufficient

to raise the temperature of its own weight of ordinaiy antimony (of specific heat O-OoOS)

638-022 Fahe. degrees.

No. 2.

Antimony. 245-90 grains (sp. heat=0 06312)= 15-521 grains of water

Brass basket (sp- beat=0-0939 )= grains of water

21-867 grains of water

Pell from loT'^-lo to 69'-4

Pahe.= 87-75 degrees.

Immersed part of glass tube of calorimeter (sp. beat=0-1770)~ 28-718 grs. of water 57C.-5

Mercury of thermometer (sp.heat=0-033 )= 2-070 grs. of water
, 69-4 Pahk.

Portion of stem of thermometer (sp. heat=0-1770) = 3'600 grs. of water
j

degrees.

AYater of calorimeter
grs. J

804-660 grs. of water

The discharge in this instance was instantaneous and powerful, and the loss of vapour

was 13-06 grains=5-311 per cent. The amount of heat evolved by the^bar was suffi-

cient to raise the temperature of its own weight of ordinary antmiony (o -8_ .tHK.

degrees. It appears from these experiments that the amount of heat evolved by the

peculiar change of antimony varies with the temperatiue at which the discharge occurs

and is greater at high temperatures than at low ones, similar to the specific heat of

substances. These experiments also confirm the previous ones (7o.) with regard to t e

absence of relation of the amount of evolved heat to that of evolved vapour ;
1 t le

amount of heat varied with the amount of vapour, it would, 111 the second of t ese

experiments, have been sufficient to have raised the temperature of the given weight of

ordinary antimony 1069-64 Fahe. degrees, instead of 732-829 degrees.

g. Chemical composition of the active substance.

78. The deposited metal has been repeatedly found by chemical analysis to contain,

in addition to terchloricle of antimony and hydrochloric acid, small porHons of nearly

all the impurities which existed in the anode and in the depositing liquid. The sma

portions of gas and carbon observed in former experiments of fusion (53. 54.), appeared

to be due to enclosed traces of tartar-emetic decomposed by the heat.

79 To exclude the possibility of the peculiar property of electro-deposited antiniony

beino- dependent upon the presence of impurities, I purified antimony and teroxide of

antimony for the anode and solution by several methods. 1st. Some very pure tartar-

emetic was projected, in small portions at a time, into a red-hot assay crucible; ^nd the

resulting mass of antimonide of potassium removed when cool, trhiirated with distilled

water until all the potash and carbon were removed, and after drying fused with a little

cyanide of potassium. 2nd. Some of the best quality of commercial antimony was very

hnely pulverized and boiled with pure sulphuric acid, the cooled ci-ystallme sulphate

washed first with cold and then with hot distilled water until all traces of iron disap-
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peared, then heated with a weak solution of ammonia, and finally washed with

distilled water until all traces of sulphuric acid were removed, and thoroughly dried at

about 300° Fahr. Some of the oxide thus formed was reduced to the metallic state

by fusion with cyanide of potassium. 3rd. Best commercial antimony, also electro-

deposited grey antimony, was very finely pulverized, the powder boiled nearly to dry-

ness with pure nitric acid, the mass well washed with distilled water, and the process

with the acid and water repeated several times to remove iron, copper, and lead ; the

dried residue was then heated to redness as long as vapours were evolved, and reduced

by fusion with twice its weight of cyanide of potassium. And 4th. A hot solution of

pure tartar-emetic was precipitated by solution of ammonia, and the resulting teroxide

washed with abundance of hot distilled water and dried.

80. Several depositing liquids were prepared by dissolving the purified oxide in pure

hydrochloric acid to about two-thirds’ or three-fourths’ saturation
; using the purified

metal as anodes, and sheets of platinum as cathodes. The oxide and metal prepared

by the second method were used much more extensively than either of the others.

With each depositing liquid an abundant deposit of bright black antimony was readily

obtained in the usual manner, and the deposited metal possessed the usual structure

and peculiar heating power, and evolved the usual vapour during the change.

81. Analyses of two different specimens of the pure unchanged substance deposited

from a solution composed of 3 parts of pure hydrochloric acid saturated with pure oxide

of antimony and then 1 part more of the acid added, yielded the following results.

The first specimen was deposited more rapidly than the second.

No. 1.

Sb ... 93-36

Sb, CP . .

H, Cl . . 0-46 i

99-80

No. 2.

Sb . . . 93-51

Sb, CP . . 6-031

H, Cl . . 0-21 J

99-75

A trace of water contained in them was not estimated.

82.

The method of analysis was as follows :—a tube of German glass, nearly half an

inch in diameter and 12 inches long, closed at one end, was bent to the annexed figure;

the closed end was heated, and 200 grains of unchanged
^

antimony, in small fragments, was introduced, a single

fragment at a time, to discharge the heat safely ; the

metal was then gradually heated to fusion and collected in A, whilst the semisolid

distillate collected in B ; the two were then separated by fusing the tube at C. The

distillate was dissolved in a solution of tartaric acid, and the amount of terchloride of

* It is worthy of remark, that grey antimony deposited in the crystalline state from the tartaric acid

solution (2.), contains only a minute quantity of eiiclosed liquid, similar to the exclusion of impurities from

substances generally by crystallization.
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antimony contained in it determined as sulphide b} sulphuretted hydiogen. and after

separating the excess of sulphuretted hydrogen from the filtrate b\ adding solution of

sulphate of sesquioxide of iron and filtering, the total amount of chlorine m as determined

as chloride of silver ;
the amount of chlorine due to the terchloiide found was then

subtracted, and the remainder estimated as hydrochloric acid.

h. Is the ])eculiaT change of antimony necessarily attended hy a chemical change?

83. To ascertain whether during the act of gradual discharge the acid terchlonde of

antimony contained in the substance passed from a state of stronger combination with

the metal to a state of weaker combination, I took 200 grains of unchanged antimony

powder, placed it in equal portions in two small fiasks, added to each 500 grams of

distilled water ;
immersed one of the flasks in boiling water during thhty mmutes, to

discharge the heating power of its metal, and then replaced the evaporated water;

added 50 grains of tartaric acid and 106 '35 grains of hydrochloric acid to the contents

of each flask, and allowed both vessels to remain at 60° Fahe. during two days. The

two liquids were then separately filtered, the contents of the filters washed with equal

quantities of a solution of tartaric acid, the washed residues dried, the filtrates pre-

cipitated by sulphuretted hydrogen, and the precipitates washed and dried. The con-

tents of the heated flask yielded 93T5 grains of metallic residue possessing no heating

power, and 4’20 grains of precipitated tersulphide of antimony : the contents ot the

other flask gave 97-24 grains of residue possessing the heating power, and I'TT grain

of tersulphide. I have also found on other occasions, when the powdered active srrh-

stance had lost its peculiar property with extreme slowness (see 86.), and its weight

and chemical composition had remained unaltered, that the terchloride of antimony

corrtained in it was much more completely and easily extracted hy means of solvents

than whilst the powder retained its heating power. No appearance of mechanical

mixture of terchloride of antimony with metallic antimony could be detected in changed

powder by means of a powerful microscope.

84. From these observations it appears, that during the act even of gradual dis-

charge, the terchloride of antimony changes from a state of more intimate to a state of

less intimate union with the metal ;
but whether that change consists of diminished

chemical, or simply diminished mechanical union, I have been unable to ascertain.

i. Can the terchloride ofantimony he separated without destroying the heating property?

85. Several portions of the unchanged powder were digested in strong hydrochloric

acid, solution of tartaric acid, and in strongly alkaline liquids for lengthened periods of

time, at the atmospheric temperature, with an expectation of extracting at least the

greater portion of the terchloride and retaining the whole of the heating power ;
but it

was found that in every instance the heating property gradually diminished, and in

about six or seven months entirely disappeared. The loss of heating power was not

alone due (if at all, see 86.) to the abstraction of the terchloride by the solvents, because
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It occurred in those samples from which only about one-half of the terchloride had been
dissohed, as well as in those from which the whole had been extracted (see also 52.).

j. Does electro-dejjosited antimony gTadiially change?

86. Othei portions of each of the samples of powder used in these experiments (85.)
were enclosed in weU-stoppered bottles, and kept during the same period (seven months)
in a cool place not exposed to sunshine; in each instance the heating power entirely dis-

appeared, and the powder became somewhat oxidized and acquired a slightly acid odour
fiom paitial separation of the terchloride; several other samples of equal age behaved
similaily. Di. Peecy has also obtained similar results by placing the active powder in
a capsule o'sei strong sulphuric acid for several months. Some active powder, exposed
to strong daylight during two months, still retained a heating power. Coarse granules
of the active substance lost a large portion of their power in seven months : and solid
bais, nearly a quarter of an inch thick, which had been formed several months before,
and had been more exposed to the atmosphere, rvere also found to be slightly but
distinctly weakened.

87. Fiom these and other observations, it is certain that electro-deposited antimony
undergoes a gTadual change or decomposition even at 60° FiiHE., attended by a dimi-
nished union between the terchloride of antimony and metal, and gradual and complete
loss of its peculiar heating power, similar to its change in heated air at 160° Fahb., or
in boiling uater (83.), but much more slowly. It also appears that the substance in a
finely

^

divided state loses its heating power with much greater rapidity than when in a
massivef07111

;

in the former case it requires only a few months, while in the latter case
it lequires at least several years (26.); but whether this difference is due to the difference
oi cohesion or to the difference of amount of exposed surface of the substance, I have
not ascertained.

k. Miscellaneous ohsei'vations.

88. A small quantity of mercury in a gutta-percha capsule, was made the cathode
in the tartaric acid solution (2.), and a deposit of grey antimony formed upon it; a pecu-
liar appearance and disappearance of metallic films upon the surface of the mercury
occuried on discontinuing and renewing the electric current, apparently caused by
depo.sition of films of antimony and absorption of the films by the mercury

; this was
lepeated many times until accumulation of antimony in the mercury interfered. By
passing a continuous feeble electric current into the mercury, a compound of that
metal and antimony, of a pasty consistence, was formed, which gradually spread (in an
arborescent form interspersed by warty excrescences) by capillary action all over the
inner and outer surfaces of the small capsule, and transferred the remaining fluid mer-
cury over the edge of the capsule into the depositing vessel. If ordinary chloride of anti-
mony was substituted for the tartaric acid liquid, the whole of the deposited black briglit
antimony remained unabsorbed upon the surface of the mercury, and exhibited tlie
cohesive action (17.) strongly, as long as the deposit was sufficiently thin,
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89. In addition to the liquid aheady mentioned (2.) for obtaining gi-ey crystalline

antimony, the grey metal may be readily obtained by partly saturating hydrofluoric

acid with tartar-emetic or oxide of antimony, and acting upon the bquid in Ae usual

manner. Also by placing fragments of antimony Tsith 2^ parts of bydi'ofluonc acid m

a gutta-percha cup, and adding to them in small portions at a time about one part of

nitric acid; and when the metal has ceased to dissolve, electrolysing the solution by a

battery of moderate power. Each of these liquids yields crystalline antimony freely,

but in neither instance has the metal the peculiar heating property.

90. The best liquid I have yet found for forming bars, «&c. of the active varieti
,
is

composed of one avoirdupois ounce of teroxide of antimony (or of oxychloride of anti-

mony) dissolved in five or six ounces by measure of pure hydrochloric acid of sp. gr. 1 12.

Bars are formed by depositing the substance upon narrow strips of sheet silver, the

edges of which are enclosed by vertical borders of white wax. To remove safely the

bars from the moulds within which they are deposited, the latter are placed (after being

well washed with water and the aid of a soft brush) upon a surface of gutta percha m

ice-cold water, and the walls of wax carefully removed in portions at a time.^ Incon-

venient projections of the metal are removed by means of a small pair of nippers in

mimde portions at a time, with the greatest caution, in the cold water. CuUing action

with this tool is apt to discharge the heat of the metal, whilst slow lever action will

frequently remove projections one-twelfth of an inch thick mth safetv

1. Mecaidtulation.

91. From the experiments and observations recorded in this paper, it appears that

the heat evolved by electro-deposited antimony is not due to cohesive action (63.), nor

to alteration of the specific heat of the substance (66.):-™the temperatui’e at which the

sudden discharge occurs varies from 170° to upwards of 212° Fahk. (69. 70.):—the total

amount of heat evolved by electro-deposited antimony is usually sufiicient to rarie the

temperature of an equal weight of ordinary antimony about 660 Fahe. degrees (7o.).

the evolution of vapour of terchloride of antimony is not a cause but an effect of the heat

(75 j;. the amount of heat evolved is greater at high temperatui-es than at low ones

(77.), similar to the specific heat of substances the active substance consists of about

93-5 per cent, of antimony, 6-0 per cent, of terchloride of antimony, 0-3 per cent, of

hydrochloric acid, and a trace of water (81.); it is also liable to contain traces of neaih

all the impurities of the anode and of the depositing liquid (78.):—the discharge of heat

is always attended by a diminution of attraction between the metal and its associated

terchloride of antimony (84.):—the terchloride of antimony cannot apparently be ex-

tracted without destroying the heating property of the substance (85.) . and br lapse

of time the active substance invariably loses its heating power, especially if it is in a state

of minute division (87.).
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XXXII. On the Megatheeium (Megatherium Americanum, Cuviee and Blumenbach).

Pait V.- Sones of the Posteviov ExtveTnities. Ey ProfessoT Owen, P.R.S.,

Superintendent of the Natural History Departments in the British Museum.

Eeceived May 6,—Eead May 8, 1851.

In the description of the bones of the hind limbs of the Megatherium I commence with
the ilium, as being the homotype or correlative of the scapula in the fore limb. The
ischium, which is the homotype of the coracoid, is confluent with the ilium, as the
coracoid is with the scapula : the pubis, which is the homotype of the clavicle, is con-
fluent with both the ilium and ischium. All the three bones on both sides become
confluent with the sacrum, and form therewith a single compound bone—the pelvis—
which is the largest known amongst recent or extinct terrestrial Mammals, and gives the
most striking feature to the skeleton of the present gigantic extinct Sloth.

As a like progressive ossiflcation brings to pass a similar state of the pelvis in the

small existing Sloths, the limits of the primitive bony constituents of that of the Mega-
therium can only be determined by analogy with the pelvis of its modern congeners,

studied in individuals at a period of immaturity. This I have had the opportunity of
doing in the young of the Bradypus tridactylus, prior to the completion of the coales-

cence of the several bones.

The five vertebrae composing the sacral part of the pelvis of the Megatherium have
been described in a former memoir*, treating of the vertebral column to which they
belong.

The iliac bones (Plate XXXVII., 62
,
and Philosophical Transactions, 1865, Plate

XXIII.), as they extend from their place of anchylosis -with the sacrum, expand in

depth and breadth
; their anterior plane is directed forward, being almost vertical and

at right angles with the axis of the spine. Each ilium, after contributing its share to

the acetabulum («), rapidly contracts to an obtuse point bent downward and outward.
The two bones, in a front "view, resemble a pair of broad outstretched wings at the
sides of the fore part of the sacrum. The anterior surface is slightly concave, but is

undulated, with many sharp ridges that have penetrated between the fasciculi of the
muscles thereto attached. The ‘ labrum,’ or upper and outer convex border of the ilium,

is unusually thick and rugged
; the under concave border is also rugged, but is thin,

and in some parts sharp. On the inner side of the acetabulum there is a well-defined,

raised and very rough, oblong surface {p) for the insertion of the tendon of a powerful

‘psoas’ muscle,

* “ On the Megatherium,” Philosophical Transactions, Part II. 1851, p. 378.

MDCCCLIX. 5 0
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The outer surface of the ilium is slightly concave near the sacrum, and is then convex

in the direction of its longest diameter, which is from within outwards; m other-

directions it is nearly flat : its sui-face is much broken by numerous mtei-muscular

ridges.
_ • u j r

The pubis (Plate XXXVII. 64) is very slender where it forms the anterior border of

the ‘ foramen ovale’ (
0),

but expands at its extremities, and especially where it coalesces

rvith the ischium to form the produced and pointed ‘symphysis.’ The extent of this

symphysis is 10 inches in a straight lure.

The pelvis, as in the Sloths and other Bruta, shows the conversion of the^ ischiadic

notches (i) into foramina by the anchylosis of the ischia with the posterior sacral

vertebra (s). Each ischium, 63
,
as it extends from its confluence with the sacinm.

expands into a broad smooth plate of bone, bent outward and forward, then contracting

as it converges inward towards its fellow, to combine with, the pubic bones at the sym-

physis. The hinder border, forming the tuberosity, 63
,
is thick and ragged ;

and two or

three perforations here indicate the original line of its separation from the sacrum. The

part of the ischium which joins the pubis on the sacral side of the foramen ovale presents

on its inner surface the usual oblique channel leading to that foramen.

Among the existing species of the Order Eeuta the Sloths alone resemble the Mega-

therium in the expansion of the iliac bones, but this is much less in comparison with

the length of the trank; the iliac expansion is relatively greater in the Megathenum

than in the Elephant, and is associated with a much greater proportronate srze of the

whole pelvis and of its cavity or channel. The extreme breadth of the pelws of a large

Asiatic Elephant is 3 feet 8 inches, whilst in the Megatherium it is upwards of 5 feet.

The pelvis which Cuyiee was led to suspect, from the defective condition of its fore

part in the Madrid skeleton, to be naturally open anteriorly, as in the Mt/rmecojihaga

didactyla, is closed anteriorly, as in the Sloths, by a ‘ symphysis pubrs of short extent.

The acetabulum (Plate XXXVIL fig. 2) presents a full oval shape, uith the lower-

margin bisected by a narrow and deep ‘Haversian’ groove, which extends, slrghtly

expandmg and becoming more shallow, to irear the bottom of the carfty ; the outer-

division of the lower border of the groove is most produced. The large and deep

acetabula look downward and a little outward. One diameter of the hemispheroid

cavity is 8 inches, the other diameter is 7 inches; it therefore presents a plane surface

of 43-9824 square inches, which, multiplied by 15, -with the barometer at oO inches,

gives about 660 pounds atmospheric pressure upon the hip-joirrt of the Megatherium.

The size and strength of the ordinary processes of the pelrfs, the breadth of the

rough labrum of the iliac bones, and the numerous and well-defined intermuscular

crests, indicate the unusual size and vigour of the muscular masses which proceeded

from Ihe pelvis in different dfrections to act upon the trmik and fore limbs and upon the

hind limbs and tail. They lead to the conviction that the resistance wliich demanded

such forces for its overcoming must have have been of a very different nature and

degree from any that now opposes itself to the labours of the existing vegetable feeders
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when engaged in -supplying their daily wants; whence it may be inferred that the
exertion of such forces was associated with equally peculiar habits in the megatherioid
animals.

The femur of the Megatherium (Plate XXXVIII. fig. 1) is one of the most massive
limb-bones in the Mammalian class; from its proportions it might rank with the ‘flat’

instead of the long bones, but that its thickness would rather bring it into the categoiy
in which the caipal or tarsal bones are placed according to the old anatomical character
derived from shape.

The head (Plate XXXIX. fig. 1) would be a smooth hemisphere, but that the antero-
posterior diameter somewhat exceeds the transverse one. Its surface is unimpressed,
and its periphery uninterrupted, save by a small entering notch at the middle of its back
part, into which possibly some ligament like the ‘ ligamentum teres ’ may have heen
implanted. The neck of the femur is short and ill-defined

; the upper contour passes
from the head to the summit of the great trochanter (Plate XXXVIII. t), which is on
the same level, m a slightly concave line; the inner contour of the bone descends with
a somewhat deeper concavity from the lower periphery of the head to the shaft. This
is flattened fr’om before backward, and presents a slightly oblique twist, the head and
the outer condyle being on a plane anterior to the trochanter and inner condyle. The
gi-eat trochanter presents a broad rugged surface, flattened obliquely from above
downward and inward, divided into two somewhat flattened facets by a transverse ridge
arching upward. The lower facet contracts as it descends, and is continued into the
strong outer ridge which descends to the external condyle. The thick rough border
of the rest of the trochanter stands out beyond the contiguous parts of the femur

; least

so at the upper, and most at the back part of the process, where the border defines

outwardly a small but deep trochanterian fossa (ib. /). This fossa is bounded below by
a small tuberosity. The small trochanter is represented by a rough ridge, 6 inches
long, 2 inches broad, occupying the middle third of the shaft a little anterior to its inner
border. A few shorter longitudinal ridges occur on the fore part of the shaft between
the upper end of the small, and the upper and fore part of the great trochanter. The
rest of the anterior surface of the femur is smooth, concave lengthwise, slightly convex
transversely.

The back part of the femur presents a small low tuberosity below its middle part,

near the inner border
; the triangular siu’face between this tuberosity, the head, and the

gi’eat trochanter, is smooth and flat. The contour of the back part of the femur, from
the head to the outer condyle, is convex; that from the trochanter to the inner condyle
is concave

; the lower half of the back part of the shaft is convex transversely. The
lower end of the femur (Plate XXXIX. fig. 2) presents two articular surfaces, the inner

one (ib. ^) being that of the internal condyle, the outer one being the combined ectocon-

dyloid {e) and rotular (r) surfaces. The latter is extensive, and describes a semicircle

fr’om before backward, but is naiTow from side to side ; in this direction the rotular portion
is slightly concave; its limits are indicated by a notch on the inner side: the condyloid

5 0 2
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portion is slightly convex transversely, in which direction the extent is scarce!) 2^ inches.

The entocondyloid surface (^) is of nearly twice that breadth ; is of a renifonn shape,

and is convex in every direction. The intercondyloid channel is roughened by decus-

sating ligamentous impressions and ridges, with some vascular pits. Its narrowest part

is anterior, and measures an inch and a half across
;
posteriorly it is 3 inches across.

The intercondyloid border of the inner condyle is sharply defined and projects below

the level of the canal, that of the outer condyle is mostly on a level mth the canal.

The surface of the canal meets the hind surface of the femur at almost a right angle,

the intervening ridge being rounded off. The fore part of the inner condole stops short

of the fore part of the shaft; the back part of the condyle projects 1 inch beyond the

back part of the shaft. The process or prominence above the inner condyle {eimnenha

entocondyloidea, Plate XXXVIII. ic) forms an obtuse angle, the lower side of which

is rough, rather flattened, and expands as it descends towards the articular part of the

condvle. The outer condyle does not project so far back as the inner one . its supm-

condyloid prominence {ec) is larger, of a similar angular form, but is bent forward as

well as outward.

In the Elephant, Mastodon, and Diprotodon, the shaft of the femur is flattened from

before backward ; but the length of the femur so far exceeds its breadth, that, strong

as the thigh-bones of these quadrupeds are and well-proportioned to the weight the)

had to sustain, they appear weak and even slender when placed by the side of the femin

of the Megatherium. The Ehinoceros, which has the thigh-bone relatively broader

and flatter than in the proboscidian pachyderms, differs more markedly from the Mega-

therium in the presence of the third trochanter.

The shaft of the femur is more or less flattened in all the species of Bnita ;
but the

Orycteropus and Armadillos, in which this character is conspicuous, differ, like the Ehino-

ceros, from the Megatherium in having the third trochanter. This process is not present

in the Pangolins {Manis), Anteaters {Mynnem])1iaga) or Sloths {Bradypus) ;
but in all

these genera the femur is relatively longer and more slender than in the Megatheiiiim,

and only the Sloths amongst existing Mammals, not marine, repeat the remarkable mega-

therioid character of the absence of a medullary cavity in the shaft of the femur-.

The general characters of the femur of the Megatherium are most closely repeated in

that of the Mylodon* and Scelidotheriumf. In these genera, however, instead of the

shallow notch, there is a deep and prolonged fossa for the liganieiitum teres on the

middle of the hind border of the head of the bone. The post-trochanterian depression

is relatively larger in the Mylodon, the small trochanter is relatively less and higher-

placed ;
the whole femur is longer in proportion to its breadth, arrd the distal expansion

is relatively less. Here, also, the articular surfaces offer a well-rnar-ked character ot

distiirctiorr ;
the rotular articular surface is corrtiiruous with that of both condyles, arrd

unites them anteriorly.

* OwEK ‘ On the Mylodon Tohustu^,’ 4to. p. 111. pi. 17.

f Ib. ‘Fossil Mammalia’ of tlie ‘ Voyage of the Beagle,’ 4to. pi. 25. fig. 5.
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From the cast of a distal epiphysis, transmitted by Dr. Harlan to the Museum of

the Eoyal College of Surgeons, London, as of the Megalonyx, it would appear that this

extinct megatherioid offered a third modification of the knee-joint, the rotular surface

being distinct from those of both condyles. Thus the knee-joint of the Mylodon must
have had one large synovial capsule, that of the Megatherium two, and that of the
Megalonyx three such sacs.

The patella (Plate XXXVIII. fig. 2, and Plate XVII. 66', Philosophical Transactions,

1855) is a strong, thick, subtrihedral conical bone, with the base rounded, and also the
angle between the two rough outer sides. In the natm-al position of the bone the base is

uppermost, and chiefly composed of a strong tuberosity coarsely and irregularly striated

:

at the lower half of the outer siuface the striae have a longitudinal and subparallel

dhection, giving that part of the bone the appearance of an ossified fibrous ligament.

On the inner and broadest side the articular surface occupies the upper two-thirds : it

is less distinctly divided by a median longitudinal rising into two channels than in the

Mylodon, being more nearly level and uniform. The non-articular surface below the

joint is iiTegulaiiy grooved and perforated by vascular canals.

Thefabella*, or post-tibial sesamoid bone (Plate XVII. e?'. Philosophical Transactions,

1855), is a smaller subhemispheric bone, with a circular, slightly concave articular surface,

which was applied to part of the outer condyle of the femur : the rest of the surface is

rough and fibrous, indicative of the imbedding of the bone in a flexor tendon of the leg.

The tibia and fibula (Plate XVII. ee, e?, tom. a'^.) become anchylosed together at both
extremities in the Megatherium : they are both short, and the tibia presents massive

proportions corresponding with those of the femur. Its proximal end (Plate XXXIX.
fig. 3) presents two distinct and well-marked articular surfaces

; the inner one (?) is concave,

the outer one {e) is convex : the extent of these surfaces corresponds with the breadth

of the articular part of the outer and inner femoral condyles respectively. The back
part of the outer facet which bends downward affords an articulation

( f) to the fabella.

The rough interspace between the articular surfaces is a little concave transversely, and
convex from before backward

; its breadth equals that of the outer surface : it developes

no intercondyloid process for crucial ligaments.

The fore part of the proximal end of the tibia presents a large irregularly triangular

rugged protuberance for the ligamentum patellae
; the back part, below the outer con-

dyle, developes a smaller but more prominent rugged process, the apex of which over-

hangs the upper part of the interosseous space : between this ‘ post-tibial ’ process and
the rough inner border of the bone there is a deep and wide longitudinal channel
inclining a little obliquely to the interosseous space. The shaft of the tibia gradually

contracts to its middle, and as gradually expands to its distal end. It is subcompressed
from before backward

; is smoother behind than in front : there is a longitudinal

channel on each side the back part of the lower end of the tibia, which forms a con-

vexity between them.

* Owen, ‘Archetype of the Vertebrate Skeleton,’ 8vo, p. 190.
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The anterior surface is divided by a ridge extending obliquely from the rotular pro-

tuberance to the inner malleolus : the surface on the fibular side of this ndge is smoother

than the other, which seems to have been wholly given up to musculo-tendinous attach-

ments. The inner malleolus (Plate XXXIX. fig. 4, m) is a slight expansion below the

confluence of the inner and oblique anterior ridges : it does not project below the level

of the distal articular surface. This is deeply concave, and is divided into two facets by

the deeper hemispherical excavation near its inner side for the reception of the mner

protuberance of the astragalus : this excavation (e) gives to the larger and shallower

facet (i) a full crescentic figure. The smooth surface is sometimes continued upon,

sometimes interrupted by, a narrow tract from the vertical surface upon the maHeolai-

end of the fibula, which surface is applied to the outer facet of the astragalus. There

is a small orifice for a medullary artery at the middle of the back part of the trbia, but

it does not open into any medullary cavity : the bone is cancellous throughout.

The fibula is thickest at its upper end, where it has a trihedral form ;
the outer surface

is convex and rough, the inner and hinder surfaces are concave and smooth, meeting at

a sharp irrterosseous border directed obliquely backward : this border is shghtp thickened

and produced at its middle part, where the shaft of the fibula is compressed: it

augments in thickness and resumes its trihedral shape as it descends, and terTninates

in a moderately produced outer malleolus (/) with a very rugged surface, except where it

articulates with the astragalus.

In the Mylodon, as well as in the Megalonyx and Scelidotherium, the trbra and fibula

continue separate, a fact affecting the value of the evidence which Cuviee deduced ffom

their- anchylosed condition in the Megatherium in favour of its affinities to the Arma-

dillos, to which this structure is peculiar amongst existing Mammals. Birt, smce rt rs

known only in the order Bruta, it forms an interesting additional proof of the essentrcff

relations of the huge extinct airimal under description to that now anomalous group of

Mammals. The tibia of the Mylodon is proportionally shorter and thicker than in the

Megatherium: the outer articular surface at the upper end is of a subchcular- form

and slightly concave : in the Megalonyx it is corrvex, but in a less degree than in the

Megatherium. The lower articular surface in both Mylodon, Scehdotheriirm, and Mega-

lonyx, presents the additional facet for the fibula. The hemispheric excavation on the

inner side of the distal articulation is relatively larger in the Mylodon than in the Mega-

therium. This excavation, with the concomitant protuberance of the astragalus, is pecu-

liar to the great extinct Sloth-like quadrupeds ;
in which so secure an interlockmg of

the foot with the leg bespeaks some habits peculiar to them, corrnected w ith thereqriire-

ment of unusual resistance in the foot to the forces acting upon it from the leg arrd

thigh.

In the series of existing animals Man presents the plantigrade foot in which the

weight of the body presses most nearly upon the crown of the tarsal arch ;
but, in the

Megatherium, owing to the length of the heel and the shortness of the toes, the leg

transmits the superincumbent weight nearly upon the middle of the foot. So singulaily
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shaped and adjusted, however, are the tarsal bones in the Megatherium, that the tibia

articulates with the side instead of the summit of the tarsus, so that the whole foot is

turned inward and rests upon its outer edge instead of its sole (Plate XLI. fig. 1, and
Plate XVII. cl^ Philosophical Transactions, 1855).

The number of tarsal bones is reduced to six, through the absence of the entocunei-
form *

, but the astragalus, and especially the calcaneum, are developed to a great
size.

The astragalus (Plates XT. & XLI. fig. 1, (z) is of a peculiarly irregular form i if the
foot be placed with the sole flat on the ground, as in Plate XL., the chief articular

surface (a) for the tibia looks inward, and the small fibular facet, at right angles there-
with, is uppermost. The extensive surface by which it articulates with the bones of the
leg is divided into three parts, the planes of which are at right angles to each other.
The middle and largest dmsion (a), answering to the outer ridge of the trochlear
sm-face in the common form of astragalus, is here expanded into a broad reniform
smooth tract, horizontal in the ordinary position of the Megatherium’s foot (Plate XLI.
fig. 1, (z), almost flat from before backward, convex from> side to side. This surface is

continued over the outer edge upon the outer side of the bone, in a triangular form, with
the apex rounded off, to form the facet (o) for the fibula. The surface answering to the
main part of the trochlea and its inner malleolar facet in ordinary astragali, is here
reduced to a small triangular convexity {ib. & Plate XL. fig. I, i), forming the third and
internal division of the surface, and supported on what appears to be an obtuse pyramidal
process from the inner and lower part of the bone. This convexity is wedged into the
deeper excavation on the inner part of the tibial articular surface, and forms a kind of
pivot on which the foot worked.

The under or calcaneal side of the astragalus slopes from behind downward and
forward, and is divided by an oblique groove, about an inch broad, into two facets

; the

outer and posterior one is for the calcaneum exclusively
; the inner and anterior one is

for the calcaneum, but is continuous with the surface for the navdculare. The outer

calcaneal surface is ovate, concave lengthwise, convex across its posterior broader end,

nearly flat at its anterior end. The inner calcaneal surface is of much less extent and
is nearly flat ; its anterior end suddenly bends forward and upward to be continued into

the outer convex part of the navicular surface, which surface is divided into this convex
portion and a contracted subcircular concavity. The lower part of the convex facet rests

upon an articular concave surface on the cuboides.

Only a small proportion of the outer surface of the astragalus is non-articular, and this

is chiefly on the outer, or, in the megatherian position of the foot, the upper surface

(Plate XLI. fig. I). The groove dividing the calcaneal surfaces begins at their lower

part and passes backward and inward, with shght terminal bends, which give it the form
of the italic yi It is divided by a ridge from a wider channel, excavating the under part

of the inner process
; from which a third channel extends backward, dividing part of the

* ‘ Os cuneiforme internum’ of Scbmmeuiiixg.
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inner calcaneal facet from the naviculo-cuboid surface. Both this channel and the

calcaneal one are perforated by conspicuous vascular canals.

The calcaneum (Plates XL. & XLI. fig. 1, h) is a long irregular pyramidal bone,

with an obtuse apex : the base is obliquely truncated, forms the fore part of the bone, and

supports two articular surfaces (Plate XLI. fig. 2): the upper and outer surface {as) is

ovate, concave where that on the astragalus is convex, and %ice versa: the oblique

channel which divides this astragalar surface from the astragalo-cuboidal surface {os') is

as deep as in the astragalus, and, like it, is perforated by vascular canals. The slightly

concave triangular inner astragalar facet (os') is continued below, at an obtuse angle,

into the semielliptic slightly concave surface {cl) for the os cuboides. External to the

astragalar facet a strong vertically extended tuberosity (Plate XLI. fig. 1, t) forms the

fore part of a wide and deep tendinal canal {%(,) ;
a narrow and feeble ridge bounds it

behind ;
a second and more shallow groove {v) succeeds ;

and, behind this, is a wide and

deep vascular perforation {w). The under part of the calcaneum is i er} rugged and flat.

The obtuse hinder extremity of the heel-bone shows by its sculptming and the out-

standing osseous spiculse, the force with which the attached cable-like ‘ tendo Achilhs

must have acted on so unusually produced a calcaneal lever.

The os naviculare (Plates XL. & XLI. fig. 1, <?) is a transversely oblong bone, com-

pressed from before backward. Its posterior surface is occupied by the articulation for

the astragalus, which is equally divided into an inner concaidty and an outer convexity,

the latter approaching the conical form. From the lower part of this is continued at a

right angle a small flat triangular surface for the cuboides (Plate XL. fig. o, cl"). The

upper non-articular surface is narrowest at its middle, and is developed into a low oblong

tuberosity on each side. On the fore part of the bone (Plate XL. fig. 3) is the articular

surface, divided into the narrow oblong tract {cm), with two slight convexities, for the

mesocuneiforme {il. fig. 1,/), and into the almost flat triangular tract (fig. 3, ci) for the

ectocuneiforme (fig. 1, e). The latter surface (fig. 3, ci) is divided by a vmy naiTow non-

articular tract from the cuboidal surface (fig. 3, cl"). The inner (tibia!) part of the

anterior surface is non-articular, and extends beyond the mesocuneiform articulation to

where the entocuneiforme would have been, had that bone existed in the tarsus of the

Megatherium.

The mesocuneiforme (Plates XL. & XLI. fig. 1, /) is a laterally compressed reniform

bone, with a thick rough convex inferior border : the inner (tibial) surface (Plate XL.

fig. 1, y*) is irregular and flattened: the similarly modified outer (fibular) surfiice

(Plate XL. fig. 2,y) is varied by a flat elliptic articular facet {in) near its upper part,

for a similar surface on the side of the metatarsal of the ‘ digitus medius. The back

part of the bone is chiefly occupied by the narrow surface for the naviculare. The fore

part of the bone is obtuse and rough. Not a vestige of the toe (digitus secundus),

usually supported by the mesocuneiforme, is developed in the Megatherium.

The ectocuneiforme (Plates XL. & XLI. fig. 1, e) presents the normal wedge-hke

figure of the tarsal cuneiform bones. It is flattened from before backward; with its
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thick base (e) rough and convex. The posterior surface presents the almost flat, slightly
concave articular surface for the naviculare. The outer border or surface is rough and
tuberous

; the inner one less rough and flat. The anterior convex facet (Plate XL.
fig. 2

,
m) for the base of the metacarpal does not extend to the upper or under borders

of the bone. The articulation with the contiguous cuneiforme, as with the cuboides, is

by syndesmosis.

The cuboides (Plate XLI. fig. 1, d) presents an articular surface divided into three
facets on its upper, or tibial, and back part ; the anterior and smallest facet is for the
naviculare (c), the middle and largest for the astragalus (a), and the posterior for the
calcaneum (t5) : the latter surface is at almost a right angle with the astragalar one, and
looks backward. On the under, or fibular, and fore part of the bone is the artiLlar
surface for the two outer metatarsals; that for the fourth toe (Plate XL. fig. 2, w)
being concave transversely and slightly convex lengthmse

; that for the fifth toe (ib. v)
being uniformly but very slightly convex.

A broad non-articular surface, rough and with two oblique low ridges on the upper
and outer part of the bone, divides the back from the front articular surface

; a narrower
non-aiticulai tract, but produced into a strong obtuse ridge, divides the same surfaces
on the inner or under side of the bone. The fore part of the bone is produced into an
angular process (Plate XL. fig. 2, _p), which forms the inner part of the articular channel
for the fourth metatarsal. The under part of the bone is impressed by the broad
tendinal groove continued from that which impresses the outer part of the calcaneum.
The above-described composition of the tarsus of the Megatherium has been deduced

from the study of three entire specimens of the bones of the hind foot ; and it demon-
strates that the digits of that foot were but three in number, and that they answered
to the ‘third, ‘fourth,’ and ‘fifth’ of the pentadactyle type. Not a rudiment of the
‘ second exists, and every vestige of the first, together with the cuneiform bone support-
ing it, is absent. There are no little bones missing on the inner side of the ‘ mesocunei-
forme,’ as Dr. Paxdek conjectm-ed might be the case in the Madrid skeleton; and there
is no ‘ os cuneiforme ’ for the hallux (‘ grand doit du pied ’), as Cuviee supposed.

Ifetatarsies.—The metatarsal of the ‘ third ’ toe (Plates XL. & XLI. fig. 1, m 3)
resembles rather an ‘ os cuneiforme,’ by reason of its extreme shortness, or fore-and-aft
compression. Its upper non-articular surface is the broadest, and is rough and convex,
like that of the ectocuneiforme. The proximal or posterior surface for that cuneiform
bone is tiiangular and slightly concave (Plate XLI. fig. 3, ci)

;

the bone is prolonged
into a tuberous process beneath it, forming a lever of advantage for the insertion of a
flexor tendon. On the inner side of the bone, at its upper part, is the small flat surface
(cm) adapted to that on the mesocuneiforme

; on the outer side of the bone is a larger
surface, partly convex, partly concave, for articulating with the side of the base of the
fouith metacarpal (Plate XLI. fig. 1, m T) ; the rest of the outer surface is very irregular,
as if honeycombed. The distal or anterior articular surface presents a vertical median
piominence, passing into a partly flat surface internally, and into a vertically concave

MDCCCLIX. 5 P
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surface externally. The lower part of the vertical prominence is most produced {il.

2

The fourth metatarsal (Plate XLI. fig. 1, m.) has its base compressed lateinlly, and

expanded vertically ;
hut the distal end is stiU more produced in that direction, so as

to be almost hammer-shaped. The verticaUy extended articular surface at the base of

this metatarsal is narrow, convex transversely, and adapted to the channel m the

cuboides (Plate XL. fig. 2, p iv). On the inner or tibial side^ of the base is the articular

surface, concave posteriorly, less convex anteriorly, for the mterlockmg jomt with the

‘ third ’ metatarsal. In front and below this articular surface is^ a very rough honey-

combed tract of bone for firm syndesmotic junction with the similarly modified surface

of the third metatarsal.

On the outer or fibular side of the base are two articular surfaces for the fifth meta-

tarsal : the hinder and smaller one is flat, and is continued, at nght angks, ivith the

basal surface ;
the larger surface is subcircular and rather undulatmg ; m front and

below these surfaces is a narrow rugged tract for ligamentous junction with the fifth

metatarsal. The part of the shaft of the fourth metatarsal which stands out fiee is

smooth upon its inner and upper sides, is traversed by a wide oblique tendinal groove

below, and is rather rough and irregular externally.

The vertically produced distal surface presents a large rough protuberance at its upper

part (Plate XL. fig. 1, iv), and three protuberances at its under part, of which the

innermost is the most produced, the outermost the least. The articular surface resem-

bles in character that on the end of the third metatarsal, but is relatively smaller ;
it

consists of a longitudinal median prominence, continuous with a smooth naiTow tract on

the inner side, on which surface articular cartilage and synovial membrane seem to have

existed at only a small part at its lower end. On the outer side, the smooth tract is

limited to the upper half of the prominence ;
this is slightly concave vertical!} or length-

wise. It is a form of articulation calculated rather for firm and unyielding junction

than for flexibility.

The outermost metatarsal (Plate XLI. fig. 1, m .). answering to the fifth of the penta-

dactyle foot, is the longest, but from its more backward articulation with the tarsus it

does not reach so far forward as the fourth.

The proximal end is a free rough tuberosity, somewhat more than an mch antenor

to which, on the tibial side, is the oval slightly concave articular surface adapted to the

cuboides (Plate XL. fig. 2, v), which surface is continuous with the short transverse

flattened surface for the fourth metatarsal; and, in advance of this, is the laigei, sub-

circular, slightly undulated surface for the corresponding suiTace on the fourth meta-

tarsal. The second surface is on the middle of the inner siuface of the fifth metatarsal,

and is bordered in front and beneath by the very rough honeycombed surface for

ligamentous junction with the adjoining metatarsal. This combination of s^movral nnth

syndesmotic joints admits of that degree of slight elastic movement of the very fii'nily

attached fourth and fifth metatarsals, which must have facilitated the heaiy tread ot the
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ponderous quadruped, and have alleviated the effect of the enormous pressure on the
two gradatorial toes. The whole outer and under part of the non-articular surface of
the fifth metatarsal is strongly sculptured by irregular ridges, tubercles, grooves, and
foiamina, indicative of the hoof-like callosity of the outer border of the sole in which it

was chiefly imbedded. The upper and inner non-articular surfaces are comparatively
smooth. The inner side is flat, and is traversed by an oblique shallow (tendinal 1) groove.
On the distal surface are two small articular facets

; the inner one, w^hich is the best
marked, is subcircular, about 8 lines in diameter.

Phalanges. The bones of this class are unusually reduced in number in the foot of
the Megatherium, even admitting the accui’acy of the figures of the hind foot of the
Madrid skeleton, in which two stunted phalanges appear to terminate both the fourth
and fifth toes. For, as the great unguiculate toe, like that of the fore-foot, has only
two moveable phalanges, the total number of these bones is but six, not exceeding that
of the tarsal bones of the same foot.

The phalanx (Plate XLI. figs. 1 & 3, i& 2
) of the innermost toe (m), answering to the

third of the pentadactyle foot, represents, as in the corresponding digit of the fore foot,
the proximal and middle phalanges connate. The compound bone {ih. fig. 3, 1 & 2) is

shaped like a wedge with an oblique edge, deeply notched. It has articular surfaces
not only on its proximal and distal ends, but upon its upper or dorsal surface. The two
former surfaces, which are the ‘ ends ’ of the bone in ordinary phalanges, here form the
‘ sides of the wedge : the sides of the phalanx are the ‘ margins ’ of the wedge : the
dorsal surface fonns the base, the plantar or under surface is represented by the two
processes of the cleft apex or edge of the wedge. The proximal articular surface presents
a longitudinal channel, convex vertically, concave transversely, from which a flat surface
extends from nearly the whole of the tibial side, and a convex surface from the upper
part of the fibular side ; the whole articular surface being the counterpart of that on
the metatarsal (ib. m), with which the present remarkable bone is, by this interlocking
jomt, firmly united. The lower prominence of the median rising of the distal joint of
the metatarsal

{jp) protrudes through the lower notch in the phalanx {n). A yielding,
elastic, slightly-sliding movement was all that could take place between these bones.
The complex distal articulation is adapted to an equally restricted junction with the
enormous terminal phalanx (3); it consists of four distinct articular surfaces, two on the
anterior and two on the upper part of the connate phalanges (1 & 2). The internal of
the tTvo distal surfaces is the largest and is slightly concave, the external one, near the
upper and outer angle of the bone, is shghtly convex

; they are divided by a rough tract,
indicating strong ligamentous union with the claw-phalanx, of half an inch in breadth,*
and they cover the smaller proportion of the distal surface of the bone. Below the
outer articular sui'face there is a protuberance, with a smooth but non-synovial surface
in the piesent bone, which is adapted to a definite smooth surface upon the claw-
phalanx. The two upper surfaces are subcircular, each about half an inch in diameter,
very slightly convex, and about 5 lines apart.

5 p 2
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The great terminal phalanx of the present toe (Plates XL. & XLI. Hi, 3) is modified,

like its homotype on the fore foot, for the firm fixation and development of a powerful

claw, the hollow base of which covered the bony core, and was encompassed by a bony

sheath of 6 inches in length.
_

The base of the phalanx, whence both core and sheath extend forward, is a surface of

a long, narrow, vertically elliptical form, with the upper third produced backward so as

to overhang or cover the confluent supporting phalanges ;
and the lower third slopmg

forward at nearly the same angle with the vertical middle third, but tenmnated by a

backwardly projecting ridge. There are two articular surfaces on the middle division,

two on the upper division, and one on the lower division of the base. The innermost

of the middle articulations is slightly convex, the outermost as slightly concave; they

both look directly backward. The lower articular surface is flat and subcircular ; it is

on the hinder and outer angle of the lower third of the base, and looks downward and

a little backward ;
the two small surfaces on the upper third of the base are subcircular

and flat, and look downward : these different articular surfaces are counterparts of those

on the distal and upper parts of the connate phalanges.^ On each side of the lower

third of the base of the claw-phalanx is a large canal, leading forward to the interspace

between the bony core and sheath of the claw, and giving passage to the vessels and

nerves of the formative matrix of that instrument. The tibial side of the sheath

(Plate XL. fig. 1, 3
)

is gently convex ;
the fibular side (Plate XLI. fig. 3, 3

)
is flatter : a

similar modification affects the claw-core, the narrow basal part of which is divided by

sharp borders from the sides. The point of the core projects*about^ 3 inches in advance

of the lower border of the sheath: its form, broken in the specimen, is restored in

dotted outline in the figures.

The distal articular surface of the fourth metatarsal shows that it supported a phalanx

so articulated with it as to have no movements of flexion or extension, and only a shght

degree of bending from side to side. The illustrations of the Madrid skeleton, especiaUy

plate 6, fig. 6, show that this phalanx (Plate XLI. fig. 1, iv, :) was very short, and that

it supported a second phalanx (ib. w, 2
)
of a subhemispheric form, terminated obtusely.

The distal articular surface of the fifth metatarsal indicates that it supported a pha-

lanx smaller than the proximal one of the fourth toe ;
and the figure, abo\e cited, of the

Madrid skeleton shows such a phalanx (ib. v, 1 ), and also a second small stunted hemi-

spheric phalanx (ib. v, 2
)
*

;
and this, from the analogy of the Mylodon, is most probably

the true structure.

If we contemplate the bones of this singularly constructed foot in their natuml

* In the original memoir, by Bnv and GASEiaA, on the Skeleton of the Megatherium at Madrrt, the

metatarsus and toes of the hind foot are said to agree with those of the fore foot, except that there is only

one toe with a claw, instead of three (“ Tamhien se advierte qiie en este hay solo nn Dedo con nna, quando

en la Mano se registran tres ;
en lo demas convienen en nn todo,” p. 16). In the description of the outer-

most (fourth developed) toe of the fore foot it is stated that it has two phalanges, and that there is

nothing to he remarked except that they are rounded (“Los^dos Falanges del quarto qne se reconocen en

J. y L. no tienen cosa qne advertir mas qne son casi redondas, p. 13).
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co-adaptation, the same relation of the osseous masonry to the transference of pressure

from the leg to the outer border of the foot will be appreciated, as has been pointed

out in the fore limb. The broad surface of the astragalus~the great keystone of the

tarso-metatarsal arch (Plate XLI. tig. 1, a)-—transmits the superincumbent weight in two
chief directions, backward upon the massive heel-bone (i), forward upon the metatarsus.

By the naviculare (c) it is transmitted through the ectocuneiforme (e) and the produced
outer angle of the base of the mid-metatarsal (m 3) to the fourth (m 4), and thence to

the fifth metatarsal (m s). The cuboides (d), receiving the weight from both astragalus

and naviculare, transmits it by its produced fore part to the base of the fourth meta-
tarsal

; and partly by that medium, but chiefly by direct articulation, to the side of the

base of the fifth metatarsal. The tendency in the cuboides to yield under this pressure

and slip back, is resisted by the abutment of the calcaneum (d, t) against its back part.

Comparison of the Bones of the Hind Foot.

No knoum recent Mammal offers in its astragalus any repetition of the peculiarities,

of that bone in the Megatherium. In the Anteaters and Armadillos the upper surface

of the astragalus has the usual configuration, and is received into a deep tibio-peroneal

mortice. In the Sloths the outer part of the astragalus is excavated by a deep cell, in

which the pivot-shaped end of the fibula rotates: the inner side is applied, as usual,

against a malleolar process of the tibia. There is an analogy in the pivoted part of the

articulation, but the process and the cavity are on reverse parts of the ankle-joint, as.

compared with the Megatherium.

The convex protuberance or pivot on the inner half of the tibial surface of the astra-

galus is common to all the extinct Megatherioids hitherto discovered, but it is asso-

ciated with well-marked modifications of the bone in each genus, and with minor
differences in difierent species. In the Mylodon* the calcaneal surface is single, and is

continuous with the navicular one
; no part is insulated by a bisecting groove, as in

the Megatherium : the middle division [a) of the upper articular surface is less convex

;

the upper half of the navicular surface is flat, instead of being concave.

The astragalus of the Scelidotheriumf agrees with that of the Mylodon in the less

depth of the middle division of the upper surface, and the more open angle at which it

joins the inner convexity
;

it agrees with that of the Megatherium in the division of

the calcaneal surface
; but it differs from both in the presence of two deep concavities

upon the naviculo-cuboid surface, the portion to which the cuboides articulates being

concave instead of convex.

As the modification of the calcaneal surface of the astragalus governs that of the

co-adapted surface in the calcaneum, this bone, in the Mylodon, is distinguished by the

uninterrupted continuity of the articulation presented to the astragalus, with which

* “Description of tlie Skeleton of the Mylodon rolustus," 4to, 1842, p. 117. pis. 21, 22, & 23.

figs. 1 & 2.

t “ Ecssil Mammalia,” Voyage of the Beagle, 4to, pi. 26.
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that for the cuboides is continuous ;
the posterior part of the astragalar surface is less

convex than in the Megatherium : the posterior prolongation of the calcaneum is rela-

tively shorter and is less pointed : the posterior wall of the great outer tendinal groove

is more developed in the Mylodon. In the Scelidotheiium the posterior termination of

the calcaneum is broader, and terminated by a less angular convexity than in the Mylo-

don ;
but in the separation of the posterior from the anterior part of the astragalar

surface it agrees with the Megatherium and with the Sloths. These, of ah recent

Bruta, most resemble the Megatherioids in the posterior prolongation of the calca-

neum, and more especially the Megalonyx in the compression and distal expansion of

that lever ;
but, in the Megalonyx, this expansion in the vertical direction is extreme,

and gives the heel-bone more the form of an os ilium than of a tarsal bone.

In the os cuboides of the Mylodon the two surfaces for the fourth and fifth metatarsals

are nearly on the same plane ; in the Megatherium they are nearly at a right angle.

In the Scelidotheiium the surface by which the cuboides joins the astragalus is convex,

instead of concave, as in the Megatherium and Mylodon. In the latter genus the sur-

face on the os naviculare for the mesocuneiform bone is relatively broader than in the

Megatherium ;
and the upper division of the astragalar surface is flat, instead of being

convex.

With respect to the digits, it is significant of the true afiinities of the Megatherium

to find that the Sloths alone amongst the existing JBruta show a suppression of certain

toes: in all the other existing genera of the order the hind foot retains the typical

number of digits.

The Armadillos, including the CMamyphorus, resemble the Megatherium in the ter-

minal confluence of the tibia and fibula ;
but these bones articulate in the Basyjjodich^

in the normal way with the astragalus, and the foot is planted firmly on the ground by

its flat surface. The hallux is not only present in the Chlciiny^pliofus, but is longer than

the fifth toe. All the five toes are armed with claws ; and anomalous as the three-toed

hind feet of the Sloths may appear, they have more real resemblance vrith the feet of

the Megatherioids than have those of any of the Armadillo family. The great extinct

Glyptodon agrees with the Chlamyphorus in the pentadactyle condition of the hind foot,

the os naviculare having three facets for as many cuneiform bones, the innermost of

which supports a well-developed hallux. This toe is abortive in existing Sloths, and is

represented by a small compressed bone, consisting apparently of the connate ento-

cuneiform and metatarsal : it retains its distinctness in the Unau, as the similar repre-

sentative of the second toe does in the Megatherium ; and the meso- and ecto-cuneiform

bones are also distinct ; but in the Ai each cuneiform bone is confluent uith its meta-

tarsal, with each other, with the naviculare, and with the cuboides.

In the Megatherium, the mutilation of the foot has commenced on its outer side by

the removal of the ungual phalanx from the fifth arrd fornth toes ; in the Sloths the

mutilation is restricted to the fifth toe, but is carried fiu’ther, viz. to the removal of all

the phalanges and the reduction of size of the metatarsal: nevertheless, the Sloths alone,
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amongst existing Bruta, manifest in any degree the characteristic megatherioid condition
of the extreme toes of the pentadactyle series : and the minor modifications of this cha-
racter, difierentiating the existing from the extinct phyllophagous Bruta, are such as
inteUigibly relate to the difierent powers and habits of creatures so different in size and
mode of progression.

The mutilation of the two outer toes in the Megatherium is accompanied by modifi-
cations which adapt them to the important office of the support and progression of the
body on level ground : in the scansorial Sloths, the three middle digits being equally
developed for prehensile purposes, and none being needed for walking, one toe on the
outer and one on the inner side of the foot is reduced to the metatarsal basis, and is

concealed beneath the skin. In the Megatherium the hallux and its cuneiform bone
are wanting : the second toe is represented by its cuneiform bone, with, perhaps, a con-
nate rudiment of a metatarsal : only the third toe can be compared, by its size and the
claw it supports, with the condition of the three unguiculate toes in the Sloths; and,
like those of the Ai, it has but two moveable phalanges. The reduction of the claws
to one in the hind foot of the Megatherium, its enormous size and strength, its secure
attachment to the phalanx, and the solidity of the articulations of the constituent bones
of the whole toe, relate to the contrasted mode of obtaining the leafy food in the
colossal extinct Sloth as compared with the diminutive climbing species which still

exists. If the hind foot were put by the Megatherium to the preliminary work of
exposing and loosening the roots of the tree about to be prostrated, its efficiency for
that purpose would be greater by having but one claw, than if it had two or three : for
the single claw, like a pickaxe, would clear away the soil from the interstices of the
root-ramifications, the more easily by not being associated with a second contiguous
claw, impeding such operation by striking upon the root itself.

Physiological Summary.

To sum up the results of the foregoing descriptions of the known fossilized parts of the
extinct giant of the order Bruta, as indicative of its habits and affinities. The teeth
agree in number, kind, mode of implantation, and growth, with those of the Sloth
[Bradypus), and their structure is a modification of that peculiar to the same genus.
All the modifications of the skull relating to the act of mastication, especially the large
and complex malar bones, repeat the peculiarities presented by the existing Sloths.
There are the same hemispheric depressions for the hyoid bone in the Megatherium as
in the Sloth. In the number of cervical vertebrae, the Megatherium, like the Two-toed
Sloth, agrees with the Mammalia generally *. In the accessory articular surfaces afforded
by the anapophyses and parapophyses of the hinder dorsal and lumbar vertebrae the
Megatherium resembles the Anteaters {Myrmeco^haga'!^)', but it does not resemble the
Armadillos {Dasypus §) in having long metapophyses, the peculiar development of which

* Philosophical Transactions, 1855, Plate XVII. O. f Ibid. Plate XXVI. a and^.
t Ibid. 1851, Plate XLIX. fig. 20. § ibid. Plate XLIX. figs. 18, 19.
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in those loricated Bruta has a direct relation to the support of their bony dermal armour.

In the mesozygapophyses of the middle dorsal vertebrae*, the Megatherium is pecu-

liar amongst Mammalia. In the small extent of the produced and pointed symphysis

pubis it resembles the Sloths ;
and in the junction of both ihum and ischium with the

sacrum, it manifests a character common ^to the Edentate order ;
but in the expanse

and massiveness of the iliac bones, it can only be compared with other extinct members

of its own peculiar family of phyllophagous Bruta. The habits of the Megathere

necessitating a strong and powerful tail, we find this resembling in its bony structure

that of other Bruta with a similar appendage, especially in the independency of the two

hgemapophyses of the first caudal, a character which obtains in the Amteatersf and in

some Armadillos ;
but this is no evidence of dhect affinity to either of those famihes

:

the habits of the small arboreal Sloths render their eminently prehensile limbs sufi5.cient

for their required movements, and the tail is wanting. Had that appendage been pro-

portionally as large as in the Megatherium, we cannot suppose that the caudal vertebrae

would have materially differed from those of other Bruta.

In the coalescence of the anterior vertebral ribs with the bony sternal ribs, the Mega-

therium resembles the Sloths. This essential affinity is still more marked in the pecu-

liarities of the scapula and of the carpus. In the Myrmecophaga jubata, the scaphoid is

distinct: in the Manis it coalesces with the lunare: in the Basypus gigas the trapezoides

is anchylosed to the second metacarpal : in the Das. sexcinctus it has coalesced with the

trapezium. Not any of these characteristics are manifested by the Megatherium : its

carpus repeats the peculiarities of that in the Sloths, viz. the reduction of the number

of carpal bones to seven by the coalescence of the scaphoid with the trapezium. The

first digit (pollex), which is retained in the Anteaters and Armadillos, is obsolete in the

Megatherium, as in the Sloths and Orycteropus : three digits are fully developed and

armed with claws, as in the Bradypus tridactylus

;

and the fifth, though incomplete in

the Megatherium, is better developed, because it was requhed in the ponderous terres-

trial Sloth for its progression on level ground. In no existing ground-dwelling member

of the Bruta-i^ the fifth digit deprived of its ungual phalanx, as m the Megatherium.

The bones of the fore foot of that extinct animal are thus seen to be modified mainly

after the type of the Bradypodidce.

The long bones of all the limbs are devoid of medullary carities, as in the Sloths. The

femur lacks the ligamentum teres, as in the Sloths. The fibula is anchylosed to the

tibia at both ends in Megatherium, as in Basypus; but this is not the case in the closely-

allied extinct Megatherioids called Mylodoii, Megalonyx, and Scelidotheiium, a fact

which diminishes the force of the argument which Cuvier deduced from the coalesced

condition of the bones in the Megatherium in favour of its affinities to the Armadillos.

The semi-inverted but firm interlocking articulation of the hind foot to the leg shows

the peculiarities of that joint in the Sloths exaggerated, and departs further hour its

characteristics in other Bruta. In all the existing members of the order, save the

* Philosophical Transactions, 1855, Plate XIX. mz. t Ihid. 1851, Plate LIII. fig. 60.
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Sloths, the hind foot is pentadactyle, and four of the toes have a long claw, even in the
httle arboreal Uyrmecy)haga diiactyla-. the departure by degradation from the penta-
dactyle type is a peculiar characteristic of the Sloth-tribe in the order. It is carried
further m the same dnection m the Megatherium and other great extinct terrestrial
Sloths.

Guided by the general rule that animals having the same kind of dentition have the
same kind of food, I conclude that the Megatherium must have subsisted, like the Sloths,
on the foliage of trees; but that the greater size and strength of the jaws and teeth,
and the double-ridged grinding surface of the molars in the Megatherium, adapted it to
brmse the smaller branches as well as the leaves, and thus to approximate its food to
that^ of the Elephants and Mastodons. The Elephant and the Giraffe are specially
modified to obtain their leafy food

; the one being provided with a proboscis, and the
entire frame of the lofty ruminant adapting it to browse on branches above the reach of
its largest congeners. If the Megatherium possessed, as Cuvies conjectured, a proboscis,
it cannot, judging from the suborbital foramina, have exceeded in size that of the Tapir,
and could only have operated upon branches brought near the mouth. Of the use of
such a proboscis in obtaining nutritious roots, on the Cuvierian hypothesis that such
formed the sustenance of the Megatherium, it is not easy to speculate: the Hog’s
snout might be supposed to be more serviceable in obtaining those buried parts of
vegetables; but no trace of the prenasal bone exists in the skull of the Megatherium.
A short proboscis might he useful in rending off the branches of a tree when prostrated
and withm reach of the low and broad-bodied Megatherium, but this ofilce has been
provided for by the organization of the tongue, of which, both the hyoid skeleton by its
strength and articulation, and the foramina for the muscular nerves by their unusual
area, attest the great size and power.

As regards the hmbs, the Megatherium difiers from the Giraffe and Elephant in the
unguiculate character of certain of its toes, in the power of rotating the bones of the
fore arm, in the corresponding development of supinator and entocondyloid ridges on
the humerus, and in the possession of complete clavicles. These bones are requisite to
ghe due strength and stability to the shoulder-joint for varied actions of the fore arm,
as in gi’asping, climbing, and burrowing. But they are not essential to scansorial or
fossorial quadrupeds : the Bear and the Badger have not a trace of clavicles, and merely
rudiments of these bones exist in the Babbit and the Fox. We must seek, therefore,
in the other parts of the organization of the Megatherium, for a clue to the nature of
the actions by which it obtained its food. In habitual burrowers the claws can be
extended in the same plane as the palm, and they are broader than they are deep. In
the Megatherium the depth of the claw-phalanx exceeds its breadth, especially in the
large one of the middle finger

; and not any of the claws can be extended into a line
with the metacarpus, but they are all more or less bent inward and downward. Thus,
although they might be used for occasional acts of scratching up the soil, they are
better adapted for grasping; and the whole structure of the fore foot militates against

MDCCCLIX. 5 Q
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the hypothesis of Pandee and D’Alton*, that the Megatherinni was a burrowing

animal.

The same structure equally shows that it was not, as Dr. LuNDf supposes, a scansonal

quadruped ;
for, in the degree in which the foot departs from the structure of that of

the existing Sloths, it is unfitted for climbing ;
and the outer digit is modified, after the

ungulate type, for the exclusive office of supporting the body in ordinary terrestnal pro-

gression. It may be inferred from the diminished curvatui-e and length, and from the

increased strength and the inequality of the claws, especiaUy the disproportionately

large size of that weapon of the middle digit, that the fore foot of the Megatherium was

occasionally applied by the short and strong fore limb in the^ act of digging ; but its

analogy to that of the Anteaters teaches that the fossorial actions were limited to the

removal of the surface-soil, in order to expose something there concealed, and not for

the purpose of burrowing. Such an instrument would be equahy effective in the dis-

turbance of roots and of ants; it is, however, still better adapted for grasping than for

delving. But to whatever task the partially unguiculate hand of the Megathenum

might have been applied, the bones of the wrist, fore arm, arm, and shoulder, attest the

prodigious force which would be brought to bear upon its execution. The general

organization of the anterior extremity of the Megatherium is incompatible with its

being a strictly scansorial or exclusively fossorial animal, and its teeth and jaws decidedly

negative the idea of its having fed upon insects; the two extremes m regard to the

length of the jaws are presented by the phyllophagous and mpmecophagous members

of the order Bruta, and the Megatherium in the shortness of its face agrees with the

Sloths.

Proceeding, then, to other parts of the skeleton for the solution of the question as to

how the Megatherium obtained its leafy food, it may be remarked that the pelvis and

hind limbs of the strictly burrowing animal, e. g. the Mole, are remarkably slender- and

feeble, and they offer no notable development in the Babbit, the Orycterope, or otlier less

powerful excavators. In the climbing animals, as, e. </., the Sloths and Oraugs, the hmd

legs are much shorter than the forelegs; and even in those Quadriimana in uhich the

prehensile tail is superadded to the sacrum, the pelvis is not remarkable for its size or

the expansion of its iliac bones. But, in the Megatherium, the extraordinai-y bulk and

massive proportions of the pelvis and hind limbs arrest the attention of the least curious

beholder, and become to the physiologist eminently suggestive of the peculiar powers

and actions of the animal. The enormous pelvis was the centre whence muscular

masses of unwonted force diverged to act upon the trunk, the tail, and the hind legs,

and also by the ‘latissimus dorsi’ on the fore limbs. The fore foot beuig adapted for

scratching as well as for grasping, may have been employed in removing the eai-th Irom

the roots of the tree and detaching them from the soil : but the hind foot, which, like a

pickaxe, had but one strong perforating and digging pointed weapon, nas moie pio-

* Das Eiesen-EaultHer, &c. fol. 1821, p. 16.

t BHk paa Brasiliens Dyreverden for sidste Jordomyseltning, af Dr. Luxd, 4t.o. Kjobeubain, 1S3S, p. -E
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bably the instrument mainly employed in removing the earth from the ramifications of
the root. The fore limbs, terminated each by three claws, appear to have been more
especially adapted for grasping the trunk of a tree; and the forces concentrated upon
them from the broad posterior basis of the body must have cooperated with them in the
labour, for which they are so amply organized, of uprooting and prostrating the tree.

To gi've due resistance and stability to the pelvis, the bones of the hind legs are extra-

ordinarily and massively developed, and the strong and powerful tail must have con-
curred with the two hind legs in forming a tripod, as a firm foundation for the vast

pelvis, thus providing adequate resistance to the forces acting and re-acting from and
upon that great osseous centre. The large processes and capacious spinal canal indicate

the strength of the muscles which surrounded the tail, and the vast mass of nervous
fibre from which those muscles derived their energy. The natural co-adaptation of the
articulai surfaces shows that the ordinary infiection of the end of the tail was backward,
as in a caiida fulciens, not forward, as in a cauda preTiensilis. Dr. Lui^d’s hypothesis,
therefore, that the Megatherium wns a climber and had a prehensile tail, is destroyed
by the now known structure of that part.

But viewing the pelvis of the Megatherium as being the fixed centre towards which
the foie legs and fore part of the body were drawn in the gigantic leaf-eater’s efibrts to

uprend the tree that bore its sustenance, the colossal proportions of its hind extremities
and tail lose all their anomaly, and appear in just harmony with the robust claviculate

and unguiculate fore limbs with which they combined their forces in the Herculean
labour.

Finally, with reference to the hypothesis of the German authors and artists* of the.

gradual degeneiation of the ancient Megatherioids of South America into the modern
Sloths, it may be admitted that the general results of the labours of the anatomist in

the restoration of extinct species, viewed in relation to their existing representatives of
the different continents and islands, have been such as might naturally suggest the idea
that the races of animals had deteriorated in point of size. Thus the palmated Megaceros
is contrasted, by its superior bulk, with the Fallow-deer, and the great Cave-bear with the
actual Brown Bear of Europe. The huge Diprotodon and Nototherium afford a similar

contrast with the Kangaroos and Koalas of Australia, as do the towering Dinornis and
Palapteryx with the small Apteryx of New Zealand. But the comparatively diminutive

aboriginal animals of South America, Australia, and New Zealand, which are the nearest

allies of the gigantic extinct species respectively characteristic of such tracts of dry land,

are specifically distinct, and usually by characters so well marked as to require a sub-

generic division, and such as no known outward influences have been observed to pro^

duce by progressive alteration of structure. Moreover, as in England, for example, our
Moles, Water-voles, Weasels, Foxes, and Badgers, are of the same species as those that

coexisted with the Mammoth, Tichorhine Bhinoceros, Cave Hysena, Bear, &c. ; so likewise

the remains of small Sloths and Armadillos are found associated with the Megatherium

* Paxdeb and D’Alton, loc. cit.

5q2
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and Glyptodon in South America; the fossil remains of ordinary Kangaroos and Wom-

bats occur together with those of gigantic herbivorous Marsupials in Austraha; and

there is similar evidence that the Apteryx coexisted with the Dinomis in Xew Zealand.

I have been led, therefore, to offer the following suggestions as more applicable to, or

explanatory of, the phenomena than Lamaeck’s progressive hypothesis of the origin of

species by transmutation*, or Buffon’s retrograde hypothesis by degradationf.

“ In proportion to the bulk of an animal is the difficulty of the contest which, as a

living being, it has to maintain against the surrounding influences which are ever tending

to dissolve the vital bond and subjugate the organized matter to the ordinai’y chemical

and physical forces. Any changes, therefore, in the external circumstances in which a

species may have been adapted to exist, will militate against that existence in probably

a geometrical ratio to the bulk of such species. If a dry season be gradually prolonged,

the large Mammal will suffer from the drought sooner than the small one ;
if such

alteration of climate affect the quantity of vegetable food, the bulky Herbivore will first

feel the effect of the stinted nourishment ;
if new enemies are introduced, the large and

conspicuous quadruped or bird will fall a prey, whilst the smaller species might conceal

themselves and escape. Smaller quadrupeds are usually more prohfic than largei ones.

The actual presence, therefore, of small species of animals in countries where the larger

species of the same natural families formerly existed, is not to be ascribed to any gradual

diminution of the size of such larger animals, but is the result of cu'cumstances which

may be illustrated by the fable of the ‘ oak and the reed ;
the small animals have

bent and accommodated themselves to changes under which the larger species have

succumbed J.”

Explanation of the Plates.

PLATE XXXVII.

Fig. 1. Side view of the pelvis: one-fifth the natural size.

Fig. 2. The acetabulum. (By permission of the President and Council, from the speci-

men presented by Sir W^oodbine Paeish, K.H., to the Museum, of the Royal

College of Surgeons.)

PLATE XXXVIII.

Fig. 1. Back view of the left femur.

Fig. 2. Back view of the left patella.

One-third the natural size.

* Philosopbie Zoologique, 8to. 1809, tom. i. ch. vii.

t Histoire Naturelle, 4to. tom. iv. (1766), “Degeneration des Animans,” p. 311.

J
“ On the genus I>inornu” (part 4), Transactions of the Zoological Society, toI. iv. p. 15.
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PLATE XXXIX.

Fig. 1. Proximal end of the femur.

Fig. 2. Distal end of the femur.

Fig. 3. Proximal end of the tibia.

Fig. 4. Distal ends of the anchylosed tibia and fibula.

One-third the natural size.

PLATE XL.

Fig. 1. Tibial side of the bones of the foot.

lig. 2. Front view of the two cuneiform and the cuboid bones.

Fig. 3. Front view of the navicular bone, and parts of the astragalus and calcaneum.

One-half the natural size.

PLATE XLI.

Fig. 1. Upper \iew of the bones of the foot.

Fig. 2. Front view of the calcaneum.

Fig. 3. hibular side of the bones of the great unguiculate toe.

One-half the natural size.

The letters and figures on the several Plates are explained in the text.
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XXXIII. Conductibility ofMercury and Amalgams. By F. Ceace-Calveet, Esq.., F.C.8.,

Mem. Boy. Acad, of Turin, &c. Ac., and Eichaed Johnson, Esq., F.C.S., Mem. Phil.

Soc. of Manchester. Communicated hy Professor Stokes, Sec. B.S.

Eeceived April 14,—Eead May 19, 1859.

We have the honour to lay before the Eoyal Society the second part of our paper on

the Eelative Powers of Metals, Alloys, and Amalgams to conduct Heat. Having in our

former paper described our experiments upon metals and their alloys, we now give the

results obtained vdth mercury and amalgams.

The method followed in the investigations described in this paper is the same as that

detailed in oiu’ former one. When the amalgams were solid, we melted and cast them
in square bars, and filed them down until they were 1 c. m. square and 6 c. m. long

;

but when the amalgam was fluid, we introduced it into the small iron box (see former

paper. Philosophical Transactions for 1858, p. 354) and determined its conducting

power.

Before stating the results obtained with amalgams made of pure metals in equivalent

and multiple quantities, we wish to draw attention to the remarkable manner in which

heat is conducted by mercury.

But before entering into the details of our experiments, it is necessary that we should

state that, having completed our researches some time since, we forwarded the results

to the Jimior Secretary, Professor G. G. Stokes, for presentation, when he kindly

made to us the remark that mercury might be a worse conductor than we had found it

to be, and that the means adopted by us were not sufficient to prevent the mass of

mercury in the httle Iron box becommg heated through currents
; and lie suggested that

we should tilt our apparatus, and ascertain what would be the influence of various angles

on the conductibility of mercury as determined by our method.

By following out this suggestion, we were led to the interesting discovery that mercury

is the worst conducting metal known, when the heat is so applied as to prevent the

mass becoming heated by currents.

To attain this object, we filled our little iron box with pure mercury, and having

ascertained by its weight that it was quite full, we introduced 1 cub. cent, of it into

each of the wdcanized caoutchouc vessels ; we then poured 50 cub. cent, of cold water,

and waited until it had arrived at the temperature of the atmosphere of the laboratory.

The larger vessel was in its turn filled with 200 cub. cent, of water at 90°. The apparatus

was so arranged that the large vessel, or the source of heat, was placed perpendicularly

over the small one. The temperature of the large one was maintained at 90° during
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one quarter of an hour by a small jet of steam brought into it (for further details see

the first part of these researches, page 350 of the Philosophical Transactions for 1858),

when we obtained the following results :

—

Temperature of
the 75 cub. cent,

at beginning of

experiment.

Temperature of
75 cub. cent.

at end of
15 minutes.

Conductibility

found reduced
to 50 cub. cent,

water.

Mean.

I

SUver 1000.
|

Mercury vertical...
14-8

12-6

. 16-0

13*7
1-801

1-65
1-7

!

i

54
1

We also tilted the apparatus and gave it gradually different angles, and the con-

ductibility of heat by mercury gradually decreased as the angle increased, showing the

following results :

—

At a slight angle .... 13-5

Silver 1000.

423

Angle slightly increased . 7-3 229

Angle still more increased . 6-9 216

Considerable angle 5-1 160

Lastly, the apparatus was used as in our former experiments, the little box being

placed in a horizontal position, and the results agreed with those ah’eady published; for

we obtained

’6 1 Mean. Silver 1000.

21-8 I 21-63 or 679

21-6 3

There cannot therefore be a doubt that the supposed good conductibility of heat by

mercury arose from not taking into account that mercury being a fluid, its facility to

conduct heat was owing to currents. The same may be said of water; for we have

observed, as is already known, that it presents a complete barrier to the conduction of

heat when the source of heat is applied at the upper part of a column of water.

Thus in our experiments we have found that the temperature of the water in the

lower vessel did not rise one-tenth of a degree during the quarter of an hour that the

water in the upper vessel was maintained at 90° C.

The bad conductibility of heat by fluids when all currents are prevented in their mass,

appears to us difficult to explain by the theories of undulation or radiation
;
for we cannot

understand why the imponderable fluid caloric should not travel equally well between

the molecules in whatever way the source of heat is applied, or why the undulations

should not be as rapid, nay, more rapid in a fluid than in a solid. All these difficulties

disappear if we adopt the views of Mr. J. P. Joule, F.E.S., which are, that heat is

conveyed in bodies by the vibrations of the solid molecules composing them.

The remarkably low conducting power of mercury presents another point of interest,

as it establishes a further analogy between heat and electricity. The ratio of conducti-

bility of these two agents by mercury, as compared with that of silver, shows such close
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relations when examined under the same volumes, that they deserve especial notice.
Thus—

Heat. Electricity.

Silver 100-00 100-00

Mercury .... 6-33 2-12

On the Conductibility of Solid and Semi-solid Amalgams, or in ivMch exists an excess of
the Amalgamated Metal.

The amalgams belonging to this series were prepared with equivalent quantities of
pure metals, and their conductibility for heat confirms the figure (54) which we now
publish as representing the conductibility of mercury, silver being 1000. In fact the
observed conductibihty of heat by these amalgams agrees perfectly with the theoretical
quantities, whilst there exists a great difference between them when we adopt 677 as
repiesenting the conductibility of mercury. The calculated numbers are obtained, as
in the former paper (p. 358), by multiplying the conducting powers of the respective
metals by the weights, and dividing by the sum of the weights.

1 Formula of amalgams,

j

and per-centages.

HgSng
Hg 45*88

Sn 54*12

HgSng
Hg .36*18

Sii 6.3*82

HgSn^
Hg 29*84

Sn 70*16

HgSnj
Hg 25*38

Sn 74*62

Exterior

temperature.

15*0

14*8

15*0

15*0

ri4.

Il5*

16*0

16*0

Amalgams of Tin.

Temperature of
the 50 cub. cent,

of water before

experiment.

Temperature of
the 50 cub. cent, of water

after 15 minutes,
from 5 to 5 minutes.

Found. Mean.
Calculated,

mercury
being 1-7.

1°4*5 18*0 20*8 23*1 8*6 1
14*6 18*2 20*9 23*3 8*7

J

8*65 8*11

15*1 18*9 21-9 24*5 9*41
15*5 19*4 22*3 25*0 9*5 j

9-45 9-2

13*1 16*9 20-1 22*8 9*71
14*9 18*8 21*9 24-5 9 6/

9*65 9*95

14*9 19*1 22*5 25*2 10*31
15*11 19*4 22*8 25*4 10*3 j

1 0*6 10*5

Amalgams of Zinc.

i

Formula of amalgams, Exterior
Temperature of
the 50 cub. cent.

Temperature of
the 50 cub. cent, of water

Found, Mean.
Calculated,

and per-centages. temperature. of water before

experiment.
after 15 minutes,

from 5 to 5 minutes.

mercury
being 1'7.

HgZn, "1 o ^ o o

Hg 60*63 > / 16*0 19*6 22*8 25*6 9*61
9-70 8*97

Zn 39*37

J

Hg Zn., i
Hg 54*70 ^
Zn 45*30

J

\15*3

/
16*1

117*1

18*9 22*2 25*1 9*8 /

19*7 23*4 26*6

20*9 24*5 27*5

10*5 1
10*4/

10*45 10*05

HgZnj q
Hg 43*50 y
Zn 56*50

J

/ 14*3

117*5
18*4 22*1 25*4

21*0 25*2 28*4

11*11

10*9/
11*00 12*08

Hg Zn, q
/

17*1

1 16*2
Hg 38*1 1 1
Zn 61*89

J

22*6 27-2 31*0

21*7 26*3 30*2
13*91
14-0/

13*95 13*05

5 RMDCCCLIX.
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Amalgams of Bismuth.

Formula of amalgams, Exterior

Temperature of

the 50 cub. cent.

Temperature of the

50 cub. cent, of water
Calculated.

mercuTT
being 1-7.and per-centages. temperature. of water before

experiment.

after 15 minutes,

from 5 to 5 minutes.

Ilg BL 1
Hg 31-82

}
Bi 68-18 J

15-5

l_15-5

15-2

15-3

16-

9

17-

1

18-4

18-0

19-

8

20-

0

2-1

1

2-2
2-15 1-87

Hg Bio
1

Hg 23-86 1

Bi 76-141

r 15-0

15-0

14-8

14-7

15-7

15-6

16-6

16-6

17-4

17-3

2-61

2-6
_

2-6 1-89

Hg Bq 1

Hg 19-03 V

Bi 80-97

J

ri4-5
14-8

14-

9

15-

0

15-8

15-8

16-7

16-6

17-5

17-5

2-61

2-5
- 2-55 1-90

He Bi, 1
Hg'l5-82 1

Bi 84-18 J

1
13-0

13-6

13-6

13-4

14-35

14-25

15-2

15-1

15-9

15-8

2-3]

2-4
. 2-35 1-91

On Amalgams which contain an excess of Mercury.

These amalgams, also prepared in equivalent quantities, were all fluid, owing to the

circumstance that the proportions per cent, of mercury predominated over those of tin,

zinc, and bismuth. The conduction of heat by these amalgams was therefore deter-

mined in the small iron box placed perpendicularly, and the source of heat apphed at

the upper part of the column ; and this mode of operating has led us to observe the

curious and interesting fact, that all this class of amalgams have the same, or nearly the

same, conducting power, viz. from 1‘9 to 2 '3, although the proportions of tin vaiy in

them from 10‘52 to 22‘98
; those of zinc from 6-09 to 13-97

;
and those of bismuth from

17-55 to 34-73.

All the results obtained with these amalgams being within the limits of 1-9 to 2-3.

we think it useless to give the details of the experiments.

Conductihility of Compound Bars.

In our former paper we described some experiments which we had made with bars

composed of small cubes of copper soldered alternately with cubes of zinc, tin, and lead,

having 1 c. m. of surface, and we showed that such compound bars conducted heat as

indicated by theory. Since then we have pursued our researches, and have formd that

when compound bars are made of cubes of copper and bismuth, or of copper and anti-

mony, then they conduct heat no longer in relation with the calculated numbers, as for

instance

—

xuLinu

11 r 3 cubes of Copper, 1 cub. cent. 1 _ ,
_

No. 1 bari ^ ^ * .
’

, ^
9-45

Lo cubes 01 Antimony, 1 cub. cent.J

No. 2 bar
3 cubes of Copper, 1 cub. cent.

3 cubes of Bismuth, 1 cub. cent.

Found. Calculated.

9-45 17-32

3-40 13-25A

. the same manner as in the ease of
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It will no doubt be remembered that we also experimented upon bars which, instead of
being composed of cubes, were made of two longitudinal bars of copper, juxtaposed and
soldered to two other longitudinal bars of either tin, zinc, or lead, and that all these

bars conducted heat as if they had been entirely composed of pure copper, and had
not contained half their bulk of tin, zinc, or lead. We have made, since those results

were published, a great number of experiments with the hope of throwing some light

on the above interesting fact, but we regret to say without success, We have, however,
noticed a result which deserves to be recorded; it is, that a bar composed of 2 of

bismuth and 2 of antimony, juxtaposed and soldered together, is the only one which
conducts heat in the same ratio as indicated by theory

; for example,

—

No. 3 bar
2 bars of Bismuth

2 bars of Antimony

Found.

3-90

Calculated.

3-63

We have also ascertained that the fine film of solder existing between the blades

exerts no influence whatever on the proportion of heat conducted by the compound
bars, for we have

—

No. 4 bar soldered'
2 of Copper

2 of Zinc
gives 26’85.

No, 5 bar, in which gutta percha was employed f 2 of Copperl .

to keep together the four small blades . .12 of Zinc
26 3 .

alloys (see page 833). It has been pointed out to us that in the case of the bars composed of dilferent

metals placed_ end to end, the theory of the conduction of heat leads to the following simple result :—the
resistance of the whole bar, midtiplied by its length, is equal to the sum of the specific resistances

of the separate metals multiplied by their respective lengths, the resistance being measured by the reci-

procal ol the conductibdity. This gives for the conductibilities of the bars Nos. 1 and 2, the reciprocal of
the mean of the reciprocals of the conductibilities of the two component metals. Taking the numbers
given in the former paper, copper (rolled) 26-95, antimony (mean of two) 6-485, bismuth 1-95, we thus find

lor bar No. 1, 10-45, for No. 2, 3-64, which do not greatly differ from the numbers given by experiment.
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XXXIV. On the Construction of Life-Tables, illustrated by a New Life-Table of the

Healthy Districts of Lkgland. By W. Fare, Esg., M.D., F.B.S.

Eeceived March 17,—Bead April 7, 1859.

CoNTEKTS :

—

Introduction

I. GENEEAL DESCEIPTION OE A LIFE-TABLE (Table C.)

{a)Age(x)

(b) Two primary series representing (1) the surviving (Z^) at each year of age, and (2) the

first differences of the same, representing the dying (<Z^) in annual intervals of age

Plate XLII. figs. 1 and 2, representing by lines the series Ij, and

Page

838

839—841

839

839—

840

840—

841

II. PEIXCIPLES OF CONSTETJCTION 841—849

(1)

(2)

(3)

Hypothesis of an invariable annual number of births, equalling the deaths, has never

been observed in any city or country
;
and consequently Tables on the plan of Halley’s

are often exceedingly erroneous, as in the case of the old Northampton Table 841
The direct method of construction from the ascertained rates of mortality (ot«) in

several periods of life g4X 342

(«) By Demolvee’s hypothesis, the series Ig is an arithmetical progression 842

(5) The series h on the hypothesis that the cause of death is of equal intensity at aU ages. 842—843
(c) The hypothesis that the values form geometrical progressions ; rate of mor-

tality explained 843—844
(d) Application of this hypothesis to the construction of Life-Tables by Mr. Gompeetz

and by Mr. Edmonds. Investigation of the formula. The limits to the applica-

tion of the hypothesis 844 848
(e) The determination of difference of and {1—p^). Comparison of derived

(/)

from the formulae (\— and w=10^'''' . .

The determination of the values of^^ at the earlier ages

848

848—849

III. INTEEPOLATION OF THE LOGAEITHMS (X^.,) BY THE METHOD OF FI-

NITE DIFFEEENCES 849—854
(a) Formulae when the intervals are (1) equal and (2) unequal 850—854
(b) The series XZ, constructed by series of four orders of differences, of which the first is Xp^. 850—854
(c) Table of first differences 854
(<Z) Introduction of the factor 854
(e) In this form the series XZj can be calculated and printed by Schetjtz’s new machine ... 854

IV. CONSTEHCTION OF THE COLUMNS d„ h, L„ P„ Q,, T„ and notices of some of

their practical applications
;
mean lifetime

;
illustrations by Plate XLII 855—860

(a) Nature and uses of the new column
3
mean ages of the population

;
mean ages at death 857

(b) The determination of the value of sums of money dependent on the continuance of life

;

probabilities of life
5
probable lifetime 858—860
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Page

860
V. THE THEEEFOLD LIFE-TABLE; (1) PEESONS, (2) iMALES, (3) FEMALES ...

Yi. USEFUL foemulh: 860—861

VII. LIFE-TABLE OP THE HEALTHIEST ENGLISH DISTEICTS

(fl) General description of tlie districts

(b) Conclusion

Note on the Two Hypotheses

862—863

862—

863

863—

861

867—868

TABLES
Table A.—Healthy districts; population, 1851; deaths in the five years 1849 to 1853 ;

rate

of mortality at different ages

Table B. The values of the radical numbers and logarithms on which the two Life-Tables

for males and females were founded

Table B1.—Logarithms of h, stereoglyphed by the calculating machine

Table 0.—Life-Table ;
Persons, Males and Females, the Uving and dying at each age, or h

and dx

Table D.—Life-Table. Persons

Table E.—Life-Table. Males

Table F.—Life-Table. Females •••••

—The three Tables, each containing the columns d^, lx, L^., P^, Qj;, constitute the

three-fold Life-Table.

Table G.—Tables of mean after lifetime (expectations of life)

yVb^e.—The Tables were calculated in duplicate, and compared by Mr. F. J. Williams,

Assistant Senior Clerk, and Mr. J. Lewis, Junior Clerk in the Statistical Department

of the General Eegister Office. The logarithms of h were compared and found to agree

with those produced by the machine.

86Ir—865

866

869

870—871

872—873

874—875

8 / 6—“S i i

878

The Transactions of the Hoyal Society contain the first Life-Table. It was constructed

by Halley, who discovered its remarkable properties, and illustrated some of its appli-

cations. The Breslau observations did not supply Halley with the data to frame an

accurate Table, for reasons which will be immediately apparent ;
but the conception is

full of ingenuity, and the form is one of the great inventions which adorn the annals ot

the Koyal Society.

Tables have since been made correctly representing the vitality of certain classes of

the population; and the form has been extended so as to facilitate the solution ot

various questions.

In deducing the English Life-Tables from the National Keturns, I have had occasion

to try various methods of construction ;
and I now propose to describe briefly the rratrrre

of the Life-Table, to lay down a simple method of construction, to describe an extension

of its form, and to illustrate this by a new Table representing the vitality of tire healthiest

part of the population of England.

The Life-Table is an instrument of investigation ;
it may be called a hiometer, for it

gives the exact measure of the duration of life under given circumstances. Such a Table

has to be corrstructed for each district and for each profession, to detenrrine their degrees

of salubrity. To multiply these constructions, then, it is necessary to lay dowrr rules,
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which, while they involve a minimum amount of arithmetical labour, will yield results

as correct as can be obtained in the present state of our observations.

1. GENEEAL DESCEIPTION OF A LIFE-TABLE. (See Table C, p. 870.)

A Life-Table represents a generation of men passing through time ; and time under

this aspect, dating from birth, is called age. In the first column of a Life-Table age is

expressed in years, commencing at 0 (birth), and proceeding to 100 or 110 years, the

extreme Limit of observed life-time.

If we could trace a given number of children, say 100,000, from the date of birth,

and write the numbers down that die in the first year, living therefore less than one

year, against 0 in the Table, and on succeeding lines the numbers that die in the second,

third, and every subsequent year of age until the whole generation had passed away,

these numbers would form a Table of Mortality, showing at what ages 100,000 lives

become extinct.

Again, if the 100,000 childi’en were followed, and the numbers living on the first, on

the second, and on every subsequent birthday until none was left, the column of numbers

would constitute a Table of Survivorship. So if of 100,000 children born at a given point

of time, the numbers dying [d^) in each subsequent year were written in one column,

and the numbers surviving [l^) at the end of each year in another column, the two

primary columns of the Life-Table would be formed.

It is e\ddent that if one of these columns is known the other may be immediately

deduced from it; for if of 100,000 .children born 10,295 die in the first year of age,

3005 in the second year of age, it follows that the numbers living at the end of one

year must be 89,705, at the end of two years 86,700. Upon adding the column [df
from the bottom up to the number against any age (w), the sum will represent the whole

of the numbers dying after that age ; and consequently the numbers living at that age, as

shown in the collateral column {l^).

The 100,000 children born at the same moment, and counted annually to determine

the numbers living at the end of every year, would by our Table completely pass away in

less than 107 years. If another generation of 100,000, bom a year afterwards, were

followed, the numbers dying in the various years of age would not be very difierent,

the circumstances remaining the same ; and the numbers of those entering each year of

age would vaiy inconsiderably from those of the first series. If 100,000 children again

were bom at annual intervals, and were subject to an invariable law of mortality, they

would form a community of which the numbers living at each age would be represented

by the sucessive numbers {l^) in the Life-Table. The sum of these numbers, by the new
Table of Healthy Districts, would be 4,951,908. The births are here assumed to take

place simultaneously at annual intervals
; immediately before the births, therefore, in

such a community its population would be 4,851,908, to which it would fall progressively

from 4,951,908 by 100,000 successive deaths in the year. The average number con-

stantly Ihdng would be some number between 4,951,908 and 4,851,908; and it would

be very nearly the mean of these limiting numbers.

5 s 2
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In the ordinary course of nature, the births in a community take place in remittent

succession; and if it is assumed that the 100,000 births occur at equal interrals over

every year, it is evident that at any given date a certain number will be found living at

all the intermediate points of age betvreen 0 to 1 year, 1 to 2, 2 to 3, and all the remain-

ing years of age. The population in the above instance would be found by enumera-

tion to be nearly 4,899,665.

The annual births would be 100,000 in such a community. The annual deaths would

also be 100,000 ;
and by taking out the deaths at each year of age, from the parish

registers of a single year, the second column of the Life-Table would be found.

adding this column of deaths up and entering the sum of the numbers year by jeai

against every year of age {x), the third column {l^ of the Idfe-Table would be obtained

,

for it has been already shown that the numbers attaining any age x are equal to the

numbers dying at that age, and all the subsequent ages. From the registers of the

deaths, a Table of the numbers of ih.e population living in a parish so constituted could be

immediately determined without any enumeration. Its deviations from the truth would

be accidental ;
and they would be set right by taldng the mean of many years. So also

from a simultaneous enumeration of the numbers living in each year of age, the two

columns d^. and 4 of the life could be constructed without reference to any registiy of

the deaths at different ages.

The mean age at death in such a community would express the mean lifetime, or the

expectation of life at birth
;
and the product of the number expressing the annual

births multiplied into the mean age at death would give the numbers of the popula-

tion.

The facts which a Life-Table expresses in numbers may be represented by the lines

of a figure; age [x) being indicated by the abscissas measured from 0, the numbers

living (1) at each age by the ordinates of a curve line, and the numbers Ibiug between

any two ages by the plane surface within the two ordinates, the curve line, and the

corresponding portion of the abscissa. The relative numbers living at the ages 20 and

21 are seen in the two lines of Plate XLII. fig. 1, over the ages 20 and 21 ; if the

deaths in the intervening year all occurred immediately after the age 20 was attained,

the numbers living would also be represented by the parallelogram having its tu'o sides

equal to the ordinate over 21, and for its base the portion of the abscissa between 20

and 21 ;
but if all the deaths occurred only the instant before the age 21 was attained,

the height of the parallelogram would be represented by the ordinate over the age of 20.

The deaths occur at intervals between the two ages, so the numbers lining, and the

lifetime which is passed between the two ages, are correctly represented by the curvi-

linear area.

The deaths in each year of age are called the decrements of life. They are repre-

sented by the differences in the lengths of the successive ordinates. Thus by cutting off

a small portion of the ordinate at the age 20, the ordinate at the age 21 is obtained;

this small portion, shown in Plate XLII., represents the decrement of life in that

year of age. It will be observed that the decrements vary at every year of age ;
and
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this is more evident when they are exhibited on the larger scale of Plate XLIL
fig. 2. The decrement in the first year is large

;
in the first five years the decrements of

life are considerable; at the age of 10 to 15 they fall to their minimum; slowly increase

to the age of 56 ; increase more rapidly until the maximum is attained at the age of 75 ;

then decline gradually to 85, and after that more rapidly until every life is extinct at

the age 107 by this Table.

II. PRINCIPLES OF CONSTRUCTION. THE FUNDAMENTAL COLUMN L.

The conditions of the hypothesis upon which the preceding reasoning rests are never
precisely realized in nature ; in the first place the number of births fluctuates, increases,

01 decreases from year to year, and the deaths fluctuate still more
; rarely equalling the

births in number. Immigration and emigration interfere. Under these circumstances,

Tables such as those which Halley, Pbice and others made from the observations

on the deaths alone are never accurate, and require correction to give approximate
results. If it be assumed that the law of mortality remains invariable, and that migra-
tion does not interfere, then the nature of the correction to be applied to a Table
framed from the deaths alone will become immediately apparent by an example. The
births increase in England. Let the annual births in a portion of the community be
doubled in sixty years, thus be 50,000 in 1796, and 100,000 in 1856; then the deaths

of persons of the age of 60 in 1856 must be doubled to obtain the deaths which
would have happened at that age if the annual births sixty years before these deaths

had been 100,000. If the births have been accurately registered, formulae for correct-

ing the ordinary Table drawn up from the deaths at different ages will be suggested by
the above considerations.

I now proceed to describe another method which has been adopted in framing the

Table C, and is applicable wherever (1) the number of annual births, (2) the numbers
of the population living at definite periods of age, (3) the deaths at the corresponding

ages during a certain number of years, in any community are ascertained by observation.

This method is not open to the preUous objections.

The aim is to obtain equations which wiU describe the curve lines (Plate XLII.
fig. 1) of the Life-Table, in the most direct way

; and these equations may be deduced
from the determined rate of mortality at certain intervals of age.

The relative numbers living at two ages, 20 and 21, can evidently be found from an
equation which expresses the relation of the average numbers living and dying between
those ages during a given time. This can be determined very nearly

; for although the

ages of the living are not ascertained with exact precision at the census, still by taking

all the numbers living at the ages 15, 16, 17 years up to 24 and under 25, together,

the aggregate represents very nearly the numbers living in that decenniad of life. The
deaths at the same ages are obtained with at least equal accuracy from the registers of

deaths. By this process, and by extending the observations over five or more years, a

number of facts is obtained sufficiently great to yield average results ; and it may be
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assumed that the ratio of the living at the ages 15—25 * to the dying in a year at the

same ages 15—25 represents the annual rate of mortality at the exact age 20. So also

the mortality rate at the ages 30, 40, 60 and other ages maybe determined. As observa-

tions grow more exact, and the facts are multiplied, the inter^’als of age may be dimi-

nished to 5 years, and ultimately to 1 year.

In determining the rate of mortality, a given number of persons living a year is

considered equivalent to twice that number living half a year, or to half the number

living two years.

Thus if nd represent the deaths in n years out of a number amounting on an average

to P during the same years, then ^ the rate of mortality, or the proportions of

death in a year (always taken as the unit of time) out of one year of lifetime. It is

found from all the observations hitherto made on a large scale, that the rate of mortality

varies at every interval of age ;
but at the same age it may for the present pui’pose be

considered invariable under similar circumstances.

Ill:, therefore varies in every moment of age
;
but I have employed it to express the

mean annual rate of mortality during the year following the year of age x, .'. ^=

where d, indicates the deaths, P^ the year of lifetime, after the year of age x. The

m, is the expression of the force of the causes that induce death, of the death-force, ns

mortalis; and its reciprocal —'=u, measures the forces that sustain hfe, the us vitalis.
771^

The vital force under natural circumstances may by one hypothesis be sufficient to

sustain a whole generation alive for seventy or eighty years, and then suddenly collapse.

The Life-Table, if this hypothesis were true, would be represented by the jmrallelogram

in which the curve of the Life-Table is inscribed (Plate XLII. fig. 1).

By the hypothesis of DEMOiVEEf the rate of mortality is such, that at the age of 20 one

in 66 living at the beginning dies before the end of the year, leading 65, 64, 63, 62, 61

to enter on each year of age until at the age of 86 all are dead.

Upon this hypothesis the relative numbers living up to the age 86 form an aiith-

metical progression : and the deaths in the equal times are equal out of the diminishing

numbers living. The rate of mortality increases on this hypothesis as age advances hi

the same ratio as w--|: 1 ;
where n is the difference between the actual age x and 86.

It is called the complement of life. The Life-Table, upon this hypothesis, has equal

decrements, and might be represented on Plate XLII. fig. 1, by di-anfing a diagonal line

through the parallelogram. Its deviation from the true curve on this scale is eiident

;

but it is also evident that a series of straight lines, which would neai’ly represent the

true curve, may be drawn from point to point of all the ordinates.

If the causes of death act with equal intensity at all ages, they may be represented

by any simple external cause, destroying an equal jpro^ortion of the numbers Ihing in

equal intervals of time. Thus, if 1600 men were distributed equally over ground where

* By this 15 and under 25 years of age is understood, and so in all similar cases,

t See Treatise of Annuities on Lives, Preface to 2nd Edition.
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they were exposed to certain dangers represented by successive discharges of musketry

which at every discharge shot down one-half of the numbers remaining, they would be

reduced successively from 1600 to 800, to 400, to 200, to 100, to 50, and so on ad inji-

nitum, if a fraction of a living man could be conceived : the numbers living at eacli

year of age in a Life-Table would not decrease at these rates

^

but they would decrease at

a constant rate if the dangers at every stage of life remained constant and equally great.

The numbers of the living at successive ages would be in geometrical progression, and

would be represented by the ordinates of the logarithmic curve.

The law of mortality can only be derived from observation, and it is found to be less

simple than either of these hypotheses implies. It can, however, be represented nearly

by equations at different periods of age. Upon inspecting Table A (p. 864), it will be

seen that at the age 55—65, which may be represented by the exact age 60, the mortality

is such, that 2162 women die in a year out of a number equal to 100,000 living a year

;

and the mortality, which is the ratio of the dying to the living in a unit of time, here

set down as a year, is therefore '02162. Again, the mortality at the age of 70 is

•04992
; at the age of 80 it is -11866, and at the age of 90 it is -26711. The mortality

increases rapidly, and is more than doubled every ten years. The four numbers differ

little from the terms of a geometrical progression, the logarithms of which have a con-

stant difference. Let the rate at which the mortality increases be r, and r’®=2-3116,

and the first term {m) be -02177,- then a series of numbers will be formed differing

little from those which express the value of m at decennial intervals of age.

Values of m at the precise age x.—Females.

Age (x). 60. 70. 80. 90.

By observation . . . -02162 -04992 -11866 -26711

By hypothesis . . . -02177 -05033 -11633 -26891

Xote.—It may be assumed that m at 60 is the mean value of m in its range from

to and so in other cases.

The annual rate of the increase of m from the age of 55 to 95 is r= 1-0874; and if

m is the mortality at any age after 55, then m^=mr^= the mortality at z years after the

age at which m is taken. The common logarithm of r is -03639.

The mortality (m) of males at corresponding ages is higher than the mortality of

females ;
but the rate of increase as age advances is nearly the same.

The value of m for females at the age of 20 is -00765, and the mortality increases at

the rate of nearly one-seventh part every ten years. The exact value of r is 1-0149,

and Xr= -006423.

Values of m.—Females.

Age. 20. 30. 40. 50.

By observation . . . -00765 -00894 -00998 -01192

By hypothesis . . . -00760 -00882 -01022 -01185

By these observations in the healthy districts the mortality (m) of men at the ages

15 to 45 is lower than the mortality of women at the same ages; yet during that period
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the rate of increase r is nearly the same for the two sexes. From the age of 40 to 50,

and 50 to 60, the mortality of males increases at a rate intermediate between the rates

of manhood and mature age.

Females.
Limits of ages.

15 to 55 or 20 to 50 p=l-0149 -00642

55 to 95 or 60 to 90 r:=l-0874 Xr=-03639

Males.

15 to 45 or 20 to 40 r=l-0148 Xr= -00640

65 to 95 or 60 to 90 r=l-0874 Xr=-03640

The subjoined Table exhibits the series of values for m derived from the hypothesis

of two constant rates, and from direct observation. The values of r for females may be

evidently applied to males in every period, except in the ten years of age, 40 to 50.

Mortality (m) of males and females, (1) derived from observation, and (2) from the

hypothesis that m increases at the preceding rates.

Annual Moetality to 100 constantly living at each age (m).

Precise age. Males. Females.

By observation. By hypothesis. By observation. By hypothesis.

20 •691 •696 •765 •760

30 •818 •807 •894 •882

40 •928 •935 •998 1-022

50 1-273 1-083 1-192 1-185

60 2-294 2-329 2-162 2-177

70 5-486 5-385 4-992 5-033

80 12-817 12-451 11-866 11-633

90 28-350 28-785 26-711 26-891

100 40-000? 66-550?
j

45-000? 62-160?

The observations on the numbers living and dying of the age of 95 and upwards are

exceedingly uncertain
;
and it is probable that many of the persons believed to be 100,

&c., are really persons five or ten years younger f so that these values of by the hypo-

theticaTmethod, are probably as correct as the direct numbers.

I shall now notice briefly the application of this hypothesis, fii'st suggested by

Mr. Gompektz, and applied by him to the interpolation of the Northampton and other

Tables^. Mr. Edmonds, in 1832, extended the “Theory,” and applied it to the con-

struction of three Life-Tables
•f’.

He gave an elegant formula, similar in principle to

that of Mr. Gompektz, from which the curve of a Life-Table can be deduced, upon the

above hypothesis.

* Philosophical Transactions, 1825, paper by B. Gompebtz, Esq., F.E.S.

t Life-Tables founded upon the discovery of a Numerical Law regulating the existence of every Human
Being, &c. By T. E. Edmonds, B.A., 1832.
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In the equation -^=v, where s indicates space, t time, v velocity, the units of measure

must be fixed before numbers can be inserted in the general expression
; and then v will

express, in the measure that has been applied to space, the number of such units of

space described in one unit of time. Here v is a ratio ; it is the rate at which the body

d
moves : and in the same manner m, in the equation is the rate of dying, that is,

as I shall express it, the mortality ; or it is the ratio of the dying to the living in a given

unit of time, the time during which the deaths occur being of precisely the same dura-

tion as the time during which the living are under observation,

I (li\ing duiing 1 year) : d (dying durmg a year) : : 1 (year of life) : m.

If for I the number 100,000 is substituted, it is assumed that immediately a death

occurs another life is substituted; and as the time is a year, then 760 will represent the

value of d at the age 20, according to the preceding Table ;
-00760. If the time,

instead of one year, be the thousandth part of one year, then m= -0000076; and if the

time be infinitely short, m will be infinitely small : w is a ratio ; the quantity of life

existing during the time is represented by 1, and the quantity of life destroyed by a

fraction, m. Whether the life inheres in the first organic molecule after conception, in

the infant, or in the man, the vital action has a certain force of continuance, which is

constantly varying ; and the amount of this force that is extinguished at a given instant

of time will be represented by the force of mortality, namely, by m at that instant.

Then let the age x—z-\-a, where a represents the number of years up to the age at

which a given rate (r) of increase oim begins; then z=x—a. And the mortality at

any instant of age, in an instant of time at the end of z years or parts of years, will be

mr*. Now let y represent the li-ving at that precise age ; then the decrement of y in an

infinitely short time will be — dy=ymr^dz\ the dy being negative as it is taken in a

direction opposite to that in which the ordinate y of the curve is assumed to be drawn.

Transferring to the other side of the equation, this becomes ———mr^dz-, and inte-

grating both sides, we have ig^y being put for the hyperbolic logarithm of y, and \fi

for the difference between the constants of the two integrals)

—

and (3.)

(2 .)

(1 -)

When z is made zero, let y—\’, then \y will also disappear, and X,c=—. Upon

substituting this value of in equation (2.), it becomes

(4 .)

5 TMDCCCLIi.
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Upon passing to the numbers, equation (4.) becomes

=the value of y (taken as 1 at the origin) at the end of z years.

Let \ denote the common logarithm with the base 10; then where 1c is the

modulus of the common system of logarithms ; as also

Equation (2.) becomes,

km -Ac=—
,

and
® Kr ’

mr^ kmr^

KiV Kr

after the required substitutions.

and

Ky km kmr^

k~~ Kr Kr

k^m.^
,

(5.)

so the equation becomes finally y.

This is the form given by Mr. Edmonds, and is convenient for use.

(
6 .)

By making 2 successively 1, 2, 3, up to any number less than the number

of years of age within which r remains constant, the number being known, the

number living at any other age within that range will be obtained by multiphfing by

the corresponding value of y. Thus, if y^^ is the value of y when 2=10 in equation (6.);

then putting Zjo foi’ the numbers living at the age 20, the living at the age 30 '^ill be

3/10 X ^20“ ^30 -

This hypothesis does not express the facts deduced from the observations exactly.

If could be expressed exactly over more than 20 years by m^— 111^1
'^, the first differ-

ences (^*) of the logarithms in the series following would in a certain number of cases

be equal.

Females in Healthy Disteicts of England.

Precise age.
Annual rate of

mortality.

Logarithms of the

annual mortality.

First decennial

differences of

Krtix.

Second decennial

differences of

Xmj..

m*. \m. P.

20 •00765 3-8835 •0677 -•0197

30 •00894 3-9512 •0480 •0290

40 •00998 3-9992 •0770 •1817

50 •01192 2-0762 •2587 •1047

60 •02162 2-3349 •3634 •0126

70 •04992 2-6983 •3760 — •0236

80 •11866 1-0743 •3524 -•1259

90 •26711 1-4267 •2265

100 •45000 1-6532

* Here, at the age 20, m is the mean mortality that rules over the age 19|- to 201 years of exact time.
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The inequalities in the second ditFerences vary in every separate class of observations
;u ere is generally a tendency in the first and in the second differences to increase'

over a certam extent of the series. The error of the hypothesis is slight if the rate oi
increase {r) of which X -00677 is the logarithm in the case in hand, is only assumed toremam uniform for the ten years 20 to 30, or for the one year 20 to 21. Now let thenumber living at toe age 20 be represented by l„, and the number living at the age 21
by 4.: then put Here it is evident that if 4. and ji,. be known, 4, is deter-
mmed immediately by the equation 4.=4. Xy>=.. But is the value ofy in the equa-
tnm y,_10" \ when 2 is put =1. Taking the numbers from Table A., w'e have
m=-00765^t the precise age 20=(19i+20i)i

; and km=3-8835130; Ar=-0067728;
modulus of the common logarithms!

i^/P0b8b; k{\r) is the complement of the logarithm of (Ar).

1-2755686

\m 3-8835130

k(\r) 2-1692317

2-1963697

--0033472 3-5246830

T-9966528

As the factor (1-r) is negative it makes the exponent of 10 negative, and upon
a ' ng the complement of this the logarithm of y is found to be 1-9966528. This is
a so the logarithm of ^20=-992 32 ; and it enables us to pass, in the construction of a Life-
able, from the livmg at the age of 20 to the Ihdng at 21. If we obtain the several

values^ at every year of age, the whole of the Life-Table can be constructed.
It will be found that is always a fraction, and it does not differ very much from

1 m But while m. * shows the deaths in a year out of a unU of life (which may con-
of individual lives constantly kept up), shows how much out of a

unit of the same life at the beginning of a year, the dead not being replaced, survives
a ymr after the age and l~p^ is the amount of loss which occurs in the same vear
ou

JJ“t
of life at Its commencement. Thus, as -99232, it follows that

.no£?r mortality is m,„= -00771, or

, onoQo^
If the unit of life is made 100,000 living at the age 20,then 99.32 will survive, and 768 will die in the ensuing year of age. But if it is

assumed that the deaths take place at equal intervals, it may also be assumed that the
number of lives (100,000) being constantly sustained, the accessions of 768 new lives
ake place at equal intervals, consequently that they are under observation half a year
on an average, giving the equivalent of^ =384 years of lifetime at the age 20 to 21

;

* m serves to indicate the mean mortality in the year following the exact age a-.

5 T 2
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now out of this number (384) at that age three die when the moitaKty is This

accounts for the difference of -00768 and -00771
;
the former occuriing in a year out of

a unit of life of which the waste is not replaced.

From these considerations it may be inferred that if is known, may be deduced

from it upon the hypothesis of equal decrements through the year by the foi-mula

Thns m,. being -0077072, we have = -99232 * as before.

The Xpao previous method is 1-9966528, and by this method it is the same. B\

either of the methods the value of may be deduced for the subsequent ages, and

will be obtained. These values are here given, and it will

he seen that the results by the two methods are nearly identical at all ages, except the

two last, when the observations themselves become less exact.

Females.

Age (x).

K2m

20 1-9966528 r-9966527

30 •9960967 •9960967

40 •9966263 •9956264

60 •9946669 •9946676

60 •9902049 •9902073

70 •9773538 •9773557
t

80 •9463182 •9462643
1

90 •8809176 •8801776

It will be observed that the fraction approximates to \~-m as m becomes

less ;
for upon developing it into a series, = 1 --m+ taking in

infinitely small, the terms after the two first may be neglected.

The values of Wo, m, m, may be obtained by the method akeady described. But

it rarely happens that the population living at each year of age is acciu-ately enumeratec

at the Census ;
and besides inaccuracies of statement, the numbers Imng at each of the

early years of age fluctuate considerably, so that the numbers of children lining of each

-year of age in 1861 do not represent the average numbers living of those ages in the

five years 1849 to 1853, for instance.

The following method is less exceptionable. It may be assumed for ths ^urpobc

(1) that the births registered in the year 1848 represent the births in that year-
; (2) that

the births are equally distributed over the years in which they occim, and consequent!)

* OT at tlie precise age 20 is nearly -00765. The increase in this mortahty from the age 20 to 20h

the middle of the year of age 20 to 21 is obtained by adding i\r, as above given, to that is, to the

log of (OTi94+»i2oi)l ;
»i2o— "0077072

\?Wi94 3'8835130

O OO3380-1

Xniio 3"886899-4
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(3) that the mean date of all the births in the two years 1848, 1849 was immediately

before January 1, 1849. The half of the births in those two years will consequently

represent pretty accurately the number of births out of which the deaths of children

under one year of age happened in the year 1849. And the deaths and survivors can be

followed by this method year by year, as is evident in the annexed scheme :

—

Age

0

1

9

\ (births 1848, 1849)=:mean annual births of which the mean date is January 1,

[1849.
minus deaths under age 1 in 1849

= surviving on January 1, 1850.

minus deaths age (1 to 2) in 1850

= surviving on January 1, 1851.

minus deaths age (2 to 3) in 1851

3 =surviving on January 1, 1852.

minus deaths age (3 to 4) in 1852

4 =surviving on January 1, 1853.

minus deaths age (4 to 5) in 1853

5 = surviving on January 1, 1854.

By commencing with the mean number of births in the years 1849, 1850, and deducting

the deaths, a similar series may be obtained ; and thus a succession of similar series

may be deduced, the mean of which will supply the ordinary series 4? l%-, 4? 4^ 4 of

a Life-Table.

These series are liable to various disturbances. If all the births are not registered,

the rate of mortahty is overstated. If all the deaths are not registered, or if the chil-

dren are carried off as emigrants, the decrements of life are understated. The annual

number of births fluctuates, and now increases in England
;
they are in excess also in the

early months of the year. Several of the disturbances are slight, and some of them are

in opposite directions. The results can also be, and have been, checked by the results

of the other method. The value of m.^ and m ,2 are deduced by dividing the annual

deaths at the ages 5 to 10 and 10 to 15 by the mean population at those ages. The inter-

polation of the series from to >^20 succeeds
; taking kp^, kp^^, and as the

flxed points of the series, and being adjusted to allow for the turn of the curve.

The Tables A, B, and C supply the data from which the Life-Table of Healthy

English Districts was deduced. One or two arithmetical examples of the application of

the method adopted in the earlier ages are also supplied.

III. INTERPOLATION.

We have therefore determined the values of kp^ at certain ages. The values of kp^ at

the interwening ages may be determined by changing the value of r, and making z suc-

cessively 1, 2 10 irr the formula (p. 846). They may also be irrterpolated for every

year of age by the method of finite diflerences ; and upon the whole this method is
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preferable to any other. The logarithms oij)^ are required ; and to them it Tvill be con-

venient to apply the interpolation directly. Any number of differences beyond four

becomes cumbersome, and it will be therefore sufficient to give the general formula,

which can be employed in deriving the first of either four or three orders of differences.

Investigation of Formulae—Intervals egual.

Let any numbers of a series be so related that the nih. from the first, Uq, is deter-

mined by the equation (1.)

—

u.
+ n[n—l) + n{n~l){n~2) + n(?i-l)(n-2)(re-3)

I

—

Wq + 12 ^ 123 i 2 3
4 . (1 .)

and the first differences of the four orders, are unknown; they can all be

determined from any five values of u,^. Now let 7i be successively la’, 2x, 3a’, 4a^; then

the coefficients of u^^, u^^, u^^ can be found, to give the values of o\ and in

four equations. But when x is ten or more the coefficients become large, and the nume-
rical calculation laborious. It is therefore well to obtain the numerical values of

in succession. Thus if the series is ascending or descending, the following

are convenient forms. The upper rows of signs are used in the ascending, the lower

rows in the descending series :

—

1
"
Uix ~ 6u2x

~ + u
&4„+ - + - + “

,

+ Mg* 3^2*
+ —

“T —
i)S‘. .

f - (^_i)y
- 11)

^ ^ ^+ V / _

- (^^- 3^ + 2
) _ {7F-Qx^~ + \\x-%)

6 °+ 24
°-

(
3 .)

(4.)

(o.)

It is necessary to be careful in deducing the successive values of ^ fi-om the values pre-

ceding ; and before commencing their use their accuracy should be tested by inserting

them in the checking equation,

X may be any number. If only four terms are given, is assumed to be constant
;
and

being 0, all the terms into which it enters disappear. The- above formula, if this is

borne in mind, are apphcable when or are assumed to be constant, and serve

therefore to supply the differences when there are one, two, three, or four- orders by the

most expeditious method.

* It will be borne in mind that these imply first differences, or Jh/y, ^Uq.
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In constructing the Life-Table, x was made 10 from the age of 20, and on inserting
the numbers, the equations (2, 3, 4, 5, 6) became

"J*
M40 4m3o

'I'
6^20 4mio Uf.— + — +

10,000 ' (7.)

M30 3^20 3Mjo Ur)

)i3_- + - + "-TOIV.
Tddo +^^ 2 ^ (8.)

~i~
^20 2mjq "j" Uq

wo ;9^’I44F
(9 .)

^10 ^0

® 1 12s- 21s*

The checking equation is

«ho= + Wo ^ 40^‘ + 780^^ + 9880^^ + 91390^^ (H.j

If three orders of differences are used, the checking equation is

W30=
X Uo 1 30§> + 435^^ + 4060^^

(12 )

•After adding or subtracting any constant to or from a series of numbers, the differences
remam the same

; and if consecutive terms are multiplied or divided by the same factor,
the differences are multiplied or divided by that factor. Thus (b-]-a)~(c-\-a)~b— c,
and ab— ac=a(i— c). Advantage is taken of these properties to reduce any one of the
terms in the equations to zero.

Thus let the logarithms to be interpolated be the following—values of j,.., and
taken from the column headed males. Table B; then they may, among other ways,

be interpolated as follows :

—

As 1-9969724 is the contracted expression of (-9969724— 1), we have

Age

20

30

40

50

1 -9969724= — -0030276

1-9964260= --0035740

1-9959051= --0040949

r-9943048= — -0056952

(1) Multiplying each term by 10,000,000,

that is, striking out the decimal point

and the two adjoining ciphers, and (2)

then subtracting from each 30,276, the

values of to be operated on
become

Wo = -00000

Wjo^^- 5464

W2o=- 10673

«^3o= -26676

By inserting these values with their negative signs in the equations, and taking the
upper signs, the three differences are found

; that is,

— 11'049: ^"=101-991; and S’= — 872-7715.

Ihe differences are now divided by 10,000,000, that is, ciphers are added to their left-
hand side, so that the above decimal point may be moved seven places in that direction.
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and the operation may be thus commenced. By adding the differences successively to

each other and to '9969724, the successive values are found of Kja.2^,

kpso up to and including for males, where the series joins natui'ally the subsequent

series, commencing at Xyjjg.

-•000,0011,0490

(constant)

•000,0101,9910

•000,0090,9420

SK

-•000,0872,7715

-•000,0770,7805

-•000,0679,8385

_
1-996,9724,0000

T-996,8951,2285

r-996,8180,4480

1-996,7500,6095

In the actual operation the is subtracted from from and from
; it is

therefore convenient to substitute for their present values the complements of and

as thus all the series become additive.

As Xko-\-t.2ho=^t-ki, and U2i+t.J>2i=t^k2 ,
and generally it is evident that

the is the^rs^ difference of the series 7d^-, and the whole series, 7d^, ffom to

may be formed as in the subjoined example, where becomes becomes and

so on.

Healthy Districts.—Males,

(constant)

9-999,9988,9510

Age.

20

sx

0-000,0101,9910 9-999,9127,2285

S^=\p^.

9-996,9724,0000 4-584,1951,2769

21 0-000,0090,9420 9-999,9229,2195 9-996,8851,2285 4-581,1675,2769

22 0-000,0079,8930 9-999,9320,1615 9-996,8080,4480 4-578,0526,5054

23 9-996,7400,6095 4-574,8606,9534

24 4-571,6007,5629

J^ote .—The four last figures in the decimal portion of the series and in Xl^ may in

practice be omitted.

The corresponding values of Xp^ in the column headed Females, Table B, are inter-

polated in the same way. And the Xpe^ Xp^^, Xps^, and Xpg^ are interpolated by the

same methods, the series being continued backwards to Xp^^ and fomurds to Xp^oB ; the

actual observations of age after the age of 90 furnishing results less reliable than those

thus obtained, which bring a generation of 100,000 to theu last end in 107 years.

The successive values of Xp^ in the period from the age of 3 to the age of 19 inclusive,

are derived from Xp^, Xp^, Xp^^, and Xp^o, which represent Ug, u^, Ug, and As tlie

terms of the series are here at unequal distances, the first differences cannot be derived

from the preceding formulse. The S can in this and similar cases be derived ffoiii the

proper equations by substituting figures for letters. But three literal equations supply

formulae for finding the three first differences from any four terms of series of the Idiid

which have been discussed: ^^o, which has a troublesome coefficient, can always be
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reduced to zero, and is therefore omitted. The first given term being let the second

be the Ath from and iiy be the yth, the ;sth from Wo- Here x<y<z. Then the

following equations give the differences*:

—

{y-x){{z-\)[2- 2)-{^-l){y- 2)}-{z-y){{y-l){y- 2)-{x-l){x- 2)]
' ^ ’

5’=y4s{^-7-{&-l)&-2)-(*-lX*-2)}|} (14.)

(15.)

By making y— 2x, and z— ?>x, these equations assume the same forms as equations (3.),

(4.), (6.), with the term struck out.

Putting .r=4, y= 9, and 2= 17, the three preceding equations become those which
were actually used in constructing the series to is reduced to zero and is not

used.

45^
17
- 22 1^9 + 3062/4

13260

^2 4M9— 92/4— 3008^

' 90 ' (17.)

2/4— 68®— 48®

~ 4

Checking equation.

w,.=W4-|-17S‘+ 136a^-f680S^

(18.)

(19.)

* A useful Table in applying the above formulae.

X. (a?-l)(x-2). X. {x— l)(.r— 2). X, {w— 1)(^— 2). X, (x— l){x— 2).

20 342 30 812 40 1482 50 2352
21 380 ! 31 870 41 1560 51 2450
22 420 1 32 930 42 1640 52 2550
23 462

!

33 992 43 1722 53 2652
24 506 34 1056 44 1806 54
25 552 35 1122 45 1892 55 2862
26 600 36 1190 46 1980 56 2970
27 650 37 1260 47 2070 57 3080
28 702 38 1332 48 2162 58 3192
29 756 39 1406 49 2256 59 3306

5 uMDCCCLIX.
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Table of first differences in the Life-Table of Healthy Districts of England.

Males. ^

Age
Xla,. C2. C3. 0*.

3

20

59
60

4-631,5849,0000

4-584,1951,2769

4-403,7768,0454

4-394,3905,1434

A

9-993,2422,0000

9-996,9724,0000

9-990,6137,0980

9-989,5894,0000

ote .—The last seri*

0-001,2416,1260,934

9-999,9127,2285

9-998,9756,9020

9-998,9460,9820

3s px was carried backi

9-999,8012,4393,666 0-000,0141,9648,567

0-000,0101,9910 9-999,9988,9510

9-999.9704,0800 9-999,9843,4520

9-999,9547,5320 9-999,9843,4520

yards from Xp(^ to \p^^.

Females.

3

20

57
60

4-623,2586,0000

4-570,6868,3846
4-405,2189,6826

4-381,2818,8126

A

9-993,2928,0000
9-996,6528,0000

9-992,9332,3725

9-990,2049,0000

ote.—-The last seri

0-001,2164,1598,794

9-999,9241,5455

9-999,0836,2675

9-999,0720,4825

px was carried back

9-999,7874,2556,561
0-000,0060,2930

0-000,0123,2100

9-999,9637,7950

tvards from XjOgQ to \p.^

0-000,0170,4566,365

9-999,9994,2530

9-999,9838,1950

9-999,9838,1950

/
*

A series of the form is reqnhed in rendeiing the Life-Table

applicable to the solution of questions in Annuities and Life Insurance.

The logarithms of the series are obtained by making the first term of the new series,

and the first term of the first order of differences the

and of the original series remaining unchanged. Taking the interest of money at

3 per cent. and ?i'y=:l-9871627,753.

The derivation of the new series from this value of Xv, and from the above Table

(males), is shown in the annexed example. Any value of v"" may be introduced in the

same way.

Age.

20 0-0000101,991

•0000090,942

^^=9-9999988,951

9-9999127,2285

•9999229,2195

•9999320,1615

X(vj),r) = P.

9-9841351,7530

•9840478,9815

•9839708,2010

•9839028,3625

«0=^(hv').

4-3274506

•3115858

•2956337

•2796045

•2635074

In describing the first English Life-Table, I ventured to express the belief that the

chances of life may ultimately be calculated by Mr. Babbage’s machine*. Mr. Bab-

bage’s conception has been realized in the original and ingeniously constructed machme

of the Messrs. Scheutz, which was favomrably reported upon by a committee of the Royal

Society. The first differences to be inserted in the machine can be immediately deduced

from those given above ; and we may hope ere long to see the logarithms of Life-

Tables, for single and for joint lives, printed from types cast in moulds stamped by the

machine now in the course of construction by the Messrs. Doxkix, for Her Majesty’s

Government, at the instance of the Registrar-General.

* Letter to the Eegistrar-General, in Appendix (p. 352) to his Fifth Annual Keport, year 1843.
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IV. CONSTEUCTION OF THE COLUMNS d^, 4, L^, Q^, T^, AND NOTICES OF SOME
OF THEIE PEACTICAL APPLICATIONS.

Th.6 S6ri6s has bcGii coustructGd
i and from that serios othors aiG deduced to com-

plete the Life-Table, consisting now of six columns.

(1.) 4“ 4+1= number of deaths in the year of age following, out of 4 alive at the
age w. By taking a; successively at 0, 1, 2, 3, ...

.

to the last age in the Table, the numbers
dying in every year of age are obtained. The numbers dying of the age x and under the
age 4+„ are immediately derived from the column 4; as (2.) 4-4+n=^^.+<^.+i • •

When x-^n>u=.i\ie oldest age in the Table, 4=f^^+^^^+i

(3.) L^=4+4+i +4- The series is formed by the successive addition of the
series 4, from 4 upwards.

(3 a.) —L^+„=L^i„=4+4+i— +4+n-i-

}
“d (5)

T*+
1= 4+1 ^d^^ ,= 4+2+ i^?^+ 1

<

The series in column is constructed from the two columns 4 and d,, or from the

single column 4, as 2P,= 4+4,,; and .*. P.=^-^, .-. 4=2P.-4+i; so, conversely,

the series 4 can be constructed from the series P^. The P^ is assumed to represent the
population, as expressed by the Life-Table, living at the age x and under the age x-\-l.
Thus P2o= the population of the age 20 and under 21 years.

By substituting the successive values of P^ in the equation (5a), P^-fP^+i ... P^+„, we
have 14+4+1— + 4+n +'2 4+«+)-

(^) Qjr T^+ B^ + 1+ P»+2 Pi'+n-l+P^+n +Pu
Q^+» Pj^+«+ Pi'+ ra+ l+ P«+» + 2 • • • • +Pw"

(7.) . . Qjr+„ Q+|«=Pa:+P^+i+P^+ 2 .. .. P^+„_,. The column is constructed
by adding up the column P^, and transferring the successive sums to the column Q,.
By substituting for the series P^ its values in 4? we have

(8.) Q^=^4+4+i+ 4+2 +4*
And by again substituting for the series 4 its corresponding values in d^^ we have
(9.)

(10.) Thus IS equal to the numbers dying in each year of age after the age x,
multiplied by the time (expressed in years and fractions of a year) that they have
respectively lived over that age; and if x=z0, then Qo=id„+ lld,+ 2^d,....(7i+^)d,^^,
when {x-f-n) becomes >^y.

(11.) This column Q, represents, therefore, two distinct orders of facts: it represents
the sum of the number of years that will be lived after the age x by the 4 persons then

Imng, and .*. -~= the mean after-lifetime; of which^ will be enjoyed before the age

x-\-n is attained, and —
^

after the age x-f-n is attained. At birth the mean after-life-

, Qo ,time IS -j-, the unit here being one year of individual life.

5 u 2
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(12.) also represents the sum of the numbers of men or women living at all ages

over the age x, out of Qo living at all ages, as is in all cases the sum of the numbers

Imng in each year of age, represented by the series P^. The unit is here an individual

man.

(13.) Thus, on referring to Plate XLIl. fig. 1, the lifetime of 100,000 childi-en

born simultaneously may be represented by 100,000 parallel lines, drawn from AB

horizontally in the direction of CD until they cut the cui-ved line BC. And is

the sum of these lines expressed in the linear units of the scale on the line AC ;
so

^ ^0 — 48-99665: the mean length of those hues = the number of

/o
”100,000 100,000 ®

years of mean lifetime.

It will be observed that in this Table, instead of 100,000 lines, these Ihies are thrown

into 106 groups, each comprising the variable number of lines terminating in each of

106 intervals numbered on the line AC, and representing years of age. And m these

short intervals it is assumed that the mean length of the fines terminating in the

eleventh interval (10 to 11) is represented by 10-|-, and so on.

The relative numbers of persons living simultaneously at each interval of age wifi

also be represented in the same Plate, fig. 1, by 106 successive vertical lines, raised

from nearly the centre of each interval between the ordinates on the Ime AC, and

measured in units of which the fine AB contains 100,000. The same fines hound the

figure representing the two orders of facts ;
and the numerical units expressmg the

aggregate length of the vertical fines equal in amount the units expressing the aggre-

gate length of the horizontal lines expressed in the horizontal units.

(14.) I will now explain briefly the nature of the column Y^, which I have added to

the Life-Table^. The Life-Table (column P^) exhibits a representative population,

such as would be constituted by separating every year 100,000 births as they occuiTed.

* See paper in Appendix to Eegistrar- General’s Sixth Annual Eeport, pp. .544-552.

Extractfrom the Eegistrar- General's Sixth Annual Eeport (1845), p. 528.

Note .

—

Halley’s Table (1693) contained the column P. John Smabt made 1000 “born” the basis

of his Table (1738), and introduced the columns d and 1. Simpsox adopted Smakt’s form of Table, which

was followed by Kersseboom (1738), Depaecietjx (1746), Pbice (1773), and Milxe (1815). The

columns S.y, y and Ay in Dltvillaed’s ‘Loi de Mortalite (en Prance) dans I’etat naturelf,’ correspond

with the columns L, I, d in the new Table. The S.y added by Duaullaed is our L and Baeeett’s column

B
;
Dtjtillaed’s short Table (p. 123) has the four columns d, I

,
P, Q for quinquennial or decennial ages,

and the ‘expectation of life.’ Mathietj’s Table II. is an expansion of the column Q oi Dlaullabd s

short Table, and is that column for each year of age. In a recent report on the Bengal Military Fiuid,

Mr. Davies has a Table (1) containing columns corresponding with the d, I, E, P, Q ot the English Table,

the ‘ Mortality per cent.,’ and the ‘ Expectation of Life’ at each ageL”

I have in this paper employed d, I, L, instead of C, D, N, Avhich have been formerly used by me and

others, and should still be used where the factor is introduced.

t Influence de la Petite Verole, p. 161. ^ See the note (A), p. 558.
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and keeping them apart in a separate community, subject to a definite law of mortality.

Any population living in the tabular proportions at each year of age may, for the sake

of distinction, be called a normally constituted population.

The ages of the population represented by the Life-Table amount, in the aggregate,

to Yo years ;
it is the aggregate number of years which they have already lived^ and, sin-

gularly enough, it is also, if the law of mortality remain constant, the number of years

which they will live. Thus persons in such a population have lived on an average

Y
^ years ; that is their siean age, and it is also their mean after-lifetime. Y, is the

number of years that persons have lived over the age x ; and the mean age of such

Y
persons is their after-lifetime is

The series is formed by successively adding up a series of the form

commencing at the oldest age in the Table.

(15.) .*. Yo=^Qo+Qi-|-Q2 • fi-Qw?

By substituting for Qo, for Qj, for Q2 ,
and so on, their values in P„ it will be found

that

(16.) Yo=iPo+liPi+2iP2+3-|-P3 .... --i-(^i-j-i-)P^^ -]-(^_|_A)p^.

(17.) But the mean age of the persons (Po) of the age of 0 and under 1 is nearly i;

and so the series i, li, 2^, 3i, 4^, 5^, 01 . . .

.
(n-\-^} expresses nearly the mean age of

all the persons in the first (Po), second (P,), third (P^), and (wH-l)th (PJ years of age,

and so for all other ages; consequently the sum of the series (16) Yo is the sum of the

ages of all the persons living contemporaneously, as they are represented in the Life-

Table.

In like manner it is shown that

(18.) Y^=-|-P^-J-(l-|--i)P^,_^,-f-(2+ i)P^_^2

is the sum of the number of years that the Q,, persons in the Table have lived over the

Y
age w. They have all lived x years ; and consequently gives their average age

Y
precisely as gives the average age of the whole community.

(19.) It has been shown that expresses the number of years that 4 persons will

live; in the same manner it may be shown that
i
expresses the number of years that

persons will live; .-. (/,+4+,) persons will live (Q^+ Q,,^J years, .•.

persons will live -|(Qj,+ Q^+i) years. And the same may be demonstrated for each
successive value of x.

But the sum of the series P.,, is the number of persons living of all ages. And
the sum of the series i(Q^+Q^+i) is Y^=the number of years that Q^, persons will live

;

Qj— mean after-lifetime of all the persons living simultaneously of the age x and

upwards. Thus by the Table D, 4,899,665 persons are living contemporaneously; their

. Yq 166209701 „„
mean age is T899665

‘ “ 3d-92 years; and they will live on an average 33-92 years.
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(20.) The Life-Table serves to determine the value of Life Annuities, the value of

policies, and the premiums of insurance.

This is effected by introducing a new unit, such as £1, 1 franc, 1 dollar, or any other

monetary unit. Thus if £1 is payable at each death, the series vdll show the number

of pounds falling due in each year of age ; so if £1 is payable by each person on attain-

ing the age x, and each subsequent year of age, the series 1., shows the number ofpounds

payable every year by the 4 persons
;
and will be the number of pounds payable in

N £1
the whole course of life after the age x : thus —

)

—= the aveeage AJ^ioryi of an annuity

of £1 payable on each life at and after the age x. The money-unit may be introduced

Y
into the other columns ; and ^ • £1 would show the aveeage amount payable under an

annuity of £1 on each of lives. The present value of these future payments can

always be determined by assuming a given rate of interest. The estimates thus obtained

are also always read subject to the qualification that by hypothesis the Life-Talle is

based on a law of mortality actually to rule for a definite time in the population to

which it is applied. The probability of the hypothesis is not here in question.

Under the same circumstances masses of mankind appear to experience, at the same

ages, the same rates of mortality. Consequently if for several years d, persons have

died annually on an average out of persons living at the beginning of the year, other

things being equal, the probability that the same number will die out of C persons in a

year to come is greater than any other that can be named, and the fraction expressing

that probability is y- We know that d^ expressing the numbers djfing in a year, C+j

must express the numbers surviving as C+i+ ^i=4- The chances may be represented

by 4 balls; 4+i white balls in an urn will represent the chances of Imng, d^ Mack balls

in the same urn will represent the chances of dying. Now let each of 4 persons pay the

sum z for a ticket, and each person that draws a white hall be entitled to £1. Before

the drawing commences the value of each ticket is for 4 (the total chances): 4+i

(the chances in favour of winning on one ticket) :

:

Put 4=30,007, and 4+^=29,647; then-^^^V'^^= 29,647.£l

30,007
£•98802. The amount of

money to be paid on 4+i white balls is £29,647, and £-9802 X 30,007=s .4=£29,647.

In like manner it may be shown that if £1 is paid to each person who di’aws a Mack

d 2

ball, the value of each ticket is — =^£1 ; for y. 4-£l= ^,,£l
5
and £1 is to be paid on

each of d^ tickets.

Should £1 be paid alike to those who draw white balls and to those who cffaw black

balls, the value of a ticket will be equal to the sum of the two factions expressing the

several probabilities, namely.

4+1.£l
.
4£l—+-,-=Z+y: 4+1 + <4

4
£1=^£1=£1.
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As one or other of the two kinds of halls must hy hypothesis he drawn, and £1 is paid

for each ball, the receipt of the £1 is certain ; certainty is thus in all cases expressed by
unity.

If every baU as it was drawn were replaced in the urn, although in 30,007 trials

white halls were not actually drawn 29,647 times, black balls 360 times, still
30^00^

would express the probability of drawing a white ball, and the value of £1 contingent
on that event, more accurately than any other fraction that could be named.

Again, if an urn contained by hypothesis an indefinite number of balls, out of which
29,647 white balls and 360 black balls were di-awn and then replaced, the probability

of again di-awing a white ball on trial, and the value of £1 contingent on that

event, would be expressed more accurately by than by any other fraction that

could be named
;
past experience being by hypothesis the only means we have here of

judging of the future.

Thus a Life-Table applicable to the case furnishes the fractions to determine the
value of any sums of money dependent on the life or death of a given person, or a
certain number of given persons in a given time.

The probability of living two years expressed by the fraction

less than the probability of living one year.

Making n any number of years and fractional parts of years, the fraction ~ will

invariably expiess the probability of living n years after the age x. As n approaches
zero the fraction will approximate to 1, the symbol of certainty

; thus a person is more
hkely to live a day than a year, a minute than a day. As n increases diminishes
in value; and when x-\-n expresses a year after the age co in the Life-Table, is by

hypothesis zero, .-. The chance of living so long is expressed in this case

by zero, the chance of dying in the time by 1, the symbol of certainty.

(21.) l^^„ expresses the number of chances in favour of surviving 7i years, and 4— 4+«
the number of chances of dying in the same time, the sum of the two together (4)

expressing the total number of chances. Thus the fraction expressing the pro-

bability of Ihing a given time ranges from 1 to 0, and^^”=l-^, or the chance of

dying in a given time also ranges from 1 to 0 as varies. When the two fractions are

equal
I*

then 4+„= 4-?,+„, and 24+„=4 7 —
2

*

To verify the equations, an age x-\-n must be chosen at which 4+m is exactly equal to \l^.

Thus by the Life-Table of healthy districts 100,000 children born alive are reduced to

50,-8ol in 58 years, and to 49,895 in 59 years; so the chances are rather in favour of

* The addition of 1 to the numerator, and of 2 to the denominator, may be neglected, when, as in this

case, the numbers are large.
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their living 58 years, as they are 50,861 to 49,149 ; upon the other hand, the chances

of their living 69 years (49,895) are less than the chances 50,105 of their dying before

attaining that age. Upon trial it will be found that the chances ofliving to and the chances

r T • IP rna^i rn .
50,851 — 50,000 »

,
851

, , „ „
ot dying belore 58f|^ years= 58-}- ^

‘ 9^ years, or about ohf years

are nearly equal ; hence this is called the probable lifetime, or vie probable by French

writers, for ^=i. At the age 20 the probable lifetime is 47 ];||| ,
nearly 48 years.

The probable lifetime at every age is immediately seen by inspection.

(22.) V. THE THEEEEOLD LIFE-TABLE—PEESOXS, MALES^ FFAIALFS

The Life-Table is threefold. A Table having the six columns is made for males

;

another Table is separately made for females. The several columns of the two Tables

incorporated together form the Table of persons which has 100,000, and may have any

other number for its basis. The basis of the Male Table in the illustration is 51,125,

while the basis of the Female Table is 48,875. In that proportion males and females

were born in the districts. Under this arrangement the number of contemporaneous

males and females living at each age in columns is slio-wn: thus 38,388 males and

37,212 females attain the age of 20; 17,145 males attain the age of 70, and 17,133

females attain the same age
;
at all ages under 71 the number of males exceeds the

females; at the age of 71 and upwards the females exceed the males in number: and

upon referring to the columns it will be seen that the males die off in greater

numbers than females after the age of 42. The age after the second year at which the

greatest number of deaths occurs is 75 in males, 76 in females.

These numbers all refer to the Life-Table for healthy districts.

Some of the other properties of the Life-Tables, admitting of innumerable applica-

tions in the solution of social phenomena, will appear in the following formulae, which

will be found useful in practice.

VI. HSEFUL FOEMHLAl.

The following formula will facilitate the use of the Life-Table. The figures must be

taken from the Tables of Persons, of males or females, applicable to the case. The for-

mulae are general, and are applicable to any other Life-Table.

(23.) ^=:m^=the rate of mortality in the year of age following the precise age .r.

(24.) y ^^’=1—^'= the probability that a person A of the age x, in average

health, will die in the following year.

(25.) = l—^= the probability that A, a person of the age x\ will hve

a year; .'. 1—^^=the probability that A, age x, will die in the year following, as cer-

tainty of life =1.
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(26.) 4
''^"= the probability that A, age x, will die in the next n years.

(27.) the probability that A, of age x, will live n years.

(28.) Put— and when is taken at such an age as to fulfil the conditions of

the equation, then n is i\ie probable lifetime=vie probable=ih.e time that it is an even
chance a person of the age x will live.

“^^Aji^the mean after lifetime^ or as it is often called, the expectation of life—
an incorrect expression, which is rather applicable to the probable lifetime.

Upon Demoivee’s hypothesis, the probable lifetime, that is the time that a
person may fairly expect to live, his expectation, was the same as the mean after lifetime.

(30.) G^=.r--j-A^=the mean age at death of persons who have already lived exactly
X years.

(31.) S=c -^=the number of members of any Society between the ages x and x-\-n,

which will be permanently sustained by c ... annual admissions at the age x.

s/
(32.) c=Q-^=annual recruits of the Society (S).

members leaUng the Society (S) on attaining the age x-{-n.

(34.) ^-^=annual deaths in such a Society (S).
*x

I
n

Q'x+n
(35.) SQ^=the aggregate number of persons living, who have left such a Society,

as pensioners or otherwise.

In the following formulae it is assumed that the population is normally constituted
Yj,
Q'=A',=the mean after lifetime of all persons of the age x and upwards.

Y^—Y Y
(37.) Q^~Q^^”=Q^=the mean after lifetime of all persons of the age of x and

under the age of x-\-n.

Y
number of persons of which a Society will ultimately consist,

recruited by c annual additions of members in the tabular proportions between the age
X and x-\-n.

Y.,„-Y.
(o9.) c *

' — ^he number of persons to which a Society joined by c persons

of the tabular ages x and under x-]-m would amount in n years. When x-{-n>u; this

formula will be reduced to the same form as equation (38.). And when x-{-m, as well as
x+n >&>, the equation becomes the same as (36.).

5 XMDCCCLIX.
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VII. LIFE-TABLE OF THE SIXTY-THEEE HEALTHIEST EXOLISH DISTEICTS.

Upon inquiry it was found that in many districts of England the mortality of the

population did not exceed the rate of 17 annual deaths to 1000 living.

For the sake of convenience these were called healthy districts, consisting of sixU-foui.

or nearly a tenth part of the total registration districts of England and ales, and inha-

bited by nearly a million of people : sixty-three of these districts have been taken as the

basis of the new Life-Table, constructed according to the methods previously described.

It will be seen that these districts, generally conterminous with Poor Law Unions, are

distributed over the various parts of the country. They comprise

—

-Hendon (with Har-

row*) (17), Lewisham (17), and Bromley (17) in the neighbourhood of London; Harn-

hledon (16), Dorking (17), Beigate (16), and Godstone (17) on the southern slope of the

Surrey hills; East Ashford (17) in East Kent, Blean (including Herne Bay) (17) be-

tween Canterbury and the sea ;
ten districts of Sussex

—

Battle (16) near Hastings, EoH-

hourne around Beachy Head (16), Hailsham (17), TJckfield (1 i ), East Gviiistead (1 / ), CucK-

jield (16), Steyning near Brightoii (16), Petivorth (17), Worthing (17), and 2Ddhurst (17);

seven districts of Hampshire—the Isle of Wight separated from the mainland by the

sea (17), Lymington
(
17 ), Christchurch {W), Bingwood (17), Heiv Eorest (17), Gathering-

ton (17), and Alresford (17); Wokingham (17), and Easthanipstead (16) in Berkshhe,

south of the Thames; Ongar
(
17

)
m Essex, east of Epping Forest; Mutford (17), in-

cluding Lowestoft on the SutFolk coast; Henstead (17), south of Norwich; Kingshridge

(
17 ), on the south coast of Devon; Okehamgyton (16); Crediton (17), Barnstajyle (17),

Torrington
(
17 ), Bideford (

17 ), Holsworthy (16), stretching from the centre over Dait-

mouth and Exmoor, along the coast of the Bristol Channel; Stratton (1/), Camelford

(17), and Launceston (17), in the adjacent parts of Cornwall, and further south St. Co-

Imnb (17); Williton (17) in Somerset, also on the Bristol Channel; Winclicomh (17), to

the east of Cheltenham, and the Cotswold Hills around the sources of the Thames

;

Kings Norton (17) in Worcestershire, adjoining Birmingham; Melton Howhray (17) iii

Leicestershire; Southwell (
17

)
about Sherwood Forest, in the centre of Nottinghamshhe ,

Garstang (16) in Lancashire, looking northward over Lancaster Bay; Easingwold (IT)

in the North Biding of Yorkshire, Guishoroiigh (16) on the eastern coast north of YTiitby

;

then follow five border districts of Northumberland on the southern face of the Cheriot

l\{W-,—Belford (
17 ), Glendale (16), Bothhury

(
15 ), Bellingham (17), Halhohistle (16)

(is omitted in the Table); Longtown (17) and Brampton (17) on the border, and Bootle

(16) on the coast of Cumberland, the East Ward (17) of Westmoreland, Haverfordwest

(17)

,
on the western point of South Wales; Builth (16), Corwen (1/), Pwllheli (17) on

Carnarvon Bay, and Anglesey (17) complete the list. These districts, and others nearly

equally healthy, have been thus described :

—

“ Such is the variety of the soil of England, that tested by the rates ot mortality', the

children reared out of a given number born, the longevity of the inhabitants, the free-

* The annual deaths to 1000 living of all ages inserted in parentheses are deduced from retiu-us of the

living at the censuses 1841 and 1851, and the deaths registered in the ten years 1841 to 1850. 8ee

Eegistrar-General’s Sixteenth Eeport, pp. 141-153.
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dom from common epidemics, or the immunity from cholera, Healthy Districts are found

in nearly every county. Large tracts of country are, however, so much healthier than

the rest, that they may be justly called Salubrious Fields ; and it is remarkable that here

the finest races of animals are bred. The north districts of Northumberland around the

beautifulCheHot Hills, coveredwith grasses, ferns, wild thyme,—extending from the region

of the heaths to the rich cultivated land at their bases, touching each other, or intersected

by narrow valleys
; the districts extending from the Tees over the North and East Eidings

of York to Leicestershire, Herefordshire, and parts of Shropshire
; some of the districts of

Gloucestershire about the Cotswold Hills
;
parts of Wales

; North Devon, including Dart-

moor and Exmoor
; the Surrey and Sussex hills with the Southdowns,—have given names

to the best breeds of sheep, fowls, cattle, and horses in the kingdom.” ****•**
“ The dry and most inland are not always the healthiest regions of the country. The

salubrious fields are sometimes watered by running streams, and diversified by lakes

;

the dew is abundant
;
they are often veiled, not by infectious fogs, but by mists drawn

from the sky as it breathes over them
; the mountains rise above, the ocean rolls at the

distance below them, as on the coast of Sussex, North Devon, the western region of

Wales, extending under Snowdon and Cader Idris in. a vast amphitheatre round Car-

digan Bay
;
the lake land and moors of the North, rising between the Irish Sea and

the German Ocean. The land is sometimes heathy, but may be covered by the sweetest

herbage and bees feeding on the flowers : the cereal grains, the hop, the timber, are often

of the finest quality
;
the animals are healthy, the native breeds are vigorous, and those

fine varieties are produced at intervals, which men of the genius of Bakewell, Ellmax,
Tomkixs, Colling, and 0‘Kelly make the permanent stock of the country. Industry

and the army receive their best recruits from the population
; while they get their worst

from the people of the low parts of sickly towns. Agriculture has reclaimed many
unhealthy districts on the plains, so that a considerable extent of the cultivated land is

now in a state of comparative salubrity; and vast systems of drainage have subdued the

noxious fens, although carried out less efficiently than is desirable, and interfered with
by milldams on the rivers, descending like the Nene from the inland high lands'^.”

The sanitary condition of the people in these districts is, however, still in many
respects defective.

CONCLUSION.

Halley first pointed out the financial applications of the Life-Table, and first cal-

culated the values of life annuities. That branch of science, in the various forms of

life insurance, has since received great developments. The new Table shows that the

duration of Hfe, among large classes of the population, by no means in unexceptionable

sanitary conditions, exceeds the term of the ordinary Tables, and proves that life annui-

ties cannot be sold advantageously by offices, or by the Government, to large classes of

lives for less than the values deducible from the new Table.

A new branch of science has been developed since LIalley’s day,—it is the science of

Public Health. And here a new application of the Life-Table is found.

* Report to the Registrar-General on Cholera, pp. xcv, xcvi.

5x2
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It is probable, upon physiological grounds, that man goes through all the phases of

his natural development in a hundred years; and that the period of active life seldom

extends beyond eighty years. But this is a very indefinite measui'e, as the rates of

mortality, in all the intermediate ages, are left undetermined after it has been ascertained

in what proportions men attain the extreme limits.

Generations of men, under all circumstances, die at all ages ;
but the proportions

vary indefinitely under different conditions from a slight tribute to death each year,

down to the point of extermination by pestilence. If we ascertain at what rate a gene-

ration of men dies away under the least unfavourable existing circumstances, we obtain

a standard by which the loss of life, under other circumstances, is measured ;
and this I

have endeavoured to determine in the Life-Table of Enghsh Healthy Districts. And

recollecting that the science of public health was almost inaugurated in England by a

former President of this Society*, who encouraged and crowned the sanitary discoveries

of Captain Cook, I feel assured that it will receive with favour’ this imperfect attempt

to supply sanitary inquirers with a scientific instrument.

In a subsequent paper I hope to be able to lay before the Society the mortality by

different kinds of diseases at each age, as they have been deduced from the same series

of observations.

HEALTHY DISTEICTS.

Table A.—Population, 1851. Deaths in the five years 1849 to 1853. Average Annual

Mortality per cent., and Logarithms of the Mortality.

Ages.
Population. Deaths.

Average annual mortality

to 100 living (m).

,

Logarithms of the mortality

Persons. Blales. Females. Persons. Males. Females. Persons. Males. Females. Persons. Males. Females.—
I. 2 . 3 - 4- 5 - 6 . 7 - 8 . 9 - 10. II. 12 . 13-

All ages 996773 493525 503248 8734s 43736 43609 1753 1-772 1-733 2-2436718 2-2485599 2-2388240

' Under 5 13063s 65700 6493 s 26361 14282 12079 4-036 4 ' 348 3*720 2-6059323 2-6382536 2-5705821

5— 122406 61733 60673 4209 2080 2129 •688 •674 *702 3-8374062 3-8285759 3-8462102

I 10412 56651 53761 2377 1087 1290 •431 •384 •480 3-6340429 3-5840519 3-6811523

15— 181339 90066 91273 6603 3113 349° •728 •69

1

•765 3-8622801 3-8396482 3-8835130

45— I768q2 65422 71470 5869 '2675 3194 •857 818 •894 3-9332160 3-9126300 3-9512411

35— 108056 52734 55322 5208 2447 2761 •964 •928 •998 3-9840521 3-9675733 3-9991985

45— 85244 42383 42861 5252 2698 2554 1*232 1-273 1*192 2-0906909 2-1048802 2-0761886

1 5 5— 62857 3110S 31752 7001 3568 3433 2-228 2*294 2-162 2-3478365 2-3606246 2 ’

33493 i7

65— 39453 18860 “593 IO3I3 5173 5140 5-228 5-486 4-992 2-7183350 2-7392308 2-6982734

1 75— 16737 7718 9019 10297 4946 5351 12*304 12-817 11-866 1-0900631 1-1077793 1-0743066

i 8s— 2614 1097 1517 3581 1555 2026 27-399 28-350 26-711 1-4377287 1-4525536 1-4266838
i

j
95 and upwards 128 56 72 274 I 12 162 42-813 40*000 45*000 1-6315706 1-6020600 1-6532125

j

]}fote. The ages at death of 146 persons, viz. 123 males and 23 females, were not stated
;
in calculating

the mortality they have been distributed proportionally over the several ages in the Table. The Table may

be read thus ; 136,892 persons, of whom 65,422 were males, 71,470 were females at the age of 25 and under

35, wmre enumerated iu 1851
;
at the same ages, 5869, 2675 males and 3194 females, died in the five years

1849 to 1853 ;
consequently the annual rates of mortality per cent, were '857, ’818, and '894.

* Sir John Pbingle.
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Number of Deaths at five periods of Age in the Healthy Districts, in 1848 to 1855.

Years.

Ages.

Persons. Males. Females.

0. 2. 3. 4. 0. 1. 2. 3. 4. 0. 1. 2. 3. 4.

1848.

1849.

1850.

1851.

1852.

1853.

1854.

1855.

2935
2932
2969
3185
3405
3370
3404
3350

832
858

859
932
860

946
1047

907

458
541

466
543
567
554
601
533

371

427
331
341

389
376
386
445

312
292
301

288
297
287
311

297

1678
1637
1676
1769
1913
1888
1903
1948

442
452
453
502
446
514
539
483

244
263
231

274
273
293
317
257

204
207
164

179
206
179
197
230

162
154
144
148
140

1,37

165
156

1257
1295
1293
1416

1492
1482
1501

1402

390
406
406
430
414
432
508
424

214

278
235
269
294
261

284

276

167
220
167
162
183

197
189
215

150
138

157
140

157
150
146
141

Number of Births in Sixty-three Healthy Districts of England, 184-8 to 1855.

Y’ears. Persons. Males. Females.

1848 28679 14756 13923
1849 29128 14751 14377
1850 29699 1 15176 14523
1851 30163 15465 14698
1852 30370 15557 14813
1853 29214 ;i 15010 14204

Age. Males.

2)29,507= births in 1848 and 1849

0 1 4,754= births on January 1, 1849

1 13,117= living on January 1, 1850

2 12,664= living on January 1, 1851

3 1 2,390= living on January 1, 1852

4 12,184= living on January 1, 1853

5 ]2,047= living on January 1, 1854

Age. Males.

0 1 637= deaths in 1849

1 453= deaths in 1850

2 274= death.s in 1851

3 206= deatlis in 1852

4 137= deaths in 1853
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Table B.—The several values of on which the Life-Table of Healthy Districts is

based: also the corresponding values of^^ and {1—p^).

Age

Xpn
=logarithms of the probability of living

one year after the age x.

px
= probability of living a year.

(1 -pP)
= probability of dying in a year.

Males. Females. Males. Females. Males. Females.

0 r'9480215 1-9577796 -88720 •90736 •11280 •09264

1 1-9844929 1-9859276 -96492 •96812 •03508 •03188

2 1-9904341 1-9904679 -97821 •97829 •02179 •02171

3 1-9932422 1-9932928 -98456 •98467 •01544 •01533

7 1-9970729 1-9969512 -99328 •99300 0 0 05 •00700

12 1-9984539 1-9980197 -99645 •99545 •00355 •00455

20 1-9969724 1-9966528 -99305 •99232 •00695 •00768

30 1-9964260 1-9960967 -99180 •99105 •00820 •00895

40 1-9959051 1-9956263 -99062 •98998 •00938 •01002

50 1-9943048 1-9946669 •98697 •98780 •01303 •01220

60 1-9895894 1-9902049 -97631 •97770 •02369 •02230

70 1-9751357 1-9773538 -94436 •94919 •05564 •05081

80 1-9420680 1-9463182 -87512 •88373 •12488 •11627 i

90 1-8747315 1-8809176 •74943 •76018 •25057 •23982

J^ote.—Age X is in this Table the precise age. Age 12 is applied fi-equently

to all persons of the age of 12 and under the age of 13; but in this Table it apphes

only to persons of the precise age of 12 years, neither more nor less. The was in

The X^i 2 ,
deduced from this formula, is

for males!. -9983497, and for females 1-9979153
; which may be regarded either as

the constant or the mean values of Xj),i 5
and X^i^ ; but as these are the

terminations of an ascending and a descending series, it is probable, and qirite in con-

formity with other observations, that one, two, or more of these values will exceed the

mean value. The logarithms of^j 2 adopted are given above; and the two arithmetical

means of the five logarithms, X^p,,, Xp,^, Xpig, and X^,^, resulting Lorn the interpola-

tion, are 1-9983688 for males, and 1-9979436 for females.

The values of X^2o? • • • • are derived from the formula ^/^—lO l
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NOTE ON THE TWO HYPOTHESES.

Let 5 be the decrement of the ordinate in a

unit of time, then the decrement Ay of the ordi-

nate in the time x, represented by the abscissa,

will be Ay=—bx, on Demoivee’s hypothesis;

and as it is always proportional to the time, it

will be in an infinitely short time dy—— bdx.

Passing to the integral — hx. And ify—a
at the origin when 0, c=«, y~a—bx. And
if 5= 1 ,

then y= a

—

x. This evidently represents

very closely short portions of the Life-Table

cnrv^e
; and the smaller x is taken, the nearer is the

approximation to the corresponding value of y.

Again, let Ay be the decrement of the ordinate

y in the indefinite time Aa‘ represented by the

abscissa; and let the mortality (in) represented

by the ratio of the area abfg to the area dfg be

^=mo. Let also nio increase at the rate r in a

unit of time, so that j^=mi=mor, and

generally ufithin given limits then

Ay=—y/n^Aa’ nearly, Aa’ being any small por-

tion of time.

The eiTor increases as the time Aa’ is extended,

from the circumstance that on the one hand

varies by hypothesis momentarily, and that y,

from which the varying proportional part is taken,

constantly grows shorter. But by passing to the

limit and making the time dx infinitely short,

and y diu’ing that infinitely short time may
be considered constant, and dy= —yinjdx will be

the true decrement. Substituting for

the equation becomes (Zy= —ym^dx, from which

the value of y can be derived, as before shown.

For y
= — m^r^dx^ and integrating both sides

Tfl

'K^y—\c— Here Xj stands for the logarithm

having s for its base.

Ages.
Numbers k -

living. 30 31 32 40 41 42

At the origin of the curve, when a-=0, let y— \, and then Now substituting
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this value for we have ; and passing to the

number, Putting k for the modulus of the common logarithm (>.) having 10

Kr \y km

k"'
'

' k~~ Krfor its base, we have and =— (1-—

;

or passing to the number.

Upon the one hypothesis, out of a generation of men an equal quantity of life* is

destroyed in equal times, out of diminishing quantities in existence, the proportion that

perishes of the residual life constantly increasing.

Upon the other hypothesis, a decreasing proportion of the residual life is destroyed

from birth down to the age of puberty ;
in the after ages, a proportion increasing at

different rates is destroyed in equal times. The quantity of life destroyed in equal times

may be the same, or different upon this hypothesis. And in very short intervals of age

the differences between the quantities of life destroyed may be so inconsiderable, that

they may be neglected.

The two hypotheses may be illustrated. Assume that at every beat of the heart an

equal quantity of vital force on an average is consumed in excess of that produced
; or

if this does not happen at distant ages, assume that it happens during two consecutive

years, two consecutive days, two consecutive pulses of a generation of men, and is repre-

sented by the deaths in the two intervals ;
this will give an idea of the fii'st hj-pothesis.

The second hypothesis will be represented by assuming that, in addition to the exist-

ing force, a certain amount of vital force is produced, while a certain amount is also

destroyed at every beat of the heart
;
the quantity destroyed exceeding the quantity

produced in a diminishing ratio, and then in an increasing ratio ; the proportional part

destroyed being for this purpose always represented by the proportional number of

hearts beating to the number of hearts ceasing to beat at every instant of age, among a

generation of men. The respirations, the sensations, the secretions, nutrition, and all

the vital acts may be conceived like the heart to influence the continuance of the Utal

force ;
implying here simply the force which sustains life.

* The quality or the intensity of life at different ages is purposely left out of consideration.

June 15, 1859.
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Table Bl.—LIFE-TABLE OF HEALTHY ENGLISH DISTRICTS.

Logarithms of the Numbers of Males and Females living at each year of age.

XA

Age.

a*.
Males.

Age.

X.
1

Females.
Age.

X,
Males.

Age.

X.
Females.

0 4.7086364 0 4.6890835 55
1

4-4351998 55 4-4177773
1 4.6566579 1 4-6468631 56 4.4279544 56 4.4116015
2 4.6411508 2 4.6327907 57 4-4203212 57 4-4052190
3 4.6315849 3 4.6232586 58 4.4122719 58 4

- 398 i 522

4 4.6248271 4 4.6165514 59 4.4037768 59 4-3901691
5 4.6193109 5 4.61 10606 60 4-3943905 60 4-3812819
6 4-6148376 6 4-6066737 61 4-3839799 61 4.3714868
7 4.6112225 7 4.6028960 62 4-3726154 62 4.3607637
8 4.6082954 8 4.5998462 63 4.359.9518 63 4.3490765
9 4.6059001 9 4.5972668 64 4.3462281 64 4-3363727

10 4.6038946 10 4.5960094 65 4-3312678 65 4.3225837
11 4.6021 Ai 11 4-5929497 66 4-3149786 66 4.3076249
12 4.6005560 12 4.5909763 67 4-2972628 67 4-2913951
13 4.59901 00 13 4.5889960 68 4.2779668 68 4-2737774
14 4-6974279 14 4.5869326 (39 4.2569814 69 4-2046384
i 5 4.5957387 1 5 4.5847269 70 4-2341418 70 4-2338287
16 4.5938855 1 6 4.5823368 71 4-2092775 71 4-2111825
17 4.5918259 17 4-5797373 72 4.1822024 72 4.1865180
18 4.589531

4

18 4.5769202 73 4-1527146 73 4.1596372
19 4.0869878 19 4.5738947 74 4.1205968 74 4.1303269
20 4.5841951 20 4.5706868 75 4 -o 856 i 57 75 4-0983537
21 4.581 1675 21 4.5673396 76 4-0476228 76 4-0634741
22 4.5780527 22 4.5639166 77 4-0060534 77 4.025424,

2

ii 3 4.5748607 23 4.5604237 78 3.9609277 78 3.9839252
24 4.5716008 24 4.5568665 79 3-9118498 79 3-9386819
25 4.5682808 25 4.5532498 80 3 -S 585 o 83 80 3-8893831
26 4.5649078 26 4.5498779 81 3-8006763 81 3.8357013

' 27 4.5614874 27 4.5458646 82 3-7377111 82 3.7772929
28 4.5580244 28 4.5420830 83 3-6695542 83 3-7137979
29 4.5545223 29 4.5382656 84 3.5967318 84 3.6448405
30 4.5509835 30 4.5344046 - 85 3-5158541 85 3.5700284
31 4.5474095 31 4.5306013 86 3-4295169 86 3-4889532
32 4.5438005 32 4.5265566 87 3-3362962 87 3.4011904
33 4.5401557 33 4.5226708 88 3-2357583 88 3.3062992
34 4.5364730 34 4.5185435 89 3-1274600 89 3.2038228

35 4.5327494 30 4.5144739 90 3-0109034 90 3.0932880
3 t5 4-5289808 36 4.5103606 91 2-8856349 91 2.9742056
37 4-52A620 37 4.5062016 92 2-7011453 92 2-8460701
3S 4.521286-4 36 4.5019942 93 2-6069196 93 2-7083599
39 4.5173467 39 4-4977353 94 2.4524273 94 2.5605372

40 4.5133342 40 4.4934212 95 2.2871223 95 2.4020479
41 4.5092393 41 4.4890475 95 2.1104426 96 2.2323219
42 4

. 5 o 5 o 5 i 2 42 4-4846093 97 1-9218108 97 2-0507729
43 4.5007579 43 4.4801012 98 1.7206337 98 1 -8567982
44 4.4963465 44 4.4755172 99 1-5063024 99 1.6497793

45 4.4918029 45 4.4708606 100 1 .2781926 100 1-4290811
46 4.4871119 46 4.4660943 101 1 .0356640 101 1-1940526
47 4.4822570 47 4.4612404 102 0.7780608 102 0.9440265
48 4.4772210 48 4.4662807 103 0.50471 18 103 0-6783194
49 4.47 19852 49 4.4512061 104 0.2149296 104 0.3962318
50 4.4665301 50 4.4460074 io 5 9-9080117 io 5 0-0970476
5 i 4.4608349 5 i 4-4406743 106 9-5832396 106 9.7800361
52 4.4548778 52 4.4361962 107 9-2398792 107 9.4444460
53 4.4486368 53 4.4296620 108 8-8771808 108 9-0896160
54 4.4420848 54 4-4237598 109 8. 4943792 109 8.7144646

The above Tables were calculated and stereoglyphed by Schbutz’s Calculating Machine at the General Eegister Office, Somerset

House. The impression was made by the machine on papier mache in the dry state. Sheet lead received the imjDressions in the

original invention. The use of papier mache was suggested by Mr. W. Mattress, Overseer in the Firm of Messrs. Taybor and
Fraxcis. In the wet state, as it is used by stereotype founders, papier maclii did not however succeed

; but after several trials, it

was found that dry papier mache, black-leaded, supplies a good mould for the stereotype metal.
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;
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differences
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1*240,

0*647,
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0*325.
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decimals.
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those
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and

surviving

a
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Table G.—HEALTHY HISTEICTS LIFE-TABLE.
The Mean Aftee-lifetime (or the Exxjectation of Life) at the age x, and at the age x

and upwards
; also the Mean Ages of the Living and the Mean Ages at Death.

(Constructed from Tables D, E, F.)

PERSONS.

Age
(or past

Lifetime).

Mean After-
lifetime of

Persons of the
Age X.

Mean After-
lifetime of

Persons of the

Age X and upwards.

Mean Age of

Persons liiring
of the Age x
and upwards.

Mean Age at Death

Of Persons
actually litring

at the Age x.

i Of Persons
actually li-ying

at the Age x
and upwards.

(C. II< II
X-\-.\ie. a?+2A^.

o 49*00 33
‘

9 a 33-92 49*00 67-84
5 54-16 31-98 36-98 59-16 68-96

lO 51-08 29-91 39
’

9 i 61-08 69-82
IS 47-12 42-85 62-12 70*70
20 43

'

4S 25-82 45-82 6 3 ’45 7 I ‘64

25 40-05 2379 48-79 65-05 72-58
30 36-64 21-76 51-76 66-64 7372
35 33 'i 7 1973 547 3 68-17 74-46
4-0 29-64 17-71 69-64 7 S‘42
45 26-05 15-71 60-71 7i'05 76-42

SO 22"44 1374 6374 72-44 77'48
55
60

18-86

IS '37

11*84

10*04
66-84

70-04
73-86

7577
78-68

8o-o8
65 12*29 877 ll’ll 77-29 81-74
70 9-61 6-86 76-86 79-61 83-72

75 7'34 5-51 80-51 82-34 86-02
80 5-51 4-36 84-36 8571 88-72
»s 4*10 3-41 88-41 89-10 91-82
go 3-05 2-65 92-65 93-05 95-30
95 2*29 2*05 97'OS 97-29 99-10
TOO 272 1-47 101-47 101*72

1

102*94 ;

Age
(or past-

Lifetime).

MALES. FEMALES.

Mean After-lifetime
of Males of the Age x.

Mean Age at Death
of Males actually
li-ving at the Age x.

Mean
After-lifetime of

Females of the Age x.

Mean Age at

Death of Females
actually li-ving

at the Age x.

30.
30 -}-Aa’- A

Dj?
ar-j-Aj.

0

5
10

IS
20

25
30

35
40

45

S°
55
60

65

70

75
80

85

90

95

100

48-56

5479
51-28

47-20

43-40

39'93

36'45

32*90

29*29

25-65

22-03

18-49

15-06

12-00

977

7-15

577
4-01

2-99
2-25

1-69

48-56

597 9

61-

28

62-

20

63-

40

64-

93

66-

45

67-

90

69-

29

70-

65

72-03

7 3 ’49
75-06

77-00
j

7977
j

82-15
i

85-37
8g-oi 1

92-99
j

97
‘2 S

101-69
i

49
’

4 S

53'93
50-88

47-04

4370

40-18

36-85

3 3 '46

30-00

26-46

22-87

19-24

iS’69
12-58

9-85

7-52

564
4-19

3 'ii

2*32

175

49'45
58-93
6o-88

62-

04

63-

50

65-

18

66-

85
68-46

70-

00

71-

46

72-

87

74-

24

75-

69
77-58

79-85

82-52

85-64

89-19

93-11

97-32

101-75

The Table may be read thus Persons in the Healthy Districts of England of the precise age 20 will live on an average 43-45 years ;

while persons of the age of 20 and upwards, living in a normally constituted population of the same character, wiU live on an ahrage
2 yeais. he mean age of peisons of the age 20 and upwards is 45*82 yeai*s; the mean age at death of persons living at the

precise age 20 wUl be 63-45, vpliile the mean age at death of persons actually Uving at the age a- and upwards will be 71-64 years.
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XXXV. Photo-chemical Besearches.—Part IV. By Eobeet Bunsen, Professor of

Phemistry at the University of Heidelberg, and Henry Enfield Eoscoe, B.A., Ph.P.,

Professor of Chemistry at Owens College, Manchester.

Eeceived May 26,—Eead May 26, 1859.

The measureless store of energy which Nature has amassed in the sun’s body flows in

an unceasing current as solar rays throughout the universe.

The laboui expended on the earth s surface in the maintenance of the animal and
vegetable creation, and in the production of geological change, is derived, almost
exclusively, from this source.

Those of the sun’s rays which vibrate most slowly, and form the red portion of the
solai spectrum, including the rays wsible and invisible which surround them, give rise

by their absorption, more especially to the thermic actions observed on the surface of
the earth, and in both the fluid zones which as ocean and atmosphere encircle the solid

crust of our planet. These rays constitute the sources of heat which, in those grand
processes of distillation and atmospheric deposit, have effected those vast transformations
of the earth’s crust, by the study of which we obtain some idea of the immensity of the
sun’s action exerted during geological ages upon our globe.

Of a totally different kind, on a scale less magniflcent, but not less important, are the
effects mainly produced by the more highly refrangible and more rapidly vibrating
portions of the solar rays. These rays exert the most marked influence upon the chemical
changes on which the vegetable world depends; and are therefore of the greatest
importance as regards the character and geographical distribution of organic nature.

Although the atmospheric phenomena regulating the amount and distribution of the
chemical action of light on the earth s surface have not as yet been systematized to the
same extent as the thermic, electrical, and magnetic phenomena of meteorology, the
reason is not so much that their importance has been overlooked, as that the difficulties

which surround an exact investigation of the subject have up to the present time proved
insurmountable. If in the following research we have attempted to clear a path towards
this new held of meteorological inquiry, we trust that these acknowledged difficulties

may in some degree pro’s e an excuse for the many failings which our investigation

presents.

All experiments on the above subject can be of no value until some method has been
discovered for expressing the chemical action of light in terms of some general and
comparable measure. To this point, therefore, we were first obliged to direct our
attention.

5 z 2
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I. COMPAEATIVE AND ABSOLUTE jMEASUEEISIENT OP THE CHE:\nCAL EATS.

In all photometric measurements, whether made with the eye, or by means of thermic,

thermo-electric, or chemical agencies, the great difficulty has been to obtain a convenient

constant source of light.

The flames of ordinary candles or lamps are subject to variation in them optical and

chemical illuminating power, such as to prevent their being employed when any great

degree of accuracy is required. The intensity of the light evolved by a wire heated to

whiteness between the poles of a constant battery is also extremely variable, as an

imperceptible alteration in the quantity of circulating electricity effects a considerable

change in the luminosity of the incandescent wire. These difficulties are, however,

overcome when a flame is employed which is fed by a cuiTent of gas issuing with unifonn

velocity. Olefiant gas cannot be advantageously used for the production of such normal

flames, not only on account of the difl&culty of preparing large quantities of this gas in

a state of purity, but also because on combustion it suffers very comphcated decom-

positions. Carbonic oxide, on the other hand, burns without ehmination of caihon,

does not undergo other secondary decompositions,*and forms one product of combustion,

namely, carbonic acid. In other respects too, especially on account of the considerable

chemical action which it effects, as also from the ease with which it can be prepared in

a state of purity from the salts of formic acid, the flame of carbonic oxide is particularly

well adapted for absolute photo-chemical measurements.

The amount of light radiating from a flame does not merely depend on the mass and

constitution of the illuminating material, but is often even more influenced by the

particular circumstances under which the combustion is effected. e ha^ e therefore

been obliged to determine, more accurately than we had preriously done*, the condi-

tions most favourable to the constant evolution of light from flames of various kinds.

The flames formed by the combustion in free air of gases issuing from small openings

under a pressure of even only a few millimetres of water, are subject to such changes in

form and temperature, arising from the production of lateral currents of air, that they

cannot be employed as constant sources of light. When, however, the pressure under

which the gas issues differs but very slightly from that of the atmosphere, the flame

assumes a perfectly constant form. In the fdllovring experiments the rate at which

the gas issued from the burner during the combustion of the caihonic oxide, which

formed our constant source of light, was only 129*9 millimetres in the second. By

means of the formula for the rate of issue of gases, not regarding the friction, which in

this case is very small, we have calculated the amount of the difference of pressm'e

which forces the gas out, and found it to be equal to a column of water of 0*001 milli-

metre in height. When the gas issues under so slight a pressure, and burns from an

opening of several millimetres in diameter, placed in the blackened tin box which we

have formerly described f, the flame assumes the form of a very obtuse cone and bm*ns

perfectly steadily.

* PhilosopHcal Transactions, 1857, p. 374. t Ibid. p. 375.
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The flame of carbonic oxide, upon which all our measurements are founded, issued

from a chcular platinum burner 7 millimetres in diameter. The normal velocity with
which the gas issued, was taken to be such that 5 cubic centimetres of gas, at 0° C. and
0-76 pressure, passed through the burner in 1 second of time. As, however, it was
practically impossible so to regulate the supply of gas that it should issue exactly at the

required rate, we were obliged to determine, first of all, the relation existing between
the supply of gas and the luminosity of the flame. This determination we have made,
by means of photo-chemical measurement, for velocities of issue lying near the standard

rate of 5 cubic centimetres per second. The carbonic oxide used for these experiments

was prepared by the action of sulphuric acid on pure formiate of soda, and after being

washed with potash, was collected in a large gasometer, previously calibrated, in which
the volume of gas could at any moment be read off, and the temperature and pressure

observed by means of a thermometer and manometer. The insolation-vessel of our

chemical photometer was placed at a distance of 176millims. from the flame. The
gas contained in the gasometer under a constant pressure of 0“-8 of mercury, passed

through a very narrow stopcock into the wide tube on which the burner was placed,

so that when the gas issued from the burner the excess of pressure over that of the

atmosphere, measured by a small manometer, amounted to a column of water a very

small fraction of a millimetre in height.

The actual observations which are thrown together in the annexed Table, were made
in the following manner. One observer at fixed intervals read off the chemical action

of the flame as seen on the index of the instrument, whilst another noted the volume of

gas contained in the gasometer before and after the experiment, as also the temperature

and pressure.

Table I.

II.

3

6

5

10

III. IV. V.

5342-7
m
0-8230 20-0 C. ]

4274-2 0-8244 20-0 C. /
3907-3 0-8254 20-0 C. 1

2237-9 0-8280 20-0 C. /
6596-7 0-8179 19-5 C.l
5439-5 0-8195 19-5 C.J
8600-8 0-8199 20-0 C. 1

6762-1 0-8219 20-0 C.J

VI. VII.

9-

yiii.
w.

41-8 5-950 13-932

56-7 4-673 9-450

34-0 3-839 6-799

41-5 3-053 4-152

Column I. gives the number of the experiment ; column II. the duration of the expe-

riment in minutes
; column III. the volume of gas, in cubic centimetres, contained in the

gasometer before and after the experiment ;
columns lY. and Y. the observed pressure

and temperature
; column YI. the chemical action effected during the experiment, read

off on the scale of the instrument
; column YII. the volume (y) of carbonic oxide, reduced

to 0° and 0'76, which issued in one second; and, lastly, in column YIII. the chemical

action (w) effected in one minute expressed in divisions of the photometer-scale.
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The observed action [w) does not, however, express the total action of the carbonic

oxide flame, for between the burner and the sensitive gas several screens were placed.

The light had to pass, in the first place, through the water-screen, then through two

plates of mica, and also through the glass sides of the insolation-vessel before it reached

the mixture of chlorine and hydrogen. Hence in order to find what the action would

have been if the light had not been diminished by passing thi’ough these screens, we

must multiply these values of w by a constant dependent on the absorbent character

of these media. This constant, which we will call K, is made up of three parts :

—

1. The diminution which the light sufiers in passing through the mica-plates =L.

2. The diminution the light suffers by passing through the water-screen

3. The light lost by reflexion from the surfaces of the insolation-vessel =X.

The value of L is easily found from the coefficient of reflexion for mica, which we

have already determined'*. From the experimental number o=0T011, the value of

L”1‘450 is found from the equation L= I + 3g

l-g-
We determined the value of M by

observing, twelve times successively, the action effected in 30 seconds by a constant gas

flame, the water-screen being alternately placed before the flame and removed. The

following Table contains the results of these observations :

—

Table II.

Xo. Action without screen. Action with screen.

1 12-69 9-25

2 12-85 9-59

3 12-46 9-81

4 12-31 9-59

5 13-47 9-00

Mean ... 12-76 9-45

By dividing the numbers in the second column by the corresponding numbers in the

third, the mean value of M=1'351 is obtained.

The value of N is arrived at by help of the following considerations :—Let A Ao

(fig. 1, Plate XLIII.) represent the surface of the insolation-vessel nearest the flame, and

B Bi that furthest from the flame. The space between these two surfaces being sup-

posed to be filled with sensitive gas, let 1 represent the intensity of the light falling

perpendicularly on the insolation-vessel ;
and let r=

1 + g

represent the amount of light

reflected from both surfaces of the side A of the insolation-vessel, when § is the

coefficient of reflexion for glass and air; and let represent the amoimt of

light remaining after passing from A to B=7?, when a represents the coefficient o±

-Q
extinction of the chlorine and hydrogen gas; and lastly, let (7=1 — represent the

* Philosophical Transactions, 1857, p. 609.
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intensity of the original unit amount of light after having passed through the side A
of the insolation-vessel. For the sake of clearness, we have represented the rays of
light, which are in reality reflected perpendicularly from the surface B Bj, by the lines
AB, BAj, AjBj, &c. At these several points the unit quantity of light falling on the
insolation-vessel has the following intensities ;

—

At A in the line AB the intensity is d.

At B in the line BA the intensity is dy.

At B in the line BAj the intensity is dyr.

At Ai in the line BAj the intensity is dy^r.

At Ai in the line AjBj the intensity is dy^r^.

At Bi in the line AjBj the intensity is dy^r^.

At Bi in the line BjAg the intensity is dy^r^.

At Aj in the line BjAg the intensity is (ZyV®.

&c.

Hence the chemical action proportional to these various intensities is found to be

(Z/3 in the line AB.
dyrj3 in the line BAj.

The sum of these actions is, however,

d(3(1 -f- yr -f- y -j-y ^

dy^r^j3 in the line AjB,.

dy^r^(3 in the line BjAa.

dl3

)=i -yr

11 —yr
or, as d=l— r, we have

We can therefore eliminate the error arising from the inflnite number of reflexions
which the light sufiers in the interior of the insolation-vessel, by multiplying the action,
as read ofl* on the scale of the instrument, by the factor

(1 -)

The numbers thus obtained represent the amount of photo-chemical action which would
have been observed if the sensitive gas had not been suiTounded by a reflecting medium.

In the third part of our researches* we determined the value of ^-0-0509 and
a=0-00427 for the flame of coal-gas; = 0-0136 for the difi'use cloudless zenith light of
morning; and 052=0-0174 for the cloudless zenith light of evening. The depth of the
insolation-vessel was /i= 9-4 millims. When these values are substituted in formula (1.),

N is found to be equal to 1-010 for a coal-gas flame;

N is found to be equal to 1-028 for morning zenith light of an unclouded sky;
N IS found to be equal to 1-034 for evening zenith light of an unclouded sky;

and if we take the mean of these closely agreeing numbers, N= 1-024, as representing
the loss by reflexion of the flame of carbonic oxide, we have, as the value of the product

K=2-005.

* PMosophical Transactions, 1857
, p. 605

,
&c.
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Tho numbers contained in column VIII. of Table I. must therefore be multiplied by

this constant, 2-005, in order to obtain the action (wj wMch the flame would hare pro-

duced if no loss of light from mica-plates, water-screen, or by reflexion from the inso-

lation-vessel had occurred. The following numbers give the values of the noi-mal

action effected when the gas issued at the corresponding rates g

9- w,.

5-950 27-86

4-673 18-90

3-839 13-60

3-053 8-30

If the values of A, B, and C are calculated from the above values of g and lo, in the

following series of powers of (5--^),

w,=A+B(5»^)+C(5-^)^-l- .

.

,

it is seen that the value of C is so small, that the third term C{b--gf may be struck out.

The values of A and B, calculated according to the method of least squares, give the

folio-wing simple equation,
^ w,=21-34{l-0-3153(5™^)} (2.)

From this it is seen that, although tlm rates at which the gas issues differ considerably,

the increase in the action effected by the flame is, within the obser\ed limits, directly

proportional to the increase in the rate of issue of the gas. The straight line (flg. 2,

Plate XLIV.) shows how closely the observations agree with this assumption. The

abscissse represent the volumes (in cub. cent.) of carbonic oxide, measured at 0° and 0“-76,

which escaped from the burner in one second ;
and the ordinates give the correspond-

ing chemical actions observed in divisions of the instrument in one minute, when the

distance from the burner to the insolation-vessel was 176 millims. The observations

are denoted in the figure by black dots on or near the line.

By means of the foregoing equation (2.) it is easy to calculate, from the chemical

action observed for any particular rate of issue of the gas lying between 3 and 6 cub.

cent, per second, what the chemical action would have been if the gas had issued at the

rate ^=5 instead of at the observed rate, other circumstances remaining of coui'se the

same.

The standard flame which we employ to compare all the soui'ces of light we have to

measure may be thus defined :—“ The standard flame is that produced by the free com-

bustion in atmospheric air of carbonic oxide gas issuing at the rate of 5 cub. cent, per

second {reduced to 0° and 0“-76) /rom a circular platinum burner 7 millims. in diameter,

under a pressure differing but very slightly from that of the atmosphere.''

By means of the standard flame we are enabled to reduce the indications of different

instruments to the same unit of luminous intensity, and thus to render them comparable.

For this purpose we define the photometric unit for the chemically active rays to be

that amount of action which is produced in one minute by a standard flame placed at a
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distance of 1 metre ; and we determine experimentally for each instrument the number
of such units (n) which correspond to one division on the observation-tube. By multi-
plying the observed number of divisions (f) by the number of photometric units (n)

equal to one division, the observations are reduced to a comparable standard, whose unit
is taken to be the amount of action which a standard flame at the distance of one
metre efiects on the normal mixture of chlorine and hydrogen in one minute, when the
depth of insolated gas is so small that the alteration of the value of the coeflicient of
absorption for difierent sources of light becomes inappreciable.

JVis coXl this unit ci chcmicoX unit oj^ light, and ten thousand of thoso units, ons chofnical

degree of light.

In the following experiments we have always employed the same insolation-vessel, but
two obser\ation-tubes. On one of the observation-tubes, or scales, which we shall

henceforward caU “ the narrow,” or “No. 1 scale,” one division corresponded to 0*6612
;

on the wide, or “No. 2. scale,” one division corresponded to ^^=2•249. One division on
the narrow scale had a capacity of 0*7642 cubic millimetres; one division on the wide
scale contained 2*598 cubic millimetres.

A few examples will best explain the use of this measure of light.

1. By Chemical Illumination we signify that amount of chemically active light which
falls perpendicularly on a plane surface. If the insolation-vessel of our instrument be
supposed to form a part of this plane, the number of divisions on the scale which the
index has passed in one minute, multiplied by n, expresses the number of units of light
to which that plane is illuminated. As an example of this kind, we will determine, for
tw*o difierent sources of light, the distance at which they must be placed, in order that a
giien surface may be illuminated with one degree of light. We chose as the sources of
light flames of carbonic oxide and coal-gas, which were each fed with gas at the rate of
4 105 cub. cent., at 0 and 0'“*76 per second. The carbonic oxide issued from the large
platinum burner, the coal-gas from an ordinary burner, and both gases were expelled
from the burners under a pressure but very slightly exceeding that of the atmosphere.
The rays from both flames had to pass through two plates of mica and a water-screen ; the
narrow scale. No. 1, was employed in these experiments. The carbonic oxide flame, placed
at a distance of 0 1/6 from the insolation-vessel, produced an action of 7*68 divisions in
one minute. This corresponds to Kw. 7*68= 10*15 degrees of light. As the amount of
illumination is inversely proportional to the square of the distance from the source of
light to the illuminated surface, the distance {r) at which the source of light must be
placed in order that the surface may be illuminated one degree, is found to be

r=x/0*176M0*15=0*5607 metre.

The flame of coal-gas, burnt under the same conditions, gave at a distance of 0™‘216
from the insolation-vessel an action of 13*98 divisions in the minute, corresponding to
K.w. 13*98= 18*48 degrees of light. This flame accordingly efiects a chemical illumi-
nation of one degree at a distance equal to

r=x/fi2l^T8T8=0*9287 metre.

6 AMDCCCLIX.
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In like manner it is found that when the carbonic oxide flame is removed to a distance

of 0“-3349, and the coal-gas flame to a distance of 0“-4309, the surface is chemically

illuminated by 5 units of light.

2. The chemical illuminating power, or the chemical intensity of various soui-ces of

light which may be considered as luminous points, is measured by the chemical action

effected by the rays emanating from such sources in equal times and at equal distances.

As, however, in the case of such sources of light, the chemical illuminating power is

directly proportional to the square of the distances at which an equal amount of chemical

illumination is obtained, and as the standard flame produces an illumination of one unit

of light at a distance of 1 metre, we have, in order to compare the chemical iHummating

power of any luminous source of the land described, with the unit of chemical light of

the standard flame, only to take the square of the distance at which the luminous som-ce

in question produces the illumination of one unit of light. If we carry out this calcu-

lation for the three flames already mentioned, we find that the chemical intensities of

the standard flame, the carbonic oxide flame of the above dimensions, and the coal-gas

flame, are respectively represented by the numbers

1, 0-718, and 1-972.

It is of some interest to compare the chemical with the visual* illuminating power of

these different flames. For this purpose we have compared the risual illumination

produced by the carbonic oxide flame burnmg under the prescribed conditions, and

issuing at the rate of 6-032 cub. cent, per second, -with that of the flame of coal-gas

above described. Although these photometric measurements could not be made very

exactly, owmg to the different colour of the two flames, we were nevertheless able to

assure ourselves that a coal-gas flame, burning at the rate of 4-105 per second, produced

a visual illumination of at least 160 times as great an intensity as the carbonic oxide

flame, burning at the rate of 6-032 cub. cent.

The chemical illuminating powers of flames of carbonic oxide issuing at the rate of

6 cub. cent, 6-032 cub. cent., and 4-105 cub. cent, in the second, are found from

formula (2.) to be in the relation of 21-34,28-28, and 15-32. As in one and the same

source of light the chemical and visual intensities are proportional, the visual intensities

of these three flames are to the visual intensity of the coal-gas flame, issuing at the rate

of 4-105 cub. cent, as 21-34, 28-28, and 15-32, to 42-42. Hence we have

Visual Chemical
intensity. intensity.

Elaine of carbonic oxide issuing at rate of 5 cub. cent, per second.... 1-000 I'OOO

Elame of carbonic oxide issuing at rate of 4-105 cub. cent, per second . . 0-718 0*718

Elaine of coal-gas issuing at rate of 4-105 cub. cent, per second . . 198-800 1-972

From this we see that the visual illuminating power of the above coal-gas flame is

nearly 200 times as large as that of the normal carbonic oxide flame, whereas the che-

mical illuminating power of the same is not double that of the normal flame ; and hence

* By “visual” illuminating power we intend to signify the luminous intensity as measui-ed by its effect

on tbe eye.
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we conclude tliat, in the case of different luminous sources, the amount of light received

by the eye in no degree serves as a measure of the chemical action which the light can

effect.

3. Chemical Brightness.---lLhQ amount of light measured photo-chemically which falls

perpendicularly from a luminous surface upon a physical point, divided by the apparent

magnitude of the surface, we designate as the intrinsic chemical brightness. As unit of

apparent magnitude, we select the thousandth part of a hemisphere
; and as unit of

intrinsic brightness, we select the amount of light which must proceed from this thou-

sandth part in order to communicate an illumination of 1 degree of light to a physical

point placed in the centre of the hemisphere.

In order to measure the amount of the chemical brightness of a surface, all we need

is to allow the light proceeding from this sm'face to fall through a circular opening upon
the insolation-vessel, and to measiue in degrees of light the chemical illumination thus

effected. Let I signify the observed number of light-degrees, d the diameter of the

circular opening, r its distance from the insolation-vessel; we then have 77^ as the
luOO

thousandth part of a hemisphere whose radius is r, and ^rr^ .2 bitC as the portion of

this hemisphere occupied by the circular opening, when the value of 6 is obtained from

the equation sin The portion of the hemisphere cut out by the circular opening.

is to the thousandth part of the hemisphere in the proportion of 2 siiri ^ to 77777. Hence
2 lUuO

we obtain the intrinsic brightness H expressed in the above units from the following

equation,— ;

(3.)
2000 sin^ -

in which I signifies the number of observed degrees of light.

As an example of such a measurement, we select a comparison of various sized circular

portions of the zenith of a cloudless sky. The elements for this calculation are obtained

fr’om the following experiment;—Outside the window of our dark room («a, fig. 3)

was placed a mfrror (Z>), inclined at an angle of 45° towards the horizon ; by means of

this mirror the light from the zenith could be reflected through a horizontal tube

(c, fig. 3, Plate XLIII.) upon the insolation-vessel (^) in the dark room. On the end of

the tube nearest the mirror, and outside the window, circular diaphragms were placed,

the diameters {d) of which are given in column I. of Table III. The distance of the

insolation-vessel from this opening was, as is seen in column II., for all the experiments

2'“'225. Before the insolation-vessel, a screen (^, fig. 3, Plate XLIII.) containing two
plates of mica was placed. The chemical action (w), effected in one minute, obtained

from the mean of six observations made with the scale No. 2, is found in column III.

The number of degrees of light {1) seen in column IV., which illuminate the insolation-

vessel, is found from the equation N.L. E.?^.w=^, in which the following constant

values occur ;

—

6 A 2
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K.*=l-777 for the loss of light by the reflexion from mirror,

li =1*450 for the loss of light from the mica-plates.

N =1*031 for the loss of light from the glass sides of insolation-Tessel.

n =2*249 for the reduction of the observed divisions on scale No. 2 to degrees of light.

Column V. gives the required mean brightness calculated from formula (3.) ; column YI.

contains the magnitude of the observed surface compared with that of the hemisphere

taken as unity.

Table III.

No. of

experiment.

I.

d.

IL
r.

III.

w .

IV.
1.

Y.
H.

VI.

1 .

m.

0*0590
m.
2*2^5 10*89 65*1 0*741 0*0000878

!

2. 0-0359 2*225 4*04 24*1 0*744 0*0000325
1

3. 0*0590 2*225 10*59 63*3 0*720 0*0000878

4. 0*0530 2*225 8*71 52*0 0*733 0*0000708

5. 0*0590 2*225 10*60 63*3 0*721 0-0000878

6. 0*0359 2*225 3*89 23*2 0*715 0*0000325
1

From these numbers it is seen that, within the limits of experimental error, the por-

tions of sky near the zenith are equally bright ; hence that the chemical action efiected

by portions of zenith-sky not exceeding 0*00009 of the total heavens, may be taken to

be directly proportional to their apparent magnitudes, when the sun does not materially

alter its position.

The determinations hitherto considered all depend upon the comparison of the light

which has to be measured with that of a constant luminous source. In many cases,

however, it is of importance to express the chemical action of light, not only compara-

tively in units of light or in degrees of light, but also absolutely, that is, in units of

time and sggace. Such an absolute measure can be obtained from the observations of

our instrument when the following data are given

D=the volume of hydrochloric acid, measured at 0° C. and 0™*76, formed by the imit

of light

;

^=the thickness of sensitive gas (reduced to 0° and 0*76) through which the light

passed

;

2'= the surface-area of the insolated gas;

C!:=the coefficient of extinction of the chlorine and hydrogen for the light employed;

I =the number of observed units of light in the time t.

When the values of these quantities are known, the volume of hydrochloric acid which

would be formed in the time t, by the rays falling perpendicularly on the unit of sui*face,

\ih~^
,
or if the light had been completely extinguished in passing through an inde-

finitely extended atmosphere of dry chlorine and hydrogen gas, is found from the

equation

\—
q 1— 10-“*

* The value of E was deterinmed by a special experiment with candle-light.

(
4.)
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As an example of such a measurement, we cite the experiment made with the coal-gas

flame, detailed in the Philosophical Transactions for 1857, page 379. This flame gave

an action of 14'2 divisions of scale No. 2 in one minute at a distance of 0“'216 at a

temperature of 22°’7 C., and under 0“-753 barometric pressure. From the capacity

of the observation-tube, the volume of hydrochloric acid produced by one unit of light

is found to be
v=0’001155 cubic centimetre.

The exposed area of the insolation-vessel was

5
'= 3-3 square centimetres.

The thickness of gas (A) through which the light passed is obtained from the thickness

of the insolation-vessel centimetre, by help of the following equation:-—

. d{?-p)

(H-O-OO3660O-76’

in which P represents the barometric pressure, and j) the tension of aqueous vapour at

the temperature t of the experiment. By calculation h is found to be O' 837. Accord-

ing to our former experiments*, the reciprocal of the coeiflcient of extinction for gas-

light in pure chlorine and hydi'ogen, at 0° C. and 0'76, is centimetre. As between

flame and insolation-vessel two plates of mica and a water-screen were placed, the number

of units of light {1) corresponding to the observed alteration on the scale is obtained by

multiplying this alteration by the factors ^=2'005 and ?^=0•6612. When this is carried

out a value ^=18-56 is obtained, which, when substituted in formula (4.), gives

V=0 '08204 cubic centimetre.

We thus see that the chemical rays which fall on a surface of one square centimetre

from the flame of coal-gas of above dimensions, placed at a distance of 21'6 centimetres,

produce in one minute the combination of a column of hydrochloric acid of 0 '08204

centimetre in height over the whole area of this square centimetre, under the supposi-

tion that the chemical action of the rays had been completely expended in passing

through a layer of sensitive gas of indeflnite thickness. If Ave imagine the flame to be

placed in the centre, and the insolation-vessel at the surface of a sphere whose radius is

equal to the distance of the flame from the insolation-vessel, r=21'6 c. m. ; the amount

of hydrochloric acid formed in one minute is V cubic centimetre on every square cen-

timetre of surface, or on the whole surface of the sphere

47rr^V=481'l cubic centimetres.

As the rate of issue of the coal-gas was 4-105 cub. cent, per second, the quantity of coal-

gas which was burnt during the time in Avhich 481 '1 cub. cent, of hydrochloric acid was

formed is 246'3 cub. cent.

The result of this calculation may be thus expressed : when one cubic centimetre of

coal-gas burns in the above-mentioned manner, such an amount of chemical rays is

* Philosophical Transactions, 1857, p. 616.
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evolved, that 1’95 cubic centimetre of hydrogen and chlorine can be thereby combined

as hydrochloric acid.

The mean composition by volume of the coal-gas burnt in the flame is, however,—

Hydrogen 41-42

Marsh-gas 39-49

Carbonic oxide 5 -97

Elayl 4-57

Ditetryl 3-25

Nitrogen 5-10

Carbonic acid 0-20

100-00

In the combustion of one cubic centimetre of this gas, an amount of heat is evolved

sufiicient to raise 1 grm. of water from 0° to 6°-8 C. ; one cubic centimetre of hydrogen,

on the other hand, on combining with chlorine, evolves heat enough to raise 1 gi-m. of

water from 0° to 2°-08 C .

;

hence we may conclude that for every thermal unit evolved

by the union of the components of the coal-gas flame in question -with the oxygen of the

ah’, there are only 0-30 thermal units evolved from the chemical combination effected

by this flame upon an infinitely extended atmosphere of chlorine and hydrogen.

When it is required to represent in absolute measure the amount of light which falls

during a time t on the unit of surface, it is most convenient to express the photo-chemical

action of the rays falling on such a surface according to formula (4.), as a column of

hydrochloric acid at 0® C. and 0’76, which would have been produced if the light had

passed in a parallel direction through an unlimited atmosphere of chlorine and hydro-

gen. This light, measured in metres, we propose, for the sake of abbreHation, to call a

Light-metre.

The chemical action of the solar rays is best expressed in these light-metres. The

intensity of the chemical illuminating power which a unit of the earth’s surface receives

either directly from the sun, from the difiuse light of a cloudless sky, or from clouds,

can in this way be represented by the height of a column of gas, which, as we shall see

in the sequel, when the atmosphere is clear, rapidly increases as the sun rises above the

horizon until it reaches the meridian, as rapidly diminishing when the sim has passed

that point
; and rising and falling under the influence of passmg clouds, forms, as it

were, a wave accompanying the clouds in their motions, now ascending to a great elevation

when bright white clouds reflect much light, and now sinking to a lower and permanent

level when the sky is covered with grey clouds or obscured by mist. The mean daily,

monthly, or annual height of this column of gas, dependent upon the latitude and

longitude, regulates the chemical climate of a place, and points the way to relations for

the chemical action of the solar rays, which in the thermic actions are already repre-

sented by Isothermals, Isotherals, Isocheimals, and Isonomals.
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II. CHEMICAL ACTION OE DIFFUSE DAYLIGHT.

It would be extremely difficult to measure directly, by means of our chemical photo-
meter, the amount of hght which a point of the earth’s surface receives from the whole
atmosphere by dispersion. Experiments of this kind can of course only be made in the
open air, either at an elevated situation Avith an extended horizon, or in the middle of a
large plain removed from all objects which could obstruct or reflect lig ht- When, in

addition to this, we remember that the instrument with which the observations are

made is so sensitive that a violent explosion occurs when a feeble ray of sunlight falls

upon the apparatus, it will not appear surprising that we endeavoured to obtain the
wished-for result in another manner. For this purpose we determined chemically in

absolute measure, the action of the rays falling from a measured portion of cloudless,

sky situated near the zenith, and then compared the visual luminosity of this same por-

tion of zenith-sky with that of the total heavens.

In order to be able to make this comparison, we had to carry out a somewhat lengthy
series of experiments, which, as they form the basis of our present measurements, we
must consider in detail.

As the light ft-om certain zones of sky varying with the sun’s altitude is polarized,
and may therefore disappear on reflexion, it is impossible, in these determinations of
the visual luminosity of the atmosphere, to employ any arrangement of mirrors. It
appeared at first sight, that instead of reflecting the light it would be most convenient
to illuminate one side of a sheet of white paper, first with the light falling from a
measui-ed portion of the zenith, and afterwards with the light from the whole heavens,
determining in each case, at the other side of the paper, by means of a photometric
arrangement, the amount of visual illumination. As, however, this method of observation
can only give satisfactory results when the illumination of one side of the paper is pro-
portional to the intensity of the rays which fall on the other side with very various angles
of incidence, it was necessary, fli’st of all, to determine ivhether these conditions were
sufficiently fulfilled under the circumstances of the experiment.

The following airangement was made hr order to determine this point. A, fig. 4,
Plate XLIII. represents a blackened tube closed at one end [a) by the paper about
to be examined. On a table in front of the tube (A), a large divided quadrant (B) is so
placed that the centre of the chcle rests on the table directly below the centre of the
disk of paper at a. In connexion ivith the quacbant is a moveable scale (C) divided
into millimetres, and upon this scale the standard burner is placed, so that the rays pro-
ceeding from the flame can be made to fall upon the paper {a) at any given angle of
incidence. Inside the tube at e is fixed a diaphragm of drawing-paper, the centre of
which had been rendered transparent by a small piece of stearic acid. When this dia-
phiagm is illuminated from D by a small constant flame, the stearine spot, as seen
through the eye-tube {b), appears in a certain position of the lamp {g), to be white on
a black ground

; if the lamp be now brought nearer, at a certain point the spot dis-
appeais, and when the flame is brought still nearer, the spot is again seen, but now
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appears black upon a white ground. In order to obtain the wished-for proof, the flame

{g) is first so placed that- the rays fall perpendicularly on the paper screen (a), and then

moved over the graduated circle (B), so that the rays fall upon the screen with the

angle of incidence (p, care being in each case taken that the lamp is moved along the

scale (C) until the spot of stearine disappears, so that in both positions of the flame the

illumination of the side of the screen [e) next the eyepiece should be the same. "SMien

the distances have been found at which the flame {g) must be placed in the two positions,

in order that the hack of the paper screen should be illuminated to the same extent, it is

easy to calculate the amount of light which falls on the front of the screen, and which,

in order to answer the required purpose, ought to be equal to that seen through the

tube (5). If <p and p, represent the complements of the two angles of incidence, mea-

sured on the divided quadrant, with which the light fell upon the paper screen, and r r^

the distances between the screen and flame at which the stearine spot vanished, then

the following equation is true, provided the assumptions made at the commencement

are correct sin p . rf
^

sin

Experiment gave the follomng numbers ;

—

Table IV.

Writing-paper.
Drawing-
paper.

Filter-

paper.

p... ......... 90° 90° 90° o 90°

r 250 262 203 146 300

Pi ......... 56° 15' 33° 45' 22° 30' 33° 45' 33° 45'

......... 205 167 81 103 186

sin p.rj

sin

0-83 0*73 0*42 0-89 0-69

It is seen that the numbers in the lowest horizontal column difier mdely from 1, and

that no simple relation exists between the amount of light falling on the front and that

issuing from the back of the screen. It now only remained to be seen whether a better

result is obtained when the diaphragm with the stearine spot is itself directly illuminated.

For this purpose the experiments were repeated, with the sole difference that the dia-

phragm e was placed at the end of the tube at a instead of the paper screen. With

this arrangement the following numbers were obtained :

—

Table V.

P 90° 90° 90° 90° 90°

r 225 199 178 220 224

Pi
22° 30' 33° 45' 45° 0' 67° 30' O

GO

7-1 ......... 140 150 150 214 221

sin p.rj
1-01 1-02 1-00 1-02 0-993

sin

The numbers in the lowest division are all so nearly equal to 1, that the slight dif-

ferences may with certainty be ascribed to the unavoidable errors of observation.
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From these expenments we see that a paper diaphragm, with a transparent spot of
stearic amd, can be most advantageously employed for the photometric measurement of
rays of light falling upon a point at very various angles of incidence.

In order to determine the intensity of the sky’s brightness with ease and exactitude,
we have employed the photometer depicted in fig. 6, Plate XLIII. fig. 5, represents
the paper diaphragm with the spot of stearine, which closes the vertical tube {b), and ism the same plane as the horizontal plate {c) fastened on to the tube {b). This tube {b)
IS coloured in the inside white, and into it is soldered the narrow tube {d), black-
ened inside, and placed at such an angle below the diaphragm («), that on looking
through it the stearine spot on the paper is plainly seen. The observations are more
conveniently made when a smaU blackened box {e), containing a mirror and carrying an
eyepmce (/), is placed on the end of the tube {b), and thus the change of shade in the
stearine diaphragm noted. The tube b is fixed into the top of the tin case Jii, one side
of which IS open, and the lower end of the tube b is closed by a divided circle, half of
which, as is seen in fig. 6, a <2

,
Plate XLIII., has been removed. This semicircular open-

mg can be partially or totally closed at pleasure by a moveable disk of metal, and the
angle thus left open read off on a divided circle. Supposing that a constant source
of light be placed in the case hi, the lower surface of the stearine diaphragm receives
a quantity of light which is determined by the divided scale of the semicircular opening
at the bottom of the tube. If we suppose that the semicircular arc is opened to its
full extent (180°), and that the amount of light which is thrown on the lower surface
of the diaphragm is larger than that which falls on the upper surface, the spot of stea-
rine will appear dark on a bright ground. If the opening be now gradually closed,
the spot will be observed to become lighter, until at a certain position of the divided
circle the spot entirely disappears, and a homogeneous white surface is seen. If the size
of the open sector be still diminished, the spot again appears, but this time it is bright
on a daik giound. When the divided arc has been placed in such a position that for a
pven illummation (A) the spot of stearine disappears, any other source of light placedm a, which under like conditions does not cause the spot to appear, is equal in intensity
to A.

For the pui-pose of measuring the difliise light of day, the diaphragms are best made
of white drawing-paper, of about double or treble the thickness of ordinary writing-
paper. "W hen the whole of the paper, with the exception of a small ring, is saturated
with stearic acid, the observations are more exact than when a paper with merely a spot
of stearic acid is made use of. In order to prepare such a diaphragm, the drawing-
paper, with a piece of filter-paper under it, is laid upon a warm metallic plate, and a
piece of fused stearic acid (a stearine candle answers the purpose when the pure acid is
not at hand) gTadually rubbed into the heated paper, so that a small circle in the centre
of the paper is the only part not saturated with the stearine. When the plate is cool, a
small piece of the acid is laid in the centre of the circle, and the plate gently warmed
until the stearic acid has suijk into the pores of the paper, so that only a small ring not

MDCCCLIZ. a „
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saturated with acid remains, the breadth of which should be about 1 to 2 millimetres,

and the diameter from 5 to 6 millims.

'Wg have already mentioned that we were only able to measure the chemical action

produced by a small circle of sky at the zenith. In order to be able to determine the

action effected by the light from the whole visible heavens, it was in the fii'st place

necessary to compare, by means of the photometer just described, the amount of light

which a point on the earth’s surface receives from the whole sky, with that which the

same point receives from a measured circular portion of sky at the zenith. the

quantity of light which emanates from the measm’ed portion of sky in the zenith is

from 300 to 800 times less than that reflected from the whole sky, and as nith this

photometer we are unable to measure such large differences in the amount of light, it

was necessary to employ some known fraction of the total diffuse light of day. ffor this

purpose a hollow hemispherical metallic cap (flg. 7, Plate XLIII.) was made use of. This

cap, which is painted black, can be placed concentric with the diaphragm («, fig. 4), on

the plate cc, and is perforated at regular distances with 184 equal-sized holes, the

diameter of which was accurately determined. In order to measure the light from a

circle of sky at the zenith of known magnitude, the blackened tube (fig. 6, Plate XLIII.)

was employed ;
this tube is furnished at its upper end with a semicircular moveable

disk, similar to the one already described as placed at the lower end of the photometer-

tube (b, fig. 6), and can be fixed on the plate cc, so that the ring of the paper dia-

phragm (a) falls exactly below the centre of the divided semicircle.

The observations are commenced by placing the blackened cap on the plate over the

diaphragm ; the diffuse light falls through the holes upon the diaphragm, and the

divided disk in the tube (b) is moved until the ring on the paper, seen through the eye-

piece b, disappears. The amount of light which under these circumstances is reflected

from the sky upon the diaphragm we will call 1. Let the total surface of the hemi-

spherical cap be Qi, and that portion which has been removed by the holes be Q; then

the amount of light which would have fallen on the cliaphragm from the whole sky if

the cap had not been present is equal to If the cap be remo^^ed, and in its stead

the tube (fig. 6) placed on the plate, without otherwise altermg the aiTangement, and

then the divided circle on the ujtpcT end of the tube moved until the ring disappears, the

diaphragm (ci) is again illuminated "with the intensity 1. Let ^ represent the fraction

of the total hemisphere from which the light falls through the open sector of the tube

upon the diaphragm, and let g'l represent the area of a given circle of sky at the zenith

expressed in the same units as g ;
the amount of light which would faU upon the dia-

phragm from the whole circle of sky §! is ;
and hence the relation between the light

^
. Q o

from the whole heavens and that from the circle of sky therefore, we

know the amount of chemical action (w) which the light reflected from a cu’cle of sky

at the zenith effects on a given point, the action (W) which the light from the whole
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sky would produce on the same point is obtained by the equation

, Q . .

The relation -q* is easily found by help of the following considerations. If r be the

radius of the hemispherical cap, we have = and if i is the diameter of the hole,

its area is 4:^7^ bvd?-, when sin^=:^; and if there are n holes.

Q=w . sin^ or ^’=
2ra.sin®-

2

In the apparatus above described the values of these constants were as follows :—

^

w— 184; ^?= 0-775 millim.; r=77-5 millims.; hence we obtain = 436. The value of

q is determined in the following manner :~Let be the diameter of the circle through
the open sector of which the light falls on the diaphragm

;
let be the distance from

any point in the circumference of this circle to the centre of the paper diaphragm
; and

lastly, let be the number of degrees to which the sector was opened; we have then

•d/ j .

^=sin and the area of the whole visible sky =2t. If we suppose that q^

has an arbitrary value of the of Ike hemisphere, that is, if we have
, 1000^50 $

^~~9 '^•sin®^- The values of these constants in our instrument are, c^i= 45-5 millims.

;

ri= 190'6 millims.
; hence

^
= 0-0197 %//. The amount of light (I) which a point on the

earth’s surface receives from the whole sky, expressed in units of the amount which is

reflected from a portion of sky at the zenith equal in area to xwo^k part of the whole,
is found from the equation

Q q,'*' ^

In order to obtain the exact value of I certain precautions must be taken, which if

neglected would give rise to very considerable errors. It is of primary importance to

notice, when two observations have to be compared together, that the amount of light

which the white surface of the inside of the photometer receives, and which is reflected

on to the lower side of the diaphragm, remains perfectly constant. If the inside of the
photometer is illuminated by the reflected light from houses, hills, or other neighbouring
objects, a passing shadow may render the observations useless. Even when a portion of
the light which should fall into the photometer is by chance obstructed by the hand
whilst altering the opening of the divided circle, an error of considerable magnitude is

introduced. In order to avoid irregularities of this kind, it was found most convenient
to expose the white sides of the photometer to the diffuse light of the cloudless sky,
avoiding altogether other reflected or direct sunlight. It is self-evident that no direct

6 B 2
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sunshine must be allowed to faU during the experiment, either upon the opening of the

tube (fig. 6), or upon the hollow metallic cap (fig. 7). This is best prevented by holding

a round sheet of pasteboard fixed on a pole between the sun and the photometer, at a

distance of about 3 metres from the latter, so that the amount of difiPuse light cut off is

inappreciable.

As the relative amount of illumination of the sky is materially altered by the presence

of the smallest cloud, it is only when the heavens are perfectly clear that any general

conclusion can be drawn from these observations. Perfectly cloudless days are, however,

so uncommon in our latitudes, that on an average not more than six or eight occur at

Heidelberg in a year*. We must hence consider it fortunate that we were able to

complete a series of hourly observations from sunrise to sunset upon a day during the

whole of which the blue sky was not obstructed by the smallest particle of cloud.

A series of these observations was made on June 6th, 1858, at the summit of the

Geisberg, a hill in the neighbourhood of Heidelberg, the height of which is 3 / 6 metres

above the sea, and 106 metres above the river Neckar. On the highest point of the

wooded hill, a platform, of about 40 feet in height, had been built, rising above the tops

of the trees ; and on this platform, which commanded a perfectly free horizon on every

side, the visual illumination of the heavens was determined. During the course of the

observations, which lasted from sunrise to near sunset, a strong breeze blew from the

eastward, and the air was so clear, that the Haardt Mountains, situated at a distance of

twenty miles, were seen not only in distinct contour, but in relief.

The amount of the illumination of the sky was determined in the following manner

:

the hollow cap was first fixed on the photometer, shaded from direct sunlight by the

paper screen, and the divided circle so placed that the diaphragm-ring disappeared ; the

time was then noted and the hollow cap quickly removed. The tube (fig. 6, Plate XLIII.^

was next fixed on the photometer, and the divided circle attached to the tube mo'sed

until the diaphragm-ring disappeared, when the time was again obser'\ ed; the mean of

these two observations was taken as the time of the experiment. The opening (\}/) of

the divided circle, measured in degrees and tenths of degrees, when multiplied by 8 58,

gives, as we have already shown, the amount of light (I) which the diaphragm-ring

receives from the whole sky, when the unit amount of light is represented bj the amount

which falls upon the same diaphragm-ring during the same time from a portion of

zenith-sky equal to y^^th part of the total visible heavens.

The following Table gives the mean of four independent series of observations made

on the 6th of June, 1858. The first vertical column contains the numbers of the

observations ;
the second the times of the experiment reduced to true solar time ;

the

third the values of ;
and lastly, the fourth contains the required values of I calcrdated

from the values of

* According to observations of Padre Secchi, extending over a period of eight years, not more than

twenty-one cloudless days occur in Eoine in the course of a year.
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Table VI.

I. II. III.

4'-

IV.

I.

1

h m
5 38 A.M. 88-8 762

2 6 8 A.M. 86-0 738
3 7 25 A.M. 74-2 637
4 8 52 A.M. 56-0 481
5 9 32 A.M. 50-4 432
6 10 9 a.m. 47-2 405
7 10 43 A.M. 42-0 360
8 11 26 A.M. 37-8 324
9 0 1 P.M. 35-8 307

10 0 32 p M. 38-4 330
11 0 57 P.M. 42-0 360
12 1 24 P.M. 47-4 407
13 2 4 P.M. 50-0 429
14 2 38 P.M. 53-0 455
15 3 21 P.M. 60*8 522
16 3 57 P.M. 68-8 590
17 4 42 P.M. 76-0 652
18 5 20 P.M. 79*6 683
19 6 2 P.M. 88-0 755

The amounts of light which fall upon the diaphragm-ring and are arranged in column
IV. of the foregoing Table, in no way represent the mean brightness of the whole sky
as compared with the respective brightnesses of the zenith, for it is only the zenith rays

which faU perpendicularly upon the unit of surface
; the rays from other points of the

sky with a greater zenith-distance fall upon the diaphragm with a larger angle of

incidence. This relation between the luminosity of the zenith and the mean luminosity
of the whole sky, could be easily found if, instead of the perforated cap used, another
were employed in which the number or area of the holes was in the inverse proportion
of the cosines of their distance from the vertical.

The amount of chemical illumination which a horizontal unit on the earth’s surface

receives from the whole heavens, depends upon the height of the sun above the horizon?

and upon the constitution of the atmosphere. If, when the sky is cloudless, the atmo-
sphere undergoes considerable change in its transparency, a long series of determinations
made at different times of the year would be necessary before we could hope to arrive

at any general expression for the atmospheric extinction and dispersion of the chemical
rays. Fortunately, however, we learn from Professor Seidel’s classical research on the

Brightness of the Fixed Stars *, that the atmospheric extinction varies so slightly when
the sky is cloudless that the differences may be altogether neglected. In a lecture

given at Munich
‘f*,

Seidel says, “It has fortunately been proved, although one could
scarcely have expected it, that the variations in the amount of transparency of the air on

* Abhandl. der Eon. Bayer. Acad. d. Wiss. 2te Classe, Bd. vi. Abth. 3.

t Wissenschaftlicbe Vortrage, gebalten zu Munchen im Winter, 1858, p. 301. Braunscbweig bei Vieweg
und Sohn.
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different nights may, by care in the selection of nights, be reduced to within yery narrow

limits.”

Hence we think that we are justified in setting aside the alterations in the extinction

of the cloudless sky, and in considering the chemical illumination of the earth’s surface

as being merely a function of the sun’s zenith-distance. !\Ve are at the same time

perfectly well aware that the constants contained in our formulae, derired as they are

from a comparatively small number of observations, cannot lay claim to any very great

degree of accuracy. Still we believe, and we hope in the sequel to show, that the amount

of reliability which our experiments present is sufficient to permit us to deduce there-

from the empirical laws according to which the chemical energy proceeding from the

sun is diffused over the earth’s surface when the sky is unclouded.

The following formula gives the value of the zenith distance (<p) for the observed times

of experiment

:

cos (p— cos § . cos t cosj:>+ sin ^ . sin^j (5.)

where S signifies the sun’s declination on the day of the experiment (-{-22° 39' 30");

j? gives the latitude of the place (49° 24' 25"), and t represents the sun’s hour-angle.

In the following Table the observations of June 6, 1858, are arranged with the cor-

responding zenith-distance of the sun. The first column contains the times of obseiTa-

tion in true solar time ;
the second gives the sun’s hour-angle corresponding to the time

of observation; the third contains the corresponding zenith-distances of the sun; and

the fourth shows the amount of light which the unit of area receives from the whole

sky, compared with that which the same area receives at the same time ffiom a portion

of sky at the zenith equal in area to the of the whole heavens.

Table VII.

Xiunber of

experiment. Time oi

I.

observation.

II.

t honr-angle of

the sun.

III.

0 zenith distance

of the sun.

rv.

I.

1

h

5
m
38 A.M.

O

95 30 76 25 762

2 6 8 A.M. 88 0 71 44 738

3 7 25 A.M. 68 45 59 19 637
4 8 52 A.M. 47 0 45 24 481

5 9 32 A.M. 37 0 39 28 432

6 10 9 A.M. 27 45 34 31 405

7 10 43 A.M. 19 15 30 45 360

8 11 26 A.M. 8 30 27 34 324

9 0 1 P.M. 0 15 26 47 307
10 0 32 P.M. 8 0 27 29 330

11 0 57 P.M. 14 15 29 1 360

12 1 24 P.M. 21 0 31 27 407
13 2 4 P.M. 31 0 36 11 429
14 2 38 P.M. 39 30 40 54 455

15 3 21 P.M. 50 15 47 26 522
16 3 57 P.M. 69 15 53 10 590

17 4 42 P.M. 70 30 60 28 652

18 5 20 P.M. 80 0 66 38 683

19 6 2 P.M. 90
1

30 73 18 755
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The several \ allies of I in the 4th column can be expressed, as exactly as the obser-
vational errors allow, as functions of the zenith-distance (p by help of the simple equation

I=77-0H-9-275 9 (6.)

By means of this equation we have calculated and thrown together in the following
Table, the luminosity of the whole sky for zenith distances varying from 20° to 90°.

Table VIII.

0. /. 2- - 1.

1

2- 1. 1>- 1. 6. 1. (j>. 1 <p. 1. 2- 1. 0. 1

20 263 28° 337 411
o

44 485
O

52 559 60° 634
o

68 708 76° 782
O

84 -856
21 272 29 346

1 37 420 45 494 53 569 61 643 69 717 77 791 85 865
22 281 30 355

i

38 430 46 504 54 578 62 652 70 726 78 801 86 875
23 290 31 365 39 439 47 513 55 587 63 661 71 736 79 810 87 884
24 300 32 374 40 448 48 522 56 597 64 671 72 745 80 819 88 893
25 309 33 383 41 457 49 532 57 606 65 680 73 754 81 828 89 902
26 318 34 392 42 467 50 541 58 615 66 689 74 764 82 838 90 912
27 327 35 402 43 476 51 550 59 624 67 699 75 773 83 847

The curve (fig. 8, Plate XLIV.) represents the relation between the values of (p as
absciss® and those of I as ordinates. The points about the curve marked with a cross
represent the observations made in the morning; those marked by a dot show the
brightness of the afternoon sky. Prom these it is seen that the illumination efiected
by the difiuse dayhght for the same zenith-distance of the sun before and after noon
remains nearlj^ constant, although at these times of day the temperature and humidity
of the air must differ widely.

From Table VIII. we can find, for any given zenith distance of the sun, the relation
between the amount of hght, optically (or visually) measured and taken as unity, which
falls from a certain spherical surface of sky in the zenith and that (also optically
measm-ed) falling from the whole sky. The amount of light, chemically measured,
which falls from this same sui’face of zenith-sky, multiplied by the amount of optically
measured light which the whole sky gives, must therefore give the chemical action
which the whole sky would produce on a horizontal unit of surface. According to our
former defimtion, however, the amount of light falling from a circle of zenith-sky upon
the unit of area is the chemical brightness of that piece of zenith-sky. We have carried
out, according to the method already described, a series of determinations of this
chemical brightness at various times and at different zenith-distances of the sun. Some
of these observations were made on the 18th of October, 1856, others on July 23rd and
August 5th, 1858. During all the experiments the sky was perfectly cloudless, and the
gas had reached the maximum degree of sensibility. The observations are contained
in the following Table (IX.}.
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Table IX.

Number of

experiment.
True solar time.

•v. i

Sun’s zenith-
i

distance.

j

Action in

scale-divisions.

Chemical brightness in units of i

light of a piece of zenith-sky
1

of the whole sky.
j

h m
1

0-0
1 1856, 18 Oct. 6 46 A.M. 90 4 0-000

2 6 51 A.M. 89 17 0-63 23-2

3 6 55 A.M. 88 39 0-88 32-5

4 7 3 A.M. 87 25 1-92 71-1

5 7 7 A.M. 86 48 2-19 81-0

6 7 17 A.M. 85 16 3-15 116-3

7 7 23 A.M. 84 22 3-42 126-5

8 7 41 A.M. 81 41 4-81 177-6

9 8 5 A.M. 78 14 6-01 222-2

10 8 11 A.M. 77 25 6-40 236-8

11 8 33 A.M. 74 27 7-82 289-2

12 9 8 A.M. 70 7 8-56 316-6

13 3 53 P.M. • 77 58 6-44 200-8
1

14 1858, 23 July. 7 30 A.M. 60 21 6-94 485-8

15 7 52 A.M. 56 47 7-93 555-1

16 8 52 A.M. 47 21 10-06 704-2

17 9 46 A.M. 39 36 11-82 827-4

18 10 15 A.M. 36 0 13-04 912-8

19 10 48 A.M. 32 37 13-72 960-4

20 11 20 A.M. 30 22 15-26 1068-2

gl 12 0 A.M. 29 18 16-04 1122-8

22 1858, 5 Aug. 7 46 A.M. 60 1 7-59 531-3

23 8 11 A.M. 56 1 8-65 605-4

24 8 51 A.M. 49 62 9-79 685-3

9 17 A.M. 46 5
i

10-32 722-4

In experiniGnts 1 to 13 tlic following data woro employed for tlie calculation of the

brightness, expressed in units of light, found in the 6th column: K=1’777, L~l'4o,

N~l*031, ?i=:2-249, ^=0™-0530, r=l™-474. In the other experiments these values

remained constant, except £^=0“*059, and r=2“*260.

The chemical brightness (w) of the circle of zenith-sky equal in area to i o\) P^i’t of

the whole heavens, as seen in the last column of the preceding Table, can be repie-

sented as a function of the corresponding zenith-distance of the sun (<p), with sufficient

accuracy by help of the following equation,

w^ll82-7-13-857+^^,
'

. . . (7.)

in which the numbers are calculated from all the observations according to the method

of least squares. From this equation Table X. is calculated. It gives for every zenith-

distance of the sun from 20° to 90° the amount of light, expressed in light-units, which

falls perpendicularly upon a unit of area on the earth’s surface, from a portion of zenith-

sky equal to P^^^ of the whole heavens.
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Table X.

1

1 Zenith-

1
distance.

!

'p-

j-_

—

Clieniical

brightness

in light-

units.

w.

Zenith-

distance.

Chemical
brightness

in light-

units.

w.

Zenith-

distance.

0.

Chemical
brightness

in light-

imits.

w.

Zenith-

distance.

<p.

Chemical
brightness

in light-

units.

w.

Zenith-

distance

<j>.

Chemical
brightness

in light-

units.

w.

Zenith-

distance.

<p.

Chemical
brightness

in light-

units.

w.

j

20 1350-0
O

32 1017*2
O

44 775*1 56 565*7 68 371*5
O

80 184-8
21 1315'0 33 994-9 45 756-8 57 549*0 69 355-8 81 170-422 1281-9 34 973-0 46 738-7 58 532-5 70 340*1 82 155*0
23 1250-6 35 951-7 47 720-8 59 515*9 71 324-3 83 139*724 1220-5 36 930-9 48 703-0 60 499-6 72 308-9 84 125-5
25 1192-0 37 910-4 49 685*3 61 483*5 73 293-4 85 110-3
26 1164-4 38 890-1 50 667-8 62 467*2 74 277*7 86 95-0
27 1 137*7 39 870-2 51 650-4 63 451-1 75 262-2 87 79*8
28 1112-2 40 850-6 52 633-4 64 435-1 76 246-6 88 64*6
29 1087*4 41 831-5 53 616-3 65 419-2 77 231-1 89 49-530 1063*4 42 812-5 54 599*2 66 403*3 78 216-7 90 34-4
31 1039*9 43 793-6 55 582*3 67 387*2 79 201*2

The curve (fig. 9, Plate XLV.) shows how closely the actual observations approach
the calculated values. The simple points about the curve represent the observations
made on July 23, 1858; the small circles denote the experiments of August 5, 1858;
and the crosses those of October 18, 1856. As these observations were made in ditferent
years and at different times of the day and year, we may conclude from the near approach
of the single points to the calculated curve, that in this case, as in that of the deter-
mination of visible illumination, alterations in the humidity and temperature of the air
have but a \eiy slight influence upon the dispersion of light in the atmosphere when
free from clouds or mist; and that, therefore, the chemical actions effected at equal
hour-angles on each side of the sun’s culminatiug point, may, without risk of appreciable
eiTor, be taken as equal.

After this investigation we may now pass to the determination of the chemical action
which the whole \dsible heaven effects upon a horizontal unit area of earth’s surface at
various zenith-distances of the sun. The numbers marked I in Table VIII. give the
relation of the light falling on a unit of area from the whole sky, visually measured, to
that falling from a given portion of zenith-sky, also measured visually. In Table X.
we find the chemical actions produced by the same portion of zenith-sky. Now, as we
have formerly shown that in light from the same source the chemical is proportional
to the visual action, we have only to multiply together the numbers in each Table
corresponding to the same zenith-distance, in order to have the required chemical action
of the whole heavens. The action (w,) thus obtained can be expressed in a form adapted
for calculation, as a function of the sun’s zenith-distance, according to the following
formula,

w,=a-f-Jcos ^+(?cos®ip-l-...., (8.)

in which the fourth term can be neglected. The values of the coefficients a, h, and o
have been calculated, according to the method of the least squares, from the following
eight values of <p and Wj :

—

MDCCCLIX. c r
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Table XI.

0.
.

-1.
1

90 31370
80 151400

70 246800
60 316700
50 361300
40 381100
35 382500
30 377500

Hence we obtain

Wi=27760+808490cos<p-~469960cos^<p, (9.)

by help of which the following Table (XII.) is calculated. The chemical action (wj

effected by the dijffuse light from the whole sky is here expressed, not in units of light,

but in degrees of light, each of which is equal to 10,000 units of light.

Table XII.

•P- J Wl- <p. Wv Wr w^.

31 38'29 41 37-60 51 35-45 61 31-17 71 24-22 81 14-30

32 38-26 42 37-47 52 35-11 62 30-60 72 23-37 82 13-15

33 38-24 43 37-31 53 34-78 63 30-00 73 22-4^ 83 11-95

34 38-21 44 37-14 54 34-40 64 29-38 74 21-56 84 10-72

35 38-14 45 36-96 55 34-02 65 28-73 75 20-62 85 9-47

36 38-08 46 36-74 56 33-61 66 28-06 76 19-64 86 8-19

37 38-01 47 36-53 57 33-17 67 27-34 77 18-64 87 6-88

38 37-93 48 36-30 58 32-72 68 26-61 78 17-60 88 5-54

39 37-85 49 36-02 59 32-22 69 25-84 79 16-53 89 4-17

40 37-72 50 35-75 60 31-70 70 25-05 80 15-43 90 2-77

These degrees of light (wj express the chemical action which the diffuse light from

the whole sky effects during one minute upon the horizontal unit of area on the earth s

surface when the corresponding zenith-distance of the sun is <p. The cuiwe (fig. 10,

Plate LV.) represents the relation of this chemical action to the sun’s zenith-distance,

marked as abscissae. The points on the figure denote the values of Table XL, from

which the curve is derived ; their approximation to the line shows how closely the results

obtained by calculation agree with the observed numbers.

By means of formula (5.), cos ip=cos ^ cos^ cos i^+sin ^ sinj9, already given, and either

formula (9.) or Table XII., the illuminating effect of the cloudless sky at a given locality

and at a given time, can be calculated. As an example of this method, we give the

results of the calculation of the chemical illuminating effect produced by the cloudless

sky during the various hours of the day on the vernal equinox at Cairo, Naples, Heidel-

berg, Manchester, Petersburg, Peykiavik, and Mehille Island.
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Table XIII.

MelTille

Island.
EeykiaTik. Petersburg. Manchester. Heidelberg. Naples. Cairo.

h m
6 A.M. or 6 p.M.

7 A.M. or 5 P.M.

8 A.M. or 4 P.M.

9 A.M. or 3 P.M.

1 0 A.M. or 2 P.M.

1 1 A.M. or 1 P.M.

12 A.M.

2-77

8*06

12-61

16-20

18-78

20*32
20-83

2-77

11-32

18-22

23-34

26-76

28-67

29*30

2-77

12*49

20*13

25-64

29*20

31*14

31*74

2*77

14*19

22*81

28*72
32*30

34*10

34-67

2*77

15-09

24*21

30*24

33*74

35*43

3.5*91

2*77

16-84

26*77

32*87
35-80

37*20

37*49

2*77

18*59

29*15

35*03

37*58
38*23

38-30

The curves (fig. 11, Plate XLVI.) dra’wn from these numbers show graphically

the hourly variation in the chemical difiused light on the equinox at the several

localities.

We may now proceed to the consideration of the chemical actions produced by

difiuse light upon the horizontal unit area of earth’s surface during a longer period of

time.

Let Wx signify, as before, the action efiected by the light in one minute, when the

sun’s hour-angle is t ; and let W be the action during a period in which the hour-angle

increases from to then we have

AV w^dt,

where the unit in which the hour-angle is expressed is the angle whose arc is equal to

the radius. We have, however.

io^r=.a-\-h cos <p-\-c cos^ <p,

and cos<p=sin^sin^-|-cos^cos^cos^;

hence when sin S sinp= a, and cos h cos = (3,

+^c/3^(sin sin
(
10.)

This expression is somewhat simplified, if the action for the whole day, from sunrise to

sunset, be calculated; for then — and

and hence

W=24x60

COS — tan ^ tan^, or =—

^

If the calculation be made for the time of the equinoxes, the equation becomes much
more simple ; for in this case

^=0, a=0, (5— COSp, =
6 c 2
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or W—12x60

or substituting the values of a, 5, and c,

W=1998-7+37058cos^-16559cos>

By applying this formula for the places given in Table XIII., we obtain the folloTving

numbers as representing the chemical action, expressed in degrees of light, which, at the

time of the equinoxes, the whole heaven effects on the unit of area in each of these

places, from sunrise to sunset:—

Table XIII

Melville Island 10590
Reykjavik 15020
St. Petersburg 16410
Manchester 18220
Heidelberg............. 19100
Naples ... 20550
Cairo 21670

We need scarcely remark that these numbers, as well as the data from which they are

obtained, only hold good for skies free from cloud and mist, and for situations not too

far distant from the sea’s level. In places which lie nearer to the higher portions of the

atmosphere, it is evident that the conditions will be totally different. The law accord-

ing to which the atmospheric diffused light varies with the height above the sea, might

in like manner be determined empirically, but such a series of experiments entail an

expenditure of time and money which we have unfortunately been unable to afford.

The chemical action of diffused sunlight becomes extremely irregular when either

clouds or mists intercept the clear blue sky. The chemically active light, which imder

these circumstances reaches the earth’s surface, varies as irregularly as do the other

meteorological phenomena dependent on the thermic and hygrometric state of the

atmosphere. Without at present entering into an explanation of a method by which,

taking cognizance of these circumstances, photo-chemical determinations may be made,

we will here give one example to show the variable nature of the diffuse light from a

clouded sky. The following Table contains the results of a series of obseiwations made

at Heidelberg on October 5, 1856. The columns marked I. give the time of obser-

vation ; those marked II. the amount of light expressed in units of light radiated from

a portion of sky at the zenith equal to the whole sky.

Table XIV.

I. II. I. II. I.
1

II. I. 11. I. II.

h m
7 24 A.M.

7 54 A.M.

8 2 A.M.

8 36 A.M.

8 42 A.M.

9 0 A.M.

617
670
963
1165
1314
1687

h m
9 12 A.M.

9 15 A.M.

9 30 A.M.

9 50 A.M.

9 56 A.M.

10 2 A.M.

1537
1469
1686

1797
1631

1934

h m
10 47 A.M.

10 53 a.m.

11 0 A M.

11 6 A.M.

11 31 A.M.

11 37 A.M.

1881

1731
1881
1921

2274
2231

li m
1 1 38 A.M.

0 4 p.M.

1 1 P.M.

1 7 P.M.

211 p.M.

2 22 p.M.

1650
1660
1494
1475
675
836

h m
2 28 P.Af.

3 20 p.M.

3 27 P.M.

3 33 P.M.

4 16 p.M.

4 41 p.M.

765
370
450
445
304
188
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In order to give a clear idea of the daily changes of chemical luminosity in such a piece of

sky over which clouds passed, we have represented the observations by a curve (A, fig. 12,

Plate XLVI.), in which the times are marked as abscissae, and the chemical actions

expressed in units of light as ordinates. For the sake of comparison we have calculated

the action which would have taken place on that day if the sky had been perfectly

cloudless, and we have represented this action by the second curve, B. From 7^ a.m. to

nearly noon the sky was covered with a layer of cloud of varying thickness, through
which the sun but slightly shone. In the afternoon the clouds gradually disappeared,

so that after 2 o’clock only light detached clouds passed over the zenith, and after

about half-past 3 the sky became cloudless. These alterations are clearly seen on the
curve, which shows that a thin film of cloud increased the quantity of light reflected

from the portion of sky under observation to beyond four times the amount reflected

from the same portion of sky when cloudless; and that the chemical action before noon
rose much more rapidly, and was more irregular than the action in the afternoon when
the clouds were gradually disappearing. It is seen too that, at 2*‘ 22“ and at 8^ 30™,

the action attained two maxima limits, owing to the passage at those times of a bright

white cloud through the zenith.

These observations prove that the presence of a thin film of cloud increases the
amount of chemical illuminating effect in the most striking manner ; we have, however,
also convinced ourselves, by a large number of experiments, that a thicker layer of
clouds, such as those which precede rain or thunder-storms, or dense mists or fogs, may
so diminish the chemical light reflected from the portion of heavens under examination,
that our instrument is unable to measure its amount. The clouds act, therefore, not
meiely as collectors of atmospheric moisture, they also serve as mighty reflectors of
light, legulating the supply of chemical rays, which are as necessary to the growth and
well-being of plants as the Avarmth or moisture of the earth and air.

After these considerations on the difiuse daylight, we may pass on to the measure-
ment of the chemical action effected by the direct solar rays.

III. CHEMICAL ACTION OF THE DIEECT SIINLIOHT.

In order to obtain data for the determination of the theory of this action, the volume
of hydrochloiic acid was measured, which was produced each minute in our instrument

upon a cloudless day and at various zenith-distances of the sun, when the direct sun-

light, diminished to a known extent, was allowed to fall perpendicularly over the whole
surface of our insolation-vessel. For this purpose we directed the solar rays, by means
of a SiLBEEMANN s heliostat, through a fine opening in a thin plate, and allowed the

sun s image thus formed so to fall upon the insolation-vessel that every portion of the
sensitive mixture of chlorine and hydrogen was equally exposed. The position in which
this takes place is easily found by holding a piece of paper behind the apparatus,

and then moving the instrument until the shadow of the insolation-vessel appears
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exactly in the middle of the sun’s image. The fine hole in the plate must be very care-

fully bored, as its area has to be accurately determined. ^ e found that the best way

of obtaining a perfectly circular opening was to lay a thin piece of copper foil upon a

thick sheet of tin or lead, and to bore a small hole through the copper with a fine

needle, afterwards rubbing the foil upon a moistened hone to separate all irregularities,

and boring carefully with the needle, until, under the microscope, the edge of the hole

was seen to be sharp and circular.

The diameter of the fine opening was determined by measui'ement with a micrometer,

and the distance from the insolation-vessel to the point on the shutter of our dark room,

where the opening was placed, was also determined. K we suppose that this distance

be called 5, and the diameter of the opening the apparent diameter (a) of the opening,

as seen from the insolation-vessel, is fomid from the formula

,
d

tan — 2^'

The square of this apparent diameter (A) is to the square of the apparent diameter of

the sun (Xj), as the observed action is to the action which the sun would have produced

if it had shone direct upon the insolation-vessel. In order to obtain the total action

proceeding from the sun, it is necessary to multiply the observed action by the factor

The factor for the transformation of the direct observations into units of light is, as in

the former calculations,

%= 2 -249 .

The factor N, by help of which the experimental results are made independent of

refiexion in the insolation-vessel, is found from the formula (I.),

when and 10““*=
7, and when ^ signifies the coefficient of reflexion from glass

into air, h the thickness of exposed sensitive gas in the insolation-vessel, and a the coeffi-

cient of extinction of direct sunlight for the chlorine and hydrogen mixture. As § and li

were known from our former experiments, we had only to determine the value of a

;

tliis

was accomplished in the following way. Between the small opening in the shutter and

the insolation-vessel, we placed one of our transparent cylinders * filled with air, and then

measured the amount of action (Wi) effected by the direct sunlight falling on the instru-

ment. The empty cylinder was next replaced by a similar one filled, the usual precau-

tions being adopted, with the mixture of chlorine and hydrogen, and the action (w) again

determined. After removal of this cylinder, the former one containing air was replaced

and the action once more measured, and. the mean of the three times of observation

noted. From the first and third observations, with the cylinder containing air, the

* Philosophical Transactions, 1856, p. 357.
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action (wj was calculated which the sun’s image would have effected at the mean time of

observation if no chlorine and hydrogen mixture had been present. If we call \ the

thickness of chlorine and hydi’ogen, reduced to 0° and 0“-76, contained in the transparent

cylinder, and if we neglect, as we can do without appreciable error, the reflexion from
the interior of the transparent cylinder, the coefficient of extinction (a) is obtained ffiom

the equation*

The following Table gives the values of w and Wx as found by experiment for the

corresponding zenith-distances (<p') of the sun, and the values of oc calculated therefrom.

The thickness of the layer of chlorine and hydrogen collected at 22° C. and 0®-757 was
32-3 millims., giving at 0° and 0‘"-76 a thickness of 29-8 millims.

Table XV.

0 . w. ee,.

61 28 3-41 14-03 0-0190
58 26 3-72 15-45 0-0191
50 20 4*35 18-40 0-0194

The mean of these numbers gives as the value of the coefficient of extinction for

direct sunlight in the chlorine and hydrogen mixture a=0‘01923=^millim. The
value of N is then found to be, according to formula (!.}, by help of this number,

N=l-036.

The experiments still require very considerable correction. The sunlight was reflected

into our dark room by means of a Silbeemani^’s heliostat. This was so placed that its

mirror of speculum metal lay in one horizontal plane with the opening in the window-
shutter. In one series of experiments, the rays, after having passed through the opening,

were again reflected by means of a steel muTor
; in the other experiments the rays fell

without a second reflexion, in the same horizontal plane upon the insolation-vessel. In
the case of two reflexions, a portion of the light is lost by absorption and polarization in

quantities varying with the angles of incidence, and the angles at which the planes of
polarization cut one another. This vaiiable loss of light must be brought into calcula-

tion, and it is obtained by help of the follo^ving considerations.

A ray of light is reflected from a steel mirror in the angle i (flg. 13, Plate XLIII.);
suppose that this ray when falling on the muTor has the intensity 1, and suppose that
the reflected ray has the intensity yp when the ray is polarized parallel to the plane of
incidence, and the intensity ^ when the ray is polarized at right angles to this plane.
In PoGGENDOEFF s ‘ Annalen •j’ are found two tables of Jamin’s, in one of which are
found the values of and the other those of s expressed as functions of i.

* PhUosophical Transactions, 1857, p. 603. f Erganzungs, Band ii. 1848, p. 445.
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When thenp=j9i, and s=Sy

When e— ia? then^=|?2 ?
s=S2 -

Suppose that a ray of light be reflected from both the mirrors 1 and 2 (fig. 14.

Plate XLIII.), of which the first is of speculum metal and the second of steel, with the

angles of reflexion and and suppose that the angle which the two planes of

reflexion make with each other be The incident ray has the intensity 1, and consists

of white light ; the intensity of the twice reflected ray is then

cos® ^+§2 sin® sin® cos® (B).

The observed chemical action, therefore, divided by S, gives the action which would

have been observed if the sunlight had fallen directly without pre\ious reflexion on the

insolation-vessel. In order to calculate S, the values of ^l, ^2 ,
and /3 must be deteimined

for each observation. The second angle of incidence (4) was measured once for all.

In order to calculate the angle of incidence (^I) varying with the position of the sun,

we conceive the point of reflexion of the ray on the mirror of the heliostat to be the

centre of a sphere, from which centre lines are drawn to the sun, to the earth’s pole, to

the south point of the horizon, and in the direction of the reflected ray. Let the four

points produced by these lines cutting the sphere be represented by SPMKi, fig. 15,

Plate XLIII. The angle SEj is twice the angle of incidence of the ray ; it is found

from the spherical triangle PSKi. In this triangle we know the side PS— 90— S, when

h is the sun’s decimation. The sides EjP and the angle EiPS are thus found. In the

spherical triangle PMEj the side MEj, the azimuth of the opening in the shutter,

directly measured, is known; the angle PMEj is a right angle, and MP=180--^ when

y) is the latitude of the place.

Hence
cos PEj— cos MEj cosj?

and

sin MPEj
sin MRj

“ sin PRj

The angle SPEj is, however, =MPE,-|-#, when t signifies the hom-angle of the sun,

positive before noon. Hence we have for EjS, or for the angle 2?’i which the incident

rays make with the ray reflected from the heliostat mirror,

cos EjS — cos 2^J= cos PEj cos (90—§)+ sin PEj sin (90—^) cos (EiPM-j-'^).

The angle (3 is thus obtained : SR,, fig. 15, is the first plane of reflexion, EjEj is the

second plane of reflexion ; hence

|3=PE,M™PE,S, and sin PE,S=
sin PS sin SPR,

sin SRj

When there is only one reflexion, we have for the value of S simply

s=i(p;+s!}.

If we consider all these corrections together, we find that the action (Wo) expressed in
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degrees of light, which the sun shining freely upon the insolation-vessel would have
produced if no disturbing influences were acting, is obtained from the direct observations
of our instrument {Wq) by means of the following formula :

—

njNA
10000 (11 .)

The subjoined Table (XVI.) gives a series of observations made, as just described, on
the 3rd of August, 1857, and on the 14th and 15th of September, 1858, the sky being
perfectly cloudless and the gas having reached the maximum degree of sensibility. In
the series of observations made on August 3, 1857, in which two mirrors were employed,
namely, the heliostat mirror of speculum metal and another mirror of steel, the data
for the calculation of A and S were as follows

X=17"-34; X,=1894"-6; ^;=72° 50'; MEi=45° 7'; ^=+17° 29'; _p=49° 24'.

In the experiments made on September 14 and 15, 1858, ui which only one mirror
was used, the data were

^— 21"’22; Xj— 1912"; MRi=73° 44'; S=-|-3° 26' for the 14th, and

^=+3° 4' for the 15th; ^™49° 24'.

Table XVI.

!
August 3, 1857. Barometer=0™'7560.

I. II. III. IV. V.
True time. Sun’s zenith- Observed Wo. 8.

distance. action, vj^.

h m
7 59 57 35 8*70 63-13 0-384
8 42 50 51 12-11 89-21 0-378
9 14 46 8 12-56 92-96 0-376

September 14, 1858. Barometer=0‘"*7550.

8 1

t

68 34 8-84 26-23 0-63 f

i

September 15, 1858. Barometer=0“-7562.

I

7 9 76 30 1-52 5-54 0-637
7 26 73 49 4-22 15-50 0-633
7 40 71 37 6-09 22-43 0-631
8 0 68 34 7-56 27-85 0-631
8 7 67 30 8-38 38-87 0-631
8 26 64 42 12-48 45-85 0-633
8 54 60 48 17-09 62-59 0-634
9 14 58 11 18-51 67-61 0-636

The increase in the chemical action on diminution of the sun’s zenith distance, as
seen in the numbers of the second and fourth columns, arises from the extinction of the
chemical lays effected by passage through the atmosphere. In order to obtain from
these obsei’vations the law of this extinction, we may, without sensible error, disregard

MDCCCLIX. 6 D
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the curvature of the earth’s surface, and consider the atmosphere as a horizontal

layer. As the extinction in one and the same mass of substance of different densities

remains the same, the question becomes still simpler if we consider the atmosphere to

be of equal density throughout and measured at 0“-76 and 0°C. ; in the following we

shall therefore suppose the existence of such an ideal atmosphere. If we represent the

chemical action of a solar ray before entering such an atmosphere by A, and its action

when it has passed through a layer of atmosphere of the thickness Z, by lYo, we find

from the preceding considerations,

Wo-AlO-”",

when i represents the depth of atmosphere through which the ray has to travel until

the chemical action produced is reduced from its original -amount A to -j^th of that

amount. The value of I is determined by the height of this ideal atmosphere and the

zenith-distance of the sun.

Let us suppose that c^, fig. 16, Plate XLIII., represents the place where the chemical

action is measured, situated under the ideal atmosphere (L) measiued at 0° and 0“-T6;

and let cfi represent the direction of the zenith, c^a that of the sun ; then bca= f

,

i. e. the sun’s zenith-distance, cfi=h the perpendicular height of the atmosphere, and

ac^=il the depth of atmosphere traversed by the ray. We have then and

a/i

Wo=A10"“s<p. (12.)

If the values of A and are calculated from the observations ofAugust 3, 1857, and

September 14 and 16, 1858, by the method of least squares, we obtain A= 318-3,

a/i=0-3696. The mean barometric pressure in the three experiments was 0“-7557=Po.

The perpendicular height (h) to which the atmosphere at the time of observation would

have extended, if its density had throughout been that corresponding to 0“-7557 and

0° C., is easily found from the specific gravities of air and mercm-y. Taking Peoxault’s

number 0-000095084 as representing the relation of the density of air and mercury, we

have for our experiment—
7^=

0-7557

0-000095084
= 7947 metres.

This number, substituted in a/i= 0-3596, gives for a the value 0-00004525. The

sun’s rays must therefore pass through a column of air at 0° and 0“-
/ 6 of

q.ooo4525

=22100 metres in length in order to reduce the chemical action to j^th of its original

amount. If we call Pg the barometric pressure observed in the experiments from

which a and A were found, the action which would have been observed under another

pressure P, and under the zenith distance <p, is found from the equation

Wo=A10"e-5^ ; (13.)

or substituting the experimental values of A, a, and P,

O-'iTSS? .

Wo= 318-3x10 . (14.)
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In the following Table (XVII.) the numbers calculated by means of this formula are

compared with the action actually observed :

—

Table XVII.

No. of the

experiment.
Sun’s

zenith-distance.

Calculated
chemical illumination
in degrees of light.

Observed
chemical illumination

in degrees of light.

1 57 35 67-9 63-1
2 50 51 85-8 89-2
3 46 8 96*4 93-0
4 68 34 33*1 26-2
5 76 30 9-2 5-5
6 73 49 16-3 15-5

7 71 37 24-5 22-4
8 68 34 33-1 27-9
9 67 30 36-6 38-9
10 64 42 47*9 45-9

1
11 60 48 58-3 62-6

! 12 58 11 66*2 67-6

The probable error of the observations is

0‘6745/yX

=

degrees of light.

This mean en’or must be regarded as extremely small when we consider,—1st, the
great difficulty experienced in keeping the mixture of chlorine and hydrogen at the
maximum degree of sensibility during the whole range of experiments; 2ndly, the
numeious ieductions by means of which all the disturbing influences must be elimi-
nated ; and Srdly, the slight alterations in the extinction of the light which local

changes in the air’s transparency may effect.

Formula (14.) shows that the sun’s rays before their entrance into the earth’s atmo-
sphere would effect an illumination of 318'3=L degrees of light. If the rays pro-
ducing this degree of illumination passed through an infinitely extended atmosphere of
chlorine and hych-ogen until they were completely extinguished, the absolute height (H)
of the column of hydrochloric acid, measured at 0° and thus produced in one
minute, is found from formula (4.), already given on page 888,

H-X 1
T

g’l-lO””*'

In the experiment from which the number 318'3 is obtained, one degree of light

effected a combination per minute of V=0'00001155 cubic metre of hydrochloric acid
measured at 0° and 0™’76. According to our former experiments, the coefficient of

extinction of sunlight for chlorine and hydrogen is a= metre. The internal area

of the insolation-vessel was y=0’00033 square metre. The internal diameter of the
same, d=0'0094 metre. The gas in the insolation-vessel was contained, during the
obsenation, under a pressure of P=0'7551 metre, and at a temperature of 18° C., for

6 D 2
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which the tension of aqueous vapour is^=0“‘0154. Hence the value of h is found to be

/^=0’00858 metre.

By substitution of this number in the last formula, we have

H=35-3 metres.

From this we see that the sun’s rays, if they fell on the earth’s surface vdthout being

weakened by passing through the atmosphere, would exert an action represented by

35'3 light-metres; that is, they would effect in one minute a combination, on a surface

upon which they fall perpendicularly, of a column of hydrochloric acid 35-3 metres

in height, assuming that the rays are extinguished by passing through an infinitely

extended column of the sensitive gas.

By help of formula (14.) we find, moreover,—

•

That the sun’s rays, after they have passed in a perpendicular direction through the

atmosphere to the sea’s level under a mean pressure of 0'76 metre, only effect an action

of 14-4 light-metres, or that under these conditions, nearly two-thirds of their chemical

activity has been lost by extinction and dispersion in the atmosphere.

If we assume that the mean distance of the sun to the earth is r= 206 82 32 9 geogra-

phical miles, and if we imagine the sun in the centre of a sphere whose radius =?’, the

surface of this sphere is The light radiated from the sun upon this sphere would,

if all the light were extinguished in the chlorine and hydrogen gas, produce in each

minute a layer of hydrochloric acid of 36-3 metres, or 0 '004766 geographical mile in

height. Hence it follows,-—

That the light which the sun radiates into space during each minute of time, repre-

sents a chemical energy, by means of which more than twenty-five and a half billions of

cubic miles of chlorine and hydrogen may be combined to form hydrochloric acid.

In a similar way the chemical action has been calculated which the sun’s rays, undi-

minished by atmospheric extinction, produce at the surface of each of the eight chief

members of our planetary system. The second column of the follomng Table (XVIH.)

contains the mean distances of these planets from the sun
;
the third column shows the

chemical action represented in degrees of light eifected by the sun’s rays on the planet

whose name is found in column I. ; and in column IV. this same action is given in light-

metres.

Table XVIII.

I. II. IIL IV.

Mercury ...... 0-887 2125-0
light-metres.

235-4

Venus 0-723 608-9 67-5

The Earth ...... 1-000 318-3 35-3

Mars ............ 1-524 137-1 15-2

Jupiter 6-2013 11-8 1-2

Saturn ......... 9-539 3-5 0-4

Uranus 19-183 1-0 0-1

Neptune... 30-040 0-4 0-04
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From these numbers it is seen how lavish Nature has been in her distribution of

chemical energy throughout the universe. The Earth receives but an infinitely small

portion of this radiation, whilst Saturn and the more remote planets obtain so much less,

that on these bodies the existence of any organic life at all similar to that enjoyed on
our globe must be impossible.

After these considerations touching the magnitude of the total chemical energy

radiated from the sun, we may proceed to consider the conditions under which the

small portion reaching the surface of our earth is distributed.

Compared with the thermic actions of the sun’s rays, we immediately see an important

difference. The heat, produced in the first instance by the absorption of the sun’s rays,

is so irregularly distributed by radiation and by oceanic and atmospheric currents over

the earth’s surface, that it rarely, if ever, is completely transformed at the time and at

the place of its formation into real labour
; so that the simple law, according to which

the thermic climate of a place is dependent upon its elevation above the sea’s level

and the mean height of the sun, becomes completely obscured. The photo-chemical

climate, on the other hand, is not subject to any such sweeping irregularities; for the

chemical action which the sun effects upon a place, varying with its elevation above the

sea and its geographical position, cannot be made to act at any point on the earth’s

surface other than the one on which the rays directly fall. Hence the diffusion and
arrangement of the photo-chemical energy follows a much more simple law than that

exhibited in the distribution of heat on the earth’s surface.

By means of formula (14.) the amount of chemical energy effected by the sun’s rays

at a given time when the atmosphere is cloudless, can be calculated for any place whose
geographical position is known, and for any height above the level of the sea.

In the following Table (XIX.) is found the chemical action expressed in degrees of

light which the direct sun’s rays effect at heights represented by barometric pressures

of to 0“‘05, with varying sun’s zenith-distances from 90° to 0°. The highest hori-

zontal division gives the zenith-distances, the first vertical column the atmospheric

pressures, and the remaining columns the corresponding chemical actions. The curves

(fig. 17, Plate XL\ II.) show graphically the dependence of the chemical illumination

upon the barometric pressure. The abscissse denote sun’s zenith-distances, the ordinates

the chemical action in light-degrees effected at these zenith-distances. With each curve

the corresponding barometric pressure is given. From this we see how unequal, under
otherwise similar circumstances, the chemical illumination of low-land and high-land

must be, and how this illumination increases as the distance above the sea becomes
higher in a greater ratio than corresponds to the diminution of atmospheric pressure.
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Table XIX.

O’. 10’. 20’. .30’. 40’. 50’. 60’. 70’. 80’. 90’.

m
0-80 132-5 130-7 125-2 115-7 102-3 81-4 55-2 24-5 2-1

i

0-0

0-75 139-8 138-2 132-7 123-2 108-9 88-1 6l-5 28-8 2-8 0-0

0-70 147*8 146-1 140-7 131-3 116-9 96-5 68-7 33-8 3-8 0-0

0*65 156-2 154-5 146-6 139-6 125-7 105-2 76-6 29-2 5-3 0-0

0-60 165-0 163-3 158-1 149-0 135-0 114-5 85-5 46-6 7-2 0-0
1

0*55 174-2 172-6 167-6 158-7 145-0 124-7 95-4 54-7 9-9 0-0
,

0-50 184-1 182-5 177-7 169-0 155-7 135-7 106-4 64-2 13-6 0-0 i

0-45 194-4 193-0 188-4 180-1 167-2 147-8 118-8 75-3 18-6 0-0

0-40 205-3 204-0 199-6 191*9 179-7 161-0 132-5 88-4 25-5 0-0

0-35 216-9 215-7 211-6 204-4 193-0 175-3 147-8 103-8 35-0 0-0
;

0-30 229-1 228-0 224-4 217-8 207-2 190-9 165-0 121-7 48-0 0-0

0-25 241-9 241-0 237-8 231-9 222-6 207-9 184-1 142-9 65-8 0-0
1

0-20 255-7 254-8 252-1 247-2 239-1 226-3 205-3 167-7 90-1 0-0
j

0-15 269-5 269-4 267-3 263-2 256-8 246-5 229-1 196-9 123-5 0-0
1

0-10 286-2 284-7 283-2 280-5 275-8 268-4 255-7 231-1 169-3 0-0 !

0-05 301-3 301-0 300-2 298-7 296-3 292-2 285-2 271-1 232-1 0-0
;

0-00 318-3 318-3 318-3 318-3 318-3 318-3 318-3 318-3 318-3 0-0

From the curves we also see that the variations in the illumination appear most

strikingly the lower the sun is above the horizon. When, for instance, at Eeykiavik,

under a barometric pressure of 0‘"'770, the sun is 10° above the horizon, the ground is

illuminated by direct sunlight to 2 ’5 degrees of light ; if the barometer sinks 10 millims.,

the illumination rises to 2 '9 degrees of light. On the highest point of the neighbouring

crater of Hecla, upon which one of us observed a barometric pressure of 0™'6290 on the

26th of July, 1846, the illumination from direct sunlight must rise to 6T, and'on the

summit of Dwalaghiri to at least 90 degrees of light. At the time when the sun has

nearly reached the zenith in the latitude of the Himalayas, the amount of the direct

sunlight which falls on the valleys of the Thibetian high-lands where grain is cultivated,

is nearly one and a half time as large as that falling on the neighbouring low-lands of

Hindostan. This difference increases in so rapid a ratio mth increasing zenith-distance,

that when the sun is 45° removed from the zenith, the direct solar rays on the high table-

land of Thibet give more than twice the chemical action of those falling on the plains

of India.

From these few examples it is seen how rapidly the chemical intensity of the sunshine

increases with considerable elevation above the sea’s level. Yet the variations effected

by reason of these changes are small when compared with the differences brought about

by alterations in the latitude of the place of observation. In order to give an idea of

these variations, we have calculated the chemical action which the sun’s rays effect

under a barometric pressure of 0™’76 at the spring equinox during every hour of the day,

on a horizontal unit of area situated at the points on the earth’s suiJace for which the

chemical illumination of the whole diffuse light has already been determined. The

results of this calculation are contained in Table XX. The formula
0-4758

P
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gives the chemical illumination for the unit of area upon which the sun’s rays fall per-

pendicularly, In order that the supposed surface may be considered to be in the plane
of the horizon and not at right angles to the incident ray, the values of Wo have been
multiphed by cos <p.

Table XX.

Melyille

Island.
Eejldavik. Petersburg. Manchester. Heidelberg. Naples. Cairo.

h li

6 A.M. or 6 p.M. ... 0*00 0-00 0*00 0*00 0*00 0*00 0*00
7 a.m. or 5 p.M. ... 0*00 0*02 0*07 0*22 0*38 0*89 1*74
8 A.M. or 4 p.M. ... 0*07 1*53 2*88 5*85 8*02 13*31 20*12
9 a.m. or 3 p.M. ... 0*67 6*62 10*74 18*71 23*99 35*88 50*01

10 A.M. or 2 p.M. ... 1*86 13*27 20*26 32*91 40*94 58*46 78*61
11 A.M. or 1 p.M, ... 3*02 18*60 27*55 43*34 53*19 74*37 98*33
12 A.M 3*51 20*60 30*26 47*15 57*62 80*07 105*3

The curves (fig. 18, Plate XLVIII.) represent the illuminations at the various places
and times given in the foregoing Table (XX.). The ordinates represent the chemical
actions, expressed in degrees of light, effected at the hours measured on the absciss®
for the places named on the curves. If we compare these curves with those of
fig* 11? Plate XLYI. representing the diffuse light, the singular fact becomes apparent,
that at the time of the vernal equinox the chemical actions which the direct sunlight

effects from the north pole to below the latitude of Petersburg is, during the whole day^

less than that effected by the total diffuse daylight
; and that even in lower latitudes,

down to the equator, the same phenomenon is observed, if not for the whole, yet for a
portion of the day.

A fuifher comparison of formul® (9.) and (14,), shows that not only at the vernal

equinox, but at all times and in all places where the sun rises more than 20° 56' above
the horizon, from sumise till it attains a given height above the horizon, the chemical
action effected by the diffuse daylight exceeds that of the direct sunlight

; and that as

the sun gradually rises, a point is reached at which both sunlight and diffuse daylight

pioduce exactly the same amount of chemical action, whilst beyond this point the effeci:

of the sunshine is most powerful. This phase of equal chemical illumination ” between
fi9,ylight and sunshine, occurs twice daily, and rej)resents a certain zenith-distance of the

sun (^), which may be found by a method of approximation from the formula

2‘776-f-80‘849 cos (p— 45'996 cos^ ip=
318-.S

num log
0-4758P’

cos <p

where the expression to the right denotes the chemical action effected by the sunlight

at the pressui-e P (formula 14.), and that on the left hand gives the action proceeding
from the whole heavens (formula 9.),

If we assume that the barometric pressure was 0“i-76, that the plane of the surface

illuminated by the sunlight was placed perpendicular to the incident rays, and that the
area illuminated by the daylight lay in the plane of the horizon, we find, on calculation,
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that the illumination of the sunshine is equal to that from the daylight when the

distance of the sun from the zenith is 71° 12'.

These daily phases of equal chemical intensity can be determined by allowing the

diffuse daylight and the direct sunlight to fall separately on two pieces of the same

photographic paper, and by observing the time at which the same degree of colour is

brought about on both pieces. From the coiTespondence of these obseiwed times with

those calculated according to the foregoing method, a good idea can be formed of the

degree of reliability which our experiments, and the theory based thereon, warrant.

On February 21st and 22nd, and March 7th and 11th, 1859, the sky was perfectly

cloudless from sunrise to sunset, and hence these days were well-adapted for the pur-

pose of the experiments. The observations were made in a darkened space under the

roof of the Heidelberg laboratory by two persons, one of whom, outside the roof, allowed

the whole diffuse light of day, excluding the direct sunshine, to act upon the prepared

paper, whilst the other observer allowed the direct sun’s rays to fall inside the darkened

space for an equal length of time perpendicularly upon another portion of the same

paper. The sunlight passed through a hole in the roof, on to a blackened box with a

circular opening of 1 inch in diameter. In order to preserve the paper always at right

angles to the incident rays, it was fixed on a piece of board held in the hand, upon

which an upright pin was fastened, and the board was so placed that the shadow of the

pin on the paper was never thrown to one side or the other.

Allowing for the actual height of the barometer observed. O'" -76 4, the zenith-distance

of the sun, at which the chemical illumination from the direct sunlight is equal to that

from diffuse light, is found to be 71° 4'. The sun reached this point on February 21,

1859, at 9^' 7“ a.m., and at 2^ 63®" p.m. The experiments on this day began at IH 30“

A.M., when the blackening effected by the sunlight was much more considerable than

that produced by daylight ; at a later hour this difference between the actions dimi-

nished ; at 3*' 1“ scarcely any difference could be observed, and at 3*^ 16“ the point of

equal colour was passed, as the paper exposed to the sunlight was at this time consider-

ably less coloured than that exposed to diffuse daylight. The phase required lies there-

fore between 3*^ 1“ and 3^^ 16'“
;
according to calculation, it should have occuiTed at

2*^ 53“. Another determination, made on the following day, showed that the pheno-

menon occurred in the afternoon between 3** 23“ and 3*' 39‘", instead of at 2*^ Sd*"; and

in the morning between 8^ 30‘“ and 8^ IS*", instead of at 9** 4'“. On March 7, 1859, under

a barometric pressure of 0'“‘762, the phase occurred in the afternoon between 4** 17“

and 4’’ 27“, when, according to calculation, it should have occurred at 3’* 33“. On March

11, 1859, the sky was intensely blue; the phase of equal colour appeai'ed, under a

pressure of 0‘“'764, in the morning at 7’* 42“ instead of 8'-' 22™. From these experi-

ments, it is not only seen that these phases which the theory requires actually occur,

but also that the agreement between the observed and calculated time of appearance of

these phases is very close. The point at which the phenomenon is observed in the

morning is indeed about forty-five minutes earlier than the calculated point, whilst in
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the afternoon the calculated is about thirty minutes earlier than the observed point.

Ihese differences are, however, satisfactorily explained by the fact, that, in the situation

at which the observations were made, the horizon towards north, west, and east is not
free, owing to the hills of the Neckar Valley which rise 12° above the horizon, in con-

sequence of which a deviation in the direction observed must occur.

We pass now to the consideration of the total chemical effect which the direct sun-

light, varying with the time of day, produces on a unit of area lying in the plane of the

horizon during a given time.

As has been already shown, the formula
0-4758 P

Wj— COS ^ X 318’3 X 10 (15.)

gives the chemical effect (Wj)
which the sun’s rays exert on a horizontal unit of surface

in the space of one minute. For the further calculation, it is, however, simpler to

express W, by a series of powers of the sun’s zenith-distance,

Wi= 0! COS^ COS'^ (p-\-C. cos'* •

By help of formula (15.) we have calculated the value of Wj for every 10° of zenith-

distance between 0° and 90°, and then by the method of least squares found the values

of the coefficients a, h, and c. The calculation gives

Wi=-31-99cos" 417-6 cos=*<p-248-7cos^?5 (16.)

The accompanying numbers show that the differences between the values of Wj, cal-

culated according to the two formulae (15.) and (16.), are so inconsiderable, as to fall

within the unavoidable errors of observation.

According to

formula ] 5.

According to

formula 16.

138*4
o

0 136*9
134*6 10 133*8
123*3 20 124*3

105*4 30 107*3
82*2 40 83*3
56*0 50 65*2
30*1 60 29*6
9*5 70 9*6
0*5 80 1*0

CO 90 0*0

We will now calculate the amount of the chemical rays which fall during a given
time and at a given situation upon a unit of surface in the plane of the horizon.

The sun s zenith-distance is connected with the true solar time of a place by the
equation

cos (p—cos h cosp cos ^-j-sin ^ sin^,

when ^ represents the sun’s declination, p the latitude of the place, and t the sun’s hour-
angle. If, for the sake of shortness, we call sinSsin^=a, and cos§cos^=/3, and

MDCCCLIX. g J1
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develope formula (16.) in a series of powers of cos we have

Wi= «(a"-4-2a|3 cos cos" t)

-i-5(c4^-J-3a"j3 cos i^-}- 3a|3" cos" cos" t)

-]-c(a'*+4a"(3 cos cos" cos" ^+/3^ cos^ t).

The integral J Wi(Z^ has now to be determined. For this purpose we consider

ldt=t

JcosM^=sin^

c 9 j.
COS it sin ^

j
cos" tdt=

2

Jcos"M#= ^

J cos' tdt^ 1 hi COS Sin ^+f f.

For the equinox a=0 and j3=cosj} ;
if the action for the whole day is required, the

integration must be taken from

"”2 ^””^2 ’

for these limits we have—
^dt =7r

^coBtdt =2

Jcos"M^ =y

J cos" tdt =1

Jcos'^<^^=f‘r;

also

Jw(^^=^«cos"_p-l-f5 cos"ji-l-|^ cos'yi,

and

W= 12 X 60 cos"^+^ ^ cos®^j-l-f G cos'^^ i

on substitution of the values of a, 5, and c,

W= — 11620 cos"_p+127600 cos"yi— 67140 cos'^.

Calculated according to this formula, the following Table (XXI.) contains the total

amount of sunlight, expressed in degrees of light, falling diuiiig the da}' at the 'sernal

equinox upon the horizontal unit of area at the previously mentioned places. Dhision I.

contains the names of the places for which the calculation has been made ;
dhision II.

the latitudes of these places
;
division III. the chemical degrees of light to which the

horizontal area is illuminated by sunshine alone ;
dhision IV . the degrees of light,

already given in Table XIII. h, to which the same area is illuminated by the total
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diffuse daylight ; division V. the chemical illumination effected by both the sun and

diffuse light together ; and lastly, division VI. the height of the column of hydrochloric

acid (at 0° and 0™-76), calculated according to formula (4.), which the total illumination

of sun and daylight is able to combine during this one day.

Table XXI.

1

II. III. IV. Y. VI.

Melville Island

Reykiavik

Petersburg

Manchester
Heidelberg

Naples
Cairo

1 Bombay
Ceylon

1

Borneo

74 47 N.L.
64 8 N.L.

59 56 N.L.
53 20 N.L.

49 24 N.L.
40 52 N.L.
30 2 N.L.

19 0 N.L.
10 0 N.L.
0 0 N.L.

1196
5964
8927
14520
18240
26640
36440
43820
47530
48940

10590
15020
16410
18220
19100
20550
21670

11790
20980
25340
32740
37340
47190
58110

metres.

1306
2324
2806
3625
4136
5226
6437

From the numbers in division V. it is seen that the total chemical energy which the

earth receives simiiltaneously fi’om the whole heavens and from the sun, varies compa-

ratively slightly mth the latitude of the place. At Cairo the total chemical action

is about five times, and at Heidelberg about twice as large as it is on Melville Island,

which is only about 15° distant from the north pole. Notwithstanding this small

difference, the highest position of the sun above the horizon on the day in question at these

three places is very different; viz. at MehiUe Island, 15° 13'; at Heidelberg, 40° 36';

and at Caii’o, 59° 58'. The explanation of this remarkable relation is to be found in the

large dispersive power of the atmosphere, which acts as a regulator of the photo-

chemical processes occurring on the earth’s surface, modifying and lessening the great

differences in the chemical illumination produced by the direct sunlight. This is

plainly seen on reference to the numbers in dmsions III. and IV. The numbers repre-

senting the chemical activity developed by sunhght alone m Melville Island, Heidelberg,

and Cau’o, are nearly in the relation of I ; I5‘3 : 30’5, whereas the chemical actions

brought about by diffuse dayhght at these places, when the amount of direct sunlight

on Melville Island is taken as unity, are as 8‘9 : 16 : 18T.

A comparison of columns HI. and IV. show moreover that, singularly enough, the

amount of chemical energy effected by the diffuse daylight is, down to the latitude of

Heidelberg, larger than that produced by the direct sunlight. At Heidelberg the action

fi’om both sources is nearly equal
; at Petersburg that of the diffuse daylight is almost

double of that of the sunlight
; and at Melville Island the effect produced by the

former source is nearly ten times as large as that effected by the latter.

6 E 2
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IV. THE PHOTO-CHEMICAL ACTION OE THE SUN COMPAEED VHTH THAT OF A
TEEEESTEIAL SOUECE OF LIGHT.

We have made a few experiments for the purpose of comparing the light evolved

from the sun’s body with that liberated from a teiTestrial source. The most suitable

light for this object, appeared to be the intense illumination produced by the combustion

of magnesium wire in the air. In the following experiments we have employed a piece

ofmagnesium wire, the radius ofwhich, measured under a microscope, was r=0T485mm.

;

this wire was pressed out of a steel press by the method employed by one of iis for the

preparation of potassium and sodium wire, and applied by Dr. Matthiessex to the metals

of the alkaline earths. When the end of such a wire is raised in temperature, it takes

fire and burns on regularly throughout its entire length, leading a coherent thread of

magnesia.

In order to compare the light thus evolved with that of the sun, it was necessary to

know the length of wire which remained incandescent during the combustion. This

cannot be measured directly, because a surface of a few square millimetres appears

during the ignition like a ball of fire as large as a nut. If the enormous intensity of the

light be weakened by transmission through dark coloured glasses, the edges of the Vtire

can be more distinctly seen
;
but, owing to the rapidity with which the combustion

proceeds, even in this way no exact measurement is possible. The length of the

incandescent piece of wire may, however, be obtained, with sufficient accuracy, in the

following way :—-Between 30 and 40 millimetres of wire of the above thickness were held

in front of a photometric stearinized diaphragm illuminated by a gas-flame burning in

the tin box described in our former papers, and then burnt at such a distance from the

diaphragm that the ring just disappeared. If, now, all the arrangements remainmg the

same, shorter pieces of wire of exactly known length are burnt, the ring always disap-

pears until the length of the wire taken is less than the part which during the com-

bustion is kept incandescent. From this time forward the ring appears plainly, and is

seen to be black on a white ground. Two experiments made in this way showed that

pieces of wire above 10 millims. in length rendered the ring invisible, whilst with pieces

shorter than 10 millims. the ring was seen to be dark on light ground. The length of

wire kept continually incandescent during the combustion is therefore 72= 10 millims.

in length. The wire burning at a distance of 2440 millims. from the insolation-vessel

of our photometer, effected an action of 181 *7 units of light, or of 0 '01 81 7 degree of

light per minute. The light producing this action emanated from a cylinder of

magnesium, having a radius 0T485 miliim. and a height of 10 millims. The surface

of this half cylinder gives out as much light as an equally intensely illuminated

rectangle whose base is equal to the diameter, and whose height is the same as the height

of the cylinder. This rectangle had, in our experiment, the area 2r72=2'9/ square

millimetres, or a circular area having a radius of 0‘9725 miliim. radius. If this

surface had been placed at a distance of 208*7 millims. from the insolation-vessel,
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instead of 2440 millims., the action, instead of being 0-01817 degree of light, would
have been

0-01817x24402
208-72 2-482 degrees of light.

This distance (208-7) is, however, that at which the luminous circular area of burning
magnesium seen from the insolation-vessel has the apparent magnitude of the sun’s disk.

As the sun, before its rays suffered diminution by passing through the atmosphere, would
effect upon the insolation-vessel an illumination of 318-3 degrees of light (seen from
formula 14.), the chemical brightness, or the chemical activity of the rays proceeding

from the sun s surface is or 128-2 times larger than that of the rays evolved from

magnesium wire bm-nt in the way described. By help of the same formula (14.) it is

seen that the chemical brightness of our incandescent magnesium wire is equal to that

of the sun when it stands about 9° 53' above the horizon. A burning surface of mag-
nesium wire, which, seen from a point at the sea’s level, has an apparent magnitude
equal to that of the sun, effects on that point the same chemical action as the sun
would do when shining from a cloudless sky at a height of 9° 53' above the horizon.

If, for instance, such a surface had a diameter of 1 metre, the chemical action which it

would produce at a distance of 107 metres is the same as the sun would effect when
shining perpendicularly on any object from an elevation of 9° 53' above the horizon.

As a matter of interest we have, in contradistinction to the chemical, compared the
visual brightness of these two sources of light, i. e. the brightness as measured by the eye.

For this purpose the direct rays of the sun at 12 o’clock at noon on the 13th of
Nro\ ember, 1858, when the sky was cloudless, were reflected by means of a mirror of
black glass through a circular opening of 0-399 millim. diameter on to the stearinized

diaphragm of the photometer, and then the gas-flame of the photometer was so arranged
that the diaphragm ring disappeared. In order to counterbalance the different colour
of gas- and sun-light, a piece of pale blue glass was placed between the flame and the
diaphragm.

Let us suppose that the intensity of the light when the ring disappears is I. Let S
be the intensity which the unit amount of sunlight possesses after the one reflexion, g
the apparent area which the hole through which the sun passes appears to have when
seen from the diaphragm, and the apparent area of the sun’s disk

; then the following
fraction gives the intensity of the sun’s direct rays falling perpendicularly upon the
diaphragm,

S^’

In order to compare with this, the intensity of the burning magnesium, the wire was
burnt before the diaphragm of the photometer, at such a distance that the ring, as in
the case of illumination Avith the sun, disappeared. If we call g.^ the apparent area of
the incandescent surface of the wire as seen from the photometer ring, the burning
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portion of the wire will illuminate the diaphragm, when its apparent area is equal to

that of the sun, with the intensity

1^1
.

9^'

The visual brightness (G) of the sun, compared with that of a brnning magnesium wire,

is therefore

G=
^9

If the radius of the opening through which the sun shines be r

;

the distance of the

opening from the photometer diaphragm d ;
the radius of the incandescent surface of

magnesium considered as circular ;
and the distance of this surface from the

diaphragm d^, the brightness of the sun compared with that of the magnesium is

S is found from the formula

G==
d9r\

_

S^’

sin® ((p-— <p') tan®

sin® (p + tan® (<p + p')
’

when (p signifies the angle of incidence and p' the angle of refraction of the ray. <pi is

calculated from the refractive index of the mirror ~l-55= ^- when the angle of
Sill

incidence (p) is known. The value of p is obtained from the azimuth (A) of the opening

through which the rays pass
;
from the sun’s dechnation (^) on the day of experiment

;

from the time of observation (t), and from the latitude of Heidelberg by means of the

formula (8.) already employed. By substituting the foliowhig numerical values,

A=73° 44'
;

—17° 68'; ^=0° 0'
;
y)= 49° 24' in the formula, we have

S=0-06101.
Dhect measurement gave

r=0T995 millim.
; fi= 0'9725 millim. ; d!=2590 millims.

;

Hence
G=524-7.

(?i=2440 millims.

The observations were made on November 13th, 1858, at 12^‘ 0“, when the sun’s zenith-

distance was 67° 22'. The brightness of the sun’s disk, as measured by the eye, is

therefore, at this zenith-distance, 624-7 times as great as that of the burning magnesium

wire, whilst at the same zenith-distance the chemical brightness of the sun is only 36*6

times as great.

The steady and equable light evolved by magnesium wire burning in the afr, and the

immense chemical action thus produced, render this soui’ce of light valuable as a

simple means of obtaining a given amount of illumination expressed in terms of our

measurement of light. According to the above experiment, a piece of magnesium wire

0-987 metre long and 0-297 millim. in diameter, efiects at a distance of 2-44 metres an

action of 181-7 units of light, of which 10,000 are equal to 1 degree of light. For every

millimetre of magnesium wire burnt, there is therefore produced 1-1 unit of light at a
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distance of 1 metre. These numbers cannot be supposed to be very accurate, as the

quantity of magnesium upon which we could operate was but small, and we were there-

fore unable to eliminate the errors arising from the phenomenon of induction as com-

pletely as could be 'unshed.

The combustion of magnesium constitutes so definite and simple a source of light for

the purposes of photo-chemical measurement, that the wide distribution of this metal

becomes desirable. The application of this metal as a source of light may even become
of technical importance. A burning magnesium 'wire of the above thickness evolves,

according to a measurement we have made, as much light as 74 stearine candles*, of

which five go to the pound. If this light lasted one minute, 0‘987 metre of wire, weighing

0T204 grm., would be bui’nt. In order to produce a light equal to 74 candles burning

for 10 hours, whereby about 20 lbs. of stearine is consumed, 72’2 grms. ofmagnesium would
be required. The magnesium -wire can be easily prepared by forcing out the metal by
gi'eat pressure from a heated steel press ha'sdng a fine opening at bottom : this wire might

be rolled up in coils on a spindle which could be made to revolve by clock-work, and

thus the end of the wire, guided by passing through a groove or between rollers, could

be continually pushed forward into a gas- or spirit-lamp flame in which it would burn.

Y. CHE]\IICAL ACTIOA OF THE CONSTITUENT PARTS OF SOLAR LIGHT.

The chemical action efiected by the several portions of the solar spectrum depends not

only upon the nature of the refracting body, but also upon the thickness of the column
of au’ through which the light has to pass before decomposition. In the following

experiments we have employed prisms and lenses of quartz, cut by Mr. Daekee of Lam-
beth, instead of glass prisms, which, as is well known, absorb a large portion of the

chemically active rays. In order to render our experiments as free as possible from

the irregularities arising fi’om variation in the atmospheric absorption, the observations

were made quickly one after the other, so that the zenith-distance of the sun altered

but very slightly.

A perfectly cloudless day was chosen for these observations, and the direct sunlight

reflected from the speculum-mirror of a Silbeemaxx’s heliostat through a narrow slit into

our dark room. The spectrum produced by the rays passing through two quartz prisms

and a quartz lens, fell upon a white screen which was covered 'with a solution of sulphate

of quinine, to render the ultra-'violet rays and the accompanying dark lines visible. In

this screen a naiTOAv slit was made through which the rays from any wished-for portion

of the spectrum could be allowed to pass, so as to fall duectly upon the insolation-vessel

situated at a distance of from 4 to 5 feet. A finely divided millimetre-scale was also

placed on the screen, by means of which the distance between the Feaunhoeee’s lines

could be accurately measured, and the portion of light employed thus exactly determined.

In order to recognize with accuracy the various portions of the spectrum, we employed

a map of the dark lines prepared by Mr. Stokes, which he most kindly placed at our

* This number must only be regarded as an approximation to the truth, as the diaphragm of the photo-

meter had to he illuminated with light passing a light-blue glass.
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disposal. The figure (fig. 19, Plate XLVII.) contains a copy of Mr. Stokes’s map, with

the distances measured by him, and letters given according to his notation. We have

divided the space between the letter A in the red to the last ray Stokes observed, M in

the lavender rays, into 160 equal parts, and we represent the position and breadth of

the bundle of rays which effected a given action upon the insolation-vessel as follows :

—

If a bundle of rays lying between the abscissae 20’5 and 34 in fig. 15 had to be represented,

we should call the edge of the bundle towards A, ^ DE, and that towards M EG,

whilst the middle of the bundle, or the portion of the spectrum which produces the

action, we call “ DE to ^ EG.” The breadth, of this bundle of rays, in which the inso-

lation-vessel was completely bathed, was of the total length of the spectrum.

The following Table gives the direct results of a series of observations made by per-

fectly cloudless sky at Heidelberg, on the 14th of August, 1857, under a barometric

pressure of 0“’7494. The first column gives the numbers of the observations in the

order in which they were made ;
column II. the times of observation in true solar time

;

column III. the portion of spectrum under examination ; and column IV . the action

corresponding to this portion.

I. II. III. IV.

1

h

10
m
54 A.M. From f GH to I 48-80

2 10 58 A.M. From i DE to E ... 1-27

3 11 4 A.M. From C to 4 DE 0-47

4 11 8 A.M. From Nj to QR..... 18-28

5 11 13 A.M. From 4 RS to ST 2-03

6 11 41 A.M. From f ST to I UV 1-27

7 11 47 A.M. From N^Q to -I- RS ...

From
-f
ST to UV..

11-73

8 11 50 A.M. 1-02

9 11 54 A.M. From
-I

IM*! to N4 ...... 37-87

10 11 57 A.M. From Hi to f IMi 57-42

11 0 1 P.M. From III to 4 IMi •••••• 52-30

12 0 4 P.M. From 4 GH to H 61-38

13 0 7 P.M. From 4 FG to G 27-64

14 0 16 P.M. From 4 FG to G 28-74

15 0 20 p.M. From 4 DE to F 1-39

16 0 25 p.M. From 4 N4Q to 4 RS ... 13-19

17 0 32 p.M. From 4 N4Q to 4 RS ... 12-41

18 0 40 p.M. From G to 4 GH 53-78

19 0 42 p M. FromlGH to H 68-74

20 0 45 p.M. From 4 GH to I 53-9

If the fraction of the unit amount of incident light which is reflected from the mirror

of the heliostat at the commencement and at the end of the series of experiments be

calculated, we get the numbers 0‘644 and 0'642, which differ so slightly, that the

variations brought about by the reflexion may be neglected without overstepping the

observational errors. At the times of observation on the 14th of August, 1857, the

sun’s zenith-distance was as follows :—

-

li in o 1

At 10 54 A.M. 37 35

At 0 0 A.M. 35 13

At 0 45 p.M. 36 16
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The chemical intensity of the sun’s rays at these various periods may be calculated by

formula (14.). They are in the proportion of the numbers 1-002, 1-000 and 1-016.

Although the differences between these numbers are but small, we have reduced all the

observations to that chemical action which would have been observed if they had all

been made at 12** 0“a.m. upon the day in question. The following Table contains the

numbers thus reduced, the mean value having been taken of those observations which

occur more than once :

—

Xo. True solar time. Position in the spectrum.
Relative chemical

action.

1

h m
10 54 A.M. From GH to I 62-7

2 10 58 a.m. From DE to E 1-3

3 11 4 A.M. From C to T DE 0-5

4 11 8 A.M. From Nj to -| QR 18-9

5 11 13 a.m. From ^ hS to f ST 2-1

6 11 41 A.M. From f ST to f UV 1-2

7 11 47 a.m. From 1 N4Q to RS 12-5

8 11 54 a.m. From-ilM, to N^... 38-6

9 0 1 P.M. From Hj to ^ IMj 55-1

10 0 4 P.M. From T GH to H 60-5

11 0 16 P.M. From T EG to G 28-4

12 0 20 P.M. From DE to F 1-4

13 0 40 P.M. From G to 4 GH 54-5

The lines aaaa (fig. 19, Plate XLVII.) give a representation of the relative chemical

action which the various parts of the spectrum, the rays of which have only j)assed

through air and quartz, effect on the sensitive mixture of chlorine and hydrogen. It is

seen that this action attains many maxima, of which the largest lies by y GH to H, and

the next at I, and also that the action diminishes much more regularly and rapidly

towards the red than towards the violet end of the spectrum.

The sun, when it was employed for these experiments, was 35° 13' removed from the

zenith. If the atmosphere were throughout of the density corresponding to 0"*-76 and
0° C., the perpendicular height which, during our experiment, it would have possessed, is

0-7494

0-000095084
“ 7881 metres.

The depth of atmosphere through which the rays had to pass in this experiment was,

however, -—3—^=9647 metres.
d o 0 X ocos

We have stated in one of our previous communications^, that the solar rays which

at different hours of the day pass through the same column of chlorine, are altered in a

very different manner. This shows that rays of different chemical activity are absorbed

in very different ways by the air. The above results are therefore only applicable for

sunlight which has passed through a column of air, measured at 0'^-76 and 0° C., of 9647

metres in thickness. For rays which have to pass through a column of air of a ditferent

length from this, the chemical action of the various constituents of the spectrum must

* Philosophical Transactions, 1857, p. 617, &c.

6 FMDCCCLIX.
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be different. The order and degree in which the chemical rays are absorbed, may be

obtained by repeating the observations according to the above method from honr to

hour during a whole day. Such a series of experiments we have unfortunately as yet

been unable to execute, owing to the variability of the weather in our latitudes. One

Tery imperfect series of observations we can, however, quote, and they sufB.ce to show

that the relation between the chemical action of the spectral coloirrs is perceptibly

altered when the thickness of air through which the rays pass changes jhom 9647 to

10,735 metres.

These experiments were likewise made on August the 14th, 1857, in the short space

of time from 9^ 44“ to lO’^ 19“ a.m., and gave the follovraig numbers reduced to the

zenith-distance (42° 46'), corresponding to 10^ 0“ a.m. They were, however, made with

a bundle of rays of a different thickness from the former experiments, and therefore

cannot be compared with those.

Xd. Time. IPortioii of.£psctrum.

nektive
chemical
action.

1

h m
9 44 A.M. From ^ GH to I ............ 14-5

.2 9 48 A.M. From Ng to E^ 10-1.

3' 9 .54 A.M. From A E2S to i ST 2-4

4 9 59 A.M. From ^ ST to U 0-0

5 11) 4 A.M. From G to 4 GH ..... 13-0

6 10 8 A.M. From F to i FG 7-1

7 10 11 A.M. From b to 4 FG 3‘2

8 10 15 A.M. From 4 DE to f EF 0-4

These observations are represented by the lines 5 5 5 (fig. 19, Plate XLYII.) in wlrich,

it must be remembered, a unit different fi'om that of the other experiments is employed.

From this it is seen that the relation of the chemical action of the spectrum from the

line E to the line H. undergoes a considerable alteration when the rays have to pass

through a column of air 10,735 metres in height instead of 9647 metres.

An extended series of measurements of the chemical action of the several portions of

the solar spectrum under various conditions of atmospheric extinction, may prove of

great interest, if, as we can irow scarcely doubt, the solar spots appear at regular inter-

vals, and our sun belongs to the class of fixed stars ofvariable illuminating power. It is

possible that such observations, made during the presence and dming the absence of

the solar spots, may give rise to some unlooked-for relations concerning the singular

phenomena occurring on the sun’s surface. Whether, however, the atmospheric

extinction can ever be determined with sufficient accuracy to render risible the altera-

tion in the light which probably occurs with the spots, is a question which can only be

decided by a series of experimental investigations which must extend far beyond the

scope of any single observer.
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INDEX

TO THE

PHILOSOPHICAL TEAKSACTIONS

FOR THE YEAR 1859.

A.

Amalgams^ conductibility of, for heat, 831.

Amphistegina, 30.

Antimony, on the properties of eleetro-deposited, 797.

Arc of Meridian in India, 759, 791 (see Pratt).

Atomic weight of graphite, 249.

B.

Bladdea', nature of the involuntary muscular tissue of the, 469.

Brodie (Professor B. C.). On the Atomic Weight of Graphite, 249.

Buckton (G. B.). On the Isolation of the Organo-Metals, Mercuric, Stannic, and Plumbic Ethyls ; and
Observations on some of their Derivatives. Second Memoir, 417.—Mercuric ethyl, 417 > stannic

diethyl, 423
;
plumbic diethyl, 430 ; diplumbic triethyl, 432.

Bunsen (Professor R.) and Roscoe (Dr. H. E.). Photo-chemical Researches. Part IV., 879.—Com-
parative and absolute measurement of the chemical rays, 880; chemical action of diffuse daylight,

891 ; chemical action of the direct sunlight, 905 ;
the photo-chemical action of the sim compared

with that of a terrestrial source of light, 920; chemical action of the constituent parts of solar

light, 923.

C.

Carbon, atomic weight of, as graphite, 249.

Carbonic acid evolved in respiration, 681, 715 (see Smith).
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Carpenter (W. B.). Researches on the Roraminifera. Part III.—On the Genera Penerophs, Oper-

culinEj and Amphistegina, 1 ;
Peneroplis^ 2

;

Operculinaj 12 ;
Amphistegina, 30 ;

explanation of

the plateSj 36.

Cayley (A.). A Sixth Memoir upon Quantics^ 61.—^On geometiy of one dimension, 62 ; on geometry

of two dimensions, 69
;
on the theory of distance, 82.

— On the Double Tangents of a Plane Curve, 193.

— On the Conic of Pive-pointic Contact at any point of a Plane Cnrve, 371.

Chemical rays, measure of, as determined by the combination of chlorine and hydrogen, 879 (see

Bunsen).

Clarke (J. Lockhart), Further Researches on the Grey Substance of the Spinal Cord, 437.—Struc-

ture of the caput cornu posterioris, 439 ;
on the grey substance of the filum terminate, 453 ;

of the

epithelium of the central canal, 455 j appendix, 458; explanation of the plates, 461.

Colour-hlindness, 323.

Compression, thermal effects of, on solids (longitudinal compression), 119; on fluids, 133.

Conic offive-pointic contact at any point of a plane curve, 371.

Crace-Calvert (P.) and Johnson (R.). Conductibility of Mercury and Amalgams, 831.

Cubic, conic of five-pointic contact with a, 384, 394.

D.

Double tangents of a plane curve, 193.

E.

Elliptic functions, 171 (see Merripield).

Ellis (G. V.). Researches into the Nature of the Involuntary Muscular Tissue of the Urinary Bladder,

469.

F.

Fairbairn (W.) and Tate (T.). On the Resistance of Glass Globes and Cylinders to Collapse from

external pressure ; and on the Tensile and Compressive Strength of various kinds of Glass, 213.

—

Tenacity of glass, 215; resistance of glass to crushing, 217; resistance of glass globes and cyhn-

ders to internal pressure, 224 ;
to external pressure, 231 ;

reduction of the results, and formulse,

241.

Farr (Dr. W.). On the Construction of Life-Tables, illustrated by a New Life-Table of the Healthy

Districts of England, 837. (For Contents, see pp. 837, 838.)

Foraminifera, researches on, 1 (see Carpenter).

Frankland (Dr. E.). Researches on Organo-metallic Bodies. Foui’th Memoir, 401.—Action of zinc-

ethyl upon iodide of stanethyl, 402 ;
action of zincmethyl, 405 ; of zincethyl on iodide of mercury-

methyl, 409 ;
of zincmethyl on chloride of mercuryethyl, 410 ;

of zinc on a mixtui'e of the iodides

of ethyl and methyl, 411
;
preparation of zincmethyl, 412.

G.

Gassiot (John P.). On the Stratifications in Electrical Discharges, as observed in Torricellian and other

Vacua. Second communication, 137.—Character of the stratified discharge under different condi-
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tions of rarefied media, 138; condition of discharge at negative terminal, 140; stratified discharge

from both terminals, 143; influence of temperature, 144; on vacua free from vapour of mercury,

146; carbonic acid vacua, 147 ;
on non-conducting vacua, 148; vacua-tubes prepared with arsenious

acid,' bromine, iodine, pentachloride of antimony, bichloride and bisulphide of carbon, 150; con-

dition of discharge at negative terminal, 153; general conclusions, 155; notes, 157, 158.

Gilbert (Dr. J. H.). See Lawes.

Glaciers, on the physical phenomena of, 361 ;
on the veined structure of, 379.

Glass, strength of, 313 (see Fairbairn).

Globes and cylinders, strength of, to resist an internal pressure, 313 (see Fairbairn).

Gore (G.). On the Properties of Electro- deposited Antimony, 797.

Graphite, atomic weight of, 349.

H.

Henerey (Professor A.). On the Anatomy of Victoria regia. Part II., 479.

himmalayas, effect of attraction of, on the plumb-line in India, 745 (see Pratt).

J.

Johnson (R.). See Crace-Calvert.

Joule (Dr. J. P.). On some Thermo-dynamic Properties of Solids, 91. (For Index, see p. 131.)

On the Thermal Effects of Compressing Fluids, 133.

L.

Land-lizard, description of some remains of a gigantic, 43.

Lawes (J. B.) and Gilbert (Dr. J. H.). Experimental Inquiry into the Composition of some of the

Animals Fed and Slaughtered as Human Food, 493. (For Contents, see pp. 493, 494.)

Life-Tables, on the construction of, 837 (see Farr).

Lubbock (J.). On the Ova and Pseudova of Insects, 341.—Development of pseudova, 358.

M.

Marsupial Carnivore, 309 (see Owen).

Megalania prisca, 43.

Megatherium, bones of the posterior extremities of the, 809
;
physiological summary relative to, 833.

Mercury, conductibility of, for heat, 831.

Mer de Glace, motion of, 361 ;
inclinations of, 375 ;

dirt-bands of, 304,

Merrifielu (Charles W.). On the Comparison of Hyperbolic Arcs, 171.

N.

Nitrogenous and non-nitrogenous constituents in animal food and in bread, relation of the, 568 (see Lawes).

Numbers, theory of, 49 (see Pollock).
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0 .

Operculina, 12.

Organo-metallic bodies, 401, 417 (see Fkank.lan'D, Btjckton).

Owen (Professor). Description of some remains of a Gigantic Land-lizard {Megalania prisca, Owen)
from Australia, 43.

’

. ___ On the Vertebral Characters of the Order Pterosauria as exemplified in the Genera
Pterodactylus and Dim.orphoclon, 16L-~Atlas and axis vertebrse of the Pterodactyle, 165.

On the Fossil Mammals of Australia. —Part L Description of a mutilated SkuR
of a large Marsupial Carnivore {Thjiacoleo carnifex, Owen), from a calcareous conglomerate
stratum eighty miles S.W. of Melbourne, Victoria, 309.

^
On the Megatherium.—Part V. Bones of the Posterior E.xtremities, 809.—Phy-

siological summary, 823.

P.

Peneroplis, 2.

Photo-chemical researches, 879 (see Bunsen).

Pole (W.). On Colour-blindness, 328.

Pollock (Sir Frederick). On some Remarkable Relations which obtain among the Roots of the Four
Squares into which a Number may be divided, as compared with the corresponding Roots of certain
other Numbers, 49.

Pratt (Archdeacon J. H.). On the Defieetion of the Plumb-line in India, caused by the Attraction of
the Himmalaya Mountains and of the elevated regions beyond

; and its modification by the com-
pensating effect of a Deficiency of Matter below the Mountain Mass, 745 (for Contents, see p. 745).
Postscript on Himmalayan Attraction, 774.

. Qjj Influence of the Ocean on the Plumb-line in India, 779.
Pseudova of insects, 341 j their development, 358.

Pterosauria, vertebral characters of the order, 161.

Q.

Quantics, 61 (see Cayley).

R.

Rankine {W. J. Macquorn). On the Thermo-dynamic Theory of Steam-engines with diy saturated
Steam, and its application to practice, 177.—Introduction, 177; summary of previously known
principles and formula, 178; theory of the work, heat, and efficiency of dry'saturated steam, 184;
approximate formulse, 187; comparison of theory with experiment, 189.

, Supplement to a paper “ On the Thermo-dynamic Theory of Steam-
engines with dry saturated Steam, and its application to practice,'’' 743.

Respiration, chemical and other phenomena of, 681 ; efl’ect of foods on, 715 (see Smith).
Roscoe (Dr. H. E.). See Bunsen.

S.

Sea-level, change of, produced by attraction of mountains, &c., 792.
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Smith (Dr. E.). Experimental Inquiry into the Chemical and other Phenomena of Respiration, 681.

—

Quantity of carbonic acid evolved and changes in respiration, 685 ; variations from day to day,

and from season to season, 698; influence of walking and the treadwheel, 709; resume, 711.

Experiments on Respiration.—Second Communication. On the Action of Foods on

Respiration during the primary processes of digestion, 715.—Starch, 718; fats, 720; sugars, 721

;

milk, 724; alcohols, 726; inhalation of alcohols, 728; tea, 733; some other nitrogenous sub-

stances, 737 ; conclusion, 738.

Spectrum, measure of the chemical action of various parts of the, 923.

Spinal cord, on the grey substance of the, 437 (see Clarke).

Steam-engines, on the thermo-dynamic theory of, with dry saturated steam, 177, 743 (see Rankine).

Stratifications in electrical discharges, 137 (see Gassiot).

T.

Tate (T.). See Fairbairn.

Tension of solids, thermal efihets of, 98.

Thermo-dynamic properties of solids, 91 (see Joule).

Thermo-electricity, 91 (see Joule).

Thylacoleo carnifex, 309 (see Owen).

Tyndall (Professor J.). On the Physical Phenomena of Glaciers.—Part L, 261.

Oil the Veined Structure of Glaciers; with observations upon White Ice-seams,

Air-bubbles and Dirt-bands, and remarks upon Glacier Theories, 279.—Veined structure, &c., 280 ;

flattening of air-bubbles in glacier ice, 297; dirt-bands, 304.

V.

Veined structure of glacier's, 279 (see Tyndall).
Victoria regia, anatomy of, 479.

Z.

Zincmethyl, preparation of, in considerable quantity, 412.
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EECEITED BT

THE ROYAL SOCIETY,
WITH THE

NAMES OF THE DONOES.

From November 1858 to May 1859.

Peesents,

ACADEMIES and SOCIETIES.

Amslerdam :

—

Yerhandelingen der KomnHijke Akademie van "Wetenscliappen. 4'^®, 5'^®,

6“*® Deel. 4to. Amsterdam 1851-58.

Verslagen en Mededeelingen. Afd. llatnnrknnde, 7*’® Deel. Afd. Letter-

kunde, S'*® Deel. 8vo. Amsterdam 1857, 1858.

Jaarboek : April 1857 to April 1858. 8vo. Amsterdam.

Catalogiis van de Boekerij der Koninklijke Akademie van Wetenschappen.

l'®"Deels, l®‘®Stuk. 8vo. Amsterdam 1857.

Basel :

—

Berieht iiber die Verbandlungen der bTatorforschenden GeseUschaft.

Nos. 5-8. 8vo. Basel 1843-49.

Verbandlungen. TbeB 2. Heft 1. 8vo. Basel 1858.

Batavia :

—

Yerhandelingen van bet Bataviaaseb Genootschap van Kunsten en Weten-

schappen. Deel 26. 4to. Batavia 1854-57.

Tijdscbrift voor Indische Taal-, Land- en Yolkenkunde, &c. Nieuwe Serie.

Deel 3. 8vo. Batavia 1856-57.

Berlin :

—

Abhandlungen der KonigKehen Akademie der Wissenscbaften. Aus dem

Jabre 1857. 4to. Berlin 1858.

Monatsbericbt. January, February 1859.

PbysikaUscben Gesellscbaft. Die Fortscbritte der Pbysik im Jabre 1855.

Jabrgang XI. Abtb. 2 : im Jabre 1856. Jabrg. XII. Abtb. 1. 8vo. Berlin

1858.

Bern :—ErofEnungsrede der 43®*®° Yersammlung scbweizeriscber Xaturforscber.

8vo. 1858.

Berwick:—Proceedings of tbe Berwickshire Naturalists’ Club. Yol. lY.

No. 2. 8vo.

Dohoss.

Tbe Academy.

The Society.

Tbe Society.

Tbe Batavian Society of

Arts and Sciences.

Tbe Academy,

Tbe Physical Society.

Tbe Society,

The Club.
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ACADEMIES and SOCIETIES (continued).

Bombay -Transactions of the Geograpbical Society. 1836-40, and January

1847 to April 1848. 8vo. Bombay.

Boston:—Proceedings of the American Academy. Yol. III. Yos. 32-52.

Yol. lY. Nos. 1-11. 8vo. 1856-58.

Breslau :

—

Kovorum Aetorum Academise Caesarese Leopoldino-Carolinse Yaturae Curio-

sorum. Yol. Yicesimi sexti Pars Prior et Secunda. 4to. Vratislavice et

Bounce 1857-58.

Eiinf und dreissigster Jatres-Bericlit der Scblesischen Gesellschaft fiir vater-

liindische Kultur...im Jabre 1857. 4to. Breslau.

Brussels :

—

Memoires de I’Aeademie des Sciences, &c. Tome XXII. 4to. Bruxelles 1848.

Des Moyens de soustraire TExploitation des Mines de HouiUe aux Chances

d’Explosion. 8vo. Bruxelles 1840.

Calcutta :

—

Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal. Xos. 5, 6, 1857 ;
Xos. 1-4,

1858. 8vo. Calcutta.

Memoirs of tbe Geological Survey of India. Yol. I, Part 2. 4to. Calcutta

1858.

Cambridge :—Transactions of tbe Cambridge Pbilosophical Society. Yol. X.

Part 1. 4to. Cambridge 1858.

Cherbourg :—Memoires de la Societe Imperiale des Sciences Xaturelles. Tome

Y. 8vo. Paris, Cherbourg 1858.

Christiania :

—

Pbysikabske Meddelelser -ved Adam Arndtsen, 4to. Christiania 1858.

Njd Magazin for Naturvidenskaberne. 10^® Bind. Heft 1-3. 8vo. Chnstiania

1857-58.

Norges Mynter i Middelalderen, samlede og beskrevne af C. I. Scbive.

Med Inledning af C. A. Holmboe. Heft 1, 2. fob Christiania 1858.

Betoenkning og IndstiUing fra den ved Kongelig Eesolution af 5*® August

1853 nedsatte Commission angaande det offentlige Eattigvoesen paa Landet.

4to. Christiania 1856.

Copenhagen :—Oversigt, 1856, 1857. 8vo. Kjohenhavn.

Dijon —Memoires de I’Academie Imperiale des Sciences, Arts et Belles Lettres.

2“® serie. Tome YI. 8vo. Dijon 1858.

Dublin :

—

Journal of tbe Geological Society. Yol. YII. Part 3. Yol. YIII. Parti. 8vo.

Dublin 1856-58.

Journal of tbe Royal Dublin Society. Yol. I. and Xos. 9-13. Yol. II. 8to.

JhMin 1858-59.

Edinburgh ;—Proceedings of tbe Royal Society. Yol. lY. Xo. 48. 8vo. 1857-58.

Falmouth :—Tv'enty-fifth Annual Report of tbe Royal Cornwall Polytechnic

Society. 1857. 8vo. Falmouth.

Geneva :

—

Memoires de la Societe de Physique et d’Histoire NatureHe. Tome III. and

Tome XIY. Part 2. 1858. 4to. Geneve.

Plates to ditto. Oblong fob

Tbe Society.

Tbe Academy.

Tbe Academy.

Tbe Society.

Tbe Academy.

Tbe Society.

Tbe Geological Museum,

Calcutta.

Tbe Society.

Tbe Society.

Tbe Royal Eniversity.

The Royal Society, Copen-

hagen.

Tbe Academy.

Tbe Society.

Tbe Society.

Tbe Society.

Tbe Society.

Tbe Society.
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ACADEMIES and SOCIETIES (continued).

Gottingen :—Nackricliten von der Georg-Augusts-Eniversitat, &c. 8vo. Got- The Society.

tingen 1857.

Haarlem :

—

Hatuiu-kiindige Verhandelingen van de HoUandsche MaatschappiJ der The Society.

Metenschappen. Tweede Verzameling. Deel3. Stuk2. 4to. 1847; Deel4.

4to. 1848 ;
Deel 5. Stnk 1. 4to. 1848. Hcuirlem.

Historisehe en Letterkundige Yerliandelingen. Deel 2. 4to. Haarlem

1853.

Elel;—Schiiften der Universitat : ana dem Jatu-e 1856. Bd. 3; Jakre 1857. The University.

Bd. 4. 4to. Kiel 1857, 1858.

Lancashire and Cheshire :—Transactions of the Historic Society. Yol, JL, The Society,

8vo. London 1858.

Lausanne

Bulletin de la Societe Yaudoise des Sciences Hatui’eUes. Tom. Y. Ho. 42. The Society.

Tome YI. Ho. 43. Svo. Lausanne 1858.

Catalogue de la Bihliotheque. Mai 1858. Svo. Lausanne. ^

—

Liege :—Memoires de la Societe Eoyale des Sciences. Tomes XI. XIII, Svo. The Society.

Ldge 1858.

Lisbon :—Trabalhos do Observatorio Meteorologico do Infante D. Luiz na Escola The Academy of Sciences.

Polytechnica. 3° anno, 1856-57. fol. Lisboa 1858.

Liverpool Proceedings of the Literary and Philosophical Society. Ho. 12, The Society.

Svo. Liverpool 1858.

London :

—

Board of Trade.—Meteorological Department. Second and Third Humbers The Board of Trade,

of Meteorological Papers, compiled by Bear-Admiral EitzEoy. 4to. Loivdon

1858,

British Architects, Papers read at the Eoyal Institute of British Archi- The Institute,

tects, 17 Humbers, 1850-53, and Session 1857-58. 4to. London.

British Association, Eeport of the Twenty-seventh Meeting, Svo. Lomlon The Association.

1858.

Chemical Society. Quarterly Journal. Yol. X. Ho. 2. 1857. Yol. XI. The Society.

Hos. 2-4. 1358-59. 8vo,

Geological Society. Quarterly Journal. Yol. XIY. Parts 3 & 4. YoLXY. The Society,

Parts 1 & 2. 8vo. London 1858-59.

Geological Survey. Memoirs of the Geological Smwey of Great Britain, and The Museum,

of the Museum of Practical Geology. Mining Eecords. By Eobert Hunt,

Esq., E.E.S. Svo. London 1858,

Horological Institute. The Horological Jornmal. Hos. 1 to 9. Svo, London The Institute.

1858-59.

Linnean Society, Transactions, YoL XXII. Part 3, 4to. London 1858. The Society,

List of EeUows, 1858. Svo.

——
• Journal of the Proceedings. Yol. Ill, Hos. 9-12; and

Supplement to Botany. Hos. 1, 2. Svo, Lovvdon 1858-59.

Pathological Society. Transactions. Yol. IX. Svo, London 1858. The Society,

Journal of the Photographic Society, Hos, 67-85. 1858-59, 8vo, The Society,

Eoyal Agiicultural Society. Journal. Yol. XIX, Svo. London 1858. The Society.

a 2
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Dosoes.Peesents.

ACADEMIES and SOCIETIES {continued).

London :

—

Koyal Astronomical Society. List of FeUows. 8yo. Lo'ndon 1858.

Eoyal Geographical Society. Proceedings. Yol. II. Nos. 3-6. Vol. III.

Nos. 1, 2. 8vo. London 1858-59.

Royal Institution. Notices of the Proceedings, &c. of the Royal Institu-

tion. Part 8. 8vo. London 1858.

—— List of Members, &c., with the Report of Visitors for the

year 1857. 8vo. London 1868.

Royal Medical and Chirurgical Society. Medico-Chirurgical Transactions.

Vol. XLI. 8vo. London 1858. ^

— Proceedings. Vol. II. No. 2.

Vol. III. No. 1. 8vo. London 1858-59.

Society of Antiquaries. Arch^ologia. Vol. XXXVII. Part 2. 4to. London

1858.

— — Proceedings. Vol. IV. No. 47. 8vo.

—^— . — —_

—

List of the Society. 8vo. 1858.

Society of Arts. Journal. Vols, VI. and VII. Nos. 291 to 339. 1858-59.

Statistical Society. Journal. Vol. XXI. Parts 2-4, 8vo. Lo'ndon 1858.

United Semce Institution. Journal. Vol. I. Nos. 2 & 3. Vol, II. Nos. 6-8.

8vo. London 1857-59.

Zoological Society. Transactions. Vol. IV. Part 5. 4to. London 1858.

— Proceedings. Nos, 350—369.— List of PeUows. 8vo. 1858.

Manchester :—
Memoirs of the Literary and Philosophical Society, Second Series. Vol.

XV. Part 1. 8yo. London 1858.

Proceedings. Nos. 1-14. 8yo. 1857-58.

Milan :

—

Memorie delL’ I. R. Istituto Lombardo di Scienze, Lettere ed Arti. Vol. VI.

and Vol. VII. Ease. 1-3. 4to. Milmo 1856, 1858.

Atti. Vol. I. Ease. 1-5. 4to. Milano 1858.

Giomale. Ease. 47-54. 4to. Milano 1856-57.

Moscow :—Bulletin de la Societe Imperiale des NaturaHstes. Annee 1857.

Nos. 2, 3, 4. Annee 1858. No. 1. 8yo. Moscqi^ 1867-58.

Munich :

—

Abhandlungen der Koniglich Bayeiischen Atademie der Wissenschaften.

Philosoph.-Philolog. Classe. Bd. 8. Abth. 3. Hist. Classe. Bd. 8. Abth. 2.

Math. Phys. Classe. Bd. 8. Abth. 2. 4to. Milnehen 1857-58.

Gelehrte Anzeigen. Bd. 46, 47. 4to. Munchen 1858.

Abhandlungen der Naturwissenschaftlich-Technischen Commission. Bd. 2.

8vo. Munchen 1858.

Ueher Johannes Miiller, u.b.w. 4to. Munchen 1858.

Ueher die geschichtlichen Vorstufen der neueren Rechtsphilosophie. 4to.

Mwichen 1858.

Ueher neuaufgefundene Dichtungen Erancesco Petraxca’s. 4to. Mwichen

1858.

The Society.

The Society.

The Institution.

The Society.

The Society.

The Society.

The Society.

The Institution.

The Society.

The Society.

The Institute.

The Society.

The Academy.
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Donors.Presents.

ACADEMIES and SOCIETIES {continued).

Paris :

—

Memoires de Tlnstitnt. Notices et Extraits des Manuscrits de la Biblio-

theqiie Impdriale, &c. Tomes XYI. XYII. XYIII. XIX. 4to. Paris

1858.

Comptes Eendus de I’Academie des Sciences. Yol. XLYI. Nos. 23-26. Yol.

XLYII. 1858. Yol. XLYIII. Nos. 1-20. 1859.

Tables. Tome XLYI. 4to.

Annales des Mines. Serie. Tomes XIII. XIY. Liv. 4-5. Svo. Paris

1858.

Bidletin de la Societe de Geograpbie. 4'"® Serie. Tomes XY. XYI. Svo.

Paris 1858.

Bulletin de la Societe Geologique de Prance. 2™® Serie. Tome lY. PeuiJles

79-86. 1846-47. Tome IX. PeuilLes 5-10.1851-52.. Tome XIY. PeuiUes

46-57. Tome XY. PeuiUes 7-42. 1856-58. Tome XYI. PeuiUes 1-23.

1858-59. Svo. Paris.

Annales HydrogTapbiques. Tome XIII. Svo. Paris 1857.

Annuaire des Marees des Cotes de Prance pour I’An 1858. 12mo. Paris 1857.

Instruction k suivre pour aUer mouUler sur la Bade de Santa-Cruz. Svo.

Paris 1858. (Extrait.)

Manuel de la Navigation dans le Detroit de Gibraltar. Svo. Paris 1857.

Notes sur la Navigation de TArcbipel des Marquises. Svo. Paris 1858.

(Extrait.)

Note sur les Courants de TOcean Atlantique. Svo. Paris 1857. (Extrait.)

Beconnaissance bydrograpbique des Cotes Occidentales du Centre Ameiique.

Svo. Paris 1857. (Extrait des Annales Hydrog.)

Supplement an Livre des Pbares. Svo. Paris 1857.

Notice sur les Erreui’s des Compas, &c. Svo. Paris 1858.

Supplement au Catalogue cbronologique des Cartes, &c. Svo. Paris 1857.

(Extrait.)

PbUadelpbia :

—

Academy of Natural Sciences. Journal. Yol. lY. Part 1. 4to. PhiladelpTiia

1858.

Proceedings. Yol. I. 1841-43. Yol. II.

Nos. 2, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 11, 1844-45. Yol. III. 1846-47. Yol. lY.

Nos. 2-8, 1848-49. Yol. Y. Nos. 5-12, 1850-51. Yol. YI. 1852-53.

Yol. YII. No. 1, 1854. Yol. YIII. Nos. 3, 4, 1856; and Nos. 7-19,

1858. Svo. Philadelphia.

American PbUosopbical Society. Proceedings. Yol. YI. Nos. 57, 58. Svo.

1857.

PranMin Institute. Journal. New Series. Yols. I. & II. 1828. Yol. YIII.

No. 6, 1831. Yol. IX. No. 6, 1832. Yol. X. No. 6, 1832. Yols. XI. to

XIY. 1833, 1834. Yol. XXI. Third Series. 1851. Yol. XXYII. No. 4,

1854. Yol. XXXY. Nos. 5, 6. Yol. XXXYI. 1858. Yol. XXXYII.

Nos. 1-4, 1859. Svo. Philadelphia.

Borne ;

—

Atti deU’ Accademia Pontificia de’ Nuovi lincei. Anno X. Sess. 6 & 7,

1857. Anno XI. Sess. 1-5, 1857-58. 4to. Roma 1857-58.

Tbe Institute.

Tbe Academy.

L’Ecole des Mines.

Tbe Society.

Tbe Society.

Le Depot de la Marine.

Tbe Academy.

Tbe Society.

Tbe Institute,

Tbe Academy.
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DoyoEs.PfiESENTS.

A.CADEMIES and SOCIETIES (continued').

Eome :—
Memorie dell’ Osservatorio del Collegio Eomano. Enova Sene. Eo. 1. 4to.

JRoma 1859.

St. Petersturgli :

—

Compte Eendu de I’Acade'mie Imperiale des Sciences, 1856-57. 8to.

St. PHersbourg 1857—58.

Bulletin de la Classe Physico-Mathematique. Tome XYI. 4to. St. PeUrs-

hourg 1858.

Bulletin de la Classe Historico-PMlologique. Tome XTV. 4to. St. Peters-

hoiirg 1857.

Stockholm :—

-

Kongliga Svenska Vetenskap-Akademiens Handlingar. EyEoljd. Bandetl.

Haftet 2. 4to. Stockholm 1856.

Ofversigt. 14'’® Argangen, 1857. 8vo. StocTcholm 1858.

Berattelse om Framstegen i Fysik under ar 1852 . .AfE, Edlund. 8yo. Stock-

holm 1857.

Voyage aiitour dn Monde sur le Fregate Siiedoise Eugenie, execute pendant

les Anne'es 1851-1853. Sons le Commandement de C. A. Virgin. Ob-
servations Scientifiquos publiees, par Ordre de sa Majeste le Eoi Oscar I.

par I’Acadeinie Eoyale des Sciences a Stockholm. Physique I. 4to.

The same in Swedish. Fysik I. Botanik I. Zoologi. I. II. 4to. Stockholm

1857-58.

Toronto :—The Canadian Journal of Industry, Science, and Art. Eew Series.

Eos. 14-20. 8vo. Toronto 1858-59.

Toulouse :

—

Memoires de I’Aeademie Imperiale des Sciences, &c. 5™ Serie. Tome II.

8vo. Toulouse 1858.

Annuaire. 14™ Annee. Toulouse 1858-59.

Turin : -Memorie della Eeale Aecademia delle Scienze. Serie Seconda. Tomo
XVII. 4to. Torino 1858.

Venice :—

-

Atti dell’ Imp. Eeg. Istituto Veneto di Scienze, Lettere ed Arti. Tomo 3°.

Serie 34 Dispensa 8-10. Tomo 4. Disp. 1-3. 8vo. Venezia 1857-59.

Memorie. Vol. VII. Parts 1, 2. 4to. Venezia 1857-58.

Vienna :

—

Denksehiiften der Kaiserlichen Akademie der Wissensehaften. Math.

Xatux. Classe. 14" Band. 4to. Wien 1858.

Sitznngsherichte. Math. Xatur. Classe. Bd. 24. Heft 3. Bd. 25 & 26.

1857. Bd. 27. Heft 1, Bd. 28, 29, and Eos. 13, 14, 15, Bd. 30, 1858.

8yo. Wien.— Phil. Hist. Classe. Bd. 23. Heft 5, 1857. Bd. 24, 25, 26, &
Bd. 27. Heft 1, 1858. 8vo. Wien.

Almanach der Akademie. S*’’’ Jahrgang, 1858.

Jahrbuch der K. K. Geologischen Eeichsanstalt. 1857, Jahrgang VIII.

Eos. 2, 3, 4. 1858, Jahrgang IX. Eos. 1, 2, 3. 4to. Wien.

Mittheilungen der K. K. Geographischen Gesellsehaft. 2" Jahi-gang, 1858.

Heft 1-3. 4to. Wien.

The Observatory.

The Academy,

The Academy.

The Canadian Institute.

The Academy.

The Academy.

The Institute.

The Academy,

The Institute.

The Society.
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Peesents.

A.CADEMIES and SOCIETIES {continued).

Waskington :

—

Smitlisoman MisceUaneous Collections. Tables, Meteorological and Phy-

sical, prepared by Arnold Guyot. Second Edition. 8vo. Washington

1858.

Proceedings of the American Association for the Advancement of Science.

Tenth Meeting, 1856. Eleventh Meeting, 1857. 8vo. Cambridge 1857-58.

TVurzhnrg:—Yerhandlungen der Physicalisch-Medizinischen Gesellschaft.

Bd. 9. Heft 1. 8vo. Wurzburg 1858.

A’orkshire :—^First Annnal Eeport of the South Yorkshire Yiewers’ Associa-

tion. 8vo. Barnsley 1858.

AIRY (G. B., E.R.S.) Astronomical, Magnetical, and Meteorological Observa-

tions made at the Royal Observatory, Greenwich, in the Year 1857. 4to.

London 1859.

— Account of the Construction of the Hew Hational Standard of

Length, and of its Principal Copies. 4to. London 1858. (From PhU. Trans.

Part III. 1857.)

AHOHYMOHS
Almanaque Hautico para el Ano 1860. 8vo. Cadiz 1858.

An Apology for the Doctrine of Pythagoras, as compatible with that of

Christianity, &e. 8vo. Boulogne-sur-Mer 1858-59.

Catalogue of the Books in the Admiralty Library. 8vo. London 1858.

Catalogue of Egyptian and other Antiquities collected by Sir Charles Nichol-

son, D.C.L. 8vo. London 1858.

Catalogue of the Fellows, &c. of the Royal College of Physicians, 1858.

Catalogue of Pictures in the National Portrait Gallery, January 1, 1859. 8vo.

London.

Circular to the Patrons of the Bowditeh Library
;
with the documents on the

occasion of its being presented to the Public Library of the City of Boston.

8vo. Boston 1858.

Eleventh Annual Eeport of the Ohio State Board of Agriculture for the Year

1856. 8vo.

Encyclopadische Uebersicht der Wissenschaften des Orients, aus sieben ara-

bischen, persisehen und tiirkischen Werken iibersetzt. TheR 1 & 2. 8vo.

Leipzig 1804.

Ephemerides of the Minor Planets and Neptune for the Year 1859. 8vo.

London 1858.

Fifth Eeport of the Postmaster- General. 4to. London 1859.

Flora Batava. AH. 184.

Nederlandsch Kmidkundig Archief, onder redactie van W. H. de Yriese, &c.

4^® Deel, 3*^® Stuk. 8vo. Leyden 1858.

Official Reports on the last Journeys and the Death of Adolphe Schlagintweit

in Turkistan. 4to. Berlin 1859. {For private distribution.)

Prselectiones tresdecim in Principium Elementorum Euclidis. 4to. Oxonii

1621.

Quarterly Journal of Microscopical Science. No. 3. 8vo. London 1853.

Donoes,

The SmithsonianInstitution.

The Association.

The Soeiet3^

The Association.

The Admiralty.

The Astronomer Royal.

The Obseiwatory of San Fer-

nando.

The Author.

The Admiralty.

Sir C. Nicholson.

The CoRege.

The Secretary.

The Trustees.

The Board.

J. Yates, Esq., F.R.S.

The Admiralty.

Rowland HRl, Esq., F.R.S.

His Majesty the King of the

Netherlands.

The Editor’s.

Messrs. H. and R. Schla-

gintweit.

J. Yates, Esq.. F.R.S.

J. 'WRliams, Esq.
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Peesents.

ANONYMOUS {continued').

Report of the Commissioners appointed to inquire into the Regulations affect-

ing the Sanitary Condition of the Army, &c. fol. Lo^ndon 1858.

Report of the Commissioner of Patents for the Year 1856. Arts and Manu-

factures. Vols. I.-III. Agriculture. 8vo. Washington 1857.

Reports of Explorations and Surveys, to ascertain the most practicable and

economical Route for a Railroad from the Mississippi River to the Pacific

Ocean; made imder the direction of the Secretary of War in 185S-54.

Vols. II.-VIIl. 4to. Washington 1855-57.

Report on the Sanitary Condition of the Army, particularly during the late

War with Russia. By a Non-Commissioner. 8vo.

Report of the Superintendent of the Coast Survey, 1856. 4to. Washington

1856.

Scinde Railway, Indus Steam Plotilla, and Punjaub RaHway. 8vo. Lowlon

1859.

Tenth Annual Report to the Council from the Committee of the Royal Mu-
seum and Library, Peel Park. 8vo. Salford 1858.

The Exhibition of 1861 :—Why it should be—^What it should be—Where it

should be. 8vo. London 1859.

The Nautical Almanac and Astronomical Ephemeris for the Years 1859-62.

4 Vols. 8vo. London 1855-58.

Tide Tables for the English and Irish Ports, for the Year 1858. 8vo. London

1857.

The Royal Gallery of Art. Parts 33, 35, 36, 37. fol. London 1858-59.

The University College, London, Calendar for the Session 1858-59.

Wirtembergisches Urkundenbuch, herausgegeben von dem Konighcben

Staatsarcbiv in Stuttgart. 2®*' Band. 4to. Stuttgart 1858.

BACHE (A. D.) On the Heights of the Tides of the United States, from Ob-

servations in the Coast Survey. 8vo. 1858. (From the Amer. Joum.)

—

Tide Tables for the Use of Navigators, &c. 8vo. 1857.

BIANCONI (J. J.) Specimina Zoologica Mosambicana. Ease. 11. 4to, Bononim

1850.

BOHM (J. G.) and KARLINSKI (E.) Magnetische und Meteorologische Beo-

baebtungen zuPrag. 13®'’, 18®’’, & 19®*" Jahi’gang. 4to. Prag 1855, 1858—59.

BOND (G. P.) On the Use of Equivalent Numbers in the Method of Least

Squares. 4to. Cambridge 1856. (From Mem. Amer. Acad, of Arts and Sci.)

—

— An Account of Donati’s Comet of 1858. 4to. Cambridge 1858.

(Extract from Mathematical Monthly.)

BOND (W. C.) Observations on the Planet Saturn, &c. ;
being Annals of the

Astronomical Observatory of Harvard College. Vol. II. Part 1. 4to. Cam-

bridge 1857.

BOWDITCH (N. J.) Suffolk Suimames. Second Edition. 8vo. Boston 1858.

BRETT (T.) A Treatise on Light, Vision, and Coloui's
;
comprising a Theory on

Entire new Principles, deduced, by great care and study, from Common

Nature, explanatory of much Phenomena not before understood. 12mo.

Toronto 1858.

ERINE (Capt. F.) Record Map of Sebastopol and surrounding Country. Lon-

don 1858. (Mounted in cover.)

Dokoes.

T. G. Balfour, M.D., E.E.S.

The Patent Office, Washing-

ton.

The United States Govern-

ment.

The Author.

Prof. A. D. Bache.

The Publishers.

The Committee.

The Society of Arts.

The Admiralty.

S. C. HaU, Esq.

The College.

His Majesty the King of

Wiirtemburg.

The Author.

The Author.

The Observatory.

The Author.

The Observatory.

The Author.

The Author.

Capt. Frederic Brine, R.E.
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Peesents.

BEIjSTE (Capt. P.) and COLBOENE (Hon. Capt. J.) Memorials of tlie Brave

;

or, Besting Places of oiu’ EaEen Heroes in the Crimea and at Scutari.

Second Edition. 4to. London 1858.

BEOiSnsr (H. G.) Die Entwickelnng der Organischen Schopfimg. 8vo. Stuttgart

1858.

BEUKN'OW (E.) Astronomical Notices, Nos. 1-5. 8vo. Ann Arhor 1858-59.

BUEGESS (J.) On Hypsometrical Measurements by means of the Barometer,

&c. 8vo. Calcutta 1859.

BUENET (T.) TeUuris Theoria Sacra
j

orhis nostri originem et mntationes

generates, &e. Editio tertia. 4to. Lonclinl 1702. (Contains Newton’s Auto-

graph.)

BEET (T. S.) Account of a Yoyage to India via the Mediterranean. 8vo.

London 1859.

CLAUSIES (E.) Die Potentialfunction imd das Potential. 8vo. Leipzig 1859.

COOPEE (W. lY.) On Wounds and Injuries of the Eye. 8vo. London 1859.

COEENWINDEE (B.) Eecherches sur 1’Assimilation du Carbone par les

Eenilles des Yegetaux. 8vo. Paris. (Extrait des Annales de Chimie.)

CEOET (Sir J., E.E.S.) A few Notes on the Services in Portugal from the

Year 1810 to 1816 (inclusive). 8vo. 1857. (Privately printed.)

DANA (J. D.) Eeview of Marcou’s ‘ Geology of North America.’ 8vo. 1858.

(Excerpt from American Journal.)

DAYIDSON (T., E.E.S.) Paheontological Notes on the Brachiopoda. Nos. 1 & 2.

8vo. 1858-59. (Excerpt from the Geologist.)

DE MOEGAN (A.) Proof of the Existence of a Boot in every Algebraic Equa-

tion. 4to. Cambridge 1858.

On the Syllogism, No. III., and on Logic in general. 4to.

Cambridge 1858. (Excerpts from Trans. Camb. PhE. Soc.)

DENISON (E. B.) On some of the Grounds of Dissatisfaction with Modern

Gothic Architecture. 8vo. 1859. (Proc. Eoy. Inst.)

DESMOECEAEX (M. A.) Notice Biographique sru M. Balthasar Eomano. 8vo.

Naples 1858.

DE YAENHAGEN (E. A.) Yespuce et son premier Yoyage, &c. 8vo. Paris

1858.

Examen de quelqnes Points de I’Histoire geogra-

phique du Bresil, &c. 8vo. Paris 1858. (Extraits du Bulletin Soc.

Geog.)

DEWALQEE (G.) Observations critiques sm- I’age des Gres liasiques du Lux-

embourg. 8vo. (Extrait du BuEetin Acad. Eoy. de Belgique.)

DOEGLAS (Sii’ Howard, E.E.S.) On Naval Warfare with Steam. 8vo. London

1858.

DEACH (S. M.) On the Statistics of Marriages in England. 8vo. 1859.

EDYE (J., E.E.S.) An Addenda on the Displacement and Equipment of Ships

and Ycssels of lYar. 4to. London 1859.

ENCKE (J. E., Eor. Mem. E.S.) Heher die Existenz eines widerstehenden

Mittels im Weltraume. 8vo. Berlin 1858. (Aus dem Astron. Jahrb. fiir

1861.)

Berliner Astronomisches Jahrhueh fiir 1861.

8vo. Berlin 1858.

Doxons,

Capt. Erederic Brine, E.E,

The Author.

The Author.

The Asiatic Society of Ben-

gal.

J. Yates, Esq., E.E.S.

The Author.

The Author.

The Author.

The Author.

The Author.

The Author.

The Author.

The Author.

The Author.

The Authoress.

The Author.

The Author.

The Author.

The Author.

The Author.

The Author.

MDCCCLIX. h
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Doxobs.

The Ohservatory, Berlin.

Peesents.

EI^CKE (J. F., For. Mem. E.S.) Verzeiehniss der von Bradley, Piazzi, La-

lande und Bessel heohachteten Sterne, u.s.-w. Zone 0 Phr, Blatt 1. Zone

IX. Uhr, Blatt 10. With 2 Star Maps. fol. Berlin 1858.

EBDMAXX (A.) Beskrifhing dfver Dalkarlsbergs Jemmalmsfalt uti Xora

Socken och Orehro Lan. 4to. Stoclcholm 1858. (From Kongl. Yet. Akad.

Handl.)

ESCHEE (P.) Die Bereehnong vom Flacheninhalt der Kngelzone. 8vo. Zimch

1859.

ESPY (J. P.) Fourth Meteorological Eeport. 4to. Washington 1857.

FAEADAT (M., F.E.S.) Experimental Eesearches in Chemistry and Physics.

8vo. London 1859.

FISCHEE DE WALDHEIM (G.) Ommatolampes et Trachelacanthns, genera

Piscium fossilinm Xova. 4to. Mosquce 1851.

FISHEE (J. C.) The Mosaic Account of the Creation. 8yo. Philadelphia 1858.

FLODEEXS (P.) Eloge Historiqtie de Frangois Magendie. 8to. Paris 1858.

FOEBES (J. D., F.E.S.) Occasional Papers on the Theory of Glaciers, &c. 8vo.

Edinburgh 1859.

GIESEIvE (Dr.) Wetter Beobachtungen angestellt zu Godthaab in Siidgronland

vom 1 Xovember 1806, bis ziim 16 August 1813. (Manuscript transcribed

from the Originals in Copenhagen.)

GILBAET (J. W F.E.S.) The Logic of Banking, &c. 8vo. London 1859.

GILLISS (Lieut. J. M.) The United States’ Naval Astronomical Expedition to

the Southern Hemisphere. Vol. III. Observations to determine the Solar

ParaUax. 4to. Washington 1856.

GLASSFOED (C. F. 0.) London Sewage: shall it be Wasted, or Economized?

8vo. London 1858.

GODWIN (G., F.E.S.) Town Swamps and Social Bridges. 8vo. London 1859.

GEAHAM (Lieut.-Colonel J. D.) Annual Eeport on the Harbours of Lake

Michigan. 8vo. Washington 1857.

Map of Chicago Harbour and Bar, 1857.

GEAY (Maria E.) Figures of Molluscous Animals, selected from various

Authors, Etched for the Use of Students. 8vo. London 1859. Yols. I.-IY,

GEEENE (W. B.) An Expository Sketch of a new Theory of the Calculus.

12mo. Paris 1859.

GEOYE (W. E., F.E.S.) On the Stris seen in the Electrical Dischai’ge in

vacuo. 8vo. London 1858.

— On the Influence of Light on the Polarized Electrode.

8vo. London 1858. (From the Philosophical Magazine.)

HilLES (S.) Philosophical Experiments
;

containing useful and necessary

Instructions for such as take long voyages at Sea, &c. 8vo.

HALLEE (A. von.) Primac Linese Physiologiaj, in usum prseleetionum

academicaium. 8vo. Edinhurgi 1767.

HANSEN (P. A., For. Mem. E.S.) Einleitende Bemerkungen iiber seine dritte

Abhandlung: Auseinandersetzung einer Zweokmassigen Methode zur Be-

rechnung der Absoluten Storungen der Kleinen Planeten. 8vo. 1859.

(From Bericht. der Eon. Sachs. GeseUschaft.)

HANSTEEN (C.) Den magnetiske Inclinations Forandringer i den nordlige og

sydlige Halvkugle. 4to. Kjdhenhavn 1857.
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TT APTXnP (J.) Direction and Strength of the Wind at the Liverpool Observa-

tory, 1852-57. (Five Sheets of Diagrams.)

HADGHTOhT (Sir Graves C.) The Chain of Causes ;
demonstrating the neces-

sary Connexion, Kelation and Dependence of Physics, Metaphysics and

Morals. Yol. I. fol. London 1842.

HAYEES (G., Translator.) A General CoEection of Discourses of the Yirtiiosi

of France, upon Questions of ah sorts of Philosophy, and other Natural

Enovrledge, &c. 4to. London 1664.

and DAYIES (J.) Another Collection, &c. 4to. London

1665.

HENNESSY (H., F.E.S.) The Distribution of Heat over Islands. 8yo. London

1858.

— Note on the Laws which regulate the Distribution

of Isothermal Lines. 8vo.

Terrestrial Climate, as influenced by the Distribu-

tion of Land and Water. 8vo. Dublin 1859. (Excerpts from the Atlantis.)

A Discourse on the Study of Science in its Delations

to Individuals and to Society. Second Edition. 8vo. Dublin 1859.

— — On a Uniform System of Weights, Measures, and

Coins for all Nations. 8vo. London 1858.

HENEY (J.) Meteorology, in its Connexion with Agriculture. 8vo. Washing-

ton 1858.

HENWOOD (W. J., F.E.S.) Notes on Subterranean Temperature in Chdi.

8vo. Penzance 1857.

HIEN (G. A.) Eecherches sur I’Equivalent Mecanique de la Chaleur. 8vo.

Colmar et Paris 1858.

HOLLAED (H.) Etudes sur les Gymnodontes, &c. 8vo. (Extrait des Ann. de

Sci. Nat. tom. vui.)

HOESFIELD (T.) and MOOEE (F.) A Catalogue of the Buds in the Museum

of the Hon. East India Company. Yol. II. 8vo. London 1856-58.

HUMPHEY (G. M.) A Treatise on the Human Skeleton (including the Joints).

8vo. Cambridge 1858.

JAMES (Lieut.-Colonel H.) Ordnance Trigonometrical Survey of Great Britain

and Ireland. Account of Observations and Calculations of the Principal

Triangulation and of the Figui’e, Dimensions, and Mean Specific Gravity

of the Earth, as derived therefrom. With one volume of Plates. 4to. Lon-

don 1858.

JEFFEEYS (J., F.E.S.) The British Army in India: its Preservation, &c.

8vo. London 1858.

JEFFEEYS (J. G., F.E.S.) Gleanings in British Conchology. 8vo. London 1858.

More Gleanings in British Conchology. 8vo. Lon-

don 1858.

Further Gleanings in British Conchology. 8vo.

London 1859. (Excerpts from Annals of Nat. Hist.)

JOHNSON (M. J.) Astronomical and Meteorological Observations made at the

Eadchffe Observatory, Oxford, in the year 1856, and in the year 1857.

Yols. XYII. XYIII. 8vo. Oxford 1858-59.
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JOUEFALS;—
Astronomische Naeliriehteii. Band 45-47. 4to. Altona 1857-58.

Cosmos. Vol. XII. Liv, 24-26, and Table. Vol. XIII. and Yol. XIY. Liy. 1-20.

8yo. Paris.

Journal of the Indian Archipelago. Xew Series. Vol. II. Xo. 4. 8\o. Singa-

pore 1857.

The American Jouimal of Science and Arts. Yol. XXYI. and Yol. XXYII.
Xos. 79 «& 80. 8vo. NewTiaven, 1858-59.

The Athenaeum. June to December 1858 ; January to April 1859.

The Atlantis ; a Eegister of Literature and Science. Conducted by lEembers
of the Catholic University of Ireland. Xos. 2 & 3. Svo. Lomhn 1858.

The Builder. Yols. XYI. XYII. Xos. 802-850. London 1858-59.

The Geologist
;
a Popular Monthly Magazine of Geology. Edited by S. J.

MacHe, Esq., E.G.S. Yol. I. and Yol. II. Xos. 15 & 16. 8to. London
1858-59.

The Joiumal of Mental Science. Yol. Y. Xos. 27-29. 8yo. London 1859.

The Literary Gazette. June to December 1858 j
January to May 1859.

The Mathematical Monthly,- Yol. I. Xos. 1-7. Edited by J. D. Eunlde. 4to.

Cambridge (U.S.) 1858-59.

The Philosophical Magazine. July to December 1858; January to May
1859. Svo.

KELLEE (F. A. E.) Xotice sur la Xavigation transatlantique, &c. Svo. Paris

1859.

KEMPLAT (C.) Comets : their Constitution and Phases, &c. Svo. London
1859.

EEEIL (K.) Jahrbiicher der K. K. Central-Anstalt fiir Meteorologie und Erd-

magnetismus. Band 5. Jahrgang 1853. 4to. Wien 1858.

KUPFFEE (A. T., For. Mem. E.S.) Annales de I’Observatoire Physique

central de Eussie. Annee 1855. Xos. 1, 2. 4to. 8t. Petersloiirg 1857.

— Supplement aux Annales, pour 1’Annee
1855. 4to. 8t. Petersbourg 1859.

LAMOXT (J
.) Annalen der Koniglichen Sternwarte bei Miinchen. Band X.

Svo. MiincJien 1858.

Untersuchungen iiber die Eichtung und Starke des Erdmagne-
tismus an verschieclenen Puncten des Siidwestlichen Europa imAUerhochsten
Auftrage seiner Majestat des Konigs Maximilian II. 4to. Munclien 1858.

LAMOXT (J.) and SOLDXEE (J. von.) Meteorologisclie Beobaehtungen aufge-

zeichnet an der K. Sternwarte bei Miinchen in den Jahren 1825-37. Svo.

Munclien 1857.

LAWSOX (G.) Papers read to the Botanical Society of Edinbui’gh. Svo.

Edinburgh 1858.

LEE (E., F.E.S.) Engravings of the Ganglia and Xerves of the Uterus and
Heart. 4to. London 1858.

LE ^ EEEIEE (U. J. J., For. Mem. E.S.) Annales de I’Observatoii’c Imperial

de Paris. Tome lY. 4to. Paris 1858.

BIHAEZIK (F.) Das Gesetz des Menschlichen Wachsthiimes und der unter der

Xorm zuriickgebliebene Brustkorb als die erste und Trichtigste Ursache der

Ehacitis, Scrophulose und Tuberculose. Svo. Wien 1858.
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LINATI (P.) et CAGGrIATI (P.) Eecherches Esperimentales sur les Effets

dll Coiirant Electriqiie applique au Nerf graud-sympatliique. 8vo. Parme

1859.

LINDSAY (J. B.) The Chrono-Astrolabe
;
containing a full set of Astronomic

Tables, &c. 8yo. Dundee 1858.

LITTEOW (C. von.) Annalen der K. K. Sternwarte in Wien. 3®'" Eolge. 7®“'

& 8^'' Band. 8to. Wien 1858-59.

LOYTE (E. J.) A Natm-al History of Perns. Parts 79-90. 8vo. 1858-59.

Beautiful-leaved Plants. Parts 1, 2. 8vo. 1859.

LTJBBOCE (J.) On the AiTangement of the Cutaneous Muscles of the Larva

of Pygaera bueephala. 4to. London 1858. (From Trans. Linnean Soc.)

LPTHEE (E.) and WICHMANN (M.) Astronomische Beohaehtungen auf der

Koniglichen Pniversitats-Sternwarte zu Konigsberg. Abth. 33. io\. Konigs-

herg 1858.

MA.IEWSKI (A.) De Suhstantianim, qute Liquoribus Amnii et AUantoidis

insunt, rationibus diversis vitae embryonalis periodis. 8vo. Dorpati lAvono-

rum 1858.

MALLET (E., F.E.S.) On the Military and Naval Uses of very large Shells,

and the comparative Powers of Shells in relation to Diameter. 8vo. London

1858. (From Journal of United Service Inst.)

and MALLET (J. W.) The Earthquake Catalogue of the

British Association, with the Discussion, Curves, and Maps, &c. 8vo.

London 1858.

MAPS, ENGEATINGS, WOEKS OF AET, &c.

Map of the Basin of La Plata. 1853-56.

Engraved Portrait of Major-General Edward Sabine, E.A., Treas. and V.P.

Eoyal Society.

Portrait in Oil, mth Gilt Frame, of Dr. J. E. Gray, F.E.S.

Portrait in OB, in GBt Frame, of Dr. G. A. Mantell, F.E.S.

Photographic View of the Eeflecting Telescope erected at Bradstones.

Statuette of Sir Isaac Newton, modelled after the Statue erected at Grantham

in September 1858, designed by Mr. Theed.

MAUEY (Com. M. F.) Explanations and Sailing Directions, to accompany

the Wind and Current Charts. Yol. I. Eighth Edition. 4to. Washington

18.58.

Y'ind and Cui’ront Charts. Gales in the Atlantic.

4to. Washington 1857.

MEDICI (M.) Compendio Storico della Scuola ^inatomica di Bologna, &c. 4to.

Bologna 1857.

MEINEES (C.) Geschichte des Ursjirungs, Fortgaugs imd YerfaUs der Wis-

senschaften in Giiechenland und Eom. Band I. II. 8vo. Lerugo 1781-82.

MEELINI (G.) II Passato, B Presente e I’Awenire deUa Industria Manifat-

turiera in Lombardia. 8vo. Milano 1857.

MEYEE (H. von.) Fauna der Yorwelt. Eeptilien aus dem lithographischen

Schiefer des Jura in DeutsclBand imd Frankreich. Lief. 1. fol. Franlcfurt

a. M. 1859.
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MILLEPt (AV. H., E.Pt.S.) On the Construction of the hiew Imperial Standard

Pound: on the Comparison of the Hew Standards with the Kilogramme

des Archives, &c. 4to. London 1857. (From Philosophical Transactions,

Part 3, 1856.)

MITCHEEL (J.) On the Extraction of the Precious Metals by means of

Mitchell’s Patented Amalgamating Machinery. 8vo. London 1858.

MOLIHEUX (T.) A Short Introduction to the Ese of the Globes. 12mo.

Tsndon 1793.

MULDEE (G. J.) Scheikundige A^’erhandelingen en Onderzoekingem 2'*® Eeel.

2'^- Stuk. 8vo. Rotterdam 1858.

MTTEOTTTSOTSr (Sir E. I., F.E.S.) Silmia. The History of the Oldest Eossili-

ferous Eocks and their Foundations
;
with a brief Sketch of the Distribu-

tion of Gold over the Earth. Third Edition. 8vo. London 1858.

MYLNE (E. W.) Geological and Topographical Map of London and its

Environs. (Sheet mounted in Cover.)

NAYA (D.) e SELMI (G. F.) Sul Caglio AhteUino. 8vo. Milano 1857.

PEYEEUS (J. C.) Merycologia sive de Evminantibvs et E’VTuinatione Commen-

tarivs. 4to. Basileoi 1685. (This copy bears on the title-page the auto-

graph of Buifon, to whom it belonged.)

PICTET (A.) Les Origines Indo-Europeennes ou les Aryas primiti-fe : Essai de

Paleontologie linguistiqiie. Premiere Partie. 8vo. Geneve, Fans 1859.

PLAHTAMODE (E.) De la Temperature a Geneve d’apres vingt annees

d’Observations (1836-55). 4to. Geneve 1857. (Extrait des Mem. de la Soe.

de Phys.)

Observations Astroiiomiques faites a I’Observatoire de

Geneve dans les annees 1851 et 1852. XI® et XII® Sme. 4to. Geneve

1858.

— Hote sur la Comete de Donati. 8vo. (Extrait des

Archives des Sciences.)

Eesume Meteorologiqiie de I’annee 1855 pour Geneve

et le Grand St. Bernard. 8vo. Geneve 1856.

The same for 1856 and 1857. (Extraits dela Bib. Univ,

de Geneve.)

EAIXEY (G.) On the mode of Formation of SheHs of Animals, of Bone, and

of several other Structures, by a Process of Molecular Coalescence, demon-

strable in certain artificially formed Products. 8vo. London 1858.

EAMCHDXDRA. A Treatise on Problems of Maxima and Minima solved by

Algebra, under the superintendence of A. De Morgan, Esq. 8vo. London

1859.

EEHNIE (G., F.E.S.) On the Quantity of Heat developed by Water when

rapidly agitated. 8vo. (From Rep. Brit. Assoc.)

EOBIXSOX (Rev. T. E., F.E.S.) Experimental Researches on the lifting Power

of the Electi’o-Magnet. Part 3. 4to. Dublin 1858. (From Trans. Eoy.

Irish Acad.)

SABIXE (Major-Gen. E., Treas. E.S.) Manual of Terrestrial Magnetism. 8vo.

(Extracted from the Admiralty Manual, 1859.)
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SABIKE (Major-Gen. E., Treas. E.S.), (Editor.) Letters of Col. Sir A, S.

Erazer, K.C.B., commanding the Eoyal Horse Artillery in the Army under

the Duke of Wellington. 8to. London 1859.

SECCHI (A., For. Mem. E.S.) Descrizione del nnovo Osservatorio del CoEegio

Eomano, &c. 4to. Roma 1856.

Quadro Eisico del Sistema Solare, 1858. (Co-

loured Sheet.)

SICAED (A.) Monographic de la Canne a Sucre de la Chine dite Sorgho a Sucre.

Tomes I. II. 2™^ Edition. 8vo. Pans 1858.

SMEE (A., E.E.S.) General Debility and Defective Nutrition: their Causes,

Consequences, and Treatment. 8vo. London 1859.

SMITH (Eev. S. S.) An Essay on the Causes of the Yariety of Complexion and

FigTire in the Human Species, Ac. Eeprinted. 8vo. Edinburgh 1788.

SMYTH (C. P., E.E.S.) Eeport on the TeneiitFc Astronomical Experiment

of 1856, Ac. 4to. London and Edinburgh 1858.

SOEBT (H. C., E.E.S.) On the Microscopical Structure of Crystals, indicating

the Origin of Minerals and Eocks. 8to. London 1858. (Excerpt from

Quarterly Journal of Geol. Soc.)

SPEATT (T. A. B., Capt.) An Investigation of the Effect of the PrevaEing

Wave Influence on the Eile’s Deposits, fol. London 1859.

STAIYTOjST (H. T.) The Hatm’al History of the Tineina. Vol. III. 8vo.

London 1858.

TheEntomologist’s Annual for 1859. 8vo. Aonc?on 1858.

STEYHOESE (J., E.E.S.) On the Economical Applications of Charcoal to

Sanitary Purposes. Third Edition. 8vo. London 1855.

STEPHEESON (Sir Macdonald.) Eemarks upon the PracticabUity and Ad-

vantage of EaEway Communication in European and Asiatic Turkey. 8vo.

London 1859. With a Map.

STIEMEE (G. E.) Die Cholera. Ihre Aetiologie und Pathogenese, ihre

Prophylaxe und Therapie. Basirt auf den Yeraenderhchen Ozongehalt der

Luft und dessen Einfluss auf die Athmung. 8vo. Koenigsherg 1858.

STEDEPi, (B.) Einleittmg in das Studium der Physik und Elemento der Me-

chanik. 8vo. Bern, Zurich 1859.

TOETOLINI (B.) (Editor.) Annali di Scienze Matematiche e Eisiche. Tome YIII.

8vo. Roma 1857.

Annali di Matematiche Pura ed Applicata. Tomo I.

4to. Roma 1858.

YAN DEE WILLIGEY (Y. S. M.) Over het Electrisch Spectrum. Parts 1-7.

(Eeprinted from Yersl. en Med. Kon. Akad. Deel 7 A 8.) 8vo. Amsterdam,

Y"AED (E. 0.) Purification of the Thames. 8vo. London 1858.

WHEYTELL (Eev. W., E.E.S.) History of Scientific Ideas, being the first

Part of the Philosophy of the Inductive Sciences. Third Edition. Two

Yolumes. 8vo. London 1858.

YTIITE (Walter.) A Month in Yorkshire. Second Edition. 8vo. London

1858.

Y^HITWOETH (J., E.E.S.) Miscellaneous Papers on Mechanical Subjects.

8vo. London 1858.
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